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INDEX.
Ability. On the development of, by eflbrt, .314.

Advice. Remark on in.<incerity in asking and giving,

284.

Affliction. On the benefits of, 332.

Aged. Be kind to the, 99.

Africa. Notice of V. L. Cameron's late journey across,

381. 385. 394. 413.

Agriculture. On the use of dynamite in clearing ground
of stumps and stones for, 39.

Notice of the preparing of a large tract for, in

Scotland, 126.

Remarks on the domestication of the bison, 139.

Successful method of converting arable to pas-

ture land by transplanting small sods, 237.

Notice of the introduction of red clover into

Bucks Co., Pa., 282.

Results of experiments in New England, on the

value of different fertilizers, 289.

in Georgia. Observations on, 343.

Notes on the value of plaster of Paris as a ferti-

lizer, 373.

in Japan. Notes on, 37.5.

in Belgium. Remarks on, 405.

Alabama Claims Commission. Remarks on the dis-

posal of the surplus in the hands of the, 175.

Alarms in Germany, &c., among children. Notice of

curious, 29.

Algeria. Notes on, 78.

Alligator skins. On the use of, for leather, 366.

Alps and the Himalaya compared. The, 132.

Amsterdam. Notes of a recent visit to, 389.

Anecdote of Judge Wells, 20.

a dying negro, 115.

the little girl and the king, 127.

Sergeant Glanville, 164.

Cecil, 190.

Oken, 231.

of noble conduct in humble life, 237.

Whately, 367.

Christopher Healy, 405.

Animals. Anecdotes of the intelligence and affection

' of, and comments on the exercise of compassion
towards them as a christian duty, 212.

Antonelli's will. Notice of one passage in, 205.

Arsenic eaters in Styria. Account of, 315.
" Art thou in health, my brother " Essay entitled, 175.

Arctic expedition. Account of Nares' recent, 110.

133.

expeditions. Notice of the number of, within

the last 20 years, 141.

open sea north of Europe. A new route to China
proposed through the, 367.

Assyrian explorations. Notice of some results of recent,

! 284, 341.

"At ease in Zion." Essay entitled, 282.

Audland John. Account of the convincement and re-

ligious character of, 371.

Aztec ruins. Extract entitled, 388.

Babylon. On the fall of, 151.

Backhouse Hannah C. Remarks of, on the Christian

;
profession of Friends, 274.

Bank notes. Process of destroying counterfeit, at

Washington, 391.

Barclay's Apology. Instances of the convincement to

the principles of Friends by the perusal of, 236.

Barclay John. Letter of, 98.

Extract from, on the opportunities presented in

domestic life for the exercise of virtue, 208.

Remarks of, on degeneracy among Friends, 276.

Letters of, 414.

Baths. Notice of the opening of the free, on Alaska
St., Philada., 335.

Bats. On the usefulness of, in destroying insects, 356.

Beef. On the business of exporting fresh, to Europe,
391.

Belgium. Notes of travel in, 409.

Belper Conference. Remarks on the condition of the

Society in England, entitled the, 115.

Comments on the above, 120. 127.

Besetting sin. On, 44.

Bermudas. Notice of the history and present condi-
tion of the, 374.

Sevan Rebecca. Account of the character and death
of, 333.

Bible Association. Circular of the, 70. 77.

Bibles and Testaments. Notice of the arrangements for

the sale of, in the Centennial Exhibition, 92.

Bible Societies. Statistics of, 108.

Bill. A quaint old, 246.

Binney Horace. Extracts from an eulogium on, 37. 42.

Birds. Observations on the intelligence of cat, 299.

Birds. How a pair of, escaped from death by fire, 138.

Birthright. On the resignation by Esau, of his, 158.

Bison. The North American. Remarks on the charac-

ter of, and its probable extermination, 129.

Black Mountains. Description of an ascent to the sum-
mit of the, 329.

Books. Report on the distribution of Friends, 1877, 335.

Book Notices. " War from the point of view of Chris-

tianity and good sense," 52.
" Bibliotheca Anti-Quakeriana," 76.

History, manners and customs of the Indian na-

tions, &c., by John Heckewelder. New edi-

tion, 100.

Diary of Christopher Marshall, 233. 241. 249.

A " Persuasive to Unity," by Joseph Bancroft,

247.

(manuscript.) " First-day's Meetings, supplied

by Friends in the Ministry, in and about Lon-
don, 1682," 197. 206.

" A History of the United States," &c., by Josiah

W. Leeds, 351. 382.
" Across Africa," by V. L. Cameron, 381.

Bobolink. On the song of the, 51.

Bowly Daniel, Jr. Brief account of, 4. 13. 19.

Boys. Three good lessons for, 71.

My little gentlemen, an anecdote of, 40.3.

Brandwood James. Account of the life and religious

experience of, 122.

Brazil. Phenomena observed during the dry season

in, 84.
" Bread on the waters." Anecdote entitled, 370.

Brussels. Notes of a recent visit to, 405.

Brute ferocity in men. Remarks on practices which

may lead to, 22.

Bunh'ill Fields Burial Ground. Remarks on the pro-

posed sale of, 30.

Burns Robert. A visit to the birthplace and residence

of, 308.

Burrough Edward. Brief notice of the life and religious

character of, 363.

Extract from an epistle of, and comments, 400.

Busbey Thomas. Earnest longings of, after the Lord in

his youth, and experience of His goodness,

291.

Remarks of, on the regard of the Lord to his

faithful children, 301.

Business. Advice of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting re-

specting the pursuit of, 194. 205.

Butter. On the manufacture of artificial, 275.

California. The dimensions and estimated age of the

big trees of, 143.
" Captain Ball's experience, as related by himself."

Extract entitled, 282.

Capper Mary. Extract from, in reference to the gospel

labors of Henry Hull, 318.

Notice by, of the concern of Friends in reference

to members of the Society joining with be-

nevolent associations, 323.

Remarks of, on the enjoyment of the reward for

the foithful performance of duty, 328.

Relief experienced by, from silent prayer, 340.

388.

Observations of, on the importance of a true

knowledge of the way of eternal life, 351.

Remarks of, in reference to partaking of the
" sacrament," 358.

On the necessity of patient waiting for right au-

thority to speak in the exercise of the ministry.

Carleton Elizabeth. Account of the early life and con-
vincement of, 149. 165.

Carlisle, Eng. Account of a recent visit to, 321.

Carpets. Account of the appearance in the U. States
of an insect very destructive to, 364.

Cashmere. Account of a visit to the valley of, 121.
The beanty of the lakes of, 155.

Cedar " mines" of New Jersey. On the, 399.
Centennial Exhibition. Mineral resources of the Pacific

States as shown in the, 45.

Notice of arrangements for the sale of Bibles and
Testaments in the, 92.

On the botany of the, 116.

Charity. On the exercise of true, in judgment, 36.

On wise, in relieving the poor, 213.

to the poor rewarded in the experience of
Whately, 367.

Cheer him. Incident entitled, 90.

Cheerfulness. The duty of, 198.

Cheese. On the manufacture of Roquefort, 91.

Chester, England. Brief notice of, 164.

Children. On the training for war of orphan, in Eng-
land and the United States, 269.

of our Heavenly Father. Chastening to be ac-

cepted as a mark that we are, 294.
Sympathy with, 348.

The encouragement of virtue more effectual than
frequent faultfinding in the management of,

China. The population of, probably over-estimated, 20.

Notice of a late curious alarm in, 54.

A new route to, proposed through the Arctic
sea, 367.

Chinese essayist. Remarks of a, on opium smoking, 36.

Christians. Extracts from an address of, against
the opium trade, 43.

lecture. Extracts from a, delivered in Phila-
delphia, 252.

On the present use of metallic types in printing
by the, 359.

Christian. The experience of an aged, 180.

The happiness of a, who believes what he pro-
fesses, 188.

advancement. Self-indulgence one of the great-
est hindrances to, 205.

Christians. The inconsistency of, with Christianity, 398.
" Church debts." Extract entitled, 29.

Church. Remarks on the true exercise of oversight in

the, 126.

Encouragement given by R. Shackleton to give

up to be serviceable in the, 194.

On the qualifications for u.sefulness in the. 279.

On the spread of worldliness in the professing,

and the corresponding loss to the, over the

souls of men, 284.

Cigar scientifically dissected. A, 1.56.

Clapp Mary Ann. Brief account of, 154.

Clark Asenath. Letter of, and comments, 253.
" Climbing the mountain." Essay entitled, 379.

Coal. On the origin of, and consumption of, in dif-

ferent countries, 34.

Codfish. On the method of curing, and the demand
for, 163.

Colliery. Account of the recent rescue of imprisoned
miners in a Welsh, 317.

Collins and the funeral. Incident entitled, 86.

Coney of Palestine. On the natural history of the, 2.

Colored people in the S. States. Notes of a visit to the,

235. 244. 250. 259. 267. 273. 281. 290.

Appeal for help in circulating suitable reading

matter among the, 238.

Colored laborers in Virginia. Experience with, 70.

Conran John. Encouragement by, to Friends on attend-

ing meetings for worship, 212.

Conscience. The liability of stifling the dictates of, by
disregarding them, 122.

Converted man. Marks of a, 44.

Conversions. Remarks on sudden, 398
Cotton. On the increasing culture of, in Texas, 402.

Counterfeit half-dollars. Remarks on distinguishing,

219.



Courteous manners. On, 386.

Covenanters. Notice of the early history of the, 243.

Cresson Caleb. Extract from the printed Diary of, re-

specting the place of execution of Friends in Boston,

310.

Crime. Remarks on the influence of bad literature

upon, 357.

Criminal. Kemarkable reclamation of a, 303.

Crisp Stephen. Advice of, on bearing provocations, 126.

Cultivate early the habit to work, 62.

Death." " On a preparation for. Essay entitled, 314.

Death. Remark on our slowness to learn the le.sson of

preparing for, 20.

of upright pillars in the church. Remarks on
the recent, 367. 374.

Deaths.—Rebecca Allen, 40 ; Catharine M. Aaronson,

48 ; Alice T. Albertson, 128 ; Abigail Allen, 168
;

George M. Alsop, 232 ; Lydia Aaronson, 296 ; Mary
Bacon, 40 ; Letitia Balderston, 56 ; Mary Bracken,

96; John B. Balderston, 120; Thornton Edward
Brown, 120; Job Ballinger, 128 ; Richard W. Bacon,

160 ; Mary Bailey, 176 ; Josiah Briggs, 248 ;
Damaris

E. Bradshaw, 344 ; Demsey Bundy, 352 ; Esther

Brackin, 384 ; Rebecca H. Carr, 16 ; Juliann Cooper,

40 ; Sarah S. Cadbury, 56 ; Anna E. Conrow, 120
;

John Carter, 344 ; Peter DeCou, 16 ; Sarah B. Down-
ing, 160 ;

George S. Downing, 160 ; Harvy Davis Em-
mons, 48 ; Uriah Evans, 136 ; Lydia Ann Erabree,

392; Deborah S. Fawcett, 72; Elizabeth Garretson,

56; Mary Gibbons, 248; William D. Griffen, 400;
Haydock Garrigues, 416; James Hilyard, 96; Wil-

liam Hancock, 152 ; Mary House, 168 ; Phebe Haight,

280 ; Deborah D. Horney, 352; Ephraim M. Hunting-

ton, 392 ; Levi Thompson Jones, 272 ; Mary S Jones,

312 ; James E. Kaighn, 16 ; John T. Kenyon, 128
;

Annie B. Kirkbride, 144 ; Henry Knowles, 184

;

Alonzo Knowles, 232 ; Susan King, 280 ; Samuel R.

Kirk, 336 ; Hannah G. Leeds, 8 ; Sarah E. Lee, 104
;

Sarah B. Leeds, 128; Hobson Lamborn, 160; Isaac

Lippincott, 368 ; Eleanor Lee, 392; Susan McGrew,
24 ; Mary Millhouse, 56 ; John B. Moon, 56 ; Susan
T. Mott, 136 ; Rebecca Matlack, 152; Mary G. Mat-
lack, 168 ; William Massey, 200 ; Elizabeth McBride,
208 ; Anna Moore, 296 ; Daniel Maule, 336 ; Anna B.

Negus, 200; Oliver Paxon, 48; Daniel Penington,

56 ;
Elizabeth J. Pyle, 80 ; Louisa S. Paxson, 272

;

Phebe Palmer, 280 ; George S. Passmore, 288 ; Isaac

Price, 392; Elizabeth Reeve, 16 ; Julianna Randolph,

32 ; Alice Roberts, 48 ; Susan C. Ray, 56 ; Edith S.

Reeve, 176 ; Ann Rogers, 176 ; Everett P. Roberts,

296 ; Rachel Rich, 296 ; John M. Smith, 8 ; John
Scott, 32 ; Elizabeth P. Smith, 120 ; Lydia Sharp,

160 ;
Carleton P. Stokes, 168 ; Joseph W.Satterthwait,

200; Sidney Sharpies, 240 ; Charles Sheppard, 288
;

Samuel Smith, 352 ; Joseph Scaltergood, 368 ; Sarah
R. Tatnall, 16 ; Robert Todd, 24 ; Richard Thomp-
son, 168; Samuel Test, 240; Mary Thorn, 240;
Joseph B. Taylor, 256 ; Mary Thompson, 280 ; Rachel
D. Vail, 352 ; Priscilla Wickersham, 80; Robert W.
Wright, 136 ; Amy Wills, 216 ; Mary H. Woolman,
232 ; Mary Williams, 232 ; Sarah R. Whitacre, 272

;

Guli A. Williams, 320 ; William Wood, 328 ; Eben-
ezer Worth, 376.

Death-bed repentance. Remarks on danger of being

deceived respecting, 186.
" Decay of conscience." Remarks on the, in the com-

munity, 38.

Comments on the above, 46.

Deceitfulness of the human heart." Essay entitled,
" The, 299.

Despondency. Encouragement against, 27.

Diary of Christopher Marshall. Extracts from and
comments, 233. 241. 249.

Dillwyn George. Observations of, in reference to the

testimonies and discipline of Friends, 1.34.

Diversion. Remarks on the urgent and general pursuit

of, and advices against attending places of, 230.

Divine Guidance. Instance of, in the experience of

John Churchman, 413.

Dog. Anecdote of kindness in a, 212.

Instance of attachment of a, to his master, 243.

Anecdote of sagacity in, 380.

Domestic life. Remarks on the opportunities pr('Kente<l

by, for the exercise of virtue, 208.

Dress. Earnest expostulation of one not a Friend ir

favor of plainness of, 102.

Records of the eflTorts of early Friends to main
tain plainness of, 156.

On the testimony of Friends in regard to, and
caution against severity ofjudgment respecting

plainness of, 306.

Exercise of mind experienced by Philip Price

from having abandoned a plain, 3.57.

INDEX.

Draining of Lake Fucino. Notice of the recent, 218.

Druramond the poet. Notice of a visit to the residence

of, 265.

Dupes to ourselves. Extract entitled, 44.

Dynamite. Experiments with in clearing ground of

stumps and stones, 39.

Economy. Remarks on the duty of judicious, 188.

Eddystone lighthouse. The building of the present and
former, 63.

Editorial.—Notice of the proceedings of Canada Yearly
Meeting, 7 ; Remarkson republishing the late Epistle

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 7 ; Notice to con-

tributors, 7; Remarks on bearing trials in a meek
and quiet spirit, 15 ; On war, and the responsibility

resting upon professed ministers of the gospel, for its

existence in so-called Christian nations, 22 ; Remarks
on the present number of members of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, 31 ; Observations on two recent con-

ferences of Friends, 47 ;
Remarks on the young mem-

bers of the Society of Friends, 55 ; Notice of a late

conference of Friends, members of Kansas Yearly
Meeting, 64 ; Notice of Ohio Yearly Meeting, 71. 94;

Remarks on spreading a knowledge of the principles

we profess, 71 ; Encouragement to Friends to hold

fast the form of sound words, 79 ; Remark in refer-

ence to a published letter of Ann Gilbert, 79 ; Re-
mark to contributors, 79 ; On the danger of neglect-

ing the one thing needful, 87 ; Notice of Kansas
Yearly Meeting, 95 ; Remarks on the conduct and
character of Ohio Yearly Meeting, 103 ; Notice of

the proceedings of Indiana Yearly Meeting, 111
;

Notice of the proceedings of North Carolina Yearly
Meeting, 119 ; Remarks in reference to the Belper
Conference, 120. 127 ; Observations on the violation

of the doctrines and testimonies of the Society by the

representatives of " Friends' Foreign missionary asso-

ciation," 127 ; Notice of the proceedings of Western
Yearly Meeting, 135 ; On the burning of the Brooklyn
theatre, 143; Reflections on completing the 100th
year of our national existence. 151; Reflections on
the close of the year, 159 ; Correction of a statement
respecting the author of " Pennsylvania and Peace,"
159 ; On the views of Friends respecting baptism and
the supper, 167 ; Encouragement to faithful yet sor-

rowful servants of the Lord, 175 ; Appeal on behalf
of the freedmen, 183 ; Remarks on the present crisis

in political affairs, 191 ; Observations on the appoint-
ment of the commission to count the electoral votes,

198; Observations on the experience of the Christian

in the work of regeneration, 215 ; Remarks on inno-

vations upon the doctrines of Friends and sentiments
promulgated by a recent conference in the limits of

Western Yearly Meeting respecting the ministry,

222 ; Comments on the sound views publicly expressed
by a bishop of the Reformed Episcopal Church re-

specting the priesthood of all believers, 223 ; Re-
marks on certain classes of members in the Societv,

231 ;
Notice to a contributor, 231. 240 ; Remarks on

the peaceful settlement of the Presidential succession,

239 ; Observations on a " Persuasive to Unity," by
Joseph Bancroft, 247 ; Remarks on true faith as a
fruit of the Holy Spirit, 255 ; On the neces.sity of

I

dwelling in the life of religion for the right perform-
ance of our individual duties, 263 ; Notice of the pro-

ceedings of Kansas Yearly Meeting, 271 ; On the ap-
proach of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 279 ; Notice
of the proceedings of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,
287. 294 ; Comments on the war between Russia and
Turkey, 304 ; Observations on trials which consistent

Friends of the present day are exposed to, from fel-

low members, 311 ; Remarks on the goodness of the
Lord in destroying our pleasures in worldly objects,

320 ;
Remarks on some statements published in Lon-

don respecting the Society of Friends in England,
328 ; On the necessity of the faithful maintenance by
Friends of their distinguishing testimonies, 336 ; On
the stumbling effect upon others of unfaithfulness on
thepartof the profe.ssors of religion, 344; Remarkson
the doctrine of the universality of the manifestations
of Divine Grace to the souls of men, 351 ; On the
practical exemplification of religion in every day
life, 367 ; Remarks on the late removal from the
church militant of deeply exercised members, 367

;

Notice of the proceedings of London Yearly Meeting,
375 ; Comments on recently published accounts of
Conferences of Friends in the West, 376 ; Remarl
on individual and p:iniil;il Irillmrici- and rrspmis

bilily, 383; Remarks ,,„ .ndmini; snllnin- mi l,cli;iir

of the church, 392 ;
< i)i ibr liilc rii.lnus c.iillir. :il

the community, 4110 ; On the ini|M>rt:uirf of sni

ting to the operations of Divine Grace, 408 ; Remarks
on some of the promises which should animate the
drooping christian, 415.

Edinburgh. Notes of a recent visit to, 242. 258. 2

Education. On the value of a practical, 46.

of women. The facilities for the liberal, n
than ample for the present, 62. J

On the necessity of thoroughness in the, of wo-

On the advantages of, in the common pursuits

of life, 371.

Edward Thomas, a Scotch naturalist. Account of, 317.

326. 332. 338. 345. 855.

Egypt. The remains of an ancient king of, now in the

British Museum, 182.

Electric light. Notice of a powerful, 196.

Electricity. Premature explosions of blasts probably
sometimes due to 397.

Elephant. Anecdote of the patient submission of an,

to medical treatment, 339.

Eliot John. Brief account of, 99.

Elkinton Joseph. Extract from a letter of, 141.

Embezzler. Comments on the course of a convicted, 46.

Emlen James. Observations on the character of, 349.

Emlen Institution. Appeal on behalf of the, 214.

Employment of time. Remarks on the right, 349.

Encouragement to the traveller Zionward, 379.

England. Letter by J. W. Forney during a visit to, 10.

Random notes of travel in, 154. 164. 189. 203.

211. 229, 322. 330. 353.

Notice of an old Roman pharos at Dover in, 195.

Visit to the remains of the Roman wall, 330.

Ephesus. Account of recent explorations on the site

of ancient, 185. 305.

Epistle of London Yearly Meeting, 1740. Extracts

from, 13. 28.

of Charles Marshall to Friends, 82.

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to its members,
1876, 1. 9.

of George Fox, and comments, 74.

of the Yearly Meeting of Women Friends in

London, 1776, 85.

of true christian love to all Friends who profess

the true light, by George Whitehead, 338. 346.

Esquimaux. On the rights of property among the, 293.

Estaugh John. Testimony of Friends in Tortola con
cerning, 18.

Etiquette at the table. Extract entitled, and comments,
44.

Evans Ellen. Remarks of, in reference to reading the

Bible and other religious books, 359.

Evans Jonathan. The religious character of, 287.

Evans William. Extract from, on the true enjoyc

of life, 103.

Notice by, of the death of Joseph Gibbons, 111.

Remarks by, on the advantage of the visits

rightly concerned Friends, 173.

On the injurious efTects to Friends, of minglin
in political associations, 260.

Prospect of, in reference to the renewed visit)

tions of Divine Grace to the young, and com-)
ments, 367.

Remarks of, on daily learning the lessc

dwelling in our own hearts with Christ, ',

Example louder than precept. Incident in illustration,

42.

Eye strains. On headaches, &c., caused by unsuspected,

Fahrenheit. Gabriel Daniel. Brief notice of, 267.

Faith. Extract from the Episcopal Recorder on true, 21

Corruption of the heart to be subdued by, ISO.

True, the fruit of the Holy Spirit, 255.

On the exercise of, in the education of childr

326.

Remarks on the prevalence and danger of a false,

man-made, 355.

Faith and charity. Narrative entitled, 390.

Faults. Observations on correcting, 378.
Farnsworth Richard. Extract from, 172.

Fertilizers. Result of experiment? with diii'ereni

New England, 289.

Fiction. Lament of a young Friend on the injury i

by reading, 158.

Rea.sons why we should not read, 175.
Observations on the large number of works of,

taken from public libraries, and its demorali;
ing effects, 225.

The favorable results of excluding works of, from
a public library in Philada., 364.

" Finish thy work," 405.
I'irst day of the week. Notice of the large proportioi

of crimes in Germany committed on, and o:

efforts intended to promote its proper observ
ance, 119.

Extr.act from the N. York Observer upon "Thi
Appeal for the due observ.anee of the," 181.



risli raising in the United States. Notes on, 3.

Observations on the habits of trout, 238.

fishermen. The perils of the New England, 231.

Fleming's prophetic warning, 11.

Florida. On the climatology of, lOS.

On orange culture in, 202.

lowers. On drying, to preserve their colors, H-t-

Forests. Kemarks on the importance of planting, 86.

The destruction of, diminishes the rainfall, 115.

Forgiveness of injuries, a christian duty. The, 126.

Fothergill John. Remarks of, on a succession in the

ministrj-, 69.

Comments on the above, VI. 374.

Fothergill Samuel. Extracts from, 278.

Letter of, 286.

Extract from, on the necessity of following the

Guide closely, 407.

Fountains Abbey. Description of a visit to, 211.

?ox George. Extract from an Epistle of, 43.

Epistle of, and comments, 74.

Remarks of, on perfection, 309.

Epistle of, to Friends in New Jersey, 341.

Epistle of, to Friends to maintain the meetings

of women Friends, 342.

Epistle of, to Friends against a twofold danger,

Account of the life and labors of, 387. 393. 40:

409.

France. Account of the Bank of, 63.

Ob.servations on the habits and character of the

peasantry of, 142. 146. 153.

Observations on the feeling entertained towards

each other by political parties in, 285.

Freedmen. Kemarks on the character of, as laborers,

in Virginia, 70.

Extracts from letters in reference to .schools for,

in Virginia, &c., 181. 260.

Appeal on behalf of the, 183.

Kemarks on the character of the, 262.

Account of a religious visit among the, in the

Southern Slates, 235. 244. 250. 259. 267. 273.

281. 290.

Keport of "Friends' association of Philadelphia

&c , for relief of," 3.34.

Fretting. Remarks on, 181.

Friends. Religious communications addressed to, 2.

36. 117.126.138.175.299.
Remarks on the present condition of the Society

of, 27. 35. 47. 90. 115. 222. 254. 2.58. 311. 358.

391.

Notice of the proceedings of a conference of, be-

longing to the Western Yearly Meeting, 29.

Examination of the doctrines and fruits of

" modified" Quakerism and those of the early,

27.

Remarks on the object for which Friends as a

body were raised up, 35.

Objections of, to " Bible" schools, singing in

places of worship, &c., 1.

The doctrine of, in reference to the way of salva-

tion, 9.

Encouragement to, 2. 172. 174.

On the younger members of the Society of, 55.

Hymn singing in meetings for worship, an inno

valion upon the testimonies of, 258.

On resignations of membership in the Society

of, 21.

On the importance of the faithful maintenance

by, of theii- testimony against a hired minis-

try, 46.

The doctrine of, in regard to public worship, 45.

Notice of the trials of early, respecting oath-

taking, 59.

On the injurious effects of the joining of, with

other religious professors, 118.

Remarks on late Conferences among, 29. 47. 54.

64. 376. 404.

Notice of the imprisonment of a professor with,

in France, for his testimony against war, 77.

Observations of Samuel Fothergill upon the

peculiar testimonies of, 307.

Remarks on the character of the doctrines of, 47.

The system of an ordained ministry incompatible

with the views of, 102.

Remarks on inconsistencies in professed minis-

ters among, 126.

Observations of Cieorge Dillwyn upon the testi-

monies and discipline of, 134.

Records of the efforts of the early, to maintain

their testimony to plainness of dress, 156.

Remarks on the" duty of, to restrain their chil-

On the doctrines of, respecting bapti

supper, 167.

and the

INDEX.
Testimony of Charles Marshall respecting the

character and practices of the early Friends,
17.5.

Notice of a manuscript record of the hardships
endured by the early, in holding their re-

ligious meetings, 197. 206.

Remarks upon recent innovations upon the doc-

trines and testiuumies of, 222. 229. 400.

Notice of some of the trials of, in Philadelphia

during the Revolutionary war, 241.

Testimonies to the coming of a brighter day for

the Society of, 254.

The injurious efTects to, of mingling in political

associations, 260.

Remarks of Richard Jordan, in 1826, in refer-

ence to degeneracy among, 276. .

Observations of one, not a member, upon the

present state of the Society of, 286.

Observations on the place of execution of, in

Boston in early times, and comments, 310.

On the obligation of, to attend their religious

meetings, notwithstanding discouragements,

315.

On the blessings of true love among, to the So-

ciety of, 322
Remarks on the danger of the joining of, with

benevolent associations, 323.

Comments on the degeneracy in the Society of,

in England, 327.

Remarks on the above, 328.

On the obligation of, to maintain their distin-

guishing testimonies, 336.

Exhortation of George Fox to, to maintain the

meetings of women Friends, 342.

Epistle of George Whitehead to, 338. 346

Remarks on the doctrine of the universality of

Divine Grace as profes.sed by, 351.

Advice of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of 1877,

to, 354.

On the views of, in regard to the " sacraments,

361.

Testimonies issued by Conferences of, in the west,

respecting innovations in doctrine and prac-

tice, 365. 369.

Epistle of George Fox to, concerning a twofold

danger, 378.

Observations on the use of the Society of, 386,

393. 402. 409.

Frosty mines in Colorado. Notice of, 61.

Fruit. On the supply of tropical, to northern markets,

Funerals. Extravagant, discountenanced by an officer

of the law, 412.

Furne.ss Abbey. Notes of a visit to, and on the history

Georgia. Notice of the present condition of, 306. 343.

Observations on agriculture in, 343.

Germany. Notice of a diminution of the number of

students of theology in, 100.

Gibbons Hannah. Extracts from the memoranda of,

274.

Gibbons Joseph. Dying expressions of. 111.

" Giving in." Remarks on, 255.

Glasgow. Notes of a recent visit to, 297.

Gloves. Notes on the manufacture of kid, 342.

Golden cord of love. The, 51.

Goodness of the seasonable word. The, 141.

Goose. Anecdotes of intelligence and affection in a, 212.

Gospel power. Essay entitled, 138.

Gospel light. Essay entitled, 234.

Gospel a Power—not merely a record claiming assent.

The, 261. 266. 278. 302.

Grapes as food. On the value of, 21.

Gr^ sshoppers. An unsuccessful attack upon, by French

troops, 78.

Cireat Britain. On the present depression of trade in,

and its cure, 61.

Grubb, Sarah [L.] Extract from, on the results of

disobedience to duty, 31.

Extracts from, on the state of Society, and com-

ments, 90.

Hallett's Point Reef, New York. Account of the re-

cent blasting operations at, 59. 67. 74.

Happy man. The life of the, 375.

Harris Mary. Brief account of the submission of^jo

the visitations of Divine Cirace, and comments, 377.

Hat honor. Remarks of Wm. Penn on refusing to

. Remark of, in reference to min-

shall be watered himself." Incident
istry, 151.

'He thatwatereth.

entitled, 303.

Haworth James. Testimony of Marsden Monthly
Meeting concerning, 226.

Hawthornden. Notice of a visit to, 265.

Health. On the value of grapes as food, 21.

On headaches and affections of the brain caused

by eye strains, 39.

Cheerfulness at the table important to good, 44.

An useful application to chapped hands, 180.

On the habits of sleep conducive to, 183.

The use of cast iron stoves injurious to, 275.

On the treatment of persons who have swallowed

poisons, 309.

Hints for the sick room, 349.

On the value of, and the necessity of making
sacrifices for, 415.

Healy Christopher. Anecdote of, and comments, 405.

Heart. On the deceitfulness of the human, 299.

Highlands of Scotland. Notes of a tourist among the,

290. 297.

Hill Hannah. Brief account of, 77.

Holland. Notes of travel in, 389.

Holy Scriptures. Remarks of Ueo. Whitehead on the

benefit of the frequent perusal of the, 187.

A blessing received through the instrumentality

of the, 303.

Illustrations of narrative portions of the, 238.

351. 411.

Notices of the changed me:ining of certain words

in the present version of the, 322. 331. 340.

The, not the primary rule of faith and practice,

351.

The, not read in meetings for worship by the

early Friends, 391.

Holy Spirit. The immediate teaching of, the founda-

tion of all gospel worship and ministry, 28.

Home. Remarks on the happiness of a, where love

reigns supreme, 246.

Hooper John. Bishop of Gloucester. Brief account of,

97. 105. 113.

Horses. The value of the Arabian, in Algeria, 78.

The proper method of protecting, from sun-

stroke, 335.

Howgill Francis. Notice of the life and religious

character of, 386.

Hymn singing in congregational worship. Objections

of Friends to, 258.

Hugh Ellis. Biographical sketch of, with comments.

Hurry and haste. Remarks on avoiding, 215.

Iceland. Notice of high mental cultivation of the

people of, 323.

On the service performed by, to the climate of

Europe, 359.

Account of the physical features of, .378.

Immediate revelation. Remarkable instance of, 148.

India. Description of the scene of the late cyclone in,

157.

Notice of damage by the late cyclone to ship-

ping, 173.

Account of a visit by Wm. H. Seward to the

Maharajah of Putteeala in, 193. 201. 209.

Observations on the victory of peace in, by the

British Government, 372.

Indians. Remonstrance upon the injustice of the pre-

sent war .igainst the Sioux, 6.

Remarks on the character of the whites, as

viewed by, 100.

Report of Commissioners lately .appointed to

treat with the Sioux, 171.

Notice of the Shinecock, 190.

in the Indian Territory. On the state of the.

Extracts from a report of the chief clerk of

office of Indian affairs at Washington on the

condition of the, in the Indian Territory, 245.

Report of the committee of Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting for the improvement of the, 341.

Indian aid association. Notice of the proceedings of

the eighth annual meeting of, 301.

Infidel. Remarks of a, on his death-bed, 42.

Influence. Remarks on individual, 12.

Insane. Observations on the practical result of kind-

ness in the treatment of the, 57.

Insect powders. Notes on the composition of, 3.

Intemperance. " What the first saloon cost," 12.

Statistics of the amount of ardent spirits con-

sumed in Great Britain, 61.

A liquor-seller rebuked, 78.

Experience of a physician on the danger of pre-

scribing alcoholic liquids, 123.

Crime largely due to, 148.

Statistics in reference to, in the United States,



Intemperance. The pecuniary benefit to Maine, by the

prohibition of iiquors, 157.

The liquor license law the strongest obstacle to

reforming the abuses of, 168.

Anecdote in reference to, 211.

Illustration that education i.s not of itself a pre-

ventive of, 246.

Notice of the feeling against, in Texas, by the

adoption of " local option" law, 303.

Statistics of the cost of the liquor traffic to Phila-

delphia, 319.

International Law Conference. Notice of the object

and proposed proceedings of, 36
" Is father on deck." Anecdote of the confidence of a

child, entitled, 103.

Japan. Notice of the decline of Buddhism in, 10.

Account of a visit by Wm. H. Seward to the

Mikado of, 130. 137.

Japanese paper. On the manufacture of, 3.

persimmon. On the cultivation of in California,

356.

husbandry. Notes on, 375.

Jews. Notice of the removal of large numbers of, to

Palestine, 103.

Journey. Remarks on the getting ready for a, and the

common neglect of preparing for eternity, 293.

Keep in the cross and purity will grow, 172^
" Keeping up appearances." Remarks on, 79.

Kennard William. Letter of, 301.

Kerosene oil. On the great danger of using, 60,

Keyser Abraham. Testimony of, in favor of the at-

tendance of week-day meetings, 279.

Kilauea. Description of a visit to the crater of, 109.

Kind word. Incident entitled, a, 108.

Labor. On the necessity of, 70.
" Lake District" of England. Notes of a recent visit

to, 353.

Lake Fucino. Notice of the recent draining of, 218.

Lamley Mary. Account of the dying testimonies of,

and comments, 174. 178.

Lapland. Description of scenery in, during summer,
337.

" Let us labor, therefore, to enter into that rest." Ob-
servations entitled, 300.

Letter of John Thorp, 61.

John Barclay, 98. 414.

of one not a Friend on the necessity of plainness

of dress, 102.

Richard Shackleton. Extracts from with com-
ments, 106. 114. 130. 149. 165. 170. 182. 194.

219. 243. 250.

Joseph Elkinton, 141.

William Penn to his wife and children, 204. 210.

Asenath Clark, and comments, 253.

Samuel Fothergill, 286. 307.

William.Kennard, 301.

Philip Price, 366. 899.

Hannah Price, 366.

Hannah Cathrall, 366.

Rachel Price, 399.

Susan Lightfoot, 404.

Thomas Kite, 404.

Libraries Public in the United States. Notice of the

number, size, character, &c., 213.

Observations on systems of cataloguing in, 217.

On the large proportion of works of fiction in,

and their demoralizing effects, 225.

On the injury caused by works of fiction in, and
the duty of discountenancing it, 364.

Library of free reading room, Germantown, Philada.

Report of committee in charge of Friends', 373.

Lighthouse. Notice of an old Roman, at Dover, Eng-
land, 195.

Powerful electric light used in an, in England,
196.

Life. Remarks on the goodness of the Lord in destroy-

ing the pleasures of this, 320.

Life saving service of the United States. Account of,

319.

Lincoln Abraham. A reminiscence of, 92.

Llangollen." Account of the " ladies of, 177.

Locusts and wild honey. Observations on the use of,

as food in Africa, 238.

Longevity of one million lives in England. Statistics

of the probable, .",80.

Longevity of the Africans. Notes on, 385.

Love. Extracts on the powerful influence of (christian,

.51.

Remarks on, 03.

On the sweet influences of gospel, 150.

The happiness of home dependent on, 246.

Love. On family and brotherly, 322.

Lumbermen's camp. Description of the mode of 1

Maelstrom. Account of it, as it is, 30.

Manner. Remarks on the value of a pleasant, in social

intercourse, 358. 386.

Marriage. Advice in regard to, 141.

Marriages.—Isaac Sharpless to Lydia T. Cope, 24

;

William C. Malone to Marv A. Downing, 24; John
M. Sheppard to Catharine Whitacre, 72 ;

Henry W.
Satterthwaite to Lucy Sharpless, 88; Joseph B. Wray
to Hannah B. Kite, 104 ; George E. Pim to Jane E.

Master.s, 144; Dr. Joshua H. Worlhington to Sarah
Collins, 168; Abel Walker to Hannah L. French,

184 ; T. Clarkson Eldridge to Elizabeth Bonsall, 184;

Oliver S. Negus to Deborah Steer, 200; Thomas
Scattergood, Jr. to Phebe Anna Kinsey, 232; Albert

Webster to Anna S. Dutton, 232 ; Joseph H. Haines
to Anna Wills, 392 ; Clayton Haines to Lydia B.

McGrew, 392.

Marshall Charles. Epistle of, to Friends, 82.
_ _

Remarks of, on the eflects of Divine visitation

upon the minds of himself and others of the

early Friends, 175.
" Mary's little lamb." The "true story" of, 50.

Marshall Christopher. Extracts from a diary of, from
1774 to 1781, and comments, 233. 241.

Melrose abbey. Notes of a visit to, 229.

Meekness and forbearance. On the efficacy of, 86.

Meeting etiquette. Communication entitled, 116.

Meeting for worship at Media, Penna. Notice of the

opening of a, 155.

Memory. How to cure a bad, 98.

Mennonites in Lancaster Co., Pa. Notice of a religious

visit among, 362.

Meteor. Description of a remarkable, 164. 180.

Meteors. The earth believed to be receiving showers
of, 284.

Meteorites. Notices of some remarkable, in the Cen-
tennial Exhibition, 27.

The origin of, ascribed to eruptions on the sun,

92.

Midian. On recent discoveries in the land of, 411.

Mine. Account of the rescue of several men im-
prisoned in a Welsh coal, 317.

Mines. Premature explosions of blasts in, probably
sometimes due to electricity, 397.

Mineral resources of the Pacific States, as shown in the

Centennial Exhibition, 45.

Ministry. Remarks on the great obstacle, a man made
and paid, has been to the professing church, 46.

Recommendation to observe the stopping point

in the exercise of the, 39.

The blessing of Divine guidance in the work of

the, Illustrated in the experience of preachers

of other denominations, 38. 63.

Observations of Daniel Wheeler on the prejudi-

cial effects in the Christian Church of the pay-
ment of money in connection with, 68.

Remarks on a succession in the, 69. 71.

On the importance of a faithful maintenance of

the testimonies of Friends in reference to, 101.

The system of an ordained, incompatible with
the views of Friends, 102.

Tender counsel to a Friend engaged in the, 250.

of George Withy. Incidents in the, 262.

Advice of George Fox to Friends in the, and
comments, 263.

Remarks on the necessity of patient waiting for

Divine authority to speak in the exercise of

the, 372.

Observation of Samuel Bettle on passing through
humiliating exercises previously to engaging
in the work of the, 392.

Illustration of Divine guidance in the experi-

ence of John Churchman, 413.

Mint. Notice of the testing of the coinage in the

London, 20.

Account of the operations of the United States,

in Philadelphia, 396.

Mississippi. Description of the, at high water, 237.

Notice of a difference in the climate and pro-

ductiveness of t'.ie two banks of the, 360.

Missouri. Notice of the mineral resources of, 370.
" Molly Maguire" trials. Account of the, 124.

Monasteries. Account of the suppression of, in Eng-

land, 388.

.Mor:ility not to be depended on for salv.ition, 82.

.More Hannah. Extract from, and comments, 398.
" Must fragrant on poor soil." Reflections entitled, 6.

Mcjunt Mitchell, N. C. Description of an ascentof, 329.

Washington. Description of an ascent of, by
railroad, 347.

Moxam Septimus. Extract from the diary of, iiji.

perlbrmance of silent worship, 34. t
Music. John Thorp's indulgence in, reproved, 67.

Ruth Anna Rulter required to abstain from ii

,

dniging in, 140. 1

Myths. The age of, still here, 29.
,

My little gentlemen. Extract entitled, 403. ',

Names. Remarks on publishing, in reports, and peri

odicals, 22.

Natural History.—The Coney of Palestine, 2; Th.
Bobolink, 51 ; The Sticklebacks, 107 ; The Cat-bird .

299 ; The Turn-stone, 309 ; The Humming-bird, 324
i

Crows, 345 ; Bats, 356; The Buffalo moth, 364; Pen
|

guins, 397 ; Birds of paradise, 398; Albatrosses, 398. i

Naworth Castle. Description of a visit to, 330.
" Nervous" man. Description of a, 294.

Nevada. The process of treating silver ores in, 25.

New Castle, Eng. Notes of a visit to, 229.

NewGuinea. Recent observations on the people of, o'j^.

New Jersey. Statistics of the agricultural wealth vi. :•.

Account of the system for saving life from wrt^k-
on the coast of, 319.

Nicotine. Notice of the seizure of, by Custom House
officials in London to prevent frauds, 220.

Nile. Capt. Speke believed to be the discoverer of the
true source of the, .38.

" No cross No crown." Extract from, on the penalty
of disobedience to the light of Christ in the soul, 254.

Noble conduct in humble life. Anecdote entitled, 237.

North Carolina. Notice of the mineral and agricultural

resources of western, 367.

Notes of a Southern visit, 235. 244. 250. 259. 267. 273.

281. 290.

Norway. Notes of a visit to Hammerfest, 337.
Midnight off the coast of, 350.

Norwegian family. A visit to the house of a, 356.

Oath. Account by Thomas Story of his exercise of
mind on declining to take a judicial, 313.

Obedience. The want of, to manifested duty, the reason
why some are not chosen, 31.

On the great advantage of implicit, to the Divine
will, 244.

Obey the Captain. Essay entitled, 206.

Occupation. The value of, tested, 69.
" Only a pin." Illustr.Uioa of the effects of evil asso-

ciates, entitled, 76.

Opium trade. Extracts from addresses of Chinese
Christians against the, 43.

den. Description of a, in San Francisco, 292.

Orange culture in Florida. Notice of, 292.

Oregon. Notice of the present population and improve-
ent of, 372.

Our children. Remarks on the duty of parents, en-
titled, 1.57.

Paine Thomas. The death-bed of, 55.

Palestine. Correction of a statement respecting the
Jewish settlement of, 414.

Paper. On the manufacture of, in Japan, 3.

On the use of the desert palm for the manufac-
ture of, 349.

The application of, to sheathing ships' bottoms
359.

Peasant life in Burgundy. Notice of, 142. 146. 153.
Penington Isaac. Extracts from, 276.

Concerning the principle and way of life by, 298.
Penn William. Letter of, to his wife and children on

leaving England in 1682, 204. 210.

On the penalty of disobedience to the light of
Jesus in the soul, 254.

Extract from, on self-denial, 263.

Extract from, on man's efforts in religion with-
out the a.ssistance of the Holy Spirit, 299.

Extract from, on the doctrine of the manifesta-
tion of the Holy Spirit to every man, 328.

Tradition of the Mennonites in" Lancaster Co.,
Pa., respecting, 362.

Remarks of, on refusing to give hat honor, 412.
Penn.sylvania. Anecdote of the hardships encountered

by the first settlers in, 357.

Philadelphia. Statistics of the extent and cost of the
Ihinnrlriffirin, 319.

rii,.-]ihi.rr<. (Mic-eof the sea. On the origin of the, 101.
rin-i. l;iir-. -i.irvon the danger of prescribing alcoholic

li.iui.l.. A, 123.

I'lauis. liisiiiiciions on drying, for the herbarium, 114.
Experiments upon the sleep of, 134.

Plants.— Influence of ammonia upon the colors of
flowers, 3 ; The squill, 78 ; The date palm, 78 ; Nostoc
mrnmm, 98; Botanical notes on the Centennial Ex-
hibition, 117; The big trees of California, 143; The
Japanese persimmon, 3.56.



I

Poetry.—Original.—My Childhood's Home, 397.
' Poetry.—Selected.—All things perish save virtue, 4

;

Abide with me, 84 ; The illustrated Bible, 69 ; Come
. to me, 12; Christ our purtion, 61 ; The close of the
I year, 180 ; Cumbered about much serving, 244

;

' Eternal Beam of Light divine, 76 ; Evening sorrow,
' 100 ; A Friends' meeting in the country, 53 ; For-

giveness, 116 ; Finish thy work, 405 ; The family in

heaven and earth, 372 ; God in nature, 157 ; The
Golden sunset, 196; The Golden mile-stone, 300;
God in the storm, 316 ; Hopes, 12 ; Helping the

. birds, 20; How I live, 28; Hazel Blossoms, 108;
, Home, 157 ; A hundred years to come, 292 ; Have
' faith and trust, 324; The Heavenly land, 332;
' Hereafter, 332 ; Hymn of the Dunkers, 349 ; Hvmn,
I 380; "Heleadeth me," 412; I own no lands,' &c.,

!
116 ; Just as Thou wilt, 205 ; Look up, 4 ; The Little

I
Flock, 228 ; Lines of Pierre Corneille, 36 ; Lines,

69. 167. 220 ; Lines to her granddaughter, 213 ;
" Let

I the dead bury their dead," 220 ; Living Flowers,

300; My Darlings, 133; "Mark the soft-falling

snow," 172 ; A mite song, 236 ; To the Memory of

George Dillwyn, 388 ; Nothing and something, 20

;

Our first grey hair, 188 ; The Peace of God, 141

;

Preventing mercies, 260; Patience, 412; Retrospect,

172 ; Stillness, 44 ; Sowing and reaping, 44 ; The spell

of love, 76 ; The sheltered plant, 92 ; The sleep of the

beloved, 148; Success, 196; Submission, 253. 364;
Strength for to-day, 309 ; Set your affections on
things above, 316; A teacher's care, 36; Thankful
remembrances, 164 ; The Tongue instructed, 236 ; A
Thanksgiving, 284; "Thv kingdom come," 356;
Wait on the Lord, 253 ; Which loved best ? 284 ; A
Waterfall, 292.

Poisons. On the treatment of persons who have swal-

lowed, 309.

lOr. On recognizing the worth of the religious, 411.

Population of the earth. Statistics of, 94. 410.

Potasli. Experiments in the value of, to soils, as a
fertilizer, 289.

Pottery. Notes on the manufacture of, in England, 10.

Prayer. Observations in reference to the use of words
in, 239.

Notice of the, of one of the reformers, 310.

The gift of speech, and the spirit of, very dif-

ferent, 330.

Answer to, 390.

Prayers for the destitute. Substantial relief offered in-

stead of, 100.

Price Philip. Notice of the life and religious exercises

of, .357. 381.

Letters of, 366. 399.

Notice of an improved method of agriculture

pursued by, 373.

Price Philip and Kachel. Notice of the services of, as

Superintendents of Westtown Boarding School,

390.

Notice of the life and religious labors of, 390,

399. 410.

rofanity rebuked and corrected, 303.

rophecy of Archbishop Usher. The, and comments,
181.

Providence. On slandering, 70.

On dependence upon Divine, 111.

On the preciousness of a belief in a superintend-

ing, 279.

Queries on a practical belief in, 309.

Providential incident in the ministry of C. H. Spur-
geon, 38.

deliverance from probable shipwreck, 316.

utty. Method of removing dry, 91.

Quakers and Quakerism. Extracts from an essay en-

titled, with comments, 17. 25. 33. 41. 49. 57.

Jueries for individual consideration, 79.

Quicksilver. On the productiveness of the California

mines of, 403.
_

lailway travelling. Illustration of the danger of Eng-
lish, 279.

lailways. Notice of a station indicator for, 372.

lainfafl. Notice of a coincidence between the amount
of, and occurrence of sun-spots, 84.

Effects of destroying forests upon the, 115.

Jandoiu notes of travel in England, Wales and Scot-

land, &c., 154. 164. 172. 177. 189. 203. 211. 229. 242.

257. 265. 277. 290. 297. 308. 321. 330. 353. 388. 409.

leading. On the dissipating effects on the mind of

desultory, 75.

leading meetings among Friends. On, 92.

legeneration. Experience of Thomas Story in relation

to, the work of, 147.

leligion the spiritual knowledge of God, 117.

a practical work, 118.

INDEX.
Religion. Observations on the practical experience of

the work of, 215.

We may be clear in the head, yet deceived in

the heart in reference to, 219.
On the state of vital, in continental Europe, 222.
Observation of a humble Christian on the evi-
dence of the truth of his, 285.

Remarks of Richard Shackleton on his experi-
ence of the work of, 293.

Observations of Isaac Penington on the work of,

298.

The work of, consists in co-operating with the
leaven of Divine grace in the soul, 398.

Religious belief. Remarks of Sir Humphrey Davy
upon the blessings of, 115.

labors. Observations on the necessity of the
guidance of the Holy Spirit in effectual, 195.

Religious Society. Remarks on the loss sustained by,
perhaps insensibly, 340.

Reproductive force. Remarks on, as affecting charac-
ter, 12.

Report of theTract Association of Friends, for 1877, 270.
of the Committee having charge of We-sttown
Boarding School, 325.

of " Friends' Association of Philadelphia, &c.,

for relief of colored freedmen," 334.

of the Book Committee to the Meeting for Suffer-

ings of Philada. Yearly Meeting, 335.

of the committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing for the improvement of the Indians, 341.

of the committee in charge of Friends' Free
Beading Room and Library, Germantown,

Reynolds Richard. Extracts from, 222. 242.

Rich without money, 52.

Rich man. Account of the remorse on his death-bed
of a, 77.

Riches. Remarks on the effects of, in obstructing
spiritual growth, 182.

Ritualistic observances. On the danger of, 294.

Roslin. Notice of a visit to, 265.

Roman Catholics. Notice of the transference of a con-
gregation of, to the Episcopal Church, 316.

Ro.se. On the production of attar of, in Turkey, 380.
Rotterdam. Notes of a recent visit to, 389.

Ruskin John. Extract from, 182.

Rutherford. Remarks of, on bearing the cross of Christ,

Rutter Ruth Anna. Some account of the convincement
of, 133. 139. 145.

"Sacraments." The views of Friends in regard to the,

361.

Salmon. On the supply and preparation of the, for

market, 83.

Sands David. Account of the last days of, 110.

Remarkable instance of immediate revelation to,

148.

Savannah. Notice of the present improving condition
of, 306.

Saving money. Observations on, 79.

Schools. New Jersey Reform. Notice of reports of,

for 1876, 261.

Schools. Remarks on frivolous instruction in com-
mon, 18.

On the injurious influence of the habit of fault-

finding in, 135.

Scientific notes, 3. 275.

Scotland. Notes of travel in, 229. 242. 258. 265. 277.

290. 297. 308.

Scott Job. Remarks of, on the benefit of deep inward
trials rightly borne, 14.

Remarkable experience of Divine favor by, 166.

Sea. On the origin of the phosphorescence of the, 101.

On the perils of the, 231.

Self-control. Anecdote of, 20.

Self-denial. Anecdote of, in the cause of science, and
comments, 231.

Instances of, in Cecil, 190.

The necessity of, in the work of salvation, 263.

Seward Wm. H. Accoimt of a visit by, to the Maha-
jah of Putteeala, 193. 201. 209.

Shackleton Richard. Remarks of, on the necessity of

obedience to the inward monitor, and com-
ments, 83.

Sketch of the life of, 106. 114. 130. 149. 165. 170.

182. 194. 219. 243. 250. 293.

Shoshone Falls. Account of a visit to the, 187.
" Shower of flesh." The Kentucky, composed of Nostoc

cameum, 98.

Sick. Hints to the nurses of the, 349.

Silk. Fruit bearing mulberry plants not good for, 117.

Silver. Description of the process of extracting, from
the ores, 25.

Skeptic. Reply to a, 336.
Slavery. On the history of the establishment of, in

this country, 161. 169. 179. 186. 382.

Notice of the agitation for the abolition of, in

England, in 1807, 203.
Sleep. On the habits of, conducive to good health, 183.

Smith George, the Assyriologist. Notice of the re-

searches and death of, 284.
" Somebody must be in." Anecdote entitled, 213.

Spain. Martyrdom of a "Friend" under the late

modern inquisition in, 92.

Spiritual decline. Signs of, 183.

guidance. Observations of a French Protestant
on the necessity of immediate, in effectual re-

ligious labors, 195.

Sponge fishing on the Bahamas. Description of, 301.

Stars. The calculated distance of some of the nearest,

293.
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In Epistle from the Yearly Meeting of Friends, iield

iu Pliiladelpbia, to its Members.

Impressed with the serious evils resulting from
he present unsettled and disunited condition of

3ur religious Society, and painfully convinced
hat the innovations made on the doctrines and
testimonies held by Friends ever since they were
jathered to be a distinct people, have not only
Droken up the harmony that once existed through-

jut the body, but that they are also leading

hose who adopt them away from the Scriptural,

jelf-deuying religion promulgated by our fore-

fathers, and assimilating them to the more out-

(vard belief and practices of other professors, we
ire concerned once more to address our fellow-

nembers. It is our earnest desire not to fall

jhort in the performance of our duty, so far as

ve may be enabled, to guard them from the

langers which abound, and to induce them, by
iving up to the requirements of our holy re-

igiou, to build upon Christ Jesus, the Rock of

kges and foundation of many generations.

In the Address issued by our Yearly Meeting
n 1868, some of the more important doctrines

md testimonies held by Friends are set forth,

nd several of the perversions of and innovations

ipon them that have crept into the Society of

atter time, are pointed out and testified against.

To this document we would again call the atten-

tion of our members, without reiterating what
Ivas then said respecting those innovations, nor
he concern of the Yearly Meeting in relation

their existence and spread. But we may not

ihut our eyes to the ftict that other and more
nature fruits, springing from the same root as

vas then warned against, have been and still are

Deing produced.

The fear then tenderly expressed relative to

he character of many of»what are called Bible
ichools, and their tendency to foster undue ae-

ivity in things supposed to belong to the know-
edge and spread of the gospel, has been cou-

irmed and increased by the conviction, that
srhile the teaching and study thus pursued, irre-

pective of the unfoldings of the Holy Spirit,

)ften lead to a knowledge that puffeth up rather
;hanedifieth, this has induced some to introduce
nto our meetings for worship that which they
lave thus attained, under the character of gos-

)el ministry, and that this source of spiritual

veakness is often painfully apparent.
The appointment of meetings specially for

rocal prayer, predetermining in some cases what
to be prayed for ; the inducements held out, at

I

times, in these and other meetings, to engage in-
dividuals, or even the whole company, to go on
their knees and utter supplication-s, also encour-
aging them to make what is termed open confes-
sion and consecration, or to recite their religious
experiences ; however they may be plead for as
being practised among some other religious So-
cieties, we are persuaded are fitted to awaken
mere emotional excitement, rather than that
deep, heartfelt, spiritual exercise which we be-
lieve an essential qualification for such engage-
ments, and which, when experienced, is always
the effect of the immediate operation of the Holy
Spirit ; and, therefore, that their tendency is to
hinder the work of true religion in the heart.
The weakening, stumbling effect of a disregard

of that plainness of dress and manners which,
from the earliest days of our Society, has dis-

tinguished Friends from the community around
them, becomes more and more apparent, as the
door which it opens invites to departures from
other of our Christian testimonies, and by the
excuse it furnishes to the young or inexperienced—when those occupying conspicuous positions
in meetings indulge in it—to comply with the
vain fashions and customs of the world: thus
giving evidence that the change has its origin

I desire to shun the cross, and escape the
mortification of being thought singular or nar-
row-minded.

While believing that there is a making melody
in the heart, and a singing thus with the spirit

and with the understanding, we cannot approve
— give countenance to the introduction of sing-

j^
or music into our meetings for worship. As

Friends cannot adopt a form of words prepared
beforehand and committed to memory, to be re-

cited in meeting as an act of worship, so we be-
lieve such productions cannot be rendered less

objectionable by singing them ; while by acting
on the natural senses and feelings, vocal or in-

strumental music may deceive into the supposi-

tion that the solemn act of worship has been per-

formed, when the right preparation of the heart
therefor has been unfelt. The practice is one
which, with the exception of a very few instances
occurring among the early converts in its in-

fancy, Friends as a Society have discarded ever
since their rise, though within a short time at-

tempts have been made to introduce it in some
meetings.

Highly a-s Friends have ever esteemed the
Holy Scriptures, and strongly as they have urged
upon the members to make themselves fiamiliar

ith their contents, yet we believe the practice

of reading them in meetings for Divine worship
is out of place ; as not constituting a part of wor-
ship, and that it ought not to be sanctioned.

The introduction of these innovations among
us has naturally led to a close association of
many with members of other Societies, engaging
with them in what is termed religious or mission
work, and thereby the hands of such have be-

come weakened, so that the testimony Friends
are required to bear against a hireling ministry,

and against a ministry that can fix its own time
for preaching and praying on what subject it will

speak or pray, and what it will do or leave un-
done, at its pleasure, has been either greatly
lowered or let fall to the ground.

Believing the practices referred to to be in-
consistent with the principles of Friends relative
to ministry, prayer, the exercises proper in our
meetings for worship, and our not being con-
formed to this world, we feel bound to declare
our disunity with them, whether practised by
our own members, or by others coming among
us, whose conduct or appearance set at naught
these testimonies, as ever held by Friends. It
is with sorrow that we have felt ourselves called
at this time to refer to these departures, and in
gospel love we would caution our fellow-members
against giving them sanction. They are alarm-
ingly tending to carry many back to the observ-
ance of the beggarly elements and ordinances
out of which the Lord Almighty brought our
forefathers

; and we affectionately entreat those
who may have been incautiously led into them,
to give up a course which must disqualify them
to unite in a consistent maintenance of all our
doctrines and testimonies. We earnestly desire
an increase of true gospel fellowship, and Chris-
tian concern to watch over one another for good

;

that so unity and strength may be increased " to
stand fast in one Spirit, with one mind, striving
together for the faith of the gospel."

While thus expressing our disunity with these
changes recently brought into the Society, and
affectionately warning our members against them

,

under a full belief that they are adverse to the
Scriptural and spiritual principles which have
characterized the profession of Friends, we are
impressed with a clear sense that they are not the
only causes of that want of the life and power
of the religion of Christ which is too prevalent
among us. It cannot be denied that many of
our members are living much below the high
standard of the profession they make as Friends.
That through the blinding, benumbing influence
of the god of this world, many are so engrossed
with its cares, its lusts, its friendships, and its

deceitful riches, as to be lukewarm and careless
about the great work of the regeneration and
sanctification of their souls ; which can be effect-

ed only by the transforming, creative power of
Christ, the living and eternal Word, through
the instrumentality of his Holy Spirit. Our
Lord hath plainly taught that the gate by which
the way to heaven is entered is straight, and the
way itself is narrow ; that whosoever forsaketh
not all that he hath, cannot be his disciple ; and
that he that taketh not his cross and followeth
after Him, is not worthy of Him. These decla-
rations of the Author of eternal salvation make
it evident that all who are in earnest in seeking
that salvation, must submit to the crucifixion of
self, with all its deceitful lusts, and to renuncia-
tion of the pomps and vanities, the corrupt max-
ims and manners of the world, which is at enmity
with God. The whole teaching of our Saviour
inculcates that self-denial, humility, meekness,
willingness to suffer for righteousness' sake, in

short, holiness before the Lord, are inseparable
from a thorough compliance with the terms of
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discipleship, and that the struggle for their

attainment, by the aid of Divine Grace, is ob

ligatory on all who name the name of Christ.

This was fully recognized by those who
were instrumental in the Lord's hand in first

gathering our religious Society; and by close

attention to the discoveries of the Light of

Christ, and unreserved obedience thereto, the

faitht'ul among them wore enabled to perfect

holiness in the fear of the Lord, and with the

spiritual weapons of their warfare, to become
mighty through God, to the pulling down
strongholds of sin.

With these truths before us, though under
a sense of our own frailty and imperfection,

we would tenderly but earnestly press the

query home on every member, how nearly

he or she is living up to the terms of disciple-

ship, and thus manifesting in life and conver-

sation the fruits of the Spirit? This inquiry

can be answered truly, only as we seek in sin-

cciity to be searched by that Light which
makes manifest, and shows whether our deeds
are wrought in God, yea or nay.

We doubt not that the truth of the declara-

tion of our Saviour, "Except a man be born

again, ho cannot see the kingdom of God," is

freely admitted by all of us. It should, there-

lore, be the primary object of our lives to ex-

perience this new birth; which is "not of

blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the

will of man, but of God."

Coiify.

Heb. shaphan ; Hijrax syriacxis of naturalists.

The Hebrew name signifies " the hider," and
it is known in Southern Arabia by a similar

name, " thofun," though in Palestine and Sinai

it is called " weher." It must not be confounded

with the rabbit, sometimes called the coney in

England, for no species of rabbit is found in

Palestine or Arabia. It was forbidden as food

to the Israelites. " The coney because he cheweth
the cud, but divideth not the hoof; he is unclean

unto you." (Lev. xi. 5 ; Deut. xiv. 7). In Ps.

civ. 18, we read: "The high hills are a refuge

for the wild goats, and the rocks for the conies ;"

and in Prov. xxx. 24, 26, "There be four things

which are little upon the earth, but they are ex-

ceeding wise. * * The conies are but a feeble

folk, yet make they their houses in the rocks."

The hyrax or coney is a very singular crea-

ture, standing quite alone in its structure and
anatomy. Although no bigger than a rabbit,

and clothed with fine soft fur, it is neither a
ruminant nor a rodent, but is clas.sed by natural-

ists between the hippopotamus and the rhino-

ceros. Yet in its habits and manners it is very
like a rabbit. It has a round head, short round
ears, a tail which is so short it can scarcely be
detected at all ; its fur is a reddish brown or

tawny, with a single oblong pale .spot on the

centre of its back, and lighter on its belly. All
over its body a few long black hairs stand ont

from the fur. Its ini'i^nr (ccih arc c(.ns|iicuiius,

chi.sel-shaped, exaclly like (Ihisc <irthc lii|i|)iipo-

tamus. It has no claws, hut the I'our toes of its

fore feet and the three of its hind feet arc fur-

nished with tiny hoofs, shaped like those of ihc

river-monster. There are only three s])ccics

known; one in South Africa, another in Aby.s-

sinia, and Ihc third the Syrian hyrax.
Scitne ilitti<ully has been raised respecting the

prohibition in Leviticus, where Ihe coney is for-

bi<lden as food, though "he cheweth the end,"

whereas it is not a ruminant at all. The Hebrew

word, however, merely means " re-chew," and

does not neces.?arily imply the possession of a

ruminant stomach. But the lawgiver speaks

according to appearances, and no one can watch

the constant motion of the little creature's jaws,

as it sits continually working its teeth, without

recognizing the naturalness of the expression.

The habits of the coney are very accurately

portrayed in the Psalms and in Proverbs. It

does not, like the rabbit, scoop out a burrow for

itself, but lives in holes in the rocks, where it

makes its nest and conceals its young, and to

which it retires at the least alarm. They are a

feeble folk, and though they will attempt to bite

when seized in their holes, yet their efforts are

not very formidable. But their wariness is great.
" They are exceeding wise." Being in some de-

gree gregarious, they never feed without having

sentries on the lookout, and, on the approach of

danger, a short squeak from the look-out sends

the whole party instantly to their retreat. F.

K. Holland, who observed them in Sinai, writes :

" Though I several times saw single conies in

Sinai, I only twice came upon any large number
together. Once, when crossing a mountian pa.ss,

I was startled by a shrill scream near me, but

could see nothing. On my return in the even-

ing, I approached the place cautiously, and saw
eight conies out, playing like rabbits. I watched
them for some minutes before they saw me. At
length one caught sight of me, and immediately
uttered its scream, and all at once rushed to their

holes. On another occasion I saw about twelve

out feeding at a different spot, but on neither

occasion did I see any appointed guard. They
had runs like rabbits leading some little distance

from their holes."

The coney has been supposed to be very rare

in the Holy Laud, though common in Arabia
Petriea. We, however, found it in many parts,

and in some plentiful. It inhabits the gorge of
the Leontes, in Northern Galilee, the Ladder of

Tyre, south of the Plain of Phcenicia, the Wady
Kurn, leading out of the Plain of Acre. It is

extremely common in the gorge of the Kedron,
from Marsaba eastward, and all down the west
side of the Dead Sea. In all the places named
we detected it ourselves. They are but a feeble

folk, but in these districts the stony rocks are

their refuge, and tolerably secure they are in

them. No animal ever gave us so much trouble

to obtain. They are far too wary to be taken
in traps, and the only chance of securing one Ls

patiently to lie concealed, about sunset or before

sunrise, on some overhanging cliff, taking care

not to let the shadow be cast below, and there

to wait till the little creatures cautiously peep
forth from their holes. I had the good fortune

to see one feeding in the gorge of the Kedron,
and there to watch it as it sat at the mouth of

its hole ruminating, metaphorically if not liter-

ally, while waiting for sunset. Our Arabs ob-

tained several other specimens for us near the
Dead Sea.

We got one with six and another with three

young ; and four seems to be the ordinary num-
ber at a birth.

They make a nest of dried grass and fur, in

which the v"ungare Iniiied like those ofa mouse.
The llcsh"is much i.rized by the Arabs. We
found it good, but rather dry and insipid, as
dark in color as that of the hare. It is .«aid in

winter to feed oidy at noon, and at other times

at dawn and sunset. We saw them at all limes
1

of the day, but mostly in the early morning, and I

in this respect ihev seem very cl'osciv to resem-|
ble the ralibit.— 7V/.v//v(/)r.s- Xuliinil' Ui^iorii of,

Ihrliih/r. -^1

For "Tbe Friend."

Sarah R. Grubb, in 1784, thus writes: ='A

multiplicity of concurring circumstances, past

and in prospect, have of late deeply aflfected

me: the spirit of Goliah rages from every

quarter, its pow-er I feel, the low state of the

church is evident, and my own weakness
stares me in the face * * * and though re-

tirement is what above all things I would
choose for myself, yet, if I apprehend myself

called to service at all, it is the fervent prayer

of my spirit to be preserved therein from the

fear of man, and from doing the work deceit-

fully ;
nevertheless, the secret feelings of my

mind seem to say to the seed, that 'bonds

await you." Alay ice then possess ourselves in

patience, and not fear in seasons appointed tc

contend for the truth."

I recollect Sarah L. Grubb in Birmingham
Meeting, England, addressing the concerned
Friends under the trials a waiting them (in the

presence of the late Edward Ash) with strong

emphasis, that it was not for them to say "a
confederacy, to all them that say a confedera-

cy," intimating that their strength would not

lie in that, but their unity and strength lay in

each simply attending to the Divine Monitor
within ; and although in our day it is to some'
exceedingly trying to sit'ome of our meetings,]

where there is so much of the mere creaturely
j

actings, yet things are not worse than when!
Elijah said, " ho alone was left a prophet inl

Israel, and they sought his life to take it

away." The Lord, in his own time, will raise

up his own truth over all that which opposes
!

it. It may be well to remember what is left

;

on record concerning good old Jacob, when
he had to meet Esau, bow he wrestled even
to the breaking of the day—he wrestled until

he prevailed; as a prince he had power, and
his name was called Israel, so that Esau fell

on his neck and kissed him; but previously

to this he was in a great strait and deeply
humbled, which caused him thus to seek to his

God.
Although I was educated in the so-callcdl

" Church of England," yet from my earliest

recollections I was in the habit of retiring to

secret places, there to wait in retirement be-

fore the Lord, who wondrously opened my
understanding, and instructed me so that I

believed that I might commune with God as

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob did, and that ho

could reveal his will to me as he did to them,
and thus revealing from time to time. I ven-

tured to state my views to a preacher, he told !

me I was a Quaker, yet I knew nothing of

them or their principles. So that it apjHms
to me needful for all to wait only upon (ImI,

and as we are obedient to his nianifestalions,

we shall grow in grace, and he will dwell iu

us and will guide us continually, and wlial-

over may befall his church or people, it will

be eventually overruled for his glory and tluir

sanctification ; and although many maj- fall,

yet I believe ho will lead others who seek

him, and those testimonies, doctrines and
princijiles which ho led our fathers and m -

thers in tho truth into, will be gladly u]ili.M

by his faithful followers. May all my dear
Krieiuls everywhere, especially the youner,
not faint or grow weary in the truth, Int

slay themselves upon the "mighty Goil of

Jacob," who will yet raise uj>,\pialiiy, and
send forth a loyal band, even as he did Gide,.ii

of old, who felt himself weak and unworiliv,

j-et was eventually made the ciiampion to la,

I

the band which were made victorious to o\ ei--
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come their enemies. May all "gird up the

loins of their minds, be sober and hope to the

end." S. C.

Orleans Co., N. Y., 4th mo. 8th, 1876.

Japanese Paper.

In Japan, paper finds a very wide field of

usefulness outside of the commoner but perhaps
more important applications, for writing, print-

iuLi:, wrapping and wall papers. The peculiar

striii;:,4h and toughness of Japanese paper fit it

.for many uses which would hardly be antici-

pated. Japanese paper handkerchiefs, with which
we are all familiar, are quite soft and pleasant to

use, and at the same time nearly as tough as

cloth ; and from twisted strips of paper torn

from these, au excellent string may be extem-
porized, really quite strong and serviceable.

In Japanese houses, paper not only covers the

walls and ceilings, but is used on the light slid-

ing doors which divide one room from another,

and on the folding screens which protect from
the too abundant drafts. Light wooden frames,

on which a single thickness of paper is stretched,

form the windows, admitting light but not sun-

shine, and air in plenty but not wind. These
er shoji, however, as might be expected, fail

completely against rain, and must be supple-

mented by sliding to, or outside wooden storm
doors.

Made waterproof with oil, paper serves for

umbrella covers and rain coats, and in large

sheets is used to protect baggage and merchan-
'

3e.

In the form of an admirable artificial leather,

it is used for pocket-books, boxes, &c.
An inferior pasteboard is also made from pa-

per, which is sometimes used for boxes. Thin
3ts of wood, however, cut by hand with a

large plane, being both cheaper and better,

'usually replace this material.

Articles of papier-mache are common, but are

usually disguised by lacquer, and can hardly
be distinguished from ordinary wooden lacquer

ware.

Japanese paper is usually made from the inner

bark of the paper-mulberry, (Broussonefia papy-

ifera,) and is always made by hand, and is

therefore of necessity made in small sheets ; the

more common size, known as hanshi, being about
nine and a half by twelve and a half inches,

though both larger and smaller sizes are used to

limited extent.

The paper as generally sold is unsized, the

thick india ink used for writing, rendering size

unnecessary ; but there is a special paper called

ro-hiki, or bidorogami, very thin and translucent,

d for blank books, &c., which forms an ex-

ception to this rule. The size used in the man
ufacture of this paper, is said to be made from
the bark of a species of Hydrangea, (if. Pani-
culata.^

Paper is usually made in small villages,

of which all the inhabitants are paper-makers,

the town being devoted to this industry alone.

Similar villages of potters, brass-founders, nail-

makers and vermicelli manufacturers are quite

common ; having sometimes an assignable cause

for their location in the abundance or cheapness

of raw material, but usually placed without re-

gard to the special fitness of the region, having
been first established by some prince or daimio

to suit the necessity or convenience of his little

kingdom.
Although thus associated in villages, there

seems to be little or no co-operation between the

different paper-makers ; each family or house
being complete in itself, and carrying on the

manufacture in all its stages from the first man-
ipulation of the raw material to the end..

The system of adoption, by which the imperial
line and the families of the nobility have been
continued for so many centuries, also extends to

the families of these artisans. If the son of a
paper-maker does not wish to follow the trade of
his lather, he seeks adoption in a family devoted
to some more congenial line of business ; and his

father adopts another son. In like manner a cele-

brated sword-maker, having no son of his own,
will continue the renowned name of his family,

by adopting the most promising young black-
smith of his acquaintance.

In the paper-maker's family all share the work

;

men, women and children, from the old and de-

crepit grand-parent to his little grandson, a pre-

cocious boy five or six years old.

The paper-mulberry shrubs which supply the

raw material for paper-making, are grown by
farmers in the vicinity of these villages, on the
borders of their rice fields, or on the narrow
ridges of earth which divide one rice field from
another, and very rarely on ground specially

devoted to the purpose.

The Japanese paper, excellent as it is, does

not supply all the wants of the people ; and this

account would be imperfect did I not allude to

the manufacture of paper from rags, after foreign

methods, which is now being conducted on a
large scale in several parts of Japan. In Tokio
alone there are three or more paper-mills, fitted

with the most approved American and English
machinery, and capable ofturning out large quan-
tities of paper. The Government consumes large

amounts of foreign writing paper ; the newspa-
pers use foreign printing paper ; and the educa=

tional institutions require, in addition to these,

drawing paper, book paper, &c. All of these

are now made in Japan ; and it seems likely that

the rude and expensive process of making papei

by hand, which I have described in these pages

is soon destined to disapjiear before the power of
machinery, which makes a better paper, at less

cost, from inferior and less expensive material.—Henry S. Munroe.

Selected for "The Friend."

The Theatre.—There are institutions and cus

toms among us, countenanced, patronized, vindi

cated by Christian men and women, which are,

in this respect, essentially heathenish and utterly

revolting. Such an institution is the theatre.

The theatre of to-day is the enemy of women
It looks back to heathenism, and, if allowed,

would speedily carry us there. The woman who
patronizes it or apologizes for it, assists in the

degradation, and retards the elevation of her

sex. And, for reasons palpable to all well in

formed persons, the same argument is justly

urged, with steadily increasing force as years go
by, against the dancing customs in vogue in

modern society. Is it strange that the Christian

church, whose work is so largely the elevation

of woman, and which is dependent so largely on
Christian womanhood for her success, lifts up, in

all her branches, a uniform and stringent testi-

mony against both the stage-play and the dance ?

The American Congress, soon after the declara-

tion of Independence, passed the following reso-

lution :

—

" Whereas, true religion and good morals are

the only solid foundation of public liberty and
happiness

:

" Resolved, that it be, and hereby is, earnestly

recommended to the several States, to take the

most effectual measures for the encouragement
thereof, and for the suppression of theatrical

entertainments, horse-racing, gaming and such
other diversions as are productive of idleness,

dissipation and a general depravity of principles

and manners."
Is it strange that Christian citizens, observing

with alarm the growing laxity of morals, are
striving to bring back the government to see the
principles of that earlier and better time?

—

Christian Statesman.

For "The Friend."

Scientific Notes.

The Influence of Ammonia upon the Color of
Plants.—If flowers, originally of a violet hue,

are exposed to the vapor of ammonia, even
much diltited, a greenish color appears. This
change has been observed to take place when
such flowers are exposed to tobacco smoke, on
account of the small amount of amraoniacal
matter which it contains. When exposed to

the fumes of ammonia, blue, violet and purple
flowers have been observed to change to a

beautiful green, red-colored flowers to become
black, and white flowers to turn j'ellow. The
flower of the fuschia with white and red tints,

was observed to change to yellow, blue and
green. Flowers thus changed, when plunged
into pure water, retained their new colors for

several hours, but finally returned to their

original hues. Itisalso stated that the flowers

of the aster, w-hich are naturally inodorous
acquire an agreeable perfume under the influ-

ence of ammonia.
Insect Powders.—Within a few years various

substances have been sold under this name
;

some of but very little value. On the high-

lands of Thibet, Tartary and China, the herds-

men have for a long period been accustomed
to burn a substance inside their tents, in order

by its smoke to protect themselves against

the clouds of gnats and mosquitoes which in-

fest those countries at certain seasons. This
substance, it is stated, is derived from the Py-
rethrum carneum and P. roseum. two plants

growing wild in the Caucasus, and also largely

cultivated there. Another variety has lately

been introduced which is believed to be more
powerful in its effects than those above men-
tioned, and consists of the flowers of the Py-
rethrum cineriafoliuyn, a plant growing wild

in Dalmatia. The insecticide properties of

the Pyrethrum (a genus of the Compositas),

appear to reside in the discoid portion of the

flower, which, in the case of the Dalmatian
species, is larger than in the others, and it is

only when dried that they become fully effec-

tive. The "powder" should consist only of

this portion of the plant.

Fish Raising.—Within the past few years,

much attention has been given to this subject,

and in several of the northern States, Com-
missioners have been appointed for the pur-

pose of fostering the preservation and culti-

vation of our valuable food fishes, and the

introduction of other species from distant

points. There is also a Commission under

appointment by the United States Govern-

ment.
In Pennsylvania, the State Commissioners

report that the introduction of California

salmon has proved a success, and that the}^

believe that in a few years, both the Delaware
and Susquehanna will abound with this fine

fish. Considerable effort has also been made
to introduce the salmon trout into the rivers

of Pennsylvania ; 67,500 of the j^oung having

been distributed for this purpose.

In 1875, the United States Fish Commis-
sioner, distributed a large number of young
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fhad, artificially hatched, to several of th

larger rivers of the country, including the

Mississippi. These were hatched at an estab

ment under the care of James W. Milner, near

Holyoke, on the Connecticut Eiver, whence
about 2,000,000 young fish were turned into

the Connecticut, and 1,370,000 distributed tn

other places ; so that the waters of nearly

every State east of the Missouri Eiver it is

hoped will be benefited thereby. By artifi-

cial hatching, it appears that a much larger

proportion of the eggs perfect, than when
they are subjected to the often adverse con-

ditions of our streams. In the latter ease it

is estimated that not more than one egg in a

thousand produces ayoung fish capable of pro-

viding for itself; but in the former, there is a

probability that of one thousand eggs taken,

nine hundred at least will become perfect fish.

Experiments made at the shad hatching es-

tablishment on the Susquehanna River below
the Columbia Dam, show that an average of

about 18,500 eggs maj' be obtained from a

single fish.

The New York State Commissioners in mak-
ing their Seventh Annual Report state, that
in 1874, 5,000,000 young shad were hatched
and turned into the Hudson Eiver, and that

the yield of mature shad has shown a steady
increase from year to year. Lai-ger hauls

were made in 1875 than had been known for

many j'ears, and the fish appeared to be every-
where more abundant than formerly. The
abundance of this fish in our northern rivers

during the present season may be, in part,

owing to the cold of the late spring, which no
doubt prevented them from visiting our south-
ern rivers in their usual numbers. The in-

creased yield of the fishery, was accompanied
with a reduction in the market price, which
was considerably less than the average of the
past few years.

Among the subjects which have engaged
the attention of the Commissioners, are the
introduction of shad into the great lakes, the
increase of the black and Oswego bass, and
the propagation of the white fish, salmon-trout
and grayling. The N. Y. Commissioners pro-

pose, in addition to the above, to pay particu-

lar attention to the raising of brook trout by
artificial means, and hope by their extensive
arrangements to be able to supply a certain

quantity of the spawn of the young fish of
this species to almost all applicants. Steps
have been taken to introduce the shad and
salmon into the lakes of Minnesota and Ver-
mont, to stock the waters of New Hampshire
with whitefish from Lake Champlain, and to

increase the propagation of the shad, the
striped and black bass, and the California
salmon in the waters of Virginia.
The value as food of the product of our

rivers and lakes, may be estimated from the
amount annually consumed in the city of
Washington, as reported by the Inspector of
Marine Products of that city. By this table
it appears, that in 1875 there were brought
to that market 464,215 shad; 1,674,465 her-

ring; 557,203 " bunches of fish ;" 1,240 stur-
geon

; weighing in all 7,002,049 pounds. The
greater proportion of these were derived from
the Potomac and lower parts of Chesapeake
Bay.
Ready Methods of Obtaining Cool Water.—In

Australia a largo bucket made of sailcloth or
stout canvas about four feet high and ton in-

ches in diameter is filled with water, covered
with a thick piece of flannel, and hung up

under a tree or elsewhere in the shade. The
constant evaporation in that dry atmosphere,

which is increased when there is a breeze, re-

duces the temperature of the water so that it

becomes very appreciably lower than that ot

the surrounding air. For a long period ves

sels of porous earthenware have been used in

India for the same purpose.

Selected.

LOOK UP.

When sorrow's dark and heavy pall

O'erspreads thy hopes, benighting all.

Look up.

When ptang by sin, and vexed by fear,

And the Avenger draweth near,

Look up.

When weary of the inward strife,

And longing for that "higher life,"

Look up.

What though the sky is robed in night ?

The darkest hour precedes the light

!

Look up.

When Pisgah'p height thy feet shall tread,

And circling glory crowns thy head,

Look up.

If all is dark, or all is light;

Live thou by faith, and not by sight

;

Look up.

By sorrow be thy patience tried,

And let thy joy be sanctified
;

Look up.

Selected.

ALL THINGS PERISH SAVE VIRTUE.
Sweet morn—so cool, so calm, so bright.

The bridal of the earth and sky,

The dew sliall weep thy fall to-night,

For thou must die.

Sweet rose—whose fragrance now I crave,

To glad my sense and joy mine eye.

Thy root is ever in its grave.

And thou must die.

Sweet Spring—so full of shine and showers,
It makes the weary spirit sigh,

To think, with all thy lierbs and flowers,

That thou must die.

And all the bright and glistening train

Of stars that stud the deep blue sky
Must they all perish—none remain

To glad the eye?

And vales, and fields, and rushing streams,
And mountains that invade the sky.

Are they as baseless as our dreams ?

And must they die?

And all that's beautiful and fair

On Nature's face—love's melody.
That makes sweet music of the air,

All—all must die!

And man, frail form of senseless clay,

Tho' now his glance is proud and high.
Perchance upon this passing day

He too may die !

But the bright soul ?

—

that, shrined within
The quenchless light in mortal form

—

Tho' dimmed by misery and sin,

Defies the worm.

When all the stars shall fade away.
And suns in their own blaze expire.

And trackless comets cease to stray

With wand'ring tire.

The soul shall ever live, nor know
The lapse of time, but dwell on high,

And share—in endless joy or woe

—

Et«rnity.

"You may not see the purpose
Why your hearts are pierced and i

But with a firm undoubting trust.

Look ever up to Heaven."

Daniel Bowly, Jr.

[An esteemed correspondent in Ohio write i

"Having recently read an account of D;ui.:

Bowly, Jr., in ' Piety Promoted,' volume thii

I thought there was much contained thii-e

suitable for the present time, when the min
of so many amongst us seem taken up \vi

j

the pleasures of this world, together with tl;

eager pursuit after its treasures.

1 felt like calling attention particularly

his remarks on tho favor he considered it

be a member of our Society ; also on at ten

ing places of diversion, tho encumbrances ar,

fatigues of business, plainness of dress, &i

If the editors see proper, I should like to si

it placed before the readers of "The Friend.':

Eighth mo. 3d, 1876.

Daniel Bowly, Jr., son of Daniel and Sara

Bowly of Cirencester, Gloucestershire, was
young man possessed of a good understandint

and an amiable disposition ; the pliability (

which, together with an employment wiiic

frequently exposed him to temptation, |ri(

moted, though it did not sanction, a wide dc

viation in conduct from those religious piiii

ciples in which he had been educated. (J

this deviation he became fully sensible in f li

course of a long illness; which he often ac

knowledged to be a mercy from thatdivim
Providence, whoso fatherly care had maiij

times preserved him from sudden death whci
unprepared.
In the commencement of the disorder, wliicl-

proved a consumption, his mind appeared tcj

be deeply affected with the danger of his sitj

uation, though he then expressed but liltUi

of his feelings. As his weakness increasedii

he remarked how exceedingly awful the pros-,

pect of the final change appeared ; and he

earnestly desired that he might know a fit-

ness for eternity, and that when the time
came, the Divine Presence might be near. Ilis

past conduct, he said, had been very errone-

ous ; but that his supplication for forgiveness

had, in his illness, been attended with such
sweet refreshment, that he hoped it might be
according to his desires. At other times, his

sins appeared so great that he could hardly
itertain a hope it would be well with him.
What can be expected," said he, "from a

death-bed repentance ? That is a time when
all would gladly be saved. There will not
probably be an opportunity given mo of prov-

my sincerity, by an amendment of life;

so that men m.ay doubt it ; but the omniscient
Being knoweth how far I am sincere, and I

hope, if it really be so, it will be accepted by
1 : yet there is nothing equal to a proper

dedication of time in health."

Another time, he said, '' I hope the Almighty
will forgive my sins. It is mercy alone that
can save me, who have devoted so much of
my life to business, and the amusements of this

world
;
pleasure as it is generally called ; but

t is a strange sort of pleasure. It is pain, I

feel it pain."

In another opportunity, ho said, " What I

have to deliver, is from a prospect of the aw-
fulness of death, which in a short time will

be my lot. Mankind in general are certainly
under strong delusion

;
yet how kindly tho

Almightj' condescends, from time to time, to

give a degree of his light and help ! But man
may outlive this day of grace, which, through
the merciful mediation of my dear Saviour, is

now extended to me."
At another season, appearing much dis-
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ressed, he desired bis sister to read a chapter

in the Bible to him; after which he broke forth

,n earnest and pathetic exhortation to those

present, to prepare whilst time and health

^ere afforded; saying, that a little encour-

igement, during the reading, had been given

i'or himself; and that he believed it was for

,.ome one present he had been so tried
; add-

ng, " I long that my friends would begin the

york of religion in the life of it, for if the first

iffers are slighted, oh ! how does the visita-

ion deaden on the mind ! It appears to me
,8 though my own redemption is now nearlj-

ompleied, and that I may bo detained here

'ibr the good of others; and I hope if there

,
le anything to be done, the Almighty will

Uable mo to do it."

I
He also said, " How comfortable would it

^Jie to meet my relations in that state of hap-

•'iiiness, where I believe a residence to be pre-

'iiaring for ray soul ! I believe the Almighty
*! etains me here as an example of his great

'4iercy, and as a warning to some; but 1 ear-

nestly entreat none will depend upon the same
•lingular act of mercy. All the friendships of

his world must be given up; and, if the mind
e not illuminated with an immediate proof

if the presence of our dear Saviour, yet it

' hould be resigned, and prepare itself for the

ceeption thereof, by a surrender of every

hini,' which does not appear consistent with
state of preparation."

Olio time, speaking of trade, and that he
ecmed glad he had done with it, he said, " I

lOpu I am not hardened or insensible of my
i-tate. I have earnestly supplicated for re-

lentance, and have sometimes experienced
il omething like touching the hem of the gar-

'nent; but not quite so neither, as that was
ully efficacious ; but this lasted only for a

ime, and I seemed again left. In the fore-

lart of my illness, a few times I asked for

ecovery, if consistent with the Divine will
;

(^ith desires to be strengthened to lead a dif

erent life from my past; and to serve that

;ood master whose doctrines I have, as

vers, trampled under foot; but I have since

een the favor it may be to me to be taken
rom such a trial."

He said also, "What a favor it is to be

nembers of our .Society! Its rules forbid

othing that is good for us. How earnestly

lo I wish my near connections, in particular,

nay keep to the truth ! Though the path

na}- appear hard at tirst, yet as they folio

heir Leader with a single eye, it will become
nore easy. There may be times of with-

Irawing of the Divine Presence, and then the

memy will seek to enter: but by earnest sup-

lication, preservation will be granted, and
it times a comforting foretaste of future bap
)iness ; and the prospect of getting every day
learer to such an incomprehensible reward
8 a favor beyond expression."

" How little satisfaction results from a life

)f pleasure, attending places of diversion, &c.

\h, the disappointments such meet with ! I

)elieve bitter portions are' often their lot."

le observed how he had been struck, when
it those places of amusement, with a convic

ion that he was far more blameable than his

lompanions, who had not so guarded an edu

lation; that.however innocently some ofthem
(ttended, it was not so with him.

Embracing one of his brothers with great

tenderness, he desired him to attend to what
le had said, which was not in his own wi

3ut, ho believed, through the Spirit of Christ,

who in his unspeakable mercy had made of
him such an example. He exhorted his bro-

ther and sister to endeavor to train up their
children in the right way; as it is from the
ising generation an advancement in society

is to be expected. He remarked the many
memorable instances in '-Piety Promoted," of
children from nine years old to fifteen and
twenty, appearing in public testimony in

meetings ; and he said, he thought the care

of children a great trust ; but that the reward
would be answerable, if rightly discharged.
He recommended beginning with them as soon
astheir minds opened; and not plunging them
into business at too eai'ly an age ; and he re-

marked the great preference due to religion

before earthly substance.
One morning, inquiring if it were not the

meeting day to-morrow, and being answered
in the affirmative, he said, " I almost long to

go. How pleasant is the thought of being
retired there from the world, when the gen-

erality of the people are in the height of its

engagements !" How foolish and unwise are

men who ai-e bartering their souls for gold,

paltry gold ! The too eager pursuit of it is a
great hurt to some of our Society. If I were
to recover, and found business stood in my
way to peace of mind, I think I would give

it up entirely; or do but little, and live ac-

cordingl}'. What signifies grandeur or curi-

ous food ? The taste goes no farther than
the mouth, then it is over. If some men
heard me talk thus, they would think me
foolish ; but in this I am wise, and know what
I say."

He advised young men not to spend their

time unnecessarily at inns, but rather to go to

Friends' houses, where he thought they would
be welcome. He had, he said, thought other

wise; but that in the liberty ho then felt, he

could go to any Friend's house.
" I believe," said he, " the hope which

have, will continue with me to the end
;
yet

the enemy is very busy, and would persuade

me I have nothing to do with the kingdom of

rest ; but that is his temptation, and I must
pray for patience ; for I think the prospects

I have had from time to time cannot be de

lusion."

A Friend asked him how he did, he replied,

"I am very weak, but I hope 1 shall be will

ing to bear everything the Almighty may be

pleased to lay upon me, so that I can but just

get within the gates of peace." At another

time, he said, " I wish I had served my dear

Saviour in ray health. Oh he is a kind mas-

ter. How much time have I lost! how dis

tressing must be the situation of those who
are sleeping the sleep of death, until the last

trumpet bo sounded in their ears !"

{Several Friends being in his chamber, on

evening, ho spoke of that wonderful gift dis

pensed to all, even that Holy Spirit which

manifests our duty ; and he recommended an

immediate compliance with its discoveries

" For i-ince,' said he, " these illuminations

are not at our command, it is very unsafe to

trifle with them, by giving way to the su

gestions of the eneraj- ; but rather resign

whatever may be called for;" adding, "Can
we not return a part to Him who gave th

whole? What if it deprive us of a few lux-

uries? We can have but food and raiment

which only differ a little in kind between rich

and poor."
(To be continued.)

Tor "The Friend."

" Woman's Rights."

An autobiograph}' of Ann Gilbert has re-

cently been published, giving some interesting

particulars of the life and character of this

sensible and intelligent woman, who, with
her sister Jane Taylor, has been widely known
in this country, particulai'ly among the youth,

the authors of " Original Poems." Accus-
tomed to judge for herself in regai'd to the

movements agitating the community in which
oved, she by no means approved of that

which had for its object the admission of wo-
men to the elective franchise, and in replj- to

an application on the subject, she wrote the

following characteristic letter.

To Ann Knight, in reply to several papers
advocating the rights of women, particu-

larly to the elective franchise.

Dear Friend :— I have looked over the pa-

pers forwarded to me this morning, and can-

not say that I accord with the views there

advocated. On many grounds I think them
untenable.

I believe that if half every family—observe,

not half ofthe community (and there, perhaps,

ies the practical mistake) for that might be a
class only ; but that if half of every family is

honestly represented, the rights of the whole
will be, in fact, as well secured as by any other

arrangement. There will be, I think, as much
justice, with perhaps less dissension—dissen-

sion which might affect domestic happiness

—

together with a much less cumbrous machine
to manage.
Nature seems to have settled the question

a priori. We have not lungs; we have not

courage ; we have not time for it (to say no-

thing of interruptions, which might happen
inconveniently during the sittings of Parlia-

ment!) And modern science says, further,

that the division of labor is the great secret of

order and progress. So long as houses have
insides as well as outsides, I think the female

will have enough to do, even, I might almost

say, irrespective of the numerous demands
now making upon her by benevolent and re-

ligious societies. To these she does feel it

her duty to attend ; but they make a large

addition to ' woman's work,' as understood

by our grandmothers ; still, with a warm
heart and managing head, much of this sort

may be accomplished, but it seems to mc to

form the boundary lino of her out-ofdoors

but^iness.

In doors she may do much, even politically

—that is, I should say, it is her duly to in-

stil principles into her children— principles

affecting all the great questions—Freedom;
Slavery ;

Justice ;
Humanity ; War ;

Mono-
poly ;

Private Judgment; Voluntaryism, with

as many more as raay be thought of—and sup-

posing she do all this well, wisely, effectively;

and see to it at the same time, that dinners

come secundum artem, that shirts have buttons

(and buttons shirts,)—that everything, in

short, within the homestead is done decently

and in order—she will have, to my thinking

at least, enough to do I

You adduce Scripture, and suitably applied,

we all bow to its authority, but not misap-

plied. 'The righteous is bold as a lion,'

—

certainly—and as a general truth, has no need
' to fear what man can do unto him,' but if

applied to women, it would be plainly con-

I

fronted by other passages especially intended

Ifor our own guidance, in which 'shamefaced-
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ness,' 'subjection,' 'meek and quiet spirit,'

the 'inquiring of husbands at home,' and
many such like are enumerated, as their vir-

tues ; and in describing their sphere, a very dif-

ferent course is assigned to them.—'To guide

the house ;' ' to bring up children ;' ' to enter-

tain strangers;' to descend to the humblest
kindne-'ses,— are marked out for them by
apostolic authority. It appears to me, there-

fore, that whenever Scripture legislates for

us specially, it speaks in direct opposition to

the views you advocate. I do not think they
would comport with the design of our crea-

tion, or with actual, undeniable, unavoidabl
duties; I think they would subvert the wise

result of experience in the division of labor

so necessary to the working of all great ma-
chineries ; and I think after all, that we should
not be a whit the better for women's inter

ference !

Of course, I believe that there are both
wise women and foolish men, but these terms
do not divide the sexes. Generally speak
ing, if wise, we are not the wisefit—on a
large scale especially,—though perhaps on
small one. But the hand cannot say to the foot,

' I have no need of thee,' each is best about its

own business ; and unless we could regard
women as likely to make, not only able states-

men, but the ablest of the two, all we could
plead for would be an admission into their

councils; and there large committees are al-

ways, I believe, less effective than small ones.

The fewer that can manage a business the bet-

ter ; and as Governments do not take upon
them to make laws for us as women, but only
as ' all one concern' with the men, we may,
I think, without anxiety, consent to 'share
and share alike,' with the law-makers.

These ai-e at least my opinions, and even
if incorrect, I have not leisure to remodel,
or further defend them. You have stated
yours at length, I mine briefly, and if either
is unconvinced, we should not perhaps effect

much by saying more. I do (woman though
I am) feel a lively interest in great rights and
wrongs, and rejoice in the belief that ulti-

mately wrong will have the worst of it. We
are going forward, but I should not expect
much advantage from taking the other half
of every fireside into the quarrel. Mj' left

hand has much to complain of—never either
wields a needle or holds a pen. But I don't
find myself injured by this partial arrange-
ment ; one has the work, the other the needle,
and so I manage between them.

Will you excuse me for having spoken thus
freely? I think yours is a false movement,
and thus far I put in my protest against it.

Believe mo, yours frankly,

Ann Gilbert."

Most Fragrant on Poor Soil,

"Mignonette, sweet, largo, flowering, * *

most fragrant on poorish soil."

Tho seed paper was laid down ; the thoughts
suggested still kept us company.
The lives of those most fragrant in good

deeds have not all been spent amid the flowers
of luxury, and beneath summer skies of pros-
perity.

We remember the benignant, serene expres-
sion of an aged lady whose countenance wo
loved to look upon, for it was illuminated with
a content earth docs not give.

On bettor acquaintance it was found that
she had trod a tbornj' path, but the rugged
wa^' led to the Hills of Pcaco.

And so it is on every hand ; not the petted

children of fortune, but the sons and daugh-
ters of trial and hardship, grow strong and
useful and happy.
Turning from the analogy of nature to tho

book of Revelation, we find it written, " In

the world tribulation; in me, peace." Yes,

and the "tribulation worketh patience, and
patience experience, and experience, hope."
And oh, how blessed is that hope!
Then we can look up, even through blind

ing tears, and thank God for taking away a
joy, dear though it was, to give in its stead a
higher blessing. The foretaste of the bliss

to come, and the sweet peace within, which
neither time nor change can mar, are better
than earth's brightest blossoms.
The lives of those who gain and keep the

spiritual heights, are fragrant indeed. They
are qualified to lead others along tho upward
way which they themselves have trod. They
can sympathize and encourage in conflicts

and temptations, for they know the trials and
victories.

We can lead upward only as far as we our-

selves have ascended. Then, Christian, let us
not be discouraged " because of the way"—
for strength is gained by trial and hardship
and thus the Master may be fitting us for his

service. The poor soil of our lives may yet
bring forth blossoms in the desert—blossoms
which may be fragrant and fair when we have
passed

—

Beyond the smiling and the weeping,
To love, rest, and home.

__^^__ Nat. Bap.

For "The Friend."

The Sioux War.

It is cordial to observe that here and there
throughout the community voices are raised
by intelligent and thoughtful men, agai
this (to say at least) unnecessary war, which
is now being waged against these Indians.
The following remonstrance by H. B. Whip-
jjlo. Episcopal Bishop of Minnesota, contained
in a letter to the President of the United
States, is entitled to special consideration on
account of the standing of the writer, and
his acquaintance with the subject of Indian
wrongs. The following is an abstract of the
letter as published in a recent paper.

"the INDIAN PEACE POLICY.

We have entered upon another Indian war,
which I fear will be one of the most memor-
able in our history. Thousands cry for ex-
termination. I yield to no man in my sym-
pathy for the brave men of the border—for
the brave soldiers; yet for every life lost in
such a war the nation is guilty, which for
one hundred years has persisted in a policy
which always ends in massacre and war.
P^very friend of tho Indian owes you a deep
debt of gratitude for trying to give us a bettor
policy. The so called peace policy was com-
menced when the Indian tribes were openly
hostile or sullen and turbulent, and was a
marvellous success. Its only weakness was
that the system was not reformed. The na-
tion loft 300,000 men living without a vestige
of government, without personal rights of
property, without tho slightest protection to
icrsdii, ]ini|i"rty or life. 'We persisted in tell-

iil;- iIi.»' li.'nthcn tribes that they were indo-
Miidnit nations. Wo sent out the bravest
ukI best of our officers, men whoso slightest
word was as good as their bond. We sent
thorn because the Indians would not doubt a I

soldier's honor; they made a treaty, and tli;

pledged the nation's faith that no white mji
should enter that territory. The Bxecutij»
and Senate ratified it, and it was in all

!i

provisions the supreme law of the land. [

violation of its plain provisions was an act I'

deliberate perjury. In the words of Gene
.

Sherman, ' Civilization made its own comp;
with the weaker party ; it was violated, b

not by the savage.' It was done by a civiliz'

nation. The treaty was approved by tho whc

,

nation. The whole world knew that we v;l

lated that treaty, and the reason of the I'ailii

of the negotiations of last year was that o
own commissioners did not have authori
to offer the Indians more than one-third of i. i

sum thej-were receiving under the old treat
i

The peace policy has never been nnderstO(i
by the people. They suppose it has sod
vague plan to give immunity to savages wl
commit crimes, when the first thing which tl

friends of the Indians ask is law to punii
crime. Tho peace policy was a success uni

our ftiith was broken. It was difficult to fie

men fitted for this work who would go to
|

distant agency upon a salary of $1500 a yeaj
but manj' of the best men in the land bail

done this work, and been rewarded by loa|

ing many of the Indians to Christian civiliz

tion. I have feared to have tho Indian Burea
changed to the War Department, because
would be a condemnation of tho peace policy

My conviction is that the Indian Burea
ought to be an independent department (

civilization, with one of tho best men in th
nation at its head. If this was done, and w
then gave to the Indians the protection of la^'

personal rights of property, a place wher
they can live by the cultivation of the soil,

required to labor; if provided with necessar
aid in the work of civilization

; if Christia'

schools were protected and plighted faith kep
sacred, we should solve the Indian probler
and bring upon ourselves the blessings o
God. I sometimes almost despair, and thei
I think it is so plain, tho people will set
Here are two pictures—on one side of the lin

a nation which has spent §500,000,000 in In
dian wars; a people who have not 100 mile
between the Atlantic and the Pacific whici
has not been the scene of an Indian massacre
a government which has not passed twent;
years without an Indian war ; not one Indiai
tribe to whom it has given Christian civiliza
tion, and which celebrates the Centennia
year by another bloody Indian war. On thi

other side of the line there is the same greedy
dominant Anglo-Saxon race and the sarai

heathen. They have not spent one dollar ii

Indian wars, they have bad no Indian mae
sacres. Why ? In Canada the Indian troa
ties call these men ' Indian subjects of he
majestj\' When civilization approaches them
they are placed on ample reservations, thej
receive aid in civilization, they have persona
rights of properly, (hey are amenable to law
and protectcil liy law

; tlioy have schools, an(
Christian people delight to give them theii

best men to teach tbom tho religion of Christ
We expend more than $100 to their SI in ear
ing for Indian wards. Will 3'ou pardon m(
if I suggest a plan which may obviate som«
of the evils, until Congress provides a remedy'
I. Concentrate tho Indian tribes. Place al
of tho Indians in Minnesota on tho AVhit(
Earth reservation

;
the Indians ofNew Mexico

Colorado and Sioux, in tho Indian Territory
tho Indians of tho Pacific coast upon two rtt
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lerves. II. Whenever an Indian, in good
j'aitli, gives up his wild life, and begins to live

py labor, give him an honest title bj' patent

j)tl60 acres of land, and make it inalienable.

II. Provide government for evciy Indian

iribe placed upon a reservation. There are

,orty reservations where the plan could be in-

jingurated at cnee. As it is now the civilized

liiid Christian Indian is pitiably helpless. I

,;an count one hundred murders by Indians
,^hich have taijen place in Minnesota in seven-

,een years, almost uniformly while under the

.nfluenceof ' fire-water,' furnished in violation

rflaw by white men. I do believe that a just

iind humane policy, worthy of a great Chris
jian nation, will save our poor Indian wards,
[ind bring us the blessing of God."

THE
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England does not think the moment opportune, and no
other Power will take the initiative.

Benjamin Disraeli is about to be raised to the House
of Lords, with the title of Earl of Beaconsfield. He
closed the debate the evening of the 11th inst., defend-

ing the government in the course pursued by it in re-

gard to the insurrections in European Turkey, and this

it was believed would be his last speech in the British

House of Commons. The leadership of the Conserva-
tives in the House of Commons will probably devolve
upon Sir Stafford Northcote, the present Chancellor of

the Exchequer.
The Dory Centennial, the minute vessel which sailed

from the United States for England, was in sight of

Ireland on the 9th inst., on the I3th Capt. Johnson
landed in Wales for provisions, and then proceeded
towards Liverpool.

Queen Victoria held a council at Osborne House,
Isle of Wight, the 12th inst. She there delivered the
seal of the office of the Lord Privy Seal to Disraeli.

In spite of statements to the contrary a Ministerial
crisis exists in Spain. The return of ex-Queen Isabella

bodes no good. The removal of members of the Cabinet
who took part in the revolution against her is contem-
plated.

A Berlin dispatch announces the conclusion of an
offensive and defensive alliance between Germany and
Eussia.

Madrid advices report that throughout Spain the
temperature is excessively high, nothing like it having
occurred since 1800. Many farm laborers have died
from sunstroke, and in Andalusia the grape vines have
been seriously injured.

President MacMahon, of France, has liberated 161
more of the Communist prisoners.

Dufaure has been chosen as a life Senator of France,
in place of Casimer Perier, deceased.

Both Chambers of the Assembly were prorogued si-ne

die on the 12th inst. by a decree of President MacMahon.
The municipal bill finally passed both branches with

much unanimity.
The following announcement has been made public

in Paris: "Subscriptions will be opened on the 22d of
August for an undertaking with a cipital of $6,600,000
to establish and work a new telegraph cable between
Paris and New York. The government has granted to

Pouyer Qiiertier the right to establish this communi-
cation."

The war outrages in Bulgaria having been severely
commented on in the British Parliament and in the
London Times, an official statement was made in the
House of Commons by one of the Under Secretaries of
the Foreign office to the effect that the Porte had been
remonstrated with on the -subject on behalf of the
British government; that the atrocities had ceased, and
that punishment was being inflicted on the perpetra-
tors.

Two powerful Turkish armies are now marching
through the heart of Servia almost unopposed, and it is

said that Servia, despairing of a successful issue of the
war, has requested the great Powers to mediate in favor
of peace. The Standard's Berlin special says the Porte
has positively declared its willingness to negotiate for

peace whenever the powers are disposed to intervene,
but it is not willing to agree to an armistice before the
entry of the Turks into Belgrade.

It is said that the health of the Turkish Sultan has
improved of late, and that his recovery is probable.
The Porte has granted complete amnesty to the Bul-
garians implicated in the late rising, with the exception
of the leaders and those who were active movers of the
revolt.

A Belgrade dispatch of the 12th denies that the Ser-
vian cause has yet become desperate. Thirty thousand
Bulgarians, principally old men and women, have, it is

stated, taken refuge in Servia to escape the cruelty and
outrages of the Turks.
Cuban advices report increased activity of the insur-

gents, who have recently destroyed much property and
killed a number of persons.

The French Mission Chapel at Ning-kooe-foo, pro-
vince of Ngan Hoei, China, was attacked by the popu-
lace during the celebration of mass recently, and the
priest and many of the congregation were killed.

United 8tate.s.—During the month ending 7th mo.
31st laxt, there arrived at the port of New York 9973
immigrants, of whom 5736 were males and 4057 females.
Of the total number there were from England, 1401

;

Scotland, 357; Wales, 85; Ireland, 1105; Germany,
2241; Austria, 522; Sweden, 625; Norway, 494; Den-
mark, 234; France, 321 ; Russia (chiefly Mennoriites),
1080; Italy, 169; Poland, 125; Switzerland, 95; Spain
82.

A vessel that was built in Philadelphia in 1764, one

hundred and twelve years ago, recently arrived at

jLeith, Scotland, with a cargo of ice from Norway.
1

During the year ending 6th mo. 30th last, the total

revenue of the U. S. Treasury from the imposts on dis-

tilled spirits amounted to $56,426,261, which is $4,-

359,615 more than in the previous year; from fermented
liquors $9,571,280, an increase of $431,146 over last

year ; from tobacco of all kinds with special taxes $39,-
,795,275, or $2,491,835 more than last year.

I

The bill to establish the new Territory of Pembina,
and to provide a territorial government therefor, has

I
passed the U. S. Senate. Pembina will include all the

;

country between the forty-sixth and forty-ninth parallel

I

of latitude, and the State of Minnesota and the Terri-
[toryof Montana. The new territory has at present
only about 12,000 white inhabitants. It is traversed
by the Northern Pacific Railroad.
A bill to restore the franking privilege formerly en-

Ijoyed by members of Congress, has passed the U. S.
[Senate by a large majority. The differences between
the Senate and House of Representatives in regard to
the appropriation bills have, after many conferences,
been at last accommodated. The House yielded to the
Senate on most points or no appropriations could have
been made.
On the 11th inst. the President sent a message to

Congress asking the power to call out five regiments of
volunteers of 1000 men each, to serve for six months,
during the present hostilities with the Sioux. He
would prefer an increase of the regular cavalry service
by the addition of 2,500 men, but if this is not thought
desirable, then he wishes to be able to secure volunteers
in order to end the contest, if the force now in the field

should prove inadequate.
Chicago contains in all 121,495 buildings, only 13,012

of which are constructed of stone, iron and brick, all

the remaining structures 108,443, being houses of wood.
The twelve regular appropriation bills of this session

appropriate $147,719,674.85. At the last sesson they
amounted to $177,303,280.71, making a difference of
$29,584,205.86 in the way of retrenchment effected by
the present Congress.
The railroad earnings for seven months, as far as re-

ported, show a gratifying increase, the net earnings
being about seven per cent, ahead of last year.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

404, including 179 infants under two years. There
were 59 deaths of cholera infantum, 32 marasmus, and
23 typhoid fever.

The Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotations
on the 14th inst. New Fori.—American gold, lllf.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 120}; do., 1866, 117A; five per cents,

117J. Superfine flour, #3.60 a $4.10; S'tate extra, $4.40
a $4.60; finer brands, $5 a $8.75. White Tennessee
wheat, $1.30 ; amber Indiana, $1.25 ; No. 2 Chicago
spring, 95 cts. ; No. 3 do., 88 cts. Mixed State oats,
39 a 42J cts. Rye, 76 cts. Yellow corn, 60 cts. ; mixed,
57 cts.; white, 61 a 63 cts. PhU.adelphia.—Cotlon, 12}
a 12J cts. Superfine flour, $3.75 ; extras, $4.00 ; Min-
nesota extra, $5.75 ; finer brands, $6 a *8.50. Penn-
sylvania amber wheat, $1.17 a $1.20; new red, $1.10 a
$1.17; white, $1.25 a $1.28. Rye, 60 cts. Yellow
corn, 59 a 60 cts. New York cheese, 9 a lOi cts.

;

western, 7J a 8} cts. Sales of 3700 beef cattle at rates
mostly of 4 to 6} cts. per lb. gro.ss. Sheep, 4 a 5J cts.

per lb. gross. Receipts 13,000 head. Hogs, $9 a $9.75
100 lbs. net. Baltimore.—Western red wheat, $1.12
.20; amber, $1.20 a $1.23. Yellow corn, 54 a 57
Oats, 33 a 35 cte. St. Louis.—Flour, medium

grades, f4 a $5. No. 2 red fall wheat, $1.15; No. 3
do., $1.03. Corn, 42i cts. Oats, 34 cts.

We are requested by John Bell, Agent, late of Rich-
mond, Ind., to state that his present address is San
Francisco, Cal.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Committee on Instruction of the Westtown

Boarding School meets on Seventh-day, the 26th inst.,

at 10 A. M., at the Committee Room on Arch Street,
Philadelphia.

Joseph Walton, Clerk.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua II. Wobth-
INOTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of
Managers.

RECEIPTS.
;

Received from Sarah E. Haines, Pa., $2.10, vol. 5

;

from John H. Lippincott, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; frc 1

Alfred King, Agent, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 50, and for G
|

bert Weaver, Susan Mitchell, William R. H;izai

Mary A. Simkin, and Susan King, $2.10 each, vdI, 5'

from Mary Gillespie, City, $2.10, vol. 50; from Willia
!

Hancock, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Samuel F. Trot

City, $2, vol. 50; from Martha Mickle, N. J., S2.l|

vol. 50; from Jonathan Blackburn, O., $2.10 vol. 5i'

from Josiah Fawcett, O., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Mirti;

Shreve, Ind., and George Blackburn and Robert MilUJ
O., $2.10 each, vol. 50; from Samuel Allen, City, $'

vol. 50, and for Deborah D. Homey, Ind., $2.10, vcl

50 ; from Daniel Smith, O., $2, vol. 50; from Emelii'
E. Hilyard, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Sarah Green'
R. I., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Eliza G. Sheffield, Conr,
$2.10, vol. 50; from Samuel P. Leeds, N. J., $2.10, vc

,

50; from William Tatnall, Del., S2, vol. 50; froij

Joseph Waring, Canada, $2.10, to No. 23, vol. 51, an'

for Jesse Stover and George Pollard, $2.10 each, va'

50; from James E. Maloney, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50 ; froi'

James F. Reid, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from John B. P.i

derston, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Edw'd Balder^ioi

and Mercy Comfort, Pa., John De.acon, N. J., and Llov
Bilderston, Md., $2.10 each, vol. 50; from Dav'i;

Heston, Fkfd., $2.10, vol. 50; from William H. Blact

burn, O., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Abel H. Blackburn an
Merab Hall, $2.10 each, vol. 50 ; from George II;iine:;

N. J., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Elizabeth T. Engle, $2.U,
vol. 50 ; from Marshall Fell, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50 ; fo

Charles W. Roberts and James C. Roberts, Pa., $2 eaci

vol. 50; from Philip Carter, Md., $2.10, vol. 50 ; frot

Lettice Evans, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Ephrain
Smith, City, $2. vol. 50, and for Morris Cope, Morri
S. Cope, and Elizabeth Hughes, Pa., $2.10 each, vol

50; from Charles Williams, City, $2, vol. 50; fron

James Bromley, City, $2, vol. 50 ; from John W. Biddle'
City, $2, vol. 50, and for William Biddle, Samuel
Biddle, and George Jones, $2 each, vol. 50, for Anii|

Garrett, and George S. Garrett, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 50
and for Samuel Mason and Sarah Mason, $2 each, am
Jonas Edge, Kansa.s, $2.10, vol. 50; for Amos Eveni
and Ann Kaighn, N. J., $2.10 each, vol. 50; froa
Carlton P. Stokes, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Samue
W. Stokes, $2.10, and Ann Jess, City, $2, vol. 50 ; fron
Isaac Child, lo., $2.10, vol.50; from Mary Tliistle>

thwaite, N. Y., $2. 10, vol. 50 ; from Edward Thorn, N'
J., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Barton F. Thorn, $2.10, vol.50
from Anna Pickering, City, $2, vol. 50 ; from Joseph
Scattergood, Jr., Agent, Pa., for S. Emlen Sharpless
Jane B. Davis, Ann Scott, David J. Scott, Elizibeth S)
Tboma.s, Eusebius H. Townsend, and Alfred Embree,
$2.10 each, vol.50; for Samuel Haines, Caleb P. Ilainesj

Juliana N. Powell, and John Bull, N. J., $2.10 each
vol. 50 ; from Dorcas B. Robinson, R. I., $2.10, vol. 50 .

from Esther H. Griffen, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 50, and for

William D. Griffen, $2.10, vol. 50; from Levi 1.

Hoopes, Pa., S2.10, vol. 60; from William R. Taber,
N. C, $2.10, vol. 50.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning will noi

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these Schools, to be opened
about the first of Tenth month. Apply to

Elton B. Gifford, 719 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

Richard J. Allen, 833 North Seventh St.

Eidiraim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

Died, on the morning of the 28th of 6th mo. 1876j
at his residence, near Smyrna, Ohio, John M. SmithJ
in the 62d year of his age, a member of Flushinj
Monthly and Guernsey Particular Meeting. He borl
a protracted illness of twenty months with much pi»<

tience and a Christian resignation to the Divine will,
His close was peaceful.

, at the residence of her son-in-law, William
Tatum, on the 6th instant, Hannah G. Leeds, in the
73d year of her age, a member of Woodbury Monthly
Meeting, N. Jersey. From early life she was earnestly
concerned to be found a faithful follower of the Re-
deemer

;
and near the end of life she testified that "

it

was through mercy, all mercy, nothing but mercy, that
her sins were forgiven, and an evidence granted of her
acceptance."

WILLIAM H. PILErPRINTER,
\

No. 422 Walnut Street. v. 1
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Selected for " The Friend."

vn Epistle from tlie Yearly Meetiiu of Frieiitls, held

I

iu Pliila(lplpliia,"to its Members.

1 (Conclud«3d from page 2.)

Friends have ever maintained full belief in

,hat most precious truth, that "God so love J

he world that He gave his onl}' begotten

ion, that whosoever believeth in him should
lot perish, but have everlasting life;" also

n the inexpressible value of the atonement
nd mediation of our Lord Jesus Christ ; and
hat the remission of sins which any partake
f, is only in and by virtue of that most satis-

actory sacrifice which He niade of himself,

phen He bore our sins in his own body on the

tee, and poured out his soul unto death. But
eeiug that "the natural man receivoth not

he things of the Spirit of God, for thoy are

bolishness unto him; neither can he know
hem, because they are spiritually discerned,"

hey have felt themselves imperativel}' called

believe in and uphold the Scriptural doc-

rine, that a manifestation of the llolj' Spirit

given to every man to profit withal; and
hat it is through obedience to and co-opera-

ion with this gift, this grace of God which
ingeth salvation, that any can be brought

o a saving kuowledge of God and of his dear
ioD, and to participate in the benefits o"

Ihrist's coming, sufferings, and death, agree
to the testimony of the Apostle: "That

phich may be known of God is manifest in

; and, "No man can say that Jesus is

jhe Lord but by the Holy Ghost."
Holdingand preachingthisdoctrine, charac

srized Friends in the beginning; they were
irilling to suffer the loss of all things, rathei

han shrink from its avowal in both princijjk

nd practice; and it has been a distinguish

g feature of its belief throughout the exist

nee of the Society. Isaac Penington, speak

g on behalf of Friends in his day, says,

That which God hath given us the experi

nee of,—after our great loss in literal know
sdge of things,—and that which He hath given

s to testify of, is the mystery of the hidden
fe; the inward and spiritual appearance of

ur Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, revealing

is power inwardly, destroying enemies in-

wardly, and working his work inwardly." It

!, we are persuaded, owing to a light esteem
f or departure from this fundamental doc-

rine of the gospel, that, while many make
cknowledgment of Christ as having made
he atonement for sin, and that He is the Au-
hor of eternal salvation, yet they fail to know

Him to set up his righteous government in

their hearts, and bring them out from the
bondage of corruption.

The way of reconciliation of fallen man to

his offended Creator has been opened by
Cbriat; for while we were j'et sinners Christ
died for us. "But as no man knoweth who
the Son is but the Father, and who the Father
is but the Son, and he to whom the Son will

reveal him," so no man cometh to Christ the
Son, except the Father which hath sent him,

him; and this drawing is by the Holy
Spirit, when the visitation of Divine love and
mercy is extended to the soul. As man is a

free agent, he may embrace or reject the plead-

er reproofs of the impeaking voice. If

rejected, it is uncertain whether the offer to

bring the guilty soul to Christ, will bo re-

newed ; for God hath said, " My Spirit shall

not always strive with man." If it is accept-

ed, the Light of Christ shineth into m.in's

lark heart, shows him his alienation from his

Creator, his continued disobedience to his

righteous law, and his utter inability of him-
If to extricate his soul from its lost and con-

demned condition. The Holy Spirit alone

can effectually convince of sin and its exceed-

ng sinfulness. As its revelations are heeded,

t awakens that " godly sorrow which work-
eth repentance unto salvation, not to be re-

pented of;" and as the humbled penitent bears

the ministration of condemnation, as bis sins

are made manifest, and go beforehand to

judgment, this same Spirit enables him to look

with availing faith on Him whom he hath
pierced, as the Lamb of God that taketh away
the sin of the world, and thereby through his

blood, to obtain remission of his past trans-

gressions, and be so Cav Justified.

But man cannot come to Christ in his own
timj and will, nor can he bo brought into ac-

ceptance with God, by making vocal confes-

sion, in his carnal will, of belief in Him who
died for him at Jerusalem, and in the same
will declaring that he accepts Him as his Sa-

viour. Contl'ssion of sin may be made with-

out being the result of that conviction which
the Holy Spirit alone can work; nor is a
literal belief in the truths respecting Christ

and his offices, as recorded in the New Testa
ment, an availing acceptance of Him as the

Saviour, disconnected from the work of the

Holy Spirit in the heart. These may be called

forth when the feelings are much excited by
external circumstances, and the natural man,
under some sense of judgment to come, may
give expression to strong—perhaps suddenly
awakened—emotions of the kind ; but they
arc of no avail in the work of salvation, un-

less the Spirit of Him who came to seek and
to save that which was lost, begins and carries

on the work of regeneration, by his inward
opei'ation on the soul. Christ is the Alpha
and the Omega; the First and the Last; the

Author and Finisher of man's salvation, to

all who obey his commands and instructions,

whether received immediately through his

Spirit within, or mediately through his re-

corded teachings, or by other means of which
He may make use.

But, dear Friend-i, while it is important for

us to consent to the " doctrine which is ac-

cording to godliness," we desire to impress
upon all, that the holding of sound doctrine

11 be of little or no avail in working out

vation with fear and trembling, unless it is

carried into practical exemplification, b}' sim-

ple, unreserve 1 obedience to the requirements,

however small thej' may appear, of that mea-
sure of "the Grace of God" which " hath ap-

peared unto all men, teaching us that denying
ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live

soberly, righteously, and godly, in this pre-

sent world." As this obedience is yielded,

this Divine Graie or Holy Spirit will not only

lake of the things of Christ, and show them
unto us as we are prepared to receive them,

but He will enable us to deny ourselves, to

bear the cross daily in not being conformed

to the world, and to submit to the necessary

washings of regeneration ; that being buried

with Christ by baptism into death, we may
be brought to experience the povverof his re-

surrection and the fellowship of his sufferings;

that like as He was raised from the dead by

the glory of the Father, even so we also should

walk iu newness oflife. You will find this heart-

changing, self-crucifying religion as taught by

our Lord and his Apostles, set forth in the

Scriptures of Truth, which we would urge on

you diligently to peruse.

This was the religion which upheld the

members of our Society, when subjected not

only to the scorn and hatred of worldlings and

high professors, but when called on to count

their lives not dear unto themselves, so that

they might finish their course with joy, and

the ministry they had received of the Lord
Jesus, to testify the gospel of the Grace of

God.
Why then should any among us desire to

forsake the pure religion of our forefathers ?

to turn aside from their footsteps, who gave

such abundant evidence they were of the

flock of Christ's companions; or why witness

against them, by undervaluing and refusing

to maintain in life and conversation all those

gospel testimonies, into the adoption of which

they were led by the Master whom they

Eather, while striving to walk in their foot-

steps, let each one prize the privilege of draw-

ing instruction and encouragement from the

testimony to the efficacy of a practical belief

in the truth of the gospel, and the value of a

restricted life consonant therewith, together

with the glorious reward of the obedience of

faith, as these were exemplified in their lives

and conversation, and are recorded in their

writings.

Much still remains in the professing church

which has been introduced and continued

through " philosophy and vain deceit, after

the traditions of men, after the rudiments of
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the woiM, and not after Chri

not but believe that the blef

church 18 still seeking to pu:

spots and wrinkles. May

t ;" and we can-

ed Head of the

;e it of all such

e then not be

found as a deceitful bow in the day of battle,

but bowing low before Him in deep humility,

crave that He will give us to see ourselves as

He sees us, and more fully prepare and equip

US to come up to his help against the mighty,
and to build one another up on our most holy

faith.

Toward our beloved young Friends our
sympathy and love go forth, with renewed
solicitude that the increased trials and per-

plexities, arising from the manj' voices and
contrary practices now abounding, may not
render you indifferent to the all-important

work of your soul's salvation, nor yet subject

you to be carried about by every wind of doc
trine, by the sleight of men, and cunning
craftiness ; but rather that you may be taught
thereby the danger of placing undue depend
ence on outward knowledge or performances

:

and induce you to seek retirement, and silent

waiting upon God; to commune with yoav
own hearts, and with that " Word which," as

Paul sayeth, " is nigh thee, even in thy mouth
and in thy heart."

Be persuaded, dear young Friends, to co
operate with the gentle intimations of this

in-speaking Word, and to render obedience
thereto, even in things which to you may ap-

pear small, and to the world foolish, and you
will find that Christ is the same yesterday,
to-day, and forever; his compassions fail not.

Ho can save to the very uttermost, and to

those who thus receive and obey Him, He will

give power to become the sons of God. Eest
a-sured, that though Ho has declared, that of
those who are ashamed of him before men.
He will bo ashamed before his Father and the
holy angels, yet He is a rich rewarder of those
who serve Him in child-like obedience, and
that there are no }c>ys to be compared with
the joys of God's salvation. The acquirement
of the perishing things of this world is not
worthy to be put in competition with laying
up treasure in heaven, whero neither moth
nor rust can corrupt; and they are by far the
most wise and happy who, like Moses of old,

choose rather to suffer alfliction with the
people of God, than to enjoy the pleasures of
sin for a season.

Friends having been i-aised up to stand as
witnesses for the spirituality, the simplicity,
and the purity of the Christian religion, and
against the corruptions that from time to time
have crept into the visible church, we feel

that great rcfsponsibility rests upon them;
upon the young as well as upon the more ad-
vanced in years ; upon them individually as
well as collectively ; and strong are our desires
that the Lord may be pleased to turn his hand
upon us for good, bringing our members of
every ivge to a full surrender of their hcai ts to
Him; that, througli the regenerating power
of the Holy Ghost, they may be prepared and
made willing to i-ightly uphold the various
testimonies committed to us to show forth
before the woi'ld, and thereby " adorn the
doctrine of God our Saviour in all things."

Issued, till trid. l.S7(i.

temiilos have thus be

original object.

Th.

diverted from thei

For "Tlie Friend.'

is de InBuddhism in Jaj
single district or ken sovonty-one tempK^s
have since 1873 been converted into dwelling
houses 01' used for other secidar pui'posos.

During (he last, six years upwards ol' COO

following letter is abstracted from
series written by J. W. Forney, editor of the

Philadelphia "Press," during a visit in Europe
in 1874-75.

" What a garden is England ! There is in

finite progress in the large towns, but th

beauty of the country must be the work of

the ages. The old castles, the ancient inns,

the super-solid roads, the vast estates, closed
in with high stone or brick walls, the narrow
streets, even the small towns, are so many
evidences of the centuries of experience
through which this great country has at-

tained its present strong position.

You leave Liverpool by rail, and after a
short ride reach the famous and ancient city

of Chester, with its cathedral eight hundred
years old ; the curious wall that still sur-

rounds it, from one tower of which Charles I.

saw his army routed by the hosts of Crom-
well; the ancient "Eows," distincllyrecalling
a period far remote ; the Castle, a record in

stone of the Roman occupation ; and the
luxurious estate of the new Duke of West-
minster, Eaton Hall.

After a good night's rest in Chester at the
principal hotel, " The Queen's," wc started
for the Staffordshire Potteries traversing a
region of varied interest and beauty. The
miniature houses and gardens at most of the
stations looked like toy-shops, with thei
flowers woven into all sorts of figures and
forms, and seemed an odd set-off to the great
palaces of the gentry and nobility, of which

had glimpses in the distance. The history
of the world is traced in the progress of the
earthen, glass, or stone articles of the saloon,
the parlor, the library, and the kitchen, used
by the respective nations. Under tho generic
name of pottery, which includes all the va-
ioties of earthenwork, from porcelain down,
you go back to the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries in Italy, Belgium, Germany, France,
and in the seventeenth and eighteenth to
England. England unquestionably leads in

supplying the demand of most countries with
II the varieties of these elegant; and useful

works. I was attracted to the Potteries by
the growing interest in tho ceramic art in the
United States, illustrated by tho enterprise
at Trenton, N. J., and by the immense sums
of money spent in our great cities for the
products of these English manufactories.
Our vi.sit to the Potteries in Staffordshire

was a revelation. The district in which they
are located is only about ten miles in length
by one and a half in width

;
yet into this nar-

ow space are crowded two hundred and sixt}'

establishments, of which one hundred and
thirty-four are devoted to earthenware, sixty
to china, twenty-six to Parian, and forty
miscellaneous. Here most of the finest wares
and ornaments are manufactured, and thous-
ands of persons are employed. The clays are
mainly English ; some are dug in the vicinity
of Burslom. 'I ho English trade dates back
nto the seventeenth century. In 1759, Josiah
\Vedgwood, whoso marble statue at Stoke on-
Trent attracts much attention, invented the

(juisile adaptations, including terracotta,
iper, and the famous quoouswareso much in
ibion a few years ago, that made him illus-

ous in English history.
We traversed the renowned Minton works,

in which the finest conceptions of Wedgwoi
and his suceessoi-s are wrought into m£;
vellous forms by the skill of the present aj
I was surprised at its comparatively smj
and ancient appearance. Yet here were fou
teen hundred men and women, boys and girl'

closely engaged. Tho show-room was
treasure of vases, fiowers, figures, goblel
with curious devices of all ages and taste

copies of the long gone past and models of tl

living present. The process of manufactu
was very curious. Here was the clay in i

plastic state turned into inconceivable shapi
b}^ the wheel of the machinery and the cu
ning of the human hand ; the kneaded lurt

worked into cup and saucer, bowl andgobk
next passed into another room to dry, the
to another to receive the picture, then to tl

oven to be annealed into perfect beauty. Tl
exquisite statuettes we see in terra-cotta in oi

windows at i. ay's, Tyndale & Mitchell's, Calc
well's, and Bailey's, with the flower baskei
and bouquets, and the wonderful conceits o
walls and pillars, all come hence. It was
liberal education to watch how skilfully th
artists did their work, and how quickly.
There wa-i, however, in all this rapid revic

a practical side. I allude to what are know
as " encaustic tiles," which have become a
essential feature in nearly every public an
private building in England, and which
contributing to beauty, cleanliness, and durj
bility, and freedom from vermin, I hope t

see covering the sides and ceilings of ou
American houses. They are sometimes use
on our floors, but rarelj' on the sides and
ings of our rooms and halls. They are not s^-

cheap as our modern processes, such as wha
we call caleimining, but they outlast all othe
methods.
From Stoke wc rode to Birmingham—

;

robust, healthy, noble town ! We came int<

it with a sort of moral prologue worthy o
remembrance and imitation in Philadelphia
The railroad station is over a mile from ou
hotel. We took a four wheeled hack. Tw(
friends who were with me asked, as we starteil

"HowMuuch a piece?" I said, "One shilling.'

We got to the hotel, and each offered hi;

shilling to Cabby. He said, " No, gentlemen,
my charge is only a shilling for all."

Birmingham had a poputation of 4-44: 545 ai

the last census, and 65,371 inhabited houses
In 1841 the population was only 182,122, f

growth that, large as it is bears no proportior
to the increase of Chicago or St. Louis. W(
must look at a few of the products of Bin
mingham to see the diversified capacity ol

this wonderful workshop of the nations. In

its rifle factories it employs 4328 persons ; im
brass, 3892; in locomotive, 1661; in iron,)

1561; in buttons, 1578; it has goldsmiths,
2477; coachmakers, 1148. Women are largely
employed in lace, polishing, japanning, rib

bons, steel pens, silk, and cotton. I name
these occupations to show how nearly they
are similar with ours; and when I showed a
friend in Birmingham how many people are
employed in Philadelphia, and at what wages,
ami our population, the value of our annual
products, tho number of our houses, many

d by our mechanics, he exclaimed, " And
this is only one of your cities I Whatyou toll

me of Now York, Chicago, and St. Louis is

equally wonderful. Of course, I will be at tho
Centennial."
The churches and hospitals of Birmingham

mpresijed me beyond ulteranee. The lloa-
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Ipital of St. Thomas was founded io 1285 !

ist. Martin's church is so old that its origin is

ost, and the foundation of the present struc-

nre belongs to the early part of the thirteenth

entury ! The public buildings are superb, as

ou may judge when the town hall is one

ibundred and forty five feet in length, sixty-

ive in width, and in height sixty-five. Here

JFohn Bright, who represents Birmingham,
las frequently spoken to four thousand per-

!ions. I cannot describe its parks, its railroad

)tations, its great Exchange, its theatres, its

itatues, its devotional temples, its great eol-

eges.

Stratfordon-Avon is about twenty-six miles

TOm Birmingham, and a pleasant ride it was.

We had a second-class car, and a first-class

armor to talk to. " Your crop is thin this

?ear," I said. " Yes," he replied ;
" we have

aad little rain to speak of. Pray, are you
lot Americans ?" " Yes, all three." "You
ike England ?" " Very much, but our own
iountry ever so much more." "I don't won-
ler ; mj' boy is away over yonder in Marys-
7iile, California, and is doing right well, sir,

md he is asking me to come to him." " Are
70U well off here, sir?" " Very nice, indeed,

)ut we need our boy." '' Stay where you are

md let him come to you, as he can for a small

mm, if he is onlj' sober and good." " I thank
i'on, sir. Here you are in Straiford, and you
ivill find Shakspeare waiting for you. He has

I strong, warm side for you Americans."

We posted across the country from Strat-

brd to Kenilworth, Warwick, Guy's Cliff,

md Leamington. How level the road ! Great

iaks or beeches, large fine houses of the gen

,ry, suffocating villages of the poor, strong

yeer and bad gin, no population on the roads,

ill elegant, odorous, and silent—a breezy daj-,

inil a desolate distance. We saw Warwick,
ts entrance carved through stone, its lordly

lalls half mined by the fire of 1871, its pic

,ures by the oldest artists, the bed in which
^ueen Mary slept, the great tower—and hav
ng dulj^ paid our shilling apiece at the Cas
;le, and our six pence to see the great " War
svick Vase," found in the Emperor Adrian':

rilla at Tivoli, capable of holding one liun

Ired and sixty eight gallons, we retired, and
Dosted on to Kenilworth, five miles. W hen
Ive got there the lovely evening had made a

picture of the venerable place, not less lovely

because there were sweet children and ladies

3n the lawn, and an artist, with his canvas on

^ portable frame, painting the scene from the

^reen fore-ground. Here you stand in the

midst of the centuries. From Henry I. to

Elizabeth, Kenilworth was the theatre of war,

aiplomacy, and intrigue. Earl Clarendon
the present owner.
From Kenilworth to Leamington is about

five miles. If Kenilworth is redolent of the

past, Leamington is the trophy of the present.

It is the growth of modern manners and cus

toms—a mitigated sort of Saratoga—its heal-

ing waters and historic surroundings attrac-

ting crowds. England never suffers from
what we know as summer. When Americans
run off to the mountains and seaside in July,
' the season" is at its height in London.
From Leamington by rail to another clus-

ter of the centuries—Oxford—fifty-five miles

Trom London. Here we stood among the

itony record of ages of literature. From
A.lfred to Victoria we read the story of the

gigantic growth of England. Over eight

thousand students gather in these venerable

chambers. Twenty -one colleges and six halls

constitute what is called the University. One
library—the Bodleian, of three hundred thous-
and volumes, next to the British Museum ; a
vast procession of portraits of the great
graduates and chiefs of the venerable institu-

tion
; ancient groves, and lawns, and alcoves,

with "Addison's Walk," recalling the memory
of the gentle Spectator. You might give a
week, a month, a year to Oxford, and still

find materia! for interest and information."

From the "Guiding Ham

Fleming's Proplietie Warning.

"The testimony of Jesus is the spirit of
prophecy;" and, as " prophecy came not in

old time by the will of man : but holy men of

God spake as they were moved by the H0I3'

Ghost," 80 throughout all ages the history of

the church bears witness, that among those

who have faithfully borne "the testimony of

Jesus" to mankind, there have been men of

sound judgment, sobriety, piety, and spiritual

understanding, who at various times have
testified to the impelling power of the pro-

phetic spirit, which has caused them to speak
with a might and a wisdom and a foreknow-
ledge not their own ; and whose words thus
spoken have been made to stand firm against

all the craft and scoffing of the ungodly, as a

demonstration of the wisdom and the power
of that Spirit which " searcheth all things,

even the deep things of God," and takes " the

things of God" and shows them to his people.

An eminent example of this may be found

in the history of Robert Fleming, who was
born at Yester, in Scotland, 1630; educated

at the university of Edinburgh and St. An-
drews, under the care of the godly Riither-

ford ; called at the age of twenty-two to min-

ister to the church at Cambuslang; ejected

from his charge, with nearly four hundred
other ministers, by the "Glasgow Act" under
King Charles 11. ; driven to wander as a fu

'

tive before his foes, imprisoned, released,

guided at last to Holland, and called, after

the death of Mr. Brown, to the pastoral charge

of the Scotch church in Rotterdam, where he

settled in 1677, and fulfilled a faithful and
successful ministry, beloved by his flock and
honored by his heavenly Master.

The records of his history repi'csent him as

eminent in the ministry of the word of God,

a Boanerges and Barnabas combined, whose
labors were owned of the Lord to the salvation

of many. His charitable disposition caused

him to view with regret the strifes and bick-

erings of Christians, saying, " I am amazed to

see good men thus tear one another in the

dark," and remarking again, "I bless God
fifteen years I have not given any man's credit

a thrust behind his back ; but when I had
grounds to speak well of any man, I have

done so with fiiithfulness, and when I wanted
a subject that way I kept silence."

The life of Fleming was emphatically a life

of trust, and in all his persecutions his table

was spread, even in the presence of his ene-

mies, his cup was filled, and his head anointed

with oil, and he was ready to distribute, will-

ing to communicate, rich in good works
;
and,

for the rest, his treasures were laid up in

heaven.
His well-known work on "The Fulfilling

of the Scripture," his "Treatise concerning

the way of the Holy Ghost's working on the

souls of men, especially after conversion, in

communion between God and them," and an-

other in manuscript entitled, "A short Index
of some of Lhe great appearances of the Lord
in the dispensations of his providence to his
poor servants," &o., which recorded many
particular instances of the Lord's providential
dealings with him during his life, serve to
show something of the current of his thoughts,
and give some tokens of his deep and rich ex-
perience in the things of God. The follow-
ng instance of his utterance of a prophetic
warning and its awful fulfilment, is well au-
thenticated by writers of reputation and vera-

city.

One day as he was preaching to his con-
gregation at Rotterdam, he ob-terved three
young men among the audience, whose be-

havior was in the highest degree indecorous.
The minister observing that the conduct was
continued, reproved tliera therefor, and de-

sired that in an assembly' gathered for such a
purpose, they should at least maintain a decent
demeanor. This gentle admonition seemed
rather to increase than abate their misbe-
havior; and they continued peeling oranges,
cracking nuts, and distorting their faces at

the minister.

Fleming was hence compelled a second time
to admonish them ; at which they appeared
still more enraged than before, persisting in

their conduct, and manifestly becoming more
callous and incorrigible.

The worthy minister seemed so impressed
and shocked at their hardened behavior, that

in the midst of the discourse he made a solemn
pause, and an awful one too—"prophetic of

their end." He turned, and looked them full

in the face for some time, apparently with

much internal agitation. At length he ad-

dressed them in the following words, and in

a most impressive manner and tone: "My
young friends, I am sorry to be the bearer of

such a dreadfully alarming message to you,

and I have begged the Lord to excusj ma
from it, but he will not ; therefore I must not

shrink from the painful duty of declaring the

awful and confirmed impression on my mind.

I now tell you, that you have not a week
longer to live in this world!"

Tnis dreadful sentence, proceeding from a

man, somewhat excited the doubtful appre-

hensions of the congregation, who thought it

was the ebullition of precipitancy and rash-

ness ; and some of his intimate friends were

of opinion, that religion would suffer scorn

and reproach for it, especially if the predic-

tion should not be verified. The minister

added, "Let the event prove the truth of it;

for I am persuaded I was moved by the Spirit

of God to say and affirm what I did, as pro-

phetic of their end."

Monday passed, and nothing occurred; but

on Tuesday, one of the young men went on

board a vessel to prosecute an intended voyage,

which w^as fixed previous to this affair; and,

in consequence of a violent storm that arose,

the ship was driven on shore, and this un-

happy youth perished in the tempest.

On Wednesday another of the young men
was concerned in a quarrel with some person,

the issue of which was fighting a duel, with

swords, wherein this wretched victim fell.

On Thursday the only surviving one was

suddenly taken ill, at which he began to be

terrified, as two of his sinful companions were

alreadj' cut off. He then was desirous to send

for the same minister whom he had ridiculed.

When Mr. Fleming arrived at his house, he

askod the young man what he wanted him
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for. The j'Oiith begged he would pray for

him ; when the minister requested to know
what he would wish him to pray for. The
supplicant replied, " For mj' life." " That is

not in my power to do," rejoined the minister
" for I am sure j'ou will die." " Then," said

the youth, " beg, or pray, for the life of my
soul, if you please." Fleming so far consented

as to kneel down by the bed-side, in which
posture he remained for a considerable time

;

but at length he arose, without having uttered

a word. He then addressed the young man
saying that he found his lips so closed, that

he could not utter a syllable on his behalf

He accordingly look his leave ; and soon after-

wards, this last remaining of the three scoffers

died in horror and despair, accomplishing the

prediction of the minister, and coni5rming

that declaration of Holy Writ, " He that be

ing often reproved hardeneth his neck, shall

suddenly be destroyed, and that without
remedy."
The scoffer may mock at this narration, as

did these young men at the message of the

man of God ; and the formal Pharisee who
prays by rote for one thing as well as another,

and at one time as well as another, may doubt
and cavil at such facts as these ; but the man
of God who, "]iraj-ing alwaj'S in the Holy
Ghost," finds himself helped by that Spirit

which maketh intercession with groanings
which can not be uttered, will recognize the
fact which his own experience has already
shown, that there are things for which no
spiritual Christian can pray, and times when
supplication is forbidden. Alas for those con-

cerning whom God speaks to his servants as

he spoke to the weeping Jeremiah of old, say-
ing, "Pray not thou for this people, neither
lift up cry nor prayer for them, neither make
intercession to me, for I ivill not hear thee."

Jer. vii. 16. Happy are they in whose behalf
" the effectual prayer of a righteous man" still

"availelh much."

What the First Saloon Cost.

The Kansas State Sentinel, in recording a

ftict, draws a moral which we think none who
study it can fail to profit by :

The first saloon licensed by the Board of
County Commissioners, nearly nine years ago,

paid fiftj' dollars for that privilege. It met a

bitter opposition from the friends of temper-
ance and good order, but the rum men were
alert, and by presenting a bogus petition ask-

ing for it, the thing was granted, and fifty

dollars are supposed to have gone into the
treasury.

A change at once came over our town.
Drunken men began to be seen upon our
streets. Men who before paid tlicir bills re-

gularly, now paid so much for rum that their

bills to honest tradesmen had to go unpaid.

The air of that saloon, night and day was
made black with profanity, vulgarity and
rum. Our young men wont there and staid

until the hours of midnight. What effect it

had on them will never bo written.

A poor hard-working settler down on the

river, who had opened up a farm, and thoro-

tofoi'e maintained his family, began to visit

the saloon and to neglect bis homo. One
morning he was found outside with his bead
fatally crushed by a drunken companion. A
long and tedious scries of trials followed,

costing the county over one thousand dollars,

resulting in sending the murdci-er to prison for

Iburtccn years, and breaking up his family.

The murdered man's widow made an at-

tempt to keep her family together on the farm,

and to furnish them with food, but in two or

three years she died—no doubt from priva-

tion. A daughter soon followed her mother
from the same cause; then the ragged chil-

dren were sent to their friends in Ohio, at the

expense of the county.
These facts are given from my knowledge

of them, and just as they are. Now, let us

see how this transaction paid :

The county got $50.

Paid to keep murderer fourteen years,

say $200 per year, .... $2,800

Convict murderer, .... 1,000

Send children to Ohio, say . . 75
Industry for six children, lost to the

State ten years, at $100 per year, . 6,000

Total expense, $9,925
Deduct license, 50

Loss by transaction, .... $9,875

HOPES.
" Oh hoy ! why seek'st thou with such care,

ThoRe bubbles of the sea ?

Tliy touch but frees the pri.son'd air,"

—

" I'm gathering hopes," saith he.

" Old man, why in that shatter'd bark
Dost tempt this troubled sea,

Without a compass, rudder, mark?"
" I'm following hopes," saith he.

" COME TO ME."
Art thou weary? art thou languid?

Art thou sore distressed?
' Come to Me!" saith One, " and, coming,

Be at rest."

Hath he marks to lead me to him,
If he be my Guide?

' In his hands and feet are wound-prints
And his side."

Is there diadem as monarch
That his brow adorns?

' Yea a crown in very surety,

But of thorns."

If I find him, if I follow,

What his guerdon here ?

' Many a sorrow, many a labor,

Many a tear."

If I still hold closely to him.
What hath he at last?

' Sorrows vanquished, labor ended,
Jordan passed."

If I ask him to receive me,
Will he say me nay?

' Not till earth and not till heaven
Pass away."

Finding, following, keeping, struggling,

Is he sure to bless?
' Saints, apostles, prophets, martyrs.

Answer, yes!"

Rrproiluptivf Force.

Every organism, from the humblest blade
of grass to the most illustrious man, is not

only living its own life, but impressing it upon
myriads of other similar existences, and this

not by any intentional action of its own, but,

by an inevitable law ofits very being. In the
mpler forms of life this transmission of self

appears to be chiefly in the direction of pro.

])agation. The plant lives its individual life,

I drops its seed, which springs up into

similar organisms. As wo rise higher in the
scale, however, we notii'c that this reproiluc-

five force is widened in its action. The bird

not only lays its eggs, but cherishes its young,

and doubtless maintains some degree of social

influence upon its feathered mates. But it is

reserved for man to exercise this power in its
I

fullest and broadest sense. He reiterates
|

himself not only in his children but in all I

with whom he comes in contact. He im-
j

presses not only his physique upon a few, but
i

his character upon the manj'. There are
|

births of conduct going on continually, and
each one of us is a parent. As the sun sheds

unconsciously its light and heat, and makes i

all things within the range of its influence in
|

some degree like itself, so we shed our dis- '

positions and qualities upon one another, and !

transform them in some degree to our own
]

image.
This influence is something quite apart from

any voluntary and intentional action. We <

often deliberately set to work to produce some '

change in our friends or in society at large. I

Perhaps we work hard to improve a man, to
j

educate a child, to promote a reform or to

break up a vice. We may bring all our
powers to bear upon the matter in hand, we

|

may set other influences in operation, we may
|

descant eloquently upon the advantages of
one course and the evils of the other; nay, we
may even call to our aid all the restraints of

the law and the rewards of public favor, and
with it all, we shall not accomplish so much
as will a single, good and pure life by its

mj'stical attraction. The one is artificial,

spasmodic, noisy ; the other is natural, con-

stant, quiet; the one is like medicine giveni

to counteract some evil, the other is like ai

pure and bracing atmosphere entering intoi

the lungs and giving new tone and vigor tO'

the entire system.
Take the child from its earliest years—-

how is its character built up, its disposition

engendered? Partly, no doubt, by the pa-
rents' active and earnest labors and precepts,

but much more largely by their lives. The
opportunities they have for deliberately in-

structing him are a mere nothing compared
with those that he has for observing their

conduct, drinking in their opinions, and find-

ing out their real desires, feelings and aims.
He is told, for instance, of the sacredness of
truth, and the sinfulness of deceit, but if be
sees those around him practicing small arti-

fices, if ho hears unfair transactions recounted
as good jokes, if he is himself duped and mis-
led by insinceritj^ how much will the moral
lectures aflect him ? They will but add
another instance of duplicitj-, and strengthen
within him the spii-it of dishonesty which he
is constantly absorbing.
The same thing is going on everj-whore,

and with every ono. Wo are all continually
and inovitablj^ influenced by the lives of those
around us. it is not that we copy them, but
that we unconsciously absorb them. We are,
as it were, pouring our nature into each other
all the time, without thought or intention.
The stronger the nature the more potent is

its magnetism. The closer we approach to
the sphere of another, tho more wo partake
of his character. Patience, courage, hope
and enthusiam tiro not taught, but" infused.

|

They are transmitted by an electric current I

that no power of ours could create, and cer- I

ainly none could destroy.
}

We can never fully estimate this reproduc- '

tivo force. Not only every action, but every
thought, feeling, desire and aim is full of
potency upon other.s. They are constantly
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leing shared, and arc ever -writing tlieir im-

irees on ttie characters of those with whom
ve mingle. We are always either lifting

ome one up or drawing him down to our

iwn level. An atmosphere of some sort is

ilways emanating from us, and permeating

theis. Is it pure or corrupt? Are we in-

using the spirit of justice, truth and love, or

f selfishness, deceit and hatred? Are we in-

tilling the habits of industry, temperance

ind frugality, or of idleness, sensuality and
xtravagance ? As the fountain is, so will be

he stream. If we would know what influ-

nee we are shedding, we have but to examine
)ur most cherished thoughts, hopes and pur-

poses. We may fancy them hidden in our

)wn breasts, but it is not so. They arc all

it work reproducing themselves in countless

brms in the hearts of others, and building up
heir characters for good or for evil.

—

Ledger.

Daniel Bowly, Jr.

He recommended, that after being at mcet-

g, and having been favored there with ten-

ler impressions of good, as he sometimes had

jeen, great care should be taken not to lose

hem, by too soon entering into conversation,

iioncerns of business, or attention to anything

jf a contrary nature, whereby the mind might

e deprived of the benefit intended.

"Our profession," said he, "is a very exalted

lane; and if we keep to it, would make us as

lights in the world. Our religion teacheth us

to believe in immediate communication with

God, thi-ough his beloved Son ;
which is an

unspeakable privilege to all who attend to it:

nd, wonderful condescension ! that he who
s Lord of all, should thus notice poor man

;

land, time after time, be visiting with the offers

of his mercy to insure our happiness; visita-

jtions we should be very careful not to reject,

as being a common favor, and think we will

accept them at some future time. For, though

the Almighty is long forbearing and delight-

eth in mercy, we know not when maj' be the

last offer of his grace to assist us in the work
of salvation. What a dreadful thing would it

be to withstand the last!"

Speaking of the evidence he had of his

future peace, he said, " I have a clear view

that I shall be received into the kingdom of

rest and peace. I see the gates of heaven

standing open to receive me, and thousands

of the just waiting to embrace nie. I desire

but just to get within the pales of safety, to

be iri the presence of the Lord, and to behold

his glorious countenance. " O ! death, where
is thy sting? O! grave, where is thy vic-

tory?" Christ taketh away the sting of

death. My dear Saviour is reconciled to me.

I know he is. His mercy is very great. I

cannot speak enough of his mercy."

Some one remarking how exceedingly quick

the last three weeks had apparentl)^ passed

away, he replied, " Yes, and perhaps there

are some who have not done anything in the

time, which is a serious consideration : for in

one week a man may be taken sick and die
;

and if we do not close in with the visitations

of God in time, we shall be lost forever."

At another time, " Let us be earnest in

making ready for the glorious kingdom of

rest and peace, where. Oh, that we may
enter! And all may, if they will. Let us en-

deavor to do a little every day ; let none be

discouraged, though their progress in reli-

gion may be slow
;
yet let them keep on in

their little way : for I believe our kind Sa-

viour may, at times, withdraw his sensible

presence from us to try how our faith will

continue
;
yet if we hofd on, our reward, at

last, will be great, and as much as those who
feel a present one."

On the 9th of the Eighth month, his sisters,

who lived at a distance, came ; at which he

much rejoiced, having often expressed a de-

sire to see them again. The next morning he

affectionately addressed them, desiring they
would be particularly careful of the cultiva-

tion of their children's minds ; and not make
business the first object for their sons ; a very

little being sufficient, and that great portions

were by no means desirable. In much weighty
advice to those present, ho wished them to

make an offering of all they had. Particu-

larizing one of his sisters, he also said, " What
thy conscience tells thee, that mind

;
and

what is told thee to put on, that wear ; and
what is told thee to give up, give. Fear not

the great or rich, but be alike to all.

" Be religious, and then you will have our

Saviour's arm to lean upon. Oh, he is a

merciful Saviour ! I have found him such ; an
easy master, a kind friend. .\ h ! how I re-

gret that I neglected serving him somcyears.
Think what a superior education we have
had, to most ; what a niceinstitution is ours

—the peculiar institution of God ; and I be-

lieve it is not to die away, although some of

our Society have gone from it, for whom I

am sorry.
" I believe great advantage may arise from

frequently comparing time with eternity, an

awful eternity. It appears to me exceedingly

awful. Heaven and hell are placed before us.

Wo have now our choice ; and we know what
wretches hell is composed of; foul minds, full

of remorse for ever; for their worm never

dieth. On the other hand, in heaven there

is great harmony. Oh, I have had beautiful

prospects! I have seen the innumerable com-
pany of angels, and the spirits of good men !

But how is it ? We are ashamed of not com-
plying with man, and not ashamed of doing
so to God. We can apologize to man and say,

we are sorry we did not do so, or so, and we
can directly go, commit neglect before God,
and feel no sorrow for it. Oh, what mercy
there is ! In great wisdom and unspeakable
kindness is the good Mediator given to re-

concile us, and work redemption in us. Do
not let us fear man. What is he? Look upon
me, and see a poor weak thing who can hardly

speak."
After this earnest exhortation to those, for

whose eternal happiness he was so affection-

ately and deeply solicitous, he was much ex-

hausted, and, desiring to be put to bed, ut-

tered the following short ejaculation ;
" Oh,

Lord God Almighty, be thou pleased to look

down upon, and be with us!" With some
difficulty he got to bed; and for several hours

his cough and other symptoms were very
alarming, and were thought to indicate ap-

proaching dissolution ; but after having slept

some time, he took some refreshment, and said

he must now endeavor to say a few words more,

as he might not have another opportunity.

Most of his near relations being present, he

called particularly to one of his sisters, re-

questing her to sit near him, that she might
hoar what he had to deliver ; and he was
wonderfully strengthened to testify with
power to the truth ; beautifully setting forth

the means of salvation appointed for all. I

Some of his relations standing by his bed-
side one evening, he remarked how con-
temptible the world appeared ; and speaking
of its wickedness, he added, "I would not be
understood to despise the world itself. No

;

it is the creation of God ; and we are placed
there to enjoy all things with temperance. If

it were as it ought to be, it would be a sort

of paradise ; it would be a happy pilgrimage
to eternity

; it is the depravity of man that
makes it so detestable."

He cautioned some of his friends to beware
of the fatigues and incumbrances of business,

saying, " It will not do for those who have
been all the week in the hurry of business to

go to meetings, and appear before the Lord
in form only. A man whose time is wholly
engrossed in business in common, if he goes
to meetings pretty constantly, and sits there
two hours, j'ct it is to be feared his thoughts
will be engaged on that which takes up the
greater part of his time; and if it be so, it is

great mockery of God. Neither will it do to

go on in an outward show of dress or address,

if not true worshippers of the Lord, in spirit

and in truth. The3'^raust daily give up their

minds to him, daily retire to worship him.
I know a man ought to provide for his family,

and carry on a proper business, which I be-

lieve to be right ; but it should by no means
be the first object, for riches will be nothing
in the end. What would I give now for all

the world ? Why nothing at all.

" I don't regard what the natural man may
advance in opposition to this doctrine of
giving up all for the sake of religion. I am
now upon the brink of death to the body, but
opening into the life of the spirit. I am going
to live forever, and I am certain nothing will

do but giving up every earthly obstruction

for the cause of God. Make him a sacrifice
;

offer up all you have ; offer up your lives to

him. as Christ did his for your sakes and
mine. Perhaps some may, from the strength

of health and abilities, be ready to conclude
what I say proceeds from weakness. I know
it does not, but that it is the truth, and you
will all find it so ; and that man who trusts

to the strength of his own mind, or natural

understanding, will be wrong, for nothing
will do without God. Now, remember this

;

think of it upon your death bed, and you will

feel it is true. So farewell in Christ."

(To be concluded.

)

Selected for "The Friend."

The annual Epistle of London Yearly Meet-

ing for 1740, contains the following touching

and instructive exhortation :

"And, dear Friends, as it is recorded in

Holy Scripture that ' many of the priests and
Levites, and chief of the fathers, who were
ancient men, who had seen the first house,

when the foundation of the second was laid

before their eyes, wept with a loud voice,'

(Ezra iii. 12) ; so many, in this our day, are

affected with grief, in comparing the present

state of the church with its first beginning
;

when the members thereof adorned the doc-

trine of the gospel in their lives and conver-

sations ;
and the fruits of the Holy Spirit,

viz: their patience, long-suffering, gentleness,

meekness, temperance, love, sincerity, truth,

bumilitj^, self-denial, plainness of speech and
habit, were conspicuous to all. Wherefore we
earnestly exhort, that Friends everywhere,

who have swerved from the way of truth,

would speedily return to their first love, and
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turn their minds to the inward manifestations
of Divine light, which discovers and reproves
the deeds of darkness, and leads to purity and
holiness, and every good work ; begets true
unity and fellowship one with another, and a
reverent and sacred regard to the truths de-
livered in the Holy Sci-iptures."

Review of the Weather, &e.

FOR SEVENTH MONTH.
1875.

Rain during some portion of the
twenty-four hour.*, . . .12 day,'

Rain all or nearly all day, . . "

Cloudy, without storms, . . 5 "

Clear, as ordinarily accepted, . 14 "

31

TEMPERATURES, RAIN, DEATHS,
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ibstantial wheat comes to be gathered into

>e garner. Oh ! thou traveller Sion-ward,
henever the Lord leads thee in this line,

link not that none have walked the way
rforc thee; but remember it is the high-way
glory ; the only trodden path to blessed-

sss—remember other<, before thou wast
•ought forth, have deeply experienced it,

ive tasted the wormwood and the gall; and
sen read}' to think it impossible for them
Tcr to come forth into the light again, or to

ijoice in God, the rock and horn of their

.Ivation. But bo thou patient, be thou
ithfiil to death : yea, in and through this

ward death, and thou shalt receive a crown
' life ; for it is an eternal truth, that though
an}- are the afflictions of the righteous, yet
isuredly the Lord delivers them out of them
I.

Next I had a meeting the 4th of 12th
onth, in the Presbyterian meeting-house at

'inchester: a glorious good meeting it was
I was ready to think near as much so, as

ir low state, while clothed with clay, is

ipable of. Several important doctrines of the

ospe! were largely opened, having strength
nd utterance given—every mind seemed
ushed into a degree of awfulness and rever-

tice ! all glory and praise be ascribed to him
'ho is our only suffliiency ; for with grati-

ide, and prostration of soul before him, it

lay be truly said, " hitherto hath the Lord
elped us." 1 Sam. vii. 12.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 26, 1876.

J. VV., however, as if sensible that the state

of mind referred to was not always at our
command, soon added, " this is not always
easy of attainment." Amid the various dis-

pensations which the Christian traveller has
allotted to him in his pilgrimage from Egypt
to Canaan, doubtless he will find those of
stripping of sensible joy, and clothing in the
spirit of heaviness not withheld. They are

among the "needs be," of " heaviness through
manifold temptations," which Peter alludes

to as necessary for the trial of our faith.

The object of such provings being "that it

may be found unto praise and honor and glory

at the appearing of Jesus Christ." The un-

usual eshausiion of nervous force which has
resulted from the extreme heat of the past
month, has tended, we apprehend, to de-

press the tone of feeling of many of our read-

ers, whom age or enfeebled health had pre-

disposed to a lack of buoyant spirits. Such
as this, and other dispensations appointed in

Divine Wisdom, which do not spare even the

brave and strong-hearted at periods in life's

journey, often bow the spirit in mournful ca-

dence to the voice which whispers that "all is

vanity." Charles H. Spurgeon says, "cause-
less depression is not to be reasoned with, nor
can David's harp charm it away by sweet
discoursings. As well tight with the mist
as with this shapeless, undefinable, yet all

beclouding hopelessness. One affords him-
self no pity when in this case, because it

seems so unreasonable and even sinful, to be
troubled without manifest cause ; and yet
troubled the man is, even in the very depths
of his spirit. If those who laugh at such
melancholy did but feel the grief of it for one
hour, then laughter would be sobered into

compassion. Resolution might, perhaps, shako
it off, but where are we to find the resolution

when the whole man is unstrung? The phy-
sician and the divine may unite their skill in

such cases, and both find their hands full and
more than full. The iron bolt which so mys-
teriously fastens the door of hope and holds
our spirits in gloomy prison, needs a heavenly
hand to push it back ; and when that hand
is seen, we cry with the apostle, ' Blessed be

God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, the Father of mercies, and the God of
all comfort, who comforteth us in ail our tri-

bulation.'" * * * "Simon sinks till Jesus
takes him by the hand." * « * "When
we are ridden with horrible fears, and weighed
down with an intolerable incubus, we need
but the Sun of Righteousness to arise, and
the evils generated of our darkness are driven
away ; but nothing short of this will chase
away the nightmare of the soul." * * *

" By all the castings down of his servants,

God is glorified ; for they are led to magnify
him when again he sets them on their feet,

and even while prostrate in the dust, their

faith yields him praise. They speak all the
more sweetly of his faithfulness, and are the
more firmly established in his lovo."

Let all those who may be brought under
these proving dispensations, accept them in

the spirit enjoined by the apostle James: "My
brethren, (says he) count it all joy when ye
fall into divei'S temptations; knowing this,

that the trying of your faith worketh pa-
tience

; but let patience have her perfect work,
that ye may be perfect and entire, wanting
nothing."

In this state of humble acquiescence, we
shall realize the power of Christ to work in

us in due season, both to will ami to do of
His own good pleasure, and through Him
having access by faith into this grace wherein
we stand, shall be enabled in His time to re-

joice in hope of the glory of God ; and not
only so, but to glory in tribulations also,

whilst we look not at the things which are
visible to mortal ken but contemplate with
the eye of faith those glories that are eternal,

laid up in mansions which our sympathizing
Redeemer has gone before to prepare for those
who keep the word of His patience, and whose
names He will confess before His Father and
the holy angels.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The British Parliament was prorogued

on the loth inst. The Queen says in her speech, which
was read by the Lord Chancellor :

" The effort which,
in common with other powers, I have made to bring
about a settlement of the differences unfortunately
existing between the Porte and its Christian subjects in

Bosnia and Herzegovina, have been hitherto unsuccess-

ful. The conflict begun in these provinces has extend-
ed into Servia and Montenegro. Should a favorable
opportunity present itself I shall be ready, in concert
with my allies, to offer ray good offices for the purpose
of mediation between the contending parties, bearing
in mind alike the duties imposed upon me by treaty

obligation.s and those which arise from the considera-

tions of humanity and policy.

X difference has arisen between my government and
that of the United States, as to the proper construction

of an article in the treaty of the 9th of August, 1842,

which relates to the mutual surrender of persons ac-

cused of certain offences. The inconveniences to both
countries which would follow a cessation of the practice

of extradition are great and obvious, and I entertain

the hope that a new arrangement will soon be arrived

at by which the matter will be placed on a satisfactory

fooling."

The Queen refers to the satisfactory settlement of the

long standing boundary dispute with the Orange Free
State, which had been recently brought about by the

visit of the President of that republic. The due attend-

ance of the pupils at the elementary schools and other

topics are briefly brought into view.

The superabundance of money in London is still a
subject of remark. The Bink of England rate of in-

terest remains at 2 per cent., but discounts of prime
three month's bills are made outside the bank at J to 1

per cent.

The King of Dahomey, on the west coast of Africa,

has a quarrel with the British authorities. He holds

four Frenchmen as hostages, and threatens to kill them
if the English squadron fires upon the natives.

The dory Centennial is now at Liverpool, having
safely accomplished its voyage across the Atlantic.

Disraeli has issued a farewell address to his con-

stituents, the electors of Buckinghamshire, by whom
he has been returned to the British House of Commons
continuously for the past twenty-nine years.

The explorations in Algiers to ascertain the feasi-

bility of making an inland sea by cutting through to

the Mediterranean, show that the surface of the country

is such that a sea can be formed having a breadth of 36

and a length of 210 miles. The expenses are estimated

at from eighty to one hundred million francs, a part of

which, it is supposed, will be borne by the Tunissian

government.
The French Assembly was prorogued on the 12lh

inst. Moderate views and conciliatory feelings ap-

peared to be general among the members.
The imports of Canada for the fiscal year ending 6th

mo. 30lh last, amounted to $9-5,056,.532, which is a de-

crease of S;24,.562,125 from those of the previous year.

The accounts from the seat of war in European
Turkey are still of a confu.sed and unsatisfactory charac-

ter. A dispatch to London from Constantinople says,

the Turks are inclined to issue a decree for the deposi-

tion of Prince Milan, of Servia, and nominate a succes-

sor. The British ambassador has protested against this

course. The war is attended with many outrages and
great cruelty which the Turkish government is unable

to prevent. Some of the volunteers having sold Servian

children as slaves, the Grand Vizier has given orders

that henceforth any one guilty of such a crime shall be

punished with death. The Turkish commanders are

ordered to protect all peaceful inhabitants and their

property. A Berlin dispatch says : It is reported that
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the Czar is anxious for a speedy termination of tlie war,

and has personally besought the emperors of Austria

and Germany to offer their good offices to the belli-

gerents for the purpose of securing peace.

The latest Belgrade dispatches say that the Servian

army has been re-organized and will soon re-assume

the ofTensive. The Turkish forces had been repulsed

in two partial engagements.

A special dispatch from Belgrade says that overtures

were made on the 21st by the diplomitic agents of

England, PVance, Italy and the three great northern

powers looking to negotiations for peace.

A Lisbon dispatch of the 19th states that great com-
mercial embarrassment prevailed in that city. A gen-

eral run upon the banks compelled them to close their

doors, although they have assets in excess of liabilities.

The government has issued a decree for the suspension

of all engagements for two months, which it is supposed
will give the embarrassed money institutions time to

meet their engagements, as supplies of silver coin are

expected from London. It is said this crisis need not

have occurred if gold and silver had been sent for two
weeks sooner.

United State.<!.—The first session of the Forty-

fourth Congress adjourned the evening of the loth inst.,

having been sitting since the 6th day of the Twelfth

month, 1875. Less was accomplished than might have
been expected in this protr.acted session, owing to the

antagonism of the Senate and House of Representatives,

and the prevalence of violent party spirit. The two
Houses did not agree on the President's proposition to

authorize the raising of 5000 volunteer cavalry to ope-

rate against the hostile Indians, but finally agreed that

the regular cavalry might be increased for this purpose
to the extent of 2500 men. Various important bills on
which much time has been spent, will go over to next
winter's session. Among these are the House bill to

repeal that clause of the act for the resumption of specie

payments which fixed a specified day for resumption
;

the bill equalizing bounties to volunteers in the late

war; the bill to repeal the bankrupt law, and divers
others. The treaty providing for free commercial in-

tercourse with Hawai was finally ratified by the Senate.
The two Houses passed a concurrent resolution pro-
viding for the appointment of a commission, consisting

of three Senators and three members of the House of

Representatives with experts selected by them, to in-

quire into the change which has taken place in the
relative value of gold and silver, and into the policy of
the restoration of the double standard in this country,
also into the best means for facilitating the resumption
of specie payjuents.

There were 612 interments in New York last week,
and 409 in Philadelphia.
The number of paying visiters to the International

Exhibition for the week ending the 12th inst., was
151,850, and for that ending on the 19th inst. 183,46-5.

The tot il receipts at the gates from the opening to 8th
mo. 18th, amounted to $1,056,805.
The whaling bark Catatpa lias arrived at New York

from New Souih Wales, with nine Fenian convicts who
efTected their escape from the penal colony in the Fourth
month last.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 21st inst. New FbrA.—American gold, llOf.
U.S. sixes, 1881,119:1; do., 1866, 114^ ; do.6 per cents,

1881, 117. Superfine Hour, *3.50 a $4.00; State extra,
$4.40 a $4.-50; finer brands, $5 a $10. No. 2 Chicago
spring wheat, $1.05; No. 3 Milwaukie, 92i cts. ; red
Texas, $1.05 a *1. 10. White oats, 40 a 45 cts. Rye,
70 cts. Yellow corn, 61i cts.; mixed, 59 cts. PhUa-
flelphia.—Middling cotton, 12J a 13 cts. Flour, from
$3.75 to $8.50. Michigan white wheat, $1.25 ; amber,
$1.18 a $1.20 ; red, $1.10 a $1.16. Rye, 60 cts. Yellow
corn, 58 a 60 cts. ; western mixed, 53 a 56 cts. Oats, 40
a 44 els. Sales of 3800 beef cattle at 4 a 6J cts. per
lb. gross. Sheep, 4i a 5? els. per lb. gross. 'Receipts
11,000 head. Hogs, *9 a $9.-50 per 100 lb. net. Receipts
3-500 head. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, 89i cts.

;

No. 3, 79 cts. No. 2 corn, 44 § cts. Oats, 30^ cts.' Bar-
ley, 70i cts. Lard, $11.-55 per 100 lbs. Si. Loum.—
No. 2 red fall wheat, $1.18i ; No. 3 do., $1.03^. No.
2 corn, 43i} cts. Oat.s, 37 cts. Rye, 49 cts. Barley, SO
cts. Lard, 101 cts.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED
J'KIiSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these Schools, to be opened
about the first of Tenth month. Apply to

Elton B. (JiObrd, 719 Market St.

George J. Scatlergood, 413 Spruce St.

Richard J. Allen, 833 North Seventh St.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Joseph Warrington, M. D., N. J.,

$2.10, vol. 50 ; from James G. MeCollin, City, $2, vol.

-50, and for Anna G. McCoUin, 82, vol. -50; from Eliza-

beth L. Evens and Lydia Saunders, Jr., N. J., $2.10

each, vol. 50 ;
from Benjamin Gilbert, Agent, Pa., S2.10,

vol. 50, and for Isaac Price, S. Marshall Brlnton, and
James Means, $2.10 each, vol. 50 ; from Isaac P. Wilbur,
Mass., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Mary A. Gardner, R. I.,

$2.10, vol. 50; from James Hilyard, N. J., $2.10, vol.

50 ; from Nancy B.Buffinton, Mass., $2.10, vol. 50; from
Elizabeth Z. Armstrong, City, per Samuel Allen, $2.10,

vol. 50 ; for Jane P. Jones, Pa., $2.10, and Joseph W.
Jones, $2, vol. 50; from Henry W. Wills, N. J., $2.10,

vol. -50, and for Joshua S. Wills, $2.10, vol. 50;
from Jordan Ballard, O., $2.10, vol.50, and for Cornelius
Douglass, Jacob Barrett, John Carey, Lewis Johnson,
and John A. Oren, O., and Mary Stubbs, Ind., $2.10
each, vol. 50 ; from Lydia Ann Hendrickson, N. J.,

$2.10, vol. 50 ; from William Webster, Pa., for Sarah
North and David Hunt, $2.10 each, vol.50; from Joseph
Stanton, O., $2.10, vol. 50; from William D. Meyers,
Pa., $2.10, vol. -50

; from Henry Knowles, Agent, N.Y.,
for Elizabeth Peckham, Daniel Peckham, David Nar.a-

more, Lorenzo Rockwell, David Peckham, John J.

Peckham, John P. Carpenter, Benjamin Boss, Chester
A. Weaver, Alonzo Knowles, Hubert Rockwell, and
Robert Knowles, N. Y., Henry A. Knowles, lo., Martha
M. Knowles, Mich., and David F. Knowles, Vt., $2.10
each, vol. 50 ; from William Bettles, III., $2.10, vol. 50;
from Sarah Haines, N. J., and Mary N. Griffith, Pa.,

per Joseph Walton, $2.10 each, vol. -50 ; from Isaiah M.
Haworth, O., $2.10, vol. 50; from Benjamin W. Pass-

more, and Watson W. Dewees, West Town, $2.10 each,

vol. 50, and for Amanda Gallimore, O., $2.10, vol. 50,
and Eliza Brewer, Canada, $2.10, to No. 14, vol. 51

;

from Elizabeth Hunt, O., $2.10, vol. 50; from Josiah
L. Haines, City, t2, vol. 50; from Amy Middleton,
N. J., $2.10, vol. 50 ; from William Matl.ack, N. J., f2.10
vol. 50; from Richard C. Shoemaker, Pa., $2.10, vol.

50; for Stacy .Joyce, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Seth
Warrington,N. J., $2.10, vol.50; from Elwood Thomas,
Pa., $2.10, to No. 14, vol. 51 ; from John D. Harrison,
Pa., $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Levi B. Stokes and William
Berry, Gtn., $2.10 each, vol. 50 ; from Isaac Morgan,
Pa., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Abraham P. Morgan, $2.10,
vol. -50; from Henrv Palmer, Pa., $2, vol. -50, and for

Thomas C. Palmer, $2, vol. 50 ; from Susan C. Gorham,
N. Y., $2, vol. 50 ;

from Sarah C. Paul, N. J., $2.10,
vol. 50 ; from Deborah Satlerthwaile, N. J., $2.10, vol.

.50; from Daniel Packer, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from
John Aikins, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Rachel McClain,'

10, to No. 13, vol. 51 ; from Josiah A. Roberts, Pa.,
$2.10 vol. 50 ; from Joseph K. Evens, N. J., $2.10,
vol.50; from Mary M. Applegate, N. J., $2.10, vol.

50j from William Picket, O., $2.10, vol. 50, and for

William Massey, $2.10, vol. 50; from Josiah Fawcett,
O., for Theophilus Morlan, Richard B. Fawcett, Mirk
Bonsall, Catharine W. Darlington, William Fisher,
Hannah Bonsall, Marian French, Thomas Y. French,
Sarah Ann Cope,and Phebe Ellyson, $2.10, each, vol.50;
from Ellis Winner, O., $2.10, vol 50; from David
Evans, Pa., $2.10, vol. -50

; from Mary B. Wills, N. J.,

$2, vol. 50; from Phebe L. Wain, City, S2.10, vol. 50;
from Sarah C. Gaskell, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Ruth
P. John.son, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from William H.Black-
burn, O., for Jas. Heald, Pearson Hall and Wilson Hall,
$2.10, each, vol. 50; fromSam'l A. Bacon, Pa., per Marlc
Balderston, $2.10, vol. .50; from David J. Brown, Cltv
$2, vol. 50 ; from John Wilson, lo., $2, vol. 50, and l>u'

Charles Thomas, $2, vol. 50 ; from George Brinton, I'l.,

$2.10, vol. 50 ; from Jacob Roberts, Pa.. $2.10, vol. 50
;

from Martha Taylor, N. J., *2.10, vol. -50; from Han-
nah Kite, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from Joel Wilson, Agent,
N. J., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Elizabeth Dawson, Isaac
C. Stokes, Ruth A. Harned and Walker Moore, $2.1(1,

each, vol. 50 ; from Charles Jones and Jane S. Comlini,
Gtn., $2.10 each, vol.50; from Martha Sankey, I'l.,

$2.10, vol. 50; from Palmer Good, Pa., $4.20, to No.
52, vol. 50; from Seneca E. Malone, Citv, ^-J, v..l. .".o

from Stephen M. Trimble, Pa., $2.10, vol. .".n. ;,,,,| i„,

John Wetherell, $2.10, vol. 50; from Isaar I... J-. N .1,,

*2.10, vol. 50, and for Rebecca Wistar and
Sheppard, $2.10 each, vol. 50 ; from Joel Thomp.sc

Del., «2.10, vol. 50 ; from Uriah Evans, N. J., $2.1

vol. 50; from Charles Stokes, Agent, N. J., for Ma
R. Ely, James Allen, Levi Troth, and John W. Siok.

S2.10 each, vol. 50, and for Benjamin J. Wilkius, $3.5

to No. 52, vol. 50 ; for Eunice Mickle, N. J., $2.10,

50 ; from Samuel Nicholson, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50 ; fro

Elwood E. Haines, N. J.. $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Charl

L. Willits, N. J., S2.10, vol. 50; from Ezra Eng'.

N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Towusend Hoopes, Pa., p
Susan T. Hoopes, $2.10 vol. 50 ; from Joseph Sjatte

good, Jr., Agent, Pa., for William P. Towusend, Thom
Thorp, Philena S. Yarnall, Susan S. Thomas,
Ann Newlin, Susan L. Temple, Harriet H. Thatch
and Sarah Pennell, $2.10 each, vol. 50; from Josej

Bailey and Joseph L. Bailey, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 50

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning will i

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Committee on Instruction of the Westtow
)irding School meets on Seventh-day, the 26lh insi

at 10 A. M., at the Committee Room on Arch Strec

Philadelphia.

.Joseph Walton, Clerk.

MALVERN BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL
Will re-open on 2nd day, the 11th of 9th monti

1876. Address,

Jane M. Eldridge, Paoli, Pa.

$2.10,

from ;

A. Co.

$2.1(1,

10, VI,

50. an

I'oWfll, 1

W. l;. . \r,, Civ
K. Sluiplc.-.^, l'.i.,

^.'s, $2.10, and Lewi ylhc
$2, vol. 50; from Jonathan Chace, R. I., $2.10, vol. 50,
and for Harvey Chace, R. 1., anil Isaac S. Kastburn,
N. J., $2 10 each, vol. .50; from Samuel Street, O.,

$2.10, vol. -50, ami for Elizabeth Antrim, $2.10, vol. -5l);

from Rachel .S. French, O., $2.10, vol. .50; from C. 1.

Hayes, O., $2.10, vol. 60 ; from Daniel J. Morrell, Pa.,

Died, at her residence, Wilmington, Delaware, o

the 11th of 4th mo. 1876, Sarah R. Tatnall, wife <

Joseph Tatnall, aged .59 years, a member of Wilming
ton Monthly Meeting. During many years of infirr

health, she was enabled to bow in resignation, to thi

will of her Heavenly Father, expressing, a short tim.

previous to her departure, the belief, " that all he
trials had been for her purification,"—adding, " I fee

myself a very poor creature, just sucli an one as Jeso
died to save, and am resting only on His mercy ;" mer
tioning a recent season of especial favor, succeeding

nights of conflict; when many sweet and precious pre

mises were pre,sented to her mind, as though sent fo'

her comfort and the confirmation of her faith. Per
ceiving her end approaching she remarked, " man,
times during the past year I have felt great shrinking
from death, but these have been all taken away—if i

is the Lord's will, I am ready, and willing to go." Thu
mercifully supported, with, apparently, every doubt am
every fear removed ; she passed peacefully away, pre
jiared, as we reverently believe, to receive the welcora.

message :
" Enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."

, on the 16th instant, James E. Kaighn, in th.

68th year of his age, a beloved member of the Monthl;
Meeting of Philadelphia, for the Western District.

, at her residence, in Salem, Ohio, 7th monti
27th, 1876, Elizabeth Reeve, relict of the late Joshui
Reeve, in the 71st year of her age, a member of Salen
Monthly and Particular Meeting. She was a firm be
liever in the ancient principles of Friends, and oftei

remarked with sadness the low state of oar once highly

favored Society. Although it was her lot to pass througl
deep suHerings from a very trying disease, she bore 1

willi Cliii^ii.iii piiiriu-e anil resignation, and was, Wl
1mH,.\-,., ,.ii i!,l,.,l i„ ,.\|i,.|i,.iioe the reality of that beauti
liil < \|ir,.--i, II ill ill,., j:; 1 r-^alm, " Yea, though I wall
ihr.jugli the valley of the shadow of death, I will feai

no evil, for thou art with me ; thy rod and thy staff thej

comfort me."
, at her residence, in Damascus, Columbiana Co.

Ohio, on (he 20th of 7th mo. 1876, Rebecca H. Cabr
wiil.iw of N.iae Carr, and daughter of Aaron A. ant

.M Mv \V. W.I il III, II, in the 60th year of her age, a mem
Imi- ,,( I'lipi r .'^priiiglield Monthly Meeting. She hac
lie. n eniiicnied to live a life of honesty and upright
lie-,

:
ami when brought to a bed of languishing, shi

c \|ir.~~e.l, respecting her future pro.spects, that shi

>aw ii.iiliiiig in her way, and patiently awaited liei

change as a termination of her sufferings.

, 7th mo.29ih, 187(>, at his residence, near Tren
ton, N. J., Peter DeCou, in the 74tli year of his age
a beloved elder and overseer of Chesterfield Monthlj
Meeting. He was firmly attached to the principles anc
testimonies of the religious society of Friends, and wai
much esteemed by a large circle of friends and ao
quaintances. Although paralysis prevented communl
cation by speech, his friends liave the consoling belie:

that through the mercy of his Redeemer his end v/m
peace.
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For "The Friend,"

(luakers and Quakerism.

[The fuUowing article is con(Jen<!ed from
ne which appeared in " Macmi Man's Maga-
ne," over ihe signature of Ellice Hopkins,

t Is written in no iinfi-iendly spirit, and -hows
omc true appreciation of the position and
octrines of early Friends. As was to be ex-

ectcd, the author dis-ents from that practical

'earing of the cross in every day life, which
d to their peculiarities and testimonies; and
rithout which they would bo shorn of their

trength.]

Reader, wouldst thou know what true

leaee and quiet mean; wouldst thou find u

efuge from the noises and clamors of the

iiultitudu; wouldst thou enjoy at once solitude

nd society; wouldst thou posses-s thine own
pirit in stillness without being shut out from
he consolatory faces of thy species; wouldst
hou be alone, yet accompanied, solitary, yet
lot desolate, singular, yet not without some
o keep thee in countenance ; a unit in aggro-

jate, a simple in composite, come with nie,"

ys Charles Lamb, "into a Quakers' mect-

Dg."

Few, probably, of those who are familiar

ivith ih^' charming es-<ay from which we quote
lave accepted the invitation. Few have ma le

l^heir way some summer Sunday into thai

^uiet place, generally even in towns set round
fvith Waving boughs, and harmless flowers,

and "fair ungrieving things," which seems
'ilready to have attained

To where beyond theie voices there is peace
;

where a soft multitudinous silence reigns as

Df a windless sea with all its waves at rest,

(vhere even the children sit with fac s as

riushed and wide-eyed as the daisies in the

summer sun veithout, and the tired spirit,

weary with the strife of tongues and all the
barren noises of the outer world, bathes itself

in stillness, while, in solemn Quaker phrasj,

'sitting before the Lord."
But, though few of us have any personal

acquaintance with the silent charms of a

Quakers' meeting, most of us have experienced

a certain restfulness in the individual Quaker,
especially in the women, the myrrh and cassia

of those silent meadows they tread weekly
still clinging to their garments. Perhaps in

some noisy railway-station, some scene of

coal-smoke and human bustle, we have sud-

denly found ourselves face to face with such
a one, clad in that spotless Quaker vesture

which, like the lily's, r.-fuscs to know the de-

tiiements of earth, and have felt a sudden still-

ness come upon us as our eyes rested on those

soft pearl grej^s that seem borrowed from
early morning skies, and our troubled glance

sank rebuked before those quiet eyes that

gaze forth on us from under the peaceful eaves

of the quaint poke-bonnet, itself so restful a

protest against the evershifting vanities of

human head-gear, and the restless human
brains beneath. And which of us on being

asked with that tender Scriptural directness

which refuses to slur over one's individuality

bj' addressing one as a loose multitude in the

plural form, '-Art thou bound on a long jour-

ney ?" has been altogether able to resist an

eerie feeling creeping over him, a sense of a

far-off silent bourne from which no traveller

returns, as though he had heard in his heart

a distant murmur, a waft of bells from that

•'strange and undiscovered city which we
seek," as pilgrims on a far journey.

But though we are all familiar with the in-

dividual Quaker, and as a rule hold in love

and respect this peaceful "Society of Friends,"

to give them, not the name by which they
were called in derision by the world, but the

beautiful name thej- ehos s for themselves

—

la S'iciete des Amia, as their French brethren

are called—litt e is generally known of their

history, or of all that has been accomplished
in the Christian Church by these worshippers
of light and silenco, a light " that lighleth

every man that cometh into the world," a

silence which is the voice of God in the soul.

We propose, therefore, in the present num-
ber to give a brief sketch of their history and
constitution, without which it would be im-

possible to understand the position which
they occupy, and then to enter in greater de-

tail into what they have accomplished, the

many remai'kable movements in which they
have taken the lead, showing themselves on
many points to be far in advance of the rest

of the Christian Church.
Qu;ikerism, as we all know, was founded by

George Fox, born in 1624, the son of a weaver
known as righteousChrister, who apprenticed

him to a shoemaker; but as the shoemaker
also dealt in wool, George's business was
chiefly to see after the sheep. But it was
doubtless from his master's shop that he got

the materials for that memorable protest

against the forlorn nakedness of man, which
makes him a pauper dependent for out-door
relief on his lowliest fellow creatures. It was
doubtless there that he wrought that "leather
hull from which the divinity and dignity of

man was once again preached, no longer ;

scorn, as from the cynic's tub, but in love."

Theownerof this '-perennial suit of leather,"

this strange young shepherd, that same sprin_

when Charles I. surrendered himself and his

cause to the Scotch Presbyterians, might have
been seen wandering forlornly about the fields

of Drayton and Coventry, in sore conflict of

soul, sitting in hollow trees alone with his

Bible "for," as he says in that old Hebrew
])rophol'8 journal of his, " I found none to

speak to mj' condition." The clergyman of
Siancetter, with whom he reasoned "about
the ground of temptations and despair," bade
him take tobaeeo, and sing psalms. " But,"
as ho says quaintly, " tobacco was a thing I

did not love, and psalms I was not in a state

to sing." Another, a " priest of high renown,"
would needs give him phj-sic, and he was to

have let blood
;
but not a drop of blood coulfl

they get from him, his "body being, as it

were, dried up with griefs, and sorrows, and
troubles." " So neither them nor any of the
Dissenting people could I join with, but was
a stranger to all, relying wholly upon the
Lord Jesus Christ."

At last, after enduring great troubles and
torments, and when all his hopes in all men
were gone, so that he had nothing outwardly
to help him, nor could tell what to do, he heard
voice which said, "There is one, even Christ

Jesus, that can speak to thy condition."

And when I heard it my heart did leap for

joy-"

Soon after he thus found peace, not in the

systems of man, but in the " inward teaching
of Christ, who hath the key, and who opened
the door of life and light," George Fox began
to preach, travelling on horse or foot all over
the United Kingdom, and ultimately even ox-

tending his labors to the Barbadoes, America,
and Holland.
To understand the effect produced by the

preaching of this remarkable but uneducated
man, one must realize the state of religious

thought which then prevailed. Theology had
not yet broken through a hard crust of scho-

lasticism and logomachy which bound it in,

and made it rather an endless disputing on
words and notions, than a living grasp on
facts and spiritual realities. A London min-
ister could still undertake to prove the doctrine

of the Trinity to some of the early Friends bj'

the following syllogism, supported by a spuri-

ous text :
" There are three th:it bear record

in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the

Holy Ghost, and these three are one."

These are either three manifestations, three

operations, three substances, or three any-
thing else besides subsistences. But they are

not three manifestations, three operations,

three substances, nor three anything else bo-

sides subsistences.

Brgo, three subsistence^.

It is not likely that such barren verbiage as

this would afford any common ground to meet
on in the worship of common truth. Every-
where strife and confusion reigned, while a

certain hard externalism which characterized

the prevailing religious thought found its ap-

propriate expression in persecution, the only

ground of union being abhorrence of the
•' hideous idol, toleration." Calvinism, with

its remorseless logic, which if, in M. Guizot's

words, "it tortures history," still more tor-

tures those infinite truths thatfrom their very
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nature burst the bounds of our narrovv possi-

bilities, aud, existing as contradictions to the
intellect, can only be apprehended as a whole
by the moral emotions of man ; Eomanism,
with its pi'iest-eraft and its burdensome rites

and ceremonies, the gilded tomb beneath
which the responsibility and freedom of man
lay buried; a hard Judaizing Puritaoisra on
one hand, and on the other a Church enforc-
ing a rigiiJ eonforuiity, "as stanch and solid

piece of framework as ever any January frost

could freeze together;" what wonder that
men were weary of it all ? What wonder
men like Milton ceased to attend anyplace of
worship, loathing the jarring of the sects

that Cromwell exclaimed in despair, "Every
sect saitli. Give me liberty ; but give it to him,
and to his power he will not yield it to any-
body else." What wonder that men's souls
were everywhere beginning to be sick of these
disputed shadows, and to long for some un
disputed reality?

To this craving the preaching of George
Fox appealed, the " man who stood forth from
the Babel of tongues, and preached the ini

truth and meaning of all those things the sects
were disputing about." That the kingdom
of God is wiihin us, that there is an indwelling
Spirit, a light " that ligbteth every man that
Cometh into the world ;" that one must listen

to his voice, not in the Babel of creeds with-
out, not even in the letter of a sacred book,
but in the silence of one's own heart within

;

that Christ's atoning work must be realized
to the heart, and that it is the Christ in us
which is the hope of glory ;* that the Church
is not "an old house made up of stones, lime,
and wood

;
but the blessed company of all

faithful people" who are walking by the inner
light; that the true priest and prophet is the
man or the woman in whom the Eternal
speaks, and whose ministry is not for hire

—

this was the message of George Fox. Crowds
gathered to hear him ; wherever the report
flew through village or town, "The man in
leather breeches is come," the priests in many
places fled in alarm; the "earthy and airy
spirit in which people held their religion was
shaken ;" and numbers gave in their adhesion

yet not without a Christian gravity, well be-

coming the doctrine he preached. He was
valiant for the truth to the la<t, and though
he has gone to his grave, his memory is sweet
and precious.

to this people, called Quakers in derision by
an unjust judge whom George Fox had bade
' tremble and quake before the Lord

(To be continued.)

Testimony of Friends of Tortola concerning
John Estaugh.— His godly life and conversa-
tion spoke him to be a true follower of the
Lamb, and minister of Jesus Christ, whom he
freely preached, and by the effectual powei-
of whose divine love he was called forth to
our assistance

; for which we bless, praise, and
magnify the God of all our mercies. As a
faithful messenger, with much love, in a ten-
der frame of spirit, would he invite all to the
fountain which had healed him. O! the deep
humility that appeared in him in the time of
his public testimony; and when in private
conversation with his near and dear friends,
as he often said we were to him, how cheerful
and pleasant would he be in that blessed free-
dom wherein Christ had made him free. Li-
nocent, harmless, of a cheerful countenance,

[* It must not be overloc.keii, that George Fox also
reverently accepted tlie Holy Scriptures, and the aton-
ing sacrifice of the Saviour on the croas—though he
taught the sound Scripture doctrine tliat none could be
saved thereby but those who submitted to the work of
His grace in their own hearts.]

Frivolous Instruction in the Commou Schools.

Practical elementary knowledge was un-
questionably the simple idea of the common
school system. That simple idea has become
a very complex one; and instead of thorough
instruction in reading, writing, spelling, arith-

metic, grammar, geography, and the history
of one's own country aud political institutions,

children are coaxed, wheedled, dragged or
driven over every division of science, into

which knowledge, speculation or experiment
has been formulated. The course of study
which children from six to sixteen j'ears are
now expected to pursue with intelligence and
profit, includes:

Rending, Latin, Greek,
Spelling, Botany, Geometry,
Writing, Geology, Algebra,
Drawing, Astronomy, Chemistry,

Music, Optics, Mineralogy,
German, Hydraulics, Political Economy,
History, Dynamics, Rhetoric.

Zooloiy, Physiology,

The mental energy of the child is thus dis-

tributed over this immense field, comprising
all the accumulations of investigation whicti
mankind have made since the beginning of
time; instead of being concentrated upon the
chief elements of all knowledge—namely, lan-

guage and arithmetic—without a thorough
tiamiliarity with which honest progress in se-

condary studies is impossible.

The result of the distributive system of in-

struction is that the children of the compara-
tively poor, who constitute the large majority
ofevery community, leave the common schools
entirely unfit to earn their living with the in-

telligence and efficiency which might have
been reasonably expected from the number
of years they had spent there, and the cost of
thiir instruction assessed upon tax-payers.
A boy of sixteen is graduated from a high

school, and seeks employment. He asks the
counsel of a trusty friend, and this colloquy
is likely to ensue:

Old Practical. Well, what can you do, John ?

Conceited John. Oh, almost anything, I

suppose.

0. P. But what can 3-ou do ?

Surprised John. Wh}^ I can do
And he flatters himself that his hesitation

is certainly a mistake. Has he not been at
school since he was six years old? Did he
not " learn everything ?" Was he not a smart
boy ? Has he not hi's diploma of graduation
from the high school?

O. P. What have you been studying the
last few years?

Complaisant John. Greek, Ivatin, German,
French,

O. P. All right. You must go to college,
and be a lawyer or a doctor—or a minister.
Would j'ou like to be a minister?
Honest John. No, sir. Father is dead, and

mother can't send me to college. I must go
to work right away, and earn money. It is

needed at home.
0. P. Very well. That does you credit.

You know German and French. Mr. Lamonte,
an importer, wants a correspondence clerk to
read and write letters in those languages.
That will be a nice place for you

Perplexed .John. Oh no sir. I only knoi',

little of each. I can read them in print pie
well in the books we used, but I cannot .-pc

them or write them.
|

0. P. Well, what else did you learn ?

John. Chemistry
O. P. That will do. The druggist „i, t

corner wants a young man who understar
the properties of chemicals and mannfacti
of drugs, and your knowledge of chemistry
just the thing

Seared John. Oh no, sir. I don't know ar

thing about chemistry—only a little—some
the definitions and pretty experiments. \

had not much time for chemistry.
0. P. 'H'm. You are equally well oft'

geology, astronomy, mineralogy, botany, zo'

ogy, optics, physiology, and all the oth
things, are j'Ou ?

Chagrined John.
O. P. Well, nevermind. You studied geoi

etry and trigonometry? Yes, of course,
friend of mine, a surveyor, asked me to fit

him a capable assistant, and he would pi
him good wages

Unhappy John. Oh no, sir. I could not <

that. You see we had not much time for ge
raetry

; I can demonstrate some of the prop
sitions in the book, by the letters—that's al

0. P. You can draw ? You can earn sora
thing in an architect's oflice ? You can he!

the draughtsmen over in the Locomoti^
Works? That's a good business
Laughing John. Oh no, sir ! I can't draw

I had no taste for it, but went through tfc

forms with the rest of the class, because w
all had to. But I scarcely know a straigl:

line from a curved one; mother always sai
I had no " eye" for drawing, or anything lik

that.

0. P. You're rather a neat and pleasan
lad—fond of music? You studied th.at

"

school ever since you were a little fellow ? C
course. Well, I can get you a place in a musi
store-

Miserable John. Oh no, sir! I don't kno^
one note or sound from another. We studio

music in a sort of vvay, because wo wer
"marked" on it, bnt I never could learn it

Mother knows 1 have no "ear."
0. P. Of course you can keep books ?

Downcast John. Ohno,sir! I would'nt dari
to try. We had a class once in single entry
but we were so busy with our Latin and Greel
and geology—and all the other things, tha;
we did not pay much attention to that.

0. P. Anyhow, you learned grammar anc
rhetoric, I am sure. That Mr. Kopp, who hati

an insurance agency^ told me last week than
he would like to get a nice smart j-oung mat
who could prepare correct statements for hitr
out of his books—write out his reports,—aud
so on. You are the very lad for Kopp-

Trembling John. Oh no, sir. I can't dc
anything like that. Why, I have not looked
inside a grammar for years; wo don't learm
English rammar m the high-school, sir;

Grammar is only taught in the lower grades,
and then I was too j'oung to understand

"

Mother has had to correct my language at
home, but I don't know whether it is correct
or no*. I can't parse— I never could. And
we only wrote compositions now and then,
ind I always teased my sister into writi
uiine. Boys don't like composition as well as
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, t voiy good, but you can improve that if

,u tiv" You learned all about percentage

Jd iiilerest and foreign exchange in your

(ithmi-'tic. 1 will give you a note to one of

(e banks
Overwhelmed John. Oh no, sir! We did

lit study arithmetic in the high-school !

,^nd I never understood percentage—it is the

Jirdest thing in the book. I was only a little

(ly when we were in percentage, and I could

lit get it through my head. Decimals always

izzlcd me
' 0. P. You have been in school ever since

)u were a little fellow able to go. Your

I

other has kept j-ou there, at great incon-

nience, calculating that you would be able

support j'our brothers and sisters until

ey grew up. You have "studied every-

ling"—including Latin and Greek and all

le ologies and drawing and music. I guess

ou cau now earn fifty cents a week as a

arcel hoy.—JWitional Teachers Monthly.

Daniel Bowly, Jr.

(CoDcladed from page 13.)

The 12th of the Eighth month, addressin

Ine of his sistei-s, he said, " Sister, how many
imes have I been preserved from death, times

lore than I can remember! Ah, how often,

ister, have some of us been raised, as it were,

i-om death ! We should often think of it, and

low we have answered the kind intention,

t may not be so again. The next may be

he last time. Then do let us begin to pre-

)are and do every thing that is required of

18. I believe plainness of dress is. We are

ndeed a chosen people, and what may not be

vrong in others is so in us. Plainness of dress

8 as a hedge about us. The world is not then

leeking our company. Do remember what

)ur Saviour said, ' Whosoever denieth me
jefore men, him will I also deny before my
Father who is in heaven.'

"

At another time he said, " I should be dis-

;ra''ted if on thii deathbed, with all this pain

md weakness of body, I had my sins before

me. What horror should I foe!
!"

A Friend expressing a desire to help him,

he replied, " None can help me essentially but

my dear Saviour: he can release me, if it be

his blessed will."

He advised one of his relations to bring up

her children in a plain way; knowing from

experience, what a disagreeable situation those

were in who accommodated themselves to

their companj-. "This," said he, "will not

do." He believed the easy way chosen by

many of our Society had as little religion in

It as any, or less, and was highly displeasing

to the Almighty. He also recommended a

single line of conduct. He often spoke of the

benefitofretirement,and said that other things

must be given up to gain it. He wished not

to be interrupted during meeting time; for,

although not able to go, he loved to compose

himself, when the nature of his complaints

would admit of it, and was often favored with

great stillness at those times.

He impressively said, " The enemy is still

ver}' busy with his insinuations, and would

persuade me that all is done, and so lead to

neglect ; but 1 must watch and pray to the

end, and be very earnest with the Almighty

to continue his favors, and that he will sup-

port through all."

For some time he was much proved with

poverty of spirit, added to great bodily weak-

ness ; but his desires were for patience, say-

ing, " It is very trying to bear such great low-

ness and sinking of body aud mind. What
can I do, but endeavor patiently to bear it,

looking constantly to the Almighty?" Some
one asking hira bow he was, he answered, "I

am very low, but I keep mine eye upon God."

His sister, having sat up with him, reniark-

g how comfortable a night he had passed,

he said, with much sweetness, " Yes, I prayed

for a little respite, and it has been granted

me." About this time his strength recruited

so much, for a few days, that the possibility

of a recovery was hinted to him. This at

first seemed almost more than he could bear;

but after a pause he said, "In this also I will

endeavor to seek after resignation, and keep

mine eye to my Saviour; who, 1 ardently

hope, w'ill now take me, having in kind mercy

so prepared me for my change. Can it be, after

the near prospect that I have had, that I shall

enter life again ? I must endeavor, earnestly

endeavor, after patience."

Some hours after, being asked how he did,

his reply was, " I feel myself quite resigned.

I have supplicated lor patience, and I hope I

shall be contented to live, if it be the Lord's

will. I know he can preserve and keep me.

Indeed I have experienced such resignation,

that I think I could feel a pleasure in living,

that I might bear my cross i n the world." He
was indeed preserved in a very patient, wait-

ng, frame of mind, and expressed but little for

several days; but his company was truly pleas

ant, and his deportment evinced where his

mind was centered, though ho said the enemy
was so busy, tempting h"im to doubt, that he

had hard struggles at times to keep his faith

The etfort of nature, upon which the inti-

mation of recovery was grounded, again sub-

sided ; his cough became more troublesome,

and increasing weakness was evident. He
remarked, "I believe I was too anxious to go,

a little time since; but now I feel willing to

wait the Lord's time for the end. I have

reason to hope my disorder is making its pro-

gress."

He was naturally of a compassionate dispo-

sition ; and, during his illness, often spoke

feelingly of the poor, recommending liberality

to them ;
which, he said, he had seen to be a

Christian duty ; and how much greater sat-

isfaction would result from relieving their

wants, than from unnecessarily accumula'ing

wealth.
About the end of the Eighth month, he was

strongly impressed with a belief that some

one of his relations would be removed before

him ;
and in a day or two after, an account

came that one of his aunts, who had been for

a long time in a poor state of health, was very

unexpectedly deceased. When this was men-

tioned to him, ref.-rring to the above intima-

tion, he said he thought he should now be

soon released.

On the 1st of Ninth month, he said, "The
state that I expect to enter is that of calmness

and peace : divine peace, the purest spiritual-

ity. When I have spoken of gates or doors,

I wished to imply an entrance into this state
;

for I believe my ideas of future happiness are

not gross. I hope to live in the presence of

God, and to fe.d constant support from h'

and I do not wish to know more."

The next day he was very weak, and re-

luctantly left his chamber. Some ho irs after,

he was seized with a violent fit of coughing,

so that the hour of separation' seemed, both

to himself and friends, fast approaching; and,

n a short respite from the cough, he expressed

triumphantly, " 1 am happy, 1 am happy! If

I never speak more, give my dear love in

Christ Jesus to all my friends." After being

relieved, by bringing up the phlegm, he was

put to bed, and some time after remarked,

Death is awful ! very awful ! but I have full

faith in my foundation."

At another time he said, " I believe my dear

Saviour is read}' to receive me, figuratively

speaking, into his arms; that is into purity

;

and I believe that is what all good minds de-

sire to enter into." He desired he might not

be disturbed when he was thought to be go-

ing; and hoped he should have an easy pas-

sage, and that he might go off in a sweet sleep.

He said, "I have earnestly prayed for you.

Do you pray for me." Shortly after, observ-

ing his friends affected, ho said, " It is not

from a callous disposition or hardness of

heart, th:it I appear unmoved at parting with

all mj- near, dear, and beloved relations. It

is the advantage I shall reap myself, that is

my support ; arid knowing there is a powerful

visitat'ion extended to you, so that you may
all gain an admittance, and soon be in the

same place with me."

In the evening some one remarking how
exceedingly hard it rained, he said, "1 like to

hear it :"the sound of it is solemn, being the

work of the Almighty. The withdrawing of

the sun, and darkness, is like what good souls

experience in the work of redemption ;
when

divine light is withdrawn from them, and the

damps o"f melancholy felt. In these seasons

what strange ideas is the mind tried \yith
;

such as are very apt to east down timid minds;

but there is a secret support sustains, though

at such times not sensibly felt."

On the 3d he expressed an earnest desire

for an easy passage, making solemn supplica-

tion, as follows, "O, Lord God Almighty!

have pity upon me. It was thou whi

ated b'otii soul and body." Some time after,

to a near friend, he said, " I believe the enemy

has now almost done with me."

On the 4th he was very weak, but still and

composed. He said he was going to the Father

and the Son ; and, looking on his friends, bade

them farewell. A short time after, ho re-

marked that he felt such an entire resignation

that, if it were the Lord's will, he was willing,

even now, to recover or die ;
and how com-

fortable it was to be thus favored to the end.

About twelve o'clock he took an endearing

ave of two of his cousins who had tenderly

waited upon him ;
soon after which, a con-

siderable alteration was apparent, and his

voice was become so weak that little could be

understood; but he continued in a heavenly

frame of mind, full of love.

The last connected sentence which was dis-

tinctly heard, was as a seal to the foregoing

truths, being this :
" I have the satisfaction

to say, I have been washed in Jordan."

Not long after this, he appeared to be re-

tiring to sleep ;
but the fact was, that he was

quieily departing; which he did in the man-

ner for which he had so often prayed, without

a groan, or even a sigh.

His corpse was interred on the 11th of the

Ninth month, 1793, in Friends' graveyard

at Cirencester. Aged twenty-five years and

eighth months.

The highest act of charity in the world is

to bear with the unreasonableness of man-

kind.

—

A. Benezet.
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For "The Friend."

The Population of China.—Margary, the

British consul, who lost his life by violence in

1875, when near the frontiers of China on

official business, had travelled extensively in

that country. He was also well acquainted

with the language, and could not only read

Chinese books, but he could converse easily

with the Chinese, and as he travelled listened

attentively to the convert^ations of the com-

mon people about him. A narrative of his

journeys and observai ions has been published

recently, in which he combats some of the

prevalent erroneous notions of China, and

among them the common one that the popula

tion is greatly denser than that of any other

land with which we are acquainted. Chin:

is a large country with a very ancient civiliza

tion and has doubtless a great number of in

habitants, but in the absence of any accurate

census, it is probable that we have entertained

extravagant and exaggerated views of thi

number of its people, and that it does not con

tain, as has been sometimes asserted, one-third

or more of ihe entire population of the globe

On this subject Margary says; "It is very

much the fashion to talk of China as if

were a sort of human beehive or ant hea

overburdened with struggling humanit\', but

I hav-e never yet been oveipowered with

sense of this multiplicity. The walls of Pekin
and indeed of every city embrace as much
waste land and open space as ground which
is fully occnpied, and the open country is but

sparsely dotted with villages. And since

1861 the unhappy central provinces, which
were devastated by the rebels, have remained
a wilderness, where now, in parts, the fo

reigner can roam at will and bag his game by
thousands. Pheasants, deer and wild pigs

multiply without hindrance. No wealthy
sportsman at home can rival the natui-al pre-

serves which a Shanghai resident freely com
raands."

imposed the lowest fine that the law would

allow, and paid himself for his assailant'-

liberty.

—

Late Paper.

SckctctI f.ir "The Friend."

Ann Gilbert, in her autobiography, thu
writes respecting the expeitcd loss of one of

her old and valued friends of Notingham :

" A slice out of this world anywhere, is gen-

erally well cnlored with calamity * * * how
long we are in learning practically thesimide
le-son, that here is not our re.st ! Year after

year, as we go forward in life, we are con-

stantly making a nest for our hojies in some
cherished pleasure, some happy ai-rangement,
something in which wo have ioi-gotten to look

for the cankered side. And sometimes after

wandering fi-om hope to hope for the best, or

lather the longest part of life, wo are brought
suddenly to deduce the mournful moral (mourn-
ful as far as earthly ex|ieetations are eon-

corned), that here truly, not merely as a pas-

sage familiar to our memories, but in fact

and reality, hero is not a rest."

George M. Stearns tells this story, illus-

trating the chai-actorof the late Judge Wells:
When acting as Trial Justice at Chicopeo, in

his carlj' professional life, a drunken fellow on
ti'ial broke awaj' from the ofHcei's and struck

the Justice violently on the head. For an
instant, said Stearns, the natural man blazed

out of John Wells' eyes; but, speedily con-

trolling himself, he ordered the man removed
until morning— "because I was afraid I was
too angry to be just." When the next day
carao, and sentence was passed. Justice Wells

Selected.

HELPING THE BIKDS.

All day I liave been hunting
For ends of scarlet bunting.

For pieces, out of rag-hags, whose colors make a shov

Fragments of red, or azure,

Bright bits of doll-house treasure,

And faded bows and ribbons worn many years ago.

From sill and from projection

I hang this gay collection,

I strew Ihe lawn and garden path, I fringe each bush

and tree,

I dress the door and casement.

The garret and the ba.sement.

Then watch to see if birds, perchance, will use my
charity.

There comes a pretty chatter.

There comes a fairy patter

Of tiny feet upon the roof and branches hanging low.

And flirts of wing and feather,

And little strifes together,

And sheers and flights and fiutterings and wheelings to

and fro.

There is a dash of scarlet

On yonder saucy varlet,

And thisone, just beside me, is dressed in blue and gray
This one is golden color,

And that one's coat is duller,

And here's a bird whose crest and tail have orange
tippings gay.

A shadow and a flutter !

A chirp above the shutter!

See this swift oriole that wheels about the window, here
Now flitting sidewise shyly.

Now, with approaches wily,

Circling and circling closer, between desire and fear.

O, pirates, dre.ssed in feathers,

Careless of winds or weathers,

How you begin to plunder, how bold you all have
grown

;

How each among the number
His claws and beak will cumber.

And carry ofTthe strings and rags as though they were
his own.

The stock is fast diminished,
And when the nests are finished.

The nests of orioles and wrens, of robins and of jays,

In pleasant summer leisures

I'll watch the rag-bag's treasures

Swing in the wind and sunshine above the garden ways.— Wide A wake.

Selected.

NOTHING AND SOMETHING.
BY GRACE H. HORR.

Left " nothing !" O, that I can scarcely believe 1

No land, no estate, and no treasures in store !

Cut off in his prime, and with " nothing" to leave!
Ah, then, in his death he was wretchedly poor !

Left " nothing !" Left no sweet remembrance behind !

Left nothing to call forth the anguish of grief!

No brave, tender deeds in their hearts has he left,

Which now wring out sobbings and tears for relief!

Left nothing to satisfy honor or pride !

Left nothing the higher emotions to move !

Left no grateful heart, who, whene'er he is named,
Shall echo his praise in the accents of love !

Ah, then, he left " something!" I thought so at first

!

A true inan he was; he was honest and kind;
He left a good name ; that is "something," my friend

—

A treasure of treasures, his children may find !

Tis "something," I think, of a father to speak
In clear, happy tones, and with no blush of shame;

Tis "something" to know, at his death, he bcqiieathecl.

The good heritnge of a brave, honest name!
— Chrislian .idno.

Noble deeds are held in honor, but the wide world
sorely needs,

Hearts of patience to unravel,— the worth of common
deeds.

Testing Coin in tlic Royal Mint.

The London Times says: Although durii

the past year the work performed at the Hoy
Mint has been from various causes less ths

in some previous years, still the labor and r

sponsibility falling upon the Freemen of tl,

Goldsmith's Company, who yesterday aett

as jurj-men upon this trial, were very mm
the same as heretofore ; all ihe tests to be a;.

plied to the various coins in the Pyx bein

the same, whether the coinage happens to I

heavy or otherwise ; the only saving of troi

ble to the jurors in the case of a limited coi

age being, as on this occasion, the less amour
of tediotis counting of the moneys deposite

in the Pj'x since the last trial.

Pursuant to the terms of a warrant of thi

Lords Commissioners of her Majesty's Tres

sury, dated June 15, 1876, issued under th;

provi^iion8 of the Coinage Act, 1870, the

cers, summoned from the various public de

partments interested in this trial, attendee

at Goldsmiths' Hall at 10 o'clock yesterd

morning for the purpose of conduiting th

trial of the Pyx.
The following is the method pursued by Ihi

jury in conducting this very stringent ant

exact scrutiny of the work done at the Roya
Mint, as prescribed bj' her Mtijesty's Order ii

Council of the 29th of June, 1871. First, th(

jurors have to ascertain that each packet o

coins found by them in the Pyx contains th(

number represented by the officers of the Mint
to be therein. It may here be stated that the

Deputy Master of the Mint is bound to place

in the Pyx, with a view to this trial, one coin

from each "journey weight" of metal used in

coinage ; the journey weight in the case oi

gold being fifteen pounds ti-oy, and of silver

sixty pounds of the same weight. After sat-

isfying themselves that the contents of all the
packages are correct—a long and tedious job
where the coinage during the past year has
been heavy—they take as many coins from
each packet as they think necessary for the
purpose of the trial. They next have to weigh
each of the coins so taken out, so as to ascer-

tain whether they are within the prescribed

romedj' as to weight. This remedy, it should
be explained, is an allowance in weight, below
the actual standard made to the Deputy Mas-
ter of the Mint in the manufacture of each
denomination of coins, and, although very
small, he has always been found to have
worked well within his margin.
So delicate are the balances used in this

operation; that it occasionally happens that
a draught of air from the opening of a door
or window will turn the scales— in fact, it is

quite necessary to keep the atmosphere as
much undisturbed as possible around the in-

struments. The exact result of each of these
md the following tests has to be set out at
full in the verdict. The next operation is

this: The jnror.s melt all the coins of gold and
silver so selected from the packets into sepa-
rate ingots, and assay them, comparing them
with the standard trial plates, so a^^ to ascer-

whelher the metals are within the De-
puty Master's remedj^ as to fineness. 'I'ho

standard fineness for fine gold is 11-12 fine

Id and 112 alloy, or millesimal fineness
916.66, the remedj' being millesimal fineness
.002. For silver coin the standard fineness
is 37-10 fine silver and 3-40 alloy, or millesi-

mal fineness 925, the remedy bciiig millesimal
fineness .004.

J
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IThe gold trial plate used in this test ia of

Id as nearly perfectly pure as possible to

ocure it, the preparation of which cost Mr.

)bert8 the chemist to tlie mint, infinite pains

accomplish. The Deputy Master, in his

cth annual report, lately issued, makes the

Hewing interesting remarks as to the metal

which this trial-plate is composed :

"As an instance of the intimate relation

Qich should exist between technical work

d pure science, 1 may call- attention to the

3t mentioned by Mr. Roberts, that the trial

jte of pure gold made by him in 1873 has

cidentally rendered good service in experi-

3nts in solar physics, a portion of this plate,

liich is probably the purest ever prepared,

ring been used as a standard or comparison

photographing the specira of certain other

stale."

The residue of the coins is next weighed

bulk, so as to ascertain whether they are

thin the remedy as to weight. As many
ins of "i-old and silver are now taken by the

ry from such residue as they think fit, and

e assayed individually, to see that they are

ilhin their respective remedies. This ope-

lion being completed, the jurors then drew

) their verdict, embodying therein all the

suits of their various and searching tests

ich verdict was given to the Queen's Re
embrancer at the appointed hour, read aloud

the Clerk of the Goldsmiths' Company, and

»ned by the jurors and Sir Frederick Pol

ck. It will be found to contain a most com
ete discharge to the Depuly Master and his

aff for the correct and careful performance

their duties during the past year.

The total value of the gold coined since

e last trial, on the 21st of July, 1875, was

4,309,074 12s. lid., which was converted into

•vereigns and halfsovereigns, of which 3800

(vereigns and 23i7 half-sovereigns were plac-

1 in the Pyx. The value of the silver coined

the same time was £490,644, from which

)2 half crowns, 608 florins, 712 shillings, 340

xpences, two fourpences, 117 threepences.

,vo twopences, and six pennies (making a

Hal value of £194 3s. 9d.) were placed in the

yx for the purposes of this trial. A large

uantity of bronze coinage was likewise issued

uring the past j-ear ;
but of this latter no ex-

mination was made at the test of the Pyx.

account of the searching and idol-crushing

process he passed through, while he is "suf
fering the loss of all things," he is perplexed

to see many settle down around him in a pro

fes^ion, without apparently any exercise of

soul at all as to the genuineness of their in

terest in Christ. They hear the Word, and

anon with joy receive it! With the outward

oar they liear of Christ ; with a dead faith

they believe in Him, like as they believe in

Alexander the Great ; and with a dead love

they love Him, just as they do the immortal

Howard, for the incomparable beauty of his

character, naturally considered.

What should hinder these from settling

down in a delusion ? Satan will not disturb

them
i
he knows they are secure in his pious

trap. They are satisfied with themselves and

their profession. Nothing disturbs such in

life nor in death ;
excepting, perhaps, that

their tempers become a little ruflied if a liv

ing one ventures to hint to them their fear

that all the glittering of their piety is but

that tin.sel of death which is to be found exist

ing to a great extent " in the gall of bitterness

and in the bond of iniquity." Sclfexamina-

tion as to the performance of duties is a com
mon and pleasing occupation with such, even

if it involves a little penance for shortcom

ings; but to apply the fire to their tinsel, to

test its purity '
' '

''' ^--^ .i.„

and pure air and exercise are also important

elements i n the curative treatment. But after

ving all due weight to these allied influen-

8 wo must allow no small fraction of the

beneficial result to the grapes.

We rejoice, therefore, at the increased cul-

tivation of the vine in this country, and hope

to see it go on extending wherever soil and
climate permit. Let every man who can do

it plant a centennial grape vine, or a score of

vines, beside the "centennial tree," which the

papers have been advising him to set out. He
can eat the fruit of the former sooner than he

can sit under the shade of the latter, and his

children will bless his memory for both.

—

Journal of Chemistry.

For "Tbe Friend."

Resignations of Membership.

It is narrated of an eminent Counsellor-at-

Law who, many years ago, took occasion to

thoroughly examine our Book of Discipline,

that he declared it to be " the greatest chain

of consistencies" he had ever read; a senti-

ment, to which anyone will probably in mea-

sure respond, who examines for himself

In the beautiful language of the introduc-

tion, we find the object of the establishment

of the discipline thus set forth ; and, though

for want of space but a portion is here in-

that which never enters the'serted, the whole of the introduction is well

dead one's thouo-hts. However, whether in] worth perusal and serious consideration,

a profession or not, what a mighty change " As it hath pleased the Lord in these latter

takes place the moment the kingdom of hea- days by his Spirit and power, to gather a peo-

ven is set up in a man's soul! From thojple to himself; and, releasing them from the

moment that kingdom comes in power, self- [impositions and teachings of men, to inspire

deception, the siill indifference of death, is at them with degrees of the same universal love

an end ;
and no more will peace reign and

rule in that soul until Chi'ist, the mighty

King, is revealed in the heart, the hope of

ory. Yes, it is a real kingdom, standin"
'"

real life, and producing real, unmi

living effects.—Episcopal Recorder.

True Faith.—A man dead in sin can adopt

religious system, and become a happy pro-

issor, as easily as he can take up any other

iience, and this often perplexes the mind of

aose who are beginning to seek the Lord,

ecause they find, now they are beginning

3 "love Christ," they have no control ove

ames and feelings, so as to be happy at wil

The life of Christ in a man makes him most
Bnsitive to the power of Satan, and to the

nles by which he is ever lying in wait to de-

eive. It also produces in a man the keenest

pprehension of the solemn and boundless

mportance of eternal things. Such a man
that true faith is the gift of God, and

hat to attain that assurance which above all

hings he desires, he must have Christ so per-

onatly revealed to his heart by the Spirit

hat he can say without doubt, " 1 know in

chom I have "believed:" "I know that my
ledeemer liveth ;" and before he is brought

p to live here in the blessed assurance of the

oercy, he knows what it is to be kept many

and good will by which the Gospel was ush-

ered in,—these "have been engaged to meet
together for the worship of God in spirit, ac-

cording to the directions of the holy Law-
stakable,

j

giver; as also for the exercise of a tender care

over each other, that all may be preserved in

unity of faith and practice ;
answerable to the

Grapes as Food.—We have on former oc- [description which He, the ever blessed Shep-

casions referred to the value of fruits as arti.|herd, gave of his flock: 'By this shall all men

clesof diet, both in health and in sickness, know that ye are my disciples, it ye have love

Grapes may deservedly claim a high rank one to another.' John, xiii. 35.

amon^r the fruits in this respect. They con- " For this important end, and as an exte-

tain a" considerable amount of hydro-carbo- 'rior hedge of preservation to us, against the

naceous matter, too-ether with potassium salts ; many temptations and dangers to which our

—a combination which does not tend to irri- 1 situation in this world exposes us, rules for the

tate, but, on the contrary, to soothe the stom- Igovernment of the Society have be^en made

ach and which is consequently used with ad- and approved from time to time, and the tol-

van'tat'e even in dyspepsia. According to Dr. lowing now form our code of discipline.

Hartsen of Cannes, in France, who has re- With very little exception, no changes have

cently contributed an article on the subject to been made in these rules for forty years, con-

a f .reign medical journal, the organic acids sequently any impression that they are more

in the grape, especially tartaric acid, deserve stringent now than formerly, is fallac;_iou8.

more consideration than they have generally
I

To the superficial examiner of the Book of

received. Their nutritive value has, he thinks, Discipline, who reads its pages merely to note

been much underrated. It is known that they the subjects treated of, tbe thought might

are changed to carbonic acid in the blood, and occur that there were some contingencies not

possibly careful research may show that they provided for
;
and on the subject of resigna-

are convertible into fats. Dr. Hartsen thinks lion, he would find the book wholly silent,

that they should be ranked with the carbo-i Whatever surprise this might occasion, it

hydrates as food. They have been found a would probably disappear, as the reader be-

valuable diet in fever, and the success of the came imbued with the spirit pervading the

"o-rape cures" in the Tyrol and other parts whole of the discipline; a spirit of love and

of'Europe appears to show that they are pos- earnest desire, that all should be living mem-

itively brneticialin other diseases. No doubt bers of the Church, and faithful and exera-

the o-ood results of a residence at this estab- plary in their maintenance of the doctrines

lishment are in a measure to be ascribed to and testimonies of the Society. Where this

the climate and the general hygienic discip- state is attained, there can manifestly be no

line adopted. The advantage does not wholly occasion for resignation of membet ship and

consists in the fact that so many pounds of consequently in this view of the aim of dis-

^ears, perhaps, in the Lord's stripping-room; grapes are eaten daily, but partly in the fact cipline no call for P^.^'^ing fo

vhere, often in a state of terror of soul, on I that other less healthful things are not eaten, If then a unity with our religious piofes
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sion, and a life consistent therewith, present

no room for a disposition or inclination to re-

sign a right of membership, it follows con-

versely, that such a disposition or inclination

must bo the result of an alienation from (to

adopt the language of the introduction refer

red to) "the religious principles and testimo-

nies which we believe we ate entrusted with,

for the promotion of truth and righteousness

in the earth;" or, a desire for "conduct sub
versive of its order." Seen in this light, the

expression of a worthy Friend, many years
ago, was not an unnatural one, that "where
a resignation was presented, it was an evi-

dence that somethitig was wrong, calling for

the care of Friends."

As the fundamental ground of an organized
Society, is the promotion of the best welfare
of its members and of mankind ; and the prin-

cipal motive for maintaining its organization,

a belief that these interests are promoted
thereby; there may be cases where it is not
its duty to accept a resignation of member-
ship.

There maybe cases where such resignations
are the result of hasty, ill-founded conclusions;
of misapprehensions ; of excessive discourage-
ment ;

or of erroneous views, which might be

corrected by wise and loving labor; and in

regard to these, it is important to keep in

mind the spirit which animates the discipline

of our Society, and which seeks to bring back
the wanderer to the fold.

On the other hand, there exists an abstract
right in any member to disconnect himself
from membership; for though the Society
gives the children of members a privilege of
membership, it will neither have others to

join or members to remain as a matter of
compulsion.

Liberty of conscience, is a principle for

which Friends have always contended before
the world, and they would not consistently
apply it to themselves, if they wished to com-
pel any to remain in membership against
their will. Although the conscience may be-

come grievously misguided and misled, there
is a palpable want of honesty in anj' persons
claiming to be consistent members of a society
while declaring that they conscientiously dis-

agree with its doctiines or its testimonies, or
its regulations.

In the case of violators of our discipline,

who cannot be reclaimed by the labors, and
are consequently disowned by the meeting,
it is the theory of our polity, that the act
of sepiiration has been that of the individual,
not of the meeting

; but that the latter simply
declares it. It is therefore plain, that where
an individual declnres in writing, that he re
signs his membership with a Monthly Meet-
ing

; and the Meeting is satisfied, that he has
chosen for himself a course of life inconsistent
with the principles or regulations of the Soci-
ety

;
it cannot, in such case, properly evade

the matter, but, in fffect, must enter upon its

minutes, as a matter of record, the fact of his
resignation, and that he has thus separated
himself from the Society of Friends, and is

no longer a member thereof,— unless the
Meeting accepts the inevitable alternative of
laboring with him as an offender.

A Monthly Meeting must lie guided by the
spirit of true judgment, and i)y that alone in

choo-ing between such alternatives when
presented. Where any have gone astray the
church owes them a duty of labor in the spirit

of rcftoi-ing love, but where there is no open-

ing for the labor, the service is released. As
with the affairs of men, so with tneetings,

there must be a discernment of opportunities

for the discharge of incumbent duties, and
where these are disregarded the neglect may
result in present weakness and future distress.

Brute Ferocity.—There are some things hard
to believe—even with all we know of the baser
possibilities of human nature. Some years
ago a human animal, by habit called man,
endeared himself to the baser sort of people,

by killing rats like a terrier, with his teeth,

and matchinghimself againstquadruped dogs,
with no other weapons than those which na-

ture has provided. The scene of his exploits

was Port Jervis, New York ; and he after-

ward roamed away to St. Clairsville, in Penn-
sylvania. There, according to a letter in a
New York paper, he has fought one dog too
many, and is dead from his injuries. The
story is too brutal to be reprinted here, but
both the dog brute and the man brute died.

This, it is true, is the very remote out-crop-
ping of what is called sport, but without de-

scending to so very low a depth, is there not
some danger that in cultivating the mere
muscle, and in contempt of what elevates
man above the brutes, well meaning persons
are not unconsciously' drifting away from true
manhood? It is a happy condition to be ro-

bust in strength, capable of enduring fixtigue

— in a word to be " manly." But there are
two sides to manhood. In one, the lower
order of animals may be superior—the mere
animal part of the human being. In the
other, the moral and intellectual—the true
manhood—man is without a peer; and it is

certainlj- a woful descent from the image in

which he was created, when he prefers his
animal to his intellectual attributes. Every-
thing in the world gains or loses by its asso
ciations; and when any pursuit of amusement
leads a young man away from respectable com-
panions, he should at once consider whether
what he gains in amusement is compensation
for what he loses in character. And there
is still a more important consideration—and
that is whether he is not depreciating his own
worth and manhood, and losing his self-value
and self-respect, as well as the estimation of his

friends. There is an old proverb about pitch,
which young men will do well to remembi—Public Ltdger.

know that the life and words and works whii
God hath wrought through me, a poor u
worthy sinner, are not mine, but wrought 1

the power of the Almighty God, to who
they eternally belong."

This appears to me to be in strong contra
with the willingness, if not positive desh
prevalent these later days, to see one's om
name for some good, in the public prim
And I have queried, are not the publist

thereof responsible, for thus setting a sna
in the way of some weak brother or siste

who may thereby be tempted to think mo
highly of themselves than they ought to thin

and lose ground through the pride-provokic
and mostly needless practice of publishic

the authors' names with the remarks th(

tnake, in "reports ' and periodicals. It is tl

truth we want—the " apples of gold in pi

tures of silver." Can not we have this wit
out setting " men to search their own glory
without stimulating them to speech th;

savors not of God ? I am aware that it is vei

gratifying to know loho said this and tha
but is there not a danger of this curiosit

being satisfied at too great a cost ?

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 2, 1876.

For "The Friend."

When that good man, John Tauler, was
drawing near to the close of his earthly pil-

grimage, he sent for the poor layman, who,
in previous years had been the Lord's instru-
ment to turn his attention as a Christian min-
ister, from the letter that killeth, to the Spirit
that giveth life. The man was obedient, and
came to the master, who received him full

lovingly
;
and the man was glad that he found

him yet alive, and said, "Dear master, how
fares it with thee?" Then said Tauler, "Dear
son, I believe the time is near when God is

minded to take me from this world
; there-

fore, dear son, it is a great comfort to me that
thou shouldst bo hero at my departure." On
this. Tauler gave him some papers, in which
ho had written down the discourse which
they had had together twenty years before,
and begged Nicholas lo make a little book of
it, which the latter promised him to do. But
Tauler earnestly enjoined him to conceal both
their names ; " for," he says, "thou must surely

In looking at the present condition of tl

so called Christian world, it is interesting 1

observe the advance made in the arts an
sciences pertaining to a cultivated communiti
and the general gradual approach to a correi

policy for encouraging every one in an in

dustrial effort to attain success in the caret

he may have adopted for his own maintenanc
and of those dependent upon him. Tlu
encounigement in observing the prevailiu
endeavor to diffuse the light of knowledg
throughout different classes, instead of cor

centraiing it among a chosen few, and so t

plan and execute government as that in inoi

of its relations it may encroach comparative!
lightl}' on the natural liberty of its subjeeti

and consequently its requisitions be but littl

felt.

With this great improvement in the state (

society since the foundations of civil gove
ment were laid amid scenes of rapine an
blood, it is astonishing to witness the incot

sistency and obstinacy with which the pre

fe8>ed disciples of Christ adhere to the polic;

of war, and advocate the proprietj' of taxin,

the people, and emplo3-ing the revenue thui

obtained, in preparing the most efficient mean
for taking human life, and in training a larg.

portion of the more able-bodied citizens in th

art of slaughtering their fellow beings. Thi
time and ingenuity of some men who woul
think it derogatory to be charged with no
believing the words of the Prince of Peace
are almost wholly occupied in devising instru
ments the most destructive, that will ensur
the greatest amount of carnage in theshortes
time; while nations, acknowledging their de
pendeiice on, and praying for the blessii

Him who commands to forgive and love ene
mies, to do good to those wiio hate and de
spitefully treat 3'oii, act upon the priiuipl
that unless jirepared to enter at a moment',
warning, on a course of retaliation, of murdo;
and pitiless destruction, they must expect t(

be assailed and despoiled.
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;o carefully and continuously is the foul,

iitial system cherisiied, springing, as is de-

: red by" divine authority it does, from man's

iruiit passions, that even in our great inter-

1 ioiial exhibition, professedl3' intended to

tivate the aits of peace, and remove na-

ual XV sectional jealousies and dislikes, it

)< been thought appropriate to receive a

'monster cannon" from Germany, to excite

miration and rivalry, and to parade thou-

ids of troops, drawn i'rom all parts of the

ite, to give evidence of military prowess,

d add eclat to the show.

Why is it thus? Why is it that with a gen

i\ knowledge of the precepts and priuciplei

at characterize the Christian dispensation

der which we live, and a professe.l obliga-

n to adopt and live in conformity with

em, that opinions and conduct in direct op

sition to those gospel commands and teach

^s, which preclude all anger and strife, anc

icarried out would prevent or put an end to

[ir and bloodshed, are so popular in the com
iinity, and so readily followed into practice

we admit that the New Testament was
ritten by holy men of old as they were

oved bv the Holy Ghost, and that the Ian

lage employed was intended to convey to

[6 ordinary understanding Divine truths and
knowledge of the will of God, for the gov

professeil to serve, but the very spirit of hisi SUMMARY OF EVENTS,
.rospel of peace and goodwill to men. Then!, FoREiON.-Great heat has prevailed in EnRland
^. *u \ tv. i t-J!„ ,f(i II ,;^; during the past two months, as well aa in the United
It was that the testimony of the whole primi-

s,,^,,'; ^ut the official reports show that the average
tive church against war was given up, and weekly mortality throughout the kingdom has not ex-

the priests became advocates of resort to the ceeded 20 per 1000, the lowest being 13 in Nottingham,

sanguinary arbitrament of the sword for set- In London ihe weekly death rate was only tweniy per

tling national disputes. 1000 of the population
1-,'^ .u t J » .u t I- ti «„„ A large amount of gold has been withdrawn from the
From that day to the present time, those

'g,^^ ^«j^„g|,^j_ ^i^^^,,^ f„^ ^^p^^^ ^„ p^^^„„,,
occupying the position of ministers in the VISI-

1 Soundings for the Channel tunnel to connect England
ble church, have almost universally, in this and France, have progressed so far that it is expected

respect, followed in the footsteps of the hire- !
they will be Bnished in a week or two. The engineers

lings who first introduced this deplorable h^^port that the results of the soundings are very satis-

heresy. This, we verily believe, affords the
J

'^

A°ccording to the British Board of Trade returns for

true solution ot the astonishing anomaly otithe Seventh month there was, during that period, a

the great body of the nominal believers in falling off of seven and a half per cent, in British ira-

Christ, tolerating and practicing the horrible ports, and of twenty and a half percent, in the exports.

atrocities of war, as being compatible with li'J„^«ve_^.
.months Uieimportshave reached

^
the dispensation of love, mercy and kindness,

which our Saviour died to introduce. Those
claiming to speak on his behalf have cuiti

vated and spread the belief, in subservience

to the assumption of necessity, that we are

justified, under circumstances of aggression or

provoca'ion, in conforming to the impulse of

our natural feelings of retaliation and revenge.

Instead of teaching and urging the obligation

resting upon all who name the name of Christ,

to depart from iniquity, by obeying him in all

things, and submitting to the selfdenyin

power and principles of the gospel, they have

nment of life and conduct, we may welTask Idrawn a vail over some of His plainest requi-

)w is it that those emphatiu teachings of | sition*, and sought to sanctify the cruel and

unchristian s}-stem of violence and bloodshed,

hich the apostle James doclares to be the

product of the lusts that war in our mem-
bers. Had they uniformly ami universally,

whether basing their claim to be ministers of

Christ on the assumption of "apostolic suc-

cession," or deriving their credentials from

ordination by other men, preached the doc-

trine of the New Testament, that cuts up war
bj' the roots, as it was held by the primitive

church during the first two centuries, the pro-

fession of arms, the waste of human life and

the revolting barbarisms inseparable from wars

and fightings, we may fairly believe would

never have polluted the Christian church,

giving force, by their utter inconsistency with

the religion ))rofe8sed, to the taunts of unbe-

lievers, and obstructing the spread of the

gospel among heathen isolators.

Had all the ministers in the different

churches at the time of Lulher, instead of

sanctioning resort to the sword, steadily urged

the necessity of purging the Christian church

from any participation iu this prolific source

of wickedness and misery, and had their suc-

cessors in office conscientiouslj' continued the

good work, who can doubt that the present

generation would be living near, if not in the

time foretold by the prophet, when nation

would not lift up sword against nation, neither

would they learn war any more.

Here then rests, in large measure, the re-

sponsibility for the toleration and presence of

the enormous evils of war among the profes-

sors of the Christian religion, and the ques-

tion may well come home to some among us,

the declared friends and advocates of peace,

where is the consisteucy of seeking to justify

or unite with those who, claiming to be

Christ's iBinisters, use the authority attached

thereto to support and palliate the military

system ? While maintaining christian charity

towards all, let us bear a consistent testimony

against mutilating the gospel of peace and
salvation.

hrist and his apostles, which inculcate good
ill to man, love even of enemies, forgiveness

others in order to obtain forgiveness of our

vn sins, and praying for those who hate and

)use us; which, when practised by indi-

duals, are confessed to be the fruits of the

pirit, when called for by circumstancesaffect-

ig a nation, are ignored, unheeded or frit-

ired away ?

When the accumulated experience of ages

IS demonstrated that war is an incalculable

nl, giving rise to crimes and suffering un-

jualled by any other scourge of the human
ice, and never producing beneficial results

lat could not have been better attained had

le potent policy' and resources of p 'ace and
Dodwill been allowed to work their legitimate

ad, why is it that men, or communities, per-

st in resorting to the sanguinary horrors of

le battle field to decide between right and

rong, and in lauding above all others, those

ho build their claims for celebrity on their

xccessful participation in the murderous
ame of war ?

The apostles and their immediate succes-

jrs in the ministry of the gospel, preached

be peaceable doctrines of Christianity, and

onsequently the primitive church stood in

irect opposition to all military measures and
Dgageinents; very many of the early believers

rillingl}- laying down their lives rather than

nter the army or bear arms. Their uniform

estimony was, " 1 am a Christian, and there

jrel cannot fight." But when thespirit of the

rorld, which is enmity towards God, usurped

he government that belongs to Christ; and
hose who professed to be his ambassadors and

teach his religion, became more solicitous

promote their own temporal interests by

btaining place and power, than to extend

he kingdom of the Prince of Peace, they

;lossed over the plain precepts of the gospel

gratify the lusts that warred in their own
aembers, and pandered to the evil propensi

ies of men iu authority, by perverting not

nly the plain commands of Him whom they

1000, while the exports have been only £115,294,000.

The wheat crop of England will, it is stated, be less

than an average, and probably not larger than that of

875.

London, 8tli mo. 2Sth.—Consols 95 5-16. U. S. five

per cents, 107J.
Liverpool.—Middling uplands cotton, Gd. Orleans,

H-
A Lisbon dispatch saj's business is beginning to re-

cover, and there is hope that financial matters will soon

return to their normal condition. Bank notes circulate

without discount, notwithstanding the suspension.

The elections in France of presidents of the Councils

General, have r&sulted in the choice of 41 monarchists,

republicans and five constitutionalists. The repub-

licans have gained seven presidents.

The Spanish government has appointed a commis-
sion to enquire into the physical condition and capa-

bililies of the Philippine Islands. A botanist is to ac-

company the expediiion, who is to report on the con-

dition and extent of the forests and the nature of the

flora of the interior.

The rumors of a conspiracy at Pampeliina, Spain,

have b^en confirmed. Two sergeants in the Spanish

array were adjudged guilty of high treason, and were
shot forthwith. Disturbances occurred at San Sebastian,

but the disorders were promptly reprea-ed.

The struggle in Servi i has continued without decisive

results. In a sanguinary and protracted contest at

Alexinalz, south of Belgrade, the Turks, who were the

assailants, were repeatedly repulsed, and have, it is said,

suffered heavy losses. This success encouraged the war
party in Servia and negotiations for peace were sus-

pended. A Vienna dispatch of the 25th says, however,

that on the previou

eign

ight Prince Milan invited all the

to a conference. It is understood that

the conference related to negotiating an armistice, that

the prince expressed a desire for peace, and requested

mediation looking thereto. Theconsulsall urged peace,

d Prince Milan declared his reidiness to comply with

their advicf. There m ly be a difficulty in settling the

terms, as the Turks will probably demand an indemnity

for the expenses of the war.

A dispatch from Constantinople of later date says,

that prelimin.iry negotiations for peace have been

opened between the foreign ambassadors in consequence

of the steps taken by Prince Milan. A Berlin dispatch

announces that the Powers have agreed to request the

Porte to accede to a suspension of hostilities. Turkey
will grant only a short armistice for the purpo.se of ac-

celeraiing terms of peace.

At the latest dates the contest at Alexinatz was still

undecided. The London News correspondent with the

Servian army at Alexinatz says: The Servians lost

10,000 men in the first five days fighting around the

The past summer has been unusually warm in upper

India. At Allahabad for ten consecutive days in the

Fifth month, the mercury never fell below 110 degrees

in the shade, and in the Sixth month it frequently rose

to 1 15 degrees. At Calcutta the temperature was seldom

above 95 degrees.

United ^States.—The exports of merchandize from

the United States for the past fiscal year, as furnished

by the Bureau of Statistics, amounted to $540,384,671,

and the imports $460,741,190, an excess of exports over

imports of $79,643,481. The exports of specie and

bullion amounted to $56,506,302, and the imports of

the same to $15,936,681.

The U. S. Secretary of the Treasury has made a coti-

tract with a combination of American and foreign capi-

talists for the sale of $300,000,000 of four and a half per

cent, bonds to be issued under the funding acts of 1870

and 1871, and due 1891. The purchasers take at pre-
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sent $40,000,000, with the privilege of taking $260,000,-

000 more on the same terms. The Secretary will shortly

call in 5-20 bonds to an amount equal to the proposed

issue. By the new arrangement the interest account

will be reduced four and a half millions annually.

The Black Hill miners are finding gold in consider-

able quantities notwithstanding hostilities with the In-

dians. Eight hundred ounces of gold from that region

arrived recently at Cheyenne from the Hills ; also a

piece of quartz, weighing about 25 pounds, which glis-

tened with free gold all over the surface.

Six Commissioners have been sent to the Sioux from
Washington, who are instructed to make some araic.ible

terms with the natives. The Indian Commissioner has

ordered that all sales of arms and ammunition at the

agencies to either whites or Indians, must be stopped
instantly.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
367, viz: 163 adults and 204 minors.

The attendance at the International Exhibition last

week was large. It was visited by 337,527 persons,

287,699 of whom paid for admission. On the 26th nit.

visitors were admitted for 25 cents each, and on that

day no fewer than 107,630 persons passed through the

gates, 97,172 of whom, adults and children, paid for

admission.

Egyptian rice has been cultivated in Texas, where it

is found to grow well on prairie upland, and yields

abundantly. The head-i are larger, the grain heavier,

darker and more easily obtained than the varieties

heretofore cultivated.

Tlie Marketx, .fee—The following were the quotations

on the 28th ult. New Fori.— American gold, llOf.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 119J ; du., 1867, 117f ; lii-e per cents,

1881, 110}. Superfine flour, *3.50a'|4.10; State extra,

.$4.40 a $4.65; finer brands, $5 a *9. White winter

wheat, $1.26; amber do., fl.24; No. 2 Milwaukie
spring, $1.06 ; No. 3 Chicago spring, 90 a 95 cts. White
oats, 43 a 45 cts. ; mixed, 35 a 40 cts. Slate rye, 80 cts.

Mixed corn, 56 cts.
;
yellow, 58 a 60 cts. PhUaJdeLphia.

—-Middling uplands cotton, 12J a 12} cts.; New Or-
leans, 12i cts. Flour, $4 to ?8.25. Old white wheat,

$1.25; prime amber, $1.19 a $1.23; red, 51.10 a $1.15.

Western rye, 60 cts. Yellow corn, 57 a 58 cts. White
oats, 40 a 44 cle. New York cheese, 9 a 10 cts.

;

western, 7i a 8< cts. Sales of 4100 beef cattle at 5J a

6 cts. per lb. gross for extra, 4J a 5} cts. for fair to good,

and 3 a 4 fi)r common. Sheep, 5 a 5| cts. per lb. gross.

Receipts 12,000 head. Hogs, f9 a $9.25 per 100 Ih. net
for corn fed. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, 94.^ cts.;

No. 3, do. 83 cts. No. 2 corn, 43 cis. No. 2 oats, 31 cts.

CiMinnali.—ViimWy Hour, $5 a $5.25. Wheat, 90 cts.

a $1.00. Corn, 47'cts. Oats, 35 a 43 cts. B.irley, 85
a 88 cts. Lard, 9;.

FRIEND.S' SELECT SCHOOLS.

These schools, under the care of the three Monthly
Meetings of PViends in this city, will re-open on
Second-day, Ninth mo. 4th, 1876. The Boys' School,
on Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under the care of

Zc?bedee Haines, as Principal. The Girls' School, on
Seventh St., below Race St., is under the care of
Margaret Lightfoot. There are also two Primary
Schools for the instruction of those children who are
too young to attend the higher schools ; one of which is

hehl in the Meeting-house at the corner of Sixth and
Noble streets, taught by Deborah Brooks, the other in

the Boys' School building on Cherry street, under the
care of Susanna House.
The attention of Friends residing in this city and its

neighborhood is particularly invited to these schools.

The terms are moderate, and Friends belonging to

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, sending children to these
schools, (;dso nicrulii-rs) who may find the <l,,,.-rs

burile.is.Mui-, cm be fullv relieved. In the piiiMi|,,l

schools cppnrluriitlcsareulli.rileil of obtaining .i hi.. ,,,!

eilucalioii in uselul branches ..f St.i.ly, and in ii,r 1,,ih,

and Greek languages, Fa<iliii. ~ I... illiisnaiLm are
atforded by a valuable collec '.i n i plul. .phical and
chemical apparatus, mineral., .m I V.,/ ..\ lu.idels of
parts of the human system. A.-. I'nii. 1. I- ils.. taught
in the GirLs' School. In ihe primary hcIh,.,Is ihe chil-

dren arc well grounded in studies of a more elementary
character.

It is desirable that applications for ailmission of chil-

dren should be made early, and that parents returning
children to the schools should send them at the begin-
ning of the term.

Further information may be obtained upon appli^;a-

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
jAMfS Smedley, No. 415 Market street.

RECEIPTS.
Receive! from M.irgaretta E. R>ed, Pa , $2, vol. 50;

from Phebe H. Mitchell for George Upton, N. Y., $2.10,

vol. 50 ; from Ann H. Bacon, N. J., *2.10, vol. 50, from
Clarkson Moore, Pa., $2.10, vol.50; from Amos Lee,

Pa., per Jesse Hall, $2.10, vol. 50; from Rebecca S.

Conard, Sen., Pa., $2.10, vol. 50, and for George T.

Satterthwaite, $2.10, vol. 50; from Mary Allen, City,

*2, vol. 50; from Hannah Hoffman, City, $2.10, vol.

50; from John Brantingham, O., $2.10, vol. 50, and for

Isaac Cope, $2.10, vol. 50; from Ira J. Parker, Pa., for

John Warner, $2.10, vol.50; from Charles T. West-
coinhe. Mo., #2.10, vol. 50; from Benjamin F. Dixon,
Kans.'is, for Willitim Harvey, George W. Brickell,

Andrew Hinshaw, Jonathan B. Parker, Mahlon Stout
and Cyrus Stout, $2.10, each, to No. 52, vol. 49; from
Mary P. Gibbons, City, $2, vol. 50; from Mirgaret
Lightfoot, City, $2, vol. 50 ; from Seneca Lincoln, Mass.,

$2.10, vol. 50; from Maria Pusev, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50;
from Richard Buzby and Uriah 'B irton, N. J., $2.10
each, vol. 50; from Parker Hall, Agent, O., $2.10, vol.

50, and for William Hall, William H.ill, Jr., John W.
Smith, Lewis Tabar, Josiah Hall, Robert Smith, Jona-
than Binns and Divid Binns, $2.10 each, vol. 50, and
for Joseph Russell, S2.10, to No. 20, vol. 50; from
Joseph Rhoads, Jr., Pa., *2, vol. 50 ; from Joseph W.
Hibhs, Pa., $2.20, vol. 50; from William Windle, Pa.,

$2.10, vol. 50; from William R. Bullock, M. D., Del.,

$3.20, to No. 52, vol. 50; from Martha R. Comfort,
N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Anna T. Hancock, City,

$2, vol. 50; from George Matlack, N. J., $2.10, vol.

50 ; from Joshua H light. Agent, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 50,

and for William Breckon, Hibbard Fuller, Dtvid
Haight, Humphreys. Haight, and Levi H. Atwater,
$2.10 each, vol. 50 ; from Cileb Hopes, Pa., -2.10, vol.

50; from Lewis Passmore, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from
Charles Lippincott, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Samuel
Williams, N. J., $2.10, vol.50; from Pr.incis Lightfoot,

N. C, $2.10, v.)l. 50 ; from Benjamin Sheppard, N. J.,

62.10, vol 50; from Margiret Miller, N..I., #2.10, vol.

50; from Martha H. Linion, Pa., >2.10, vol. 50; from
Owen Y. Webster, P.)., ?2.10, vol. 50 ; from Thomas M.
Harvey, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from Edward Sharple.ss,

N. J., $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Z-bedee Haines, N. J., $2.10,
vol.50; from Joseph E. Hoopes, Pa., $2.10, vol.50;
from Isaac Hall, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from John H.
Ballinger, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Thomas S. Pike,
N. J., *2.10, vol.50; from John R.Tatura, D.;!., <2.10,
vol. 50; from Royal Woodward, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 50;
from Daniel Sitterthwaite, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50, and for

Simuel Satterthwaite and M iry Jane Sitterthwaite,
Mich., Reuben Sitterthwaite, DJI., and Diniel Satter-
thwaite, N. Y., $2.10 each, vol. 50; from Ruth Foster,

R. I., $2.10, vol.50; from Samuel Shaw, Agent, O.,

$i.lO, vol. 50, and for Francis Bartley, Mich., $2.10, to

No. 22, vol. 51, and Job Hue.stis, Bank Ashton, Rachel
Cope, Levi B.julton, Hannah Blackb'irn, Nathan M.

" kburn, B-njimin Harrison, .Joseph Taylor, Mifflin

Cadwalader, Divi.l Wickersham, anl Thom is Bl ick-

burn, O., $2.10 each, vol. 50 ; from Abner Eldri.lge,

Agent, lo., $2.10 vol. 50, and for Alexander L. McGrew,
M. A. Fritchman, and Nancy L. Thompson, $2.10 each,
vol. 50, and Sarah Tipton, $3.20, to No. 52, vol. 50;
from Charles L. Warner, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50, and for

Thomas R. Warner, Joseph W. Warner and Matilda
Warner, $2.10 each, vol. 50; for Esther H. Prickett,
N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from John Woolman, City, $2,
vol. 50; from Martha T. Cox, City, $2, vol. 50; from
Gilbert McGrew, O., $2.10, vol. 50, and for John Hovle
and Ama.sa L. Negus, $2.10e.acli, vol. 50; from Parker
Hall, Agent, O., for Elisha Brackin, Lindlev M.
Brackiri, Jonathan Fawcctt, Esther Foirg, an. I Isncl
Steer, .$2.10 each, vol. 50 ;

Ir.irn ll.'nrv (
|,ii I;, (),, S2,I0,

vol. 50; from Daniel Willia.iis, ,\^,.in, ()., ^1, t, \,,.

.52, vol. 50, and for Asa HninM.n, .l..<,.,,l, |;,,il.v Kaa.-
Mm. -I, .01, .r,M-.,l. It.. I! .u;,v, .1.. ..,.1, \\ AVrv .l,,!!,,

(•

11 .^.',S,r,li I',, ivi.i....,.!,. !,,,,., II. l!i-,i,s,n,M,,-v.\n.|

ll..li..» .V ;,„.| .M,i^ ClK.n.ll.T, SJ.Ml ,.:„L, v. I. :.(!

i,..iii ,si..u'.i,>ii •^'..k,',, I',,, .-J III v.. I .vi-ri..u (;<., r. '.

L. Smeillcv,$2.10, v.,1. -,ll; iVoii, I'lnli,. I'. D.iiin, N..T.,

$2.10, vol. .-,(), ,,i,d lor Th.Muas .V. Hell, 1'.,., ,^2.lll, vol.

50; from Ui.-hanI Hall, Agent, Kii!,'!aiid, 1(1-. 5 1. v,.l.

50, and for .losiah Il.ill, J,,se|,h H ill, Allnd .S.nilli,

ThouiasWilliainson.U.ibert Bigliii. Is, Willi uu Walker,
Josiah Th. imps., 11, William Wi-liam, John Mitle, John
II. W.ilker, .M.riin Li.lhetter, Ge.ir'o .M ti .uiulrv

Nancy Ritsoii, Richard 1!. Brocklwirk, and ll.innah
Pearson, 10s. 5,1. each, vol. 50, for Susan Willi.ims, ,£1.

Qs. lOd., vol. 50, two copie.s, and for Sarah S. M,,ss and
Thomas Jackson, 10s. 5d. each, to No. 31, vol. 51 ; from
Benjunin P.Elliott, Citv, $2, vol. 50; from Diniel
.Maule, Gtn., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Joseph Mitlack.
Pa., $2.10, vol. ,50; from Charles Bell, N. J., per Joseph
Walton, $2.10, vol. 60; from Charles Darnell, N. J.,

I

$2.10, vol. 50; from Sarah B. DeCou, N. J., $2.10, V(|

50; from Sarah Hoopes, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; froj

I
Thomas Woolman, City, $2, vol. 50, and for Enos .

I Eldridge, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from Joseph Scattergoo

Jr., Agent, P.i., for Sirah Yarnall, Sarah C. Passmor

I

Samuel R. Kirk, Isaiah Kirk, Phineas Pratt, Rach

I

E. Woodward, Naome Gibbons and Elizibeth M. Wort
l$2.10 each, vol. 50; from William Smedlev, City, $
vol. 50; from Richard J. Allen, Citv, $2, vol. 50; fro

Richard W Bicon, City, $2, vol. 50; from Frederic

Maerkt, O., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Stacy Cook, *2.1

vol. 50; from William Carpenter, Agent, N. J., f.

Josiah Wistar, Richard M. Acton, Ann D. Sinnickso

Samuel P. Cirpenter, Lydia F. Zarns, Letitia Reev
and Achsah Reeve, $2.10 each, vol. 50, and for Willia

C. Reeve, $2.10, to No. 14, vol. 51 ; from William
Evans, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Marv Evens, $2.1

I

vol. 50 ; from Joseph S. Moore, Citv, $2.10, vol. 50, ar

for Walker M.jore, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from Thom-
Scaltergo.id, Sr., Citv, $2, vol. 50, and for Mary I

ICadwallader, $2, vol. .50 ; from H.innah P. Rud.ilp

N.J.. *2.10, vol. 50; from Rebecca Hibberd, Pa., $2.1

I

vol. 50 ; from Jacob P. Jones, City, $2, vol. 50 ; fro

.Thomas Perry, R. I., for George Foster, George I

Foster, J. Barclay Foster, and Elizabeth Perry, $2.

each, vol. 50, and for Charles Perry, $2.10, to No. 1

vol. 51 ; from George S. Hiilton, City, $2, vol. .50, ar

for George Pandrich, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from Hanni
Flanagan, City, $2, vol. 50; from Enoch S. Zelle

N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Caleb Darnell, N. J., p
Samuel Williams, $2.10, vol. 50, from Joseph Cowgill

O., $2.10, vol. .50; from Francis Taber. Mass., $2.1
vol. 50 ;

from Henrv R. Post, L. I., $2.10, vol. 50, an

for Lydia Post, $2 10, vol. 50; for Charles W. R-iber]

and James C. Roberts, Pa., 10 cents each, postage o|

vol. 50 ; from George D. Smith, O., $2.10, vol. 50.
|

RemittarKes received after Fourth-day miming will n
appear in the Receipts until the following week.

MALVERN BOARDING AND D.AY SCHOOL
Will re-open on 2nd dav, the 11th of 9th moatl

187ti. Address,

Jane M. Eldridge, Paoli, Pa.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOREIi
PERSONS.

j

Teachers are wanted for these Schools, to be openej
about the first of Tenth month. Apply to

Elton B. Gifford, 719 Market St.

George J. Scatlerg.io 1, 413 Spruce St.

Richard J. Allen, 833 North Seventh St.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, in West Che
ter, Pa., 8th mo. 10th, 1876, Isaac Sharpless, ('

Haverford, Delaware Co., Pa., to Lydia T., daughter i'

the late Pasrall Cope.
, at Friends' Meeting-house, Wilmington, Dei

on Fifth-day, 8ili mo. 24th, 1876, William C. Malon:
of this citv, to Mary A., daughter of Mary and the lal

Sam'l S. Downing, of Wilmingion, Delaware.

Died, at her residence, near West Branch, lo«a, o

the 1st of 2 1 mo. 1876, Susan, wife of Ulyssns McGret
aged 26 years, a member of Flushing Monthly Mee.
ing, Ohio. This dear Friend was enabled to bear tb

sufferings of a protracted illness with exemplary pn
tience and Christian resignation. She f.mnd that he
pe.ice coiisiste.l in condemning many of the vanities <

the world in which she h d formerly taken great di
light. She was enabled to say, "God has forgiven at

.ill his residence ne ir Chesterfield, Ohio, on th

7lli of ,(h month, 1876, Robert Todd, a member c

Cliesierliel.l Monthly Meeting of Friends, aged 64 yean
I'his dear Friend wag firmly attached to the principle
rinil testimonies of the Society of Friends, and ofte.

iii.iii iieil over the wide departure from the sincerity am
siiii|ili(iiy which marked its first rise. Having yielde
I.I ihe visitili.ms of the Spirit of Truth in early life, li

w IS cnilihil to encourage his children's steady atten
ti.n and obedience lo the same Divine principle C

light and life, which he had experienced to be a sur
guide while treading the slipiiery paths of youth, an.
a H,.urce of cinlort to his dcclinin.,' years. As hi
health gradually failed, he looked forward to the tiin

of his departure with comfort, feeling nothing in th
way of his acceptance; and has left his bereaved famil.
and friends a comfortable hope, that through redeem
ing love and mercy his purified spirit has been pei
mitted lo enter that eily, whose builder and maker i

the Lord, there to join the just of all generations ii

singing the glad anthems of eternal praise.
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Quakers and (Juakerism.

(Continneii from page 18.)

The position the Quakers now found them-
.vesin amid thf> contending sects, irresistibly

minds one of Heine's story of the two chil-

en who were disputing as to the nature of

e moon, one saying her mother had told her

was made of sugar and that the angels

pke it up with the suggar-nippers every

)nth into the little stars, the other declar-

r her grandmother had told her it was a

e-raelon that was consumed every month
the infernal regions with pepper and salt

no sugar was to be had. From ridiculing

ch other's rival views they soon proceeded
blows, and were seratcnmg ana tearing one
other in true polemical fashion, when they

3re separated by a boy coming out of the

ighboring school. He, being better in-

racted, proceeded calmly to explain the true

,ture ot the heavenly body. But with what
suit? That the two angry little contro

rsialists at once compounded their own dif

rences, and united their forces in cudgelling

8 dispassionate young philosopher within

\ inch of his life. In much the same way the

apty religious disputants of that day com
ned in ill-treating these peaceful preachers
spiritual truth, " the accursed race of here-

3S called Quakers," as they are denominated
/ the New England Puritans. It mattered

)t what pai'ty was in power, Quakers wore
hipped, fined, imprisoned, as many as two
lOusand being scattered in loathsome dun-
sons throughout the kingdom. Forbidden
[r their conscience to resist, they were in-

ied as sheep to the slaughter; and we must
) back to the times of the early Christians
. find anything so touching as the heroic

anquillity, the unflinching firmness, the un-

isistiug meekness, with which they bore
leir cruel wrongs and sufferings.

But at the same time we must admit that

srhaps their negations, even more than thei

firmations, were responsible for the violence
' the persecution that raged against them,
''ith a not unnatural rebound trom the ex-

irnalism and word disputes of the time
eorge Fox and bis followers were led to re

ct all rites and ceremonies and time-honored
istoms. Because some people built upon the
ridge, the bridge itself must be destroyed.

ihe sacraments, judicial oaths, marriage cere-

lonies, an ordained ministry, tithes, mourn-

ing clothes, military service even for national

defence, down to the " lying habit" of address-

ndividuals in the plural number and of

taking off the hat in sign of deference—the

early Quakers made a clean sweep of them all.

question whether any of their doctrines

or practices produced so much irritation as

the last mentioned. Homer placed the vulner-

able point of his hero in the heel; for the mass

of mankind it would seem to lie at the other

extremity, in the hat. "O the rage and

scorn," e.xclaims Pox in his "Journal," "the

heat and fury that arose! Othe blows, punch-

ngs, beatings, and imprisonments that we
underwent for not putting oft'our hats to men:

for that soon tried all men's patience and so-

briety what it was. The bad languase and

evil usage we received on this account is hard

to be expressed, besides the danger we were

sometimes in of losing our lives for this mat-

ter, and that by the great professors of Curis-

tianily."

But de.spitethecontinued persecution, which possessing a pr

raged for a space of forty years, when James
11. issued his Declaration of Indulgence, by
which fourteen hundred Friends were liber-

ated from prison, the Quakers continued to

ncrease in numbers. Increased weight was
also given them by the accession ot men in

hi'^h position, such as Penn and Barclay of

Urie, the author of the celebrated " Apology,"

a book of divinity which the late Bishop

Thirl wall is said to have highly recommended
to students of theology. But everywhere,

whether at ourt or in prison, we find them
upholding the great principles of religious

liberty and the rights of conscience, wearying
out persecution in their own persons, and
pleading, both by pamphlet and speech, for

toleration, not only towards their own mem-
bers, but for all other oppressed sects, in the

pirit of Milton's noble words, which they

only seemed to grasp," " Let truth and false

hood grapple ; who ever knew truth put to

the worst in free and open onounter?"
So little practical recognition, however,

could then be won for these enlightened views,

that largo numbers of the persecuted Friends

emigrated to New Jersey; and on the grant

of extensive lands by the crown to William
Penn, the new territory, Pennsylvania, was
colonized entirely by them. Perhaps one of

the fairest and most unsullied chapters in hu-

man history is that in which Penn and his

people, acting on their large and catholic the-

ology, met unarmed those American Indians

whom all other European settlers had con-

templated as fierce and bloodthirsty savages,

and addressing them as children of a common
father, concluded with them that treaty which,

in Voltaire's words, was " the only league

between those nations and the Christians that

was never sworn to and never brok
The appointment of the ministry is peculiar

hire." Any one. irrespective of sex, who feels

moved thereto may stand up and preach in

the meeting for worship. But let not the

reader think this must needs lead to a Babel

of words, and a natural selection of the longest

tongues, generally supposed to be of the femi-

nine gender, which could scarcely be defined

a survival of the fittest." Quaker discip-

line averts this danger. Should the word
prove un'tO edifi /ation, the preacher, male or

female, is enrolled as a minister, and then has

the counsels of experienced elders in the ex-

ercise of his or her gift. But should it not

be so, the elders signify the same alter a time

on the part of the congregation, and the

peaker is reminded that the wise man saitk

there is a time for silence as well as a time

for speech. Perhaps some of those who con-

sider it a religious duty'unflincliingly to sub-

mit their souls to a weekly macadamizing of

pulpit platitudes may not be altogether with-

out a feeling of envy at any Church militant

rhich seems rather to

savor of the Church triumphant.

On the great crucial question of marriage,

George Fo.x's views were clear and deep. He
was free from the confusion of thought which
makes so many minds identify marriag^J with

ihe euoto'.Ia.juicai rite that ceieurates it; and
from the s iperficial view which regards it as

a mere civil contract, and not rather as the

deepest sj-mbol of the divine in man. " We
marry none," he says, "but are witnesses of

it, marriagj being God's joining, not man's."
* * * In accordance with this elevated

view of the religious sanctity of marriage,

the utmost care was taken that this sacred

union should not be entered into lightly; but

in the presence of numerous witnesses who
attested the marriage certificate. But with

that unfortunate narrowness of the human
mind which so often distorts the groat truths

it grasps, the early Friends forgot that this

view of marriage is compatible with any re-

ligious rite,* and m irriage by a priest bjcam3

an almost more frequent source of disown-

ment in the after history of the Society than

even grave moral offences.

On the death of Fox, 1690, and the passing

ray of its first founders by the close of the

seventeenth century, Quakerism underwent a

great change. It lost its aggressive character,

its brave assault upon the world, which made
it in the mind of its first founders not so much
a new sect as primitive Christianity itself re-

stored to mankind, and retreated more and
more within its own borders. With the with-

drawal of persecution, and with the singular

commercial success which has always attend-

ed the Quakers in common with the Jews,

came a decline of zeal and a decreasing min-

istry, both resulting in the Society being more

and more content to bear a negative testi-

[* The author here fails to see the true ground of the
to the Fnends. George Fox rejected the " one- ,,^^-":;Z:^-:^^^,:;;'^'n::^ on^

man ministry," and with it the common sense Lhig gubject; i. e. the necessijty laid upon them to bear r

principle that " the laborer is worthy of his 'clear testimony to the truth in all their practices.]
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mony, bj' disownnieut of its erring members,

aguiiist the evils it had at first actively com-

bated ; a testimony which, while it had no

effect on the world without, disastrously thin-

ned the numbers of the Society. The very

greatness of the truth it held from the first

became a source of weakness and eiror. Be-

lieving that

God is never so far cfF

As even to be near,

believing in the inner light, the indwelling

Spirit, they deprecated anything which was
supposed to distract the mind from its inner

teaching. They failed to grasp the truth that

the work of the light within is to shine on the

darkness without, and reveal Godinall things,

saneiifying and illuminating all human life,

clothing itbclf in the slow, sweet pomp of sun-

set and sunrise, of starry skies, and ordered

lights, and returning seasons, uttering itself

in infinite aspirations of music, shaping for

itself a body out of the lovely forms of art.*

" I was moved." says George Fox, " to cry

against all kinds of music, for it burthened

the pure life." Music, the diama, art, fiction,

in which a genius only second to Shakespeare

has of late 'manifested itself, are all the sub-

jects of repeated reprobation and admonition

in the minutes of the Yearly Meetings of the

Friends.
CTo be continued)

The Ntvada Quartz Mill — The Process of Extraetlng

the Preeious Metals from the Ores.

In a small annex to Machinery Hall, stand-

ing west of the pump annex, and between
Machinery Hall and the Elm avenue fence, is

exhibited the complete process of extracting

the precious metals from the quartz of the

mines of the famous Comstock-Lode -in Ne-
vada. The process is extremely interesting,

and attracts large numbers of visitors, especi-

ally when the huge stamp mill is in operation,

the noise, resembling thunder, being heard at

a considerable distance.

The State of Nevada, by an act of her

Legislature, appropriated the sura of twenty
thousand dollars gold coin, or about twenty-
two^^thousand dollars currency for the pur-

pose of exhibiting her mineralogical speci-

mens, and showing the process of reduction of

the ores. The mineralogical specimens are

arranged in the Government Building. A
sufficient supply of quartz to keep the works

[* The work of the Lis'it within is primarily to re-

veal the darkne.as there ei'islinrj. and to lead out of tlii.^

spiritnal darkness those who obey its manifestations

and become nnited to it in spirit. The mind thus di-

vinely illuminated, will be prepared to discern in all

His works

—

" The unambiguous footsteps of a God,
Who gives its lustre to an insect's wing,

And wheels His throne upon the rolling worlds;"
,iiid will recognize " in the slow, sweet pomp of sunset

and sunrise, of starry skies, and ordered lights, and
returning sea.sons," the hand of that beneficent and
ainiighly (Creator, who giveth us richly all things to

enjoy. "I'.iit we believe the experience of the most de-

voted Christians of all ages contradicts the assertion,

that the work of this Divine Light is shown in " uttering

itself in infinite aspirations of music," and in " shaping

for itself a body out of the lovely forma of art,"—as we
understand this somewhat ob.seiirely-worded sentence

to maintain. We do not ignore nor condemn the plea-

sure to be derived from sweet and harmonious sounds,

—as the song of birds, the murmur of the wind, and

the fall of water, nor from the contemplation of the

beautiful objects of nature and of art; but these are the

relaxations of the mind from higher duties and eng.age-

ments, and not to be made the main employment of i

life, or to consume years of patient study and practice

to enable us to indulge in tfiom.l I

in operation for a portion of each daj' during

the continuance of Exhibition was ]ir<icuied

from the consolidated Virginia, California,

Ophirand Belcher mines, all in Storey county,

Nevada. This ore was packed in sacks con-

taining about a bushel each, and loaded on

earsof the Pennsylvania Railroad at the mines

and unloaded at the building in the Park,

making the entire journey of about three

thousand miles without change of cars.

The ore is in exactly the same condition as

that used at the mills in Nevada. It is a light

gray mixture of quartz, stone and white dust,

and to the uninitiated has no appearance of

value whatever. The attendants are reticent

about stating the value of the ore now on
hand in the building, or the quantity of silver

they expect to obtain from it during the Ex-
hibition, but it will amount to quite a con-

siderable sum. The ore is a free milling ore,

and worked by the Washoe amalgamating
process. East of the Comstock Lode a dif-

ferent character of ores is found, viz., refrac-

tory ores, which require a preliminary roast-

ing with salt, in order to chlorinate the ore;

and also those which must be reduced by the

smelting process.

The machinery on exhibition consists of a

double-decked hoisting cage and mining cars,

such as are used at the mines; a stamp mill,

with automatic feeder, an amalgamating pan,

a separator and a retort, the uses of all of

which will hereafter appear. The machinery
is all driven by a small Baxter steam engine.

The quartz mill proper is a large and heavy
piece of machinery, occupying a space about
twelve feet square, in the centre of the build-

ing. The framework is of heavy timbers, and
is about 12 feet in height. Arranged in a row,
side by side, in the centre of the machine, are

five "stamps." These are made of bars of

round iron, about three inches in diametei-,

and fourteen feet long; the lower ends are

shod with cast steel, and are considerably

larger than the body of the bar.

About one-fourth of the way from the top

of the machine a shafting extends across at

right angles to the row of stamps. On this

shafting are five long cams, which work
against projectors upon the stamps, raising

them about a foot and then allowing them to

drop Buddonl}' by their own wcught. Below
them is a "mortar" of cast iron, fa<!ed in its

inner surface with stoel, and into this mortar
the stamps fall one after the other as the rams
above lift them and let them drop. The mor-

tar is a solid casting, weighing 4400 pounds,

and tho stamps weigh 775 pounds each.

The amalgamating pan is a large circular

wrought iron vessel, about six feet in diameter
and four feet deep, having a strong, fiat bot-

tom, upon which a muUer revolves at tho rate

of 90 revolutions a minute.

The separator is a similar iron vessel, with
a pair of arms or dashers, which revolve in it,

and with an opening in its bottom through
which to allow tho amalgam of mercury, silver

and gold to escape.

The mode of o]ierating is as follows: The
ore is emptied into tho Tulloch automatic
feeder, which is attached to the stamp mill.

This feeder is simply an iron funnel, with a

shutc at the bottom to pass tho ore into tho

mill. This shuto is kept shaking ujt and
down sufficiently to cause tho ore to pass

slowly over it and drop into tho mill at tho

proper rate of speed. Tho ore drops into the

mill tinder tho stamps, and is ground into a

very fine powder. A stream of water passe

into the mortar at the same time as the on
and the powdered ore is mixed with th

water, and the splashing caused by the stamp
dashes it through a very fine screen, fret

which the mixture runs in what looks like

stream of excessively muddj'^ water into th

settling tanks, where the powdered ore sink

to the bottom, and the water is partiall;

pumped off.

The crushed material then passes into th
j

amalgamating pan, where it is heated h;

steam, and certain chemicals added, and whif

still hot it is ground for three hours by th

swiftly revolving muller. After having beei

thus thoroughly ground, a quantity of pur
mercury is added. The proportion of mereup
varies according to the richness of the ore

but sufficient is always added to keep th-

mass in a fluid state until the final process

After the mercury is added the material i

stirred around in the amalgamating pan fo

an hour more, after which, still looking lik^

muddy water, it is allowed to run into tb

separator.

Here the dasher or "revolving shoes" an
kept revolving rapidly, keeping the materia

violently agitated, while in the meantime th'

particles of amalgam looking like mercurjj

gradually fall to the bottom by their owi

weight, and pass off through an invertei

syphon pipe into an iron bowl. Tho pip

being always filled with the heavy substance

of course prevents the muddy mixture o

water and sand from escaping.

We have now an amalgam consisting o

gold, silver and mercury in a fluid state, aoi

resembling pure quicksilver. This is strainei

through a thick clost-ly woven canvas bag
the free mercury filtering through into a vee

sel beneath, and leaving in the bag a mass o

about the consistency of stiff' putty. Thi

mass still contains about lour-fifths its weigh

in mercury, but is in condition to be handled

It is then put in dishes in an iron retort ane

placed in the furnace where tho mercury i

all driven out by evaporation and coUectoi

by condensation to be used over again. Thi
produces the masses of " retort, bullion" whici

in the case of the ores now being worked ha

from half to two-thirds of its value in gold

It is now in condition to be sent to the mini

where tho gold is separated from the silve

by a chemical process by which the tw-

metals are obtained, each absolutely pure

The silver which is made at tho Centenuia
mill is struck into medals at the mint am
sold at tho mill to visitors.

Tho pulp escaping from the separator i

called tailings. At tho mines these tailing

are often concentrated upon blankets or othei

wise, or simply allowed to settle in reservoir

for re- working. The "slimes" or "slums
comprise that part of tho oi-o which is crusliO'

under the stamps to an impalpably fine povs

dor and escapes in the battery water withoo
ever getting into the pans.

Tho Stale of Nevada contains flfty-thre

thousand inhabitants, and has produced i

the past year over fiftj' millions of dollars i

bullion, about one third of tho value of whici

is in gold, and two-thirds silver. The ore i

all taken from the Comstock Lodo. The mil

on exhibition is a section of such as are uso'

at the mines. Tho mills at the California anJ

Eureka mines have sixty stamps each, an

are tho largest mills in the State. In tho amai
gamaling machinorj- at Antofagasta, Chil
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e ore is crushed between iron rollers instead
' being stamped, and the process differs in

her important respects from that in use in

evada.

—

Public Ledger.

condition, he says, he continued for some
years, and fain would have put it from him,

often going to priests for comfort, but found

none with them, for he found all of them
miserable comforters. From the priests he
turned his attention to the dissenting people.

Here he found some tenderness, but he found
there was none among them all that could

speak to his condition ; and when his hope in

all men was gone, " Then, O then, I heard a

voice which said, there is one, even Christ

Jesus, that can speak to thy condition." His
zeal in the pure knowledge of God and of

Christ, grew without the help of man or books.

His testimony is, -'when the Ljrd God and
his Son Jesus Christ sent me forth into the

world to preach his everlasting Gospel and
kingdom, 1 was glad that I was commanded
to iturn people to that inward Light, Spirit

i Grace, by which all might know their

salvation and their way to "God, even that

divine Spirit which would lead them into all

truth, and which I infallibly knew would
never deceive any."

ace will not admit of speaking of the

trying exercises of many of those who were
lised up in the first fifty years of the So-

ciety's existence, (but would not we all profit

by a perusal of the history of their lives ?) I

would especially call attention to the 2-tth

section of the Propositions on Universal and
Saving Light, in Barclay's Apologj', com
raencing on page 168 and extending to page
175 of the Philadelphia edition.

But there is yet lett in our Israel, "one of

a city and two of a family," who have not

drank of the wine of mystery Babjdon, who
have not the mark in their right hands or

their foreheads. Oh. may these be kept

in the power of everlasting truth ; and may
they be willing to go into suffering with the

true seed, that is now being oppressed and

trodden under foot bj' false brethren, under a

pretence of having more light than those of

former days; but this has always been the

shift of anti-Christ in order to deceive those

who are not builded on Christ the Rock.
There are two kinds of faith, viz., that which

is of God and that which is of the man's part.

Much is said of the necessity of the will being

brought into exercise in spiritual things, by
those who are making a great profession of

godliness, yet fall short of true Christian

perfection. Thence follows the doctrine that

owing to our diseased and imperfect physical

organization, we cannot attain to that per-

fection that our forefathers in the truth

claimed was the Cnristian's privilege to at-

tain to; and yet did not Christ come to re-

store all things'? But such and similar doc-

trines arise mainly from denying the inward
appearance of the Light of Christ, and th

want of knowing the cleansing and purifyin

power of the blood of Christ in the inward
parts; for I do believe there never was a

Quaker, who was one inwardly, but what was

For "The Friend."

A query has arisen in my mind. Are the

jctrines of the Society of Friends, as held

7 Fox, Barclay, Penn and their co-laborers,

•omulgated now in the same life, spirit and

)wer, as in their day?
There are those who will claim they are

;

id some who say, there never was a time

at our Society was in a more prosperous

mdition, unleis it was in the first few years

its existence. If the query be asked. In

hat does this prosperous condition consist ?

are told that the true spirit of Qua'icrism

being revived, and therefore many are

Ided to the church who are to be saved, &c.

ow if the Quakerism above alluded to, is of

e same spirit, and its fruits the same, it

ill not hurt to compare it with that which
listed in the rise of our Society.

At the present day, we often hear the ex-

'essions, that we can come to Christ right

iw, if we will ; that faith is the acceptance

God's mercy and grace in Christ Jesus;

lat the grace of faith, or power of believing,

the gift of God ; the act of faith, or actual

lieving, is the exercising of that power;
id that faith in those who are not exercis-

ig it, is similar to a partly paralyzed or be-

umbed arm, which, by exercising our wills,

can move. So in faith, we must put our

ills into it in order to believe, and by thus

;ing in the sacrifice and atonement of

Ur Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, the guilt

four sins is taken away: "Jesus paid it all,"

nd thus we are converted ; that a state of

bliness, entire sanctification or Christian

erfection, is to b^ attained to, which is need-

ly postponed ; it is a privilege and a duty,

nd to be attained now. It is claimed there

differences between the perfection ofAdam
efore the fall and Christian perfection, ar

ig mainly from the diseased and imperfect
;hysical organization of our race.

Of the fruits of the Quakerism of to-day

ere is certainly sufficient manifestation to

t)rm some idea of the tree. How few of its

Irofossors now appear as Friends, eith

ress or address; but instead thereof, use the

ompliments of the fashionable world ; and
ome, in order to maintain a testimony against
ilainness of d-ess, have adopted clothing of
fery fashionable cut! Others encourage their

hildren to leara music, and introduce musi-

al instruments into FirsL-day schools, claim-

ng thereby to create a greater interest there-

adopt what is called the one-lesson system
rhich is prepared long before, and by those

>f other denominations, thereby deserting the

fue principle of teaching, as laid down by
iposlle Paul, yet at the same time cl

hg these schools to be the nursery of the

;hurch. There are those who have become
o bold as to deny the doctrine of " universal

md saving light," as held by all true Friends.

Having thus briefly considered some of the

loctrines advanced, and the fruits shown by
lome of the Society of to day, let us now turn
lO those of early days. We find George Fox,
ivhen about nineteen years of age, commanded, to the burden, when all his aspirations seem
bf the Lord to leave his relations and to break

I

worthless. Let no one think he alone has

off all familiarity or fellowship with young, dark hours. They are the common lot of

l^r old. In the year 1644, a great temptation .humanity. They are the touch-stones to try

3ame upon him, almost to despair; in which whether we arc current coin or not.

one outwardly. D.

To every man there are many dark hours,

when he feels inclined to abandon his best

enterprises, when his heart's dearest hopes

appear delusive ; hours when he feels unequal

Meteorites.

The Centennial Exhibition contains at least

four remarkable meteorites, one from Chihu-
ua, Mexico, now to be seen in the Mexican

section of the Main Building
;
one from Ovi-

fak, Greenland, on exhibition at one of the

entrances on the northern side of the Main
Building, and two in the Government Build-

ing— one from Tucson, Arizona, and one
(known as "The Blake") from Tennessee.

The Ooifak {Greenland) Meteorite. —Hhxa,
the heaviest of the specimens on e.xhibition,

weighs 6 20100 tons, and is one of a group
of iron meteorites discovered upon the shores

of Greenland by Professor Nordens-Kiold, the

celebrated mineralogist and Arctic explorer,

who is also one of the judges in Group Jury
No. 1 at the Exhibition. The discovery was
made in 1870, at Ovifak, on Disko Island,

upon the open coast, and at a place almost

inaccessible in even a moderately rough sea.

Here were found meteorites of various dimen-
sions, which are supposed to have fallen dur-

ing the tertiary period, an ancient date in the

world's history, and have been imbedded in

the strata of the miocene period. They have
since excited much attention and interest in

the scientific world.

The cliffs of the place rise to a height of

two thousand feet above the sea level, the

upper portion being formed in basalt. The
meteorites were found upon the shore at the

base of this cliflf, within an area of about fifty

square yards. There were twelve large spe-

cimens and many smaller ones. In 1871, the

Swedish Government fitted out an expedition

composed of two naval vessels, under the com-
mand of Captain Baron Von Otter, to go to

Baffin's Bay, in Greenland, and procure these

numerous masses of meteoric iron.

The undertaking, though a diflicult one,

owing to the rough shore and the absence of

a harbor at the place where the specimens

were found, was finally successful. The largest

mass, about nineteen English tons in weight,

is now in the hall of the Royal Academy, at

Stockholm. The second block has been pre-

sented to the museum at Copenhagen, and one

of the smaller ones is in the British Museum.
Tke Irwin-Ainsa Meteorite.—This celebrated

ring-shaped meteorite from Arizona, some-

times called the signet meteorite, now occu-

pies a place in the Smithsonian Department
of the Government Building. It was found

in the early part of the last century in the

Sierra de la Medera Mountains, near Tucson,

Arizona Territory. There is a tradition among
the old residents of Tucson, that there was a

shower of meteorites in the mountains there

some two hundred years ago.

In 1735, Captain Juan Bantista Ainsa, who
then visited the region, undertook to transport

this large meteorite to Spain, After getting

it as far as Tucson he abandoned the under-

taking, and the meteorite remained in that

town, and was used as a kind of public anvil

by the people. At length it fell into disuse

and became partially buried in the ground in

one of the side streets. It was found there

by Dr. Irving, of the United States Army, in

1857, and by the aid of Mr. Ainsa, a grandson

of the Captain Ainsa here spoken of, it was
transported to Hermosillo, in Sonora, and

thence shipped to San Francisco, on its way
to the Smithsonian Institute at Washington,

D. C, -where it has since been an object of

great interest to all visitors, and especially to

experts familiar with meteorites, who have
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readily remembered it by reason of its annular

shape, and the large hole, some two feet in

diameter, through its centre.

It is the only annular meteorite of which

there is any record, and is the property of

the National Museum at Washington. Its

total weight is 1400 pounds. One of the dis-

tinguished scientists at the Exhibition inclines

to the opinion, that the large cavity in this

specimen was originally occupied by sulphur-

ous or earthy minerals, such as are often found

in meteorites in a more or less globular con-

dition, and which, by decomposition in the

soil, leave the iron free and with a pitted sur-

face.

The Blake Meteorite.—'Y:hQ Elake meteorite,

in the Government Building, is a new and

interesting specimen, weighing about three

hundred pounds, brought by General Wilder

from Tennessee. It was discovered in 1875,

in Cocke county, about ten miles from Greens-

ville, by a farmer, who, after breaking two
plows upon it, dug it out. It is about three

feet long, and is remarkable for its elongated

form, being shaped somewhat like a flattened

scgar. It is a compact mass of iron, contain-

ing both nickle and cobalt, and no doubt has

a very interesting interior struciure, as yet

undetermined. When found it was standing

at an angle of about forty five degrees, the

top end about eight inches below the surface.

It isQpeof a number of interesting specimens

belonging to the private collection of mete-

oric stones, minerals, &c., of Professor W. P.

Blake, in charge of the Mineral Department
of the Smithsonian Institute.

The Chihuahua Meteorite.—This specimen,

stationed in the Mexican department of the

Main Building, ia a compact mass of iron with

a pitted surface, weighing 4000 pounds, and
one of several meteorites found at Chihuahua.
The exterior very much resembles that of the

Arizona specimen.

It may be that the inter-planetary spaces

are filled with dust and meteoric grains, rang-

ing in size from mere powder or dust to

the largest planets ; and Dr. Baumhauer sug-

gests that the auroral displays are caused by
the polaiization of meteoric dust by the mag-
netism of the earth. Norden Skiold, it will

be remembered, found an impalpable dust of

iron upon the broad expanse of the Arctic

snows. An examination of this dust resulted

in the discovery of the presence of not only
iron, but its meteoric origin is considered cer-

tain.

The collection and study of meteoric stones

is of great importance as revealing to us some-
thing of the constitution of other worlds than

our own, each fragment giving some new fact

or idea concerning the origin of planets. It is

usual to grind and polisli the surfaces of spe-

cimens of tliis iron, and these almost invari-

ably show a very peculiar crystalino structure.

This is brought out by etching, some portions

of the iron being less acted upon by strong

acids than others. Surfaces so etched may
be used to print from, and many of the illus-

trations of the structure of meteorites are

j)rinted directly from the meteoric iron ]ilato.

One of the most interesting facts yet dis-

covered with regard to meteorites is the

enormous amount of hydrogen gas which

they contain. Its preaenco in meteorites was
demonstrated by Graham, and Prof. Wright,

of Yale College, has published several import-

ant memoirs upon the occlusion of hydrogen

in meteoric iron. Nearly all the facts point

to the absence of oxygen gas in the region

where these meteorites originated ;
nickel and

cobalt are their almost invariable associates,

while silver, phosphorus and chlorine are also

found in some of the irons.

Of the collections of meteorites that of the

British Museum ranks first in importance,

that of Vienna second, of Paris third, and of

Professor Charles W. Shepard, of Amber
Mass., fourth.

In the last named collection no less th

254 localities of meteorites are represented,

the total weight of the collection being about

1200 pounds, the heaviest iron weighing 438

pounds, and the lightest half an ounce. The
largest meteoric stone in the Professor's col-

lection weighs 57* pounds, and is from Wa
conda, Kansas. 'I he collection in the Academy
of Natural Sciences of this city and that in

Yale College are also of considerable import

ance. Professor Smith, of Louisville, Ken
tucky, who has given much attention to th<

examination of meteorites, and has published

many memoirs upon them, also has a large

and interesting collection. — From Philadel

phia Inquirer.

HOW I LIVE.
Living friendly, feeling friendly,

Acting fairly to all men,
Seeking to do that to others

They may do to me again.

Hating no man, scorning no man,
Wronging none by word or deed :

But forbearing, soothing, serving,

Thus I live—and this my creed.

Harsh condemning, Berce contemning.
Is of little Christian use,

One soft word of kindly peace
Is worth a torrent of abuse

;

Calling things bad, calling men bad,

Adds but darkness to their night.

If thou wouldst improve thy brother

Let thy goodness be his light.

I have felt and known how bitter

Human culiiness makes the world,

Ev'ry bosom round me frozen.

Not an eye with pity pearl'd
;

Still my heart with kindness teeming
Glads when other hearts are glad,

And my eyes a tear-drop Bndeth
At the sight of others sad.

Ah ! be kind—life hath no secret

For our happiness like this;

Kindly hearts are seldom sad ones

Blessing ever bringeth bliss.

Lend a helping hand to others.

Smile though all the world should frown,

Man is man, we all are brothers.

Black or white or red or brown.

Man is man through all gradations,

Little recks it where he stands.

How divided into nations,

Scattered over many lands;

Man is man by form and feature,

Man by vice and virtue too,

Man in all one common nature

Speaks and binds us brothers true.

The immediate teaching of the Holy Spirit

is the foundation of all gospel worship and
ministry ; and those who depend ontirel}'

thereon, shall not bo di8ap])ointed, through
the failure or absence of instruim'iilal means.

Wherefore, wo beseech you, wait in silence,

with reverence and singleness of heart, in all

your meetings, that you may witness the in-

comes and refreshing influences of the IIolj'

Spirit, by which you will bo " strongthoncd

in the inward man," and bo made to grow and
flourish as "trees planted by the rivers of

water," which bring forth their fruit in duij:

season.

—

Epistle London Yearly Meeting, 174C!

roiiTincfment of Rebecca Travers.

Rebecca Travers was a gentlewoman whd,

was thought of account in that day of relij

gious excitement and high profession. Shil

bad received a good, religiously guarded edu|

cation, and was a zealous professor among thii

Baptists. The many reports that had reacbetj

her of the Quakers in the north, had prejuj

diced her strongly against them. Shelooket

upon them as worthless, uncivil fanatics, wh(j

were very uncomely in their appearance, tbeiii

manners and carriage ;
with whom those whd

stood fair in church or State could wish u\

have little or nothing to do.
j

James Naylor having come to London iij

1G55, preached with so much eloquence thaii

many of the higher rank flocked to hear him
j

and some of the Baptist pastors challenged

him to dispute with them. A time and placi!

was agreed on and there was no little interesi]

excited among very many. Rebecca Travertj

having been invited by one of her friends ttj

accompany her to hear this dispute, consentec

to go, fully prepared—as she afterwards saici

—to witness the defeat of the rustic Quakeij

by the learned ministers of her own Society

But greatly was she surprised and confounded
when the "countryman," rising on a platforiri

opposite to the ministers,afterthey had spoken*!

poured out such a stream of Sc-riptural argu-a

inent as overturned all the objections that had
been brought forward against the principled

of Friends, and showed that those principles^

were based on the immutable foundation oi

truth. Two of the Baptist ministers said thej

were sick, and went away, while the othei

failed to show how the texts he quoted sane

tioned the opinions he advanced.
Though mortified at the result of the dis

pute, Rebecca was curious to hear J. Nayloi
preach, and the next First-day went to th(

Bull-and-Mouth meeting, where he spoke sc

convincingly, that she remarked, '• She could

not but declare, that if she had lived in the

apostles' days, she could not have heard truth

more plainly, nor in greater power and demon-
stration of the Spirit, than she had that da}'.'

Prom that time she became a constant at-

tender at the meetings of Friends; but still

she found it a hard matter fully to act up tc

the doctrines she knew to be true. There
were many things to be given up hard to part

with, and her former habits of religious ]iro-

fession prompted to seek for that knowledge
in divine things, which couW be obtained by

the natural understanding alone. Some time
after, having been invited to dine in company;
with J. Naylor, a person present who was ai

high professor, put many cur.ious questions tO'

him. James answered him with wisdom, but
with great caution ; but not so as to gratify

the strong desire she felt to hear him dis-

course of these sacred mysteries. Presently
J. Naylor, reaching across the table, took her
by the hand and addressing her, said, " Fi'cd

not on knowledge ; it is as truly forbidden to

thee, as ever it was to Eve : it is good to look
»]ion

;
btit not to feed on ; for who feeds on

knowledge, dies to the innocent life." This
was spoken with power, and carried convic-
tion to Iter soul. She gave up her own wili-

ng, and searching intobiddeii mysteries, be-

came emptied of her self-knowledge, and tak-
ng u)) the daily cross, she fomul that, as a
babe in Christ, all that was necessary for her
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kimw of those things hidden from the wise

nd I'liulent, was I'evealed to her by the Spi-

lt of her Father in heaven. She became an

ceei>table minister in the Society; suffered

inch for witnessing to the truth, and died

floved, in a good old age.

—

Friends in the

kvtnUcnth Century.

The Age of 3Iytlis still Here.

In the course of the last eighteen months
strange excitement has prevailed among

he masses in certain parts of Germanj'. At
he suggestion of " The German Anthropo-

ogical Society," the Prussian authorities, it

eems, ordered a peculiar sort of census-taking

if the children in the schools, with reference

) complexion and the color of the hair and

f the eyes. It was hoped that the results

has obtained might furnish data upon which

) found conclusions respecting the descent

nd race relations of the populations. At the

rorst it was an entirely innocent proceeding,

nd it might easily become the scource of in

sresting and possiblj' important scientific de-

elopmenls. But in several parts of Prussia

nd Posen the Catholic people, already excited

omewhat by the agitation of the ecclesiasti-

al disputes, took the alarm, and not only

mong the rural population, but even in the

3wns, the most extraordinary reports were

ireulated and believed in explanation of the

iterest which the authorities had suddenly

egun to take in the children's eyes and hair.

In some places the story was that all Cath-

lic children having black hair and blue eyes

rere to be sent away to Eussia. Then Tur-

ey was asserted to be the country to which

aey were to be sent. " The King of Prussia

laying a game of cards with the Sultan had

taked and lost 10 000 of his youthful sub

bets;" this was the legend which, fully be-

leved by the people, sufficed to account for

he fact. It was further said, that the Sultan

ad sent into the country certain negroes and
Lrabs who should seize the children on their

iray to and from school and carry them otf

—

task certain to be all the easier because the

3achers were well known to be interested in

he nefarious business—each of them to re-

eive five thalers for every child he might de-

iver into the hands of the kidnappers. Some
Hausibility was given to the story by the fact

hat a company of negroes and Arab juggler-

irere just then performing in ihe citj^ of Posen.

i The strange legend before long spread be-

end the borders of the provinces of Prussia

nd Posen, even reaching Russia. Its form,

owever, changed with latitude. In Lauen-
lurg, and perhaps elsewhere, Prince Bis-

larck was believed to be the unsuccessful

amester who had lost the children. In the

I'olish town of Subno the legend ran, that

he Russian Government had sold, for a large

mm of money, 6,000 pretty young girls, gen
line "blondes," to an Arab Prince. This

jtory, generally credited, caused among the

ustie beauties such terror, that to escape the

naginary peril, they forthwith got married,

fithout consulting taste or affection. But
he alarm of those young girls of Subno was
lothing in comparison with the terrors of

(arents in Old Prussa and Posen. Strange

ind even painful scenes were exhibited. Mo-
hers in agitated crowds went to the school

iiouses and demanded explanation, or to see

ifter the safety of their children. Many re-

I'used to send theii* children to school. In

l)ne village, women and men armed with clubs

appeared before the school house to protect

their offspring, who had already sought refuge

in the neighboring cornfields.

These alarms seem to have continued to

prevail during many months. Neither the

frights nor the fictions to which they gave
rise can be justly pronounced more unreason-

able than those panics which from time to

time occur in every country in connection
with the rage of epidemic diseases. The pecu-

liarities of this German excitement must ob-

viously be referred to antecedent conditions

—especially the dissatisfaction and distrust

with which the Catholic people had learned

to regard the Government and its representa-

tives. Lack of circulating intelligence, sueh

as newspapers afford, is another important
element of folly. But, after all, the facts are

curious and interesting, especially as they
show how, even in the present age, myths
and legends spring up as of old, and are soon

and easily dissipated by the spirit of the time.—Pittsburg Telegraph.

For "The Friend."

A Conference of Friends of Western Yearly
Meeting, was held at Plainfield, Eighth month
22d, 1876. The object being, to promote and
maintain the doctrines of the Gospel of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, as believed,

practised and promulgated by the original

founders of the Society of Friends. The fol-

lowing report, prepared by a committee ap-

pointed by a previous conference, was read,

united with, and adopted.
" We would earnestly recommend, that

Friends, on all occasions, be steadfast, hon-

estly endeavoring, by the help of the Holy
Spirit, to promote the cause of Truth ; labor-

ing for the firm establishment of all believers

on the sure Foundation,— ' Other foundation

can no man lay than that is laid, which is

Jesus Christ.' And believing the Society of

Friends, in its rise, built on this foundation,

we have no desire to lay another, or to erect

a new structure on the old. But seeing it is

a day of much stir in the world on the sub-

ject of religion, we are especially concerned

for the safety of our branch of the Church
;

that the God of all grace may stablish,

strengthen, settle us. And we believe it is

incumbent on all who desire to maintain the

original doctrines, testimonies and peculiari-

ties of our Society, as given forth by ancient

Friends and handed down to us, to stand un-

flinchingly by them ;
disclaiming in Christian

meekness and forbearance, all unsoundness in

doctrine and practice ; being persuaded as we
are, that we still have a mission in the world,

in upholding the various peculiarities, as well

as the fundamental doctrines, which our wor-

thy predecessors were brought, in the light

of Truth, to see were necessary for the fol-

lowers of Christ to maintain ;
which doc-

trines, we believe, are the true doctrines of

the Scriptures; and that the usages which
they adopted are the legitimate outgrowth
thereof. We would also recommend, that

Friends be careful and diligent to promote
the right maintenance and exercise of our

discipline, without compromise or delay.

"Finally, we entreat all to stand fast in the

Lord, and in the power of his might, not be-

ing cari'ied about by every wind of doctrine;

orthe cry, lo, here is Christ, or lo, he is there
;

being prayerfully engaged that we be pre

served from unprofitable debates ; always so

dependent on IJivine Wisdom lor help and

guidance, that we may not turn either to the
right hand or to the left, being ' steadfast,

immovable, always abounding in the work of
the Lord.' "

The want of information in regard to the
doctrines and principles of Friends, being felt

to be a prolific source of the unsettlement of
the minds of many of our members, the Con-
ference was united in taking measures to

procure tracts and small bonks, containing
extracts from the standard writings of early

Friends, for distribution, in order for their

being more extensively read by our members.
The subject was referred to a committee, to

have the same under care, and endeavor to

obtain such works.

Church Debts.

The primary idea of a church with our
fathers a hundred years ago, was a fit place

in which to praise and worship God. A
plain wooden meeting-house was good enough.
Hard, uncushioned seats, if they did give an
occasional backache, were to the penitent

sinner in striking contrast with the kind
Christian words in the sermon. The want of

a heating apparatus was supplied by the spi-

ritual glow in the heart of the honest wor-
shipper.—The door was closed against all

show, pomp and unnecessary grandeur, and
nothing but pure and undetiled religion pre-

vailed within. When a meeting-house jvas to

be built, the farmers brought their lumber,

the carpenters and laborers gave their time

—all did their share. The structure, when
finished, belonged to them individually as well

as collectivelj-. When thus completed it was
dedicated to the service of God.
Now-a-days men build churches at a cost

of a hundred thousand dollars, when they
0VL\y have a fifth of that amount pledged.

They express a de>ire to build a church, and
disregard entirely the laws of political econ-

omj- in the course of its erection. They must
advertise an organ as large, a choir as high-

toned, a minister with a salary as expensive

as the church around the corner has. A fool-

ish spirit of rivalry and vainglory inspires

them to run inta debt.

Debt-burdened churches are the rule, not

the exception. They are oftentimes consider-

ed churches of highest standing. St. Thomas
Church, in New York, is said to be hopelessly,

and the Church of the Ascension very heavily,

in debt. The Church of the Disciples owes
8189,000. The Church of the Holy Trinity

is quite as poorly off. The financial condition

of the majority of churches in Now York is

unhealthJ^ Grace and Trinity, with their

accumulated wealth, are conspicuous excep-

tions. The Episcop;il church laj'S down the

wise and honest rule that no church shall be

consecrated until entirely free from debt; and
it is a fact worth noting, that not in seven

years has an Episcopal church in New York
been consecrated. In Chicago the Park ave-

nue Church, after the most untiring efforts,

has succeeded in reducing the debt of $120,000

to 860,000. Nearly all the churches of that

city are in as bad or worse pecuniary con-

dition. Even so wealthy a society as the

Church of the Pilgrims, in Brooklyn, has an

accumulated debt to carry on its shoulders.

These are only isolated cases of a uniform

rule in most of" the cities and larger towns of

the country.

A church in debt ! The phrase is certainly

a paradox. That men whose moral and reli-
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gious character is unblemished should run a

church into debt, when they see no way of

paying it, is an offence as great as if thej'

spent money not their own. If Christian

ethics are not practised, as well as taught,

the gospel is perverted. Economy and hon
esty must be taught and exemplified in our

churches if we would see it in business. As
long as churches run into debt, so long will

individuals. If churches are lax in paying
debts, parishioners will be slow to meet their

notes. An honest church makes an honest
citizen.— The Independent.

For "The Friend."

Bunhill Fields Burial Ground.

The proposition, which seems likely to be
carried into effect, to make use of this his-

toric piece of ground for building purposes,

has awakened much interest and discussion

among Friends in England. This is shown
by the articles pro and con which appear in

the Friendly journals of Great Britain. The
following extracts from a communication in

The British Friend for the Eighth month, will

show the views taken by the writer on this

subject.
" The ultimate disposal of the remaining

portion of Bunhill Fields Burial Ground (the

London School Board having, by its compul-
sory powers under Act of Parliament, forced

the cession by sale of about one-third of the

original space) is a question that naturally

excites the deep interest of Friends both in

Entjland and America. It is the place of

sepulchre of George Fox and many hundreds
of his contemporaries—the fathers and mar-
tys of the early Quaker Church. Along with
these, it is calculated, there rest the remains
of nearly 12,000 other and later members of

the Society of Friends, connected by ancestrj-

or relationship with a large portion of its ex-

isting members, and thus forming an assembly
of the dead nearly equal in numbers to all the

members of the Society now living in Great
Britain. What wonder, then, that the pros-

})ect of such a plot of ground being diverted

to other purposes excites earnest discussion,

and that the announcement, that the Six
Weeks' Meeting (the Standing Committee of

the Quarterly Meeting of London and Middle-

sex for the care and administration of its pro-

perty) proposed to sell the remaining portion

of a 'parcel of ground' so hallowed by its

associations, should have raised a storm of

mingled astonishment, indignation and dis-

may. That such should be the case is surely

most natural and excusable, and the discus-

sion of the subject in these columns follows

of course.
" At the last Quartcrlj' Meeting of London

and Middlesex (held at Westminster on the

4th of Seventh month) the subject was brought
before it by a minute from the Six Weeks'
Meeting, requesting the leave of the Quarterly

Meeting to treat for the sale of some ground,
for the purpose of erecting thereon model
lodgings lor the families of working men

;
the

chief portion of the remainder being devoted
to a mission hall for the benefit of the neigh-

borhood. A long and interesting discussion

followed, in which, probably, two-thirds of

those present expressed an opinion fuvurable

or adverse to the proposal, and for a consider-

able time it seemed very doubtful wliellier

the prevailing sentiment of the meeting was
to grant or to refuse its sanction to the scheme
proposed. Ultimaloly, it seemed clear that,

with the exception of some important and
influential dissidents, the general opinion of

the meeting was in favor of leaving the Six

Weeks' Meeting to act as suggested in its re-

port ; but at the same time was appended to

the minute of consent a cautionary instruction

that the course suggested should be carried

out, on the one hand, with all due regard to

natural and Christian feelings of reverence

for the dead, and on the other hand, that the

benefits contemplated for the living poor of

the neighborhood should be, by the terms of

sale, secured to them and their successors in

perpetuity.
" Bunhill Fields Burial Ground has for many

and many a year ceased to be a quiet resting-

place. The great city has gradually and re-

morselessly spread its dingiest pall of sordid

squalor around and beyond it. Close by,

tifling courts and narrow crooked alleys

crowd round ;
wretched dwellings overlook

it ; the city arab, with his dreadful precocity

of impudence and knavery, swarms around
it, and instead of plucking the daisies (if any
would grow) flings brick-bats and filth, and
foul language. The place, in spite of all care,

omes the constant receptacle for the refuse

of a poor crowded neighborhood. The filthy

liquids of filthy dwellings are thrown from
the windows that overlook the walls. The
discarded remnants of thrice out-worn gar-

ments are flung into it; and foul smells and
foul sights, and foul sounds gather in abund-
ance around it. Doubtless, as has been said, by
substituting an open iron-railing for a brick

wall, by constant oversight, and a large an-

nual expenditure, the space might, until some
railway or other company, irresistibly armed
with full parliamentary powers, seizes it, still

be kept open, and made and kept tolerably

decent, if not attractive. There are some
shrubs, which even London smoke does not

quite kill, and such might be made to giow
;

and by a constant succession of fresh immi-
grants, in pots, from the country, a tolerably

bright and cheerful collection of flowers might
be made to appear. But it will be a dingy
hole after all, ever more and more hemmed
in by lofty warehouses, which are gradually
crowding out the squalid dwellings of the

poor around. And can nothing really better

than all this be done for the neighborhood

—

nothing more conducive to its real and per-

manent benefit, and also more accordant with
the noble Christian spirit of practical philan-

thropy that so eminently distinguished George
Fox and his fellow laborers, and by which
their memory may be more really honored,
and distinguished ?

" The London School Board is, as has been
said alreadj', in possession of one-third of the
ground, a possession which Friends could not
by any possibility prevent, and their work is

a good work in the main, and especially for

such a neighborhood.
" Is it other than a good work to bring into

contrast with the unwholesome dwellings of

the vicinity, 1 he civilizing influence of the well-

ventilated workmen's lodging-house, with all

its cheap but efficient appliances for decency,
cleanliness, and comfort ; and the christian-

izing influence of the mission hall and the

First-day School? And if, while providing
these, there be also added, as proposed, a care-

ful and reverent collection of the undistin-

guished and undistinguishable remains of the

dead into a distinet portion of the remaining
ground, and the erection over thorn of a sim-

ple stone of memorial, graven with thena
of those whose remains have been during ih:

last ten centuries recorded as interred withi

,

those walls—will there not be a combinatio

of reverence for the dead, and of benefit t

the living, not unworthy of the character (

the Society of Friends ? And even, if som
among us might still have preferred the ado{

tion of some other plan, and think that Lot

don Friends in this matter err in judgmen
they may surely exercise towards those wh
thus differ from them a portion of that charit

which thinketh no evil, and, at least, acqu;

them of the charge of being actuated by sordi

and mercenary considerations in the decisio

of such a matter as this. T. G. D."

An editorial article in the same number (

The British Friend says :—" There can be

few Friends, we imagine, who have not rea

or heard of this burying-ground. Some con:

munieationsin the present number give som
account of what it was and what is now de

termined to be done with it by Friends of th
' Six Weeks' Meeting' in London.

" George Fox's grave is in the reserved poi

tion, and in the open space in front of th

intended Memorial Hall. ' The most recen

grave that will have to be disturbed is twen
ty-seven years old, and this,' says our correg

pondent, 'is the worst feature of the plai

though less objectionable than the others ha(

been in this respect, which had been twic

altered in the course of the month. I wouli

hope,' says he, ' that the letters which ar

appropriate will appear, inasmuch as the

are two other old and disused grave yards

Whitechapel and Long Lane, that will shortb

come in for attention.'

"At the 'Six Weeks' Meeting,' on the 25tl

of Seventh month, there were memorials iuflu

entially and numerously signed from Bristol

Darlington, Newcastle, Birmingham, Hitchii

and one or two other places, besides man;
etters public and private. Even some Friend

n Edinburgh and Glasgow united in cravin;

delay till the judgment of the Yearly Meelin;

was obtained. The matter was discussed a

some length on the 25th, but though opinion

were exchanged freel}', no good reason, ou
informant says, could be got why the commit^
tee was in such a hurry.

"As to the exact size of Bunhill Fields Bu
rying Ground originally, our correspondent
say nothing, but it may be new to mam
country readers to learn that a portion

about one-third was sold to the School Board
in this portion it is said no Friends had bo

interred. The further piece now sold equal;

that which the School Board acquired, thi

whole remains in which are to bo disinterrot

and removed to the place reserved for th

Memorial Hall, &c. No doubt there wil

an endeavor not to outrage the public feelin;

in this unhallowed and revolting sort of wi

but for the credit of our Society it would haV'

been far better to have sacrificed pecuni
profit, and manifested a reverential endur
regard for the resting-place of our ancestors

remains."
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Its geographical position is such as to ex-

ose it to tierce tidal currents, and when these

ssisted by high westerly winds they are,

doubt, terrific. The bottom of the strait

strewn with immense boulders, which are

• arranged as to give the current a spiral

otion, directed towards the isolated rock

om the northern side, which is much in-

reased in times of high tides and storms,

hen it whirls quite around the island rock.

Then it is that it becomes really difficult

)r boats and vessels, without steam power,

) keep off the rocks against which the way-
'ard currents would dash them.
AVhile there are at times vast and powerful

ddies, which give objects floating upon them
fearful spiral motion, there is nothing like

vortex produced by a subterranean discharge

"the water, although the tumbling and boil-

g character of the spiral current may sub-

lerge temporarily objects drifting on the

irface.

No doubt, in the course of time the action

F the water has tended to level down the bed

f rocks, some of which, we ma}' presume,
lowed themselves above the surface. This
lay have made the Maelstrom much more
irrific than it now is, and better justified the

aeient fable.

As it is, in ordinary times and in favorable

eather, the fishermen do not hesitate to seek

»r fares throughout these waters, which to

trangers are suggestive of the most terrible

angers.

—

A Summer in Norway.

What a pity that the want of obedience on
16 part of those powerfully called, should
revent their being chosen

;
yet is this mourn-

illy and conspicuously the case ; and I often

ar it will still be so, because I see the hinder-

ig things still prevail, and many are over-

onie of evil, instead of overcoming evil with
ood.

The cup of life is mingled with the bitter,

well as the sweety and were it not so, we
hould be ready to forget that this is not the
lace of our rest, that we are but pilgrims and
trangers here below, and ought to be diligent

1 seeking another and a better country of

ninterrupted bliss, where jo}' unspeakable
ud full of glory is the eternal portion of tho,ie

ho, "having come through much tribulation,

ave washed their garments and made them
i'hite in the blood of the Lamb." Oh ! ani-

lating consideration. Is not this worth a
rorld of trials and a fight of afflictions to

btai
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party has been sent to explore the district of Julian-

shaab and the interior eastward from that point.

At hist acconnts the insurrection in San Domingo
had not been quelled. The port of Azua had pro-

nounced for Baez and was declared under blockade by

the government. Puerto Plata and Santiago continued

to be besieged by the insurgents, and communication
with the interior was interrupted.

The French Court of Appeals has quashed the sen-

tence of fine and imprisonment passed by the correc-

tional tribunal on the editor of the newspaper Les Droila

de VHomme for libelling the Chamber of Deputies.

It is stated that there are now 1200 congregations of

professed Christians in the island of Madagascar, num-
bering about 260,000 worshippers.

The Spanish government perseveres in its efforts to

crush the insurrection in Cuba. It recently obtained a

loan for this special purpose, and will soon embark at

Santander and Cadiz a large military expedition to the

island.

The anniversary of the battle of Sedan was celebrated

the 2d inst. throughout Germany. All of the news-

papers had leading articles in relation to the event,

almost all of which are remarkable for their tone of

conciliation toward France.

The result of the various surveys authorized by the

United States of a route for a ship canal between the

Atlantic and Pacific oceans, is the conclusion that the

one through Lake Nicaragua is the most feasible. Its

construction will depend on the concurrence and aid of

Nicaragua and the great maritime powers of Europe.
The length of the canal would be 61J miles, to which
must be added 63 miles of slack water navigation on
the San Juan river and 56 miles across the lake, mak-
ing the whole distance from ocean to ocean 180| miles.

At least five years will be required for the work, and
an expenditure of nearly one hundred millions of dol-

lars.

United States.—During the Eighth month the

public debt was reduced $3,119,370. The amount of

coin in the Treasury at the end of the month was $62,-

511,956, and the currency balance $11,666,805.
The outstanding fractional currency is still nomin-

ally $31,355,311, notwithstanding the issue of silver

coin. It is however supposed that many millions of

small notes have been destroyed and will never be pre-

sented for redemption.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

345, and in New York 610.

The mean temperature of the Eighth month, by the
Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 75.50 deg., the
highest during the month was 95 deg., and the lowest
55 deg. The amount of rain for the month 1.21 inches.

The mean temperature of the three summer months of
1876 is stated to have been 77.52 deg. The highest
summer mean for the past 87 years was 80.09 deg. in

1872; the lowest was 66 deg., in 1816. The amount of

rain in the three summer months of 1875 was 15.98
inches, and in the corresponding months this year only
9.63 inches.

The Philadelphia city passenger railroads reported
245J miles of road at the beginning of the year, with
1,056 cars and 6,087 horses. The receipts from passen-
gers carried were, in 1875, $5,631,316, and the expenses
$3,668,830, leaving $1,962,936 income from roads cost-

ing .*8,318,471. During the year 1875 ten persons were
killed and thirty-four injured on these roads.

A number of disastrous fires were reported last week
in various parts of the country. One occurred in San
Francisco by which two hundred families were ren-
dered homeless and property burned to the value of
$500,000.
The number of persons who paid for admission to the

International Exiiibition at Philadelphia in the six
days ending 9th montli 2d, was 259,339. The total re-

ceii>ts at the gates up to that date were $1,303,427.
The total coiuiige of the U. S. mints for the Eighth

month was $7,192,350, of which $4,250,000 were gold.
The foreign commerce of the port of New York for

the past week was as follows: General merchandise im-
ports, including dry goods, $4,467,011

;
produce ex-

ports, f5,540,58.5, specie exports, $347,400. The total

imports of merchandise this year were $199,697,396,
against $211,117,(1211 for the corresponding period in

1875 and ^J^I.Sl l.ii:,.; in 1,874. The total exports of
produce wen- s

1 7 1 JM.-Jl 2, against $106,812,642 in

1875, and $i;)7,S2'.), 1'.I2 in 1874.

!Die Markeh, *c.—The following were the quotations
on the 4th inst. New York.—American gold, 1()9S.
Superfine Hour, $3.50 a $4.25; State extra, $4.40 a

$4.70; finer brands, $5 a $8.70. No. 3 Chicago spring
wheat, 97 a 99 cts. ; new red winter, $1.16. No. 2
Chicago oats, 44 cts. ; white, 45 a 47 cts. Rye, 75 a 80
cts. Yellow corn, 58 a 59 c.lt. ; mixed corn, 55 a 66 eta.

Philadelphia.—Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 12 a

12} cts. Flour, Ohio extra, $4.00 ; finer brands, 54.50

a *8.2.5. Red wheat, $1.15 a «1.18 ; amber do., $1.18
a $1.20; old white, $1.2.5. Western rye, 60 ct.s. Yel-
low corn, 55 a 57 cts. Good and prime oats, 44 a 48 cts.

New York cheese, 9 a 10 cts. ; western, 8 a 9 cts. Clover
.seed, 14 cts. Timothy, $1.75 per bushel. Beef cattle

were in better demand this week, but prices were with-

out material change. 2,500 head arrived and sold at 5|
a 6J cts. for extra Pennsylvania and western .steers ; 4J
a 5i cts. for fair to good do., and 4 a 4J cts. per pound
gross for common as to quality. Sheep were in fair

demand, 12,000 head sold at 4k a 5| cts. per gross as to

quality. Hogs were rather lower, 3,000 head .sold at

«8,75 a $9.25 per 100 pounds net. Chicago.—No. 2
spring wheat, 97i cts. ; No. 3 do., 84 cts. No. 2 corn,

43} cts. Oats, 31} cts. Rye, 58i cts. Barley, 77 cts.

Lard, 10 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from William T. Fawcett, Ind., $2.10, vol.

50, and for Isaac Furnis and Philip Johnson, $2.10
each, vol. 60 ; from Benjamin D. Stratton, Agent, O

,

$2.10, vol. 50, and for Edward Y. Cope, Uriah Price,

Christiana Kirk, Hannah Gilbert, Joshua Coppock,
Joseph Stratton, and .John F. Stratton, $2.10 each, vol.

50, and for Charles W. Satterthwaite, $2.10, to No. 19,

vol. 51 ; from Edward G. Smedley, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50;
from Thomas Wilbur, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Mary
H, Pennell, City, $2.10, vol. 50; from John Carter,

City, $2, vol. 50, and for Shelter for Colored Orphans,
Elizabeth Thornton, and Rebecca S. Conard, City,

Charles S. Carter and Milton Conard, Pa., and Benja-
min K. Hiatt, Ind., $2.10 each, vol. 50, and for Lydia
Yearsley, Pa., $2.10, to No. 40, vol. 50; from Charles
Walton, City, $2, vol. 50; from William H. Brown,
Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from Mary B. Buffinton, Mass.,

$2.10, vol 50; for Eliza Embree, Pa., $2.10, vol.50;
from Josiah Fawcett, O., for Aaron Stratton and Sirah
L. Stanley, $2.10 each, vol. 50 ; from Joseph Nicholson,
N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Mary Ann Chambers, Pa.,

$2 10, vol. 50; from Stephen Hobson, Agent, O., $2.10,
vol. .50, and for Daniel M. Mott, Thomas Bundy, Caleb
Engle, James Bowman, Thomas Hobson, .John S.

Fowler, and Edwin Hollingsworth, $2.10 each, vol. 50;
for Ann Lovett, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from Thomas
Twining, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 50; from Zibedee Nichol-
son, N. J.. S2.10, vol. 50; from William Hicks, City,

$2, vol. 50; from Josiah Eicon, City, $2.05, vol. 50;
from Jane Ann Passmore, Pa., per Thomas .\I. H irvey,

$2.10, vol. 50; from Benjamin Sharple.ss, Pa., $2.10,
vol. 50 ; from Elizabeth H. Eddy, Mass., #2.10, vol. .50

;

from Valentine Meader, Ma.ss., $2.10, vol. 50, and for

Pelatiah Hussey, Me., $2.10, vol. 50; from Nathaniel
Barton, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Samuel W. Stanley
and Benjamin V. Stanley, lo., $2.10 each, vol. 50;
from Joseph P. Lupton, lo., $2.10, vol. 50; from Ellzi
L. Thomas and Celina T. Pratt, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50;
from Ellen Wain, Gtn., $2.10, vol. 50; from Asa
(}«retson. Agent, O., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Rachel
Green, Aaron Frame, Jesse Bailey, Jesse Roberts,
Robert Plummer, George Tatum, Catharine Wilson,
Joseph H. Branson, Dempsey Bundy, John Bundy,
Jebu Bailey, Dr. Ephraim Williams, Asenath Crew,
Sarah S. Bundv, Elizabeth Bailey, Joseph W. Doudna,
Francis Davis, Elisha Doudna, John S. Divis, William
Stanton, Esther Sears, Jonathan T. Scofield, Birclay
Smith, John Thomasson, and Matilda Parker, O.,
Walter Edgerton, Ind., and Samuel French, P,i., $2.10
each, vol. 50, and for Benj iniin Smith, lo., $2.10, to
No. 27, vol. 50 ; from Job McCarty, Pa., $2.10, vol. .50,

and for John S. Brown, Abel McCarty, George Schill,
John P. McCarty, and Joseph McCarty, $2.10 each,
vol. 50, for Je.sse McC:irly, $2.10, to No. 12, vol. 51, and
for Reuben Battin, $2.10, to No. 10, vol. 51; from
William Hill, Me., $2.10, vol. 50; from Trumin
Fonsythe, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from Mary Ann Haines,
N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Freelove Owen and Earl
Hallock, N. Y., per John Maule, $2.10 each, vol.

.50; from Parvin Smith, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50, and for

George G. Penrose, $2.10, vol.50; from E. S. Field,
City, $2, to No. 9, vol. 51 ; from Sarah Ann Cox, N. J.,

$2.10, vol. 50 ; from James J. Lord, N. J., per Carlelon
P. Stokes, $2.10, vol..50; from George Sliarpless, Agent,
Pa., *2.10, vol. 50, and for George W. Cooper, Isaac
Good, and Robert W. Lewis, *2.10 e.ach, vol. 50 ; from
M. B. Yo.inir, lo., $2.!0, vol. .50; from .loseph B. Tav-
lor. Pa.. S2.1II. v.. I 50; from Anna R. Fiske, N. S

,

$2.10, v.il. .-,0, fn.Mi Kli/.a.eth J. Richards, Gtn. $2.10
ivol. 50: fnMo J.'ssc llaine.s, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from
John Trimble, l';i., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Harvey
Thomas, Caleb E. Tliom;is, Caleb Webster, Nathan
Pennell, Rebecca Larkin and John Hill, $2.10 each,
vol. 50; from N. Newlin Stokes, M. D., N. J., par

Joseph Walton, $2.10, vol. 50 ; from George G. Wi
Hams, Gtn., $2.10, vol. 50; from Jno. M. Siiimlei

N. J., *2.10, vol. 50 ; from David Darnell, N. J., S2.1

vol. .50; from Richard Elias Ely, Pa., $2.10, vol. 5(

from Rebecca Kaighn, Jr., N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; fro

E. W. South, M. D., N. J., $2.10, vol. 60 ; from M. 1

Child, Del., «2.10, vol. 50; from Benjimin Hayes, Pi

$2.10, vol. 50; from Joseph E. Troth, N. J., *2.10, vc

50 ; from Mary A. Smith, Mass., $2.10, to No. 28, vol. 5

from Ashton Richardson, Del., *2.10, vol. 60; fro

Edward Michener, Pa., $2.10, vol.50; from Miry 1

Branson, City, $2.05, vol. 50 ; from Jacob Parvin, Pj

$2.10, to No. 8, vol. 51 ; from Samuel Chadbourne, N.'V

$2.10, vol. 50; from Richard P. Gibbons, Del., $2.1

vol. 60; from Simuel R. Wilkins and Joshui B. Wi
kins, N. J., $2.10, vol. 60; from William P. Smedle'
Pa., $2.10, vol.50; from James Lee, Jr., Pa., S2.i
vol. 50 ; from Stephen H. Foster, III., $2.10, vol. 5(

from Lloyd Miflln, Gtn., $2.10, vol. 50.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning will j

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

FRIEND.S' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the three MonthI

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open o

Second-day, Ninth mo. 4th, 1876. The Boys' Schoo
on Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under the care i

Zebedee Haines, as Principal. The Girls' School, o

Seventh St., below Race St., is under the care i

Margaret Lightfoot. There are al.so two Primar
Schools for the instruction of those children who ai

too young to attend the higher schools ; one of which
held in the Meeting-house at the corner of Sixth an
Noble streets, taught by Deborah Brooks, the other i

the Boys' School building on Cherry street, under th

care of Susanna House.
The attention of Friends residing in this city and

neighborhood is particularly invited to these school
The terms are moderate, and Friends belonging I

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, sending children to thef

schools, (also members) who may find the chargi:

burdensome, can be fully relieved. In the princips

schools opportunities are afJorded of obtaining a libera'

education in useful branches of Study, and in the Lati

and Greek language*. Facilities for illustratioi

afforded by a valuable collection of philosophici
chemical apparatus, minerals, and .\nzoux'a modi
parts of the human system, & : French is also taugh
in the Girls' School. In the primary schools the chil

dren are well grounded in studies of a more eleme
character.

It is de*irable that applications for admission of chil

dren should be made early, aiKl that parents returnin'

children to the schools should send them at the begii

ning of the term.

Further information may be obtained upon applic
tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,

James Smedley, No. 415 Market street.

MALVERN BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL
Will re-open on 2nd day, the 11th of 9th month!

1876. Address,

Jane M. Eldridge, Paoli, Pa.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED;
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these Schools, to be openem
about the first of Tenth month. Apply to

,

Elton B. Gifford, 719 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

Richard J. Allen, 833 North Seventh St. '

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

FRIEND.S' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
.iVear Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhiJadelphia,i
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worthi
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may b
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board c

Died, on the 10th of Sth month, 1876, at his resi-

dence, near Mt. Pleasant, Ohio, John Scott, in th(
48th year of his age. He said near his close, " All il

peace."

, on the evening of the 28th nit., at her residena'
in this city, JuLiANNA Randolph, in the 82d year o
her age, a member of Western District Monthly Meet
ing.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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PHILADELPHIA.

For "The Friend."

Quakers and Quakerism.

fContinaed from page 26.)

Phe immense revival of discipline which
k place in 1770 assumed the same negative

I restrictive character, and Friends increas-

;ly isolated themselves from the world they

1 at first gone forth so bravely to subdue.

e powerful action which still remained to

akerism was carried out by isolated in-

iduals, and no longer by the Society at

ge.

;n Ireland, at the close of the eighteenth

itury, and thirty years later in America,
,eu8ive secessions took place on doctrinal

)nnds, the undue stress laid on the inner

ht, to the practical exclusion of the atoning

Tk of Christ, leading to Unitarian tenden-

s and a denial of the inspiration of the

iptures. Modern Friends while holdini;

strongly as ever the old mighty truth, "1

lieve in the Holy Ghost," give a far moro
eminent place to the atonement in their

lehing.*

[t is to both the merits and defects of

lakerism that we must attribute its steady
eline in numbers. On the one hand its high
mdard of practice, its strict discipline, the

lady prote-*t it has maintained against war,

due luxury, &c., led to many defections and
sowninents. On the other, its rigid unas
nilative character, its vexatious restrictions

marriage limitations, its public worship
ly adapted for the riXaoi, but which takes

I count of the weak and the ignorant, the

sence of the sacraments, and the want of

; established ministr3' for religious teaching,

,ve all contributed to the decline of the So-

ity in numerical strength."}" At the end of

[* Those familiar with the writings of the early

smbers of the Society of Friends, know, that they
atain frequent and full declarations of their faith in

3 atoning sacrifice of the Redeemer.]

[t These causes, so far as they are correctly assigned,

isted almost from the 6rst rise of the Society ;
and

erefore, by themselves, do not furnish an adequate ex-

mation of the diminution in the number of members
which the writer speaks—yet they doubtless had con-

ierable effect, in connection with a decline of zeal and
increase of worldly prosperity, and that self-indul-

nce which naturally follows. The Quakerism of the

th century was not more rigid in its character than
at of the 17th ; but its profe.«sors as a body (though
ith many noble exceptions) were more worldly-mind-
I and less earnest in the work of religion ; and hence
e Society was in measure shorn of its strength ; and
any wandered from its fold, who were unwilling to

ibmit to the restraints imposed on their inclinations.'

the seventeenth century, it' we are to trust to

the anonymous and hostile author of '• The
Snake in the Grass," a pamphlet directed

against the Friends, the Society numbered in

England alone one hundred thousand. In

Datr3-mple'8 "Memoirs" they are stated at

half that number; but as ho quotes from re-

turns furnished to William III. by parties

wishing to magnify the strength of the na-

tional church and to underrate the nutnber of

dissenters, this is probably an understate-

ment. It would be tedious to enter into the

statistics which enable us to strike the b.ilance

between the two; but estimating the popula-

tion of the United Kingdom at eight millions

and a half, we may approximatel}- conclude

that one person in one hundred and thirtj^

professed with the Friends in the latter part

of the seventeenth century. At the present

daj', whilst the population has nearly quad-

rupled, the Society of Friends numbers iu the

United Kingdom only twenty-six thousand,*

or about one person in twelve hundred.

Nor do we think that the withdrawal of

vexatious restrictions and archaic narrowness,

ich marks the Quakerism of the present

day, and its greater assimilation to modern
life, will prove sufficient to prevent a j'Ct

further decline, though we do not contem-

plate the extinction of Quakerism till the

Chri-tian Church has absorbed into herself

the distinctive truths to which it has borne

such noble witness.

By its very rejection of all outward forms,

and its realization in individuals of the deep-

est and most spiritual type of Christianity, it

stands as an eternal witness to the spiritu-

ality of Christ's r.digion, and the catholic

operations of God's Spirit, a truth emphasized

by the very isolation in which it is held, at

eternal protest against the baeramentarian

ism

—

Which would confine the Interminable,

And tie him to his own prescript.

Who made his laws to bind u.«, not himself.

But if as a system on which to found a

divine society Quakerism is defective, we
doubt whether as a school for the energetic

yet disciplined development of the individual

laracter it is not unrivalled ; and to this we
attribute its being on so many points in ad-

vance of the Christian Church. In its abso-

lute recognition of the sacrcdness of individual

responsibility, every man and woman being

the possible mouthpiece of the Divinity, in

the facilities it offers for the sup'erioritis legi-

times coming to the front, the whole body
being bound to assist the exercise of the in-

dividual's gift, in the silence and subjection it

enjoins to the divine voice, above all in its in-

tense recognition of a great spiritual force

—

call it by what name you will—which a man
can lay hold of by faith and make his own,
Quakerism stands alone and unrivalled. The
inner light the Quaker believes in is an inex-

* This is probably an over estimate.

haustible source of force, like the sun without.

He does not expect to work uncalled-for mira-

cles b}^ it; there is nothing arbitrary in its

action any more than in the forces of nature;

'\i only works in the line of the divine will,

but in the line of that will it is practically

omnipotent. As an engineer takes hold of

some natural force, and b}' obeying its laws

akes it his own, and drives his engine right

through the granite bases of an Alp, so by
obej'iiig the divine Spirit wo gain a super-

natural power before which all obstacles must
ppear. In Emerson's noble words

—

So nigh to grandeur is our dust,

S ) nigh is God to man,
When duty whispers low, " Thou must,"

The soul replies, " I can."

As St. Theresa said when she set to work to

found a much-needed house of mercy with

only three halfpence in her pocket, "'Theresa

three halfpence can do nothing ; but Gol
and three halfpence can do all things." In

this practical recognition of a great ever-

present spiritual force, the power of the Holy
Spirit, has not Quakerism still got much to

teach the Church at large, and, once learnt,

might not a new era dawn on Christianity?

^e have now to trace out what Quakerism
through its belief in an indwelling Spirit,*

which is both light and force, has accom-
plished, as well as in the witness it has borno

to unacknowledged truths, as in the practical

reforms it has effected.

We are all familiar with the unswerving
witness that Quakerism has borno against

war in the name of the Fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man. In this alone

it has shown itself some centuries in advance

of the rest of the Christian Church. Chan-
ning used to say that if we would only dress

our soldiers in butchers' blouses, the ej^es of

mankind would at once be opened to the true

nature of " glorious war." But even without

the help of the butcher's blouse, the Quaker's

mild glance has been able to pierce through

the scarlet and white and gold trappings of

military glory, and see the foul blood-smeared

idol beneath.

We do not mean to inflict upon our readers

any trito declamations against war, or indulge

in the usual calculations of how many pipes

of human blood have been wasted, or how
many thousand lives are destroyed per page
in an ordinary history. But it may be worth
while briefly to inquire how far there is a law
of evolution in human aff'airs which seems to

point to the gradual extinction of war, and
how far, therefore, the world is destined to

come round to the Quakers, and not the

Quakers to the world.

* " The Light of Christ within, as God's gift for man's
salvation, is their fundamental principle, which is as

the cornerstone of their fabric; and to speak eminently

and properly, their characteristic or main distinguish-

ing point or principle."

—

Penn. A recent authority,

S. Tuke, represents the views of the early Quakers on

the Spirit as " the foundation of what is called Quaker-

ism."—" Life of Whitehead."
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Going back to the rise of modern Europe,

to the period which we emphatically name the

Dark Ages, we find societj-, in the disruption

of the ancient civilizations and the infancy

of the new, gradually reforming itself on the

only available basis of physical force, being

built up of military units, the sum of which

constituted the feudal system. " Because,"

says M. Gnizot, "the system of judicial guar-

antees was vicious and powerless, because no

one had faith therein, in one word, in default

ofanything better, men did themselves justice
;

they protected themselves." " Private war-

fare and judicial combat beeame established

institutions regulated according to fixed prin-

ciples, and with more minutely determined

forms than the pacific process." In the practi-

cal absence of legal and judicial institutions

men at that period were obliged to have re-

course to Lynch law.

(To be continued.)

Coal and Coal Mines.

BY EDWIN BATTLEY.

Everybody knows that coal is black and

heavy; that it is dug out of a mine, and that

it is a very usel'ul article to have in the house

during the winter months ; but as to its origin,

what it really is, how long it takes to grow
or form, where it comes from, or how long

the supply will last, are questions left by the

many, for the few to consider.

Eedfern speaks scientifically when he says

"coal is a compressed and chemically altered

vegetable matier, associated with more or less

earthy substance." Fownes says "coal is

looked upon as a product of decomposed or-

ganic matter, especially vegetable matter,

beneath the surface of the earth, where water
and air are almost excluded." In other words,

coal is the remains of old forests, which have

been subjected to an enormous pressure for

thousands of j'ears, or perhaps for ages. Coal

has been proved by the microscope to be of

vegetable origin ; very thin layers of coal have
been examined by Dr. Aitkin, of Glasgow, and
several others, and in every portion so ex-

amined, they found traces of vegetable cells,

or structures, showing its plant origin. Even
in the most altered coal this could be ascer-

tained, and leaves of trees and portions of

branches were plainly visible under a similar

examination. Three principal varieties of coal

are met with, Anthracite or Glance coal;

Lignite or Brown coal; and Black or Bitu-

minous coal, or rather a soft coal producing
more smoke and gas than coal in ordinary

use.

How long docs it take to form coal? is a

question not so easily answered. You may
remember that Pollock speaks of "(.Questions

put in much simjilicity, but ill to solve," and
this is one of those. Nature works slowly;

vast portions of land may bo covered by the

sea, or bo reclaimed from the sea, mighty
monarchies maj- be overtlirown, whole gener-

ations of men may disappear from the scene;

but all this time, silentl}- down in the bowels

of the earth, a change is taking place, and the

Great Euler of the Universe, in His own time

and way, is preparing to meet the wants and
necessities oi' nian in ages far remote. Jto-

movc the earth's crust, dig a little deep, and
wc shall find tliat fuel of another kind from

that used by a former race of lieings, has been

provided, and that the unconsumcd timber of

anotlier ago is still in existence, in another

foi-m 'tis true, discolored it may bo, hut in its

present state more condensed, producing more
heat, occupying less space, and more adapted

to meet the requirements of the men now
living, than when it stood erect in fome prim
eval forest. Nothing is wasted in Nature's

great laboratory, for the fuel not wanted by

one generation is wonderfully preserved in

God's great storehouse for the use of genera

tions j-et to come.
The use of coal does not appear to have

been known to the ancients, and although we
read of coals in the Bible on several occasion

as having been used, we are to understand
charcoal as meant and not coals. We are not

told that coals were ever known to the Jew
Of late years mineral coal has been found in

Mount Lebanon, eight hours from Beirut.

Coal appears to have been discovered at New-
castle, England, in the early part of the thir-

teenth century, and not many years after was
complained of as a nuisance, and Parliament
petitioned King Edward the Third to pro-

hibit its use. A proclamation was soon issued

to that effect, but, as wood was very dear, the

use of coal became general, in spite of the

proclamation and the Parliament, and if there

has been one thing more than another which
has contributed to make England what she

is, it must surely have been the discover^' of

those wonderful coal mines which, some few
years since, appeared to have been almost in-

exhaustible.

Twentj' years ago, 30,000 tons of coal were
consumed in Manchester and its suburbs, per
day, to furnish steam power ; 3,000 tons per
day were used in the manufiicture of salt;

transatlantic steamers then took TOflOO tons

per year
;
gasworks 10,00.) tons per year ; and

it is recorded by M. de Carnal, one of the
greatest owners of coal mines in Prussia, that
the quantity of "coal mined in 1857, in dif-

ferent countries, amounted to 125,000,000 of

tons, a mass which, piltd up six feet high,

would cover a geographical square mile, and
that it amounted in value to £37,000,000 sterl-

ing, a sum far beyond that realized by the
digging of the precious metals." Where coal

is now found, and how much was found in

1873, may be seen by consulting the follow-

ing table of statistics, compiled by a New
York firm engaged in the coal trade:

Tons.

Great Britain, . . . 123.400,000
United States, . . . 50,000,000
Prussia, .... 24,000,000
Prance, .... 15,000,000
Belgium 14,000,000
Austria, .... 7,000,000
Australia, .... 1,000,000

Nova Scotia, . . . 1,000,000
Spain, .... 600,000
India, .... 550,000
Pussia 250,000
Other countries, . . 2,000,000

Total, 238,800,000

These figures represent pretty nearly the

coal i)roduction of the world for 1873, and if

wo bear in mind that Great Britain consumed,
in 1871, no loss than 105,000,000 tons, chiefly

on account of her industrial establishments,

we are somewhat prepared to answer the next
question.

How long will the 8U])pl}' last ? This wo
confess is a problem not solved to the entire
satisfaction of all concernoil. In 1S59 it was
affirmed that "England couhl furnish coal

enough for all Europe for 4,000 yeai

from a pamphlet lately issued, and from wl

the above statistics were taken, we h
"that the question of coal supply in .?]ngl

has for a long time engaged the earnest at

tion of the government, and the Con
sioners appointed by the Crown have, a

five years of investigation, at great expei

reported that the amount of coal in Gi
Britain to the depth of 4,000 feet is o

enough to last from 200 to 300 years, an
the present rate of increase in the consul

tion of coal bo continued, the supply will

much sooner exhausted." At a depth of 4,i

feet it would seem to be an unheard-of th

to pursue mining operations. 'AtPosebrid
the deepest shaft in England, 2 376 feet,

temperature is 92 degrees. At 2,690 feet

temperature reaches blood heat (98), in wh
continuous exertion is impossible. The p
pie of England begin to see that in order
make their supply keep pace with the ev
increasing demand, they must economize
use. It has even been proposed in Pari

ment to prohibit its exportation, which uc

amounts to about 14,000,000 tons per annur
The London Engineer, a reliable paper, said

1865: " If ever we are dependent on Ameri
for coal it would require about 1,200 colli(

of the size of the Great Eastern, to mainti
our present supplies." This seems to iudic£

from what quarter of the world England (

pects coal to come from. J. Lothian Bell i

peared before a Parliamentary Committee,
request, and proved bj' carefully prepar
statistics that the iron manufactories ec

sumed one third (or 40,000,000 tons of coi

of the entire product of Great Britain, a.i

nothing but a more ample supply of coal ci

relieve the country. " European competiiior
said he, " will not seriously affect the Engli
market, as the resources of the countries ne
at hand are not great enough to be taken in

consideration ; but America has enough cc

for all the world." Want of space forbids o

saying anything about the white coal foun

in Australia, or the immense bogs of pe
found in Ireland, Wales and some parts
England, largo quantities of which are us-

for fuel as a substitute for coal, it would 1

singular if it should come to pass that Amerin
should supply England and literally " can;

coals to Newcastle."

—

Kew York Observer.

[The following letter and extract is from
bscriber in Ireland.]

To THE Editor of "The Friend:'
I offer for insertion in "The Friend," if a:

jiroved of, the enclosed, which I have copi(

with the remarks thereon, from a part of tl

diary in my litmds and which has never bee
published,—the manuscript has come into m
hands from some of my ancestor.-i.

Wo continue to read the "Philadelphi
Friend" with much interest, and value
greatly.

Extract from the diary of Septimus Moxan
("lonmel, who depai-ted this life at the hou6
of our frieTid Robert Dudley, in Clonmel, th

lOlh day of the 3d month, 1775, after a shoi
illness, aged 26 years.

"2nd month "l9th, 1775.—Our afternoo
meeting I desire to remember with humbi
gratitude and thankfulness, for the mercifi
•egard and sheddings forth of that Divin
iread, and consoling, tendering, endearin
ove, that unites thowhole body in joint fe
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irship and oneness. Oh ! that we may more

'i more press after it, is the desire of my
fit at this time. Oh ! the solemnity that

I were favored with. I thought I was thank-

ithat there was a number present who were

ibled, through divine mercy, to worship

! Father in spirit and in truth, for such I

persuaded He is now seeking as well as

raeriy. Glory to His ever-living, ever-

rthy, powerful and great Name, there is a

pnant still preserved in this place who can,

His power and might, worship Him in holy

jnce. Oh! that I may never forget these

issed seasons of Divine favor and regard,

eraember I thought much of heaven and

the silence that was there for the space of

if an hour. Yes, there was silence in heaven
• the space of half an hour; and I cannot

t admire that this matter should come so

rlicularly before me, and with so much

eetness and joy as I cannot express. I re-

smber also, my solemn and final change was

rticularly brought before the view of my
nd with such uncommon resignation, peace

d sweetness, which greatly tended to bow

y mind in contrition of heart before the

)rd, the great object of all our worship. O

For "The Friend."

At the eventful period in which the Society

of Friends was raised up, two defective modes

of belief were prevalent among the professors

of Christianity. The one, that Christ had

purchased eternal redemption for all those

who had been foreordained thereto from the

ndatiou of the world, and who therefore

could not be lost. The other that all who by

the study of the Scriptures, or through the

toachintr of others, obtained a belief in Christ

i the Saviour of man, in his atonement for

n, and his mediatorial oflSces as revealed

the sacred page, if they freely confessed that

belief, would be accepted by the Father for

his Son's sake. The work of the Holy Spirit

in the heart, leading to unfeigned repentance

and amendment of life, thro igh his transform

ing p )wer and washings of regeneration, ap

peared to be little understood or regarded

The assistance of the Spirit was freely ac

knowledged as being necessary, but his influ

ence was supposed to be imparted through the

Scriptures, the church, or the "means of

grace" appointed by the latter.

One of the most striking features in the

proclamation of the fundamental truths of the

relicriou of Christ, brought conspicuously into
ay we wait upon Him, it is He who doth |.-..p.— — '^p "^V^j u;\ f.,ifhfMl or,

Lr works in' us and for us, through His "ouce by George Fox and h.sfa^^^^^^^^^^^^

sssed Son Christ Jesus our Lord, to whom
glory, thanksgiving and praise for ever-

ore! for He is all worthy with the Lamb
imaculate. Amen! Amen!"
It is very remarkable that in a few days

ter the date of this memorandum, the last

the diary, this dear young man was seized

ith the illness which terminated his life. It

tpcars that in this season of peculiar favor

hich he so feelingly describes, that he not

ily had a view of his final change, but that

8 purified spirit, about to be freed from tht

tackles of mortality, was permitted a fore

,ste of the fulness of joy which so nearly

sraited him.
" Mark the perfect man and behold the up-

ght, for the end of that man is peace."

New Jersey's Products and Resources. — In

16 Address made by Abraham Browning

efore the Centennial Commission on the 24th

It., he gave some statistical information re

meeting New Jersey which is interesting

;e says

:

" The wealth of New Jersey is shown by

le fact that in 1765 the entire land, impro%^e

lents and personal property were assessed at

15,000,000, or $150 to each individual, whik

1 1870 the value was assessed at $941,000,

00, or $833 to each individual.

" The soil of New Jersey has always been

aiJjutors, was that a measure or manifestation

of" the Holy Spirit is given-to every man ;
its

mraediate operation on the mind of every

•ational being, enlightening him to discern

between right and wrong, teaching and en

abling him to act in accordance with the will

of his" Creator concerning him. Thej' taught

.n simple but emphatic language that obedi-

ence to this measure of Divine Grace, or Light

of Christ, mercifully bestowed on all, was

directly and inseparably connected with the

present and eternal welfore of every re-ipou-

ible being. That it was it, and it alone that

ould enable any one, whatever his Intel

lectual power or his acquired knowledge, to

work out his soul's salvation with fear and

trembling.

Acting and speaking under the inspiration

of this u'rispeakable gift themselves, their gr"

cious Master enabled them to reach it as a

witness in others, even where it o ten had

been pressed down as a cart under sheaves

convicting of sin, pleading for repentance and

amendment of life, and to allow it to rise into

dominion over the corrupt propensities and

frailties of the natural man. Not only did

they teach that " the law of the Spirit of Life

in Christ Jesus" was the efficient means of

setting the soul "free from the law of sin and

death," but that obedience to its requirement:

was the only way to arrive at that knowledge

epreciated, but according to the census of|of God and of Jes.8 Christ, his Son, which is

870, Jersey is the most fertile of them all.

he had 2,301,000 acres under cultivation,

early one-half The value of her products

ras $-1:3,000,000, averaging $U.30 per acre,

lore than twice the average. Massachusetts,

he next highest on the list, with 2,700,000

cres, produced $32,000,000, with an average

f $11.80 per acre."

By reference to Appleton's American Cyclo-

ledia, it appears that more than half of all

he cranberries produced in the United States

,re grown in New Jersey. In 1873 it was
eported that 7,000 acres of cultivated and

.0,000 of wild land were devoted to the culture

»f cranberries ; and that the crop amounted
,0 about 125,000 bushels, worth from S2.50 to

(2.75 per bushel.

fe eternal.

Hence it was the burden of their service as

ministers of Christ, to induce their hearers,

not to trust to a mere belief in the sacred

truths recorded in the Holy Scriptures—valu-

able as belief in them is—but to seek to know
in themselves the revelation of the Spirit that

leads into all truth ;
which alone could give a

right understanding of the Scriptures, take of

the things of Christ and show them availingly

unto their souls, bestow on them a part in

that forgiveness of sin, purchased by the aton-

ing bio id of the Lamb, and bring them " to

kiKiw the things freely given to us of God."

George Fox says their ministry was directed

" to bring every one to their teacher in them

selves," and to impress on their hearers th«

necessity of knowing Christ revealed spirit-

ually in them ; so that as the work of sanctifi-

cation was carried on "with open face behold-

ing, as in a glass, the glory of the Lord," thej^

might be " changed into the same image from
glory to gloiy, by the Spirit of the Lord."

Under the Divine unction and blessing,

this was the preaching that was instrumental

in bringing thousands out of darkness into the

marvellous light of the gospel ; and those who
continued in the faith rooted and grounded,

were made more than conquerors, through

Him who loved them and gave himself for

them. There was no desire manifested to por-

tray the waj' and work of the religion of

Christ, in other colors than He had himself

presented it. It was clearly set forth by those

deeply experienced believers in a crucified

Saviour, that if any man would be his disciple,

he must deny himself, take up his daily cross,

and follow Him in the regeneration. He had

declared that He is the door into the sheep-

fold, and that if any man climb up any other

way, the same is a thief and a robber. The
early Friends knew from experience that his

word was truth, and they adhered to it in

their ministry, in their lives and in their con-

versation.

The doctrines of the gospel are immutable,

adapted to all times and circumstances. In

every generation from the time when Friends

were first gathered into an organized body to

the present day, the members who have sub-

mitted to walk by the same rule, and mind

the same thing as those who were the instru-

ments in founding it, have maintained the

same doctrines and testimonies.' It is a bless-

ing from on high that the omnipotent Head
of'^the church has preserved in it at the pre-

sent troublous juncture, those who in the ex-

ercise of the ministerial gift bestowed by Him,

continue to preach the same doctrine; and

others, who likewise possessing their souls in

meekness, patience and staidness, are willing

to pass through tribulation and reproach, if

only they may be kept faithful in support of

the faith once delivered to the saints, and en-

abled to press toward the mark for the prize

of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus.

O.ir Sa'viour warned his disciples that many
would assume to come in his name, crying,

" Lo ! here is Christ," or " Lo ! he is there,"

and who would deceive manj'.

In our day there are those who, if they may
be judi'ed by their public discourses, seem to

have obtained little or no deeper knowledge

of Him whom "God exalted to be a Prince

and a Saviour to give repentance to Israel and

forgiveness of sins," than as He is spoken of in

the^New Testament as manifested in the flesh,

working miracles, and offering up himself as a

propitiatory sacrifice for the sins of the world.

They are in the outer court, depending upon

a self-wrought belief in what Christ has done

for us without us ; as were the high professors,

when George Fox was sent forth commis-

sioned " To turn people to that inward Light,

Spirit and Grace, by which all might know

their salvation and their way to God; even

that Divine Spirit which would lead them

into all truth." The main dependence of these

for obtaining the knowledge of Christ and his

offices, is fhe study of the Bible. Inappreciable

is the value of the Holy Scriptures, as George

Fox well knew ; but as the people were then

substituting a knowledge of their contents for

attention and obedience to the inspeaking

word of Divine Grace, ho says, " I was to
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direct people to the Spirit that gave forth the
Scriptures, that they might be led into all

truth, and so up to Christ and God, as those
had been who gave them forth."
A departure from this fundamental doctrine

of the gospel has led to an attempt to lower
the standard of Truth, to remove the ancient
landmarks, and to delude the people with a
religion that admits an alliance with the
world, in not a few things that cannot obtain
entrance through the strait gate, nor be car-
ried along in the narrow way. We are readily
pleased with that which accords with our
natural inclinations; which, cherishing the
sentiment that salvation having been pur
chased for man by a crucified Eedeemer, and
that fallen man has not the power of himself
to save himself, assumes there is therefore
little or nothing for us to do, but to accept i

as a free gift ; without going deeper or trou
bling ourselves about other terms than such
belief as we can of ourselves command

; with-
out worrying ourselves about selfdenial in
what we choose to call little things, or making
ourselves unhappy by rejecting the friendship
of the world, and being esteemed fools by
those wo lovo to associate with and to copy
after.

Alas, for those who are caught with this
specious device of the enemy of souls! If
their spiritual eye has ever been opened, their
vision soon becomes dimmed; the light in
them becomes darkness; and oh ! how great
IS that darkness. 8atan easily supplies a
strong faith, which is imagined to be the true
failh, and as easily passes off on them his
counterfeit graces for the genuine fruits of
the Spirit. In this condition they may be
willing to compass sea and land to make prose
lytes, and persistently refuse to have their
eyes opened to the sad fact, that they are
blind leaders of the blind.
For those who are deeply grieved on account

of these tilings, it may be well to cultivate the
confiding spirit evinced by John Barclay, ii

the following extract from one of his letters
" I am cheerfully confident that if *

that in other places there are no Englishmen
that smoke opium ? Further, how are we to
be sure that at some future day such men will
not lead others to smoke opium ? China for-
merly called herself a country of literary en
lightenraent; but since opium came to abound
in China, she has come near to a tottering and
helpless condition. At present England, al
though she is a famous nation, having among
her people a certain number of opium smok
ers, secretly leading others astray, if she does
not stop the trafllc by prohibition, will find it

difiicult to prevent the mischief from spread-
ing over the entire country."

of these [advocates, counsellors, &c.,] should
not keep their habitations firm and undevi-

any
)uk

_-.devi
ating, but turn aside in any respect h-om the
ancient t(!Stimony ns to any pur/iculur that
ile who raised up such a people as we we're
at the first, will never cease to raise up such
and put forth some into the foreground into
the very seats of the unfaithful, the worldly-
wise, the modifying, the men-pleasers, who
still contend for that which some of us have
struggled against. I have seen it wonderfully
in my short day

;
I have read it of those who

have gone before; and therefore lot none ever
throw away their shield and weakly compro-
mise the trust devolving on them."
Delaware Co., 9th mo. 1876.

Opium Smoking.— A. Chinese essayist on
oj.ium smoking says:—"Three years ago Isaw an Englishman go to the hospital at Ko
langsu to get himself cured of opium smokincr
I was tohl that this man was in a good nosV
tion in life, and had excellent abilities-yet
he <ell liico this. It seems to me that it would
bo difficult for this man, if pressed at some
future day by weariness and exhaustion, to
avoid again having recourse to the criminal
indulgence, and just as hard to prevent his
leading his comjianions to do the .same. If
in this little Ainoy, Englishmen have been'
f^een smoking opium, how arc wc to be euro

A TEACHER'S CARE.
Teacher, watch the little feet,

Climbing o'er the garden wall.
Bounding through the bu<y street,

Bringing cellar, shed, and hall.
Never count the moments lost,

Never mind the time 't will cost,

Liitle feet will go astray

—

Guide them, teacher, while you may.

Teacher, watch the little hand,
Piiking berries by the way.

Making hou.ses in the sand,
Tossing up the fragrant hay.

Never dare the question ask,
"Why to me this weary task?"
These same little hands may prove
Messengers of light and love.

Teacher, watch the little tongue,
Prattling, eloquent, and wild

;

What is said, and what is sung.
By the happy, joyous child.

Catch the word while yet unspoken,
Stop the vow before 'tis broken

;

This same tongue may yet proclaim
Blessings in the Saviour's name.

Teacher, watch the little heart,
Beating soft and warm for you

;

Wholesome lessons now impart,
Keep, O keep, that young heart true.

Extricating every seed,
Plucking lip the noisome weed,
Harvest rich you then may see
Ripening for eternity.

—Family Treasury.

! nor human lore
w expound thy word

Selected.

FROM THE FRENCH OF PIEEKE CORNEILLE, CALLED
LE GRAND CORNEILLE.

" O Dieu de verite, pour qui sen! je soupire."
God of truth, for whom alone I sigh,
Knit thou my heart by strong sweet cords to thee

1 tire of hearing
; books my patience try.

Untired to thee I cry;
Thyself my all shalt be.

Speak thou alone !—For
Nor human sage shall

Let creatures hold their peace, and thee ado.
Let voice of man no more.
But only thine, be heard !

Lord, be thou near, and cheer ray lonely way.
With thy sweet peace my aching bosom 6I|';

;s and fears; my griefs allay:
And be it mine each day
To love and please thee still.

My God ! Thou hearest me ; but clouds obscure
Ev'n yet thy perfect radiance, Truth divine'

O for the stainless skies, the splendors pure,
The joys that aye endure,
Where thine own glories shine!

Henry Doumton.

through all the branches of public Inter!
tional Law, to such miscellaneous matters
Prohibitive or Free Trade Tariffs, and
principles of intercourse between Christ
and non-Christian nations. The object of i

Conference is, if po.ssible, to pave the way
the assimilation of the laws of different coi
tries on all subjects of an international ch
acter. Thus, in the transactions between
individuals of diflFerent nations there are „.

Bills of Exchange and other negotiable sei

rities, and it is intended to discuss the assi
ilation of the laws and treaties regulati
them in the different countries. Judgmei
of foreign courts and their modes of c^onfii

ment are also to be considered. Patent la
vary in ditterent countries, and thus pres€

- -nteresting subject for discussion. Int
national coinage and mint regulations
also be considered. Ship owners and un
writers, as well as merchants who make f<

eign ventures, are considerably perplexed
different national regulations about wree
and collisions, general average, where log
occur, and maritime insurances. These,
well as the nature of the maritime tribune
to consider and regulate such questions,

;

to be fully discussed. In public questions
International Law, the foremost now ])en
ing in which the United States is intereste
IS the extradition of criminals, and the co
sideration of the International Law upon th
subject will attract great attention at the Co
ference. The arbitration system of settlin
international ilisputes nnd the limits to it, wi
also bo considered, and in connection wit
this there is the law of maritime capture. Tt
Codification of the Law of Nations, whereb
much that is not yet reduced to a written cod
will be permanently ascertained and recordei
was a principal subject of discussion at Th
Hague Conference last year, and will be coi
- lered again at Bremen.—P/i((!arfa. Ledge
8th mo. 31st.

For "The FrieDd."

Scatter

An International Law Conference is to bo
held at Bremen, in fSeptcmber, under the aus-
pices of the Association for the Reform and
Codification of the Law of Nation.s. The first
meeting is to held September 25th, and the
Nubji^ct for discusHion will covera wid
extendi ng from private International I

Charity.

There are both right and left-hand erron
to be carefully guarded against. Too man'
in the religious world, and too many als"
under our own name, are wearing garment
made of mixed materials, and are sowing th.'
ground with divers kind of seeds. These fo
w.ant of keeping under the anointing, quail
fymg power of the Lord Jesus, are bringing
forth fruits of a spurious growth, and tha
ack the true savor.
Now, while on the one hand, we must care,

fully cherish the right growth, both in ourseh
and, as the Lord gives us true discernment,
others also, even that which springs from th«
right seed, and be williog under the guiding
hand of the Husbandman, to have the prun
ing knife used for our good when necessary,
so, on the other hand we must watch that our
charity does not reach too far, even to protect
and cherish, or cover over that which comes
from a wrong seed or root, either in ourselves
or others.

The first great matter is, to try and get
down low enough in ourselves, even where the
seed of life lies /juried, that, dwelling with the
root thereof, we may partake of its nature,
and be thoroughly joined thereto. Then me-
thinks we shall grow up in Him indeed, and
the "plant of renown" will flourish in us of

range, [truth, and wo shall witness the eye-salvo
jaw the kingdom to enlighten our hearts. and
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<(' us (juick of understanding "in His fear."

iid tiling thus qualified by Him truly to dis-

rn between thing and thing, our chanty
11 be fervent among ourselves, and it will

ike us exceeding tender of the life in all, and

! shall be enabled to own the smallest ap
arance of it in any, and feel great care to

St upon us that we do nothing to hurt it

t it will not prevent us from bearing a faith

testimony against that in any, which is

pping and choking the growth of this hea-

Dly plant.

[ doubt not many in our religious Society,

sire to exercise the right kind of charity, but

! need to be watchful, lest we cherish that

lich is appointed for destruction. I am firm

the belief, that as we dwell low with the

d, we shall be safe. May the growth in us,

d among us, be such as the Lord will own,

d may He, in such a measure as He sees

;et, enlighten our hearts, and enable us, as

th the measuring rod of his own Holy Spi-

, to measure, and thereby truly to "com
ehend with all saints, what is the breadth,

d length, and depth and height," of thai

ilding which wo or others, may be rearing

for there is much that is specious and
autiful, that lacks the true proportions, and
fers from the heavenly pattern, known only

those who have seen it in God's holy mount.

I Eulogium on the Life and Character ofHorace
~ nney, by the Hon. William Strong, Justice

of the Supreme Court of the United Slates.

Thishighly interesting memoir of oneof our
3Bt eminent fellow-citizens will be eagerly

ad. Horace Binney was born in this city,

the year 1730, and passed his long life

—

rdering upon ninety-six j-ears—among us.

e owed his preeminent position not more
his commanding intellect, to his vast and
act legal knowledge and the judicial cast

mind, than to his severe unblemished
tegrity, and to the purity and dignity of his

vate life.

' Forty years ago, in this hall," says Judge
rong, "on an occasion much like the pre-

nt, iVlr. Binney commenced his eulogy on

def Justice Marshall, with the following

mark: 'The Providence of God is shown
st beneficently to the world, in raising up
m time to time, and in or )wningwith lengih

days, men of pre eminent goodness and wis

The thought thus expressed is worthy
recall to-day. At intervals all along the line

human history, and especially in enlight-

ed communities, men have appeared, who,

f
their native endowments, their thorough

ilture, their ceaseless energy, and their moral
Drth, have raised themselves to a plane above
)at of their fellows; men who have been in

jvance of all their cotemporaries, and to

hom the rank of leaders has been universally

jnceded. Such leaders have arisen in every
ipartment of social life, in the learned pro-

^siona, among the devotees to the fine arts,

!
the explorations of natural science, in rao-

ianical pursuits, in those of commerce, and
en in the department of agriculture. Occa-
)nally, some noted one has lifted his stand-

d of attainment higher than that of any of

8 predecessors and has gone forvvard beyond
eir utmost reach. Such men are among the

ist gifts to the world of a beneficent God. It

through their agency society makes pro
•ess. They lead the onward way. Their
res lend attractive force to that which is

uly valuable. They present models for im-

itation, and their achievements stimulate to

a generous rivalry. Their standard 'full high
advanced,' is ever visible, and it calls with a
noiseless but persuasive voice to those who
are behind, to move onward. No one can
overestimate the value of such a life to young
men in the legal profession, if ii be kept ever
in view. If they have not mistaken their

calling, it must win their admiration, and stir

the noblest impulses of their hearts. It is a

perpetual reproof of contentment with any
attainments less than the highest possible, a
rebuke of character and conduct unbecoming
the best aims, and it gives courage for the

grandest efforts.

" Happily the lessons of such a life are be-

yond the reach of death. They are the right-

ful property of more than one generation.

They ought never to fade into oblivion. To
preserve them with gratitude for the past, and
with hope for the future, is a duty which the

living owe to themselves and to those who
shall come after them. And this duty is best

performei] as a skilful painter preserves in

memory the subject of his portrayal. A por-

trait is not a life, it is true, but it recalls a life.

So, a delineation of character and achieve-

ment, if it be accurate, prolongs the influences

the character is fitted to exert. It is there-

fire in obedience to your desire to perpetuate

as far as may be, the instruction and example
of a life more than commonly eminent and
useful, that I am to speak to you of Horace
Binney."
Having lost his father when seven years

old, he was placed at a school in Bordentown,
where he remained three years—and after-

wards entered Harvard University. " It was
at Bordentown and at Harvard," says Judge
Strong, " that Mr. Binney laid the foundation

on which he subsequently built his character

and his fame. Protected by Divine Provi-

dence, as he was wont to acknowledge, against

the perils that even then beset the paths of

young men in a college course ; having an

ardent desire for distinction in his class, a

desire which forbade any deviation from moral
rectitude, and strongly resisted every temp-
tation to indolence or vicious indulgence; he

secured for himself all the advantages of

mental and moral culture, whii-h the most
advanced collegiate education in this country

could then give. Through his entire college-

life, his intercourse with the officers of the

institution was one of uninterrupted respect

on his part, and of affectionate confidence on
theirs. Knowledge, of course, he acquired,

but that was the least of his acquisitions.

He acquired the art and the habit of study,

with an unfadng love for it, and this acquisi-

tion was permanent. It continued to be his

delight, and a great element of his power until

the close of his life. Never for a moment did

he make the mistake into which so many fall,

of considering the primary object of a liberal

education to be securing a knowledge of facts,

or of sciences, which might be useful in after

life. This knowledge he knew would decay.

He sought and he obtained the ' art of all arts

the best'—that of setting the mind intently

upon a subject of thought, and holding it there

until the subject is thoroughly undei-stood.
" This power or art of study which ho ac-

quired during his college life, he ever regarded

as his most important gain, and many years
afterward he spoke of it as such. Much of

what he acquired, he said he had lost. His
knowledge of the Latin and Greek classics, as

well as of the higher mathematics, had fallen
away from disuse, though he had preserved
enough to assist his children in their education,
' but,' he added, 'the unfading art which I ac-
quired at college was that of study, and if the
acquisitions of knowledge I then madeby it are
faded, or fallen from the surface, * * certainly
the art or faculty of stud}' has never left me.'
Habits and tastes like these were his constant
shields, as well as his instruments of power

;

and long after his graduation he was able to

say, 'I look back to my college life with great
satisfaction. I was a fair student of every-
thing I was required to learn, and it does not
occur to me that I ever missed a recitation.

I have no recollection, that during those four
years, I ever did a thing to make my friends

blush, and their praises when I left; college,

gave me courage to begin my first steps in

the world.'
"

After graduating at Cambridge, he studied
law in his native city, and was admitted to
the bar in 1800. Success comes slowly to the
lawyer, and it was several years befoi-e his
great abilities were appreciated. His conduct
of some insurance cases in 1807, brought him
into notice, and from that time business flowed
in upon him. "He seemed to pass," says Judge
Strong, "at one bound from his long appren-
ticeship in waiting, into acknowledged leader-

ship. He divided the business of the courts

with the eminent men, who, when he came
to the bar held all that was worth holding.
* * He had great advantages, none of which
were neglected. * * He had a fine command-
ing person, an uncommonly handsome face,

a dignified and graceful manner of address,

and a most melodious voice perfectly under
his control, and modulated with unusual skill.

He was constitutionally an earnest man, yet
while in earnest, he had a calm self possession,

the fruit of consciousness that he fully under-

stood his subject, and of confidence that he
could make others understand it, and he enter-

ed upon the trial of his causes with a sure con-

viction, confirmed by his previous study, that

he was advocating the right. No unjust or

dishonest case would he wdlingly undertake,

ami he was able to say after his career at the

bar had closed, that ' he had never knowingly
committed an injustice toward a client, or the
opposite party, or prosecuted a cause that he
thought a dishonest one, and that he had
washed his hands of more than one, that he

had discovered to be such after he had under-

taken it, as well as declined many which he per-

ceived to be such when first presented to him.

Add to this the power of a mind equal to the
comprehension of any legal subject; a mode of

presentation the best possible ; a rhetoric that

was faultless; an aptness of illustration that

illuminated the most abstruse matters ; a per-

sonal character without a visible flaw, and it

is easy to see that he must have been, as he

was, a most persuasive and convincing advo-

cite.

"He won the confidence of courts and juries

by his entire freedom from trick, or any of the

low arts of cunning. He disdained to practice

any stratagem or artifice for the purpose of

obtaining an advantage over an adversary.

His nature was true, and his life was truth

unfolded. He was always candid, giving full

consideration to whatever made against him.

He appealed to no prejudices, but rather boldly

met and endeavored to dissipate them. He
was ever courteous in his demeanor towards
the court, and towards his opponents. Thus
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every element of power in mind, in culture,

in hahit, in physical endowment, in taste, in

demeanor and in character, was his. All

united in giving to his forensic efforts an effi-

ciency ami a success inferior to those of no

other. * * Of his judgment I find it difficult

to speak in fitting terms. It seemed to be in-

tuitive, j-et its conclusions were cautious de-

ductions of sound reason from a most compre-

hensive and accurate view of the facts, alike

in detail and as a whole, and from a wise selec-

tion of the principles properly applicable to

the state of the facts as ho found them. He
brought to every subject submitted to him,

the calmest consideration, unbiassed by pre-

judice or preconceived opinions, and he gave
true weight to whatever bore upon it. Hence
the decisions of this judgment were never
narrow, and almost never wrong. He was
a most wise and safe counsellor at the bar,

and in every circle where his counsel was
sought."

(To be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

The following passage from Charles H.
Spurgeon's lectures, furnishes an interesting

illustration of that Divine guidance, without
which there can be no true ministry of the

Gospel. However "carefully studied" the
" topic of discourse" may be, however doc
trinally sound, and whatever amount of ear-

nestness maybe infused into it; yet, if the

holy anointing is absent, if the call of the
Lord is not then and there extended to the

preacher, his labors are not gospel ministry.

It is encouraging to meet with acknow-
ledgments of this truth (even if they are but
partial onesi among the spiritually-minded
professors of other branches of the Christian
Church ; and one can but desire that our own
members, whether preachers or not, maj' in-

ci'easingly value their liberation from the
bondage offormal sermons and other services

so-called ;
and become prepared to partake

in spiritual communion with God and with
one another, whether their meetings are held

in silence or otherwise
"I had opened the Bible to find the text,

which I had carefuUj' studied as the topic of
discourse, when on the opposite page another
passage of Scripture sprang upon me like a
lion from a thicket, wiih vastly more power
than I had felt when considering the text

which 1 had chosen. The people were sing-

ing, and I was sighing. I was in a sti-ait

betwixt two, and my mind hung as in the
balance. I was naturally desirous to run in

the track which I had carefully planned, but
the other text would take no refusal, and
seemed to tug at my skirts, crying ' No, no,

you must preach from me. God would have
you follow me.' I deliberated within mj'self

as to my duty, for I would not be either
fanatical or unbelieving, and at last I thought
within myself, 'Well, I should like to preach
the sermon which I have prepared, and it is

a great risk to run, to strike out a new line of
thought, but still as the text constrains me,
it may be of the Lord, and therefore I will

venture upon it, come what may.' I almost
always announce my divisions very soon after

the exordium, but on this occasion, contrary
to my usual custom, I did not do so, for a rea-

Boti which some of you may probably guess.

I passed through the first head with consider-

able liberty, speaking perfectly oxtempora
neously both as to thought and word. The

second point was dwelt upon with a consci-

ousness of unusual quiet efficient power, but I

had no idea what the third would or could be,

for the text yielded no more matter just then,

nor can I tell even now, what I could have
done had not an event occurred upon which
I had never calculated. I had brought my-
self into great difficulty, by obeying what I

thought to be a divine impulse, and I felt

comparatively easy about it, believing that

God would help me, and knowing that 1 could

at least close the service should there be no-

thing more to be said. I had no need to de-

liberate, for in one moment we were in total

darkness—the gas had gone out, and as the

aisles were choked with people, and the place

everywhere crowded, it was a great peril, but

a great blessing. What was I to do then ?

The peo])le were a little frightened, but I

quieted them instantly by telling them not to

be at all alarmed, though the gas was out, for

it would be soon relighted ; and as for my
self, having no manuscript, I could speak just

as well in the dark as in the light if they
would be so good as to sit and listen. Had
my discourse been ever so elaborate, it would
have been absurd to have continued it, and
so as my plight was, I was less embarrassed.
I turned at once mentally to the well-known
text, which speaks of the child of light walk-
ing in darkness, and the child of darkness
walking in the light, and found appropriate
remarks and illustrations pouring in upon
me, and when the lamps were again lit, I ^aw
an audience before me as rapt and subdued
as ever a man saw in his life. The odd thing
of all was, that some few church-meetings
aftei'ward, two persons came forward who
professed to have been converted that even-
ing; but the first owed her conversion to the
former part of the discourse, which was on
the new text that came to me, and the other
traced his awakening to the latter part, which
was occasioned by the sudden darkness. Thus
you see. Providence befriended me. I cast my-
self upon God, and his arrangements quenched
the light at the proper time for me. Some
may ridicule, but I adore ; others may even
censure, but I rejoice. Anything is better
than mechanical sermonizing in which the
direction of the Spirit is practically ignored."

The President of the Eoyal Geographical
Society, Sir Henry Rawlinson, has received
from General Stone a letter dated Cairo, June
10th, enclosing a telegram received from Gen-
eral Gordon, announcing the definite discovery
of the source of the Nile. It was in 1863 that
Captain Speke telegraphed to Sir Roderick
Murchison, ' The Nile problem is settled."

So far, however, was this from being the literal

truth that a dozen years have passed without
confirmation. Spoke traced the stream to the
Albert Nyanza or Lake, which Sir Samuel
Baker reached next year, and also cx|ilorcd a
tributary of that lake, to which ho gave the
name of the Somerset river, and wliich has
since been found to be a channel connecting
the Victoria and Albert Nyanzas, discharging
the waters of the former into the latter. But
geographers wore not satisfied. They insist-

ed upon the probable source in a third lake
close to the equator, and called the Tangan-
yika. To this Speke strenuously objected,
insisting that the true source of ihe Nile is

in the Victoria basin, and this as<uniption has
just been verified by an Egyptian expedition
commanded by Mr. Gossi, an engineer on the

staff of General Gordon. He has followed th
I

White Nile to its emergence from the Albei

Nj'anza ; has circumnavigated that inlao
(

sea, and carefully measured it, and has pni
nounced the Victoria Nyanza to be the head re

!

servoir from which the Nile derives its watei'

Thus Speke is sustained to the fullest exton
;.

and must henceforth be honored as the res I

discoverer of a secret that for two thousan I

years has puzzled the brains of mankind,-
Late Paper.

The Decay of Conscience.

I believe it is a fact generally admitted tha

there is much less conscience manifested b

men and women in nearly all the walks c

life than there was forty years ago. Thei-e i

justly much complaint of this, and there seern

to be but little prospect of reformation. Th
rings and frauds, and villainies in high an

low places, among all ranks of men, are nio,-

alarming, and one is almost compelled to asL,|

" Can nobody be safely trusted ?" Now, whai
is the cause of this degeneracy? Doubtleej

there are many causes that contribute mori
or less directly to it ; but I am persuaded thai

the fault is more in the ministry and th
j

public press than in any and all things else J

It has been fashionable now for many yeari

to ridicule and decry Puritanism. Minister!

hrive ceased, in a great measure, to probe th
j

consciences of men with the spiritual law oS

God. * * *

They seem to me to " make void the lav|

through faith." They seem to hold up a differ
[

ent standard from that which was inculeatei
i

in Christ's Sermon on the Mount, which wa i

Christ's exposition of the moral law. Chris ^

expressly taught in that sermon that ther'

was no salvation without conformity to thi

rule of life laid down in that sermon. Trmj
faith in Christ will always and inevitabbj

beget a holy life. But I fear it has becom'

fashionable to preach what amounts to aii

antinomian gospel. The rule of life promulj
gated in the Gospel is precisely that of th(i

moral law. These four things are exprossljl

affirmed of true faith—of the faith of the Gos
j

pel :

—

\

1st. "It establishes the law," i

2nd. " It works by love."

3rd. " It purifies the heart."

4th. "It overcomes the world."
These are but different forms of affirmin|ii

that true faith does, as a matter of fact, pro>^

duce a holy life. If it did not, it would " mak«l
void the law," The true Gospel is not preachi
ed where obedience to the moral law as the onljl!

rule of life is not insisted upon. Whereve<;
there is a failure to do this in the instructionii

of an}' pulpit, it will inevitably be seen tha':

the hearers of such a mutilated gospel wil

;

have very little conscience. We need morr
Boanerges or sons of thunder in the pulpit
We need men that will flash forth the law o
trod like livid lightning, and arouse the coni;

sciences of men. We need more Puritanisirj
in the jjulpit. To be sure, some of the Puri'
tans wore extremists. But still under theii!

teaching there was a very different state o!
the individual and public conscience fronl
what exists in those days. Those old, stern

j

grand vindicators of the government of God
would have thundered and lightened till thejj
had almost demolished their pulpits, if anj
such immoralities had shown themselves undoij
their instructions asare common in those liays
In a great measure the periodical press taket

I
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s tone from the pulpit. The universal liter-

,;ure of the present day shows conchisively

iat the moral seuse of the people needs toning

:3, and some of our most fascinating preachers

^ve become the favorites of infidels, sceptics
; every grade, Universalists, and the most
Dandoned characters. And has the oftence

''the cross ceased, or is the cross kept out of

lew? Has the holy law of God, with its

ringent precept and its awful penalty, be-

)me popular with unconverted men and wo-
en ? Or is it ignored in the pulpit, and the

reacher praised for that neglect of duty for

hich he should be despised? 1 believe the

1I3' possible way to arrest this downward
ndencj' in private and public morals is the

rhat portions,

in"- abundant
be a quick discerning as to

even of Scripture passages, co
iy before the mind of the speaker, were shone
upon by the light of requisition to express
them. And thus, as to the use of Scripture
itself in ministry, it would not be reduced to

the mere employment of memory,
"Quench not the Spirit;" biitthen neitherso

dilute it that its wine is not only mixed with,
but lost in, water. That opening of the Spirit

(to change the figure) which should have been
as gold in its weight upon the heart of the
hearer, may, when the gold is beaten out into

thin leaf, become as the chaff which the wind
driveth away. Let it always be remembered
by ministers that (as our late dear friend

elding up from the pulpits in this land, with
|
William Forster, said so many years ago)

faithfulness, the whole Gospel of
hidinof as the only rule of life, the

rfcct and holy law of God.

—

Chas. G. Finney.

there may be " a largo gift in few words, and
a very small one in a great many." In fact,

the rambling style which results from going

on with what comes before the mind that is

not quick of understanding to know what to

take and what to leave (and which rambling
style, collecting much Scripture, goes to in-

crease the evil oi long sermons), may pass for

a considerable miniftrj'. Sometimes, with
such as do not bear in mind that, as to a min-
istry of this sort, the wonder is, not that it

should be capable of going on, but that it

should stop even when it doe^.

William Ball.

Headaches from Eye Strains.—Dr. S. Weir
Mtchell calls attention to the injurious effects

^on the general health, often little suspected,
1' defects of the eyes. In the efforts to use

768 thus affected, a strain is involuntaril}'

'•oduced upon these organs, which extends
p the brain, and is often follovved by serious

^sults. He says:
" That there are many headaches which are

ae indirectly to disorders of the refractive
" aecomodative apparatus of the eyes.

That in these instances the brain symptom
often the most prominent, and sometimes

le sole prominent symptom of the eye trou-

les, so that while there may be no pain or

^nse of fatigue in the eye, the strain with
'hich it is used may bo interpreted solely by
jccipital or frontal headache.
' That the long continuance of eye trouble

lay be the unsuspected source of insomnia,
ertigo, nausea, and general failure of theith^ .,.^..v, „. v..^ o„^„,.. ^.v... ......... *.. .....

ealth. reclamation of land especially, tree roots and
'stumps and boulder stones are a source of an-

Experivte/its with Dynamite—The Edinburgh
Scotsman says: — By invitation of the East
Lothian Agricultural Society, Robert McAr
thur and J. C. Aitken, of the British Dyna-
mite Company, made a number of experiments,

with a view of showing how farming opera-

tions may be aided by the new explosive.

The experiments took place in a field on the

farm of Morham, and but a short way from
;-ene of the steam plow trials. In the

\
That in many cases the eye trouble becomes

bddenly mischievous, owing to some failure

!f the general health, or to increased

(Veness of the brain from moral or mental
auses."

The form of head-pain caused by eye trou

lea soon disappears when the eyes are cor-

seted. A number of cases have been observed

noj-; to farmers, and hitherto, when
has been desired to remove the.se altogether,

tlio expense of t;iking them out by simple
digging or blasting them with ordinary gun-
powder has been found to be considerable,

while the time consumed over the operations

was very great. It was with iho object of e.'c-

1 which violent headaches, and in some eases jhibiting the rapidity with which tree stumps
pparent disease of the brain, have been 'and stones could be cleared from land that
uickly and permanently removed by the use

f glasses which corrected a defect in the
ight. ___^__

From " The British Friend."

A Suggestion on the Ministry.

the experiments look place, and in the course

of an hour fort}' or more were blown into the

air and the ground left ready for trenching.

A spadeful of earth was removed from the

side of a stump and a hole driven into the

stump with a crowbar. Into this hole a car-

It would have been a relief if another hand tridge of dynamite was pressed by means of

ad offered the suggestion, which for some a wooden ramrod, then a detonating percus-

ears has seemed worthy the consideration
|

sion cap with a Bickford's fuse attached was
f Friends in the ministry. Those, who never- 'squeezed into a small cartridge or primer of
lieless are truly of the upright in heart, may dynamite, and inserted into the hole in the
vtend their communications from the n\is-j trunk in contact with the charge. The hole

iken view that, so long as subjects open was filled up with loose earth, about a foot

^hile they are speaking, they should continue length of the fuse being left bare. A match
3 speak. But, seeing that Scriptural subjects 'was next applied to the fuse, and sutHcient

re so familiar to the speaker that they will time was taken for the powder to reach the
e sure to present themselves—one leading to 'percussion cap to allow the operatives to re-

nother, in long succession—the faculty of tire to a safe di.stance. When the explosion
erceiving the safe stopping place is greatly occurred the trunk was literally burst out of
a be desired. This true faculty is not alto- the ground, some of the fragments, weighing
ether in merely the natural closing of a sub- nearly twenty pounds, being thrown to a dis-

ict (which also may of course be helpful to a tance of over a hundred yards. The destruc-

onclusion), but mainly resides in a watchful tion of the stumps wp,s complete. In break-
ense of the restrainings as well as of the con- ing up boulder stones, the dynamite was
trainings of the Spirit. There would then simply placed on top of the atones, covered

with wet sand, and fired w
ordinary way. The result

th a fuse in the

,'as the reduction
of the boulders to fragments the size of a wal-
nut. It was effectuaHj- proved by the experi-

ments that land can be speedily cleared of
formidable obstructions to good cultivation

by the use of dynamite, and the committee of
the society who watched the operations ex-
pressed themselves as highlj- satisfied with
the results.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 16,

SUMM.\RY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—Abdul Hamid, the new Sultan of Turkey,
has been formally invested with the sovereignty.

A dispatch to Reuter's Telegram Company from St.

Petersburg states that the Porte, replying to the repre-
sentations of the European ambassadors in favor of
peace, said in the present military situation an armis-
tice was opposed to its interests. The Porte, however,
at the same time held out hopes of the speedy proposal
of conditions of peace. Notwithstanding the defeat of

the Servians before Alexinalz, that stronghold is still

in possession of some of their forces. A Belgrade dis-

patch .says the Servians would prefer a continuation of
the war to humiliating conditions of peace. Mtny of

the Servians having mutilated themselves to avoid
military services, orders have been issued that all men
who do so shall be punished by death or imprisonment.
The most ardent combatants in the Servian cuise appear
to be the Ru.ssian volunteers. General Tchernayeff,
commander in chief, is an officer of the Russian army.
The London Times has a special dispatch from Bel-

grade st-iiing that outside of that capital there exists a
strong feeling of discontent against the Servian govern-
ment.
Much indignation ha.s been aroused in England by

the reports of atrocious outrages committed by the
Turkish soldiers. It is stated that William E. Foster,

a distinguished member of Parliament, has gone to

Bulgaria for the purpose of ascertaining the reality of
the alleged barbarities.

On the 6th inst. a sanguinary conflict occurred in

Montenegro, in which the Turks were defeated. It is

said they left 800 men dead on the field, and that a great

number were drowned in two rivers which they at-

tempted to cro.ss in their flight.

There is reason to hope that outrages by the Turk-!
have not been so general as h.i3 been reported. In one
district of Servia in which the homes of the people were
for a time in the hands of the Turks, no barbarities

were committed.
A large part of the town of St. Hyacinthe, Cinada,

thirty mile-s from Montreal, was de^itroved by fire the

3 1 inst. The loss is estimated at $2,000',000. About sijc

indred dwelling houses were burned, and 2200 people
ft homeless and destitute.

A special from Madrid says: "The government has

ordered all native and foreign Protestant chapels, Bible

societies and schools, to immediately remove all exter-

signs, placards and inscriptions indicating their

faith. The foreign societies have protested to their re-

pective embassies."

A dispatch from Madeira siys intelligence has been
received there of the outbreak of hostilities on the west

: of Africa. A British expedition consisting of

5 ships under Commodore Bruce, ascended the river

Niger and had a conflict with the natives. Several

illages were burned and a number of Englishmen
were wounded.
At a cabinet council in Madrid it was decided to

tify the Spanish provincial authorities that while
the constitution forbids manifestations ofiensive to the

Catholic religion, proper respect for the inviolability of
Protestant churches and cemeteries must be enforced.

The French Geographical Society is about to open 3
subscription for an exploration of the Ahags;ar, a moun-
tain region of Central Sahara, situated at equal distance

between Algeria and the Soudan. The Ahaggar, which
within the torrid zone, has mountains covered with

snow during two or three months of the year. It has
iver been visited by any European traveller.

The steamer at San Francisco, from Hong Kong,
brings the following intelligence: The report of the

massacre in Ning-Koue-Fou is confirmed. The Roman
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Catholic Church was destroyed, the officiating priest

tortured and killed, and his assistant torn to pieces.

Dead bodies were taken from their graves and one hun-

dred of the congregation were slain. The French
Minister is taking active steps to secure the punish-

ment of the guilty parties, among whom are numerous
officials of rank. Several other assaults and murders

of Christians have followed, and forty buildings have

been destroyed.

The new United States 4i per cent, loan has been

received with favor in London, and no doubt was felt

that all offered would be freely taken.

A dispatch from Burgos, Spain, states that William

M. Tweed, the fugitive from New York, had been ar-

rested at Pont Vidro, where he landed from a sailing

vessel in wliich he escaped from Cuba. The Spanish

authorities had been notified of Tweed's sailing for

Spain, and due measnres had been taken for his arrest

before the arrival of the vessel. The prisoner will be

handed over to the United States authorities when de-

manded in the regular manner.

On the 9th inst., W. E. Gladstone, ex-Premier of

England, addressed a large meeting of his constituents

on the Eastern question and Turkish affairs. He was

convinced that horrible atrocities had been committed

in the present war, and showed that the Turkish govern-

ment was responsible for them.

The Earl of Derby, British Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs, on the Hth inst. received a deputation on the

subject of the Bulgarian atrocities. He defended the

course pursued by the British government and denied

that they were in any sense responsible for the outrages.

If the Turks believed all Europe desired to drive them
back into Asia, they would break out in excesse-i

prompted by revenge and despair. He believed tiieir

conviction of England's desire for fiir play had done
more than any thing else to prevent the conflict from
a-sBuming the character of a religious war, and to pre-

vent the commission of atrocities in many provinces

instead of in one.

United State.<!.—There has been a cessation of

hostilities with the Indians in the neighborhood of the

Black Hills. The large band which defeated the United
States troops has broken up into small companies and
scattered over a wild region. General Crook's com-
mand followed someof these parties until the trail scat-

tered and could not be followed anv further. In a dis-

diilate for governor by a large majoi

gressmen, and most of the members of the Legislature.

The Republican majority in the State ranged from

12,000 to 15,000.

During the Eighth month 7o54 immigrants landed

at the port of New York, 4441 of whom were males,

and 3113 females. Of this number there were from
England 1449; Scotland 48; Wales 31 ; Ireland 949;
Germany 2168 ; Austria 273 ; Sweden 204 ; Norway 215;

Denmark 81 ; France 257; Switzerland 131 ; Spain 76;

Italy 149; Holland 72; Belgium 13; Russia 735; Poland
46 ; Hungary 58 ; Finland 4 ; Nova Scotia 28, and
Cuba 53.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the Uth inst. Neiii York.—American gold, 110.

U. States sixes, 1881, 118|; new five per cents, 115|.

Superfine flour, #3.50 a $4.40; State extra, $4.70 a

$5; finer brands, $5.50 a $8.70. White winter wheat,

$1.30; amber, $1.27; No. 3 Chicago spring, $1.03.

Canada birley, $1.25. Mixed State oats, 45 a 46 cts.;

mixed western, 38 a 47 cts. Western rye, 68 a 70 cts.

;

State, 90 cts. Southern corn, yellow and white, 58 a 59
cts. Philadelphia.—Uplands and New Orleans cotton,

llj a V2\ cts. Flour, 4 a *8.25. Amber wheat, $1.18

a $1.20; red, $1.12 a $1.17. Western rye, 65 cts. Yel-

low corn, 56 a 57 cts. New oats, 41 a 44 cts. ; old and
prime, 46 a 48 cts. New York cheese, lOf a llj cts.

;

western, 9J a lOJ cts. Sales of 4000 beef cattle at 5i a

6} cts. per lb. gross for extra, 5 a 5j cts. for fair to good,

and 4 a 4J for common. Slieep, 4| a 6 cts. per lb.

gross, and hogs 8 a 9 cts. net for corn fed.

RECEIPTS.
Received from James Harkness, lo., $2.10, vol. 50,

and for Russell Taber and Sarah B. Webb, -2.10 each,

vol. 50; from Eliza J. Barton, Citv, $2, vol. 50; from
Charles DeCou, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from James R.

Kite, Agent, O, for Thomas Llewelyn, Mary Wilson,
Richard Penrose, Jason Penrose, Joseph Masters, D ivid

Masters, Jesse Dewees, Hinnah M. Penrose, Robert
Milhous and William Harraer, $2.10 each, vol. 50;
from Joseph Scattergood, Jr., Agent, Pa., $2.10, vol.

50, and for Enos Smedley, Hannah Taylor, Gilbert

Cope, Lucy Cope, Lewis Embree, E. Malin Hoopes,
John Cope, Jacob Smedley, Jacob Parker, Phebe
Jacobs, and John Worth, $2.10 each, vol. 50; from

II the con- Elisha Roberts, N. J., S2.10, vol. 50, and for Davi
Roberts, Jr., $2.10, vol. 50.

Remittances received after Fourth-day miming will ru

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of this Institution opens o

Second-day, 10th mo. 30th. Parents and others intent

ing to send pupils will please make application t

Benjamin W. Passmore, Sup't. (Address Street Roa
P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allei
Trea.'iurer, No. 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

THE CORPOR.A.TION OF HAVERFORD COL-
LEGE.

A Stated Annual Meeting of The Corporation <

Haverford College will be held at the Committee Root
of Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia, on Secont

day, Tenth month 9tb, 1876, at 3 o'clock p. M.

Edward Bettle, Jr., Secretary,

WANTED
A woman Friend to teach sewing in the Aimwe

School. Apply to

Sarah A. Richie, 444 North Fifth i

Elizabeth C. Lowry, 1114 Pine St.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOREC
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these Schools, to be open©
about the first of Tenth month. Apply to

Elton B. Gifford, 719 Market St.

George J. Scattergool, 413 Spruce St.

Richard J. Allen, 833 North Seventh St.

Ephrdim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE:
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Pliiladelphu

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worth
ington, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may I:

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board i

Managers.

patch of the 5th inst. General Crook reported that he i Thomas Y^. Hutton, Pa., per George S. Hutton, $2,

had provisions for only ten days, and was about going 50 ; from Samuel Pancoast, Pa., $2, vol. 50 ; from Jere-

to Custer city, in the Black Hills, for supplies. The|miah Foster, R. I., $2.10, vol. 50 ; fiom Edward Boone,
Sioux say that the band under Sitting Bull was organ- 1 Canada, $2.10, vol.50; from Samuel B. Smith, Pa.,

ized not to fight the whites but to drive the gold miners $2.10, vol. 50; from Phebe Parker, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50;
from their country. from Henry Walter, Pa., per C. J. A., $2.10, vol. 50;

At the State election in Vermont last week the Re- jfrom Susan J. Yerkes, Fkfd., $2 10, vol. 50 ; from Sarah
publicans, as usual, had a large majority. On the vote P. Johnson, Gtn., $2.10, vol.50 ; from John M. Roberts,

for Governor the Republican candidate had 44,770 IN. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Elwood Comfort, Mich.,

votes, and his opponent 21,035. The Republicans $2.10, vol. 50; from Joseph King, N. J., for Annie
elected 203 members of the Assembly, and the Demo- King, $2, vol. 50; from Geo. W. I'horp, Fkfd., *2.10,

crats 31. All the members elected to Congress are Re- vol. 60; from Elijah Kester, Md., $2.10, vol. 50; from
publicans. I Job Hinshaw, Ind., $2.10, vol. 50; from .loshua L.

TheStaleof Iowa, which was admitted into the Union I Bailey, City, +2.10, vol. 50; from David Wallace, lo.,

about 30 years ago, contains 55,000 square miles, and $2.10, vol. 50; from Nathan Warrington, Agent, lo.,

has 12,6-58,495 acres of land in cultivation. The pro- for Thomas Emmons, Albert Emmons, John Vail, and
ducts of the soil in 1874 were valued at $180,963,000. Evan Smith, *2.10 each, vol. .50, and for Evan Cooper,
Thenumber of inhabitants is about 1,350,000, of whom $6.30, to N.). 52, vol. 50; from Benjamin Hoyle, O.,

56.3,000areof native birth. $2.10, vol. .50; from Richard Mott, Agent, lo., $2.10,
For some weeks p:ist yellow fever has prevailed to a vol. 50, and for Eli Hodgin, Joseph Battey, William

considerable extent in Savannah, Georgia. It is be- Pierpont, Joseph Patterson, Ezra Embree, Josiah Strat-

lieved that a portion of the inhabitants are in a desti- jton, Joseph Embree, William P. Deweese, Asenath
tiite and suffering condition. On the 9th and lOlh inst. lEdgerton, Elwood Dean, Robert W. Hampton and
there were 34 interments, 23 of which were from yellow 1 Micajah Emmons, $2.10 each, vol. 50 ; for Elma Haines,
fever. |N. J., $2.10, vol.50; from Sarah Ann Allen, N. J.,

The interments in Philadelphia for the week ending $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Elizabeth D. Meredith, Pa., *2.10,

the 9th inst. numbered 320, including 125 children I vol. 50 ; for Anna H. Tiernay, lo., and Anna Peace,
under two years. Mo., $2.10 each, vol.50; from Jonathan E. Rhoads,

During the six days ending the 9th inst., the Inter- Del., $2.10, vol. 50; from George Haines, Jr., and
national Exhibition, and the display of live stock con- James W. Haines, N. J., $2.10 each, vol. 50; from
nected therewith, was visited by 379,220 persons who I William B. Oliver, Mass., $2.10, vol. 50; from George
paid for admissions, making the total receipts at the Abbott, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50, and I'orGeorge .\bb<itt, Jr.,

gates up to that time $1,460,330. $2.10, vol. 50; from William Wickershatn, I'm., r2.IO,

President Grant has issued his proclamation giving I vol. .50 ; from Joseph G. Evans and Samuel .\. Wiilit^
formal notice of the final ratification of the IIa»aian • N. J., $2.10 each vol.50; from Deborah Ho|ikins, Citv,

treaty. $2.10, vol. .50; from Nathan Hilles, Fkf.l
, $2, vol. .50;

The Indian Commission to treat with the Sioux have from Mary W. Bicon, N. J., $2 10, vol.50; from Joshua
arrived at the Red Cloud Agency and held their (irst Jelleris, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from Elizabeth T. Varnall
council. The Indians expressed joy at their arrival,

!

and Elwar.l ,S. Yarnall, Pa., per J,icob Srncdicv, $2.10
and manifested a friendly disposition. The Sioux were each, vol. 50; from Samuel Walton, O., r2.IO, vol. .50;

told that they were expected to relincpiish all claims to from George B. Allen, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from James
that part of their reservation lying west of the K)3d Woody, Agent, Iiul., $2.10, vol. .50; from Thomas H.
meridian. If this proposition is assented to they will Whitson, Pa., $2.10, vol. .50; from Joseph Hall, Agent,
have no right to prevent adventurers from seeking gold lo., for Warner Atkinson, Israel Ilealil, Abraham
in the Black Hills. Cowgill, Charles Leech, Samuel 8. Cowgill, John
The election in Maine on the lltli inst. resulted Thomas, Thomas Crozer, Lindley Heald, Th.is. Leech,

favorably for the Republicans, who elected their can- ' and WilUiam H. Walker, $2.10 each, vol. 60; from

Died, at her residence, in Philadelphia, on the Utl

of 5th month, 1876, Mahy Bacon, an el.ler and mem
ber of the Monthly Meeting for the Northern Districi

in the 78lh year of her age. She was adorned with

meek and quiet spirit, and was remarkable for he

purity of life from early years. She remarked that he

Heavenly Father had been with her from infancy, fo

her preservation, and that she w.is saved only by th.

washing of regeneration and renewing of the Hoi
Ghost, through Jesus Christ our Saviour. Often say

ing, " It is not by any works of ray own, but accordini

to His mercy." When near her end she expressed he
belief that there was a mansion of rest prepared for hei

and on one occasion uttered the supplication, " Let nos

thy servant depart in peace, for mine eyes have seei

thy salvation."

, at her residence, in Lancaster county, Pa., oi

the 25th of the 8th mo. 1876, Joliann Cooper, in th

(3Sth year of her age, a beloved member of Sadsbur;
.Monthly and Bart Particular Meeting. This dea
Friend was naturally of a lively and cheerful disposi

tion, being ever ready to assist others who were in need
in a free and loving spirit, and was much beloved. Sh
was an affectionate wife and a devoted mother, desirou

to bring up her children in the nurture and admonilioi
of the Lord. She was faithful in the attendance of al

our religious meetings, and firmly attached to the an

cient doctrines and testimonies of our religious Society
.\lthough it was her lot to pass through great suffer

ings, yet she strove to bear them with christian patieno
and resignation ; being frequently heard while iimle

deep suffering, supplicating her Heavenly Father, say
ing at one lime, " Ueire.st Father, have mercy on me
and if it be thy holy will, grant that this night I mai
see thy face;" and again soon after, "I'.ime, deir Lore!

come quick, carry me safely over Jonlm into a bctte
worhl." Leaving her bereaved relatives and nuuier
ous friends the consoling belief, that Ihruogji the mercp
of a campassion.ate Saviour, she was en ililed to expert
ence her robes to be washed and made wliilo in tin

blood of the Lamb, and her spirit thus purified, to bi

prepared for admittance into those mansions of res

peace prepared for the righteous from the foundatioi
the

, en the 2Sth of the 8th month, 1876, al Wood*
town, New Jersey, Rehecca Allen, daughter of Divk
and Sarah Ann Allen, aged 28 years, a metuber d
Haddonfield Monthly Meeting.
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For '• TUe Friend."

Quakers and Quakerism.

(Continued from pag** 34.)

But the sword is only, as it wei-e, tlie flame

at is used to set up chemical action and
ing into activity the true laws that govern
imau society. As towns inci-eased in popula-

)n, and more and more citizens became en-

,ged in the peaceful prosecution of trade, the

esence of lawless force no longer even ap-

oxiraately answered its purpose, and became
I intolerable evil. Judicial institutions took
I place, private war was abolished by de-

ees, and that gradual disarming of the pri-

,te citizen took place which we see accom-
ished in the present day, when the walking-
ick or the umbrella has taken the place of

e sword which once formed part of a gentle-

an's ordinary outfit, and even duelling is

oked upon with discredit as a relic of barbar-

na. Meanwhile kingdoms once, like Eiig-

nd and Scotland, at strife with one another,

sacefully coalesced under hereditary mon-
chs, and war was banished from their limits,

sming down to our own day, the old nie-

lanical sj'stem of government, under which
ngdoms were handed about from ruler to

iler, without the consent of the people, car-

ed out on a colossal scale by Napoleon in

le wars which drenched Europe in blood,

icame a yoke too grievous for humanity to

iar, and under its iron reign a new feeling
' national life was born which exacts an or-

mic connection, a blood relationship between
le government and the people, brings about
le unification of peoples of the same race,

id sets an ultimate bar to foreign conquest,

nder this potent principle a united Italy and
united Germany have arisen, and the red

des of war have been driven back, leaving

hole territories, once torn with discord, now
ee from its devastating floods. Nor is it with-

it momentous significance that the leader-

lip of Europe has passed from France, the
Tonghold of the old barbaric military spirit,

> the more peaceful Teutonic races.

But is the progress to stop here? or may
e not expect that the same laws which have
ready eliminated war from civilized private

fe, as well as freed extensive territories from
8 scourge, will ultimately work the same
ivolution in national life ? May we not trace

le gradual development of new conditions of

ational life which will ultimately necessitate

)me other appeal than the appeal to force

by steps analogous to those that have already
brought about the result in civil life?

Nations may be said roughly to pass through
three stages of growth:—

Firstly, the youthful stage ; thinly peopled,

exporting natural produce, and importing
luxuries.

Secondly, the selfsubsistent staare; well

peopled, consuming their own produce, and
manufacturing their own goods.

Thirdly, the most dependent stage ; densely
peopled, exportingmanufactures and luxuries,

and importing natural produce.

Holland, Great Britain, Switzerland, and
Belgium have already' passed into the third

and most dependent stage, and with the in-

crease of population other nations must infal-

"bly do so as well. "A few years ago," ob
serves a writer in the Quarterly Reoiew, " Eng-
land was able to feed her own people from the

produce of her own fields; she now buys grain

to the annual value of more than 12,000 COOL,

ides relying on foreign raw material for

employment, foreign markets for the disposal

of her manufactures, foreign land for the dis-

posal of one or two hundred thousand of her
surplus population."

Such being the new and unforeseen condi-

tions of national life, .may they not ultimately

be found to be utterly incompatible with the

old method of settling national disputes by
force of arms, a war inflicting such intolerable

njury on a neutral state as to necessitate the

atioption of some other method of settling

disputes than one which has ceased to secure

even approximate Justice ?*

What the ultimate solution of the problem
may be; whether as the state or country is

already absorbed into the nation, the nation

n its turn is destined to be subordinated to

some larger whole, such as the European Con-
federation sketched by Professor Seeley, the

nations being disarmed, and the confederation

alone possessing the right of levying troops
;

or whether, as the Declaration of Paris, now
adopted by forty-six civilized powers, would
seem to promise, it will be found possible to

establish a system of international law, with
some kind of international judicial machinery
for its interpretation, and jointly enforced by
the nations adopting it, it would indeed re-

quire a far-seeing eye to decide. All we have
endeavored to prove is that Quakerism has
only proved itself

the prophetic soul

Of the great world, dreaming of things to come,

in its resolute protest against war, and its

prophecy of its final extinction.

VVith regard to that other great " open sore

of the world," slavery, the part that Quaker-
ism has taken is equally remarkaljle. Slavery
has never as a rule been recognized among
the Friends except in the mitigated form

* See " On International Law," by Frederic Seebohm,
Longmans, 1871, where the whole question is ably dis-

cussed, the writer being himself a distinguished mem-
ber of the Society of Friends.

which it assumed among the Jews. Penn, in

his laws for his Pennsylvania colony, enacted
that at the end of fourteen years every slave

should be manumitted on payment of two-
thirds of the product raised by the gift of land
and tools from the Society.

But even of slavery in this modified form
jfind a condemnation entered in the minutes

of the Society as early as 1727, nearly a cen-

tury before Parliament abolished slavery in

the English colonies. As early as 1772, the

practice of holding slaves had, owing to the
labors of Wool man and others, ceased among
Friends, and in the great anti-slavery contest

the names of many eminent Quakers are

prominent. But how deep and thorough has
1 their devotion to this great question is

perhaps best evinced by the untiring efforts

the Society has made, after the abolition of
slavery in America, and the excitement of the
struggle were over, for the relief and perma-
nent training of four million freedmert thu8
suddenly emancipated. Nearly 200,000?., or
about half the total relief contributed for the
assistance of the freedmen, was subscribed by
the small Society of Friends.

In the cause of education, the lead tho
Quakers have taken has been the more re-

markable, in that they started at a decided
disadvantage. The stress laid by the early

Friends on the teaching of the Spirit led at

first to a tendency to depreciate all external

teaching, both sacred and profane.* In respect

to the qualifications of a gospel minister,

Barclay says, in his famous "Apology," " that

letter-learning had proved more frequently

hurtful than helpful," and the minister was
exhorted to take his seat in the meeting for

rship with his mind as much as possible

like a blank sheet. Indeed, in reading the

diatribes of Fox and the early Friends against

human learning, one is forcibly reminded of

a dissenting preacher at Cambridge, who,
nveighing in broad north-country accents

against the classical studies of the university,

ended his peroration with the startling, but

to himself conclusive question, " Do you think

Powl knew Greek ?" The shrewd mother-wit

of George Fox was however quick to rectify

in practice any doctrinal excesses, and we find

him in 1667 establishing two schools in the

neighborhood of London, where he desired

that "girls and young maidens, as well as

boys, might be instructed in all things civil

and useful in creation," a definition of educa-

[* The views of the Society of Friends in its early

days, on the subject of education, are those still held by
all its consistent members. It has always favored edu-

cation as a means of qualifying its members for the right

performance of the various civil and social duties of

life; but it has unwaveringly maintained, that Gospel
ministry is a Divine gift which is conferred on the

ignorant as well as the learned ; and that no amount of

literary instruction can authorize or qualify any one to

exercise it, when this gift has not been bestowed. There
was therefore no conflict between the practice and doc-

trine of George Fox when he advised the establishment

of schools, as mentioned a few lines further on.]
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tioii broad enouffh to satisfy a London school

board. We bi-lieve he even issued some ex-

purgated classical school-books, but the exact

nature of a Quaker Iliad we have found our-

selves reluctantly obliged to relegate to the

domain of " the unthinkable." Five years

later fifteen schools were in operation, chieflj'

used by the middle and wealthier classes,

while the poorer children were partially in-

structed in the Society's meeting-houses.

The provisions for education remained how-

ever very defective till the great revival of

discipline in the middle of the eighteenth cen

tury, when education became a subject of para

mount concern. In 1779 the indefatigable

labors of Dr. Pothergill and others resulted in

the establishment of a large boarding-school

at Ackworth, in Yorkshire, where throe h

dred children of the middle and poorer clas

have now for eighty years received a good
English boarding-school education at the

pense of the Society.* When, therefore, it is

urged that the Quakers have no poor, it must
be remembered that a process of " levelling

up" has been steadily going on for nearly a

century. They alone have recognized the

claim of the poorest to a liberal education,

and have proved themselves capable of afford

ing the necessary funds, since they alone of

Christian communities seem to have practi

cally realized the Christian altruistic theory
of property, neither all-levelling communism
on one side, nor selfish "rights of property'

on the other, but a trust concentrated in one
hand for the good of the many. Many a poo
boy educated at Ackworth has risen to take
his place among our great merchants; many
have now independent positions in the colon
ies, a large proportion of the Ackworth boys
emigrating, and none remaining in the too
often almost serf-like subjection and poverty
of our English laborers. The British and
Foreign School Society, chiefly founded by
Quakers, attests their activity in the cause
outside their own body.

[A writer in the Primitive Christian relates
the following instructive incident. " Let your
light so shine before men that they may see
your good works and glorify your Father
which is in Heaven."]
^ g^y young man attended an evening

meeting where an eloquent young speak
preached. He portrayed with great clearness
the sinfulness of man, his fallen, sinful, help
less, and undone condition without divine aid
He also set forth the Saviour as all sufficient.

He impressed all with his kind gracious invi-

tations; the assurance that he is not willing
that any should perish, but that all should
come to repentance; that he who comes to
him he will in no wise cast out, and he that
seeks shall find. The young man was con-
vinced. He determined to become a Chris-
tian. He was glad to learn that the speaker
and a number of his brethren were going the
same road homo that he was, as it would give
him a chance to open his heart. Hut his
astonishment know no bounds when he saw
their loose conduct, and heard their jokes,
loud laughter and tall yankec tales. He could
not see any Christianity in that and hence
became a confirmed infidel. Years rolled on
and both became old and gray.
The itifidcl grew sick and on his death bed

[* Those who are able to do ho, pay the whole or
part of the cost.]

sent for thi i-eachi Wh came tl^

infidel said :

" When I was a young man I heard you
preach and then and there I determined to

become a Christian."

"Thank God for that," said the minister.

"Hold," cried the infidel, "wait until I am
through and see whether you have any i-eason

for being so thankful. As already said, I de-

termined to become a Christian, but when I

saw the bad conduct of you and your mem-
bers that same evening, and heard your un-

holy conversation, I concluded that Chris-

tianity was a wretched farce. I am on my
death bed now and know better,"

An, Ealogium on the Life and Character ofHorace
Binney, by the Hon. William Strong, Justice

of the Sujjreme Court of the United States.

(Concluded from page 38.)

" He was a man of great moral courage.
When he had matured his convictions of the
right, he was not to be driven frona their

avowal by any fear of consequences. He was
a resolute and fearless supporter of law and
order in the community. When the Kensing-
ton riots threatened to uproot the foundations
of society in the northern part of the city

;

when the law was temporarily overthrown
and its officers were powerless to resist the
outbreak ; when men's hearts failed them for

fear, and many thought only of submission or
compromise, he stood firm. He bent not be-

fore the storm. It was he more than any
other who inspired confidence. It was he
who restored courage to many who were faint-

hearted
; that gathered around him the virtue

and intelligence of the city, and led in bring-
ing back the supremacy of the law. And
when in later years the foundations of our
government seemed crumbling away ; when
civil war threatened the subversion of our
cherished institutions; when attachment to
party, with very many, prevaded over love of
countiy, Mr. Binney, an old man of more than
four score, stepped forward, and plased all his

influence and the weight of his groat name,
in the scale of a tottering government, nor
was there ever an occasion when high moral
courage was demanded, when the city was
trouble and needed a leader and adviser that
he was called upon and failed efficiently to
respond. He was often resorted to in seasons
of perplexity, and never was application made
in vain. Even when not consulted, the friends
of good order and of the right were encour-
aged by the fact, of which they needed no
other evidence than his life, that he would
always be found on the side of the just, the
orderly and the true." * * *

"About the year 1830, after severer exer-
tions than were usual, Mr. Binney's health
began to be impaired, and he desired to with-
draw gradually from the courts, and throw
off, in considerable measure, the load of busi-
ness with which he was oppressed. It was
this in part which made him willing to accept
a nomination forCongress. There were doubt-
less other reasons that influenced him. Prin-
cipal among these was the hostility of Presi-
dent Jackson to the Bank of the United
States. * * Believing as he did in the great
usefulness of the bank, and in its necessity
)r the public welfare, ho <lid not feel at, liberty

to decline the call. He was elected, and he
took his seat as a member ol' the '1W\ Congress

1832. That Congress was filled with dis-

tinguished men, many of them long trained

in the public service. Mr. Binney took i'l

it a great reputation, such as few lawy s

ever brought into Congressional life. \\
;,

was expected fioni him, and all that \v;is .

pected was realized. \t he found &i\y riy\

he found no superior. He never stoop.'!
,

the arena of partisan discussion, but in •

consideration of important subjects, es|KHiii

that of the removal of the public deposits ir

the Bank of the United States, he proved h:

self to be a statesman of high rank, an(

most accomplished debator." A most ec

potent judge, who was himself a member
that Congress— ex-president John Quin
Adams—remarks upon Binney's great spoei

"June 9th, 1834. Mr. Binney took the flc

again, for an hour and a half, and closed o

of the most powerful speeches for sound arj

ment, correct principles and honorable sen
ment, that ever was delivered in Congres
"Though but two years a member," sa

Judge Strong, "he has left at Washingtoc
most enviable reputation. The old men w
naturally recur to oldon times, speak of h;

as one of the giants of the past, and wort
to be associated as a statesman and an orab
with the triumvirate that so long adorned t

American name."
" But public life was extremely distastel

to him
; he turned his back upon it with gle

ness. Declining a re-election, he returned
Philadelphia, and retired from all professioc

practice in the courts." * * * One oth:

and the crowning glory of his life remains
be mentioned. He was an earnest Christia.

He carried his religion into his daily life,

was a controlling power in his business,

the formation of his judgments, and in his i

t'.rcourse with otiiei's. It was the basis

his fidelity to his clients and of his unwillin
ness to do injustice to opponents. It led

the courtesy of his demeanor, and to his h'

bitual candor. It contributed also to his pej

sonal enjoyments. He found great satisfaj

tion in the study of religious books, especial
|

those relating to doctrinal theologj'. H
loved to bring his reason to the support i

his faith, and he delighted in the most cogei|

arguments in support of Christianity. H
mind was at all times a reverent one. B
discountenanced systematically in his hous
hold, all conversation and every allusion thi^

looked like irreverence on sacred subject
At one time near the close of his life, whe
speaking of his debility, he said, 'but I di

not think I have gone back, and I am ver
thankful for it, because I think a single ste

backward would have finished m}' sum, am
it must have been shown as it stood on thI

slate right or wrong, to the Great Master,
hope that what is wrong in the sum, ma.
prove to be written on slate, that mere}- ma
p.ass her soft and gentle hand over it. Bt
there is something which no touch will n
move, because it is not there—the good
HAVE not done.'

* * * " After all, Mr. Binney's powers an'

character are best illustrated by his life. Tha
was singularly consistent and complete. I

is safe to say, that rarely if ever has a ma
lived, who had fewer apparent defects. Fi-oe

whatever point of human view he was ok
served, no flaw or imperfection was visible

In every aspect he was symmetrical, with n

faculty undeveloped or distorted, with no
even an excellence overgrown at the expensi
of )vny other—throughout both great an(
good.
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Sach was Mr. Binney. So, during three

lerations, he stood erect and couspicuous

ong his brethren of the bar, and in this

imunity a light and an ornament—a strong

rer and a ground of trust—a loader and a

de."

The Chinese Christians and the Opium Trade.

The Friend of China contains an address to

I

" Anglo-Oriental Society for the Suppres-

a of the Opium Trade" (of which society

e Friend of China is the organ) from the

inese Christian Churches of Hong Kong,

i extracts from two other addre-tses, also

m Chinese Christians. It is well that a

id of sympathy between the Christians of

ina and of England on this subject should

ist, and that the powerful appeals of the

mer should be extensively known and

jply pondered by the latter.

The address begins by expressing the

iters' joy that an association had been

med for the suppression of the opium trade

lereupon follow some strong sentences on

3 individual, family, and social evils to which

loking leads, the impoverishment of the

antry, and the objections to the suppression

the trade from the revenue point of view,

len they go on to say :
" The trade in opium

it only"injures England's national reputa

>n, but it 18 also injurious to the sacred doc

jjg * * * From the moment the teachers

Christianity entered China they imme-

ately began to recommend abstinence from

lium smoking, while the traders in opium

me from their own country. People laughed

them for thinking of converting people at

oh a distance, when they were nnahleto iii-

lenee their own neighbors. This great

msisteney often compels us to close our

ouths and hold our tongues, and on this ac-

lunt we say opium hinders the progress of

le sacred doctrine."

This address bears more than 150 signa

ires. The next letter is from the Hakks

hurches of Hong Kong and the Canton pro-

ince. The Canton Christians arrange objec-

ons to opium under four heads: "(1.) It

•astes the vital energy. (2.) It squanders

seful wealth. (3.) It injures body and soul,

t.) It hinders the propagation of the truth."

luder the last head they say :

"What do we mean by hindering the

agation of the truth ? Whatsoever be the

natter concerned, something more than words

J required to establish one's position securely

)f late years the holy religion of Jesus has

leen proclaimed in China, and certainly many
louverts have been made ; but there is an in-

lumerable majority who revile the doctrine.

We constantly hear the Chinese saying :
'The

breigners who preach the doctrine of Jesus

ifiBrm that he taught men to love others as

.hemselves, and always to bear in mind the

rolden rule; but every yearthey import opium

nto China, and thereby injure millions of

,heir fellow-creatures. Lately the quantity

imported has increased, and the injury it pro

luces has increased in proportion ;
as if they

meant to carry off all the wealth of China,

and to drain away the life-blood of the peopl

before they stop. When men only tlunk of

what profits themselves, and are regardless of

the injury done to others to such an extent

as this, how can they be said to love others

as themselves ? How can we believe their

doctrine and follow their religion?'
' " Now, the Chinese are of a very suspicious

and jealous disposition, and if thej' could not

point out any cause of complaint in foreigners,

they would still harbor this thought, ' They
are not of the same race with ourselves; they

are bad people.' How much more will they

think thus when opium comes from Western

countries, and they have a plain fact to allege?

When the injury pierces to the quick, do you

suppose they will silently and patiently en-

dure it? True, those that preach the Gospel

in China are many, and they come from dif-

ferent countries, while opium is imported into

China from India alone; but the Chinese do

not make distinctions ; they eye it, and say.

It comes from the West.' Thus, on account

of Indian opium, England, America, France,

and other countries, are all compromised.

They all are included in the wrong-doing;

they all have to bear the disgrace.

—

From the

London Watchman.

The Conditions of Welfare.

Perhaps there is no greater benefit a deep

thinker can accord to the world than that of

simplifj'ing what is complex, and drawing into

small and easy compass that which is too much
involved for the average mind to grasp. Her-

bert Spencer has done much in this direction

in his late work on Sociology, especially in his

interpretation of our social relations, and the

consequent duties which flow from them. He
reduces the conditions which are necessary to

hold society together to two general principles,

upon the right fulfilment of which the entire

welfare and happiness of the community de

pend. One is that each individual shall so

live as not to burden others ; the other, that

he shall so live as not to injure others. Th'

may at first sight seem a meagre epitome of

our social duties, con'

ary resources, he defrauds the community,

and violates the very first condition of social

welfare. It is not, of course, always essential

or best that his labor be of such a kind as to

produce an immediate return in the shape of

money. Generally this will be the case, but

it has nothing to do with the principle in-

volved. A scientist in his investigations, a

philanthropist in his work of mercy, a mother

in her labors for the welfare of the family,

may never receive a dollar for all their exer-

tions, but they are often far more truly self-

supporting than many who receive large and

tangible results for all their work.

The second condition of social welfare is

equally comprehensive. We must live so as

not to injure others. This, too, is far from

being a negative work. No "let-alone" prin-

ciple will serve us here. It is not enough that

life and property be held sacred. There are

other ways of injuring a man besides killing

or robbing him. 'We may spoil his good name,

ignore his rights, deprive him of opportunities.

We may injure him by a whisper, a gesture,

by coldness or silence, by suspicion, disdain

orinditference. Our influence will injure him,

f it be not good ;
our example, if it bo not

controlled by just principles. Which of us

can say that he is free from blame in this re-

spect ? Who can say that it is a simple and

easy thing "not to injure" our neighbors?

Civilization is all the time developing in us

increased power to fulfil these conditions, and

all government and laws are but expressions

of the public sentiment in regard to them.

But the best effect of law is only realized

when men learn to do without it, and be a

law unto themselves. Then they rise above

all need of outward restraints, and set their

standards far beyond that which any coercion

,^ , -ning only negative could suggest. Thus while the law can pro-

drrecdon"s, and no positive and actual line of tect our social welfare only from the grosser

conduct. But viewed more closely, this seem- land more palpable violations of these condi-

ing paucitj- will disappear, and these two prin-

ciples will be full of meaning.

In order to avoid being a burden to the com-

munity, it is needful that the individual, on

emerging from the natural protection of the

parent, shall be self-supporting ;—that is, he

shall in some way render service equivalent

in value to what he consumes. No rank or

station, no amount of wealth on which to

subsist, no fancied delicacy of taste, or of

habits, can ever absolve one from this condi

tion. Childhood, ill-health, extreme age, or

mental incapacity are the only grounds on

which an exception can be made;—and these

furnish abundant material to give full scope

to all our benevolent impulses. It is not an

uncommon remark, "such a one has not need

to labor," meaning that he does not actually

require the money which his labor would

bring. This is a poor and weak idea of the

foundations of industry. They are not mere

dollars and cents—they lie far deeper down

in the very nature of that liberty which we

all prize so highly, and for which we so loudly

contend. For every mere consumer subtracts

so much from the world's property, taxes every

industrious person to that degree, and thus

destroys equal rights and tramples upon free-

dom. It matters not that he is able to pur-

tions, each 'individual should so regulate his

conduct as to fulfil the highest ideal which

he is capable of forming of his social relations.

If each of us do this, day by da.y, simply and

unobtrusively, yet earnestly and lovingly, we

shall at least approximate to the perfect social

state, in which, without coercion or restraint,

but from the pure love of justice and freedom,

men will so live as neither to burden nor to

injure their M\o\v-m(ia.— Public Ledger.

For "The Friend."

From an Epistle of dear George Fox, writ-

ten with his own hand, an 1 left sealed up with

this superscription, "Not to be opened before

the time."
* * * "As for this spirit of rebellion and

opposition that hath risen formerly and lately,

it is out of the kingdom of God and heavenly

Jerusalem, and is for judgment and condem-

nation, with all its books, words and works.

Th''refore Friends are to live and walk in the

power and spirit of God that is over it, and

in the Seed that will bruise and break it to

pieces. In which seed you have joy and peace

with God, and power and authority to judge

if and your unity is in the power and spirit

of God that doth judge it : all God's witnesses

in his tabernacle go out against it, and always

chase his unlarned luxuries ; the money that have and always will,

he uses is a token of labor, it is true, but not No wisdom or words of man,_bu the powei

oihis, and his own toil of hand or head is all of the Holy ^P'^'t which originated the So-

that Iruly belongs to him. If he refuses to ciety and by which it
h=^^^''ff^ '"X .jW

contribute this in any form, and persists in must continue to preserve it to the gloij and

idleness, no matter what may be his pecuni- 1
praise of God.
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For "The Friend."

" Etiquette at the Table."

It was among other rules written down by

an eminent American, to be observed by him,
' To speak uot of doleful things in times of

cheerfulness or at the table; speak not of

melancholy things such as deaths and wounds,

&c., and if others mention them, change if you
can the discourse." Of the same purport was
the involuntary remark of a little boy recently

at table (an acquaintance of the writer) when
others were speaking of the sickness of an-

other, he said in substance, " Do quit talking

of sick people, I just feel as if I had a piece

of them on my plate." These are little mat
tcrs, but their observance or non observance

may add to or diminish much from daily

comfort. These reflections have arisen from

reading the following article on dining com
fortably. J.

DINING COMFOIITABLT.

Most people are aware, even without anj

scientific knowledge, that the mind has a

most direct influence on the stomach, that the

stomach reacts upon the mind, and that the

two linked mysteriously together, act and re

act one upon the other with unfailing cer

tainty. Digestion thus obviously to a great

extent will depend on the state of mind in

which we sit down to a meal. It is not sufli-

cient always merely to set the bread-winner
down to a good dinner. If he has been hard
at work, battling during the day with the

perplexities and difficulties inseparable from
daily life, in whatever calling, his meal, if it is

to do him all the good it snould, must be a
cheerful one, and it is as much a part of a
loving wife's duty to meet him with smiles and
pleasant words as it is to give him his soup
hot and his meat cooked to a turn. Nay,
although disappointment in the quality of the

viands—a tough steak, a tepid sole— will

check much more than is thought the process

of digestion, even when spirits are good and
appetite keen, it will not be so prejudicial

to the healthful assimilation of food as will

be dolorous tales of domestic cares or the an-

nouncement of bad news. Whatever trials

and sorrows have to be faced, dinner time and
the time immediately succeeding it is not the
time to grapple with them or dwell upon the
means by which they are to be surmounted.
Again, highly animated discussions, lapsing
often into virulent argument, are distinctly

prejudicial at meal time ; for temper, if ruflSed,

will retard digestion as fatally as damped
spirits will. In a woid, there is no byway to
health more directly useful and generally
worth sticking to than that by which we can
have our meals in peace and comfort, if not
in absolute gayety.— Tinsley's Magazine.

Selected for "The Friend."

A truly converted Christian man abides in

a sincere and humble confession of his noth-
ingness ; all his desire is that none should set

him above others, but rather to be subject in

all meekness. He thinks lightly of liimself

and his own wisdom; anil is willing to take
advice, and interprets everything for the best.

But those who arc not truly converted think
much of themselves—they deem thoir works
and services of gi-eat value, and it is not at all

to their taste to bo subject to others. If any
reprove them, they are contentious, and do-

fend and justify themselves to the utmost that

they can. The right sort of men are patient

under whatever injustice God suffers to befall
I

them, and are wont meekly to seek reconcilia-

tion with those who have done them wrong.
But the false burn with ang -r, and are full of

murmuring against all who do not conform

to their wishes. They want to have praise

for all they do ; and if they are not honored
and thought highly of, they become like one
possessed, and are often seduced into actual

deceit in their struggle to save their reputa-

tion.

Dupes to Ourselves.—We are all gi-eater

dupes to our weakness than to the skill of

others; and the successes gained over us by
the designing, arc usually nothing more than
the pre}' taken from those very snares we
have laid ourselves. One man falls by his

ambition, another by his perfidy, a third by
his avarice, and a fourth by his lust; what
are these but so many nets, watched indeed
by the fowler, but woven by the victim ?

—

Lacon.

STILLNESS.

vhole?

Thy lesson .irt thou learning,

O tried and weary soul ?

His ways art thou discerning,

Who works to make thee

In the haven of submission
Art thou satisfied and still ?

Art thou clinging to the Father
'Neath the shadow of Hi.s will ?

Now, while His arms enfold thee,

Think well. He loveth best!

Be still, and He shall mould thee

For His heritage of rest.

The vessel must be shapen
For the joys of Paradise

;

The soul must have her training

For the service of the skies
;

And if the great Retiner

In furnaces of pain
Would do His work more truly,

Count all His dealings gain :

For He Himself hath told thee
Of tribulation here;

Be still, and let Him mould thee

For the changeless glory there.

From vintages of .sorrow

Are deepest joys distill'd,

And the cup outstretched for healing
Is oft at Marah fill'd :

God leads to joy through weeping.
To quietness through strife.

Through yielding unto conquest.
Through death to endless life ;

Be still ; He hath enroll'd thee

For the Kingdom and the crown
;

Be silent; let Him mould thee
Who calleth thee His own.

Such silence is communion.
Such stillness is a shrine,

The " fellowship ofsulT'ring"

An ordinance divine;

And the secrets of " abiding,"
Most fully are declar'd

To those who with the Master
Gelhsemane have shar'd.

Then trust Him to uphold thee

'Mid the shadows and the gloom
;

Be still, and He shall mould thee
For His presence and for Home.

For resurrection stillness

There is resurrection pow'r
;

And the prayer and praise of trusting

May glorify each hour:
And common days are holy,

And years an Easter-tide,

For those who with the Risen One
In risen life abide I

Then let His true love fold thee,

Keep silence at His word :

Bo Htill, and He shall mould thee,

—

Oh, rest thee in the Lord !

SOWING AND REAPING.

Sow with a generous hand.

Pause not for toil or pain
;

Weary not through the heat of summer,
Weary not through the cold spring rain

But wait till the autumn comes
For the sheaves of golden grain.

Scatter the seed, and fear not,

A table will be spread
;

What matter if you are too weary
To eat your hard earned bread !

Sow, while the earth is broken.

For the hungry must be fed.

Sow,—while the seeds are lying

In the warm earth's bosom deep,

And your warm tears fall upon it,

—

They will .stir in their quiet sleep
;

And the green blades rise the quicker

Perchance for the tears you weep.

Then sow,—for the hours are fleeting.

And the seed must fall, to-day
;

And care not what hands shall reap it,

Or if you have passed away
Before the waving corn-fields

Shall gladden the sunny day.

Sow; and look onward, upward,
Where the starry light appears,

—

Where, in spite of the coward's doubting.

Or your own heart's doubts and fears,

You shall reap in joy the harvest

You have sown, to-day, in tears.—Adelaide Proctor

Besetting Sin.—Do you habitually reali

that j'ou are somebody? Is your talk sun

as to call attention to your personal merit

Are you very sensitive about the considei

tion in which you are held? Well may yi

suspect pride.

Are you hard in your bargains and conte

tious about small matters? Are you worrii

and annoyed by the ever-recurring demat
for alms ? Do you give reluctantly the scraf^

not the first fruits, amusing yourself the whii

with dreams of how liberal you would be

you were richer or out of debt ? Be sure C0(

etousness is hid somewhere.
Do you rebel against regularity in religioi

habits and make every day fresh excuses fc-

the neglect of devotion ? Are you fretfi

under the routine service of life, and discoi

tented that you have not an easy time ? Thes
are the symptoms of sloth.

Have j-ou so little control over appetit

that you cannot restrain it when prudenc
requires, or when spiritual discipline demand
it? Albeit no drunkard, are your faeultie

occasionally excited or habitually stupofiei

by drink? Gluttony is there.

Are you fretful, irritable, impatient of slight

and contradictions, with a good memory fo

injuries? If not openly quarrelsome, ye
guilty of the folly and iil-breeding of show
ing dislike for others by manner and gesture
Anger has the bettor of you.
Ilowbeit free from actual unchastity, di

you indulge in unclean thoughts, do j'ou laugl

at the coarse jest? I may not enlarge; onl;

ust, baleful lust, creeps all over the land, leav

ng its slime upon books and papers and show
and amusements.
And once again: Does it pain j-ou to hea:

others well spoken of? Do j-ou droj) litth

words of detraction ? Are j-ou ashamed to g(

to a church where other people's clothes an
finer than your own ? Are you discontontcc
as you see the better houses and more lu.\uri

ous appliances of others ? There is onvy ic

the heart.

—

Bishop Lay.
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Public Worship.

CAN THIS BE THE KIGHT MODE?

€SU9 saith, The hour cometh and now is, when the

worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and

jth • for the Father seeketh such to worship Him.

i8 a' .Spirit; and they that worship him inust wor-

him in spirit and in truth."—Jolin, iv. 23, 24.

8 a question like this may not unnaturally

r to those who attend a Friends' meetinj,'

;he first time, they may be glad of a few

ds of explanation.

'we are truly met in His name we believe

i our Lord Jesus Christ though unseen is

K-, as He himself said, in the mid~t of us

,tt'. xviii. 20), and we therefore wait in

ice to be taught by Him- This silence

rds an opportunity for secret prayer, med

ion, and selfexanriination ;
and, while thus

ipied, the Holy Sjiirit often shows us what

really need, piompts us to pray for what

want, and prepares our hearts to worship

1 through Jesus Christ, through whose

ling blood we have boldness to come into

presence. (Heb. iv. 1416 ; x. 19-25.)

Worship is an individual act which we must

h perform for ourselves, and which no one

can do for us. "When will the service

in ?" a Friend was once asked by a .stranger,

Whenever thou or I begin to serve," was the

ly. And when a number of worshippers

united in the reverent service of iiod they

baptized by his Spirit into one body (1

•. xii. 13), enjoy sweet fellowship with one

ither, as well as with the Father and the

I ( I John. i. 3), and partake together of the

sad of Life.

Vhile thus met, opportunity is afforded for

offering up of vocal prayer, or for the

laching of the gospel, by any of those pre-

t, as they feel it required by the Lord at

I time. Thus meetings are sometimes

d throughout in silence, and sometimes

1 whole Time may be occupied by ministry

i prayer, with brief intervals of silent wor-

p. We believe that the call of Christ and

! anointing of his Spirit make the minister

lot college education, or the imposition of

estly hands.

From the Ist Epistle of the Corinthians we

,rn what a variety of ministration in the

les of the apostles was exercised by the

ferent members of the congregation for

3 good of all (1 Cor. xiv. ; 1 Cor. xii.

1.) It is quite clear that it was not left

3n, as it usually is now, to one man to con

director of our meetings ;
to preach or to offer

prayer or praise according to the promptings

of the Holy Spirit ; such is the worship tor

which we plead and which we believe best

promotes the spiritua' growth of the worship-

per, and the glory ofGod.— T/ie British Friend.

et the service, but that it was open to any

jhtly gifted to take part in it. ISTor would

Selected.

Mineral Rfsonrffs of the Pacific States, as shown at

the t'entennial Exhibition,

Emigration to the Pacific coast of the United

States^was brought about primarily by the

discovery of rich gold deposits. In this re-

spect its history resembles that of many other

countries and sections, two more recent in

stances being the discovery of diamonds ir

the south of Africa and the present disturb

ance in the Indian country caused by tht

thirst for gold which is supposed to exist ir

the Black Hills. The earliest date of any im

portant influx of emigrants was 18-19, whence

all title to nobility in San Francisco must be

traced through a " fortj'-niner"—blue blood

of any other strain counts for naught.

Gold first attracted the attention of the

public, and the free gold found in washings,

gulches and river beds made mining compa-

ratively profitable for the first few years
;
as

the "wash-bowl" in the wet "diggings" and

the " pan" in the dry were well adapted to

separate the flakes of pure gold from the dirt.

That kind of mining (to use the slang phrase

to which the method gave rise) does not now
" pan out" well, and the more expensive and

scientific methodsof extracting the metal from

quartz rock have long since superseded it.

Silver.—The discovery, in late years, of sil-

verores ofexceeding richness in California and

Nevada turned the attention of capitalists in

that direction, and at the present time the

value of the metal produced nearly equals, if

it does not exceed, that of the gold product.

Silver ores in great variety of forms and rich-

ness are shown, representing very fully the

well known mines and those of less note.

From the Comanche mine. Mono county, Cal

fornia, a mass of ore, composed of silver and

copper' weighing about 200 pounds, is shown.

This ore assays about S300 per ton of silver
;

it is not worked for copper. An argentiferous

galena, which is worked for silver, is shown

from Shasta county. An antimonial silver ore

from the Eye Patch mine, Nevada, is said to

assay $400 to the ton. From the Belcher mine,

on the Comstock lode, the " great bonanza," are

specimens of ore which yield upwardsof $1000

a ton. The richest specimen was one of ruby

is practice, if the Heavenly Guide is fol

ved, lead to confusion, as "the spirits of

e prophets are subject to the prophets" (1

ir. xiv. 32, 33), and God is indeed found to

the author of order and peace. " Ye may
: prophesy one by one," said the apostle

lul, and in the New Testament to prophesy

nerally means to preach under the influence

the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. xiv. 3), "that all

ivy learn, and all may be comforted ;" " if

lything be revealed to another that sitteth

', let the first hold his peace." (1 Cor. xiv.

I, 31.) The gift was bestowed on the un

sirned as well as the learned, and on women
well as men (Acts, xxi. 9); "On my ser-

mts, and on my hand-maidens, will I pour

It my Spirit, and they shall prophesy." (1

or. xi. 5 ; Acts, ii. 18.)

To bow in lowly reverence and secret prayer

jfore God, listening to his voice ;
to know

hrist Jesus our Saviour as the real head and

Copper is found in abundance, but it is not

extensively mined. A collection of ores of

i-us degrees of richness has been made,

hiding native copper, oxide of copper, sul-

phuret of copper and the carbonate of copper.

A nugget of pure copper, weighing eighty

pounds, is in the collection.

Sulphur, pure, or nearly .«o, is found in many
places. A specimen is shown from Pyramid

lake, where it crops out of a hill in a layer

several feet in thickness. lo Humboldt county,

Nevada, which is called " Inferno," on accouut

of the sulphur, is a deposit some twelve miles

long, two or three in width, and from four to

twelve feet thick of pure sulphur. It is of a

volcanic formation, and has oozed out of a

mountain at the foot-hills of which it is found,

or possibly is the deposit of hot springs. The

collection and shipment of it is an important

industry, many car loads being shipped every

week. Specimens of this sulphur are in the

collection.

Cor;/.—Bituminous coals of the tertiary for-

mation are found in large and thick layers in

Shasta county, California, and in Mount Dia-

bolo. near San Francisco. The specimens on

exhibition do not appear to be as valuable as

those from the well-known deposits of the

Pitsburgh and Cumberland region, but are

evidently of great value. They are said to

coke well, and the former are used by some of

the Cottonwood mining companies for smelt-

ing their ores. It is said that some of the

richest coal deposits in the United States are

found in the cretaceous deposits in the Rocky

Mountains. One seam has 75 feet in thick-

ness of solid coal, and there are thinner seams

above and below it. The mines at Mount Di-

abolo are chiefly worked to supply the San

Francisco market, where the product is sold

at about $8 per ton. No anthracite coal has

yet been discovered in this region.

jron.—This mineral is said to be abundant

in the mountainous sections of the country,

though little has been done in the way of

developing the iron industry. Ores are ex-

hibited from Oswego county, Oregon, one of

which is a rich bog iron, and other valuable

hematites. It is easily worked, and is free

from sulphurets. Three pigs of hard, medium

and soft iron, smelted from these ores, are

shown. Ores from the Sierra Mercado, Du-

rango, Mexico are shown, with the informa-

tion that there exists in that locality a moun-

tain of this ore five miles square and seven

hundred feet thick, which will assay 67 per

cent, of metal and yield in actual blast 55 per

cent. The mine is at present of a nominal

mine, Inj-o county, California, yields 80 ounces

of silver per ton.

Mercury.—The next mineral deposit in value

is that of cinnabar and free mercury. It is

found in many sections of the country. One

of the best mines is the Wall Street Mine, in

Lake county, California. A large specimen of

rock from this mine is shown, which is liter-

ally dripping with free mercury. The red

cinnabar, sulphate of mercury, its usual form,

comprises about one-third of the rock, and

probably one fourth the mercury in the stone

is in a free state. The rock yields about 45

per cent, of mercury, an exceedingly rich

yield. A very large variety of cinnabar ore

is shown, all representing productive and val

uable mines, and including every kind ot

quicksilver ore known to the mineralogist,

neari ^ ..... ^
the border of Kern county, is so large that

the price of borax has fallen twenty percent,

since the product has been put on the market.

There is no other known dejiosit equalling it

in extent.

Tin ores, yielding 60 per cent, of pure tin,

are exhibited from San Jacinto.

Other Minerals.—Fhosphnte of lime is found

in Southern California in a deposit which con-

tains the fossiliferous remains of large marine

animals. It covers an area of several acres.

Asbestos is shown, and a beautiful quartz crys-

tal, in which is a flake of tourmaline resem-

bling a fly. Salt is found deposited in large

quantities in the sink of the Carson river, in

Nfevada. It is being shipped over the road

in sufficient quantities to nearly supply the
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California market. When crushed, it makes
a fine quality of table salt. Pumice stone is

found in large quantities north of the lava

beds. Several specimens of alabaster from

Southern California are shown. They are

green, gray, silver, blue, red, yellow and other

colors. A specimen of realgar, a red sulphuret

of arsenic, is shown from a deposit on Van-
couver's Island. This is a very extensive

deposit, four feet thick, sufficient to supply

every demand.

—

Public Ledger.

For "The Friend."

Among the interesting articles which give

value to the successive numbers of "The
Friend," I have been pleased with that pub-

lished in the issue of last week, under the cap-

tion of" The Decay of Conscience," by Charles

G. Finnej'. It contains some important truths,

conveyed in terse language, which should be

pondered by the whole community.
There is abundant cause exhibited in the

developments of every-day life—civil, polit-

ical and military— for the opinion therein

given, that the standard of morality recog-

nized by the community at large, has become
gradually lowered, until it now falls far short

of that which is inseparable from the gospel of

Christ. Conduct irreconcilable with the posi-

tive commandsof the christian's Lawgiverand
Judge, or with those of his inspired apostles,

is not only tolerated by high professors, but

those guilty of it are often received among
them without any mark of disapprobation

;

indicating that a decay of conscientious sen-

sibility has spread among "men and women
in nearly all the walks of life."

It is true, as remarked in the article alluded

to, when referring to some of the causes that

have led to this deplorable state of morals,

and the agency of the press in fostering it,

" In a great measure the periodical press takes

its tone from the pulpit." We may be pretty

well assured, however, that upon subjects in-

vol vingquestions of morality, the ethics of the

press will not often, or long, conflict with the

sentiments of its patrons; witness the almost
universal catering for the theatre, the race-

course, and gambling in stocks. But if the

press takes its tone more or less from the pulpit,

does not the pulpit lower its tone to accord

with the vitiated standard of morals ihat has

obtained among very many of its supporters?
If we mayjudgefrom the tenor of the sermons
which reach the public ear through the press,

do they not too generally reflect the easy-

going religion that is popular, or are ver}'

much made up of descants on themes that

admit of rhetorical display, rather than por-

tra3'ing in clear and unequivocal language,
the strict, self-denying, sin-denouncing, and
sin-discarding doctrines of the JS'ew Testa-

ment.
We doubt not there are good men in dif-

ferent religious Societies, who preach from
a conscientious conviction that they are di-

vinely called to the work of the ministry, and
who probably would continue in that work
were they deprived of all temporal emolu-
ment therefrom, and it is such rare men as

these, who have kept the common ministerial

system from being long since discarded from
the professing christian church.

While the "ministry" is generally looked
upon as a genteel means of procuring a live

lihood, and the work pertaining to it, is very
much a matter of contract between preachers
and hearers, it is to bo expected that whoever

has been chosen to fill the pulpit, and to re-

ceive a stipulated salary, will be chary how
he inculcates doctrines and insists on prac-

tices that may reflect severely on the conduct,

or wound the self-esteem of those from whom
he draws the means for the subsistence of him-

self and his family.

The system of a man-made ministry, draw-

g its candidates only from those who have
devoted j^ears in studying what is called Di-

vinity, however it may have thrown around
t the imposing ceremonies of ordination and
laying on of hands ; and the necessarily accom-
panying practice of restricting one preacher
to a congregation, who must supply the

weekly demand for sermons and prayers

all competitors being excluded—carries on
| There never was a time

ing therewith. This has contributed no

little to the present low tone of religious f

ing among the pi-ofessors of Christianity, i

to the cold materialistic unbelief among mi
who see its inconsistency with the plain

j:

cepts contained in the New Testament.
The gospel can be availiugly preached

those only who have received a gift there

from the Head of the Church. No man i

take this honor to himself, but he whc
called of God as was Aaron, and even such

these must wait to be divinely directed wl
and where to speak. To these the comma
" Freely ye have received, freely give," is

imperative now, as it was when Jesus si

forth his disciples as sheep among wolv

its face the liability of the ministerial func

tions becoming a matter of merchandise ; and
we know that in England, where the system
is worked by the government, the benefices

are often offered to the highest bidder; show-
ng the inherent evil of the system, however
t may be modified by extraneous circumstan-

ces.

In looking over the religious periodicals of

different denominations, it is not unusual to

see complaints of insufficient provision being

made for the proper and certain remuneration
of ministers; rendering that calling less pro-

fitable than other professions, or than many
mechanical employments. On this account, it

is stated, there is a falling oif in the number
of young men studying to qualify themselves
for the pulpit. It is not many years since a

clerical dignitary in Philadelphia, addressing

the members of the Society to which he be

longed, observed, there was much complaint
of deterioration in the literary character of

the preaching in their churches. This he be-
' evod was correct, and the cause thereof was
the general insufficiency of the salaries paid

to the ministers, and that if they wished to

have a better article, they must pay a better

price. The columns of the periodicals alluded I

to, not unfrequently contain notices of "free-

will offerings," " voluntary donations," &c.,

referring to presents made to ministers by
members of their respective congregations,

and holding them up as examples that might
properly be followed by others. Of course

no fault is to be found with the generosity of

the donors, but we do not believe that the rel-

ative position of minister and congregation,
impairs the comprehensive truth of the decla-

ration in the Mosaic law, " A gift blindeth the

eyes of the wise, and perverteth the words of

the righteous."

However modern i-efinement may wish or
attempt to smooth down the natural and legit-

imate features, or a sentimental charity seek

mportantthat Friends should faithfully i

tain their testimony to a divinely qualif

gospel ministry, and against a hired minis

of man's ordination. Were this universa

adhered to throughout the Society, the

claration of Admiral Penn might yet be ve

fied :
" Son William, if you and your frier

keep to your plain way of preaching and 3'C

plain way of living, you will make an end

the priests to the end of the world."

The Wnyofthe Transgressor.—A convict

embezzler from the treasury of one of the

terior counties of Pennsylvania has just ma
restitution to the amount of some twen
thousand dollars. It is said that this is abo

all the money he has or can raise in the won
He was the incumbent of an honorable offii

of trust—that of County Treasurer—and
purloined the' public money entrusted to I

care. His office is gone, his character is goi

ho is a convict on the way to the penite

tiary, and makes restitution in order to short

his term of imprisonment, and now even t

money is gone for which he wrecked chart

ter, office, contentment of mind, and all th

m ike up real happiness in this life. Had 1

been able to retain the ill gotten money, it

all probability would have done him but litt

good. Such money rarely purchases anythii

worth the having, or that will stay. It is 1

the kind which the proverb tells us "com
over the devil's back, and disappears undii

his belly." What would that convicted at

ruined County Treasurer not give now if 1

could buy himself back into the position 1

occupied among his neighbors before he soiU:

his hands and blackened his character I

stealing the public ianAtil—FabUc Ledger.

Practical Education.—Very crude are tl

notions entertained by many persons with r

gard to what constitutes " a good education

to cover over the intrinsic defects of the man- and not a few lose sight of the great object

'

made system of ministry that has so long instruction and training, which should be 1

l)revailed in the visible church, dividing the enable those who are growing to manhood'
members into clergj' and laity,—the former provide by legitimate means for the wants 1

drawing their incomes from the pockets of life. Learning "to read, write and cipher

the latter,—ihere can be no doubt that it has does not immediately fit one for producin
been a mighty obstacle to the bestowal and articles of value, and the tuition of the big!

exercise of the gifts which He who led cap- schools and colleges aims to prepare your
tivity captive would have given to men, and persons for occupations which do notdirectl

prevented the extension of his spiritual king- produce any substance.

dom. By too often "teaching for doctrine! The great majority of the people shoul

the commandments of men," and naturally bo employed in industi'ial arts, for those wh
yielding more or less when in the pulpit, to have learned to do good work in them ai

the known opinions and habits of their con- the most useful citizens, doing what is be

gregations, there is a deficiency in insisting for themselves without injury to their neig
on the simple, plain, incisive truths of the bors and what is best for the community,
gospel, and the necessity of a life correspond- One of^the great mistakes in the ordinal
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of education is in occupying all the

the cliildren with their school lessons.

ny iviuds of handiwork can be learned more
leanll}' and more thoroughly by beginning
ractice them while children are young, and
more reasonable system of instruction in

ool lessons were introduced, the time the

,er would occupy might be so diminished
low abundant time for work and for

Ireation also.

leading defect in the common method of

jching is, that it fails to give young learners

orrect idea of the meaning of many words,

eating words in the manner in which chil-

n are usually taught to read, does not con-

^ to theii' minds correct notions of the sig-

ication of the words; and their definitions

iwords not understood are equally imper-
|t. If pupils do not understand the words
;d by teachers, the instruction given orally

1 be very imperfect, and lessons committed
memor}^ when the language is not compre-
ided are worse than useless, for the exer-

3 begets a habit of reading without a pro-
• use of the perceptive powers of the mind,
ih exercise is mere drudgery and generally
ises children to dislike books and schools.

Late Paper.

Si-Iected.

Chomas C. Upham, D. D., gives us this val-

jle testimony:—"1 have carefully studied]

i Bible in the original languages. I have i

ited the Holy Land—the [daces memorable
Scripture history, and the earthly life of

rist ; and what is more important, I have
1 many years' experience. The conclusion

the whole matter with me is an abiding

viction that Christianity is true, and that the

)iety of Friends have produced the highest

I best statement of Spiritual Christianity

, made. Their spiritual view of Christ,

ir doctrine of universal saving grace and
it, are yet in advance of the age ; and of

views entertained by any other denomi-
ion on this important subject. 1 am an
man, and could not at this time in life

inge my denomination, either with profit

myself or the cause ; but 1 entertain the

le views that were taught by the early

ends."

?he last article in the Westminster Review, in

iting of our Society, was not very friendly

ts tone, but the second of these two para-

phs make an important admission in its

or:

No sect that has ever appeared in the
rid has met with a larger share of hatred
[ persecution than the Quakers. '1 hey were
Ishmaelites of Christendom ; every man's

id was against them, and in a certain sense,

ir hand was against every man ; for their

trine and Church government were such
to give mortal offence to every Christian
iety then existing. * * *

And yet in all this mighty storm of hatred
I abuse, it is evident, to a distant observer,

t George Fox, and his disciples, were bene-

:ors of the human race, and the propagators
uany precious truths, which though sown
blood, and nurtured in tempests, will not
ost, but will fill the earth at last with fruits

righteousness and peace."— The British

end.

'The discourse," says Franklin, "is often
oh better than the speaker, as sweet and
a,r water often comes through dirty earth."

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 2:?,

Some weeks since we published an account
of a Conference of Friends held at Belper in

Kngland ;
and more recently, of one at Plain

field, Indiana. So far as the published pro
ceedings indicate, those participating in these
meetings appear to have been actuated by s

sincere attachment to the doctrines and testi

monies of our religious Society, and to have
refrained from taking any step which would
place them in antagonism to the meetings to

which they severally belonged. Yet the very
holding of such conferences implies the exist-

ence of evils which are sought to be removed.
We have recently seen a letter from a con-

cerned Friend in another of our Western
States, which saj's that a number of families

in the settlement where he resides, have al-

most come to the conclusion " to meet for

Divine worship apart from those called Inno-
vationists, or in other words. Fast Quakers,
* * * for the sake of striving to have a
Friends' meeting that is held according to

Friends' rules, and not according to the rules

of other denominations."
Such occurrences are evidences of an un-

easiness that exists to a greater or less degree
in many parts of our Society, and which is

the natural result of the changes which have
been introduced in some places in the manner
of holding religious meetings, as well as in

other movements affecting the welfare of the
body. Those who have found spiritual com-
fort and strength in the former practices of

Friends, and who see no good result likely to

follow from the substitution of new views and
customs, must be expected to bear their tes-

timony against what they deem hurtful inno-

vations ; and they cannot be blamed for doing
so in a Christian spirit and in a proper man
ner. The responsibility for the unsettloraent

and breach of harmony in the Societ}' rests

upon those who are instrumental in making
the changes, not on those who are seeking to

keep in the path trodden by their forefathers

in the Truth.

But it is a matter of great importance, that
those who are contending for primitive prac-

tices and faith should do so in the meekness,
wisdom and authority which the Head of the
church gives to His followers. We use the
term faith, because we believe it will become
more and more apparent, that the changes
referred to are connected with a departure
from some of the original doctrines of Friends.

They either grow out of, or gradually lead to

such a departure, though those influenced

therebj' may not always be aware of the fact.

When the harmony of a meeting is dis-

turbed, it may seem to some that the easiest

way to obtain relief, is to withdraw from com-
munion with the disturbing element. With-
out denying that there may be eases, in which
such a course may rightly be pursued ; and
recognizing the force of the querj', '• Can two
walk together, except they be agreed ?" we
believe the experience of our Society has
shown this remedy to be attended with many
evils. It was the testimony of that eminently
wise man, the late Samuel Bettle, that separa-

tions had never been the true remedy for the
church's troubles from the days of George
Fox down to the present times.

Trying as it is to live in an atmosphere

where much that is unwholesome in a re-
ligious sense is found, yet the humble and
sincere followers of the Lamb still know the
Lord to be their protection and defence. If
these are watchful and faithful in maintaining
a steady testimony to the Truth in the con-
gregations with which they are connected

;

and stand in unwavering opposition to all

hurtful innovations ; they will often be found
to give as effective support to sound princi-
ples as could be done in any other way.
Where this course is joined with prudent
conduct and a holy life and conversation,
seasoned with that charity that suffereth long
and is kind, it will have a restraining and
preserving effect on others; and it may be the
means, under Providence, of saving many
who would otherwise be led astray.

We trust we are not deficient in sympathy
with those who are placed in such trying cir-

cumstances, nor do we wish to decide for any
what may be their individual duty. To their
own Master they must stand or fall. It is as
true in these days, as it was in those of the
Apostles, that the sincere disciples of our Lord
have "an unction from the Holy One," which
is able to teach them all things necessary for

them to know—but it is often the experience
of the Christian to be eom|)elled to walk as it

were in darkness fur a season, before the light

shines on his path. It is easy at such times
to make mistakes, if we be not preserved in

a humble, teachable, patient spirit. It is very
needful in times of trial to be on our guard,
that we do not become weary of suffering for

the good cause, and too hastily seek for relief

from those exercises wt
church's sake.

ire bearing for the

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Turkish government has declined

to grant an arraitttice, as requesteil by the great Power.i,

but is willing to accept peace on condition of the occu-
pation of the principal Servian fortreases and the re-

duction of the Servian army to 10,000 men. The Porte
insists chiefly upon the necessity of the occupation of
the principal Servian fortresses, so as to prevent fresh
aggression, and leaves the negotiation of a treaty on the
above basis entirely in the hands of the powers. The
Porte expresses its disapproval of the excesses and out-

rages in Bulgaria, and is taking measures to punish
some of the officials who countenanced them.
The Turkish army in Servia does not appear to have

obtained any important advantages since the defeat of
the Servians at Alexinatz, nor has it yet got possession

of that stronghold which is occupied by a strong garri-

son. A dispatch from Belgrade to the London 'jfimes

says, that the Servian army between Delegrad and
.Alexinatz numbers about 55,000 men. Popular feeling

still favors a continuance of the war in preference to

accepting humiliating terms of peace.

The general committee of the Turkish bondholders
England have issued a circular embodying a scheme

r permitting the Turkish governroent to issue paper
money to the amount of $40,000,000, to be legal tender
and bearing no interest. The whole amount is to be
redeemed in ten years by half-yearly drawings of $2,-

000,000 each, and that sum is to be provided for by a
deduction of 15 per cent, from the interest paid to

existing bondholders.

A Belgrade dispatch of the 16th says, that an agree-

'nt to suspend hostilities for ten days has been signed.
Simultaneously with the delivery of the reply to the
powers containing the peace conditions, the Porte issued

orders on its own initiative for the immediate cessation

11 hostilities on the assumption that Servia and
Montenegro would issue similar instructions.

There is some danger of renewed disturbances in the
irth of Spain, the inhabitants of the Basque provinces

being violently opposed to the measures which the
government intends to put in force the present month.
These measures include military conscription, the col-

lection of arrears of taxes and the exaction of supplies

of provisions for the army occupying the provinces. It

however not unlikely that the people will feel the
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and submit to the changeshopelessness of re;

proposed.

A Paris dispatch states that the scheme for making

a new cable between Paris and New York has failed.

The proposed capital was $6,600,000, but the necessary

subscriptions have not been offered. It is apprehended

that there are now as many ocean cables across the At-

lantic as can be profitably maintained.

An evidence of the remarkable thrift of the French

people is shown in the fact that no fewer than 4,172,313

of them have investments in the government loan.

The Japanese government is about to prohibit all

business partnerships between natives and foreigners.

The Spanish government has issued a circular in re-

lation to the complaints of the Protestant ministers. It

claims that it is only enforcing the article of the Con-

stitution forbidding public religious manife-stations.

Similar manifestations by Roman Catholics are like-

wise interdicted. Don Carlos, after a visit to Mexico

and the United States, has returned to Pau in the south

of France, where his wife has her residence.

The business depression in Great Britain gives rise

to commercial failures which are frequently reported

in the English papers.

It is stated that Great Britain has been requested to

accept the Transvaal territory which more than twenty

years ago was permitted to establish an independent

republic. The Boers, who form its white population,

have had frequent wars with the natives. Hostilities

with the Tulu Kaffirs were recently renewed and re-

sulted disastrously for the whites, who were completely

defeated. The Transvaal Republic is in South Africa,

immediately north of the Orange Free State and the

British colony of Natal.

A London dispatch of the 18th says: An immense
meeting on the Eistern question was held at the Guild-

hall to-day, over which the Lord Mayor presided. An
address to the Queen was voted, deploring the outrages

of the Turks and praying England no longer to support

Turkey from considerations of political expediency. An
amendment expressing confidence in the government
was rejected by an overwhelming majority. A motion cts. Rye, 68 cts,

in favor of an immediate convocation of Parliament

was carried. The crowd was so great that a number of

persons were unable to get into the Guildhall, and an-

other meeting was held outside the building.

A Madrid dispatch of the 18th says: It is semi-

At the latest dates there had been no abatement of the

disease.

The cash admissions to the International Exhibition

on the 16ih inst. were 91,996. The Exhibition will be

open only about seven weeks longer, and the interest in

it appears to increase from week to week. All the cars

of the Pennsylvania Railroad are crowded with passen-

gers, and it has been found necessary to obtain the use

of a large number from other railroads.

On the 17th a violent gale, accompanied with heavy

rain, visited the Atlantic coast from Maine to North
Carolina. Many marine disasters were caused by it,

and considerable damage on land in various places.

The MarketK, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 18th inst. ^610 York.—American gold, 109^-.

U. States sixes, 1881, registered, 117f ; do. coupons,

118|; do. 1867, 116| ; new five per cents, 11.5J. Super-

fine flour, *3.60 a $4.70; State extra, $4.85 a $5.30;

finer brands, $5.50 a «8.50. White winter wheat. $1.30;

new red winter, 41.21; No. 2 Milwaukie spring, $1.15;

No. 3 Chicago, $1.00. State rye, 84 a 85 cts. Yellow
corn, 59J a 60 cts. Oats, 40 a 48 cts. Philadelphia.—

Middlings cotton, llj a 12J cts. for uplands and New
Orleans. Superfine flour, <4; extra $4.25 a $4.75;
finer brands, $5 a #8.25. Western white wheat, $1.25

a $1.30; southern amber, $1.25 a $1.27; red, $1.15 a

$1.20. Rye, 75 cts. Yellow corn, 59 a 60 cts. Oats,

37 a 50 cts. New York cheese, 12 a 12i cts. ; western,

10| a lU cts. About 4000 beef cattle sold at6a6J-cts.
per lb. gross for extra, 5\ a 5| cts. for fair to good, and
4 a 5 cts. for common. Sheep, 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross.

Receipts 11,000 head. Hogs, $8.50 a *9.25 per 100 lb.

net for corn fed. Receipts 4000 head. CAicajro.—No.
2 spring wheat, $1.04.5 ; No. 3 do., 91 cts. No. 2 cam,
46 cts. Oats, 341 cts. Rye, 6U cts. Barley, 78 a 79

cts. Lard, S10.20 per 100 lbs. Baltimore.— No. 2

western red wheat, $1.23; No. 3 do. $1.18; Pennsyl-

vania and Maryland red, $1.22 a $1.28 ; amber, SI. 30.

Southern corn, white and yellow, 52 a 54 cts. Oats, 35
a 38 cts. Clncinnali.—FiLmily flour, $5.20 a $5.40.

Red wheat, «1.05 a $1.12. Corn, 47 cts. Oats, 35 a 42
rlev, 95 cts. a $1.00.

ficially stated that no notes have passed between Spain I

and foreign governments with reference to the recent

orders in regard to placards on Protestant churche-s.

The British Minister merely had a confidential inter-

view with the Foreign Minister, but as the government
acted according to the constitution the interview was
without result. The Diario Espanol states that the au-

thorities of Castile have prohibited the sale of Pro-
testant Bibles.

Wm. M. Tweed and his Secretary, are now imprison-

ed in F'ort Castro de Vigo, where they will remain
until their departure for Cuba. The Madrid Epoca in

an editorial alludes to the fact that no extradition treaty

exists between Spain and the United States, and says

it knows not what judicial course is to be taken by the

Spanish authorities in the case of Tweed. It adds that

European governments would desire to see some defini-

tive legal arrangement made for dealing with such mat-
ters in future.

United States. — The Republican majority in

Maine at the recent election exceeded 15,000 on the

vote for governor. The Legislature will stand : Senate,

29 Republicans and two Democrats ; House of Repre-
sentatives, 120 Republicans and 31 Democrats. The
vote was the largest ever given in the State.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
331. During the six days ending the 16th inst., the

International Exhibition was visited by 407, .300 per-

sons who paid for admission.
Since the commencement of the present month the

commercial papers notice indications of a gradual and
moderate revival of trade and business throughout the

country generally. Prices of most manufactured arti-

cles remain at low figures, though a few are higher than

they were last month. The Internal Revenue receipts

for the past three months show a decided increase over
the corresponding months of last year, thus showing
that there must have been a revival of business to an
appreciable extent. Prices are much lower than in

1873, cotton and woolen goods having declined from
25 to 35 per cent., and groceries, breadstuff's and raosi

provisions being 20 to 30 per cent, lower than in 187.i.

The revival referred to has not been suflBcient to give

employment to all the hands usually employed ii

manufacturing industry, and many thousands of person

are still out of work.

The ravages of yellow fever at Savannah continue

RECEIPTS.
Received from Jehu L. Kite, Agent, C, V2.10, vol.

50, and for Edwin Fogg, Joseph Painter, Joseph Lynch,
Lindsey Cobb, Mary Warrington, Eliza A. Fogg, Davi

"

Ellyson, John H. Stanley, Sarah Woolraan, Robert
Ellyson, James A. Cope, Abner Woolman, Jane Wool-
man, Edwin Holloway, and Margery Crew, $2.10 each,

vol. 50, and for Lydia Warrington, $2.10, to No. 18,

vol. 51 ; from Levi Varney, Canada, $2.10, vol. 50, and
for Susan C. Dorland, $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Edward
Bonsall, O., $2.10, vol. 50; from James Thorp, Pa.,

$2.10, vol. 50; from Hannah Stevenson, 111., per Joel
Wilson, $2.10, vol. 50; from Robert W. Hodson, Ind.,

per William T. Fawcett, $2.10, vol. 50; from Gilbert

D. Haigbt, Canada, $2, vol. 50; from David Roberts,

N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from Samuel W. Maris, Md.,
$2 10, vol. 50 ; from Henrietta W. Heath, Pa., $2.10,
vol. 50

;
from Deborah C. Hatton, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50;

from James R. Cooper, Pa., #2.10, vol. 50, and for

Charles Cooper, Thomas B. Hoopes, and Lettioe Thomp-
son, J2.10 each, vol. 50; from Thomas M. Harvey,
Agent, Pa., for Samuel Hoopes, Pa., and Mary J.

Chambers and Susanna Chambers, Del., $2.10 each, vol.

50; from Susan Worrall, Pa., per E. Rhoads, $2.10,

to No. 12, vol. 51 ; from Dr. Stephen Wood, L. I., $2.10,
vol. 50 ; from John M. Stratton, O., $2.10, vol. 50 ; from
Sarah G. Yarnall, City, $2, vol. 50; from Rachel W.
Griffith, City, $2, vol. 50; from Mary D. Mari.s, Del.,

$2.10, vol. 50; from Sarah Elwood, Pa., per Ira J.

Parker, »2.10, vol. 50 ; from Samuel Morris, City, $2.10,
vol. 50, and for Jonathan Cox, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50;
from Samuel F. Balderston, City, $2, vol. 50; from
William J. Jenks, City, $2, vol. 50; from Moses Cad-
wallader. Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from C. C. Balderston,
Pa., $2, vol. .50; from Jane DeCou, N. J., per Daniel
\h'V„u, $2.10, vol. 50; from Jordan Ballard, O., for

Klii ih ILiworth and Seth Compton, «2.10 each, vol. 50;
from n.iniel Nichols, N. Y., $2, to No. 18, vol.50;
fr.im Mary Ann Slade, Mass., per Isaac P. Wilbur,
$2.10, vol. 50 ; from Nathan Warrington, Agent, lo.,

*2.10, vol. 50, and for Jonathan Briggs, Thomas Pen-
rose, Homer Gibbons, Lemuel Brackin, .lolui Iloge,
and ICIwuod Spencer, $2.10 each, vol. 50, and for John
1,1 Si, ,„ . r, 1 11), to No. 17, vol. 51 ; from William C.

I il. I, Mi, ?2.10, vol. 50; from Eli .Johnson and
per .Tames Woody, Agent,
I. -bo W. Ko.ti-r, R. I, $2.10,
' ', 1'.

,
-^J.lo. vol. .50; from

1 ' ', Il -ill Mirk Ballinger
I

,
-Mil r;n I, vi,l. 50; from

.r2.1ii, V0I..V1; from Thomas

Wilkins, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Sarah H. Ma
j,

Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from Samuel Trimble, M. D.,
|.,

$2.10, vol.50; forAsenath Rdey, O., $2.10, vol,;i

from Nathaniel McDonald, 111., $2.10, vol. 50.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning v h

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having Av.

,

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be liel

Philadelphia, on Sixth-day, Ninth month 2'jtli, i

p. M.

The Committees on Instruction and Admission

meet at 10 A. M., of the same day.

The Visiting Committee, appointed to att«n 1

examination at the School, meet there on Secoii-

evening, 9th mo. 25th.

For the accommodation of this committee, con

ances will be at the Street R lad Station on the ;

inst., to meet the trains that leave Philadelphia at

.

and 4.45 P. M.
Samuel Morris,

Philada., 9th mo. 19th, 1876. Cler

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of this Institution ope

Second-day, 10th mo. 30th. Parents and others ii

ing to send pupils will please make applicati

Benjamin W. Passmore, Sup't. (Addre.ss Street L
P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Ali
Treasurer, No. 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

THE CORPORATION OF HAVERFORD CO
LEGE.

A Stated Annual Meeting of The Corporation

Haverford College will be held at the Committee Re
of Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia, on .Seco

day. Tenth month 9th, 1876, at 3 o'clock p. m.
Edward Settle, Jr., Secretar

FRIENDS' ASYLUxM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boan
Managers.

.>::.H),:..,:ll, V..I. ^0
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(Continued from page 42.)

The work of the Society of Friends in the
nelioration of our penal code and the im-
covement of the state of our prisons is well

nown in connection with the honored name
r Elizabeth Fry and others. It is difficult to

acount for the disgraceful state of our prisons

fty years ago. The prevalence of skepticism

nd religious deadness, the engrossing interest

f public events on the Continent, the heavj'

rain on national resources of the French
'ars, seem all inadequate to account for the

icredible abuses that prevailed. For coun-

as well as boroughs, an old gatehouse,
r an ancient feudal castle, with its dungeons,
£ damp, narrow cells, and its windows over-

Doking the street, often formed the common
rison of offenders of either sex, and of all

rades of crime. The danger of escape was
rovided against by heavy irons. Dirt and
isease abounded; gambling, drinking, and
wearing were habitual. The London prisons

Fere still worse. The state of Newgate on
ccasion of Elizabeth Fry's first vi.sit is thus
escribed: "At that time all the female
risoners in Newgate were confined in tho

lart now known as the untried side." The
wo wards and two cells of which the women's
iivision consisted, comprised about one hun-

ired and ninety square yards, into which
iearly three hundred women with their nu-

merous children were crowded, tried and un-

.ried, misdemeanants and felons without class

fication, without employment, and with no
tither superintendence than that given by a

nan and his son, who had charge of them day
md night. Destitute of sufficient clothing,

"or which there was no provision, in rags and
lirt, without bedding, they slept on the floor,

the boards of which were partly raised to

supply a sort of pillow. In the same room
they lived, and cooked, and washed.
With the proceeds of their clamorous beg-

ging when any stranger appeared amongst
them, the prisoners purchased liquor from a

regular tap in the prison. Spirits were openly
drunk, and the ear was assailed by the most
terrible language; military sentinels were
posted on the leads, but such was the lawless-

ness prevailing, that even the governor en-

'tered this part of the prison with reluctance.

I

Into " this hell above ground," Elizabeth
iFry and her small band of devoted fellow-

'.voi-kers entered, the love of Clirist constrain-

ing them. On her second visit, at her own
request, she was shut up alone with these out-

casts from God and man, beginning her work
among them by reading the parable of the
laborers iu the vineyard, and holding ap be-

fore them the divine, pitiful Saviour of the

lost

—

"Christ, the brother of rejected persons, brotherof slavey
Felons, idiots, and of insane and diseased persons."

She then appealed to the mother in them,
pointed out the grievous consequence to their

children of living in such a scene of depravitj',

and proposed to establish a school for them,
to which they acceded with tears of joy. But
one of the great secrets of her power is seen at

once; true to her Quaker belief in a "divinity

n man," a "light that lighteth every man,"
however degraded, she treated them at once
as fellow-beings, and fellow- workers, and not

as the wild beasts they seemed, desired them
to consider the plan, as without their hearty
co-operation she would not undertake it, leav-

it to them to select a governess from their

own number. This thej' did, choosing a young
woman named Mary Conner, who proved
admirably qualified for her work. An unoc
cupiod cell was appropriated for a schoolroom
by the permission of the prison authorities,

who, however, looked upon it as a hopeless
experiment; and Elizabeth Fry, accompanied
by her friend Mary Sanderson, and the prison-

er Mary Connor, formally opened the school.

Mary t^anderson thus describes the scene,

writing to Sir Fowell Buxton : "The railing

was crowded with half-naked women strug-

gling together for the first places with the

most boisterous violence, and begj^ing with
the utmost vociferation. I felt as if I were
going into a den of wild beasts, and well re-

collect the shuddering when the door closed

upon me, and I was locked up with su h a

herd of novel and desperate companions."
At first the children wore chiefly thought

of, the idea of the refoi-mation of adult women
so sunk in degradation being abandoned as

hopeless. But soon Elizabeth Fry and her
heroic little band of Quaker workers became
convinced that much might be done to intro-

duce habits of industry and order among
them, the poor women themselves being most
earnest in requesting that the expiriment
might be tiied.

Her first stop was to procure remunerative
emploj'ment. for it need scarcely be said that

Elizabeth Fry was not one to begin her work
of reformation by deliberately stubbing up
the very principle of industry, on the develop
ment of which she knew all reformation must
depend, through the adoption of that " un
productive labor" which is surely one of the

crudest violations of the God-given instincts

of human nature invented by man. Lookin
upon all punishment as corrective and not

penal only, one of her fundamental principl

was that the convict should enjoy a portion

of the fruits of her labor in order to cultivate

n her a sen'^e of the advantages of industry-,

knowing that one good habit formed is a
greater deterrent from evil than ten thousand
fears of possible future punishment. She ac-

cordingly sought out the manufacturers who
supplied Botany Bay with clothing, laid her
views before them, and they at once engaged
to provide work. A room in Newgate was
granted her by the sheriffs for her desperate

periment, as it was considered, a committee
of twelve ladies was formed, and all the tried

prisoners assembled. Elizabeth Fry again
explained to them that the ladies did not
come with any absolute authoritative preten-

sions ; that it was not intended that they
hould command and the prisoners obey ; but
t was to be understood that all should act in

•oncert, that not a rule should be made or a
monitor appointed without their full and un-

animous concurrence, and that for this pur-
pose, each of the rules should be read and put
to the vote. This was then done, the rules

were passed enthusiastically, the women di-

vided into classes, each class with its own
monitor, and a matron appointed over the
whole. A portion of Scripture was then read,

and the classes withdi-ew in the greatest order

to their respective wards.
The experiment exceeded the most sanguine

expectations. The courtyard, instead of being

peopled with beings scarcely human, blasphem-
ng, fighting, tearing each other's hair, or

gaming with a filthy pack of cards for the

very clothes they wore, which after all did

not suffice for decency, presented a fortnight

after a scene where stillness and propriety

reigned, while the countenances of the women
wore an air of gravity and self-respect as they

sat busily working and listening to one of the

ladies reading out. Though a refractory ward
was placed at Elizabeth Fry's disposal, she

never had occasion to use it.

This, then, was the beginning of that re-

markable work which Elizabeth Fry after-

wards extended to all the prisons of the United
Kingilom, and to many on the Continent. It

proved what might be done by Christianity

and wise Christian methods with even the

most abandoned, and formed the foundation

of that continuous reformation which has re-

ilted both in an amelioi-ation of our criminal

code, and in a steady improvement of our

prison B3-stems. But it is to our shame that

the Friends have hitherto protested in vain

against the incredible folly of unproductive

labor, thousands of our criminals still "grind-

ing the wind" by treadmill or ci'ank, still

lifting heavy weights to one side of a court-

yard, to lift them back to the other, and pre-

senting the nearest earthly embodinient of

one of the circles of Dante's Inferno, "the
fruitless toil that never overtakes its end :"

—

Behold the human squirrels, round and round
Tramping the never-ending cylinder.

The " incorrigible rogues" that wise men send

To houses of correction, there to learn

That honest labor is indeed a curse.

"Well, I always did think working for
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one's li%'iiig was by no means pleasant," ex-

claimed a criminal on leaving prison, "and

after the dose I have just had of it, blest if I

ain't convinced of it."

But even the services the Friends pei-formed

in prison discipline, and in protesting against

the abuses of capital punishment, pale before

that great service England owes them for

having been the first to introduce the mild

treatment of the insane, a few months prior

to Pinel's great movement in France. We
must apologize to our readers for entering

into some painful details, since unless we real-

ize what was the recognized treatment of the

insane up to the period when Pinel flourished

in France, and William Tuke in England, it

is impossible to form any adequate idea of

what we owe the Quakers in this respect

alone.
" The mere enumeration,'" says Dr. Hack

Tuke, "of the means employed to tame the

fury of the maniac, whether on the Continent

or in England, would subject the historian

to the charge of gross exaggeration from a

stranger to the actual history of insanity up

to about fifty years ago. The practice of

flogging was in some establishments, at least,

resorted to, about a dozen lashes being daily

administered to the unfortunate patient. The
maniac was almost always chained, and fre-

quently was in a state of entire nudity ; he was
consequently filthy in the extreme. Often

placed in a cage of iron, each revolving year

still found him crouching like a wild beast

immured within his iron bound cell, " the dim
eyed tenant of the dungeon gloom," his limbs

moulded in one position, and whatever of

mind or feeling remained, crushed to the low-

est pitch by changeless monotony, or mad-
dened by intolerable despair." But whips and

fetters were not ingiMiiously cruel enough.

Chairs were so constructed that all movement
of the limbs was prevented ; and others were

devised to whirl the patient round at a furi-

ous speed in order to produce extreme vertigo

and sickness. German writers proposed draw-

ing the patient up to a tower, and then sud-

denly leiting him plunge down, thus giving

liim the impres-*ion of entering a cavern;

naively adding, " that if the patient could be

made "to alight among snakes and serpents, it

wo'ild be belter still !" The bath of surprise

was another very favorite remedy, the loose

boards covering a cistern bjing so arranged

as to give way, the unfortunate patient find

ing himself suddenly subme;-ged and in danger

of being drowned. The wonder is that an^'

human feeling survived this system of accu-

mulated torture acting on the already diseased

and irritable brain. Yet Elizabeth Fry, who
interested horsell' in the cause of the lunatic

as well as of the prisoner, on visiting a public

building at Amsterdam, noticed, among many
other miserable objects, one unhappy woman,
licavily ironed, perfectly naked, and grovel

ling in straw. Whether the look of compas
sion on the beautiful face, or the voice that

hail caught the echoes of heaven from con-

stantly comforting tlio wretched, attracted

her, we know not; but she dragged herself to

the length of lier chain and endeavored to

reach her visitor; the hand she desired to

touch was yielded to her, and she covered it

with her kissrs, bursting into an agony of

tears. Surely the darkest chapter in the his-

tory of man is his treatment for so many ages

of those afflicted ones, "smitten of God and

afflicted" with a mysterious malady which

most depends on kindness and wise sympathy

for its cure, and love,

" That tender thought clothes like a dove,

With the winga of care."

(To

Selectfd.

The " True Story" of " Mary's little Lamb."

There are floating about in the great ocean

of literature, stray chips of song or story,

which from their wit or wisdom, or from some
unaccountable reason, becoiTie popularized and

cherished more carefully than whole navies

of world-renowned authors. Their parentage

unknown, they come as literary foundlings to

our doors, and, once admitted, command their

own place in our affections. Among such is

the poem "Mary had a little lamb." There

is hardly a child in the land who has not be-

come fiimiliar with the verses. It is, perhaps,

in the truth of the story that the popularity

lies. For it is the true account of an incident

that happened sixty-one years ago, not fifty

miles from the Cradle of Liberty. And " Mary,"

a delightful old lady of threescore and ten,

still lives and cherishes the memory of the

event. The writer, on a recent visit, craved

from her own lips the true story of the affair,

and will reproduce it as nearly as possible.

"It was when I was nine years old," she

said, "and we lived on the farm. I used to

go out to the barn every morning with father

to see the cows and sheep. One cold day we
found that during the night twin lambs had
been born. You know that sheep will often

disown one of twins, and this morning one
poor little lamb was pushed out of the pen

into the yard. It was almost starved, and
almost frozen, and father told me I might have
it if I could make it live. So I took it into

the house, wrapped it in a blanket, and fed it

on peppermint and milk all day. VYhen night

came I could not bear to leave it for fear it

would die, so mother made me up a little bed

on the settle, and I nursed the poor little thing

all night, feeding it with a spoon, and by
morning it could stand. After this we brought
it up by hand until it grew to love me very
much and would stay with me wherever I

went unless it was tied. I used before going
to school in the morning to see that the lamb
was all right, and securely fastened for the

day.
" Well, one morning, when my brother Nat

and I were all ready, the lamb could not be

found, and supposing that it had gone out to

pasture with the cows, we started on. I used

to be a great singer, and the lamb would fol-

low the sound of my voice. This morning,
after we had gone some distance, I began to

sing, and the lamb hearing me, followed on
and overtook us before we got to the school

house. As it happened, we were early, so 1

went in very quietly, took the lamb into my
seat, where it wont to sleep, and I covered it

lip with my shawl. When the teacher came
and the rest of the scholars, they did not
notice anything amiss, and all was quiet until

my spelling class was called. I had hardly
taken my place when the patting of little feet

was heard coming down the aisle, and the
lamb stood beside mo ready for its word. Of
course the children all laughed and the teacher
laughed loo, and the poor creature had to be
turned out of doors. But it kept coming back,

and at last had to bo tied in the wood shed
till night. Now, that day, there was a young
man in school, .lohn Roulston by name, who

was on a visit to one of the boys, and ear

as a spectator. He was a Boston boy
son of the riding-school master, and was 1

ting for Harvaid College. He was very mu
pleased over what he saw in our school, ai

a few days after gave us the first three vers

of the song. How or when it got into prii

I don't know."
Thus she ran on, telling of the care she b

stowed upon her pet until it grew to be

sheep, and she would curl its long wool ov<

a stick ;
and it bore lambs until there v

flock of five, all her own ;
and finally how

was killed by an angry cow. Then she brougl

out a pair of her little girl's stockings, knitte

of yarn spun from the lamb's wool, the heei

of which had been raveled out and given awa
peicemeal as mementoes. No one can dout

that she, whose youth was rendered famou
by love for an unfortunate animal, had live

a life of beneficence and charity. AVith a heaii

overflowing with love toward all God's ores

tures, she has indeed lived to care for th

needy and destitute, and be a mother to th

motherless. And now, in a green old age, sh

is surrounded by those whom her warm hear

long since taught to cling to her and follo\

as the lamb in her youth. John Roulsto

died before entering college.

—

Springfidd Rt

publican.

Sel

What a change has come over Sweden
When the project of a Swedish-America:

colony was first broached to her famous kin^

Guslavus Adolphus—and for a hundred year

after that—Sweden, with a million and aha
of inhabitants, was one of the foremost mill

tary powers of Europe, and, to a large extent

dominated the northern part of that continent

In her later history, with a population of froii

two and a-half to four and a- half millions, sh

has had no war for more than sixty years

She does not trouble herself about the "Turk
ish question" or the " balance of power," bu

attends to her own internal affairs, promotinj

her own industries, and fostering morality

sobriety and education among her people

They are experiencing the diff'erence betweei

the " military glory" of their past history an(

their long reign of prosperous peace. It usei.

to be said that no patriotic Swede could proi

nounce the name and recall the memory o

Charles XII without tears in his ej^es. Bu
what Svvcde would wish to exchange thi

Sweden of Oscar II for that of Charles XII
bright as those days were with conquest an(

military renown? Sweden, with her pros

porous agricuHure, with her skilful artizans

with her developing mines, with her filteer

hundred miles of railway, with her unsur
passed products of iron and steel, with hei

churches and her schoolhouses, with her con

tented and industrious people—among whoir
there is scarcely an adult, man or woman
who cannot read—where education and in

telligcnco are universal—such a Sweden is a

much grander subject of contemplation than

that of the most famous of her great militarji

monarchs.

—

Ledger.

The way to heaven is narrow and difficult

Sin is to bo forsaken, the world overcomo,
Satan i-esisted, self denied, duties diligently

performed. Few go in this way. But the

waj' to hell is open, broad, and throngcil,

To walk in it is easy; hut the end is death.

The narrow way demands eff"ort, but it leads

to life everlasting.
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Selected for " The Friend."

The Golden Cord of love.

["his commandment have we from Him, that he who
loveth God love his brother also."—1 John iv. 21.

The great commands of our holy lawgiver,

jrist Jesns, "Judge not, that ye be not judg-
" and " First cast out the beam out of thine

n eye," are of binding obligation upon those

ho are waiting for the coming of his king-

)m, and very needful to be practised by all

do are making profession of his mild and
erciful religion.

Consider, every one has bis constitutional

firmity ; and it is of that description that he

t least in himself, because it is the secret

)ld the enemj^ has in corrupt nature. This

the weight and sin which most easily besets

ra, and that in which the god of this world
liefl}- blinds him. Here, then, charity must
all times make the greatest allowance.

Think not of ever conquering the wrathful,

earthly and selfish spirit, in its own way
id principle, by opposing wrath to wrath,

d self to self; but get out of their domin-
ns, and stand in the principle of love.

In the greatest exigences, and under the

eatest pressures, resign, stand still, and 3-ou

aall see the salvation of God.
Judgment, opposition, and contention begin

at at the lower end ; let the inferior part

one ;
bear, forbear, suffer under and through

16 weakness of th}' brother, and reach and
egin with him at the other end, or the good
art in hira ; and so uniting with him with
hat there is of God and Christ, you may
orae down towards the inferior part, and
lore easily conquer and supplant the evil

ou aim against. One word in the love, will

o more than a thousand censures and re-

»roofs out of it.

Take heed of anger, resentment, and indis-

reet zeal ; for these prey most ravenously
ipon the life of the Lamb in us.

How many difficulties are to be passed

!

low many things to be suffered ! How many
)attles to be fought ! How many labors and
lard travails to be undergone, before the con-

quest and the crown can be obtained ! Yet,

courage! they will more than abundantly
jompensate. Oh ! let not the fellow-sufferers

find fellow-travellers fall out by the way : but,

,n love, wait and labor, and bear together
their cross, as they are invited and consigned
to sit down in the throne of love together. If

thy brother or sister in Christ fall under the
violence of the enemy, pity them ; where he

has pierced them deepl}' already, do not wound
them deeper ; but here, especially, act the

part of the true Samaritan, take the care of
them upon thee, when no one else will ; cement
and heal as much as possible, and pour oil and
wine into the wounds ; and value not what
expense of spiritual life and strength it may
cost thee ; it shall all be answered, j-ea, abun-
dantly rewarded, in the multiplied blessings

from the everlasting fund and treasury of

grace.

Can we take an affront, and presently turn
off our thought and mind from it, without re

sentment? Can we receive a wound from i

friend without returning another? Can we
be despised or injured, and spoken evil against
falsely, without ruffle and disturbance of mind,
and put it presently on the account of Christ,

accepting it for his sake, and return nothinj

but pity, prayer, and blessing, even for curs

ing ; and stand nevertheless, ready to do ou
enemy all the good that lies in our way ? By

examining ourselves on these points, we may
take the altitude of our advance towards per-

fection.

Those who pretend to Christianity must
especially take heed not to be found defective

in morality ; and those that make the highest
profession of love must take heed, above all

others, that they be not found defective in the
rules of common courtesy and civility ; for

these are all good and necessary in their pro-
per places and order ; and a due and exact
regard to these lower steps may sometimes
save the Christian many a trip and even foul

stumble, and prevent many an offence, both
to his own friends, and also to others without.
This is good for experienced Christians to

have regard to, who having shot up high, as

towards the top of the ladder, have too often

left through haste, some rounds deficient in

the lower parts, while bending their strength
and aim chiefly at the cultivation of the bet-

ter and superior part.

No victor}' like that of overcoming our own
passions, and becoming ma-^ters of ourselves.

Greater is he," saj's the wise man, "that re-

straineth his anger, than he that taketh a

city." (Prov. xvi. 32.) He that can rule and
govern his little world, so as to keep it in

peace, order, and harmony, is a greater king
than if he were monarch of the whole globe.

How great an enemj' and opposer of the

true love, both of God and the brethren, is

the spirit o( self \u man, self-will, self-act, self-

end. God is one, and thy end and happiness
s to be one with him, and in hira with thy
brethren ; but as far as thou art found in this

spirit, and standing on thy own bottom, God
and thou art two, and thou and thy neigh-

bor are two, and have two contrary interests;

and thus far thou del'raudest God and thy
brother of the right they have in thee. This
self-love is a flat contradiction to Christian

love. The one is poor, narrow, and particu-

lar; the other noble, generous, and universal

;

self-love breaks and divides the world into as

many parts and interests as there are indi-

viduals; but Christian love unites all man-
kind, all hearts, and all interests into one.

If, then, thou wouldst learn to love God and
thy brother, pray and labor, and believe in

God constantly and earnestly for the rooting
out of this enemy ; for it is the anti-christian

part, yea, the Antichrist within thee : " Put off

concerning the former conversation the old

man, which is corrupt according to the deceit-

ful lusts; and be renewed in the spirit of your
mind; and put ye on the new man, which
after God is created in righteousness and true

holiness."

The apostle exhorts to "speak the truth in

love." There are enough reprovers in strict

severity, with a mixture of their own resent-

ment and passion, which often defeats the
true end of reproof; but here is shown the
great strength of the children of love, as
speaking the truth, expostulating, arguing,
touching the defective part in a brother, out
of a principle of tenderness and love for his

instruction and direction, without giving of-

fence or exasperation ; and that because it is

done without moving the natural man in them
selves, without contempt, or ta'int, or reflec-

tion, without an angry sting in their words,
and without a blow or stroke intended and
given in spirit, which always kindles a like

passion, and engages a return in kind. He
that would bring forth truth unto victory,

for conquest of his opponent, must first con-

quer within himself, by the curb of his own
passion and resentment, and by the prudence
and moderation of his zeal. This is not weak-

3, or tameness, as some maj- think, but is

truly the wisdom, strength, and conquering
power of love ; which though it carries the
lamb outwardl}-, has also the lion within,
which it can rouse on occasion

;
yet so as to

act in conjunction and harmony with the
Lamb. Thus we see Jesus, the Lamb of God,
is also the Lion of the tribe of Judah, and is

made Lord and Ruler in the power of the Di-
vine justice and judgment ; to a concurrence
in which, by this conquest in themselves, and
command of the fiery properties in their own
souls, the children of love are to be advanced.

Christian ! thou hast pointed out to thee thy
way to conquest, thy way to perfection, and
to the crown of thy high calling of God in

Christ Jesus.

If thou hope for the great reward, which is

the fruition of God, and tbj- part in the con-
summate union of the Lamb and Bride, or the
state of love triumphant, thou must be found
faithful in the state o( suffering love, and hold
t fast through all the various probations of it

;

and this, through the power of Christ in thee,

carrying thee victorious through his whole
process.

The greatest demonstration of thy love to

Christ, and the greatest trials of it, prove to

be, in the performance of this his peculiar
command, of love to his members ; and this

can only be done by the strength of his love

'n thee ; hold thou fast to this point of faith
;

let the great love of God to mankind, the love

of Christ the Bridegroom to his spouse, the
Church, be both the pattern and the spring
of thy love to thy bi'ethren also. So, go on,

nd prosper, with Christ thy King; holding
fast what thou hast received, until thou be-

come " more than conqueror through Him
who hath loved thee."

The Bobolink's Song.—I have noticed that

the bobolink does not sing the same in differ-

ent localities. In New Jersej- it has one song;
on the Hudson a slight variation of the same,
and on the high grass lauds of the interior of

this State, quite a different strain,—clearer,

more distinctly articulated, and running oft'

with more sparkle and liltingness. It reminds
one of the clearer mountain air and the trans-

lucent spring water of those localities. I

never could make out what the bobolink says
in New Jersey, but in certain districts in this

State his enunciation is quite distinct. Some-
times he begins with the word gegue, gegue.

Then again, more fully, Be true to me, Clarsy,

Be true to me, Clarsy, Clarsy, thence full tilt

into his inimitable song, interspersed in which
the words " kick your slipper, kick your slip-

per," and " temperance, temperance," (^the last

with a peculiar nasal resonance,) are plainly

heard. At its best, it is a remarkable per-

formance, a unique performance, as it contains
not the slightest hint or suggestion, either in

tone, or manner, or effect, of any other bird-

song to be heard. The bobolink has no mate
in any part of the world. He stands alone.

There is no closely allied species. He is not

a lark, nor a finch, nor a warbler, nor a thrush,

nor a starling. He is an exception to many
well-known rules. He is the only ground-bird

known to me of marked and conspicuous plu-

mage. He is the only black-and-white bird

we have, and what is still more odd, he is blac c
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beneath and white above—the reverse of the

fact in all other cases. Pre-eminently a bird

of the meadow during the breeding season,

and associated with clover and daisies, and

buttercups, as no other bird is, he yet has the

look of an interloper, or a new-comer, and not

of one to the manor born.

The bobolink has an unusually full throat,

which may help to account for his great power
of song. No bird has yet been found that

could imitate him or even repeat or suggest

a single note, as if his song were the product

of a new set of organs. There is a vibration

about it and a rapid running over the keys
that is the despair of other songsters. It is

paid that the mocking-bird is dumb in the

presence of the bobolink. My neighbor has

an English sky-lark that was hatched and
reared in captivity. The bird is a most per-

sistent and vociferous songster, and fully as

successful a mimic as the mocking bird. It

pours out a strain that is a regular mosaic of

nearly all the bird notes to be heard, its own
proper lark song forming a kind of bordering

)br the whole. The notes of the phcebe-bird,

the purple finch, the swallow, the yellow-

bird, the kingbird, the robin and others, are

rendered with perfect distinctness and accu
racj', but not a word of the bobolink's, though
the lark must have heard its song every day
for four successive summers. It was the one
conspicuous note in the fields around that the
lark made no attempt to plagiarize. He could
not steal the bobolink's thunder.

—

Scribner's

3Ingazine.

not read it with profit, for war touches all of

us, in our affections or in our interests. It

has knocked at all our doors ; it has caused

all our hearts to bleed. To turn it aside; to

oppo^^e it, now as well as in the future, to seek

in the Gospel the precepts which condemn it,

and to seek to destroy from the bottom of our
hearts those evil inclinations which produce
it, is the duty imposed upon all—the holy
crusade, in which all ought to engage with-

out di-tinction of sect, nationality, or party.

For ''The Friend

" War from the point of view of Christianity
and good sense. Translated from the English
of Jonathan Dymoiid, with a Preface by Pos-
seau St. Hilaire. Paris, 187G."
We have been interested in seeing a pam-

phlet of nearly 100 pages under the above
title, written in French, compiled from the
"Inquiry into the Accordancy of War with
the Principles of Christianity," l>y Jonathan
Dymond. It has been translated from the
English by a J'oung man in profession with
Friends, residing in the south of France.
The editor, who, we are informed, isa learned

and serious man, and a member of the French
Institute, has added some narratives, showing
the resultsofobedience to the pacific precepts of
the gospel in the midst of war and bloodshed,
taken from Thomas Hancock's account of the
preservation of Friends through extraordina-
ry dangers at the time of the Eebellion in
Jreland, in 1798; and also some painfully in-

teresting incidents in the experience of two
young men, one of them from North Carolina,
who remained faithful to their principles, as
Friends, during the late civil war in this
country.

In the preface, the editor alludes with grate-
ful feelings to the generous contributions of
Friends in England, to the sufferers by the
late war in France; and the desire, expressed
by a member of the "Society of the Friends
of Peace," that Dymond's Essay should be
circulated in that country

; to facilitate which,
he has condensed its contents, and put them
into a somewhat different form: and adds:

—

"This work addresses itself to Christians of
all denominations. Catholics as well as Pro-
testants, for it is the spirit of (Jhristianity,

and not that of a sect, which has produced it.

But this does not imply, that men of the
world, unbolievorp, and the indifferent, may

Let us say boldly, in the name of Christi-

ity and good sense, It is necessary to abolish

war. It is necessary to end once for all those
bloody massacres which dishonor our era of

progress. The modern world aspires not only
to liberty, it aspires to order, that is to peace.
Already in those rare intervals in which war
has ceased to exist, the most agreeable and
pleasant relations have been established be-

tween even the most distant peoples. * *

In the face of all this progress of the reign of
peace, which is being accomplished without
noise, but without cessation over all the face
of the earth, which is on its way to abolish
lavery among barbarians, as it has done
mong civilized people; can war still exist?
We appeal to the good sense, the conscience,
the heart of every man, whether he is a
Christian or whether he is not. Europe in

its ineffectual eftbrts to substitute arbitration
for war, and thus to realize the noble dream
of Sully, the Christian Republic, has shown
the goal, but it has not yet found the way.
It is indeed for Christianity to realize this

dream, which so many sages have proclaimed
a chimera. It, only, can satisfy that long
groan of humanity, which for so many ages,
asks of God that peace which kings cannot
give. War to war

;
peaceful but ceaseless war

to this blood3' and detested legacy which the
old world has transmitted to the new; and
which causes an unanimous cry to arise from
all the ends of the earth, from the bottom of
all hearts—a cry which Christians had the
honor of first uttering,— ' It is necessury to
abolish war.' "

The accounts which the editor has appended
derived from this country, are as follows

:

"During the long and terrible war called
the Secession, which set the South against the
North, in the United States, and the advocates
of slavery against those of abolition, the faith
of the American Quakers and their fidelity to
their principles, were yet more rudely tried

;

we will cite some examples.
Jn North Carolina, a young Quaker enrol-

led by force in 1861, having refused to take a
gun, was exposed for two hours to the brutal
punishment, known in the army under the
name of bucking. The sufterer is condemned
to keep himself bent, his head almost touch-
ing the ground, his hands bound and fastened
to his knees, and a stake passed between his
arms and elbows. * * During the night,
he was kept chained, and the following morn-
ing ho was suspended for two hours by his
hands tightly bound together. We abridge
the repulsive account of all these tortures, in-

flicted by skilful hands, accustomed to mar-
tyrize the blacks; tortures which lasted many
weeks. Foiled by the invariable sweetness
which the victim showed towards his torment-
ors, the oflScer who presided over this slow
punishment, finished by leaving the place,

|

saying to his men

soldiers came to offer him a gun, telling hii

it was necessary he should decide to carry
or die. " To-day is the day of the sabbath
he answered, with serene air, "itisthedai
which I should choose to render up mj- soi|

to God." Finally, not knowing what moi
to do with him, after new tortures, alwajj
supported with the same constancy, he wi
brought to the Colonel, who, through pit;

sent him to prison, whei-e, by the interpi

sition of Friends, he was liberated and ni

stored to his family. It is thus to be seeil

that Christian courage belongs to all time
and to all countries, and that America, i

it has had its cruel persecutors, has al.-^o i1'

martyrs.
,

Another Friend, airived at camp, refuse'

also to bear arms. His first punishment wai|

to be deprived of sleep for two nights. The
having for a week endured every day th!

punishment of bucking, he was suspended b
,

his thumbs for an hour and a half. Contini
ing firm in his refusal, he was brought befor

a court martial, and condemned to be shot;

The soldiers were in line to execute the sen

fence, when he was heard to pray aloud a

our Saviour, " Father, forgive them, for the;

know not what they do." In hearing thes
words, and seeing so much resignation, th

soldiers were moved, the guns were lowered'
and he was remanded to prison. But thougl
his spirit was strong, his body was not suffi;

ciently so to withstand these cruel trials

Taken to the hospital, he languished then
some time, and his hourof deliv'erance finalh

came. Observe what the officer who hat
charge of the hospital wrote:— ' W. L. died a
Richmond, the 6th of December, 1864. H(
died as he had lived, a true, humble and devou
Christian, faithful to his convictions. W(
have pitied him, we have .sympathized with
him; but he has now received his reward, anc
he rests in the bosom of his Father.' "

Selicted.

Use this world as not abusing it— 1 Cor. vii. 31.

Do I bear in mind that if I fail to use the
world, as God commands, to his honor and
glorj', then I abuse it; and for this he will

soon call me into judgment? Is it not abus-
world, making a wrong use of it, if I

allow it to be the master instead of the ser-

vant—if I give it the place in my heart that
should be kept sacred for God alone ? Do I
not abuse the world, if I fix my affections on
it, or if I live in it as if there were no world
beyond ?

The world is good in its place. If kepti
without the heart, like the water outside ofi

the ship, it may aid to bear us on to the haven
of eternal rest. But as the water, if allowed
to come within the ship, soon tills and sinks
it; so the world, if it gets into the heart, will
be its ruin. To possess the world, may not
be injurious—to be possessed b}' it, is destruc-
tive alike to character, to happiness, and to

]

the soul.

Rich Without Money.—Many a man is rich
ithout money. Thousands of men with

nothing in their pockets arc rich. A man
j

born with a good sound constitution, a good
stomach, a good heart, good limbs, and a
pretty good head-piece is rich. Good bones
iro better than gold ; tough muscles better
than silver

; and the nerves that flash firo and
See if you can force hira|^'>''ry energy to every function, are better

to figlU, for my part, 1 give it up." Then thel'''"^" houses or land.
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it the request of a Friend in Ohio, we re-

nt tin' following, which appeared in our

) inii> in the 4th month, 1859.]

From " The British Friend."

^FKIKNDS' MEETING IX THE COUNTRY.

A fiiiiple porch—an ancient pile,

If i^ I i-^pecial mark or style

—

'ireeii gravep, and .slumbering trees without

—

Birt- walls within, and timbers stout

—

Here, at this evening hour, a band

Of <ilent worshippers have met;

Feiiiilo and male on either hand
;

A narrow aisle between them set,

A'i ihotigh 'twere danger or disgrace

To mingle in this sacred place.

It is, indeed, a little band

—

Long forms without a tenant stand.

And seats that ancient valiants bore

—

Departed—know them now no more !

yet over all a stillness dwells

Than empty silence far more deep
;

In which the heart with fervor swells,

And love and joy together weep.

But all are not alike engaged :

To bow their souls in praise or prayer

The thoughts of some, like birds uncaged.

Are wandering here or wandering there,

Unmindful of life's narrow span.

Forgetful of the debt they owe

For every breath since life began,

And every good enjoy'd below !

What contrasts, both of mind and face,

Of youth and age are in this place!

What diflerent thoughts and feelings stir,

The brain of him—the heart of her !

That tender mother's fervent look

Is winning as an open hook :

Her features are of Roman form,

Untann'd by any sun so warm

;

Her f;ice, indeed, is saintly fair—

Dark are her eyes; her silvery hair

Worn short beiienth her muslin cap

Peeps forth in little natural waves;

Her hands are folded in her lap ;—
She is not one of Fashion's slaves;

Alike her countenance and dress

Her loyalty to Heaven express.

This upright man of sanguine hue,

And stern, yet sorrow-stricken face.

Appears like one still struggling through

The briars and thorns that mar life's race.

But though his head is crispeil with gray.

And though his brow is wrung with care,

Hope lights his features with her ray.

And faith defends him from despair.

Fighting in faith the fight of life.

Through grace he triumphs in the strife.

A girl is sitting by the wall

Still young, but as a woman tall

;

With face as dark, if not so sad.

As, haply, Jephthah's daughter had.

How still she sits, in soul retired,

With peaceful thoughts of Heaven inspired!

Her eyes are wedded to the ground,

Moveless to either sight or sound.

Beside her sits a tinier girl,

Complexioned like the ocean pearl

;

The same in tippet and in frock

—

In mind how different seems the stock !

The ardent face, the titful start,

Reveal the young enthusiast's heart.

This stripling here wilh forehead high,

With pallid cheek and serious eye-
So fair a morn gives promise soon

To usher in a glorious noon,

Next him there sits a pretty boy.

Perhaps of ten years old or less

;

To |»aze upon him is a joy,

Though quaint and homely is his dress.

The rose's blush is on his cheek.

The diamond's light is in his eye.

His lips though silent seem to apeak,

His curly locks around him fly.

To sit with stillness is, to him,

An irksome task to every limb.

And so, the moments to beguile

He calls his fancy to his aid
;

With Xury sails full many a mile—
With Crusoe wanders, half afraid ;

Sees in the wainscot's knotted boards

Exploding ships and tiaming swords
;

The Slough that Christian struggled thro'—

The Lions crouching in their lair

—

ApoUyon, terrible to view
;

The Doubting Castle of Despair !

Here sits a man, whose heavy face

Of thought or feeling shows no trace
;

A man of long-descended wealth,

And richer still in changeless health
;

Respected in his daily walk,

But fitted for no higher talk

Than that of bullocks—or of crops

—

Or how the grass creeps up—or drops
;

Contented in his rural sphere
;

To one indulgent bosom dear.

Yon row of maidens young and fair

Have surely known no mother's care;

In various colors sprucely dight.

With bonnets gay, and tresses curled.

They seem just fledged to take their flight

Into the giddy outside world.

Here sits a young and lumpish man
Asleep—disguise it if he can.

How ill appears, in such a place,

The drowsy, idiotic face !

Yon female friend, in middle life,

Though handsome, is not yet a wife;

Though love in her benignant eyes

In gushing fountains seems to rise.

Unsullied as the silk she wears

Her soul a sacred impress bears.

She never loved—because unsought

!

Or love too r.ashly set at naught

!

Or if she lov'd, 'twas unreveal'd,

And thrown away because concealed !

And so her warm aflections find

Solace in helping all mankind

—

The poor at home—the slave abroad^

All who can yield her no reward !

On (he raised benches at the end,

Facing the meeting, sits a Friend

Of reverend age. His visage meek
Seems a glad spirit to bespeak.

Goodness, untinged by worldly guile,

Has framed his features to a smile.

A female preacher by his side

Sedately sits. Her forehead wide,

And short round features, full of lines,

Show by indubitable signs

Her mental energy and power;

Fitted for any place or hour.

She rises. In her form and mien

A natural dignity is seen.

Her simple bonnet, backward thrust.

Reveals her massive face ; her bust

Swells with her mission ; slow she speaks
;

Her lifted hand due audience seeks.

" When Christ—on earth—in person came.

He promised that where two, or three,

Are met together in his name

—

Which is his power—there He will be !

This day this promise we behold

Fulfilled amongst us. O'er Christ's fold

The hovering wing, it may be said,

Of ancient goodness still is spread !

Go I is a Spirit !—Boundless space

Is His eternal dwelling-place !

The earth is with his presence filled !

Yet such is His mysterious plan.

His sacred pleasure is to build

His temple in the heart of man !

And there in spirit to be sought

—

In spirit worshipped and obeyed

—

Until salvation shall be wrought

;

And man is in his image made

!

Nor is it strange that He who wheeled

These worlds into the empty sky
;

Y'et paints the lilies of the field.

And feeds the ravens when they cry.

Should condescend his works to own ;

And this the chiefest of the whole
;

And cause His presence to be known
In man's immortal quickcn'd soul

!

" This revelation from above.

Within us, shows the Father's love

To fallen man. It is a lamp
To every soldier in his camp;

It is the hidden manna, given,

From day to day, direct from Heaven

;

Y'et daily to be sought—a brook.

As by the way—a shepherd's crook,

To draw us to himself—a well,

Pure, sweet, and inexhaustible.

Of living waters. O, how great

The privilege ! How good the gift

!

How excellent the Giver ! Wait
In faith before Him. He will lift

Our heads in hope. We shall rejoice

As in his presence, without fear

;

Shall listen to His gracious voice.

And feel in truth that God is near.

In this communion we shall know
No need of outward form or sign,

Or ceremonial, pomp, or show.

Or sacramental bread and wine.

The blessed substance being ours.

These empty forms are worthless dross
;

They yield to Christ's superior powers.

Who, dying, nailed them to His cross !

" What is true worship ? Let each one

Ask his own heart. Is it to run.

With eager crowds, on words to feed?

Is it to hear a parson read ?

Is it dependence on a priest ?

Is it to bow towards the east ?

Is it to listen to the sound
Of artful music swelling round ?

True worship is an inward, pure.

And reverent exercise of mind
Before the Lord ! Who doth allure

The waiting suppliant ; who will find

That God is gracious to the meek.
And low of heart, who own his sway,

And unto Him in spirit seek.

Through Jesus Christ, the living way.

This worship we may all perform.

Each in our own peculiar sphere;

Amidst the raging of the storm,

When evil men are struck with fear;

Or in the calm of daily life,

Whatever cares engage our hands

—

Amidst the town's commercial strife,

Or by the ocean's changing sands

—

Though o'er the sea we steer our cour.se,

Or toil within the dangerous mine,

The soul may gather to the Source

Of love, and light, and life divine.

" Jesus is our High Priest. His word
Within the waiting soul is heard.

Teaching as no man ever taught.

The power to teach cannot be bought

;

It is the gift of God. In vain

Men seek by study to attain

To heavenly knowledge. Learning fails

To pluck from human eyes the scales

That blind men to the truth. No doubt

This people were raised up of old

To make resistance, meek yet stout,

To tyrant priestcraft, and uphold

A purer standard to mankind.
Of life and doctrine,—God's free grace.

And man's free will ! But they were fined,

And mocked, and scourged from place to place
;

Robbed by informers, rudely thrown

Into foul dungeons, suffering through

Long months and years ; not men alone,

But likewise tender women too !

Yet could they glory in their wrongs.

Nor hope, nor confidence would yield,

But raised to Heaven triumphant songs.

And with their lives their witness sealed.

Oh, that in this more peaceful day.

Those times by none may be forgot

;

Why should we cast our shield away.

As though with oil anointed not?

May neither pride nor sloth deter

The heavenward progress of your youth.

Sell not your birthright ! nor prefer

A mess of pottage to the truth !

"Thanks be to God ! who would that all

Should turn to Him and live. The call

Is universal. He hath done

His part, in that He gave his Son

To die for sinners, and hath placed

His Spirit in our hearts. Then haste

To seek this inward light. Obey
Its guidance in the heavenly way.

It leads into the truth. It shows

The vanitv of earthly things ;
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Reveals to man his inward foes,

Perhaps unknown before ; and brings

His soul from bondage. It destroys

All false deceitful colors ; rends

The specious veil from worldly joys,

And shows in what earth's glory ends

!

This blessed light of truth disowns

All fraud—all violence—all wars

—

All tyrannies of states and thrones-
All harsh, unjust, oppressive laws !

It yi

It

ields alone true peace of mind-
governs every vain desire-

Leads to truth-speaking with mankind

—

Plainness of language and attire

—

Brings into unity and love,

That bond of love which naught can break

Binds us at once to Christ above.

And to each other for His sake !

It is the diadem and crown
Of our assemblies, when we meet,

When all within us is laid down
In nothingness at Jesus' feet

!

It is the unction from on high

—

The true Anointing, which alone

Can rightly fit and qualify

To make the glorious gospel known !

To this, dear Friends, in love unfeigned,

I now commend you, one and all,

"With mine own soul ! I feel constrained

Thus to invite you. Heed the call."

She ceases. She resumes her seat

;

Yet still would seem the cadence sweet

To melt upon the ear. Around
A silence settles—calm—profound.

A glow of heavenly love arrays

Her face ;—but soon she kneels—she prays.

" O Thou ! whose dwelling is on high,

Look down upon us with an eye

Of love and mercy ; and preserve

A remnant who shall never swerve
From thy true service ; but uphold !

Thy standard in the earth, with bold

And faithful hearts ! Shed forth thy light.

And vindicate in all men's sight

Thy blessed truth. And, for the sake
Of Christ our risen Lord, O take

Unto thyself thy mighty power

!

Let not the barbarous sword devour
Forever ; but be pleased to draw
The hearts of men away from war.

To worship Thee !—O God ! subdue
Our stubborn wills I Do thou renew •

Our spiritual strength. Forgive
Our erring hearts, and bid us live !

Be Thou our guide from day to day !

Thy law, O Lord, within us write !

Be thou our hope—our help—our stay

—

Who art the Truth—the Life—the Light,

That we may know a second birth,

For all men must be born again,

Who seek to be redeemed from earth
;

The second death will then obtain

No power to harm us. Cause, O Lord

!

Thy truth to prosper more and more
In every land—at home, abroad

—

That men Thy goodness may adore !

That holiness may yet increase.

And spread through earth from sea to sea
;

And men may live in love and peace.

And welcome incense rise to Thee

!

To Thee, O Father 1 and Thy Son
;

The First Begotten from the dead.

And to the Holy Spirit—one
True God ! our ever living Head !]

High praises be ascribed, both now
And all eternity, for Thou
Art worthy 1—worthy !—worthy !"

The sunset's soft and yellow beam
Along the wall begins to gleam.
The sparrows on the fir-trees nigh
Have ceased to cherup. By and by
The little company depart.

Some tendered and refreshed in heart. S. D.

Tho yew trees of Britain are of wonderful
longevity. One lived at Fountainn Abbey,
Ripon, for 1200 years. There are gome j-owh

at Crowhurst, in Surrey, 1400; a yew at

Kontigal, Perthshire, 2000 or 2000 ; a yew at

Bradburn, Kent, 3000. and a yew at Iledso,

icks, twent3'-8even feet in diameter, 2300

ars.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Friend."

In the report adopted by the " Conference"

of Friends of Western Yearly Meeting, held

at Plainfield, Eighth month 22d, 1876, among
other things, there is the following :

" And we
believe it incumbent on all who desire to main-

tain the original doctrines, testimonies, and

peculiarities of our Society, as given forth by
ancient Friends and handed down to us, to

stand unflinchingly by them, disclaiming in

christian meekness and forbearance, all un-

soundness in doctrine and practice;" "which
doctrines we believe are the true doctrines of

the Scriptures, and that the usages which
they adopted, are the legitimate outgrowth
thereof."

Taking them at their word, will not the

Conference" have to testify publicly and un-

equivocally against the unsound doctrines of

Joseph John Gurney, who, Thomas Shillitoe

said, " has spread a linsey-woolsey garment
our members, but in a future day it will

be stripped off, it will be too short for them,

as they will be without Jesus Christ, the

Lord." And further, he said, " it is my firm

belief," that "the Society will go gradually

down, if it yields to the further circulation

of that part of his works, which they have
their power to suppress." How lament-

ably has this been fulfilled, not only in his

native land (England), but also in America.

And will not the " Conference," have to make
the like testification against the oppressive

acts of tho " Larger Body in New England,"

in violation of their own discipline, in order

to bring about the disownment of sound
Friends and ftiithful watchmen, for no other

offence than that they labored in accordance

with the discipline of New England Yearly
Meeting, to prevent the reception and spread

of the unsound doctrines alluded to.

Doubtless if the "Conference," stands un-

flinchingly for the doctrines and testimonies

of the Society, and disclaims against " all un

soundness in doctrine and practice," they will

have a humiliating work to perform ; but no

matter, if thereby they can experience a bein

stripped of the linsey-woolsey garment, (if in

anywise they have it on,) and have their lives

given them for a prey. Oh, that the Western
Yearly Meeting, as well as all the others that

have assisted in healing the hurt of this peo-

ple (Friends) slightlj'', and crying, " peace,

peace, when there is no peace," might wake
up to their accountability and to the awful-

ness of the subject, before it be too late ; that

the language be not incurred, "Inasmuch as

ye did it not to one of the least of these, ye
did it not to me." The apostle says, "Have
no fellowship with the unfruitful works of

darkness, but rather reprove them." Has
there been any rejjroving of tho unfruitful

works of darkness, sanctioned by the "Larger
Body in New England," by any of the Yearly
Meetings, except Philadelphia and Ohio?

Will tho members of the " Conference" read
the report in relation to tho facts and causes
of the division which occurred in Now Eng-
land Yearly Meeting in 1845, adopted by Phil-

adelphia Yearly Meeting? I quote one para-

graph :
" The obstruction which exists in our

Yearly Mooting to tho holding of a corres-

pondence with that body in Now England,
which has authorized or sustained tho ])r()-

cccdings upon which we liav« animadverted,

does not arise from any feelings of hosti Ij

to them, nor from partiality to any man, i

rorn a conscientious belief, that whate
may have been the motive, their acts h

gone to condemn many who have been sta

for the ancient faith of Friends, i

against the introduction of error
;
that it

doing wrong opinions have received suppi

and the discipline and rights of memh
have been violated ; and that it was the cou

pursued by them in these transactions, wh
led to the separation. Until, therefore, th

proceedings shall be rectified or annulled,

see not how unity is to be restored."

The "Binns party" worked a separation

Ohio Yearly Meeting, in order to correspc

with the "Larger Body" in New Engla^

thus giving support to unsound doctric

practices, as also all the Yearly Meetii

which have fellowship with them. It

worthy of particular notice that in all

Yearly Meetings which have affiliated v

the " Larger Body" in New England, thi

have been those wide departures from pri

five doctrine and practice, till their meetii

in many places are not characteristic of t

meetings of Friends. What then can be dc

for backsliding Israel ? Will they return ui

the Lord, if they may return ? But perhe

they will say, " Wherein shall we retur
" Be not deceived ; God is not mocked,"
whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he

reap." " For he that soweth to his flesh, sh

of the flesh reap corruption, but he that sov

to the Spirit, shall of the spirit reap life ev^

lasting." Ai
Ohio, 9th mo.

We give place to the above because
think it is the product of one who is hones
concerned for the welfare of the cause

Truth : but we apprehend it is best to lea

the deeply tried members in the West, to inoi

only as the Head of the church may be pleas]

to direct their steps.

—

[Edt's.]

The China papers continue to notice t

alarm which prevails in many Chinese citi

respecting the supposed cutting off of quer
by some supernatural agency. The No)
China Herald says:—Tho phantasy that h:

been lately prevalent in the cities of Sh(

chow, Chinkiang, Yangchow, and Nankit
touching the pranks of mischievous spritt

who have taken to cutting off the lieg

queues, has spread to Shanghai. For sevei

weeks little else has been talked about in t

tea shops of this province and city. 'I'he

sprites are of paper, cut by magicians
resemble the human figure, and despatch
after certain incantations to create annoyan(
On this occasion thej' have been directed

cut tho queues of numerous persons in lar

cities. They always presage trouble in t

State, rebellion or something of tho ki

being sure to follow their appearance. Th
became conspicuous, for example, a few yer

before the Taoping rebellion, and hence it

that ofllicials are not a little perturbed by t

present panic, seeing that it is but one of wli

are popularly regarded as portents of a ro\

lution. The saw, " A prosperous Governmc
is known by felicitous occurrences ; a Govei
ment about to bo overthrown has ominc
portents," is in every body's mouth, and ton

to cff'oct such an ovcrlhrow. When drough
floods, epidemics, defeats, and such calamilo
occurrences begin, magic comes to aid in pi

ducing further confusion. As an instance
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hcxcitcraent which the queue cutting mania
s I'.isiiii;- among the Chinese, we may men-

ic tluit the cireuhition of the Shenpao has

Iteased l>y several hundreds since it began.

% man relates that he was walking near
hXiirth Gate, and suddenly he heard a sound

:s t :i rushing wind, when lo ! his queue was
fo. Another case related is of a child who
I'. it nut to play, when in a moment bis queue
;, ixone, and he came home, crying, to relate

i
lii--. However all this may be, there is

loul t that a number of queues do get cut

and that great alarm exists in consequence.

at heightens the panic, is a saying that

an only lives one hundred days after the
istrophe has happened to him.

—

Public

'ger.

secrecy as to what has become of these writ-

ings.

THE FRIEND.
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Selected.

''he Deathbed of Thomas Paine.—Stephen
llet in his journal thus notices the death
his notorious and unhappy man :

I may not omit recording here the death
Thomas Paine. A few days previous to

leaving home on my last religious visit,

hearing that he was ill, and in a ver}- des-

ite condition, I went to see him, and found
in a wretched state; for ho had been

neglected and forsaken by his pretended
nds, that the common attentions to a sick

n had been withheld from him. The skin

is body was in some places worn off, which
ally increased his sufferings. A nurse was
ded for him, and some needful comforts

re supplied. He was mostly in a state of I

per, but something that had passed be-

een us had made such an impression upon
Q, that some days after my departure, he
it for me, and, on being told that I was
ne from home, he sent for another Friend,

is induced a valuable young Friend (Mary
scoe), who had resided in my family', and
itinued at Greenwich during part of my
3ence, frequently to go and take him sonao

;le refreshment suitable for an invalid, fur-

b^' a neighbor. Once when she was
ere, three of his deistical associates camelo
p door, and in a loud, unfeeling manner said,

|0m Paine, it is said you are turning Chris-

>n, but we hope you will die as you have
ed;' and then went away. On which, turn-

g to Mary Rascoe, he said, 'You see what
serable comforters they are.'

Once he asked her if she had ever read any
his writings. And on being told that she

id read but very little of them, he inquired

bat she thought of them, adding, ' from such
I one as you I expect a correct answer.'

le told him that when very young his ' Age
' Reason' was put into her hands, but that

e more she read in it, the more dark and
stressed she felt, and she threw the book
to the fire. ' I wish all had done as you,'

) replied, ' for if the devil has ever had any
;ency in any work, he has had it in my
riting that book.' When going to carry
m some refreshments, she repeatedly heard
m uttering the language ' O Lord ! Lord
od,' or ' Lord Jesus ! have mercy upon me !'

"

It is well known that during some weeks
' his illness, when a little free from bodily

lin, he wrote a great deal ; this his nurse

Id me ; and Mary Rascoe repeatedly saio

m writing. If his companions in infidelity

id found any thing to support the idea that

) continued on his death-bed to espouse their

luse, would they not have eagerly published

? But not a word is said ; there is a total

In contem])lating the probable future of

our religious Society, it is natural that atten-

tion should be directed to the generation just

coming on the stage of action, from among
whom we should rightly expect the consistent

successors of those who are now faithfullj-

supporting the doctrines and testimonies of

Truth, and bearing the heat and burden of

this day of trial. While we believe the call

of the Lord has been extended to many of

the youth, inviting them to become chosen
for his service, it is cause for unfeigned sor-

row, to recognize in how few comparatively,

the evidence is given that they are willing to

submit to the restraining, convicting and con-

verting power of the Holy Spirit, which alone

can implant a sincere love for the self-denying

principles of the gospel, and produce a right

qualification for setting the example of genu-

ine Quakerism befoi-e the world.

The introduction within the Society, of the

lax and spurious notions respecting the morti-

fying restraints of the religion of Christ, and
the propriety of our members conforming
more nearly to what is deemed admissible by
other religious professors, has added greatly

to the difficulties and exercises of religiously

concerned parents, who are watching for the

preservation of their offspring, as those who
must give account; and with sorrow, they

often see that, notwithstanding all their care,

and their many prayers, the precepts openly
inculcated and the example set, by many of

those who have assumed to be leaders of the

people, coinciding as they do with the prompt-

ng of the carnal mind—thwart their godly

concern, and draw the immature minds of their

children away from the simplicity of the truth,

and entice them to indulge in hurtful depar-

tures from the strait and narrow way.
The power of example is insidious and great.

Where those who are entrusted with shepherd-

ng the lambs of the flock leave the sacred

enclosure themselves, speaking lightly of, or

disregarding, those testimonies, which, hoW'

ever the world orcarnal professors may despise

and ridicule them, are important as teaching

self-abasement in the school of Christ, it can-

not l>ut be expected that those who are look-

ing up to them for protection and help, will

follow in their footsteps, and bo exposed to

become a prey to the spirit of the world
~

nee, we see that where parents have adopt

ed the "liberal" religion, now so much ir

vogue among us, not only themselves, bul

the younger branches of their families also

very generally join in league with the spirit

of the world, adopting its fashions, copyin-

its manners and, more or less, indulging in it

amusements. Thus the command is set at

naught, " Be ye not conformed to this world,

but be ye transformed by the renewing of

your minds." Wearing plain clothes and

using the plain language, will not make
Christian or good Quaker; but the Truth

would lead all our members into them, did

they not despise the day of small things;

and the}' are often an effective preventive of

nauch that is evil ; and the restriction they

impose, not unfrequently prepares the way

for heart-felt obedience to the gentle intima-

tions of the Holy Spirit. They make a great

stake—both older and younger—who sup-

pose they are more highij" esteemed, by com-
promising with worldlings in these respects

;

vhile other religious professors are alive to the

nconsistency and paltriness of those claim-

ng to be Friends, aping the language and
fashions of the world ; and considering it as

a phase of hypocrisy, it is better fitted to

excite their contempt, than to heighten their

spect.

The living members preserved throughout
the Society, mourn over these things, and
any of them, we doubt not, are at times

exercised in fervent prayer to the Father of

11 our sure mercies, that He would turn his

hand upon us as a people, working for us de-

"verance from our captivity, from un watch-
fulness and disobedience to the manifestations

of his holy will concerning us. But though
there is so general a departure from the sim-

plicity of the truth as it is in Jesus, among
both the older and younger members, there

is no cause to despair of the broken ranks of

the faithful being again filled. It was by the

powerful operation of his own holy Spirit on
the minds of one here and another there, that

the blessed Head of the Church brought forth,

equipped and commissioned those who first

filled the ranks of true Quakers; and He is

as able now to raise up children unto Abra-

ham from the stones of the streets, as He was
in that day of extraordinary grace. He told

those Jews who pt-rsistently refused to own
him as the Son and Sent of the Father, that

"The stone which the builders rejected, the

same has become the head of the corner," and
that "The kingdom of heaven shall be taken

from you, and given to a nation bringing forth

the fruits thereof." If those who have a right

of membership in the Society, be their profes-

sion what it may, practically reject the secret

manifestations and self-denying requirements

of the spirit of Christ within.—small and tri-

vial as they may be esteemed by the natural

man—and are determined not to maintain all

the testimonies of Truth which He has called

Friends to illustrate before the world by ex-

ample, He will bring in others from the high-

ways and hedges, who will take the seats of

those who will have been cast off.

We believe, however, there are yet preserv-

ed among our young members, both male and

female, those who are far from despising the

day of small things ;
and who, if they con-

tinue watchful and obedient to do the little,

will be made rulers over more ; and we may
trustingly hope, that, as the watchmen and
watchwomen are removed one by one, from

works to rewards, from among these will be

fulfilled the prophesy made to Israel of old,

" Saviours shall come up on mount Zion to

judge the mount of Esau, and the kingdom
shall be the Lord's."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A special dispatch to the London Times

from Santander, Spain, states that William M. Tweed
had been sent to Corunna where he was embarked for

Cuba, to be surrendered, on his arrival there, to the

United States officers.

The London Times Berlin telegr.im says : The Porte

is ready to accord a prolonged armistice provided Rus-

sia .suspends the dispatch of officers and soldiers to Bel-

grade. There are already 15,000 Russians in Servia.

The Austrian ambassador at Constantinople is nego-

tiating relative to the conditions of peace between the

Porte and Montenegro.

The London Standard reports that a treaty of peace
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has been entered into by the Liberian government with

the natives of Cape Palmas, with whom a desultory

warfare had been waged for some time past. The na-

tives believed that England would render them assist-

ance; but the Foreign Office impressed them with the

utter groundlessness of such expectations.

The London Times has intelligence from Cape Town
of the complete disorganization of the Transvaal Re-

public. High officials were asking for British inter-

vention. It WIS expected that a motion in favor of

British annexation would be soon brought before the

Legislature. Intelligence from another quarter asserts

that the inhabitants of the Republic do not generally

favor annexation, and believe they can hold their

ground against the hostile natives. The whites num-

ber only about .50,000 persons.

The wheat crop of the United Kingdom this year is

estimated at about 99,000,000 bushels, which leaves a

deficiency of twenty-five or thirty millions of bushels

to be supplied from other countries. The land in wheat

is about 3,136,000 acres; which is twenty-five per cent,

below the acreage of 1874 and the preceding seven

years.

Business depression in England continues, and more

commercial failures are announced from time to time.

T. T. Freemantle (Conservative) has been elected to

the British House of Commons, to fill the vacancy

caused by Disraeli's elevation to the peerage. He re-

ceived 2735 votes, and the Liberal candidate 2539.

A dispatch from Barcelona to the London Times

notices the growing desire of the Spanish clergy to ob-

tain the suppression of all Protestant schools. They

argue that the people, until they are of full age. have

no right to be instructed in any religion save the

Catholic.

Railway statistics in Great Britain show that 1280

persons were killed and .5755 injured on the various

roads during the year 187.5.

Great Britain has sent an accredited diplomatic re-

presentative to the Transvaal Republic, authorizedto

inform the government and people that if they desire

to be annexed to Great Britain as a colony the British

authorities will consent thereto.

London, 9th mo. 23d.—U. S. sixes, 1867, lOSJ.

Liverpool.—Middling uplands cotton, 5 lo-lM. Or-

leans, 6id.
The proclamation of Prince Milan, as King of Servia,

is enthusiastically received by the population. It is

believed that the Prince and his Ministers only desire

the act because of the strong diplomatic pressure exer-

cised by the powers, particularly Russia.

The plague has broken out among the Turks before

Alexinatz. They are compelled to change their posi-

tions every three days, and burn their tents and beds.

The correspondent of the London Times, at Vienm,
thinks that the prospects for peace are brightening. He
says: "On the Turkish side all is now likely to go
right. The Mohammedan religious fe-itival opportune-

ly occurring at this time, will make an extension of the

temporary armistice almost like a religious duty."

Mexican a<lvice3 to the 13th say the city of Z icatecas

was captured on the 21th ult., by Garcia de la Cadena
at the head of fifteen hundred insurrectionisU. The
same night he turned the city over to the American,
German and Spanish Consuls, and evacuated it. The
government troops reoccupied the place on the 28th,

having previously defeated Cadena's band. All indi-

cations favor the final triumph of Lerdo de Tejada in

the Presidential contest.

United States.—During the six days ending 9th

mo. 23d, the International Exhibition at Philadelphia
and tlie display of live stock in connection therewith,

was visited by 553,393 persons who paid for admission.

The daily number of visitors varied from 62,497, on
the 18th, lo 122,003 on the 21st. It is noticed as a re-

markable fact that such vast numbers of people have
been transported back and forth on the railroads witli-

onl the injury of any passenger thus far.

By a dispatch from the Red Cloud .\gi>ncy it appears
that the Sioux, Cheyennes and Arr ip ili^.i , ,ii ilmt

agency, had reluctantly agreed to tin- pi i|i i m m ili-

mitted to them by the (Commission! r- i
1 m

Indian Department. The new treaty
i

i

linquishmentof all claims by the Iiilim imo

of country known as the Black Hill-, i I lir

a new reservation with narrower limii > i Im-i
will send a deputation to examine thii [Mii .i i\:r In-

dian Territory which will be oflercd tluMu for a per-

manent home, and if they consent to remove to it an-

jiuitiesand subsistence supplies are promised. In con-
sideration of their compliance with the foregoing pro-

~ positions it is proposed that the government of the

United Slates shall provide all necessary aid lo assist

in the work of civilization, and shall furnish to them

schools and teach them mechanical and agricultural

provided for by treaty, and shall also provide

subsistence until said Indians are self-supporting, and

whenever the government shall have provided schools

on their permanent reservations no children between

he ages of six and fourteen years shall draw rations

unless they regularly attend school, sick and infirm

children excepted; and as an incentive to induslriou-i

habits, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs may provide

th.at tbey shall be furnished in payment for tbeir labor

such articles as are necessary for civilized life.

Whenever the head of a family in g)od faith shall

select an allotment of land, and engage in the cultiva-

on thereof, the government shall, with his aid, erect

comfortable house thereon.

The Chinese immigration which was recently so

much complained of, appears to have been checked

'thout legislative action. There are still some arrivals

San Francisco, but for the last two months the de-

partures of Chinese were in excess of the arrivals, and

the steamships find their most profitable passages out-

The yellow fever epidemic at Savannah had not

abated up to the close of last week.

The new United States 4i per cent, loan is quoted in

London at one half to one per cent premium.
The coinage of the U. States mints for the Seventh

and Eighth months amounted to S13,003,170. Of this

coinage, $9,406,000 was made in the San Francisco

mint.

On the 2-lth inst. the blasting of the rocks at Hell

Gate, for which preparations had been in progress for

the past seven years, was made, it is believed with en-

tire success, and without accident or injury to any one.

Over twenty-six tons of dynamite and vulcan powder
were employed on the occasion, which was one of great

interest and was witnessed by about 200,000 spectators.

On the 23d inst. a fire occurred in Baltimore by
which property on Frederic and Baltimore streets, to

the estimated value of $300,000 was destroyed.

In New York last week there were 403 births and
487 death

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 23d inst. New York. — American gold, 110.

Superfine flour, $3.60 a $4.80; State extra, $4.85

$•5.35; finer brands, $5.50 a $8.50. Choice white wini

wheat, $1.29; amber winter, $1.23 a $1.26; red a

amber Texas, $1.18 ; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.09. Yel-

low corn, 60 cts. ; mixed, 58 a 60 cts. New barley, 75
aSOcts. Oats, 37 a 50 cts. Lard, lOJ cts. Cirolina

rice, 5} a 6} cts. Louisiana do., 6| a 7 cts. Refined

petroleum, 25 a 26 cts. PkUadelphia.—Middlings cot-

ton, UJ a 12 cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Super-
fine flour, $3.25 a $4.00; extra $4.50 a $.5.-50 ; finer

brands, $6 a S8.25. Red wheat, SI. 18 a $1.22
;
good

and prime amber, $1.25 a $1.30; good white, *1.28 a

$1.33. Rye, 76 cts. Yellow corn, 62 a 65 cts.; mixed,
58 a 60 cts. Oats, 37 a 50 cts. New York cheese, 12

a 12i cts.; western fine, 10 a lOi cts. Clover-seed, 11

cts. "Timothy, $1.75 a $1.80 per bushel. Flaxseed,
$1.3-5. Chicago— J:fo. 2 spring wheat, $l.07J; No. 3
do., 85 cts. No. 2 corn, 46.i cts. No. 2 oats, 34.V cts.

Barlev, 82 cts. Rve, 62 cts. Lard, $10.35 per 100
lbs. ChicinnaU.—Red wheat, $1.05 a $1.14. Corn, 49
a 50 cts. Oats, 35 a 40 cts. Rye, 68 cts. B irlev, 95
cts. a $1.05. St. Louis.—No. 2 red fall wheat, $1.17

;

No. 3 do., $1.07.,^. No. 2 corn, 4l:| els. No. 2 oats,

36.t cts. Rye, 58 cts. Barley, 85 cts. a $1.00. Lard,
lOJ cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received for Enos E. Thatcher, Esther L. .lackson

and Miry E. Pim, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 50; from Ed-
ward Hedley, City, $2, vol. .50; from Francis D.-Cou,

N. J., $2.10, to No. 14, vol. 51 ; from Rufus Cluirchill,

N. S., $2, vol. 50; from Daniel Gove, Vt., $2.10, vol.

.50, anil for Pelaliah Gove, $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Isaac

S. Heston, Pa., $2.10, to No. 14, vol. 51 ; from Andrew
Moore, Pa., $2.10, vol. .50; from Richard .Mott, Agent,
lo., for Rebecca A.skew, Thomas D. Yocum, Stephen
llodgin, and Thomas Hoyle, .$2.10 eicli, vol. 50; from
M irv Siout, Ind., $2.10, vol. .50; from .lobn A. Potter,

Agent, N. Y., $2.10, vol. .50; from Larkin Pennell,
City, $2, vol. 50; from Lydia Koll, O., per Joseph
Fawcett, $2 10, vol. 50; from Benjamin D. Stratton,

Agent, for Lewis B. Walker, Cyrus Brantingham,
Abigail Allen, Barton Dean, and Nathan Whinery,
*2.10 each, vol.50; from Elisha Woodworth, Mass.,
$2.10 vol. .50; from Ann Burgess, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50;
from Samuel Morris, Pa , $2.10, lo No. 27, vol. 51

;

from Joseph Barton, N. J., S2.I0, vol. .50; from Finlev
Huttou, Pa., $2.10, vol. .50, and for Joshua Gilbert, ()'.,

$2.10, vol. 50; from Benjamin B. Leeds, N. J.. $2.10,

for Catharine E. Rhoads, Pa., and Gertrude A '^

N. J., $2.10 e.ach, vol. 50; from John E Hodjin,
^

$2.10, vol. 50 ; from Richard Haines N. J., $2.10,
,

from John E. Sheppard, N. J., $2.10, vol.

from Ezra Stokes, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50; from I;.

Sharpless, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50, and from Joshua Sh ,

less. Pa., per George Sharpless, Agent, $2.10, vol

and from Nathaniel B. Brown, City, $2, vol. 50.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of this Institution open.

Second-day, 10th mo. 30th. Parents and others int

ing to send pupils will please make applicatio

Benjamin W. Passmore, Sup'l. (Address Street 1

P. O., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Al:

Treaaurer, No. 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

THE CORPORATION OF HAVERFORD CC
LEGE.

A Stated Annual Meeting of The Corporatioi]

Haverford College will be held at the Committee
of Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia, on Sec'

day, Tenth month 9th, 1876, at 3 o'clock p. m.

Edward Bbttle, Jr., Secretat^

FRIENDS' ASYLU.M FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadetp)

Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Woi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai

Managers.

vol. 50
I
from Charles Rhoads, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50, and ' God

Died, the 29th of 4th mo. 1876, at Friends' Boarc

School for Indian children at Tunesassa, Cattarai

Co., N. Y., Mary Milx-house, a member of Spr
ville Monthly Meeting of Friends, Linn Co., lows

the 40th year of her age. Being deprived of both

parents when quite young, slie was left in the res|

sible position of governess of the remnant of the fan

which duty she discharged with becoming fiilel

evincing to those under her care and lo others, that

chief object in life was the promotion of the dear

deemer's kingdom on earth. She has left to survi'

by her example the impressive invitation, follow

as I have followed Christ.

, al Westerly, R. I., 30th of 7th mo. 1876, Sc
C. Ray, a member of South Kingstown Monthly M
ing, in the 74th year of her age. She was a full

'iever in and consistent supporter of the ancient f

principles and testimonie-i of the early Friend-i,

hich faith, as she had lived so she died. She i

eminently one of the little and lowly, never aspirinj

promotion either in the church or the world,

passed quietly away, we doubt not, to the enjoymen
a better and more enduring inheritance.

, in Jacksonville, Fla., on the 5th of 8th mot
1876, John B.. son of James H. and Eliz^

'

Moon, in the 20th year of his age, a member of F
Monthly Meeting of Friends, Bucks Co., Pa.

j

, al his residence al West Grove, Chester (]

Pa., on Seventh-day, the 16th of 9th month, ib
Daniel Penington, a memberofNew Garden Mont
Meeting, in the 68th year of his age. This dear Frii

endured a protracted and painful illness with mi
patience and resignation, and the surviving relati

and friends have the consoling hope that through
mercy of God in Christ Jesus, our Lord, his pnrit

spirit has been joined to that innumerable compa
that surround the Throne of God.

, on the 16th of 9th month, 1876, Letitia, w
of John B. Bdderston, an esteemed elder and memi
of Falls Monthly Meeting, in the 73 1 year of her a
Her peculiarly meek and quiet spirit endeared her

many friends, while her uniformly careful and exe
plary though unobtrusive walk through life, gave C(

vincing evidence that her mind was pre.served unt
the regulating in9uence of the Holy Spirit.

, suddenly, 9lh mo. I9ih, 1876, Sarah S., dauj
ler of Richard and Lydia C. Cadbury, in the 22 1 y^

of her age, a member of the .Monthly Meeting of Friet

of Philadelphia for the Western District.

-, on the 2l)th of 9th month, 1876, Elizvbe
GARRET.S0N, in the 69th year of her age, a beloi

member of Springville Particular and Monthly Mt
ing of Friends, Iowa. She bore a protracted illness w
Christian patience and resignation. She was firu

attached to the principles of the Society of which i

was a member, and during her illness many times (

pressed a desire to pass away and be at rest, and 1

friends have the consoling belief that, as a shock
corn fully ripe, she is gathered into the heavenly g
ner, there to enjoy the rest prepared for the people
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tions at great personal inconvenience, they

proceeded to the heretical centre, and there.

day after daj', patiently met their erring

hi-ethren, made themselves acquainted with

their difficulties, sympathized with them, rea-

soned with them, implored the Divine guid-

ance for them and with them, and finally won
some back to a firmer grasp on

The mighty hopes that make us men
;

and even those whose opinions they failed to

influence, confessed that Christian brother-

hood had become a living fact to them—surely

a fact wliich would keep them from ever

making total shipwreck of faith. Has not

the Christian Church still something lo learn

from Quakerism?
And, lastly, it has often struck us as a curi-

ous fact that, of all religious bodies, the

Quakers alone have recognized the religious

uses of silence. In these days of high pres-

sure we have often wondered how many over-

wrought brains would annually be saved, if

we had, like the Quakers, to sit for some four

iiours weekly in silence before the Lord, en-

jo3"ing "a sermon not made with hands," as

Charles Lamb quaintly expresses it, and bath-

ing the sore-fretted spirit, " tired even to sick-

ness of the nonsense noises of the world," in

a religious stillness.

Our space obliges us to pass over the teem-
ing activities of Quakerism in the promotion
of temperance, sanitiiry measures, adult Sun-
day-sfhools, driuking-fountains, &c. ; but we
have said enough to show the advanced posi-

tion Quakerism occupies in the modern Church,
the standing witness it must ever be against
sacrainentarianisni and priestcraft, the won-
derful works it has accomplished through its

vital grasp on the old mighty truth, " I be-

lieve ill the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver
of Life." Eluce Hopkins.

From " The British Friend."

Ill Time of War Prepare for Peace,

In exchange for the well-known but very
objectionable recommendation—"in time of
peace prepare for war," we would propose the
reverse as much more sensible

—

in time of war
prepare for peace, that being the most season-

able i)eriod for the good purpo.se—the fearful

atrocities necessarily connected with war, its

enormous expense, and above all, its essen-

tially iniquitous nature, so wholly opposed to

the letter and spirit of Christianity, coming
then 80 much more prominently to view.
The prescTit war in the East has probably

been marked by as frightful atrocities as any
on i-('riji(l, iis the subjoined extract so pain-
fully and yet SO ])artially illustrates: more
niinuto detail of the barbarities pcrpeti'ated

we shrink from narrating:

—

THE RETREAT FROM SAITSCHAR— TERRIBLE
SCENES.

The Daily News' special correspondent thus
describes the retreat of the Servians :— It was
a horrible nightmare, that march from Salt-

schar. Cannons roaring, flames lighting up
the valley, gusts of thick smoko driven ath-
wart the hillfaces, the heaven's lightning
flashing against the lightning of man, a nar-
row steep road crammed with fugitives flee-

ing from the cannon thunder, blinding smoke,
women clamoring wildly that the Turk is

ciciso behind them, children shrieking or sob-
bing, animals—oxen, sheep, goats, swine, poul-
try— in an inextricable entanglement on the

Via Dolorosa. Ask these miserable panic

stricken fugitives, crushinir forward as if the

plague chased them, how they liked the war.

No; ask this man with knitted brow and
quivering lips, who, musket on one shoulder,

child on the other, strides on through the

mud, thinking of the crops on his acres that

he leaves behind already golden with harvest

hues. Ask these two soldiers, each with bullet

hole through their hand, how they relish war,

now as they tramp homewards—certainly

not to glory. Is it not tinie to interfere in a

struggle which is not war—breast to breast,

man to man, weapon to weapon—but agony
to fugitive women and children? To the

nightmare of horror succeeded a day even

more heartrending. For hours there raged

on the lofty shoulders of Urtang, above thou-

sands of exposed fugitive families, a thunder-

storm of a violence I have never seen equalled

n the tropics. Hailstones as big as walnuts

dash down among the miserable creatures,

ready drenched and standing or lying in

pools of water. The wail of children, the

rieks of the women, the rushing of horses

and cattle amid the lurid gloom of this terrible

storm seemed like a foretaste of the day of

judgment.
As further assisting to prepare for peace,

the following document seems calculated fo

good service, and we commend it to the

thoughtful consideration of the electors

whose hands unquestionably the remedy rests

for the extinction of so dangerous an element
the legislature of our country :

—

THE HOUSE OP COMMONS IN 1876.

A careful analysis (by William Stokes) of

the official returns for the present House of

Commons gives these startling particulars

—

War members, .... 240
Commercial raember-», . . . 142
Agricultural members, . . . 133
Lawyers, ..... 125

The war members consist of the following-
Captains, 77
Lieutenant-Colonels, . . .40
Colonels, 12

Majors and Major-Generals, . . 28
Lieutenants and Cornets, . . 19
War members by close family re-

lationship, 17
Naval service, .... 'J

Ofl[icially connected with the " Ser-

vices, ...... 38

The representation of the people of Gre;]

Britain by the members of the present Hou;^

is in the following proportions:

—

The war members represent 12,750,769 969,720
The commercial meoabers do. 7,960,076 929,483
The agricultural members do. 6,900,417 445,844
The legal profession represents 5,351,833 551,289

These calculations make it evident that the
preponderating element in the Commons must
over be in favor of a large war expenditure!

The interest of the War Debt in 1876 is £27,700,000
The cost of the Army and Navy in 1876 is £27,035,000

Total, £54,735,000

It is thus evident that the British people
are spending, for war purposes alone, above six

thousand pounds an hour, by night and day,
throughout the whole year I Is it wonderful
that an increased income-tax is imposed ujion

the counti-y ? What besides can ho expected

of such a policy ? Englishmen ! Do your du i

and don't send more war members to tl

House of Commons. i

The above may well be followed up by 1

1

speech of J. W. Pease, M. P. for South Di'

ham, when in view of the recent extravagan '•

which has not only prevented remissions

taxation, but increased the income tax,

said, that the present British army of regulij

and auxiliaries of 526,000 is the largest pea
establishment which this country has cv

'

been asked to provide, and certainly, in h|

opinion, larger than the country requires. ]'

1873, the last year of Lord Cardwell's adnii

istration, the cost of the army was £13,201

000; anti now, in 1876, it his risen to £1;

989,000, being an increase in three years >

£750,000. The army estimates having ii'

creased by three-quarters of a million, tt

navy estimates have also gone up £1,500,0G

during thesame time, besidesadefieit of £251
000 in the navy appropi-iation accounts, bein

altogether an increase ia these two service

of £2,400,000.

At present it appears that there are 95,00

regular troops at home, besides 30,000 of th,

reserved forces, and the militia, volunteer,';

and yeomanry, are all declared to be in an eff
i

cient and satisfactory state. These men arj

kept up in order to secure us against panici

of which we have had three or four of latl

years. In 1858-9 there was the panic of

French Invasion, when 180,000 volunteer^

were raised to keep out the French, and the;

still remain a standing memorial of the event;

Another panic occurred at the outbreak o|

the Franco-German war, when Lord Cardwelj
asked Parliament to vot^ £2,000,000, and ti

increase the army by 20,000 men, who stil

remain on the army list.

The argument now is that the army is ti

preserve us from inva-ion. But we lool

around in vain to discover from what quar
ter we are to be invaded. In her speech fron

the throne, the Queen spoke of her relation!

with foreign powers as being " most cordial.''

But what can be more insulting to thosfi

powers than to say that, to guard ourselvesi

from invasion from them, it is necessary tcl

raise an army of 526,000 men? There art

only three or four powers who can possibly,

invade us, namely, Germany, France, Russia,

or America, and there is no human proba-

bility that any of them, in the lifetime of the

present generation, will over attempt the in-i

vasion of this country. France and Germany
ai'o arming against each other, and in Ger-,

ni;iny I hi' people arc almost rebelling against
lh<' siiidness of the military rule which ia

eiilorced in order to maintain the country's
position.

As regards this country, tho panic argu-
ment and the invasion argument fall together.
There never was a time when, apparently,
wo were more free from attack and when our
diplomatic intercourse was carried on in a
more conciliatory spirit than in 1876. Tho
honor and dignity of the country are not con-
sulted by maintaining unnecessary armaments
n time of peace. By so doing we are acting
n violation of the teaching of political econo-
ny, and we are inflicting upon our population
ho evils of war in time of ))eace. An army
expenditure of £15,000,000 is an itisuraneo
premium out of all proportion to the risk wo
are running. Wo are asked to spend a million
more than last year and £2,400,000 more than
four years ago, and that at a time when tho
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t^ite of trade made it absolutely necessary

tit wo should economise.

From the " (London) Friend."

Oath-taking and Trutii-speakiog.

For a century and a half Friends have not

Jen greatly troubled in the matter of oaths,

^le case was widely different in the first

<-Chtj' years of their history. During that

jriod the sufferings entailed by their testi-

I3ny against judicial swearing were severe

ideed. Instances occurred where thieves

'ho had stolen property were acquitted by
1e courts, and the prosecutor sent to prison

Icause he objected to substantiate his evi-

< nee by oath. No device of persecutors was
jure succeessful in consigning innocent men
r dungeons, and sometimes to death, than
'at of tendering to Friends the Oaths of
.llei;i;u)ee and Supremacy during the reign
1 Cliiirles II. Men who never took any oath
hatever had, on that account, to refuse to

veur not to fight against the king, though,
will well known, nothing would have in-

Riii them to bear arms for any purpose
hatever.

At lust the revolution of 1688 brought in

3 train relief for tender consciences, who ac-

ipWd the words of Christ, "Swear not at
.1," as of binding force and permanent obli-

alioii. The Parliament of 1696 passed a
leasiire permitting Friends to give judicial

i'idfuce on simply affirming its truthfulness.

his measure bestowed on Friends a great
nd well deserved mitigation of suffering. It

owcver introduced them to difficulties only
3SS perplexing than those from which they
uid escaped. Instead of outside persedfction,

hey were threatened by internal dissension.

.'he idiitroversy turned upon the definition

f an oath.

An I >ath, according to John Milton, "is that
vherehy we call God to witness the truth of
^'hat we sa}', with a curse upon ourselves,
;itlier implied or ex|)res8ed, should it prove
aUe. " The Affirmation Act of 1696, directed
Friends to affirm their evidence in the words :

'I do declare, in the presence of Almighty
Sod, the witness of the truth of what I say."

In the view of a large body of Friends these
words did not constitute an oath. They con-

tained no open imprecation for false speaking.
No kissing of the Testament was required.

This concession of the legislature to tender
consciences was gratefully accepted by lead-

ing men like George Whitehead, and honor-
able women like Margaret Fox. An influ-

ential body of Friends, however, amongst
whom was Thomas Story, thought this affir-

mation 80 near an approach to an oath that
they could not conscientiously employ it.

Thomas Story proved the reality of his scru-

ples by suffering protracted imprisonment in

the Fleet prison rather than take the affirma-

tion. For more than twenty years London
Yearly Meeting was greatly disturbed by this

difference of view. It seemed as though the
Society might have been rent in twain by the
dissension it caused. Especially earnest were
the two parties in the Yearly Meeting of 1715:
one asking that the affirmation " should be es-

tablished over all as the testimony of truth;"
the other, that it should be testified "against
as short of the testimony of truth." Thomas
Story tells us how he and other like-minded
men labored for peace, and in the end had the
satisfaction of witnessing the fruits of their

labor in this " good issue, that such as could

take the affirmation might have the benefit
of it without censure of their brethren, and
such as could not take it should not be re-

proached by them." In 1721, very much
through the efforts of Friends who were satis-

fied with the affirmation of 1696—amongst
others, John Gurney, Jun., John Bccleston,
and Richard Ashby—an act of Parliament
passed granting a form of affirmation accept-
able to all Friends. So an occasion of extreme
disquiet ceased, and a cause of offence was re-

moved that had imperilled the unity of the
Society. The Epistle of 1722, signed by Alex-
ander Arscott, reflects the grateful feeling
evoked by this happy termination of strife

and dissension:

—

" This one solemn assembly, with the affairs

properly pertaining thereto, hath been held
and managed in great love and peace, to our
comfort ; and living praises with humble
thanksgiving have been herein rendered unto
our merciful God, through His dear Son Jesus
Christ, for His tender mercies and privileges

we enjoy respecting our religious liberties.

"And, dear Friends, we cannot but with
great humility acknowledge the goodness of
God, in disposing the Legislature to grant us
the last session of Parliament, such form of
affirmation as, by accounts received, we find

very satisfactory to all the brethren, for which
we are trulj^ thankful to God, and to those in

authority. And as we are well satisfied with
the care of Friends in London, in their ad-

dressing the king thereupon, and thankful for

his excellent and favorable answer, so also

with their care in writing and dispersing the
late Epistle of caution concerning the use
thereof, which good advice this meeting re-

commends with the greatest earnestness, "that
there be no other than an honest and consci-

entious use made of this further indulgence
granted to us.

"And, dear Friends, as the united solicita-

tion for this case ought to be esteemed a token
of the goodness of God, and to which the suc-

cess we have been blessed with is greatly
owing; so we earnestly desire that all Friends
will thankfully embrace the present oppor-
tunity of cementing in a very close and broth-

erly fellowship one with another in the divine

Spirit, and therein watch against all occasions
of discord or breach of unity in an}^ Quarterly,
Monthly, or Particular Meeting, to the end
Sion may continue a quiet habitation, the
glor^^and presence of God rest and remain on
tier, and the spirit and doctrine of the Gospel
may be lived in and maintained ; and then we
need not doubt of seeing truth prevail in the

earth in our days, and the glorious and spirit-

ual kingdom of our blessed Redeemer estab-

lished in the hearts of men."
This chapter in the history of Friends is less

widely knovvn than it deserves to be. It con-

stitutes a striking illnstration of the excellence

of patience and tolerance of conflicting view
in respect to the application of a principle.

The principle of truth-speaking under every
circumstance, and of refusing to swear under
any circumstance, were dear to all Friends.
They differed as to the way of carrying out
the principle. When a dispute is so embit
tered that it results in a disruption, like that
which created the Free Kirk in Scotland, it

is sure of lasting record in the pages of his

torians and the memories of men. In a smaller
sphere the same thing holds good in respect

to secessions that have occurred in the annals
of Friends. The triumphs of forbearance and

mutual concession are at least as worthy to
be reinemberod, and are not less teaching in

their lessons. But, in the nature of things,
they leave behind them less sharply-marked
memories, and thej^ more quickly fade into
oblivion. Incidents, however, like that we
have been speaking of, should be standing in-

centives to the cultivation of a large tolerance
amongst those who do not see eye to eye in
respect to the application of abstract principles
approved b)^ all. They warrant the hope that
elements of difference that sometimes seem
formidable may disapp'ear, and be forgotten
as completely as did one of the chief troubles
to the Friends who lived under William of
Orange, Queen Anne, and the First George.

For "The Friend."

The great Submarine Blast at Ilalletfs Point Reef or

Hell (iate. in the East River. New York.

The explosion of near 50, 000 pounds ofdyna-
mite and vulcan powder, at the depth of 30
feet below the surface of the water, on the
2-lth ult., whereby nearly three acres of rock
were demolished, is an event in mining and
blasting that is perhaps without any parallel

hitherto, and deserves more than transient
notice. For a full understanding both of the
object, the modus operandi, and the results of
this stupendous undertaking, it is necessary
to advert to the'condition of the locality and
the history of the efforts made in past years
to improve the navigation of this narrow but
important passage between New York City
and Long Island Sound. The following account
is extracted from "The Science Record," for

1872, and the newspaper narratives of the
later progress of the work.
"The Dutch schipper, Adrian Blok, in his

new-built yacht, the Onrust, called that beau-
tiful passage, which he was the first to ex-

plore, the Helegat Riviere, after a branch of
the Scheldt in his native Flanders. This was
in 1615, six years afler Hudson discovered

the great river which now bears his name.
" Fifty years after, another Englishman

wrote a description of the place called Hell
Gate,* 'which being a narrow passage, there

runneth a violent stream both upon flood and
ebb, and in the middle lyeth some islands of
rocks which the current sets so violently upon
that it threatens present shipwreck ; and upon
the flood is a large whirlpool which continu-

ally sends forth a hideous roaring, enough to

affright any stranger from passing that way,
and to wait for some Charon to conduct him
through.

" Through the main ship channel the water
runs from two to two and a half miles an
hour; through the middle channel, from four

to seven miles ; through the eastern channel,

about three miles. Off Hallet's Point the tide

sweeps at the fearful rate of eight or nine
miles an hour ; between Shell Drake Rock and
Holme's Rock, from four to eight miles ; below
Pot Rock, from two to five. Unless favored
with a commanding breeze, the early navi-

gator found it impossible to control his vessel

when once fairly caught in these furious cur-

rents, which were made ten-fold more perilous

by cross-currents and countless circular eddies

running into and overlying each other. ' To
steer a vessel through these intricate pas-

sages, through which the water runs with
such speed, breaks noisily even in the calmest

* From the German Horll-Gat,

ige or whirlpool-strait.

-pas-
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times upon the rocky shores and islands, and

whirls in a thousauddizzying eddies, requires,'

says the government surveyor, ' a cool head

and a steady hand, even with the superior

help of steam. But in a sailing vessel the

greatest skill and self possession, without a

commanding wind, prove insuflScient to guard

against certain danger.' More harm is suf-

fered and more risks incurred here in a space

of 2000 yards, than in all the rest of the navi-

gable waters this side of New York to the

farthest extremity of the Sound. Before any
improvement was made in the channel, a

thousand vessels a year were wrecked or seri-

ously damaged by collision with its projecting

rocks. Even now it ia no uncommon thing

to see two or three vessels go ashore on

Frjing-Pan, Gridiron, or some other of its

treacherous reefs, in the course of a single

day.
" But it is not so much the damage done to

the light coasters that frequent the passagi-,

as the exclusion of larger craft from this much
needed entrance to the harbor of New York,

that make the bars of Hell Gate so hurtful to

ourcommerce. I he fleets of ships and steam-

ers that do our European carrying trade are

now compelled to enter by way of Sandj-

Hook. The approaches to this entrance are

stormy and perilous. The entrance is ob-

structed by a sand-bar, over which vessels of

large draught can not cross except at high
tide, causing constant, vexatious, and expen-
sive delays. The inner channel is crooked,

shallow, and subject to shifting shoals, which
make the passage uncertain and troublesome,

if not dangerous. It was natural that the
master minds of our commercial interests

should covet the shorter and safer entrance
through the Sound, so provokingly barred at

Hell Gate. These obstructions once removed,
a hundred miles of exposure to a dangerous
coast would be shunned and an equal distance

of smooth sailing gained ; the route to Europe
would be shortened by fifty mik-s; the tedious

waiting for high water at Sandy Hook would
bo avoided, and a full day's time gained on
ever}' voyage. The far-reaching importance
of these advantages, and the possible effect of

them on the future of the city and country
are simply incalcuhible.

"In 1851, Mons. Maillefert submitted to

the Chamber of Commerce an offer to remove
three small but dangerous reefs—Pot Bock,
Erying Pan, and Way's Reef— for the sum of

$15,000, which proposition was formally ac-

cepted on the 18th of June following. His
plan was entirely new. He dispensed with
the slow and costly process of drilling—a pro-

cess that seemed well iiiich impracticable in

the furious tides of II( II <i.i(c—and exploded
his charges against in-i rail nl' within the rocks
to be broken up. Winn ixplodcd in open air,

gunpowdei', it is well known, flashes upward
and outward, doing little or no harm to bodies
hiMicalh. Under water the action is different.

The superincumbent stratum offers such re

sistance to the passigc of the gas evolved,

that the shock of the explosion is determined
in all directions, making it pf)ssiblo to shatter

subaqueous roc'ks by surfuce concussion. The
jiroccHs was rcunai'kably simple, and within

certain limits quite su<HH'sst'ul. The first blast

was made on Pot Rock, on the 19th of August,
knocking off some four feet from its highest

projection. Oi-iginally, this obstruction rose

to within eight feet of the surface at low
water, and stretched like a dam across the

Gate, broadside to the current, at an average

depth of ten feet, for a distance of 130 feet.

" Mons. Maillefert's operations were con-

tinued intermittingly, as funds were forth-

coming, until March 26th, 1852, when, by a

misplacing of battery connections, a canister

of powder was exploded under his boat, in-

stantly killing three men and disabling their

chief. During this period 284 charges, con-

taining in all 3'1,2.31 pounds of powder, were
exploded on Pot Rock, removing lOi feet, and
giving adepth of 18i feet. On Frying-Pan and
Way's Reef, 240 charges, containing nearly

27,926 pounds of powder, were fired, knock-

ing off several feet from each. Six discharges

of 125 pounds each reduced Shell Drake from

8 to 17 feet. A single discharge on Bald
Headed Billy, a small but dangerous boulder,

dry at low water, was sufficient to dislodge

it, when it was split by drilling, and the two
parts separately removed. Mons. Maillefer

also destro3fed, by eight discharges, two othe

small rocks in the neighborhood of Woolsey'
Bath-House. The cost of these operations

was about 813,000, a small sum for the great

improvement effected in the channel. The
principal result came from the removal of the

projection of Pot Rock. That secured a safe

way for vessels drawing sixteen feet of water,

and gave such increased facility for the pas-

sage of the rapid flood-current that the violent

boiling of the pot was greatly reduced, and
the destructive whirlpool almost completely
disappi^ared.

'"Hell Gate has lost its terrors,' was the

jubilant report of Mons. Maillefert and his

Danish co partner. Captain Raasloff, in Aug.

1852, adding that it might be made the safest

entrance to the harbor of New York, 'if the

necessary means be found to continue opera-

tions, which, from the very outset, have given

such beautiful and important results.'

" Shortly after this appeal, an appropriation

of $20,000 was made by Congress for carry-

ing on the work under the supervision of Lieu-

tenant Bartlett, and subsequently of Major
Eraser, of the Engineer Corps. This fund

was soon exhausted, together with Mons.
Maillefert's private capital, and the work
came to an end.

" When the war was over, the conversion

of Hell Gate into a safe highway for com
merce was again demanded: and the demand
was so urgent, and so reasonable withal, that

it could not be denied.

"In the summer of 1866, Brevet Major-

General Newton was assigned by the War
Department to the duty of examining these

obstructions, with a view to their removal.
His first report was made in January, 1867,

giving elaborate estimates of the work re-

quired to make the channel what it should bo

—a safe passage-way for all shipping, not a

mere coaster's channel.
" In June, 1868, an appropriation for public

works for rivers and harbors Was agreed to in

Congress, from which an allotment of $85,000
was made for the needs of Hell Gate. The
lowest bidder was Sidney F. Sholbourne, of
New York, to whom the contract was award-
ed in October. Mr. Shelbourno proposed to

do the work by drilling and blasting, the
nachinery to bo placed on the bottom and
Iriven by a stoam-pump placed on a vessel

above. The rock was to be pierced by a rota-

ting diamond drill driven by a small turbine
wheel inclosed in a turtle-shaped chamber,
blasted by charges of nitro-glycorine, and the

debris removed by a grappling machine. 'J'l:

current of water by which the^first drill w;

driven did not give power enough on tri;i

and the drill was abandoned for a larger ><\

—the 'Mushroom,' of similar constructio

driven by steam. This drill was tried wii

partial success on Frying-Pan, but it provi

too delicate and uncertain of continuous a

tion under the trying requirements of tl

rough work at Hell Gate, and one of entire!

different construction was substituted.

(To be continued.)

Doth Satan tempt thee, either by pleasuie?

dignities, or profits? O my soul, stand upo

thy guard, gird on thy strength with sue

thoughts as these:— What can the worli

profit me, if the cares of it choke me? Hov
can pleasures comfort me? or, what advance
ment is this, to be triumphing in honor befor

the face of men here, and to be trembling witi

confu-ion before the throne of God hereafter

What are the delights of the world, to thi

peace of my conscience, or the joy that is ii

the Holy Ghost ? What are the applause

men, to the crown prepared by God ? or, wha
is the gain of the world, to the loss of mj
soul ? The vanity of the creature is far be

neath the excellency of my soul ; and th(

things of time not worthy to be mentionec
with the things of eternity. Two masters, o:

such opposite principles as God and Mammon
I cannot serve.

Two masters are too much for me

;

Nor can the world with God agree;

Then, tempting Mammon, get thee gone,

And let me .serve my Christ alone.

^ — Bogatzky's Golden Treasury,]

Danger of Kerosene.—It has been the hith-

erto almost undisputed doctrine that the
safety standard of kerosene was the fltishing

point, the temperature at which it would give

off an invisible vapor. It will not surprise

those of our readers who take pains to think
a little about the matter, to be told that, ac-

cording to a recent address of Mr. Rufus Mer-
rill, of Boston, before the American Chemical
Society, every lamp in the land burning in a
temperature of 75 or 80 degrees, oil of the ig-

niting test required bj- law, 110 deg., is in an
explosive condition, and liable, after burning
fa- some time, to produce disaster. This he
demonstrated by experiments, and also that
oil of 150 deg. is in the same condition when
burned inclosed in lanterns on shipboard and
in railway cars. Between 5,000 and 6,000
persons, he added, perished last year, victims
of kerosene, which should stand a test of 300
deg, to be safe. The explanation we presume
to be that an oil so volatile as kerosene under
continued heat, will give forth the explosive
gas much below its actual flash point, much
as sponlaiu'ous combustion may occur under
favoi'ing circumslances at temperature where
ordinary insiaulanoous ignition would fail. It

seems certainly reasonable that such should
bo the case, and, unless the statements of R.
Merrill can be disproved, kerosene must be re-

garded as far more dangerous than the most
earnest advocate for legal restrictions has
heretofore supposed.

—

Ins. Monitor.

Sermons that proceed from the heart over
even an unpolished tongue are likely to reach
the heart, especially when they are seasoned
with love and have the accompaniment of the
Holy Spirit,
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From "The British Friend."

:rhe Present Depression of Trade, its Causes and Cure.

This question is thus ably treated by our

I'iend James Cadbuiy,in an addressjust issued

) the electors of Banbury.
We all know, I believe (says he), how bad

le home trade of the country is.

William Hoyle tells us that the cotton trade,

rhich he calls the staple trade of the country,

nd a fair test of most if not all, the other in-

ustries, has fallen off nearly 14 percent, from
360 to 1875, if we take into account the in-

•ease of the population during that period,

p an increase of only | per cent. ; whilst the

forei<ru trade " has been increased 36 per

I'nt., or moie than a third more in 18/5 than
was in 1860, or, in other words, an absolute

iiflference of 50 per cent, loss of the home
j-ade in 15 yearn as compared with the in-

fease of the fireign trade.

i The wealth of the United Kingdom in the

ear 1853 4 was rated to the Income Tax at

308,282,191, and in 1871-2 at £482,338,317
;

Y an increase in 18 years of 56.46 per cent.,

Y
more than one-half. The rates of wages

jave increased perhaps in the same proportion,

r say, at least, a quarter more.
We have now to look how this increase

f property and income has been used, and
'hether there ought not to be abundance in-

itead of want, and prosperity and increase

istead of badness of trade. And we find that

.11,500,000 was expended for cotton goods in

875, but alas! alas! £143,000,000 for intoxi-

ating drinks; that is, at the rate of 7s. Id.

ler head upon cotton, and £4 7s. 4d. on drink.

Iind this latter sum is proved as the drink
[ill of Great Britain, for the five years ending
861 and 1875, shows:—
1857.—£92,319 147 1S71.—£118 906,066
1858.— 88 148 335 1872.— 131,601,402
1859— 92 892,557 1873.— 140,014,712
I860.— 86,897.683 1874.— 141,342,997
1861.— 94,942,107 1875.— 142,876,069

£155,199,829 £674,741,846

j
We know that if 30 or 40 millions per an-

fum are spent in consequence of a bad har-
dest and dear food, that our home trade
offers in proportion. What must it be with
43 millions abstracted from the labor and
vealth of the country every year for alcoholic

Irinks, and all the burdens of increased taxa-

ion consequent thereon ? If our foreign trade

hould lessen from i's present enormous
imount of £250,000,000 per annum (which
Deans so much ready money brought into

he country)—say of 70 or 80 millions, or

ven 100 millions, it would involve the coun-
ry in ruin. But if we transferred the amount
pent in drink to the home trade for the pur-

hase and use of our own manufactured goods,

VQ should be proportionally enriched
;
and

eeing that in 15 years wo have increased our
[rink bill from 92i millions per year to 142|
nillions, there is ample margin to do without
oreign trade and be the richer. Is there any
atisfactory reason why the change should
lot be made ? and, instead of spending on
very man, woman, and child in the kingdom
s. Id. for cotton goods, and £4 7s. 4d. for

trong drinks in the year, the figures should
16 reversed.

My good friends and neighbors, the remedy
8 in your own hands. Every man ought to

•e able to say whether he likes to have the

Irink shops next door to him or not, swallow-

ing down, as these are, such monstrous pro-

portions of our wages and wealth
; it being

more than twelve times what is spent in drinks
than for cotton goods, and other thing.s in

pi-oporiion. But you will say. How is this

to be done ? The answer is, to alter the law
of the laud, and give the ratepayers, instead

of the magistrates, the right to determine
how many, or if any, drink shops shall .be

established in one parish or district, or not.

SelfCted.

CHRIST OUR PORTION THROUGH LIFE
AND IN DEATH.

When, streaming from the eastern skies,

The morning sun salutes my eyes,

O, Sun of righteousness divine,

On me with beams of mercy shine

!

Chase the dark clouds of guilt away.
And turn my darkness into day.

When to heaven's great and glorious King
My morning sacrifice I bring;

And, grieving o'er my sin and shame.
Ask pardon in my Saviour's name

;

Then, Jesus, cleanse me with thy blood,

And be my advocate with God.

As every day thy mercy spares

Will bring its trials and its cares,

Saviour, till my life shall end,

Be thou my coun.sellor and friend:

Teach me thy precepts all divine,

And be thy great example mine.

When pain transfi.xes every part,

And languor settles at the heart;

When, on my bed, diseased, opprest,

1 turn anil sigh, and long for rest,

—

O, great Physician, mark my grief,

And grant thy servant sweet relief.

Should poverty's consuming blow
Lay all my earthly comforts low,

And neither help nor hope appear,

My steps to guide, my heart to cheer,

—

Lord, pity and supply my need,

For thou on earth wast poor indeed.

Should Providence profusely pour
Its various blessings on ray store :

Oh ! keep me from the ills that wait

On such a seeming prosperous state
;

From hurtful passions set me free.

And humbly may 1 walk with thee

!

When each day's .scenes and labors close.

And wearied nature seeks repose,

With pardoning mercy richly hlest,

Guard me, my Saviour, while I rest

;

And as each morning's sun shall rise,

Oh ! lead me onward to the skies !

And, at my life's last getting sun.

My conflicts o'er, my labors done,

Jesus, thy heavenly radiance shed,

To cheer and bless my dying bed
;

And from death's gloom ray spirit raise

To see thy face and sing thy praise.

^^^^^^_ —Grant.

Frosty Mines.— The American Journal of
Science and Arts, contains an account of a

curious fact, that the miners in Clear Creek
county, Colorado, have discovered. It is

particularly noticeable in the Stevens Mine,

about 12,500 feet above the level of the sea,

on McClellan Mountain. After a depth ov

distance of ninety feet from the surface,

the crevice matter, in which the silver

found, is frozen solid. Summer and winter
have no visible effect to change its tempera-

ture, nor is there ever any perceptible thaw.
Pick and drill fail to work the frozen mass,

and the only way the workmen proceed is to

kindle a large fire at night against the matter,

and in the morning to pick at the disinteg-

rated ore. After this curious fashion the mine
has been profitably conducted for two years.

From ninetj' feet, where the cold was struck,
the tunnel has proceeded inward, now nearly
200 feet, and the cold is in no way diminished
as yet. Other mines in the neighborhood
show the same singular condition, and in all

of them the depth under ground is such that
the frost cannot possibly have penetrated
there. The conclusion reached by the con-
tributor of the article is, that it is a relic of
the glacial era. Whatever its origin, it is

certainly a singular and interesting fact, and
the method of mining, although profitable, is

as simple and primitive as could well be de-

vised.

For "The Friend"

Copy of a Letter from John Thorp to Richard Reynolds.

Manchester, 8th mo. 1st, 1811.

My dear friend. It was very pleasant to me
to receive a letter from thee, and such a let-

ter in thy seventy-sixth year. I, who am
seven years younger, feel the effects of old

age both in body and mind
; but let us not

accuse ourselves or listen to the accuser of the
brethren, because our faculties and powers
are on the decline. Meekness, hunMliiy, and
patience are a cure for all sores

; our strength
and powers are equal to all we have to do, or

to all that is required of us. It is our de-

parture from humble submission, and wanting
to feel more of the fervor of devotion, not
willing to live by faith, and possess our souls

in patience, that is a fruitful source of much
unprofitable anxiety. How much of this ap-

pears in the few diaries we have published;
and, I am persuaded, in the experience of

many pious people who suffer greatly, be-

cause tbey are unskilfully taught to believe,

that if it were not ovving to some omission of
dut}-, they would more frequently, perhaps
alwaj'S, (particularly in meetings) bo favored

with these sensible feelings and enjoyments of

heavenly goodness. Many, many, I believe,

put on a much more painful pilgrimage, and
experience many doubts and tossings, which
would certainl}- be avoided by a wise atten-

tion to that holy precept, " in your pitience

possess ye your souls." To how many reli-

gious people might it bo said by the blessed

l^iaster, as formerly- to Peter, " O thou of

little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt ?"

though it is by no means in our power to put
ourselves into possession of those Divine con-

solations, that sometimes, in unmerited mercy,
are vouchsafed. I wish to be thankful, truly

thankful, to be favored to feel no condemna-
tion. There is, I think, a great deal of com-
fortable instruction and truth in the remark,
that " the Christian's crown in this life is hid

under the cross, that we cannot see it," and
doubtless laid up safely there for us when our
warfare is accomplished. What cause have I

to be thankful for this and a thousand other
mercies; but to feel suitably thankful for

favors, or compunction for our infirmities, is

not at our command. How earnestly do I

sometimes desire a more fervent, sensible feel-

ing ofgratitude for favors I have not deserved,

and repentance for all I have done amiss;
but, as I have said before, perhaps we may be

too solicitous for these sensible fervors of de-

votion ; my mind hath often been staid and
comforted, in recollecting these observations

of an experienced Christian, " Do not look

for or expect the same degrees of sensible

fervor; the matter lies not there ; nature will

have its share, but the ups and downs of that

are to be overlooked; whilst your will-spirit
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is good and set right, the changes of crea-

turely fervor lessen not your union with
God." Farewell, my dear friend ; may the

Divine blessing comfort and support our de-

clining years, and enable us to finish the little

work that may remain for us to do ; that

finally we may be found worthy to enter into

the joy of our Lord.

—

John Thorp.

From "Tlie Atlantic Monthly."

Liberal Education for Women.

Unquestionably, when Matthew Vassar en-

dowed the college at Poughkeepsie, in the

hope of being "the instrument in the bands

of Providence of founding and perpetuating

an institution which shall accomplish for

young women what our colleges are accom-
plishing for young men," he believed that the

largest provision that could be made for

students would be none too much. The men
of two generations ago would not have been

more incredulous of the possibility of colleges

for women than the trustees of Vassar would
have been incredidous had they been told, in

1861, that at the end of fifteen years the col-

lege would still be unable to sustain itself

without the aid (or the encumbrance) of a

preparatory department numbering nearly

forty-two per cent, of all the students within

the college.

No question of like importance and interest

has ever changed its ground so completely in

so short a time. The •' Wanted, a liberal ed-

ucation for women" of ten years ago, becomes
to-day, " Wanted, j'oung women upon whom
to bestow a liberal education."

It is idle to say that if the highest standard
were oft' red, young women would come for-

ward. In the strong rivalries now existing

between the colleges, that would have been
done long ago, if it had been worth while.

Michigan and Cornell and Smith %vould do it

to morrow if it were of any use. At Cornell,

the great Sage College is ready for one hun-
dred and forty students, but there are in all

departments of the university but forty-three

young women. Smith could muster but fif-

teen for its Freshman class. "Wellesley, with-
out Greek, found but sixty-five for college
students. At Michigan, in the whole under-
graduate department there are but fiity-seven.

and only twenty-five of these take the classi

cal course. At Cornell there are but ten, and
in the course requiring no Greek, only twelve.
(These numbers are taken from the last cata-

logue.) For 1875, there were in the College
ot Liberal Arts of Boston University, sixteen.

Wc need hardly count in a review of "lib-

eral education" those medical schools, &c.,

which only demand " a good English educa-
tion" lor admission.

Such a resume may bo discouraging to the
enthusiasts of ten years ago, who resolutely
closed their e3'es to all but their own hopeful
visions. That there are to day but a hundred
students where a thousand would bo welcome
by no means proves that the attempt for the
liberal education of women is a failure. He
who interprets thus reads the story only in

the lightof his own disappointment, or chafes
in his im|)aticnce at finding that what ho
deemed only a sudden leap to a higher piano
is a long and toilsome upward march. Still

less will ho render a just verdict who, mis-

taking the first stage of the movement fur its

last result, insists that because only the liun-

drod come to-day, the thou.sand never will.

The over-sanguine hope and the too persistent
doubt are alike wide of the truth.

It is almost a truism that all social progress
is on parallel lines. There can be no great
development in the education of women with-
out corresponding opportunities for using it.

To answer the question, "What shall we do
with our girls ?" at eighteen, by the repl3^

"Send them to college," only postpones it to

return at twenty-two in the more emphatic
form, "What shall these young women do ?"

The answer to the question can be inferred

by putting another: "What would be the
effect ujJon the colleges generally, if there
were no greater number of special uses for

college education by men than there now are

for women ?"

We have not space to follow out the argu
ment, but whoever does will soon see plainly
that until the future possibilities of life set

the same premium upon college education for

women which they now do for men, it is vain
to expect that women in great numbers will

have the firmness and the patience to over-

come the hindrances, far greater than for men,
which lie in their wa}".

There is another phase of the matter which
merits attention. So long as the young wo-
men in college are pioneers in the work, there
is a certain isolation which repels. There is

a necessity, too, for a kind of mental armor
against various contingencies, and though it

is as likely to take the form of shyness and
SJlf-depreciation as of bravado, natures of finer

grain are apt to shrink from it, unless impelled
by an absorbing enthusiasm. Extreme theo-

rists on the subject will scout the suggestion,

but it is not to be lightly regarded.
The inability to meet expenses is of course

a potent reason why so few women are yet in

college. This is, however, only another form
of the difficulty which we have stated as want
of future opportunit}^ Whether this genera-
tion or the next will see the solution of the
questions about occupation and remuneration
may be doubted, but it is clearly the duty to-

day of all friends of the higher education of
women to unite their efforts to bring about
two result^. First, that we enter on no new
experiments. Each theory is sufficiently on
trial : let there be no further division of in-

terests. Let it be said clearly enough and
emphatically enough to reach the ear of
every man or woman with a dollar to spare
or to bequeath : found no more new colleges.

Choose the best, or the nearest to you, of
those we now have, and help that. The
second is only the closer application of the
first. Spend no more in walls and roofs.

Give life, the living soul, to the colleges in

professors and in students. Scholarships for

women in any of the colleges we have named
will be filled as fast as they are founded.
The expense varies from about three hundred
and fitty dollars at Michigan or Boston to

five hundred and fifty at Vassar. Tuition at
Michigan is of course free to students from
that State. The large number of State schol-

arships at Cornell pays for the tuition there,
but they are of course limited to New York
students. Tuition at Boston or Smith is re-

mitted to all needing such help, so that the
amount of help required by a student at any
one of these places need not bo much above
half th(; cost of living. We ])lace it thus low,
for it is agreed by all who nave had expo
rien(^o in the matter that better material is

obtained by offering less than the whole ex-

pense. Really promising students are sui

enough to obtain something from their ow
exertions or from friends. It is the secoD

hundred that they need, not the first.

AVe specify scholarships because it is al

important that the aid be permanent. ]

ought to be in view of the student for 3-eai

before she reaches it. If we may reason froi

the experience of Harvard as to the perennii

good of this form of charity (witness tb

Pennoyer scholarships), three thousand do
lars entrusted to any one of these colleges wi
make possible the college education of on

woman every four years for the next centun
Nor are we thinking only of the persons

gain of these students. No power so stron

could be brought to bear upon the standar
of the colleges, as the gift of a large numbe
of scholarships, for nothing will so soon brin

to the colleges themselves the ablest youn
women. We can think of no form of benevi

lence more attractive to ladies of wealth tha

this, for if but the half that is said of th

power of an educated woman be true, nothin

can so surely elevate the whole sex as th

pursuit of liberal studies.

Selected for " The Friend."

When C}'rus took the king of Armenia an

his .son Tigranes, and their wives and childre

prisoners, and, upon their humble submissioi

beyond all hope, gave them their liberty an

their lives —in their return home, as the

were all commending Cyrus—some for h

personage, some for his power, some for h

clemency,—Tigranes asked his wife, " Whs
thinkest thou of Cyrus? is he not a coniel

and a proper man, of a majestic presence:
" Truly," said she, " I know not what mat
ner of man he is : I never looked upon him
" Why," said he, " where were thine eyes a

the while? upon whom didst thou look 1

" I fixed mine eye^," said she, "all the whil

upon him," (meaning her husband) " who, i

my hearing, offered to C3'rus to lay down h

life for my ransom." Thus, if any questio

the devout soul, once indeed captivated by tb

world, but now enamored of Christ her hei

venlj' Bridegroom, whether she is not charme
with the riches, pleasures, and gaieties of th

world ?—her answer is, That her e^'os and hi

heart are now fixed on a nobler object, eve
on hira who not onlj- made an offer, like T
granes, to die in her stead, but actuall}^ lai

down his life to ransom her; and as her de£

Bridegroom is now in heaven, her looks ai

after him, and she can esteem nothing in con
parison of him.

—

Bngartzky's Golden Treasuri

Cultivate Early the Habit to TFo?-/.-.—Ther
is scarcely anj-thing of greater importance t

a young man than that he should acquir
early the habit of regular application to sora
pursuit. Many persons who are not of a
indobnt nature live on, from day to day, froi

month to month, from year to year, withou
accomplishing an3'thing worth while. The
wonder that others are successful, and the
are not ; that others progress and they r(

main stationary. The difficulty with thor
is that although they arc not particularly

averse to labor, thej- have never learnt hoi
to work to advantage. They have nove
formed the habit of regular, s^-stematic af
plication.

Desultory and merely impulsive efforts ar
attended by y<iry insufficient and unsalii
factory results. The first requisite is to kno>
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hat you want to accomplish.—Ilavo SQmc
irpose—some plan. Then see to it that the

in does not set on a day in whiph something
18 not been done to promote that purpose,

ave, so far as possible, regular hours of

ork, and let no light interruption interfere

ith ihi-m. If you take a day's recreation,

I sure that on the morrow you promptly re-

me your work, and give to it the benefit of

freshed strength and renewed vigor.

At the end of every week, regularly review
)ur work. Consider just how much you
ive accomplished. If you are satisfied with
hat j-ou have done it will bring to you a
Bling of repose and content. If you find

m should have done more, then make sure

at the coming week shall show an improve-
ent on the past.

If all young men now coming on the stage
3uld scrupulously observe these simple in

ructions, what an increase of success and of

ippiness there would be!—iV. Y. Letter.

For "The Friend."

Having noticed in the 5th number of " The
•iend," the article referring to an incident

the ministerial services of Spurgeon, the
ited London preacher, it has recalled to

y memory a circumstance which transpired

aen I was young: the relation of which I

opose to give as affording another illustra-

)n of the Scripture declarations :
" The pre-

,rations of the heart in man, and the answer
the tongue, are from the Lord." " The

jrds of the wise are as goads and as nails

stened by the masters of assemblies

—

wliic/i

e given from one Shepherd."

I give the substance of the occurrence. My
ther, who was an elder among Friends, re-

led in the city of Baltimore, a few dwel-
igs below the lato Dr. Thomas E. Bond, and
the same street. The doctor was a local

eacher in the Methodist Society, and some
ne before his death senior editor, I lielieve,

the New York " Chrisiian Advocate." On
le summer evenings my father was in the
aetice of sitting in his arm chair on his front

or steps with more or less of his family
thhim. As Doctor Bond passed along, going
returning from his professional duties, he
)uld often stop and have some pleasant or

teresting conversation with him. One even-

e; having stopped, he said to my father.

ion did not know that I turned Quaker
eacher last Sunday."
"Why no," said my father, "how was
at?"
" Well, I will tell you. You know in the
stern section of the city we Methodists have
meeting-house called Caroline Street Meet-
g-house. To this place of worship it has he-

me ihe fashion for young persons to largely

3ort on Sabbath afternoons. Well, lastSab-
th afternoon I had an appointment to

each there, and as the occasion was no
mmon one, I thought I had better make
me preparation in order to do it justice ; for

lieh purpose I selected m}' subject and text

d began to consider it, but did not get along
th it. I could make nothing out of it : my
ind became confused, and I thought perhaps
was sick. I then concluded to try what
iking a few notes would do for me, but it

amounted to nothing; the more I tried the

)re perplexed and confused I became, until

last I was sure I was sick. Well, you may
sure I felt pretty bad and anxious; but it

)uldn"t do to turn aside from the appoint-

ment ; and the people would be there and I'd

have to go, So the prior week da3'S passed
along, and no relief came, and finally I con-
cluded that I would make no further essay at

preparation, but trust to Divine Providence
for his help on the occasion. Accordingly I

went to the meeting not knowing what might
befal me. As perhaps you know, it is our
practice to have some exercises in singing be-

fore the sermon. Entering the pulpit I gave
out a hymn ; still not knowing what I should
do. While the congregation was engaged in

singing this hymn, a passage in the Psalms
suddenly pi-esented itself to me with life or
light, and I at once determined to make use
of it for my subject and do the best I could.

Accordingly I did so, and delivered my dis

cour.se from that text, and I do assure you I

never preached a sermon more to my own
satisfaction or the satisfaction, as I believe, of
an audience, than I did on that occasion."

•' Now," said the doctor, " if that was not
turning Quaker preacher 1 dout know what
would be."

The Bank of France.—Opening on the Rue
de la Verilliere, and surrounded by the Rues
Radziwill, Bailif, Crois-des-Petits-Champs,
the Bank of France has occupied, ever since

1811, the ancient hotel of the Count of Tou-
louse. Its general aspect is that of a prison

for good society. It shows many prospects

of iron railings and iron doors, the latter being
abundantly garnished with bolts and bars.

Its high and solid walls would defy any at-

tempt to scale them, and every issue of the
building is made for a defence which could
only be vanquished by a regular siege pro-

vided with the engines of war. Within, the

place is as active as an ants' nest. Every pas-

sage and staircase of the building is crowded
during all the business hours of the day, and
an incoming multitude elbow an out-going
host in each direction. None but people in a
hurry are to be seen there ; so at every door
and landing place are posted ushers ready to

reply immediately to questions asking the

way to difterent points in the labyrinth. Yet
the edifice is daily growing larger, and the
palace which suflSced for the wants of legiti-

mate princes is too small for this temple of
trade. Nowhere are so many varieties of

people to be met with as within the precincts

of this universal assembly house. Every
class of society is represented there—sol-

diers, artisans, shopkeepers—from the capi-

talist who conies to receive the dividend on
his shares, to the workman who has to paj-

an acceptance for a few francs which he has
given for his tools. The first impression made
on a stranger by the Bank of France is one
which inspires goodwill for an establishment
which, having only in view th© public in-

terest, impartially tries to be useful to every
Section of the community.
It was in 1800, the 24th Pluviose, year VHI

,

that certain bankers formed themselves into

a company which became the Bank of France.
The principal of them were Perregaux, Le
Couteuix Canteleu, Mallet, the elder, Re-
caniier, husband of the charming wife, and
Robillard, a tobacco manufacturer. The com-
mercial gentlemen speedily agreed upon the

statutes of a financial institution, which was
to have a capital of 30,000,000 francs, or

86,000,000, divided into 30,000 nominative
shares. 'The business- of the company was
restricted to discounting, collecting bills, re-

ceiving deposits and consignments, keeping
current accounts, and issuing drafts at sight
to bearer

;
all other trade but that in gold

and silver was forbidden. In the primitive
statutes of the bank may still be observed, in

a rudimentary state indeed, but very clearly,

the system which has secured to it an almost
uninterrupted career of prosperity to this

A&y. On the 28th of Nivose, or as early as
the 18th January, 1800, a Consular decree
deposited a large amount of government
money with the new bank, and on the 24th
Germinal, year XI, or 14th April, 1803, it

was definitely organized by law, under the
style and title of the bank of France, its capi-

tal being raised at the same time to 45,000,-

000 francs, or $9,000,0 JO.—Xed^er.

The famous Bddystone Lightouse, off the
coast of Cornwall, England, was first built in

a fanciful way, of wood, by the learned and
eccentric Winstanly. On its side he put va-
rious boastful inscriptions. He was very
proud of his structure, and from its lofty

balcony used boldl}'^ to defy the storm, crying :

"Blow, O winds I rise, O ocean! break forth,

ye elements, and try my work!"
But one night the sea swallowed up the tower

and its builder. It was built a second lime
of wood and stone, by Rudyerd. The form
was good, but the wood gave hold for the
elements, and the builder and his structure

perished in the flames.

Next the great Smeaton was called in. He
raised a cone from the solid rock on which it

was built, and riveted it to the rock, as the

oak is fastened to the earth by its roots.

From the rock of the foundation he took the
rock of the superstructure. He carved upon
it no boastful inscriptions like those of Win-
stanley, but on the lowest course he put,
'' Except the Lord build the house, they labor

in vain that build it;" and on its keystone
above the lantern, the simple tribute, '' Laus
Deo!" and the structure still stands, holding
up its beacon light to the storm tossed ma-
riner.

—

Late Paper.

Teach me to live Tliy purpose to fulfil

;

Brijjht for Thy glory let my taper »W\ne—
Each day renew, remould this .stubborn will;

Clo.ser round Thee my heart's affeetioii twine

—

Keep me unspotted while a pilgrim here
;

Then bring me, sinless, to the heavenly sphere 1

Love descends, not ascends. The might of

a river depends not on the quality of the soil

through which it passes, nut on the inex-

haustibleness and depth of the spring from
which it proceeds. A parent loves the child

more than the child the parent, and partly

because the ]iarent's heart is larger, not be-

cause the child is worthier. The Saviour
loved his disciples infinitely more than his

disciples loved Him, because his heart was
infinitely larger. Love trusts on, ever hopes
and expects better things, and is a trust

springing from itself, and out of its own deeps
alone.

—

Rowland Hill.

Men bear with each othei's faults and vices

for years, and shoot each other for a careless

remark. A man bears with his wife's faults,

and the wife with her husband's shortcom-
ings, for a score of years, and flash up in an
unlucky minute about the merest nothing, to

undo the work of all the year—to forget the

tender memories—to repudiate the affection
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—to sneer at the idea of love.

—

Church Ad
vacate.

THE FRIEND.
TEXTII MONTH 7, 1876.

Information has been received of another

Conference having been recently held, this

time by a number of Friends, member.? of

Kansas Yearly Meeting ; in which the condi-

tion of the Society in their own and other

Yearly Meetings, produced by departures

from the faith of Friends, was seriously con-

sidered. Also what is called for at the hands
of those, who—to use their own words—feel

" the necessity of Friends everywhere becom-

ing more earnest to stand unfliuchingly in the

maintenance of all our principles and testi-

monies, as a Society. Firmly believing that

if we be found building up the things which
God commanded our early founders to de-

stroy, or destroying the things which He
commanded them to build up, we make our-

selves transgressors."

We rejoice that the time has come, or ap
pears to be close at hand, which has long been

seen by the eye of faiih, when true Friends
in other Yearlj' Meetings than Ohio and Phila-

del|)hia, find it laid upon them to come forth

boldly, in support of the doctrines and testi-

monies which the Head of the Church raised

up the Society of Friends to illustrate before

the world : also to bear an " unflinching"
testimony against the spurious religion that
many in high places have been insidiouslj'

and persistentlj' striving for years to sub-

stitute for the original faith and practices of
Friends,

It is of the highest importance that all

everywhere who muy thus stand forth in the
defence of the truth, may know their own
spirits to be seasoned with Grace, and be kept
out of the snare of the fowler

;
possessing

their souls in patience; willing to suffer all

the appointed time whatever the Lord may
permit to come upon them ; that so they may
know every step to be taken in the meekness
of wisdom, and the arm of the Lord to sup-
port and protect them. The Lord will work
lor his own blessed cause and who can let or
hinder him?

SU.\IM\RY OF EVENT.S.
Foreign.—The prospect of an early termination of

the war helween Turkey and .Servia and Montenegro is

again clouded. At the request of the great Powers
Turkey offered a short extension of the armistice, but
both Servia and Montenegro declined to accept it, pre-
ferring a continuance of the struggle.

A dispatch from Bjlgride says the English Consul
renewed his peaceful representations and urgel the
Servian government to accept a prolongation of the
armistice for four days. The government refused.
The Servian forces under Generals Tchi'rnayeff and
Popovich simultaneously attacked the Turks and pur-
sued them beyond Teschitzi. During the engagement
fire from the Servian artillery ignited seven caissons of
gunpowder in the Turkish ammunition depot. The
explosion caused fearful havoc among the Turks. The
Servians lost about 2000 men in this battle. The
assumption of the title of king by Prince Milan, of
Servia, is objected to by both Russia and Austria. The
Austrian Prime Minister has demanded Prince Milan's
positive refusal of the royal title which the army and
people wish him to take.

The Porte has sent relief to the destitute Bulgarians,
and has also taken measures for the rebuilding of their
villages which the Turks had destroyed.
A Berlin special says: The Porte has given Baring,

Secretary of the British Legation, a seat in the mixed
tribunal trying persons accusel of participation in the

Bulgarian atrocities, with all the rights accorded the

other judges.

It is stated that Queen Victoria has seen a change in

the occupancy of every European throne since she be-

came sovereign.

A Melbourne, Australia, dispatch says, the D.m-
denong, from Melbourne to Sydney, foundered near

Jervis Bay during a hurricane on the 4th ult. Sixty

of the crew and passengers were drowned. Jervis Bay
is on the east coast of Australia, 85 miles south of

Sydney.
At a recent meeting of the Reform Club in Manches-

ter, John Bright said he thought the meeting of Parlia-

ment was desirable. It would result in a new policy

in regard to Turkish affairs, and make a solemn de-

cision that the blood and treasures of England should
never again be wasted in behalf of the Ottoman power.
Turkey should be left to the fate which Providence had
decreed for her corruption and tyranny.

The United States steamship Franklin having been
authorized by the Navy Department to receive William
M. Tweed as a passenger, the Spanish authorities at

Vigo put the fugitive on board that vessel which is now
on the passage to New York.

It is stated that Don Carlos has informed the French
government that he would not re-enter Spain at the

cost of another civil war, and will quit Paris for Bel-

gium or Switzerland in a few weeks.
The Colorado or potato bettle has made its appear-

ance in Sweden and commenced its usual ravages. The
insect is supposed to have been brought from the United
States in cargoes of grain.

A sanguinary battle occurred on the 31st of Eighth
month, in New Granada, between the government
forces and tho^e of the revolutionary or conservative
party. After a fierce contest the latter were completely
routed with the loss of a thousand men killed and a

still larger number wounded.
According to recent enumerations the population of

Peru is now 2,720,735, that of Norway 1,815,000, and
Sweden 4,383,291.

The island of Porto Rico was visited on the 13th ult.

by a very violent hurricane which caused great damage
both at sea and on the land. Numerous ves.sels were
wrecked and many lives lost.

London, 10th mo. 2d.—Consols 95 11-16. U. S. sixe.s,

1867, lOSf.
Liverpool.—Middling uplands cotton, 5 \'>-lQd. Or-

leans, ejd.

United States.—The International Exhibition was
visited during the week ending 9i.h mo. 30ih, by 678,-

893 persons who paid for admission. The receipts at

the gales from the opening up to 9th mo. 29th, had
amounted to $2,1.58,945.

There were 316 interments in Philadelphia for the
week ending 9th mo. 23d, and 281 for that ending the
30th ult.

The decrease in the national debt between 3il mo. 1st,

1869, and 9th mo. 1st, 1876, a period of six and a half
years, has been $430,281,318. The decrease in the an-
nual interest has been $31,253,548.
The yellow fever which for some weeks past has been

so fatal in Savannah, Geo., has appeared in other
southern towns also. Brunswick, Geo., about 80 miles
from Savannah, has been desolated by the pestilence.
The Commissioners to treat with the Sioux Indians

have obtained the assent of those residing near the
Spotted Tail agency, to the agreement recently made
by them with those at the Red Cloud ,\gency. The
Indians gave their consent very reluctantly, and com-
plained of the broken promises of the government and
the injustice with which they were treated.

The U. S. Treasury Department has paid out between
nineteen and twenty millions of dollars in silver coin
for the redemption of fractional currency, &...

The total number of exhibitors at the International
Exhibition is 30,864. Of these 3S22 are Spanish, 2580
British, 2462 Portuguese, 1632 Turkish, 1597 French,
1089- Germans, 1144 Italians, and 1397 Argentine Re-
public. Beside these China, Japan, Brazil, Mexico and
many other countries send collections. Eight thousand
one hundred and seventy-five of the exhibitors belong
to the United States, and 22,689 are foreigners. On
the 28th ult. the exhibition was visited by no less than
251,332 persons who paid for admission, baside 5837 at
the cattle show.
The U. States Signal Olfice at Philadelphia reports a

rainfall of 8.77 inches during the Ninth month. The
highest temperature of the month was 88 deg,, and the
lowest 46 deg.

There were 4,59 deaths in New York city last week.
The sub-marine operations upon the rocks at Ilell Gate,
New York, are reported successful. Soundings were
taken on the 30tli ult. iu ninety places and beyond the

distance of 150 feet from the shore a depth of 28 f n

and upwards was found.
]

The total number of interments at Siv.mnah on tj

30th ult. and 1st iust. was 51, of which 34 were fn
,

yellow fever. On the 2d inst. there wer^ 42 interiner i

of which 2S were from the fever.

The monthly statement of the national debt sh j\v

reduction of $2,915,.365 during the Ninth month. T
cash in the Treasury consisted of $64,091,124 in co

and $12,.524,945 currency.

Tke Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotalic

on the 2nd inst. New York. — American gold, 1

Superfine flour, S4.70 a $5.05; State extra, $5,20

$5,50; finer brand,s, $6 a $8.50. Amber winter wlie

$1.25; No. 2 Milwaukie spring, ^1.24; No. 3 do., $l.(

No. 2 Chicago, old, $1.12. Yellow and mixed co:

.58.V cts. Canada barley, $1.19 a $1.20 ; State, 95 eta

SLOO. Oats, 38 a 45 cts. PkUadelphia.—Cotlon. 1

a 11 J cts. Superfine flour, $3.25 a 3i4.00; family floi

$6 a $6.50 ; finer brands, $7 a *8.50. Red wheat, SI.

a $1.22; amber, *1.23 a $1.25; white, $1.28 a $1.;

Rye, 78 cts. Mixed corn, 57 a 58 cts.; yellow 59 a

cts. Oats, 36 a 50 cts. Clover-seed, lOJ a 11 cts.
(

lb. New York fancy chee-se, 12 a 13 cts. About 58

beef cattle sold at 5| a 6 cts. per lb. gross for extra, a fi

choice at 6} cts. ; 5 a 5J cts. for fair to good, and 3 a
cts. for common. Sheep, 5 a 5J cts. per lb. gross. B

ceipts 13,000 head. Hogs, $8.75 a .J^9.25 per 100

net. Receipts 5000 head. Baltimore.—No. 2 weste
1

red wheat, $1.23 a $1.25; No. 3 do., $1.18 a $1.2'

Maryland amber, $1.30 a $1.32. Yellow corn, 56 a

cts. Oals, 40 a 45 cts. Chicago.—No. 2 spring w he,

$1.07J ; No. 3 do., 91 cts. a $1. No. 2 corn, 44| c

No. 2 oats, 33} cts. Barley, 83J cts. Lard, W\ cts

RECEIPTS.
Received from Lydia T. King, Pa., $2, vol. 50,

for Joseph E. Mickle, $2, vol. 50 ; from William We
ster, Pa., per Joseph W. Jones, $2.10, to No. 1

51; from Hannah Roberts, Pa., $2.10, vol.50; fro

Peraberton Moore, Pa., $2.10, vol. .50; for Ma
Hambleton, lo., and Amy C. Hoopes, Edward H.
and Jane Gibbons, Pa., $2.10 etch, vol. -50 ; from Isa

Huestis, Agent, O., $2.10, vol. 50, and for Lewis \

Bye, Fleming Crew, Amy John, Burwell Peebh
Henry Crew, Ann Smith and Jesse Hiatt, $2.10 etc

vol. 50 ; from John Boadle, N. J., «2,10, vol. 50 ; fro

Abel J. Hopkins, DA., $2.10, vol. 50; from Eli;

R. Bedell, lo., $2.10 vol. 50 ; from Jacob Reeder, Ic

$2.10, vol. 50, and for R. B. Cox, $2.10, vol. 50; fro

Henry Wood, N. J., $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Anna Ma
O., per Stacy Cook, $2.10, vol. 50; from James
Cooper, Pa., per S. A. Cooper, $2.10, vol. 50 : fro

Joseph W. Ltppincott, City, *2, vol. 50 ; for Ho
Saunders, Kansas, $2.10, vol. 50; from Isaac Cra
Fkfd., $2.10, vol. 50; for Richard Chambers, Cilv, ar

Richard M. Chambers, Pa., *2 each, and GeoVge :

Chambers, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from George Buzh
N. J., $2.10, vol. 50 ; from Benjamin Elly.son, lo., -2.1

vol. 50; from Owen Evans, Pa., $2.10, vol". 50 ; from Jol
I\.rsythe, Pa., $2.10, vol. 50; from Henry W. R ibert

N. J., $2.10, vol. .50; from Thomas C. Hogue, Pa
$2.10, vol. 50 ; from Ephraim Tomlinson, N. J., S2

'

vol. 50; from Richard W. Hutton, Pa., per Benjam.
W. Passinore, $2, vol. 50 ; from Samuel Woolman, De
$2.10, vol. .50, and from Barzillai French, O., $2 1

THE CORPORATION OF HAVERFORD COL
LEGE.

A Stated Annual Meeting of The Corporation
Haverford College will be held at the Committee Roo
of Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia, on Seconi
day. Tenth month 9th, 1876, at 3 o'clock p. m.

Edward Bettle, Jr., Secretary.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of this Institution opens c

.Second-day, 10th mo. 30th. Parents and others intern

ing lo senil pupils will plea.se make application I

Benjamin W. Passmore, 'Sup'l. (Address Street Roa
P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allei
Trea-turer, No. 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

FRrEND.S' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worti
inoton, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board i

Managers.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTEJR,
"

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Mission of George Bo?ie to Tibet.

Tibet is a country .so inaccessible to Euro
ians from the jealous polic}- of the Chinese

p whom it is sulject, as well as from its

cality on the ino>t elevated plateau on the

irfaceof the earth ; that one naturally turns

th eager curiosity to every new publication

irowing light on its history and the charac

r of its people. The narrative of Bogle's

iventures is now first given to the world,

lOUgh the mission itself dates more than a

sntury back.

Commercial intercourse between Bengal

nd Tibet had existed for man}- generations
;

ad was dependent on the friendliness of the

ibes inhabiting the southern slopes of the

[imalaya mountains; which lie boiwcen the

lains of Bengal and the high lands situate

etween the different ranges of the moun-
lins. This intercourse was greatly inter-

upted in the latter part of last century, by

be extension of the power of the Gorkhas, a

warlike tribe who obtained possession of the

alleys and mountain passes of Nepal, by
fhich much of the traffic had been carried on.

V^arren Hastings, who was then Governor
eneral of the possessions of the East India

Company, was a statesman of great ability,

hough somewhat un^-^erupulous in his pro-

eedings. He saw the importance of culti-

vating the trade with Tibet; and with this

bject selected George Bogle, a young Scotch

nan, and sent him on a mission to that coun

ry-

The materials for the present narrative

vere principallj' found in the journals, memo-
anda and correspondence of G. Bogle, which
jave been carefully preserved by his family

n Scotland, and were placed in the hands of

the editor, Clements R. Markham.
In 1772 the people of Bhutan had made

warlike incursions into the plains, but were
en back by the English troops which fol

lowed them into their own mountains, and so

alarmed the Bhutan Government, that they
requested the intercession of Teshu Lama, of

Tibet, who claimed supremacy over them.

He, in consequence, wrote to Warren Hast-

ngs, who graciously aci'cded to his request.

The letter which was received in the Third
month of 1774, is here inserted, as an interest-

ng specimen of Eastern correspondence, and
IB furnishing evidence of the mild and amiable
character of the Teshu Lama.

' The affairs of this quarter in every respect

flourish. I am night and day employed in

praj-ers for the increase of your happiness

and prosperity. Having been informed by

travellers from your quarter of your exalted

fame and reputation, my heart, like the blo.s-

som of spring, abounds with gaiety, gladness,

and joy; praise that the star of your fortune

ts ascension
;
praise that happiness and

ease are the surrounding attendants of mj-self

and family. Neither to molest nor persecute

my aim ; it is even the characteristic of ray

sect to deprive ourselves of the necessary re

freshment of sleep, should an injury be done

to a single individual. But in justice and

humanity I am informed you far surpass us.

May you ever adorn the seat of justice and

power, that mankind may, under the shadow
of your bosom, enjoy the blessings of happi-

ness and ease. By j-our favor. I am the Rajah

and Lama of this country, and rule over num-
bers of subjects, a particular with which you
have no doubt been made acquainted by
travellers from these parts. I have been re-

peatedly informed that you have been engaged

in hostilitiesagainsttheDeb Judhur.to which,

it is said, the Deb's own criminal conduct, in

ommitting ravages and other outrages on

your frontiers, has given rise. As he is of a

rude and ignorant race (past tirai-s are not

destitute of instances of the like misconduct,

which his own avarice templed him to com-
mit), it is not unlikely that he has now re-

newed those instances; and the ravages and

plunder which he may have committed on

the skirts of the Bengal and Bahar provinces

have given you provocation to send your vin-

dictive army against him. However, his party

hat b. en defeated, many of his |)eople have

been killed, three forts have been taken from

him, and he has met with the punishment he

deserved ; and it is as evident as the sun you

army has been victorious, and that, if you had

been desirous of it, you might, in the space

of two daj's, have entirely extirpated him, for

he had not power to resist your efforts. But
[ now take upon me to be his mediator, and

to represent to you that, as the said Deb Rajah

s dependent upon the Dalai Lama, who rules

n this coiintr}' with unlimited sway (but on

account of his being in his minority, the

charge of the government and administration

for the present is committed to me), should

j-ou persist in offering further molestation to

the Deb's country, it will irritate both the Lama
and all his subjects against j-ou. Therefore,

from a regard to our religion and customs, I

request j-ou will cease all hostilities against

him, and in doing this you will confer the

greatest favor and ft-ien'dship upon me. I

have reprimanded the Deb for his past con-

duct, and I have admonished him to desist

from his evil practices in future, and to be sub-

mi.-^sive to you in all matters. I am persuaded

that he will conform to the advice which I

have given him, and it will be necessary that

you treat him with compassion and clemency

As to my part, I am but a Fakir, and it is the

custom of my sect, with the rosary in our

hands, to pray for the welfare of mankind,
and for the peace and happiness of the in-

habitants of this country ; and I do now, with
my head uncovered, entreat that you may
cease all hostilities against the Deb in future.

It would be needless to add to the length of

this letter, as the bearer of it, who is a Gosain,

will represent to you all particulars, and it is

hoped that you will comply therewith. In

this country worship of the Almighty is the

profession of all. We poor creatures are in

nothing equal to you. Having a few things

n hand, I send them to you by way of re-

m -mbrance, and hope for your acceptance of

them."
The people of Tibet are disciples of Buddha.

This religion inculcates peace and good will

to man, and to all the animated creation. It be-

came firmly established in Tibet in the seventh

century of the Christian era. The peculiar

phase of it which the Tibetans adopted, taught

that certain intelligences had been created,

ho continued to remain in existence for the

good of mankind, by passing through a suc-

cession of human beings from the cradle to

the grave. In the fourteenth century, two
distinguished reformers arose among them,

who were believed to be incarnations of these

beings. On the death of these, successors

were found in infants possessing certain marks
which are believed to indicate their divinity.

There are thus two concurrent Lamas ; one

resides at Lhasa, the capital of the country,

and is regarded as both the spiritual and tem-

poral ruler of the nation
;
possessing power

somewhat analogous to the medieval Popes;

the other resides at Teshu Lumbo. The in-

ferior Lamas—corresponding to the priests,

monks and nuns of the Catholic hierarchy

—

are very numerous, more than 10,000 monks
being congregated in one monastery alone.

Their religious services consist ofrecitations

and chanting of moral precepts and rules of

discipline to the sound of musical instruments.

Incense is burnt during the services, and there

are offerings of fruits and grain to Buddha
and his incarnations. Mystical sentences and
titles of Buddha are also recited. The bell is

used during the performance of service ;
and

pra}-er-wheels,—metal cylinders, containing

printed prayers in rolls, with the axles pro-

longed to form handles—are in constant use,

not only during the service, but on every

occasion, being fixed in rows on the walls of

temples, near villages, and in streams to be

turned bj' water. The prayer-wheels have

been in use for more than a thousand years.

The Tibetans possess a vast literature. For
many centuries they have known the art of

printing, by means of engraved stereotyped

wooden blocks. Their paper is made from

the inner bark of the Daphne cannabina, and

is remarkable for its toughness, as well as

smoothness. Each monastery possesses a

library of their religious works.
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Warren Hastings, in his reply to the letter

reeeivetl from the Tesliu Lama, iiroijoseii a

treaty of amity and eommerce between theii

respective States ; and it was to promote this

objeet that he sent David Bogle on his mis-

sion.

He reached Bahar, the N. E. boundary of

Bengal about the last of the Fifth month, and
entered the mountainous countrj^ of Bhutan,

through which his route lay. 'I'he following

e.'Jtraets are taken from his journal

:

"On the 9th of June I entered the hills, and

being now out of Bengal and beyond the Com-
pany's jurisdiction, 1 was furnished with a

pas.^port from Deb Rajah, who is the chief of

the country. The following part of the jour-

ney was a perfect contrast to the former.
" The only way of transporting goods in

this hilly country is by coolies. The roads

are too narrow, steep and rugged for any
other conveyance, and the rivers too stonj-

and rapid for boats. There is no particular

class of people who follow this profession.

The carriers are pressed from among the in-

habitants, receive an allowance for victuals

at the pleasure of the person on whose service

they are employed, and are relieved by others

procured in the same manner at the next vil-

lage by order of the headman, without which
not a coolie is to be had. This is a service so

well established that the people submit to it

without murmuring. Neither sex, nor youth,
nor age exempt them from it. The burden
is fastened under the arms upon their backs,

with a short stick to support it while they
rest themselves. Naturally strong, and ac-

customed to this kind of labor, it is astonish-

ing what loads they will carry. A girl of

eighteen trnvelled one day 15 or 18 miles,

with a burden of 70 or 75 pounds weight.
We could hardly do it without any weight at

all.

" We were provided with two tangun ponies
of a mean appearance, and were prejudiced
against them unjustly. On better acquaint
ance they turned out patient, sure footed, and
could climb the monument. Many a time
afterwards, when on the edge of a precipice,

I was mounted on a skittish young horse, with
a man holding him by the head and another
steering him by the tail, have I thought of

them. We had to cross the mountain Picha-

konum, which hangs over Buxa-Duar; the

way a narrow path, exlromely steep, which
went winding round the side of it; the upper
part paved with stones of bastard marble, put
together like ill-formed steps. Midday, cold

and chilly; very high precipices, but not fright-

ful, because covered with trees. Indulged in

the pleasure of tumbling down stones.

"The ro:id led almost to the top of the

mountain, and before we crossed it I turned
to take another look at Bengal. It is impos-
sible to conceive any change of country more
abrupt, or any contiasfc more striking. To
the southward the atmosphere was clear.

The eye stretched over a vast tract of land,

and the view was bounded only by the circu-

lar horizon. This jjurt of the view, however,
i.-i striking only because it is extensive. There
are no hills, spires, or other objects to dintin-

tinguish it. The country— one continued

flat— is inai'Ued only by its being cleared or

woody, by the course of the rivers, or by

some smoking villages. Whether it be that

I am ])artial to hills or not, I beheld the oji-

jjosite part of the prosjject with much greater

])leasuro. The rapid descent, the deep glens,

the hills covered wiih trees the most lofty and
luxuriant, the town of Buxa-Duar immediately
belo\v at a great distance, and behind noth-

ing but mountains with their tops hid in the

clouds."
" They shelter Bengal from the northerly

winds which blow over Tartary, all the way
from Novaj'a Zemlya, and give them mode-
rate winters ;

and they serve to keep off the

hot southerly monsoon from the Bhutanese,

and preserve them cool when the sun is within

six degrees of them. The climate accordingly

changes in the most rapid manner, and Muri-

jong,"which is not above two days' journey

from the entrance into the hills, produces

apricots, peaches, apples, pears, mulberries,

and even oaks.
" At the place where the road crosses the

mountain, standai-ds or banners are set up,

of white cloth, with sentences written upon
them. They denote something religious, and

are common at the tops of hills."

(To be continued.)

From *' Pioty Pronlvjted,''

John Thorp.

John Thorp was born at Wilmslow, in the

county of Chester, on the .5th of the Eleventh

month, 1742. He was the youngest 8<m of

Jonathan Thorp, a farmer, who left but little

property. His father dying before he was
born, the charge of his maintenance iind edu-

cation, with that of several other children,

devolved upon his mother, whose maternal

care and affectionate solicitude nuder the try-

ing circumstances in which she was thus

placed, he frequently mentioned with feelings

of filial gratitude. His parents w.re mem-
bers of the Church of England, in profession

with which he was educated. He was, from
very early life, sensible of the workings of the

evii of his own heart, and also of the mani-
festation of the divine principle of light and
grace, which showed him the evil. He felt

that this world is not the place of rest for man,
but that it is designed by Infinite Wisdom, as

a preparation for a state of uninterrupted hap
piness; and that this great work can only be

effected by taking up the cross to all the cor-

rupt desires and passions of our fallen nature.

Under these religious impressions, he be-

lieved it to be required of him to decline the

practice of singing, in which he had taken
great pleasure ;

he had been a noted singer in

that called the parish church of his own vil-

lage. He continued some time longer to at-

tend that place of worship; but being con-

vinced that as God is a spirit, they who wor-
ship Him must worship him in spirit and in

truth, the forms and ceremonies practised

there did not furnish that edification and com-
fort which his soul longed for. His regard
however, for, and his sense of duty to his ten-

derly affectionate mother, made the thoughts
of separating from her in the solemn and im-
portant duty of public worship, very trying
to him; though at times, when present with
her, he was so much distressed, and felt such
strong convictions that he was not in his pro-

pel' ]ilace, that, to use his own words, his

knees have been road}^ to smite together.

In a lively remembrance of this season of
early and divine visitation to his soul, ho re-

marked a few days before his decease, that he
had never since, (or a moment had to doubt
the certainty of those convictions which wore
thus at a very early age, so remarkably and
indelibly stamped on his mind ; and that

shortly afterwards he attended a meeting i

Friends at Morlcy, a village about two mil

distant from his native place, where he foiiil

publicly ])rofes'^ed and advocated, as the pri
j

ciples of a religious community, doctrin .

consonant with the convictions which h;
|

operated so powerfully on his mind. H'
added, at the time when he made these obsej

vations, that if he were only jireserved in tl]

way of his duty to the end, he should ha^

cause to rejoice that his lot had been eai:

amongst them.
'

Continuing to attend the meetings i

Friends, he was, when at the age of tw(llt^

admitted a member of our religious Socieii

Soon after he removed to London, where h^

resided about four year ^ ; and in 1767 he se

tied at Manchester, was married not Ion
\

after, and was an inhabitant of that town th

remainder of his life.

During his residence in the metropolis li

lived much retired. A relation who accoir

panied him from the country, and with whoi
he had joint lodgings, and his eldest brotliui

an officer in the army, a man of talents am
general knowledge, formed, for some tinuj

nearly the extent of his acquaintance. Will!

these companions who were his superiors
'

information and learning, heat times delight'

ed to converse ; but through divine help, he

inflexibly resisted all their persuasions anc

entreaties to deviate, in any one instance;

from that steady and uniform religious praci

tice of life and manners which he believed
'

to be his duty to adopt. He oceasionallj' ac!

companied them in an evening walk; but
'

they gave way to any levity of conduct, oi

turned aside into any tavern or place of diver-

sion, he immediately left them and returnee

to his lodgings.

This decision of character appears to have
been blessed. May it encourage others whcj

are exposed to similar temptations, to adopt

and persevere in the same holy resolution,

Young men who are thus circumstanced, have
a claim on the kind notice of their friends

but if they do not always receive this atten-

tion, let them i-emember that if, with fervency
and humility of heart, they look unto their

gracious Redeemer, he will guard them frooii

all that is evil.

For some years after his admission into our
Societj', John Thorp had to pass throughl
much spiritual conflict; continuing to find

that there were in his heart propensities op-
posed to that state of humble resignation
which, by the divine light, had been so clearly^

shown to him as necessary to be attained
but through the effectual operation of thai

grace of God, he was enabled to persevere in

taking up his cross and prepared for service

in the church of Christ.

He first appeared as a minister about that

thirty-second year of his age. He was rever-
ently concerned to wait before the Lord,
the exerei e of the gift entrusted to him

;

powers of expression were strong and persua-

1

sive; and these being sanctified bj' divine
grace, ho was qualified affectionately to en-

]

treat others to come to that Fountain of;

mercy, by which he had been often refreshed I

and strengthened. But the most ])rominent
j

and frequent subject of his gospel labors was,
closely recommending to all an earnest, seri-

ous, and impartial examination into the state

of their own hearts, in order to see how their

accounts stood with God; and sotting forth

how great and irreparable would bo the loss,
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to tliose wlio unwiselj- neglect the opportunity

afforded, of embracing the nil suliicient means
appointed for their redemption.

' Being early convinced or' the danger of

seeking for the treasures of this world, he

was content to remain in a comparatively low
station. That he might not be unnecessarily

encumbered with the cares of trade, and that

!he might be more at libertj- for the service of

hisDivineMaster, be steadily declined, though
^ith an increasing family, the offers that

were made to him to enter more extensivelj-

linto bu.siness, and the repeated and earnest

solicitations of Lis friends that he would ac-

ept them. But he was favored to experience

he fulfilment of the heavenly promise that to

hose who seek first the kingdom of God and
ais righteousness, all things necessary shall

36 added.

He was much beloved ; and among his more
ntimate friends, his natural cheerfulness, tera-

jered with Christian gravity, and his deep
experience and sound judgment in Divine
;bings, rendered him an interesting and in-

itructive companion.
He spent much time in retirement; and it

ivas his practice, during a great part of his

ife, to take a walk, mostly alone, in the fore-

part of the du}-, generally' into the fields.

These walks, there is reason to believe, often

jroved seasons of religious exercise and de-

70tion ; and some, who have casually met him,

lavc been struck with the solemnity of his

iountenance. His reading had b^en exten-

sive and various; but the writings which he

Derused mo^t frequently, next to the H0I3'

5cripture-i, were those which recommende I

eligion as an individual, experimental work
;

sonsisling in faith and obedience, not in specu-

ative knowledge, or in a mere profession.

'ict, notwithstanding the satisfaction this

•eacling afforded him, he often remarked how
ittle all the knowledge that can be obtained,

!ven from the be>t of books, will avail those

vho neglect a reverent attention to the divine

aw wrttten in their own hearts.

In the summer of 180(3, he wholly declined

)i8 business, which had been that of a tailor,

laving through a blessing on his honest in-

lustry, acquired a sufficiency for bis future

lupport. In the course of that year he was
leprived by death of his second wife, who
lad, for thirty-one years, been his faithful

md affectionate companion.
Having through life, whilst encompassed

vith human infirmities, kept his eye steadily

)n the Captain ot his salvation, he was re-

narkably favored, at times, as he approached
,he confines of mortality, to look, in faith, to

;hat state of undisturbed happiness which is

)eyond the grave, as the subjoined extracts,

Tom letters to his long loved and intimatj
'riend, Richard Reynolds, exhibit.

1805. Tenth mo. 22d.—" At seasons, I feel

I degrea of consolation and Divine peace, that
sannot be expressed in words, which I would
lot exchange for a thousand times the trea

lures of both the Indies ; in comparison of
vhich I should esteem, I do esteem, crovvns

md sceptres as dung and dross. And at the
nuch more frequent seasons, when heavenly
;ood is least sensibly felt (I hope I write it

^ith humble heartfelt gratitude) my faith and
lope, and confidence are so firmly anchored
)n the everlasting rock, Christ Jesus, that
;vhen the rains descend, and the winds and the
itorms beat, I am not greatly moved. I know
lim in whom I have believed, and that he
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will in mercy, keep all those who have com-
mitted themselves to Him."

1813. Sixth month 10th.—" With regard
to myself, I am not destitute of hope ; for
though many have been better stewards of
the manifold grace of God than I have been,
[ am not conscious, at any time, in my reli-

gious labors, of having done the work of the
Lord deceitfully. Yet I might have been more
diligent; I might have watched more ft-e-

quontlyat VVisdom's gate; I might have been
more devoted, and like the holy prophet, more
ready to say, ' Here am I, send me.' But I

trust in divine mere}', knowing 'in whom I

have believed ;' and 1 am persuaded that he is

able to keep that which I have committed
unto Him against that day."

1814. First mo. 28th.—" With regard to
myself, I am moving on in my Christian pil-

grimage in a low way; yet not destitute of
hope, that the dispensations I have or may
have to i)ass through, may be graciously in-

tended for mj- further refinement, of which 1

have great need ; so that in the solemn close,

I may be numbered amongst all those, ' who,
through faith and patience, inherit the prom-
ises.' But if I should be thus happy to find

acceptance with God, in the awful day of de-

cision, I am sure it will be the effect of his

unfailing mercy in Christ Jesus; for I have
no claim from merits, to rewards."
He enjoyed an excellent constitution, and

mostly uninterrupted health, until the autumn
of 1815, when he had a slight attack, which
assumed the appearance of a paralysis. This,

in some degree, impaired his powers of body
and mind

;
yet his under.standing remained

clear to the last, and he continued to attend
his own meeting. He was able to walk about,
and call on his friends; and his mind was
often tilled with divine love. A few da3's be-

fore his death, he was seized with a severe
spasmodic affection, when he manifested great
composure of mind, saying, that whichever
way it might terminate all would be well.

The evening before his decease, he related

to his family the following circumslanco of

his early life :
'• When a bo}', about fourteen

years of age, my attachment to music and
singing was such, that when walking alone
"n ^he lanes and fields of an evening, I fre-

quently gratified m3-self b}' singing aloud
;

and indulge 1 therein, even after my minti

became uneasy with the practice, until, in one
of my solitary evening walks, and when in the
act of siilging, I heard, as it were, a voice dis-

tinctl}' say, 'If thou wilt discontinue that
gratification, thou shalt be m.,de partaker of

uch more perfect harmony.' " So power-
ful was the impression then produced, that,

he added, he never afterwards indulged in the
practice. In relating this short anecdote, he
was, towards the latter part of it, consider-

ably affected, and could not suppress his tears,

which appeared as the tears of gratitude to

God, at this remembrance of his early merci-
ful visitation.

He conversed cheerfully with his f:iraily

the remainder of the evening, and said he
thought it a great favor to be removed with-

out much bodily suffering. The following
day, the 30th of Ninth month, 1817, while
sitting in his chair, ho closed his eyes and
quietly departed.

A man is not so likely to deserve or win the
blessing of his children by giving them much,
as by teaching them how to live on little.

For "The Friend."

Tiic groat Siibraarine Blast at Hallett's Point Reef or

llfll Gate, ill tlie East River. New York.

(Continue 1 from pa^^ 60.)

DISASTER TO THE SHELBOURNE DRILL.

This new machine was 35 feet high, 27 feet
in diameter at the base, and weighed 28 tons.
The drilling engine was above water, the rock
being pierced by the continual falling of a
heavy drill-bar. The preliminary trial of this
drill was entirely successful. When placed
on Frying-Pan, it stood firmlj' on the rock,
unmoved by the current, until the necessary
preparations were made for putting it in opera-
tion. But that verj' day it was run down by
a brig, a tug, and a canal-boat, and completely
demolished. The time of S. F. Shelbourne's
contract bad been twice extended. As the
final period expired three days after the de-
struction of the last drill, no application for

renewal was made. S. F. Shelbourne had
labored faithfully and well ; but luck was
against him, his last misfortune leaving him
some twenty thousand dollars out of pocket,
and the public so much the richer for the ex-
periments he had made.
While these uusucces-sful but not fruitless

experiments were making, the general in

charge became convinced that the work could
be done more economically if conducted di-

rectly on behalf of the government.
The removal of Hallett's Point was the

Jargest and most pressing operation thus far

authorized. This point projects three hun-
dred feet int'> the stream in such a way as to

throw the Sound tide straight upon the Grid-
iron, over which it breaks with destructive

violence.

The only feasible plan of operation was to

work from the shore by sinking a shaft, out
of the way of shipping, and, after undermin-
ing the reef with radiating headings connect-
ed by concentric galleries, and removing all

the rock that could bo safely taken out, blow
up the roof and its supporting columns at a
single explosion, the debris to be either buried
in the excavation or removed by grappling,

as might be most economical.

This plan had the advantageof being known
and tried. The only risk was the possible

flooding of the mine through fissures in the
roof; but even if such an accident should oc-

cur, and the completion of the work by dry
blasting prevented, every foot of rock taken
out would be so much gained; and what re-

mained could be removed without increased

difficulty by whatever process might be adopt-

ed for the removal of the channel rocks.

The first step was to constiuct between
high and low water around the mouth of the

proposed shaft a strong coffer dam, 310 feet

in length, extending along four sides of an
irregular pentagon, the fifth, or shore line, of
which was about 145 feet. This dam, con-

sisting of a double shield of heavy timbers
securely fastened to the rocks by bolts pass-

ing through the structure, the space between
the walls filled water-tight with sand and clay,

was completed and pumped out, so that opera-

tions could be begun in the interior.

In June, 1870, the funds appropriated for

the improvement having been exhausted, the
work on the shaft was suspended. At that

time 484 cubic yards of rock had been taken
out, at a cost of $5.75 per yard. In the latter

part of July operations were resumed, and the

shaft was sunk to a depth of thii'ty-three feet

below mean low water. Ten diverging tun-
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nels were then commenced, and opened to

distances varying from titty-one to one hun-

dred and twenty-six feet. Aa these were suffi-

ciently advanced concentric galleries were

excavated. The amount of rock taken out

during the year was 8,306 cubic yards; the

drilling being all done by hand. In 1871 the

work was pushed on more rapidly, steam

drills having been introduced. The number
of feet of tunnel driven during the year was

1,653, and of transverse galleries 653.75. The
quantity of rock removed was 8,293 cubic

yards. In N"ovember, 1873, operations were

again suspeno for want of funds. At the

end bf the fiscal year, June 30, 1874, work
having been carried on for four and a half

months only, 896 linear feet of tunnels were
opened, and 4,648 cubic feet of rock taken

out. The total length of tunnels and galleries

then amounted to 6 780 feet. The tunnels

are intersected at short intervals by the con-

centric galleries, leaving pillars for the sup-

port of the upper portion of the rock. Of
these there were 173, the shell or roof of the

excavation varying from six to sixteen feet

in thickness. The aggregate length of the

tunnels and galleries, which wore finished in

June last, was 7,425 feet—4,8.'>7 feet of tun-

nels and 2,500 feet of galleries. The total

amount cf rock taken out was 47.461 cubic

yards. The rock is a tough hornblende gneiss,

and lies in strata of various degrees of inclina-

tion, presenting interesting problems. During
the progress of the work topographical sur-

veys were continually made to determine the
direction and extent of the excavation, the
usual methods of triangulation and leveling

being employed. A detailed survey of the
upper surface of the reef was made in 1871,

by William Preass, assisted by F. Sylvester.

More than sixteen thousand soundings were
taken, each separately located, by means of
instruments, from the shore. The reef is in

the shape of an irregular serai-ellipse, the

major axis, which lies next to the shore, being
770 feet in length, and the minor axis, pro-

jecting straight into the channel, about three
hundred feet, 'i'he cubic contents above the
depth of twenty-six feet at mean low water
amount to 51,000 j'ards. The explosives used
in tunneling the retf have been nitroglycerine
and its compounds, and gunpowder, the latter

being used only when tlie rock was weak and
seamj'. As great care had to be taken not to

shake the structure overhead by too heavy
vibrations, only one blast was exploded at a
time. After the excavation was completed
the work of preparing for the blast was begun,
and the roof-pillars were pierced with 3,680
drill-holes to receive the cartridges of rend-
rock, vulcan powder, and dynamite. The
holes were made from two to three inches in

diameter, and from six to ten feet apart, with
an avenige depth of about nine feet. The size

of the holes, and their direction and distances

apart were made to vary according to the

character of the rock to be broken. Every-
thing being prepared, the charging of the

mine was begun. Cartridgesof vu'can powder,
rendrock, and dynamite were carefull}- )iliiced

in the holes, the explosives being distributed

according to the nature of the service required

to be perfoi'mod. At the mouth of each hole

wa8 placed a small explodent cartridge, com-
posed of fulminate of mercury and dynamite,
with wires to connect it with a galvanic bat-

tery. When all the holes were loaded, these

wires were connected with those running to

the battery, standing near the opening of the

shaft, and placed in position. Including the

leads, the connections, and the fuses, about

one hundred and twenty-two thousand feet ot

wire were employed. Owing to delays on the

part of the contractors in furnishing the ex-

plosives, the work of charging the holes was
not completed until Friday evening. The
wires then having been placed in position and
the shaft cleared out, the large siphon con

necting with the river was opened, and the

water was let into the excavation, in order

that it might be filled in time to allow the

blast to be made at the appointed hour.

THE COST OP THE WORK.
Following are the different appropriations

made by Congress for the Hell Gate and East

River improvements

:

1868,
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f other societies, who are truly called to the

ioris of preaching the gospel, and who are

i,boriug in the noble cause from pure and
fsinterested motives; but I do fear that the

iiimber of these is comparatively small ; and
( is my belief that if no money was permitted
fi circulate in connexion with the outward
ijrformance of any religious service, the re-

ijion of Jesus would soon shake off the defile-

ents with which it has been sullied, and
ir&iD shine forth in primitive purity and
Istre, ' clear as the sun, fair as the moon,
Jid terrible, 'to sin and iniquity' as an army
lith banners." O ! that men would come to

|iat true teaching of the heavenly anointing
litbin them, which would abide in them, and
lach them all things; and which is truth
^e'f ;ind no lie. Then would they be sensi-

i' tliat they needed no man to teach them
;

ir the teachings of man would be to them as

(at water of which, "whosoever drinketh
all thirst again," but where they have tasted

the water given them by the Prince of

ife himself, which shall be in them 'a well

water springing up unto everlasting life,"

-"whosoever drinketh of this shall never
irst."

—

Friends' Library.

Temperance iind Long Life.—A curious point

,8 been raised about the United Kingdom
smperance and General Provident Instilu-

This society insures total abstainers at

lower rate of premium than non-abstainers,

d with such excellent results that actually

e expectation of deaths is above the realiza-

3n. It was, for instance, expected that 723
the total abstainers would die in five years

id £140,000 be paid to the survivors, instead

which only 511 persons died and onlj'

J7,000 was paid. On the "general" side of

office 1266 deaths were anticipated and
130 occurred. Nevertheless, the general side

sures more than the total abstinence ; and
hen the bonus came to be distributed there

as great dissatisfaction that quite half of it

ent to the temperance section. At the an
lal meeting this fact was dilated upon with
me warmth. But the actuary at once set

alters right. He pointed out that tiie dis-

ibuliou of bonus was a mere matter of arith-

etic. It has nothing to do with principles

practices; and then, turning round to the

Icontents, "I cannot help you dying. The
ct is, j'ou die faster than those who don't

ink, or they do not die so fast as you. They
e, therefore, entitled to the larger bonus."

ae malcontents could not say a word more.

Selected.

My Father, it is good for me
To trust and not to trace,

And wait with deep humility
For Thy revealing grace.

Lord, when Thy way is in the sea,

And strange to mortal sense,

I love Thee in the mystery,

I trust Thy Providence.

I cannot see the secret things

In this my dark abode;
I may not reach with earthly wings
The heights and depths of God.

So faith and patience! wait awhile !

Not doubting, not in fear

;

For soon in heaven my Father's smile
Shall render all things clear.

Then Thou shall end Time's short eclipse,

Its dim uncertain night;

Bring in the grand apocalypse.

Reveal the perfect light. —Rawson.

THE ILLUSTRATED BIBLE.
[The following is a very literal and happy rendering

by "S. M.," of a poem of Freiligrath, little known in

this country.]

Thou old and time-worn volume,
Thou friend of childhood's age,

How frequently dear hands for me
Have turned the pictured page !

How oft, his sports forgetting,

The gazing boy was borne
With joyous heart, by the sweet art.

To tread the land of morn.

Thou didst fling wide the portals

Of many a distant zone;
As in a glass I saw them pass,

Faces and forms unknown I

For a new world I thank thee!
The camel wandering free.

The desert calm, and the stately palm,
And the Bedouin's tent, I see.

And thou didst bring them near me.
Hero, and saint, and sage,

Whose deeds were told by the seers of old
On the Book of books' dread page :

And the fair and bride-like maidens
Recorded in thy lines.

Well would I trace each form of grace
Amid thy rich designs.

And I saw the hoary patriarchs

Of old and simple days,

An angel-band, on either hand,
Kept watch upon their ways

:

I saw their meek herds drinking
By fount or river shore.

When mute I stood, in thoughtful mood.
Thine open page before.

Methinks I see thee lying

Upon thy well-known chair;

Mine eager gaze once more surveys
The scenes unfolded there;

As years ago, I saw them
With wonder and delight,

Each form renews its faded hues.

Fresh, beautiful, and bright.

Again I see them twining
In ceaseless shapes of change.

Bright and grotesque each arabesque.

Mazy, and wild, and strange;

Each fair design encircling

In varied shape and dress,

A blos.som now, and then a bough.
But never meaningless.

As in old times, entreating,

I seek my mother's knee.

That she may teach the name of each,

And what their meanings be;
I learn, for every picture,

A text, a verse, a psalm

;

With tranquil smile, my sire the while
Watches, well pleased, and calm.

Ye seem but as a fable.

Of days that are gone by !

That Bible old, with clasps of gold,

That young, believing ej-e,

Those loved and loving parents,

That childhood blithe and gay,

That calm content, so innocent.

All, all are passed away !— Our Own Fireside.

The Value of Occupation Tested.—Dr. Henry
Edwards remarks,—as probationers for an
eternal state, it must be palpable to the plain-

est understanding, that everything in time
must be more or less important, precisely as

it has to do with our future destination.

Hence the most trivial occurrence which has
a sure connection with our eternal interests

is great ; and the greatest which has no such
connection is trivial. John Wesley wrote to

a student—"Beware j'ou are not swallowed
up in books. An ounce of love to God is

worth a pound of transient knovvledge. What
is the real value of a thing but the price it

will bear in eternity. Let no study swallow
up, or entrench upon the hours of private
study. Nothing is of so much importance as
this. ' For it is not the possession of gifts,

but of grace ; nor of sound knowledge and
orthodox faith, so much as the principle of
holy love and the practice of Christian pre-
cepts; which distinguish the heir of gloiy from
the child of perdition.'

"

For "The Frienil."

Extracted from the life of John Fothergill. '

There was in our meeting an ancient and
truly valuable minister; and when I was about
sixteen or seventeen years old, I was dften
affected with discouraging reasonings in my-
self; how wo should do, and what would be-

come of us when he died ? Under this anx-
ious thoughtfulness I was induced to consider,

how and by what means he was made so val-

uable and serviceable. That it was through
his faithfulness, his waiting to feel after,

and adhering to that manifestation of divine
power and life from Almighty God, whereof
he declared, that this Holy Spirit, to which
he labored to turn and gather people's minds,
appeared in all : and as hereby ho was made
truly serviceable, so that heavenly living prin-

ciple was well able to help, feed, fit and pre-
serve all who truly sought to know and be
subject to it, and make them serviceable also.

This consideration both instructed and en-

couraged me to look to the Lord, and beyond
outward instruments. And I have reason to
believe, the like thoughts affected some others
of our youth in that meeting also, to advant-
age.

The said minister was taken away by death
in about a year after, and the heavenly and
merciful springings of divine life, so owned
and relieved many of us, in our humble hun-
gerings after it, though much silent in our
meetings, that there soon appeared a lively

and truly religious growth among us ; and in

little more than two j'ears after the aforesaid
Friend's decease, there were five of us engaged
by the Truth to open our mouths in the min-
istry of the gospel, to the satisfaction and
comfort of the meeting. So that instead of a
decay and a declension, about which I had
been distressed with fear, our meeting in-

creased in number and in true godliness.

Discouraging thoughts may at times attend
some well-disposed minds, and the evil spirit

may be busy in making use of them to their

hurt, and weakening their faith ; so that it is

necessary to endeavor to watch against him,
and call to mind with sincere devotedness,
wherein the alone sufficiency of God's people
is. By duly seeking to witness divine help
and succor from Christ the good Shepherd,
even one person, though poor and often de-

jected, may become instrumental to incite and
encourage others in a rightly religious appli-

cation, drawing down more of divine and
truly strengthening help : by which means
many people and meetings have been revived
and helped, and have become more fruitful,

to the praise of t^od.

I have sometimes heard complaints, or a
bemoaning of the state of some places, for the
fewness of ministers, and truly religious help-

ers in the churches, and I believe not with-

out cause. Yet it hath long been my judg-
ment, that this is principally owing to too

many of our brethren in profession, neglect-

ing a proper labor to improve the gift or man-
ifestation of the Spirit of Truth, given to
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every man to profit with ;
and holding their

profession of ihe doctrines of Truth, in a

bare!}' rational apprehension and carnal un-

derstanding. This, as our Saviour, Jesus

Christ, taught in the parable of the unprofit-

able servant, is attended with taking away
that which ho had, and so came on a dark,

restless condition. Those who diligently re-

gard the Giver's direction, to attend upon the

gift, improve it, and more is given. It it

promised to the faithful in the little, that

more shall be entrusted to them ; which

often hath been, and yet will, I believe, be ful-

filled to the honest, diligent and spiritually

minded. Thus many persons and meetings,

by laboring to be found in their dut}', seeking

their souls' interest, have been regarded ;
and

by degrees, through the humbling operation

of the Power of Christ, the blessed and ever-

lasting High Priest, fitted for and engaged in

the service of the Lord in his wisdom ;
some

in one station and some in others, to the edi-

fication of the body, and the building up and

beautifying his <ity Zion in the sight of the

nations. Oh ! that this right thoughtfulness

and application of the heart, which is both

the duty and certain interest of mankind, may
more and more prevail when I am no longer

here: and be a means of such fruitfulness in

righteousness, and heavenly qualifications to

show forth the praise of God to the earth,

that multitudes may see and flock to Zion

with everlasting joy upon their heads. Amen,
Amen.

Inspiration or Perspiration.—No man now
standing on an eminence of influence and
power, and doing great work, has arrived at

his position by going up in an elevator. H
took the stairway step by step. He climbed

the rocks often with bleeding hands. He
prepared himself by the work of climbing foi

the work he is doing. He never accomplish-

ed an inch of his elevation by standing at the

foot of the stairway with his mouth open and
longing. There is no "royal road" to any
thinggood—notoven to wealth. Money that

has not been paid for in life is not wealth. It

goes as it comes. There is no element of

permanence in it. The man who reaches

money in an elevator does not know how to

enjoy it; so it is not wealth to him. To get

a high position without climbing to it, to win
wealth without earning it, to do fine work
without the dii-cipline neeessarj' to its per-

formance, to bo famous, or useful, or orna-

mental, without preliminary cost, seems to

be the universal desire of the young. Thf
children would begin where their fathen
leave off. What e.K;iclly is the secret of true

success in life ? It is to do without flinching,

and with entire faithfulness, the duty that

stands next to one. When a man has mas
tored the duties around hirii he is ready for

those of a higher grade, and he takes natu

ally one step upward. When he has mastered
the duties of the now grade, he goes on climb
ing. There are no surprises to the man who
arrives at an eminence legitimately. It

entirely natural that he should be there, and
he is as much at home there, and as little

elated, as when he was working patiently at

the foot of the stairs. There are heights

above liim, and he remains humble and sim

pie.—Preachments are of little avail, perha|)s

but when one comes into contact witli si

many men and women who put aspiratioi

instead of perspiration, and yearning instead

of earning, and longing for labor, he is tempted
lay to them :

" Stop looking up, and look

und you ! Do the work that first comes

to your hand and do it well. Take no upward
top until you come to it naturally, and you

have the power to hold it. The top in this

ttle world is not so high, and patient climb-

ig will bring you to it ere you are aware.

—

Lucknow Witness.

For " The Friend."

Circular of the Bible Association of Friends in America.

In again calling the attention of Auxdiaries

to the Annual Queries to be answered pre-

vious to the general meeting of the Associa-

tion on the 1st of Eleventh month, the Cor-

responding Committee would press upon
Friends, who have been engaged in the dis-

tribution of the Holy Scriptures, the import-

ance of furnishing full and accurate answers
to all the Queries, and of forwarding their re-

port seasonably to the Depository.

It may be recollected, that in making dona-

tions to Auxiliaries, Ihe Board are guided in

deciding what number of Bibles and Testa-

ments shall be sent to each, by the informa-

tion given in its report. Hence those Aux-
iliaries that do not report in time, are liable

to be left out in the distribution.

Specific directions should be given in everj^

case, how boxes should be marked and for-

warded ; and their receipt should always be

promptly acknowledjed.

Address John S. Stokes, No. 116 N. Fourth
Street, Philadelphia.

Samuel Bettle,
Charles Rhoads,
Anthony M. Kimber,

Committee of Correspondence.

Philada., Tenth mo. 1876.

QUERIES.
1. What numberof families or individuals have been

gratuitously furnished with the Holy Scriptures by the

Auxiliary during the past year?
2. What numtier of Biblep and Testaments have been

sold by the Auxiliary within the past year ?

3- How many members, male and female, are there

belongine; to the Auxiliary?
4. What number of families of Friends reside within

its limits?

5. Are there any families of Friends within your
limits not supplied witli a copy of the Holy Scriptures

in good clear type, and on fair paper; if so, how many ?

6. How many members of our Society, capable of

reading the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy
Scriptures?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probably
be disposed of by sale within your limits?

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary sulficient to supply
those within its limits who are not duly furnished with

the Holy Scriptures?
9. What number of Bibles and Testaments would it

be necessary for the Bible Association to furnish gratui

tously, to enable the Auxiliary to supply each family'
10. What number would be required in order to fur

nish each member of our religious Society, capable of

reading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pi

chase it ?

11. How many Bibles and Testaments are now on
hand ?

Hlandering Providence.—What a habit wo
have of crediting all our ills to Providence
We are never willing to admit that our own
inactivity, folly, and self-love have wrought
out the dire results over which wo mourn.
Wo only see the shipwreck of our lives ; we
only hi'ar the voices of the storm ; and instead

of owning that it was our inditt'erent and
unskilful navigation Ihat brought our craft

upon the rock, wo fold our hands and cry out
blitidl3-, "Strange and mysterious arc thy

ways, O Providence!" It is well to hre

faith and trust. It is well to be resigneijo

trials that cannot be avoided ; but it is \i

well to hide our talents in a napkin, to tie

our fill of ease and pleasure and bow dowi
thegodsof pride and fashion, then shrink b Ik

from the consequences and say that the w ^
is none of ours.

]

Some of us really imagine that we are iF.

fering the will of the Loi-d, because the flir

barrel is empty and our coat is out at |e

bows, when a little more selfdenial, a lil;3

less folding of the hands to rest, would ro j

out of the slough of poverty, and set us )

• feet, crowned with the gift of a goo j

heritage. We eat rich, unwholsome fo
,

keep late hours, transgress all the laws f

health ; and when we pay the penalty w
shattered nerves and broken constitutions,

wonder why we are not strong and vigniv

as our neighbor, who has lived moderat
all his days. Because the neck and armvt
our tender infants are soft and whitt

dimpled, wo let them go bare and unpr
ed ; then when some day we leave the lit

one out under the snow, we murmur that >

Father hath been unkind. In too many cas

with a little more flannel, the family cir

might be kept unbroken for many a year.

Late Paper.

For "The Priendi

(lolorcd Laborers of Virginia.

The following extracts are from a let

written last spring, by Dr. Patterson of Mi(i

igan, to the Tecumseh Herald. He has p
chased a tract of land on the James Riv

about nine miles from Richmond, which
calls "Spring Brook Farm."

" Looking below the surface of Virginia i

ciety, in its broadest sense, a careful observi

although a stranger, may soon discover

peculiar antagonism, or to use a milder a

perhaps a more appropriate word, 'disagn

ment,' between a large body of the whi
citizens of the State and the negroes,—

n

however manifested bj'' open violence, or rut

ness, or bluster, and never endangering li

or property. This antagonism is not confin

to the native white citizens, as it is parti

patod in by very many white men from t.

original Free States, who have resided

Virginia a few years. The main cause

disagreement on the side of the negroes

explained by their open assertions in tl

most positive terms, that most of the whit'

who hire them to labor under a straight plcd^

to paj' them in monej' when the work is doni

have no regard to their pledges; put the

off' from time to time with delusive promise
or offer them country store pa}^, old clothe^

&e.,on which they know that they will susta

a hoavj' loss. But very many of the whi
citizens of the South do not regard it in th

light. They assert the colored people are f'

heedless, improvident and inclined to idlenei'

and gross self indulgence, whenever they a»'

])aid (or their services more than their imra'

diato necessities require to give them a con
fortable living, it is a temptation to leav

their employers without warning, and fri

quently at the most hurried seasons of tb

year, in order to gratify- their animal passioni

and that they will not return to their worl

until the last cent is gone. Thus it happen
that atiy excess of means inevitably tends t

increase their vices.

"Having previously engaged the service
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< a respectable ami intelligent fiirmer, origi

Tilly froiii Wellsville, Ohio. I requested him
) engage some negro choppers to cut and
jle up as cord-wood, a considerable quantity

I the tops of trees from which the butt logs

lid been cut and drawn to an adjacent saw
lill. Within a few da3'8, seven colored men
tntracted to do this work at an average of

Jty-six cents a cord, boarding themselves
j was an experiment on my part, and after

uat has been said apparently with truthful-

iss and candor respecting the negro laborers,

(ubtless you feel some interest in the reirult.

] a nasonable time, all the tops of anj- value
vre cut up in lengths of four feet and com-
jitly and neatlj' piled in ihe best cord-wood
tie, and I have never seen similar work at

I Qu- 'lone up under contract or by the day
lire honestly or left in better condition,
liriiig the whole time, the choj)per8 were
tder the observation of Mr. Boyco and my
sf; no evidence of drinking intoxicating
I uors was observable, no signs of idleness,
ri-iy vulgarity or rudeness were manifested.
Ii 3"uu ask what stimulated these men to do
t-ii- work so seasonably and thoroughly?
tiiply this; they wei-e told that when the
vak was done they would be paid according
t agreement promptly and in money. They
fTkeJ under this belief, and it is s^carcely

cjiitiil to add they were not disappointed.
"

Oil Spring Brook Farm there is now an
KTui;.' of five hands regularly emploj'ed.
t inti i-vals the labor of a carpenter, a stone
Q.siiii and tender, as well as several ditchers,
i (iiloi-ed men, have been employed, and a
ciite-washer, making seventeen colored men
lail. The hands are under the immediate
nervision of Mr. Boj-ce when other duties
II permit, who not only supervises, but
•rks with them, thus teaching by example
1 precept to labor steadily, and what is of
lal importance, systematically. Many of
i best farmers of Virginia are doing this,

1 all must do it or abandon the business as
jfitless.

That the colored people of the South in

sir present condition, require peculiar and
;her cautious management on the part of
) whites cannot be questioned. If they are
maged, and as circumstances will permit,
ight the social and Christian duties even
the extent of their capacity to acquire this

owledge by the precept, and above all, the
ample of those whose duty it is to teach
fm, they will become a blessing to the
mtry, but if neglected and constantly ex-
ied to bad examples, and bad influences,

sy will assuredly deteriorate and become a
•se to themselves and to the whole country.
far, Mr. Boyce and myself, have had but
le reason to complain of those under our
mediate observation.

i' I pay the customary wages of the country,
phat is $8 a month during the three short
ths of day-light, and SIO a month during

! remainder of the year, with certain per-

sites, amounting in all to about $12 a
nth for nine months. I am convinced
it properlj' treated, and taking the year
;ether, our colored men will do as much
j)fitable farm work, if not more, than our
I'thern farm help. The cause is obvious

;

the climate usually admits of ploughing
i preparing most of the ground for spring
ps during the winter, and no white man
labor as hard and as many hours during
extreme heat of summer as a negro."

Three Good Le.i-ion^.—-'One of mj- first les-

sons," said Mr. Sturgis, the eminent merchant,
was in 1813, when I was eleven years old.

My grandiathcr had a fine flock of sheep,
which were carefully tended during the war
of those times. 1 was the shepherd boy, and
ni}' business was to watch the sheep in the
fields. A boy who was more fond of his book
than the sheep was sent with me, but left the
work to me, while he lay under the trees and
read. I did not like that ; and finally went
to my grandfather and complained of it. I

shall never forget the kind smile of the old
gentleman as he said:

'"^ever mini, Jonathan, my boy; if you
watch the sheep, you will have the sheep.'

" What does grandfather mean by that? I

said to myself ' I don't expect to have sheep.'

My desires were moderate; and a fine buck
worth a hundred dollars. I could not exactly
make out in my mind what it was, but I had
great confidence in him, for he was a judge,
and had been in Congress in Washington's
time; so I concluded it was all right, and
went back contentedly to the sheep. After I

got into the field I could not keep his words
out of my liead. Then I thought of .Sunday's
lessons: 'Thou hast been faithful over a few

igs, I will make thee ruler over manj'
things.' I began to see through it. 'Never
you mind who neglects his duty; be you faith-

ful, and you will have your reward.'
I received a second lesson soon after I

came to New Yoik as a clerk to the late Ly-
man Eeed. A merchant from Ohio, who knew
me, came to bu}"^ goods, and said: 'Make
yourself so useful that they cannot do without
j'Ou.' 1 took his meaning quicker than I did
that of my grandfather.

\Vell, I worked upon these two ideas until

Mr. Reed offered me a partnership in the bus-

iness. The first morning after the partner-
shi)) was made known, James Geery, the old

tea merchant, called in to congratulate me,
and he said :

' You are all right now. 1 have
only one word of advice to give you : Be care-

"ul who j-ou walk the streets with.' That was
lesson number three."

And what valuable lessons they are :

—

Fidelity in all things
; do your best for your

employers; carefulness about your associates.

Let every boy take these lessons home and
study thom well. They are the foundation
stones of character and honorable success."

THE FRIEND.
TEXTH MONTH 14, 187t3.

OHIO YE.\RLY MEETING.

The meeting for business convened on
Second da}', the 25th ult. ; and closed on Sixth-

day, the 29lh. From several accounts which
have been received, it appears to have been a
profitable and comfortable ^cason. One letter,

received by a Friend in this city, says : "The
plain appearance, and solid quirt deportment
of many of the younger members in attend-

ance, together with the interest that was
manifest in the various subjects that came be-

ore the meeting for consideration, gave evi-

dence that they are travelling in exercise with
their older brethren and sisters, for the sup-

port of the Christian principles and testi-

monies given to this people to bear before the
world.

"The important concerns of the church
were resulted with much harmony and con-
descension, bearing some evidence of true dis-

ciph ship. 'By this shall all men know that
ye are my disciples, if ye have love one for
another.'

" Two public meetings were held on First-
day, the 24th, and one on Fourth-day. These
were occa-iions long to be remembered by
many, wherein evidonce of the Divine pre-
sence and favor were manifest, in what was
delivered, as well as the solemn stillness that
prevailed when no words were being uttered.

" An interesting report from the Building
Committee of our new Boarding School, show-
ing the progress and almost the completion
of the work ; also a report from the School
Committee, showing two satisfactory sessions
of school in the now holiso within two years
after the committee was appointed to circu-

late subscriptions, and if sufficient could be
obtained, to pi'oeeed with the work. It is

gratifying to learn that there is a prospect of
as many scholars for the coming winter ses-

sion, as the house will accommodate.
"A minute of advice was prepared to ac-

company our minutes, more particularly for

our absent brethren and sisters, who had not
the privilege of participating in the concern
and exercise of the meeting on account of the
deficiencies apparent during the consideration
of the state of society."

From other sources we learn that a propo-
sition to change the place of holding the
Yearly Meeting to some locality more easily

accessible, was referred for consideration to a
committee—but that way did not open to de-

cide upon the change at this time. A similar

conclusion was arrived at in reference to a
proposal to prepare an epistle to Philadelphia
Yearlj' Meeting.
When the printed minutes of the meeting

are received, we may be able to give our
readers further and more definite informa-
tion.

We wish to call the attention of our readers

to the importance of a lively interest in the
spread of the principles we profess. The
val uablo extracts from the Life of John Fother-
gill, which have been sent to us for insertion

in "The Friend," and which will be found on
another column of this number of our journal,

show how a true growth in religious life is

experienced—even by " the heavenly and mer-
ciful springings of Divine life," and the "hum-
ble huugerings after it." Those who faith-

fully and steadily seek '• to witness Divine help

and succor fiom Christ, the Good Shepherd,"
will be made instrumental 'to incite and en-

courage others in a rightly religious applica-

tion, drawing down more of Divine and truly

strengthening help; by which means many
people and meetings have been revived and
helped, and have become more fruitful, to the
praise of God."
Our blessed Redeemer, when personally on

earth, said to Peter, " When thou art con-
verted, strengthen thy brethren." It is diffi-

cult to imagine a true Christian, one who has
known the heart-changing power of Divine
Grace, and been made partaker of the Spirit

of Christ; who is not animated with a degree
of that love which seeks to gather to the fold

of rest and peace, those who are wandering
astray. If we were more heavenly-minded,
if we were less concerned to promote our own
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ease and comfort, we believe there

would be more spiritual fruit to be seen among
professing Christians. We should travail in

spirit for the welfare of others, both indi-

vidualsandcomraunities; andwouldbe prompt

to embrace all right openings which might

present for doing them good ;
while at the

same time we would be preserved from run-

ning into labors which were not required at

our hands, and which might mar the work of

the Lord through efforts on which no bless-

ing rested—for it is the Lord's blessing only

that enriches.

One channel of usefulness, of which onrearly

Friends largely availed themselves, was the

distribution of religious writings, and we be-

lieve an increased interest in this concern

might profitably be exercised at this time.

Several works have recently been added to

the collection of books published by the So-

ciety, and kept for sale at their Book Store

(No. 304 Arch St.) in this city. Some of

these are in the French, German and Spanish

languages, and the present influx of strangers

to our city presents an unusually favorable

opportunity of scattering a knowledge of

sound principles, which may prove as a seed

sown, that maj' spring up and bear unexpect-

ed fruit in many parts of the world. May all

who read these lines consider, what duty rests

upon them individually in aiding the good
cause.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—The depression in business and financial

mailers in England remains unchanged.
The Indu:ilrial Bank of Newcastle-on-Tyne has stop-

ped payment.
The cotton operatives at Blackburn, England, having

decided to be no longer bound by the arrangement by
which their wages have hitherto been regulated, some
of the largest spinners have posted notices stating that

they hold themselves at liberty to close the spinning

departments of their mills without warning.
Lord Derby has sent a dispatch to Constantinople

regarding the Bulgarian atrocities. The British /

bassador is directed to demand a personal audience
with the Sullan, to communicate Baring's report, de-

mand reparation and justice, and urge the immediate
rebuilding of houses and churches, to provide for the

restoration of industries, and give assistance to person

who have been reduced to poverty. Lord Derby say

that the disturbed districts in Bulgaria should be placed

under an energetic commissioner who should either be

a Christian or be aided by Christian counsellors.

A leading grain circular published in Liverpool,

that the wheat trade was animated during the hist week
with a small advance in prices. The slock of white
wheat is diminishing and American had become quite

Captain Johnson, the daring seaman who recently

crossed the Atlantic in a small boat, is an object of at
tention and interest at Liverpool where the boat is oi

exhibition. He says that no inducement would tempt
him to repeal his experiment.
The London Daily News has a letter from Iceland

which reports that the fishing sea.son has been a failure

The privations of the laboring people are great, and
1800 have emigrated to Canada.

Advices by mail at London from Cape Town, report
that aflnirs in the Transvaal Republic were alarming
Owing to Ihe defeat of the Dutch troops, the natives

had become unmanageable. The Zulu King was aboui

to head 40,000 men lo attack the Transvaal, and threat

ened a wholesale massacre of the Boers.

A special from iMadrid says: The appointment of so

important a personage as (ieneral Mirtinez Campos to

the Governor (ieneralship of Cuba is proof that tl

government is making every sacrifice to crush the
Cuban insurrection. The nomination was totally un
solicited. Oen. Martinez Campos will nominate hi.

principal officers.

The Cuban insurgents under Vicente Garcia have cap-

tured Las Tunas, with two hundred and forty prisoners

and one hundred and five wounded.
A Spanish journal states that the authorities in the

north of Castile have prohibited the sale of Protestant

Bibles. It calls upon the government to investigate

the matter and censure the authorities if they have

violated the constitution of Spain.

Count Von Arnim, whose case has been so long be-

fore the German courts, has at last been found guilty

of high treason, and sentenced to penal servitude. The
Count is now in Switzerland and will, it is supposed,

not return to Germany.
rge number of dangerous icebergs are reported

to be drifting off the coast of Newfoundland, in latitude

46 deg., and between longitude 50 and 49. Some of

the masses of ice appear to have grounded.

The plans for peace conferences and truce^ in the

Turko-Servian struggle are as conflicting as ever, and
nothing is decided.

It is stated that fifteen thousand Bashl-Bazouks have
deserted the Turkish army.

Prince Nicholas, of Montenegro, has, through the in-

lence of a British Consul, consented to a suspension

of hostilities while arrangements for an armistice are

pending, providing that the forts held by the Turks are

only revictualed for immediate requirements.

Since the renewal of hostilities several sanguinary

igagements have occurred between portions of the

hostile forces.

The great Powers continue their efforts to end the

war. According to a Berlin dispatch the British cab-

inet has made a formal proposal to the Powers for a con-

ference. Eussia also favors holding a conference.

The Servian commander-in-chief, General Tcher-

yeff, has demanded that all the men between eighteen

and fifty years of age be called out in anticipation of the

ir being renewed in the spring.

The internal disorders in China are increasing. In-

rrections in numerous provinces and murderous as-

saults upon Christian natives are reported from all

quarters. The northern district is still desolated by
famine.

It seems to be a well-established fact that the last

three or four years have witnessed a return of the Jews
to Palestine from every quarter of the globe. The
number going from Russia is entirely unprecedented.

The Hebrew population of Jerusalem is more than

double what it was ten years ago, and the movement is

going on rapidly. Most of the city property is now in

hands of Jews, who have gone there from other

countrie.s, and in a few years' time they will probably
the owners of the whole city.

Vn imperial edict has been published in China, ex-

issing regret for the murder of Margary the British

consul, and affirming the right of foreigners to travel

through the country and enjoy the protection of the

authorities. An envoy with a letter of apology for the

Yunnan outrage, is to go to England at once.

The insurgents of Cuba proclaimed the independence
of the Island on the 10th of Tenth mo. 1868, and an
obstinate and fiercely contested struggle has been in quested that all the pupils be at the School by Thi
progress ever since. The insurgents are numerically jday evening, and that all those who were not at VVi

the weaker party, but as the topography of the eastern 'town during the past session present themselvei
<-..L_ ;„ r

(j|g fjjj. ji^g guerilla warfare they examination on Second-day, or not later than by

Haven, Conn., on the 7th inst., with a cargo of fit jo i

million cartridges for the Turkish government.

The late explosion at Hallet's Point, New York.jij

already secured a depth of twenty feet of water, ai it

is expected that the dredging machines will add at
: k

six feet more. This is all that was desired or ex|)e( li.

The interments in Philadelphia last week niiinh ,i\

329, including 17 of diptheria and 29 typhoid fevi-

2%e Markets, <fec.—The following were the quoim n

on the 9th inst. New Tor-i". — American gold, J,

Superfine flour, if4.70 a $5.05; State extra, ^'..'
:,

$5.40; finer brands, $5.50 a «8.75. Whitt- wi -

wheat, $1.34; amber, .«1.2S; No. 2 Chicago ^in ..

«1.20a$L21. Yellow corn, 59 a 60 cts. ;
mix.-l,

cts. Birley, 95cts. a$1.00. Oats, 35 a 45 cts. I

10 cts. PhiladelphiM.—Middlings cotton, 11 a 1

'

Flour, f4 a f 8.-50 according to quality. PennsN

red wheat, $1.22 a $1.25; Delaware amber, - I

$1.28; white, -f 1.30 a $1.3.5. Rye, 70 a 76 cts. Yr

corn, 58 a 59 cts.; mixed, 56 cts. Oats, 35 a )(

New York cheese 10 a 13 cts. ; western 8 a 1 1 !

Clover-see 1, lOJ a 11 cts. Sales of 4100 beef c.tt

5J a 6 cts. per lb. gross for extra; 4J a 5 cts. for t'l

good, and 3 a 4 cts. for common. Sheep, 4 J :i

per lb. gross. Receipts 13,000 head. Hogs, ss.

*9.25 perl001b.net. Receipts 5000 head. i?<i/^-

—Flour, $3.75 a $8.25 per bbl. No. 2 western id

wheat, $1.30; Marvland red, $1.30 a $135; ara't

$1.37 a $1.40. Yellow corn, 58 a 59 cts.; s.

white, 54 a 57 cts. Oals, 40 a 42 cts. CAicaj/o.—N 1

spring wheat, $1.07 ; No. 2 do., $1.05 ; No. 3 do

96 cts. No. 2 corn, 46 J cts. Oats, 33f cts. K
cts. Barley, 88 cts. Lard, $10.30 per 100 Ux. '.

io«!S.— No". 2 red fall wheat, $1.20 a *1.21 ; No
$1.10i. No. 2 corn, 41 cts. Oats, 33 a 33i cts.

NOTICE.

The Annual Meeting of the Auxiliary Bible Asso

tion of Friends of Phil.tdelphia Quarterly Meeting,

be held at No. 109 South Tenth street, on Fourth-

evening, 25th inst., at 7J o'clock.

Members of the Female Branch are invited to atte

A. M. KiMBER,
Philada.. 10th month 9th, 1876. Secretar

WESTIOVVN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Special Notice to Parents and others.

Committee having concluded to divide the School i

distinct classes more fully than has hitherto been d(

and in such manner that all the pupils of each cl

shall, 81 far as practicable, recite together in their v

ous studies, this change will take eflTect at the open

of the next session ; and it is believed that it will so

facilitate the classification of the School that the t

may commence reciting on Fourth day morning,

1st of Eleventh month. It is therefore particularly

end of Cuba
have adopted, it now seems as if the war might be pn
longed indefinitely with incalculable destruction of life

and property.

United States.—During the week ending the 7th
inst., 477,810 persons pnid for admission to the Inter-

national Exhibition at Philadelphia. The receipts at

the gates, from the opening up to the 5th inst., had ing lo send pupils will please make appli(

amounted to $2,44.5,641. Benjamin W. Passmore, Sap'l. (.Address Street R
The subscriptions received for the new United States I

-P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Alli

four and a half per cent, bonds, have already exceeded Treaaurer, No. 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

fifty millionsof dollars, and there appears to be a steady
and growing demand for them.
The total number of immigrants landed at the port

of New York during the three months ending 9th mo.
30th last, was 25,886, as compared with 52,710 for the
corresponding period of 1875.

A commission of Americans has arrived at Valpa-
raiso for the purpose of working the gold mines at

Catapiico, and representing a comp;iny organized in

California with a capital of $1,000,000.
The coinage of the United States mint in the Ninth

month consisted of 8,612,193 pieces of the value of $7,-

021,610. Of this coinage $4,443,860 was in gold $20
pieces.

The State election in Colorado last week was carried
by the Republicans, who have a majority of not less

than 1200.

The steamship Illinois, of the Philadelphia and
Liverpool Line, arrived at her dock in Philadelphia
on the 7th iiisl., having made the passage from Liver-
pool in eight days and twenty-one and a half hours, the
shortest passage yet made by any ship of this line.

The British steamer John Bramall, cleared at New

o'clock Third-day morning.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of this Institution open!

Second-day, 10th mo. 30th. Parents and others int

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphi

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor'.
inqton, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boart
Managers.

Married, at Friends' meeting-house, Muncv, Pent
on Fourth-day, 10th mo. 4th, 1876, John M. Shi
PARD, of Greenwich, N. J., to Catharine, daughtei
Edward and Sirah Whilacre, of Muncy, Pcnna.

Died, at Friends' Asylum, Frankford, Peni

the morning of the 20th of 8th mo. 1876, Deborah
widow of the late Jehu Fnwcet', in the 70th year of 1

age, a member of Salem Monthly Meeting, Columbi«|

Co., Ohio.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street,

1
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For "The Friend."

Mission of George Bogle to Tibet.

(Continued from page 66.)

Ta'sisu'lon, the capital of Bhutan, is situ-

ed ill a valley, sui-i-ounded by liigh monn-
lins. Thecharacter, government and religion

r the people, are very similar to those of

ibet, with which it is closel}- connected, and
) which it is partially subject. The priests

re a numerous and influential body. V7hen
imitted into orders, thiy take a vow to live

haste, to kill no living creature, and to ab-

tain from eating animal food on the da^' on
•hich it is killed. Though marriage is not
bsolutely prohibited to those connected with

government, yet finding it a bar to prefer-

lent, they seldom enter into that state. Id

36 palace at Tassisudon there were 3000 men
d not a woman. As an illustration of the

nwillingness to take animal life. Dr. Bogle
ientions that one day on a visit to the Lama-
limboche, who was then at the head of eccle-

iastical affairs in Bhutan, his companion. Dr.

Lamilton, exhibited a mierosope. His effort

1 catch a fly to put under the glass, threw
he whole room into confusion, and the Lama
^as greatly frightened lest he should have
illed it!

His reception by the Rajah is thus described

a letter to his sister :
" On the day fixed to

eceive me I walked to the palace of the Deb
lajah. If there is any pleasure in being
azed at, I had enough of it. Being the first

Suropean they had ever seen in these parts,

he windows of the palace and the road that

ed to it were crowded with spectators. I

are say there were 3000. After passing
hrough three courts, and climbing two iron-

lated ladders, I was carried into an ante-

hamber hung round with bows and arrows,
ords, matchlocks, cane-coiled targets, and

ther implements of wai', and filled with a
lumber of pi-iests, servants, &e., squatted
lown in different places. Having waited
lere about half an hour, I was conducted to

he Kajah. He was seated upon a throne, or

)ulpit, if you please (for that is what it is

ike), raised about two feet from the ground
\.t entering I made him three low bows, in

itead of as many prostrations, with which,
ccording to the etiquette of this court, I ought
,0 have approached him. I then walked up
md gave him a white satin handkerchief,
svhile my servants laid my presents of spices,

iloths, cutlery, &c., before him ; after which 1

was conducted to a cushion prepared for me
at the opposite end of the room. As all this

passed in a profound silence, I had now time
to get over a kind of flurrj- which it had oc-

casioned. In the meantime several copper
trays, with rice, butter, treacle, tea, walnuts,
apricots, cucumbers, and other fruits, were
set before me, together with a little stool and
a china cup. But it is time I should make
you acquainted with the companj', and let

you know where you are.

"The Deb Rjjah was dressed in his sacer-

lotal habit of scarlet cotton, with gilded mitre
on his head, and an umbrella with fringe-i

twirling over him. He is a pleasant-looking
old man with a smirking countenance. On
each side of him his principal officers and min-
ters to the number of a dozen were seated

upon cushions close to the wall, and the rest

of the company stood in the area or among
the pillars. The panels of the room and also

the ceiling were covered with Chinese sewed
landscapes and dift'erent colored satins; the
pulpit was gilded, and many silver and gilt

vases about it ; and the floor all around was
aid with carpets. At the opposite end of the
ipartraent, and behind where I sat, several

argc Chinese images were placed in a kind
of nich« or alcove, with lamps of butter burn-

g bofoi'c them, and ornamented with ele-

phants' teeth, little silver temples, china-ware,

silks, i-ibbons, and other gewgaws."
In came a man carrying a large silver

kettle, with tea made with butter and spices,

nd having poui-ed a little into his hand and
drank it, he filled the Deb Rajah a cup, then
went round to all the ministei-s, who, as well

as every other Boot, are alvvays provided with
a little wooden cup, black glazed in the in-

side, wrapped in a bit of cloth, and lodged
within their tunic, opposite to their heart and
next their skin, which keeps it warm and
comfortable; and last of all the cupbearer
filled my dish. The Rajah then said a grace,

in which he was joined by all the contpany.
When we had finished our tea, and every man
had well licked his cup, and deposited it in

his bosom, a water tabby gown, like what
Aunt Katty used to wear, with well-plated

haunches, was brought and put on me; a red

satin handkerchief was tied round me for a
girdle. I was conducted to the throne, where
the Deb Rajah bound my temples with another
satin handkerchief, and squeezing them hard
betwixt his hands, muttered some prayers
over me, afier which I was led back to my
cushion. We had next a cup of whisky fresh

and hot out of the still, which was served
round in the same manner as the tea, of which
we had also two more dishes, and as many
graces; and last of all betel nut.

'• During these different refreshments a

great deal of compliraentaiy conversation
passed between me and the Deb through the
means of an interpi-eter, which, however bril-

liant and witty, I will not here set down.
At taking leave the Rajah tied two handker-

chiefs together, and threw them over my
shoulders by way of a sash. Thus attired, I

paid two or three visits to some of the oftieei-s

in the palace, and walked home, like Mordecai,
in great state to my lodgings."
While in Bhutan, a letter was received from

Teshu Lama of Tibet, prohibiting the further
advance of the mission, on theground that
the country was subject to the Emperor of
China, who had ordered that no Moghul, Hin-
dustani, Patau, or Fringj- [European], should
be admitted. This was accompanied with
presents and a letter to Warren Hastings,
which Boglo steadily refused to i-eceive. He
found there was much jealousy of Europeans

;

and was compelled to remain several months
in Bhutan before permission could be obtained
to go on to Tibet. During his stay here,

Boglo endeavored to open the way for the
ti-aftic he was attempting to establish between
Bengal and Tibet, by representing to the Bhu-
tan government the advantages that would
result to it fi"om the passage through its ter-

ritory of an extensive commerce.
Our ti'aveller left Tassisudon on the 13th of

10th mo., on his Tibetan journey. A shower
of snow which had whitened the tops of the
mountains greatlj' surprised his Bengaleso at-

tendants, who had never seen such a thing
before. They asked what it was of the Bhutan
people, who told them it was white clothes,

which the Almighty sent down to cover the
mountains and keep them warm. Bogle adds:
"This solution required, to be sure, some faith;

but it was to them just as probable as that it

was rain, or that they were afterwards to

meet with water hard as glass, and be able to

walk across a river."

" We arrived at Bssana after midday on the

15th of October. This is a village situated in

a small but fruitful valley. Everybody was
busy with tho harvest. As soon as a field of

rice is ripe the water is drained off, and the

stream that supplied it diverted into a dif-

ferent channel. It is then cut down with
teethless sickles, and is either placed against

the nari'ow ridges which surround the fields

and separate them from each othei-, or it is

laid flat upon the stubble-ground. In a few
days it is built up in little ricks, regularly,

but without being bound. From these it is

taken down ; a beam is raised breast high,

and supported upon two posts; under it a

large mat is spread, and the men and women,
leaning upon it, tread out the rice with their

feet. A different method is used with the

wheat, which is bearded. It is tied up in

small sheaves. In some places (Kepta) they
separate the grain from the straw by burning
it; in others (Tassisudon) they thrash it out
with flails. The wheat is reaped in the be-

ginning of June.
" In all these different occupations of hus-

bandry the heavy burden lies upon the fair

sex : thpy have a hard lot of it. Besides all

this, the economy of the family falls to their

share. They have to dress the victuals and
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teed the swioe. They are not much troubled
indeed with washing or scriibbitij^ : the lashion
of the country reudcrs this quite unneces
sary."

On the 23d they arrived at the boundary of
Bhutan, which is marked by six lieaps of
stones with banners. Before them lay the
elevated plain of Tibet ; and to the east and
south, the mountains over which they had
been passing.

" The first object that strikes you, as you
go down the hill into Tibet, is a mount in the
middle of the plain. It is where the people
of Paii jong expose their dead. It happened,
I hope not ominously, that they were carry-
ing a body thither as we came down. Eagles,
hawks, ravens, and other carnivorous birds
were soaring about in expectation of their
prey. Every village has a place set apart for
this purpose. There are only two exceptions
to It. The Lamas are burnt with sandal-wood,
and such as die of the smallpox are buried, to
smother the infection.

•'As we advanced a little farther, we came
in sight of the castle of Pai-i-jong, which cuts
a good figure from without. It rises into
several towers with the balconies, and havino-
few windows, has the look of strength

; it is

surrounded by the town. The houses are of
two low stories, flat-roofed, covered with bun
dies of straw, and so huddled together that
one may chance to overlook them. There is
little to be said for them. The ceilings are
so low, that I have more than once been in-
debted to the thickness of my skull; and the
beams being very short, are supported by
number of posts, which are little favorable to
chamber-walking. In the middle of the roof
is a hole to let out the smoke, which, how-
ever, departs not without making the whole
room as black as a chimney. This opening
serves also to let in the light; the doors are
full of holes and crevices, through which the
women and children keep peeping. I used to
give them sugar candy, and sometimes rib-
bons; but I brought all the children of the
parish upon my back by it. The straw upon
the top keeps the house warm. The same
style of architecture prevails in the villages
upon the road. It has a mean look after the
lofty buildings in the Deb Rajah's country

;

but having neither wood nor arches, how can
they help it?

" There is no walking out after it is dark
on account of the number of dogs which are
then let loose

; they are of the shepherd breed
the same kind with those called Nepal dogs'
large size, often .shagged like a lion, and ex-
tremely fierce."

On the 27th they left Pari-jong, under the
escort of one of the Teshu Lama's officers
named Paima. On arriving at a heap of
stones in the plain opposite to a high rock
covered with snow, the following ceremony
was performed

:
" Here wo halted, and the

servants gathering together a parcel of dried
cow-dung, one of them struck fire with his
tinder-box, and lighted it. We sat down about
it, and the day being cold, I found it very
comfortuble. When the fire was well kin-
dled, I'ainia took out a book of prayers; one
bn>iiKht a copper cup, another filled it 'with
a kind of fermented liquor out of a new-
killed sheep's paunch, mixing in some rice and
flour, and after throwing some dried herbs
and flour into the flame, they begi^n their
rites. Paima acted as chaplain. He chanted
the prayers in a loud voice, the others ac-

corapanying him, and every now and then
the little cup was emptied towards the rock.
About eight or ten of these libations being
poured forth, the ceremony was finished by
placing upon the heap of stones the little en-
sign,* which my fond imagination had before
offered up to my own vanity. The mountain
to which this sacrifice was made is named
Chumalhari. It stands between Tibet and
Bhutan, and is generally white with snow.
It rises almost perpendicular like a wall, and
is attended with a string of smaller rocks,
which obtain the name of Chumalhari's sons
and daughters.
"As the water of the Ganges, or of some

efreshing brook, is considered holy among
the sun-scorched Hindus, so rocks and mouii^

are the objects of veneration among the
Lama's votaries. They erect written stand-
ards upon the tops of them, they cover the
sides of them with prayers formed of pebbles,
in characters so large ' that those that run
may read.'

"

For "The Friend."

All Epistle of George Fox.

Although the following epistle of George
Fox was written to Friends in his day, I be
lieve it to be applicable to some in this our day
Many who go under the name of Friends
have let fall this testimony to "plainness of
speech, behaviour and apparel," and are copy
ing after the fashions of a "vain and perish-
ng world;" not only the young, but others
.n more advanced life, who ought to be good
examples to their younger brothers and sis-
ters. " Be not conformed to this world," we
are told in scripture, "but be ye transformed
by the renewing of your minds, that ye may
prove what is that good and acceptable and
perfect will of Go<l concerning you." And
there was another class, viz., the old people
who were going inio the earth, whom he also
warned; so that all might beware and keep
out of those snares. J. S

Ohio.

" While I was in the city I had a concern
upon my spirit with respect to a twofold
danger that attended some who professed
truth

;
one was of young people's runnino- into

the fashions of the world, and the other was
of old people's going into the earth. And
that concern coming now again weightily
upon me, I was moved to i^ive forth the fol-
lowing as a reproof to such, and an exhorta-
tion and warning to all Friends to beware of
and keep out of those snares.
' To all that profess the truth of God.

' My desires are that you walk humbly in
hen the Lord first called me forth, he

that which leadeth into a vain mind, and
fashions of the world, and into the eat
though you have often had the rain fall u
yciur fields, you will but bring forth this!
briers, and thorns, which^ are for the i

Such will become brittle, peevish, fre
spirits, that will not abide the heavenly (

trine, the admonitions, exhortations, and
proofs of the Holy Ghost, or heavenly Sf
of God; which would bring you to bee
formable to the death of Christ, and to
mage, that ye might have fellowship w
him in his resurrection. Therefore it is g(
for all to bow to the name of Jesus, their
viour, that all may confess him to the gl(
of God the Father. For I have had a ci

cern upon me, in a sense of the dano-er
young people's going into the fashions of 1

world, and old people's going into the ear
and many going into a loose and false liber
till at last they go quite out into the spirit
the world as some have done. The house
such hath been built upon the sand on t

sea-shore, not upon Christ the Rock ; that i

so soon in the world again, under a pretec
of liberty of conscience. But it is not a pc
conscience, nor in the Spirit of God, nor
Christ Jesus; for in the liberty in the Spi
there is the unity, which is the bond of pea(
and all are one in Christ Jesus, in whom
the true liberty : and this is not of the wor
for ho is not of the world. Therefore all a
to stand fast in him, as they have receiv
him; for in him there is peace, who is t

Prince of Peace, but in the world there
trouble. For the spirit of the world is a tro
blesome spirit, but the Spirit of Christ ia
peaceable Spirit : in which God Almighty pi
serve all the faithful. Amen. G F '"

it; for

let me see that young people grew up together
in vanity and the fashions of the world, and
old people went downwards into the earth
raking it together; and to both these I waf
to be a stranger. And now, friends, I do see
too many young people that profess the truth
grow up into the fashions of the world, and
too many jjarents indulge them

; and amongst
the older some are declining downwards a"nd
raking after the earth. Therefore, take heed
that you are not making your graves while
you are alive outwardly, and loading your-
selves with thick clay. Hab. ii. 6. For if you
have not power over the earthly spirit iind

[* A braiuli

fuitvned to it.]

For "The Friend.'

The great Submarine Blast at Ilailetfs Poiut Reef
Hell Gate, in tiie East River, \ew York.

(Concluded from page 68.)

THE REEF DEMOLISHED.

^

By 2 o'clock Mr. Streidenger announced f

General Newton that everything was read
in his department, and that the dynamil
cartridge to cut the rope suspending"the cii
cuit closer, occupied its all-important pos
The general quietly expressed his satisfactioi
Indeed, nothing throughout the day seeme
to provoke him out of a condition of stoli
cool-headedness, which must surely have bee
the result of a combination of confidence ii

his plans and a powerful will—for it mus
have been one of the most trying hours of hi
life. All whose services were not required
were then ordered to leave the works aix
seek a safe and advantageous retreat in th(
direction of Mr. Ramsey's grounds. Mr. Strie
denger and a chosen corps of assistants thei
proceeded to carefully lower the metal plutei
into the cells of the batteries by means o
crank handles. This was at 2.25. At 2.30 Mr
Streidenger removed the wooden truss, which
for safety's sake, had been placed between the
pins and the cups of the circuit closer, in order
in case of accident, to prevent the table, from
which the pins depended falling and so clos-
ing the circuit and firing the mine prema-
turely. There were thirty-three pins and
cups for general purposes, and an extra one
for the use of Gen. Abbott in making his own
delicate experiments as to the amount and
force of the shock wave, the fall of the table
md pina being ab,,ut twelve inches. "Ready,
Sir," cried Mr. Streidenjre,-, and tho next mo.
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iient he, the general, and the few others re-

'laining were on their waj- in the steam
iiiDCh, to the firing point at Mr. Ramsey's,
I'here the general had his initiatory battery,

.he first and second warning guns had long
one, and the third and last st ipped all talk-

3g and caused a good many persons, who
jcre not over sure of their nerves, to hold

|heir breath. The general approached his

instruments, carefully looked into the nine
ells of his three batteries to assure himself
nee more that all was right, and then turned

\o the Morse key, which was to order the
mash up of Hallett's Point.

The tiny finger of little Mary Newton,
nided by the firm hand of her father, pressed

I

he magic ke3% and the explosion ofthe torpedo
7hicli severed the rope suspending the circuit

jlosor was lost in the grand and magnificent
xplosion which almost simultaneously, to

in inappreciable fraction of a second, fol-

bwed.
Those who expected to see the bomb-proof
nd its silent occupants— the batteries—
nocked to pieces were confounded. They
Tere precisely as the general anrl Mr. Stried-

nger left them, and a visitor dropping from
jhe clouds would never dream that they had
leeu so recently in operation, much less of
he tremendous explosion they had brought
bout. The hanging doors of the bomb-proof
wl not had their slender props knocked away
y any shock; not a drop of the chemicals
,-:i^ ^pilled from the 800 battery cells, and
veil the mercury, which had been pressed
ut "I the cups by the sudden entrance of the
ins, lay in small globules in distinct circles

round each cup—just where the globules fell.

Jven the wooden crosshead, from which the
ope with its dynamite torpedo hung, was not
lovod or shaken one jot.

The total absence of any trace of the effect

f the shock about the batteries was remark-
ble oven to the minds of those who under-
tand these things and expected very little

ign of shock. It only shows how well Gen.
Jewton and his associates had laid their plans
nd made all their calculations, and how well

ilr. Streidcnger had carried out those plans
vhen made. And j'et the explosion must
lave been terrific in the mine. The gaseous
oloringof the water showed that, and, if that
vere not enough, the odors of combusted
litro glycerine which swept over unfortunate
torkville—as though a hundred tallow fuc-

ories were on fire—would have been ample
)roofof what had been going on below the
vater.

The result was just what he had confident-

y asserted weeks ago that it would be. An
ngineer who has had long experience in the
se of explosives exclaimed, " The man was a

u-ophet," almost before the detonation had
eased. A column of water was seen to shoot
ip to the height apparently of 75 or 80 feet,

larrying a part of that distance a few stones
" small size and several portions of sections

if the cofli'er dam. Some imagined that huge
)ortions of rock were thrown up, but specta-

ors from both sides agreed in the statement
hat only small rocks and portions of the dam
vere projected into the air. The report fol-

owed instantly, and, at the firing station, was
lot so loud as that caused by the discharge of
wo or three pieces of ordnance, while the jar

vas no greater than that felt from such a dis-

harge at the distance, say, of 100 feet. The
om motion of the water was great for a few

minutes, and the earth of which the cotierdara
was partially composed made it very muddy,
whilepieces of timber and boards were thrown
over and over on its surface in such a manner
as to show how greatly the element was
stirred. For a few minutes after the explo-
sion the people on the shore and on the ves-

sels uttered not a word, hardly breathing, as

they stood in perfect silence watching the spot
where more than 50,000 pounds of powerful
explosives had been fired. VVhen the convic-

tion at length forced itself upon their minds
that the great explosion, which had been the
subject of 80 m::ny wild theories, and had
been the cause of fear to thousands, was over,

the cheers that broke from the crowds were
deafening, while the whistle of every steamer
was employed to increase the sounds of re-

joicing. '-Three cheers for Gen. Newton,"
some one exclaimed, and they were given and
prolonged by loud and enthusiastic shouts.

It was impossible, after the explosion had
taken place, to accurately sum up one's sensa-

tions. The four sensible effects were the noise,

the wave of compressed air, the trembling of

the earth, and the ejected mass of earth and
rocks, and the uplifted water, but many of

the spectators on Ward's Island did not ob-

serve all of these effects. A number of par

sons stated that they heard no noise, while

others said that thej- were not aware of any
concussion of the air. The disturbance of the

atmosphere indeed was very slight, and was
probably unfelt by those who had taken shel-

ter behind the trunks of trees. While there

had been a great variety of opinions as to the

probable results, it was believed that a tidal

wave of considerable magnitude would be set

in motion, and yet on this point, upon which
all the spectators were agreed, all were alike

mistaken. The commotion was concentered
immediately over the mine, and the surround-
ing surface was undisturbed. It had been
thought probable that windows on the island

would be broken, and many persons had
feared that frail structures would be demol-
ished. Investigation showed, however, that

not a pane of glass was broken, that not even
a dead limb fell from any tree, and that the

only damage caused was to an old frame
shanty, where two or three bricks were jar-

red from a dilapidated chimney.
The appearance of Hallett's Point when

it was reached was so changed that it was
hardly recognizable. Two or three hundred
row boats and numerous steamers reached the

spot almost as soon as General Newton. The
building containing the office of Superin-
tendent Boyle, which stood formerly' upon
the very edge of the shaft, had been thrown
back from its former position in shore about
10 feet and partially overturned. The steps

that led down into the shaft had been thrown
up on the bank against the office, showing
with what power the water had rushed u[

ward. The condition of the ground and the

buildings showed the manner in which the

water had fallen over them after its fountain-

like ascent. The bombproof building was
uninjured, and nothing was materially dis-

placed within it. The break-water, which
extended each way from the coffer-dam, was
badly shaken in places, and plank and pieces

of timber were thrown about. Otherwi
there was little damage. Windows in the
boiler and engine-houses facing the mine, and
only about 50 feet distant, were not broken.
'The people who moved out of the neighbor-

ing house might have remained, as it was not
injured.

THE SUBSTANTI.V.L SUCCESS OP THE EXPLOSION.
With regard to the more substantial suc-

cess of the explosion. Gen. Newton and all the
engineers who were present say that nothing
can be definitely known till the reef has been
carefully surveyed and sounded, though they
have every reason to hope that the reef was
entirely blown to pieces. One piece of indi-

rect testimonj' can be adduced by the writer
in favor of this surmise. In addition to being
well acquainted with the position and general
outline of the reef and the arrangement of the
headings and galleries of the mine, he had
taken the precaution to have in his hand at
the moment of the explosion, a small diagram
of the reef When the small columns or scries

of jets of water first thrown up by the explo-
sion had fallen, but while the disturbance of
the water was still in full bubbling activity
from the escape of the remaining liberated
gases, he was enabled to compare momen-
tarily, the shape of the water disturbance
with the shape of the original reef. They
correspond in a remarkable degree, the only
notable difference being a lesser surface dis-

turbance as the depth of water increased over
the reef This would appear to point to an
equal action in the mine of the explosives and
to a correspondingly equal break up of the
rock. As to the success of Gen. Abbott's in-

teresting experiments with regard to the
shock wave nothing can be known till he has
collected his data from his various points of
observation and made his calculations and
deductions. This is impossible for a day or
two, and any statements of the results of his

labors will be mere guess-work and totally

unreliable. As a mere matter of science, Gen.
Abbott's deductions will be most interesting

and valuable; for practical purposes the Hell
Gate explosion has shown, by its innocence
of all harm, that they are unimportant. No
one will again fear any great shock from sub-

marine explosions of dynamite.
General Newton, in a communication to

the New York Commissioners of Pilots re-

garding the blasting of Hell Gate, says the
reef at Hallett's Point has been swept. " From
181) feet distant from the shore line to the line

of buo3's the bottom slopes gradually from
eight feet of depth at near low water to twenty
feet. Outside the line of buoys nothing less

than twenty feet of depth at mean low water
was observed. The divers have been exam-
ininsj the reef, and report a thorough break
up." ^^^^^^

To Youthful Readers.—There is a passage
in the Memoirs of Charles Greville, that we
earnestly commend to the attention of young
readers. It does little good to read unless

the right books are read, and unless they arc
read carefully and studiously. Even good
books may be read in such away that the time
given to them is almost wasted. To read a
bad book is of course worse than a waste of

time. C. Greville was a man who saw life in

every favored form, and who was on familiar

terms of acquaintance with nearly all the
distinguished men of his time. On one occa-

sion, after he had been listening to the con-

versation of some learned men, he was led to

contrast their knowedge with his own, and he

wrote dwwn his thoughts as follows :

" A painful sense came over me of the differ-

ence between one wIkj was -superficially read
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and one who has studied, one who has laid

a solid foundation in early youth, gathered

knowledge as he advanced in years, all the

ftores of his mind being so orderly disposed

that they are at all times available, and one

who (as I have done) has huddled together a

quantity of loose reading, as vanity, curiosity,

and not seldom shame impelled. Heading

thus, without system, more to cover the defi-

ciencies of ignorance than to augment the

stores of knowledge, loads the mind with an

undigested mass of matter, which proves

when wanted to be of small practical utility;

in short, one must pay for the follies of one's

youth. He who wastes his early years in

horse-racing and all sorts of idleness, figur-

ing away among the dissolute and the fool-

ish, must be content to play an inferior part

among the learned and wise. Some instances

there are of men who have united both char-

acters ; but it will be found that these have

had frequent laborious intervals; that though

they may have been vicious, they have never

been indolent, and that their minds have never

slumbered and lost by disuse the power of

exertion. Reflections of this sort make me
very uncomfortable, and I am ready to cry

with vexation when I think on my misspent

life. ]f 1 was insensible to a higher order of

merit, indifferent to a nobler kind of praise, I

should be happier Axr : but to be tormented

with the sentiment of an honorable ambition

and with aspirations after better things, and

at the same time so sunk in sloth and bad

habits as to be incap.blc of those exertions

without which their objects are unattainable,

is of all conditions the worst.

Dear young fiiends, save yourselves from

such regrets.—JVrt^ Baptist.

Oiilv a Pill.

Only two or tlirce days ago an overseer in

an American mill found a pin which cost the

company three hundred dollars.

" Was it stolen ?" asked Susie. " I suppose

it must have been very handsome. What
was it, a diamond pin ?"

" Oh, no, my dear ? not by any means. It

was just such a pin as people buy every day,

and use without stint. Hero is one upon my
dress."

" Such a pin as that cost three hundred dol-

lars!" exclaimed John. "I don't believe it."

" But mamma says it is a /r«e story," inter-

posed Susie.
" Yea, I know it to be true. And this is

how the pin happened to cost so much. You
know the calicoes, after they are printed and

washed, are dried and smoothed by being

passed over heated rollers. Well, by some

mischance, a pin dro|)pcd so as to lie upon the

principal roller, and indeed became wedged
into it, the head standing out a little from

the surface.

Over and over went the roller, and round

and round went the cloth, winding at length

upon still another roller, until the piece was

measured off. Th(m another piece began to

be dried and wound ; and so on till a hundred

pieces had boon coiinled off.

These were not examined immediately, but

removed from the machinery and laid aside.

When at length they came to bo inspected, it

was found that there were holes in every piece

throughout the web, and only three-<|uarters

of a yard apart. Now, in each piece tlierc^

were from thirty-five to forty-five yards, and

at twelve cents a yard that would count up

to five hundred dollars.

Of course, the goods could not be classed

perfect goods, so they were sold as rem-

nants, at less than half the price they would

have brought had it not been for that hidden

pin.

Now, it seems to me that when a boy takes

for his companion a profane swearer, or a lad

who is untruthful, and a little girl for her play-

mate one who is unkind or disobedient, or in

any way a wicked child, they are like the

roller which took to its bosom the pin. With-

out their being able to help it, often the evil

influence clings to them, and leaves its mark
upon everybody with whom they come in

contact.

That pin damaged irreparably forty hun-

dred yards of new print, but bad company
hasruined thousands of souls for whom Christ

died. Eemember "one sinner destroyeth much
good," therefore avoid evil companions. —
Selected.

THE SPELL OF LOVE.
Whate'er of good from earth be gone,

Whate'er the human form disgrace,

Slill tru.'it in God, and labor on.

And cherish kindness toward the race.

Kegard with hopeful heart the worst

:

Misguided may have been his youth,

Or e'en his very childhood curst

With oft-seen breach of right and truth.

Or trained he may have been to theft,

And cruel ways and mean deceit;

Till slowly, but at last, bereft

Of all in earliest years so sweet.

Yet, since from God his being springs,

Somewhat his heart hath still of good
;

A latent love of better things,

A power at least of gratitude.

Then try him with the spell of Love;

Oh, show him there is one in thee

Who longs to win for heaven above

A brother sunk e'en low as he.

Be faithful, but upbiaid him not;

For who, O fellow-raan, art thou ?

Had his but been the happier lot,

Say, which had been the holier now?

Like Him thou lovest, love display

;

Through love the worst may grow the best

;

And dear to God and blest are they

Who joy to multiply the blest.

Selected.

ETERNAL BEAM OF LIGHT DIVINE.

Eternal beam of Light divine,

Fountain of unexhausted love,

In whom the Father's glories shine

Through earth beneath, and heaven above !

Jesus, the weary wanderer's rest,

Give me Thy easy yoke to bear
;

With steadfast patience arm my breast,

With spotless love and lowly fear.

Thankful I take the cup from Thee,

Prepared and mingled by Thy skill—

Though bitter to the l.aste it be,

Powerful the wounded soul to heal.

Be thou, O Rock of Ages, nigh !

So shall each murmuring thought be gone
;

And grief, and fear, and care shall ily

As clouds before the raid-day sun.

Speak to my warring passions—Peace 1

Say to my trembling heart,—Be still 1

Thy ])ower my strength and fortress is,

For all things serve Thy sovereign will.— Chiirtcn Wesley.

)ti<r of wlijit thou canst, d(

For "The Friend.'

" Bibliotheca Anti-Quakeriana ;
or, a C&ii

logue of Books Adverse to the Society >

Friends, alphabetically arranged, with Bii

o-raphical notices of the authors, togethe

with the answers which have been given t

some of them by Friends, and others. B.

Joseph Smith ;
author of a Descriptive Cat£

logue of Friends' Books. London, 1873."

We apprehend few of the members of ou

religious Society at the present day, have a

adequate idea of the labors which our earl;

Friends underwent in advocating the doc

trines of the gospel, and in refuting the at

tacks made by opposers, through the presf

The above-named publication, which has beei

prepared apparently with a view to facilitat

the business of the compiler, who is a book

seller in London, may enable the reader t

judge of the extent and variety of these labors

whfch attacks, from almost every quartei

brought upon faithful Friends at the rise o

the Society, and upon many of succeedin,

generations. It consists of 462 octavo pages

and contains the titles of considerably mor

than a thousand different volumes and smalle

treatises. The compiler states in the preface

" This work does not include (except in a lev

instances) any entry of books written by an

tagonists who once belonged to the Society

such as Bugg, K< ith, Crewdson, and othert

that being already done in my Catalogue o

Friends' Books, lately published ;
but this con

tains an account of all books (as far as ha

come to my knowledge) written by those o

other religious denominations, &c.; and thi

reader will perceive on examination, that th-

greatest adversaries the Society bad to eon

tend with in early days, were the non-con

formist divines." A short biographical sketel

of many of those writers is also given, takei

" mostly from sources furnished by their owi

bodies, or favorable to them." Although wi

think that in some, perhaps many cases, thesi

publications, particularly those of anonymoui

adversaries, might have been properly sul

fered to remain in oblivion, yet to those wh(

are engaged in carefully examining into th(

origin and nature of the controversial writ

ings of our early Friends, this catalogue will

no doubt, prove of great convenience. By ar

index of the authorship of the replies made bj

Friends, we notice that, next to George Fox

George Whitehead appears to have been mosi

frequently engaged to defend in this way th(

cause of Truth " who, as we learn from his

Journal, was also often called upon in public

assemblies to vindicate its doctrines and tes

timonies, and who thus records his sense oi

the qualifications by which he was enablec

to perform these services :
—

" The Lord gav(

me to perceive when a proposition was false

and when the infwence was unjustly deducoc

rom a proposition though in itself true : know
ing that it is a principal part of true logi(

in disputations, to see that the propositioi

is true, or truly stated, and that the conso

qucnce naturally follows, so that they trulj

agree. After the Tjord was pleased to give

me a clear understanding in this matter, be

tween the true and the false way of arguing

between what was true logic and what wai

falsely so termed,—as there is a true science

and that which is falsely so called ;
then 1

was the more pre])ared to withstand all th(

crafty opposilion of ])retended logic and syl

logisins which I met with, both at Cambriilgi

and other places, and valued thom no mon
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lan pedantiy
; and I could easily invert an

Iversary's absurdity back upon him by way
" syllogism. I have met with many priests

jry duU at their acquired artificial logic, and
cident to run into many absurdities, while

ley would often contemn and deride us as

iterate men ; but when we have discovered

id refuted their ignorance and absurdities,

en they would cry out against us, and as-

irse us as Jesuits. Thus 1 have been often

Bated by them."
Of the answers which are here enumerated

. were written by George Fox, 47 by George
'hitehead, 45 by William Penn, 15 by Ed
ard Burrough, 11 by Francis Howgill, 2i

' James Naylor, 6 by Robert Barclay, and
by Isaac Penington. The total number
authors whose works are cited, including

ose of a late date, is over two hundred.

For "The Friend.

[We take the following from the present

Dnth"s number of the British Friend, ex-

icted we suppose from a foreign paper. It

gratifying to observe that some of those

10 profess with Friends in the south oC

ance, are willing thus openly to suffer for

eir testimony against war, but we believe it

)uld tend to their strength, as well as ad-

nce this righteous cause before the people,

t only to refuse serving as a soldier, but

io all office or hospital service as a substi-

te therefor.

—

Eds.]

A "Friend" Con.script in the Preach Army.

A court-martial sat recently at Marseilles

a recruit who, as a member of the Society

Friends, positively refused to take up arms
d go out to exercise. His name is Nisolle,

i age 28, and he belongs to a wealthy and
)st benevolent family in the department of

e Gard. When called out for 28 days' train-

I,
M. Nisolle went to the regiment at Nis-

)s on the 2l8t of la<t August. He permit-

1 them to put uniform on him, but when
was handed a musket he positively re-

3ed to take it, saying his religion prevented
tn from serving under arms against his fel-

V creatures. It was explained that no such

vice was at present required
;
but he an-

ered that he would incur the moral obliga-

m in accepting the musket. On the 4th of

ptember he was conducted to the military

ison. When before the court the president,

the usual French way, questioned the

tient prisoner. ' Suppose," said the officer

hat an assassin was about to kill your
her, what would you do ?" " I would reason

th him and try to prevent the murder with-

t having recourse to arms." "But if you
lid not succeed, would you let your father

killed ?" " I would." This caused a pro-

ind sensation and the prosecutor demanded
evere punishment. Poor Nisollc's defender
3wed that in previous years three members
the Society of Friends, who were drawn

• the army, were left free from active mili-

y service, but were placed as clerks in the

ices or as wardsmen in the hospitals ; and
asked the same privilege for his client.

le court sentenced him to two months' im-

sonment and the costs. It came out on
3 trial that the patriarchal family of Nisolle

3ompo8ed of six persons, but that the father

3 plates laid every day for fifteen, nine

ngry poor persons being invited to partake
the meal. This is true goodness, and we
inot help thinking the punishment of the
ung Friend too severe a penalt}'.

For "Tlic Friend."

Circular of the Bible Association of Friends in America.

In again calling the attention of Auxiliaries
to the Annual Queries to be answered pre-

vious to the general meeting of the Associa-
tion on the 1st of Eleventh month, the Cor-
responding Committee would press upon
Friends, who have been engaged in the dis-

tribution of the Holy Scriptures, the import-
ance of furnishing full and accurate answers
to all the Queries, and of forwarding their re-

port seasonably to the Depository.
It may be recollected, that in making dona-

tions to Auxiliaries, the Board are guided in

deciding what number of Bibles and Testa-
ments shall be sent to each, by the informa-
tion given in its report. Hence those Aux-
iliaries that do not report in time, are liable

to be left out in the distribution.

Specific directions should be given in every
case, how boxes should be marked and for-

warded ; and their receipt should always be

promptly acknowledyed.

Address John S. Stokes, No. 116 N. Fourth
Street, Philadelphia.

. Samuel Bettle,
Charles Rhoaus,
Anthony M. Kimber,

Committee of Correspondence.

Philada., Tenth mo. 1876.

QLTERIES.

1. What numberof families or individuals have been
gratuitously furnished with the Holy Scriptures by the

'liary during the past year?
What number of Biblep and Testaments have been

sold by the .\uxiliary within the past year ?

3. How many members, male and female, are there

belonging to the Auxiliary ?

4. What number of-families of Friends reside within

its limits?

5. Are there any /amiVte* of Friends within your
limits not supplied with a copy of the Holy Scriptures

in good clear type, and on feir paper ; if so, how many ?

6. How many members of our Society, capable of

reading the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy
Scriptures?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probably

be disposed of by sale within your limits?

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to supply

those within its limits who are not duly furnished with

the Holy Scriptures ?

9. What number of Bibles and Testaments would it

be necessary for the Bible Association to furnish gratui-

tously, to enable the Auxiliary to supply each family ?

10. What number would be required in order to fur-

ih each member of our religious Society, capable of

reading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pur-

cha.se it?

1. How many Bibles and Testaments are now on
hand ?

A New York secular paper gives the follow-

ng incident, as a warning to the multitude of

poor rich men whom we meet continually :

A gentleman died last week, at his resi-

dence in one of our uptown fashionable streets,

"eaving $11,000,000. He was a member of the

Presbyterian church, in excellent standing, a

good husband and father, -and a thriving citi-

zen. On his death bed, lingering long, he
suffered with great agony of mind, and gave'
continual expression to his remorse at what'
his conscience told him had been an ill-spent'

life. "Oh!" he exclaimed, as his weeping'
friends and relations gathered around his bed

j

Oh ! if I could only live my years over,

again, I would give all the wealth I have
amassed in a life-time. It is a life devoted to

money-getting that I regret. It is this which
weighs me down, and makes me despair of

the life hereafter." His clergyman endea-

vored to soothe him, but? he turned his face

to the wall. " You have never reproved my
avaricious spirit," he said to the minister.
" You have called it a wise economy and fore-

thought, but my riches have been only a snare
for my soul! I would give all I possess to have
hope for my poor soul !" In this state of mind,
refusing to be consoled, this poor rich man be-
wailed a life devoted to the mere acquisition
of riches. Many came away from his bed-
side impressed with the uselessness of such
an existence as the wealthy man had spent,

adding house to house and dollar to dollar,

until he became a millionaire. All knew him
to be a professing Christian and a good man,
as the world goes, but the terror and remorse
of his death bed administered a lesson not to

be lightly dismissed from memory. He would
have given all his wealth for a single hope of
heaven.

From " Piety Promoted."

Hannah Hill, wife of Richard Hill, and
dau^hterof Thomas Lloyd, formerly governor
of the province of Pennsylvania, by Mary, the
daughter of Gilbert Jones, of Welchpool, was
born in Montgomeryshire, North Wales, at the
seat of her ancestors, called Dolobran, the 21st
of the Seventh month, 1666. She was a wo-
man highly favored of the Lord, and possessed
many excellent Christian virtues, as well as

natural accomplishments. Coming over into

Pennsylvania with her parents when young,
soon after their arrival it pleased the Lord to

remove her pious mother by death, when the
care of the younger children devolved upon
her. This close trial in the earlier part of her
time was abundantly sanctified to her; for

her mind being engaged to seek the Lord for

her portion, and her father's God for the lot

of her inheritance, he was graciously pleased,

not only to favor her with the knowledge of
himself, and the enjoyment of his living pre-

sence in the days of her youth, but also made
her a singular instrument of good, and a bless-

ing to her father's familj'.

As she grew in years, her conspicuous vir-

tues, joined with a courteous deportment,
justly gained the esteem and favor of most, if

not all, of those with whom she conversed.

Being earnestly solicited in marriage by John
Delaval, who though a worthy man, was not

at that time of the same religious communion,
she, by her prudent conduct and pious reso-

lution to maintain the principles she pro-

fessed, without deviating therefrom in a mat-
ter of such importance, did not agree thereto

;

until he after some time embraced the truth

in sincerit}' of heart, and bore his cross like

an humble follower of Christ. He received a
gift in the ministry, and continued faithful

therein to his death ; concerning whom she

gave this testimony, viz., "That he never
Hi-ed to her an expression of anger, or the

product of a disturbed mind."
The decease of her husband proved to her

a time of deep probation, having been heard
to say, that in eight week's time she lost eight

of her family by death, beginning with the

decease of her beloved husband, and ending
with thatof heronlychild. Under these afflict-

ing circumstances, as well as those which at-

tended her during the remaining part of her

life, of which she had a large share, she ap-

proved herself a shining example of patience

in tribulation, and a meek, humble, self-deny-

ing follower of Jesns, her crucified and risen

Savio'ur.

In the affiucnt station wherein Divine Pro-
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vidence had placed her, her benevolent dispo-

sition was conspicuous in administering to

the necessities of the indigent; her enlarged

charity not being limited to those of her own
profession. She was a true servant of the

church, and in the sense of the apostle's ex

pressioD, " one that washed the saints' feet,"

receiving with joy into her house the minis-

ters and messengers of the gospel, for whom
her love was great : The low, the poor and

the mean, were objects of her peculiar care.

In her younger years she received a gift in

the ministry of Christ's gospel, which she re-

tained with faithfulness to the end
;
and though

not large in her testimonies, 3'et they were

with great modesty and soundness of expres-

sion. "Her doctrine dropped as the dew, and

distilled as the small rain," and was therefore

truly acceptable. She travelled in the service

of the gospel to New England, and divers

other parts of this continent, and was also

concerned for the good order and discipline

of the church, having for a number of years

served in the station of clerk of the women's
Monthly, Quarterly, and Yearly Meetings,

wherein she gave satisfaction."

Although bodily weakness frequently at-

tended her in the latter years of her life, it

did not abate her love and zeal for the ever-

lasting truth, which she experienced to be her

support in every time of trial. When her dis-

solution drew near, she made many season-

able remarks and observations, and signified

her acquiescence with the divine will, in the

dispensations of his providence towards her
;

at one time particularly mentioning the ex-

pressions of the apostle, " That no chastening

for the present seemeth to be joyous, but

grievous; nevertheless, afterward it yieldeth

the peaceable fruit of righteousness to them
that are exercised thereby." This was her
happy experience ; and after a w-ellspent

life, interspersed with a variety of exercising

vicissitudes, she exchanged this state of ex-

istence, no doubt, for a blessed immortality
in the regions of unmixed felicity ; after about
three weeks' illness, on the 25th of the Twelfth
month, 1726-7, in the sixty-first year of her
age. Her corpse was respectfully attended by
a large number of Friends and others, to the

High street meeting-house in Philadelphia,

where several living testimonies were borne,

after which it was interred in Friends' burial-

ground.
She was twenty-six years the wife of Rich-

ard Hill, who was a serviceable member both
in church and state, and died in good esteem,
the 4th of the Seventh month, 1729.

A young man entered the bar-room of a
village tavern and called for a drink.

"No," said the landlord, "You have had
the ' delirium tremens' once, and I cannot sell

you any more."
He stepped aside to make room for a couple

of young men who had just entered, and the
landlord wailed on them very politel3'. The
other hud stood by silent and sullen, aTid when
thej' had finished, he walked up to the land

lord and addressed him :

" Si.x years ago, at their age, I stood where
these young men now stand. I was a man
with fair jjrosjjeets. Now, at the ago of

twenty-eight I am a wreck, body and mind.
You led me to drink. In this room, I formed
the habit that has been ni}' ruin. Now, sell

me a few glasses more, and your work will

bo done. 1 shall soon be out of the way ;

there is no hope for me. But they can be

saved. Do not sell it to them. Sell to me
and let me die, and let the world be rid of

me; but for Heaven's sake sell no more to

them."
The landlord listened, pale and trembling.

Setting down his decanter, he exclaimed :

" God help me ! this is the last drop I will

ever sell to an}- one !"

And he kept his word.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Friend"

i\otes ou Algeria.

Algeria is constituted by a mass of moun-
tains on the north coast of the African conti-

nent, extending from Morocco westward to

the Pashulic of Tunis eastward, that is from
longitude 8° west to 10° east, or 18 degrees,

equivalent to 1,200 miles from east to west.

The Atlas are lost to the east in lower hills

scarcely deserving the name of mountains,
which form the back-ground of the Pashalic

of Tripoli between the sea and the desert.

Algeria is comprised between the 37th and
33d degrees of latitude, and extends about 200
miles from the Mediterranean to the oases

of the Desert, where mountains and raised

plains disappear, and where the level is often

only a few feet above the ocean. Mount Atlas,

which constitutes this alpine country, instead

of being formed bj^ one range, as is generally
supposed, is formed by three ranges, rather
blended in the province of Constantine, but
quite distinct in those of Algiers and Oran,
with intervening valleys.

The northern part of Africa, from the shores
of the Atlantic to the Red Sea and beyond,
appears to have been inhabited from the dawn
of historical times, by two distinct families

of the Aramaean branch of the white race,

the Berbers and the Arabs; and the two
fiimilies still exist in these countries. The
Berbei'S have ever been mountaineers, agri-

culturists attached to the soil thej' cultivate,

living in stone built cabins, owning flocks, but
not horses, for which they do not care, as not
adapted to their mountain residence. The
Arabs have ever been nomadic, living in tents,

owning the flocks which they drive from one
region to another, from the plains to the lower
valleys and vice versa. They attach great
importance to the possession of horses and
despise towns, which thej' destroy and do
not rebuild.

The Carthaginians, the Romans, the Van-
dals, successively occupied the shores of Al-

geria and the fertile plains of the Tell, driving
the original Arabs into the Great Desert, and
the Berbers or Kabylesinto the higher moun-
tains, where both maintained their indepen-
dence. When the religious and militar^^ mi-
gration of the Arabian Arabs took place after

the death of Mahomed in the seventh century
;

the Arabs of the plains, reinforced by their

eastern countrymen, occupied the entire coun-
try with the exception of the higher moun-
tains, of which the Jurjura are the centre,

where the Berbers or Kabyles successfully de-

fended themselves. They, the Arabs, reigned
supreme on the shore, on the plains, and on
the lower mountain ranges, until the Turks
took possession of Algiers (15161, of Tunis,
and of Oran. Their power was destroyed in

1830, by the downfall of the Doy of Algiers,

and their dominion in the three jiroviiices

of Algeria has fallen into the hands of the
French. A i-ccont traveller in this country,
makes the fol'owing observations :

The Squill.—Tho bulb of the maritie

squill, the squill of druggists, varies ff

the size of the fist to that of a child's hij;

and it is, perhaps, the commonest plant li

Algeria. It extends all over the country,
|p

the highest mountains, in the driest, sandi jt,

hottest regions, and passing over the A \a

descends into the desert itself, where
nearly the last plant seen. It is not used, ').

ing considered poisonous by the inhabitani

Date Palm.—The tree that constitutes
|

riches of the Desert, that thrives the b;;

and that more e-ipecially chai'acterizes g

sandy ])lains beyond the great Atlas i

date palm. It flourishes and ripens its li t

in the most sterile sands—in sands all

devoid of alluvial soil—if it can get water,

believe it does not ripen its fru't out of

Desert.

Grasshoppers.— The next morning I

awakened at four in the morning by
beating of drums, the blowing of bugles,

all the sounds of war. As Teniet is an c

post of the French army on the borders

the Desert, I thought it was some review
militaiy ceremony. Ou rising, however
beard that news had arrived in the nig

that an army of locusts were marching
along the road, from the Desert, towards
pass, and that a thousand soldiers had start

as soon as it was daylight to meet the enem
It appears that the locusts when they invs

Algeria from the Desert, make for the pa
through the Atlas, and if there is a road folli^

it, camping regularl}' at night. The locui

we had met, on our journey, two days befo

were no doubt the pioneers, the advanc
guard of the main arm}', now in full man
The troops were to endeavor to force the

back in the day by noise and with branch
of trees, and at night to make deep holes

the ground, sweep them in and bury thei

I left the same daj' and heard no more on t

subject. But later, whilst in Spain, I learn

that the locusts succeeded in crossing

Atlas and spread over the fertile valleys

the Chetiff, doing much damage, and destro

ing many of the magnificent crops which hi

everywhere met ray gaze. Thus the Freni

soldiers whom I saw going out to fight th

apparently contemptible enemy, must ha'

failed in their efforts, and have been signali

defeated. They could conquer the Kabj'le
the Arabs, the wild denizens of the Deser
but they were conquered in their turn b}- i

army of grasshoppei-s
; a singular historj-.

Horses.—The horses driven were always 1'

pure Arab breed, and showed a speed and eit

durance that quite surprised ns ; the}' seemei

to think nothing of twenty or thirty miles 1

the full trot. I was told that with a ligl

carriage they could easily dosixtj- or sevent
miles a day. One of the inspectors said hi

had repeatedly driven one of the horses the
in the carriage a hundred and forty miles i

two days in a light gig. Every kind of Ei;

ropean horse has been tried on the roads i

Algeria, but none can stand the climate an
the work, the heat of summer, the moisture
coolness and night fogs of winter. All breal

down except tlie native Arab, which the;

drive exclusively. No doubt the coiistitiilioi

of the equine race has become modified in th
course of centuries, so as to thrive and flouri->l

under conditions inimical to more norlheri
races. The country <loes not produce enougl
of these Arab horses for its own requirements
80 their exportation is not encouraged.

J
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.Keeping vp False Appearances.—A threat

vrtion of tlie suffering which people in re

)iced eircumstauccs have to endure, is brought
non them bj- their efforts to keep up appoar-

•ices. They do not seem to bo aware of the

jet that the sting of pet uniary misfortune, if

M extracted, is at least deadened by the

|ink and honest acceptance of the new situa-

pn.

Some families, when overtaken by misfor-

tne, have the moral courage at once to admit
^efaet, and the practical wisdom to set about
apting themselves to their changed circum-
mces. The costly house and furniture, the

irses and carriages, and the other appurten-

ces of an expensive and fashionable style

living, are sold, and the expenditures are

ought within the reduced income.
Such a family escapes the bitterest ills of

;3fortune. They are respected bj' their ac-

aintanoe ; and, what is of fur more conse-

ence, they enjoy their own self-respect,

ley are not afraid to meet their butcher,

d baker, and grocer, or an^-body else who
pplies them with the neceHsaries of life,

ley are not slaves to the requirements of

y false position. Their econom}-, and pru-

DCP, and strength of character, build them
anew ; and in a few years they emerge

)ra their troubles and rest thenceforth upon
hirer foundation than ever before.

Nothing else does so well in any phase of

3, as truth and honesty. And thei'e are not
iny things that work so badly in social life

people who were once rich, but have
come actually poor, to try and impose upon
eir neighbors by ''kcepingup appearances."
New York Ledger.

Do I realize that time is both short and un-
ptain ? And am I making a diligent use of

8 present, leaving nothing undone that 1

gilt to do; trusting nothing to the uncer-
nties of the future, which to me may never
me? Do I realize that ray eternal welfare
pends on the use I am making of the pre-
it? And am I diligent and earnest in work-

l out ni}' salvation, while God is waiting to

)rk with me both to will and to do, that I

ly be saved ?

The Habit of Saving.—It is a remarkable
3t, that the habit of saving does not so
tich prevail in those counties where wages

the highest as in those counties vvhere
iges ure the lowest. Previous to the era of
)st Office Savings Banks, the inhabitants
Wilts and Dorset—where wages are about
3 lowest in England—deposited more money
the savings banks, per head of the popu-
ioD, than they did in Lancashire and York-
ire, where wages are about the highest in

igland. Taking Yorkshire itself, and divid

5 it into manufacturing and agricultural,

manufacturing inhabitants of the West
ding of York invested about twenty-five
"lings per head of the population in the
ings banks; whilst the agricultural pop-

ition of the East hiding invested about
reo times that amount.

—

Samuel Smiles.
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of the Society of Friends in some neighbor-
hoods, of certain words and expressions in a
way inconsistent with their true meaning,
and that weighty sense which we believe they
are intended to convoy.
We are well aware that the use of the term

"Church," to indicate the building in which
the congregation convenes, is defended on the
ground that it is nothing but a common and
allowable figure of speech, and that the dis-

tinction is so wide between the two, that no
one is liable to be led into error. Y'et, we
believe it is a fact, that the popular mind is

led by this form of speech, to regard the
building with something of that feeling which
is only applicable to the body of sanctified

believers in Christ. When George Fox began
to preach the everlasting Gospel, he greatly
moved the minds of many of his hearers by
speaking of those buildings which they had
been accustomed to style dreadful and holy,

as mere piles of brick, stone and mortar. In

holding fast the form of sound words, early

Friends scrupulously' avoided the use of the
term in this sense, and thus were instrumental
in bringing many away from these supersti-

tious notions, in which it was the interest of

the priests to imbue them. In one of the
conferences of that undaunted advocate of the

Truth, John Eobert.s, with the Bishop of Glou-

cester, he replied to the question, " Whether
he went to Church ?" by the remark, that

Sometimes the Church comes to me," which led

to the following explanation of the views of
Friends on this subject.

' I call the people of God the Church of
God, wheresoever they are met to worship
Him in spirit and in truth. And when I say
the Church comes to me, I mean the assembly
of such worshippers, who frequently meet at

my house. I do not call that a Church which
j'ou do, which is made of wood and stone

;

that is but the workmanship of men's hands,

whereas the true Church consists of living

stones, and is built up by Christ, a spiritual

house to God." To this "the Bishop replied :

" We call it a Church tigurativelj', mean-
ing the place where the Church meets." To
which John answered :

" I fear you call it a Church hypocritically,

with the design to awe the people into a ven-

eration for the place, which is not due to it,

as though your consecrations had made that

house holier than others."

The Society of Friends has ever objected

to speaking of the First-day of the week, as

the Christian Sabbath. On this subject, Ro-
bert Barclay says: " We, not seeing any ground
in Scripture for it, cannot be so superstitious

as to believe, that either the Jewish Sabbath
now continues, or that the First-day of the

week is the anti-type thereof, or the true

Christian Sabbath; which, with Calvin, we
believe to have a more spiritual sense." From
the frequency with which this term is mis-

applied, we think it behooves Friends care-

fully to observe the correct form of speech in

relation to this subject.

The very common practice of speaking of

the Bible, as "The Word of God," is one
which Friends have frequently been called

upon to testify against, as not sanctioned by
scripture; and tending to confusion of ideas.

In a disputation which Thomas Story and his

companion had on this point, this misappli-

cation was thus clearly pointed out fiom the

testimony of the apostle John :
" ' In the be-

ginning was the Word,' but the Scriptures

were not in the beginning; 'and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God ;' but
the Scriptures are not God ;' ' and the Word
was made flesh ;' but the Scriptures were
never made flesh."

At the time when Friends first became a
distinct people, it was customary to use the
singular pronouns thou and thee, when speak-
ing to one in an equal or inferior station in

society ; but to address one to whom it was
intended to show especial deference or respect

by the plural pronoun, you. This custom still

continues in many of the rural parts of Eng-
land. George Fox was shown, that a practice

which had its root in the desire to flatter a
fellow-mortal, was inconsistent with the purity
of the Christian religion, which requires that

every man should speiik the truth to his

neighbor ; and he therefore used the same lan-

guage to all. Wonderful indeed was the
amount of ill-usage which our early Friends
received for their laithful observance of this

form of speech. At the present time, the
more general adoption of the plural pronoun
in spetiking to all, whether high or low, has
been made an excuse by some members of our
Society for its use ; and there has, in conse-

quence, been a growing laxity in regard to it,

in some quarters, though the root of the ob-

jection remains unchanged.
We are aware that the maintenance of these

and others of what are called the minor tes-

timonies of the Society, has often exposed
Friends to the criticisms, and it may be, scorn,

of the world and worldly professors, but we
believe that their faithful observance is inti-

mately connected with the best welfare of in-

dividuals, and that an unwillingness to sup-

]ioit them often paves the way for other de-

partures and inconsistencies. We would there-

fore encourage all steadfastly to follow the

apostolic injunction, "Hold fast the form of
sound words," knowing that it is declared,
" he that is faithful in that which is least ia

faithful also in much."

In the first number of the present volume
we published a letter of Ann Gilbert on the

extension of the elective franchise to women,
which a correspondent in England informs us

does not deal with the question as it exists

at the present time, and calls our attention to

the following postscript to the letter alluded

to, that was then omitted, viz: "It will be

seen that this letter does not apply to the

aspects of the question at present mooted.

When a woman is sole head of a household,

the family is entirely unrepresented, and
voting for members of Parliament is a widely

different thing from sitting as a member."

An obituary notice has been received from
a subscriber at a distance whose signature is

not given. We would again remind our con-

tributors that these and other communica-
tions designed for publication in our columns
should be accompanied by the name of the

Friend who sends them.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The efforlH of ihe great Powers to end the

insurrectionary war in European Turkey have thus far

failed. The Poi te refuses the peiice conditions submit-

ted to it by the great Powers, but has offered Servia an
armistice of six months and Montenegro one of five

months, but in both cases the offer has been rejected.

The Porte has handed to the ambassadors of the

Powers a communication containing a scheme of re-
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imoning the

assemble on

nded punish-

forms which provides that a legislative body consisting

of 150 elected deputies, with a Senate of 50 government

nominees, should be created and have control over tlie

provincial administration exercised by mixed councils

comprising delegates from the various communities,

the system to apply to the whole empire.

The Montenegrin official journal declares that Monte-

negro will not accept either an armistice or peace ex-

cept in concert with Servia, because Montenegro, like

Servia, is bound to continue the war until the libera-

tion of the Christians is accomplished. The Servian

Prime Minister has informed the British Consul at

Belgrade that Servia would consent to an armistice till

Twelfth mo. Slst, but not for any longer period.

The Russians continue coming in great numbers to

the aid of the Servians. The arrival of 500 men in a

day is not unusual.

A Berlin dispatch says Count Von Arnim's sentence

to five years imprisonment in the House of Correction

involves the forfeiture of his title and possibly his pro-

perty.

A decree has been issued at Paris s

French Senate and Chamber of Deputies

the 30th inst.

The French Minister in China has dem
ment of the mandarin who is considered responsible for

the massacre of a Catholic priest and others at Ning-

Ko.ie-Fou.
The German Minister of Public Worship has issued

an order directing that all orphanages in Germany at

present under the exclusive control of Roman Catholic

communities he placed under lay direction.

The emancipation of the serfs in Russia has resulted

in great poverty among iheir former owners. In the

Transeaucasian government of Kutais the last census

gives 105 nobles to every 1,000 of the population, or in

all .30,000 members of the nobility, of whom 24,000 are

without any means of support, the act of emancipation

having deprived them of the greater partof their estates

as well as the ownersliip of the laborers.

A census of Brazil has just been taken. The total

population is 9,930,000, including 1,510,000 slaves, and

243,000 foreigners.

A Madrid dispatch announces the departure of Gen
Campos with a large force for Cuba, in order, if possi

ble, to end the insurrection in that island. It is under

stood that General Jovellar will keep the Captain

Generalship, but be under the orders of Campos
commander-in-chief. It is said that favorable terms

will be offered to the insurgents. Cimpos is accom
panied by several distinguished coram inders.

Private information received in London states that

the Spanish Protestants are in great anxiety and actual

peril, being threatened by a fanatical mob. A Madrid
dispatch states that the Bishop of Minorca has issued

a new circular enjoining on masters of primary schools

not to admit the sons of Protestants.

From Calcutta it is reported that distress prevails in

the Deccan and Southern Mahratta because of failure

of the crops. The government have opened relief

works. Soi'.rcity is also expected in other districts.

United States.—State elections were held in Ohio,

Indiana and West Virginia on the 1 0th inst. The
voting in these States was watched with great interest

as tending to indicate the result of the election for

President next month. It was found that there was a

Republican majority of a few thousands in Ohio, that

in Indiana the Democrats had a small majority in the

popular vote, and a much larger one in West Virginia.

In Ohio and Indiana the Republicans elected most of

the Congressmen.
The yellow fever has abated in Brunswick, Geo., and

does not prevail elsewhere to any serious extent except

in Savannah, where its ravages continued up to th

close of last week.
The interments iu Philadelphia last week numbered

310. During the week ending the 14th inst. the I

national Exhibition was visited by 504,502 persons who
paid for admission. The total cash receipts up to that

time had been $2,G88,G09.

Several destructive tires occurred last week. Among
them the following. One at Pine BlufT. Arkansas, witli

an estimated loss of $250,000, one at Sandy Hill, N. Y.,

with a loss of more than $200,000, and anothe
Toledo, Ohio, loss over $100,000.

The cotton manufacturing corporations of Manches-
ter, N. H., recently declared semi-annual dividends of

three to four per cent. This is one of many indications

that manufacturing industry is recovering fro!U its long

and severe depression.

The steamboat Southern Belle was burned on the

Mississippi, above New Orleans, the 9th inst. A large

The gross receipts of the Western Union Telegraph

Company for the past year were $10,034,984, and the

net earnings $3,399,510.

The boilers iu Zuy & Co.'s mil mills, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

exploded on the 12ih inst., destroying a large pirt of

the buildings, and causing the death of twenty persons

and the serious injury of twenty-nine others.

Snow fell in Boston, Providence, and various other

places in New England, to the depth of two or three

inches on the 14th inst. The storm commenced at

„ lebec, Canada, on the night of the 13th inst., and con-

tmued all the following day. Fully six inches of snow

fell, and sleighs were brought into general use. Six

inches of snow fell at Marquette, Michigan, in the same

orm. Snow fell at Richmond and Norfolk, Va., with

temperature of 31 deg.

During the year ending 6th mo. 30th last, 6,524,356

acres of the public lands were disposed of, of which

2,875,910 were absorbed by homestead entries for actual

settlers.

There was a public sale of short horn cattle at Win-
chester, Kentucky, on the 13th inst., and the following

were the highest "prices obtained, $3,400, $2,300, $2,200

and $1,300. Eighty animals were sold, and $45,000

were obtained for them.
The Indians at Standing Rock Agency have agreed

to relinquish their claims on the Black Hills. The
treaty was so far modified as not to insist upon their

removal to the Indian Territory.

The Markets, tfec—The following were the quotations

on the 16th inst. New York.—American gold, 109}.

Superfine flour, $4.70 a $5.00; State extra, $5.25;

finer brands, $5.50 a $8.75. Extra white winter wheat,

$1.34; amber Indiana, $1.27 ; No. 2 Milwaukie spring,

$1.26 a $1.27; No. 2 Chicago spring, new, $1.22.

Western rye, 73 cts. ; State, 86 cts. Yellow corn, 59J
cts. ; mixed, 58 cts. Canada barley, $1.22 ; State, 90

cts. Lird, $10.35 a $10.50 per 100 lbs. Carolina rice,

5| a &l cts. Cuba sugar, 8J a 9| cts. Philadelphia.—
Middlings cotton, 11 a IU cts. for uplands and New
Orleans. Flour, *4 a *8.50. Western white wheat,

S1.30a$1.35; Pennsylvania amber, $1.27 a $1.30; red,

$1.22 a $1.25. Rye, 75 cts. Yellow corn, 58 cts.;

mixed, 57 cts. New York fancy cheese, 12 a 13 cts.

;

western, lOi a llj cts. About 3300 beef cattle sold at

6 a 6| cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 5 a 5| cts. for fair to

good, and 3J a 45 cts. for common. Sheep, 4| a 5J cts.

per lb. gross. Receipts 12,000 head. Hogs, $8.75 a

$9.28 per 100 lb. net. Receipts 5000 head. Chicago.—
No. 2 spring wheat, $1.08| ; No. 3 do., 95 cts. a $1.01.

No. 2 corn, 42J cts. Oats, 32J cts. Barley, 922^ cts.

Lird, lOV cts. St. LouU.—'So. 2 red fall wheat, *1.22J ;

No. 3 do., $1.11. Corn, 40J cts. Oats, 34 ct

58 cts. Barley, 80 cts. a $1.20. Cincinnati.—Family
flour, $5,50 a $5.75. Red wheat, $1.10 a $1.18. Corn,

47 a 48 cts. Oats, 30 a 37 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL. '

The Winter Session of the School will commence <

Secon.l-day, the 30th instant. The Boys' School is fu:

Application for the admission of girls may be made

Benjamin W. Passmore, Sup't. (Address Street iJoi

P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.,} or to Charles J. Alle
Treasurer, No. 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Pupils who have been regularly entered and who|

by the cars from Philadelphia, cm obtain tickets at tl

depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Railroa

corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, by givii

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is furnishi

with a list of the pupils for that purpose. These ticke

can also be obtained of the Treasurer, at 304 Arch i

In such case the passage, including the stage fare fro

the Railroad Siation, will be charged at the School,

be paid for with the other incidental charges at tl

close of the term. Conveyances will be at the Strei

Road Station on Second and Third-days, the 30i'

insts., to meet the trains that leave Philadelph

35 and 10 A. M., and at 12.30 and 2.30 p. M.

®" Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first

Chestnut streets or at Eighteenth and Market If

at the latter place, it must be put under the care of I

Alexander & Son, who will convey it thence to Thirtj

first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per trunk,
j

paid to them. Those who prefer can have their hi (

gage sent for to any place in the built-up part of tl

City, by sending word on the day previous (through tl

post-office or otherwise) to H. Alexander & Son, N. ]

corner of 18th and Market Sts. Their charge in sue

case for taking baggage to Thirty-first and Chestn

streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. For the same char(

they will also collect baggage from the other railroi

depots, if the checks are left at their office, corner

18th and Market St. Biggage put under their care,

properly marked, will not require any attention fro

the owners, either at the West Philadelphia depot, (

at the Street Riad Station, but will be forwarded dire

to the School. It may not always go on the same Ira

as the owner, but it will go on the same day, providi

the notice to H. Alexander & Son reaches tlu-m

time.

During the Session, passengers for the School wi

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of tl

first train from the City, every day except First-dayi

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Friend

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be forward*

every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, ejccept on the last two Sixl

days in the Twelfth month, and the expense charged

their bills.

Tenth mo. 18th, 1876.

NOTICE.

The Annual Meeting of the Auxiliary Bihle Associa

tion of Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, wil

be held at No. 109 South Tenth street, on Fourth-day
evening, 25th inst., at 72 o'clock.

Members of the Female Branch are invited to attend.

A. M. KiMBEK,
Philada., 10th month 9th, 1876. Secretary.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

Special Notice to Parents and others. The
Committee having concluded to divide the School into

distinct classes more fully than has hitherto been done,

and in such manner that all the pupils of each class

shall, so far as practicable, recite together in their vari-

ous studies, this change will take efl^ect at the opening
of the next session ; and it is believed that it will so far

facilitate the classification of the School that the classes

may commence becitino on Fourth day morning, the

1st of Eleventh month. It is therefore particularly re-

quested that all the pupils be at the School by Third-
day evening, and that all those who were not at West-
town during the past session present themselves for

examination on Second-day, or not later than by 10
o'clock Third-day morning.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philmlelphia.

Physician and Superintendent—JosHOA H. Worth
INOTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

number of passengers perished in the flames. The cargo made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of

conuistcd of cotton. Munagors.

Died, at the residence of her son-in-law, Francis 1

Pyle, on the 8th of Eighth month, 1876, Prisc
wife of Thomas Wickersham, a member of New Gardt

Monthly and West Grove Particular Meeting, Pa., agi,

64 years. During the latter years of her life, this de

Friend was permitted to pass through a succession

deep afflictions and peculiar trials, respecting whit

she remarked, " I do strive for patient submission i

deep humiliation, amid these close provings. It

truly said the ways of Providence are past our fini

comprehension. Yet I feel that I have been great

sustained ; and it may have a refining influence, tryii

as it is to flesh and blood to yield to the turnings at

overturnings of His mighty hand upon us. But wh
would it signify if we should gain the whole world aii

lose our own souls." Her last sickness was of on

nine days' continuance, during which she evinced mu
patience and entire resignation, under extreme bodl

suffijring : expressing a belief from the first that nj

would not recover, and desired to be in the quiet,

gave much good advice to her children, saying th

felt nothing in the way of her .acceptance, and
sweet it would be to pass quietly away: you shouldj
wish my stay, it would be such a happy release.''

close was quiet and peaceful, and we feel no doubt tl

through redeeming love and mercy, her spirit has be

permitted to join that company who came out of gn
tribulation, in the song of thanksgiving and praise.

, on the 10th of Ninth month, 1876, after ft

weeks' illness, at their residence, Elizabeth J., wifi

Francis M. Pyle, and daughter of Thomas and Prisci

Wickersham, in the 34th year of her age, a membei
New Garden monthly and West Grove Particular M(
ing.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Mission of George Bogle to Tibet.

(Contioaed from pago 71

J

The coldness of the climate rendei-sfuel a

ry essentiiil article, and as no wood is to be

,d, the Tibetans are obliged to use cow-

g, which is careful!}' gathered from the

Ids. This is built up in a circular form, or

it into a pot with a hole in the bottom. It

akes a clieerful and ardent fire when well

ndled, and the people are abundantly skilful

the art of managing it, which my own ill

ccess has often shown me to be a very ditH-

It science.

We arrived at Tunno, our next stage,

out three o'clock. Some of my servants

ao walked were so tired that they were
ought home on peasants' backs, as I had not

en able to find horses for them all. I next

y got cow-tailed bullocks, but the Hindus
Duld not ride on them, because if any acci-

nt should happen to the beast while they
re on him, they would be obliged, they said,

cording to the tenets of the Shaster, to beg
air bread during twelve j'^ears, as an expia-

)n for the crime. Memo.— Inconvenient
Trying Hindu servants into foreign parts.
" Our road next day (October 28) led us

)ng the banks of the lake called Sham-chu
illing. It is fed by a large mineral stream,

lich issues out of the side of a mountain,
d extends about eighteen miles from the

rth to south. It was half frozen over, and
stocked with wild ducks and geese. We

io met with some hares, and a flock of ante-

jes, besides a herd of wild animals called

'angs, resembling an ass, and which I shall

terwards have occasion to describe more
rticularly.
' We should have had excellent sport, but
my friend Paima's scruples. He strongly
posed our shooting, insisting that it was a

eat crime, would give much scandal to the

habitants, and was particularly unlawful
thin the liberties of Chumalhari. We had
iny long debates upon the subject, which
ire supported on his side by plain common
ise reasons drawn from his religion and
stoms; on mine, by those fine-spun Euro
an arguments, which serve rather to per-

X than convince. I gained nothing by
em, and at length we compromised the mat-
p. I engaged not to shoot till we were fairly

t of sight of the holy mountain, and Paima
reed to suspend the authority of the game
ws, in solitary and seqtiestered places.

"The religion of the Lamas is somewhat
connected with that of the Hindus, though 1

will not pretend to say h6w. Many of their

deities are the same ; the Shaster is translated

into their language, and they hold in venera-

tion the holy places of Hindustan. In abort.

the religion of Tibet is not the offspring of

the Gentoos, it is at least influenced by them.

The humane maxims of the Hindu faith are

taught in Tibet. To deprive any living crea-

ture of life is regarded as a crime, and one of

the vows taken by the clergy is to that effect.

But mankind in every part of the world too

easily accommodate their consciences to their

passions, and the Tibetans find no difficulty

in yielding obedience to this doctrine. The}^

employ a low and wicked class of people to

kill their cattle, and thus evade the command-
ment. The severe prohibition of the Hindus
n regard to eating beef is likewise easily got

over." The cows of Tibet are mostly of the

bush-tailed kind, and having therefore set

them down as animals of a species diffu'rent

'rom the cow of the Shaster, they ' eat, asking

no questions for conscience' sake.' The gen-

al principle bj' which they determine the

degree of culpability in depriving an animal
of life is very ingenious. According to the

doctrine of transmigration, there is a per-

petual fluctuation of life among the different

nals of this world, and the spirit which
now animates a man maj' pass after his death

nto a fly or an elephant. They reckon,

therefore, the life of ever^^ creature upon an

equal footing, and to take it away is consider-

ed as a greater or smaller crime, in propor-

tion to the benefit which thereby accrues to

mankind. According to this doctrine, 'the

ox who clothes the gr.)und in all the pomp of

barve.-it, the sheep who lends them his own
coat, and yields them milk in luscious streams,'

slaughtered without mercy; while the

partridge and wild duck enjoy the protection

of government, and the trout lives secure and
unmolested to a goodi}' old age. The musk
goat is condemned, on account of its perfume.

The deer and the hare are tried on a double

charge, and suffer for their skin as well as

their flesh."

The valleys only are cultivated, producing
barley and wheat; and the streams descend-

ing from the hills furnish water-power to turn

the mills in which their grain is ground. Dr.

Bogle mentions meeting with a machine for

cutting straw for cattle ; and describes a

Tibetan churn, which seems to have been an

effective instrument in separating the butter

from milk. On one occasion they met "a
flock of sheep which had come from the Dospa
country with a cargo of salt, and were then

returning, loaded with barley and wheat.
They were of a large breed with horns ex-

tended horizontally. There were about 1200

of them, and each sheep carried two bags of

grain, which might be about 20 or 25 pounds,

They were very obedient to their drivers

whistles, and if any of them happened to get

out of the road were easily brought back by
the shepherds' dogs."

The u-iual home of the Lama was at Teshu
Lumbo, but owing to the prevalence of the
small-pox at that place, he had for several

yearaocenpied asmall palaeent-Desheripgay,
where our ambassador found him. He says :

"He received me in the most engaging man-
ner. I was seated on a high stool covered
with a carpet. Plates of boiled mutton, boiled

rice, dried fruits, swcetraeatsi, sugar, bundles
of tea, sheep's carcasses dried, &c., were set

before me and my companion, Mr. Hamilton.
The Lama drank two or three dishes of tea

along with us, but without saying any grace
;

asked us once or twice to eat, and threw white
Pelong handkerchiefs over our necks at re-

tiring. After two or three visits, the Lama
used (except on holidays) to receive me with-

out any ceremony, his head uncovered, dressed

only in the large red petticoat which is worn
by all the gylongs, red Bulgar hide boots, a
j^ellow cloth vest, with his arms bare, and a

piece of coarse yellow cloth thrown across his

houlders. He sat sometimes in a chair, some-
times on a bench covered with tiger skins,

and nobody but the Sopon Chumbo present.

Sometimes ho would walk with me about the

room, explain to me the pictures, make re-

marks upon the coloi* oFmy eyes, &c. For, al-

though venerated as God's vice-gerent through
the eastern countries of Asia, endowed

with a portion of omniscience, and with many
other divine attributes, he throws aside, in

conversation, all the awful part of his charac-

ter, accommodates himself to the weakness of

mortals, endeavors to make himself loved

rather than feared, and behaves with the

greatest affability to everybody, particularly

to strangers." "I endeavored to find out, in

his character, those defects which are insep-

arable from humanity, but he is so universally

beloved that I had no success, and not a man
could find in his heart to speak ill of him.

"Being the first European they had ever

seen, 1 had crowds of Tibetans coming to look

at me, as people go to look at the lions in the

Tower. My room was alwaj's full of them
from morning till night. The Lama, afraid

that I might be incommoded, sent me word,

if I chose, not to admit them; but when I

could gratify the curio-ity of others at so easy

a rate, why should I have refused it? I always
received them, sometimes exchanging a pinch

of snuff, at others picking up a word or two
of the language.

" On the 12 Lh of November a vast crowd of

people came to pay their respects, and to be

blessed by the Lama. He was seated under

a canopj'in the court of the palace. They
were all ranged in a circle. First came the

lay folks. Everyone, according to his circum-

stances, brought some offering. One gave a

horse, another a cow ;
some gave dried sheep's

carcasses, sacks of flour, pieces of cloth, &c.

;

and those who had nothing else presented a

white Pelong handkerchief All these offer-
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ings were received by the Lama's servants

who put a bit of silii with a knot upon it, tied

or supposed to be tied, with the Lama's owe
hands, about the neclis of the votaries. After

this they advanced up to the Lama, who pat

cro^s-iegged upon a thi-one formed with seven

cushions, and he touched their heads with his

hands, or with a tassel hung from a stick, ac-

cording to their rank and character."

"Among all offerings, dried sheep's car-

casses always form a principal article. They
are as stiff as a poker, are set up on end, and

make, to a stranger, a very droll appearance.

I was at some pains to inquire about the

method of preserving them, as it is a practice

common to Tartary as well as Tibet ; but I

could discover no mystery in it. The sheep

is killed, is beheaded, is skinned, is cleaned;

the four feet are then put together in such a

manner as may keep the carcass most open.

During a fortnight it is every night exposed

on the top of the house, or in some other airy

situation, and in the heat of the day it is kept

in a cool room. After it is full}' dried it may
be kept anywhere. In this way they preserve

mutton all the year round. The end of au-

tumn, when the sheep are fattened with the

summer's grass, is the usual time for killing

them; and the difficulty of supporting the

flocks in the winter time is, I believe, the

reason for adopiiig this method. In the hot

and i-ainy season it is necessary to use a small

quantity of salt; but few carcasses are then

dried. I found the dried mutton generall}'

more tender than that fresh killed, but not so

juicy and high flavored. Thc'^ribetans often

eat it raw, and I once followed their example;
it had much the taste of dried fish. The
facility with which meat is preserved from
putrefaction in this country may be owing
j)artly to the coldness of the climate, partly

to the uncommon dryness of a gravelly and
sandy soil, and partly to the scarcity of flies

and other maggot-breeding insects.

(To be contimied.)

A man who prided himself on his morality,

and expected to be saved by it, was constantly
saying. "I am doing pretty well on the whole.
1 sometimes get mad and swear, but then I

am perfectly honest. I work on Sunday when
I am particularly busy, but I give a good deal
to the poor, and I never was drunk in my
life." 'i his man hired a canny Scotchman to

build a fence around his pasture lot. He gave
him very [)articular directions. In the even-
ing when the Scotchman came in from work,
the man said, "Well, Jock, is the fence built,

and is it tight and strong?" "I eanoa say it

is all light and strong," Jock replied, " but it

is a good average fence, anyhow. If some
])arts of it arc a little weak, other parts are
extra strong. 1 don't know but I may have
left a gap hero and there, a yard or so wide;
but then I made up for it by doubling the
number of rails on oaeh side of the gap. I

dare say that the cattle will find it a good
fence on the whole, and will like it, though I

(anna Just say that it is perfect in over}' part."
" What !" cried the man, not seeing the point,
' Do you tell rao that you built a fence around
my lot with wonk places in it, and gaps in it?

Why, you might as well have built no fence

at all. If there is one opening, or a place
where an opening can bo made, the cattle will

be sure to find it, and will all go through.
Don't you know, man, that a fence must be

perfect, or it is worthless?" " I used to think

so," said the dry Scotchman, " but I hear 3'ou

talk so much about averaging matters with

the Lord, it seemed to me that we might try

it with the catile. If an average fence will

not do for them, I am afraid an average

character will not do in the day of judgment."

Selected for "The Friend.'

A General Epistle to Friends by Charles .Marshall

London, Second month 2.5tli, 1697.

Dear Friends and brethren, who with a

high and heavenly calling have been called

out of darkness, anS all the wa3's and works
thereof, to walk in the marvellous light of the

glorious day of God, that hath preciously

dawned
;
grace, mercy and peace be multiplied

in and amongst you.
Friends, the greatHusbandman of the whole

earth having, in the riches of his love, planted

a vineyard with the choicest vine, in a fruit-

ful hill, in this age of the world which he hath
pruned, dressed and plentifully watered, is

coming to take a view thereof, to see what
fruit it bringeth forth, and therefore it weigh-
tily concerns you to see with the light of the
Lord, how you have answered his great and
inexpressible love, which for many years hath
been abundantly extended unto you ; and
prize your time whilst you have it, and it is

called a day of mercy.
Oh ! have a care that you give no room to

the spirit of the world, that blinds the eye of
the mind and subjects the aff'ections to things
below, and raiseth up the old love to the
world again. Beware of going out of the sim-

j)licity of the Gospel, and let there be a tender
inward care to watch against all thoughts
that darken you and grieve the Spirit of the
Lord, and let your words be few and seasoned
with heavenlj' grace. Go not out of the exer-
cise of the precious cross of Christ Jesus, into
any excess in meats, drinks or apparel which
are superfluous, and make no provision for the
flesh to fulfil the lusts thereof; let not 3'our
gold or silver, lands or living, furniture or
apparel, any way ensnare you, or entangle or
overcharge you.

For oh, Friends, the enemy of Sion's pros-
perity hath laid deep snares in the spirit of
the world in those things, to draw out the
mind from the pure innocent life, obtained
and enjoyed through the spiritual exercise of
the cross of Christ Jesus, which crucifies us
to the world, and the world unto us; but if

the mind goes out of the fear of the Lord, and
the holy cross and heavenly watch, into a
false liberty, then j'ou will live to the world
and the world to you ; and here is the way
that death comes over again.

Therefore, dear Friends, this is the word of
Truth to all the professors thereof. Abide in

the spiritual watch-tower where you will re-

ceive manifold spiritual advantages, and will
see the approaches of your soul's enemy,
when, whore, how, and in what he works;
and here you see clearly how sin is conceived
in the thoughts, and when it is finished it

brings forth death, and so you receive an un-
derstanding how sin is strengthened and how
overcome, and how it is finished and brought
to an end, and the everlasting righteousness
of Jesus Christ brought in, and how the know-
ledge of God increases and comes to cover the
earth as the waters cover the sea, and so shall
your peace flow as a river.

And, dear Friends, keep the unity of the
Spirit in the bond of peace, and grow up in

it; for whilst the churches kept in the puri

they were in the greatest unity; here th

were with one accord, and great grace w
upon them, under the dominion and beau
of the glorious power of the Lord ; for Sii

is a city at unity with itself, and the bo(

edifies itself with love. But when the enen
prevailed to draw out of the love of Chri
Jesu-i, where all the members that hold t\

Head are knit together as with joints ai

bands, then other fruits appeai-ed. As tl

pure unit}- of the churches is in the Spir
which is increased as all grow up in the n
ture of Christ Jesus, who is meek and lowl
so here all are preserved in the dominion
the edifying love of God, and in unity oi

with another, let there be ever so many tho
sands

; but when the enemy prevailed to dra
out of the quickening spirit of the secoi
Adam, and out of his nature, wherein all ci

follow his blessed example in washing oi

another's feet, and led into another spirit at
wisdom which is from beneath, therein aro
those bitter fruits mentioned in the Scriptur
of Truth.

Therefore, dear Friends, everywhere, ke(

in the name and pure fear of the Most Hig
and grow up in the sweet nature and wisdo
of the Ancient of Daj's, and watch against tl

least appearance of that which would brea
the unity; and if anything of this nature hal

broken in anywhere in the name of the Loi
God let it be driven out of the camp, it belt

one of the greatest enemies of Sion's pea(
and growth; for unity is our strength, ac

keeping our ranks here, all the enemy's e

deavors without will not be able to prevail.

Friends, dwell in the spirit of meeknes
which keeps in a sound judgment and spiritu

discerning, where no wrath, fleshly passio
envyings or emulation can have any placi

for as all grow up in the Divine nature, in tl

faith of Abraham, no strife can have roon
And hero all controversies are ended ac
shut out.

And now, dear Friends, with the light <

God's holy day, search and see how it is wit
you, that so if the enemj- of ZIon's prosperil
hath gotten any entrance to impede or hindi

the precious work of the Lord from prospe
ing in j'our souls, by turning aside into an
by-path or setting down by the way, or takir

up a false rest, with the glorious light of th

Lamb, you may see and discern it, and speed
ly retire inward to hear the voice of tho goc
Shepherd

; that by him you may be led out (

all the enemj^'s snares. Friends, make uso (

your time and day, and all keep in yoi
spiritual tents, in the sweet valley of humilit
where you will not only see all the devici

and snares of the unwearied enemy of j'Oi

souls, but will also enjoy the descendings (

the glory of God, in the daily openings ol h
Divine hand, which is full of blessings. Ilei

you will be tender!}' concerned in spirit to ci

fervently to Him for yourselves and familie

and for a people that have not hearts to see

nor cry to God for themselves, that in tendc

compassion ho would open their hearts, thj

the}' might see and be sensible of the merci(

of a long-suftering and long-provoked Go(
who hath often shaken his hand, and threa
ened his terrible Judgments, and on the oth(

hand, largely and wonderfully extended h:

mercies. In this tender exercise of spiri

you will approve yourselves the true frienc

of your neighbors, and you will have a hidin"

])laco in the day of his consuming judgment
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?hicli he will assuredly bring to pass upon

11 tbe professors of Christianity, that are out

f the nature thereof, unless they repent.

And now. Oh Friends! let a true silence

nd sweet stillness come on all your spirits,

D shall j'our inward ear be 0])ened to his

eavenly counsel, and you will be ready, in

rue bowedness of spirit to say, what the Lord
ath commanded and required, that will we
o, through his Divine strength ; and you will

e preserved in all the various exercises of

be da}', and out of the hurries of the people,

ind a,s you are inwardly staid upon the Lord,

1 his eternal light, you will feel help from
im in all your straits.

Gather to the munition of rocks/ where
our bread shall be sure and waters never

lil. Be faithful in the Lord's work, and keep

our meetings as the Lord require-^, and that

iligently, week daj-s as well as first-days, and
be Lord will appear in the brightness of his

ower ; and the glorj' of his presence you shall

njoy more and more.

So to God Almighty I commit you; and
aving done his will, I rest in my Father's
>ve, your tender friend and brother in the

ibor and travail of tbe Gospel.

Charles Marshall.

From tlie " New York Trilmne" of 10th mo. 4th.

Preparing Salmon for Market.

As the season for salmon Oshing has just

nded, the presentation of some facts relating

o tbe catching, canning, and preserving the

resh fish for the market is not inappropriate

,t this time. The Western rivers of this coun-

ry in a great measure supply the world with
anned salmon, and the industry has attained

raportant proportions. The great canning
entre is at Astoria, about 12 miles from the

nouth of the Columbia lliver, in Oregon
Dhis river, draining a vast territory in iht

jreat North-VV^est, is fed entirely by mountain
treams, which are formed by the continuous
nelting of snows on the pseaks among which
hey have their sources. In consequence, th

vaters of the Columbia are icy cold at all

easons of the year—the temperature best

idapted to maintain the fish in excellent con
lition. The months from April to August
brm the spawning season, and the salmon

'

mormous numbers leave the ocean, making
,heir way up the river and its tributaries to

leposit their millions of eggs in the shallower
)arts of the stream. This is the beginning
)f the busy season for the large canning es

.ablishments on the river, and the work of
satching begins. As the fish do not take bait

luring this season, the catching is done with
lets, and always at night, because the water
)f the river being very clear the fish see the
lets during the day and either swim over or
inder them. When the fish are brought in

it early morning the packers immediately
ake charge of them and clean them. The
ish are then soaked in brine for a certain

,ime, after which they are cut up in pieces of

.he right size for the cans. These are then
illed, and the operations of boiling and seal-

ng are done as rapidly as possible to prevent
,he spoiling of the fish. Each can is carefully

nested after this work is done, and those cans
pvhich are imperfectly sealed are not allowed
10 pass out of the establishment.
For this year the product of the Columbia

River alone has been estimated at the enor-

Tious total of 20,000,000 pounds of canned
jalmon, and when the loss of weight from

cleaning and cooking, the quantity salted in

barrels, and the amount consumed by the

while people and Indians in the vicinity are

taken into account, the aggregate is increased

nearly to 40,000,000 pounds production for

one year. Yet with such an immense field

the demand for canned salmon is greater than

the supply, and the seasons are always antici-

pated, the production being bought ahead be-

fore the catching begins. The cans are ship-
" to all parts of the world. They are packed

in cases, each of which contains four dozen
cases weighing a pound and a quarter apiece.

England alone takes 165,000 cases ; New Zea-

land, 2,400 ; South America, l,.5O0; Australia,

14,000; New York and the Atlantic coast,

58,000. The value of the canned salmon of

the Columbia Eiver is estimated at 83,000,000

nnually.

The greatest demand for salmon preserved

in this manner is upon the Pacific coast and
among the frontier settlements of the West.

From the gold mines of California to the

Sierra Nevada range of Colorado the larder

of no miner's cabin is considered complete
without its store of canned salmon.

When any accident occurs in the process of

preparing the salmon, such as imperfect can-

ning, the fish are taken out and sailed in bar
rels, each containing about 200 pounds. The
salted fish are shipped East, where they are

freshened and put through a process of smok-
ing, being then sold in the markets as smoked
salmon. From the catching of the fish to the

completion of the work of canning 100 opera-

tions are performed.
In consideration of the great demand, and

the enormous production of canned salmon
each year, and tbe fact that salmon in Eastern
waters have so diminished in numbers that

they require the protection of the law, the

question is naturally asked. How long can th

great drain continue without exhausting the

W^estern streams, and what are the probabili-

ties of future supplies? Those in charge of

the fisheries saj' that people residing in that

part of the eounlry for many years are unable

to see any decrease in the number of fish an
nually going up the river, and that their nets

having meshes 82 inches in size, only catch

the largest fish, the smaller escaping. More-
over, as the fishing is alwaj's done at night,

enough salmon pass up the river during the

day to keep up the supply. Travellers state

that the territorj' of Alaska possesses all the

conditions for successful salmon fishing, and
that the rivers there are nearly inexhaustible

in the abundance of that fish. Hence it is as-

serted that the supply will not be diminished
for many years to come. Perhaps some may
inquire why, if the production is so great and
the supply almost inexhaustible, should the

pi-iee of fresh salmon remain so high? The
transportation of fresh fish for a great distance

is impossible, even with refrigerator cars,

which are at best verj^ imperfect. The fish

would not hear the transportation from the

Columbia River to San Francisco in any other

shape than as canned or salted. Although
the cost of the fish when caught is merely
nominal, the number of processes they go
through, and the expense of freight enhance
their value, and the cost in this part of the

country is not considered excessive bj^ the

men best qualified to give an opinion in the

matter.

Fresh salmon as they arc scon on the fish

from the large rivers runninginto the Atlantic

along the coast of Maine and north of it. The
largest sold in the New York markets ara

from the waters of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, St. John's Bay, Miramichi River, Res-
tigouche River, and the Bay of Chaleur. The
catch" of salmon varies from year to year,

3 the fish run in the rivers when they are
taken, and generally continues from May 1st

to Aug. 15th, when it ceases by order of the
Fish Commissioners of Canada. The " best

catch" is usually between May 1st and Aug.
1st, the largest fish running at that time.

The total quantity of salmon caught in the
Canadian waters this year was about 950,000
pounds, of which 450,000 pounds came to the
New York market. The best of the fresh fish

came from the Restigouche River, which fur-

nishes an annual "catch" of 380,000 pounds.
The rivers of Maine do not produce largely,

only about 1,0'10 pounds reaching New York
from the season's work on the Penobscot and
Kennebec rivers.

For "The Friend."

Extract from a Letter of Richard Sliackleton.

"The continuance of our Christian Soci-

ety, as a light in the world, depends much on
the visited youth giving up all, surrendering

at discretion, without anj' capitulating, in

order to preserve this or that favorite object

alive, which ought to be slain. We have many
halfbaked cakes, flitting morning clouds, and
momenlar}' early dews among us. All states

have their trials and temptations, and in faith-

fulness or disobedience lies our increasing

strength or weakness. Little trivial circum-

stances of dress or other light matters are pre-

sented by the enemy to young and tender

minds. The sure friend and monitor in their

bosom dehorts from entering into the temp-

tation ; here the conflict begins, armj' against

arm}-; the free agents have to make the

choice which standard they will join, and in

this choice is involved their safety, their preserva-

tion and capacity for further growth in holy

stability and religious experience. In their

making a right choice, and in their diligent

waiting for renewed help to persevere in that

choice (through Divine mercy) consists their

happiness in time and eternity."

May not the foregoing remarks of this

worth}' and beloved elder in the Truth, who
felt the great importance of them, apply to

the youth of our day? who, it is to be feared,

are often too slow in yielding up the'r wills

to the Divine will, and making that wise

choice ;
which would, if faithfully maintained,

not only enable them to make " straight steps

for their feet," as they pass along through tbe

"slippery paths of youth," but in the end

would lead unto eternal rest.

Would that all could see the great necessity

of giving up unreservedly, to that convicting

influence which silently and secretly works
in all hearts ; which, as there is a yielding

unto it, will enable every one to obey its in-

ward teachings. It was the same Spirit of

Truth which wrought of old in the hearts of

our forefathers, (and in all of tbe faithful ser-

vants of the Most High,) showing to them the

necessity of withdrawing from the fashions

and customs of the world, if they would obey
Him, who hath said, " Ye cannot serve two
masters."

Why should the apostle Paul, in writing to

the Romans formerly, have said, "Be not

stalls of the New York markets, are brought 'conformed to this world," if he had not him
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self known tlie importance thereof? known
that thej' who followed the world's waj's,

customs and fashions, could not be the true
disciples of the meek and lowly Jesus ; that
those whoso thoughts and whose time was
taken up so much in earing for the poor
body, and the perishing things of time, could
not have an undivided heart; these could not
be loving the Lord their God, with all their
heart, with all their soul, and with all their
mind, thus keeping the first and great com-
mandment.
How true it is that the unwearied adver-

sary, remains to be the same artful intriguing
enemy that lie ever was; and that he is just
as ready to meet ua with his plaus^ible reason-
ings, and stifle whenever he can, those con-
victions for good, which the Spirit of Truth
is pleading for within the heart; so that there
is the very same need in the present day, for
each one to make that choice which will be
for their eternal good. And true it is, that
here, as Eichard Hhackleton remarks, "the
conflict begins," and that, "in this choice, is

involved their safety and preservation."
There is a certain Guide, a sure Friend, unto

whom all may go when perplexed and buffeted
by the enemy, and none shall seek unto liim
in vain. The Omniscient One knows everj'
secret thought; He knows who they are that
are sincerely desirous to be led in the right
path

;
and the poor, weary, and heavy-laden

one, who is distressed on all sides, scarce know-
ing which way to turn, will find, as there is

an earnest longing begotten in the heart to
yield obedience to the "still small voice," that
there is a power far beyond the power of the
enemy, which will give ability to bow in sub-
mission to the Divine will, aiid strengthen to
perform all of His reqnirings.
None need be discouraged because of the

way, nor think their trials and provings are
greater than of those around them. All have
their own peculiar trials and temptations,
their seasons of affliction

; and their cups of
sorrow to drink; for in this world we shall
have tribulation. But as there is a willing,
ness wrought in the heart, a submission to
these needful baptisms, which an All-wise
Providence sees meet to dispense, in order
for the cleansing and purifying of the temple
of the heart wherein He would reign, the obe-
dient, trusting one, who leans on the strong
Arm of Power for support, will, in great
mercy, find that his grace is sufficient in every
time of need

;
and that his strength will be

made perfect, in their weakness.

becoming mouldj'.— From Baird's Annual
Record of Science and Industry for 1875.

,g and the day

ABIDE WITH ME.
" Abide wilh us ; for it is toward even

i.s far spent."

Abide with me ; fast falls the eventide

;

The darkness deepens
; Lord, with me abide

;

When other helpers fail, and comforts flee,

Help of the helpless, O abide with me.

Swift to its close ebbs out life's little day
;

Perth's joys grow dim ; its glories pass away
;

Change and decay in all around I see;

Thou who changes! not, abide with me.

1 need Thy presence every passing hour
;

What but Thy grace can foil the tempter^s power
Who like Thyself ray guide and stay can be ?

Through cloud and sunshine. Lord, abide with mi

I fear no foe with Thee at hand to bless

;

Ills have no weight, and tears no bitterness;
Where is death's sting, where, grave, thy victory j

I triumph still, if Thou abide with me.

Hold Thou Thy cross before ray closing eyes;
Shine through the gloom, and point me to the ski
Heaven's morning breaks, and earth's vain shadows

nee;

In life, in death, O Lord, abide with me.

The Dry Season of Bra ~iL—As an illustra-
tion of the extreme dryness of the soil during
the early season in Brazil, it is stated that, in
June, all vegetation ceases, the seeds beino-
then ripe or nearly so. In .luly the leave's
begin to turn yellow and fall off; in August
an extent of many thousands of square leagues
presents the aspect of a European winter,
but without snow, the trees being completely
stripped of their leaves; the plants that have
grown in abundance in the wilderness drying
up, and serving us a kind of hay for the sus""-

tenanco of numerous herds of cattle. This is

the period most favorable for the preparation
of the coffee that grows upon the mountains.
The beans are picked and laid on the ground,
which gives forth no moisture, but'on the
contrary absorbs it, and being surrounded by state to slip tli

an atmosphere po.ssessing thesamo dcssicating the surface of the water. A shoutaroso from
properties, the coffco dries rapidly without Ithe employes as soon as the feat wis success

The White Whale.

TheJVew York World oflOth mo. 11th says:
Almost before it was fiiirly light yesterday
morning a crowd tiad gathered in front of the
Aquarium at Twenty-fifth street and Broad-
way, waiting for the coming of a whale. The
matutinal milkman, the early laborer going
to his work, the cartmen, newsboys and the
all night denizens of the streets had joined
the gang of workmen regularly employed in
the building, and anxiously looking for the
arrival of his whaleship. Manager L'oup and
Professor Butler stood at the door of the es-
tablishment. They had been up through all
the long watches of the night, for it was not
known at just what hour the train bearing
this curious freight would reach theeitj^

It was about five o'clock that the heavy
rumbling of some large vehicle was heard,
and a shout of "There she blows" from the
crowd without gave token that the patient
waiting and anxious expectation of the last
four days was at an end. The monarch of
the deep made his entry into the metropolis
boxed closely up, like the most ordinary of

With but little delay the wooden inclosure
was transferred from the truck to the interior
of the Aquarium, and the doors clcsed on the
crowd that thronged around the entrance.
The perforated lid was removed, and there
lay his marine majesty in admirable cond.
tion, and apparently ^lerfectly aware that the
quieter the better it was for him. The box
was rolled up to the huge tank which is to be
his future homo, and bands were passed around
the body at various points. These were joined
together and made fast to the hoisting appa-
ratus, consisting of a series of pulleys and
ropes dangling from the huge centre of the
roof. AH was announced to ha in readiness,
and with a slow, steady movement, the great
inert mass was raised in the air. By an in-
genious arrangement the hoisting apparatus
was shipped forward until it was just over the
centre of the tank. The whale was then
owered, and advantage taken of his dormant

banils as soon as ho touched

fully accomplished, and an enthusiastic Cajj.

dian, who had accompanied the Strang, rjn

his travels, exclaimed, "He sail be caljd

'Lo Grand Coup!'" For a moment he ly

quiet, and then began a "smelling invest! V
tion" of his new home. After nosing ann 1

a little while he seemed to come to th.' <
.

elusion that all was well, and devoured \v i

infinite relish his breakfast of eels. Ho in; :

himself quickly at home, and during tlu' >

,

gave frolicsome tokens that everything v
i

correct, so far as he was concerned. i

The present is the third whale that l\

been in the Aquarium since it was start').

The first two were brought to the city in (j
month last, but met with untimely death
striking their flukes against a projecting pi|

to the tank. The recurrence of a like accidi :

has been avoided by protecting every exii is

portion of iron with bufters of sponge. •
,

Grand Coup," the present occupant, was n.
tured about the latter part of 7th mo. at ^
Paul's Bay, on the lower St. Lawrence, li\

Coup, brother of the manager, and a part)-
Canadian fisherman. After the death of "tij

first two whales Z. Coup returned in 6th mi
to the scene of his spring labors. An
mensc pit was dug at low tide, surround.'.)
stakes, wilh a corral leading from it. Ai
~ month later the whale, now in this c

ide his way at high tide into the inelosi
and was captured when the tide fell. Dur
this time the hunters had captured a
whale, too young to feed, and a sperm wha,
forty feet in length. The latter was so vii

ent that ho had to be harpooned, and the ca
died for want of nourishment. During "L
Grand Coup's" captivity he was fed on sma
cod and herring. About a week since he wa
taken to Quebec in a schooner. Here he wa
transferred to a special car, being placed in .

large box for easier handling. Another ca
was provided with barrels of sea water, th
contents of which wore used to keep his fluke
wet. In this manner he was carried fron
Quebec to Montreal, where he remained Satui
day. On Sunday he again started by specia
train by the way of the Grand Trunk
Vermont Central and Harlem to New York
His journey was heralded in advance, and a
every station crowds of sightseers were gath
ered, and in conjunction with the local pros;
grew enthusiastieoverhis progress. Le Grand
Coup is about eighteen feet in length, of
graj'ish white, and unknown weight. His
present home is thirty feet in diameter, con-
tains 30,000 gallons of sea water, and is emp^
tied and filled every twenty four hours. He
seems to be sociable and to be willing to aflTord
his numerous visitors perpetually recurring
glimpses of his royal person. He is a good
feeder, and, as ho devours a bushel and a" half
of eels daily, threatens, in conjunction with,
the sea lions, to create a famine in the fishi
market.
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•lults as the enquiry is made to cover more
tended portions of the earth's surface and

'• onger interval of time.

Selected for " The Friend.

'iom our Yearly Meeting of Women Friends

held in London, by adjournments, from the

t i&th of the Fifth month to the 30th of the same,

Inclusive, 1776. To the ensuing Yearly Meet-

of Women Friends, to be held in Phila-

delphia.

Dearly beloved Friends :—Under a renewed
mbling sense of the continued extending
merciful regard, yet reaching for the gath-

ng in the revolting children, the scattered

our Israel, as well as uniting the hearts of

tried children in his holy fear; owning
d crowning our assemblies with his life-

'ing presence, do we nearly and aifection-

!ly salute you.

four Epistle of the Ninth month last was
ly acceptable to us, as it conveyed an ac-

t of your being once more permitted to

d the usual Annual Assembly, and were
rein favored in good degree with the pre-

ce of Him, who graciously condescends to

n, to strengthen and assist by his counsel,

)so who are asking of Him wisdom; and
ely there never was more need of dwelling

?p, of abiding in true watchfulness and
mility, than in this trying day, when the

gments of the Lord are in the earth.

Yet is it cause of real rejoicing to some
longst us, that there is preserved amongst
u, a few whose eye is kept single to God,
1 in calmness and patience are waiting in

faith, that all things will work together

good to them that love and fear
; and our

vent breathings to the God of all comfort
d consolation, is for your preservation, and
it the afflictions of the present time, may
rk for you a far more e.xceeding and eter

weight of glory. The living and trul3'

mbled members of this our Annual Assem-
salute you in theloveof the gospel, under a

p sense of j^our present tribulations, which
hope, through divine succor and continued

ipport, may at last terminate in the glory of

l)d, by your patient continuance in well-

ling. Though such as do wickedly against
e covenant, may be corrupted by self-flat-

ry
;
yet the remnant that know their God,

all be strong, and suffer patiently under
e refining hand, that they may be effec-

ally purged and made white.

We feel fervent desires that your dwelling
ay be deep in the life that conquers through
fferings ; that bearing about in your bodies
e dying of the Lord, the holy life of the
)rd Jesus may be made manifest in your
artal flesh.

We see with sorrow, and confess with the
ophet, that many have sinned, committed
iquity and rebelled by departing from the
ecepts and judgments of the Shepherd of
rael

;
neither have they hearkened to the

sssengers that have been sent to labor and
ivail in spirit night and day, that Christ
ight be truly formed in them ; for which
use He has greatly stript us, and called

iny of his faithful laborers from works to

wards ; a sense of which calls for deep
ourning. Yet we renewedly witness, that
the Lord our God belongs mercy and for-

veness, though many have rebelled against
im, and it is cause of humble thankfulness,

at though shame and deep abasement be-

3g to us, yet his regard is still extended, and

his holy Arm made bare for our help in this

dark and cloudy day; yea. He is still gra
ciously visiting his heritage, and forraiua
vessels for his service, through great tribula
tions, for you know this remains to be the
way to the kingdom.
We fervently desire that none may turn

aside from the fire because of its heat, but
endure hardness as good soldiers. Put on
strength, we beseech you, in the name of the
Lord, and call to remembrance the days that
are jiast, in which He manifested his pov
and carried o>ir worthy predecessors through
a fight of afflictions from the combined pow
ers of this world, as they patiently relied only
upon Him, in whom is everlasting strength
We feel bowels of compassion (even the

compassion which we ourselves have partook
of) to flow towards you, under your present
trials, and we sensibly feel in measure you
deep exercise—yea! the cry of the truly poor
in spirit amongst you ; our hearts are bowed
and our cries ascend for your preservation

and perseverance in the holy, humbling path
of true self-denial, that the flesh may be nailed

to the cross, and no beast suffered to approach
the holy mount, either amongst us or you

;

lest the fires that consume God's adversaries

increase hotter and hotter. Oh! that an
honest search may run through ourselves and
families, to find out the accursed thing, that

the Lord has a controversy with. Be ye strong
therL-fore, and let not your hands be weak,
O, ye ciders of Israel, and rulers of the peo-

ple, for this work will certainly be rewanlod,
for the Lord is with us while we keep close

to his counsel, for his eyes, as saith the pro-

phet, run to and fro throughout the whole
earth, to show himself strong in the behalf of

them whose heart is perfect towards Him.
Dearly beloved youth, whose hearts are in

measure inclined to seek counsel of the God
of our salvation, be not discouraged, nor soon

shaken in mind, because of the present'trou-

bles that surround 3'ou, in the midst of which
retire to the Rock that was never shaken, and
know ye the God of your fathers, and serve

Him under all your trials with a perfect heart,

and with a willing mind; for surely He that

carried his people through a waste wilderness,

and bore them on eagles' wings (yea, took
Ephraim by the hand teaching him to go)
will hide you in the secret of his presence

from the pride and rage of men, and be as

the shadow of a mighty rock in a weary
land.

We trust the Lord will appear for j'our

help and consolation, and the enemies of

Sion's peace will be confounded, and we be
seech you hear attentively the language of

the rod, and consider deeply who has appoint-

ed it, and for what end. Is it not in measure
to try his people? and what is the fruit ex-

pected? but the taking away our sins, that

we may be found to the praise, honor and
glor}' of his excellent name, as a people
formed for himself, to shovv forth his praise.

Dear tender young people, prize the day of
your visitation, and humble yourselves under
the mighty hand of God, casting all your per-

plexity and care upon Him, who will, (we are

persuaded,) as you abide there, strengthen,

stablish and settle your minds, though it may
be after you have suffered awhile. 'Therefore,

consider Him who endured such contradic-

tion of sinners against himself, lest you be

weary and faint in your minds.
And now, dear Friends, we may inform

you, our Annual Assembly hath been very
large, and the gospel showers shed plentifully

upon us, and a large appearance of promising
youth, give a pleasing prospect of hope, that
if they wiselj^ submit to the operations of
Truth in their own hearts, they may be a suc-
cession of such as may fill the vacant places-

of those who are removed from works to re-

wards, and we believe a care remains on the
minds of Friends for the revival of discipline,

and that the breaches in the wall of our Zion
may be repaired : and in a sympathetic sense
of your present trials and deep suff'erings (for

your encouragement) we say trust in the
Lord, his power is the same as in former
ages, when he delivered his people from the
Egyptian host ; and in the words of an apos-
tle to the primitive churches, we recommend
you unto Him who is able to keep you from
falling, and to present you faultless before the
presence of his glory with exceeding joy. To
the only wise God our Saviour, be glory and
majesty, dominion and power both now and
evermore.

In the love of the gospel we salute you,
and remain your affectionate sisters.

The Wheat Crop of 1876.

Dispatches from London have been received
in this city stating that there will be a defi-

ciency in the corn supply of England, and
that much interest is felt in the American
crops of cereals. Much of tho English wheat
went into market in a damp condition, but
drier weather has allowed the threshing to
proceed under better circumstances. Much
attention is now given to the ingathering of
Scottish grain crops, and considerable anxiety
in regard to them has been felt for some time.

The conditions uniler which the crops have
been harvested have been unfavorable, and
the publication of the agricultural returns for

1875-6 has forced those interested in the mat-
tor to the conclusion that the United King-
dom will be more than usually dependent
upon foreign importation tor her bread sup-

pl}-. The question which arises from 'these

facts are, whence is the supply to come, and
how will the demand affect the fall and win-

ter grain trade of the United States? Mr,
Walker, statistician of the Produce Exchange,
furnishes The Tribune the following facts:

Europe will demand from abroad a supply of

120,000,000 or 150,000,000 bushels of grain.

The United Kingdom will need for the cereal

year, from September 1, 1876, to August 31,

1877, an estimated supply of 104,00i),0U0 bush-

els, including herpresentstock and theamount
now in transit, which are about 16,000,000

bushels; consequently 88,000,000 bushels must
be drawn from foreign sources. The following

are the countries which usually import grain

with the amountsof the importation : Belgium
and Holland, about 12,000,000 bushels; France
imports and exports, but her imports have
exceeded her exports for the past few years

by from 10,000 000 to 30,000,000, depending
upon the paucity or abundance of her own
crop—just what France will raise this year is

not yet known ; Switzerland takes 3,000,000

or 4,000,000 bushels, which go by way of Mar-
seilles; it will import more than usual, her
southern crop being light and her northern
!rop only an average one

;
Germany will also

mport more than usual, for her crop is fully

25 per cent, short. Tho rye crop all over
Europe is undoubtedly very short, and this

fact will also increase the demand for wheat.
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The countries whose grain crops exceed

their neocssities, with the amounts which they
furnish, are as follows: Russia's supply for

export is from 30,000,000 to 70,0lI0,000 bush-

els. Her average exportation to all foreign

countries for the past ten years has been about
50,000,000, of which the United Kingdom has

taken 20,000,00D, and the other European
countries 30,000,000. Her crop this year in

the north is estimated to be 70 per cent, short

;

Russian Poland and Central and Southern
Russia will furnish an average crop. In the

vicinitj^ of the Sea of Azov, and in the Crimea,
the crop is short. The countries which will

be called upon to supply the deficiencies of

Europe will be Chili, which will furnish 4,-

000,000 or 5,000,000 bushels; the United
States, 70,000,000; Australia, 3,000,000; Brit-

ish India, 5,000,000 ; Austria and Hungary,
8,000,000 ; and Russia, 50,000,000. The total

supply from these countries amounts to 141,-

000,000 bushels, and the United States, there-

fore, will have a very fair opportunity to push
the surplus of the crops to market, but the

demand will not justify exceedingly high
prices. These inferences from the statistics

are supported by the opinions of prominent
dealers in wheat and flour, exporters, and
shipping agents of this city, whose conclu-

sions in the matter have been drawn from
different sources.—iV- F. Tribune.

Collins and the Fiinfriil.

Among the mighty men of God who labored

to spread the gospel of Christ in the newly-
settled portions of America, was John Collins,

who was born in New Jerse}-, in 1769, and
died in Maysville, Kentuckj^, August 21st,

1845. Earnest, logical, devout and eloquent,
many souls were given to him as seals of his

ministr}^ among whom was John McLean,
afterwards Judge of the United States Su-
preme Court, to whose pen we are indebted
for a sketch of Collins' life, and various inci-

dents connected with his ministry.

Unlike many of the present day, Collins
could not harmonize in his own mind the
practice of war with the gospel of peace, and
hence, when he would follow Christ, he forsook
the world. When he was converted, he held
the office of major of militia ; this he laid down
when he received a commission in Immanuel's
army. The one who succeeded him came to
purchase his uniform and arms, and Collins
said to him, in his own peculiar st3-lo, "My
friend, when you put these on, think of the reason
why I put them off." The remark made an in-

delible impression upon his mind, sunk deep
into his soul, and led to important results

It led him to reflect, and his reflections led

him to act. He also renounced his commis
sion, and became a man of prayer; he yielded
t'> the most illustrious of conquerors, enlisted
in the array of the redeemed, and fought
under the great "(!aptain of our salvation."

In the experience of Collins, there were
frequent instances which illustrate the direc-

tion of the Guiding Hand. The following
interesting instance is an e.\ample:

—

When the country was new and hut thinly
settled, J. Collins was riding upon the banks
of the Ohio River, some thirty or forty miles
above Cincinnati, in company with a friend,

when they came to the forks of the road ; the
left hand road leii more directly to their place
of destination, Iho right was more circuitous;

but J. Collins, against remonstrance, preferred

the latter, from an impression which he did

not particularly define. It led to the mouth
of Red Oak, where the town of Ripley is now
situated.

As they approached this point they saw a
funeral procession, which they immediatelj'
joined, and followed it to the grave. It was
the first funeral in that place. The corpse
was the wife of Bernard Jackson, an avowed
infidel. The scarcity of ministers in a newly-
settled country often prevents the holding of
religious exercises in connection with the
burial of the dead, and the skepticism of
Jackson may have tended to the same result.

But whether he desired itor not, God had pur-

posed that to those people who had gathered
to open the first grave in their forest settle-

ment, the gospel of Him who brought life

and immortality to light should be proclaimed
for the salvation of those whose probation was
3'et extended. The hour had come, and the
messenger of God was ready with his tidings.

After the grave was covered, J. Collins step-

ped forward and made known to the people
that he was a preacher of the Gospel, and
would then preach a sermon to all that re-

mained. No one went away. Solemnly and
seriously they stood around the new-made
grave, where one of their number had just
been laid, and listened while he read for his

text, "I am the resurrection and the life: he
that beliuveth in me, though he were dead,
j-et shall he live;" and preached to them the
word of everlasting life.

The word was quick and -powerful, and
sharper than a two-edged sword. The cir-

cumstances of the occasion, and the manifes-
tation of the hand of God in guiding his ser-

vant to that mourning group, added to the
solemnity of the hour; and while death and
judgment, and life and immortality, were set

before the people, all hearts were moved by
the power of the truth. There were many
tears and sobs in the congregation. The in-

fidel husband was overwhelmed
;
and from

that day and hour he renounced infidelity,

shortly after became a member of the churoia,

lived to adorn the Christian religion, and died
in peace. He had one son, who is now a tra-

velling preacher in the State of Indiana.
John Collins believed in a special Provi-

dence. The inclination to take the right
hand road, he believed was prompted by it,

of which he could entertain no doubt when
he saw the funeral procession and preached
to the mourning crowd.

" And is this," says Judge McLean, who
relates this incident, " too small a matter for

Deity? Peter was called to preach to Cor-
nelius ; and his objections were overcome
in an extraordinary' manner. Philip, being
prompted by the Spirit, joined himself to the
chariot of the eunuch, and ' preached to him
Jesus.' And who that believes the Bible does
not believe that the same Spirit operates more
or less upon Christians at the present day?"
Would that this inward guiding was more

dcvoutlj' sought and teachably accepted
; then

where we now see sinners scoffing at a money-
seeking ministry, we should see them filled

with solemn awe at the providence which
guides the servants of the Lord, and the
power that clothes and seals his quick and
powerful Word.

I have known instances wherein meekness
and forbearance, and charity, and brotherly
love, have reclaimed a wanderer from his

way of error ; but no instance has yet reach-

ed me of fierceness, and intolerance,

uncharitableness, and apparent hatred,
having convinced the judgment, or won |e

the affections of an offending brother.

hi l

American Forestry,

The supply of railroad sleepers ami
graph poles is a question of as great nIi

cance as that of fences. When the vast !il

road and telegraph system shall have atta
p

its full dimensions, we may conjecture (a

amount of durable wood we shall nci

the purposes of that huge organizatiot o

motive and electric power. The remedy?
would here suggest is already in for

we find it announced that the Atehi
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Corap
have contracted for the planting of a qua
section of trees every ten miles along the

of the road from Atchison to the western
of the State, about 300 miles. Chestnut
white oak sleepers are in most request

the railroad companies, although tiny '

said to stand the hard service to which t

!

are subject not longer than six to eight ye
For telegraph poles no timber is more ac&
able than locust or red cedar, woods of

remarkable endurance that they are knowr
last for three score years. It is a somew
rare propensity to forecast the future, an(

secure a supply of timber for twentj"-

years in advance seldom falls within the sc

of our great railroad projects. The man
is always supplied with an abundance, ;

statistical knowledge in regard to the decl

of the forest is either unsought or disregard

Planting the hard timbers, and these ah
will answer railroad purposes, will soon co
up as a measure of necessity', and when th

trees of artificial growth make their appe
ance, they will undoubtedly be utilized throu
sheer necessity, long before they have arri>

at maturity.
But a more important subject than all ti

we shall certainly find in the increasing di

inution of the white pine. Hitherto this

known timber has been the desirable mater
used to meet all our architectural wants. Ti

ease with which it can be worked and i

durability render it almost indispensable, a|

its adaptability to other than architectu
purposes has scarcely' any limits. All stal

tical information, all knowledge derived fr(

dealers in lumber and men whose abode is-

the white j>jne forest, give us to understai
that the consumption of this cherished wo
will soon outrun the supply. The time al

for laying up a reserve for all the future wain

of building and various mechanical applianc
is past, and the opportunity we once possess
of doing it cannot be recalled.

The white pine, in commoji with the tuli

tree (Liriodendron tulipefera'), cottonwoo
bass-wood and other soft woods, can be plai

ed and reared, but it cannot be made of mu(
service until grown to maturity, and wli<

this tree is gone, we shall find our refuge
chestnut, and the numerous soft woods ai

the IVagile and more evanescent varieties
timber that are now in partial use and onl

serviccahle when combined with white pin
Should the white pine, or hemlock, or sprue
bo cultivated for future suppliesof the valuab
material they afford us, we shall find in natui

herself our best instructor as to the chemio;
elements required for the successful ))ro])ag

tion of the pine, spruce and fir. * * * >i
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jlhe substitution of chestnut for white pine

Jan event in the history of American timber

fiich does not await realization, for it has

feady begun. This wood grows in almost

soils, is a successor of the oak, whenever
makes its spontaneous appearance, and is

.dy to be hewn for the uses we are now
elling upon, such as ordinary building and
lameutal architecture, in seventy years.

point of utility it will never rival the white

le, but will only serve as a substitute for

9 of the most cherished of our lost woods.
The inestimable black walnut, which is now

,'^)idly disappearing from all its native seats,

d has been enhanced to an incredible price,

1 be propagated and brought to early ma-
ity. In applying this expression, we have
erence to the great perfection of quality it

ains in the comparatively short period of

If a century, and we have to remark, as a

ueral thing, tiie pursuits of dendrology and
egrowing will be governed by more delib-

ite action and the anticipation of later re-

irds than the American mind is accustomed
yield to; and as we enter thi.s new field of

;[uisition and science combined, we shall

ve to exchange our restless decades for

ituries of quiet anticipation. Two contu-

s are not an unfrequent term among the

est calturists of Europe, and we shall have
adapt the thought to its resulting benefits

contributing our energies to the future

Ifare of the nation.

Immense numbers of walnut trees that now
md gracing and beautifying many an aged
al homestead ovve their origin to the wis-

m of the planter, and are, in such situa-

ns, rarely of spontaneous growth. The
ection for the tree, and the increased esti-

ition that begins to attach itself to it, are

idering it an object of universal culture, and
} hope to see an enthusiasm in its behalf

ing up throughout the land.

—

From " Ea-
oean and American Forestry," in the Ptnn
nthly for September.
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" But one thing is needful."

In this age of intense activity, both of the

ental and physical powers of mankind; in

hich the forces of inanimate nature have
!en so greatly pressed into service to minis-

r to the demands of men for the accomplish-
ent of great results in short spaces of time,

Ure is a corresponding tendency to crowd
om the mind the just contemplation of those

Ibjeets which are unseen and eternal. The
;ency of steam has now so bridged oceans
id continents as greatly to diminish those

ktural barriers which once isolated men of
'fferent nationalities, and thus renders the
jsire to please the eye and the taste by visit-

tg distant countries of easy gratification,

he ambition of different communities in our
iy to rival their cotemporaries, has brought
)gether in one -place those marvellous dis-

Ia3's of the products of art, mechanism and
idustry, many of which were unknown to our
rogenitors who died within the first half of

le present century ; and the extension of the

ectric wires to most parts ofthe civilized globe
as enabled journalists to furnish information
r the doings of our fellow beings of almost

every clime and race in such detail, as to oc-

cupy the attention of their readers for hours,
perhaps, of each day in their perusal. These
and other features of the present progressive
period, powerfully tend to absorb every faculty

of the mind in their consideration or enjoy-
ment, and to obscure almost insensibly, even
to the Christian traveller, the " one thing need-

ful,'' from his view.

We believe it is highly important for all,

and especially for those to whom others maj-
look for examples in religious life and conver-
sation, that a jealous guard should be kept
over their hearts and thoughts in respect to

the advancing demands which the material
world is making upon Christians, through the

medium of the beautiful, and even the utili-

tarian. It is no less true now than when the

Apostle John penned the declaration, that "if

any man love the world the love of the Father
is not in him ;" and that ' the lust of the flesh,

and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life,

is not of the Father, but is of the world." If

our thoughts and time are engaged from day
to day in seeking the gratification of our
physical senses, even though it may tend to

the acquisition of material knowledge, and
the cultivation of what is considered a refined

taste, there is great danger that the life of the

heavenly plant in the soul may bo choked out
by their too ardent pursuit, and these things

prove to be such as our Lord declared wei'e

abomination in the sight of God, although
highly esteemed among men. How unfit the

reasoning faculties of the unsanctified heart

are to decide upon the latitude which may be

taken in this waj^ and the conclusions which
may be properly drawn from the studj' of

both nature and art, is lamentably indicated

by the infidelity and skepticism into which
many of the devotees of science, and men emi-

nent for their knowledge of natural subjects,

have fallen in this age; who whilst inventing

ingenious theories to account for the phe-

nomena of creation, and urging their accept-

ance upon mankind as the only possible solu-

tion of the secret operations of nature, set

aside as unworthy of credence, the inspired

revelation of the order of creation given to

man by his Maker, because they see discrep-

ancies between the few facts which their

limited observation has discovered, and the

text of the Holy Scriptures. As a late writer

truly observes in reference to this subject,

"The triumph of our nature lies in the carry-

ing out of its own will, in identification with

some great object, in adhesion to some lofty

aim. I'he triumph of Christ is placed in the

subjugation of that very will." * * * " The
sober Christian may possibly feel a shock in

finding Novalis describe his faith as a foe to

art, to science, even to enjoyment, yet does

not liis own daily experience prove, that the

holding of the 'one thing needful' involves the

letting go of many things lovely and desir-

able [to the natural man], and that in thought
as well as in action he must go on ever nar-

rowing his way, avoiding much !" "And this

not because his intellect is darkened to per-

ceive beauty and excellence, or his afi'ections

dulled to embrace tbcm, but because human
life and human capacity are bounded things

;

the heart can be devoted but to one object; and
the winning of the great prizes of earthly en-

deavor asks for an intensity of purpose, which
in the Christian has found another centre."

We are no advocates for a system that

would satisfy the cravings of the soul for

purity, and favor with the Almightj', by a self-

imposed asceticism or a chilling rejection of
the gifts of a bounteous Providence. He truly
"giveth us richly all things to enjoy ;" and
"every creature of God is good, and nothing
to be refused, if it be received with thanks-
giving : for it is sanctified by the Word of God
and prayer." The religion of Jesus, whilst it

is one that leads in the narrow path that He
casts up who is the Way, the Truth, and the
Life, has its joys that the world knows not
of. If the ambition of the follower of the
Lamb of God for worldly fame is quenched
by the power of His cross, there is a nobler
and stronger aspiration substituted by Him,
that fills the soul and directs all its energies.
" These things have I spoken unto you, that
my joy might remain in you, and that your
joy might be full." But let us not forget the
conditions of His discipleship, and on which
alone we can share in these ineffable joys :

" Whosoever he bo of you that forsaketh not
all that he hath, he cannot be ni}' disciple."
" And every one that hath forsaken house, or

brethren, or sisters, or father, or wife, or
children, or lands for my name's sake, shall

receive a hundred fold, and inherit everlast-

inir life."

SUMM.\RY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The troubles in European Turkey con-

tinue, and serious fears are felt that Russia will become
involved in the quarrel. In Russia the people warmly
sympathize with iheir co-religionists the Servians, and
are urgent that the government should openly espouse

their cause. Many of the Russians that are now arriv-

ing in Servia are in full uniform.

Recent engagements between the insurgents and
Turkish forces appear to have resulted to the disad-

vantage of the former. There is much sickness in the

hostile camps. Last week a sudden outburst of plague

carried off 318 Servian soldiers. Their huts, clothing

and bedding were burned, and the ground was ploughed
up, when the pestilence ceased as suddenly as it ap-

peared.
' Russian securities fell nearly twenty per centum in

the London markets last week in consequence of the

universal impression that open war between Russia and
Turkey was inevitable. The London Times in an edi-

torial article says: "The hopes we have so anxiously

cherished must we fear at length be abandoned, and we
must recognise the fact that negotiations are practically

at an end, and that the two belligerents, now face to face

in European Turkey, must be left to the consequences

of their own acts."

The semi-olBcial North German Gazette of Berlin

announces that it learns from a good source in St. Peters-

burg, that the Czarowitz will shortly leave Livadia for

Vienna, Berlin and London, for the purpose of person-

ally promoting unanimous action of the great Powers
in the interest of a satisfactory solution of the eastern

question. According to assurances given in St. Peters-

burg circles, the Cznr still adheres to his resolution not

to act singly or abandon his alliances.

A Renter telegram from Vienna says: " Russia has

presented to the Porte an ultimatum embracing in sub-

stance the following points : First, a six weeks' armis-

tice unconditionally; second, administrative autonomy
for Bulgaria, Bosnia and Herzegovina ;

third, the exe-

cution of reforms under the supervision of commis-
sioners named by the great powers, and to be protected

by an armed foreign force."

A Vienna dispatch to the Daily News says, intelli-

gence has been received from Constantinople that the

Porte will accept a six weeks' armistice, on the condi-

tion that the reform projects be not interfered with, and

that the status quo be maintained in Servia and Monte-
negro.

The missionary societies connected with Spain sent

an address to Lord Derby representing to him the dan-

gers to which the Protestants in Spain were exposed in

consequence of the intolerance of the clergy and au-

thorities, and suggesting that he should invite the co-

operation of other powers, especially Germany and the

United States, to protest against the continued persecu-

tion of Protestants, and to afford them protection. In

reply Lord Derby says: "Our minister at Midrid ia
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taking such steps as he properly can to induce the

Spanish government to put a lenient construction on

the eleventh article of the constitution, so as to secure

full religious liberty to Protestants in Spain."

The Pail Mall Gazette publishes a long statement

which it says is by a person fully entitled to speak on

behalf of the whole body of American missionaries in

Turkey. The writer says; "The Protestant mission-

aries do not hesitate to say that the Turkish govern-

ment affords better assurance of religious liberty than

some forms of Christian rule which might replace it.

The missionaries have such dread of Russian ascend-

ancy that they have requested me confidentially to lay

before the German government certain proofs of Russian

intolerance, and to solicit Germany to secure from

Russia guarantees of religious liberty before consenting

to the dismemberment of Turkey or Russian occupa-

tion.

A Manchester dispatch of the 17th says : At a meet-

ing of the Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers' Associa-

tion of northern and northwestern Lancashire yester-

day, it was resolved that the operative cotton spinners

having given notice that they will be bound no longer

by the arrangement by which their wages have hither-

to been regulated, action which would give that body
control of the position of wages in the district, tlierefore

the mill owners refuse to continue work under the pro-

posed conditions, and decide to give a month's notice

that they will close their mills on November 23J. Ou
this decision being announced the operative spinners

agreed to recede from the position taken by them, thus

practically ending the dispute.

The British Parliament has been further prorogued
until the 12th of Twelfth mo. 1876.

It is stated that the German government proposes to

submit to tlie next Parliament the propriety of largely

increasing the silver coinage of the country, on the

ground that the present amount in circulation is in-

sufficient.

The insurrections are spreading in various provirices

in China. Yakub Beg is reported to have crossed the

extreme western boundary of China proper, the Im-
perial troops retreating before him to Lan-Cho-Fou,
capital of the province of Kansuh.

It is remarkable that at a time when the depreciation
of silver is causing so much uneasiness, China is almost
devoid of coin. Interest has run up to 30 per cent, and
money is scarcely procurable at that rate in Shanghai.
The last invasion of Abyssinia like the previous one,

resulted disastrously to the Egyptians. The London
Post says it has learned from a trustworthy source that

the Khedives forces lost 2700 men in the recent cam-
paign.

Much indignation is expressed by British residents

in China at the terms agreed to by Sir Tliomas Wade,
the British Minister, for the settlement of the Margary
affiiir. The result is generally pronounced unsatisfac-

tory to English feeling, and a triumph for Chinese
diplomacy.

Calcutta advices report famine and drought in many
parts of India, and in consequence much suffering. It

is supposed that 300,000 people will have to be provid-
ed for by charity.

There will be shorn in New South Wales, Australia,
this year 1870, upward of 2.5 millions of sheep. The
value of the wool crop of 1376 is estimated between 31
and 32 millions of dollars.

United States.—President Grant acting upon in-

formation given to the general government, has issued
a proclamation declaring that it has been satisfactorily

shown to him that insurrection and domestic violence
exists in .several counties of the State of South Carolina,
and that certain combinations of men against law,
known as rille clubs, exists in many counties of said

State, who murder peaceable citizens and intimidate
others. All persons engaged in those unlawful and in-

surrectionary proceedings are commanded to disperse
at once and retire to their respective abodes. Supple-
menting the President's proclara.ntion is an order from
the Secretary of War directing General Sherman to

forward all the available force in the Military Division
of the Atlantic to General Ruger at Columbia, South
Carolina, in anticipation that the President's proclama-
tion may be disregarded by the " rifle clubs." Secre-
tary Cameron clo.ses by saying that it is the fixed pur-
pose of the government to seethat the laws are enforced
and the citizens protected in their rights, and intimates
that if the regular troops are insufficient in case of re-

Histance by the ridcmen, the militia of the States will

he called into service. This proceeding of the President
is strongly condemned by the Democratic' j.him,.!

which insist that no such condition of afl'iii

President alleges exists in South Carolina, ami ii
i

action in baaed npon false or evidently exag^; i.itid

statements 'of political partisans. The friends of the

administration on the other hand, contend that the

measures complained of were necessary to prevent

bloodshed and make a fair Presidential election in South

Carolina possible.

The Mayor of Savannah has given notice that the

pestilence in that city has abated so much that there is

no further need of contributions from other cities. He
however cautions absent citizens from returning to their

home.s, as some yellow fever deaths occur every day.
_

The aggregate vote on the State ticket in Indiana is

433,40.3, of which Williams, Democrat, received 213,-

098, Harrison, Republican, 207,979, Harrington, Inde-
pendent, 12,226. Williams' majority over Harrison
5119. "The Legislature stands: House—Republican j,

53; Democrats, 45; Independents, 2. Senate—Repub-
licans, 23; Democrats, 25; Independents, 2. The
Democrats elected only four of the thirteen meipbers
of Congress.

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs at Washington
has received a letter from Indian Agent Mitchell, at

Fort Peck, Montana, stating that Sitting Bull had sent

a mes.senger to the agency inquiring whether the hos-

tile warriors would be allowed to come in and trade for

ammunition. Agent Mitchell says: I dispatched a

messenger to his camp informing him that they could
get no ammunition here or on this reservation, but if

they desire to come in and surrender their arms and all

government property in their possession I would treat

them kindly and provide for them until I could receive

instructions from you. I will receive a reply from Sit-

ting Bull within ten days or two weeks.
Agent Mitchell has since received the following in-

structions : Inform Sitting Bull that the only condition
of peace is his surrender, when he will be treated as a

prisoner of war. Issue no rations except after such sur-

render, and when fully satisfied that the Indians can be
held at the agency. Make early preparation to defend
the agency stores and property. The military will co-

operate as far as possible.

Among the destructive fires of last week the most
serioijs was that which occurred at Louisville, Ky., the
17th inst., in which many valuable buildings and much
merchandize were destroyed. Total loss $600,000.
The total vote at the recent State election in Ohio

was 631,065, and the Republican majority 6,446. The
Republicans elected twelve Congressmen and the Demo-
crats eight. The popular vote was 33,000 higher than
ever cast before in the State.

The Democratic Executive Committee of South Caro-
lina has issued an address responsive to the President's
proclamation. Attention is called to the notorious falsity

of the statements upon which the proclamation is based,
but in the interest of peace and order the committee
calls upon the so-called rifle clubs to disband and obey
every command from Washington.
There were 467 interments in New York last week,

and 293 in Philadelphia.
During the six days ending on the 21st, the Inter-

national Exhibition was vi-sited by 620,814 persons who
paid for admission. The largest number any day was
161,355, on the 19th inst., and the smallest 72,971, on
the 21st inst. The total cash .admissions up to the close
of last week had reached 6,357,463.
The whaling bark Florence arrived at San Francisco

the 21st inst. from the Arctic ocean, with one hundred
and ninety men on board, being a part of the crews of
the Arctic whaling fleet, twelve of which had been lost

in the ice, with portions of their crews. The remain-
ing survivors have gone to Honolula on another vessel.

The whole number of lives lost was uncertain, but pro-
b;ibly from 50 to 00 men were left behind. The disaster
which occurred near Point Barren, seems to have been
caused by immense fields of drifting ice which sur-

rounded and crushed the vessels.

'£%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 23d inst. New Foryfe.—American gold, 109 J.

Superfine flour, $4.60 a S5.00; State extra, $5.30 a
$.5.50; finer brands, $6 a $8.75. Extra white winter
wheat, $1.36; amber winter, $1.32; No. 2 Chicago
spring, new, $1.27. State rye, 92 cts. Mixed and yel-
low corn, 53 a 59 cts. Philadelphia.—CoHon, 11 a 11

J

cts. for middling uplands and New Orleans. Flour, ;J4

a *8.50. Western white wheat, $1.37 a $1.38 ; amber,
$1.33 a $1.35 ; Pennsylvania red, $1.30 a $1.35. Kye,
72 a 75 cts. Yellow corn, 60 a 61 cts. Old white oats,

48 a 50 cts.
; western, 31 a 35 cts. Sales of 4700 beef

cattle at 5.V a 6i cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 43 a 55 cts.

for fair to good, and 3J a 4.} cts. for common. Sheep,
I'f a cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 13,000 head. Hogs,
-^.'.'1 a J9.00 per 100 lb. net. Receipts 5.500 heiid.
' /".—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.10 ; No. 3 do., 95 cts.

I \.'<-l. No. 2 corn, 43J cts. Oats, 32^ cts. Lard,

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIEND3.|
The next stated Annual Meeting will occur on F. {t|,,

day evening, first proximo, at 8 o'clock, in tin

raittee-room of Arch Street Meeting-house. F |nj;

generally are invited to attend.
i

William Evan
Tenth mo. 1876. Serrd

;.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL. :

The Winter Session of the School will commei
Second-day, the 30th instant. The Boys' School i 'i

Application for the admission of girls may be mrl
Bemjamin W. Passmore, SupH, (.\ddress Street \

P. 0., Chester Co., Pa..) or to Charles J. AjI:

Treaaxirer, No. 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Pupils who have been regularly entered and w .

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets ;

depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Rail

corner of Thirty-fir.st and Chestnut streets, by g i

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is furn
J

with a list of the pupils for that purpose. These ti >

can also be obtained of the Treasurer, at 304 Ar "

In such case the passage, including the stage fare

the Riilroad Station, will be charged at the Sclioi 'I

be paid for with the other. incidental charges ati
close of the term. Conveyances will be at the Stie
Road Station on Second and Third-days, the 30ih ,1

31st insts., to meet the trains that leave Philadelji

at 7.35 and 10 A. M., and at 12.30 and 2.30 P. m.

8Sg" Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first

Chestnut streets or at Eighteenth and Market. If

at the latter place, it must be put under the car

Alexander & Son, who will convey it thence to Th
first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per truni

be paid to them. Those who prefer can have their
gage sent for to anyplace in the built-up pirt of

City, by sending word on the day previous (through
post-office or otherwise) to H. Alexander & Son, N
corner of 18th and Market Sts. Their charge i

case for taking baggage to Thirty-first and dies
streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. For the same ch:

they will also collect baggage from the other )

depots, if the cheeks are left at their office, corne
18th and Market St. Baggage put under their car
properly marked, will not require any attention f'

the owners, either at the West Philadelphia depot
at the Street Riad Station, but will be forwarded C
to the School. It may not always go on the same ti

as the owner, but it will go on the same day, provi
the notice to H. Alexander &, Son reaches then:

time.

During the Session, passengers for the School '

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of
first train from the City, every day except First-da

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Frien
Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be forw.i

every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, except on the last two Si
days in the Twelfth month, and the expense charged
their bills.

Tenth mo. ISth, 1876.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Special Notice to Parents and others. 1

Committee having concluded to divide the School ii

net classes more fully than has hitherto been do
and in such manner that all the pupils of each cl

hall, so far as practicable, recite together in their va
ous studies, this change will take effect at the openi
of the next session ; and it is believed that it will so
facilitate the classification of the School that the clas
may commence reciting on Fourth day morning,
1st of Eleventh month. It is therefore particularly

|

quested that all the pupils be at the School by Thir'
day evening, and that all these who were not at Wei
town during the past session present themselves I

examination on Second-day, or not later ihau by
o'clock Third-day morning.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphic
Physician .and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort
NOTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Married, at Friend.s' meeting-house, London-Britai
Chester Co., Pa., on Fifth-day, 9th mo. 21st, 187
Henry W. S.v.tterthwaite, of Fallsington, Pa.,
Lucy, daughter of Charles and Mary A. Sharpless,
the former place.
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Mission of Gporge Bogie to Tibi't.

(Concluded from page 82.)

yiiile Georgo Bogle was with Teshn Lama,
relurned to iiis home at Teshu Lumbo,
m which the small-pox had driven liim

ay. "He was actompanied by a numerous
,inue, and received those marks of respect

d affection on his journey, which his station

d personal character were c;ilculated to

Dduce. G. Bogle says, there was on the

untenances of the spectators a look of ven-

ition mixed with joy, "which pleased me
yond anything." "One catches affection

sympathy, and I could not help, in some
Hsure, feeling the same emotions with the
inia's votaries."

It is ver^- evident in reading the narra-

te of this mission, that a sincere friendship

3w up between Boglo and his host. The
varying kindness and attention with which
was treated, and the amiable character of
e Lama, naturally awakened an affeciion-

e interest in the mind of the young Scotch-

jan. He was received without ceremony,
„id his frequent conversations with the Lama
iere one of the most pleasant sources of relief

the rather monotonous life he led while in

e palace.

Desiring to make some return for the civil-

es he had received, he purchased some coral

iads, which are much valued in that part of

world. He then called on the widow and
^ughter of a brother of the Lama, who were
aying a visit to their uncle, and presented a

Drtion of his purchase to them. But he
mnd great difficulty in persuading them to

3cept the gift. With the two nephews of the

ama, whom he had found to be pleasant
>rapanions, the same difficulty presented.
You," said they, " are come from a farcoun

y ; it is our business to render your stay
reeable ; why should you make us pre

ints?" "This circumstance," adds Bogle,
serves to set the character of the Tibetans
a stronger and more favorable light than if

were to write volumes on the subject."

About this time 1 undertook a work for

le Lama which gave me a deal of employ-
lent and a good deal of trouble. It was an
ceount of Europe, and I confess I found it

ery difficult task, for I had to fancy myself

ii
Tibetan, and then put down the things

fphieh 1 imagined would strike him. I had
bundance of difficulty also in translating it

'nto the Tibet language, being obliged to use

an interpreter, a kind of being who is gener-
ally more apt to follow out roundly his own
ideas than to keep strictly to yours. I got
through France, England, and such othec
countries as I h'aveseen ; but having no books
to assist me, I was obliged to leave it unfin-

ished. As it was, it afforded a groat feast to

the Lama's insatiable curiosity.

As Mr. Hamilton was returning from Dur-
jay Paumo's he saw a crowd of people, in the
midst of which a young gylong [priest] was
being chastised for neglecting his lesson. He
was extended upon the ground and held down
by four people, while a fifth was bastinading
him. Let no one who has been at a public
ehool in Europe cry out against the Tibetans
for cruelty.

"The Pyn Cushos [nephews of the Lama]
used often to come and see me. To day their

sisters, the nuns, came along with them.
They asked me to show them my fringy
ress, and we prevailed on the youngest

sister to put on my coat. "We had a great
deal of laughing and merriment. But who
can repeat the little unimportant trifles which
gladden conversation and serve to while awaj'
the time?
"The priest, whoevery morning came to me

with boiled rice and tea from the Lama, was
called Debo Dinji Sampu. He was about
fifty, marked with the smallpox, his eye mild
and candid, and himself of great singleness of

mind and simplicity. He came to understand
my imperfect attempts to speak the Tibet
language tolorablj' well, and we used to have
long chats together. 1 grew very fond of hi

and he, which showed his sagacity, took a

great liking to me. He always kept a box
of excellent snuff, and was not niggardly

offering a pinch of it. But with all Debo
Dinji's good qualities, he was as averse to

washing his hands and face as the rest of his

countrymen. He happened one morning to

come in while I was shaving, and I prevailed

upon him for once to scrub himself with the

help of soap and water. It gave him a new
complexion, and he seemed to view himself
in nij' shaving glass with some satisfaction.

But he was exposed to so much ridicule from
his acquaintances, that I never could get him
to repeat the experiment."

In his despatches to Warren Hastings, Da-
vid Bogle gives this character of the Lama :

"He is of a cheerful and affable temper, of

great curiosity, and very intelligent. He is

entirely master of his own affairs ; his views
are liberal and enlarged, and he wishes, as

every great man wishes, to extend his conse-

quence. From his pacific character, and from
the turn of his mind, naturally gentle and
humane, he is averse to war and bloodshed,

and in all quarrels endeavors by his mediation
to bring about a reconciliation. In conver-
sation he is plain and candid, using no flattery

or compliments himself, and receiving them
but badly if made to him. He is generous
and charitable, and is universally beloved and

venerated bj'the Tibetans, by the Kalmuks,
and by a great part of the Chinese. The
character I give of him may appear partial

;

but I received it in much stronjger colors from
his own subjects, from the Kashmiris, and
from the fakirs; and I will confess, I never
knew a man whose manners pleased me so

much, or for whom upon so short an acquain-
tance I had half the heart's liking."

He entered heartily into the plans for open-

5 anew the commercial relations between
the two countries, and used much exertion to

promote it by employing his influence with
the regent of the Dalai Lama, who still re-

tained many suspicions of the English; and by
presentations to the merchants who carried

1 trade with distant regions. The conver-
sations, between them, which our author nar-

ites, are numerous; and evince much liber-

ality of sentiment, and statesmanlike views;
and at the same time a degree of openness
very different from the artful duplieitj' that
marks many negotiations. The jealousy of
the representatives of the Chinese Govern-
ment residing in Tibet was greatly in the

way of success ; and the merchants feared

the fatal effects of the hot climate of the low
plains of Bengal on a people who had always
lived in the cold and bracing atmosphere of
their elevated country. They told him that

of those who had made the journey, eight out

of ten had died. Bogle replied, that they
could employ agents more accustomed to the

climate of the lower regions.

The final parting with the Lama is thus de-

scribed: "Teshu Lama repeated his concern
at ray departure ; the satisfaction he had re-

ceived in being informed of the customs of

Europe, and concluded with many wishes for

my prosperit)', and that ho would not fail to

pray to heaven in my behalf He spoke all

this in a manner and with a look very differ-

ent from the studied and formal compliments
of Hindustan. I never could reconcile myself

to taking a last leave of anybody; and what
from the Lama's pleasant and amiable char-

acter, what from the man}' favors and civili-

ties ho had shown me, I could not help being

particularly affected. He observed it, and in

order to cheer me mentioned his hopes of

seeing me again. He threw a handkerchief
about my neck, put his hand upon my head,

and I retired."

In a letter to his sister, he thus refers to

his leaving Tibet :
" as the time of my depar-

ture drew near, I found that I should not bo

able to bid adieu to the Lama without a heav^'

heart. The kind and hospitable reception he

had given me, and the amiable disposition

which he possesses, I must confess had attached

me to him, and I shall feel a hearty regret at

parting. In spite of all my journeyings and
wanderings over the face of the earth, 1 have
not yet learnt to take leave, and I cannot re-

concile myself to the thoughts of a last fare-

well.
" When I look on the time I have spent
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among these bills it appears lil^e a fairy dream.

Tlie novelty of the scenes, and the people I

have met with, and the novelty of the life I

have led seem a perfect illusion. Although

my days have been spent without business or

amusement, they have passed on without care

or uneasiness, and I may sot this down as the

most peaceful period of my life. It is now

almost over, and I am about to return to the

hurry and bustle of Calcutta.

"Farewell, ye honest and simple people!

May ye long enjoy that happiness which is

denied to more polished nations; and while

they are engaged in the endless pursuits of

avarice and ambition, defended byyour barren

mountains, may ye continue to live in peace

and contentment, and know no wants but

those of nature."

At the earnest request of the Emperor of

China, Teshu Lama, a few years after the

visit of D. Bogle, consented to make a journey

into that country and remain a few months

there. About ten months were spent on the

journey. He was received by the Emperor
with great respect, and lodged in a magnifi-

cent house outside of the walls of Peking,

and for several months there were constant

interehanges of visits between the Emperor
and the Lama. The native account says,

'•To the inexpressible grief of the Emperor
and the whole people of China, the Lama
was seized with smallpox, and expired on

the evening of November 12th, 1780, as he

sat at prayer between two large pillows, rest

ing his back against the wall. His death was
remarkably tranquil. The body was placed

in a coffin of pure gold in the form of a temple,

fixed on poles, and the Emperor ordered it to

be conveyed to Tibet in charge of the Lama's
brother.

" The gold temple was placed within

a copper temple. The return journey occu-

pied seven months and eight days from Peking
to the mausoleum at Teshu Lumbo."

Cheer Him.—Moody tells a thrilling incident

of the great Chicago fire. A child was in an

upper room, screaming for help, while the de-

vouring flames were wrapping the building

in the fiery winding sheet of death. A stal-

wart fireman thrust his ladder against the

wall, and began to ascend. A crowd gathered,

and as the brave man was about to enter the

window, volumes of smoke and fire burst

forth, and he sto))ped, hesitated, faltered.

Suddenly a man cried "cheer him," and loud

e.Kulting cheers immediately burst from every

lip, which, like a thundering avalanche, urged
the man forward, who, springing upward
with renewed energy, dashed through the

liery billows, grasped the child, and bore it

in triumph from the very jaws of death.

A man becomes almost omnipotent when a

whirlwind of cheering bears him on. F'

may roll, and surge, and glow, and smoke
may ascend, but when life is imperiled, every
impediment is swept aside, danger is faced,

opposition overcome, and victory is ours. We
little think how much a whispered cheer wi"
nerve another. It may bo echoed in life'

success, and thunder in the chorus of heavenly

song. Shall wo not plant roses rather tlui

thorns?
Cheer the despondent soul intent on duty,

and struggling like a hero for the right. The
cheer may bo taken up by others, and that

which today is whispered hesitatingly, may
to-morrow be the chief note of your battle

sons.

For "The Frienil."

Trstliiinnlos to the Trutli, having Appllfiition Now.

Tlie following are selections from the Let-

ters of that seer in Israel, the late Sarah

Lynes Grubb. Alas, how has that which she

saw, and feared, and warned of, been lament-

ably experienced I But while a class, so given

to "unsettlement and innovation, are admon-

ished, and, in the love of the gospel, labored

with ;
there is another class—a meek, and con-

stant, and change-fearing remnant—who are

encouraged to keep fast hold of the ark of the

covenant, and to not be moved, by any of the

storms that either frown or fall, from a holy

steadfastness that is in Christ Jesus.

The extracts are fraught with solemn ad-

monition to all in our religious Society; and

especially to such as arc in danger of being

captivated by the compromising spirit, the

thirst for change, with the freedom from re-

straint, now so wide-spread, and which so in-

sidiously tends to lead from the strait gate

and the narrow way—the only ones to life.

She first thus instructively writes concern-

ing herself: "Third month, 1831.—He who
hath 'His way in the sea,' whose footsteps

are not seen, hath been my help in suffering.

I can say that I have risen at the midnight

hour to supplicate His mercy, and to beg that

I might be Icpt by His power ; that for tho sake

of my beloved husband, for the sake of our

dear children, but above all, for the sake of

the truth itself, nothing might really prevail

against me, to render me as a broken bow."
" Third mo. 1832.— It seems to me to be a

day of perplexity and of treading down
;
a

day of gloominess and of thick darkness; a

time wherein opinion takes the place offaith io

an alarming degree ; which is manifest in the

ivanl of unanimity respecting our testimonies,

and in the contrariety of practice, as relates to

some of them in particular.* It is indeed a try-

ing lime man}- ways, and puts me in mind of

that scripture, ' If the foundations be destroy-

ed, what can the righteous do?' but surely the

Lord knoweth the way of the righteous, and
although He may permit these to be much
iried for a season. He will 0)ie day bring theni

forth as gold
;
yea, I believe that the remnant

among us, ivho keep fast hold of their integrity,

will yet appear in the same brightness that

the sons of the morning did, and show forth

the praises of the Most High, as was the case

with Friends before the gold became dim, or

the fine gold was changed. May the simple-

hearted therefore strengthen themselves in

their God, even in this evil day, though it

may yet show itself to be still more an evil

day, and notwithstanding terrible things may
be spoken in righteousness, by the Judge of

all the earth."
" Fifth mo. 30th, 1832.—To some of us this

Yearly Meeting has been a trying time, be-

yond what I can remember ; for the lowly life

has, in my apprehension, been borne down by
that which, with a specious appearance, seems

to me to be much devoid of substance. I have
once more been constrained to sound an alarm,

and sot forth our danger, which some believe,

and many set at nought."
"Eleventh mo. 4, 1832.—Tho world seems

to gain mueli Bscendcncy in tho present day
among us, as a people, both with parents and

* Tlie reminiscence i.t almost incredible—that the

lapse of wliicli she writes, and the results of which liave

t)een so distre8.sing, stionld have been noticeable forty-

four years a(!;o.

children; so that little room is left for (s

simplicity, puritj% and meekness of the Gos)|

of Christ; and wo have few noble stamlaj-

bearers, and few of our children promi^i
|,

by theirhumble deportment, to become vali; i;

upon earth, in the great and glorious ca
!

of promoting the kingdom of the Redetn

among men. Is it not so? I wish 1 c"

take a more encouraging view of things i

mediately relating to our Society than 1 ;i

capable of doing, when axj mind is in an i|

stracted state; but fear takes hold upon r^

lest we should be assimilating more and mc.

to spiritual Babylon, in too general a wuy.

Shall not we who are parents, endeavc.r

see, in tho light which deceiveth not, Imw
is in our families, as well as in the chun
and is it not for us to labor with onr dc

children, to bring them to a just sense ol t

necessity of taking up their daily cros^,

they woald have a crown of everlasting rigl

eousness and joy; and if, indeed, they wcUt

be owned by the Saviour upon earth, as H
people?"
"Twelfth mo. 11, 1832.— The righteo

are indeed taken from a day of overturnin

at least among ourselves as a people; for

seems to me our departure from the true at

ancient standard almost generally, is becomir

more and more apparent, from the foremo

in rank down to the children.* Alas! I do ni

recollect to have been so much of a mourm
in all my life, with respect to us; and will

the Most High visit for these things? Bi

enough ; there remains to us that which is ir

mutable and safe to attend to and build upot

and there are preserved those who have r

other dependence, and who will prove then

selves truly wise in their choice and in the

obedience, when the sandy foundation will t

discovered and shaken, and all will give wa
that has been erected on it."

" Sixth mo. 6, 1833.—On the whole, th

Annual Assembly has proved more discou

aging in the review of our state in this lam

titan I have ever known it. I am sorry to sa

that I fear many of tho most active amoni
us, are going back into things which our corri

munity, in the beginning, suffered much ii

coming out of. Where this will end tim

must reveal.f Surely we shall yet be a di;

* And is not this the almost invariable result? ]

the parents eat .sour grapes will not the children's teet

be set on edge? If the former relapse from the vantagt

ground and safe-abiding of original Quakerism, wil

not the latter, encouraged by the example of those the

love, be likely to relapse too? and give theraselve

more to the very congenial lusts of the flesh, the lust c

the eye, and the pride of life? Parents should see t

it, that the leprosy they may sooner or later deplore i

their children, had not its beginning in their own df

vious or wavering cour.se ; and the Christian disciplin

and the daily cross neglected on the part of the one

the other
" Where beckoning Pleasure leads them, wildly stray

E'en to burst the bands, and cast the yoke aw.iy."

t Lest any should say, that S. L. G.'s remarks an(

exercises had allusion only to what was then callei

" Beaconisra," we quote from the pen of her able con

tempory, John Barclay, in the same year, 1833. " W
have signs of the times enough to assure us, that tlier

is that lit work in our poor Society, which if not aver!

ed, may beguile and corrupt, if not shake us as in

sieve, till we be reduced to a little remnant." • 1S37.-
" Though the Society seems somewhat relieved, ye

grievous exercises remain to be borne, and a great dea

to be worked through and worked out, before this one

self-denying and redeemed people, can be reinstated i

their former brightness and ancient purity. The Lori

waits to be gracious, and I believe will hasten this worl

in his time." 1837.—"Time rolls on and manifest

things and persons apace. * * * The conflict and con
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Inct people ; at least this is my humble hope.

the same testimonies will, however, be borne,

d the same standard flocked unto, which

ave been upheld by this people ;
for they are

le everlastinir, immutable Gospel of our Lord
nd Saviour Jesus Christ."

Twelfth mo. 1833.—In the Select Quar-

rly Meeting in London, 1 felt constrained to

)eak of our dangerous state, and call from
at which, however specious, was making
IB head sick and the heart faint, in our bod^'

) a Society. I felt a mighty current against

y testimony, but was enabled to deliver it

ithfuUy, and to invite from all that would
sinuate itself as an evil disease, yea. a noi-

ime pestilence walking in darkness— //tore to

idreailed than that which laid low the earth-

tabernacle, and brought it to the silent

•ave."

"Second mo. 1834.—Oh! how is the inno-

nt life now trampled upon! How is the

ystical body of Christ despised within our

ile I Surely if the members are set at nought,

I is the Head ; and I am persuaded that the

uo Christ is crucified afresh, and put to open
lame, under the very pretence of extolling

Lim. We have indeed the Mo here,' and the

lo there,' come with power, but concernin^

hich, wo had need to attend to the warning
nd prohibition, ' Go ye not forth to

lem.'
" Whether these things will bring to any
Qtward line of separation or not, is yet to be

roved. Great want of unity is apparent.

^e who do not profess to see further than

ur first Friends did, and who consider that

le boast of greater light on gospel truth than
iiey were to speak of, is not safe, I say, we
re styled 'ignorant,' ' prejudiced,' and '

haritable.' ' But is not the straitness in that

hich thinketh it knoweth any thing with-

ut the Spirit that soarcheth all things, even
he deep things of God ? And is not that out

f the true charity, which denies 'Christ with

1, the hope of glory?' It has been my pain

il lot, from year to year, for many j'ears past,

3 utter a warning voice in our annual as.sem

ies, and at other times, against the very
hings that are come upon us; but I was told

gain and again that I must be mistaken, and
eeommcndod to endeavor to look on the

It side of things, &c. ; and even now
fl'ect, the cry is, 'Prophesy peace; prophesy
mooth things;' or else keep silence."

Fourth mo. 1836.—We are indeed come to

trange times (as regards our Society) but of

|his I am persuaded, that the" standard of

iruth, ancient and new, cannot be lowered by
wisdom of nian, or any of the devices of

he serpent ; though a disposition may prevail

|,nd be operated upon, to square things to the

lotions of such as are ' wise in their own eyes,

ind prudent in their own sight.' Let us be

iraple and humble; keeping with the lowly
fe of Christ Jesus in our own hearts ; then
vill it keep us from all that could harm us."

1837.—Oh ! may all beware of choosing a

)ath that looks pleasing to the unanointed
;ye, and as though it must end in life and

est is pretty well over, with what was called Beacon
sm ; but there are those still remaining, who occasion the

rue Friends great exercise ; being unwilling to go the

hole length with our ancient primitive worthies, but

;an readily find them in fault. O ! I trust this also shall

n due season be broken up, and the testimony of Truth,

n all its completeness and simplicity, rise and shine

>ver all opposition. Modified Quakerism cannot stand

he fire."

salvation, but not being strait and narrow,
to the aspiring, unsubdued mind of men, will,

sooner or later, be found to diverge into the
broad way that leads to destruction. An in-

sidious spirit, ready to draw from the true

f)ld, is still amongst us in different degrees;
but the Lord will more and more discern it,

by that which searcheth all things; however
secretly, and with whatever subtlety it may
now be at work. It hath done, and is still

doing great injury to the rising generation of

this people; 'a people near unto the Lord.'

Its voice is causing many of them to go from
hill to mountain, as scattered sheej) ; and great
will be found to be the responsibility of those

who have induced them to turn a deaf ear to

the monitions of the Good Shepherd in their

own hearts."

"Tenth mo. 1837.—Few seem to me to re-

main amongst us, who persevere in the path

cast up for the self-denying followers of Im-
manuel crucified. Few indeed, in this good
old way, in which our forefathers were as a

shining light; and j^et I hope we still have

hidden ones secretly embracing, yea. purchas

ing the ever blessed, immutable truth, on its

oicn terms : not wishing to enter into, or repair

to arjiuraent, to convince them of that which
is selfevident, but simply submitting to Divine

grace, that what thev are, thej' may be by it."

"Twelfth mo. 1837.— Above all have I

sighed and mourned for the state of things

among us, as a Society. * * Its acts, in

some instances, have been utterly inconsistent

with our principles ; so that it may be con

fessed that, in our sanctioning what is irrecon-

cilable with the truth, even in a Society capa

cit}', we have given away our strength like

Samson, and we have surely 'changed our

glory for that which doth not profit us.' Som
tell me to recollect ' the cause is the Lord's.'

This I do not forget ; but some of us are com-

manded to sigh in measure, like the prophet,

who was to sigh deeply
;
yea, to the ' break-

ing of his loins.' Others see nothing to sigh

for."

"Si.Kth mo. 1839.—I wi.sh that many may
bo induced to return, who have wandered as

wandering stars in our day ; but oh ! the hu-

militj-, the great mortification of the mere
man that becomes necessary, almost brings

me to the mournful language of the prophet,

as regards some, 'there is no hope;' and the

wilful blindness of others leads to the painful

conclusion, that they are not likely again to

come out of captivity, or see their native coun-

try."

"Second mo. 1841.—In my very secluded

allotment here, I think my invvard eye sees a

covering in our Society that is prohibited in

the truth ; a mixture as surely disapproved in

the sight of the great Head of the Church, as

ever the forbidden linsey-woolse}' garment
was of old ; and which must one day be taken

off, for the all-scrutinizing eye will not wink
thereat."

Removal of Dry Putty.—According to an

English Journal, the difficulty of removing
hard putty from a window sash can be ob

viated with great readiness by simply apply-

ing a piece of heated metal, such as a solder-

ing-iron or other similar implement. When
heated (but not red hot) the iron is to be

passed slowly over the putty, thereby render-

ing the latter so soft that it will part from the

I

wood very readily.

Roquefort Chce.sp.

Roquefort cheese, the finest of French
cheese, is made from the milk of a peculiar

breed of sheep. These sheep are tended with
great care, being fed in the winter on pre-

rved grapes, and their drink consisting of
water whitened with barlej' flour. In the
summer they feed on the choicest artificial

pastures, and are watered at brooks warmed
by the sun's rays; they are carefully guarded
from all excitement from dogs or other ani-

mals, and every detail is studied that can
att'ect the quality of their railk. The milk is

taken from the sheep morning and evening,
in iron pots lined with tin. It is carried ia

these to thefurmhouse, whore it is skimmed,
strained and warmed, though never above
boiling point, the tempera'.uredependingupon
the slate of the weather. After this it is placed
in largo, deep pans for the cream to accumu-
late. A great amount of experience, as well

as a fine di.scriminating sense, is required to

decide as to the milk which is fittest for cheese
and for butter respectively. This point hav-
ing been settled, the morning and evening
milk, which had hitherto been kept apart, is

mixed, and the milk in the pans is then stirred

with willow sticks by the milk-maids. Then
covers are put on the pans, and the milk is

allowed to rest, rennet having been added.

Following this are several processes, such as

breaking, squeezing and filtering the curd,

molding, milling and draining. In one of

these processes the new cheeses are rubbed
with moldy bread, the latter entering into the

composition of the cheese, and imparting to

it the necessary green ripeness. This bread

is made from the finest wheat or barley ;
it

contains a quantity of the strongest yeast; it

s thoroughly baked ; after the crust has been

removed it is pounded in a mortar; it is then

allowed to be in a damp place until every

crumb is touched ; it is sifted, and when so

piepared the mold actually grows through the

cheese like a plant. The remaining milk is

next drained off, the cheeses being placed on

grooved shelves for the purpose. After this

the cheeses are turned twice a day for a week,

and subsequently go to the drj'ing room, an

excavation facing the north kept perfectly

clean and having metal or canvas blinds, for

the exclusion of dust and flie-i, and lined with

linen-covered shelves, on which the cheeses

are kept warm by relays of pails of boiling

water. The cheeses next pass into the cellar,

being packed in cases of special construction,

and loaded in vans slung below the axles

lo avoid the jolting which would ruin ihem.

The transit to the cellar also takes place at

night to avoid the heat of the sun. At the

scale chamber the cheese are examined, weigh-

ed and registered. This, however, is not the

last stage a Roquefort cheese goes through.

They are covered with salt, one surface at a

time, and after two days have elapsed the salt

not absorbed is rubbed in with a rough Dutch
cloth. The cheese is afterward scraped over

to remove a glutinous covering or crust, and
in a little over a month it is ready for the

market. The removal of this coating of the

cheese affords employment to numbers of girls

called Cabaneres from the ancient designation

of the Eoquefort cellar, which was "cabin."

The chief brand of Roquefort cheese is that

of the Societe des Caves Reunis, which brings

from fifteen to twenty -five francs (French)

per cwt. more than any other brand of the

same. About 400,000 sheep contribute their
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milk to make this cheest-, which is the choicest

French kind.

—

Ain. Grocer.

Fur "The Friend."

Reading Meetings-

While I believe there will again be organ-

iy.ed during the coming winter, in the limits

of difterent meetings belonging to Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting, reading circles so-called,

I felt an impression on my mind, as one in-

terested in those meetings, to call the atten-

tion of other Friends to this subject, that they

may give it more deep and close examina

tiou and care. I believe it is very desirable

at the present time, in viewing the state of

the Society of Friends, that such meetings be

established ; in order that our young and also

many older people among us, may become
more thoroughly acquainted with the history

of Friends in all its branches; and also with

the Christian life, experiences and labors of

many of their worthy ancestors, by reading

the approved journals of ancient and modern
Friends. The reading also the writings of

some who were not members of our Society,

but whose spiritual views in religion were

nearly, and in some eases quite, in accord

with our own ; and the comparing these with

those of Friends, may strengthen us and eon-

tirm us as to the correctness and truthfulness

of our faith, and that to maintain it is our

mission and duty. 1 believe if these meetings

are conducted aright, under the care of judi-

cious and weighty elders or other Friends,

there will much good result from (hem in

bringing our people up, with the assistance

of Divine grace, to become sound Friends and
true Christians ; and to be more and more per-

suaded to live up to the pattern of the truth

and gospel of Jesus Christ and his disciples

in all times ; that we may receive power to

maintain those precious truths and testimonies

before the world, under all circumstances and
trials.

Those meetings have also the tendency to

bring Friends in more harmonious feeling

and social intercourse with each other in

spiritual and in external inatters. They will,

I believe, bring us nearer in union and fellow-

ship, and will unite us in the one cause, and
will make us friends indeed to each other,

seeking each others' welfare, and working
for the promotion of Chrisi's kingdom in the

earth. So, 1 believe, will we be taught and
baptized together in the one body, the church,

and become living membersof it, knittogether
in love by the Head of the church. Such was
the state of Friends in the beginning of their

existence as a people. VV. A.

Wilmington, Del.

Origin of the Aerolites.— During the last two
or three years the discovery of energoticforccs

of eruption on the sun has demonstrated the

occasional occurrence of convulsions so violent

that they may suffice to project molten and
gaseous matters to distances beyond the sphere

of the sun's attraction. The existence of such

forces and the evidence which the microscope
affords that aerolites have had their origin

among mineral masses in a state of fusion, if

not of vapor, combine to siipjiort the theory
formerly entertained by other writers, and
recently announced very definitely by Mr.
Proctor in England, and Professor Koilswood
in America, of the a^tro-nicteorological hy-

pothesis of the origin of meteors and me-
teorites.

THE SHELTERED PLANT.
Once as the shades of even fell,

A garden walk I trod,

And viewed with an admiring eye,

The handiwork of God.
The flowers that lie along onr path,

Are token.s from above.

And if we have a heart to learn,

They teach us " God is love."

So bright-hued all, so sweet the breath,

I knew not which to choose,

Until at length I stood before,

A young and budding rose.

Whilst it I viewed, the gardener came,

And ere I was aware,

Had raised the flower and then I knew,

It hence he meant to bear.

I grieved to see the rose removed,

Its parting I wonld stay;

So said I to the gray-haired man,
" Why take the plant away ?"

He turned and bent his eye on me,

And spoke in tones most mild,
" Behold yon dark and heavy cloud,

It bodes a tempest wild,

My other plants can bear the storm
And it will strengthen them ;

But the blast would search this little one.

And break its tender stem.

And so in love I bear it hence,

Far from this open space,

That it may flourish 'neath my care,

Within a sheltered place.

Nought shall it know of scorching heat,

Of storm and winters cold.

But (here the buds that you admire,

Will perfectly unfold."

The gardener paused, he turned to leave.

And since we have not met;
But long I thought of all his words,

I muse upon them yet.
" Oh ! thus it is, with cherished ones

By death so rudely riven
;

Ciod sees the storm would be too rmigh,

And shelters them in Heaven.
Sweet buds of promise ! in that home,

" No cold winds o'er them blow
;

They're fairer than our eyes have seen.

And still in beauty grow.

Oh ye whose little ones have gone.

Stay, stay, the falling tear !

Thank God that they are sheltered safe

From storms that we meet here."

Zollnefs Theory of the Solar Spots.—Tho
theory of Zollner as to the constitution of the

sun and its spots has been thus described b}^

him : The sun is a glowing liquid body sur-

rounded by a glowing atmosphere; in the

latter, at a certain distance above the fluid

surface, there floats a covering, constantly

renewing itself, of shining clouds, like our
own cumuli. At those places where the cloud

canopy is thinned or dissipated, there arise

on the glowing surface, by means of powerful
radiation, the slag-like products of cooling.

These, therefore, lie deeper than the general

level of the shining clouds, and form the nuclei

of the sun spots. Above these cooled regions

there are formed descending currents of air,

which give rise to a circulation of the atmo-
sphere around the edges of the islands of slag,

to which circulation the penumbra owes its

origin. The cloud-like results of condensa-
tion, which are formed within the region of

this circulation, have their shape and tem-
perature determined by the nature of tho cir-

culation itself, and must, therefore, in con-

sequence of their lower temperatures, appear
less brilliant than the other portions of tho

cloud canopy of the solar surface, and seem
depressed like a funnel, by reason of their do-

sconding motion above the spot. The exterior

edge of tho penumbra is at tho level of tho
shining canopy.

Martyrilom of a Frienil uniler the late Moilern Iikii!.

tioii lu Spain.

This Tribunal of the Faith, governed

its own chief, and conducted on a systiin

its own, is the old Inquisition under a n

name. It has been fullj' described (chap

xx), and I have now only to record unu

two examples of its action since 1823.

How many deaths there have been on

acount of religion it is impossible to t-.i\

have heard of two in 1826. Tho first n
was that of a Jew, burnt alive; but I have

authentic information of particulars. T
second was that of a schoolmaster of Busa

!

a village in the neighborhood of Valcnc

whom people considered to be a Quaker. ]

was accused before the new tribunal, cc

demiied, thrown into the prisons of St. Ni
cissus, as they are called, and there detain

for some time, together with the vilest feloi

My informant, a priest of Valencia, and ej

witness of his martyrdom, says that "t

Lords of the Tribunal of the Faith endeavor

to induce him to make a solemn recantatii

of his belief as a Quaker; but he said that '.

could do nothing against his conscience, n

could he lie to God. They condemned him
be hanged ; and he was transferred to the co

demned cell, and resigned himself fully to tl

will of God.
" On July 31st, 1826, he was taken from tl

prison to the scaffold, displaj^ing the most pe

feet serenitj'. The cros-es were removed fro

the scaffold. He was not clothed in the blao

dress usually put on culprits when brought
execution, but appeared in a brown jack;

and pantaloons. With a serious conntenam.

and unfaltering mien, he ascended the scaffol

conducted by Father Felix, a barefooted ca

melite friar, who exhorted him to change h

views. But he only replied, 'Shall one wl;

has endi-avored to observe God's comman
|

ments be condemned?' When the rope Wi

put round his neck, he asked the hangman 1

wait a moment, and, raising his eyes towart

heaven, prayed." There can be no doubt (

tho accuracy of this account.

In April, 1838, 1 visited Valencia, was take

to the very spot where the gallows was erec

ed, and there received ample confirmation (

the fact, with manj- circumstantial detail

from persons who had stood around the victii

as he died.

—

From " History of the Inquisition

by Wm. Harris Mule, vol. 1, page 330.

Selected.

Bible Pavilion.—A few months before th

opening of the Centennial Exhibition th

lioard of Managers of the Pennsylvania Bibl

Soririy resolved to erect a Pavilion on th

gi-diiiiiis for tho sale of Bibles and Testament
in all languages that could be obtained, j

white flag floats from the top of the Pavilio

with the inscription :
" Peace, good will towar

men." These and other impressive texts a

tract the attention of the many thousand

who daily pass by.

Inside, the shelves are supplied with Bible

and Testaments in one hundred languagci

that are for sale at prices that bring thet

within tho reach of all who come there. Poi

tioiis of many of them can be had as low a

five cents each, and complete Testaments a

ten and twelve cents.

Last month those were issued in thirty die

tinct languages.

A book of forty-six pages, published am
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fi-nished hy the American Bible Society, con-

[ iiino- the sixteenth verse of the third ehap-

[• of St. John's gospel, in one hundred and

; ty-1'iiir languages, is given out gratuitously,

jiltiii thousand copies have already been

iKil. Intelligence has been received from

[rope and remote sections of this country,

jUk'-c books beingcarried there by visitors,

[t i- tlie only building devoted to religious

r^ (111 the gi-ounds, and it is gratifying to

i..\v till' results are favorable.

It i^ well, too, that visitors to an exhibition,

ttiii 11]) bj' a Christian nation, should be

I
(' ii> -ay that they have not gone over this

;.t ar. a of wonderful exhibits of material

, ni;-^ without coming across some such effort

itlii- is in behalf of the spiritual interests

imuii.

.11 tlic Main Exposition Building the Ameri
1 ISililc Society exhibit an attractive case,

itaitiing Bibles in two hundred languages,

langt'd with open pages so that visitors can

iiminf them.

There is one effect of tobacco alluded to

Dr. Lee to which I would especially call

i attention of professional men. It is this:

t seems to relax, and unhinge, as it were,

3 nervous energy, making man cowardly."

j'ou will not; you will die first.' I told him
I would do any thing, no matter what, to be

restored, at the same time saying that the

thing was impossible. His simple prescrip-

tion was :
' Abandon the use of tobacco, and

I will guarantee your cure. I know it all
;

I have felt it all ; I have loved the weed well,

but I have abandoned it forever, and the vic-

tory is gained when j'ou icill to gain it.' 1

engaged upon the spot never to use it again,

and from that day to this I have never de-

sired to use it. Three years have already

passed, and I can say, ' I was sick, I am well
;

I was weak, I am strong ; I was dejected, 1

am full of hope ; the world was dark, it is now
bright.' In a word, I am entirely cured; dis-

ease has fled, and nature triumphed over its

ravages ; and for all the gold tobacco ever

got I would not return to its use."

—

F. Mer-
rick in Christian Advocate.

A Rpininispciice of Abraliam Liiicolii.

There was an interesting, though unim-
portant, scene in the life of Abraham Lin-

coln, of which I was an eye witness. It was
on the occasion of the visit of about twenty
Indian chiefs to the Executive Mansion, dele-

gated by their respective tribes to treat person-

ally with the Great Father in the adjustment

, 1 am confident, is a common effect, I of their affairs. They were habited in their

gh the cause is not often recognized.
|
attire of feathers and paint, and each one was

ys Judge Parker :
" I have observed par

ularly the effects of tobacco upon students

d members of the legal profession, and I am
isfied its habitual use has done more injur}-

them, personally and professionally, than

1 be justly aseriijed to intoxicating diinks.

it operates immediately upon the ner-

UB sj'stem, and produces a timidity and want
self-reliance that effectually preclude the

ung practitioner from venturing upon the

her walks of his profession. * * * This

rvousness will be found to exist in persons

all ages in the profession who use tobacco

bituaily. I have found but few exceptions."

The experience of Hon. Mitchell Sanford,

furnished by himself in " Responses on the

ie of Tobacco," forcibly illustrates this pe-

"iar effect of tobacco, as well as its general

et upon the health. I can give but a brief

tract. After alluding to the effect of to-

cco upon his health when a student and a

actitioner at the bar, he says ;
" 1 was com-

lled to abandon my profession, and went
to the country on a farm

;
and I had such

horror of a court house that for several

ars I did not enter one. In 1840 I was
6Cted to the Senate of the State of New
i)rk. My nervous system was so disordered,

Y general health so bad, that I was unable

discharge the duties of the station, and was
mpelled to retire from a position suited to

Y taste, profession, and age. Time passed

and the changes whicfi it wrought ren-

red it necessary that I should return to a

ofession which I supposed I had abandoned
rever. I found myself entirely unable to

dure its excitement, as the trial of a single

use would prostrate mj- strength for a week,
this hopeless condition, with health broken
wn, spirits greatly depressed, and hope de-

irting, I casually mentioned to the Hon. A.

Parker, now Circuit Judge, that I must
andon my profession entirely. He replied,

th gi-eat confidence and kindness, that if I

ould follow his prescription he would cure in a hurried way asked for a chair, in tl

e entirely; 'But,' says ho, 'you will not, 'spirit of a wrecked mariner who seeks for

impressed with the greatness of the occasion,

the most eventful, probably, of their lives.

Their interpreter placed them in the form of

a crescent in the spacious east room, on the

floor, as they would have been ill at ease on

chairs. Thus they sat on the carpet in de-

corous silence, and waited the arrival of the

Chief Magistrate.

At length Abraham Lincoln came into the

room, and stood before the dusky crescent,

while a group of well known men gathered

behind him, to hear what was about to take

place, space being made by ushers about the

chiefs, the President, and the immediate
group behind him. The interpreter occupied

a place near Lincoln, to turn the aboriginal

language into English as it fell from the lip.

The ceremony began by a personal presenta-

tion of each chief to the Great Father, each

one going up to the powerful white chief

and shaking hands—not extending the hand
after the Caucasian manner, but holding it

high, and dropping it softly down into the

Presidential palm. The names were fur-

nished as they came forward, by the inter-

preter—White Bear, Big Wolf, Red Fox, and
so on.

The fiice of Lincoln was plainly seen by
most of the people present, for it was higher

than that of any other. When he came into

the room, it was, as usual, pale, and tinged

with the sadness which was its principal

characteristic in repose. He folded his hands
before him, and stood rather awkardly as he

waited for the interview to begin. After

making his compliments and shaking hands,

each Indian returned to his seat on the car-

pet in the crescent of his brethren. When
all had performed the ceremony, each in turn

made his speech to the President, standing up
for the pur])Ose, and sitting down when done,

in parliamentary fashion, probably through
instructions from the interpreter. The first

one who essayed to talk grew nervous, and
" " • the

plank. When it was furnished him, he took
his seat, and resumed the entangled thread of
his discourse. As this tritliiig incident took
place, a smile passed over the faces of the
spectators, and was reflected in that of Lin-
coln. This smile, indeed, deepened into aa
audible laugh in the rear

; but when the ear
of the President caught it, his face immedi-
.itely straightened into seriousness and sym-
pathy with the disconcerted Indian. He did

not at once begin, and the interpreter said :

" Mr. President, White Bear asks for time

to collect his thoughts."

The President bowed, and another smile

went round at the plight of the perturbed In-
dian, but did not appear in the face of Lin-
coln.

Soon White Bear rose to his feet, went at

it again, and, after a fashion, got through
with what he wanted to say, at which there
was a murmur of applause.

The burden of their speeches was the same.
Thoy had all come such a long dihtance, and
so quickly, that they felt as if they were
birds. To see the Great Father had been
the wish of their lives. They were poor, and
required help. They had always respected

their treaties, and were the friends of the

white man. They wanted to be prosperous
and rich, like their white brother. Big Wolf,
particularly, enlarged on this theme. He
said he would like to have horses and car-

riages, sausages such as he ato in the hotel

in Washington, and a fine wigwam—"like
this," added he, as he designated the highly
ornamented apartment in which he stood.

At this the President could not restrain the
desire to share in the general smile.

Red Fox was the attornej' and orator of the

delegation. He dwelt on the gratification he
experienced at seeing the Great Father.

There was, however, a cloud in the otherwise

clear sky of his enjoyment. He had an appre-

hension that when he returned to his people
in the Far West, they might not believe that

he had seen the Great Father, and talked to

him face to face, as it was his great privilege

to do then and there. Hence he would like

to return to his people laden down with pres-

ents— " shining all over like a looking glass"

—to prove the friendlj' relations which existed

between himself and the Great Father.

There was no resisting this, and there was
some good humored laughing, but the fiicea

of all the Indians remained serious and re-

served.
" Mr. President," said the interpreter,

" the chiefs would be glad to hear you talk."

To which Lincoln intimated that he would
endeavor to do so.

"My red brethren," said Lincoln, "are
anxious to be prosperous, and have horses

and carriages, like the pale faces. I propose

to tell them how they may get them."
At this the dusky men were all attention,

and manifested their satisfaction by the usual

Indian guttural sounds.
" The plan is a simple one," said the Presi-

dent, as the interpreter turned his words into

the tongue of the red men. Their curiosity

was fully aroused. Even the spectators looked
inquiringly at Lincoln, to know how he was
going to provide horses and carriages for

those who thus bluntly asked for them.
" You all have land," said Lincoln. "We

will furnish you with agricultural imple-

ments, with which you will turn up the soil

—by hand if j-ou have not means to buy an
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ox ; but I think with the aid which you re-

ceive from the GovernuieDt, you might at

least purchase one ox to do the plowing for

several. You will plant corn, wheat, and pota-

toes, and with the money for which you will

sell these 3'ou will be able each to buy an ox for

himself at the end of the first year. At the

end of the second year, you will each be able

to buy perhaps two oxen and some sheep and
pigs. At the end of the third you will pro-

bablj' be in a condition to buy a horse ; and
in the course of a few 5'cars you will thus be

the possessor of horses and carriages like

ourselves."

This plan for becoming proprietors of

horses and carriages was not relished, for it

meant work, and the faces of the Indians

bore a disappointed expression as the Presi-

dent unfolded it.

"I do not know any other way to get these

things," added Lincoln. " It is the plan we
have pursued—at least those of us who have
them. You cannot pick them off the trees,

and they do not fall from the clouds."

Had it not been for the respect which they
owed to the speaker as the Great Father, it

was plain that they would have exclaimed
against his words with the untutored energy
of their Indian nature. As he was well ac-

quainted with that nature, having served as

captain in the Tippecanoe war, and spent his

early life on the frontier, a suspicion entered
my mind that he was blending with the ad-

vice a little chaffing. To change the subject

and restore them to good humor, he requested
one of the attendants to roll up a large globe
of the world which stood in a corner, on a

three legged support on wheels. The Presi-

dent placed his hand on the globe, and turned
it round, saying

;

" We pale faces believe that the world is

round, like this."

At this point Lincoln caught the inquiring
eyes of the Indians fastened like a note of in"

terrogation on the legs of the globe.
" Without the legs," continued Lincoln, in

artswer to the mute interrogation, with a
twinkle in his eye, " We pale faces can get
into a big canoe, shoved by steam—here, for

instance, at Washington, or Baltimore, near
by—go round the world, and come back to

the place from which we started."

With due respect to the Great Father, they
evidently thought, to give it a mild term,
that ho was given to exaggeration. He
started off again, to tell about the North Pole,

the torrid zone, the length and breadth of the
ITnited States, and how long it would take a
man to walk from one end of it to the other,

in which ho got somewhat entangled; then,
seeing a well known man of science on his

right, Lincoln placed his hand on his shoul-
der, gently urged him forward to a position
in front of the Indians, to whom he said :

" But hero is one of our learned men, who
will tell you all about it."

Sa3'ing this, Lincoln bowed and withdrew,
and the snvnnt taken by surprise, endeavored
to extricate himself from the difficulty as best

he could, by continuing the theme where the
President left off'.

One Bomhre event followed the Indian re-

ception. Big Wolf, who had oxjiressed the
desire to have sausages like white men, satis-

fied his appetite in the hotel without stint,

and it was this product of our civilization

which was his bane. In a word, sausage
killed him.— ,SV. Nicholas.

He-port of the Population of the Earth.—The
number of Petermann's Mitiheilungen for 3d
mo. 1875, contains the annual report upon the
|)opulution of the earth, made by Behm and
Wagner. The fooling for the j'ear 1874 is as

follows:

Europe, .... 302,973,000
Asia, .... 798,907,000
Africa, .... 206,007,000
America, .... 84,392,000
Australia and Polynesia, . 4563,000

Total, 1,396,842,000

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 4, 1876.

[We have received a printed copy of the

Minutes of Ohio Yearly Meeting, from which
we make the following extracts.]

Ohio Yearly Meeting held at Mt. Pleasant, by
adjournments from the 25th of 9fh month to

the 29th of the same inclusive, 1876.

The clerk of the select meeting produced a
minute for our beloved friend Thomas Yar-
nall, a minister, from Chester Monthly Meet-
ing, Pa , dated 8th month 28th, 1876, setting

him at liberty to attend this meeting.
Also one for our beloved friend Deborah

Rhoads, a minister, from Haddonfleld Monthly
Meeting, New Jersey, dated 9th month 6th,

1876, setting her at liberty to attend this

meeting and a few of the meetings compos-
ing it.

Also one for our beloved friend Sarah Ann
Cox, an elder, from Haddonfleld Monthly
Meeting, New Jersey, dated the 6th of the
jircsent month, as companion to our friend

Deborah Ehoads
;
all of whom were acceptably

in attendance.

Reports were received from all the Quarterly
Meetings on the subject of primary schools,

the following being a summary thereof:
There have been 15 schools taught within

our limits the past j'ear, under the care of
meetings or committees, for terms ranging in

time from three weeks to eight and one half
months. 872 children are reported from the
several Quarters of a suitable age to attend
school, of whom 315 have attended Friends'
Schools exclusively; 358 have attended Dis-

trict Schools exelusivelj^; 54 have attended
Friends' and district Schools ; 40 have attend-
ed District and other Schools; 17 have at-

tended schools taught by members but not
under the care of our committees; 50 have
not gone to school the past year, most of
whom are reported to have been receiving
instruction at home

; 8 not definitely reported.

The subject is again referred u> suliordiiiate

meetings, with an earnest rc(|ui'si iliaithoj'

may use increasing efforts to have more of
our beloved j'outh educated in schools under
the care of Society, and send up explicit ac-

counts thereon to this meeting next year as
heretofore.

The committee with whom was entrusted
the subject of the condition of our primary
schools made the following report, which on
deliberation was united with.

Report.—The committee to consider the
subject of education as connected with jirimary
schools, after giving the subject a careful con-
sideration were united in proposing that the
Yearly Meeting ajipoint a joint committee,

which shall consist of at least two Frien

from each Monthly Meeting, whose duty
shall be to coopei-ate with school committc
in the differcmt neighborhoods, make" the

selves acquainted with the condition of t

schools, and render such encouragement ai

assistance (where needed) as the funds plae

at their disposal will enable them to do. Ai

that the Yearlj^ Meeting appropriate t\

hundred dollars for this purpose, and encot

age Friends to be liberal in increasing tl

fund by free contribution.

Our Boarding School committee made t!

following report, which on being read w
satisfactory to the meeting, and the propo;

tions therein contained were adopted.
Export.—The committee charged with eo

ductiugthe Boarding Schoolreportthatagr
ably to the instruction of the Yearly Meetii
last 3'ear, the school was opened in the ne

building near Barnesville, the 3d of the fir

month last, and continued in session 16 weel
with an average attendance of 45| pupils.

The summer session opened the 8th of 5

month, and continued 19 weeks, with an avi

age attendance of 34 pupils.

Meetings for worship were regularly he

on First days and on Fifth days, except
the weeks when Quarter!}' and Monthly Me
ings occurred, when the pupils were expect
to attend at Stillwater unless excused by t!

Superintendent for sufficient reasons. V
esteem it a favor that the health of nearly i

the inmates was unusually good througho
both sessions.

The building committee of the Boardi
School report, that there is now on the list

admissions for next session over one hundri

scholars, and as the present accommodatio
will only admit of about sixty, considerah

additions will be necessary', particularly

providing beds and bedding, and a furth

supply of desks. We trust the Yearly Met
ing will make provision for the purchase
such articles as are indispensable for the a

commodation of the school. The estimate

amount necessaryfor the above purpo.sesbeii

S355. For laj'ing pavement, and other
penses connected with the putting on of ti

base-boards in the lower story, masonrj-, &
an additional sum of $194 will be require'

amounting in the aggregate to $549, nec(

sary to complete the work.
A committee has been appointed to exami

the accounts of the treasurer, and appro;
mate the financial condition of the funds,

who report thej- examined his accounts ai

vouchers, and found them correct, a state

as contained on his books up to the 15th
present month, being as follows, viz:

Subscriptions received from members of Oh<

Yearly Meeting, . . . 820,439.
Subscriptions received from Friends

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 16,308.

Borrowed funds 6,901).

For surplus property sold, . . 261.

Making $43,919.

Paid out for materials an<l labor, $39,429.
• " fencing and incidentals, 2S8.

" on real estate, . . 3,042.

Di.scount, interest, and payments
on borrowed funds, . . . 917.

Cash on hands, . . . . 210.

Making
Subscriptions unpai.

. $43,919.

. $r.,s;i4.
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In conclusion, the committee desires to ex-

ess the obligations they are under to our

ends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting for

eir kindness and liberality manifested in

ntributing funds to assist in the prosecution

the work ; and more especially do we desire

feel thankful to the Great Master Builder,
• thus prospering the work in our hands

;

d we trust as our confidence and expecta-

m are from Him, the Divine Blessing will

3t upon it.

Report of Book Committee.—The joint com-
ttee continued last j'ear in charge of piir-

asing and distributing the approved writ-

es of Friends amongst our members and
aers, report, that we purchased at Friends'

pkstore, Philadelphia, 358 volumes of books,

d 122 pamphlets. And from the branch book-

ire of Penrose Brothers, Iowa, 54 volumes
books, being the quota of Hickory-Grove
larterly Meeting.
W^e are encouraged to believe that now,
len the standard of truth, as professed by
lends, is being lowered by some who pro-

8 the name, there is a service for truth in

8 concern, and we desire that the Yearly
seting may not relax its efforts to make the

3trinal writings of our standard authors

iily accessible to all our members, and other

nest inquirers, according to our ability.

rhe following minute of advice was pro-

ced by the Friends set apart for that pur-

se at a former silting, which was read and
proved by this and women's meeting, and
ected to be printed in connection with the

nutes.

rhe Yearly Meeting having been afresh

^wn into deep travail and exercise on ac-

^nt of the many deficiencies apparent
(Ongst us as shown by the answers to the

jrics, it was the conclusion to prepare a

pute to be sent down to subordinate nieet-

js, in order, more especially, that those of

,- members who were not in attendance

jht know something of the exercises of the

eting, hoping and desiring that the weak
fids and feeble knees may be strengthened
ler the Divine Hand, more faithfully to

intain and support the precious testimonies

aded down from our worthy forefathers, to

ir and uphold before the world. The at-

idance of all our religious meetings was
'ticularly recommended ; and Friends eu-

fraged not to let hindering things prevent
|m from regularly assembling with brethren

I sisters when meeting day comes. Yes,

ir friends, if we omit this religious duty, it

pg one we owe to our Heavenly Father,

St assuredly we shall not prosper in spirit-

things. If we give up to stay at home
fe on account of our business, it will be a
le easier to do it again, and as this is re-

tted without a sufficient excuse, our desire

go will decrease, until finally, we will only
on First-daj'S, or other occasions when
lething a little more than common is ex-

ted.

.'he enemy of souls is ever ready with his

inuations, persuading us that it is of no use

go so regularly to meeting, and we may
sn feel as though we received no benefit

refrom. Yet if we continue faithful we
II have our reward. Then do not let tem-
al business, either indoors or out, prevent
xom meeting with our brethren, reniem-
ing the dear Master '- can bless the little

plast the much." Then be entreated not
lettle down into a state of ease, and give

way to drowsiness and sleeping. Endeavor
to have all business and things of an outward
nature shutout from our minds, desiring above
everything else to experience the dear Mas-
ter's presence in our assemblies, and even

though there may be but two or three, if

gathered in His name, He will not fail to fulfil

his promise, to be in the midst. " They that

wait upon the Lord shall renew theirstrength,

the}' shall mount up with wings as eagles,

they shall run and not be weary, they shall

walk and not faint." Once more may we
earnestly desire that all who are tempted to

sleep in our meetings may daily and hourly
strive after and crave for ability from the

Source of all good, to be enabled to overcome
this weakness, which cannot be done in our
own strength. " This kind goeth not out but

by prayer and fasting."
" Behold how good and how pleasant it is

for brethren to dwell together in unity, it is

like the precious ointment upon the head, that

ran down upon the beard, even Aaron's beard,

that went down to the skirts of his garment,
as the dew of Hermon, and as the dew that

descended upon the mountains of Zion; for

there the Lord commanded the blessing, even
life forever more."

If it is our desire thus to dwell with our

brethren and sisters we shall feel restrained

from saying anything to the injury of another,

and all differences and hard feelings will bo

eradicated, and we shall experience that pre-

cious love that is queried after, to flow as from
vessel to vessel.

" We know that we have passed from death
unto life, because we love the brethren.

'

The wide departures among our members
from that Christian simplicity which was ex-

emplified by Him who wore the seamless gar-

ment and spoke the plain language, is cause

of deep mourning. Then dear friends, let our
adorning " not be that outward adorning of

plaiting the hair, and wearing of gold, or put-

ting on of apparel, but let it be the hidden
man of the heart in that which is not cor-

ruptible, even the ornament of a meek and
quiet spirit, which is, in the sight of God, of

great price."

Indulgence in reading the light and ficti-

tious productions of the press was discouraged
as being prejudicial to a growth in the truth

;

it having a tendency to destroy a relish for

books of a religious character. We desire that

Friends everywhere within our limits, and
especially parents, be very careful in their

choice of reading, and avail themselves of the

opportunity of obtaining Friends' books from
members of our book committee, who hold
them for sale or gratuitous distribution, that

their children may be furnished with reading
that is elevating in its tendency, and condu-
cive to a sound mind. And of all reading, let

the Holy Scriptures be first. Friends are en
couraged to collect their families daily, and
read a portion of them, with the mind turned

inward to Him who gave them forth, with
desires to be instructed and enabled to under-

stand the sacred truths there recorded.

Attending places of diversion is another
cause of concern to many minds, this having
much the same effect upon the mind as light

and fictitious reading; lessening our interest

in society, and creating a disrelish for attend-

ing meetings for divine worship. Wo affec-

tionately recommend all who incline to in-

dulge in this way seriously to consider the

effect such places have upon the mind. Fairs,

shows, and many kinds of exhibitions are not
suitable for Friends to attend. And partici-

pating in the exciting spirit and parade of the
political campaigns we also desire to discour-

age. "Israel must dwell alono," is much
what is required of us as a people. " Ephraim,
he hath mixed himself among the people,

strangers have devoured his strength and he
knoweth it not."

A belief in a true, living, and free gospel
ministry, neither taught by man nor learned
from books or men, but emanating imme-
diately from our great and adorable Head,
has ever characterized our i-eligious Society.

With our minds turned to the Source and
Fountain of all good, we shall bo preserved
from wandering thoughts, and in-itrueted by
the Minister of ministers, and from time to

time fed with a little portion of that living

bread that cometh down from God ; and be-

ing thus strengthened together wiih might
by His spirit in the inner man, witness the
promise to be verified, " Thy children shall

all be taught of the Lord, and great shall be
the peace of thy children." VVe shall then
have no desire to attend those places of wor-
ship where a hireling ministry is maintained,
or a ministry that may be exercised in the
will and wisdom of man, or in the activity of

the human will.

May all our dear friends every where, be
renewedly concerned so to walk with circum-
spection and lowliness of mind, in meekness
and fear, as to adorn the doctrine of God our
Saviour. " Finally brethren, larewell. Be
perfect, be of good comfort, be of one mind,
live in peace, and the God of love and peace
shall be with you."
The following is the concluding minute :

" Under a renewed sense of the continued
regard of our Heavenly Father, this meeting
having brought its business to a close, solemn-
ly concludes to meet again, at the same time
and place, next year, if permitted so to do.

Wilson Hall, Clerk"

We have received from the clerk of Kan-
sas Yearly Meeting a printed copy of a minute
of advice to its subordinate meetings and
members, which was written as a summary of

the exercises expressed while the state of

Society was under consideration, in review-

ing the answers to the Queries. The letter

accompanying it refers to the " diversities of

sentiment" existing among the members of
that Yearly Meeting ;

and adds, that thus far
" nothing has occurred to mar our harmonious
working together in peace and love." The
minute itself is of considerable length—wa
extract the following passages from it, rela-

tive to worship and ministry.
" The subject of public worship is of pe-

culiarl}' great importance to a people who
hold that it may be performed without any
outward or vocal ministrations under the im-
mediate influence of the Holy Spirit, in full

faith in the High Priesthood and mediation
of the Lord Jesus, who has opened a way into

the sanctuary for the humblest and poorest

of his children, who, without human instru-

mentality, may enter into the presence of the

Most High, and in such access may find par-

don, peace, comfort, help, strength, or any
other need. It is important that we should

hold fast this testimony, both for our own
safety and help and for its leavening influence

upon the views and practices of our Christian

brethren of other denominations."
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the entire body. This was snccesafiilly carried <t.

Red Glond was deposed as chief of the Sioux natji,

and Spotted Tail was formally installed in his stea( ^
the authority of President Grant. General Terry

;

.

sued a similar course with those at the Standing Tiy

agency. About 600 horses were captured at the hi ir

agency, but only about two hundred stand of arms ci 4
be found, the Indians, who had a day's warning, lia\

concealed most of their guns and rifles.

The number of army and navy pensioners on the ||

6th mo. 30th last was 234,821, or 2,684 less than

one year previously. There are still 15,875 survi' Is

of the war of 1812, who continue to draw pensions.
[

There were 424 deaths in New York city last w.

and 323 in Philadelphia.

During the six days ending on the 28th ult., tlie

ternational Exhibition was visited by 566,687 per-

who paid for admission. The largest number in .

one day was 122,719, and the smallest was 73,911.

The depth of the Mississippi was recently carefi

measured by engineers at New Madrid. They fu

the channel was one hundred and eight feet deep o^

site Main street, New Madrid, and from that puii

decreased to a uniform depth of eighty feet as far dc

as the measurement was mide.
The gold fields of Northern Georgia are not entii 1

exhausted. According to the Atlanta Constitutio

$30,000 to $50,000 in gold reaches that city every mo
|

together with considerable quantities of silver.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotati

10:h mo. 30th last. New Fori.—American gold, IC

Superfine flour, f4.50 a $4.85; State extra, $5,3
$5.55; finer brands, $6 a $8.75. Extra white wit

wheat, $1.37; fair white State, $1.33; amber win
Michigan, $1.35; No. 2 Milwaukie spring, $1
White and yellow corn, 59 a 61 cts. ; mixed, 59
State oats, 45 a 49 cts. Lard, $9.80. Philadelphu
Cotton, lljalljcts. for middling uplands and f
Orleans. Flour, *4 a $8.50. Pennsylvania red wh^
$1.27 a $1.30; amber, $1.33 a $1.36; white, $1.3

$1.38. Penna. rye, 75 cts. ; Southern, 70 a 71 cts. 'i

low corn, 58 cts. Oats, 31 a 50 cts., the latter for

hite. New York fancy cheese, 13| a 14 cts.; I

western 12i a 13 cts. About 3600 beef cattle sold at

6\ cts. per lb. gross for extra; 4| a 5J cts. for fail

)od, and 3 a 4j cts. for common. Sheep, 4J a 5|
per lb. gross. Keceipts 12,000 head. Hogs, $8.2;

$8.75 per 100 lb. net. Receipts 5000 head. Sattim
No. 2 western red wheat, $1.29 a $1.30; Maryh

red, $1.28 a $1.35 ; amber, $1.38 a $1.40. White'cc
55 a 58 cts.

;
yellow, 53 a 57 cts. Southern oats, 38 c

western, 34 a 36 cts. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wh(
$1.10; No. 3 do., 97 cts. a $1. Oats, 32| cts. E
60J cts. Barley, 81 cts. Lard, 9 6-10 cts. SL. Louis-.

No. 2 red fall wheat, *1.21; No. 3 do., $1.12|. Nt
mixed corn, 40| cts. Oats, 31 cts.

" There is danger in the conflict of opinion

and thought and feeling of the present day
lest we bo tempted to undervalue those silent,

unseen influences of the Divine Spirit, so far

as to conclude that there can be no congrega-

tional wor.ship where there are no vocal ut-

terances, and especially that the unconverted
cannot receive any benefit without such

utterances. It is well for us to remember
that the resources of God are infinite and the

processes by which both in nature and in

grace, He works out the greatest results, are

often such as no man can fathom—hidden, un-

seen, silent." " He actually does influence for

good, when there is a real exorcise of soul to

give ourselves up to His ministrations—to

draw nearer to him in filial confidence and
real faith througii Christ our sacrifice and
]M'opitiation. But this requires effort on our
part. George Fo.x exhorts, ' War against

that Philistine who would stop up your wells

and springs.' We must watch against earthly
desires and imaginations and pray for help

to silence the suggestions of the carnal mind.
If we do this each will be enabled to take his

place as a priest in God's house, to offer

spiritual sacrifice, acceptable to God through
Jesus Christ. George Fox says again, 'If

thou art a priest, thou wilt have somewhat to

ofl:'er—else thou art no priest.' Words of
prayer and thanksgiving, the fruit of the lips,

will often rise out of the fulness of the heart,

and under the fresh anointing, the mouth
will speak as influenced thereto, in exhorta-
tion, warning, comfort or teaching, to the
help of those assembled. But there are other
acceptable offerings besides those that are
vocal. It does not follow because all are
priests that therefore all must speak. In
silent brokonness of heart, in contrition of
spirit, in prostration of soul, in quiet and holy
meditation, in secret prayer for ourselves and
others, and in many other ways, true oft'erings

are made to that unseen but real Presence,
and even tho unconverted soul may secretly
cry for mercy.
"Bat whilst we are earnestly concerned to

commend our testimony to the practicability
and value of silent worship, to tho common
priesthood of believers, and to the open door
of access which God has opened to him.self
through Christ for even the humWest and
poorest of men, yet we have no disposition to
undervalue a truly anointed ministry." "In
testifying against the unwarranted and per-
nicious assumption that human learning and
human ordination are sufficient to constitute
Christian ministry, we would not lose sight
of that ordination of Faith in which the Holy
(ihost sets apart whom Ho will, for the work
whereunto He has called them and by which
lie is still pleased to give apostles and pro-
]ihets, evangelists, pastors and teachers, for the
work of the ministry, for the perfecting of
the saints, and for the edilying of tho body."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoHEKJN.—The British Arctic expedition, consisting

of the naval steamers Alert and Discovery, under Capt.
Nares, has relumed to Kngland after an absence of
seventeen months with the loss of only one man. The
highest latitude rea('hed was 83 degrees 20 minutes,
northward of which no land was visible, but further
progress toward the North Pole was found to be im-
practicable. During the sledge journey the ice was so
rugged that it was only possible to advance one mile a
day during the winter. Excellent coal was found near
the place where the Discovery wintered. The expedi-

tion experienced extreme cold, the temperature being

59 deg. below zero for two weeks and falling once to 72

deg. Peterson the interpreter was badly frozen and
died in forty days after both his feet had been ampu
tated.

The master cotton spinners of north and north-eastern

Lancashire, Eng., in a meeting at Manchester, agreed

to urge all the masters to enforce a general lock-out, as

they consider the terms of the resolutions adopted by
the'operatives unsatisfactory.

The number of native Christians in British India is

now 266,391, against 224,258 four years ago.

In a dispatch to the Admiralty Capt. Nares expresses

his belief that the Polar Sea is never navigable. The
ordinary ice averages eighty feet in thickness. Esqui-
maux traces cease on the west shore in lat. 82 deg. 52
minutes whence they cross to Greenland. Animal life

and the northerly migration of birds ends before this

latitude is reached.

The total number of Irish proprietors is 19,288 re-

presenting a valuation of £10,182,681. One hundred
and ten persons hold one-fifth of the soil. Ulster has

5767 proprietors ; Leinster, 5350 ; Munster, 5691 ; Con-
naugh, 2480. Only 1443 proprietors are returned as

rarely or never resident in Ireland.

The Servian government in consequence of recent
defeats and disaflfection in the army, has again asked
for the interference of the powers in favor of peace. It

is reported in Berlin that Turkey is endeavoring to

treat directly with Servia.

The London Standard's Belgrade dispatch reports

that the Servians are enduring fearful privations. On
the 15th six hundred wounded men were lying at inns
and cafes which were u.sed as hospitals. Half of these
men it was thought had wounded themselves in order
to procure their discharge. Other dispatches assert

that the number of Russians in the Servian ar.ny is by
no means so large as has been represented, the Servian
oflicials having wilfully exaggerated the arrivals from
Russia in order to intimidate the Turks. It is said that

not more than 10,000 Russian.s altogether have entered
the Servian ranks. Many of the Servians have, it is

.alleged, a great dread of fighting, and can only be kept
in the ranks by the bayonets of their Russian allies.

Prince Milan has assumed command of the Servian
forces. General TchernayeflT, who is disabled by a fall

from his hor.se, telegraphed to Prince Milan to come
and prevent the army from crumbling entirely to

pieces. By recent battles with the Turks, the Servian
army has been cut in two and completely demoralized.
At the election of the Prussian Chamber of Deputies

last week, the National Liberals elected 177 members
;

Conservatives 70, all other parties 186. The political

attitude of the Legislature is not materially changed.
The Madrid Official Gazette publishes a circular

Iriclly limiting non-conformist worship to the interior
of chapels and cemeteries.

The Spanish Foreign Minister propnse^ the conclu-
sion of an extradition treaty with the United States.

The circular just issued regulating non-conformist
worship is especially strict in its provisions regarding
Protestant schools. It pre.scribes that such schools shall
remain subject to the direct interference of the govern-
ment, and that the school-masters must be Spaniards,
with the proper academical degrees.
About 1,800 Icelanders have emigrated to Manitoba.
A severe cyclone passed over the States of Central

America on the 3d and 4th of Tenth mo. The town of
Managua in Nicarauga was inundated, and many hun-
dreds of houses were blown down. The coSee crop was
seriously damaged, and there was great destruction of
property in various respect.s. The total loss is com-
puted by millions.

The Pope having desired to divide the Archbishopric
of Lyons, France, into two dioceses, the French govern-
ment has issued a decree forbidding such division un-
less its assent is first obtained.
The session of the French Chamber was opened on

the .'JOih ult. There was no speech by President Mac-
Mahon. The Chamber of Deputies adjourned \intil

the Mil inst. and the Senate until the 6th.
Unitkii States.—The Commission to tre.at with the

Sioux Indians have accomplished their task, and report
that the result has been satisfactory and successful.
They held councils at all the agencies on the upper

and the treaty w.as signed by the head chiefs
of all the different bands. The section proposing to _ _

move the Sioux to the Indian Territory was struck out
at the request of the Indians, who assented to all the
other propositions.

It has been suspected that the Indians at the Red
:)U<1 Agency were many of them disposed to aid the

hostile bands, and the United States troops under Gen.
Mcrrilt were therefore directed to surprise and disarm

NOTICE.
A Stated Meeting of the " F'emale Society of Phi

delphia for the Relief and Employment of the Poo
'11 be held at the House of Industry 112 N. Sevei

street, on Seventh-day, 11th mo. 4lh, at 12 o'clock.

WANTED
A teacher for a family school. Address Jesse

Garrett, Willistown Inn P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

A young woman Friend desires a situation as teacl

a small family school. For information addr
S. A. II., 302 Arch St., Phila.

FRIEND.S' ASYLU.v! FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PlUladelphi
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wori
NOTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo.ard
Managers.

Died, at Concord, Belmont Co., Ohio, on the 26th
First mo. 1876, Maky Bracken, widow of the h
Caleb Bracken, in the 69th year of her age.

, suddenly, on the evening of the 2illli it

his residence in Rancocas, N. Jersey, James Hilyab
in the 74th year of his age, an esteemed member at

elder of Rincocas Preparative aud Burlington Month
Meeting. „_„

WILLIAM H. PILErPRINTERi'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The life of John Hooper, Bishop of Gloucester.

The following narrative is condensed from
fox's Book of Martyrs, and from a book en-

itled " Bishops and Clergy of other days"

—

rritten by J. C. Ryle, a clergyman of the
Jhurch of England. His object in writing
he biography was, to show that the life and
pinions of this eminent reformer and mar-
yr give no countenance to that remarkable
rowth of modern ritualism in the Church of
Ingland, which is leading so many of its

Members back into the errors and practices

rhich were rejected by the early reformers,

"he character and history of Hooper himself
seemed to the writer of sufficient interest

warrant the placing of an outline thereof

n the columns of "The Friend."

He was born in 1495 when Henry the

ieventh sat on the English throne, lived

hrough the reigns of Henry the Eighth and
Mward the Sixth, and was burned in 1555,

nder the rule of Queen Mary.
He was educated at Oxford College, where

le took his degree in 1518, at the age of 23.

But little is known of the twentj'one years
f his life which followed this event, except
.hat during this period he relinquished his

ittachment to the peculiar doctrines of the

ttoman Catholic religion in which he had been
iducated. He says, in a letter to Bullinger,

he Swiss Reformer, that " when he was a

ourtier, and living too much of a court life

n the palace of the king," he met with cer-

;ain writings of Zwingle, and certain oommen-
aries of Bullinger on St. Paul's Epistles, and
hat to the study of these books, he owed his

deliverance from papacy.
In 1539 he was obliged to leave Oxford in

3on8equence of his known attachment to the

[)rinciple8 of the Reformation, and for a short

time acted as steward and chaplain in the

household of Sir Thomas Arundel. Not liking

his opinions, his master sent him to Bishop
Gardener with a private letter, in which he re-

quested him to "do his chaplain some good."
Gardener, however, after four or five days
conference, could make nothing of the sturdy
Reformer. The end of the matter was (says

Fox), "that he sent Sir Thomas bis servant

again, right well commending his learnin

and wit, but bearing in his heart a grudge
against Master Hooper." This grudge, un-

happily, was not forgotten, and bore bitter

fruit after many days.

The connection betvveen Hooper and Sir

Thomas Arundel did not last long after this.

Finding his life was not safe in England, he
withdrew to the Continent, like many of the
good men of the day.

In 1547 Henry the Eighth died, and Ed-
ward the Sixth ascended the throne. He was
in full accord with the Reformers in their

views, and gave them the ecclesiastical con-

trol of the church. Hooper soon felt it his

duty to return to England and assist in carry-

ing the Reformation forward. His parting
with his friends at Zurich, where he was then
residing, was somewhat remarkable. They
told him they fully expected that he would
rise to a high position in his native land ; they
hoped he would not forget his old friends;

they begged him to write to them sometimes.
In repl}', Hooper assured them that he should

never forget their many kindnesses
;
promised

to write to them from time to time ; and con-

luded with the following memorable words;
The last news of all. Master Bullinger, I

shall not be able to write. For there, where
I shall take, most pains, there shall ye hoar of

me to be burnt to ashes. This shall be the

last news, which I shall not be able to write

to j'ou. But j'ou shall hear it of me."
Soon after his arrival in London, he was

appointed chaplain to the Protector, the Duke
of Somerset. He devoted himself to the work
of teaching, and generally preached twice a
day, and this with such marked acceptance,

that the houses for worship could not contain

the crowds that flocked to hear him. Fox,
the Martyrologist saj^s of him :

" In his doc-

trine he was earnest, in tongue eloquent, in

the Scriptures perfect, in pain indefatigable.

His life was so pure and good, that no breath

of slander could fasten any fault upon him.

He was of body strong, his health whole and
sound, his wit very pregnant, his invincible

patience able to sustain whatever sinister for-

tune and adversity could do. He was con
stant of judgment, spare of diet, sparer of

words, and sparest of time. In housekeeping
he was very liberal, and sometimes more free

than his living would extend unto. Briefly,

of all those virtues and qualities required of

St. Paul in a good bishop, in his Epistle to

Timothy, I know not one that was lacking in

Master Hooper."
Within a year of his landing in England,

he was nominated to fill the vacant bishopric

of Gloucester. His tenderness of conscience

here led to an unexpected difficulty. He re-

fused to take the oath and wear the episcopal

vestments, which were usually taken and
worn by bishops at their consecration. The
oath he regarded as unscriptural because it

referred to the saints as well as God ; and the

vestments he looked upon as remnants of

Popery, which should be clear put away.
Nearly a _year elapsed before this difficulty

was settled, and for a time the Privy Council

actually committed him to the Fleet Prison,

for his persistent refusal! Finally, for peace

sake. Hooper consented to wear the vestments
on certain public occasions ; and the objection-

able words in the ajjiscopal oath were struck
out by the king's own hand. Though in this

matter he had been brought into collision

with Cramer and Ridley, who differed from
him in the points at issue

;
yet this difference

does not seem to have caused any permanent
alienation between these men, who afterwards
suffered death for their adherence to a com-
mon faith. This is shown bj' a letter to

Hooper written by Ridle}^ when in prison in

Queen Mary's reign, in which he says: "My
dear brother, we thoroughly agree and wholly
consent together in those things which are

the grounds and substantial points of our re-

ligion, against which the world so furiously

rageth in these days. In time past, by cer-

tain by-mitters and circumstances of religion,

your wisdom and my simplicity hath a little

jarred, each of us following the abundance of

his own sense and judgment. But now I say,

be you assured, that with my whole heart,

God is my witness, I love you in the truth,

and for the truth's sake."

After his consecration as Bishop in 1551,

he began at once to preach throughout his

diocese with such diligence as to cause fears

about his health. His wife wrote in the fol-

lowing month to his friend Bullinger, "I en-

treat you to recommend Master Hooper to be

moderate in his labors. He preaches four or

at least three times every day, and I am afraid

lest these over abundant exertions should

cause a premature decay." The deplorable

state of ignorance in which a large part of

the people of England were at that time, as

to religious as well as literary knowledge,
no doubt stimulated the zealous bishop to such

unusual exertions. The state of the clergy in

his own diocese will show this. Out of 311,

168 were unaMe to repeat the ten command-
ments; 31 of the 168 could not tell in what
part of the Scripture they were to be found

;

40 could not tell were the Lord's prayer was
written ; and 31 of the 40 were ignorant who
was the author of the Lord's prayer! The
low moral condition of many of the clergy in

the times preceding the Reformation, was
probal)ly still widely spread among them.

Hooper endeavored to stir them up to the

bettor performance of their duties, and ap-

pointed some of the better sort to watch over

their brethren—but his sense of the deficiency

existing is shown by a letter written to the

Secretary of State, in which he exclaims:

—

" Ah ! Mr. Secretary, if there were good men
in the Cathedral churches! God should then

have much more honor than He hath now,

the King's majesty more obedience, and the

poor people more knowledge. But the realm

wanteth light in the very churches where of

right it ought most to be." He concludes his

letter with these words: "God give us wis-

dom and strength wisely and strongly to

serve in our vocations. There is none eateth

their bread in the sweat of their face, but
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such as serve in public vocations. Yours, Mr.

Secretary, is wonderful, but mine passeth.

Now I perceive private labors be but play,

and private work but ease and quietness. God

be our help."

I will close my notice of this part of his

life, with another quotation from Fox—the

author of the book of martyrs. " Though he

bestowed and converted the most part of his

care upon the public flock and congregation

of Christ, for the which also he spent his

blood
;
yet nevertheless there lacked no pro-

vision in him, to bring up his own children

in learning and good manners ;
insomuch that

ye could not discern whether he deserved

more praise for his fatherly usage at home,

or for his Bishop-like doings abroad. For

everywhere he kept one religion in one uni-

form doctrine and integrity. So that if you

enter into the Bishop's palace, you would sup-

pose yourself to have entered into some church

or temple. In every corner thereof there was

some smell of virtue, good example, honest

conversation, and reading of Holy Scriptures.

There was not to be seen in his house any

courtly rioting or idleness: no pomp at all,

no dishonest word, no swearing could there

be heard!"
" As for the revenues of both his bishoprics,

[the diocese of Worcester had also been placed

under his care], although they did not greatly

cjiceed, as the matter was handled, yet if

anything surmounted thereof, he pursed noth-

ing, but bestowed it in hospitality. Twice I

was, as I remember, in his house in Worces-

ter, where, in his common hall, I saw a table

spread with good store of meat, and beset full

of beggars and poor folk. And I asking his

servants what this meant, they told me that

every day their lord and master's manner was
to have customably to dinner a certain num-
ber of the poor folk of the said city, by course,

who were served by four at a mess, with

whole and wholesome meats. And when they

were served (being before examined by him
or his deputies, of the Lord's Prayer, the

Articles of their faith, and the Ten Command-
ments) then he himself sat down to dinner,

and not before."

How to Cure a Bad Memory.—Your memory
is bad, perhaps; but I can tell you two secrets

that will cure the worst memory. One—to

read a subject when strongly interested. The
other is, to not only read, but think. When
you have read a paragraph, or a page, stop,

close the book, and try to remember the ideas

on that page ; and not only recall them vague-

ly in 3-our mind, but put them into words and
speak them out. Faithfully follow these two
rules, and you have the golden keys of know-
ledge. Be'sides inattentive reading, there are

iithi'r things injurious to memory. One is the

habit of skimming over newspapers, items of

news, smart remarks, bits of information,

political reflections, fashion notes—all in a

confused jumble, never to be thought of again

—thus diligently cultivating a habit of care-

less reading hard to break. Another is the

reading of trashy novels. Nothing is so fatal

to reading with profit as the habit of running

through story after story, and forgetting

them as soon as read. I know a gray-haired

woman—a life-long lover of books—wliosadly

declares that her mind has been ruined by

such reading.

A help to memory is ropotilion. Nothing

is so certain to keep your French fresh and
ready for use as to have always on hand an

interesting story in that language, to take up
for ten minutes every day. In that case you
will not ' forget your French" with the ma-
jority of j'our schoolmates.

—

St. Nicholas.

Letter of John Barclay.

[The following instructive and encouraging

letter is inserted at the request of an esteemed
correspondent.]

Croydon, 5th of First month, 1835.

Thy communication of the 6th ult. was very

welcome and refreshing to us. O ! how re-

markable are the ways of omnipotent Wis-

dom, infinite love! As Penington somewhere
says,—if its outgoings are stopped in one di-

rection, it will break out with proportionate

beauty and force in another. O ! what can

the enemy do, to hinder the glorious arising

and irresistible spread of the gospel of Truth

aud salvation? He may vaunt and do great

things for awhile, such as may, if it were pos-

sible, delude and carry away the very elect;

and all the world may wonder at the beast

;

but the Lamb and his followers must and shall

have the victory ; and the kingdom and do-

minion are given to the saints, even the tribu-

lated witnesses and partakers of that power
and faith of Jesus Christ, against which the

gates of hell itself shall never be able to pre-

vail. Though it would be very pleasant to be

personally near to thee, and to the numerous
company whom thou and I have seen coming
forth of the barren wilderness of professions

into the green pastures of life, and into the

quiet habftation where none can make afraid,

^yet it seems as if my right allotment for the

present might be far otherwise ; and with that

and everj' condition, I am desirous to be well

content, in the hope and assurance, that while

in this state of resignation, nothing can be

better for me, and all things shall turn to my
good, and tend to His honor, who is all wor-

thy for ever.

It seems indeed as if the Lord was muster-

ing his host for the battle,— his little remnant,

whom he ever delights to hide in the hollow

of his hand, while they are singly given up
to serve him in true-heartedness: sometimes
also he signally commands delivei-ances for

them, though the enemy may seem to be com-

ing in as a flood, and ready to devour all be-

fore him. But what, as thou writest, shall we
say to these things ? Is there not occasion for

us, through all that we meet with here, in

every thing to rejoice and to give thanks.
" The Lord liveth, and blessed be our Eock ;"

" because He liveth," whose mercies ai-e so

renewed to us, do we ' live also' from day to

day, and have at times a precious degree of

hope given to us, that we shall outlive all that

can happen to us here, and bo safely landed

in the end, where joy and peace abound for

evermore. O ! then, may we each in our
allotment of labor, suffering, or rejoicing, fill

uj) our measure ; and work with a good heart,

while it is day,—while we see the way open
before us,—in full assurance of faith and love

;

turning neither to the right hand nor to the

left, and endeavoring (for we cannot always
succeed herein,) to keep the unity of the Spirit

in the bond of sound and true peace. I re-

joice in every opening and appeai'ance of good
among any people; but I cannot rejoice in

finding a falling short of that, in which divine

irracc would establish all who know its teach-

ings. Some of us seem to be made more u
'^

of^in the way of inviting, attracting, graft iij

and gathering—others in proving, confirmin
'

settling and furthering those, who are brougll

into the fold or planted in the enclosure,

long that none of the laborers, among yi

more particularly, may interfere in their ow

will and wisdom with the services of ollici

that our comfort in the Lord, and one in a

other, may not be marred. May we all I

builded together, and seek also to build up "i

another, in the main thing—our holy I'aitli

which stands in power, in truth, in love,

peace, and in the abasement of the creatur

O! may this ble.ssed work, with you and every

whore else, go forward, notwithstanding a

opposition or misgivings; and may all tha

would let, with every weight, be laid aside

and removed out of the way, saith my soul

!

Whatever may be the good pleasure of Hiir

who raised us up by the breath of his wore

with regard to our undisturbed enjoyment o

those sweet privileges of fellowship together

as a visibly distinct bodj*. of which we hav
so long and so unworthily partaken,

—

'

more and more clear to me, that the faithful

and those that humble themselves in the i

before Him, will never be utterly forsaken o

forgotten ; that these will never bo altogeth

disappointed of their confidence, though the]

have the bread of affliction and water of ad

versify administered for a long season and i

large measure:—the Lord will still have
people peculiarly formed for Himself, whi

shall purely show forth his praise, and be

ablcd to lift up His standard to the nations

Those who love our Lord Jesus Christ in veri

truth, not feignedly, and who in proof there

of are given up to follow him in the regene

ration and daily cross, I trust will not be per'

mitted to be moved by afflictions, nor carriec

away by delusions, nor exalted by abundanci

of revelations, nor turned aside by the busi

ness or the pleasures, the cares or the richei

of this life, or by love of other things
;

bui

these are concerned to lie low before the Lord
and to be crucified with Christ ; that so thej

may say in truth, " I live, yet not I, but Christ

liveth" and moveth and reigneth "in me."

_____^ J. ]

The Kentucky Shower of Flesh.

At last we have a proper explanation oi

this much talked of phenomenon. L. Brandeis

writes to the Sinatarian, {>r 5th month :

" In 1537, while Paracelsus was engaged in

the production of his 'elixir of life,' he came
across a very strange looking vegetable mass,-

to which he gave the name of ' Nostoc'
"The want of rapid transportation, com-

bined with the perishable nature of the sub-

stances fallen, have hitherto prevented a'

complete and exhaustive examination. The<j

specimens of the ' Kentucky shower,' however,-

reached this citj^ well-preserved in glycerine,
|

and it has been comparatively eas^' to iden-'

tify the substance and to fix its status. The
'Kentucky wonder' is nothing more or less

than the ' Nostoc' of the old alchemist. The
Nostoc belongs to the confervte ; it consists

of translucent, gelatinous bodies, joined to-

gether bj' thread like tubes or seed- bearers.

There are about fifty species of this 'singular

plant classified
;
two or three kinds have even

been found in a fossil state. Like other con-

ferv.T), the Nostoc propagates by self division

as well as by seeds or spores. When theso

spores work their way out of the gelatinous
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nvelope they may be wafted by the wiDdsl]M-ofitablo pursuits, in seeking after worldly

lere and there, and they may be carried _
listanees.

"Wherever they may fall, and find con-

renial soil, namely, dampness or recent rain,

|,he}' will thrive and spread very rapidly, and

nany cases are recorded where they have

fovered miles of ground, in a very few hours,

vith long strings of Nostoc.

"On account of this rapidity of growth,

people almost everywhere faithfully believe

he Nostoc to fall from the clouds, and ascribe

^o it many mysterious virtues. The plant is

lot confined to any special locality or to any
[ilimate ; sown by the whirlwind, carried by

j
current of air, in need of moisture only for

existence and support, it thrives everywhere,

[cebergs afloat in mid-ocean have been found

jovered with it. In New Zealand it is found

n large masses of quaking jelly, several feet

n circumference, and covering miles of damp
loil

;
and in our own country it may be found

n dump woods, on meadows, and on marshy
)r even gravellj' bottoms.

I

"All the Nostocs arc composed of a semi-

jquid cellulose and vegetable proteine. The
idible Nostoc is highly valued in China,

vhere it forms an essential ingredient of the

idible bird-nest soup. The flesh that was
.apposed to have fallen from the clouds in

Kentucky is the flesh-colored Nostoc (JV. car-

leum of the botanist ;) the flavor of it ap-

proaches frog or spring chicken legs, and it is

rreedilj' devoured by almost all domestic ani-

^nals.

" Such supposed ' showers' are not rare, and
ire entirely in harmony with natural laws.

.n the East Indies the same Nostoc is used

IS an application in ulcers and scrofulous dis-

sase, while every nation in the East considers

t nourishing and palatable, and uses it even
for food when dried by sun heat."

From '' Pioty Promoted.

"

'

John Eliot.

John Eliot was born in London, the second
pf the Twelfth month (old style) 1734-5, of

.larents who were members of our Society'.

Both of them dying in his early minority, he

3ame under the guardianship of his paternal

grandfather, who being engaged in foreign

pommcrce, and designing his grandson for

that line of life, took care for his instruction in

appropriate branches of learning, particularly

in the knowledge of diff'erent languages; and
it a suitable age placed him in a mercantile

counting house. Amidst these facilities for

his introduction into business, the far more
important advantages of a guarded education,

aomporling with our religious profession, was
unattended to. The family in which he was
placed were not of our Society; and the ex-

ample of his associates and connections was,

with very little exception, such as tended to

lead away from our self-denying principles,

ihus situated, he freely indulged his inclina-

tions in respect to dress, and to the customary
forms of deportment.

I But soon after he arrived at manhood, at a

time when his prospects in life were flatter-

ing, and when almost all outward circum-
stances concurred to immerse his mind still

further in the spirit of the world, it pleased

the gracious Author of his being to extend, in

infi nite mercy, a powerful visitation to his

3oul. lie was favored with a sense of his un-

regenerate state—to see, and deeply to lament.

wisdom and acquirements, while the true w
doni which comes from God, and begins with
his fear, had been neglected. He saw the
emptiness of all worldly possessions and en-

joyments, incapable as they are of affording

lasting happiness to the human mind, and the

comparative unimportance of every pursuit,

which has not for its object the glory of the

great Creator, and the welfare of the immor-
tal soul. It then became his concern to de-

cline many of his former practices, to seek
retirement, and to be frequent in the attend-

ance of meetings for worship. Being ad-

vanced thus far, in obedience to the impres-
ons of duty, he felt (to use his own words)

an inward persuasion to take up the cross

openly to the world. This he for some time
withstood, trying many things with the hope
of finding peace, but in vain ; until at length,

after having been brought into much distress

of mind, he received strength to enter into

that way of delf-denial, with respect to Ian

guage, habit, and deportment, which our
principles point out, and which he afterwards
often believed it right to recommend to others.

Not long after this observable change, which
took place in the year 1757, he yielded to a
belief that it was required of him to bear a

public testimony to the efficacy of that Divine
Grace of which he had himself experienced
the gradual and salutary operations. But,

before this, he was not wanting in earnest en

deavors with some of his associates and con^

nexions, to pursuade them to adopt the same
choice that he had made. In one quarter
and that to him a peculiarly interesting one
the eftect of his example and of his counsel

was early apparent. An onl}' and beloved sis

ter, rather younger than himself, had soon to

acknowledge him as instrumental in strength

ening her j)reviously visited mind to enter

upon the path of Christian obedience ; which
she pursued with much steadiness during the

remainder of a short but useful life.

Within a few years after his first appear-

ance as a minister, he performed some visits

in that capacity, chiefly in the southern part

of England. In 1770, in company with several

other Friends under appointment of the Year-

ly Meeting, he visited the then remaining pro-

fessors with us in Holland. In 1788, he was
engaged in further service on the continent.

In general his services as a minister were
confined to his own and some neighboring
meetings, and were not frequent. His ex-

pressions, when so engaged, were mostly few
and simple ; the language, at times, of conso-

lation to the afflicted ; at others, of tender
entreaty to the lukewarm and indifl^erent,

exciting to the love and fear of God; whilst

to the diffident and humble mind, his com-
munications were often truly encouraging.

In the exercise of private admonition he was
diligent, and he was anxious that, in cases of

departure from our religious principles, or of

a deviation from moral rectitude, this office of

love should be seasonably performed. H
was a humble man, of a meek and quiet spiril

The tenor of his conduct with regard to the

things of this life, showed the influence of re

ligious principle. Alive to the need of guard-

ing against a desire after the accumulation of

wealth, he was not solicitous to increase his

paternal inheritance. He entertained his

friends with kindness and hospitality; and
hat much of his time had been spent in un-'was at the same time a good example of that

simplicity in a domestic establishment which,
becomes the self-denying followers of our
blessed Lord. He also forcibly felt the obli-

gation of making a right use of that portion
of outward substance with which he was in-

trusted. Acting under this impression he was
one "ready to distribute;" and thus to many
poor persons, as well as to others in reduced
or straitened circumstances, he was a kind
and unostentatious, and he endeavored to be

a discriminating benefactor.

It is probably not unfrequent in the allwise

dispensations of Providence, that those who
may seem to meet with few adverse occur-

rences, experience some of the deepest inward
•probations. Of such this Friend had, accord-
ing to the observation of those who knew him
best, a large share. Various were the exer-

cises of mind which he underwent, and amidst
which he had often to pass as through solitary

places
;
yet he could at times derive encourage-

ment from the belief that such seasons of con-

flict and privation were the means of his

furtherance in the Christian course. Hence,
too, he was well qualified to feel for those who
were brought low from inward conflict of

spirit. Of these exercises or trials some had
reference to the consistent support of the tes-

timonies, which, from its origin, our Society

has believed itself called upon to bear. Faith-

fully to uphold them in his own practice with
Christian meekness, was his sincerely con-

scientious concern; and many are the proofs,

as regards his conduct in life, that might be

given of the prevalence with him, of religious

scruple over considerations of convenience,
ease, and secular interest.

About a year before his decease, a close trial

was permitted to befall him, in the removal
by death, of his endeared wife, who had been

a truly helpful companion for a period of al-

most fifty years. His own health, too, was
infirm ; and he was frequently in much pain,

which he bore with patience. He had a pro-

spect of his departure as near, and it appeared
that the view was to him a consoling one,

yet accompanied with very humble thoughts
concerning himself, as might be gathered from
various sentences that he dropped. A week
or two before his last illness, in speaking to

a friend, he emphatically said, " Mercy I want,

and mercy I have." His illness, which in-

duced a great and rapid decay of strength,

was short, and he had little on his mind then

to express, but desired his son and daughter
who were attending upon him, to pray that

he might have an easy passage ; and after-

wards, on one of them expressing a concern
for his great bodily weakness, he replied, '• It

is as the Lord pleaseth."

This "dear and valued Friend," to adopt
the expressions used by the members of his

own Monthly Meeting, very tranquilly de-

parted this life on the 9th of the First month,
1813, at his house in Bartholomew-close, Lon-
don. He had nearly attained the age of

seventy-eight years, and had been a minister

about fiftj'-three years.

Be kind to old people. Age whitening for

the tomb is a worthj^ object of reverence. The
old linger sadly with the young, and the young
should bestow upon them the tenderest affec-

tion and care to diminish the chill of ebbing
life. Be kind to those in the autumn of life,

for you know not what suffering they have
endured nor what may yet be their portion.
—Ledger.
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Japanese Vegetable Wax.—The substance

known in the trade as vegetable wax is grown
or manufactured in the southern part of Japan,

and from there it is largely exported to Eng-

land. The principal difference from beeswax

is the smell when burning, the vegetable emit-

ting a strong tallowy odor that is very dis-

agreeable. Otherwise the two seem very near-

ly identical, except that the vegetable produc-

tion has a higher melting point, and on this

account seems to be more valuable than bees-

wax, which, on account of its low melting

point, is too soft for many purposes in the arts.

The wax is obtained from the berry of the wax
tree, which ripens about October. The fruit

is first thrown into a large vessel, where the-

husk is separated from the kernel by a maul.

This done, the nut—being very hard—under

goes the steaming process, which softens it and

causes the oilj- part to flow more readily. It

is then submitted to a heavy pressure for

squeezing out the oil from the pulp. Tanks
placed near by collect the fluid and allow it to

harden into a bluish green mass. In this state

it is unfit for export, but it is adapted for the

manufacture of candles and a few coarse uses.

The Bulletin gives the following account of the

method of refining : "After being boiled with

an alkali until a perfectly fluid state is reached,

it is run off into a large vessel containing water

;

the pure wax floats and is taken off to be bleach-

ed b^' exposure to the sun for a couple of weeks,

the effect of which is to reduce it to a dirty

white crumbling substance, having a strong

eniell of tallow. Both the latter processes are

repeated (with the exception of using an alkali)

to render the wax still more refined, the result

being an almost crystalline formation. It is

then again remelted to reduce it to a compact
mass, when it is ready for the exporter."—
Jjedger.

Spui-geon tells the following story of a poor
man, who had a large family, and gave them
a very comfortable support while he was in

health. He broke his leg, and was laid up
for some weeks. As he would be for some
lime destitute of the means of grace, it was
proposed to hold a prayer-meeting at his

house. The nifcting was led by Deacon
Brown. A loud knock at the door interrupt-

ed the service. A tall, lank, blue-frocked

youngster stood at the door, with an ox-goad
in his hand, and asked to see Deacon Brown.
" Father could not attend this meeting," he
said, " but he sent his praj'crs, and they are

out in the cart." They were brought in, in

the shape of potatoes, beef, pork and corn.

The meeting broke up without the benedic-

tion.

With the opening of the new academic year
of the German universities, the cry again
comes of the dearth of applications for the

theological departments. And this is the case

in the liberal faculty of Heidelberg as well as

the orthodox of the other schools. We be-

lieve there are now but nine at Heidelberg
And, to make the matter worse, according to

the testimony of the presidents of the gym-
nasia, it is the least talented students that

apply for admission to the department of the-

ology. An experienced teacher affirms that

in none of the theological departments num-
bering a hundred students will there be found
more than ten or twelve young men of real

talent. And this alarm'ng decrease of stu-

dents is not because of indifference on the

part of the teachers, for they have spared no

effort during the last few years to stem the

downward current of their fortunes. The
cause must be found in the worldly tendency

of the 3'oung men of the period, together with

the evil effects of the systematized attacks of

many German scientists on religious truths.

And we believe the cause to lie still deeper

and to be found largely in the " machine re-

ligion" of the State, which is simply an or-

ganism without a spirit.

—

Chris. Advocate.

EVENING SORROW.
I ,im mourning to-night, for a day that is gone,

That no future time can recall;

A prize beyond value, .so lately my own

—

But ah 1 I have squandered it all.

'Tia not that I've idled my time all away,
I've tried to be diligent still;

At the work that was needful I've labored to-day

With a cheerful and earnest goodwill.

I've been faithful to all that could claim me below.

But oh ! to our Father above,

Choked up with the weeds, very heavy and slow,

Has been the sweet current of love.

When I rose with the lark, in the ro.sy-hued morn

—

I forgot the Creator of light,

When I saw the dew gliltering the grass and the corn,

I forgot who had given me sight.

And all through the day, I've accepted the gifts,

That around me so plentiful fall.

But not with a heart that in gratitude lifts

All praise to the Giver of all.

And in my own heart, I have not stopped to hear

The voice that would warn me of ill
;

Neglected the Saviour, so graciously near,

And now, will He bear wilh me still ?

Forgive me, dear Saviour, in sorrow I pray.

And strengthen my heart with Thy love,

To love Thee, look to Thee, and walk in Thy way,

That leads to Thy presence above

!

For "The Friend."

History, Manners and Customs of the In-

dian Nations who once inhabited Pennsyl-

vania and the neighboring States, by John
Heckewelder. New and revised edition, with

an Introduction and Notes, by William C.

Reichel. Publication fund of the Historical

Society of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, 1876,

This valuable production, which was origi-

nally published in 1819, has long been out of

print, and its re-issue in this form, accompa
nied with some explanatorj^ notes, will no
doubt prove interesting and acceptable to

many readers; some of whom ma}^, perhaps,

be led by its perusal, to take a more dispas-

sionate and correct view of the character of

the aboriginal inhabitants of this country,

than that which has frequently been trans-

mitted to posterity by historians.

;\n introductory chapter by the editor,

gives an outline cf the life and labors of the

author who, as a Moravian missionary, spent

many years among the Delawares in different

localities in Pennsylvania and Ohio, chiefly

during the latter part of the hist century;

and who in the course of his sojourn among
them, acquired an intimate knowledge of their

language and customs. Among the observa-

tions which he has recorded, bearing upon
the general subject of the treatment of the

Indians by the whites, the following remarks
are made on the character of the whites as

viewed by the Indians, which may bo usefully

considered at the present day :

"It is true, they confess, that when they

first saw the whites, they took them for beings

—
I

of a superior kind. They did not know butl

that they had been sent to them from the

abode of the Great Spirit for some great and

important purpose. They therefore, welcom-

ed them, hoping to be made happier by their

company. It was not long, however, before

they discovered their mistake, having found

them an ungrateful, insatiable people, who,

though the Indians had given them as much
land as was necessary to raise provisions for|

themselves and their families, and pasture fori

their cattle, wanted still to have more, and at

last would not be content with less than the
j

lohole country. 'And yet,' say those injured

people, ' these white men would always be

telling us of their great Book which God had

given to them, they would persuade us that

every man was good who believed in what the

Book said, and every man was bad who did not

believe in it. They told usa great many things,

which they said were written in the good
Book, and wanted us to believe it all. We
would probably have done so, if we had seen

them practise what they pretended to believe,

and act according to the good words which
they told us. But no! while they held their

big Book in one hand, in the other they had
murderous weapons, guns and swords, where-

with to kill us, poor Indians! Ah! and they

did so too, they killed those who believed iu

their Book, as well as those who did not^

They made no distinction !'

"The Indians have a keen eye; by looking

at a person, they think that they can judge

of his friendly or unfriendly disposition to

their race ; and, indeed, it has been allowed

by many whites who have lived among them,

that they are, in general, pretty good physiog-

nomists. They are very quick among them-
selves in giving a name to a stranger or person

of note that comes to them, and that name is

always significant or descriptive of something
remarkable which they have observed about
his person, which serves them to remember
him as a friend or otherwise, as the case may
be; when they believe a person to be their

friend, they will do everything in their power
to oblige him, it being their principle that
' good ought always to be rewarded with good.'

I'hej'preferaplain man, simple in his manners
and who treats them with frankness and fami-

liarity. Such a man, they say, loves them.
From a proud haughty man thej- do not ex-

pect friendshi]); whatever maj' be his pro-

fessions, ihey think him incapable of loving

anybody but himself, or perhaps, at most,

his equal, and that, they think, an Indian can,

in his opinion, never be.

" They wonder that the white people are

striving so much to get rich, and to heap up
treasures in this world which they cannot
carry with them to the next. They ascribe

this to pride and to the desire of being called

rich and great. They say that there is enough
in this world to live upon, without laying
anything bj', and as to the next world, it

contains plenty of everything, and they will

find all their wants satisfied when thc}^ arrive

there. Tlicj', therefore, do not laj' up any
stores, but merely take with them when they
die as much as is necessary for their journey
to the world of spirits.

"The Indians also observe, that the white
people must have a great manj' thieves among
them, since thej' put locks to their doors,

which shows great apprehension that their

property otherwise would not bo safe :
' As

to us,' say they, 'we entertain no such fears;
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lieves are very rare among us, and wc have
instance of any person breaking into a

ouse. Our Indian lock is, when we go out,

) set the corn pounder or a billet of wood
gainst the door, so that it may be seen that

3 body is within, and there is no dange
lat any Indian would presume to enter a

)use thus secured.'

"Strong as their feelings are, they do not
ctinguish their sense of justice, and they are
ill generously disposed to allow that there

•e great and good individuals among a race
' men, who, they believe, have doomed them
1 utter destruction."

For "The Friend.

The extracts from the Minute of Advice
sued by Kansas Yearly Meeting, which were
iblished in the last number, relative to Gos-

)1 Ministry and Worship, have afresh called

ir attention to the importance of faithfully

)holding the testimonj' of our Society on
ese important points. We believe that it

liable to be impaired, either by a cold and
rmal condition of the church ; or bj- a zeal

at has not been subjected to the crucifying

)wer of the cross of Christ, and whose fruits

e therefore not wholly the products of that
isdom that is from above.

When John Churchman was visiting the
lurches in Ireland, about the clo.se of the
lar 1752, at a meeting in Dublin, " he was
li to expose the ignorance of those who con-

aded there was no worship performed, or
oiit experienced in meeting together, unless
me minister preached, and who were ready
admire at and censure us for sitting in

ence. This was not confined, he said, to

ose of other societies, but included some
at profess with us, who never were baptized
"^the one Eternal Spirit, which creates anew
id translates from darkness to light; but
e contented to remain in the outer court."

John Churchman attended a meeting on the
h of 2nd month 1753, at Pardshaw Hall, of
hieh it is said: "The nature and advantage
true silence and retirement of mind were

linted out, to which our forefathers and
iers in the beginning were called, and
hereby they increased in Divine knowledge,
id became acquainted with Him, whom they
id in vain sought after among many pro-

Bsions, hearing much and looking for Him
here He was cot to be found. It is lament-
ile that so many of the successors of these
3rthies have fallen into the same way that
ey were gathered from ; being outward in

eir views and expectations, and therefore
main destitute of life and salvation."

On the 11th of 3rd month following, he was
Sheffield, and of this meeting John Pem
rton (his companion) makes the following
marks

:

" Friends were exhorted to seek and know
e Lord for themselves, and to depend and
lit on Him ; which, it is to be lamented, is

uch wanting in many places, both among
eachers and other members; an itching ear
ing in the latter to hear something to divert
d please, and in the former a desire to speak,
at the people might not be scattered ; which
for want of self being thoroughly mortified

d slain, and from indulging a foolish pity.

1, may I, if it should please the Lord to

alify me to preach the gospel of peace and
id tidings, be preserved from going forth
thout the true motion ; and speaking from
rmer experience, without a renewed qualifi-

cation, and witnessing Him who is the true
guide, to put forth

; that God may be glorified.

His people codified, and he that ministers be
refreshed and have the answer of peace."
While all true members of the church must

rejoice in the evidences that are afforded, that
the Lord is still at work not only immediately
in the hearts of the people; but also that He
is pouring forth of His gifts on sons and daugh-
ters whom He is preparing for service in the
great harvest field

;
yet it is sorrowfully ap-

parent that some have entered on the work
of the ministry without the requisite pre])ara-

tion or call. So that we in this daj' have
need to observe the caution, which John Pem-
berton says was extended at a meeting he
attended with his friend Jno. Churchman in

Yorkshire :
" The few who seemed to have

some life, were exhorted to keep close to the
Lord, that thereby they might be preserved
in a Divine sense and sight, to judge and dis-

tinguish between right and wrong
; and to be

cautious how they joined with every sound, or
danced after evcvy pipe, lest they should be
drawn into error ; but to try the spirits of
such as speak among them."

Phosphorescence of the Sea.—The phosphor-
escence of the sea is one of the most charming
phenomena that nature in all her wide range
of beauty off"ers to our admiring gaze. Who
that has sojourned on the coast, or traversed
the fields of ocean and witnessed it in its full

splendor, can ever forgot the deep impression
made upon his mind when he first saw the
dark waves curl over in flashing crests of light

—when his vessel's bows ploughed up the
waters in silvery furrows, or the rising flood

broke in sheets of flame or spangles of dia-

mond brilliancy on the glowing beach ! Well
may we be lost in wonder at so marvellous,

so fairy-like a spectacle— well may we be

astonished at seeing the cold waters changed
as it were by a magician's wand into cradles

of fire ! But our admiration increases when
on inquiry into the causes of the gorgeous
ipectacle we learn that it is not the result of

nanimate agencies, magnetic or electrical,

but that it derives its origin from a living

source, and that the noetiluca miliaris, a globu-
lar gelatinous animalcule nearly related to

the rhizopods, is the chief illuminator of the

as!

This wonderful little creature is just large
enough to be discerned by the naked eye when
the water in which it may be swimming is

contained in a glass jar exposed to the light

;

and a tail-like appendage marked with trans-

verse rings, which serves as an instrument of
locomotion, becomes apparent under a slight

magnifying power. Near the point of its

implantation in the body, is a definite mouth
leading into a large irregular cavity, appa-
rently channelled out in the jelly-white sub-

stance of the bod}'. Theexternal coat is denser
than the contained sarcode, and the former
sends thread-like prolongations through the
latter, so as to divide the entire body into ir-

regular chambers. "The nature of its lumin-
osity," says Dr. Carpenter, "is found by
micoscopic examination to be very peculiar;
for what appears to the eye to be a uniform
glow is resolvable under a sufficient magnify-
ing power into a multitude of evanescent
scintillations, and these are given forth with
increased intensity whenever the body of the
animal receives any mechanical shock."

To fill up the length of an inch it would
require 170 noctilucje ranged in a lino, and
millions could be contained in a wine glass.
And yet in every zone thej' make the wide
surfiice of the nocturnal ocean glow and
sparkle with an elfish light.

—

North American.

For "The Friend."

[Although we cannot approve of all the
expressions contained in the following letter,

yet the correct sentiments which it inculcates,
on a subject which we believe is intimately
connected with a growth in grace, by one not
a member of our religious Society, commend
it to the serious attention of our readers.

—

Eds.]

" Why take ye thought for raiment."

—

Christ.

Dear Eugenia,—Custom and fashion seem
to bear sway in many things, but in nothing,
perhaps more tyrannically than in the matter
of dress. Manifold are the inconveniences
and discomforts submitted to under its iron
rule. The children of the world are slaves to
fashion ; but Christians have a right to break
away from this thraldom. The Saviour says
to them, " I'e are not of the world, but I have
chosen you out of the world." It is their pri-

vilege now to unloose the bands of their necks,
and be slaves no more.

I trust you are not one of tho.se who think
that dress is too small a matter to bring your
religion to bear upon. Nothing is small or
unimportant which can draw us into sin.

And we know that dress is not beneath the
notice of God, for he has repeatedly alluded
to it in his word. You remember that remark-
able inventor}' in Isaiah iii. 18—23. We see
from this that the Lord takes notice of every
article we wear.
Individuals sometimes turn away impatient-

ly from any admonitions on this subject, be-

cause thejT say it is a matter which concerns
no one but themselves. This is not true. Our
mode of dress is something which every one
can observe ; the errors committed here are
not among our secret sins; they are known
and read of all men, and of course their influ-

ence is felt wherever we are. "We are forbid-

den to be conformed to the world ; this is well
understood by the world, and disobedience to

the injunction is readily delected by them, and
makes its unfavorable impression where we
think little of it.

Some will say it is of no use to lay down
rules in regard to dress—that it is a thing
which cannot be reduced to rule. There is,

perhaps, some truth in this ; still there are
certain principles that as Christians we adopt,

and which, if faithfully applied, will regulate
our conduct in this matter. It has been my
aim, dear Eugenia, in all these letters, to keep
clearly before your mind the two great princi-

ples of entire consecration and perfect faith.

Whatever is inconsistent with these, is and
must be sin. It is no matter by what gentler
name the world calls it ; God says it is sin.

Now, in regard to dress, the world has sun-
dry maxims which it will never do for the
Christian to follow. The world says, you
may dress richly if you can afford it ; but
Christ points to a world lying in wickedness,
hieh has not yet been reached by the Gos-
d ; and gently whispers, " The poor ye have

always with you." The world says you shall

wear at least what is becoming to your rank
in life—that you need not be too scrupulous

about ornament—that you must not be singu-
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larly plain, &c., but Christ says, "Be not

coufbnncd to the world."

Do not give any more attention to dress

than you honestly believe comfort and pro-

priety require. If you do more than this, it

involves a waste of time, money, and thought

—three things which you have solemnly de-

dicated to God, and therefore have no liberty

to waste. Moreover, it will nourish pride and

vanity, weaken your influence as a Christian,

bo a bad example to othera, and be contrary

to the scripture rule. See 1 Peter, iii. 3 ;
1

Tim. ii. 9.

Some people are conscientious about spend-

ing money for superfluities, but they take their

Lord's time, without any scruple. They will

not purchase trimmings or finery, but at a

great expense of time and thought they will

make these .things, and then congratulate

themselves on their economy! Time, thought

and money, are three talents given us for the

service of God ; and we have no more right to

waste one than the other. I am utterly at a

loss to understand how that young lady can

believe herself to be a true Christian—livin

for God—when she spends hour after hour,

and day after day, in embroidering and orna

menting her dresses. Is this walking worthy

of her high calling? What can she say in

defence of such a practice? She can say she

is only doing as other people do. What i

common excuse, and what a miserable one

Is this the Bible standard? Is this being a

Bible Christian? She says, perhaps, she is

only gratifying her own taste, and pleasing

her friends. She would probably come nearer

the truth, if she said it was to gratify her own
pride and vanity. But even taking her version

of it, has she not got away from the Bible

standard, which says we are not to please our

selves ; and as to our friends, we must hate

thorn ; that is, whenever their claims conflict

with the claims of God, we are to act as if we
hated them.

In all that we do, we should be mindful of

the power of our example. I know an excel

lent Christian lady, who has ample means,

and ample leisure at command, but she will

not purchase rich clothing, nor spend time in

ornamenting her dress, because others around

her, who could not so well spare either time

or money, would be led into temptation by her

example. Some would doubtless commit sin

by imitating her, and others by repining a

their inability to do so. You see slieis aciin

on Paul's principle of genuine benevolence-

she will not eat meat, if it shall cause others

to offend. This is generous—this looks like

loving }'0ur neighbor as yourself. How all

the petty excuses for self-indulgence quail be-

foi'o it

!

A very important consideration against giv-

ing time, money, and thought to dress, is that

it weakens your influence as a Christian. " No
man liveth to himself." You are a living

cpistlo known and read of all men ;
now if

the fii'st page they read strikes them uiifa-

voralily, the rest will not be likely to have

much weight. How can you expect to per-

suade any one to renounce the world, when a

glance at your fashionable ajjparol convinces

them that you have not yot renounced it your-

self ? How can you expect to succeed in win-

ning a half-hearted disciple to a life of entire

consecration, when your outward adorning

tells too truly that you have never laid all on

the altar? You mays|)eak of the enjoyment

you find in religion, but il will have liltle elVvcl

while your style of dress betrays the fact that

your heart is, to say the least, divided between

God and the world.

In order to have your influence over others

all that it should be, it is not enough that you

cannot be called decidedly dressy; you must

be decidedly plain. It must be apparent that

nothing has been sought but comfort and ^no-

priety. Anything beyond will weaken your

influence wonderfully. You may be satisfied

of this by observing your own feelings in re-

gard to others who err in this respect. You
can cast the mantle of charity over them, but

it is impossible to feel that they are dead to

the world. Now, your personal influence as a

Christian, is a thing too valuable to be thus

lightly thrown away.
It will not do for you to say, "It is nobo-

dy's business how I dress." People will make
t their business to observe and comment upon

it. You must remember that many persons

are weak-minded, and make much of trifles.

Paul's rule (which indeed is only the working

out of Christian love) forbids you to indulge

in anything, however innocent, that will make
one of the weak ones to offend, or be of-

fended.

You think you could go to a martyr's stake,

presume you could. But there are some
things in life which require more courage than

that; one is, to dare to be singular; and an-

other is to make thorough work in the mat-

ter of crucifj'ing self.

You ask whether a Christian is required to

dispense with ornaments entirel}' ? It appea:

to me that the principles we have adopted

would banish them altogether—at least in the

present slate of the world. Most church-mem-
bers in our cities and large towns have depart

ed so widely in this particular, from Christian

simplicity, that it behoves those who would

keep themselves unspotted from the world

—

those who would raise the tone of piety in the

Church—those who would be holy—to take a

decided stand against all appearance of evil

here. Let it be evident that you are dead.

Eemember the Saviour says to his disciples,

" Ye are the salt of the earth," "Ye are the

light of the world." Observe, he does not say

you ought to be, but you are. Now, if by the

indulgence of your taste, (even in what would
generally be considered a very moderate de-

gree,—that is, by allowing everything beyond
comfort and propriety,) you diminish your
power over the minds of others, the salt has

lost its savor.

You feel that you have given yourself to

the Lord without reserve, and now your great

work is to persuade others, both in the Church
and out of it, to do the same. If there is

any thing in your present mode of dress which
you have reason to think will weaken j-our

influence with any of these minds. Christian

love requires you to drop it at once. Are you
not willing to go dressed very plainly if it will

help you to save souls ? That it will, there

can bo no doubt.

I/ot us " bo clothed with humility," and
wear always that ornament, " which in the

sight of God is of great price."

Yours affectionately, S. J.

guished at first sight from his neighbors, d

of whom an uniformity of conduct in all

pects is expected, even on pain of tin-
^

censure of hypocrisy.

—

Dr. Rutty.
\

Reports of the Weather.—An improveral

n the transmission of the weather reports

the Signal Service Bureau, at WashingI
has recently been made, which, it is expeci

will materially facilitate their rapid distri

tion over the country, and enable the chs

of the weather which are now furnished fi

the central office at Washington only, to

printed simultaneously and supplied fr

many different and distant places. This

provement has been accomplished by the

cent invention of a "Fac-simile Telegraj

instrument, by which the entire map of

United States, such as is used in connect

with these reports with its lines and figu

can be reproduced in a very brief time, wh
a suitable receiving apparatus is used to c

nect with it. This instrument has lat

been in operation between the Governm
Building in the Centennial Exhibition g
in Philadelphia andtheOflice in Washing!
a distance of about one -hundred and fi

miles.

The time required to telegraph the n

from Washington to any of our large cit

and to prepare it for publication, it is sta

need not exceed three-quarters of an he

A little study of these maps will enabl

sons of intelligence, to arrive at an unc

standing of the probable condition of

weather for hours, and it may be some da

in advance. A late paper states:
" It is a well-known fact, that of every

hundred storms that originate in the Itoc

Mountain region—that is, the heavy stori

ully eighty-five per cent, come eastwaj

Hence when a farmer looks at the weat!

map in the morning and sees that an

trcmely low barometer prevails in the w
and notices how the lines representing

height of the barometer run, he will kn
that threatening weather may be expec

for several days. If there is a low barome
at the Gulf, or a cyclone, the probability-

that a severe storm will rapidly advai

along the coast, and therefore cautions
"

;iial8 are ordered. The value of these m;

to shippers, insurance companies, railroa

(fee, cannot be estimated. When the syet

is fully arranged, the midnight weather mi

may be ready for publication in the morni
papers, while the morning reports will be-

time for the evening papers.

—

Late Pap,

Oh ! the dignity and vast extent oi' thy pro

fession as a (Quaker ;
oven as one called out of

the corruptions of the age in which thou lives
;

not in speech and garb merely, but in the re

nunciatinn of

proli. and ,,

In speaking of the ordained ministry,

are easily influenced by our respect or este^

for individuals among them, and the positi

they occupy in the religious world, to ov.

look the sj'stera by which they are com
tuted and upheld as a class, and which th

pertinaciously uphold; without reflecting tl

if our principles relative to tho qualificatioi

call and gift for the work are in accordarj

with the precepts and teaching of the Nil

Testament, that system is io op[)OsitioD the]

to and the two cannot harmonize.
The whole spirit of the gospel and its prii

tical effects are thatof an universal priesthol

among true believers; they are made kinj

and priests unto God, to offer spiritual sac!

crysupcrfluousandvain honor, Ifieos after receiving spiritual gifts. The idi

-uro; a. a ChristiaM. dislin- 'of a " spec' " " " "special order" of ministers is nowht
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be fiiiuid in the New Testament any more
[an there is a special order of apostles, of

lophets, of evangelists, of pastors or teach-

b, or any other members who have received

ii'itual gifts. Christ selects and eommis-
.08 his own ministers. He inspires them
preach when and where He sees fit, depend-
'r altogether on Him for their reward. The
|rpetiiating i n the visible church of the Juda-
Q of priests as a special class or sacerdotal

|Jer, as bishops, priests and deacons, and of

altar, is an evil that has grievouslj^ re-

•ded the life of religion and the unity of

3 church.

The Wor/iing Classes in Vienna.—The ex-

\t to which certain industries are carried

here appears marvellous to the visitor,

e weavers, for instance, in both wool and
i, number over forty-five thousand work-
D ; not, as we should naturally suppose,
tributed in large factories, employing thou-
ids of under-paid and half-starved slaves,

t for the most part independent laborers,

10 do the work by the piece at their own
mes, assisted generally by their families,

10 are all brought up to the trade from child-

bd ; and wherever we see any larger estab-

aments, employing hired laborers to work
{)roved and expensive machinery, we may
sure that their wives and children are also

iy at home on their own looms. The
rkers number over fifty thousand, and do
sir work much on the same principle as the

avers, though in many instances the man
38 the rougher portions of the work in the
')p or factory, and then takes the article

me to be finished off and polished by
'men and children. The leather workers
i estimated at over fifty thousand also, and
S majority of them do their work on the
'ome" system like the other trades men-
ned. The people engaged in the same in-

?try have congregated in certain quarters
the city, geucrally in the modern or sub-

)an ])ortions. The weavers occupy almost
ilusively the suburb of "Mariahilf," the
'tal-workers predominate in certain dis-

2ts of the "Leopoldstadt" and the "Neu-
a.' This arrangement creates great unifor-

ty in the mode of life of the inhabitants of
iole sections of the Austrian capital, and
Events the habits of one class from inter-

ingwith the daily routine of the other. In
). evenint^s and on holidays the working-
in's family is seldom found at home. Cafes
i other places in which refreshments are
nished at cheap rates, are the daily resort

manj^ thousands of this class when the
j^'s task has been done, and they actually
kse no more expense than would the cook
; at home, the burning of light and fuel.

For such of the men and boys who
5h to improve their minds, there are plenty
Opportunities in the shape of free evening
iools,technic and scientific, drawing classes

1 lectures on popular subjects, where an
iellent education can be obtained by indus-

Dus students. The rapid improvement of

and trade in Vienna goes to prove that
!8e opportunities are not neglected.

—

San
>ineisco Chronicle.

^' Is Father on Deck."—A number of years

5, Captain D commanded a vessel sail-

; from Liverpool to New York, and on one
irage he had all his family with him on
Ird the ship. One night, when all were

quietly asleep, there arose a sudden squall of
wind, which cunie sweeping over the waters
until it struck the vessel, and instantly threw
her on her side, tumbling and crashing ever^^-

thing that was movable, and awaking the
passengers to a consciousness that they were
in imminent peril. Every one on board was
alarmed and uneasy, and some sprang from
their berths and began to dress, that they
might be ready for the worst. Captain D
had a little girl on board, just eight years old,

who, of course, awoke with the rest. " What
is the matter?" said the frightened chdd.
They told her a squall had struck the ship
•' Is father on deck ?" said she. " Yes, father's

on deck." The little thing dropped herself

on her pillow again without a fear, and in a
few moments was sleeping sweeily, in spi

of wind or waves.

Eeturn of the Jews to Palestine.—A writer
the Jewish Herald says :

" The last four or
five years have witnessed a return of the
Jews to Palestine from all parts, but more
especially from Russia, which has been alto-

gether unprecedented. The Hebrew popula-
tion of Jei'usalem is now, probably, double
what it was some ten years ago. Accurate
statistics on this subject it is impossible to

find, as the Eastern Jews dread a census from
superstitious reasons, and also from the fear

of having to pay more, by way of poll-tax, to

the Turks, if their true numbers were known.
For these reasons, and especially the latter,

their official returns on the subject are not to

be trusted. In 1872 and 1873, such numbers
returned to Saphed alone, (one of the four

holy cities of the Jews in the mountains of
Galilee,) that there were no houses to receive

them, and building was for a considerable
length of time carried on all night as well as

all day—this, be it remembered, in the East,

where 'the night' is emphatically the time
' in which no man can work!' Great acces-

sions still continue daily ; and whereas, ten

years ago, the Jews were confined to their

own quarter in Jerusalem—the poorest and
worst—they now inhabit all parts of the city,

and are always ready to rent every house
that is to be let."

Selected for " The Friend."

5th mo. 12th. In the course of my short
pilgrimage, being now in mj' fiftieth year, I

have encountered some diflficulties, and passed
through seasons of deep discouragement on
various accounts. On commencing business
for myself, I fully believed that my life and
my talents should bo devoted to the service

of my Heavenly Father. Though it was ne-

cessar}^ to make suitable provision for myself
and for those who might bo dependent on me,
yet in my view this was secondary to the
main object of serving Him ; and through the

aid of his blessed Spirit, taking part in the

interests and concerns of his church and peo-

ple. Very early I had the promise, that if I

devoted myself to his service, I should never
want food or raiment. But though I fully

believed the certainty of the promise, and
have never since been permitted to doubt its

fulfilment; yet when things in the outward
have worn a gloomy aspect, and my business

was very small, and an increasing family
looking to me for their daily supplies, my
faith at times has been closely proved.
This has had a very humbling effeot, and
while I have been weaned from the desire

atter outward things, both riches and tem-
poral enjoyments, it has tended to bring mo
many times, in a prostrated state of mind to
his footstool, and to lay all before Him, and
ask for the continuance of his countenance
and mercy towards me, a poor unworthy
creature before Him. Herein I have experi-
enced the renewed extendingsof his unmerited
regard

;
the load under which mj- mind had

been laboring, was for the present removed,
and ability was received to feel with and for

the aflJicted ; and to hold forth to them the
language of consolation; in their secret and
bitter conflicts. Under the discipline of the
cross of Christ, I have been convinced, that
much too great part of the time, and of the
energies of body and mind, are absorbed in

the pursuit of worldlj' things. A great part
of mankind miss of the true enjoj'ment of the
provisions of a benifieent providence, even
after they gain them, for want of living to
Him, and not to themselves. They are kept,
either in a hurried frame of mind, confused or
in doubt what to laj' hold of to obtain happi-
ness, or they settle down in the love of mo-
ney, hoarding it, and husbanding it under a
sordid attachment to it. They are in bonds,
unable to enjoy or to see in what true enjoy-
ment consists. The work of religion is either

overlooked, rarely attended to, or postponed
to a future day, when they think it will suit

their iuclination and convenience. I am con-
vinced that it is in our power, as we live in

obedience to the Divine will, to find time
for all our duties, social and religious. Even
the poor, with common industry, as their do-
sires and expenses are circumscribed by the
Divine will, may, through his blessing, pro-
cure sufficient food and raiment ; and when
it is proper to leave their outward business in

order to perform their religious duties, they
may confide in his superintending providence
over their affairs and their families, so that
thej' shall not suffer from their faithfulnerss.

How simple and how few arc the wants of
such ! They do not envy the rich, nor covet
their possessions. "Their delight is in the
law of the Lord, and therein they meditate
day and night." They eat their bread with
gladness and singleness of heart. Their labors

and their i-est are sweet, and as they seek first

the kingdom of God and the righteousness
thereof, all those things necessary to their

accommodation, will be added. Hero the de-

voted follower of Christ, experiences the right

use of his time, and talents, and the true en-

joyment of the various blessings which his

Heavenly Father provides and bestows upon
him. As time, and the energies of mind and
body are wasting away, he is growingin grace,

and in the knowledge of those things which
pertain to life and salvation. Ho is laj'ing

up treasure in heaven where his heart centres,

and he becomes more and more established

upon that Rock against which death, hell and
the grave cannot prevail.— William Evans'
Journal.
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The account of the proceedings of Ohio
Yearly Meeting published in our last week's
number, is not only interesting as a partial

exhibit of the concerns of that body, but is
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calculated to renew sympathy in the hearts

of its readers with that portion of our brethren

in the household of faith, and to administer

encouragement to the members of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting, which has had the jus-

tice and firmness to declare its unity and

brotherhood with a company of believers

that, on purely party ground, has been mis-

judged and rejected by other bodies claiming

to be Yearly Meetings.

Time and experience often exert a power-

ful influence, not only in determining the dis-

positions and character of men individually,

but in developing the principles upon which

they are associated together, the motives

prompting them to action, and the object or

objects they are sincerely aiming to attain.

If actuated by genuine love of the religion

they profess, though the bread of adversity

may be allotted them, it will be found to be

eonvei-ted into the food convenient for them,

and their trials prove a school of profitable

instruction ; softening the too ardent and

restive spirit, and through the revelations of

Divine Light, presenting a clearer view of

whatever may obstruct growth in the un-

changeable Truth, and the paramount im

portance over all strifes and injuries, of being

found patiently occupying their ranks in right-

eousness.

The manner in which Ohio Yearly Meeting

has pursued the even tenor of its way, refrain-

ing from querulous complaint of the manner

in which it has been treated, and evincing a

deep concern to be found striving to maintain

the doctrines and testimonies which Friends

have ever been called to uphold before the

world, and its continued exercise to encourage

and confirm its members in walking in the

narrow way of the cross, consistently with

our holy profession, speaks louder than words,

however strong, and uttered in accordance

with conventional usage, that it has not al-

lowed its peculiar position to divert it from

the legitimate object of religious association,

and give incontrovertible evidence — were

other evidence lacking— that it is a true

Yearly Meeting of Friends, continuing on the

foundation on which it was originally estab-

lished.

It is cause for rejoicing that Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting has declared and maintai

its unity with this branch of the Society,

terchanging certificates, not only of ministers

making religious visits, but of members
moving to or from the subordinate meetings;

and we earnestly desire a continued strength

ening of that Christian fellowship which
springs from walking by the same rule and
minding the same thing, preserving from the

many grievous lapses from the purity of our

self-denying religion that are producing such

sorrowful fruit in other parts of the profess-

ing church.

Unity of the Spirit is a characteristic of the

true church. It can bo produced and preserved

only by the members giving evidence in their

lives and conversation of being under the

government of the one glorified Head, by
wearing his yoke and consistentl}' maintain-

ing a harmonious travail for the support of

his cause and the spread of his kingdom.

Where this genuine unity subsists, there will

needs be that Christian love one for another,

that encircles its possessors in the bond ol

peace, and they will rejoice or suffer togeiln r,

however external circumstances may prev

lowship, or however the misguided course of

others maj' wound and distress them.

Friends of Ohio Yearly Meeting must no

doubt participate, in their measure, in the

trials produced by the inroads of the spirit of

the world, and find cause for mourning over

?aknesses and deficiencies manifested among
them; but it is satisfactory to learn from some

who attended their late annual assembly, that

a lively concern was felt among many of the

young as well as the older members, to gird

up the loins of the mind, be sober and seek

for right qualification to be employed in re-

pairing the breaches and building up the

waste "places. May the great Master Builder

bless the work and causeH to prosper in their

hands.

the full or free expression of their gospel fol- j2

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—At length there is a prospect of the early

termination of the sanguinary struggle in European

Turkey. The Russian ambassador at Constantinople,

under instructions from his government, insisted that

the Porte should grant a two month's armistice begin-

ning on the tirst inst. The Russian demand was ac-

ceded to and an immediate cessation of hostilities took

place. Both armies will retain the positions they

hold. The London Post says: "Turkey having ac-

cepted the armistice, we understand Russia has taken

immediate steps to press forward negotiations for the

arrangement of all pending questions on the basis of

the English proposals." The Post also states that offi-

cial investigation shows that only 3100 persons were

killed by the Turks in Bulgaria. Previous to the cessa-

tion of hostilities the Servians had sustained great

losses in several battles with the Turks, and were in

fact unable to resist their enemies any longer. Rus.sian

officers express the belief .that thousands of Ru.ssians

have fallen in the valley of the Morava alone. They
openly accuse the Servians of bayoneting Russi

attempted, revolver in hand, to urge them to attack the

Turks.
It is stated that the Porte, yielding to the demands

of Russia, has consented to relinquish the positions cap-

tured by the Turks since the night of 10th mo. 31st.

The great maritime canal connecting Amsterdam
ilh the German ocean, has been opened with impos-

ing ceremonies. Amsterdam was covered with flags,

and at night there was a general illumination. The
canal is 16 miles long, and will have at the sea end a

harbor covering 250 acres.

The Spanish government continues its efforts to put

down the insurrection in Cuba. On the first inst. a

battalion of troops 1000 strong arrived at Havana from

Spain. The state of feeling in the Bisque provinces of

Spain is unsatisfactory, and it is said that a growing

disaffection is displayed in the attitude of the Biscayan

deputies and towns.

Dr. Slade an American spiritualist and medium, has

been prosecuted in London under the vagrant act, and

sentenced by the Bow-street Police Court to three

month's confinement at hard labor in the House of

Correction.

The cash reserves of the European banks are extra-

ordinarily high at the present time. The Bank of Eng-

land holds $170,000,000 in coin, the Bank of France

$421,000,000, the Imperial Bank of Germanv $12.5,000,

000, the Austrian National Bank J;68,o60,000, the

Netherlands Bank $65,000,000, and the National Bank
of Belgium $26,000,000.

The speech of the Emperor at the opening of the

German Imperial Parliament at Berlin, was pacific in

its tone, and encouraged the hope that the peace of

Europe would not he easily disturbed. The Emperor's

speech foreshadowed ihe adoption of a more thoroughly

protective tarifl' on foreign goods. The French and

English papers find fault with some of the Emperor's

statements, and the French papers even construe them
as a direct menace to France.

The eminent Roman cardinal Antonelli, died on tli

Gth inst. in the seventy-first year of his age, after a long

period of ill health. Antonelli was considered an able

statesman, and had long been the confidential adviser

of the Pope.
The Prime Minister of Spain, addressing a meeting

i.f L'50 Spiiriish Deputies, declared that it was the inten-

lion of ilir ^'overnment to retain Cuba at any cost.

IMiin States.—There were 310 interments in

la last week, of these 186 were adults and

The mean temperature of the Tenth month by l|

Pennsylvania Hospital record was 50.33 deg.
'

highes't point attained during the month was 71 d

and the lowest was 31 deg. Amount of rain 1.21

The averai^e of the mean temperature of the Te

month for the past 87 years is stated to have been 5^

de". the highest mean during that entire period hav

been 64 deg., and the lowest 46 deg. The rainfal

the first ten months of 1876 has been 37.07 inci

against 32.31 inches in 1875.

The Public Debt statement of the United States

the Tenth month, shows a reduction of the natic

debt during the month of $3,333,139.

The number of permits issued by the Build

.,pectors of Philadelphia during the Tenth month ni

bered 630, of which 575 were for new houses, and

additions and alterations.

The twenty-five ton cable intended to support

proposed foot bridge of the East river bridge, has b

fely brought across the East river by means of

carrier" and "traveller" cables, and conveyed to

New York tower.

During the six days ending the 4th inst., the In

national Exhibition at Philadelphia was visited

.5.52,872 persons who paid for admission ;
the li

number was 115,300 on the 2d inst., the smallest 5

on the 30lh ult.

A dispatch from Gen. Miles, written at the Yel

Stone river 10th mo. 27th, announces the surrende

onsiderable number of the hostile bands heretof

acting with Sitting Bull. They have engiged

once to the Cheyenne agency, and there submit to

requirements of the government. These tribes surr

dered five of their principal chiefs as hostage^,

a guarantee of their compliance with the terms of

surrender.

The Markets, ifec.—The following were the quotati

on the 6lh inst. New ForA.—American gold, U
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered and coupon, 117-^ a 11

U. S. 5 per cents, 113. Superfine flour, $4..50 a $4.)

State extra, $5.20 a $5.45; finer brands, $6 a $10'

Amber Michigan wheat, $1.37; red winter, $1.2

$1.28 ; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.23 a $1.25; No. 3

$1.12. Western mixed corn, 58i cts. White wesi

oats, 47 a 49 cts. ; mixed State, 46 a 48i cts. Phila

phia.—Uplands and New Orleans middling cotton,

a 12 cts. Flour, $4 a f 8.-50. Red wheat, $1.25 ;
am

$1.32 a $1.35; white, $1.35 a $1.40. Pennsylvi

rye, 72 cts. ; Southern, 68 a 70 cts. Yellow corn, .

53 cts. Old while oats, 48 a 50 cts., inferior, 31 i

cts. Sales of 4600 beef cattle at 5| a Si cts. pe:

gross for extra ; 4i a 5J cts. for fair to good, and 3

cts. for common. "About 12,000 sheep sold at 4i ;

cts. per lb. gross, and 4500 hogs at $7.75 a $8.25

100 lb. net. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.08 ;

3 do., 98 cts. No. 2 corn, 44.V cts. Oats, 30J cts. ]

58 cts. Barley, 77 cts. Lard, $9,70 per 100 lbs.

iouis.—Superfine flour, $3 25 a $3.75 ;
extra, $4 i

No. 2 red fall wheat, !t;1.19; No. 3 do., $1.09. L
$9.60 per 100 lbs.

WANTED
A teacher for a family school. Address Jessi

Gakrett, Willistown Inn P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

A young woman Friend desires a situation as teat

a small family school. For information add.

S. A. H., 302 Arch St., Phila.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Neai- Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpl.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woii
noton, M. D.

I

Applications for the Admission of Patients raa;j

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar

Managers.
j

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, corner of S-

and Noble streets, Philadelphia, Tenth month 1

1876, Joseph B. Wray, of the city of New Yor)

Hann-ah H. Kith, iif this city.

ol

Pa., Sarah E. Lee, aged 86 year

of Fifth month, 1876, at the

Junies Lee, at E.veler, Berks
icmber and e

of Exeter Monthly Meeting. She was an exampj
meekness and humility, a diligent attender of meeti

and a firm believer in the ancient principles of Frie

Her end was calm and peaceful.

„. _ ^LLiam" h7'piLE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Life of John Hoop?r, Bishop of Gloucester.

(Continned from page 98,j

Edward the Sixth died in the 7th month of

1553, and was succeeded by his sister Mary,
ivho was a zealous Roman Catholic. She
lastened to rever.se the course of her brother

a ecclesiastical affairs, and not content with
iisplacing those who favored the Iteforraation

ii'om their positions in the Church, proceeded
;o condemn many of them as heretics, and
3aHsed them to be burnt at the staiie. The
blood of martyrs is said to be the seed of

the church, and we believe it was so in Eng-
land at that time. The constancy, the faith-

fulness unto death of those noble witnesses

for the truth produced a deep seated effect

which time has not obliterated. The fires of

Smithfield remain in the memories of men as

a, continuing protest against Popery.
John Hooper was one of the boldest cham-

pions of the Reformation in England, and
when the change of government took place,

his friends warned him that danger was im-
pending. He calmly replied :

" Once I did

flee and took me to my feet. But, now, be-

cause I am called to this place and vocation,

I am thoroughly persuaded to tarry, and to

live and die with my sheep." On the 1st of

the Ninth month, 1553, he was sent to prison,

whore he continued more than seventeen
months, until the time came for his execution.

During his imprisonment many efforts were
made to induce him to acknowledge the Pope
to be the head of the church. To this he re-

plied :
" That forasmuch as the Pope taught

doctrines altogether contrary to those" of
Christ, he was not worthy to be accounted as

a member of His church ; much less to be head
thereof" To this position he steadily ad-

hered, notwithstanding all the arguments,
promises and threats which were brought to

bear upon him. John Fox relates the follow
ing incident, which occurred after his third

examination before the commissioners. As
he was passing out of the building where the
examination had been held, in charge of one
of the sheriffs, ho was a little in advance of
John Rogers, who like myself was about to

lay down his life for the testimony of a good
conscience. " Dr. Hooper looked back, and
stayed a little till Mr. Rogers drew near, unto
whom he said. Come, brother Rogers, must
we two take this matter first in hand, and
begin to fry these faggota? Yes, sir, said

Mr. Rogers, bj' God's grace. Doubt not, said

Dr. Hooper, but God will give strength. So
going forwards, there was such a press of

people in the streets, who rejoiced at their

constancy, that they had much ado to pass.

By the way, the sheriff said to the bishop, I

wonder you was so hasty and quick with my
Lord Chancellor, and did use no more patience:

he answered, Mr. Sheriff, I was nothing at

all impatient, although I was earnest in my
Master's cause ; and it standeth me so i n hand,

for it goeth upon life and death, not the life

and di-ath of this world only, but also of the

world to come." This last expression shows
us the secret of the good man's constancy, he
" had respect to the recompense of reward"
which he was well convinced awaited him in

another world.

He was greatly grieved at a false rumor
which was put in circulation, that he had re-

canted : To counteract the evil that might
result fi'om this statement, he put forth a let-

ter of denial, about one week before his death,

in which he says :
" You that may send to the

weak brethren, pray them that they trouble

me not with such reports of recantations as

they do. For 1 have hitherto left all things

of the world, and suffered great pains and im-

prisonment, and I thank God I am as ready
to suffer death, as a mortal man can be. It

were better for them to pray for us, than to

credit or report such rumors that ai-e untrue.

We have enemies enough of such as know not

God truly. But yet the false report of weak
brethren is a double cross. * * * j have
taught the truth with my tongue, and with

my pen heretofore, and hereafter shortly sball

confirm the same, by God's grace, with my
blood."

The letters which have been preserved of

John Hooper's, manifest such a truly Chris-

tian spirit, as is refreshing to meet with.

There is no harsh denunciation of his perse-

cutors ; but while he recognizes the wicked-

ness of their doings, he is filled with pity for

them. Thus in an acknowledment to those

friends in the city of London who had relieved

his necessities while in prison, he uses this

language: "Such as have taken all world Ij'

goods and lands from me, and spoiled me of

all that I had, and have imprisoned m}' body,

and appointed not a halfpenny to feed or re-

lieve me withal; but I do forgive them and
pray for them dailj' in my poor prayer unto

God, and from my heart I wish their salva-

tion, and quietly and patiently bear their in-

juries, wishing no further extremity to be

used towards us. Yet if the contrary seem
best unto our Heavenly Father, I have made
my reckoning, and fully resolved myself to

suffer the uttermost that they are able to do
against me, yea, death itself, bj' the aid of

Christ Jesus, who died the most vile death of

the cross for us wretches and miserable sin-

ners. But of. this I am assured, that the

wicked world, with all their force and power,
shall not touch one of the hairs qf our heads

without leave and license of our Heavenly
Father, whose will be done in all things."
" Dearly beloved, if we are contented to obey
God's will, and for His commandments' sake
to suirender our goods and lives to be at His
pleasure, it maketh no matter whether we
keep goods and life or lose them."
On the 4th of the Second month, 1555, he

was formally "degraded" from the priestly

order by the Bishop of London, and handed
over to the secular power to be executed.

The ceremony consisted in first clothing him
with all the vestures and ornaments usually

worn by a Catholic priest in the performance
of his services. Being thus apparelled, the
bishop who presided first plucked ofiUhe outer-

most vesture, and so in order down to the

lowest vesture; and so being stript and de-

posed, he declared him to be deprived of all

order, benefit and privilege belonging to the
clergy. That same evening, his keeper in-

formed Hooper that he was to be sent to Glou-
cester, where ho had labored so earnestly, to

suffer death ;
" whereat," says Fox, " he re-

joiced very much, lifting up his eyes and
hands unto heaven, and praising God that He
saw it good to send him amongst the people,

over whom he was pastor, there to confirm
with his death, the truth which he had before

taught them; not doubting but the Lord
would give him strength to perform the same
to His glory; and immediatelj' sent to his

servant's house for his boots, spurs and cloak,

that he might be in readiness to ride when he
should be called.

The next day following, about four o'clock

in the morning, before day, the keeper with
others came to him and searched him, and
the bod wherein he lay, to see if he had writ-

ten anything, and then he was led by the

sheriffs of London and their officers, from
Newgate to a place appointed, not far from
St. Dunstan's church in Fleet-street, where
six of the Queen's guard were appointed to re-

ceive, and carry him to Gloucester. Which
guard brought him to the Angel [inn], where
he brake his fast with them, eating his meat
at that time more liberal than he had used to

do a good while before. About break of day
he leaped cheerfully on horseback without
help, having a hood upon his head, under his

hat, that he should not be known, and so he

took his journey joyfully towards Gloucester.

On the Thursday following, he came to a

town in his diocese called Cirencester, fifteen

miles from Gloucester, about eleven o'clock,

and there dined at a woman's house who had
always hated the truth, and spoken all the

evil she could of bishop Hooper. This woman,
perceiving the cause of his coming, showed
him all the friendship she could, and lamented
his caie with tears, confessing that she before

had often reported, that if he were put to the

trial, he would not stand to his doctrine.

After dinner, he rode forwards, and came
to Gloucester about five o'clock, and a mile

without the town was much people assem-
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bled, who cried and lamented liis state; inso-

much that one of the u-iiard rode post into the

town, to require aid of the mayor and sheriffs,

fearing lest he should have been taken from
them. The officers and their retinue repaired

to the gate with weapons, and commanded
the people to keep their houses, &c., but there

was no man that once gave anj' signification

of a rescue or violence. He lodged at one In-

gran's house in Gloucester, and that night (as

he had done all the way) he did eat his meat
quietly, and slept his first sleep soundly, as it

was reported by the guard and others. After

his first sleep, he continued in prayer until

morning; and all the day, except a little time

at meals, and when conversing with such as

the guard permitted to speak to him, he spent
in prayer."

Among these was Sir Anthony Kingston,
an old acquaintance, who burst into tears

when he saw the bishop, and expressed his

sorrow; and advised him to consider that life

is sweet and death is bitter. Therefore see

ing life may be had, desire to live; for life

liereafter may do good. To this Hoope
replied, "Indeed it is true, Mr. Kingston, I

am comeJiither to end this life, and to suffer

death here, because 1 will not gainsay the
truth that I have heretofore taught amon
you in this diocese, and elsewhere; and 1

thank you for your friendly counsel, although
it be not so friendly as I could have wished
it. True it is, that death is bitter, and life is

sweet; but, alas! consider that the death to

come is moie bitter, and the life to come i

more sweet. Therefore for the desire and
love I have to the one, and terror and fear of
the other, I do not so much regard this death,
nor esteem this life ; but have settled myself,
through the strength of God's Holy Spirit,

patiently to pass through the torments and
extremities of the fire now prepared for me,
rather than to deny the truth of His word

;

desiring you and others, in the meantime, to

commend me to God's mercy in your prayers."
They parted with tears on both sides, and at
his departure, Hooper told his friend that all

the troubles he had sustained in prison, had
not caused him to utter so much sorrow.

" The same day in the afternoon, a blind
boy, after long intercession made to the guard,
obtained leave to be brought into Dr. Hooper's
presence. The same boy not long before had
suffered imprisonment at Gloucester for con-
fessing of the truth. Dr. Hooper, after he had
examined hira of his faith, and the cause of
liis imprisonment, beheld hira steadfastly, and
(the water appearing in his eyes) said unto
him, 'Ah! poor boy, God hath taken from
thee thy outward sight, for what reason He
best knoweth

; but He hath given thee another
sight much more precious, for He hath en-

dued thy soul with the oyo of knowledge and
faith. God give thee grace continually to

pray unto Him, that thou lose not that sight,

for then would'st thou be blind both in body
and soul.'

"

(To be concluded.)

Tobacco and Thirst for Strong Brink.—Dr.
N. S. Davis, of Chicago, concludes an able
article upon the "Influence of Tobacco on the
Human System," as follows :

—

"In comparing the effects of tobacco with
those of alcohol, we find both exerting a sed-

ative influence over nervo sensibility, but the
first spends its force mainly upon the vaso-
motor and ganglionic nerves connected with

the functions of organic life, while the latter

acts more directly on the brain and nerves of

animal life. Hence the first, when taken ic

poisonous doses, destroys life by cardiac pa
ralysis or syncope, and the latter either by
cerebral insensibility or apnoea.

" The primary influence of tobacco is lim

ited to the nerve structures, influencing secre

tion, assimilation, nutrition, and disintegration

only by indirection ; while alcohol extend
its direct action to the properties of all other

structures as well as those of the brain, and
modifies tissue changes as directly as it does

cerebral sensibility.

"We find nothing in our reading or clinical

observations which sustains the idea that these

agents are antagonistic, or that the effects of

one antagonize those of the other. On the

contrary, we have long been satisfied that the

thirst, coupled with the sense of uneasiness
in the chest and cardiac region, accompany-
ing the use of tobacco, constituted one of the

most active incentives to the use of alcoholic

drinks.

"And yet, so far is the one from antago-
nizing the ert'ect of the other that the use of

both undermines the health of the individual

more rapidly and certainly than the same
amount of either would alone."

—

-Late Paper.

For "The Friend."

Richard Sliaeklcton.

Although a true father in Israel, and one
who was eminently gifted by the great Head
of the Church with spiritual discernment, and
wisdom which is from above, and who was
a wise counsellor, and one whose friendship

was greatly prized, there seems to have been
left on record but a very brief account of the

life of Richard Shackleton. But his letters

which have been offered for perusal, loudly

proclaim to the attentive reader the bent of
the writer's mind, and they cannot fail to

bring before us the fact, that he was as a

"bright and shining light" in the world;
shedding forth among his fellow probationers,

thsse bright rays which spread far and wide,
proving to the beholder that his candle wae
not hid under a bushel ; so that others seeing
his good works, might be led to glorify our
Father which is in heaven.
A short sketch of his life, as penned by the

hand of his daughter Mary Leadbeater, is

offered to the readers of " The Friend," be
lieving it might be new to some, as well as
prove instructive to all.

" Eichard Shackleton was born in Ballitore,

Ireland, on the 9th of Tenth month, 1726.
His grandfather, whose name he bore, was a
native of Yorkshire, where he married, in the
year 1683, Sarah Briggs.

" When Eichard Shackleton was but five

years old, his heart experienced the touches
of Divine love; and he sometimes withdrew
to a retired spot, where he poured out his soul
in prayer, and was permitted to approach
Him who said, 'Suffer little children to come
unto me.' Often did he look back upon this

time, and the scene of these early aspirations
hich seemed hallowed in his view. It was
precious period of his life when he was led

to enter into covenant with his Maker, when
ho walked out alone with his Bible, and poured
out his prayers and his tears, being favored
with that heavenly feeling which suriwsses
every other enjo^'mont ; and this tenderness
continued, with very little interruption, to

operate on his mind till the sixteenth yeal)f

his age.
i

" Ou his arrival at this critical perio((if

life, the levity incident to youth, and his c|a

natural vivacity, drew bim, in degree, fi ,a

that watchfulness enjoined by the highest ;.

ihority, and on which our safety and \\a\ .

ness depend ; and though preserved wit i

the bounds of morality, the religious sci .

bility experienced in eai-ly life was weaken,.
This lapse, though it had been long recover;,

he regretted, when about to close his ext ,.

plary life. He was very diligent in seeki

>

after improvement in literary knowledt,;

and, while yet a child, was able to assi.st i

father (in his boarding school.) For this pi

pose he spent some time in Dublin attomli
.;

lectures at the college, and learning the I .

brew language. The pious care exercis

over hira, when absent from his parents, wi

appear by the following extracts from letti

,

written to him by his father. 'Keep t ^

mind as quiet as possible, so that thou m
have benefit of this little tour. I desire th

mayst have thy eye to Him that hath pi

served, in some degree, him that writeth iv

is bis chiefest joy. Next to that, m}' joy
:

that mine may walk acceptably before lliij

Durable riches, I know, and honors are in Hi

ight hand, which he dispenses impartial!)

n His own fit time.— 174:4. VVe are very d

sirous of seeing thee at home, for sever

easons; and yet very loath to interrupt thi

n that in which thou proposest to thyseli :

advantage, or, at least, a satisfaction ; for th(

mayst assure thyself, whilst thou continue

to eye the best things, thou art and will I

near me.
My dear son, that gracious Hand tli;

dispenses Divine favors liberally, hath m
been wanting to my mind wince thou left u

and thou hast been nearly remembered li

me, and mj^ desires are, that thou maye--

often participate of those riches and treasurel

that add no sorrow, but give the soul dominio !

over all lower enjoyments. This sifting, wiri

nowing, purging, cleansing Hand, that wouM
make room for itself—that would leave notli

ing but the pure, weighty grain—bring everi

thought, word and action to judgment; nuiy

it be attended upon, and, when retired anc'

withdrawn, patiently waited for. Expcri
ence tells us here, too, that the prodigal raus'

know want.—1748.

"Thou hast been pretty much in my miiK

since we parted, and I have often rememb^ivi:
that portion of Scripture: ' The refining po(

is for silver, and the furnace for gold.' \'aii

0U8 are the probations that are permitted id

fall to our share, in this vale of tears. I <an-

not think but, if it be not our own fault, tluv

may turn to our lasting advantage, in jmn;--

ing away the dross, the tin, and the reproliuic

silver. The more deep the trials, the more
severe and heavy the refining, reforming
Hand presses on our souls, the more high
they may rise in acceptance, and have the
more sensible enjoynaents; and then may the
soul bow, in the depth of humility, to the

Root, and know its dependence on that from
whence living nourishment springs. Surely
the all-wise God hath, for a wise and blessed

end, dispensed day and night to our souls, as

to the outward creation, to engage
and enamor our souls to love Him.—1748."

On the 2d of Second month, 1749, Richard
Shackleton was married to Elizabeth, young-

daughtor of Usury and Deborah Fuller-
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rney settled in a pleasant dwelling in the

Vlao'e near their parents, who looked forward

'ith'ioytul hope to future prospects for their

dildren, whom they beheld walking in the

ith which leads to happiness.

"About this time a little band, young in

i.ars but increasing in the experience ot

(ose things which belong to peace, became

osely united. Amongst these Mary Peis-

y Samuel Neale, Elizabeth Pike, Eichard

aackleton and his wife, and Elizabeth Carle

m often met and were a strength and en

M)urao-ement to each other. Their union is

ispressed thus in a letter from Eichard

Ihackleton to Samuel Neale :
' My cry was to

ay, dear friend, for us who are young, who

i:-e 'known by one another to have good de-

. ires begotten in us for the blessed cause, that

-•re might be preserved and plentifully filled

ti-ith Divine wisdom, of which I saw a groat

necessity, that the Lord would take us, being

hildren, and teuch us himself; and that we

: light be drawn into near unity with one an-

ther.' Samuel Neale who had been forgiven

uich, loved much ; and having been obedient

the heavenly vision, became a vessel of

,onoi-, replenished with good, and pouring it

•forth for the refreshment of others. He was

line who, remembering the trials which at

end youth, compassionated them ;
and in ad

;ianced life, his winning affability toward:

afc-onng persons, his fatherly love and care, hi;

(heart and house open to receive them, made

ak deep impression on their minds, from which

many received lasting advantage."

g (To be continued.)

I

The Sticklfbaeks,

Oar New York Aquarium publishes a very

attractive semi-monthly journal, full of in-

structive entertainment derived from the

imanners and customs of the aquatic residents

ilders who ' are thus d

on the corner of 35th street and Broadway

liAmong these, few are more interesting than

the little nest b '

' "

scribed :
,

" Having first chosen the site, which may
be som» se'cluded little moss covered retreat

among the pebbles or the branches of some

hardy^sea plant, the Stickleback begins the

collection and arrangement of the materials

out of which the nest is made ;
these consist

of the delicate little leaves and branches of

sea weed which abound in all ponds, lakes,

or even in the great ocean. With these the

work of nest building is begun and com-

pleted—the only instrument used being the

mouth and active little nose of the builder.

First comes a bit of tangled weed for a foun-

dation, which is held in place, it may be, by

some bits of straw that a favoring breeze has

cast upon the water, and which serves in th

place of tie beams and rafters. By the aid

of these few simple materials, many of them

brought from a distance in the mouth of the

builder, the nest is completed, and when
finished has the appearance of a little green

puff ball or thistle bud. On one side, or at

the top, a small opening is left, and within is

a soft green bed for the reception of the eggs.

These eggs, when first laid, are of a yellow

color and about the size of the smallest dust

shot or poppy seeds. As they approach ma
turity they turn to a darker color. Mr. Couch,

in his History of British Fish, gives a very

interesting account of personal observations length."-

which but serve to confirm the claim we have

set up for the superior skill and wisdom of

the Stickleback. He tells us that in a large

dock for shipping on the river Thames thou-

sands of Sticklebacks were bred, and he often

amused himself for hours observing them.

While multitudes were enjoying themselves

near the shore in the warm sunshine, others

were busy making their nests. This con-

sisted of the very minutest pieces of straw or

sticks, the exact color of the ground at the

bottom of the water on which they were

laid, so that it was next to impossible to dis-

cover the nest unless they saw the fish at

work, or observed the eggs. The nest is

somewhat larger than an English shilling

and has a top or cover with a hole in the

centre, about ihe size of a hazel nut, in which

are deposited the eggs or spawn. This open-

ing is frequently covered or concealed by

drawing small fragments over it. It was also

observe'd that the fi-'h used great force in con-

veying the material to the nest. When it

was about an inch from the nest it suddenly

darted towards the spot and left the tiny

fragment in place, after which it would de-

votee a half a minute or more in adjusting it.

OnB of these nests, when taken up, hung to-

gether like wool. In other cases, however

where the materials used in its construction

are more delicate, the nest will not bear re

moval, but when taken from the water falls

together like a tangled ball of fine thread.

"It sometimes happens that the Stickle-

back, like the Sparrow and Wren, avails it-

self of special contrivances for aiding it in

its work. An instance of this came under

the notice of the observer above named. A
pair of Sticklebacks made their nest in the

loose end of a rope, from which the separate

strands hung out about a yard from the sur-

face, over a depth of four or five fathoms, and

to which materials need only have been

brought in the mouth of the fish from a dis

tance of about thirty feet. The nest was

formed of the usual aggregation of the finer

sorts of green and red sea weed, but these

were so matted together in the hollow formed

by the untwisted strands of the rope that the

mass constituted an oblong ball about the size

of a large egg. In this had been deposited

the scattered assemblage of spawn, and the

whole was bound together with a thread of

animal substance which passed through and

through in various directions, while the rope

itself formed an outside covering. In the

case of the Fifteen-spined Stickleback, the

eirgs, which are very large and of an amber

coPor, are not placed within the nest, but dis-

tributed in little pockets throughout the

mass.
"If the Stickleback displays an unusual

skill and ingenuity in the construction of its

nest, it is equally active and zealous in the

defence of its home and the protection of the

treasure it was designed to contain. Wood
informs us that when the Stickleback has

fixed upon a spot for his nest he seems to

consider a certain area around as his own
special property, and will not suffer any other

fish to intrude within its limits. He will

even dash at a fish ten times his size, and by

dint of his fierce onset and bristling spines

drive away the enemy. If a cane or branch

be lowered within their domain the faithful

and brave guardian of his homo will dash at

it with a force that may be felt along its whole

New York Observer.

From the '* Guiding Hand."

Dr. Bond's Vision.

Among the consequences resulting from the

predicted outpouring of the Holy Spirit in the

last days, it was declared that "your young
en shall see visions and your old men shall

dream dreams." And though this scripture

seems almost abandoned to the mercy of en-

thusiasts and fanatics, yet the numerous "vi-

sions and revelations of the Lord" recorded in

the books of the New Testament, as well as

in the annals of the church of Christ in all

ages, afford sufficient and convincing evidence

that this word of the Lord was never spoken

in vain, but has received, and maj' be yet

receiving, an abundant fulfilment ; and that,

not among the fanatical and extravagant and

half-crazed followers of new notions and

strange doctrines, but among those whose

piet}', sobriety, intelligence, and usefulness,

mark them as chosen vessels to bear the words

of Christ to the perishing sons of men.

In an obituary notice of Dr. Thomas E.

Bond, which was published, shortly after his

death, in the columns of The Christian Advo-

cate, of which he had been for several years

the editor, there was recorded the following

remarkable vision in the early history of this

celebrated itinerant preacher. The writer

mentions it as "Avery extraordinary incident

in the life of Dr. Bond. Its truth is, however,

beyond question. The circumstances forbid

the supposition of optical illusion ortemporary

hallucination. There are those living who
testify to such of the facts as were subject to

observation, and the memorials of the trans-

action are yet distinctly preserved in the re-

ligious character of sons and daughters of

some who were immediately affected by it.

"Being on a visit to his father, he was

deeply grieved to find the church, which he

had left in a state of prosperous activity, lan-

guishing, lukewarm, and weak. His thoughts

were much occupied with the subject, and, of

course, it was the matter of earnest and fre-

quent prayer. In this state of mind, one

morning, ho was walking over the fields to a

neighboring house, when suddenly he seemed

to be in a room where a number of people

were assembled, apparently for worship. The

room he recognized as an apartment in the

house of a neighbor, where a prayer meeting

was to be held on the evening of that day.

Had he stood in the midst of it he could not

have been more conscious of the scene. There

was nothinsr of the dim, or shadowy, or dreamy

about it. He recognized the people, noticed

where they sat and stood, remarked his father

near the table, at which a preacher was rising

to give out a hymn, and near the middle of

the congregation he saw a man named C, for

whose salvation he felt particular anxiety,

standing with his son beside him. While

gazing with astonishment upon the scene, he

heard the words, ' Go and tell C. that he has

an offer of salvation for the last time.'

"Naturally supposing that the too great

concentration of mind upon one subject bad

induced some hallucination of the senses, Dr.

Bond fell down on his knees and besought

God to preserve his reason. The scene, how-

ever, continued ; it would not disappear nor

change in any of its particulars. In vain he

strug"gled to dispel it ; the voice yet repeated

with indubitable distinctness, ' Go and tell C.

that he has an offer for salvation for the last

time.' Yet how would he dare to deliver so

awful a message I For a great length of time
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he struggled for deliverance from what he sti

considered an ilhwion. At length an expe
dient occurred to him which he adopted. Hi

had never been in the room in which he was
apparently present, when it was used for

religious meeting. He, of course, did not

know how it was commonly prepared for such

occasions. He therefore noted with great

care the particulars of the scene. He
where the little table for the preacher, the

benches and chairs for the people, were placed.

He noticed his acquaintances, and where they

sat and stood, and when he was satisfied that

he had possessetl himself perfectly of these

details, he said, ' I will go to this meetin^
and if I see things there to correspond with
what I now see, it shall be as a sign from the

Lord, and I will deliver the message.' I

mediately the scene vanished, and he was
alone in the green fields.

"With a spirit indescribably agitated he

returned home, where he found ladies who
required him to escort them a long distance,

and it was somewhat past the hour fixed for

the meeting when he reachtd the awful place.

During the day he had freely indulged the
hope that on his entrance into the room h
trouble would disappear. He thought he had
been the subject of an illusion, the fruit of an
excited brain, and that a want of correspond-
ence immediately to be detected between the
real scene and the one presented to his disor
dered fancy, would at once satisfy' him as to

the morbid character of his morning vision,

and release him from the obligation of deliver
ing the terrible message with which he was
conditionally charged. When he opened the
door, however, he saw again, in all its minute-
ness of detail, the morning scene. In vain he
searched the room for a variant particular.

There sat his father in the designated place.

The preacher at the table was rising to give
out the hymn. In the midst of the room stood
C, with his son beside him. Everything de-

manded that the message should be delivered.
"After the preliminary exercises, he rose

and stated the circumstances as we have re-

lated them, and then going to C, he laid his
hand upon him, and repeated the words he
had heard. The effect was indescribable. C.
and his son fell down together and called

upon God. An awful solemnity rested upon
all present. Many cried for mercy, and from
that time began a revival of religion which
spread far and wide ; the fruits of which are
yet seen, after many days.

" In the midst of this extraordinary scene,
the father of Dr. Bond, who was too deaf to
hear his words, sat an anxious observer. He
was a calm man, whose Quaker education had
not lost its influence over his religious charac-
ter and views. After the meeting he asked
Thomas what he had said to produce such an
effect. He frankly told him all. The old man
mused a while and said, ' You did right.' "

For "The Friend."

Bible Societies.

The British and Foreign Bible Society was
formed in 180-1. It was organized by a union
of all denominations, including Friends. Since
that period it has circulated more than 100,-

000,000 copies of the Scriptures published in

200 different languages. In the 13th century
a bible cost in Kngland £30, or $150. The
Roman Catholics for a time cooperated witli

the British and Foreign Society in distribut-

ing bibles bj'a branch Society at Ratisbon, in

Germany, but this society was abolished by

a Papalbull in 1817.

The first Bible Society established in the

United States was the Philadelphia Bible So-

ciety, in 1808. The American Bible Society

was established in New York in 1816. Its

receipts the first year were about $38,000, and
in the year 1872, $690,000. In 1816 it issued

6410 copies, in 1872 over 1,000,000. Its aux-
iliaries numbered 2000, in 1873, with about
5000 branch organizations.

In the years 1829, 1856, and 1866, the
American Bible Society undertook to supply
a copy of the Bible to every family in the

United States. It has prepared and published
the whole Bible in raised letters for the blind,

at a cost of $20 a copy. From 1816 to 1872,

its total receipts were about $15,000,000, and
the aggregate number of volumes issued by
it 28,780,0^00.

HAZEL BLOSSOMS.
BY J. G. WHITHER.

The summer warmth has left the sky,

The Slimmer songs have died away
;

And, withered, in the footpaths lie

The fallen leaves—but yesterday
With ruby and with topaz gay.

The grass is browning on the hills

;

No pale, belated flowers recall

The astral fringes of the rills,

And drearily the dead vines fall.

Frost-blackened, from the roadside wall.

Yet, through the gray and sombre wood,
Against the dusk of fir and pine,

Last of their floral sisterhood,

The hazel's yellow blossoms shine—
The tawny gold of Afric's mine.

Small beauty hath my unsung flower,

For spring to own or summer hail

;

But in the season's saddest hour,

To skies that weep and winds that wail,

Its glad surprisals never fail.

O, days grown cold ! O, life grown old !

No rose of June may bloom again
;

But like the hazel's twisted gold,

Through early frosts and latter rain.

Shall hints of summer-time remain
;

And as within the hazel's bough
A gift of mystic virtue dwells,

That points to golden ores below,
And in dry, desert places tells

Where flow unseen the cool, sweet wells
;

So, in the wise diviner's hand.
Be mine the hazel's grateful part,

To feel, beneath a thirsty land.

The living waters thrill and start,

The beating of the rivulet's heart

!

Sufficeth me the gift to light .

With latest bloom the dark, cold days
;

To call some hidden spring to sight,

That in these dry and dusty ways
Shall sing its pleasant song of praise.

O love ! the hazel wand may fail

;

But thou canst lend a surer spell.

That, passing over B;ica's vale,

Repeats the old-time miracle.

And makes the desert land a well.

dial tones, "Mr. Gougb, go down to our mo '

ing at the town hall to-night." A brief ei

versation followed, so winning in its cbaract

that the reckless youth consented to go. 1

went; he heard the appeals there made. Wi'
tremulous hand he signed the pledge of tdi

abstinence. By God's help he kept it, ai

keeps it yet. The poor boot crimper who la

ped him on the shoulder, good Joel Strattci

has lately gone to heaven. But the youth Ij

saved is to-day the foremost of reformers (}

the face of the globe. Methinks when I listc!

to the thunders of applause that greet Jul

B. Gough on the platform of the Aeadeiii\-

Music 1 am hearing the echoes of that tap (

the shoulder, and of that kind invitation uiid^

the ancient elms of Worcester. "He th;

winneth souls is wise."^r. L. Cuyler.

For " The Friend.

A Kind Word.—On a certain Sabbath evon-

g some twenty years ago, a reckless young
man was idly lounging under the elm-trees in

the public square of Worcester. He had be-
come a wretched waif on the current of sin.

lis days were spent in the waking remorse
of a drunkard

; his nights were passed in the
buffooneries of an ale house. As ho sauntered
along, out of humor with himself and with all

mankind, a kind voice saluted him. Astranger
laid his hand on his shoulder, and said in cor-

Climatology of Florida.

In an address on the climatology of Florid. 1

recently delivered by Dr. Baldwin, the authc
gives some interesting statistics, whose valu

is indicated by the fact that they are base
on thirty-six years' meteorological observj

tions, recorded by himself, at Jacksonvilh
together with numerous shorter records fror!

the stations in other portions of the Stat(

He states that the first frost has occurred i

the fall in October four times in the coins
of these records, in November sixteen tinK'>

and in December seven times. There hav
been several years in which there have beei

no frosts in October. There have been thrO'

years in which ,none has occurred in Novera
ber nor December. Of late frosts he say.

that there have been very few in April, anc

none after that. The latest on record is that

on the 28th of April, 1858. There have beer

but four Aprils and but four Octobers in whicl
frosts have been recorded. From these state

ments an idea can be formed of the average
amounts of freezing weather in winter. Frosty
".lys occur onthe average about five days in

each of the months of December and J.anuary.

As to clear days, he states that from Novem
ber to March, there is an average of. twenty
clear days per month ; but for June, July,
August, September and October an average
of from seventeen to nineteen days. Of rainy
days there are in January six or seven, ia

Februarj^ three or four, in March five or six,

and in December, five. " I judge," Dr. Baldwin
says, "that on the whole, the preponderance
of clear over rain}^ and cloudy days speaks
decidedly in favor of our climate as being
characterized by a fair amount of pleasant
weather. The excessively cloudj^ weather of
January, 1875, is a marked exception to all

former years since my residence iu Florida,

and has most probably resulted from some
general disturbance of the atmosphere, which
has produced such intense cold in the North-
ern States as will probably be remembered
hereafter as one of those cold winters which
at long intervals will visit a country, and
which on many accounts may be considered
as a "blessing in disguise "

A person converted in youth is like the
un rising on a summer's morning to shine
hrough the long bright daj-. But a person
convorteil late in life is like the evening star,

a lovely object of Christian contemplation,
but not appearing till the day is closing, and
then but for a little while.
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ijlie Volcano of Kilauea in the Island of Hawaii.

IrThe following account of a visit to this

A'lcano is takeu from Nonihoff's Northern

niifornia, Oregon, and the Sandwich Islands.]

ftlho great crater of Kilauea is nine miles

ii circumference, and perhaps a thousand feet

|ep. It is, in fact, a deep pit, bounded on

Isides by precipitous rocks. The entrance

Seflfected by a series of steps, and below

ijese by a scramble over lava and rock de-

Dis. It is not difficult, but the ascent is

(l^esome ; and it is a prudent precaution, ifyou

|,ve ladies with you, to take a native man

i-

each lady, to assist her over the rougher

ices, and up the steep ascent. The greater

rt of the ciater was, when I saw it, a mass of

lad, though not cold lava ;
and over this you

'alk'tothe farthest extremity of the pit, where

^.u must ascend a tolerably steep hill of lava,

Thich is the bank of the fiery lake. The dis-

ince from the Volcano House to the edge of

4i8 lake is, by the road you take, three miles.

I The goddess Pole, who, according to the

awaiian mythology, presides over Kilauea,

a-^ some say all her sex are, variable,

,an:;cahlo, mutable. What I shall tell you

lOut the appearance of the crater and lake

true of that time ;
it may not have been

,n\-rl a week later; it was certainly not

ue of a month before. We climbed into the

!3ep pit, and then stood upon a vast floor of

i.va, rough,jammed together, broken, jagged,

learning out a hot sulphurous breath at al-

lOst every seam, revealing rolls of later lava

ije( tii>ns at every deep crack, with caverns

lid liii^h ridges where the great mass, after

aclinic, was forced together, and with a steep

louiitTiin-side of lava at our left, along the

)ot lit which we clambered.

This floor of lava, which seems likely to be

nun-e or less permanent feature, was, three

r four years ago, upon a level with the top

f the high ridge, or ledge, whose base you

kirt. The main part of the crater was then

floor of lava vaster even than it now is. Sud-

denly one day, and with a crash which per

uaded one or two persons at the Volcano

louse that the whole planet was flying to

)ieces, the greater part of this lava floor sank

lown, or tell down, a depth of about five

lundred feet, to the level whereon we now
valked. The wonderful tale was plain to us

is we examined the details on the spot. It

«ras as though a top-heavy and dried-out pie-

irust had fallen in in the middle, leaving a

lart of the circumference bent down, but

linging at the outside to the dish.

After this great crash the lava seems from

time to time to have boiled up from beneath

through cracks, and now lies in great rolls

upon the surface, or in the deeper cracks. It

is related that later the lake or caldron at

the farther end of the crater boiled over, and

sent down streams of lava which meandered

over the black plain ;
that, continuing to boil

over at intervals, this lake increased the

height of its own banks, for the lava cools

very rapidly ; and thus was built np a high

hill, which we ascended after crossing the

lava plains, in order to look down, in fear and

wonder, upon the awful sight below.

What we saw there on the 3d of March,

1873, was two huge pits, caldrons, or lakes

filled with a red, molten, fiery, sulphurous,

raging, roaring, restless mass of matter, to

watch whose unceasing tumult was one of the

most fascinating experiences of my life.

The two lakes were then separated by a

narrow and low-lying ledge or peninsula of

lava, whieh I was told they frequently over-

flow, and sometimes entirely melt down,

luding upon the northern bank we could

see both lakes, and we estimated their short-

est diameter to be about 5U0 feet, and the

longest about one-eighth of a mile. Within

this pit the surface of the molten lava was

about eighty feet below us. It has been known
to sink down 400 feet ; last December it was

overflowing the high banks and sending

streams of lava into the great plain by which

we approached it ; and since I saw it, it has

risen to within a few feet of the top of the

bank, and has forced a way out at one side,

where, in September, 1873, it was flowing out

slowly on to the great lava plain which forma

the bottom of the main crater.

What, therefore, Madame Pele will show

you hereafter is uncertain. What we saw was

this: two large lakes or caldrons, each nearly

circular, with the lower shelf or bank red hot,

from which the molten lava was repelled to-

ward the Centre without cessation. The sur-

face of these lakes was of a lustrous and

beautiful gray, and this, which was a cooling

and tolerably solid scum, was broken by

jagged circles of fire, which appeared of a

vivid rose color in contrast with the gray.

These circles, starting at the red hot bank or

bore, moved more or less rapidly toward the

centre, where, at intervals ofperhaps a minute,

the whole mass of lava suddenly but slowly

bulged up, burst the thin crust, and flung

aloft a huge, fiery wave, which sometimes

shot as high as thirty feet in the air. Then

ensued a turmoil, accompanied with hissing,

and occasionally with a dull roar as the

gases sought to escape, and spray was flung

in every direction ;
and presently the agita-

tion subsided, to begin again in the same

place, or perhaps in another.

Meantime the fiery rings moved forward

perpetually toward the centre, a new one re-

appearing at the shore before the old was in-

<>-ulfed, and not uufrequently the mass of lava

was so fiercely driven by some force from the

bank near which we stood, that it was ten or

fifteen feet higher near the centre than at the

circumference. Thus somewhat of the depth

was revealed to us, and there seemed some-

thing peculiarly awful to me in the fierce

o-lowing red heat of the shores themset

which never cooled with exposure to the air

and light.

Thus acted the first of the two lakes. But

when, favored by a strong breeze, we ven-

tured farther, to the side of the furthermost

one, a still more terrible spectacle greeted us.

The mass in this lake was in yet more violent

agitation ;
but it spent its fury upon the pre-

cfpitous southern bank, against which it

dashed with a vehemence equal to a heavy

surf breaking against clitTs. It had under-

mined this lava cliff, and for a space of per-

haps one hundred and fifty feet the lava beat

and surged into glaring, red hot, cavernous

deplh.s, and was repelled with a dull, heavy

roar, not exactly like the boom of breakers,

because the lava is so much heavier than

water, but with a voice of its own, less re-

sonant, and, as we who listened thought, full

of even more deadly fury.

It seems a little absurd to couple the word
" terrible" with any action of mere inanimate

matter, from which, after all, we stood in no

very evident peril. Yet "terrible" is the

only word for it. Grand it was not, because

n all its action and voice it seemed infernal.

Though its movement is slow and deliberate,

it would scarcely occur to you to call either

the constant impulse from one side toward

the other, or the vehement and vast bulging

of the lava wave as it explodes its thin crust

or dashes a fiery mass against the clifi', ma-
jestic, for devilish seems a better word.

Meantime, though we were favored with a

cool and strong breeze, bearing the sulphurous '

stench of the burning lake away from us, the

heat of the lava on which we stood, at least

eighty feet above the pit, was so great as to

be almost unendurable. We stood first upon

one foot, and then on the other, because the

soles of our feet seemed to be scorching

through thick shoes. A lady sitting down
upon a bundle of shawls had to rise because

the wraps began to scorch ; our faces seemed

on fire from the reflection of the heat below
;

the guide's tin water canteen, lying near my
feet,"became presently so hot that it burned

my fingers when I took it up ; and at inter-

vals there came up from behind us a draught

of air so hot, and so laden with sulphur that,

even with the strong wind carrying it rapidly

away, it was scarcely endurable. It was
while we were coughing and spluttering at

one of these hot blasts, which came from the

numerous fissures in the lava which we had

passed over, that a lady of our party re-

marked that she had read an excellent de-

scription of this place in the New Testament

;

and so far as I observed, no one disagreed

with her.

After the lakes came the cones. When the

surface of this lava is so rapidly cooling that

the action below is too weak, to break it, the

gases forcing their way out break small vents,

through which lava is then ejected. This,

cooling rapidly as it comes to the outer air,

forms by its accretions a conical pipe of

greater or less circumference, and sometimes

growing twenty or thirty feet high, open at

the top, and often with openings also blown

out at the sides. There are several of these

cones on the summit bank of the lake, all

ruined, as it seemed to me, by some too vio-

lent explosion, which had blown off most of

the top, and in one case the whole of it, leav-

ing then only a wide hole.

Into these holes we looked, and saw a very

wonderful and terrible sight. Below us was

a stream of lava, rolling and surging and

beating against huge, precipitous, red hot

ffs ; and higher up, suspended from other,

also red or white hot overhanging cliffs, de-

pended huge stalactites, like masses of fiercely

glowing fern leaves waving about in the sub-

Terraneous wind ; and here we saw how thin

was in some such places the crust over which

we walked, and how near the melting point

must be its under surface. As far as we could

judge, these little craters or cones rested upon

a crust not thicker than twelve or fourteen

inches, and one fierce blast from below seemed

BufiScient to melt away the whole place. For-

tunately one cannot stay very long near these

openings, for they exhale a very poisonous

breath ; and so we were drawn back to the

more fascinating but less perilous spectacle of

the lakes ; and then back over the rough lava,

our minds filled with memories of a spectacle

which is certainly one of the most remarkable

our planet affords.

(To be concluded.)
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For "The Fl

Tiie last Days ui David Sauds,

The following notice of the conclusion of

the life of this devoted servant of Christ, is

taken from the journal of his life and labors

In the year 1818, the infirmities which now
increased upon David Sands, subjected him at

times to great bodily pain ; but his mind was
supported with an unshaken hope that all was
well, as respected a future state ; saying that

he had no fears, except that he might not
bear the pains of his departing moments with
as much patience as he ought. His greatest

anxiety seemed to be for an increase of the

kingdom of Christ, and of the religious So
ciety of which he had long been a deeply
exercised member; and to whose religious

principles, identical as he believed them to be

with genuine Christianity, he was deeply at

tached. He declared in these solemn mo
ments, that these considerations were dearer
to him than his natural life.

About this period a number of Friends met
after a Monthly Meeting at Cornwall, to which
he belonged; and he requested a religious op-
portunity with them; when, after communi-
cating suitable counsel and encouragement,
ho said: "I wish my friends every where to

know, that I am like the children of Israel,

when passing through the wilderness; my
shoes are not waxed old, nor my garments
rent ; but the same living exercise and travail

of spirit that I have witnessed in early life,

is yet my experience ; and the prayer of mj'

heart often is 'that my sword may remain
bright, and that I may go down to my grave
in my harness.' " And this his request seemed
in a remarkable manner to be granted ; as
much of the lastr part of his life was spent in

visiting the families of his own particular
meeting; and when he had completed this ser-

vice, he attended the meeting on First-day,

and was remarkably favored in testimony,
having much to communicate on many sub-

jects, though in great bodily weakness.
When returning home, on passing by the

burying-ground, he queried with his wife
whether every thing did not appear unusually
pleasant ; remarking " I do not expect to pass
this place again ;" and though he was then in

nearly his usual health, within a week his

earthly course was terminated.
The powers of his mind appeared bright,

and his zeal to increase. He often expressed
the belief that his time in this world would be
very short, and that he wished to improve
every opportunity, both public and private,
and to encourage all. He knew that nothing
could take away the sting of death but free-

dom from sin and transgression, through the
])ower of the Holy Spirit, and the sprinkling
of the blood of Jesus.

His nights were painful ; and he was often
heard supplicating at the Throne of Grace,
that they who sat in darkness, might be
bnmght to have faith in that Divine power
which caused the blind to see, and the lame
to walk. Thus the exercise of his mind for

the good of souls continued almost to his

latest moments.
On his return home from the last meeting

he attended, he said ho had taken a final leave
of the meeting ; but that there were a few in-

dividuals on whoso account lie still fell, some
anxiety, as thoy were not enclosed within the

pales of our church. But that his prayers
were, that othei-s might be raised up to feel

for those, and to boar the weight of his con-

corn, and labor with them. He feared that
many felt a disposition to withdraw their

necks from under the yoke of Christ; and
that though he should be removed from works
to rewards, he believed the cause would make
progress, though many might " fall out by
the way;" but the Truth was the same that
it ever was, and that all who were clothed
with it, would rise superior to all the power
of an unwearied adversary.
He remarked that he had never felt such

happiness before,—that he felt himself sur-

rounded with heavenly spirits,—that his sen-

sations surpassed description. " I think," said

he, " that some great change will soon take
place with me. Come life or come death, my
joy and happiness seem complete. My cup
this day has been made to overflow. I never
experienced such a meeting as I have had this

day."

On Second-day morning he was very feeble,

and his general appearance indicated the ap-
proaching change. It was proposed to call

in a physician, to which he consented
;
but

said it was to gratify his friends, for he con-
sidered his case beyond the reach of medicine.
He remarked that his day's work was done,
that he had nothing more to do, as respected
a future state, he had not left his concern for

that, to a dying hour. He desired that all

mankind would be willing to labor as he had.
" Behold, I have left all to follow thee, the
only true God ; and thee alone have I wor-
shipped and adored. Thou hast been my
morning song; and my evening prayer has
been to thee. How is my soul replenished
with thy sovereign grace I Thou hast .pre-
served me by sea and land. Thou hast never
forsaken me though my trials have been
many." He proceeded to speak of his ex-
perience, saying :

" I have also been perse-
cuted by false brethren, and many proving
dispensations have been allotted to me; but
blessed are they who are persecuted for

Christ's sake. I have rejoiced that I was
found worthy to suffer in so glorious a cause.
If I know my own heart, from the commence-
ment of my religious exercises, I have pre-
ferred the experience of the mercies of a gra-
cious God, to all other things. By him have
I leaped over the walls of opposition that at
times have encircled my path. But now the
time draws nigh; the curtains of the evening
of this life will soon be drawn. I have many
n-ecious friends who will lament my loss; and
[ am sensible that I have had their tender
sympathy, though many of them are in a far
distant land

;
yet I seem to feel their tender

spirits hovering round my dying bed. But I

must resign them with a confident hope of
ere long meeting them in the realms of end-
less bliss."

In the afternoon, a neighbor who frequently
attended meeting, called and was desirous to
see him ; but feeling too feoble he objected to
3ngage in any further labor, aware that pro-
babl3^ he might feel anxious to say something
to him

; but on reflecting a little, he seemed
desirous to see him. VYhen he was introduced,
David Sands made some very close remarks
advising him to pursue for the future a dif-

ferent course of conduct, if he wished for
ha])pincs3 here or hereafter. After ho left,

David Sands observed that ho had been closely
tried, but found he must not withhold what
Drosontcd, probably it might bo the last of his
bors; and so it proved, except in his own

family.

He had often expressed a desire that
J

might be released from the suffering of mw
bodily pain in the closing hour; and he m;

favored to have his desire granted. In mui
quietness and composure he breathed his la

like one falling into a sweet sleep, on t

fourth day of the same week, being the 4
of the 6th mo. 1818. He was aged sevent
two years and eight months, and had beec
minister about forty-four years.

From the " New York Trilnme.

Tlie Arctic Expedition.

London, Friday, Oct. 27, 1876.

A telegram has been received at Port

mouth from Valentia announcing the retu;)

homeward of the British Arctic expeditidi
under Capt. Nares, comprising the nav!
steamers Alert and Discovery. Progress
the North Pole was found to be impractic
ble. Capt. Nares reports that no land cou
be discovered to the northward of the hig
est latitude reached, namely, 83° 20', but
other respects the expedition was successfi;

The Alert and Discovery left Port Foult
on July 29, 1875, and entered the ice off" Oaf
Sable. After a severe and continuous strugg
they reached the north side of Lady Fran
lin Bay, where the Discovery was left in wit

ter quarters. The Alert pushed on an
reached the limit of navigation on the shor
of the Polar Sea. The ice varied in thicknesi

being in some place 150 feet deep. Presiden
Land does not exist.

The Alert wintered in latitude 82° 27'. A
this point the sun was invisible 142 days, am
a temperature the lowest ever recorded wa
experienced. A detachment with sledges wa
dispatched northward. It was absent '70 dayt
and reached latitude 83° 20'. Another part;

rounded Cape Columbia, the northernmos
point of America, and traced 220 miles west
ward from Greenland, and also explored fa

to the eastward. These sledge parties me
with no game, and suffered from scurvy
Hans Petersen died from frost-bite. Johi
Porter of the Alert, and James Hans an(

Charles Paul of the Discoverj^ died on thi

sledging expeditions. No Esquimaux wen
seen, nor were any icebergs met with beyonc
Cape Union.
The expedition encountered great diflicul

ties in returning. The Alert's rudder-boli

was damaged. 'The vessels left Smith's Sounc
Sept. 9. They signaled the Pandora Oct. 16
all well. The Alert parted from the Dis
covery in a gale on Oct. 19. During the

sledge journey the ice was so rugged that iti

was only possible to advance a mile a day.
During the winter rich collections in the de
partment of natural history were made, and
many valuable scientific observations were
taken. Excellent coal was found near the
place where the Discovery wintered. The
expedition experienced the coldest weather
ever registered, the temperature being 59 de-
grees below zero for a fortnight, and falling
once to 104 degrees below freezing point. The
health of the crews, with the exceptions, al-

ready mentioned, has been good. Frost- bites
were severe but not numerous. Petersen, the
interjir. (.r, died in 40 days after both feet had
been lunpuiati-.l for frost-bite. '

•

|

All the iiuiiibers of the expedition declarej
it impossible Id get nearer the Pole than their i

northern expiring partj', which penetrated'
to within too miles of it. On the return from
their sledge journeys the men were iu a very
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Upless condition, and it was necessary to

(Try some of them on the sledges. The
Jinking of the Alert was much damaged by

^tere-iting Details of the Attempt to Reach the

Pole—A Tribute to Capt. Hall.

London, Monday, Oct. 30, 1876.

,A narrative of the Arctic Expedition is

jblished. It relates that after first encoun-

tring ice the expedition was detained several

cys in Port Prayer. It started thence on

^ig. 8, but before reaching the shore of

(i-innell Land the vessels were caught in an

ifspack. After this their progress north-

yird was an incessant struggle through
[|ance openings made in the ice by wind and
[jrrent, the channel through which the ships

nJved constantly closing behind them. The
Jscovery wintei-ed in a well sheltered harbor

1|
the west side of Hall's Basin, a few miles

i-rth of Polaris Bay. The Alert pushed for-

urd and rounded the northeast point of

((•ant's Land, but instead of finding as ex-

[cted, a continuous coast a hundred niiles

Ijward the north, she found herself on the

Ifrder of an extensive sea, with impenetrable

i'j on evei-y side and no harbor. The ship

yntered behind a barrier of grounded ice

ijjse to land.

(The floating masses of thick polar ice had in

leeting pressed up the masses of intermediate

1^ into blocks frequently a mile in diameter

id varying in height from 10 to 50 feet,

bstacle's of this kind destroyed all hope of

Robing the Pole by sledges before the at-

^pt was made. The sledge party wag
iliged to make a road with pickaxes nearly

,lf the distance it traveled. As it was al-

ays necessary to drag the sledge loads by
Stalmcnts, the party really traversed 276
lies, although it only progressed 73. All

e cairns erected by the Polaris expedition

3re visited. Atlhe boat depot in Newman's
ly a chronometer was found in perfect order,

heat left by the Polaris was successfully

[•own aboard the ship.

1 When at Polaris Bay the Discovery hoisted

e American flag and fired a salute as a
azen tablet with the following inscription

as fixed on the grave of Capt. Hall;
" Sacred to the memory of Capt. Hall of

e Polaris who sacrificed his life in the ad-

incement of science. This tablet is erected

the British Polar Expedition, who follow-

g his footsteps have profited by his experi-

[ice."

I

Two sailors of the Greenland sledge party
jere buried near Capt. Hall's grave. The
LflFeriugs of the sledge parties from scurvy
jere frightful. The expedition under Mark-
jim and Parr, which endeavored to reach
^e Pole, consisted of seventeen persons. Nine
^carne utterly helpless, and had to be carried

1 sledges. Three could barely walk, and
ere unable to pull.

Selected for "The Friend."

5th mo. 1st, 1837. Our friend, Joseph
ibbons, who, for many years has been a

ember and minister in our meeting, died

lis afternoon, after an illness of several

eeks. My wife and myself called the day
(fore his death to make inquiry after him,

id being invited into his room, saw that a

•eat change had taken place. He labored

r breath, and could saj' but a little at a time.

le remarked, that the work was finishing

and that she believed he would soon be re-

leased from bis sufferings. He added, he
believed the Lord would deliver him out of

all his troubles; that the wedding garment
was nearly completed, and that he would soon

be permitted to join his beloved companion,
who had recently gone before. Soon after,

he said, "'Lord, now lettestthou thy servant

depart in peace, for mine ej'es have seen thy
salvation.' Oh blessed and glorious conclu-

sion to come to, through the mercies of God
in Christ Jesus our Lord. I am a poor un-

worthy creature ; it is all through mercy, un-

merited mercy, unworthy as we are." He ex-

pressed much love for us, and took an aff'ec-

tionate leave, saying, ''may the Lord bless and
preserve j-ou to the end of the race : to the

coming of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ."

On taking him by the hand I said, I trusted

it would not be long before he would be re-

leased from all his sufferings
;
he replied, "we

must be resigned and wait the Lord's time."

He departed the next afternoon, in the

seventy-fifth j-ear of his age.

—

From William

Evans' Journal.

Maxims for Young Men.—Time is gold
;

throw not one minute away, but place each

one to account.

Do unto all men as you would be done by.

Never put off' till to-morrow what can be

done to-day.

Never bid another do what you can do
yourself.

Never covet what is not your own.
Never think any matter so trifling as not

to deserve notice.

Never give out what does not come in.

Do not spend, but produce.

Let the greatest order regulate the actions

of your lives.

Dependence on Divine Providenee.

" The eyes of all wait upon thee, and thou givest

them their meat in due season. Thou openest thy

hand, and satisfiest the desire of every living thing.

He will fulfil the desire of them that fear him
; he

also will hear their crv, and will save them.—Ps. cxlv.

1.5, 16, 19. See also Ps. civ. 28."

Who considers these words enough ! The
hand of God being my chief provision and
storehouse, is it not a shame to be anxiously

careful for anything? Has the Lord all things

in His hand ?—then surely I shall receive

what he has for me; none will be able to

withhold it. Faith has always a free access

to the treasures of God, who is never want-

ing. Christians have their chests and trea-

sures in such a high place, even in God, that

no thief can rob them, and they are sure to

have enough in God; and though the Lord
should try them with want a little while, yet

he relieves them in due time
;

tbeir bread

must rain from heaven rather than they

should be left without.

You need not, says Christ, seek these other

things, they shall be brought to you if you
only abide in me.

If this does not comfort and strengthen us

nothing else will. Now, many rely on their

full pockets and purses, but if they had true

faith, it would be enough that they believed

and had it in God's hand, purse and chest.

If the Lord is pleased to bestow some pro-

vision on his servant, he is very thankful for

it, and is careful to apply it well. But if God

thinks proper to deny it him, he is content
and cheerful.

—

Bogatz'ky's Golden Treasury.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 18, 1876.

We have received a copy of the printed

Minutes of Indiana Yearly Meeting, which
convened 9th mo. 27th last, from which we
make the following extracts of itsproceedings.

Charles F. Coffin was appointed Clerk, and
Dougan Clark and Levi Mills, assistants.

" By the epistles from tlie Yearly Meetings

on this continent, we are not informed of the

concurrence of any of them in the proposition

submitted to them by our last Yearly Meeting
for a conference of committees on the condi-

tion of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing, who are in harmony with their brethren

of other Yearly Meetings; although we learn

verbally that Iowa Yearly Meeting has co-

incided in such appointment, and by the

epistle from Baltimore Yearly Meeting, that

the consideration of the subject was postponed

until their next Yearly Meeting.
" Inasmuch as several of the Yearly Meet-

ings have declined to unite in such appoint-

ment, our committee appointed at last Yearly

Meeting is released and the subject dismissed."

"The following postscript to the Epistle

from Western Yearly Meeting has been re-

ceived and read, viz: 'At Western Yearly

Meeting of Friends, held at Plainfield, 9th mo.

15th to 21st, 1876. We are informed that

New York and Ohio Yearly Meetings have

adopted the proposition of this meeting for a

general Conference, with the understanding

that the judgments reached by said Confer-

ence shall be advisory, and that a majority of

the American Yearly Meetings shall concur.

They consider with us that your proposition

is included in ours. Iowa concurs with you.

Can you not revise your proposition so as to

harmonize the action taken ?

By direction of the meeting,

Barnabas C. Hobbs, Clerk.'

" We have reconsidered the subject at the

request of our dear friends of Western Yearly

Meeting, but do not feel prepared to reverse

the decision then arrived at."

The report of the Book and Tract Com-
mittee shows the distribution of 2,000,000

pages of tracts, and says, " We have kept a

few Friends' books on hand, but wo have not

donated any to libraries since our last report."

No other mention than this is made of the

circulation of Friends' books.

The report of the Bible Association recom-

mended " that the Yearly Meeting appoint a

committee to carry forward the work of the

Indiana Bible Association of Friends. The
association to be continued under that name,

and to be an auxiliary to the American Bible

Society, and to report annually to the Yearly

Meeting." This was adopted by the Yearly

Meeting.
Indiana Yearly Meeting still continues to

receive answers to eight queries from its thir-

teen Quarterly Meetings, which queries are

very similar in their import to those used in

Philadelphia ; but they have a committee

under appointment to revise these queries,

which reported such a revision, suggesting

radical changes. This report was laid over

for consideration next year.
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The following is the answer to the third

querj'

:

" 3. Friends endeavor, by example and pre-

cept, to educate their children and those under
their care in the principles of the Christian

religion, and in plainness of speech, deport
ment, and apparel ; to guard them against
pernicious reading, and from corrupt conver-

sation, and to encourage them to read the
Holy Scriptures; but a number of the reports

state exceptions in one or more of these par-

ticulars."

The statistical reports sent up from the
subordinate meetings include the following

:

Five new meetings for worship have been set

up within the year; 13 ministers recorded;
901 members received by request ; 30 dis-

owned
; 52 resigned : total number of mem-

bers 17,681. Established meetings 124; re-

corded ministers 195.

The report on Earlham College gives the
number of pupils as 126 boys and 111 girls.

The report of the " Missionary Board" statttS

that, "the Monthly Meeting of Southland,
near Helena, Arkansas, has forwarded an-
swers to the queries and statistics, the latter

showing the members there to bo now 142.

All of these are colored persons except nine.

There has been an increase of thirty-five

members the past year." The report states

that the Normal Institute at Maryvillc, Ten-
nessee, which is under the care of the " Mis-
sionary Board," is in good condition. The
students are all colored persons, and there
have been 381 educated in it since its institu-

tion. The number of students for the past
j-ear is 55 ; 42 teachers have been educated in

the School. "Nine young colored persons
liave been received into membership with
Friends, and they, with their teacher and
others, hold regular meetings at the Insti-

tute."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—General TehernayeflT, commander-in-chief

of the Servian army, has gone to Belgrade with 200
Russian ofBcera.

A Vienna dispatch says that Russia is raising diffi-

culties in regard to the line of demarcation. She now
proposes an arrangement by which the Turks would he
compelled to quit the Valley of the Morava.
The London Post publishes an official announcement

of Russia's formal acceptance of the English proposal
for a conference at Constantinople on the basis of the
integrity and independence of Turkey. The proposal
as accepted by Russia includes the condition that the
Powers jointly and severally renounce all intention of
aggrandizement.
The Paris Temps publishes a telegram from Vienna

which states that Montenegro, finding herself incapable
of maintaining the troops in their present position dur-
ing the armistice, has opened direct negotiations with
the Porte for a prompt conclusion of peace.
The aversion of the Servians to the war, and their

reluctance to engage in military service, is shown by
the fact mentioned in a leading Russian journal that
9,000 Servians had mutilated themselves to get away
from the army, and a still larger number had deserted.
The Spanish government has submitted a bill to the

Senate restoring the constitutional guarantees through-
out the country, except in tl)e Basque provinces.
General Loma has ordered the inhabitants of the

Basque provinces to immediately deliver all their arms
to the authorities. The Spanish government's decision
to exeinpt all the Basque provinces from the operation
of the Constitutional guarantees has created a painful
impression.

Six hundred and fifty additional troops have arrived
at Havana from Spain.
A dispatch from Lisbon says Spanish emigrants and

refugees have been ordered to quit Portugal.
The port of Cronstadt, in the Baltic sea, and the roii.l

Bli-;i(l, .-uc- iii'-bi!iiiHl, and navig.'ition is stoppi-d. 'I li

riviT Owina 'h frozen and navigation closed. The riv. j

Neva in also choked with floating ice from Lak« Ladoy.i.

Two hundred and sixty-one miles of rai^

opened in India in 1875, making the total length of

completed lines 6497 miles, of which 5676 miles are of
the 5 feet 6 inch gauge.
The district of Backergunge, India, was ravaged by

a cyclone on the 7th inst. last. A thousand native
houses were destroyed. The town of Dowlutkhan was
submerged by a wave and 5000 persons are believed to

have perished. The government has sent relief to the
desolated sections.

The Times of India announces that relief works have
been established in the Sholapore district, where the
Pioneer, on the 6th inst., reported there were prospects
of a famine, and 4-5,000 of the inhabitants have been
given employment.
The United States frigate Franklin, with Wm. M.

Tweed on board, arrived at the island of St. Thomas on
the 5th inst., and sailed on the 8th inst. for N. York.

Cardinal Simeoni, recently the Papal Nuncio at

Madrid, has been appointed to succeed the late Cardinal
Antonelli as Secretary of State to the Pope.
The London Post says an agreement has been reached

between the master and operative cotton spinners of
Blackburn by which the threatened great lockout is

prevented. Other papers on the same information do
not consider the matter as finally arranged, but regard
an agreement as highly probable.
A dispatch from Calcutta to the London Times says

it is reported that 20,000 persons perished in the cyclone
of October 3 1st, and some estimates place the loss of
lives as high as 40,000. In the town of Burrishol,
capital of the Backergunge district, 3000 houses were
leveled with the earth. Letters from survivors report
that a great wave nine feet deep swept over the large
Island of Daktin Shahabazpore. The whole of Eistern
Bengal appears to have suffered severely from the cy-
clone, and Calcutta narrowly escaped. The reports of
famine from Bombay are worse.
The Thames tunnel was flooded to such an extent a

few day-! ago as to necessitate the suspension of the en-
tire traffic on the East London line between Wapping
and Deptford Road Station. The inundation is at-

tributed to a defect in some docks recently opened, the
foundations of which are said to be higher than the
level of the tunnel.

Dispatches from Cairo mention the disgrace and
banishment of the Egyptian Minister of Finance. It
was found that he had endeavored to originate a plot
against the Khedive by representing to the people that
his reform measures were preparatory to selling the
country to the Christians. The ex-minister was banished
to Dongola.
The Emperor of Russia delivered a brief address at

Moscow on the 10th inst., which is thought to be signifi-

cant in its bearings upon the question of peace or war
in Europe. He refers to the armistice between Turkey
and Servia, and his eflbrts to " obtain a real improve-
ment of the position of the Christians by peaceful
rneans." He will strive for the same end in the nego-
tiations about to begin at Constantinople, and hopes
that a satisfactory agreement will be reached regarding

result, the country might be assured there had beei^i

fraud or dishonesty in making up the returns.
,

The Central Pacific Road's annual report show
earning last vear from passengers of $5,500,000 ; f

freight, 89,0.56,000; miscellaneous, $1,100,000: t(

517,021,000; less operating expenses, $9,603,000;
income of year, $7,413,000 ; increased income,
569,000.

During the Tenth month last there arrived at

port of New York 65-50 emigrants, of whom 36:

men and 2922 women.
Between 17,000 and 20,000 alligator skins are tar,

yearly, which are consumed by boot and shoe mam
turers in every portion of the United States, as we
exported to London and Hamburg. The allig;

formerly came almost entirely from Louisiana, and !

Orleans was the great centre of business. The Flo
swamps and morasses are now the harvest fields,

Jacksonville, in that State, the great depot. The 8

gators often attain a length of eighteen to twenty ft|

At the recent election in Pennsylvania, the Repii
cans elected 17 members of Congress and the Democ
10. The old delegation stood 10 Republicans am
Democrats. Tilden had majorities in 35 countit
the State, and Hayes in only 31, but some of the I

were so large as to overbalance the Democratic
jorities in a number of the counties combined.

The International Exposition at Philadelphia cl(

at the appointed time the 10th inst., having been o
for 159 days. During that period the paid admissi
numbered 8,004,214, and the cash receipts theref
were $3,814,312. The number of visits made by e

individual varied so much that it is impossible to
how many persons in the aggregate were on the groui
Many were content with a single visit, while others
sorted to the Exhibition day after day for whole we.
At an average of four visits to each individual, the
tire number would reach two millions, beside all tl

who were furnished with free passes and complin:
tary tickets.

The number of interments in Philadelphia last w
was 315. At the late election in this city 137,
votes were polled viz., 76,474 for Haves and Whee
and 61,017 for Tilden and Hendricks!

The Alaikets, &c.—The following were the quotati
on the 13th inst. New Fori.—-American gold, 11

Superfine flour, $4.40 a $4.90; State extra, S5.1
$5.40 ;

finer brands, $.5.-50 a *9.50. No. 1 white wh
$1.35; No. 1 amber, $1.30; No. 2 red, $1.27J ; N(
Milwaukie spring wheat, $1.30; No. 2 Chicago, $1
State rye, 88 a 90 cts. ; Penna. do., 85 a 86 cts. Yel
corn, 61 cts. ; mixed, do., 60 cts. ,No. 2 white (

a 43 cts. ; mixed State, 48 a 50 cts. Lard, $10.05'
100 lbs. Carolina rice, 5^ a 6i cts. PhiladelphU
Middlings cotton, uplands and New Orleans, 12.V a
cts. Flour, .J4 a $9.00. Pennsylvania red wheat, $[,
Delaware amber, $1.32 a $1.35 ; western white, $1
a $1.-36. Rye, 72 cts. Mixed corn, 55 a 56 ct.

low, 58 cts. Old white oats, 48 a 50 cts. ; Michij
white, 38 a 41 cts. New York fancy cheese, 13J ;

-'-
;
western fine, 12i a 13 cts. Sales of 2400 beef c£

their future. In the position the Russian Emperor at 5i a 6J^ cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 4J a 5-J cts
takes on this subject he will have the sympathy of the fair to good, and 4 a 4J cts. for common. Sheep,
civilized world, for it is in the immediate interest of iSJ ds- per lb. gross. Receipts 13,000 head. He
humanity as well as Christianity. There is no perma- *7.50 a $8.50 per 100 lb. net. Receipts 5000 he
nent security for Christians at present under the Mo.s-C%ica(;o.—Spring extra flour, $4.50 a $4.65; extra
lem's government. They are subject to insolence, out- '$5 a $7.25. No. 1 spring wheat, $1.1U; No.
rage, assassination and open murder, whenever the SI.10; No. 3 do., $1.00 a $1.01. No. 2 corn,
fanatical Turks let loose their prejudices and passions. jOats, 32^ cts. Rye, 60 a 61 cts. Barley, 78 ct^. La
Russia has the resolution to call the Porte to an ac- $9.75 a $9.80 per 100 lbs. St. £o«i,s.—No. 2 red
count for its crimes against humanity, and the Emperor! wheat, $1.21 J. No. 2 corn, 41 a 4U cts. No. 2 o
in his speech was positive as to his own action in the 31)^ cts,

near future. "Should," he remarked, " I see that we
cannot obtain by negotiation guarantees necessary for
carrying out what we intended to demand from the
Porte, I am firmly determined to act independently."
This declaration of the Czar occasions apprehension and
uneasiness in England, but appears to be heartily ap-
proved in Russia by all clas.ses of the people.

Unitki. States.—Within two days after the Presi-
dential election on the 7th inst., it was ascertained that
17 States, with 184 electoral votes, had given them to
the Democratic candidates, Tilden and Hendricks.
This was only one vote short of the number required to
elect. Florida, South Carolina and Louisiana, with 10
voles, were claimed by both parties, and 18 States with
166 votes, had given them to Hayes and Wheeler. On
it becoming evident that the actual facts in each case
could not he known until the official count was an-

WANTED
A teacher for a family school. Address Jesse

P. O., Chester Co., Pa.Garrett, Willistown Ii

A young woman Friend desires a situation as teacl
in a small family school. For information addr
S. A. H., 302 Arch St., Phila.

FRIENDS' ASYLUitt FOR THE INSANE.
JVenr Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUaddphl
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Wort

inoton, M. D.
Applicfitions for the Admi-ssion of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board

high Wl LLIA.M H. PILK, PRINTER,
No. -122 Walnut Street.
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For "The Friend."

The life of John Hooper, Bishop of Gloufester.

CCoDcluded from page 10(3.)

We come now to the concluding scone in

! life of this worthy man and noble martj-r

the cause of Christ; and it will be found
manifest the same 8tead3' faith and humble
ifidenee in Divine power, and the same
king forward to the glorious hopes held up
the view of the Christian,

rhe sheriffs of Gloucester, with the mayor
i aldermen, having come to his lodgings,

)oper was given into their charge by the

ard which had brought him from Iiondon.

! thanked them for th^-ir kindness in taking
n by the hand, which he regarded as an
idence that their old love and friendship

jvards him was not altogether extinguished;
d added, " I trust also, that all tho things I

ve taught you in timos past, arc not utterly

gotten, when I was your bishop and pastor,

ir which most true and sincere doctrine, be-

ase I will not now account it falsehood and
resy, as many other irien do, I am sent

ther, by the Queen's command to die, and
1 come whei'e I taught it, to confirm it with

^ blood." He requested the sheriffs that
ere might be a quick fire so as shortly to

ike an end ; and said, " in the meantime I

,11 be as obedient unto you, as j'ou your-
Ives could wish. If you think I do amiss in

ything, hold up your finger, and I have
me. For I am not come hither as one forced
compelled to die ; for it is well known, I

ight have had ni}'^ life with worldly gain
;

it as one willing to offer and give my life

r the truth, rather than consent to the
icked papistical religion of the bishop of
ome, I'eceived and set forth by the mt_
ates in England, to God's high displeasure
id dishonor; and I trust, by God's grace, to

orrow to die a faithful servant of God, and
true obedient subject to the Queen."
The sheriffs proposed placing him for the
ght in the common goal of the town, but
e guard interceded on his behalf, declaring
how quietly, mildly and patiently he had
shaved himself on the way, adding thereto,

lat any child might keep him well enough.'
) it was deterramed at length he should stil!

main at Eobert Ingram's house. His desire
as, that he might go to bed that night he-

me, sajnug, that he had many things to re-

ember: and 80 he did at five o'clock, and
ept one sleep soundly, and spent the rest of

the night in prayer. After he had got up in

the morning, he desired that no man should

be suffered to come into the chamber, that he

might be solitary till the hour of execution.

At nine o'clock. Dr. Hooper prepared him-

self to be in readiness, for the time was at

hand. Immediately he was brought down
from his chamber by the sheriffs, who were
accompanied with bills and olher weapons.

When he saw the multitude of weapons, he

spake to the sheriffs on this wise; Mss.

sheriffs (said he) I am no traitor, neither need-

ed j'ou to have made such a business to bring

me to the place where I must suffer : for ifyou
had suffered me I would have gone alone to

the stake, and troubled none of you. He went
forward, led between two sheriffs (as it were

a lamb to the place of slaughter) in a gown of

his host's, his hat upon his head, and a staff'

in his hand to stay himself withal ; for the

grief of tho Sciatica, which he had taken in

prison, caused him somewhat to halt. All

the way, being strictly charged not to speak,

he could not be perceived once to opoi his

mouth ; but beholding the people, who mourn-
ed bitterly for him, he would sometimes lift

up his eyes towards heaven, and look very

cheerfully upon such as he knew
;
and he

was nevwr known, daring the time of beine;

amongst them, to look with so cheerful and
uddy a countenance as he did at that present.

When he came to the place appointed where
he should die, he smilingly beheld the stake

and preparation made for him, which was
near unto the great elm-tree over against the

college of priests, where he was wont to

preach. The place round about the houses,

and the boughs of the tree were filled with
spectators; and in the chamber over the col-

_e gate stood the priests of the college.

Then he kneeled down (forasmuch as he could

not bo suffered to speak unto tho people) to

prayer, and beckoned six or seven limes unto

one whom he well knew, that he might hcai

his prayer, and report faithfully the same.

When this person came to the good bishop,

he (pouring tears upon his shoulders and in

his bosom) continued his prayer for the space

of half an hour.

Now after he was entered into his prayer,

a box was brought and laid before him upon
a stool, with his pardon (or at leastwise it

was feigned to be his pardon) from the Queen,

if he would turn. At the sight whereof he

cried. If you love my soul, away with it. The
box being taken away, the lord Shandois said,

"Seeing there is no remedy, dispatch him
quickly."

In the meantime one or two persons, un-
called, stepped up, who heard some of the

bishop's expressions in his prayer. After

making confession of his sinfulness, he said :

" Well knowest thou. Lord, wherefore I am
come hither to suffer, and why the wicked do
persecute this thy poor servant ; not for my
sins and transgressions committed against

thee, but because I will not allow their wicked

doings to tho contaminating of thy blood, and
to the denial of the knowledge of thy truth,

wherewith it did please thee by thy Holy
Spirit to instruct me; which, with as much
diligence as a poor wretch might, (being
thereto called) I lra,ve set forth to thj' glory.

And well seest thou, my Lord and God, what
terrible pains and cruel torments are prepared
for thj' creature ;

such. Lord, as without thy
strength none is able to bear or patiently to

pass. But all things that are impossible

with man are possible with thee. Therefore
strengthen me of thy goodness, that in the

fire I break not the rules of patience; or else

assuage the terror of the pains, as shall seem
most to thy glory."

As soon as the mayor saw those men, who
reported the foregoing words, they were com-
manded away, and could not be suffered to

hear any more. Praj'er being done, bishop

Hooper prepared himself for the stake, and
put off his host's gown, and delivered it to the

sheriffs, requiring them to see it restored unto

the owner, and put off the rest of his apparel

unto his doublet and hose, wherein he would
have burned. But the sheriff's would not per-

mit that, (such was their greediness), unto

whose pleasures (good man!) he very obedi-

ently submitted himself; and his doublet, hose

and waistcoat were taken off. So desiring

the people to say the Lord's prayer with him,

and to pray for him, (who performed it with

tears, during the time of his pains) he went up
to the stake; when he was at it, three irons,

made to fasten him thereto, were brought

;

one for his neck, another for his middle, and
the third for his legs. But he refusing them,

said, " You have noneed thus to trouble your-

selves. I doubt not, God will give me strength

sufficient to abide the extremity of the fire,

without bands: notwithstanding, suspecting

the frailty and weakness of the flesh, but hav-

ing assured confidence in God's strength, I

am content to do as you shall think good."

Being fastened to the stake with an iron

hoop round his middle, he refused the others,

saj'ing he was well assured he should not

trouble them. Thus being ready, he looked

upon the people, of whom he might well be

seen (for he was both tall, and stood also upon
a high stool) and beheld round about him,

thatin every corner there was nothing to be

seen but weeping and sorrowful people. Then
lifting up his eyes and hands to heaven, he

prayed in silence. By and by, he that was
appointed to make the fire came to him and

did ask him forgiveness. Of whom he asked

why he should forgive him, saying, that ho

never knew any offence he had committed

against him. O sir, said the man, I am ap-

pointed to make the fire. Therein, said Mr.

Hooper, thou dost nothing offend me :
God

forgive thee thy sins, and do thine office I

pray thee.

The wood being green, it was difficult to

kindle; and the fire had to be made up three

several times before death released this patient
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sufferer. The l:ist wonls he was heard to

utter were, Lord Jesus have morcy upon mo!

Lord Jesas have mercy upon me ! Lord Jesus

receive my spirit.

"Thus," saya Pox, " he was three quarters

of an hour or more in the fire ;
even as the

lamb, patiently bearing the extremity there-

of, neitiier moving forwards, backwards, nor

to any side. He died as quietly as a child in

his bed; and he now reigneth as a blessed

martyr in the joys of heaven, prepared for

the faithful in Christ before the foundations

of the world : for whose constancy all Chris-

tians are bound to praise God."

To Preserve Flowers mid Plants.

The following instructions are from the pen

of G. Ilenslow, one of the best practical

botanists in England :

The materials required are common cart-

ridge paper, thick white blotting paper, cot-

ton'' wadding, and millboard, all cut to the

same size. The plants should be gathered in

dry weather, and soon after the flowers open,

when their colors are brightest. Succulent

plants (such as datTodil, orchid or stone cropj

should be put into scalding water, with the

e:<ception of the flowers, for a minute or two,

then laid on a cloth to dry.

Arrange the specimens and papers in the

following order: Millboard, cartridge paper,

wadding (split open, and the glaze side placed

next to the cartridge paper), blotting paper,

the specimens, having small pieces of wadding
placed within and around the flowers to draw
otf all the moisture as quickly as possible,

blotting paper, wadding as before, cartridge

paper, millboard. When the specimens, &c.,

are thus arranged, heavy weights should be

put on them; about thirty pounds the first

day—sixty pounds afterwards. Remove them
from under pressure in a day or two, care-

fully take away all the papers, &c., exci^pt the

blotting papers between which the specimens

are placed, put these in a warm air to dry,

while the removed papers, &o., are dried in

the sun or by the fire. "When dry (but not

warm) place them in the same order as be-

fore
;
put all under the heavier pressure for a

few days, when (if not succulent) they will

be dr}'.

Flowers of difterent colors require different

treatment t) preserve their colors. Blue
flowers must be dried with heat, either under
a case of hot sand before a fire, with a hot
iron, or in a cool oven. Red flovvers are in-

jured by heat; they require to be washed with
muriatic acid, diluted in spirits of wine, to fix

the color. One part of acid to three parts of

spirit is about the proportion. The best brush
with which to apply this mixture is the head
of a thistle when in seed, as the acid destroys
a hair ])encil, and injures whatever it touches

(except glass or china;) therefore it should

be used with groat care. Many yellow fhiwors

turn green even after they have remained yel-

low some weeks
; they must therefore bo dried

roi>oalcdly before the fir(!, and again after they
are mounted on paper and kept in a dry ])lace.

Purple flowers require as much care, or they
soon turn a light brown. White flowers turn

brown if handled or brushed before they are

dried. Daisies, pansies, and some otlii^r flow-

ers must not be removctl from under iirossuro

for two or three days, or the petals will curl

ui). As all di-ied plants (terns cxcejited ) arc

liable to be infested by minute insects, a siriall

j....ntity of the poison, corrosive sublimate,

dissolved in spirits of wine, should be added

to tlie paste, which it will also preserve I'rom

mould. The best cement for fixing the speci-

mens on the paper or card board is gum paste.

It is composed of thick gum water and flour

mixed in warm water, by adding the two to

gether, warm, and of a consisteii^ce that will

n off the hair pencil.

—

Scientific American.

For " The Friend."

Richard Sliaekleton,

(Coutinued from page 107.

j

" The following extracts from letters written

in the year 1752,"instruclively depict the state

of R. Shackleton's mind at this period, (evinc-

ing his ardent desire and faithful exercise for

the advancement of the dear Saviour's king-

dom, both in his own heart and in the hearts

of others.")

"Bullitore, 3d of .5th rao. 1751.

"Dear Friend,— I received thine from Ed
nburg, and am well pleased that time and
distance have not obliterated me from thj^

memory. I can say also, that on ray part I

have not forgot thee, but am desirous for thy

velfare in cverj' respect, that as thou growest
n years, thou mayst grow in grace, and as

thouimprovestin human learning, thou mayst
become an adept in Divine.- Divinity, dear

s not a trade, but it is a science, and
that the most noble of all sciences. It com-
prehends in it the finest speculations of moral

philosophy, and what is more, reduces them to

practice. Humility, patience, charity, absti-

nence, and simplicitj', and all the virtues are

ncluded in it; they are not onlj' understood

but exercised here ; and by how much actions

exceed words, and a possession is beyond a

profession, by so much is the religious man
more excellent than the scholar. I wish for

thee, dear friend, amid thy diligent attention

to thy studies, that thou mayst feel a degree

of that Power, which, as it is given way to,

will wean thee gradually from the nature and
spirit of the world, in which thcu-e is trouble,

and draw thee toward Him in whom there is

peace. This, dear , will let thee see how
to enjoy and use all things in their seasons

and in their places, and will sanctify thy
natural and acquired acconijilishments, and
render them beneficial to thyself and others.

I have a secret lovefor thee, and would there-

fore press it home to thee to reflect on these

things. Be not one of those who can conform
(they think it a part of good breeding) in

dress, speech and behavior, to those with

whom they converse ; they may assume, if

they please, the title of gentlemen, but I think

they have not a just right to that of Chris-

tians ; for our Great Pattern told his followers

that he had chosen them out of the world,

and therefore the world hated them ; conse-

iiuently they were of a spirit different from
the world. And the apostle Paul charges the

Romans, 'not to be conformed to this world,

but to be transformed by the renewing of their

minds,' &(t., and I am in no doubt but that the

disctiplos of Christ in their garb, speech and
deportment, wore the badge of their great

Master, some mark which distinguished them
from the world. Peter seems to have been

known to the damsel by his vciy aspect, to

have been with Jesus; when ho denies it, an-

other tells him, ' Thy Npoech bcwrayoth thee.'

So to conceal his profession of Christ, his last

resource was ' to cui-so and swear.' Whether

much stress inny be laid on this partici:^

quotation or not, 1 am sure the Spirit of Trb
leads, and always led in the path of humill

and self-abasement; and when this has

minion in the mind, there will be visible mai
on the body, the gem will shine through
casket. Thus far have I written to thee

love, and in love take leave at present,

bid thee heartily farewell. R. S.

" 25th of Ninth montt

" Oh ! how I love uprightness and pi:

dealing; a heart which loves its friends

eerely, that will not harbor and conceal a si

pleasing, envious, injurious thought of
friend, nor bear to hear it uttered by anott
without rebuke. May the virtues of iutegri
and simplicity, and single and honest heartt

ness, be ours, for they are truly Christit

Yea, may it please Divine wisdom more a
more to purge out the sour leaven, and leav

our hearts with the leaven of his kingdo
even the leaven of meekness, long-sufle

and tenderness of spirit; so shall we be dis

pies indeed ; contrite, humble and faithful f

lowers of the Lamb, whithersoever he Icadet

May the Lord preserve us as innocent, tend*

and babe like children before Him, hungerii

to be fed by Him, and growing up as good
plants under His hand. Oh! this child-l

nature: when shall I get enough of it? It

only as a measure of this is effected in us, th

we can cry, 'Abba, Father.'
' Though, as thou sayest, ' things look ba^

let us look well at home, and as we are

capable, in a degree, of doing anything
make matters better, let us not make the

worse, and the breach wider in the enmit
by saying or doing anj'thing in our own u

regenerated wills, and natural heat of tempe
which maj' hurt instead of furthering otheil

For the enemy works in us with the engin'

and tools of our corrupt nature, which I

finds there ; and so crafty is the serpent, th;'

he will seem to employ tiiese weapons /
the good cause, against himself; whereas, 1

works in a mystery /or himself against tl

cause, by raising heats and divisions, at]'

hardness of heart between brethren. But b

us endeavor, as much us in us lies, to li\

peaceably with all men, and if we see a brothi

offend in any branch of our Christian test

monj', and by the fire of pure zeal warmin
and cleansing our own hearts, we find th:

the Truth (as will often be the case) calls t\

a witness to it, let us wait to be guided by lb

Spirit of love and meekness, to bear our innc

cent, faithful testimony; and if it be not r

ceived, stand in the counsel of the same Spiri

and let not that get up which would rendt

evil for evil, but overcome evil with good."
* * * u

j\jy desires are strong in m
measure, that we, several of us, who are know
by one another, and known to our hoaveni

Father to have at times, livingdosires raised i

us for the glorj' of God and the eternal ha]

piness of ourselves, and one of another; an

sometimes a further concern that our bad
sliding brethren may no more revolt, but r^

turn and live—my desires are that we ma
come up noblj- and boldly in His cause, an

be absolutely- (I see no other way to be (

service) resigned to the will and disposal (

the great Lord of the harvest, dedicatin

freely and cheerfullj', as our forefathers dii

all wo have, internal and external, to liis se

vice. R. S."
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How Forfsis affect Rainfiill.

[Appleton's Jouraal contains an article on

lis subject from which we exlract the I'oUow-

" In Ceylon the forests have been cut down
r coffee plantations, and more than twenty
sars ago the loss of springs and fountains

id grown to be a threatening evil. When,
vo centuries ago, the Spice Islands fell into

le hands of the Dutch, they were clothed

ith dense forests of spice-bearing tree^i. To
crease the value of the monopoly, the Dutch
it about an indiscriminate destruction of the

rests, and these islands were converted into

id deserts. Not many j'ears ago the world

as thrilled by the reports of tne famine in

le Cape de Verd Islands. The soil there is

sry light and ])orous, and requires constant

oisturo as a condition of fertility. For many
3ars the increasing lack of humidity was
jticed. The river Socorridos, in Madeira,

>wn which ship-timber was formerly floated

• the sea, gradually dried up until it became
mere rill, whose waters, except at flood-

me, could hardly be seen along its pebbly

3d. The diminution of moisture was found
) have kept equal pace with the destruction

r the forests on the mountain sides, and the

ortuguese government made laws prohibit-

ig the cutting down of trees near springs

nd river soui-Cl's. But wine culture was profit-

ble, and the laws were powerless against im-

lediate interest. So the trees were cut down
lOre and more; the springs failed, the foun-

lins dried up, and drought and famine f jI-

)wed. Only a quarter of a century ago the

lanish island of Santa Cruz was a garden of

srtility. The hills were covered witli forests,

nd trees were everywhere abundant. A pcr-

nn who had formerly resided there recently

jvieited the island, and found a third part of

, reduced to an utter desert. The planters

ad bared the island of its forests; the soil

as gradually desiccated; even the short.

:)pious showers had ceased. The island of

'Uracoa was, within the memory of living

len, one of the most fertile and well-watered

pots on earth; 'but now,' says Mr. Hough,
whole plantations, with their once beautiful

illas and terraced gardens, are nothing but

n arid waste ; and yet, sixty miles away, on
36 Spanish Main, the rankest vegetation

overs the hills, and the burdened clouds

bower down abundant blessings.' The United
tates Commissioner of Agriculture in 1871
rrites :

' In Upper Egypt the rains which
ighty years ago were abundant, have ceased
ince the Arabs cut down the trees along the

alley of the Nile toward Libya and Arabia.

L contrary effect has been produced in Lower
jgypt from the extensive planting of the

asha. In Alexandria and Cairo, where
rasformerlj- a rarity, it has since that period

ecome more frequent.'
"

Religious Belief.—i envy no quality of the

aind or intellect in others; be it genius
lower, wit, or fancy, said Sir Humphrey
)avy, but if I could choose what would be

aost delightful, and I believe most useful to

ae, I should prefer a firm religious belief to

ny other blessing: for it makes life a discip

ine of goodness; creates new hopes, when all

arthly hopes vanish; and throws over the

leeay, the destruction of existence, the most
;orgeous of all lights ; awakens life even
ieath, and from destruction and decay calls

up beauty and divinity
;
makes an instrument

of torture and shame, the ladder of ascent to

paradise ; and far above all combinations of

earthly hopes, calls up the most delightful

visions of palms and amaranths, the gardens
of the blest, the security of everlasting joys,

where the sensualist and the sceptic view only
gloom, decay, annihilation, and despair.

From " The British Friend."

The Belper Conference.

Dear Friend,— .-^s one who, though not an
atiender of the above-named Conference, felt

s)-mpathy with those who did so, I do not be-

lieve I shall be doing my duty without taking
some notice of thy correspondent's letter,

signed J. J. of Preston.

Personally I am acquainted with but few
of those who did attend the aforesaid Confer-

ence, 80 can say little of what may be the in-

dividual course of conduct and conversation

of such, so will therefore pass on to that por-

tion of thy correspondent's letter which has
taken hold of my mind, as contained in the

following remarks. After alluding to that

wherein he says we are all agreed, he adds :

" Yet Belper Friends charge the Society in

this countr3' and America with many inno-

vations on our distinguishing principles, yet
not the slightest evidence is produced of any
such defection. The tangible charges are in-

novations in practice."

A tree is known by its fruit, so are we as

individuals, and as a Society, known and
judged by the light of our practice. We have
borne testimon}' as a people for two hundred
years to the pure spiritual character of wor-

' 'p and for the immediate necessity of divine

quickening to be felt through the Spirit of the

Lord Jesus, before we can with acceptance
either secretly or vocally draw nigh unto
God the Father through his beloved Son ; and
we have further believed, as of necessity it

must be, that in order to the right qualifica-

tion for a gospel minister, there must be known
in the individual member not only a willing

surrender, but also an immediate qualification

for the work of ministering to his fellows in

spiritual things ; and that without such di

vine qualification being known, it is both pre

sumption and assumption for any to take

upon themselves to teach or to preach in the

name of the Lord.

In the light of such profession what can be

now said of our possession ? Our teachers,

or at least most of them, can teach or preach
when and how they will

;
pray or sing as they

list. I was pained to see only this day a large

bill on either side of one of our London Meet
ing-houses, to the following effect—'-Friends'

Meeting-house, Peel Court, St. John Street.

A series of special services will be held as

above, commencing on the 8th and concluding

on the 14th October, 1876, at which Gospel

addresses will be delivered, and to which the

inhabitants of the neighborhood were affec-

tionately invited. A series of well selected

hymns will be suno." This is no new thing,

and is only a repetition of what took place

last year, only then it was announced that

Sankey's hymns would be used, these being

then the centre of attraction. The same thing

in a more quiet way is going on from week
to week in our very midst. 1 do not wish to

interfere with the rightful liberty of anyone,
but why do they call themselves " Friends,"

and still withhold their allegiance from those

denominations with which thoyare evidently

:ire harmonj- ? But alas for us as a peo-
thcy well know that the Society as a

whole is with them and upholds them, and
they are biding their time, believing the
period is not far distant, when the profession

as well as the practice of true Quakerism will

be swept off the earth. Such as these I count
not my friends, or the friends of Truth, but
ts worst foes, sailing as they arc under false

colors. It is long since our foundation truth
—the revelation of Christ Jesus by hisheaven-
3' and saving light—was struck at, and al-

though London Yearly Meeting has not avow-
ed itself honestly and openly tliat it no longer
holds the same doctrinal truths that were for-

merl}- believed by us as a people, yet by the
nsidious course of holding up to commenda-
tion the lives, characters, and conversation of

those who have assailed those truths, bound
ip in and inseparable from the great and all

mportant Truth of divine immediate revela-

tion, have established that in our midst,

which, if not cut down and rooted Hp b}' the
same divine power which at first gathered us

to be a people, will ere very long scatter us

as chaff before the wind.
If thy correspondent J. J. does not see not

only man}' innovations on the principles we
have from the first been brought into the pos-

session of, but their entire abandonment, 1 am
sorry for him. I will not speak of profession,

for that is of small value. It is because we
slight the source whence our principles flow,

that we have so little right perception of what
those principles are, and see not how we have
slidden from them. The old Quaker said the

book (the Bible) loas not the primary rule of

faith and manners. The modern Quaker saj's

it is. Here is the root of that corrupt tree

that hath brought forth so plentifully in our
midst those fruits which are not of God, be-

cause they are not wrought in Christ, as He
only who is the only begotten of the Father
in every living child (for we may come to

know the Truth and fall from it, contrary to

the teaching of modern Quakers and evangel-

ists, so called) can beget in us those works
that are well-pleasing in His holy sight. Truly
great is the mystery of godliness, both in that
manifestation that appeared here on earth

clothed in human form, and in the reception

of Him in the heart by that faith which Ho
begets, and through which alone we can know
of the saving efficacy of his blood that cleanses

from all sin ; through which also we have fel-

lowship with all who have obtained the like

precious faith, and have witnessed a death
unto sin by repentance, and a new birth unto
righteousness by faith in his power. Then
do we see the rightful position as to us of the

Scriptures of Truth, that the man of God may
be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto every
good work.—With love, thy friend,

Charles W. Thomson.

47 Herbert Street, New North Road,
Hoxlon, lOlh month 9, 187(3.

Made Kings,

"And hath made us kings."—Kev. i. 10.

An old African Christian negro, when on

his deathbed, was visited by his friends, who
came around him lamenting that he was going

to die, saying, "Poor Porapey ! poor Ponipej-

is dying." 'The old saint, animated with the

prospect before him, said to them with much
earnestness, " Don't call me poor Pompey ; I

king Pompoy."
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The " Railwaj- World" gives the foHowing

iiitbrmaticju respecting the proposed tuun

under the Hudson

:

The work of excavating the tunnel, which
is to connect New York and Jersey City un

der the bed of the Hudson river, progresses

slowly, the company being still embarrassed

by litigation, which they have not been able

to force to a final settlement. It is probable,

however, that the question of right of way
will be decided in a few weeks in favor of the

tunnel company. The company will then

begin on the New York side, bore under the

river and meet the workmen tunueliug from

the New Jersey side. The work on the New
York side will begin at the foot of Morton
street. The work is carried on under the

direction of the Hudson Tunnel Company,
incorporated under the general laws of the

States of New York and New Jersey, and tiie

capital, which is all subscribed, is $10,000,000.

The entrance to the tunnel on the Jersey side

will be from Jersey avenue, and from that

point to the New York bulkhead line, the

extent of boring to be done will exceed some-
what 6400 feet. The terminus in New York
—probablj' in Hudson street—has yet to be

selected by commissioners. The entire length

of the tunnel and its approaches will be 12,000

teet—with depot tracks to be added—being

about one mile under the river and nearly

three-fourths of a mile on each side.

The engineer of the road, VV. H. Pain, says

the company purpose to employ as many men
as can be successfully engaged in excavating
and laying brick, changing the men each
stretch of eight hours. Thus, by constant
work, it is believed the tunnel can be ad
vanced five feet tVom each and every day, and
the whole work completed in two years.

The work was commenced in November,
1874, after experimental borings down to the
depth to be occupied by the tunnel. While
occupied bricking the shaft, the Delaware,
Ijackawanna and Western railroad obtained
an injunction slopping the work, and it was
not until last month that the injunction was
removed and the company enabled to get to

work.
The depth of the shaft is a little over 70

feet, and the greatest depth of water under
which the tunnel will pass is 60 feet. The
extreme grade is 2 in 100 feet descending
from Jersey City, and then ascending on the
New York side 3 in 100 for 1500 feet, then 2
in 100 to the New York end. The borings al-

i-eady made show that the soil through which
the tunnel will pass is, for the most part, of
a tenaceous silt, underlaid with sandstone.
Near the New York shore rocks are encoun-
tered, and gravel, which is considered favora-

ble for tunnel consti'uction, not offering any
serious diflicultics lo the builders, as would
sand and miul. The tunnel walls will be con
structed of brick and cement, 3 feet in thick

iicsH and circular in form. The height of the
tunnel will be 24 feet and the width 26 feet.

A double track will run through it, resLing

npon a stono liallast 5 feet from the bottom.

The walls will be painted white and lighted

with gas. Heavy steel rails will bo used,

which the company have already prepared.

Pneumatic tubes, gas, and water mains can
run through the tunnel beneath the track, if

desired, so that New York gas and water may
be sent to Jersey.

Watch ye, stand fast in th.' faith.

FORGIVENESS.
O God forgive ttie years and years

Of worldly pride and hopes and fears
;

Forgive, and blot them from thy book,

The sins on which I mourn to look.

Forgive the lack of service done
For thee, thro' life, from life begun

;

Forgive the vain desires to be
All else but that desired by thee.

Forgive the love of human praise,

The first false step in crooked ways,

The choice of evil and the night,

The heart close shut against the light.

Forgive the love that could endure
No cost to bless the sad and poor

;

Forgive, and give me grace to see

The life laid down in love for me.— Trameript.

Selected.

I own no lands, I hoard no golden treasure;

No roof is mine beneath the sky's broad dome,
Yet rich I am, and hold in ample measure

Estates in fee, and everywhere a home.

Each flower is mine that by its beauty lures me,

Each bird that lifts me on its tide of song.

Each star that by its steadfestness assures me
Its Maker, God, in patience waiteth lorig.

The fields are mine when first they take tlieir green-

ness

And softly yield beneath my pressing feet;

The hills are mine—when they rebuke my meanness,

And lead me up their larger faith to meet.

All things are mine that fill my soul's deep longing,

Or cheer my heart along the ways 1 plod
;

I find a home and sweet thoughts round me thronging
Where'er I stand amid the works of God.

British Friend.

Periodicity of Sdvere Winters.—A memoir by
Renow, the distinguished French meteorolo-

gist, upon the periodicity of severe winters,

although published many years ago, has re-

cently been quoted in defense of the opinion

that such periodicity actually exists. Accord-
ing to Renow, rigorous winters return about
every forty-one year,-'. They are arranged
in groups, generally composed of a central

winter, and four or five others disposed on
either side of it, within a space of twenty
years. Mixed with these years are others

also of unusual warmth, in such a manner
that the mean cold of the season is not sensi

biy altered. The period of forty-one years
seems to- bo that which corresponds to the

maxima of the solar spots at the same season

of the year. A central cold winter arrives

eighteen months after the maximum of spots

has coincided with the warmest season of the

year.

The severe winters seem to alternate be-

tween the northern and southern hemis])heres

of the earth.

—

From. Baird's Record of Science

and Industry of 1875.

For "The rriend."

Meeting Eliqucttr.

On the assembling of our meeting this

morning, the ciul appropriated to the female
sex was as usual pretty well filled, so much
so, that those coming in a little late had either

to wait until those occupying seats near the

door moved up, or walk forward to the front

benches before obtaining a seat; such being
the case, I was gratified in observing the
thoughtfulness of one occupying a seat near
the end of the bench next the passage, and
who had herself eomo well forward to obtain
it, on observing a person about to pass her in

order to obtain a vacant space beyond, in-

stead of obliging her to crowd between h

and the back of Uie seat in front, immediutr
rose and took the unoccupied space hei-e

thus afl^ording the new comer a convenir

seat near the end of the form. It ha^ fi

quently occurred to the writer, that if all w\u

come early would exercise a little forethoug
|

in regard to this matter, how much it won \

add to the comfort and quiet of the meri;i

Passing in and proceeding to the farther

or middle of the bench before taking

seat, thus leaving for those who conir ;iii

them an unoccupied space. Many, their

no doubt, have become accustomed to a i ,

tain seat, and the thought of removin:;

another is not pleasant ; others, perhaps, ha^

not thought upon the subject, but is it n^i

worth thinking of? as anything we can do ;

add to the comfort of others, is not lost, ai

may return in blessings on our own le a

It is understood that our late dear and valiu

friend Elizabeth Bvans, was particular i

charge those under her care not to occuj;

the first seats or the arm of a bench on goin

into a meeting, but to pass on and allow ti

opportunity for those who came afterwari

to obtain seats without having toincommot
others, and to a greater or less extent distui

the meeting.

From the " Independeot.'

Botany of tlie Exposition.

BV THOMAS MEEHAN.

Among the botanical cariosities of the Ce
tonnial is a specimen of wood of the Bauh
nia, in the Brazilian collections. It puzzh
the student of structural botanj^ to aceoui

for its make up. There is no central pit

no concentric layers of wood, no regularit

of form in any sense, as in anj' ordinary e;

ogenous wood ; nor is there anything wha
ever to suggest the endogenous, of course,

the plant is leguminous—not far removed, i

deed, from our ordinary "Red bud," or " Judi
tree." The stems are generally flattene(

perhups two inches one way by twelve (

fourteen the other; but no two stems agr
in these comparative dimensions. The ste

seems to be made up of innumerable som^

what circular but shapeless pieces, and eac

of these seem separated from the others b

bark. At least, these interior lines all coi

nect with the bark on the exterior, and whic
envelops the whole. If one can imagine th

irregular markings on the chart of a phn
nologist's skull, or the lines through a piec

of veined marble, he may get some idea

this curious piece of vegetable workmanshi]
The writer has met with no strueturali-t wli

win suggest the plan on which this Baiihini

wood is made. Another singular piece c

woody structure, not otlon seen, is in th

Buenos Ayrean department. It is the tiiiii

III' a cactus tree. There is, of course, no barl'i

for the fleshy coating of a cactus is both k
and bark, and rots away when the tree is

preparation for timber. The trunks are abou
six feet in circumference, but quite hollow

'

the centre. The woody portion is only abou
four inches thick. They would look like ou
ordinary wooden pump "trees," only that th

woody structure has the appearance of havin,

been stretched, forming large diamond shape
openings along the surface. I cannot lear

that the wood serves any useful pur|H)se; bu

t is of extreme interest to the botanical stii

dent. The palm wood, near it, is iniich i

useful. These trunks are very hard on th
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ter surtacc and soft in the interior. The
ig trunks are split lengthwise and the soft

;erior scooped out. In this way they make
3 best possible shingles for roof's. A layer

first set side by side, with the edges up-

U'd ; another layer goes on these, with the

ges downward and overlapping the points

those below—just, indeed, as the Europeans
in roofing with tiles. It must be a cheap
intry to live in, when a roof can be built

this easy way.
There are few more interesting points to

te than the numerous variiies into which
3 various grains, seeds, and nuts used by
m have branched. Denmark, for instance,

hibits no less than twenty-eight varieties

barley, twenty-two of rye and nineteen of

ts; and other States and exhibitors, though
t near the same number, have other varie-

3 that Denmark has not. Even flax seems
have given many varieties, and these are

3d by different growers to produce different

ids of fibre, suited to different work—a fact

lich is, I believe, not known to American
x-growers, to whom flax is flax and nothing

)re. Russia, the Netherlands and other

intries of Northern Europe show the fibres

the various varieties and the difference in

3 growths of the different kinds. There is

3 " White Blossom Flax," the " Blue Blos-

n Flax," the "Riga," and so forth. It is,

rhaps, worthy of note that the cultivated

X {Linum usitatissimum,) though thought to

a good species, is not certainly known to be

ligenous to any country, and may, after all,

but a development made in the past from
perenne, L. Sibericum or some other ally.

le most unexpected variations, to me, were,

wever, in the rice of the Japanese exhibit.

3re were no less than thirteen different

ids, none of them, however, as large or as

lite as ours. There are many others, which
! know only as a single article, that seem to

ve made innumerable varieties in other

iintries. Take for instance, the almond, the

iluut, the ground-nut, among others. As
I examine the products of the soil in the

irtuguese, the Spanish and the Italian de-

rtments, we are astonished at the great

riety. There are English walnuts, or "Ma-
ira nuts," two and a half inches long by two
jhes wide, as a single variety, and numerous
lers of many sizes and forms.

Besides the many forms of well known
ids, we are introduced by the different

Iintries to vegetable products of which we
ew little before. There is the Japan pea
oja hispidn,) for instance, which has been
swing in our gardens ever since Coramo-
re Perry returned from Japan. We have
own it, but have never been able to make
3 celebrated " Soy" sauce. But here the
panese tell us how they do it. They take
ja Beans, some grains of wheat, and some
t, and bottle the whole, letting it ferment
rether for three years, after which it is the
loy," so highly prized. The freedom with
lich the Japanese explain all their processes

especially striking. The account they give

of silk-worm feeding and working is ex-

imely minute and cannot fail to be of im-
snse value to silk-raisers in this country,

lave to deal simply with the botanical fea-

?es, and can only say that they use the Italian

ilberry {Morus alba,) as other countries do
;

t have discovered that a wholly male va-

ty, which never produces fruit, of course,

ikes the best silk. Indeed, they have bot-

tles of. fruit, and on the labels tell us, "fruit-

bearing mulberry, no good for silk." I pre-

sume this is entirely new to silk-raisers here.

It is to me. As another instance of openness
on the part of the Japanese, I may notice

that they tell us all the plants used by the

Asiatics for adulterating tea ; or, as they say,

making tea for "experiment." Dried speci-

mens of the leaves and branches are exhibited

in glass frames, but unnamed. In one case I

noted a narrow leaved willow, which I think

must be the same as our Salix longifoUa, and
with which they "experimented with me, I

know, for several weeks in the far West, for

I used often to fish the perfect leaves out of

the bottom of our camp teakettle. To my
astonishment, I find here that the Wistaria

sinensis enters largely into these tea "ex-
periments," as also does a small, weak form
of the Plaiitago lanceolata. Then there is a

sort of Rhamnus (Buckthorn) and two or

three others which I did not recognize. The
Ceanothus Americamts is closely allied to this

Rhamnus, and a few years ago a company
started, pretending that they were growing
real Chinese tea in Pennsylvania. VVhen it

was finally shown that it was the Ceanothus
the project collapsed. It appears that if they

had called it Chinese experimental tea they

might have got through. Another matter of

great botanical interest to me, in the ex-

amination of the tea question, was that these

Eastern people make use of what we regard

as mere matters of ornament, to produce

choice and peculiar brands ; and when we
road, as we have done, that they keep a few

very choice articles at home, for use only by
the great, we can see that these ornamental
varieties may produce these unique articles.

There is the golden variegated tea plant, the

silver-leaved and the blood-leaved all of which
are used for special brands. As we know,
such varieties are always more scarce than

the ordinary trees, as they can seldom be

easily reproduced from seed, and, hence, they

would be more costlj' as tea-plants.

The variations of the tobacco are also shown
in Japanese collections. They have five prin-

cipal sorts, all distinguished by the leaves.

A botanist would say that one was of a lancco

late form, the others each get a little wider

at the base, till the last form inclines to be

cordate. Connoisseurs tell us that they can

detect distinct " smokes" from each form of

leaf, and this following of distinct chemical

properties, with the slight variations of form,

is a matter of some scientific interest.

Near the Japanese collections in Agricul-

tural Hall are some specimens from Germany
of wood " paper" hangings. This use of

trees is pretty well known now ; but i

worth noting here that some of the best

specimens are from the roots, and not from
the stem timber. This material can be used

for veneering, as well as for walls, and we
know how beautiful in this way is the root of

our black walnut. In this collection the root

of the Juglans regia seems more beautiful than

ours, and the root of the European elm gives

very pretty work.

It is especially worthy to be noted, that the

inspired writers, both in relating their own
experience and in administering advice and
counsel to others on a religious account, lay

the whole stress of religion upon the inward
saving, and spiritual knowledge of God.

—

John

Griffith.

Tor "The Friend."

A 'Watfliword to the Scekiug Ones.

If we want a saving religion, we must have
a practical one : one that will not only lead
us into the strait and narrow way, but keep
us there ; that will subdue unholy tempers,
purify from unholy thoughts, and enable us
by the assisting grace of God to practice self-

denial, patience, meekness, temperance and
charity. It must turn us from darkness to

light; from the power of Satan within, to

the power of God within. It must pervade
the whole man, till he becomes a new crea-

ture. It proceeds from repentance towards
God, and faith in Christ—a faith that works
by love to the purif3'ing of the heart; and
enables us to cast off the works of darkness,

and put on the armor of light ; to crucify the

flesh with its affections and lusts, and to know
Christ to dwell in us, giving a knowledge of
salvation by the remission of sins.

This is a religion which will stand the
storms of time, becau.se it is founded on Christ
the Rock ; the tried stone and sure founda-
tion ; and will give us, at times, a sweet fore-

taste of God's salvation.

But in passing along through the journey
of life, we may expect to hear many voices

that do not correspond with the voice of
Christ; to find many, who pi'ofees to be teach-

ers of the way of life and salvation, who do
not evince by their lives and conversation

that they themselves have been taught in the
heavenly school. Such spurious teachers

are calculated to render that mysterious
which the Holj' Spirit, in the times of our
" first love," had left clear. Thus the mind
and understanding become perplexed and
darkened with vain metaphysical specula-

tions, which lead away from a child-like de-

pendence upon Him who alone is the life and
light of men. Better by far, to be led aiony

from the flowery paths of ease and specula-

tion, into the more arduous one of practice

and self denial. We need to have our religion

more transferred from the head to the heart

;

to have less faith in the wisdom and teach-

ings of men, and more in the power and
teachings of God.
"The strong man" within us, may be so

well armed with opinion and arguments, and
so fortified with a superficial belief, as to be
in great danger of keeping out the babe im-

mortal, and thus give us a rest which never

was designed for the people of God. But I

believe that a "stronger than he" is knock-
ing as it were, for entrance, at the door of

each individual heart of "every nation, kin-

dred, tongue and people," and would if wo
would hear his voice, and open the door, enter

in, and lead us onward, step by step, through
the wilderness of this world, to an inheritance
" incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not

away."
We may talk very flippantly and boldly, of

justification and sanctification and of being

cleansed by the blood of Jesus, without ever

witnessing that pure "washing of regenera-

tion and renewing of the Holy Ghost," with-

out which it is said wo can never enter the

kingdom of God.
We may appropriate to ourselves the merits

of Christ's death, without a death unto sin,

and a new life unto righteousness ;
wherein

alone we are made "partakers of the inherit-

ance of the saints in light." We may, like

Nicodemus, come to Jesus in the night, and,

"with the lips" make a noble confession of
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his miraculous power, and that he is "a
teacher como fom God," and yet be strangers

to the new birth ;
and not realize that " that

which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that

which is born of the Spirit is s|jirit," and that

we 7nust be born again ;
" not of blood, nor of

the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man,

but of God."
We may, like Apollos, be eloquent men, and

mighty in the Scriptures, and be instructed

in the way of the Lord, and also be fervent in

the spirit, and speak and teach diligently the

things of the Lord, and yet know of no deeper

baptism than that of John, which was de-

signed only to prepare the way of the Lord,

and point forward to a deeper and more heart-

cleansing work which must come after. We
may take up our rest under the shadow, with-

out coming to the substance to which the

shadow points us. We must behold for our-

selves the Lamb of God which taketh away
the sin of the world ;" and know the purpose

of His coming accomplished in us, which was
" that he might destroy the works of the

devil ;" finish transgression, make an end of

sins, make reconciliation for iniquity, and
bring in everlasting righteousness "into each

humble, penitent, seeking soul." But when he

comes as a refiner, may we be willing to abide

the day of his coming
;

" for he shall sit as

a refiner and purifier of silver, that we may
off'er unto the Lord an offering in righteous-

ness." Then would our offerings " be pleasant

unto the Lord, as in days of old, and as in

former years." Then should we "rejoice

with trembling," and be clothed with humil-

ity, meekness and godly fear; remembering
that "God is in heaven and we upon earth

;

therefore our words would be few." We
would often seek to sit alone in silent adora-

tion, leaning as on the breast of our beloved,

breathing forth in tenderness, our mental
praj'crs or praises to the God of our salva-

tion ;
or, if prompted by his Spirit, bend vo-

cally before his throne with reverence and
diffiiJence, knowing it is presumption to do
so, only as of the ability which God in his

mercy may at times give us.

But we must tight the good fight of faith,

before we can lay hold on eternal life. Faith
is good, (O for more of it!) but can faith

alone save us? We may have ftiith in salva-

tion by Christ, but unless wo comply with
the terms of salvation, and are saved by him,
what good docs our faith do us? We may
believe in regeneration, but if we do not re-

alize the new birth for ourselves, of what
avail is our belief? " For as the body with-
out the spirit is dead, so faith without works
is dead also." So let us go on to perfection :

and '^strive (harder perhaps than we do) to

enter in at the strait gate: for many, I say
unto you, will seek to enter in, and shall not
be able." .lacob, under the old dispensation,

had to wrestle, outvvardly, for tho blessing
;

and we, under the new, have to wrestle
spiritually. Wo may seek to enter into eter-

nal life with much conflict, and not be able.

We may be willing to wear tho crown, but
not to bear tho cross. Willing to reign with
Christ, but not to sufter with him. Willing to

accompany him to tho mount of transfigura-

tion, but not to Golgotha. Willing to attend
liim at his glorification, but not in his suffer-

ing and death.

The same God over all, that "moved
upon tho face of the waters" in the old ii'ea-

tion, and tluil said, "Let there be light, and

there was light," is now, unusually moving
on the unstable and fluctuiitiiig elements of

our chaotic world, in order to bring about a
new creation in man. But the old creation

was not com])letod instantaneously, or in a
day. And now, in the new creation, we have
to advance from glory to glory, even as by
the spirit of the Lord, until we are " created
in Christ Jesus unto good works." " If ye
know these things, happy are ye if ye do
them." " What 1 say unto you, I say unto
all. Watch." D. II.

Dublin, Ind., llth mo. 9ili, 1876.

For "The FrieDd."

It is altogether natural that in the progress
of Christian culture and the nearer assimila-

tion of the general professing church to the
gospel standard, there should be removed from
the minds of very many, some of the false

opinions respecting, and of the unreasoning
prejudices against Friends, which sprung up
at the time of their coming forth as a distinct

portion of the visible church, and which have
been perpetuated by ignorance and bigotry
among not a few to the present day. It was
also to be expected that Friends would admit
among themselves such changes as were ne-

cessary to adapt the application of their reli-

gious principles to the circumstances of the
times in which they lived ; alwaj's however,
guarding against endangering any of those
principles, or removing the guards that have
been found auxiliary to the preservation of
the members in a course of conduct consist-

ent with their profession.

In the early days, while Friends were en-

during a great fight of affliction, other reli-

gious societies had little or no inclination
to bo brought into juxtaposition or religious

communion with them as an organized body;
and Geo. Fox and his faithful co-laborers were
deeply concerned to keep their fellow con-
verts a separate and compact people, not going
outside the pale of their own Society to unite
with others in their arrangements for pro-
moting the spread of the truth, so far as the
truth was undeistood by them. This arose
from no want of christian comity, or defect
in christian charity, but because they knew
that in however many points their faith co-

incided with that of other believers, the ob-
ligations and practices into which it led them
were irreconcilable with the errors that were
held in other churches, and they felt bound
to witness unwaveringly to the doctrines and
testimonies that had been sealed upon their
understandings by the Spirit of Truth, and to

avoid all occasion for subjecting the members
unnecessarily to temptation to palliate error
in others, or to lower the standard placed in

their hands to bo kept in the sight of the
world. While this Society-isolation was main-
tained, tho influence of Friends in promoting
tho spread of the gospel truths which thc}^

hold, was marked by a partial though silent

modification of dogmas and practices which,
while incompatible with those truths, had beeli

rigidly held by other jirofessors.

On the institution of the British and I-'oreign

Bible Society, some members in England
joined therein

; but tho Yearly Meeting, we
believe, never committed itself towards its

support, and some of the more experienced
and consistent Friends, warned of the danger
of members being incorporated or taking an
active part with its administration or labors.

other religious |irofessors, was officially op(

when London Yearly Meeting sanctioned

use of the meeting-houses belonging to Frii

by ministers of other denominations

;

since then (perhaps before) it is well ku'

that very many members of that meetiu I

they attend the meetings for worship hek
j

Friends, in the morning of the First-da

the week, resort to the meetings of otherj
other times.

The whole tone of popular sentiment in I

present day among those who consider thS

selves the liberal portion of the members, se
J

to be that it is worse than needless to hokjj

attempt to carry out the rigid observance!
our forefathers, or to maintain any striki

peculiarities as connected with our religiB

profession. It is said—and truly said—tu
there are good people among all religijl

professions, and therefore it is inferred ijil

we may justly suspect the validity of .ifl

supposed conscientious convictions, or \\

right authority of any disciplinai-y restw

tions that tend to keep up a separaDil

between Friends and other religious demiij

inations. But at the risk of being consideiilj

narrow-minded, we are free to confess td
we believe the all-wise Head of the chujli

designed that Friends, as a society, sho^
dwell very much alone, showing forth iJ

life and conversation the fruits of apraii
cal submission to the gospel of life and \\

mortality, being living witnesses that ii|^

spiritually the power of God unto salvatic j

and thus as a city set upon a hill, reflect ^
on others the heavenly light of those i.J

adulterated truths, the holding of which (|J

tinguish them from different sections of III

visible church. \\

So far from this producing aiTOgance i

spiritual pride, it is fitted to humble and str e

at the root of self-esteem ; for it cannot e

accomplished without daily taking up tS

cross that crucifies to the world and the wo {|i

to us, and consistently carrying out the n)-

gion we profess. Is it not measurably frdi'

the desire to avoid this cross, and rather |)

seek the honor that comes from men, and i \

that which comes irom God onlj^, that so ma>
in our Society appear desirous to assimihi
with other religious professors in their mot's

of propagating what they believe to be t)

truth, and are prepared to encourage an I

terchange of what they may look on as rci-

gious services. '

In this intermingling, tho obligation to c
serve the " peculiarities" of our high prof
sion is easily overlooked, or it is ignoretl i

deference to the known dissent of those wij

whom Friends are voluntarily associated, a

thus strangers devour their strength and th

know it not; the spiritual e3'e becomes dim

m

or blinded, and a train of reasoning is adopt
that leads on to an affiliation, that can hard
fail to mar within our own pale the proper a
uniform support of all the testimonies ofTru
which Friends should ever uphold.

Believing these views to bo correct it w
painful, though not surprising, to see, in t'

extract given in last week's "Friend" fro

the minutes of the late Indiana Yearlj' Mci
ing, that that body had constituted the Bil
Association, created by it and under its co
trol, an auxiliary to the'American Bible Sociei

No one, we think, can read tho statemer
without feeling that the dignity of the Year
Meeting is lowered, and that it is giving i

members a valid grouml for refusing to CO
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Ibute ihoir funds—even in so gciod a work

i

distributing the bible—for disposal by an

^ociation altogether outside the religious

[ciet}' with whi.ch they are connected.

|We are very far from having anything to

last of in relation to the religious standing

lour own vSociety; Dor are we called on to

j
in judgment on the divine acceptability of

pse who differ from us. Doubtless all those

[lo love the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity,

i3 accepted by Him, be their religious know-
|jge or profession what it may. But Friends

fere and are called to occupy an advanced

jsition in the visible church, and they make
great mistake who suppose that remaining
blusively within the limits of thai position

11 circumscribe the influence and usefulness

[the Society. Members of other religious de-

jminalions are mostly clear-sighted enough

I

see that by joining hand in hand with them,

iwhat is called religious work, Friends soon

[le their sensitiveness to the practices and
[rformances ihey are theoretically opposed
and are betrayed sooner or later into pal pa-

inconsistencies ;
they are therefore glad

Q8 to escape the feeling produced by the

ective, though it may be silent protest of

Societj' against that in their faith and
jtoms of which it declares by conscientious

lation that it cannot approve.

In social intercourse with others than

[ends, we are bound to evince Christian

iirtesy and love, acting so as " to commend"
r religion "to every man's conscience in

3 sight of God,"and thus become preachers
righteousness in life and conversation,

lis "has done more, since the organization

the Society, to convince others of the purity

d value of the principles held by Friends,

d to draw the convinced to them, than join-

l
with other professors in religious services,

schemes ostensibly for spreading a know-
Ige of the gospel can be hoped ever to effect

;

h coijperatioii almost necessarily weaken-
the hold of true Quakerism on our own

srabers, whilo it fails to commend it to

lers. It was said by some in George Fox's

ys, that the magistrates could not better

list him in promulgating his religion, than
shutting him up in prison ; for the manner
which he bore the cruelties heaped upon
n, effectuallj' commended the principles of

3 gospel for which he was a sufferer.

In a speech by C. H. Spurgeon, at an enter-

nment given to the members of the " Bap-
t Union" by the Mayor of Birmingham,
10 it appears is a member among Friends,

is reported to have said : "He believed it

3 good for Christians of all sects to meet
ether. What was a Quaker but an unbap-
id Baptist? and what was a Baptist but a

ptized member of a Society of Friends'/

le (Quakers were growing small by degrees,

eautifully less
;
probably because they

d done their work so thoroughly; and he

ped that after the extinction of the Quakers,

)uld come the extinction of the Baptists.

It it would not come from lowering their

indard, but from so boldly and constantly

ging their views, that all Christians would
cept them." Whatever may be the result

th the Baptists, Friends cannot become ex-

ict but by lowering their standard or rather

aertingit, and being merged in the different

To bring this about the joining with

ose sects, as mentioned, is a wide step.

' This life is a passage, not a port."

It is gratifying to observe that in some
irts of Europe, public attention has been

called to the demoralizing effect which the

disregard of the First-day of the week as a
day of rest and its use as a public holiday, has
upon the community. At a recent meeting
of the Rhenish Westphalian Prison Associa-

tion, held at Dusseldorf, Sehroeber, of

Berlin, presented a paper entitled, "Sabbath
Desecration in Connection with Crime," in

which he stated, that special inquiries sent

to various prisons iu North and South Ger-

many, resulted in showing that the First-day

of the week is that on which a large proportion
of crimes have lately been committed in that

country. During 1875, 10,828 persons were
iri-ested and confined in forty German pri-

sons; of these 963 were imprisoned for man
slaughter and bodily injuries. Of this num-
ber 380, or about -to percent., committed their

crimes on the Fi'Sl-day of the week, and in

nearly all cases, in drinking saloons. Other
statistics showed, that a large proportion of

other criminal offences, either took place, or

resulted from excesses on that day. After a

discussion of the subject, the meeting adopted
esolution stating, that the increasing prac-

tice of disregarding the observance of the First-

day of the week, contributes very materially

to the immorality of the youth, as well as of

the people generally, and declaring its deter-

mination to direct public attention more fully

to this important matter, and to take mea-
sures to promote the action of civil and other

authorities towards diminishing this evil.

Very few men are permitted to bo success-

ful ;
very few men are permitted to be wise

;

very few men are permitted to be eloquent

;

verj'^ few men are qualified to be statesmen;

very few men are good for anything eminent;

and even those who are eminent are men of

like passions with everybody else. Therefore,

bo not discouraged because it is your lot to be

n humble circumstances—because work is in-

significant in the eyes of men—because you
are called to labor in obscurity. The time is

coming when all earthly distinctions will be

of very little account.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 25, 1876.

The Yearly MeetingofJ^Jorth Carolina com-

menced at New Garden on Sixth day, the 3d

of the present month, and closed on the 9th

inst. The attendance was not thought to be

as large as has usually been the case, in part

owing to the warm interest felt in the result

of the State and national elections which took

place during the week of the Yearly Meeting,

and which caused manj^ Friends to remain at

home, that they might vote. The public

meetings for worship on First and Fourth-

days, were numerously attended by the public

generally—some coming from a distance of

many miles to be present—as has long been

customary.
Among the subjects of general interest that

were considered, was an application from their

members in East Tennessee to be set apart as

a separate Yearly Meeting. The absence of

a railroad route through the mountains, com-
pels these to make a long detour via Lynch-
burg in Virginia, in going to the Yearly Meet-

ing; causing a journey of about 500 miles

and a considerable pecuniary expense. Those
Friends could attend a Y'early Meeting at so

distant a point as Philadelphia, at less cost of

time, money, and travel, than at New Garden.
A committee was appointed to visit them, and
report next year. The number of members
residing in Bast Tennessee is said to be 935.

The testiraonj- borne by Friends during the
late civil war to the principles of peace, and
the sufferings which many underwent for

their refusal to bear arms, seem to have given
them in large measure the. confidence and re-

spect of the community in which they reside
;

so that there is much openness to receive

visits fiom the ministers of our Society. One
token of this, was a friendlj- message sent to

the Yearly Meeting from a Methodist Pro-

testant Conference. The bearer of it was in-

troduced into the l''early Meeting, and an op-

portunity given him of delivering the mes-

sage.

'Though the existence of this kindly feeling

is a pleasant fact, yet caro is needed, lest

Friends should be induced thereby to affil-

iate with other societies; and fall short in

the faithful upholding of their own princi-

ples. The ministers of other societies are ac-

customed to commence their.vocal services,

when the usual time for preaching or praying
has arrived, even if their minds are not brought
under that religious exercise, without which
no man can preach with right authority. If

betrayed to imitate their example, we throw
away one of our most important testimonies,

as to the ground and character ofGospel min-

istry and true spiritual worship.

A committee which had been appointed a

year ago, to revise the discipline, jiroposed

some alterations, which were adopted by the

meeting. The changes appeared to be similar

in character to those made recently by Lon-
don Y'early Meeting. Several worthy Friends

were uneasy with them, but the current of

expression was in their favor.

In the consideration of the state of Society,

the answers to the Queries showed many de-

ficiencies in regard to attendance of meetings,

and some as to the maintenance of love and
unity. Care is taken to discourage the use

of intoxicating liquors and tobacco; and with

satisfactory results.

The statistics sent up this year showed the

number of established meetings to be 38, and

of members •1275. Of these 1148 were be-

tween the ages of 5 and 18—a proportion of

about 27 to 100—while in Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, the proportion of children between

those years, to the whole number of members
is only about 16 to 100—a striking illustra-

tion of the effect produced on the social con-

dition of a people by their habits and manner
of life. The number received by certificate

during the year was larger than of those who
had so removed. This would indicate that

the depleting process by which other Yearly

Meetings had grown at the expense of that of

North Carolina, no longer continued.

It seemed very desirable to finish the busi-

ness on Fifth-day, as a large number of Friends

had already left to return home ;
and if a ses-

sion had been held on Sixth-day, it was pro-

bable but a small proportion of the members
would have been present. So much of the

time on previous days had been otherwise oc-

cupied, that there remained about twenty-five

distinct subjects to consider, counting all the

epistles to other Yearly Meetings as one sub-

ject. To prevent the recurrence of this an-
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other yeai-, it was concluded to commenco one

da)' earlier, that is, on the Fifth day preced-

ing the first First-day in the 11th month—so

that the meeting might finish its business

before the public meeting for worship on the

following Fourth-day.

The meeting closed after a session of about

5 J hours.

A few months since we published a notice

of a conference of Friends, held at Belper,

England. The object of this conference ap-^

peared to be, to strengthen the hands of

Friends in u]3holding the primitive doctrines

of our Society—an object which was undoubt-

edly sympathized with by many, who did not

parlake iu the deliberations of that meeting.

Since that time there has been a discussion

in the columns of " The British Friend," of

matters growing out of this conference; es-

pecially of a charge, that innovations as to

our distinguishing principles had been intro-

duced into the Society. One of the writers

for that journal having stated that no evi-

dence had been produced of such defection,

its last issue (dated llih mo. 1st) contains

two letters in reply. One of these, written

by a member of the conference, adduces spe-

cific proofs of the truth of the allegations:

the other, from the pen of one who did not

attend that meeting, contains so clear and
forcible an exposition of the fundamental
truths which are involved in the controversy

now going on in our Society, that we have
transferred it entire to our columns, under
the heading " The Belper Conference."

There are many evidences that the minds
of some under our name, are being brought
to a sense of the dangers to which our beloved

Society is exposed by the changes growing
out of a departure from our fundamental prin-

ciples; but we much desire, that a more
thorough and general awakening may be ex-

perienced. We believe there are very many,
in all parts of our religious body, of well-

meaning but unsuspecting Friends, vsrho are

being led astray by the preaching, writing
and conversation of those whose doctrinal

views are not in unison with those held by
George Fox and his fellow-laborers ; and who,
in professing to be Friends, " are sailing under
false colors," as this letter states.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The particularH of the recent hurricane

at Porto Eico and other parts of the West Indies, show
the storm to have been of great violence. The destruc
tion of property on land and at sea was very great. No
less than forty-Bve vessels were wrecked wholly or
tially.

The German government does not propose taking
any part in the Paris International Exhibition of 1878.

An official journal of the Rn.ssian government re-

ports the whole number of fires throughout the empire
in 187-5, to have been 27,976, of which 6,836 were at-

tributed to negligence, and 3,609 to design. In more
than half the cases the causes could not be correctly

ascertained. The value of the property destroyed
estimated at 64,096,896 roubles, or $51,277,.516.

The Italian census for 1875 shows that on the last

day of the year the country had a population of 27,472,
184. It had increased 671,030 since 12ih mo. ;nst,

1871, a period of four years. The total number of
births reported during tliL- year 187.5, was 1,035,377, of

which .533,.511 wcr.- li'.v
, mhI :,ii|,s(1(! girls.

The total mileiif,'^- I
iuli I m i lie principal coun-

tries of Europe i-i III [
I" I follows: Germany.

17,372; Great Briliii.i. I'^'/.i.i; |-r,,i,r,., 13,411: Kn^shi.

11,525; Auslria, 10,7'.I2; Italy, -1,7,7, >( in: .'.n_';

Sweden, 2,465 ; Belgium, 2,167; Swii/ i , ipI

Holland, 1,011. In proportion to -ni
i I; ,. ,

l. t-

the greatest railway mileage of any i-DiinUy ii, iht

world.

The Spanish Minister of the Interior has laid before

e Cortes a bill restoring the electoral law formally

prevalent in Spain. This bill abolishes universal suf-

frage, establishes voting by departments, and grants

suffrage only to persons paying a certain amount of

taxes and to members of certain professions.

A St. Petersburg dispatch of the 19th says :
" The

ite Bank announces that it is authorized by an Im-
perial ukase, dated November 18, to receive subscrip-

tions for an i.ssue of 100,000,000 roubles in bank notes,

bearing interest at five per cent., the issue price to be

92. The Official Gazette says this loan is rendered nece.s-

sary by the extraordinary expenditures in view of the

present political situation. It hopes all classes will

subscribe."

The Turkish Grand Council have formally agreed to

the proposed conference. Turkey will be represented

by Midhat Pasha and Saufet Pasha.

'The terrific cyclone which devasted Eastern Bengal

on the 31st ult., is now found to have been attended

th far greater loss of life than was at first reported,

dispatch from Calcutta, published in the London
Times say.s, three large islands, namely, Hattich, Sun-

deep and Dakhin Shahobazpore, and numerous smaller

islands, included in the Bickergunge, Nookhally and
Chittagong districts, were entirely submerged by the

storm wave of October 3Ist, as was also the mainland
for five or six miles inland. These islands are all

situated in or near the estuary of the river Meena. The
largest, Dakhin Shahobazbore, was 8000 square miles

in extent. It had a population of about 240,000. Hat-

tich and Sundeep together had about 100,000 popula-

tion.

Up to 11 o'clock on the night of the Sl.st, there were

no signs of danger, but before midnight a wave swept
over the country to a depth in many places of twenty

feet, surprising people in their beds. Dense groves of

cocoanut and palm trees around the villages enabled

nany to save themselves by climbing among the

iranches, and some took refuge on the roofs of their

houses ; but the water burst the houses asunder and
them out to sea. Some were carried thus across

the channel ten miles to the Chittagong district, but a

vast majority were never heard of again.

The country is perfectly flat, and almost every one
irished who failed to reach the trees. There is scarcely

a household on the island and on the adjacent coast but

lost many members. The cattle are all drowned. The
boats are swept away, and means of communication
with other districts is destroyed. There is much dii

raong the survivors, which the government is r(

lieving. The Government Gazette says: Wherever
the storm-wave passed it is believed not a third of the

of the Supreme Court directing the bo.ard to com]

the vote without exercising any judicial function,

revision. The vote was Hayes 91,786, Tilden 90,80

Republican majority 980. The Louisiana return

board promise that the count of the vote for that S

shall be fair, open and honest, and have consented i

representative men of both parties shall be pre;

when the oflicial canvass is made.

The official count of Maryland's vote gives Til

91,780 ; Hays 71,981. In Virginia the vote was Ti"

139,-512 ; Hayes 95,268.

The. Markets, &c.—The following were the quotati

on the 20th inst. New York.—American gold, H
Superfine flour, S4.50 a $5.0-5; State extra, S5.'2

$5.-50 ; finer brands, $6 a $10.00. Extra while wii

wheat, $1.40; No. 2 red winter, $1.30 ; No. 3 Chic

spring, new, S1.21. No. 2 mixed oats, 39 cts. ; wl

State, 45 a 52 cts. State rye, 90i cts. Yellow corn

cts. Philadelphia.—Uplands and New Orleans cot

12 a 121^ cts. Flour, #4 a *9.00. Pennsylvania

wheat, $1.27 a $1.30; Delaware amber, $1.35 a SI,

western white, $1.35 a $1.38. Penna. rye, 72 a 73

Southern, 68 cts. Yellow corn, 61 cts.; mixed west'

59 a 60 cts. Old white oats, 48 a 49 cts. ; inferior

a 41 cts. New York fancy cheese, 13J a 14^ i

western fine, 12| a 13 cts. Sales of 3000 beef catt

5J a 6J cts. per lb. gross for extra; 4| a 5J cts.

fair to good, and 4 a A\ cts. for common. Sheep, •!

6 cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 8,900 head. H
$7.50 a $3.-50 per 100 lb. net. Receipts 4,860 hi

Chicago.—'So. 2 spring wheat, $1.10J ; No. 3 do., SI

Oats, 32J cts. Rye, 62J cts. Barley, 71 cts. Lard,

cts. Cincinnati.—Family flour, $5.60 a $5.80.

wheat, $1.25 a $1.30. Old corn, 48 cts. ; new, 40 :

cts. Rye, 68 cts. Lard, lOJ cts.

"The Germantown Employment Society for AVom
offers for sale, at low prices, warm garments for

women and children. Ten per cent, taken off on ori

of Twenty Dollars or over.

Apply to Martha H. G.arret, Greeu and Cou
streets, Germantown, Philada.

11th mo. 1876.

FRIENDS' ASYLUjI FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,} Philadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wok
INGTON, M. D.

Died, suddenly, on the 31st of Fifth month, 1!^

the residence of her son, Elizabeth P., wife of Be
min Smith, a member of Bear Creek Particularpopulation survived. The islands have barely one-

fourth of their former inhabitants. I Monthly Meetings, Iowa, in the 73d year of h

The Marquis of Salisbury, who has been appointed 'She was firmly a_ttached to the principles of he

special Ambassador to act with Sir Henry Elliott

English Plenipotentiary at the approaching conference
on Turkish aff.iirs, left London on the 20'Ji with his

family for Constantinople, by way of the continent. He
will stop at Paris, Berlin and Vienna for consultation

with the respective foreign ministers.

London, lltli mo, 20th.—Consols 95 5-16.

Liverpool.—Middling uplands cotton, 6|(i. Orleans,

6 9-16c/.

Uniteii States.—There were 324 interments in

Philadelphia last week. The official count of the elec-

tion returns in this city was not completed till the 14th
inst. It shows the vote on the 7th inst. to have been
much the largest ever polled in Philadelphia, the total

having reached 139,969. Hayes' mijority 14,975.

The oflicial return of the election in Ohio shows that

the number of votes cast was 658,649, and Hayes'
plurality over Tilden was 7,516. Three other candi-
dates received 4769 votes.

The late census of Massachusetts shows the total

population of the State to he 1,651,912, of whom 794,383
are males, and 857,529 females. The number of legal

voters is 351,113.
Private advices from General Crook indicate that he

thinks tlie Indian war will .soon be over. He says that

there are very few Indians on the war
the band under Crazy Horse, which
about 2000 who are estimated to be

path

ligious Society of Friends, and has left to j

her example, the impressive invitation, ''Follow

as I have followed Christ.

, on the 25th of Sth rao. 1876, Anna E. Conr
in the S2d year of her age, a member and elder of S
water Monthly Meeting, Belmont Co., Ohio,
shock of corn cometh in its season, and as a serv

waiting for his Lord, we believe she was found
ness with lamp trimmed and light burning. She
pre.served in patience and innocent sweetness, evi

the benefit of resignation to the Divine will

things, leaving to her friends the consoling assii

that her purified spirit has entered into the long

rest. " Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom thert

guile."

, at his residence, near Fallsington, Bucks i

Pa., on Fourth-day, the 1st of Eleventh niontli,

John B. Bai.derston, a much esteemed eldei

nienilii'i- 111" V.i\\-< .Monthly Meeting of Friends, ii

75ili v 11- 111' hi- :iu'i'. This dear Friend endured ;

gerini; illni---. vmli patience and meekness. A
weeks bL-forL' his death his beloved wife was take

him after a short sicknes.s, and though the shock ot

sioned thereby was heavy, he was enabled to endii

with true christian resignation. The gentleness

r except! quietness of his ^pifi' were very comforting to tin

not large, and
ill with Sitting

soullwvi

of cat! I.

is at till

The- I

led to have gone north with him.
ilinver recently purchased in the

I
ii the State of Texas 40,000 head
i-i-S for *140,000 in silver, which

• per he.ad.

II r.-lalioii to the Presidential elec-

ihc'.'Dlh insl. In Florida the vote

ide

of that Sta

were with him as he neared his end. He
right pillar in the church, and a faithful

whose trumpet gave no uncertain sound ; tenderly

bilking forward, active spirits, while he ever had a

of encouragement to the humble, cxerci.sed and c

christian traveller. His innocent and watchful Ii

conversation have made him an example to snrv

marked with more than ordinary lustre.

,
in New York, on the 17th nil., Tiioii

Edward Brown, only son of Edward and M;i
_

lly returned for Brown, in his 20th year, a member of New Y
under the order Monthly .Meeting.
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Cashmere.

Andrew Wilson writes as follows respect-

gthis region, (which be calls Kashmir) and
' his entrance into it from the Himalaya.
Almost every one long.«, and many hope, to

6 the beautiful vale of Kashmir. Probably
) region of the earth is so well known to

le eye of imagination, or so readily suggests

le idea of a terrestrial Paradise. So far from
iving been disappointed with the realitj^, or

iving e.xperienced any cause for wishing
lat I had left Kashmir unvisited, I can most
Qcerel}' say that the beautiful realitj- excels

16 somewhat vague poetic vision which has
sen associated with the name. But Kashmir
rather a difficult country to get at, especi

ly when you come down upon it from be-

nd by way of Zanskar and Surd. Accord-

g to tradition, it was formerly the Garden
' Eden

;
and one is very well disposed to ac-

ipt that theory when trying to get into it

om the north or north-west. Most people

) up to it from the plains of India by one of

le four authorized routes ; but I have a habit
" getting into places by some quite unusual
ay, and did ao in this instance."

Wilson gives a detailed account of the dan-
ivs and hardships endured by himself and
irty in making the descent of 10,000 feet

cm "The Abode of Snow," before the vale

r Cashmere gladdened the sight of the wearj-

•avellers. He proceeds: "But I have not
et got even into the outskirts of the Garden
'Eden. Zogi-la had to be crossed; and though
is a very easy pass, and set down by the

rigonometrical Survey as only 11,300 feet

igh, yet I have heard, and suspect, that a
listake has been made there, and that nearly

thousand feet might have been added to it.

* * Though it seemed to me nothing
Pter what I had gone through, yet this pass
lUst have a formidable appearance to travel-

Ts coming upon it from belovv, judging of

le description given of it by Dr. Henderson,
le ornithologist of the first of Sir Thomas
orsyth's missions to Yarkund. He says,

,he road we had ascended was in many places

ither trj'ing to the nerves, being very steep,

Qd sometimes consisting merely of a plat-

)rm of brushwood attached to the face of the
reeipice. This road, owing to its steepness,

I quite impassable for basjgage animals after

fall of snow, and it is then necessary to wait
t Baltal until the snow has melted, or to fol-

low the stream up a very narrow rocky gorge,

with precipices from 500 to 1000 feet on either

side. This gorge, however, is onl3' practicable

when filled up by snow to about fifty feet in

depth, as it usually is early in the season ; it

is then the usual route; and at that season to

avoid the avalanches, it is necessary to start

at night and get over the pass before sunrise.

Avalanches do not fall until late in the day,

after the sun begins to melt the snow.'

I do not think the road has been improved
since Dr. Henderson passed over it, but the

great interest of it is that it leads suddenly
down upon the beautiful wooded scenery of

Kashmir. After months of the sterile, almost
treeless Tibetan provinces, the contrast was
very striking, and I could not but revel in the

beauty and glorj' of the vegetation ; but even
to one who had come upon it from below the

scene would have been very striking. There
was a large and livel}^ encampment at the
foot of the pass, with tents prepared for the

Yarkund envoy, and a number of Kashmir
officers and soldiers ; but I pushed on be^'ond

that, and camped in solitude close to the Sind
river. This place is called Baltal, but it

has no human habitations. Smooth green
meadows, carpet-like and embroidered with
flower.^, extended to the silvery stream, above
which there was the most varied luxuriance
of foliage, the lower mountains being richly

clothed with woods of many and beautiful

colors. It was late autumn, and the trees

were in their greatest variety of color; but

hardly a leaf seemed to have fallen. The
dark green of the pines contracted beautifully

with the delicate orange of the birches, be-

cause there were intermingling tints of brown
and saffron. Great masses of foliage were
succeeded by solitary pines, which had found
a footing high up the precipitous crags. And
all this was combined with peaks and slopes

of pure white snow. Aiguilles of dark rock
rose out of beds of snow, but their faces

were powdered with the same element. Gla-

ciers and large beds of snow ran down the

valleys, and the upper vegetation had snow
for its bed. The effect of sunset upon this

scene was wonderful; for the colors it dis-

played were both heightened and more har-

moniously blended. The golden light of eve
brought out the warm tints of the forest; but

the glow of the reddish brown'precipices, and
the rosy light upon the 8now3' slopes and
peaks, were too soon succeeded by the cold

grey of evening. * * *

The remainder of my journey to the great
valley or small plain of Kashmir was delight-

ful. A good deal of rain fell, but that made
one appreciate the great trees all the more,
for the rain was not continuous, and was
mingled with sunshine. The air was soft and
balmy; but, at this transfer from September
to October, it was agreeably cold even to a
traveller from the abodes and sources of snow.
As we descended, the pine forests were con-

' fined to the mountain-slopes; but the lofty

deodar began to a]i]3ear in the valley, as after-

wards the sycamore, the elm and the hoi'se

chestnut. Eound the picturesque villages,

and even forming considerable woods, there

were fruit trees—as the walnut, the chestnut,

the peach, the apricot, th&apple, and the pear.

Large quantities of timber (said to be cut

recklessly) was in course of being floated

down the river ; and where the path led across

t, there were curious wooden bridges, for

vhich it was not necessary to dismount.

This Sind valley is about sixty miles long,

and varies in breadth from a few hundred
j-ards to about a mile, except at is base, where
it opens out considerably. It is considered to

afford the best idea of the mingled beauty and
grandeur of Kashmir scenery ; and when I

passed through, its appearance was greatly

enhanced by the snow, which not only covered

the mountain tops, but also came down into

the forests which clothed the mountain sides.

The path through it, being part of the great

road from Kashmir to Central Asia, is kept

in tolerable repair, and it is verj' seldom that

the rider i-equires to dismount. Anything be-

yond a walking pace, however, is for the most
part out of the question. At Ganderbahl I

was fairly in the great valley of Kashmir, and
encamped under some enormous sycamore
trees; the girth of one was so great that its

trunk kept mj' little mountain tent quite shel-

tered from the furious blasts. Next day a

small but convenient and quaint Kashmir
boat took me up to Strinagar; and it was de-

lightful to glide up the back-waters of the

Jhelam, which afforded a highway to the

capital. It was the commencement and the

promise of repose, which I very seriously

needed, and in a beautiful land.

At Strinagar, where I stayed for a fortnight,

I was the guest of the Resident Mr. Le Poer
Wynm, whose early death has disappointed

many bright hopes. I had thus every oppor-

tunity of seeing all that could be seen about

the capital, and of making myself acquainted

with the state of affairs in Kashmir. I after-

wards went up to Islamabad, Martand, Achi-

bal, Vernag, the Rozlu Valley, and finally

went out of Kashmir by way of the Manas
and Wulur lakes, and the lower valley of the

Jhelam, so that I saw the most interesting

places in the country, and all the varieties of

scenery which it affords. I shall only touch

generally upon its characteristics. It doubt-

less owes some of its charm to the character

of the regions in its neighborhood. As com-

pared with the burning plains of India, the

sterile steppes of Tibet, and the savage moun-

tains of the Himalaya and of Afghanistan, it

presents an astonishing and beautiful con-

trast. After such scenes, even a much more

common-place country might have afforded a

good deal of the enthusiasm which Kashmir

has excited in Eastern poetry, and even in

common rumor; but beyond that it has charac-

teristics which give it a distinct place among
the most pleasmg regions of the earth. I
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said to the Maharajah, or ruling Pnnee of

Kashmir, that the most beautiful couutnes I

had seen were England, Italy, Japau au<l

Kashmir; and though ho did not seem to like

the remark much, probably from a fear that

the beauty of the land he governed, might

make it too much an ol)ject of desire, yet there

was no exaggeration iu it. Here at a height

of nearly 6000 feet, in a temperate climate,

with an abundance of moisture, and yet pro

tected by lofty mountains from the fierce con-

tinuous rains of the Indian south-west mon-

soon, we have the most splendid amphitheatre

in the world. A flat oval valley about sixty

miles long, and from forty to fifty miles iu

breadth, is surrounded by magnificent moun-

tains, which, during the greater part of the

year, are covered more than half way down

with snow, and present vast upland beds of

pure white snow. This valley has fine lakes,

is intersected with water courses, and its land

is covered with brilliant vegetation, includ-

ing gigantic trees of the richest foliage. And
out of this great central valley there rise in-

numerable, long, picturesque mountain val-

leys, such as that of the Sind river, which I

have just described; while above these there

are great pine forests, green slopes of grass,

glaciers, and snow. Nothing could express

the general effect better than these lines on

Lebanon

:

' Whose head in wintry grandeur towers.

And whitens with eternal sleet;

While Summer, in a vale of flowers,

Is sleeping rosy at his feet.'

The great encircling walls of rock and snow

contrast grandly with the soft beauty of the

scone beneath. The snows have a wonderful

effect as we look up to them through the leafy

branches of the immense sj-camore, elm and
poplar trees. They flash gloriously in the

morning sunlight above the pink mist of the

valley-plain; they have a rosy glow in the

evening sun-light ; and when the sun-light has

departed, but ere darkness shrouds them, they

gleam afar off with a cold and spectral light,

as if they belonged to a region where man
had never trod. The deep black gorges in

the mountains have a mysterious look. The
sun lights up some softer grassy ravine or

green slope, and then displays splintered rocks

rising in the wildest confusion. Often long

lines of white clouds lie along the line of

mountain-summits, while at other times every

white i)oak and precipice wall is distinctly

marked against the deep blue sky. The val-

ley plain is especially striking in clear morn-

ings and evenings, when it lies partially in

golden sunlight, partly in the shadow of its

great hills.

The green mosaic of the level land is inter

sectcd i)y many streams, canals and lakts, o

beautiful roachcsof river which look likesmall

lakes. The lakes have floating islands com
posed of vegetation. Besides the immense
sycamores and elms, and the long lines of

stately jioplars, great part of the plain is

garden filled with fruits and flowers, and
there is almost constant verdure.

It is a pity that so beautiful a country
should not have a finer population. At the

entrancesof the valleys, looking at the forests

the rich uncultivated lands, and the unused
water power, I could not but think of t

Bcenos in England,
' Where lawns extend that scorn Aro.idian pride,

And brighter Htrenins than famed Hydaspes ({lidi

Mv mind reverlcd also to the flashing siio'

of the An\evican Sierra Xevada. the dwarf

5aks and rich fields of wheat, the chubby ehil

Iren, the comely well-dressed women, and the

strong stalwart men of California. For though

the chalets were picturesque enough at a little

distance, they could not bear a close examina-

tion ; and there was not much satisfaction to

be had in contemplating the half-starved, half-

n;iked children, and the thin, wornout look-^

iug women. One could not help thinking of

the comfortable homes which an Anglo-Saxon

population would rear in such a land."

Except that the women have nearly all

fine eyes, the reported beauty of Cashmere

women, in Wilson's opinion, rests on very

slight foundations. He considers them gener-

ally plain and many remarkably ugly.

The manufacture of the celebrated Cash-

mere shawls has greatly declined, but is still

of considerable importance, and about £130.-

000 worth of them is annually exported, of

which £90,000 worth goes to Europe. It is

only on the wind-swept steppes of Central

Asia that the goats produce so fine a hair as

is employed in making the most costly shawls,

some of which sell even in Cashmere for

$1500 each. The shawl-weavers get miser-

able wages, and are allowed neither to leave

Kashmir nor change their employment, s(

that they are nearly in the position of slaves

and their average wages are only about threi

cents a day.

Cashmere which had once four millions of

inhabitants, has now only about 500,000 in

consequence of repeated invasions and deso

'ating_ wars.

science would not have the power to arou

From " Piety Promoted.'

JaiiiFs Braiidwootl.

James Brand wood was the eldest son

John Brandwood, of Entwistle, in the parii-

of Bolton, in Lancashire, and was born in tl

Eleventh month, 1739.

Having left behind him an account in wri

ng, of his early experience in the work of !

igion, the following abstract is taken, nearl

n his own words, from this narrative,

pleased the all-wise and gracious God, wh
gave me being, to follow me by his grac

even from my youth, often bowing my min

serious consideration, that I was place

hero as on his footstool, for a short space

time, and mtist ere long remove to appear b

fore his judgment seat ; also, how short

transient present enjoyments are, compare

with the eternal nature of the life to comt

whereby mj' mind was led to conclude, th

world is not my resting-place, the life to i

is my home, eternity is the chief end and d.

sign of my being.

"Eiinning in my own will and strength, froi

year to year, I heard sermons, read man
books, and talked with professors; some sai

one thing and some another. I then bega

to read the Scriptures more ; but alas! the

were to me in many places, as a sealed boo

I prayed often in secret places, and learne

to sing, thinking I was thereby preparir

myself tojoin the heavenly host. I talked wit

religious jM-ofessors about doctrinal points, an

endeavored to form as just notions and opi

ions about the coming, life, doctrines, sufte

ings, and death of Christ, as I could; and th

I called faith. But this fiiith not proceedi

from the quickening power of Divine grac

but from the workings of the natural unde

standing, was a dead faith, and could not I

an evidence of things not seen, nor work b

love to the purifying of my hea't, so as 1

give victory over the various sinful lusts an

vanities of this world ; but on the contrary

was abundantly overcome thereby, from da

to day.
" In this condition I travelled long, and wj

sorely tossed between the secret reproofs t

Divine grace in my conscience, and the wor!

ings of the adversary. About the twentiet

year of my age, it pleased God, in unspeal

able mercy, further to enlighten my sou

through the Spirit of his Son, as with the da;

spring from on high, whereby I was enable

to see more clearly my fallen and corruj

state, and my sins were set in order befoi

me, appearing exceedingly sinful, and oppc

site to the holy will of God. In this day, a

my former building in religion was shaken 1

the very foundation. In this situation I erio(

' Oh I what shall 1 do ? to whom shall I flee

for in this sinful state I cannot dwell wit

Him that is holy.'
•' The Scriptures now began to bo moi.

opened to my understanding ; and though

was told, that by a certain ceremony, whic

had been performed in my infancy, ' I wt

made a member of Christ, a child of God, an

an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven, yet i

the opening of the Scriptures to my undo

standing, l' saw this could not be true; fc

there I was informed, that the members i

and very soon it will cease to adr'nonish us; Christ were made such by other means, eve

and after a time, by continual disregard, we by his own baptism with the Spirit, as sail

might fall asleep over a volcano, and con- tlio aiwi.stle, ' By one Spirit are we all baptize

An Old Allegory.— I read in my boyhood
and have not forgotten, the story of the slug-

gard and the alarm-clock. A certain man
was by nature sluggish and lazy, and as he

began to feel the weight of disease upon him
"called a physician. The physician pre-

scribed healthful diet and exercise, and espe-

cially early rising. The man objected to early

rising on the plea that he could not wake up.

" Then get an alarm-clock," said the doctor.

You must rise early if you would have your
health."

So the man purchased an alarm clock, and
set it up in his sleeping-chamber, and at the

appointed time the startling whir and clang

of the machinery awoke him instanier. He
was up and dressed in season to see the sun

rise, and he really felt brighter and better for

the eff'ort. The clock, being regularly wound
and set, faithfully performed its oflice, and
while the man was punctual in his obedience

to its summons it awoke him with the rising

of the sun. But by and by he allowed him-

self to question the real benefit of this early

rising. It often seemed to him that a little

more sleep would be pleasant So one morn-
ing, after the faithful monitor had aroused

hitn, he closed his eyes and took another nap.

This was repeated until the clock ceased to

break his slumber. The sharp bell clanged

as loud as ever, but he had become deaf to its

M'arning. lie did not hoar it, because he had
contracted the habit of disobeying it.

And so it is with conscience. It is a moni-

tor which, in the morning of life, gives health-

ful warning to all ; but lot us once begin to

question the need of obeying it—let us dis-

obey its dictates, even in trifling particulars
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if any man lie in

1 also saw, that
to one body ;' and that

irist, lie is a new cicatui-

e children of God were such as were begot-

Q of Him through Christ, the incorruptible

:ed and Word of God, and born again unto

:wness of life, bringing forth the fruits of the

lirit. And that the kingdom of heaven and

ivernment of Christ are within, by the in-

lence of his Spirit, which as a pure principle

his children and people, ruleth and leadeth

em in his service.

" I also saw, that all my prayers and songs

praise had been a sacrifice of my own pre-

iring, and offered up in ray own vain iin-

;ination, in a fallen and unconverted state;

id that it was only in and through the Spirit

at God could be acceptably worshipped. 1

so saw, that all my former faith was no

ore than a bare assent of the natural under-

anding to certain things whereof I had no
idence, but what arose from the letter of

iripture, and other outward means; whereas,

the opening of the Scriptures, I saw that

le that believeih hath the witness in him-

If,' even the Spirit of Him who is the Au-
or and Object of true and living faith, by

hich the quickened soul received an evidence
' things not seen, and an humble confidence

the saving power and redeeming love of

od through Christ. I also saw, that I had
ustcd too much in, and been carried about

ith, the changeable doctiines of men, and
jglected the teachings of the grace and good

fiirit of God in my soul, which, as a swift

itness against evil, had followed me with

iward and secret reproof, even from my in

,nt years.
" As I was brought more and more into

illness, and humbled under the Divine hand
le Light of Christ arose, and more enlight-

led my mind ; whereby I saw into the purity

"that faith which was once delivered to the

lints, and that holy religion, which, through
le power of Divine grace, was taught, and
hich wrought in the primitive believer

hrist. As these things opened in my view,

strong persuasion arose therefrom, that it

as not my duty to join any of the various

pofessions of religion with which 1 was ac

uainted ; and if, at anj' time, I tried to join

ith an}' of them, it brought distress and
ouble over my mind. I then said in my
eart, ' Is thei-e no people on earth preserved

I the simplicity of the Truth, with whom I

%xi unite ?' Whereupon it came into my mind
J go to a meeting of the people called Qua-

ers ; a people of whose religious principles I

ad very little knowledge, neither did I know
lore than one person of that persuasion,

ieing encouraged by repeated drawings of

lind towards them, I went many miles to

ne of their meetings, accompanied by several

thers.

"Being sat down in the meeting, which
ra,a but small, my mind was seized with great

iirprise, considering the vast difference be-

sveen that multitude of words and ceremonies
which I had been accustomed, and the

olemn silence in which we sat; and the

reathing of my spirit was, ' If this be right,

ontirm it to me this day.' After some time,

ly mind was brought into more stillness, de

iring to unite in the solemn pause, in which
)ivine goodness favored my soul with a sense

f his gracious presence, and the promise of

/hrist opened to my mind with great sweet
less, though I had not understood it before.

Where two or three are gathered together in

my name, there am I in the midst of them.'

In this ray soul rejoiced, and said, ' This is the

truth, this is what I have long been seeking

for.' Towards the latter part of the meeting

some testimonies were borne in great sim-

plicit)' and plainness of speech, but in the de-

monstration of the Spirit.

" When I came amongst this people, I met
^ith great opposition, both from professors

vnd profane ; but knowing in whom I had be-

ieved, and that his power is greater than he

that is in the world, my faith was strength-

ened, and mj' spirit frequently bowed before

m for help and support in that day, in

which, blessed be his name, I often found his

secret hand underneath, enabling me to stand

patience, and bear the cross."

James Brandwood appears to have been

earfy made instrumental to the convincing of

several others, of the truth of our religious

principles, and became a member of our So-

ciety in the year 1761; and a meeting was

shortly afterwards settled at Edgeworth,

where he resided many years. Soon after he

was admitted amongst Friends he spoke as a

minister. His off'erings in that character were

concise, forcible, and comprehensive ; and

being concerned i-everently to wait for the

renewed influence of the Lord's power, they

were acceptable to his friends. In conse

quence of his joining our Society, he was dis

inherited by his father, who died when hii

son was forty-seven years of age.

After this, for many years he followed the

profession of a land-surveyor and conveyancer;

he was never married, and lived most of h

life in a retired part of the country. 3e was

a plain countryman, possessed of a good un-

derstanding, but had not the advantage of a

liberal education. Few men appear to have

been more free from the love of the interests

of this world ;
but Christian virtues and unob

trusive deportment, combined with his cheer-

ful and instructive convei-sation, gained him

the general esteem of all classes with whom
ho bad intercourse. He was scrupulously

tender of the reputation of others, so that his

most intimate friends scarcely ever heard him

speak to the disadvantage of an absent person.

In the decline of life, however, through a

combination of circumstances, he became less

diligent in the attendance of our religious

meetings, and, in the course of a few years,

was discontinued as an acknowledged minis-

ter
;
yet he was enabled to bear, with becora-

patience, some deeply trying circum-

stances, which during this period were per

mitted to attend him. After some time, it

pleased his gracious Lord to re-animate his

love to his brethren, and he was again accept-

ably engaged in the work of the ministry.

Early in the year 1824, he removed to West
Houghton, near Wigan, and some months
afterwards was reinstated as an acknow-
ledged minister. Notwithstanding his ad-

vanced age, being in his eighty-fifth year, he

was diligent in attending meetings, clear and

instructive in ministry, much to the comfort

and edification of his friends; and his society

was pleasant and instructive to them.

Towards the close of the following year, he

became unwell, from which time to his death,

he was mostlj- confined to the house. During
his illness, he was preserved in patient resig-

nation, and he was enabled to communicate
much valuable counsel. At one time, he re

quested that passage of Scripture to be read

in which the apostle says, " We preach Christ

icitiod, unto the Jews a stunabling block,

d unto the Greeks foolishness; but unto
them who are called, both Jews and Greeks,
Christ, the power of God, and the wisdom of

God;" on which he exclaimed, "Wonderful,
and very good;" and after a few minutes

ence, added, " This passage dwelt very much
upon my mind whilst in bed this morning;"
and he expressed his surprise, that any seri-

ously-thinking man. with the New Testament
n his hand, could be drawn into that danger-

ous disbelief and practice, of reasoning away
the propitiation and atonement of Christ, who
was crucified for our sins. Adding, "Such as

are favored with a sense of their own un-

worthiness, and the exceeding sinfulness of

sin before God, as they humbi}' seek unto Him
for help, come to know that he is also Christ,

the wisdom of God, and the power of God."
Three days before his death, in the course

of an interesting conversation, he remarked

to this effect: "I have indeed lived a great

while, and have seen a good deal, both of good
and evil ; and having, through Divine mercy
and forgiveness, got through all, I feel my
mind very comfortable, and am thankful I

am thus favored." The following day, on its

being remarked by one who came to visit

him, that he had been a good liver, he replied,

deeplj' affected :
" It is not for any righteous-

ness of my own that I shall gain acceptance:

but all my hope is in the mercy of God in

Christ Jesus." After a pause, though then

very weak, he was enabled to speak for some
time on the fall of man, and his restoration

through the atoning sacrifice of our Lord
Jesus Christ; but which, he added, it is not

the duty of believers too nicelj^ to define or

explain ; but rather to wait for his spiritual

appearance in their own hearts. This was
his last religious communication, and he peace-

fully departed this life, on the 23d of the

Third month, 1826.

A Physifian's Story.

Dr. Munro, of Hull, gives this incident in

his life as a practising phj'sician. It is a

tory with an unmistakable moral

:

A hard-working, industrious. God-fearing

man, a teetotaler of some years' standing,

flfering from an abscess in the hand, which

had reduced him very much, applied to me
for advice. I told him the only medicine he

required was rest; and to remedy the waste

'ng on in his system, and to repair the

damage done to his hand, he was to support

himself with a bottle of stout daily. He re-

plied :

1 cannot take it, for I have been a tee-

totaler for some years."
" Well," I said, "if you know bettor than

the doctor, it is no use applying to me."

He looked anxiously in my face, evidently

weighing the matter over in his mind, and
sorrowfully replied :

" Doctor, I was a drunken man once, and
should not like to be one again."

He was, much against his will, prevailed

upon to take the stout, and in time he re-

covered from his sickness. When he got well,

I, of course, praised up the virtues of stout as

a means of saving his life, for which he ought

ever to be thankful. I rather lectured him
on being such a fanatic (that's the word) as

to refuse taking a bottle of stout daily to re-

store him to his former health.

I lost sight of my patient for some months
;

but I am sorry to say that on one fine sum-
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mer's day, when driving through one of the

public thoroughfares, 1 saw a poor, miserable
ragged-looking man ieaniog against the dooi

of a eoramon public house, drunk, and incapa

ble of keeping an erect position. Even in his

poverty, drunkenness and misery, I discovered

it was my teetotal patient, whom I had not

so long ago persuaded to break his pledge,

could not be mistaken. I had reason to kno
him well, for he had been a member of a

Wesleyan Church, an indefatigable Sunday
school teacher, a prayer leader, whose earnest

appeals for the salvation of others I had often

li.Nlened to with pleasure and edification. I

immediately went to the man, and was as-

tonished to find the change which drink, in

so short a lime, had made in his appearance.
With manifest .surprise, and looking earnestly

at the poor wretch, I said :

"S., is that you?"
" Yes, it's me. Look at me again ; don't

you know me?" he answered, with a stagger-

ing reel and clipping his words.
'Yes, I know you," I said, ','and I am

grieved to see you in this drunken condition.

1 thought }-ou were a teetotaler ?"

" I was before I took your medicine," he an-
swered, with a peculiar grin upon his counten-
ance.

" I am sorry to see you disgracing yourself
by such conduct. 1 am ashamed of yo:

Eousing himself, as drunken people will at
times, to extraordinary effort, he scoffingly
replied

:

" Didn't you send me here for my inedi
cine?"

And with a delirious kind of chuckle he
hiccoughed out words I shall never forget

"Doctor, your medicine cured my body,
but it damned my soul !"

Two or three of his boozing companions
hearing our conversation, took him nndei
their protection, and I left. As I drove away
my heart was full of bitter reflections, that I

had been the cause of ruining this man's pro-
spects, not only for this world, but for that
which is to come. You may rest assured 1

liid not sleep much that night. The drunken
aspect of that man haunted me, and I found
myself weeping over the injury I had done
him. I rose up early the next morning and
returned to his cottage, with his little garden
in front, on the outskirts of the town, where
I had often seen him with his wife and happy
children playing about, but found, to my sor
row, that he had moved some time before.
At last, with some difficulty, I found him
located in a low neighborhood, not far distant
from the public house he had patronized the
day before. Here, in auch a home as none
liiita drunkard could inhabit, I found him laid
upon a bed of straw, feveri.sh and prostrate
from the effects of the previous day's debauch,
abusing his wife because she could not gel
him some more drink; she standing aloof,
with tears in her eyes, broken down with
care and grief, her children dirty and clothed
in rags—all friendless and steeped in poverty !

What a wreck was there I

Turned out of the Church of which ho was
once an ornament, his religion sacrificed, his
usefulness marred, his hopes of eternity blast-
ed, now a poor, dejected slave to his passion
for drink, without mercy and without hope I

I talked to him kindly, reasoned with him,
succored him until he was well, and never
lost sight of him or lot hit

It took him some time to recover his place

in the (.'liurch, but I have had the pleasure ol

seeing him restored. He is now, more than
ever, a devoted worker in the Church, and
the cause of teinperance is pleaded on all oc-

casions. Can you wonder, then, that I never
order strong drink for a patient now ?

DAY BY DAY.
What to-morrow brings, who knows ?

Alway.s God in mercy throws
A cloud o'er what is yet to be,

In mercy ; for if we could see

Beforeh.ind all the toil and strife,

These cares attending human life,

We should be paralysed with fear,

And could not do our duty here

—

Day by day.

Hopes bear ns on. The eager boy
Thinks of his future years with joy.

BiU when, life closing, he looks back
Along the chequered narrow track,

How changed and different it seems
From all his boyish early dreams

!

Yet gratefully he bows his head,
Seeing how his steps were led—

Day by day.

Expect not great things; very few
Are allotted such to do.

Many more find out their cup
Of life with trifles is filled up.
Yet if these they rightly use.

Not because "so small" refuse,

Blessings shall descend on all

In the p.alace, cottage, hall

—

Day by day.

Then go on thy way, content
With whatever God has sent.

Do not try to pierce the cloud
Which thy future doth enshroud.
Take the mingled good and ill;

Do thy smallest duty still

In the strength which shall be given,
When thy need is, straight from heaven-

Day by day,

—E. I. Tu

ALL WFXL.
I in shall sever.

tervene
;

owing river

tide between.

No seas agni

No desert

No deep, sai

Shall roll

No bleak cliffs, upward towering.
Shall hound our eager sight;

No tempest, darkly lowering.
Shall wrap us in its night.

Love, and unsevered union
Of .soul with those we love.

Nearness and glad communion
Shall be our joy above.

No dread of wasting sickness,

No thought of ache or pain.

No fretting hours of weakness
Shall mar our peace again.

No death, our homes o'ershading,
Shall e'er our harps unstring

;

For all is life unfailing

In presence of our King.
-//. Bona

avo any peace
until he had signed the pledge again.

Selected.

To bo blessed and tranquil, and spiritually
to grow, wo must commune with the invisi-

ble. A few hurried moments in the morning,
a few tired moments in the evening, a frag-
mentary dash at Matt hew or Mark, and a feu-

verses hastily read with the sense of a duly
accomplished, are not enough to lift one over
the roughness and materialities of every day.
They are be>,tor than no retiding, and better
than no prayer but to have a living sense of
the nearness of tiod. one must abide in him.

The " Molly ."iliiguire" Trials.

The recent trials in the Anthracite coal

gions of Pennsylvania, of persons connect

with a secret association, popularly known
"Moll}' Maguire," are so important in th

result, and reveal so serious a condition

things, that it seems desii-able to place in t

columns of " The Friend" a fuller account
them than has }'et appeared in its pag
About seven years ago, in numbers 51 and
of vol. 42 of this journal, there was publish

a very interesting account of Ribbonism
Ireland. 'I'hose who may have read that

count, or W. S. Trench's work entitled " ]

alities of Irish Life," from which it was c(

densed, will see that "Molly Maguireism,"
Schuylkill count}-, Pennsylvania, is merel}

transplanting of Ribbonism from its nati

Irish soil.

"W. S. Trench, says, "The main object

the Ribbon society was to prevent any lai

lord under an}' circumstance whatever, fn
depriving a tenant of his land." " The seeo

object was to deter, on pain of almost certi

death, any tenant from taking land fn

which any other tenant had been evict
These main principles of the society were c;

ried out with relentless severity
; and num

ousindeed were the victims in all ranks of li

from the wealthy peer to the humblest c

tier, who fell under the hand of the assass

sworn to carry out its decrees." But it m
well bo supposed that a society, thus c(

stituted in utter lawlessness, was not ve

likely to adhere long or accurately to the p
else objects for which it had originally be
formed; and accordingly, by degrees, it :

sumed the position of the redresser of
fancied wrongs connected with the manas
ment of land, or with landed property in a-

form whatever. " I have seen a notice a

nnuncing certain death to a respectable farm
because he dismissed a careless ploughma
and a friend who lived near me, was thrci

ened with death, because he refused to hi

shepherd who had been recommended
him, and who was approved of by the loc

Ribbon lodge, I mvself received a letter,

lustrated with a coffin in flaring bloody re.

and adorned with death's head and crc

bones, threatening the most frightful cc

equences to myself and family, if I did n

continue to employ a young profligate ea^

penterwhom I had discharged for idleness aii

vice!"

The official title of the secret society
|

America, popularly called "Molly Maguircj
is Ancient Order of Hibernians. None al

eligible to membership in it, uidess they ai

members among the Roman Catholics ail

are Irishmen. To it must be attributed a'

merous murders and other outrages in til

coal regions, which have for years past rendc
ed life and property unsafe. So frequent ht

these become, so bold and reckless were tl

authors of them, such the fear with which ths

had inspired the public, and so unable we
the ordinary officers of justice to cope wii

the difficulty and danger; that the large co
ning firms felt it necessary to take son
cisive step to j)rotect their own pecuniai
erests, and the lives and property of the
iployees.

They applied to Pinkerton's Detective A
oncy, whoso headquarters are at Chicag
One of the employees of that establishmoi

to run the risk coniiecled with tl
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fort to unveil the proceedings of the secret

)ciety which had furnished the men to kill

lose pcT-sons who became obnoxious to it.

bis employee was a younjr Irish Catholic,

imed James McParlan. He went to .Schuyl-

11 county, assumed the name of McKenna,
as soon considered a suitable man to be

ided to the "Molly Maguires,"—and was
itiated as a member—One of the conditions

1 which he went, was, that under no cir-

imstanees should he be called upon to bear

itness in a court of justice. He communi-
ited with no ono, save one or two police

ficers, to whom his reports were frequently,

imetimes daily, sent by mail. The plan of

!tion marked out was, to make himself ac-

lainted with any intended outrage, to learn

ho the parties were that were selected to

jrform it, and all details that could be as-

irtained ; and give such information as would
lable a proper police force not only to pre-

snt its accomplishment, but to seize the guilty

U'ties under such circumstances as would
isure their conviction.

After operating in this way for a considcra-

e time, his real position was discovered by his

)mpaniona ; and his usefulness as a detective

as at an end. He subsequently consented
( appear as a witness in the trials of several

'those implicated in the murders that had
iken place; and his testimony was one of

16 most important means of procuring their

)nviction.

The first of this series of trials ending in a

mviction for murder, was that of MichaelJ
oyle, a young Irishman, from Mount Laffee

chuylkill county ;
who had been one of the

isassins of John P.Jones, a mining boss of

le Lehigh and Wilkesbarre coal companj', at

ansford, Carbon county. Jones had dis-

larged from his employ two men who were
lembers of the Molly Maguires, and for this

uise his death was determined upon and con
immated. He was shot down on the 3d of

th mo. 1875, while on his way to his work,
nd the atrocious deed was done in so open
tid public a manner, that immediate pursuit

as made, and Dojie, and his two associates,

'.eUy and Kerrigan, were arrested the same

During the progress of Doyle's trial, many
F the leading Molly Maguires were present,

adeavoring to prevent his conviction. Hereto-
ire, their efforts to shield their members from
unishment, by perjured testimony of an alilji

r other means had been successful. But
•oyle was found guilty on the 1st of 2d mo.
F this year. Kerrigan, who was then
risoner in the jail at Mauch Chunk, made a

oluntary confession of the circumstances
jnnected with this murder, as well as with
lat of policeman Yost. The information

btained from him led to the arrest of several

Fthe criminals; and, in connection with the

jnvietion of Kelly as an accomplice in the

lurder of John P. Jones, spread consterna
on among those who had been the leaders

1 these horrible crimes.

Other trials have followed in rapid succes

on with the same result. Nearly all of the
3untj' officers of the Molly Maguires in that

jction of the country have been brought to

ae bar and convicted of complicity in th

Qtrages which so long disgraced the mining
3gions of Pennsylvania; orare fugitives from
istice, or in prison awaiting trial.

On the morning of 9th mo. 1st, 1875, Thomas
auger, a mining boss at Raven Run, was killed

b3- several men—one of whom, Thomas Miin-

ley, was brought to trial on the 27th of 6th

mo. in the present year. In this case, Frank-
lin B. Gowen, the President of the Reading
railroad, who had formerly been the District

Attorney of the county, assisted in the pro-

secution, (which resulted in the conviction of

Munley.) His closing speech to the jury con-

tains some interesting and startling informa-
tion. The following passages are extracted

from it.

"On the 1st of Sept. last, Thomas San-

ger, a young English boss miner, a man
between thirt}' and forty years of age, who,
so far as we know, may not have had an

enemy in the world, left his house in the

morning to go to his daily work. Going for-

ward and onward in the performance of his

dut}-, and the prosecution of his daily work,
this man was confronted by one of an armed
band of five assassins. He was shot in the

arm. He turned to run around a house in

the neighborhood, and he was there con-

fr.mted by anotherof these miscreants who had
been sent to intercept him. He again turned

and stumbled upon the ground ;
and then,

when the foremost of this band of assassins

came up to him, as he lay upon the ground, he

discharged his revolver into him, and another

turned him, as he lay upon his face, over upon

his back, so that he could expose a deadl}^

part for his aim, and then, with calm delibera-

tion, selected a vital spot and shot him as he

lay prostrate upon the ground.

foro tlirtt, was a member of this order, con-
victed of an offence and pardoned by the
Governor. High constables, chiefs of police,

candidates for associate judges, men who were
trusted by their fellow inen, were all the time
guilty of murder.

" I have said to yon before that it seems to
me as if there had been a divine interposition

for the investigation and punishment of crime
in this county. Remember that McParlan
came here pledged that he should not be used
as a witness. We placed no reliance upon
him as a witness. We could not arrest a man
because he told us anything about him, be-

cause he was protected bj' the pledge we had
given him that he was not to be exposed, and
was never to be known in the investigation

;

and I tell you that, no matter what the con-
sequence would have been, when I became an
instrument to lead him into the danger to

which he was subjected when he took his life

into his own hand and entered into the secret

councils of this order, I would have been the
last man in the world to have asked him to re-

lieve me from the pledge which had been made
to him. You have heard that his mission
became known to this order, how or by what
manner I am not at libertj- to tell you to-day,

for it is not in evidence. We have the fact,

though, that his mission became known to

this society, and we have the fact that those
from whose vengeance he was to be protected,

bj' ignorance of his true character, acquired
His wife, information that enabled them to know that

from whom he had just parted, hearing his

cries, rushed out and reached her husband
onl}' in time to hear his last faltering accents :

'Kis'i me, Sarah, for I am dj'ing.'

" These coal field.s for twenty years, I may
say, have been the theatre of the commission

of crimes such as our very nature revolts at.

This very organization that we are now, for

the first time, exposing to the light of day,

has hung like a pall over the people of this

county. Before it fear and terror fled cower-

ing to homes which afforded no sanctuary

against the vengeance of their pursuers. Be-

hind it stalked darkness and despair, brood-

ing like grim shadows over the desolated

hearth and the ruined home, and throughout

the length and breadth of this fair land there

was heard the voice of wailing and of lamenta-

tion, of 'Rachel weeping for her children and
refusing to be comforted, because they were
not.'

" Whether this society, known as the An-
cient Order of Hibernians, is, beyond the

limits of this county, a good society or not 1

cannot tell ; but I have believed at sometimes
that it was, and I am willing to be satisfied of

that fact now, if there is any evidence of it.

But there has been an attack made upon this

organization, and up to this time we have not

had furnished to us any evidence that in any
place its objects were laudable or commenda-
ble. Criminal in its character, criminal in its

]nirpose, it had frequently a political object.

You will find the leaders of this society the

prominent men in the townships. Through
the instrumentality of their order and by its

power, they wore able to secure offices for

themselves. . You see here, and now know
that one of the Commissioners of this county

is a member of this order. You know that a

previous Commissioner of this county was a

member of this order, convicted of a high

offence, and pardoned by the Governor. You

he was playing a false part in their organiza-

tion, and that he was in reality a detective;

and he was compelled to leave the county.
And then I saw before me inj- path as clear

as day. Then I saw that some miraculous
interposition of Providence had been vouch-
safed to permit us to use the testimony and the
knowledge of this man McParlan." "When,
in all the history of criminal jurisprudence,

did ever such a change of society come over

a county as that which came over this county
on the morning that McParlan first became a
witness, and on the morning when Jack
Kehoe, the county delegate, with twelve or
fifteen other men, handcuffed to a chain, were
marched from the high places they had oc-

cupied to take their solitarj' cells as felons

within the walls of your prison.
" When 1 came to this court house on that

memorable day, the court room was crowded
with the sj-mpathising friends of these crimi-

nals, but where are they to-day ? They may
be here, but they give no sign, and we know
nothing of them, and we care not if they are

here. The whole county sprung up like a
giant unbound, and never, except in dramatic
literature, has there been revealed such an
awakening and such a change."
From the testimony of James McParlan,

the following account has been condensed of

the character and organization of this society.

The members were required to be of Irish

birth or descent, and Roman Catholics, and
were furnished with signs and passwords so

as to know each other. The highest authority
resided in what was called the Board of Erin,

composed of delegates from England, Ireland

and Scotland ; who sent over the signs and
passwords to this country once in three

months. In answer to a question as to the
practice of the organization in committing
crime, McParlan stated, that, generally when
outrage was determined on, the Division Mas-

know that another county commissioner, be- terof the district would apply cithertoanother
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division or to tlie county delegate, in order to

get men who were unlcnown to the parties

upon whom the outrage was to be perpetrated,

and a euarantee was given that the obligation

thus incurred would be discharged by supply-

ing the men required for similar crimes else-

where. If any of their members were ar-

rested, the practice of the society was, to raise

money first to obtain counsel ; and secondly,

to try and get as many witnesses as possible

to prove an alibi.

Cases of the same character which have

since been tried, show that justice sometimes

overtakes offenders who have long committed

crimes with apparent impunity, and we may
hope that the monstrous system of outrage

and barbarism, of which the above is but an

outline, has now received a fatal blow.

For "Tlie Friend."

There is no one of the Divine injunctions

of more general application, nor yet more

difficult to be sincerely obej'ed, than that

which enjoins forgiveness of injuries, whether

real or supposed. Often as it may be brought

into requisition, as often are we brought to

feel that the spirit of forgiveness is in direct

opposition to the impulse of our fallen nature,

and that we have need to keep in remembrance

the solemn declaration of the Judge of quick

and dead, that if we do not forgive from our

hearts those who trespassjagainst us, neither

will our Heavenly Father forgive us our tres-

passes.

Where, through the aid of the Spirit of Him
who left the glory which He had with his

Father before the world began, in order to

effect the reconciliation of lost man to his

offended Creator, we are enabled to rise above

the natural promptings under contradiction,

calumny, reproach or other dishonor that may
be imposed upon us, and to feel unfeigned for-

giveness of the aggressor, it blunts or removes

the sting intended to be inflicted, shuts down
anger or resentment, encloses in an atmos-

phere of purity and peace, and exalts into the

dignity of overcoming evil with good.

But in applying the spirit of forgiveness

that is inherent in our holy religion, we must
guard against extending it so far as to impair

the cause of religion itself. Though bound
by the law of Christ to forgive offences, we
are not bound to extend Christian fellowship

to those who indulge in a spirit that willingly

inflicts injury of any kind on ourselves or on

the cause of Truth. There is neither Chris

tian love nor Christian charity in treating

such transgressors as though they had com-
mitted no wrong, and thus leave them under
the delusion that they are right and approved.

The true disciple of Christ can understand
the full meaning of the expression of his

Master, " Woe unto the world because of

offences ; for it must be that offences come,
but woo to that man by whom the offence

cometh." The same apostle that exhorts to

"lay hands suddenly on no man," at the same
time commands us "not to be partakers of

other men's sins," and it is a question that

each one must decide for himself, how far h

may become a partaker of a sin or wrong
committed by another, so as to bring him
under some responsibility for it, if he in some
way does not testify against it; carefully

however, observing the courteous and digni-

fied demeanor that becomes such a service.

The apostle in writing to a minister in one

of the churches in his day, declares that s

must be "blameless as the steward of God
;

not self willed, not soon angry ;" also that he

must show himself " a pattern of good works

;

in doctrine showing uncorruptness, gravilj^

sincerity, sound speech that cannot be con-

demned." "Holding fast the faithful word
as he has been taught ; that he may be able

by sound doctrine both to exhort and con-

vince the gainsayers." For he says that even

in that day "There are many unruly and

vain talkers and deceivers,—specially they of

the circumcision ; whose mouths must be

stopped, who subvert whole houses, teaching

things which they ought not, for filthy lucre's

sake."

Thus in the government and oversight of

the church it is essential that no false charity

be allowed to screen that which is wrong from

rebuke and condemnation. None receive gifts

for this government and oversight but such

as enter the fold through Christ the only

door, by submitting to the requirements of his

Hoi}' Spirit, and continuing to wear his yoke.

Such are so humbled as to prefer others as

better than themselves, while at the same
time they are bound to try the spirits, the

words and the wa3-s of those who profess to

be teachers of the people. Their desire is to

do theirMaster's workand nothing else. Their

object is to keep out that which will lessen or

de^troy the unity of the Spirit in the bond of

peace, and thus strengthen the gospel fellow

ship that binds together the true disciples of

Christ.

Where it is apparent that any one has so

far fallen from a state of humility and watch-

fulness—if he or she had ever attained to it

—

as to depreciate or lay waste any of those

things pertaining to the church, which its

Holy Head has brought about through the

instrumentality of dedicated servants, for the

presei-vation or other benefit of its members
and the glory of His name, the delegated

Shepherds, taking heed to themselves, are

bound to rebuke the offender, and defend the

well-being of the flock over which the Holy
Ghost has made them overseers; and they
must be willing "to endure hardness as good
soldiers of Jesus Christ;" for all "that will

live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecu-

tion."

Alas! that there should ever be occasion

for such saddening service and discipline.

But so it has been more or less in every age

;

for the visible church is as yet a very defec-

tive exponent of that which is unseen ; the

church of the first-born whose names are

written in heaven, the elect host on earth,

contending for the faith once delivered to the

saints still militant, but united to the glorious,

triumphant company of saints and angels and
the spirits ofjust men mado perfect in heaven
That experienced and eminent servant of

Christ, Stephen Crisp, has the following in

one of his epistles.

" Therefore all have need to be upon their

watch, neither to tempt, nor bo tempted.
Lot none think it a sufiicient excuse for them,
that they wore provoked ; for we are as

answerable to God for ovil words spoken upon
]irovocation, as without provocation ; for, for

this end hath the Lord revealed his power to

us, to keep and preserve us in his foar and
counsel in thotimc of our provocations. There
foi'o if any man through want of watchful-
ness, should be overtaken with heat or pas-

sion, a Holt answer a]ipeaseth wrath, saith the
wise man. Such a time is fittest for a soft

i

answer, lest the enemy prevail on ;i;iyto

their hurt, and to the grief and trouble

their brethren; for it is the proper datijoi

watchmen and overseers to spare the fl
jb

that is, let nothing come nigh them that .1

hurt them, and wound and grieve them
good apostle was so careful over the floe b

believers, that if there were any doub^
matters to be disputed of, he would not Lf^

them that were weak in the faith, at sj

disputes; much less ought thoj^ that are wj

to see those that are strong, descend fij

their strength and go into the weakns
where they are not able to bear; for iha

'

certainly weak that cannot bear. Those \

really live in the strength and power, t

can bear even burdens tor them, who cai

bear their own. The apostle, when he ^

for the elders of Bphesus to Miletus, and

a charge with them, before he said, take li

to the "flock of God, he said, take heed to y i

selves ; and indeed, we are none of us lik'

discharge ourselves well towards others,

by taking heed to ourselves, to be kept in

sober, innocentframe of spirit which the Tr
calls for."

For "The Frier

Sarah Stephenson.

I should be glad to see in " The Friend,"

early life of Sarah Stephenson andEuth Ai

Rutter; showing how they were called to

aside their ornaments and appear in the 6

pie garb of a Friend; and what it cost tl:

so to do. So many in these days are sayi

there is nothing in this, that, or the ot

little thing—but the language to us as a \

pie still is, " Come out from among them i

be ye separate," &c. I cannot reconcile a i

attire, a copying after the world, with

life of a cross bearing Christian, and h

those in our galleries calling upon the yoi

to follow Christ when their own appear;

is so at variance. These things ought nol

to be.

The following extracts are taken from
life of Sarah Stephenson, published in

fourth volume of Friends' Library.

"Sarah Stephenson, some of the occuren

of whose life are related in the followi

pages, was born at Whitehaven, in Cuml
land, in the 3'ear 1738. Her parents w
Daniel and Sarah Stephenson, of whom
was the elder daughter. Her mother was
daughter of Joseph Storrs, of Chesterfli

Derbyshire. Of events which were her

in childhood and youth, of her conflicts f

consolations, and her preservation from ha:

and evil, at those stages of life, the subsequi

account is nearly in her own words.
' The remembrance of the great love

tender care of the Shepherd of Israel,

sleepeth not by day nor slnmbereth by nig

from \\\y infant days to the present time
cause of deep admiration, reverence, and aba
mentofsoul.

' When I was about sis yeai's of age, I \

a narrow escape of being burned to death,

falling on the fire when no one else was
the room. This preservation, as also anoth
by which m}^ soul was signally rescued fn

the jaws of the dovourer, in very early lif(

attribute only to Ilim, who hath, in the cou
of my pilgrimage, succored me in many dc

an<l pnivinic seasons
;
and hath born up

head alidve the mighty waters, even wher
waves have risiMi so high as to appear lik<

to overwhelm mo. O, my soul, mayost th'
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<ver be unmindfui of the Lord's nuutterable

odness, but walk humbly and rcverentlj-

fore Him, who is abundant in mercy and

eat loving kindness!

It may not be improper to mention, that

f father carried on a very considerable busi-

Q the mercantile way, and had gained

ich property. This, and living in what is

[led a genteel style, and being introduced

;o company of high rank when very young,
pleased my natural disposition, that 1 began
take steps in the paths ofvanity. But, whilst

vas thus pursuing with eagerness, what are

led by some innocent diversions, the good
epherd, who seeketh after those that are

lie astray, looked down upon me in love,

d so enamoured my soul with his beautj-,

it I loved to be alone wiih him. O, how
eet was his presence! But this lasted not

ig ; for the enemy painted the glorj- of this

usive world in such pleasing colors, that 1

sook the Prince of peace, and proceeded
II further in the paths of vanity.
' My father, as I have mentioned, was
ding largely; and he so extended his busi-

j8 that he could not himself have the ovcr-

ht of it. This was attended with losses

i many disappointments; and at length

jasioned the separation of the family. My
ule, William Storrs, of Chesterfield, took
to Worcesier, to my mother's sister, and

ire, being afresh favored with a precious

itation, I was mercifully jtrevailed on to

86 in with it.

After I had been in that city a few months,
)se worthy servants of the Lord, Elizabeth

hbridge and Sarah Worral, from America,
ne to my uncle's house, and, I think, staid

ne days. One evening, during this time,

zabethjin a very weight^'' manner addressed

in the language of unspeakable love ; re-

rking also, " What a pity that child siiould

ee a ribbon on her head." Her words were
ircing, and deeply affected my mind. I do
t know that 1 closed my eyes to sleep that

;ht; and in the morning, not daring to put
my ribbon, I came down without it. Yet
ad many fears, expecting to be censured
one of the family, as having left it off to

i the favor of the Friends, and from this

just ground, the enemy caused many sea-

is of sorrow. This was coming a little to

1 gate of stripping, which work went gradu-

y forward ; but great were my trials, both
m within and without. Indeed my con-

ts were so great, that I might say, " I ate
• bread with mourning, and mingled my
nk with tears;"—but then, O, what pre-

H8 meetings I had at times! my spirit was
broken that I could scarcely contain my-

Ilere were also divers weighty valua-

Priends, whose sympathy with me was
sat, and was a comfort to me. It likewise

ased Divine Wisdom, while I remained at

jrcester, to permit me to be attacked with
slow fever, which reduced me to such a

te of weakness, that it seemed not unlikely

flight sink under it. But that did not prove
be the design of unerring Wisdom ; but
her to make it preparatory to fresh exer-

! and trial of faith. In this time of great

akness and reduction of will, my mind was
eetly supported, and, at seasons, favored
ih the overshadowing of Divine love, under
ich my soul humbly and thankfully re-

sed.

When I was a little recovered from this

less, a trial of a close nature was my por-

tion. I received a letter fiom my father, who,
in a pressing manne;-, requested my goin
home to live with my dear parents, whom
had not seen for seven years. In my absence,
they had removed, together with my sist

and my youngest brother, to Douglass, in the
Isle of Man, at which place were no others of
our Society, and the inhabitants were much
strangers to it. Great were the struggles and
fears that attended my poor mind, and prayer
was begotten that by obeying my natural
parent, I might not offend my heavenly
Father, who had so richly visited my soul.

But the Lord was pleased so to open my way,
that it appeared right to go

;
yet, O, the fear

that covered my mind, least I should bring a
reproach on the Truth. My humble cries

were put up unto him for preservation, and
He was mercifully pleased to hear, and mea-
surably' to answer, my petitions. In this hum-
ble state 1 left Worcester, being favored with
the love and sympathy of many worthy
Friends. Catharine Payton, who then lived

at Dudley, was one: she wrote a sweet con-
solatory letter to a Friend, which was given
to me to peruse, in which she said, "If she
must go, let her take some Friends' books
with her; and may she be preserved, like

Lot in Sodom, a preacher of r'

An agricultural achievement in Scotland
has recently attracted great attention abroad.
The Duke of Sutherland is one of the great

land owners of Scotland, but much of his do-

main is barren and unproductive. Feeling
that by labor and an intelligent working up
of the soil these lands can be made produc-
tive, he, some time ago, determined to have
a tract of two thousand acres broken up. The
work was begun about four years since, the
tract being wild and useless moor land, so

swampy and stony that it was impossible to

do anything with it by ordinary appliances,

including even the common steam plough.

He had a gigantic steam plough constructed,

and with this and twelve steam engines work-
other appliances, the moor has been

broken up, and the useless land is now con-

verted into four fine farms, in which excellent

ops are this year growing. But only a very
wealthy man could indulge in such an enter-

prise, for the work cost the duke the great

sum of $300,000 in gold, an average of $150
an acre.

—

Philada. Ledger.

A Little Girl and the King.—The King of

Prussia, while visiting a village in his land

was welcomed by the school children of the

place. After their speaker had made a speech
for them, he thanked them.' Taking an orange
from the plate, he asked :

" To what kingdom
does this belong?"

The vegetable kingdom, sir," replied a
little girl.

The king took a gold coin from his pocket,

and holding it up asked, " And to what king
dom does this belong?"

" To the mineral kingdom," said the girl.

" And to what kingdom do I belong then ?"

asked the king.

The little girl colored deeply, for she did

not like to say "the animal kingdom," as he
thought she would, lest his majesty be offend-

ed. Just then it flashed into her mind that
" God made man in His own image," and
"ooking up with a brightening eye, she said :

'To God's, sir."

The king was deeply moved. A tear stood

in his eye. He placed his hand on the child's

head, and said, most devoutly, " God grant
that I may be accounted worthy of that king-
dom."

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 2, 1876.

In our last week's number we gave a letter

published in "The British Friend" of last

month, called forth by a communication in a
former number of that paper denying the
truth of the assertion made by the Bel per
Conference, of the active members in London
Yearly Meeting having dejjarted from the
doctrines and testimonies held by Friends.
There is another letter accompanj'ing the one
we have already extracted, of the same pur-
port but going into many details, which it is

not necessary to quote. The following taken
from it maj' serve to enlighten some of our
readers as to the character of the missionary
work carried on in Madagascar by the per-
sons employed by the '• Friends' Foreign Mis-
sionary Association," which association re-

ports to London Yearly Meeting.
" When Louis C. Street was over in Eng-

land (1873-4), he held a sort of public meet-
ing in the Friends' Meeting-house, Mount
Street, Manchester, for the purpose of giving
information as to the operations of the so-

called ' Friends' Foreign Mission Association'
in Madagascar. After giving said informa-
tion, he desired Friends present to ask any
questions about the matter, saying, he would
be glad to reply to such. Way being thus
opened by him, a Friend said there were three
or four points on which Friends had long
wished for some hona-fide information.

" 1st.—Were the meetings for worshi p which
were held with the natives, held after the maq-
ner of Friends ; and, were any of the meetings
with them so held ?

"Reply by L. C. Street: No meetings for

worship were held with the natives after the
manner of Friends' meetings.

"2nd.—How were these meetings held ?

" Reply : They were conducted in much the
same vv^ay as the other missionaries out there
conducted theirs,—as for instance, the London
Missionary Society's representatives ; they

(J. e. L. S. & Co.) found or thought it best to

work harmoniously with the other mission-

aries, &c.
" 3rd.—Were any meetings held by them

after our way of holding meetings for wor-
ship?

" Replj' : Onl}' with the teachers (the Eng-
lish representatives of Friends' Foreign Mis-
sionary Association) themselves once a month

:

no natives were present at such meetings.
"4th.—Was any form or ceremony made

use of by the Friends' teachers when a native

was received as a member, or professed con-

version ?

'' Reply : Yes, he was baptized with water
by the teacher.

" 5th.—Was any ceremony made use of by
them, comparable to what is known as taking
bread and wine, commonly called The Sacra-
ment!
"Reply: Yes: they administer the Sacra-

ment, and some of the teachers themselves
partook of it. Some had discontinued taking
it. (L. C. Street defended this and baptism .
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icarmly, sa^ying he considered they were quite

consistent with our profession as iPriends, and
that he in administering them, was a con-

sistent member and minister of the Society !"

)

Louis C. Street is, we believe, a member of

Indiana Yearly Meeting, and stands as an ap-

jjroved minister among them. Though worli-

ing under the auspices of the Missionary So-

ciety in England, we suppose he is paid by

the Yearly Meeting to which he belongs, as

we observed in its reeentl3- printed minutes

notice of funds being famished him.

The course of these missionaries, and the

fact of placards being posted at a Friends'

meeting-house in London, announcing that
" gospel addresses," would be delivered, and
"well selected hymns sung" before the audi-

ajice invited to attend, as mentioned in last

week's letter, are consistent with each other,

and add to the rapidly cumulative evidence

that common honesty demands that the actors

and those who support them, should cease to

claim to be representatives of the Society of

Friends.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.— It is understood that all tlie powers have

agreed to the European conference, and that it will com-

mence in Constantinople abont the first of Twelfth

month. Meanwhile military preparations continue in

Enssia, and it is expected that over 200,000 troops will

soon be under arras on the border. An imperial order

has been issued in St. Petersburg prohibiting the ex-

portation of horses. A St. Petersburg dispatch says :

The Czar in receiving various distinguished personages

during the past few days, has stated that he would still

hope for the maintenance of peace, but considered Rus-

sia's honor and his own pledges to obtain the conces-

sions which he had demanded from the Porte.

A special dispatch to the London Standard from Con-
stantinople, announces that the Sultan has decreed the

absolute abolition of the slave trade throughout the

Ottoman empire.

The subscriptions in St. Petersburg and Moscow
alone, to the new Russian loan of one hundred millions

of roubles, have already exceeded that amount.
The Spanish Minister of War has presented in the

Congress of that nation a bill rendering military service

obligatory, and providing that the standing army shall

never be less than 100,000 men. The period of service

is fixed at eight years, four in the standing army and
four in the reserve.

The Spanish government continues to send soldiers

in large numbers to Cuba.
An important debate took place in the Spanish Con-

gress on the '25th ult., on the question of religious tolera-

tion. After full discussion the majority of the House
declared its approval of the government measures.

A special dispatch to the London Times from Argos
states that Dr. Schlieman, while excavating at the sup-

posed site of the tombs of Agamemnon and Cassandra,

has discovered immense subterranean chambers or

tombs, containing a great variety of gold and silver

plate and jewelry.

The French Chamber of Deputies considered the esti-

mates for public worship on the 24th ult. Prince
Napoleon, speaking for the first time since his election,

denounced the dangerous encroachments of the clergy,

which had exercised a .disastrous influence in recent

French history, notably in 1870. He supported a pro-

posal for the reduction of the estimates for public wor-
ship. An excited debate ensued, the clericalist Depu-
ties protesting against the speech, which was violent in

United States.—E'/ertion Returns.—ki the Presi- 9| cts. Cmcmnafi.—Red wheat, $1.20 a $1.28. Coi

deutial election Connecticut polled a vote of 122,156, 42 a 44 cts. Oats, 30 a 38 cts.

n increase of 20,200 over the largest ever polled in the

;

State. Tilden had 61,934 votes, and Hayes 59,034.

Ver.-nont polled a vote of 64,346 for President: Hayes] fhe Managers of the House of Industry, No. 1

44,091, and Tilden 20,254. The official returns for
: jjorj], ggyg^iij g,., desire to call attention to their 1 ir

Minnesota show the majority for Hayes in that State to ^^Q^k of hand-made under clothing, overalls, and l r

be 24 008. The official vote in Pennsylvania aggregate f„rtables, suitable for distribution among the Indiai

753,957, being far the largest ever polled in the State : prgej„)gn_ &„ Their funds are unusually low, a

Hayes had 384,148 votes, and Tilden 366,204. At the
^\^^y ^ggj (q convert the above into cash, to enalik- t

excited election of 1864 the total vote was only 533,646. Society to pursue its usual course in affording rel

In New Hampshire the total vote was 80,015, of which j,nd employment to the poor during the coming wiiit

Hayes had 41,-522, and Tilden 38,449. In Missouri,

Tilden had 202,687 vote.s, Hayes 144,398. The total

vote of Kentuckv was 2-58,860: Tilden had 160,045
1 ,„, ^ ^ , o • <• -,,-

votes, Hayes 98,415. Iowa gives Hayes 171,327 votes, "The Germantown Employment Society for Vi .,n,e

and Tilden 112,099. All the members of Congress from oflTers for sale, at low prices, warm garments for nu

Iowa are Republicans. |

women and children. Pen percent, taken off on wi.

Wm. M. Tweed, who a few years ago was a person of of Twenty Dollars or over,

so much political influence in New York, and who was

Spain as a fugitive from justice, landed

Sir Richard Temple, Lieiitenant-Govcr

after surveying the district di-visiii.d I,

clone, confirms the estimate llmi iw.i Inn

one thousand persons perislu-d in iln -m

The President of the British Iron I', ,,i

stales that a large proportion Mfthr Ium,

blast, and that a still larger pro ; i
.:,

and mills for the produ.tion of i

closed. ThcilMaTHls of workiin-ri liavr I. ^

and the wages of th..-r r, l; d I, IV. I.

reduced. The di-lrr - i- l:,.,,i,-i ,,, il.,

districts of South \V..I- hhI iIp' I, oi

•of Rcnga

back froi

in New York on the 23d ult., and was taken to h:

former quarters in the Ludlow Street Jail. Increased

precautions it is said will be taken to prevent another

escape, and he will be treated precisely as the other

prisoners, and allowed no privileges.

The regular army of the United States consists of

25,331 men in active service.

The Internal Revenue from the various States and

Territories during the last fiscal year amounted to

$110,001,138. Illinois furnishe<l $23,699,132; Ohio,

S16,.568,290; New York, 14,1-58,374. The smallest re-

turns were from Arizona, $11,976.

The sugar crop of Louisiana this year is estimated at

200,000 hogsheads, or 200,000,000 pounds, which is

about one-eighth of the amount required for consump-

tion in the United States.

The Philadelphia Board of Revision of Taxes state

that the total assessment of real and personal property

subject to taxation is $603,068,532, an increase over

1875 of $7,65-5,154.

The Massachusetts assessors have filed their estimates

of real and personal property for 1876. There is a de

crease in the values of $71,299,192 from those of 1875.

The decrease is attributed to the generally depressed

condition of produi'tive industry.

The result of the Presidential election was not defi-

nitely settled up to the 25th ult. in consequence of the

dilatory action of the Returning Boards of Florida and

Louisiana. It is the duty of these bodies in the States

named to revise the local election returns, and give a

correct statement of the votes cast. The vote of either

Louisiana or Florida would secure the election of the

Democratic candidates, as without them they lacked

only a single electoral vote.

At the late election for President, New York, the

most populous State in the Union, polled 1,016,505

votes, of which 522,612 were given to Tilden, and 489,-

547 to Haves, the rest being scattering. In Arkansas,

Tilden had 58,083 votes, Hayes, 38,669.

The total imports of dry goods and general merchan-
dise at the port of New York, from 1st mo. 1st to lltl

mo. 25th, 1876, were $288,322,659, against $292,22-5,52;

for the corresponding period last year. The total ex
ports of produce during the same period were this year

$240,461,012, against $227,663,764 for the correspond

ing period in 1875.

The Markets, <tc.—The following were the quotations

on the 25lh ult. Philadelphia.—American gold, 109J
U. S. sixes, 1881, 117 a 118 ; do. 1867, llSi; do. 5 per

cents, irij ; do. 4i per cents, 109J. Cotton, 12 a 12J

cts. Flour, *4 to i9.06 according to grade or qualit

Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.32 a $1.35; Ohio do., $1.28

a $1.30; Penna. amber, $1.37 a $1.42. Southern rye,

70 a 72 cts.; Penna. 75 a 77 cts. Yellow corn, 60 a G'

]cts. ; new western, 48 a 51 cts. Old while oats, 48 a 49
'cts. ; western new, 31 a 35 cts. New York fancy cheese,

14V '1 141 cts. ; western fine, 13 a 13} cts. New York.—
Superfine flour, $4.80 a $5.25; State extra, $5.35 a

$5.-50; finer brands, $6 a *8.7o. No. 1 while winter

wheat, $1.36; amber do., $1.36 a $1.37; No. 2 red

winicr, $1.30; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.30; No. 3 do.,

-I J I. Western rye, 82 a 83 cts.; State, 94 a 95 cts.

M I Nc-d corn, -59 a 60 cts. ; yellow, 601 cts. Extra white
.. ,1^, :.l els. ; lower gr.ades', 34 a 49 cts. Lard, 10}
• ii-lini li.., •'.', a 6.1 cts. liahimore.—No. 2 western

I I , h. i ; . ; Xo."3 do.$1.25; Maryland red,$1.40
I i > r, $1.47 a $1.-53; white, $1.25 a $1.45

^ .11 nv . ., I., .1 a 56 cts. Oftis, 34 a 40 cts. Chicago
N.. I i.iM.j wheal, $1.15; No. 2 do.. $1.13; No. 3

.li, -li". N... 2 corn, 44 cts. Oats, 33 cts. Rye, 67

.1. r. .il. > '.;.:ls. Lard, $9.85 per lOOlbs. Si. Louis
N... 'J ...1 fill wheal, $1.28; No. 3do., S1.20. No. S

[corn, 44 a 44; cts. Oats, 31 els. Rye, 65 cts. Lard

Apply to Martha H. Garret, Gr
streets, Germantown, Philada.

11th mo. 1876.

]dC.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelph,
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor'
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boarc

Man.agers.

Died, at his residence in Pawtncket, R. I,, on
16ih of Sixth month last, John T. Kenyon, a mem
and elder of Providence Monthly Meeting, in the 7

year of his age. He was firmly attached to the and
principles and testimonies of our religious Society,!

adhered to them through evil report and good repf

choosing rather to suffer with the faithful than to 9

on the tide of innovation and popularity. He endui

a protracted illness with exemplary patience and rei

nation. Alluding, near the close, to some of the ei

cises he had passed through, he said that the awfulii

of an unprepared state had been shown him in

light ; adding the light of Christ is the life of men

;

expressed the desire he felt, if consistent with the

vine will, to be released ; which was soon merclfl'

granted, and in much calmness he departed, leav

the consoling evidence that his end was peace.

, at Camden, N. J., on ihe 21st of Eighth
1876, .loB Balunger, in the 75th year of his age.

esteemed member of Haddonfield Monthly Meeti
By yielding to the powerful visitations of Divine gn
he was in his youth brought to the saving knowle
of the truth as it is in Jesus Christ; and it is belie

he was mercifully preserved therein through a '.

life. He was often enabled to bear testimony to

blessed efficacy of Divine power to sustain the

amid the varied trials and conflicts of time. He
zeiloiisly concerne.l for the maintenance of our anci

Chrisiiaa principles and testimonies on all orcasi

and Ihe evidence of his godly sincerity gave hii

place in the esteem of many, both in and out of

Society, with whom he came in contact. His la

years were marked by feeble health, and at last I

long cinlincmcnl to the sick chamber, where he
often vi-iii.l l.y [,i< friends, to their comfort and e.

call. HI
;

^-iviii^' cvi.leiioe at such times that his feet v

firmly c^t .l>lish,-.i un the Rock of Age.s—the fonnda
of the righteous of all generations. During these ted

day.s and wearisome nights that were appointed 1

he was preserved in much quiet resignation to llie

vine will, and lay as one wailing for his change, in

blessed hope of an entrance into the gloriou.s ro-t

pared for the people of God, of which at times he
favored wilh a blessed foretaste. His last words t.:

children were, " Whatever you do, do all to His gl.i

, Ninth month 20th, 1876, in the 73d yo,\r ..l

age, Alice T., widow of the late Josiah AUuri-.
memlierofGwynedd Monthly and Plymouth Pariii

Meeting, Monlgomerv Co., Pa.
, on Ihe 27lh of Tenth mo. 1876, ather resi.l.

near .\. Irian, .Mi.higan, SarAH B., wife of Su
Leeds, in the r^SiU year of her age. She bore :i

liacled illness wilh 'piUience and Christian re^i-n n

desiring to wait all the Lord's appoinleil tiiu.', 1'

had no terrors for her, and wc tbankfiilly biii. v.

(lurified spirit has been permitted to enter thai
"

Wll LL\M
No. 42

:. PILE, PRINTER,
Walnut Street.
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From the " Penn Monthly."

The \ortli American Bison and its Extermination.

The history of our American bison but re-

eats the history of his congeners and affines

l.sewhere. His nearest relative, the aurochs

f the old world, which in no very remote
imes roamed over the greater part of tem-

erate Europe, survives now only, through
arefiil protection, in the royal parks of the

!zarof Russia in Lithuania, where its present

epresentatives number but a few hundred in-

ividuals. The urus, which in pre-historic

imes existed over a much larger area, and
?hich had a few survivors as late as the con-

uest of Cassar, long since became extinct in

he wild state, and has living representatives

miy in our domestic races of cattle, from
vhom they are in part descended. In our own
lountry the ellc, formerly numerous over the

greater part of the northern and western por-

ions of the United States, is now nearly ex-

inct east of the Mississippi river, and is rap-

dly approaching extermination elsewhere.

Che common Virginian deer, formerly abun
Jant throughout all the older States of the

[Jnion, exists now only here and there in the

east settled districts. From the newer trans-

Mississippian States and Territories come re

ports of the rapid disappearance of not only
the elk and deer of those regions, but of th'

tnountain sheep and the prong horn. In many
af the parks and valleys within the Rocky
mountains, from New Mexico to Montana,
where, but a few years since, these animals
existed in seemingly exhaustless numbers,
they have already been extirpated. But the

case of the " buffalo," as our bison will always
be commonly called, will doubtless be one of

the most remarkable instances of extermina-
tion recorded, or ever to be recorded, in the
annals of zoology. At the beginning of the
eighteenth century, this animal occupied fully

two-thirds of the temperate portions of North
America; since which time its range has be

come reduced to an area not larger than that
of the three territories of Dakota, Montana
and Wyoming ;

while another decade or two
at its present rate of decrease, will be suffi

cient for its total extermination.
As is well known, the whole area between

the Mississippi river and the Rocky raoun
tains has ever been the region of their greatest

abundance, over almost the whole of which

been pressed back for some distance west of

the Mississippi, along nearly its whole length.

The overland emigration that set in so vigor-

ously about 1849, and the construction of the

Union Pacific Railroad, served to greatly les-

sen their numbers, and to divide them into

two distinct bands, known commonly as the

Great Northern and Southern Herds. Inces-

sant persecution on all sides, and especiallir

of late along the lines of the Kansas railways

(Kansas Pacific, and Atchison, Topeka and

Santa Fe,) has reduced the Southern Herd
to a mere remnant of its former magnitude.

While they are now massed principally south

of the Canadian river, in Northern Texas,

vhere for a time they may enjoy comparative

mmunity from the white hunter, they are

still also scattered irregularly and sparsely

over the western third of Kansas and along

the eastern border of Colorado. The whole

area occupied by the Southern Herd, which

ranged but a few years since from the Staked

Plains to the Platte, and from Eastern Kansas
to the Kocky Mountains, does not embrace
a region larger thau the present State of

Kansas.
The Northern Herd has suffered a like re

duction in its range. As late as in 1850, it

extended, in the United States, from the

Platte to the British boundary, and from the

Rocky Mountains to the plains of the Upper
Mississippi and the Red River of the North
besides spreading far northward into the

British jjossessions. South of the northern

boundary of the United States it is now limit-

ed to the region drained bj' the princii)al

southern tributaries of the Yellowstone—the

Big Horn, Tongue, and Powder rivers—and

to a narrow belt extending thence northward,

across the Yellowstone, the Musselshell, the

Missouri and Milk rivers, widening somewhat
to the northward.
The Indians have of course shared largely

n the work of destruction, since the tribes

that have lived within or near its range have
depended lai-gtdy upon these animals for sub-

tence, their flesh furni.shing them with the

chief part of their food, and their skins with

clothing, beds and lodge coverings. Though
far less wasteful of the buffalo than the white
man, the Indian often indulges in needless

slaughter, generally killing far more than he

needs or can use. When buffaloes are plenti

ful, the Indians commonly select only the

choicest parts, and during the season when
they kill them for their skins they rarely save

any portion of the meat. Catlin relates

incident that came under his notice in Maj^
1832, near the mouth of the Teton river, which
forcibly illustrates their improvidence. A
party of five or si.t hundred mounted Sioux
Indians crossed the river at mid-day, for

attack upon a herd of buffaloes in sight on

the other side. After spending a ft

among them, they recrossed the river at night-

vast territory they roamed till within the last fall, and came into the Fur Company's Fort

half century. Prior to 1830 they had already I
with "fourteen hundred fresh buffalo tongues,

which were th-own down in a mass, and for

which they required but a few gallons of

whisky,"—not a skin nor a pound of meat,

besides the tongues, being saved.

But the wanton, or at least reckless and al-

most useless destruction of the buffalo by the

Indians is scarcely comparable to that of the

white man, whose contact with the buffalo

has brought a constantly increasing rate of

fatality to the doomed beasts. About a cen-

tuiy ago, the white hunter, in what is now
the" State of Kentucky, first met with the

buffalo, since which time its extermination

has progressed with marvellous rapidity.

It is said that during the season of 1872-3,

not less than two thousand hunters were en-

gaged in hunting the buffalo along the lines of

the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad

alone ;
and that during this year not less than

two hundred and fifty thousand buffaloes

were slain, simply for their hides, their car-

cases being left untouched on the plains. In

a few years the buffaloes were whoU}' anni-

hilated over hundreds of square miles of terri-

tory ; and now, as if to hide even the evidence

of their former existence there, their very

bones are being gathered up and shipped to

eastern markets for the manufacture of ma-
nurial phosphates. The best available statis-

tics indicate an average annual destruction of

between three and four millions for the last

thirty or forty years. At this rate of decrease

it is evident that the complete extermination

of the buffalo will be soon effected ;
and thus

an animal which, but a few years since, was
the most numerous of its size in the world,

will be swept out of existence.

The American bison, with his huge bulk,

his immense shaggy mane, and peculiarly

vicious-looking eyes, presents a far more for-

"dable and dangerous aspect than his real

character warrants, he being in reality timid

and inoffensive. With lowered head and sul-

en mien, the old bulls will face an jipproach-

ng enemy with a great show of determination

an"d bravery, only to flee most ignominiously

their threatening demonstrations fail to

appal their assailant. Indeed, one's nerve is

put severely to the test when approaching a

herd of these formidable looking beasts for

the first time. Only when wounded, how-

ever, and sorely pressed, will they turn upon

their pursuer; and then woo be to the luckless

horse and rider, or the more helpless footman,^

if they fail to escape the onslaught of one of

these furious beasts. Ordinarily, however,

they are far less dangerous to encounter than

the half-wild domestic cattle of the Texas

plains.

Like most bovine animals, the bison is slug-

gish and stupid, lacking in great measure the

sagacity that so eftectuall}" protects most wild

animals ; and he hence falls an easy prey to

his hunian foes. If the hunter is careful to

approach the herd from the leeward, he usu-

ally has little difiiculty in getting near it,_the

bison being not easily frightened by the sight
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of raaii or by the report of fire-arms, while the

bceut of an cnoiiiy, if unseen and a mile dis-

tant, will set them fleeing in headlong haste.

It thus happens that the hunter, in stalking

the buftuio, approaches easily within close

range, even without cover, by simpl\' creep-

ing on the ground ; and with a breech-loading

arm, loading without rising, often succeeds

in killing from live or six to a score or more,

before the herd finally takes to flight. If it

slightly recede, the hunter creeps up under

cover of the slain, and continues his murder-

ous work. So indifferent are the buffaloes to

the death of their companions, or so stupidly

unconscious of what has befallen them, that

they will not only stand and see them shot

down around them, but the living have been

known to playfully gore the dead, so little do

they comprehend the situation. A single

iiunter will thus often kill fifteen to thirty at

a single "stand," and sometimes sixty to

eighty in a day. A hunter who acts as shooter

for the party to which he belongs, will fr

quently kill two thousand to three thousand
in a single season.

(To be concluiled.)

For "The Friend."

Rifliard Sliackleton.

CCoiitinned from page 114.)

On the 29th of Ninth month, 1752, the fol

lowing letter was penned by Kichard Shackle
ton to E. Pike. May it arouse and stimulate

to that im])ortant duty, which he so clearly

brings to view, o{ waiting, seeking in true in-

ward retirement of soul before the Lord, for

a renewal of that strength so necessary for

all, in order that there may be experienced

an increase and growth, as well as an advance
ment, in those things which shall enable to

move forward in the line of duty, or to walk
with acceptance in the Divine sight.

"Dear Friend,—My desires are strong for

thy welfare, and therefore would I recommend
to thee, as some little of my experience, p
ci])ally and especially, to be diligent in the

])ruetice of this—often to wait on the Lord
for the renewing of strength, and this not
only in secret, where no eye sees, but also at

other times, in and before thy family. And
in whatever manner it may please the Iiord
111 appear, bo not thou ashamed of his com-

ilemeniber that a broken heart and a con-
trite S|)irit, which are offsprings of his own
jireparing, are such as he never despises

; nay,
he has said by his prophet, ' though the
heaven be my throne, and the earth my foot-

stool, yet to this man will I look, even unto
him that is poor and of a contrite spirit, and
irembleth at my word. And such a practice,

so iar from less ning thy authority, I know by
experience, will strengthen it in thy family,
and insensibly cloiho every branch of it with
a true respect and love towards thee, nay
more than perhaps thej' would otherwise bear
thee. Bv'sidcs, as heads of our respective fami-
lies, we have a duty to exercise in them, and
how can vvc seek for strength to exercise this

duty, and be said to walk exemplarily before

Ihein, if wo do not, from time to time, wait
for a renewal of our sjii ritual senses and
strength, and by our example of waiting on
the Lord set before their eyes, show them
that they also should bo found following us

in the practice of this most necessary duty,
as well as olliers rosiieciing their condiict and
appcaranr:'. 1 know no more I havi' lo say.

But thou mayst be assured that however poor

uiy expression, and feeble mj^ eiuleavors to

help thee forward, I have at times truly sin-

cere and warm desires for thy welfare, with

which I shall conclude and remain thy real

friend, Richard Shackleton."

In the spring of 1754, an afllictive dispen-

sation was allotted to Richard Shackleton.

On the ninth day after the birth of his son

Henry, he was deprived, by death, of his be-

loved wife, and left the sorrowful father of

four children, viz : Deborah, Margaret, Abra-
ham and Henry, (the latter died young.) The
exquisite distress which he endured at this

separation, was proportioned to the sweetness
of their union ; he had lost the object of his

earthly affections, the endeared companion
with whom he had entered into those family

duties, which, during the short space of time
they had lived together, she had worthily
fulfilled. He had lost her when, from j'outh

and health, the}' might naturally have looked
forward to many happy years; but the groat

Disposer of events, in his inscrutable wisdom,
ordered otherwise.

On the 2d of First month, 1755, R. Shackle-
ton writes as follows :

" I have the comfort to

tell thee, without boasting, that I think 1

grow a little in a sense that death itself can-

not separate and divide the union of those
spirits whom the Lord hath joined and pre-

served near himself; and this has been my
greatest relief in some late sorrowing seasons,

for the loss of my very dear and inwardly
beloved companion, whose spirit I am at times
nearly united unto, when in the depth of afflic-

tion ; and whose better part I fervently pray
to rejoin, when my trials, my baptisms, my
provings, and solitary sorrows, which are
many, shall be over. R. S."

Again in the Sixth month of the same year,
he addresses the same friend thus: "Out
ward trials are suffered to come to prove us,

whether they will dislocate our minds from
that which ought to be their centre. If they
effect this, the accuser of the brethren, who
obtained permission to put forth his blastin

hand upon the outward substance of upright
Job, has gained so much of his point ; but if

such storms only drive us nearer to the shelter
of that Hand, which is full of blessing, the
they have a good effect.

' Who .'sees not Providence all good and wise,

Alike in wliat lie gives and what denies ?'

Richard Shackleton."

The following is extracted from a letter of
Richard Shackieton's written at a later period.

" I believe tho eye of Heaven is over you
for good. Ho will crown your heads with His
favor, (which is more precious than any earth-
ly diadem ) though for His own wise purposes
yo may, as all His (diildren expect to bo, tried

thi bal-

un

CO of afnietion. Indeed th
last of trouble is often necessary for on
steady vessels ; and good and wiso is the
gracious Hand which freights us therewith,
ilong with the othor lading which he mcrci-
'ully bestows. Tho transgression ol' the law
n tho heart, whether by acts of commission
ir omission, is tho gi-oat evil which wo ought
to dread and deprecate, that wo may not lie

led into temptation, but delivered from evil.

All the rest it would bo our wisdom, and con-
uco to our quietness of mind, to leave to un-
:'archahle Wisdom, who knows host what is

est for ea.'h of „nr various st:if.'s, habils.

manners, and dispositions. May the L(
strengthen and enable us to do his w
whether by acting or suffering, by strivi

or forbearing, for herein alone consists (

solid peace and capacity to be of any effect

service in the Church of Christ. R. S.'

(To be continued.)

Tlie Visit of William II. Snvard to the llikado of Ja{

ill MO. Extracted from his " Travels Around

World."

(Before giving the narrative of the vis

the following historical remarks are tak
from the journal, to elucidate the existi

condition of the government of Japan, a
the rank of the officials alluded to.)

" The people of Japan, whether indigenol

here or derived from Siberia, assumed poll

cal organization, according to their own i

cords, about twenty-four hundred years aj,

in the two islands of Niphon and Kius
Thoj' were governed by an emperor, wl
being descended from the gods, was divi

and absolute on earth, and when he died w
worshipped. Not only was his person t

sacred to be looked upon by a stranger, b

even the sun must not shine on his head,

was sacrilegious to touch the dishes fro

which he ate. At his death, his twelve wiv
and all their attendants committed hari-ka

Those attributes are still popularly conced'

to him. As vicegerent of Heaven, he wea
the title of Tenno ; as sovereign in tempor
affairs, he is the Mikado or Emperor.

Miako, some thirty miles inland, was h

ancient capital, and Osaka its seaport. Tl

Emperor by divine right owned the lands

the empire, and in time graciously dividt

them into provinces; retaining five or mo:
of these for himself, he parcelled outtheothe
among great lords or princes, called dainiio

In the thirteenth century, a rebellion aroi

in the empire, and the Mikado, remaining;
Miako, committed the defence of the state i

the richest and strongest one of these daimio
who wore the title of 'Tycoon.' This mil

tary commander, after a short time, absorbc

the temporal sovereignty and reigned ab8(

lutoly. Yeddo thus became a thircl capital i

the empire.

The Tycoon, nevertheless, paid homage \

the Mikado, who retained his titular rani

and unquestioned spiritual authority and pr
eminence. Besides the proper revenues (

his own five provinces, the Mikado enjoye(

for the support of his dignity, an annual allov

ance made by the Tycoon, out of tho generi

revenues of the empire. As he cultivated n
ligion and such science as tho ago allowe(

Miako became tho centre of intolligence an
learning. It still retains this distini'tioi

Osaka being an alternate residence of tl:

Mikado, it jjartook of the sanctity of 111

cajiital.

By degrees the Mikado, free from all n
^jionsibility for administration, grew in th

ifioctions of tho people, while the Tycoo
exorcising his power despotically, anil hel

responsible for all national disasters and inii

IS, became an object of public jealous

and hatred. It was at this juncture that th

Ignited States, through Commodore Roiry
1 tho European powers afterward, mad

their treaties with tlio Tycoon, in ignoranc
ny pretensions on the part of tho Mikad
iMiiporal ]iower. It was tho Tycoon wli

, two siiccossivo ombassies to ihe Uiiild
('S, one in ISlKt and Iho other in 1SG8. Il
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35, tho ministers of tlio Western powers,

iding at Yeddo, wrote alarminy accounts

[popular discontents with tlie Tycoon's ad-

nistration, and of frantic appeals made to

b Miitado to resume tbe sovereign power,

bul the treaties, and expel foreigners from
! empire. For this object, a party was
med by powerful daimios and fanatical

flesiastics.

IWhile matters were in this situation, a

ung dainiio, eon of the powerful Prince Sal-

na, was improving an academic vacation
Enghuid, to visit the United States. He
nt to Mr. Seward, in the Department of

ite. He inquired of tho prince to which of

i local parties in Japan he belonged. To
i. Seward's surprise, he answered, ' to tho

kado's.' ' What,' said Mr. Seward, ' is tho

ise of the civil war, and what question does

Involve?' He replied: 'The T^'coon, who
3 no title to the throne, but is only a general

;he imperial service, some time ago usurped

) government, and claims to transmit it to

! heirs. This usurpation is intolerable.'

'ow long,' said Mr. Seward, ' since this usur-

Vion was committed ?' ' Oh, it is very recent

't is only six hundred years since it oc-

-red.'

rhe revolution was successful, the d^-nasty

the Tycoon was abolished, and tho heaven-
^cended Mikado in the year 1868, leaving

I spiriiual seat at Miako, repaired to Yoddo,
ifully resumed the throne of his ancestors.

\ promptly confirmed the treaties, and of

jirso was duly recognized b^' the Western
Wers."

VSteamship Xew York, off the Coast of Jiipnn,

tob^r 8tfi, 1S70.—We have embarked, with-

t having had time on shore to record the

est and most striking incidents of our visit

Yokohama. Mr. Seward was not allowed to

ve Japan without a marked demonstration
ra the government, as well as an expres
n of respect from tho foreign residents. On

ir return from Yoddo, on tiie 6Lh, he received

invitation to an audience of the Mikado.
us ceremony is usually distinguished b}'

bcrastinations and formalities even more
lious than in European courts. The time

log shortened, however, in this case, the in-

ation was accepted.

A.t two o'clock yesterday morning Captain
chelor brought to the wharf, in front of
. Walsh's compound, then so highly illu-

natod, a little steam-yacht and received Mr.
ward on board, who, against all remon-
anco, persisted in keeping his engagement,
hough in the midst of a driving wind and
n. He was accompanied by Mr. De Long,
. Shepherd, and Mr. Walsh, and at six

lock, after grounding three or four times
the way, they were safely lauded at Yoddo,
eight o'clock, Mr. Ishtabashi appeared in

h otBcial Japanese costume, and, profoundly
wing, said, with measured words: 'I am
liting for the honor of conducting Mr
ward to tho great castle, where he vvill be

3eived by his majesty the Tenno ;
not in the

stomary official manner, but in a private

dienco, as an expression of personal respect

d friendship. I am particularly command
to make this explanation of the charactei

the proposed audience.'

At nine o'clock the party proceeded in two
rriagos, with an enlarged mounted escort,

ley were conducted, whether by design or

t, through streets bordered by immense
illcd enclosures, which are the strontrholds

and barracks of the several daimios who,
under the Tycoon's administration, were re-

quired to reside during alternate periods, with
their armed retainers, at the capital. The
discontinuance of this usage, since the restora-

tion of the Mikado, is a singular illustration

of the same advance toward a more popular
system of government which was made by
the kings of Europe when they reduced the

feudal barons to subjection. The barracks
vacated by the daimios' soldiers are now oc-

cupied by imperial battalions. Tho feudal

soldiers of tho Tycoon must have been a fero-

cious crow, if they wore more savage than
those rough and ill-looking guards of tho

Tenno. Tho citadel, called ' the Great Cas-

tle,' crowns an eminence in tho centre of the

city. It is a triple fortification, nine miles in

circumference, consisting of three concentric

forts, each by itself complete, with rampart,
inner embankment, ditch, bastion and glacis,

parapet and double gates. The outer fort

stands on a level with the plain, tho next
higher, and the central one higher still, over-

looking the country and tho sea. The walls

of each are fift}'' feet high, built of granite

blocks, more massive than those of tho Rip-

Raps, off Old Point Comfort. The imperial

palace is in the centre of the inner fort. It

is a low structure, differing from the temples

and monasteries, not in material or style of

architecture, but in the arrangement of its

apartments. Tho area which surrounds it is

tastefully planted and adorned with lawns,

nding gravelled walks, email lakes, and
what we would call summer-houses, and tene-

ments for attendants and servants. The areas

of the other two fortifications are similarly

nbellished. In any past stage of military

ionce, the citadel must have been impreg-

nable. We cannot learn its history.

When Mr. Seward and his friends had
reached the gates of the outer fort, they wer
received with a salute at each of the doubl

portals, and wore permitted to pass through

in carriages to the gates of the second. They
wore received here with similar honors, and

passed to tho gates of the third. Entcrin

these with salutes as before, they were re

ceived by.one of the eight Ministers of Foreign
Affairs, who, having requested them todismis:

their carriages, conducted them, with much
obeisance, across the lawns to a sheltered

place, where they rested on lacquer stools.

Here a second Minister of Foreign Affairs

joined the party, and, making new compli

ments, led them to seats on the shore of a

small lake. Here the minister informed Mr
Seward that Mr. Walsh, being an unofficial

gentleman, could proceed no farther, and that

the same rule excluded Freeman. They slop

ped. At this juncture Sawa, chief Minister

of Foreign Affairs, met Mr. Seward, and con-

ducted him to a summer house more spacious

than the others, which overlooks a larger and

deeper lake. On the way thithor, he obtained

a view of a part of the imperial stud. A rail

twelve or fifteen feet long is fixed three feet

above tho ground, on supports. Several iron-

gray Japanese ponies, unattended by grooms,

stood at this rail, in readiness for his majesty's

use at the close of the proposed audience.

When the party had arrived at the summer-
house, the prime-minister, the Chief Minister

of Finance and the heads of the other depart-

ments, were found waiting, and they were
severally presented by Sawa to Mr. Seward.

table, the prime-minister presiding, and Mr.
Sewanl and the other visitors on his left hand,
the Japanese ministers on his right. Tho
prime-minister first, and after him each of his

associates, addressed Mr. Seward in words of
courteous welcome, to which he briefly re-

plied. A pleasant conversation now ensued,
during which tea, cakes, confectionary, cigars

and champagne, were successively brought in

by attendants, who prostrated themselves on
the ground at every offer of their service.

The prime-minister then, in a very direct but

most courteous way, said to Mr. Seward ; 'It

is the custom of his majesty the Tenno to le-

eeive official visits upon business affairs in an
edifice which is built for that express public

purpose, and called among us a court; but his

majesty on this occasion recognizes you as a

special friend of Japan, and a man devoted to

the welfare of all nations, and he therefore

proposes, by way of showing his high respect

for you, to receive you, not at a public court,

but in a private lodge of his own, to which he
will come down from his palace to meet you.'

Mr. Seward ansvvered that he appreciated

his majesty's condescension and kindness.

While this conversation was going on, Mr.

Sevvai'd, looking through an open window,
saw at a long distance his friend Mr. Walsh,

and Freeman, walking within tho precinct

which had been appointed them. Presently,

an officer came hurriedly into the presence of

the grave international council at the summer-
house, and announced an intrusion. Tho
prime-minister, upon Mr. Seward's explana-

tion, directed that the supposed caves-drop-

pers should not be interfered with, but they

must come no farther."

CTo be continued.)

For "Tlie Friend."

Tliomas Story.

It may bo instructive and interesting to

epitomize some of tho leading incidents and
experiences in tho Christian career of this

truly gifted man. The manner of his joining

in fellowship with Friends was remarkable in

respect to its being attributable to no out-

ward instrument as a means of convincement,

but rather to the direct operation of the Spirit

of Truth on his mind in the silence of the

natural part. Arriving at age about the year

1688, it will be observed "that it was at a

period in tho history of the Society—some-

what subsequent to its earliest stages, and
after the warmth of persecution had in great

measure subsided. He was educated in tho

forms of the National Church of England, but

remarks, " I had no aversion to any class pro-

fessing the Christian name, but occasionally

hoard several sorts, and yet did not fully ap-

prove any sect in all things, as I came to con-

sider them closely."

He was bred in the profession of the law,

and appears to have had a good scholastic

education. His cast of mind was evidently

of a logical and inquiring nature, free from

excitement, and careful to investigate the

foundation of any religious views which were

offered in that age of polemical discussion.

The extracts are taken from his journal in

" Friends' Librar}'."

"I think proper in this place, to recount

some of the gracious dealings of the Lord with

me from my early days. I was not natur-

ally addicted to much vice or evil ; and yet,

through tho conversation of rude boys at

Tho whole party then sat down at an oblong' school, I had acquired some things by imita
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tion, tending that way. But as I oame to put

thorn in practice, by word or action, I found

something in nyeclf at such times, suddenly

surprising me with a sense of the evil, and

making me ashamed when alone ; though

what I had said or done was not evil in the

caramon account of such as I conversed with,

or among men, in a common acceptation.

And though I did not know, or consider what
this reprover was, yet it had so much influ-

ence and power with me that 1 was much re-

formed thereby from those habits which, in

time, might have been foundations for greater

evils ; or as stocks whereon to have engrafted

a worse nature to the bringing forth of a more
])leniiful crop of grosser vices. Nevertheless,

as I grew up to maturity I had many flow-

ini's and ebbings in my mind; the common
temptations among youth being often and
strongly presented : and though I was pre-

served from guilt as in the sight of men, yet

not so before the Lord, who seeth in secret,

and at all times beholdeth all the thoughts,

desires, words and actions of the children of

men, in every age and throughout the world.

The lust of the ficsh, of the eye, and the pride

of life, had their objects and subjects pre-

sented. The airs of j'outh were many and
potent, strength, activity and comeliness of

person were not wanting, and had their share;

nor were natural endowments of mind orcom-
]ietcnt acquirements afar off; and the glory,

advancements and preferments of the world,

spread as neis in my view, and the friendship

thereof beginning to address me with flatter-

ing courtship. I wore a sword, the use of

which I well understood, and had foiled sev-

eral masters of that science in the north and
at London; and rode with firearms also, of
which I knew the use; and yet I was not
quarrelsome, for though I emulated, was not
envious. This rule, as a man, I formed to

myself, never to offend or affront any wilfully,

or with design ; and if, inadvertently, I should
happen to disoblige any, rather to acknow-
ledge, than maintain or vindicate a wron<>-

thing; and lather to take ill behavior from
others b}' the best handle, than to be offended
where no offence was wilfully designed. But
tlien I was determitied to resent and punish
an affront or personal injury when it was done
of contempt or with design. Yet I never met
any save once; and then I kept to my own
maxims with success; and yet so as neither
to wound nor be wounded; the good provi-
dence of the Almighty being over me and on
my side, as well knowing my meaning in all

my conduct. But, in process of time, as these
motions of corruption and sin became strong-
er and stronger in me, so the Lord, in great
goodness and mercy, made manifest to my
understanding the nature and end of them,
and having a view of them in the true light,

and the danger attending them, they became
exceedingly heavy and oppressing to my mind.
And then the necessity of that great work of
regeneration was deeply impressed upon me;
but I had no expericmce or evidence of it

wrought in mo hitherto. This apprehension
greatly surpiisecl mo with fear, considering the
great uncertainty of the continuance oi' the
natural life

; and it began to put a secret stain

ui)on the world and all its glory, and all that
1 had to glory in

;
and though I kept these

thoughts within my own breast, not knowing
ofany soul to whom I could seriously and safidy

divulges them. And indeed none, for a "on

by any outward ap[)earance ; which I found

afterwards had been much to my advantage
and safety.

" It is admirable by what various steps the

Lord is pleased to lead the soul of man out of

this world and the spirit of it, home to him
self; and j^et I am ai)t to think that, in his

divine and unlimited wisdom, he does not take

the same outward method and steps with
every one, but varies the work of his provi-

dence as their states and cii-cumstances may
best suit and bear.

" By an accident that befel me I was further
alarmed to consider my ways, the uncertainty
of life, my present state and latter end. Ii

was this: Intending to go to a country church
with an acquaintance, as we were riding gently
along, my horse stumbling, fell and broke his

neck, and lay so heavy upon my leg that J

could scarcely draw it from under him; j'et 1

received no hurt. But as we stood by him I

had this considerntion that my own life might
have been ended by that occasion, and I did
not find myself in a condition fit for heaven
having no evidence of that necessary work of
regeneration. This brought great heavines;

over my mind, which did not totally depart
till, through the infinite mercy of God, I was
favored with further knowledge and a better

slate."
(To be coutinued.)

For "The Frieu

Tiip Alps am! the Himalaya Compared.

Andrew Wilson, an English traveller, who
liad journeyed extensively among the Hima
laya, thus points out some of the character
istics of these two celebrated mountain ranges,

He says: "As I am well acquainted with the
Alps it may not be amiss for me to compare
the Himalaya with these European moun
tains, which are so well known to the English
public. The Himalaya, as a whole, are not so

richly apparelled as the Alps. In Cashmere,
and some parts of the Sutky valley, and of the
valleys on their Indian front, they are rich

with the most glorious vegetation, and pre-

sent, in that respect, a more picturesque ap-

pearance than any parts of Swiizerland can
boast of; but one may travel among the great
ranges of the Asiatic mountains for weeks,
and even months, through the most sterile

scenes, without coming on any of these re-

gions of beauty. There is not here the same
close union of beauty and grandeur, loveliness

and subliinity, which is everj- where to be
found over the Alps. There is a terrible want
of level ground, and of green meadows en
closed by trees. Except in Cashmere, and
about the east of Ludak, there are no lakes.

We miss much those Swiss and Italian ex-
panses of deep blue water, in which whiti
towns and villages, sunny peaks and dark
mountains, are so beautil'ully mirrored. There
is also a great ^^ant of perennial water-falls
of great height and beauty, such as the Staub
bach ; though in summer, during the hcvat of
the day, the Himalaya in several places pre-
sent long graceful streaks of foam dust.

The striking contrasts and the more won-
derful scenes are not crowded together as they
are in Switzerland. Both eye and mind are
apt to bo wearied among the Himalaya by
the unbroken re]ietition of similar scenes dui'-

ing continuerl weeks of arduous travel. The
|)icture is not sudiei.Mitly tilled up in its detail,

and the continuous re|>e|ition of the vast otit-

immensity of the Himalaya prevents us fi ji

often beholding at a glance, as among
Alps, the wonderful contrast of green n

dows, darker pines, green splintered ghi. i,

dark precipitous cliffs, blue distant hills, wl
slopes of snow and glittering icy summ
There are points in the Sutlej valley :

Cashmere, where something like this is
y

sented, and in a more overpowering man
than any where in Europe ; but months
difficult travel separate these two regions,
their beauty cannot be said to charaetei
the Himalayas generally. But what, ever
Switzerland, would be great mountair
here dwarfed into insignificant hills, and
requires some time for the eye to understt
the immense Himalayan heights and dept
Some great rocks, or the foot of some pr<

pice, which is pointed out as our campi
place for the night, looks at first as if it w
only a few hundred feet off, but after ho
of arduous ascent, it seems almost as far

as ever.

The human element of the Western moi
tains is greatly wanting in those of the Ea
for though here and there a monastery o
village may stand out picturesquely on
top of a hill, yet, for the most part the din
colored, flat roofed Himalayan hamlets i

not easily distinguishable from the rocks anr

which they stand. The scattered chalets a
huts of Switzerland are wholly' wanting
the European traveller misses the sometirt
bright and comelj' faces of the peasantry
the Alps. I need scarcely say also, that t

more wonderful scenes of the Abode of Snc
are far from being easily accessible, even \vh

we are in the heart of the great mountai
And it can hardly be said that the cloudlu
of the Himalaya is so varied and gorgeous
that of the mountains of Europe, though t

sky is of a deeper blue, and the heavens a
much more brilliant at night.

But when all these admissions in favor
Switzerland are made, the Himalaya still

main unsurpassed, and even unapproached,
regards all the wilder and grander features
mountain scenery. There is nothing in tl

Alps which can afford even a faint idea of tl

savage desolation and appalling sublimity
many of the Himalayan scenes. Nowher
also, have the faces of the mountains been ii

scarred and riven by the nightly action of fro

and the mid day floods from melting sno^
In almost every valley we see places whei
whole peaks or sides of great mountains \\a\

vevy recently come shattering down.; and tl

thoughtful traveller must feel that no powf
or knowledge he possesses can secure hir

against such a catastrophe, or prevent h

bones being buried, so that there would t

little likelihood of their release until the soli

earth dissolves. And, though rare, there ai

sudden passages from these scenes of grai
dour and savage desolation to almost tropics

luxuriance, and more than tropical beauty c

organic nature. Such changes are staiMlin

and delightful, as in the passage from Dra
into the upper Sind valley of Cashmere
while there is nothing finer in the world c

vegetation than the great cedars, pines an
sycamores of the lower valleys.

'J"hc Alps extend only for about 600 milci

counting their extreme length from Ilnngar
to tho Mediterranean, and llieir lateral exteii

is vei'v narrow ; but the lliniahiva ju-oper ar
at lea>t 1.500 miles in lrni,'lb." Thev are
gieat deal more if we add to them the Hind
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isb which really constitutes only a con-

uatioii of the range, and their breadth is

great that at some points it is more than

} entire length of the Alps."

MY DARLINGS.

AV'hen steps are hurrying homeward,
And night the world o'erspreads,

And I see at the open windows
The fhining of little heads,

I think of you, my darlings,

In your low and lonesome beds.

And when the latch is lifted.

And I hear the voices glad,

I feel my arms more empty.

My heart more widely sad

;

For we measure dearth of blessings

By the blessings we have had.

But sometimes in sweet visions

\

My faith to sight expands,

And with my babes in His bosom,
' My Lord before me stands.

And" I feel on my head, bowed lowly

The touches of little hands.

Then pain is lost in patience,

And tears no longer flow :

They are only dead to the sorrow

And sin of life, I know;
For if they were not immortal
My love would make them so.

—AUce Gary.

ne Affonnt of the fonviiifrmeiit of Ruth iiiiia

Ruttcr.

I trust it is in a degree of the influence of

e blessed Truth, that 1 now take up my
:n, in order to communicate the tender deai-

gs of an Almighty and most merciful Father

ito me, in the morning of my day, thai if I

a-continued in this vale of mortality to fa-

re years, my head may be revercntl}^ bowed
gratitude, in taking a little retrospect

ereof

It pleased ray Heavenly Father to incline

y heart to seek Him from my infancy
; and

lOut the fourteenth year of my age, I was
vored with a remarkable visitation ; the

iginning of which I was made sensible of

le day, while much interested in a little

ece of work ; and confining myself to my
lamber, man}- serious reflections presented

emselves, and in the evening, sitting in the

irlor with my parents, brothers and sisters,

burst into tears; and all leaving the room
:cept my dear mother, she asked the occa-

Dn of my uneasiness. I told her I was
st thinking if it should please the Almighty
call me before the light of another day,

hether I was in a fit situation to appear be

re his great Majestj-! She talked suitably

me, and said she made no doubt if I sought
operly to be rendered worthy of an in-

sritance in the kingdom, I should gain it.

at 1 felt great distress that night, and the

ncern continued for some time. One eve-

ng, being left alone with my beloved mother,
id having some desire of improvement, I

ked her what books would be suitable for

e to read. She answered there was none
ore suitable than the Bible. This reply

Feeted me, and she took that opportunity to

lery with me, what society I thought I

lOuld join. I told her I believed I should be

Quaker. Indeed I saw it clearly to be my
ity to leave off several of my flounces and
perfluous things, and felt peace in giving

) thereto. But, through unwatchfulness I

St ground, and became again captivated and
isnared in the vain fashions and customs of

the world ; and my sister being about to get

married, several new things were provided
for me on the occasion

; I put on my cushion,

and dressed in the most fashionable style for

girls of my age. I joined in all the levity

and mirth that was going forwai-d, and was
at times elated ; but alas, that innoceney and
calm serenity of mind with which I had been
favored while I lived in the cross to my natural

inclination, were no longer in my possession.

Every enjoyment carried with it a sting, and
I felt a void which I cannot express ; but

which no doubt proceeded from the absence

of my beloved. Nevertheless I pursued a gay
line of life till turned of seventeen ; though I

had often to return to that season wherein I

was favored with religious thoughtfulness,

and lamented in secret ray situation. In the

fall preceding the change in my dress, my
sister invited me to spend the winter with

her, in order to introduce me into company.
I accordingly went, and frequented the danc-

ing assemblies, theatre, and all placesof amuse-
tnent that were usual. I also learned music,

having a master to attend, and I made great

proficiency therein, as I had a natural ear

and uncommon fondness for it. 1 promised

myself much pleasure, and thought it wou
fill up many vacant hours which 1 should

have in the countrj' ; for, from the sensation

that often attended my mind, I did not think

I should continue long in the circle I was then

in ; and through the course of the winter, I

have since thought I was under a very tender

visitation of Divine love, though at that time

I knew it not.

M3' mind was at seasons so absorbed, that

even when paying formal visits, and su

rounded with company, I scarce knew what
passed, and but few expressions escaped my
lips; so that my friends would tell me I

was extremely silent, and laugh at ine for it;

and indeed I was at times almost ready to

conclude there was a great degree of insen

bility in me, and natural uneasiness of d

position ; for notwithstanding no exertion of

my friends, or expense of my parents was
spared, to render everything agreeable, I was
not happy. When under the hands of the

hair dresser, tears would stream frotn my
eyes, and I could not tell the cause, but doubt-

less it was the chords of thy Divine love, O
my Beloved ! operating in me in order that I

might become wholly thine!

t well remember, one afternoon, being en

gaged to attend a large party, I went up stair;

to dre-8, and sat before the glass attempting

to arrange my hair ; but not considering what
I was about, being in deej) thought, it grew
late, and I was hurried; not finding some of

my finery which I wanted to put on, it flus-

tered me; and feeling myself troubled in those

things which gave me much uneasiness, pain

and anxiety, without knowing where to seek

relief, I threw myself on the bed in great

agony of mind, and gave vent to many tears.

After some time I arose, went down stairs,

and made some excuse to my sister who ex-

pected to see me in full dress. But truly my
mind was not in a fit situation to join in a

largo company, though I strove to hide the

real cause. At another time, going with some
corapanj^ to see a play performed, my mind
was so abstracted from the objects around
me, that I could pay no attention to the

scene, but felt dejected and distressed to a

degree not easily to be conceived. The last

ball I attended, was given by some young

men of my acquaintance. My sister had a
dance the preceding evening at her house, and
I being very much fatigued, wished to excuse
myself from the ball ; but it being a set com-
pany, and my friends pressing me to go, I
yielded, and went, but had not danced more
than two or three dances, before I again felt

deep distress and dismay to cover my mind.
I called ray brother and told him I was not
well ; desiring him to speak to one of the ser-

vants in waiting to go home with me, as I

wished to leave the room unobserved. He
accordingly did so, and my sister expressed
her surprise at my quick return. I pleaded
indisposition, and soon went to bed. Soon
after this I lost an uncle. He dying suddenly
it greatly shocked and distressed me. The
next First-day evening, it being the time of
the spring meeting of (Friends,) an evening
meeting was held at Pine street. A connec-
tion of mine asked me to go with her. I had
frequently in the course of the winter, gone
in there, when my sister would go on to

church, we living two doors from the meeting
house. She and her husband would sometimes
smile and tell me, they believed 1 intended
to be a Quaker. I did not know it would so

soon be the case, but felt a secret satisfaction

in attending their meetings, and generally sat

near the door, or in the back part of the house,

lest my gay appearance should attract their

attention. In the evening above hinted at,

we had not sat long before a Friend got up
and spoke : but he was rather tedious, and
my friend soon proposed going. But I chose
to stay, and she left me. After some time

dear D. Offley appeared largely in testimony.

He mentioned the prospect he had of some
j-outh then present having a great work to

do ; and spoke so closely to my state that I

was much struck with it, but knew not at

that time that it was intended for me, and
thought how deeply those must feel, for whom
it was intended. But although I did not at

that time take it to myself, I had afterwards

cause to remember that solemn testimony,

and it was a strength to me.

(To be conlinued.)

The English Aretlc Expedition.

A WINTER IN THE POLAR REGIONS.

A correspondent of the London Times, at

Valentia, gives the following particulars of the

English Arctic Expedition :

"The Alert, after parting with the Dis-

covery in latitude 81 degrees 44 minutes,

steamed due north, as it was determined that

she should get as near the Pole as possible.

The water was fairly open at the commence-
ment, but the ice began to gather more thickly

every day, and in the beginning of Septem-
ber the Alert entered an indentation on the

coast, latitude 82 degrees 27 minutes, which
was the highest latitude she could reach.

"An ocean of ice presented itself before

them. This nook was called by them Floe-

berg Beach, because during the remaining
portion of the autumn and in early winter

huge floats drifted along by the currents caine

together, and knit in the water outside the

Alert, and formed for her a very considerable

protection, though a remarkably gripping

one. Here the ship was bound up for seven

months, and for nearly fifty of those days
light was never seen. It was a terrible time

for those on board. The cold was the most
intense ever registered, and when it was one
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hundred and four degrees below freezin

point life outside the ship could not exist,

especially if the slighest wind was blowiu
During these months the deck was banked
up with sixteen inches of snow, in order to

keep in the heat, and around the sides of tl

ship it was piled to the depth of some feet

every fortnight.

"The welcome light of the moon came to

cheer the ice-bound voyagers, with some evi-

dence that their breath still existed, and its

light reflected by mile after mile of glittering

ice and snow was of dazzling brilliancy.

Landward from the Alert were large moun-
tains, which, from the base upward, looked
like cones of snow; and outward toward the
ocean ice ridges rose in such long and inter-

minable lines that the ship seemed forever

fixed in those dreadful solitudes. During
this terrible period the men on board were
never allowed to lose heart. Such a failing

they never evinced, for men could not have
borne up with braver hearts against dangers
than they. But the admirable preparations
which had been made on board enabled them
to pass their time as agreeably as mortals could
under such circumstances.

Before the cold of the weather became so

dangerous that the officers and men were kept
confined to the ship, many expeditions were
made on foot over the ice in her neighborhood.
A large floe, seventy-five feet high, settled

down a short distance from her bow, and the
men set themselves, while the weather would
allow them, the task of cutting a stairway to

its summit, which they rapidly succeeded in

doing. The top of Lookout Floe, as they
called it, was generally the termination of
those excursions, and on one occasion they
carried on a performance on it which made
the piles of bergs flare as they never had done
before. It was when, on the Cth of Novem-
ber, the crew of the Alert, with all due cere-

mony, burned Guy Fawkes' effigy on its top.
At the same moment, and without preconcert,
the crew of the Discovery were carrying out
the same old practice on a smaller floe, in a
degree of latitude to the south. Whenever
the weather permitted of existence outside
the ship, there was some skating to be had on
smooth floes, but the great excitement was
shooting, and the principal quarry was the
musk ox, an animal never before known to
inhabit such latitudes. During the winter
months about twenty-eight of these animals
were shot, and in the spring about ten more,
and their skins have been brought homo.
The hoofs are small and nicely formed, and
the hair which clothes the animal is long and-
of a dark brown color. The ermine, an ani-
mal never before known to live so far north,
was also killed."

It is well known that plants sleep at night;
but their hours of sleeping arc a matter of
habit, and may be disturbed artiflcially, just
as a cock may be waked u]) to crow at un-
timely hours by the light of a lantern. A
French chemist subjected a sensitive plant
to an exceedingly trying course of discipline,
liy completel3' changing its hours—exposing
it to a bright light at night, so as to prevent
sleep, and putting it in a dark room during
the day. The plant ajipeared to be much
puzzled and disturbed at fir.st. It opened and
closed its loaves irregularly, sometimes nod-
ding, in spite of the artificial sun that shod its

beams at midnight, and somelimes waking

up, from the force of habit, to find the cham-
ber dark in spite of the time of day. Such are

the trammels of use and wont. But after an
obvious struggle the plant submitted to the
change, and turned day into night without
any apparent ill effects.

—

Phila. Ledger.

For "The Friend."

Gforge Diliwyn.

We apprehend there are few of the readers
of "The Friend" that have not heard of the
Friend whose name is at the head of this arti

cle. Though removed from the church militant

in the early part of this century, he was so
noted as a minister and seer, that his memory
has been handed down to succeeding genera-
tions, and cherished as that of a man who was
a bright example of the power of the religion

professed by Friends to secure the gifts and
graces that dignify and adorn the experienced
Christian.

He was in the habit of noting down as they
occurred, his thoughts on subjects that deeply
interested him. Many of these have been
published in that sententious volume entitled
" Dill wjni's Reflections." The following taken
from his manuscript notes have never before
been made public, but there is too much in-

trinsic worth in them, and aptness to the
present time, to be lost.

" The principle of Truth, to the confession
of which our first Friends were gathered, and
bj' which they were formed into a Society, as

a cit}' sot on an hill (to render it more con-
spicuous)—is its proper foundation : and the
testimonies derived from that principle, are
the ensiguia bj^ which it stands distinguished
from other professions of the Christian reli-

ion.

" These testimonies, being consonant to the
precepts and doctrines of Christ as recorded
n the scriptures of the New Testament, can-
not but be answerable to the same principle in

every human mind, whether those who em-
brace it are known to us or not—even as trees

of one kind, everywhere bear the same kind of
fruit: so, on the other hand, if persons pro-
fessing a belief in this principle, bear not
those testimonies they can be but nominal

nbers of the Church , and their conduct
and profession will be at variance.

'If these premises be granted, it will follow
that if two contradictory rules are adopted
by different parts of the body, one or the other
of those parts must have deserted the founda-
tion. For otherwise, the principle of Truth
would not be the same at all times and on all

occasions.
' It is not unreasonable to suppose that in

the rules of a body governed by one infallible

head, there would bo no contradictions, at
least not in any essential points, or those on
which membership depends; but that thoy
would be adapted to its members in all possi-

ble circumstances.
If therefore, any such contradictions ap-

pear, some means should be devised for ex-
amining them, and seeing whether they may
not be corrected, or so modified as to satisfy

all.
^

" If a person, convinced of the principle of
Truth in his own mind, inclined to unite with
our Society in recommending it [the piinci-

plo of Divine grace] to the world, should on
'nquiry, find us to be so regardless of it our-
selves, as that by the terms of membership in

some of our Yearly Meetings we are liable to

disovviicil for what others aiiiirDvc ami

allow to be practised—what must he thi ;j

I verily believe, if 1 were that person, I sh<)(i|

be likely to turn my back on such a pe( .9I

and seek further, or content myself with l.ei

discovery of the pearl in my own field."

"The apprehension that such assemb
[Yearly Meetings] may be too large fullj™

answer their end is not new; audit would loi

well if an effectual and satisfactory rem
'

could bo found.
" I think the attendance of that of Ijom

was formerly restricted to ministers f^
elders, the members of the meeting forsuf
ings, correspondents, and representatives fr

the several (Quarters. This restriction proba'

arose rather from the pressure of necessi

than from unbiased deliberation; and v

chiefly designed to prevent the intrusion
certain factious and disaffected members w
which the church was then infested; I

when the cause ceased, the restriction

gradually dispensed with, and at length
came obsolete.

" Another expedient thought of for re{

ing those assemblies and preserving an eq
poderance, has been to confine them to rep
sentatives, with the addition to the lists of sa
only as request their names to be added,
approved. One objection to this expedie
may be, that it might sometimes exclude a

sent individuals under a concern to atton

or others, who after the list was made out h

a particular desire so to do. Perhaps th

difficultj' would be obviated if such were
lowed to apply for permission to their Month
Meetings, and also have lists of their nam
addressed to the Yearly Meeting grant*
them.
"The multiplication of Yearly Meetings i

the Society appears to require the greates
caution, and ought not to take place but 1

cases of absolute necessity; nor then withoi
the consent of those already existing. Fo
otherwise, as every such meeting is an indt

pendent body, </ia< meeting may grant anothei
and this another till they become too unlike eac
other to harmonize. In proportion as thei

codes of discipline difter, the terms of membei
ship are likely to be various, and may prov
contradictory. In which case per.sons deniec

admission in one may obtain it by applyinji

to another ; or a member who in one Yearl;]

Meeting has conscientiously^ embraoed a senti;

ment, might on removing into another (when'
it is disapproved,) forego and oppose it or bi

treated with as an offender. Ministers, too
in passing from one Y'earlj- Meeting to another
must often be exposed to the difficultj' o
either conniving at what they conceive to be

wrong, or of involving the meetings they re

present in altercation, to the injury of theii

services.

"But beside this, strangers into whose
hands our several books of discipline fall, find;

ing them inconsistent with each other, on
points of importance, and us, of consequence,
a divided people, may call in question even
the principle to which we ascribe them and
by which we profess to be governed in the
affairs of the church.

" With these views I remember that when
the printing of the Book of Discipline waa
first proposed in our Y'early Meeting, a wish
was expressed that it might be deferred till

the other Yearl}' Meetings were consulted,
and tlieir several codes compared."

" If it be asked what I ap])rehcnd the dis-

cipline of the church properly relates to, I
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,^8wer, ' To the support of those testimonies

ith which it is charged, for the promotion

(i truth in the earth, anil which we believe are

sswerable to the VVitness for Truth, placed

!,• its author in every man's bosom ; as well

t for the preservation of its members in a
cnsistency of conduct therewith,' and I con-

(jive that any rules which do not necessarily

ilate to those heads are superfluous and ought

\ be dispensed with; because being of a
(jubtful nature, queries concerning them can-

t't be answered in clear and unambiguous
fjrms, and may betray us into a lifeless for-

mality which would rather screen existing

iponsistencies, than expose them to the help
iey need.

.

i"
A laxity of concern for the maintenance

(j
our religious testimonies, and the well

<|dering of the Society, is the almost certain

^ect of an over-eager pursuit of the world,
^id correspondent success in the accumula-
1)n of riches. The pursuers themselves are
<jten conscious of this, yet know not where
1 atop ; and going on, at length arrive at the

Irk where they must turn their back on the
«ie or the other of those objects. If the de-

«ion is in favor of the world, it soon shows
^elf, not merely by a neglect of meetings and
iligious duties, but also in a change of their

."sociates and the<lrift of their conversation.
' icy now see, or would have it believed they
10, thul the peculiarity of dress and manners,
i which the ever-varying fashions of the
irM leave us, has nothing to do with true

ilii;iiiii ; for this, say they, expands the
lail, and a regard to such trifles tends to

iirrow it up into bigotry and superstition.

"If they have families, and children, these
liturally take the tone and footsteps of their

^pointed leaders; who, forseeing that their

jrcumstanees in the world are likely to place
lem far above the common level of society,

iilul^c them in liberties that often lead to
lixcd marriages."

The is no influence emanating from the
achcr during recitation which so completely

Iiral^-zea the mind of the pupil as the prac-
26 of scolding or ceaseless fault-finding once
' prevalent, but now rapidly disappearing
om the public schools. The temptations to
(tulance and snappishness on the part of

teachers are manifold, and, at times, al-

OBt irresistible. Lack of faithful prepara-
on, of quickness of pei-ception, of moderate
asoning power, of interest, of enthusiasm, of
linterrupted attention, of just appreciation
the objects and advantages of recitation,

e causes of irritation to be found in almost
I classes of those who possess but little love
the work of education, who regard neither
e present happiness of children, nor the
tnre welfare of individuals and states, who,

hort, work in the educational vineyard
delusively for dollars and cents, or because
ore congenial fields of labor are not im-
ediatcly accessible to them.

The outward Sabbath was a type of the pure
nt which Christ gives to those that believe
his name ; ibr, indeed, they that truly be-

eve in him do enter into rest, and cease from
eir own labors and workings of themselves,
id witness God's working in them, " both
will and to do of his good pleasure."

—

enifigton.
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From the printed minutes of Western Year-
ly Meeting, held at Plainfield, Indiana, and
commencing Ninth mo. 15th last, Ave abstract
the following information of its proceedings :

Barnabas C. Hobbs was appointed clerk.

The whole number of meetings in the
Yearly Meeting is 83. Number of members
12,175 ; of whom there were admitted by re-

quest in the year, 626 ; four meetings have
been established, and two have been diseon
tinued within the year; 15 ministers have
been recorded ; 17 persons are reported as

using spirituous liquors as a beverage. The
number of children between the ages of six

and twenty-one years is 359i, and 3345 of

these are reported to have attended school

within the past j'ear. An address to the
members from the Meeting for Suff'erings, on
the subject of Secret Societies, was approved.
This address in alluding to the pledges and
obligations required of those who join the

Grangers and other secret associations, says :

"Their judgment and conscience are thus
solemnly pledged to men who may profess to

be religious without being Christian, and to

religious observances which are strictly ritual-

istic ceremonies. The ostentatious and some-
limes grotesque pageantry displayed by most
secret orders in public parades, and on cere

monial occasions, and their gorgeous halls

and temples, we conceive are not allowed by
Christian liberty, nor are they a fit exhibit of

economy in works of benevolence and charity.
* * * No promise is held by good morals
to be binding, when its observance would be

an infraction of the civil or divine law." * *

•' We would earnestly commend to all our
members the necessity of a wise and timely
decision to keep themselves free from any
complications or alliances with any associa-

tion or order which requires solemn pledges
of secrecy, or which stands upon a doubtful

moral or Christian basis. Let no step be

taken which maj- be in the wa}' of the future

service of your Lord and Saviour, or which
will embarrass your relationship to a liberty

in his church."

The Yearly Meeting adopted important
changes in respect to their rules of Discipline
relative to ministers and elders, viz :

" 1. That the name of the Meeting of Min-
isters and Elders be changed to ' The Meeting
of Ministry and Oversight.'

2. We recommend that overseers be as-

sociated with ministers and elders, and be a
component part of the Preparative, Qiiarterlj',

and Yearly Meetings for Ministry and Over-
sight.

" 3. That the duties pertaining to these
meetings be so modified that they embrace
not only what pertains to the ministry, but
a general oversight in teaching and shepherd-
ing of the flock.

" 4. That the appointment of elders be for

three j-ears, and the nomination for each re-

spective Monthly Meeting shall be made by a
committee of said meeting in association with
the Quarterly Meeting's committee. That
the Meetings of Ministers and Elders as now
constituted remain unchanged until the ap-
pointment by Monthly Meetings is made as
directed in Article 4th. From the period of
their appointment by the Monthly Meotinj^-

they become members of the Preparative
Meeting for Ministry and Oversight, and by
that meeting are reported to the Quarterly
Meeting for Ministry and Oversight.

" 5. 'That the (Quarterly Meeting's com-
mittee, in association with the committees of
all the Monthly Meetings composing said
Quarter, be directed, as a part of their duty,
to inquire into the character and standing of
such as stand in the station of ministers.

When said joint committee are united in the
belief that any have fallen into objectionable
habits, tones, or gestures, indistinctness of

enunciation, or multiplicity of words, a mis-
apprehension in their calling or line of ser-

vice, &e., such shall have their defects kindly
and ftiithfully brought to their notice, with
desires for their improvement and encourage-
ment, and that they may study to show them-
selves approved unto God, workmen that
need not be ashamed, rightly dividing the
word of truth.

" 6. When they believe the services of any
having a gift in the ministry, recorded or
otherwise, have ceased to be edifying or use-

ful to the Church from any cause, that they
report the same to their Monthly Meetings.
Ministers so reported lose their privileges as
members of the Meetings for Ministry and
Oversight, nor can they be authorized to en-

gage in gospel service as ministers by their
Monthly Meetings until they are again offi-

cially approved as at first.

"7. That when any appearing as ministers
give satisfactory evidence that they have a
gift from the Lord for the edification of the
Church, the Preparative Meetings may submit
their names to the Quarterly Meeting for

Ministry and Oversight as suitable persons to
have a seat in and be a part of those meetings.
When such may have a concern to visit any
of the meetings, families of Friends, or indi-

vidual members, within the limits of their own
Quarterly Meetings, such are recommended to

submit their concern to the judgment of the
Preparative Meeting for Ministrj^ and Over-
sight, held at the regular time or on call, to
which they belong, and if the same be ap-
proved by that meeting, they are at liberty

to lay the same before their Monthly Meeting,
and should it concur therein, furnish them
with suitable credentials for that object.

"8. It is directed also, that all standing as

recorded ministers lay their concern to en-

gage in religious service away from home be-

fore their Preparative Meeting for Ministry
and Oversight, at either their regular meeting
or on call, and obtain the approval thei-eof

preparatory to its being considered by the
Monthly Meeting, unless there be some emei--

gency which will not enable them to hold
such consultation.

'• 9. VYe also recommend that care be taken
not to move prematurely toward a full recog-
nition of ministerial gifts. Christ commis-
sioned his disciples for home work before they
were prepared for an apostolic commission to

go into all the world. Such a mir-sion required
a fuller and more mature preparation, and
also a special baptismal experience to preach
the gospel to every creature, doing the work
of an evangelist in word and doctrine.

10. That when the fitness of persons for

usefulness as ministers, ciders, or overseers,

is under consideration, such should give satis-

factory evidence that they are true exponents
of our doctrines, as set forth in our Confession
f Faith in said Discipline."
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The " Book and Tract Committee" report a

large distribution of Tracts, but tlieir dona-

tions of Friends' writings appear to be con-

fined to four volumes, and to sales of books

(character not given) amounting to $162.77.

The "Home Missionary Board" made a re-

port of their labors, which consist of temper-

ance meetings, tract distribution, holding re-

ligious meetings in series in the outskirts of

cities, in jails, almshouses, and other places;
" mothers' meetings" for poor women, who
are taught sewing, and to whom religious

reading is meantime carried on, aiding the

needy and distressed, &b.

Besides the above, there were reports read

from the following standing committees, viz.,

on " Peace," on "Foreign Missions," on "First-

day Schools," " Indian Affairs," " Education,"

and "General Meetings."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign;.—Serious disturbances have again broken

out in Mexico, caused by the intolerance of the church
party, who complain of the religious toleration granted

by the government of President Lerdo de Tejado. The
church party alleges that Protestant niissions have been
protected by the government, and have been quite suc-

cessful, so that in many Mexican cities and towns the
power of the Catholic church has been destroyed, and
in some of them convents and monasteries have been
abandoned for want of mesns to maintain the inmates.
The leading mischief-maker is the Archbishop of

Mexico. In several of the States there are insurrec-

tions and attempts to effect a revolution.

Notwithstanding the continued shipment of soldiers

from Spain to Cuba, the insurgents in that island pro-
long the contest with great obstinacy. On the 18th ult.

a severe conflict took place on the plains of Manacas,
between a Spanish force and about seven hundred in-

surgents. The Spaniards lost .33 men killed and 59
wounded. The insurgents left 24 dead on the 6eld, and
carried off their wounded. The recent shipments of
Spanish troops to Cuba have amounted to 2.5,00(J men.
The beet-root crop in Germany as well as in France,

is said to be a comfilete failure this year.
The French Chamber of Deputies, by a vote of 263

to 239, has rejected a bill which was supported by
Dufaure, President of the Council and Minister of Jus-
tice and Worship, for an increase in the priests' salaries.

It is also expected that the Chamber will reject the
grant which Dufaure urgently demands for clerical
scholarships.

The last number of the Almanack de Ootha gives the
total population of European Kussla, including Poland,
at 71,731,000; Finland 1,857,000, the Caucasus, Siberia
and Central Asia 20,700,000, making a total of about
94,000,000.

There has been a great fire in the city of Yeddo,
Japan

;
one of the most destructive which has occurred

During the p.ist two weeks, large shipments of gold
have been made from London to New York. The
Bink of England has made a small advance in the sell-

ing price of American eagles.

On the first inst. there was a debate in the French
Senate on the bill for the cessation of judicial proceed-
ings against participators in the Commune. Minister
Dufaure advocated its passage, but it was defeated by a

vote of 156 to 136.

The total number of cinchona trees now planted in
India is_2,765,000, chiefly of the red bark variety, which,
though it does not yield so much (piinine as the yellow,
yet is said to give more alkaloid, which as a febrifuge
is equally effective, and is easily extracted. These
trees occupy about 3000 acres of ground on theNilgher-
rics, and the bark is now sent to London for sale, at$l
a pound.
A London dispatch of the 4th says: A terrific gale

has prevailed throughout the British Isles since Satur-
day. Floods are reported in many places, and have
caused much damage. There have been numerous dis-
asters to shipping on the coast, with considerable loss
of life. The waters of the Thames are very high, and
a disastrous overflow is feared.

A Calcutta dispatch says the eastern districts of Bom-
bay are reported to be rapidly recovering from the
effects of the cyclone. The damage to crops is less than
was expected, but the 1o.sh of life has probably been
understated. Ninety per cent, of the plow cattle have

been lost. Sickness prevails, but the fears of destitution

xte removed.
A revolution headed by Col. Alsiiia, Minister of War,

has broken out simultaneously in the city of Buenos
Avres and the province of Entre Rios, Argentine Re-
luiblic.

The Paris Oflicial Journal of the 4th announces that

he French Ministers have tendered their resignations,

md that President MacMahon has requested them to

remain until he has arrived at a decision on the sub-

ject.

United States.—The number of interments in

Philadelphia for the week ending 11th mo. 25th, was

286, and in that ending 12th mo. 2d, 317, including 28

of typhoid fever.

The emigration to Texas from the Northern States,

especially Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, continues quite

arge. In eight months of this year the emigration to

Texas via the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway,
irabered 16,185 wagons and 97,110 persons.

On the 25th ult. a cavalry force of 1000 men, under
Col. Mackenzie, attacked a Cheyenne camp of about
100 lodges and 500 men, beside women and children,

on the West Fork of Powder river, capturing the village

and the greater part of the Indians' horses. A con-
siderable number of the Indians were killed. The U.
States troops had thirty-one men killed and wounded.
The annual report of the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue shows that the revenue receipts for the fiscal

year, ending 6th mo. 30th last, were $117,236,625, an
ease over the preceding fiscal year of .f6,69I,476.

Spirits, tob.acco and fermented liquors furnish $105,-
"92,826 of the total revenue receipts.

The U. S. Signal Office at Philadelphia gives the
mean temperature of the Eleventh month as 45 deg.,

the highest on the 2d ult., 77 deg., the lowest on the
30th, 23 deg. Amount of rain for the month 7.21
inches, of which 4.72 inches fell on the 19th and 20ih

It.

The statement of the public debt for the Eleventh
month shows that in that period the debt was increased
$457,662.
The following was the vote in some of the States at

the recent Presidential election. Illinois.—Hayes, 278,-
232; Tilden, 2-58,807; Cooper, 17,109—total 555,148.
New Jersey.—Tilden, 115,956 ; Hayes, 103,511 ; scatter-

ing, 753-total 220,220. Indiana.—TMen, 213,526;
Hayes, 207,971 ; Cooper, 9,533—total 431,030. Minne-
sota.—Hayes', 72,962; Tilden, 48,799—total 121,76L
Tennessee.—Tilden, 133,166; Hayes, 89,566—total 222,-

732.

An incendiary fire in New Orleans the first inst., de-
troyed 112 buildings, and rendered many poor people
homeless. Lass about $350,000.
Acompany has been organized in Philadelphia for

continuing an exhibition and bazaar on the site of the
International Exhibition which has just been closed.
The Park Commission have consented to the main ex-
hibition building remaining on the ground tor the pur-
pose mentioned, and when the buildings were sold at
auction on the first inst., the main building was pur-
chased by the company for $250,000. This huge struc-
ture, which was not built with a view to great perma-
nency, cost $1,600,000. The other buildings brought
but a small fraction of the original cost.

At the commencement of the present week the Presi-
dential election was still undecided, the returning boards
of Florida and Louisiana not having announced the re-
sult jn those States. It appeirs that in Florida the
vote is almost equ.dly divided between the two pirties,
the Hayes electors having 24,328, and the Tilden 24,284,
a Republican majority of 44. The Democrats however
object that if a defective return from one of the coun-
ties is corrected, it will show a small m.ijority for their
candidates. In Louisiana there is a Tilden majority of
several thousands, but it is contended that this was ob-
tained by intimidation of colored voters in some dis-
tricts, and that in all such cases the returns ought to be
rejected.

The second session of the 44th Congress assembled in
Washington on the 4th inst. Quorums were present in
both branches. In the House of Representatives 249
members answered at roll call. Samuel J. Rindall, of
Pennsylvania, w.is elected Speaker by a vote of 161 to
82 for James A. Garfield, of Ohio, the Republican can-
didate. The House appointed a special committee to
proceed immediately to South Carolina and investigate
the election in that Rialc.

The Pcnn-vlvM,l, l|.. ,.ii:,l ,. .,,1 .lilVrrs in some
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The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 4lh inst. Phihidelphia.—American gob (Ol

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 113; coupons, ll(|;i

1867, registered, 112^; coupons, 115J ; do. 5 pe lent

lUJ; do. 4\ per cents, 1091. Cotton, 12} a :lct

for uplands and New Orleans. Flour, ;j4 to |).|)

according to quality. Pennsylvania red wheat |l,^

a $1.43; Ohio do., $1.33 a $1.37 ; amber, $1.45 aU
Penna. rye, 78 a 80 cts. Mixed and yellow cor fij

59 cts. Old white oats, 48 a 49 cts. ; lower gr.i (i, J

a 41 cts. Sales of 4400 beef cattle at 5| a 6 J cjpi

lb. gross for extra; 4| a 5J cts. for fair to goodjiid

a 4J rts. for common. Sheep, 3 a 6 cts. per lb. toi

Receipts 10,000 head. Hogs, $7.75 a $8.00 p.

net. Receipts 6,000 head. Baltimore.—No. 2 «ltei

red wheat, $1.36 ; No. 3 do. $1.28; Penna. red, S;!5

$ 1.40; Maryland amber, $1.45 a $1.51. Yellower
52 a 57 cts. Lard, 11 a Hi cts. Chicayo.— ^.

spring wheat, $1.19 a $1.20; No. 2 do., $1,171
; p.

<lo., $1.08. Corn, 45 cts. Oats, 33.i cts. Rye, 7:'

Barley, 67J cts. Lard, $9.95 per 100 lbs. I

RECEIPTS. I

Received from Joseph Armfield, Agent, Englan 'i

vol.50, 4 copies, and for Samuel Alexander, Ji
Ashby, John E. Baker, William L. Bellows, ,1

Boorne, John Bottomley, Samuel Bradburn, H;|
Buckley, John Cheal, Robert Clark, Thomas G
William Graham, Abraham Green, Forster Gi
Susanna Grubb, Mary Halden, James Hobson, SeJ
Hope, John Horniman, Henry Horsnaill, Wi
Irwin, James Kenway, Susanna Kirkham, Willi:

LeTall, Isaac Lloyd, Manchester Friends' InsI

Thomas Marsden, Hannah Marsh, Samuel Moor!
William R. Nash, Daniel Pickard, Samuel Pic
Sarah Pearson, Rachel Rickra^ui, Thomson Sharp,
Swithenbank, John Sykes, Elizabeth Thwaite, Luc
Walker, Edward Walkins, William Wilson, and
liam Wright, 10 shillings each, vol. 50 ; and for 1

Bell, £1, vols. 49 and 50; William Bingham, £11

50, 2 copies ; Samuel Bottomley, £1, vols. 49 an(

Joshua Jacob, 15 shillings, to No. 52, vol. 50;
Major Stout, 12s. 6d., to No. 52, vol. 50.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN)
Near Frankford, [Tioenty-third Ward,) Philadelp.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INQTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ms

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Man.agers.

Died, at Burlington, N. J., on the 5th of Tenth
last, Sdsan T., wife of Richard F. Mott, and daug
of Robert Thomas, in the 46th year of her age, a n
her of Burlington Monthly Meeting. It may he
of her, although called suddenly away from active
ticipation in the duties and responsibilities of life,

was not unprepared for the final summons ; but thrc
an abiding trust in the merits and mercies of her •

Redeemer, whom she endeavored to serve, her fat

and a large circle of friends have the con.soling b
that an abundant entrance has been granted her
the kingdom of eternal rest and peace.

, at his residence, MarUon, New Jersey, on Fi
day, the 2d of Eleventh month, 1S76, Uriah Ev/
in the 76th yearof his ig-, a member and elder of Ci
well Particular and Upper Evesham Monthly Meet,
He bore a sufliering illne-^ of uiaov months with m^
Christian fortitiidr, nlicn rx]iiv<sing an ardent
to be released, but .|ni< kly a.ldiin;, the Lord's
the right time, freqiRMiily siipplic iling that his patie
might hold out to the end. He was a man of few wo
yet faithful in the discharge of duty and in thesupp:
of the di-^cipline. In the summer of 1874 he was s'

(lenly deprived of his beloved wife by death, from whi
time his health grailually declined. He was wean
from earth and the fleeting things thereof, givingi
evidence to those around him in whom he w;is trusti

even Christ.

, at his homo, in Sehuvler Co., N. Y., on
15th of lllh mo.. 1876, after an illne.ss of about ten da
Robert W. Wright, aged 84, for many years
elder of Hector Monthly Meeting. When young
belonged to a meeting at Stoney Brook in New .Jers

and removed to New York abr'iut the year 1822. U
form uprightnc.. of ,•,,„, I, „.t, ;.n 1 a desire to dischai
lii^ ivlL,i ;,. ,1m;m

, ,, .,'
! l,is walk ihrou.'li life, a

nearly liuished, and appeared to anticipate the ch
life with much serenity of mind.
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• PHILADELPHIA.

li Visit of Wiiliiiiii H. S'wanI ta tiio Mikado of Jiipan,

|a 1871). Extracted from liis "TravfLs .Irouiid tiie

Iforld."

fConcluded from page 131.)

j- When lialf an hour had passeil, a cham-
lilain announced his majesty's ari-ival at the

mm M'-hoiise. Sawaand Ishtabashi remained
i<h Mr. Seward ; all the other ministers took

:^e to join the Mikido. A final summons
.ne to Sawa; he rose and conducted the

Fty smne distance alon<< a smooth, narrow
ilk, till thej^ came to a high, shaded knoll,

Mvei-iiig by the way. The minister and
. taliiisiii now stopped, and making low
;iufl'i lions, announced, in subdued and al-

I -t whispering tones, that his majesty was
cbe ilia summer-house directly behind this

il. After this, there was no woid spoken.

I nil the}' had gone round the knoll, the
I i;o which now contained the heaven-derived

ij. --ty of Japan came to view. It stands

ic ti I t above the ground, is one stor^' high,

I 1 (I '11 -i its of four square rooms of equal size,

th >liding partitions, the ceilings six feet

ill. mill the whole building surrounded hy
rcianda. All the rooms were thrown open,

ere without furniture. The visitors en-

the apartment, which was at their left,

d, looking directly forward, saw only Ishta-

shi surrounded by a crowd of official persons,

crouched on the floor. Having reached
e exact centre of the room, Mr. 8eward was
guested to turn to the right. He did this

ihout changing his place. The United
ates minister and the consul stood at his

;ht hand. In this position he directly con
)nted the Mikado, who was sitting on a

rone raised on a dais two feet above the
or. The throne is a large arm-chair, ap-

rently of burnished gold, not different in

t-m or ornament from the thrones which are

ed on ceremonial occasions in European
». All the cabinet ministers and many

her officials had arranged themselves below
dais, and behind and around the throne,

be Mikado was dressed in a voluminous robe
reddish-brown brocade, which covered his

hole person. His head-dress differed in fash-

n from that which was worn by Savva in

ir audience with him, only in this, that a
nd of curved projecting prong was attached
the boat-shaped cap, and bent upward, the
irresponding appurtenance of the minister's

ip being shorter, and bent downward. What
"th the elevation of the dais, and the height

of his elongated cap, the e.mperor's person,
though in a sitting posture, seemed to stretch

from the floor to the ceiling. His appearance
in that flowing costume, surrounded by a
mass of ministers and courtiers, enveloped in

variegated and equallj'' redundant silken folds,

resting on the floor, reminded Mr. Seward of

some of the efforts in mythology to represent

a deit}' sitting in the clouds. His dark coun-
tenance is neither unintelligent nor particu-

larl}' expressive. He was motionless as a

statue. He held a sceptre in his right hand,
and at liis left side wore one richly-ornament
ed, straight sword. What the Mikado and his

court thought of the costumes of his visitors,

with their uncovered heads, square, swallow-
tailed dresscoits, tight white cravats, tighter

pantaloons, and stiff, black boots, we shall

never know. Who shall pronounce betvvuen

nations in matters of costume? The Mikado
raised his sceptre, and the ))rimo-minister,

kneeling, then announced to the United States

minister, by the aid of Ishtabashi, also kneel-

ing, that he might speak. Mr. De Long
advanced a step or two, and, bowing three

several times, said: '1 hope I find your maj-

esty in good health.'

'rhe prime-minister, kneeling again, pre
sented to the Mikado a written paper, op'n,

and as large as a sheet of foolscap. The Em-
peror, after looking at its contents, touched
it with his sceptre. The prime-minister read

it aloud ill Japanese. Lshtabashi, again kneel-

ing, brought bis head to the floor, and, then
raising it, read, from a translation which lay-

before him on the floor, his majestj^'s graciou-i

answer :
' I am very well ; I am glad to see

3-ou here."

Thereupon Mr. De Long, thus reassured,

said in a distinct voice, worthy of a Western
orator as he is :

' I have the honor to present to j'our maj-

esty, William II. Seward, a citizen of the

United States. Your majesty having been
pleased to invite him to this audience, it is

unnecessary for me to speak of the achieve-

menls or of the character of this eminent
American statesman.'

The interpreter, having rendered this speech
into Japanese, Mr. De L jng resumed his place.

In accordance with an intimation from the
prime-ministei-, Mr. Seward now advanced,
and said :

' I am deeply impressed by this

gracious reception by the sovereiijn, at the
capital pf this great, populous, and emulous
empire. I desire to express earnest wishes
for your majesty's personal health and hap-
piness, and for the peace, welfare, and pros-

perity of Japan.'

The prime-minister held before his majesty
another paper, which, being read by him, was
then rendered by the interpreter as follows :

' I am glad to see you now for the first time.

I congratulate you on your safe arrival here,

after the very long journey you have made.
The great experience which you have had
must enable you to give me important infor-

mation an<l advice how to promote the friend-

ship that happily exists bjtween your country
and my own. If you would please to com-
municate any thing in that way, you are re-

quested to make it known to my prime-min-
ister, and I invite you to express yourself
frankly and without reserve.'

Mr. Seward replied : I thank your majesty
for this gracious permission to confer with
the priniD-minister on international affairs.

A citizen of the United States, I am visiting

Japan and the adjacent countries on the Pa-
cific coast, as a traveller and observer. I
wear no official character, and I bring no
m'ssage. The President, however, and all

my countrymen, will expect me not to leave
anything undone which I can do, to promote
a happy understanding between those coun-
tries and the United States, as well as also

the advancement of civilization in both hemi-
spheres. With this view, I shall, with great
pleasure, avail myself of the privileges which
3-onr majesty has granted me.'

The emperor, with his entire court, re-

mained in place until the visitors had retired,

after an exchange of salutations. They were
conducted back to the summer-house. All

the Japanese ministers soon entered and re-

sumed their places around the table. Eefresh-
ments were served, and Mr. Seward was in-

formed that his audience was the first oeeasion

on which the Mikado has completely unveiled
himself to a visitor. Not only the prime-
minister, but all his associates, discussed with
Mr. Seward at much length the political rela-

tions of Japan with foreign powers The
minister desired him to take notice that the
government, in dealing with the vanquished
Tycoon's party in Japan, at the close of the

late revolution, had copied the example of

toleration given them by the United States.

They carefully inquired concerning the ma-
chinery employed in the United States in

taking the decennial census, and also that de-

tails of the system of collecting and disbtirsing

public revenues.

The}' wrote a letter on the spot, addressed
to their ambassador at Peking, and, deliver-

ing it to Mr. Seward, solicited his aid of their

interest at that court. Mr. Seward was deeply
impressed on two points : First, that although
the administration of justice in Japan is con-

ducted in a manner widely different from that

of the Western nations, yet that the public

mind entertains not the least distrust of its

impartiality. Second, that the administration
of the Mikado is sincerely emulous and pro-

gressive. Again, if there is any danger in the
near future, it will arise, not from a retarding,

but from a more rapid acceptance by the gov-
ernment of Western ideas and sentiments,
than a people so rude can at once understand.
The ministers had assigned the whole day

for the high consultation. They expressed
much regret when Mr. Seward announced
that he was obliged to depart at the earliest

moment for Yokohama, where the steamer was
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in."- Waiviiiff invitations to examine the

, .ladel and the infperial palace and grounds,

Mr. Seward returned to the Consulate, and

thence proceeded down the bay, directly to

this steamer, bound for Hiogo.

A box followed him which contained all

the cake, fruit, and confectionery, which re-

mained from the entertainment at the Castle.

The ladies noticed that the varieties of cakes

were not merely colored externally, but

through and through—crimson, yellow, pur-

pl<>, and indigo. The supply suflScient for the

voyage to Shanghai.

it ought not to mar the effect of the Mika-

do's courtesy, if we state that the audience,

in its minutest details, was projected and per-

fected in the Japanese cabinet, with the con-

.•iirronce of Mr. De Long. All European

governments, and even that of the United

States, adopt a similar precaution iu regard

to official executive audiences.

Japan has especial reasons for prudence.

The empire is a solitary planet, that has re-

mained stationary for centuries, until now it

is suddenly brought into contact with con-

stellations which', while they shed a dazzling

li.rht, continually threaten destructive colli-

ror "Tlie Friend."

Gospfl Power.

Paul tells us that the gospel '• is the poiver

of God unto salvation, to every one that be-

lieveth." And George Fox says, that " none

are true believer.s but such as are born of God."

If we admit this, we see that the gospel of

Christ will bring salvation only to such as

thus believe. Paul says he " was made a min-

ister according to the gift of the grace of God

"i ven unto me by the effectual working of his

'p(nver; that I should preach among the Gen-

tiles the unsearchable riches of Christ ;" " not

of the letter, but of the Spirit; for the letter

killeth, but the spirit giveth life." "For the

kingdom of God is not in word but in power."

And further, the gospel which he preached,

he says, " was not after man ;
for I received

it not of man, neither was I taught it but by

the revelation of Jesus Christ."

But it took a miraculous manifestation of

divine power to convince Paul that Jesus was

the Christ ; and to make him a minister and

a witness for him. He saw, at mid day, a

light above the brightness of the sun, and

heard a voice from one whom he then knew
not, that said, " I am Jesus whom thou perse-

cutest; hut rise and stand upon thy feet: for

1 have appeared unto thee for this purpose,

to make thee a minister and a witness both

of these things which thou hast seen, and of

those things in the which I will appear unto

thee." As he "was not disobedient to the

heavenly vision," ho became " the minister of

Jesus Christ to the Gentiles, ministering the

gospel of God," "to open their eyes, and to

Uirn them from darkness to light, and from

the power of Satan unto God ;
that they might

receive forgiveness of sins, and an inheritance

among them that are sanctified by faith in"

him " who had called him out of darkness into

his marvellous light."

Now we, like Paul, by receiving the gospel

power and command from Christ our Lord,

and being obedient to the heavenly gift, may
bo made ministers of the same gospel, and be

qualified by him to minister it at his com-

mand, in the power of the Jloly (ihost, to the

consolation ami elevation nf fallen men who

embrace it. But the receiving must always

precede the giving; " that the excellency of

the power may be of God and not of u-^." Re-

memberiug the saying of Christ, "Without

me ye can do nothing." We find that the

natural unrenewed man, by a cultivated intel-

.ect, may become largely qualified in natural

things, and also in language; so as to be able

to use the " enticing words of man's wisdom"

with ease and fluency, but it amounts to

nothing in relation to the things of God ;
for

"the things of God knovveth no man, but the

Spirit of God." And " as many as are led by

the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God."

But we see a great reluctance in the strong

will of man, to being thus led. As he finds him-

self so capable in relation to natural things,

he cannot see, until his eyes are opened by

the divine light, but that he is equally capable

in relation to the deep things of God. Thus

in the blindness of his heart, a false activity

predominates, which stands more in the wis-

dom of men than in the power of the everlast-

ing gospel. Although Paul was a man of

learning, yet he seemed to have a care that

his speech and his preaching should not be

" with enticing words of man's wisdom, but in

demonstration of the Spirit and power:" that

the faith of his converts '^ should not stand

the wisdom of men but in the power of God."

Wo may /fc/ this gospel power silently in our

hearts, sayin<r to the mental ear, as with a

loud voice, "fear God and give glory to him
;

for the hour of his judgment is come; and

worship Him that made heaven and earth

and the sea and the fountains of waters." We
may, I say, feel this gospel power without

words, and feel that it is unto the salvation of

them that believe and obey it ; and we may
have this gospel power reciprocally with

words, ministered to us by instruments chosen

and qualified of God. Thus the church is

edified, and her stakes strengthened, and her

cords lengthened, and each member encour-

aged to hold on in the heavenly race, and

finish his course with joy. On the contrary,

we often see that we 'may have many words

without the gospel power; and even though

they should be ever so eloquent and pleasing

to the outward ear, what do they profit?

They may without great care, allure those

who are unstable and unlearned in the school

of Christ, far away from the heavenly fold.

Thus all that we receive from no higher

than an earthly fountain, is worse than

nothing to the Christian traveller, as it leads

to bewilder, and dazzles to blind. So we see

that we may have the gospel power without

words, and we may have it with words, and

we may have words without the power;

which instead of producing life and light,

bring death and darkness over a meeting.

For like begets its like. A stream cannot rise

higher than its fountain. And if that which

we hand out to an audience is received from

an earthly fountain, it cannot raise the bear-

ers higher than earth, or earthly thing.s. I5ut

if what we receive and hand forth, or minister

to others, is from a heavenly fountain, it has a

tendency to raise tho hearers above this tran-

sitory world, to seek "an inheritance incor-

ruptible, and undcfiled, and that fadeth not

away."
H. Barclay in his Apology, page 163, says :

"This saving spiritual light is tho gospel

which the apr)slle saith expressly ' is preached

in every cri'ature under heaven;' even that

lory

ster.' For the go'^iiol is not a mere dec

ion of yood things, being the power of Gc

into siiivation to all those that bel

rhouffh the outward declaration of the go

pel be^taken sometimes for the gospel; j-ct

but figuratively." And Geo. Fox, in h

journal, page 61, says :
" For though 1 re;

the scriptures that spake of Christ and of Go

yet 1 knew him not hut by revelation, as B

who hath the key did open, and as the Fathc

of life drew me to his Son by the Spiri

Then the Lord gently led me along, and 1

me see his love, which was endless and ete

il, surpassing all the knowledge that mt

ive in the natural state, or can get by hi

books." And on page 63, " 1 sa

iny talked of the law who had never know

the taw to be their schoolmaster; and mar

talked of the gospel of Christ, who had nev.

known life and immortality brought to ligl

in them by it." Again, on page 365, whi

reasoning with some that said, "the gosp

was the tbur books of Matthew, Mark, Lul

and John ; I told them, that the gospel w:

the power of God, which was preached befb
|

Matthew, Mark, Luke or John were writtei]

and it was preached to every creature, ;

which a great part might never see nor he;j

of those four books, so that every creatu!

was to obey the power of God ;
for Christ, tij

spiritual man, would j'jdge the world accor

'ng to the gospel, that is, according to his il

nsible power. When they heard this, thd

could not uainsay; for the truth came ov

them. I directed them to their teacher, ti

wrace of God, and showed them the sutficiem

of it, which would teach them how to liv

d what to deny, and being obeyed won:

bring them salvation. So to'that grace 1 i

commended them and left them."

It is only as we have an ear to hear wh

tho Spirit saith unto the churches, that ^

are enabled to distinguish between the lott

and the spirit—between the living minist

and the dead. And it will be with us accoi

ng to our faith. If we turn away from t

Spirit, and prefer the letter, the Spirit w
turn away fiom us. We shall be left to o

choice. "He gave them their request ;
b

sent leanness into their soul." And I belie

leanness will be our portion, if we choose I

salvation any thing short of the eternal gi

pel power of God. But if we have a livi

faith in it, and walk in the light, as God is

the light, we shall then have fellowship o

with another; and it is thou, and only thoi

believe, that we shall witness the blood

Jesus Christ his Son to cleanse us from

sin and save us with an everlasting sah

tion. D- HJ

Dublin, Iml., Vllh mo. 2.1, 1S7G.

Hum a P<iir of Birds Escaped Being Burr

{/y,._The day that Ingleside, a popular M
sachusetts resort, was burned, a nest with t-

young birds was found in tho top of a sm

spruce tree that stood near the awning at t

to|) of tho steps in front of the house. 1

morning after tho fire, Corey, who had h

the care of tho grounds, went to look after I

birds and found them uninjured. A chari

piece of shingle had fallen from tho blazi

roof and rested on some twig above the nc

and this helped to shelter the liltlo ones IV<

tho heat which was sufficiently intense to

fire to the row of posts beside the trc

While Corey was examining the birds, th

mother came an.l lured them down into I
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iclds below. " Are not two sparrows" sold for

k [AnhiugT'—Latc Paper.

From the "Penn Monthly."

Tlie North American Bison and its Extermination.

(ConcI Qded from page 130.)

A moving herd of buffaloes will blindlj-

bllow their leaders, those Id the rear pressing

)n unconscious of the danger into which they

iometimes force their comrades at the front,

lerds thus rush into the pounds prepared for

,beir destruction by the Indians, or are de-

coyed by the fame wily foes to the brinks of

precipices, the presence of which those at the

rent disover too late to avoid, being pressed

m by the main body of the panic-stricken

iierd, who in turn follow their leaders in the

Inlooked for fatal leap. Again, in crossing

.reacherous streams, whole herds will heed-

lessly rush into the quick.sands, or with simi-

lar blindness dash across the track of an ap-

i)roachiiig railway train. It has hence been

.aid, and with some degree of truth, that the

juifalo is endowed with only the smallest de-

/ree of instinct, and that this little seems

ather to lead him into difficulties than out of

hem. This, however, is not quite true ;
since

he blind rushing of a herd into danger ro-

ults not so much from the stupidity of tho>e

n the front ranks as from their inability to

urn aside after the danger is discovered, in I

ionsequenee of the irresistible mass behind,

ineonscious of dang'r, forcing them onward.

As may be well imagined, the habits of the

)utfuloes, in their undisturbed daily lives, are

lot far different from those of grazing herds

f domestic cattle. They indulge in similarj

amliiils, and, when belligerent, in similar

lustering demonstrations. The bulls are ex-

essively fond of pawing the ground and of

browing up the earlh on their hoi'ns, which
hey readily accomplish b}' lowering them-
elves upon one knee. Particularlj- bovine

ilso is the satisfaction they take in rubbing
ihemselves against whatever will oppose re-

istance, whether it be rocks, trees, bushes,

r the corner of a hardened clay-bank ; the

elegraph poles, however, which have been

reeled along the railroads that cross their

ange, afford them especial delight as conve-

aient soratcliing-posts, and may be seen as

^'ell smoothed and covered with tufts of hair

md grease from their unctuous hides, as are

he posts about a farmer's cattle-yard. But
what is very unlike anything in the habits of

omestic cattle is their propensity to roll

themselves on the ground ; which, notwith-

standing their seemingly inconvenient form,

hey accomplish with the greatest ease. But
heir greatest pleasure consists in rolling in

he mud, or in " wallowing" as it is termed,

'rom which exercise they arise looking more
ike an animated mass of dripping mud than
,heir former selves. The object of these pe-

culiar ablutions is doubtless to cool their

leated bodies and to free themselves from
troublesome insects ; the coating of adhesive

nud the}' thus obtain securing them immu
lity, for many hours after, from the attack

)fthe herdsofmosquitoesand flies with which
.hey are so much harassed.

Despite the apparently unwieldy form and
iwkward, lumbering gait of the bison, his

speed far exceeds the progress he appears to

nake, while his endurance is so great that the

ieetness and bottom of a well-trained horse

11 be severely tested in an attempt to over

;akc him. When pursued, or when urged on

by thirst, rough ground and a tumble now
and then seem scarcely to retard hin\

;

plung-

ing down the steep sides of abrupt ravines

and up the opposite slopes, as though such

irregularities of the surface formed no obsta-

cles to his progress. The buffaloes also exhibit

astonishing expertness at climbing ; often,

when in quest of water, making precipitous

descents, where it would be impossible to fol-

low with a horse, and even where a man would
clamber down with difficulty. Ordinarily,

however, the bison shows commendable sa-

gacilj' in his choice of routes, usually choosing

the easiest grades and the most direct courses;

so that a "buffalo trail" may be depended

upon as affordingthe most direct road through

the region it traverses.

That the buffalo is capable of complete do-

mestication has been most thoroughly demon-
strated ; but as yet there have been no per-

sistent, systematic attempts to perpetuate

either a pure or a mixed race, nor to test its

value as a draught-animal, or for other pur-

poses. That the buffalo is susceptible of do-

mestication, and that it will breed freely with

our domestic cattle, was well known in Ken
tucky and West Virginia nearly a centurj'

ago. As early as 1750 buffalo calves had

frequently been taken by the settlers, and
brought up among the domestic cattle ;

being

kept, however, mainly as objects of curiosity.

According to Gallatin, a mixed breed was
quite common ninety years ago in some of the

norih-western counties of Virgina; but they

gradually' became merged into the common
domestic stock, through lack of a fresh supplj'

of the wild blood. Other writers also refer to

ts susceptibility of domestication, and of the

probability of its forming, through crossing

with the domestic cattle, a superior bi-eed of

working oxen. More recently a most thorough

test of the domesticability of the buffalo was
ide in Kentucky, by Robert Wicklitt'e, who

bred them for a period of over thirty years,

he obtaining his wild stock from the Uppei
Missouri cimntry. The experiment was en

tirc-ly successful, but the herd at last became
merged with the common stock tbrougli

gleet. The mixed breed proved larger than

either the wild or tame stock, but were

ferior in milking qualities, though they gave

promise of forming a stronger breed of work
ing oxen.

As yet no attempt appears to have been

made to perpetuate an unmixed domestic race

of the buffalo. Such a project, however,

not only feasible, but would doubtless be at-

tended with profitable results. Experience

shows that even the first generation are no

more dangerous to handle than ordinary cat-

tle ;
being far more tractable, in fact, than

the half- wild stock of the Texas plains. If

they should chance to prove incapable of rival-

ling our domestic race—the result of centu-

ries of careful breeding—it might still be a

profitable, as well as an attractive addition to

our domesticated animals. Its capabilities as

a mixed race should certainly be thoroughly

tested, and no time is more favorable than

the present. Many of our frontier settlers in

Kansas, Colorado and Texas, live on the very

borders of its range, thus enabling them to

supply themselves with the young animals

necessary for the enterprise with little cost or

trouble, while the experiment could be tried

under the most favorable circumstances pos-

sible, avoiding all the risks attending change
of habit and acclimation.

The presence in any country of immense
herds of wild herbivorous animals, is of course

iicompatible with the simultaneous existence

there of agriculture, and that the bison had
hardly disappeared from the more fertile por-

tions of our plains and prairies before vast

fields of wheat and corn appeared over the
same areas, shows that the time for his re-

striction had already come. If, however, he
is allowed to become extinct without some

t to preserve for a time his existence in

the more worthless portions of the public do-

ain—portions that for a long time, if not

forever, will be useless for agricultural pur-

poses—it will be a truly lamentable and dis-

graceful fact in our nation's history.

From the facts already given it is evident

that the buffalo cannot long survive unaided

by government protection, and it is greatly to

disgrace that nothing has as yet been

done to check the wholesale and almost useless

murder of these defenceless beasts. No ade-

quate law for its protection has as yet been

enacted, either by the general government or

by that of the different States and territories

which include portions of its range. How to

best protect it, in regions so sparsely popu-

lated, and where laws are so easily set at de-

fiance, presents by no means an easy problem,

and yet one not hopeless of solution.

J. A. Allen.

Some Afcouiit of tlic Couviiicpmcnl of Ruth Anna

Ruttcr.

(Continaed from page 133.)

About the Fourth month I returned home;
and soon afterwards was invited to a wedding;

and being again in a careless, thoughtless

state, was^pleased with the thoughts of having

the opportunity to display my fine clothes

;

but a few nights after this I had a dream
which made considerable impression on my
mind. The next day, sitting with a near

relative, with whom 1 was very intimate, I

related my dream to her, and told her I be-

lieved there would be a death in the family.

Whilst we were conversing together there

seemed a cloud or mist which overshadowed

me, and I felt as if I was raised off the chair.

I believe I was at that moment insensible

to everything around me, my countenance

changed, and my cousin in some surprise

asked me what was the matter. I told her I

felt very strangely, and burst into a flood of

tears. When a little recovered, I told her if

nothing happened to myself, or in the family',

never to mention the situation I had been in.

My mind then became awfully impressed

with the thoughts of death, and the necessity

of being prepared. On the succeeding day I

heard of the decease of a little cousin, who
died of a short illness, and when we were as-

sembled to attend his burial, two children out

of one family were carried by the door, who
died of the same disease. All these things

had a tendency deeply and awfully to impress

my mind. I seemed in a state of amazement
and distress, and was willing to deliver my-
self up to the Lord, but knew not what step

to take. All was dark and gloomy bcfare

me. May I never forget the night I passed

after the funeral. A veil of thick darkne.ss

seemed to cover me, and the terrors of an

angry God encompassed me about. A near

relation slept with me, who had taken a seri-

ous turn sometime before. She spoke en-

couragingly to me, but alas ! my mind was

not in a suitable condition to receive it.
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The next day my parents came home
having been absent for some time. 1 shed

abundance of tears, which was attributed to

the sympathy I had for my afliicted relatives

not knowing the real cause. The young
woman whoi^e wedding I \vaa invited to, was
married according to the appointment, but I

telt no disposition to attend the marriage,

being sorely distressed ; but the day after J

paid her a marriage visit, though I scarce

knew where or what I was about.

For six weeks I experienced a state of deep
conflict and exercise, my dress became verj^

burdensome to me, and the fear of not having
stability deterred me from changing. In the

course of that time 1 spent a week with some
Methodist relations. Their minister came
while 1 was there. I attendrd their meet-
ings, and was much pleased. My mind being
in a very tender state, they also invited me
into their class meetings; but I did not feel

the same unity with that,—however, I be-

lieved them to be a seeking people. I became
greatly attached, and thought 1 should join

I he society. But afier my return home, still

feeling some doubt, and' not that peace and
confirmalion which above all things I desired,

my prayers were put up in secret, when a little

strength was afforded, that I might be rightly
directed; but oh, I knew not what to do, or
which way to turn myself for peace of mind.
One day being in great distress, my endeared
mother came into my chamber, and seeing
my situation, she kneeled down and prayed
fervently for my preservation. At another
time she came to me in my chamber, and I,

being in great agony, threw my arms around
her and asked her what I should do. Sh
told me there was no necessity or cause for
my being so distressed, as I was young and
innocent; but still my dress being a verj-
great burden to me, and the fear of running
too fast, greatly distressed me. One day,
being retired, I threw myself on the bod, and
taking up the Bible that lay by the side of it,

(scarce knowing what I did,) opened upon
this passage: "Put oif thine ornaments, that
I may know what to do with thee." I also
had a dream which still further confirmed me—I. thought 1 was at the i)oint of death, and
there seemed no help for me; and being in
great agony I covenanted with the Almighty,
that if he would spare me a little longer, there
was nothing which was required of me, but
what I would give up to, through his grace
assisting me, and that the remainder of my
days should be dedicated to his service. Im-
mediately after 1 made this covenant, I thought
I saw myself recovered, and in a plain garment
very neat and simjile.

Shortly after this I attended a general meet-
ing ut Uwchlun

; having made preparation
thereto as secretly as 1 could. 1 took the
trimmings off one of ray plainest silk gowns,
and cut off the trail. I had a black bonnet
made without much trimming, which I wore
instead of my hat and feathers. There was
a considerable number of young girls in com-
P'^iyi KO'"g t^o t-ho meeting, and I endeavored
to appear cheerful; but my heart was secretly
engaged in crie.s to the Lord that I might hear
something that would bo confirming to me

;

for I was then wavering whether or not 1

should join the Methodists. Wo accordingly
went to meeting, and soon after I sat down "a

deep exercise covered my mind, and after

some time dear William Savery got up and
s]ioke so exaclJy to in^- slate that my heart

broken, .pir rited

within me. We lodged that night at a house

where William Savory also was, who, witl

some others, marking our appearance to be

in the gay line of life, wondered a little at

our being there upon such an occasion ; but

upon our telling them it was from a desire of

attending that general meeting, they in

pleasant way expressed their approbation, an
spoke encouragingly to us.

After my return from this meeting, the

weight and necessity of ray putting on a plain

dress seemed to increase, and one evening,

most of the family having gone from home,
I sent to the shop for some plain gauze, and
by twilight, with a darning needle, madi
little round eared cap. Next morning 1 rose

early, but did not leave my chamber unti

most of the family had breakfasted ; being
upon my knees, and earnestly petitioning to

be rightly directed, after which 1 went do
stairs. My father, mother, and a little nephew,
were sitting at the table, and as I entered the

room my father viewed me (in a manner that
somewhat affected me) with silent astonish-

ment at the alteration ; however I was favored
to keep in a degree of quiet, although it was
ndeed a deep trial to be thus exposed to the

observation of my connections and acquaint-

But my dear sisters and brothers con
to treat me with their wonted affec

tion and respect, my heart was, I trust made
easureablj^ thankful. As I labored under a

heavy affliction from an inflammation in my
e3'es, occasioned by a cold taken some time
before I changed my dress, which proceeded
from my not taking necessary care when I

left oft' my cushion, and my health appearing
to decline from the great exercise of mind 1

was under, my parents sent me to the Yellow
Springs, in Chester county, where I spent
four weeks. It happened to be in the time
of their harvest frolics, and being persuaded
by some company who were there for their
health, I went to see them dance. But oh,
the distress of mind which I felt when en
tering the dancing room, I cannot describe
It seemed as if I were in a fire, and could not
stay many minutes, but walked into the bal

cony ; and shortly after left the company and
retired to my chamber, where I gave vent to
many tears, and earnestly besought forgive
ness for what I had done; after vvhich I felt

a little quiet.

The springs did not prove effectual in re
storing my eyes, though my health was con
sidorably mended. In the fall it was thought
necessary for mo to go to Philadelphia and
call a consultation of physicians, as ray friends
were apprehensive I should lose the sight
unless something could be done. The doctors
proposed to scarify it, and I felt a willing-

ness to submit to the operation. I have not
any doubt that this heavy affliction was in

Divine wisdom, to wean my affections from
the world. But kind Providence did not suffer
the operation to be performed, for, although
they came many times with instruments "in

their pockets, my eye was never in a proper
state to receive it. I continued to suffer ex
trcme pain with it for twelve months, a great
part of which time I was under the care of
physicians, but after a time, being favored to
seek to Uim from whom all true help cometh,
and my dependence withdrawn from those
physicians of no value, in a firm reliance that
the Lord would I'l'store me in his own time,
I li.MMinr )-esignod

;
and Ibrevor blessed bo his

holy name, he was indeed pleased to res i'e

me without the aid of any human assistaje,

As he is pleased often to afflict for wise
jr.

poses, so he is -graciously pleased to res \
when those purposes are fulfilled.

Soon after my return from tlic citj- in .

fall, Wm. Savory visited Pottstown nuL-t .-,

and I happened to be there. He appi; .[

largely in testimony, and spoke so exacU o

my state, and his doctrine carried with it s
I,

an evidence, that I could no longer doubt i

principle ; and since that, I do not rom.n
i

ever to have omitted an opportunity wl
li

was in my power, to attend Friends' nuotii <,

tie also appeared in supplication ; in one
] t

of which my mind was so struck with e

belief that I should be called into this ruin.

try, that it caused me to tremble from hj
to foot. After meeting I invited him hcje

with me; and he, having some recollectii

of me from seeing me at IJwcblan some t ie

before, accepted the invitation. He prescn^i

me with a little book, for which I was v f

grateful, not for the value of the book but

cause it was given as a token of regard ti i

one to whom I felt my spirit nearly unit

.

The next Fourth-day he proposed to be at
;!

MonthlyMeeting at Exeter; whither my d ,f

mother and myself went and attended )

meeting for worship ; and a memorable .- •

son it was to me. As we returned liona
;

seemed as if the face of nature was chang

,

I saw a large field of labor opened, and tl

the work was not to bo done in a t\Ay, o

month ; but that it was a gradual progr
work, and must go on step by stop. Fo:

had begun to conclude, after I had altered i

gay appearance, and given up all those vi

amusements of which I was wont to parta

and feeling a degree of peace therein, tl

the work was completed, and I bad nothi

more to do ; so was in danger of taking u]

false rest. But He who began the work i

not leave me here, but caused a renewed v

tation of his love to be extended through t

dear instrument. On Fourth-day evening
came in late, and lodged ; and in the mornii

before we parted, had a solemn opportun
with us ; in which season he addressed me
name, imparting much counsel and encoura;

ment, if faithfulness was kept to on my pa;

telling me, also, that the passage through tl

life was known, even by the most experienct

to be a continual warfare. Which sealed tru

I have since, been feelingly sensible of; b

as this was the first time I ever had be^

so singularly spoken to, it affected me muc
I had, some time before this memorah

visit from Wm. Savery, been greatly exc

eised about my music. Having a particul

fondness for it, and making considerable pi

ficiency therein, I could not give it up uu
it was absolutely required ; but after thi

newed visitation, it seemed like forbidd'

fruit, and I dare not touch it. Howeve
being thoroughly satisfied whether it wou
bo required of me wholly to give it up,

wished to be rightly directed, and one nig

going to bed under the exercise, 1 dreametl
was playing, and as I touched the stritij

they broke under my fingers. This di

with the feeling that attended my mind, oo

vinced me the time was fully come for luc

part with this idol also; which, though a lor

ind continued cross, I was enabled to take u

that of doini^ fjooi
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i
The Goodiifss of the Seasonable Word.

(
A word spoken in due season, how good is it."

—

^verbs xv. 23d.

Chis is a brief declaration, and, like many
wers, though brief, is full of instruction, for,

there is a time for eveiything, and "a sea-

I for every work under the sun," there is

i^eeially, we may believe, the right time for

I right thing, and the due season for the

'(ht word. Indeed, to a great extent, its

fidness consists, and its value lies in its

(.souableness. It is not less true in a spritual

iise, than a natural one, that there is the

i'.e to' sow, and ihe time to plant, and the

^6 laborer will watch for the time, and dis-

li'U the season. As in our addresses to the

Smighty we are not heard fir our much
paking, so, our testimony /or Him, will not

* that ground find acceptance. Nor will our

^rds gain an entrance into the hearts of our

jlows, by reason oftheir number ; but, if they

jd a place there, and spring up and bear fruit,

hiust be because under the Divine guidance,

fey have been sown in their " due season,"

jd graciously watered by the rain of heaven.

f' There is a time to keep silence, and a time

(speak. " May those who labor in the Lord's

lieyard, and have a " word" from Him, ever

jjk to know the season, when the seed is

it only ripe for the soil, but the soil pre-

red for the seed, for the "preparation of the

irt," as well as " the answer of ihe tongue, is

the Lord."

Let the •' word" bo in the hour of danger,

e word of warning; in the daj' of trouble,

8 word of comfort and counsel : of strength,

the hour of temptation ; of encouragement,
the hour of faintheartedness ; of faith, in

e moment of weakness and doubt ; of love

id sympathy, in the season of adver.sity and

lal : in the day of prosperity, the word of

iraonition not to forget God ; in that of re-

lation and pleasure, that we condemn not

jrselves in that thing which we allow. How
lod, under every circumstance, and in every
ndition of life, has proved the fitlj' spoken

ord. Like a brook by the way, to the

eary and thirsty traveller, like apples of

)ld in pictures of silver, to longing ej'es and
angry souls. To the loitering and indifferent,

I goads, and as nails fastened in a snre place,

,• the Master of assemblies ! Under the

Dwer of Him, who alone can touch the heart

;

3der that guiding hand, which alone can build

le city ; under the blessing of Him, who
one can give the increase, how good has
roved the faithful, seasonable "word," though
xly a word, dropped in brokenness and sim-

icity. Those who gave, and those who re

lived, can alike add their amen ! to the de-

aration of the wise king that even "a word
)oken in due season, how good is it!''

Arctic Voyages.—The failure of the British

rctic E.xpedition under Captain Nares to

sach the North pole recalls similar unsuc-

!ssful attempts on previous voyages, from
lis country and England, since the Franklin

spedition sailed. In 1848-9 the British

lips Enterprise and Investigator were sent

It. In 1849 the Plover, Eesolute, Assistance,

itrepid. Pioneer, Lady Franklin, Sophia,

rince Albert, and Felix, all British vessels,

died; and also the American expedition in

le Advance and Eescue. In 1851 to the

ritish expeditions then out were added the

lip North Star and steamer Isabel. In 1853

the British ships Phoenix and Talbot were
out, and in lS5o-4 Dr. Kane's expedition in

the Advance was out for two winters. In
1860 the British steamer Fox sailed, and Dr.
Hayes' expedition also sailed from this coun-
try. Alter that the Arctic voyages became
fewer. Captain Hall's expedition in the Po-
laris was made in 1871-73, the steamers
Juniata and Tigris, also going about the same
time on summer cruises. The series is closed

by Captain Nares' expedition, and at present
further explorations seem to be contem-

plated by either the United States or Eng-
land.

—

Phtla. Ledger.

THE PEACE OF GOD.
PHILIPPIASS iv. 7.

The pe.ice of God !—.\h that my spirit craveth

Witii an intense desire !

'Tis like a stream in which the way-worn lavetli,

Whom desert heat doth tire.

I know 'tis that alone the soul which keepeth,

And heart and mind at rest;

More precious than the tears alone one weepeth
Upon a loving breast.

The peace of God, like water pure upwellins,

Pollution cannot stain.

For love eternal is its source and dwelling,

Healer of every pain.

I know that understanding it defieth

Its power to comprehend
;

An anchor sure, on which the soul relieth.

Cast by the sinner's Friend.

The peace of God ! Ah ! that the soul iipbeareth.

That groaneth 'neath iUs woe
;

It tells us, to the uttermost, One careth

For all we undergo.

The peace of God ! Dear Saviour, thi.s possessing,

I know Thou'lt be my Guide
;

If rich in this, the Spirit's greatest blessing,

I'm safe, whate'er betide.

For "The Friend.'

Marria?e.

The following extract on the subject of

Marriage" is commended to the thoughtful

perusal of all young Friends.

Marriage being a divine ordinance and a

solemn engagement for term of life, is of great

importance to our temporal and spiritual vvel'

being, yet it is often too inconsideratel}^ en

tered into, and from motives inconsistent with

the evident intention of that unerring Wisdom
by which it was primarily ordained ;

which
was for the mutual assistance and comfort of

both sexes, in temporals and spirituals, that

their endeavors might be united for the eduea

tion of their children in the nurture and ad

monition of the Lord; and for the discharge

of their duty in their various allotments ii

the worlil.

"Where the parties differ in their religiou

sentiments the most interesting band of union

is wanting, even that which should increase

and confirm their mutual happiness, and ren

der them meet helps and blessings to each

other. Under these unhappy circumstances

the reciprocal obligation into which they have

entered becomes their burden, and the more
so as it may not be of short duration. Th
prospect of felicity they might have flattered

themselves with in the beginning they have
found themselves disappointed in,% the daily

uneasiness accompanying their minds and em
bittering their enjoyments.

"The perplexed situation of the offspring

of such alliances is also to be lamented. At
bached by nature to both parents, theij; con-

fusion often renders them unfixed in principle

unsettled in practice; brothers and sis-

ters are trained up in lines diverse from, and
'n some instances opposite to each other

—

thus differing in principle they are frequently
divided in affection, and though so nearly re-

'ated are sometimes at the greatest distance
'rom that love and harmony which ought
continually to subsist between them.

' To prevent falling into these distigreeable

and disorderly engagements it is requisite to

beware of the paths that lead to them—the
sordid interests and ensnaring friendships of
the world, the contaminating pleasures and
idle pastimes of earthly minds

;
also the vari-

ous solicitations and incentives to festivity

and dissipation. Let our dear youth like-

wise avoid the too frequent and too familiar

association or intimacy with those from whom
may arise a danger of entanglement."

Stiitistics of Immigration.—The quarterly
report of the Chief of the Bureau of Statistics

for the three months ending with the 30th of

June, 1876, shows the total number of immi-
grants who arrived during the year to be
lt;9,986, of whom 111,786 were males and
.58.200 females. The arrivals at the port of

New York were 87,823; Huron, Mich., 31,-

334 ; San Francisco, 24.080 ; Philadelphia,

7,812; and Baltimore, 5 093. The principal

countries of the immigrants were as follows:

England, 24,373; Ireland, 19 575; Scotland,

4,582; Germany, 31,937; Austria, 5,646;
Sweden, 5.603; Norway, 5,173; Denmark,
1,547; France, 8,002; Italy, 2,910; Eussia,

4,764 ; China, 22,781 (of whom 260 were
females)

;
Quebec and Ont.irio, 17,314. The

following table shows the immigration into

the United States during the last five fiscal

years

:
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death to ail}- of our brethren or sisters, b,y

improper actions, that Tve are so liable to fall

into, when we get down from our watchtower!
There it is, and there only, that we shall be

enabled clearly to discover the movements of

the enemy, who is lurking about, and en-

deavoring to gain an unperceived entrance at

some weak place that is not well guarded. It

is not his wish to make direct and open war
—he would much rather deceive, and get

possession of the cit}-, little by little. He
seldom tries to gain possession all at once

;

for if he can only become master by degrees,

that will answer his purpose well enough,

who is not wanting to present excuses to the

view of the mind that will sanction our doing
certain things, that stop the progress of the

blessed birth in the soul. I am aware, my
beloved , of mj' weakness, I am aware
that I too often slip in my steppings, and at

times I am ready to query whether 1 shall

ever arrive at the ' good land'—feeling mj'-

self 80 weak and unworthj'; but let us not be

discouraged ; let us endeavor to put on the

whole armor of faith, remembering the blessed

promise that though ' the youths shall faint

and be weary, and the young men shall ut-

tc'rly fall,' yet ' thej' that wait upon the Lord
shall renew their strength ; they shall mount
up with wings as eagles; they shall run and
not be weary; and they shall walk and not

faint.' What a blessed promise! Let us more
and more endeavor to keep our eye single to

the great Head of the Church, who I believe,

beyond doubt, if rightly looked unto, will

preserve us in trying dispensations, and will

not permit the waves to cover our heads.

We have abundant cause of encouragement in

the many blessed promises that are left upon
record for our instruction, and that we may
rightly improve the many advantages that
we are also favored with is very desirable.

How fading, how transitory are the enjoy-

ments of the votaries of pleasure; and oh,

the sting that is loft behind them! Not so

with that dedicated mind whose meat and
drink it is to do the will of the Father. Thou,
my beloved , knows what it is to feel

the reward of peace for well doing; thou
knows that the Great Master richlj' rewards
His faithful servants and followers for acts of

dedication and obedience: thou knows in

some measure the effects of disobedience, and
we read that 'if ye be willing and obedient
ye shall cat the good of the land,' but 'if ye
refuse and rebel ye shall be devoured with the
sword.' And oh ! that we may 'choose the
Lord for our portion, and the God of Jacob
for the lot of our inheritance;' then come
what will come,—come life, come death,—all

will be well, and we shall be able to rejoice in

the (Jod of our salvation, and joy in the Holy
One of Israel. He it is that is able to make
hard things easy, and bitter things sweet;
and He it is that is worthy to be served, both
now and henceforth; and oh, that we may
know a growth in His blessed work.

Let us, ol' all things, my beloved ,

guard against falling into spiritual death.

Oh! that we maybe preserved from taking
u]) a false rest that is short of the ' good land!'

and let us not get discouraged and say that
our cncmieH are a people great and strong
like the Anakims, and we shall fall before

them ! but let us endeavor to lean upon and
trust that Arm that is mighty to Hav(^ and
powerful to deliver. For if we oidy ])ut our
whole confidence upon thai 'stronghold,' the

powers of darkness will not be able to prevail

against us, and that our confidence may be

placed there is, 1 trust, my present desire.

* * * * Joseph Elkinton."

For " The Friend."

Pfiisaiit Life in Burgundy.

Philip G. Hamerton, an Englishman who
resided for some years in Burgundy, gives in

his book " Round my House," some curious and
interesting information respecting the rural

population of that part of France.
Our writer says: " In the present chapter

I intend to say something about a class of per-

sons of whom Englishmen generally know
hardly any thing, and yet that class is the very
bone and muscle of France. I intend to say
something about the peasantry. The peasant-

world is a world by itself, and a vast and very
important one. How small and insignificant

in the number of hum:in lives which are dedi

cated to them, are the pursuits of art and
science in comparison with agriculture. The
farmer is everywhere, the artist and man of

science only here and there in the great towns,

or if in the country, isolated like swimmers
in the ocean. Eenan speaks of States like

France as vast Scythias with liitle spots of

intellectual civilization, scattered over them
at wide intervals. Our habits of life, our news-
papers and railways, which bring the little

points of light together, make us forget the

width of the intervals and the millions of peo-

ple who live in them. From the intellectual

point of view, France is a Scythia with very
small colonics of Athenians to be found in it,

here and there. The true Scythians are the

peasantry, the Athenians are the little groups
of cultivated people in the towns, or the iso-

lated ones in a few of the country houses.
* * * First, on the intellectual side, what

is theireondition, whatdo thej' know, believe,

or think? A certain pi'oportion of them are

able to read, but few can read easily enough
to do it for their pleasure, or for a long time
together. The book and the newspaper have
practically no effect ujion peasant life. In

place of these the peasants have two currents

of communication; the descending current,

which flows from one generation to another,

and the spreading current, which flows out in

all directions at once, as an inundation covers

a wide plain. The first is Tradition, the second
is Rumor. The two words are of course un-

known in the true peasant's vocabulary, but

he will generally mark the distinction in the

way he begins what he has to say. * * *

We all know that there are traditions, and we
have a general conception of the manner in

which they are handed down from one genera-

tion to another, in the talk of the winter even-

ings. Humor holds her court in the market-
place. The markets are the new.spapcrs of a

great unlettered peasantry. It is said that

the news of any important occurrence will

spri'ad all through the poorest classes of In-

dia, with a rapidity which seems utterly un-
accountable, and that it is not inaccurate.

What I have seen of the French ))eaMantry

leads me to accept without surprise, the ra-

pidity with which news is said to reach every
peasant in India, but what is said about its

accuraci/ t\ui-\n-\s(iH me. In Franco the peas-

antry all know the same jjioce of news at the
same time, but the )iicce of news is almost in-

Viiriably a myth. What the peasants are say-
ing and thinking in one department of France
at any given time, they are saying and think.

ing in other departments a hundred Ic

away, though there may be no obvious

munication between them. The notion wh
gains currency is generally some notion uti

ly unimaginable by cultivated minds, and
remote from the truth as any misrepreser
tion of modern personages and events possi

can be ; but a notion which is believed

millions in a country of universal suifr;

may be worth the attention even of the
lightened. English people fancy that

minds of the French peasantry are entirelj

the hands of the Roman Catholic clergy,
'

this is very far from being true ; the peas,

mind seems to be almost entirelj'- self-pois

self-centred, and to exist according to so

laws of its own being, which are for us so

scure as to be almost inscrutable. I have of

talked with priests on this subject, and tl

tell me that they are utterly powerless agai

the rumors which are the news of the p(

antry. An excellent instance of this is

succession of notions unfavorable to the Pi

and the whole priesthood, which pervai

the French peasantry some years ago.

dently the priests did not set these notion:

circulation, and they were as unable to c

tend against them as if they had been par
the phenomena of the weather. Durim
Franco-German war, the priests were uni\

sally believed by the peasantry to be age
of the Prussian government, and whene
any priest tried to collect a little money
parochial purposes, it was believed that

sent it to Prussia. I need not saj' that si-

a suspicion was unfounded, but I maj' po
out that it was exactly the reverse of

truth, for the priest was much more a

Prussian than the peasant himself The pr

had theological reasons for hating Prus
which subsequent events have proved to

perfectly' well founded. In this instanc(

venture to think that I can trace the dc'

to its source. The belief that the priests w
Prussian agents had been preceded a yi

two before by another idea, to the effect t

the Pope aspired to the French throne,

was only prevented from making himself k
of France by a timely measure of prccaut

on the part of Napoleon III., who sent

lo Rome to keep the bellicose Holy Fat
quiet. This was the peasants' explanation

the re-occupation of Rome by the Fi'encl

the Pope wanted to make himself ki

France, he would naturally ally himselt

the Prussians, who were also enemies
France. But we are not yet at the true ori

of the notion of Papal hostility to Frai
The myth did not make the Pope unpo]iu

it was his unpopularity' that made the m;
What, then, was the first cause of his uii|)C

larity? It is directly traceable to a ceri

trick about franc pieces, which was esei

by the Papal treasurj-, and eertainlj' sh

considerable ingenuity in the act of profit;

coinage. There was a monetary convent
(still existing) between France, Italy, '.•

aium and Switzerland, bj- which the sii

coinage of the four nations acquired a c

mou circulating power. The Papal Sla

which then enjoyed a nominal indepon.
did not join this convention, but the Uoi
mint inundated Franco with franc pieces b

ing the benignant effigy of his Holine.-

a considerable time, by the indulgence of
French Government, these ])ieces circul

at their nominal value of a franc, but as

Itomaii mint found the trade prolital.l
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nt on produeiny; tlio coins in unlimited

mbers, so that at last the French Govern

-

nt was compelled to announce that they

lid not be received by officials for more than
lir intrinsic value as so much metal. Shop-
spers immediately fallowed the same rule,

1 the Papal franc suddenly fell, all over

»nce, to the value of ninety percent, at the

ttost, whilst many would not receive it at

as it was no longer a legal tender. Thou-
ds of peasants had these Papal coins in

ir posses-ion, and the peasantry feel a mea-
e of this kind more keenly than any other

38, both because they attach a greater value

small bums of money than other people do,

I also because they hoard sums in actual

Qs. A peasant is always lil<ely to have
re silver by him than a squire. Well, the

iSants found themselves suddenly losers of

) sous on every Papal franc in their pos-

3ion. If the Roman mint had deliberaiely

trived a means for making the French
isantry hate the Pope, they could not have
itrived it more ingeniously. The very as-

iation of the Pope's portrait with the loss

two sous was enough to make him de-

ted. The peasant contemplated the portrait

ihe very instant when the tax-gatherer or

pkeeper retained the two sous, and remem-
ed that benignant ecclesiastical visage ever

jrwards, just as we remember the face of

le swindler who has cheated us. The
•santry knew no delicate distinction be-

jen the clever financial operations of the

man mint and the honesty of the Pope
iself—the two sous were lost forever, and
,t was enough. After that the gr^-at pea-

t-world was ready to believe any thing

lut the Pope, provided only that it was un-

orable enough. He wanted to be king of

ince. He was the ally of Prussia. AH his

ests were enemies and traitors. * * *

Che spread of Republicanism amongst the

isantry is one of the most striking, and one
;he most unexpected of recent changes. It

ionservative Republicanism, of course, for

i peasant is always conservative; but it is

y the more likely to last. A destructive

publicanism could only be a momeutaiy
irration in the peasant's mind, and would
opposed to the whole tenor of his habits,

aservative Republicanism is quite in har-

ny with his habits. He is very inde-

ident in feeling, he likes to be free from
! pressure of a powerful nobility, he has

ditionsof the dreadful time when his fore-

hers had to quit their own fields and leave

im untilled, to slave for the noble or the

ig; of the time when they had to be up all

;ht through to beat the castle moats with

g rods to prevent the frogs from croaking
i disturbing the repose of the seigneur. He
nembers still, through his traditions, how
the old times the land belonged to the

dal baron, who had power to compel the

labitants of the villages to work for the

bellishnient of his own grounds, so that the

isant had never a week that he could call

own. These recollections give him a de-

ed inclination towards modern ideas; but

3 thing has until recently prevented him
m becoming republican. His aim is to

isess land, and he has been told all alons;

It the Republic means the abolition of the

hts of property. During the last few years,

wever, he has made the discovery that pro-

ty may be secure under a Republican foi-m

government. He sees great bourgeois who

have good estates, and yet declare for the Re
public, and then he thinks, 'If they are not

afraid for their properly, why should I be for

mine ?' Once let the French peasant be com-
pletely delivered fi oin the fears of the dividers

of spoil, and he becomes Republican very
easily from hereditary dislike to the domina-
tion of the noble. Nobody has profited more
than he by the changes which have trans-

formed the country, nobody has less reason
to wish for a return to the past. He was a
slave and is a freeman ; he was a pauper, and
is well to do ; he was as powerless as his own
geese, and now holds the elections in his

hands. Ignorant as he is even yet, these

things are becoming every day more plain to

him,^ and eloquent indeed ntust those per-

suaders be who can make him believe that

the old times were better than the present."

(To be continued.)

The " Big Trees" of Califoruin.

A California botanist has sent to the Rural
Press an account of the results of a careful

measurement of the famous " big trees," and
a laborious count of the rings in various

stumps. The " Father of the Forest" has

been said to have sprung from the earth soon

after the Deluge, but the rings in his shat-

tered trunk show that his full age at best is

probably 1500 years. His alleged 40 feet

diameter proves to be only 18 feet, measured
at six feet from the roots. This coirespondent

adds: "One oft-repeated story is true, how-
over, that of a passage through a part of his

body large enough to admit horsemen. This
passage, burned out of his heart, commences
at a point 66 feet from the roots, and extends
120 feet, coming out where was once a knot-

hole, now enlarged by relic-seekers to a wide
doorway. I saw several ladies ride horses of

medium size through this wooden tunnel
;

and one day, while passing, riding one of my
horses, and leading the other packed with

bulky specimens, i turned into the cavity,

and rode safely through. The ceiling over-i

head is 4 feet to 6 feet thick, so the grand '

promenade for visitors above is pcrfectlj'

safe." He mentions another monster tree,

whose stump he measured with his tape-line,

" held at the other end by a Puritan master
buildet from Boston," and the longest diam-
eter, including bark, at 5 feet from the base,

was found to exceed 27 feet. He saj's also :

'The South Park Grove contains about 500
trees, some of them of the largest class. One,
the home of ' Trapper Smith,' is a vast swollen

trunk at base, 90 feet in circuit, and 30 feet

in diameter. The ' Livery Stable,' which has

received 22 horses at a time into its hollowed
base, is 84 feet in circuit. A fallen tree is 15

feet in diameter, 20 feet from the root-'. A
cavity is burned in it sufficient to comfortably
shelter 25 or 30 horses, or to afford the pas-

sage of a Concord coach and its four-horse

team for over 200 feet. These dimensions do
not materially differ from some published

statements, but counts and estimates of the

rings reveal only 1200 to 1500 in number.
Other groves visited afforded corroborative

evidence that, though the dimensions, being
easily determined, are often given accuratelj-,

the age has been generally grossly exagger-
ated."

—

Episcopal Recorder.

"And the Lord direct your hearts into the

love of God, and into the patient wailing for

Christ." 2 Thess. iii. 5.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH IG, 1876.

The public mind is generally much more
easily moved by the commission of some en-

ormous crime, than it is willing to recognize
common though prevalent vie j. So likewise

when some dreadful catastrophe occurs, ac-

companied by great loss of human life, there

is likelj' to be more attention given to the in-

cidents attending its origin and progress, than
serious reflection on the uncertainty of life,

the solemn warning of sudden and unexpected
death, and the lesson it should teach of the
primary importance of so living as to be pre-

pared f^or death let it come when and as it

may.
The awful calamitj' that has recently clothed

the city of Brooklyn in mourning, by the
burning of one of its public theatres wherein
nearly if not quite three hundred persons
perished, is well fitted to shock every one
capable of feeling; not merely on account of
the loss of life, but fiom the appalling and
harrowing circumstances attending the quick
transition of the victims from this state of

probation to one of eternal fixedness.

Whatever may be said, and truly said, about
the equal liability of crowded assemblies, col-

lected for other purposes than to see a play,

to bo overwhelmed in as sudden destruction

by a similar cause, and however people may
argue that there is no special impropriety in

seeking amusement from witnessing a theatri-

cal performance, there is yet, we must think,

in the minds of nearly all but the most har-

dened, an instinctive shrinking from meeting
death in such a sink of sin and corruption as

a public theatre. The accounts given of the

oaths, imprecations and other profane expres-

sions that burst fro.m the shrieking, strug-

gling, matldened crowd which choked up the

only passage way from the gallery, wring the

sensitive soul that remembers, as death leaves

us, so judgment finds us, with a pang more
fearful than the heartsickening pictures drawn
of the terrible but short-lived phj^sical suffer-

ing of the crushed and burning mass of hu-

manity that presented so ghastlj' a spectacle

when the last act was closed in the silence of

death. The lesson taught by our Saviour

when He said, " Those eighteen upon whom
the tower of Siloam fell and slew them, think

ye that they were sinners above all men that

dwelt in Jerusalem? I tell you. Nay, but ex-

cept ye repent ye shall all likewise perish,"

was not to inculcate indifference as to what
]>laces we might frequent, but to guard against

judging of the spiritual condition of any, be-

cause of the manner in which they may have
been taken out of life, and to bring ho)ne to

ourselves the necessity of repentance and pre-

paration for death.

We presume not to sit in judgment on the

final acceptance of our fellow probationers,

but surely we may believe the evidence of all

past experience, that theatres and actors are

most effective agencies to lure men and women
into and down the broad way that leads to

the chambers of death ; and yet how many
there are at this advanced period of the Chris-

tian dispensation, who countenance and sup-

port them by their example and influence,

and by the use of the press for their commen-
dation in order to induce others to patronize

them.
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This ivwful visitation, wliicli one would
have thought would have caused all connect-

ed with theatres, whether as actors or visitors,

to pause and reflect on the character and fruits

of frequenting such polluted places of diver-

sion, has been made use of to seduce the

thoughtless and dissipated, under the plea of

charity, to throng to them and pay them
money, in order that the company maj' make
a show of liberality hy presenting it to the

living sufferers. Is not one object of the gen-

eral devotion of the play-actors to this mode
of raising mone}', to dissipate or deaden the

feelings that have been i'orced upon them-
selves and upon others by this startling ca-

lamity, and to prevent any serious impression

being permanently made upon theatre-goers?

We think the great parade made by the au-

thorities of Brooklyn, over the mangled and
charred remains of the unrecognized dead, is

out of place and fitted rather to divert the

thoughts and feelings of the citizens from a

proper consideration of what has happened
in their midst, so that they may profit by the

solemn warning Divine Providence has per

mitted to be proclaimed among them.
How sadly we need m ire practical religion

carried out in the every day affairs of life.

The great mass of nominal professors of re-

ligion glory in the observance of outward
ceremonials, and in the building of ornate

'churches;" for the latter being thought an
evidence of wealth and the refined taste of

the congregations, are supposed to beautify a
city and add to its importance; but how com-
paratively little eare or means—whether in

wealth or time— is bestowed in an effort to

arrest the course of those seminaries of vice,

which are engaged in initiating the young
into the ways of the profligate and hardened
sinner; and how few are willing to incur the
odium of manfully discountenaming the aid

given by the public press and by the votaries

of fashion to these and other provocatives of

demoralization and crime. How much better

it would be vvere public attention as much
directed towards means and efforts being used
to prevent our citizens going into these resorts

ot the profligate and abaiidmed, as it is to

providing lor their getting out in case of
alarm.
When we take into consideration the in-

finite purity and sacredness of the Divine
]?eing; the completeness of the law which He
has written in the human h^art ; the unalter-
able decree that the soul that sinncth shall

die ; and reflect on the multiform aspects of
sin that intrude themselves on the ear and
eye of the most careless observer, and that
perha])s not one in ton of those who pursue
the giddy round of life, allows himself to dwell
on his accountability, or recognizes the hourly
support and protection of his unseen Creator
iind Judge, but rather despises his mercy and
defies his supreme authority, who but must
acknowledge the truth of the declaration,
" The Lord God is merciful and gracious,
long-suffering, and abundant in goodness and
truth."

KUMMAllY OF EVKNTS.
Foreign.—Joliii Kritjlit ninile an elabnralc speedi to

a large meeting at Birraingliiiin the 5tli :

tlie governn)cnl'« eastern poliry or any
Tiirkpv. On the 8lh in«t. a Ivrgc nioplin-

Lonilon, at wliirl. the Duke cif W.'^ImiI.m'^

in ordi-r to oppnse the pro-Tnikl-li |inli, y ,,

government. The nipeting wiih .ici.lrcM-ccI I)

of U.xford and otlieru, aniont; them \Vm. !

ex-Premier .The latter charged Lord Beafonsfield with
' being personally responsible for the governmeul's posi-

I tion. He declared Ottoman siiprera icy should be ahol-

j

ished throughout the insurgent provinces, and eulogized

the Czar and the Kassian people. Foreign interven-

tion he ragarded as indispensabl

IM'fi-t

Prince Bismarck, in his speech at the opening of

Parliament, gave assurances that the governments of

Germany and Russia remain on the most friendly foot-

ing. He expressed great hopes of a peaceable solution

of the present crisis, even should the conference at Con-
stantinople not achieve its full object.

The rebellion which recently broke out in Mexico
in the interest of the church party, spread rapidly and
has been successful. The government forces were de-

feated in a decisive engagement about one hundred
miles from the City of Mexico. On the 21st ult. Pre-

sident Lerdo de Tejada fled from the capital to the

State of Michoacan, and on the 23d General Diaz en-

tered the city, and on the 30lh he was oflicially an-

nounced as Provisional President of the Republic.
Later advices from Mexico, by way of Matamoras,

state that President Lerdo and his cibinet had been
captured, and General E-icobedo, the Secretary of War,
and several others had been shot.

The Brilish Parliament has been prorogued until the

8th of Second month, when it is to meet for the dispatch

of urgent and important business.

United States.—The President's message, which
was sent to Congress on the 5th inst., is a brief, plain

and unpretentious document. He slates that when he
came into office the country was burdened with debt
and heavy tax ition. During the past seven fiscal years

the Public Debt h is been reduced $435,000,000, and
through this and the funding into five and four and a

half per cent, loans, there has been a reduction of thirty

millions of dollars in the annual expense for interest,

and within the last seven years the taxes have been re-

duced $300,000 000. The balance of trade which in

1869 was $130,000,000 against the United States, is

estimated to be $120,000,000 in favor of the country in

1876. He believes this favorable turn will continue, so

that the pledge of Congress to resume specie payments
in 1879 will be easily accomplished.
The humane Indian policy adopted has substantially

accomplished its design, except in the Black Hills
country among the wild Sioux, where mercenary white
men violating treity obligations have caused a war,
which he hopes will be soon ended.
The Post Office Department income was short of its

expenses last year $4,151,989. The estimated expenses
of the Department the current year are $36,645,000,
which is more than six millions in excess of the esti-

mated income.
President Grant calls the attention of Congress to the

necessity of providing some greiter safeguards over the
method of counting and declaring the election of Pre-
sident and Vice President, and concludes the message
with tliese words :

" With the present Congress my
official life terminates. Il is not probible that public
affairs will ever again receive attention from me, further
than as a citizen of the republic, always taking a deep
interest in the honor, integrity and prosperity of the
whole land."

The annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury
shows th It the net revenues for the fiscal year ending
6th mo. 30th last, were $287,482,039, and that the net
expenditures, including redemption of the p\iblic debt,
were 258,459,797, leaving a surplus revenue, exclusive
of provisions for the sinking fund, of $29 022,242.
During the same period the total debt of the U. States
was reduced to the extent of $29,249,.381.

DuriiTg the year ending 6th mo. 30th Last, 6,524,326
acres of the public lands were disposed of, a large por-
tion being taken by actual setllers under the homestead
and timber culture acts. The cash receipts from the
sale of lands were only $1,747,216.
The coin value of exports and imports of the United

States for the last fiscal year, as appears from official

returns made to and compiled by the Bureau of Statis-
tics, are as follows :

Exports of domestic merchandise, . . $525,.582,247
Exportsof foreign merchandise, . . 14,802,424

Total, . .

Imports of goods.

Excess of expor
The UclurniniT

'

40,384,671

1)0,741,190

Tilden and Hendricks have those of seventeen Stat

with 184 votes. This action of the Returning Boan
especially in the case of Louisiana, is denounced by t\

Committee of Democratic citizens from the North ;

gi e it fraud and outrage. They say they were pre.se

when the returns were opened by the Louisi ina
~

turning Board, and declare that these gave a m ijc

to the Democratic electors of more than .seven thous

On the other hand Senator Sherman and eight oth

distinguished men who were present to inspect the pr

ceedings of the board by request of President Grai
fully justify the conduct of the Returning Boird in i

jecting the returns from various districts on account

the violence and intimidation reported to by the whi
Democrats in order to secure the election of the

candidates. When all such election districts had b&
thrown out, those remaining gave a Republican
jority of more than three thous.ind.

On the night of the 5:h inst., the Brooklyn Tlieat

was destroyed by fire, and about three hundred perso

out of one thousand who were assembled in this pla

of vain amusement either perished in the fiame-i,

suffocated or crushed to death. The fire was caused ;

a gas-burner the jets of which extended downward a

conveyed fire to the drapery. It broke out soon afi,

11 p. M., the flames spreiding rapidly over the wl

building, which, in a very short time, was a mas
rnins. The Brooklyn Theatre was built in 1870,

cost of $180,000. Its rapid and complete destructi

shows what an unsafe edifice it was, and how especial

unfit for the use to which it was applied.

A singular difficulty has arisen in regard to

the Republican electors from Oregon. The laws of tl

State require the Governor to grant certificates

electors duly elected. Governor Grover has refused-

certificate to .John W. Watt, on the ground that

disqualified in consequence of holding an office of pre

and trust under the United Slates, viz., that of a

master. The governor has given the certificate t(

eligible candid ite having the next highest numb
votes, who of course is a Democi'at and votes for TilJ
and Hendricks.
The 10th inst. was extremely cold over a large ps

of the country. At 8 A. M., the thermometer ranged
follows at the several places mentioned : Clncir

below zero
; Chicago, 12 below ; Lacrosse, Wisconsi

20 below; Breckenridge, Minn., 21 below; Du
Minn., 25 below, and Fort Garry, Manitoba, 20 di

below.

The interments in Philadelphia last week nu.nber
324. There were 52 deaths of consumption and :

typhoid fever.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatio
on the Uth inst. Philadelphia.—American gold, 10'

107J-. U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 112}; cc

115i; do. 1868, registered, 112; coupons, 116; do. 5]
cents, 110} ; 4.V per cents, 108. Cotton, 12} a 12} (

Flour, *4 to .t9.00. Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.4('

$1.43; amber, $1.45 a $1.47; white, $1.42 a *1
Pen na. rye, 82 a 83 CIS. Yellow corn, 60 a 61 cts. C'

while oats, 49 a 50 cts. ; western and other kinds. 3)

40 cts. The arrivals of beef cattle at the two princi]

drove yards numbered 4100 head. Extra sold at 5} i

cts. per lb. gross ; fair to good, 4| a 5J cts., and comiu
4 a 4.! cts. Sheep, 4 a 5J cts. per lb. gross. Hogs, tV
$S.2o per 100 lb. net. Ne<r ror/l.—Superfine floi

f5.10 a $5.25 ; State extra, $5..55 a $5.80 ; finer br mi-

$6 a $10.00. Amber winter wheat. $1.48; No. 2 I

winter, $1.38; No. 2 Milwaukie spring, $1.32; No
Chicago spring, $1.24 a $1.27.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphi

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. WobI:
INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Muncy, I

coming Co., Pa., 1st of Third month, 1876, George
PiM, of West Chester, Pa., to Jane E., daughter
Joseph and Sarah E. Masters, of the former pla(

79,643,481
btful States,

iving given
for Hayes

• r I he Presi-
iiil the votes

votes, while

DiKn, in I'hihid.lphii

Fourth iLiotuh, 1S7(;, A
and the late Malilon Kl
bcr of Upper Springfieh

,
on the evening of the 29th

NIK B., daughter of M.ry
khride, aged 18 years, a me
Monthly Meeting, N. Je

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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remaiiiGfl steady in the attendance of meet-

s for above a year and a half, before my
id felt at liberty to make application to be

eived as a member, but for twelve months
Ceding was constrained to use the plain

guage. In the fall before I made applica-

1 to be received among Friends. Job Scott,

ng out on a religious visit, lodged at our
ise. My father was from home, and my
:herand aunt, with a beloved friend from
city, and myself, made up the family at

ttime; and truly it seemed as if the canopj^

divine love was spread over us, and celes-

showers issuing from the fountain of life,

fended upon our habitation. I had for

le time been in a low spot, and longed for

Jrop of heavenly consolation. My dear
^her also had her mind much unsettled by
srofltably conversing upon Swedenborg's
jiions. There was likewise an elderly man
|he neighborhood, who had written a piece,

ply endeavoring to account for things ho

fht not. This man happened to be at our
jle meeting, when dear Job, after sitting a
irttime in silence, got up with these words:
t^ho art thou, O man ! or, O woman ! who
iild of thine own finite understanding, pre-

(le to investigate the mysteries of the in-

Htable God ?' The words were solemn and
jakening, and he was favored to open raat-

B clearly. It proved, I trust, a humbling sea-

to some who were present. And, through
nite condescension, this dear Friend, hav-
a silting in the family, was dipped into a
se of our state, and administered suitable

Insol and encouragement. Also, in a little

ate opportunity, with tears flowing mutu-
from our eyes, he mentioned his sympa-
with me, and his prospect respecting me;

Irng me I should have trials, and to re-

mber that it was told me I should have
lis ; which assuredly have since fallen to
lot.

^bout the middle of the ensuing winter,
Seving the time nearly arrived for me to
jke request to Friends to he received under
(ir care, I mentioned it in a solid manner,
jmy parents, though in great fe.ar, and hav-

^
mine eyes turned to the Lord, with earu-

j
breathings, that I might be strengthened

a assisted in this important step. My mo-
\v was much affected, and shed tears; but

i

my father thought it was time enough to

make such a sacrifice; that I was j'oung, and
had better wait till 1 was more fixed. I was
enabled to tell him that I was willing to give
up the world, and all the enjoyments of it, for

the purchase of a little peace ; that -I no longer
took delight in those things that had formerly
given me much pleasure. He, seeing my
mind bent upon it, gave his consent ; and the

next meeting day my mother went with me
to Exeter. After the meeting she called two

eriy Friends aside, and told them she felt

e Hannah, when she made an offering of

her son to the Lord ; for she had come to

make an offering of her daughter ; also telling

them of my concern. They accordingly took

t under care, and after divers visits from a

solid committee of Friends, I was received

[into membership] in the Fifth month, 1787.

I then found that, far from sitting down at

ease, there was a large field of labor opened
for mo, and in the prospect thereof my knees
were made to tremble ! I felt a deep Concern

to be steadj^ in the attendance of meetings for

worship and discipline, and being distantly

situated from them, I found considerable diffi-

culty; my fatherbeingfrequentlyveryaver.se
to my going, particularly when the weather
was wet OP cold ; which proceeded from mo-
tivesof tenderness, but which nevertheless cost

me no small degree of exercise ; not feeling easy

to stay at home on these accounts, when ray

health would admit of my going. And as it

gave hitn great uneasiness and he frequently

opposed me, 1 had often to experience seasons

of conflict, sometimes for a week before a

meeting for discipline occurred ; and my heart

was poured forth in prayer to Almighty God,

that if it was right, 1 might have strength to

persevere, and that way might be opened for

me, though I could see no way. And forever

blessed and praised be his holy name. He often

caused the mountains to skip like rams, and
the little hills like lambs, to my humbling ad-

miration. One time I particularly remember.
Being appointed to attend the Quarterly Meet-

ing, i asked ray father's consent to let me go
;

he looked sternly at me and objected. I felt

in a great strait, and pleaded much with him.

He at last consented, but told me I need not

expect to go again for some mouths, for he

did not approve of women riding about the

country in that manner. As I had gained
his consent for the present, I was willing to

leave my cause to the Lord, in the belief that

if he required me to go, he would open the

way for me, and after retiring to my cham-
ber, and giving vent to many tears, my faith

and confidence were'renewed in Him who is

the everlasting Rock of Ages. This was the

last time my dear father ever spoke to me so

sharply upon such an occasion, for, seeing my
peace deeply concerned in the strict attend-

ance of meetings, and my dear mother often

pleading with him, he gave up.

May all those who labor under difficulties

and discouragements in attending meetings,

be encouraged to keep their eye single unto
the Lord, with fervent breathings unto him,
even though they may seem to be hedged in

on ever}' side.

My exercises and deep baptisms, in the pro-
spect of being called into the work of the
ministry, greatly increased; but O, my un-
willingness to close in therewith, was more
than words can express! My Divine Master
saw meet to cause me to suffer long under a
very trying dispensation, which was that of
my beloved and tender mother being tried
with a lingering illness, and there seemed but
little prospect of her recovery. The thought
of parting with this dear parent, together with
the inward exercises of my mind, was almost
more than nature could bear. Oh I the nights
of anxiety, and days of deep distress, which I

passed through at that time, will never be
erased from my remembrance. In this season
of deep affliction I was made willing to cove-
nant, that if the Lord would spare my mo-
ther, I would give up to what he required of
me, though it was harder than the parting
with my natural life; and He graciously con-
descended to listen to my crj-, and restored
mj' endeared parent.

Previous to this I attended the opening of
the Monthly Meeting at Robeson, where were
also some Friends from the city in attend-
ance; one of whom in particular, in the course
of his public testimony, was dip]ied into sym-
pathy with me in the deep exercise which I

was under, together with the prospect of some
further trial and sore conflict which I should
have to pass through in order to fit and pre-

pare me for the great and solemn work where-
utito my Master was about to call me ; which
tesiimonj^ with the sensations that accom-
panied my mind, left no more doubt of its

being myself that was alluded to, than if my
name had been publicly mentioned.

This circumstance, together with that of

many valuable Friends having feelingly sym-
pathized with me, and expressed their pro-

spect respecting me in a raore private way,
had a tendency to confirm me that the Lord
did indeed require an entire surrender on my
part, and that I must be willing to become a
fool for Christ's sake.

After manj^ probations, secret tears and
many prayers to my Almighty Father, for his

help and gracious assistance, in this awful,

solemn work, at a Monthly Meeting held at

Exeter in the Twelfth month, 1789, and in

the twenty-second year of my age, after a
season of the most severe conflict I ever before

experienced, wherein the day of solemn cove-

nant was brought before the view of my mind,
with this secret intelligence, that if I did not
give up to what was required of me, my mo-
ther should be taken from me, I ventured
upon my feet, and expressed a few words ; in

which I felt great peace, and believe I had
the tender sympathy of most that were pre-

sent. My esteemed friend, John Simpson,
being there, in the language of encourage-
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mont, caused my heart to he truly thaiikl'ul.

lie came home with me, utid very I'eeliuglj'

expressed his unity with me, and also a fear,

lest, through diffidence, 1 should cot suffi

ciently exert my voice. Which gentle hint

was of use afterwards, though at that time,

and frequentlj' since, I did not expect ever to

he called upon again in the same line; which
peradventure may not be unusual to those

young in experience. W. S. shortly after-

wards went to Philadelphia, and a dear fiietid

who was nearly interested about me, inquired

of him how I was. He mentioned that I had

appeared publicly in a few words, which
seemed to him like a swelling fully ripe, which
when it was opened became easy. But alas!

it was not only to be opened, but probed, and
fully searched, before the heavenly ointment

or balm of Gilead could be availingly applied.

One circumstance I omitted in the early

part of this narrative, which now occurs to

my mind. A Friend visiting Pottstown meet-

ing about twelve months before I became
plain, and I being in a very low and discour-

aged state, went to meeting greatly desirin

he might be made au instrument of comfort
to me. He spoke for a considerable time, but

did not touch upon any thing relative to my
coodition ; and 1 returned home under many
doubts and fears, lest my Heavenly Father
had cast me off forever. My parents were in

Philadelphia, and I being alone, sat down on
the sofa, with the Bible in my hand, thinking
to gain some instruction and comfort from its

sacred contents. I had given up the idea of

seeing the Friend, (who was a true father in

Israel,) or of having any opportunity with
him, as not being worthy of it. But he, hav-
ing dined at my uncle's, not far distant, was,
after dinner walking in the piazza, and look-

ing towards our house, felt a draught in his

mind to come over. He knew nothing of the
family, but yielding to the impulse he came;
and, passing through the outer room, where
there was a young woman of the house, with-
out asking any questions, he walked into the
parlor, where I was sitting in the situation

above described; and without any further
salutation than shaking hands, took a seat by
mo. A considerable time elapsed in dee]) in-

ward silence, after which he mentioned how
unexpectedly he was led to come over, with-
out knowing the cause; but then feeling his

mind clothed with sympathy for me, and be-

lieving it was for my sake, he imparted much
counsel and advice, with a great deal of en-
couragement to me. Which singular favor
di<l deeply humble my heart, and caused tears

of gratitude, contrition and tenderness to
stream from my eyes.

Having for my own satisfaction, penned
these few hints of my varied conflicts and ex-

ercises, and being sensible of the goodness of
the Tjord to me, his poor unworthy creature,

it is in my heart to say, May it please thee,

() most gracious and merciful Father, to bow
flown thine ear and hear the humble petition

of thy handmaid. Oh ! be pleased to lay, with
increasing weight, thine Almighty hand upon
rno. Let it not spare, neither let thine eye
])itj', until thou liast thoroughly tried me,
proved me, and known my works ! Bo pleased
i,o bring me more immediately under thy re-

fining ojjeration, and enable me to boar with
true resignation, every turning of thy Hoi}-

Hand
;
that so I may bo purged and puritied,

fitted and qualified, rightly to engage in the

avvful and solemn work wherounto thou hast

called nie. Or if, most gracious Lord, thou

art ]jleused to cut short thy work, Oh ! let it

j
be in righteousness ! and grant me admittance
into thine ever blessed kingdom of light, life,

and peace, there to join in the holj^ anthems
of glory, glory, hallelujahs and praises to the

Lord God and the Lamb, who are worthy
forever, saith my soul. Amen and amen I

JJuTH Anna Eutter.

For "The Friend."

Poasaiit Life in Burfuniiy.

(Continued from page 143.j

Our author give^ numerous illustrations of

the cruel oppression and injustice to which
the rural population was subject previous to

the great revolution of 1789. A few of these

we will briefly advert to. The seigneur had
the exclusive right to keep pigeons, and his

pigeons, which were inviolable, had the right

to feed at pleasure on the grain of his poorer
neighbors. Besides his pigeons the se'gneur
enjoyed the privilege of keeping an unlimited
rabbit-warren, the numerous population of
which fed on his neighbors' produce. He Jiad

also the exclusive right to all other game.
The peasants detested these vexations, and at

last they were relieved from these and others
of similar character by the revolution referred

to. The granaries, the bakeries, and the
grain-mills all belonged to the seigneur. Thi
peasant might not keep his own grain, hi

lord kept it for him and charged his own price

for warehouse room ; the peasant was not al

lowed to bake at home, his lord baked for him
and fi.xed the price. Peasants coming from a
distance waiting for their turn at the bakery
or the mill, were not permitted to go
where even in the times of greatest pressure.

All these arrangements, the noble of to day
will say were only "forms of taxation or of
rent." If so they were terribly oppressive
forms. They made the personal independence
of the peasantry impossible. The peasant of
to-day pays his taxes and is free. Ho can
work all the year round on his farm. B.

keeps his own grain, he bakes his own bread
the nobleman who lives at the chateau has no
power over him unless he is his landlord, and
even then the power is very limited. Many
thousands of peasants are landowners them
selves, and independent of every body. They
save money, knowing that they may keep the
fruits of their own industry for themselves and
their children.

The remarkable thrift and economy of the
peasantry of Burgundy, and indeed of France
generally, are striking traits in their charac-
ter. Ample evidence of this was atlorded
when, after the disastrous war of 1870, the
government was obliged to borrow large sums
of money to pay the enormous indemnity
xacted by the Germans as a condition of

peace. The small farmers then eamo forward
bringing their little hoards of gold and silver,

nd actually offered them to an amount far
boyond all that the occasion required. The
peasant spends very little for food. On this
subject Hamerton says: "The way of living

, peasant's hiuise is this. In the morning
the men eat soup—that soup which (."obden

praised as the source of French prosperity.
It is cheap enough to make. For twelve peo-
ple two handfuls of dried beans or peas, or a
few potatoes, a few ounces of (i-iod bacon to
vo a taste, a good deal of hot water. The

twelve basins are then filled with thin slices

>rr)wn bread, and the hot. water, flavored

with the above ingredients, is poured i'

the bread. The bacon and peas are m
sufficient quantity to afford much nou;

ment, but they give a taste to the bread
water, and a hot meal is procured in this

at a cheap rate. Boiled rice with a little n

is sometimes taken instead of soup. If

soup is insufficient, the peasant finishes

meal with a piece of dry bread, and as nc

cold water as he likes, for of this there i

stint. . The meal at noon is composed inx

ably of potatoes followed by a second d

In this second dish consists the only culit

variety of the peasant's life. It is eitht

pan-cake, made with a great deal of flour

water and few eggs, or a salad, or cloi

milk. No wine or meat is allowed, ex(

during the great labors of haymaking
harvest. At these times, a little wine is gi

with the water drunk at dinner, and a sr

piece of salted pork. At great feasts bar
served, and beef broth, the boiled beef ser

afterwards without sauce. The pea^
wives see carefull3' that the fasts of
church are observed—all economical Pr
people are religious enough in this—and I

member a good instance of the lengths
which they will go. We knew an old peas
who was not in very strong health (he i

seventy-two j'ears old) and his conscience '

not very tender about the ordinances of
church ; I mean, that if any body had gi

him the opportunity of eating meat in L
he would probably have yielded to the tei

tatiou. But he had a wife who united ort

doxy with economy, and who took good c

that her husband should commit no sin t

would be in any way expensive. When L
came I used to banter the old man, in a ger
way, by inquiring anxiously about his heal

He always got weaker and weaker towards
end of forty days, and one year this weakn
was so distressing to him that he commiti
a great crime. A pig was killed at the fa

towards the end of Lent, in anticipation
Easter Sunday, but so vigilant was the eye
the mistress that nobody dared touch a mor
of the forbidden food. There was one exoi

tion, however. The old man sallied f)i

with a knife, cut a slice of the pig. fried

himself in open defiance of both wife a

church, and ate it boldly, like a hardened s

ner, in sight of his children and servan
Whilst he was eating he underwent a terri

sermon. 'Not only,' said his wife, 'are j
breaking Lent now, but you have broken
all along, for every day you have cooked
the ashes two eggs for your dinner, and i

astonishing to hear you complain of wea
ness, after such shameless gormandizing
that!'

" In the spring the peasants bleed the

oxen and cook the blood in a frj-ing pan wi
onions. Although the preparation may see

disgusting to us, it is ver^- nutritious, and tl'

peasants like it verj' much. They have i

invincible prejudice against the use of mutto
Notwithstanding the abstemiousness of the
waj- of life—which is reallj' little better the

ono continuous fast— they will not toue

mutton at all. Their fooling about it is sinipl

the prejudice against a particu'ar kind ^

flesh which most people have in ono form <

another."

Notwithstanding their comparative snia

use of animal food, they take a much wid*

laiul or this country. For iiistanci,) snaili
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ich are abundant, are considered

icacy ; tbey eat also frogs, water i

ers other things which only extreme hun-
• would induce Englishmen, however poor,

partake of.

'The women of the peasant class submit

the severity of their frugal customs with-

; any other relief from them than the occa-

oal feasts at weddings, but the men escape

m the rule of custom more frequently when

J go to the market town and get a liberal

iner at the inn, which they seem to appre-

te very heartily. On these occasions they
, tipsy as a matter of course, and when
ire is a great fair they often get more than

3y, in consequence of successive bottles of

le and beer in the cafes, where they treat

h other liberally, according to a theory

,t it is not polite to refuse, nor to accept
ipitable offers without returning them. *

* The^se excesses never seem to do any
ly harm, and the strict rule of daily life is

lepted again quite readily afterwards, when
return to frugality and duty. * * *

'The peasant believes wine to be the uni-

•sal remedy. He administers it liberallj' in

cases of disease, even in the most violent

ers—with what effect may be imagined.
i way of treating a bad cold is to put a

low candle in a quart of red wine, and heat
the tallow melts, afier which tallow and

ae are stirred up together and swallowed
the unhappy patient. For intermittent

er he beats up eggs with soot from the

mney. To cure the measles he gives hot
ae with pepper and honej-. Whenever any
i is ill, no matter from what cause, hot wine
it once administered. * * * The doctor
Dnly sent for by a peasant, at the very last

tremity, and his prescriptions are rarely

lowed. I have often talked about this pecu-

rity with physicians whom 1 knew inti-

tely, and they invariably said that it was
t of the slightest use for them to give any
vice to pea.sant8. The consequence is that
ysicians take no interest in rustic patients,

d leave them to their own prejudices, and
latever fate may be in store for them. The
ysician's fees, although extremely moderate
d remote indeed from the London guinea,

!m to the rural mind an expense to
"

sited in any event, for if the patient is

red, his friends believe that he would have
me round without the doctor, and if he dies,

is plain that the doctor has not been able

save him. Our own medical adviser has
my anecdotes of the rustic ways, with re

•ence to the science of medicine, which ex
bit the peasant's way of thinking. One of

ese I select for the reader. A woman went
him for a prescription for her husband, but
she was going away, she turned on the

reshold, and asked whether her husband
uld pull through. 'Because,' she added, 'if

I IS to die after all, it will be of no use to

end five francs in medicine.' She positively

fused to get the prescription made up unless

e doctor would guarantee her husband's

What the peasants really do believe in is

>t science of any kind, but magic and super-

itious prayers. Their ideas of prayer and
all religion is, in fact, very closely con-

!cted with magic. They have full faith in

rcery, and in the power of combating evil

7 special prayers—special forms of words
hich make you safe if you know them accu
itely, when, without the knowledge of the

reat form you are helpless against the evil. This

and is so very particularly with regard to burns
and dislocated limbs. It is believed, for in-

stance, that such an old woman knows a

special prayer which will cure a burn, or make
a set limb go on favorably, and when such a
belief becomes current, the person who knows
the prayer is in great request, but keeps the
prayer itself a secret. The idea is that there

are prayers for every kind of evil, which
would be perfectly efficacious if one only knew
them. It is plain that the notion is more
nearly allied to magic than to Christianity.

Even in very grave cases, when a surgeon is

absolutely required, the peasants will not send

for him if they can avoid it, but they will

travel many miles to fetch some ignorant old

woman. The simple truth is that their minds
are in a condition so wholly unscientific that

they cannot conceive the idea of science. It

is useless to tell them that a physician has

studied medicine, and an old woman has not,

for they do not know, and cannot imagine,

what it is to study anj- thing, nor are they at

all able to perceive the distinction between
positive knowledge and superstition. * * *

CTo be concluded.)

the Lord had any people in the world owned
by his presence with them, as his flock and
araily, which reminds me of that saying of
the Lord, ' Nevertheless, when the Son of man
Cometh, shall he find faith on the earth ?'

My mind being truly earnest with God,
thirsting unto death for the knowledge of the
Way of Life, he was pleased to hear the voice
of my necessity, for I wanted present salva-

tion, and the liOrd knew my case could not
admit of farther delay. Being moved by his

own free mercy and goodness, even in the
same love in which he sent his Son, the be-

oved, into the world, to seek and save the
lost, on the 1st daj'^ of the Second month, in

the evening of the year, according to the com-
mon account 1689, being alone in my cham-
ber, the Lord brake in upon me unexpectedly-;

quick as lightning from the heavens, and as

a righteous, all-powerful, all-knowing, and
self-condemning Judge ; before whom my soul,

as in the deepest agony, trembled, was con-

founded and amazed, and filled with such
awful dread as no words can reach or declare.

My mind seemed plunged into utter darkness,

and eternal condemnation appeared to enclose

me on every side, as in the centre of the hor-

rible pit; never to see redemption thence, or

the face of him in mercy, whom I had sought
with all my soul. But in the midst of this

confusion and amazement, where no thought
could be formed, or any idea retained, save

eternal death possessing my whole man, a

voice was formed and uttered in me, 'Thy
will, O God, be done; if this be thy act alone,

and not my own, I yield my soul to thee.' In

conceiving these words, from the Word of Life,

I quickly found relief: there was all-healing

virtue in them; and the effect was so swift

and powerful, that, even in a moment, all my
fears vanished, as if they had never been, and
my mind became calm and still, and simple as

a little child ; the day of the Lord dawned,
and the Sun of Righteousness arose in me,

with divine healing and restoring virtue in

bis countenance ; and he became the centre

of my mind.
In this wonderful operation of the Lord's

power, denouncing judgment in tender mercy,

and in the hour of my deepest concern and
trial, I lost my old self, and came to the be-

ginning of the knowledge of Him, the just

and holy one, whom my soul had longed for.

I now saw my whole body of sin condemned
in my own flesh ; not by particular acts, as

whilst travelling in the way to a perfect moral

state only, but by one stroke and sentence of

the great Judge of all the world, of the living

and of the dead, the whole carnal mind, with

all that dwelt therein, was wounded, and
death begun ; as self love, pride, evil thoughts,

and every evil desire, with the whole corrup-

tion of the first state and natural life.

Here I had a taste and view of the agony
of the Son of God, and of his death and state

upon the cross, when the weight of the sins

of all human kind were upon him, and when
he trod the winepress alone, with none to

assist him. Now all my past sins wei-e par-

doned and done away ; my own willings, run-

nings, searchings and strivings, were at an

end; and all my carnal reasonings and con-

u,jv,u v^v. „....^.. ....... ^..^ , „^ , .. ceiviugs about the knowledge of God, and the

seemed but a dead knowledge or image, and mysteries of religion, were over; which had

For "The Friend."

Thomas Slory.

(Continned from page 132.)

litherto I had known the Grace of Go(

e only as a manifester of evil and of sin,

a word of reproof, and a law condemning and
idging those thoughts, desires, words, pas-

ions, affections, acts and omissions, which
are seated in the first nature, and rooted in

the carnal mind ; in which the suggestions,

temptations and influences of the evil one
work and prevail. By this divine grace I was,

in some good degree, enlightened, reformed,

and enabled to shun and forbear all words
and acts known to be evil, and moral right

eousness restored in my mind, and thereby

brought forth in me. 1 became then weaned
from all ray former acquaintance and com-
panj' ; their manners and conversation, though

not vicious (for such I never liked) became
burthensome and disagreeable ; for they had
not the knowledge of God, nor such a conver-

sation as I wanted. Yet I did not know the

divine grace in its own nature, as it is in

Christ; not as a word of faith, sanctification,

justification, consolation and redemption, be-

ing yet alive in my own nature. The Son of

God was not yet revealed in me, nor I, by the

power of his holy cross, mortified and slain
;

being without the knowledge of the essential

truth, and in a state contrary to him, and un-

econciled. But the Lord did not leave me
here, but, in his matchless mercy followed me
still by his holy admonitions, and more and
more inclined my mind in an earnest enquiry

after himself and his own truth and word,
concerning whom, I did not know of any in

all the earth who could teach me, the world
being universally, as I judged by the general

ways and courses of men, of all forms and
ranks, altogether ignorant of the Lord, know-
ing only some historical and traditional hints

concerning him, and of his doctrine and ways,
which having little or no effect or influence

upon the minds and conversations of men, it

they being dead whilst they yet lived, did not

really and savingly believe in the true God,

and Jesus Christ, of whom they made profes-

sion and talked. I did not then know that

long exercised my mind, being then natural

both day and night, and taken away my de-

sire of food and natural repose. But now my
sorrows ended, and my anxious cares were
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done away ; and this true fear being to me,

the initiation into wisdom, I now found the

true sabbath, a holy, heavenly, divine, free

rest, and most sweet repose. This deep exer-

cise being over, I slept till the next morning,

and had greater and better refreshment and
comfort than I had felt for some weeks be

fore.

The next day I found my mind calm and
free from anxiety, in a state like that of a

young child. In this condition I remained
all night; and about the same time in the

evening that the visitation, before related,

came upon me, my whole nature and being,

both mind and body, was filled with the d'

vine presence, in a manner I had never known
before, nor had ever thought that such a thing

could be ; and of which none can form any
idea, but what the holy thing itself doth give.

Divine Truth was now self-evident; there

wanted nothing else to ])rove it. I needed not

to reason about him ; all that was superseded

by that divine and trulj^ wonderful evidence

and light, which proceeded from Himself
alone, leaving no ])lace for doubt, or any ques

tion at all. For as the sun, in the open firma

ment of heaven, is not discovered or seen, but

by his own light, and the mind of man deter-

mines thereby, at sight, and without any
train of reasoning, what he is; even so, and
more than so b}' the overshadowing influence

and divine virtue of the Highest, was my soul

a-sured that it was the Lord. I saw him in

his own liizht, by tiiat blessed and holy me
dium, which of old ho promised to make
known to all nations; by that eye which he
himself had formed and opened, and also en-

lightened by the emanations of his own eter-

nal glory. Thus 1 was filled with perfect

consolation, which none but the Word of Life

can declare or give. It was then, and not till

then, I knew that God is love, and that per-

fect love which casteth out all fear. It was
then I knew that God is eternal light, and
that in him is no darkness at all. I was
highly favored also with a view of the man-
ner of the operation of the Almighty, in as-

suming human nature, and clothing there-

with ills inaccessible divine light and glory,

even with an innocent, holy, and divine soul

and mind, homogeneal to the children of men;
as with a veil, whereby the Most High con-

descended to the low condition of man, and
in whom also man, being refined as the tried

gold, and thereby fitted for the Holy One,
can approach to him, as by a proper medium,
and therein dwell with the Lord, and enjoy
him forever. But, as the diadem of all, and
the only true and certain way, when it pleased
the Jlost High, by the effusion of his own
goodness, to reveal in me the Son of his love,

even his wisdom and power, by whom he de-
signed and effected all things, then I was
taught to fear him ; then I was taught to love
him; then, and not ai'ight till then, was my
soul instructed and informed indeed. Biit

these secret operations were confined to my
own breast, so that no one know anj' thing
of them; an alteration was observed in me,
but the cause of it was not seen. I put off

my usual airs, my jovial actions and address,
and laid aside my sword, which I had worn,
not through design of injury, or fear of any,
liut as a modish and maidy ornament. I burnt
also my instruments of music and divested
ni3S(?lf of the superfluous parts of my apparel,
retaining only that which was necessary, or
deemed decent. I declined the public wor-

ship, not with a design to join myself to any
other sect; for I was rather apt to conclude,

from what I had observed, that these mani-

festations were peculiar to me, and that there

was not any people I might properly asso-

ciate with ; and also, I was induced to believe

that one day I should be obliged to oppose

the world in matters of religion, but whei
how that should be brought to pass, I did not

foresee. Remainingin astilland retired state,

and the Book of Life being opened in my mind
I read what the Lord himself, by the finger of

his power, had written, and the Lion of the

tribe of Judah opened there; and the Scrip-

tures of truth, written by Moses and the pro

phets, the evangelists and apostles of Christ

were brought to my remembrance dailj',

when I did not read them, and made clear

and plain to mj' understanding and exper
ence, so far as they related to my own state,

and also in a general wa}-; though I lusted

not to know anj' mj'stery or thing contained
therein, other than the Lord, in his own free

will and wisdom, thought fit to manifest,

As the nature and virtue of divine truth in

creased in my mind, it wrought in me daily

a greater conformity to itself, by its own
power; reducing mj^ mind to a solid quietude

and silence, as a state moi-e fit for attending
to the Divine word, and distinguishing it from
all other powers, and its divine influences from
all imaginations and other motions : and being
daily fed with the fruit of the Tree of Life, I

desired no other knowledge than that which
was thus given me."

(To be contiuuedO

Selected.

THE SLEEP OF THE BELOVED.
" So He giveth his beloved sleep."—Psaliu cxxvii. 2,

Sunlight has vanished, and the weary earth
Lies resting from a long day's toil and pain,

And, looking for a new dawn's early birth,

Seeks strength in slumber for its toil again.

We too would rest ; but ere we close the eye
Upon the consciousness of waking thonght,

Would calmly turn it to yon star-bright sky.

And lift the soul to Him who slumbers not.

Above us is thy hand with tender care,

Distilling over us the dew of sleep
;

Darkness seems loaded with oblivion's air,

In deep forgetfulness each sense to steep.

Thou hast provided midnight's hour of peace,

Thou stretchest over us the wing of rest

;

With more than all a parent's tenderness

Foldest us sleeping to thy gentle breast.

Grief flies away ; care quits our easy couch,
Till wakened by thy hand, when breaks the day-

Like the lone prophet by the angel's touch,

—

We rise to tread again our pilgrim way.

God of our life! God of each day and night!
Oh, keep us still till life's short race is run !

Until there dawns the long, long day of light,

That knows no night, yet needs no star or sun.—H. Bonar.

A late address from officers of the New
York Prison Association to the electors of
this State, affirms that "crime increases faster

than population," and that instead of being
reformatories our " prisons servo a.s high
schools of crime." Such a statement is ol

serious import to the welfare of the Slate,

and should challenge enquiry as to the cause
of the evil tendenc}'. Where are the " jnimary
schools" of crime from which so many, in in

croasingly largo numbers, graduate to the
prison " high schools?" Of the 84,000 arrests
" this cily last year, the police ollieials as-'

sure us that from 75 to 90 per cetit. were (

to intemperance. It is certain that the liceu;

and unlicensed grogshops are the sources

a large percentage of the increasing crii

and that the public welfare demands tl

they be abolished.

—

Nat. Temp. Advocate.

For "The Frlem

David Sanils.

During the visit of that favored and devol
minister of the Gospel, David Sands, to Gn
Britain and Ireland, in the j^ear 1798, a
inarkable circumstance occurred in the p
vince of Ulster, which is related in page 2
of his journal, published at New York
1848.

The following account of the same circu

stance, which is extracted from a lette

Hannah, wife of David AYiUiams, a wort
well-known Friend of Newport, R. I., appet
to have been written while David Sands v

still abroad, and as it mentions particulars i

noted in the printed account, is deemed su
able for publication.

" We have lately heard a very extraordiiia

anecdote of David Sands, from Joseph Aust
of Medford, and I enquired yesterday of W
liam Rotch, Sen., respecting its aiithenticit

He said the relation was given by a j'oiii

Englishman of the name of Wilson, frc

Manchester, who lately arrived in Bostc
That he was travelling in Ireland—with
several miles of the stage they intended
make—when he felt a very remarkable sti

in his mind. It was then just in the dusk
the evening, and he said he must have a rae(

ing in that place; upon which the Frien
who were with him observed, that if they p
up in thit neighborhood the inhabitants migi;

be notified in the morning; but he remark*
that it seemed best to have it that evenini

fhey returned, that the notice could not II

very extensive ; he replied that it did not seei

necessary to spread it very far—if two ij

three were gathered he should be satisrtetj

upon which they asked him where he woui
hold it. He paused, and pointed to a barn J

a small distance, and said. In that barn. Tht
immediately procured lights, gave some ii

formation, collected a few, and sat down :

silence. Soon after, a man who was ridir^

by, observing lights in the barn, rode up
enquire the occasion, finding it was a meelin
he went in and sat down with them. SoC'

alter David Sands rose, and began with 8a_i

ing, 'Resist the devil and he will flee fro

thee,' and proceded to address an individu:i

in a veiy att'ecting and solemn manner: sail

there was a person present under a tenij)l

tion, who had been tempted for twelve monti
to put an end to his existence—three montl
since he had procured instruments for ths

purpose, and that he had them with him nov
and had set out on the fatal purjiose. H
warned him to forbear, and of tlie awful coi

sequences of such an act. The ]HMson whi

ame apparently by accident, discovered grei

motion, and after he (D. S.) had cleared hiiii

elf, the meeting broke up. The next da
the person alluded to, went to him, and t^oi

fessed that he was the person described, ths

he had been under such a temptation twelv
months ; three months before he had procure
|>istols to execute the horrid design, and ths

ho then had them with hini loaded, and ha
eft home for that purpose, but was prcvente
by Divine interposition. A wonderful instanc

of immediate revel.ition."
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In the jourual of David Sands, page 226, is

ided, " it is stated that soon after this won-

erfiil providential interposition, this person

eeame a changed and greatly improved

haracter."

Early Entrance Into life.

It is a matter of universal comment among
bose who have enjoyed the advantage of ex-

snsive travel that our j'oung people dovelope

I mental power and general activity earlier

nd faster than those of other countries,

oung men especially shake off their boy-

ood sooner; they enter business, mix in

clitics, and marry, at an ago when those in

older countries are still under parental

antrol, at school or learning trades, or pre-

aring in a sober, leisurely way for some pur-

lit usually selected for them. This is not,

3 some would aver, the workings of a wilful,

eadstrong spirit, belonging especially to

.merican youths, but may rather be traced

3 the peculiar circumstances which surround

aem. The country being newer, larger, and

iss crowded, its institutions freer, and its

eed of active workers more imperative, there

I every stimulus to j'oung men to strike out

Dr themselves boldly and speedily in some of

he many paths inviting them. The whole

one of our nationality is more vigorous, in-

ense and elastic than that of the older coun-

ries, and it is impossible that the young
hould be unatlected by its atmosphere.

It is a question whether this early maturity

80 well adapted to individual perfection;

phether there is not some degree of vital ex-

laustion conseq,uent on so speedy an exercise

tf activity, which may curtail the ultimate

levflopment of strength and expansion
;

hether judgment and wisdom can ripen so

lly, and the art of self-government be so

veil acquired by early independence as by a

)nger season of subordination. Some eagerly

oint to the instances of ruined health and

outhful graves, of fast living and extravagant

ixpenditure, of unrestrained ambition work-

ing a thousand ills, in support of this idea.

Dould boyhood be prolonged under wise guid-

linee, and independence be postponed until

^ood principles were established, doubtless

nany of the shoals upon which young men
.bunder might be avoided. At the same time,

w^e are inclined to think that the evils we de

Dlore, are due not so much to the premature
growth of the faculties as to the uneven and
jobalanced way in which they are frequently

leveloped. One portion of the nature is

forced as in a hot house, another dwindles in

ihe cold air of neglect. All the powers ai

brought to bear upon the affairs of life—its

Industries, its ambitions, its speculations, its

schemes—and but few are left for the inward

culture of the moral sense, the establishment

bf principle, or the strengthening of the wil

against temptation.

!
One thing is certain, if our young people

advance rapidly in one direction they need a

proportional advance in the other, and iffrom

any cause this is prevented, they must suffer

shipwreck of all that is most noble and worthy,

rhe whole nature must grow at once, if it is

to grow healthfully. Thus it is not so much
that the boy enters business too soon, as that

principles of integrity have not been estab-

lished within him soon enough. Had he been

carefully trained in habits of punctilious hon-

esty through his childhood, he would not have

cheated hi^ employer and brought disgracj

upon his family. It is not so much that he

was freed from parental control so early in

as that he has put off stf(/-coutrol so late.

Had ho acquired the power and the will to

deny appetite, to govern passion and to resist

enticing influences, he would not have fallen

a victim to the blandishments of the wine
cup, or the seductions of evil companions.

Had he been early imbued with a love and
everence for truth, and accustomed to regard

a lie as a hateful and degrading thing, he

ould not have been guilty of bribery and

corruption in politics, or double dealing in

business.

The very fact that our children come for-

ward so soon into the arena of life, that th

ntellect, passions and activities awake early
|
hearted one seeks for strength to enabl

the view of the mind, the ever to be remem-
bered and important truth, that as there is a

yielding to the convicting and converting

power of the Holy Spirit, which from time

to time breaks in upon the unregenerated
heart, begetting a willingness to receive these

precious visitations, an increase of spiritual

light will be given by which we shall be enabled

to discern more clearly good from evil, right

from wrong f thus there will be a desire on the

part of thevisitod ones, to bring their deeds to

the light, in order that the heart may be cleans-

ed, by the operations of the same Spirit, and
made pure ; a fit temple for His holy presence

to dwell in. And as obedience keeps pace

with the knowledge received, and the sincere

him

md grow rapidly^ makes it of infinite import

ance that their moral and religious natures

should be aroused and developed, that their

principles should be laid firmly, their hearts

be kept pure and loving, and their consciences

preserved keen and sensitive. If they were

to be for long years under parental guidance,

and without any serious responsibilities or

temptations, the necessity for this prepara-

tion might not be so immediate ; but as it is,

we cannot overestimate its urgency. Upon
the lack of it must bo charged much of the

vice and corruption, much of the injustice and

oppression, much of the dishonor and trick-

ery, the accounts of which every righteous

citizen must blush to read. This is a subject

well worthy the deep consideration of every

American parent. It is not possible to alter

the tendency of our national life so as to re-

tard the development or postpone the inde-

pendence of our young men, hut it is possible

so to equip them for their swift coming re-

sponsibilities, that they shall not be carried

away by the storms of ambition or passion,

or surrender to the fierce attacks of tempta-

tion.

—

Ledger.

For "The Friend."

Rieiiard Siiackleton.

(CoDtinued from page 130.)

Mtiry Ledbeater writes thus of the charac-

ter of her father: " He was the gentleman,

the scholar, and the Christian. His conversa-

tion was delightful, for he was unassuming and
condescending; it was instructive, for amid

the blaze of superior talents humility shone

unrivaled. His cheerful temper caused him

to enjoy every good, while his pious resigna-

tion taught him to bear what is called evil

with quiet submission. His temper was
naturally quick, but his generous mind was
ever ready to atone."

In alluding to thejoint cares devolving upon

her parents, (after her father's second mar
riage to Elizabeth Carlton, in 1755,) in the

oversight of the boarding school at Ballitore,

she says, " Casting their cares upon Provi-

dence, thisexemplary couple felt the shackle.'

of the world hang loose about them. Theii

duties to the children entrusted to their cart

were conscientiously fulfilled, and the grate

ful love which their pupils retained for them
was a convincing proof of it." She further

adds. " They were useful members of their

religious society, and, with clean hands and

in the meekness of wisdom, were qualified to

take an active part in conducting the affairs

of the. church."

A brief account of the early life of Eliza-

beth Carleton, may prove both interesting

and instructive to the reader. It brings before

to perform the whole will of the Lord, grace

sufficient for every time of need will be gra-

ciously vouchsafed—thus shall the humble,

dependent child of God be enabled to move
forward step by step in the way which an
all-merciful and loving Father may cast up

;

his sole reliance being placed upon the same
poiver which in the beginning opened the eye
to see, the ear to hear, and the heart to re-

ceive the ever blessed truths which were
sealed upon the mind.

Such we shall find was the happy experience

of the subject of this little memoir.
" Elizabeth Carleton was born the 10th of

Tenth month, 1726. When young she dis-

covered a strong inclination for the fine arts;

had a musical ear and a fine voice ; and in-

dulged in dress as far as she could. Her
person was agreeable, her manners pleasing,

and her company acceptable to the gay and
thoughtless ; though a native delicacy, amount-
ing to timidity, and a sense of decorum, pre-

vented her from taking the latitude she might
otherwise have been induced to take. She
excelled in skill and ingenuity with her

needle, and was preparing to work a picture

for an exhibition, when the ministry of a

Friend, on a religious visit in Ireland, was
made instrumental to discover to her the

vanity of the things in which she had do-

lighted. The account of this period of her

life is thus related by herself."

" As long as I can remember, I think I was
of a diffident, cowardly disposition, fearful of

doing what I knew was wrong, lest I should

be punished
;
yet, when very young, was fond

of play, and at times earned reproof. ^\s I

advanced in age, the follies and pleasures of

youth allured my mind; and company, though

of our own society, with whom I was inti-

mate, strengthened the growth of the wrong
seed in my heart ; so that I delighted much
in many things, which though perhaps not

accounted evil by the people, yet were very

hurtful, and in danger of destroying the inno-

cent life, which ought to be cherished with

great care ; such as light airy company, music

and singing; and a great thirst for reading

such books as were entertaining to the natu-

ral part, with specious titles for promoting

virtue, and rendering vice odious; yet, like

subtle poison, gradually tending to the de-

struction of the root of virtue and innocence

in the mind, and creating a dislike to reading

the Scriptures, and such other writings as

would strengthen and encourage to live a

self-denying life, according to the precepts

of our blessed Lord.

These practices of mine were not with the

knowledge or approbation of my dear mother

and grandfather, the only parents I bad left

;
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but concealed from them, and on that account
attended with fear and remorse, knowing-
well that I couid not hide from the pene-
trating eye of Him who beholds the secrets
of all hearts. This sense caused a dread of
future misery for such conduct, as well as
fear of being discovered by my friends to be
what I did not appear to be; which, though
enticed to join with the temptations when
they presented, yet was a character I much
disliked. And the sincerity of my heart, 1

believe, pleaded with Almighty goodness to
have an eye to me, and not to cast me off,

but wonderfully and mercifully to preserve
me from greater evils, of which I was in

much danger; and also to awaken me to a
sense of my perilous situation: so that when
I would retire to bed at night for sleep, his ter-

rors, lest 1 should be deprived of life in that
state, followed me. I feared to think of it, and
would often resolve to live more circumspectly,
but fresh temptations often falling in my way,
and not keeping up the inward watch as I
ought, my condition, like that of many others,
was to be deplored. But Ho, whose compas-
sion faileth not, was pleased to visit my soul
in a particular manner, in a public meeting in

Meath street, Dublin
; I think on the 3d of

Ninth month, (old style,) 1747, about the
twenty-first year of my age, through the
living testimony of a faithful servant, Richard
Hipsley, from Bristol.

My mind had been awakened, in the .same
meeting, by the testimony of some other
Friend, and 1 thought how pleasing it would
De, if such ministers of the gospel were to
continue with us; when Richard Hipsley stood
up, and mentioned, as well as I remember, the
disciples being for building three tabernacles,
one for Moses, one for Elias, and one for
Christ; but these servants were removed,
Christ remained, and the voice uttered :

' This
is my beloved Son, hear ye him.' I cannot
recollect further of his testimony, but those
words had such an effect on me, that my heart
seemed changed, tender, and broken—a heart
of flosh instead of a stony one; my desires
8oemKl new, a new he.iven and a new earth
in which some degree of righteousness war-
about to dwell. The cross then, in this day
of power, which before I could not willingly
take up, became easier, the burden lighter;
the piactice-i before meiiiioned 1 dared not
join with

; often being retired, humbled, and
broken as it were to pieces. Strength was
administered to withstand temptations, and
ray love to Truth and the friends of it grew
strong; and the love of such seemed much
toward mo, so that I wondered that they
should take such notice of me, who seemed
to myself entirely unworthy."

(To be contiuued.)

Selected.

Where peace and love take up their abode
It would not be an irreverent strain of ex-
pression to say that heaven is begun. Oh
that every awakened .soul would daily seek
after the sweet influences of gospel love;
begets its like in others; it excites gratitude; nloasantno^^ Tha '

and even if bestowed on the ungrateful it
I"^*'"'^"'"^'^'^- ^^^

brings Its own sweet reward with it; for it

attracts the approbation of God. Where then
will be contempt? Where the indulgence of
evil surmising or hard thoughts? Whore
either studied or careless detraction ? Where
oven the needless disclosure of real failings?
Whore the least place for any onmiiy ?

From the " Now York Tribu

All Euglishman on America.

The opinions on America of John Walter,
the owner of The London Times, and member
ofthe English Parliament, who is now in New
York, possess peculiar interest to the people
of this country on account of his relations to
the greatest of English journals, and his re-
putation as a man of liberal culture, keen
powers of observation, and marked sagacity
of judgment. In a long conversation with a
Tribune reporter on Thursday evening Mr.
Walter touched upon several topics which
occupy an important place in the minds of
Americans. Among the subjects discussed
were the Centennial Exposition, the luxuries
and conveniences of American railway travel,
some aspects of the political question, manu-
facturing and agricultural interests, the hard
money issue, hard times, and free trade.
With all themes taken up he seemed fullj^
conversant. He frequently cited English ex-
amples for America, and deplored the fact
that the latter nation should apparentlj' pr
for to undergo hard experience instead of
profiting by that of the mother country. In
many instances the situation of the two had
been identical; and yet Americans failed to
see the logic of events—would close their
eyes and stumble over the ruts when the
smooth road lay spread out before them.

Mr. Walter said he had traveled extensively
since his arrival in this country, visitin«-
Boston, Albany, Chicago, Cincinnati, Wasl?-
ington, Philadelphia, and many other of the
principal cities. Mr. Walter did not feel
himself competent to judge of the eomfort of
ordinary American railway traveling. He had
ridden so luxuriously, in the special Pullman
car which had been placed at his disposal that
he was unable to form an idea of the way in
which other people traveled. " The palac
car," he exclaimed enthusiastically, " is fit

for the Queen to ride in ! In fact, it is much
handsomer than the one she uses." The
liberality with which railroad directors car-
ried him to and fro over the land was a cause
of great astonishment to Mr. Walter. It was
a courtesy entirely unknown in EmWand.
The Queen herself was obligecl to pay im-
mense sums every year for railway convey-
ance, and no railroad company in all England
would think of offering a coach for the free
use of any gentleman, public or private. The
American car, in Mr. Walter's estimation, was
far superior to the English carriage. The
possibility of being shut in with tliioves or
madmen (it had fallen to his own lot to be
shut in with a madman;) the close, cramped
quarters which in their very nature stifled all
the comfort out of the unhappy traveler; the
partitioning a man from the sight and society
of his fellow creatures; and, above all, the
shortness of the carriages, which caused them
to sway and jerk about so violently that con-
versation became a torture, and reading an
impossibility; all those things combined to
render a journey in an English railway car-

^0 a matter of something worse than un-
permanentway," or road-

bed of the English railroad, was much more
substantial than that of the American, but
the English carriages could not be compared
with the American cars.
Mr. Walter's opinion of tho Centennial Ex-

position was very high. It was cerlainfy tho

.?nr'v ;V"'' n
'"^^' 'iy^^' ^''f,

'^"l>«'-ior of way America had strany ol tho other World s Fairs. Ho expressed '

ral order of thiiu^s

himself as delighted with the good mam
exhibited by the people he had met at
Exposition. Many of them bore traces of
farmer in their dress and talk, but in no (

had he seen signs of the boor. Yankee c
osity was to be noticed on all sides, but
caricatured Yankee inquisitiveness did it

manifest itself.
'"

The political situation was looked upoi
Mr. Walter with great interest. He
somewhat surprised to learn that Congr
men and other officers were elected on the
of the Presidential election. It seemed m jij

proper that a special dignity should be c.
ferred upon the candidates for the Presidon •

The salaries to national officers seemed
small to him when compared with th<
penses which they must meet in Washiiigt
He thought senatorial and judicial posiTi(
should be made worthy of the acceptance
the best men in the country

; and though tt"
were usually filled by the best men, who
cepted sacrifices from motives of patriotis

,

it too frequently happened that weak p

'

sons, unable to withstand the temptati
which accompanied these places of trust, \v(

appointed to fill them, and disgrace, not oi

to them but to the whole countrj',' follow,
Asa matter of economy it paid to spend nmn
to prevent being made a laughing sto( k
especially to a great nation. ""With the t

pensive way in which Americans in the bi;;ii

circles lived, it was impossible to meet i

outlay with the salary given by the Gov.-i
ment to its leading statesmen, and if th
were not men of wealth they must ei;h
steal or get into debt. He di.d not feel qua
fied to judge America on his slight acqaaii
ance with the subject, but if England shou
try this sort of economy it would be, with,.
doubt, her ruin. The Mayor of London i

ceived £5,000 (about 825,060j per annum, ai
the judges were paid correspondingly lar;
salaries. Looking upon it as an outsider i

felt it would be wise economy for the Uniti
States to follow England's lead and give s(

adequate paymont'lbr the labors of her
vants. The rumor of serious trouble aris
from the closeness of the Presidential electio
was scouted by Mr. Walter as a matter of c
serious difficulty. He felt sure there was d
danger of another civil war, there being n
great issues at stake, and the memory of th
last war being still too fresh in the minds (

the people to allow them seriously to coi
template the idea of again taking up arm
against their brothers. The foreign min
was much more willing to believe in the sir
cerity of tho cry for reconciliation bet\
the North and South than were many'Nortl^
erners and Southerners.

" Hard times," Mr. Walter said were affect
ing England when he left that country. Th
business troubles were much worse, how(
upon the continent, more especially in (for
many. France, alwaj's the lucky nation, whos
crops wore good and whose people lived an(
thrived upon almost nothing, was the riches
of them all

;
but America he found was not fa

behind. With her wonderful resource of eoa
and iron, and her manufacturing and agricul
tural resources, the United States would soor
shako off their present commercial lothar>ry
they were bound, if they would only hast'er
tho return to specie payment, to find thei
solves in brisk business before long. In oiu

mgelj- reversed the natu
iManufacturos gonoralljp
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*ere a result of agriculture, and people only

ime to towns after the agricultural interests

jid been fully developed. But here this was

J)t true. With room for hundreds of millioDS

4 many of the States, the manufacturing el-

fuent has been developed so far out of its pro-

lir proportion that the cry already went up
(' too many manufactories. Despite the en-

!mou8 grain and vegetable products of the

inted States, their agricultural resources had
ly been touched, not worked.

From the *' New York Observer."

Babylon's FaJl.

"In that same night was Belshazzar, the

ing, slain"— so briefly and terribi}' is the

irrative
cut short in the Book of Daniel.

It from the contemporary authorities, of

3se of the next century, we are able to fill

some of the details as they were antici-

ted or seen at the time. It may be that,

according to Berosus, the end wa,-* not with-

at a struggle, and that one or other of the

ngs who ruled over Babylon was killed in

bard-won fight without the walls. But the

irger part of the accounts are steady to the

ddennees and completeness of the shock,

ad all combine in assigning an important

art to the great river, which, as it had been

le pride of Babylon, now proved its destruc-

on. The stratagems by which the water

as diverted, first in the Gyndes and then in

36 Euphrates, are given partly by Herodotus
nd partly by Xenophon. It is their effect

lone which need here be described. "A way
as made in the sea"—that sea like lake

—

and a path in the mighty waters." " Chariot

nd horse, army and power" are, as in the

attle of the Milvian bridge, lost in the dark

ti'eam to rise up no more, extinguished like

torch plunged in the waters. Tlie hundred
ates, all of bronze, along the vast circuit of

he wall, the folding-doors, the two-leaved

;ates which so carefully guarded the ap
iroachcs of the Euphrates, opened as by
nagic for the conqueror; " her waves roared

ike great waters, the thunder of their voice

vas uttered." The inhabitants were caught
n the midst of their orgies. The Hebrew
leer trembled as he saw the revellers uneon
icious of their impending doom, like the Per
lian seer for his own countrymen before the

)attle of Plataea. But it was too late. " Hei

)rinces, and her wise men, and her captains

md her rulers, and her mighty men were ca^t

nto a perpetual sleep," from which they never

)?oke. They succumbed without a struggle,

-hej' forbore to fight. They remained in the

"astnesses of their towering houses ; their

night failed ; they became as women, they
were hewn down like the flocks of lambs, of

sheep, of goats, in the shambles or at the

iltar. To and fro, in the panic of that night,

;he messengers encountered each other with

;he news that tlie city was taken at one end,

before the other end knew. The bars were
broken, the passages were stopped, the tall

30USIS were in flames, the fountains weredried
up by (he heat of the conflagration. The con-

juemrs, chiefly the fierce mountaineers from
Lhe Median mountains, dashed through the

terrified city like wild beasts. They seemed
to scent out blood for its own sake ; they

?ared not for the splendid metals that lay in

Lhe Babylonian treasure-houses; they hunted
iown the fugitives as if they were chasing

ieer or catching runaway sheep. With their

bugo bows they cut in pieces tne young men

whom thej- encountered ; they literally ful-

filled the savage wish of the Israelite captives,

by seizing the infant children and hurling

them against the ground, till they were torn

limb from limb in the terrible havoc. A celes-

tial sword flashes a first, a second, a third, a

fourth, and yet again a fifth time, at each suc-

cessive blow sweeping away the chiefs of the

State, the idle boasters, the chariots, the trea-

sures, the waters. The Hammer of the Na-

tions struck again and again and again, as

on the resounding anvil—and with repeated

blows beat down the shepherd as he drove

his flock through the wide pasture of the cul-

tivated spaces, the husbandman as he tilled

the rich fields within the walls with his yoke

of oxen—no less than the lordly prince or

chief. The houses were shattered ; the walls

with their broad walks on their tops, the

gateways mounting up like towers, were in

flames.

And yet more significant even than the fall

of the monarchy and the ruin of the city was

the overthrow of the old religion of the Chal-

d£en world by the zeal of the Persian mono
theists. The huge golden statue of Bel, the

Sun God—from which Babylon itself, "the

gate of Bel," derived its name—on the sum-

mit of his lofty temple ;
Nebo, the Thoth, the

Hermes, the God of the Chaldien learning, to

whom at least three of the Babylonian kings

were consecrated by name, in his sanctuary at

Borsippa, of which the ruins still remain
;

Merodach, the tutelary god of the city, the

favorite deity of Nebuchadnezzar, "the Eldest,

the most ancient" of the divinities—trembled,

as the Israelites believed, from head to foot, as

the great Iconoclast apijroached. "Bel bow
ed down and Nebo stooped, Merodach is brokei

in pieces." The High Priest might stand out

long against the conquerors, and defend the

venerated images at the cost of his life ; they

could not resist the destroyer's shock ; thei

vast size did but increase the horror, it may bi

said the grotesqueness, of their fall ; the beasts

of burden on which the broken fragments

would have to be piled groaned under the ex

pectatiou of the weight; the wagons which

bore them away creaked under the prospect of

the unwieldy freight. VViih the fall of these

greater divinities, the lesser fell also. In the

more cynical form of the latter traditions the

frauds of the selfish priesthood were exposed
;

the monster shapes of the old worship were

burst asunder by the sagacity of the Jewish

captive and the special favor of the Persian

king. But in the ancient contemporary wit-

nesses there is no such littleness mixed with

the proud exultation which tells only how in

the same general ruin all the sculptured figures

come clatteringdown, and were broken to frag-

ments. And where was the King? The Chal-

dean records describe how the Prince who had

taken refuge at Borsippa was carried off cap-

tive to the mountains of Caramania. But the

Jewish records know of nothing but the king

who "in that same night" was slain.

" Belsh.izzar's grave is m.ide,

His kingdom passed away.

He, in the balance weiglied,

Is light and worthle.ss clay
;

The shroud his robe of state
;

His canopy the stone.

The Mede is at his gate,

The Persian on his throne !"

—Dea7i Stanley.

his, (he being a minister of the Gospel) an-

swered, that she believed her gift was to honor,

adore and worship Almighty God in awful
silence, and to approach near His throne and
lay humbly prostrate at his footstool, begging
and imploring mercy of his sacred Majesty
for the inhabitants of the earth."

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH

" Martha Hawkshurst be

Friend what her gift was, i

asKed by
pas not like

The closing days of the 100th anniversary

of our nation's existence are suggestive of re-

flections on the results left to us of value in

thetrue issues which concern immortal beings.

Of material things we can enumerate much
that indicates progress, and we might portray

a picture of accumulated industry, art, inven-

tion, and population, quite flattering to our

national pride. The natural tendency of the

human mind to rest in the visible and tem-

poral, rather than the unseen and eternal, is

constantly leading us astray in our estimate

of real gain. "The world passeth away and
the lustthereof, but he that doeth the will of

God abideth forever." Were this great truth

kept constantly in view, and acted upon, how
greatly would the aims and efforts of the mass

of mankind be diverted from their present

channels. It would then be perceived that

many things now eagerly sought and highly

esteemed, are but an abomination in the sight

of Him who " searcheih all hearts, and under-

stantleth all the imaginationsof the thoughts;"

and that whilst laying np treasures for them-

selves of an earthly nature, men are not rich

toward God. The responsibilities which rest

upon professing Christians must increase with

the advantages bestowed upon them by a

bountiful Creator. If the agency of steam

and electricity has given new wings to com-

merce, and poured the treasures of the east

into the lap of the west, it has also opened new
channels for the spread of Christianity, and

has equallv accelerated the means of printing

and disseminaiing the Truth. The material

wealth of the United States has grown amaz-

ngly within the la-t half of the century, by

the discovery and development of her mineral

treasures of iron, coal, oil, hilver and gold ; by

the subjugation of her forests, and the broad

acreage of soil brought under tillage. How
closely connected with the true happiness of

her people is it that they should profit by tho

example of a favored nation of old, who were

brought by the Almighty "into a good land,

and of brooks of water, of fountains and

depth, that spring out of the valleys and hills,

a land of wheat, and barley, and vines„and

fig trees, and pomegranates ; a land of oil, olive

and honey ;" " a land whose stones are iron,

and out of whose hills thou may dig brass;"

and who were expressly charged not to gay

in their heart, " Mij power and the might of

mine hand hath gotten me this wealth. But

thou shalt remember the Lord thy God; for

it is He that giveth thee power to get wealth."

Our countrymen challenge the admiration

of the world for our system of free public in-

struction, and boast that every child within

the borders of most of the States may acquire

an education to fit him for any position in life

without cost. But whil^t taking credit to our-

selves for this, must we not at the same time

offset our complacent feelings with the pain-

ful reflection, that the people of the United
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States consume annually more than S600,-
000,000 worth of intoxicating drinks, while
they spend only about $96,000,000 in educa-
tion. That the number of schools in the land
is less than 142,000, while the licensed places
wherestrong drink is retailed exceed 143,000.
Ill 1872, there were 63,0U0 places of worship
in the United States, and a total of 248,992
(licensed and unlicensed) places where liquors
were sold, or nearly four dram shops for every
meeting-house ! These hot beds of crime pro-
duced their legitimate fruit, as we find that in
the city of Philadelphia alone, there were
40,000 arrests made by the police for the year
1872.*

"By their fruits ye shall know them."
Truly it is no time for those who claim to be
the followers of Christ to fold their hands in
slothful indifference to the world around them,
and rest in their ceiled houses in the selfish
conclusion that they are not their brothers'
keepers, nor responsible for the public evils
which surround them, whilst neither effort, nor
the means bestowed on them by a beueficenl
Creator are devoted to His service.

"Life and immortality have been brought
to light through the Gospel," and we rejoice
to believe that the innumerable company al-
ready filling the ranks of the Lamb's army,
is being daily increased by accessions in this
land of light and knowledge. It is fitting
that the hearts of Christian men and women
should becheered in their labors by thoughts
of the souls that are won, and the wau-es re-
ceived by the reapers in the great tuirvest
field. Of the increase of the Eedeemer's gov-
ernment and kingdom, we are assured there
shall be no end, and those who are engaged
in laboring in His vineyard, under the con-
straining influences of His love and good
spirit, however humble and unobtrusive their
sphere of service may be, should take courage
from this truth, and also remember that ifis
word shall not return unto Him void, butshall
prosper in the thing whereunto He hath sent

The German Parliament, by a vote of 206 to 116, lias

rejected a_ motion to postpone the abolition of import

SUMM.A.RY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Tlie representative.^ of the great Euro-

pean Powers have met at Constantinople and have had
a preliminary conference. The Rnssian ambassador in
Paris has received a letter from Prince Gortschakoff
declaring that Kussias instructions to General Ignatieff',
the Russian plenipotentiary at the Conference, will
show that she has not arrived at an irrevocable de-
cision. The Bulgarian.s have submilted their demands
through the British representative. They ask a general
amnesty for all political offijnders, self-government,
complete religious equality before the law, decrease of
taxation, the disarming of the Mohammedans, &c.
The (freek population of Turkey has presented an

address to the Porte, expressing devotion to the govern-
ment of Turkey, and at the same time protesting
against its granting concessions exclusively to the
Sclavonic provinces.
The Argentine Consul at London has received a tele-

gram from the Argentine Finance Minister, announc-
ing that the rebellion in Kntre Rios has terminated
and that the Republic is peaceful. The statements
telegraphed to London about a general insurrection
are false.

The merchant shipping of the civilized world ex-
cepting Russia, .Spain and Portugal, from which we
have no returns, stands (bus;
British Empire 7,741,257 tons.
Uther nations, . . . .11 225 21 1 "

British Isles, .... 6[os7'7ol "
United States, . . . . •i772'217 "
Norway,

1 2 15 '"'•':! "
Germany,

l'(i5,s'-i(I;; "

* These figures r

entitled, "Our Wa
re lake
lied Re

i,ij:j7,27:)

Ilargrcavcs' \

until First mo. 1st, 1879,
A special dispatch to the London Standard from

Alexandria stales that the British Consul General has
written to the King of Aby.ssinia oflft-ring to mediate
between him and the Kheiive. Major Barlow, an
Englishman, who it was recently announced was on his
way to Abyssinia to take command of the king's army,
has been stopped by order of the Khedive.
The New Zealand Parliament has adjourned, having

completed the work of consolidating the various pro-
vinces into one colony. A severe storm passed over
the northern part of New Zealand on the 11th ult., oc-
casioning great damage. A large number of tires
cau.sed by the lightning occurred : the lo.sses aggregate
*2,.500,000.

^^ ^

The French Cabinet has been partially reconstructed.
Jules Simon has been appointed President of the Coun-
cil and Minister of the Interior, and Martel, Minister
of Justice, in place of Dufaure and Marcere who retire.
Tlie other ministers retain their positions. The new
President of the Council has made a statement to the
Senate and Chamber of Deputies, which was well re-
ceived. He declared himself profoundly a Republican
and Conservative, and devoted to liberty of conscience,
He also had a sincere reverence for religion. He said
President MacMahon had endeavored on all occasions
to act strictly in accordance with the principles of con
Rtitiitional government. The Ministers united among
themselves, and with the parliamentary majority, in the
desire to maintain a Republican Constitution.
The recently published judicial statistics of France

reveal the f.ict that in 1874 the number of suicides had
reached the unprecedented number of .5617. Of these
4435 were males and 1182 females; 29 were under six-
teen and 1000 over sixty years old.
On the 16th the Chamber of Deputies voted 392

against 116, to suppress the surtax on salt, notwith-
standing the repeal was opposed by Say, Minister of
Finance.

It is stated from Vienna that the Servians are pre-
paring to renew the war. The soldiers belonging to
the active army of Servia have been ordered to rejoin

' eir colors by the 22d inst.

In consequence of the refusal of the Basque provinces
of Spain to pay the sum of 18,500,000 reals demanded
from them for the maintenance of the army of occupa-

,
the treasury of the Provincial Deputation was

seized by Gen. Qiiesada's orders, when it was found to
be empty.
The accounts of the famine received from Madras are

worse than those from Bombay. Large numbers of
starving people are flocking into M.idras. In the coun-
try districts much disease and great distress exists
among the inhabitants.

\ dispatch from Rome says that the Parliamentary
Committee on the revision of the penal code have un-
animously agreed to report in favor of abolishing the
death penalty.

The latest Mexican advices do not promise an early
.settlement of the troubles in that unhappy country.
After the downfall of Lerdo's government, Iglesias, late
Chief Justice, ordered Diaz to procliim bis (I»lesias')
Presidency. This Diaz declined to do unless he could
name four members of the Cabinet. This was refused
by Iglesias, whereupon Diaz proclaimed himself Pro-

sional President, and anew struggle is impending.
A Vienna dispatch of the London News says, the

prolongation of the armistice until Third month 1877
18 now certain. Turkey objected to a shorter terra, and
Russia made no opposition because only 120,000 Rus-

soldiers are as yet concentrated on the frontier. A
delay has been cau.sed by unexpected difficulties of
transportation.

Manufactures and trade in Great Britain continue
reatly depressed. The Bank of England rate of in-

terest has been long stationary at two per cent per
annum, but loans are readily procured in the open
market at IJ per cent, on well secured four months'
bills.

A colliery explosion occurred the IStli inst., near
Newport, South Wales. Seventeen dead bodies had
been recovered and many other miners taken out alive
were seriously and some fatally injured

Unitei" Statks.—The amount of silvir,',, in .,,i,l ,.„f

from the Unil..! .Stales Tro.snrer's ,.111, -.^ 1,,,,. ,', "

nencemeril „r Hu- issue f„r Iho ,-c.\.;,r,,i,.., ,,f ,1,',. 'li'"'-

ionalcurrun,'v, am,>unlo,l on the lOih insi i,, ^'i i-,i;

51!.
.-1,1H,,-

The House of Representatives, by a vote of 107 to 53
las passed a bill which provides that silver dollars of
he weight of .112.5 crains shall be coineil at the mints

debts, public and private, except where payment of old
coin is required bylaw. The standard "is thattlb-
lished by the act of Congress passed First mo. 18, p.
The interments in Pliiladelphia last week nu.nlfed

319. The Philadelphia City Councils have detertt ed
that the tax rate for 1877 shall be 2} per centum lU
the assessed value of real estate, the assessment l|jg

in most cases fully up to the market value of the i^.

perty.
1

General Wade Hampton has been inaugurate 'a?

Governor of South Carolina. A certificate signe vr

Hayne, the colored Secretary of State, was read ,)i i,

occasion, announcing that the vote for governor ,s id

Hampton 92,261, Chamberlain 91,127. '

An ice gorge above St. Louis broke on the 12ih lit.

and forced down the ice in front of the citv, carr in

with it a number of steamers lying at the bank. Sjie
of these were crushed and others damaged—total .is

from $150,000 to $200,000.
'

No fewer than four hundred and eighty-five billsjte

before Congress which were left over from last sess'i.

It is supposed that not one-fourth of these will be a 'd

upon.

At the late election in West Virginia 100,148 vija

were polled, of which Tilden received 56,563, H; is

41,996 and Cooper 1,587.
The bill reducing the salary of the President of W

United States from $50,000 to $25,000 per ann|i,
which passed both Houses last .session and was vel'ii

by President Grant, was again before the Senile ,,n le

18th inst., the question being shall the bill pass |.

withstanding the President's objections. Thevolesl d
yeas 25, nays 19,—the bill therefore fails for warn ,i

two-thirds vote.

Both Houses of Congress have adopted resolmi =

for the appointment of committees to act inconjiiii, n

or co-operation with each other to prepare anil rr] i

without delay, a plan of counting the electoral 'e
adapted to the present emergency.

Tke M'lrketx, <ic.—The following were the quoliti s

on the 18lh inst. PhUadelphia.—American gold, li ;.

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, UU do. coupons, 1 1
;

do. 1867, registered, 112.V; do. coupons, 115|; do. 5 r

-nts, lllj a 112i
; do. U per cents, 108J. Cott„n, }

2J cts. lor unlands and New Orleans. Flour, - i

19.00 per bbl. Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.37 a SI
;

amber, $1.40 a $1.43; white, $1.42 a $1.47. live S

a 80 cts. Yellow corn, 60 cts. ; new southern, 52 ,i ii

cts. Old white oats, 49 a 50 cts. ; lower grades, 31 a 2

cts. Sales of 3776 beef cattle at the two principal ili e

yards. Extra at 5J a 6,i cts. per lb. gross ; 5 a 5 1 ..

for fair to good, and 4 a 4J cts. for common. SIum| 1

a 7} cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 13,800 head. II,
,

$7..50 a $8.25 per 100 lb. net. Receipts 5400 In .

New For^.-Superfine flour, $4.85 a $5.15; finer Inai
,,,

$5.50 a $10.00. No. 1 white winter wheat, $\Ahi
$1.47; amber winter, $1.40; No. 2 Milwaukie spri 1,

$1.36; No. 3 Chicago spring, $1.25; No. 2 C,
$1.32. Oat.s, 33 a 52 cts. State rye, 93 cts. ; w
81 a 82 cts. Yellow corn, 62 cts.; mixed,
Chicago.—"No. 1 spring wheat, $1.20; No. 3 do., :

$1,083-. No. 2 corn, m cts. Oats, 33 cts. 1

cts. Barley, 65 cts. Lard, $10.30 per 100 IL
iouAs.—No. 2 red fall wheat, $1.34; No. 3, $1.3(
2 corn, 41 cts. Oats, 32 cts. Rye, 70i cts. Lai
cts.

TEACHER WANTED.
A suitably qualified te.icher for the Adelphi Color:

School, Girls' department.
Address or apply, with reference, to

Caleb Wood, 524 South Second Street,
Israel H. Johnson, 809 Spruce Street,
Samuel Biker, corner Queen and Knox strec
Germantown.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhiladeJphii
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. WortI

INGTON, M. D. 1

Applications for the Admission of Patients may i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board f

Manacers.

ofth, ited States, ill be :

lev Mo

28lh .it

n tlu. Uth of Eleventh month, 1876, afterl
i-ss, KioiuocvA, wife of William Matlack.
I'arol her agi', an esteemed member of Che
ly Meciing, New Jersey.
his residence, in Wa-"hinglon Co., Pa., ll

evenlh ni,)nth, 1876, Wit.MAM HancolK, ;

.i^i:^'iro;^Mo:""'""'"'^''""^'""'"'
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Peasant life in Burpndy.
(Conclt d <i from page 147.)

The old classical hahit of putting a coin

to the hand of the dead to pay Cliaron with

1! survives among the French peasantry.

ley have forgotten Charon, and cannot tell

lu why they put the coin into the dead hand,

it they would not omit the ceremony. A
uch more touching practice is that of put-

g flowers into the coffin of a child. They
11 you their reason for this, which is, that

e child must have them to play with. This,

0, is a classical idea—the old idea, that life

some kind continued dimly in the tomb
self.

The women go on the day of the Purifica-

)n, to read the Gospel to the bees with a

|hted taper in their hands. I have seen this

)ne, and done in serious earnest, with a per-

et faith that the bees could derive spiritual

[vantage from the reading, and were, at

'ast, so far. Christians. I need scarcely add

(lat there is the usual superstition against

BiB sale of bees. They may be given or ex-

i^anged, but if bought and sold they will

On Shrove Tuesday, the peasants have a

dicrous custom of jumping as high as they

m. They believe that this makes their

3mp grow. They listen to the cry of the

lail with great interest, because they believe

lat ho announces the price of wheat—but

mehow there is always a difficulty in mak-
g out the figure which he announces. They
ealso convinced that the cattle talk together

1 Christmas night, at the time of the mid-

ght mass ; but curiosity as to what the cat-

e may say is repressed as dangerous, there

esing a legend that the farmer who hid him-
If in the cow-house to listen heard the pre-

iction of his own speedy demise which took

lace accordingly in a few days. Thousands
if peasants believe this just as firmly as they
iislieve things in the ordinary course of na-

ire.

The peasant mind is in such an uncritical

Dndition that it is subject to occular illusions,

ven iu perfectly healthy persons. I remcm-
er a young farmer who told people that one
ay I was walking with his father, and made
lyself appear to him twice as tall as his

der

appeared a giant of 11 ft. 8 in. The origin

of the illusion, iu this case, was the belief that

I had magic powders, which would cause a

predisposition to see something wonderful.

Manj- people are believed to have magic pow-
ders, but in my case this is fully accounted

for Jby a chemical laboratory in which I am
n the habit of pursuing investigations in the

chemistry of etching and painting. * * *

The priests do nothing to discourage popu-

lar superstition ; indeed, it may be suspected

that they prefer a superstitious state of mind
to a more enlightened one. They bless sprigs

of boxwood, which are a protection against

nfluences. They do not deny the exist-

ence of the powers of darkness, but combat
them by religious ceremonies. One of the

most striking of these ceremonies is the bless

ng of the fields, which takes place three days

before the feast of the ascension. In the beau-

liful May time, the time of blossoming trees,

rustic altars are erected by the villagers, and

the priest leaves the church to go in procession

from one to another, bearing the Holy Sacra-

ment. The arrangements about the altars

are left entirely to the peasants themselves,

ho erect them without any ecclesiastical or

artistic direction, and the priest always ac-

cepts them just as they are. This ceremony
of the Rogations ha-* always seemed to mo one

of the most beautiful of all Eoman Catholic

ceremonies, and it is at the same time a strik-

ing instance of the skill with which the Ro-

man Church adapts herself to all situations

and circumstances, and of her readiness to

take trouble that she may win sympathy an
'

awaken interest. * * * Here you have

the genuine rustic religion of the peasantry,

They like to see the priest come among them

and carry the holy sacrament through the

fields that they may be blessed and yield an

abundant harvest. The poetic sense which
exists in their uncultured minds has its exer-

cise on these occasions in the building of the

rustic altar with its green bower for an apse,

and its vases, and candles and flowers. All is

so closely connected with the beauty of the

beautiful season, that even the rude mind feels

the harmony between the ceremony and the

time. The year has given its first promise in

the flowers, the gen'tle air breathes warm,
summer is coming fast, and after it the pea-

sant looks to the wealth of autumn. * * *

As a special protection the peasants have

hazel boughs blessed by the priest on this oc-

casion, and set them in their fields as a de-

fence against hail, which they are believed to

avert.

It is not by any means easy to ascertain the

exact degree of influence which the Church of

Rome possesses over the peasant mind, bo-

cause the people of that class are cautious and
reticent in the expression of their opinions

;

but a close observer may easily perceive that

a strong sceptical spirit has invaded the rural

the last few years. At the
ither by throwing some magic po ^
Ms eyes. The old man and I were about the I districts durin_

imo height (5 ft. 10 in.) so that I must have [last ceremony of the Rogations which I wit

nessed, the only men present who belonged
to the hamlet were half a dozen who hap-
pened to bo preparing materials for a new
jridge. They were shaping the beams upon
the green, close to the altar, and they went
on with their work, giving loud strokes with
the axe, till the procession was almost upon
them. The women protested against this as

unbecoming, and did at last obtain a sort of
surly acquiescence ; but the men remained
with their wooden beams behind the altar,

and did not join the little congregation. I

made inquiry' about other inhabitants of the
hamlet, and discovered that they were all at

their work in the fields and woods, not hav-
ng thought it worth while to quit their labor

for an hour, even for the most important
rural ceremony of the year. The women and
children were there, taking a childish pleasure

in their own little arrangements of pots and
candles and May flowers ; but the men in the

fields and woods can scarcely have believed

that the ceremony had much practical utilitj'^.

another hamlet, not a man was to be seen

at the ceremony, except those who had come
with the procession, and who might in some
instances have joined it from self-interest, to

stand well with a powerful noble family which
owns a large property in the neighborhood.

The real feeling of the men-peasants in this

part of France seems to be, that religion is a

sort of precaution which may not turn out to

be of any use, but which it is as well to take,

according to the proverb, ' if it does no good,

it can do no harm.' When the rustic sticks

a blessed hazel twig in his field to preserve it

from hail, he cannot feel that it is a sure pre-

ventive because he has often seen fields lashed

with hail notwithstanding hazel twigs and
benedictions. But then, on the other hand,

his fields have often escaped when the blessed

hazel was sot up in them, and at these times

it is just possible that the blessed branch may
have been of use. At any rate the precau-

tion, such as it is, is one that costs very little

trouble. This as far as I have been able to

ascertain, is the exact shade of mingled faith

and scepticism amongst my rural neighbors.

It has always been a very interesting pro-

blem for me whether the men peasants in this

region can be more accurately described as

bc'lieving their religion or as not believing it.

A friend of mine says that they do really be-

lieve, but have a kind of surface-scepticism

which covers their belief. This is one view.

The other is that they have a surface-religion

which covers a basis of scepticism as shallow

water may cover a rocky bed. There is a

distinct vein of scepticism amongst the men,

which is as like the Voltairean spirit as the

difference between Voltaire and an unlettered

peasant will admit. It is most difficult to

describe with exact truth a condition of mind

which hardly ever expresses itself quite open-

ly, and of which the peasants themselves are

seldom quite clearly conscious. They believo

iu the efficacy of old wives' prayers for the
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cure of burns and dislocated shoulders, and
yet at the same time, if you tell them of a

miracle fully auihtntieated bj'the clergy, they
(the men) will look at each other and smile

with the most evident incredulity. For ex-

ample there is a young lady, six nflles from
my house, whose family I know. A little

time since she was in a deplorable state,

partially paralyzed and unable to walk. ' If

I could be taken to Lourdes,' she said, 'I

know I should get better.' To Lourdes she

was taken accordingly, and came back to all

appearance cured. .She can walk and run—

I

saw her do both in my own garden not a

week since, and she now leads quite an active

life. Here was a miracle which would have
excited a believing population to enthusiasm,

and yet there has been no enthusiasm about

it in the neighborhood, and the men say that

it was not a miracle at all, that the young
lady had ups and downs in her health before,

and will probably have them again. In the

ages of real faith, a person so favored by su-

pernatural power would have created the

most intense excitement. People would have
travelled far to see her—to touch the hem of

her garment, if haply, some supernatural

virtue misht pass from her to them. The
peasants did not seem so much interested in

the matter as I was myself. The case inter-

ested me as a remarkable evidence of the effect

(;f imagination. A visit to Lourdes has never
restored an organ whose anatomical structure

has been changed by accident or disease, but
the influence of it on the imagination of a

real believer is often so strong as to produce
a very remarkable and beneficial effect upon
the nervous system."
Hamerton gives a detailed and interesting

description of the pilgrimages to certain places

at which alleged miracles have been perform-
ed that have recently been so much in favor

in certain parts of France. They are usually

started by the bishop of the diocese from
which the pilgrimage takes its departure. He
sets forth in a printed document of great
length, the merits of the saint or blessed per-

sonage, and also the great favor of the supreme
pontiff towards all pilgrims who visit the holj'

shrine. Having done this, he commits the
matter to the devout adherents of the church
among the women, and he takes no further
trouble until the day arrives when ho goes at

the head of his flock. Female emissaries go
forth among the people, and display the most
remarkable energy in hunting up recruits for

tiie pilgrimage. As to the men they gener-
ally regard the whole affair with an indiffer-

ence closely allied to contempt.
In regard to family relations among the

peasantry, our author thinks that genorallj'

speaking there is not much love or afl'ection

between married persons, but neither, on the
other hand, does there seem to be much dis-

trust or quarelling or conjugal infidelity.

What an inestimable blessing it might be
to the rural ])opulation and the whole people
of Franco, if the many millions of dollars now
expended every year in the support of a stand-

ing army counted by hundreds of thousands
of soldiers, wv.vo ap])lied towards i'stui)liMliing

and supporting a good system of common
scliocjjs, free to all, and not subject to the un-

due inlliience of tlio Roman Catholic clergy.

Together with the schools, there is also great

need of a cheap literature for the diffusion of

useful knowliMlge, and especially of the all-im-

portant truths taught by oui-lloly llodeomor.

For '• Tlie Frienil."

Mary Aim Cliipp.

For our younger members we select an ac

count of Mary Ann Clapp, a child who died

in the year 1816, when between 10 and 11

years old. Although many years have passed

since then, we believe it cannot be, even now,

read without interest, and we trust, benefit.

When about five years old she lost a sister,

which much affected her mind ; and after

wards, in alluding to it, she said, " I thought
I might die too, and I felt afraid if I did die,

thatl should not go to heaven." Being asked
what she did when she felt these fears, she

answered, I used to go by myself and cry and
pray.

Her mother hearing her cry one night, in-

quired the cause of it; the child replied, that

some time before, she bad spoken what was
not quite true, and she was now grieved that

she had committed so great a sin, fearing her

Maker would not forgive her.

When taken ill she was very anxious about
her future state, and being asked whether she

was willing to die, she answered, " I should

be willing if I knew that my sins were par-

doned;" and added, "I should be glad to be

one of the little flock which the Saviour car-

ries in His arms." But, through the conde-

scending mercy of God, this anxiety of mind
did not continue long before she received a

comfortable evidence that her sins were for-

given. Ste desired her mother to pray with
her, and soon became quiet, saying, "My
doubts are now all removed—my sins are for-

given
; I am willing to die at any time when

God shall please." She asked her mother to

read to her out of the Bible and other good
books, and although she could repeat the fol-

lowing lines, yet it was her wish to have them
read :

" See Israel's gentle Shepherd stand
With all engaging cliarma;

Hark ! how He calls the tender Iambs,

And folds them in His arms."

She often spoke of dying, saying: "I long-

to be in my Saviour's arms; there were no
terrors in death to them that love God."
After referring to the kindness of her parents,

she added, I shall not feel the want of father

or mother ; my Saviour will be all in all.

An uncle and aunt having visited her, on
bidding them farewell, she wished her love to

be given to her cousins, saying, " Tell them
to be good girls and seek the Lord early, and
they shall surely find Him." At another time
she said, " I am sure that I love God, because
he is good—good to me ; He has given me
many good things; He preserved me, and Ho
has forgiven my sins; 1 am sure that I love

God with all my heart." A Friend praying
with her, she desired him to pray for other
little children also, that they all might become
good and be happy. When asked whether
she felt assured of going to heaven, she said,
'' I think I cannot bo deceived, 1 think I shall

certainly go to heaven, because 1 love God
with all my heart, and ho will never cast off

any who lovo him so much." Being asked
whether she had thought of God that morn-
ing, she i-epliod, "O! yes, I love him, and
have been thinking of him with pleasure."

While having her dress changed, she remark-
ed, " I shall not need clothes much longer

—

I shall soon bo clothed in the robes of the
Savioui''s righteousness;'' and at another time,

"I shall soon be in that hajipy i)lace—soon
|

shall rest my head on my Saviour's bosom :

'

why are his chariot wheels so long in co;

ing?" It being observed to her that she h

lost much sleep in her sickness, "Yes, sa

she, " but

In wakeful hours of night,

I call ray God to mind."

At her wish a number of her young frien

were sent for, whom she addressed with mi
tenderness, gave them good advice, and bai

them an affectionate farewell. Being in gre

distress of body, she said, " O, these are ))le

sant groans to mo, for they are my last," ai

then recited these lines:

" Jesns can make a dying bed
Feel soft as downy pillows are,

While on his breast I lean ray head,

And breathe my life out sweetly there."

To those who stood round her dying bO'

she said, " I wish you were all as happy as

am," often spoke of her prospect of fi

happiness, saying, " Come, Lord Jesus, con
quickly—Lord Jesus receive my spirit." AfC(

speaking again of the peace and joy wl
'

she felt, she quietly fell asleep in the Lot
Jesus.

For "The Friend."

Eaiuloui Notes of Travel.

Steamer Abbotsford, 6th mo. 1st, 1S75.

Leaving Philadelphia on the morning <

the 27th, at 6 o'clock, we have thus far spe

pleasantly along, with scarcely wind enoug
to fill the sails; but a heavy roll, occasions

by a Btorra north of us, is sufficient to cauf

quite an amount ofsea-sickness, of a persisten

character: for the motion never ceases nigl

or day. What a maximum of discomfort dot"!

this, heretofore to us unknown malad}'' oecii

sion, and what a minimum of sympathy doe

the sufferer receive. The stewardess attend'

her numerous patients with such an aggn
vating air of cheerfulnes.s, as she quietly n
marks, "You must not give up," "j-ou wi

soon be able to go on deck," &c., which sect

to add insult to injury, in the present stale o

our feelings. We feel that we are bej-oni

comforting, and " wish to be let alone."

But through all, the sun shines out warrahi

and brightly, tipping the waves with silver

inducing the few cabin passengers to emergt
one by one, to enjoy the floods of sunlight am
the fine fresh breeze, which blows away th'

last remains of illness. An officer has fastenei

a rope in front of our row of chairs—our back

being against the cabin skylight on the star

board quarter-deck—here we have less wint

and more quiet ; but alas for our anticipationi

of ease I a sudden lurch of the vessel causei

the whole party to slip under the protecting

cord, and a universal scream, and close eiiu

brace of the dock are the consequence. It

the general uproar, one lady exclaimed :
" Tin

ship surely will go over on her side!" '' Sht

does dip very much ! Never knew but on(

ship to careen," is tho emphatic reply of thi

ofiicer, accompanied by a slightly sarcasti<

accent.

There are but eighteen cabin passengers
and as we are too few to bo very troublesome
and half this number would represent oiii

available force in the mornings, so man_y pro.

ferrlng to i-emain in their state-rooms uiiti

almost noon, than to snuflT the freshness ol

tho early daj^, that wo please ourselves witl

the fimcy that an extra amount of liberty tc

travcrse'tho shiii is allowed us. Wo have IS?

steerage passengers, including a number ol

children, who make their end of the vesso
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5rry wilh their games and laughter. The
tie ones occasionally cross tbo mysterious

undary line of chalk on the floor, which

escribes their limits, and are obliged to be

Dt back to their own domain.

The Abbotsford is a fine vessel, well man-

d, orderly, clean and comfortable. We have

excellent table, and the passengers get on

ry nicely. The captain has given the ladies

e use of his cabin on deck, as a set-off per-

,ps to the little smoking box occupied, it i.s

jrcely necessary to say, exclusively by
lokers, not far distant. But as we find our

micile is rather too cold in the evenings,

3 generally spend them on the upper main

ck, around the snioke-pipe. By diligenllj-

ploring the nooks and corners of this lo-

lity, wo sometimes find a place sufficiently

mfortable, in which to remain for a few

(urs. The lifeboats, which are ranged along

is deck, furnish backs to our camp stools.

le former contain a supply of bread and

Iter, that thoy may be ready at a moment's
itice, in case of accident. Thus provided

-, we sit and watch the stars appear, one

one, and as we plough our way into the

rkness before us, call up the early mariners

ho crossed this sea. Of Columbus " sound-

g on his dim and perilous way," finally

choring his small fleet among the gorgeous

lands of the West. Of Sebastian Cabot,

iling down Bristol Channel, making in turn

8 discoveries along the coast of the great,

5W world; not however until Columbus had

lown him the way across the great deep.
^ xth day out.—An involuntarj' sense of

Imidity overtakes one occasionally on the

rst voyage, as we look at the black, shore

waste of water complelelj' surrounding

no ship in sight ! only this ever beavii

bstless abyss ! An iceberg was seen four

les to the north ; the keen blast which
•ought it, seemed as though it had just es

iped from the north pole ! The petrels still

How us, no one molesting them in deference

the superstition of the sailors, who believe

lat the spirits of their departed comrade>

habit them, and that storms will surely fol

w the death of one of these birds.

Last night we narrowly escaped from run

ng into a vessel which showed no lights,

id was almost dead ahead. For a few

binutes the watch lost his presence of mind,

hd rail away from his post, and the captain

opped the ship for a few minutes. This

ability to collision enhances the pleasu

ith which one hears the cheering cry of

U's Well! from the forecastle, which is

eard every two hours throughout the night

hen all is going ou smoothly.

A first voyage aci'oss the Atlantic cannot
3 monotonous. Much is made of small oc-

lurrenees—a whale spouts, or a porpoise is

Ben, the sailors heave the log and take the

eckoning, or run up the rigging and change
he sails to suit the wind, looking down com-

lacently from their dizzy height on us poor

mdsmen. Our young men are growing tired

if this enforced idleness, and play at shuffle-

»oard with unremitting perseverance.

6th rao. 8th.

This morning, on awakening, found that

md had been in sight since 2 o'clock ; went on

leek and found we were skirting the Irish

oast, which exhibited a fringeof white break-

rs at the base of the rocks, telling of shi])-

?reck and danger. And so the great ocean

crossed, and we looked upon another

hemisidiere. To us who had never seen it, it

was the now world, and we had left the old

behind. Opera glasses were in requisi-

tion, and brought to bear upon the green

fields and small cabins, faintly discernible

through the morning mist. One of our lively

company declared he saw potato-fields al-

ready, and complimented our young Irish

doctor upon the fine appearance of his native

land. It was brown and rocky enough, with

small claim to the cognomen of the Emerald
Isle. Light-houses and light-ships, and numer-

ous buoys indicate a dangerous coast. At
Queenstown the usual bustle and excitement

was occasioned by the departure of some of

our passengers, and the embarkation of others,

together with the pilot.

Next morning a drizzling rain had set in,

almost hiding the shore We had entered

Bristol Channel in the night. And " that is

England," said I, pointing to a low mountain

on our right, faintly visible through the rain.

No, ma'am, that is Wales," said our steward,

a pleasant little man, with red hair and beard.

But Wales is a part of England," said I.

No, ma'am. It is not," still more emphati-

cally, '-That is Wales!'' and, continued the

enLhusiastic Welshman, " Wales is a credit to

the kingdom ! In the whole county of Caer-

von, ma'am, there has not been a man
hung fn- eighty years! and the jails of Aber-

gavenry were empty for a whole 3^ear !" We
were afterwards told, that in Wales the clergy-

men are generally magistrates also, and there-

fore they have an opportunity of nipping

quarrels in the bud.

A few hours later we arrived at Liverpool,

having been twelve days upon the water.

Custom house officers came on board. Trunks,

valises and boxes were set out; a slight ex-

amination took place, and the ceremony was
at an end. How inspectors could do any thing

in such a scene of noise, bustle and confusion

was a mystery, but they are evidently accus-

tomed to it.

Passing over upon an unsteady plank ex-

tending from our steamer to the wheel-house

of a little black heaving satellite, we bade

farewell to the friends on board, and we soon

landed upon the shore of England. Our sense

of gratitude for preservation on the deep, and

the hope we entertained that we might be

permitted to return to our native land under

their guidance, consoled for the regret we felt

at parting from the good ship and her genial

officers. This hope was not destined to be

realized : the Abbotsford was wrecked on an

early subsequent voyage in a fog on the coast

of Wales, while under the command of a pilot,

No lives, however, were lost, and a part of

the cai'go was saved. S.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

The New Meetlug at Media, Penna.

The readers of "The Friend" will probably

be interested in knowing, that at Concord
Quarterly Meeting, held in the 11th month
last, there was read a minute addressed to it

by Chester Monthly Meeting, stating that after

deliberate consideration, it had concluded it

might be right to open a meeting for worship

at Media, Del. Co., Pa.; said meeting to be

held on the afternoon of the first day of the

week, at 3 o'clock, *o commence on the 1st

First-day in the 12th month ;
and asking the

sanction and cooperation of the Quarterly

Meeting. The subject being one of much im-

portance, claimed the careful attention ot the

meeting. After a time of due deliberation, it

was concluded to appoint a committee to

unite with a similar committee of women
Friends to attend at the opening, and assist

Friends of that Monthly Meeting in the hold-

ingof future meetings as long as it may appear
necessary. The subject having claimed the
attention of women's meeting, was united

with and a committee accordingly appointed.

Chester Monthly Meeting subsequently ap-

pointed a committee on the subject, which
with that of the Quarterly Meeting, numbers
forty-eight Friends; a portion of whom it is

expected will attend on each First-day. The
meetings held so fixr have been well attended,

and it is thought to the satisfaction of con-

cerned Friends; and it is hoped without in-

jury to the good cause. The setting up and
holding of a religious meeting is always a

serious undertaking, and unless Best Help is

afforded, vain will be the eftorts to hold it

ight. However weak and disqualified those

may at times feel who have had laid upon
them the duty of attending ; we trust, that if

the eye is kept single, and an entire depend-

ence upon Christ, the only source of strength,

experienced, it may be supported to the com-

fort and edification of many individuals, and
to the spread of the doctrines and testimonies

of the Society in those parts.

Although it may be called a day of dark-

ss and of treading down in our Societj' on
account of unfaithfulness, it is not profitable

to give way to discouragement and dwell too

much on this aspect of things immediately
surrounding us; but rather to "lift up the

hands whichhangdown,and support the fiaeble

knees." May we all remember that the Power
which, in the beginning raised up the Society,

and qualified and sent forth ministers to preach

the glad tidings of the everlasting gospel, is

the same to-day, that it was then, and if we
faithfully do in simplicity that which in Di-

vine ordering our hands find to do, may we
not hope and believe that a blessing will rest

upon the effort.

A Cashmere Lake.—Andrew Wilson says

the Maoasbal is called the most beautiful, but

it is rather the most picturesque, lake in

Kashmir. It lies close to the Jhelam on the

north-west, and is connected with that river

by a canal only about a mile long, through

which boats can pass. This lake is not much
larger than Grasraere, being scarcely three

miles long by one broad; but its shores are

singularly suggestive of peacefulness and soli-

tude. Picturesque mountains stand round a

considerable portion of it, and at one point

near, they rise to the height of 10,U00 feet,

while snowy summits are visible beyond. In

its clear, deep-green water, the surrounding

scenery is seen most beautifully imaged.

There being so little wind in Kashmir, and

the surrounding trees and mountains being

so high, this is one of the most charming fea-

tures of its placid lakes. Wordsworth has

assigned the occasional calmness of its waters

as one of the reasons why he claims that the

lake country of England is more beautiful

than Switzerland, where the lakes are seldom

seen in an unruffled state ; but in this respect

the valley of roses far surpasses our English

district, for its lakes are habitually calm
;
for

hours at a time they present an almost abso-

lute stillness ; they are beautifully clear, and
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the mountains around them are not only of

great height and picturesque shape, but, ex-

cept in the height of summer, are half covered
with snow; the clouds are of a more dazzling
whiteness than in England, and the skj' is of

a deeper blue. There, most emphatically, if

1 may be allowed slightly to alter Wordi
worth's lines

—

" The visible scene
May enter unawares into the mind,
With all its solemn imagery, its woods,
Its snow, and that divinest heaven received
Into the bosom of the placid lake."

For "The Friend."

Making of Frieuils' Clothing.

The following interesting records in refer-

ence to this subject, are taken from the 10th
volume of The British Friend, published
]84ti. They show the concern maintained at

that time that the members of the Society
should be preserved in an appearance becom-
ing their religious profession, and furnish en-

couragement to Friends at the present day
to labor to support a testimony by which the
Society has ever been characterized:

•'At the half-year's Men's Meeting held in

Dublin, the yth and 10th days of the 3d
month, 1G87,

—

"4th minute. Whereas, there was, some
years ago, a meeting of Tailors appointed,
that they might meet together, to see that
none do exceed the bounds of Truth in making
of apparel according to the vain and change-
able fashions of the world; which meeting
having been for some time past neglected,
there is a desire in the minds of Friends of
this meeting to have it renewed again; and,
therefore, it is desired that such Tailors as are
present do meet together and consider,whother
things be a' swered in that trade according to
Truth." Hero foUoweth the names of several
Tailors who are desired to meet as above-
mentioned, viz , 14 Friends.

Upon this recommendation of the meeting,
a conference was held of Friends engaged in

the tailoring business, who issued the follow-
ing advice:

'^At our meeting of Tailors in Dublin, the
11th of the 3d month, 1687,
"The concern and care, that hath for several

years past been upon the spirits of Friends
when assembled together at several half-years'
meetings, from which several testimonies have
been given forth that all Friends might keep
out of the vain and foolish fashions of the
world, as to which fashions in apparel some
that profess Truth of our trade have not kept
themselves so clear as we could desire, in
making or cutting out some garments for
Friends and their children, but have entered
too much into such fashions as the people of
the world have invented, to the grief of the
spirits of those who desire to keep to the first

pattern which the Truth brought us into in

the beginning. These things being under our
considerationatthis time, hath caused us tore
new our Tailors' meeting, which for some time
past hath been neglected. Wherefore, being
now again stirred up by the spirit of love and
true tenderness for the good of all concerned,
we do desire all Friends of our trade through
out this nation to let the plain innocent Truth,
and the honour thereof, bo more in their oy(!

than the profit and gain that may be had by
making any garment that is not agreeable to
Truth and the plainness thereof, bo that we
may retain our first love, and that wc may
be still known by the world to retain anil'

keep to that which tendered our hearts
that they may be made to confess we are not
a changeable people, as some are that run
into the many changeable fashions, namely,
to keep out of making men's coals with
great compass, and plaited in the lower parts,

and big cuffs with needless buttons; and 1

'

wise in women's apparel, long slopes behind,
which are the vain fashions of the world, and
not to be practiced by us who profess th
Truth ; for we are not to fashion ourselves
according to the course of this world, but to

be transformed by the renewing of our minds
"Signed on behalf of the said meeting, by
"Edward Hudson, Tobias Pleadwbll.''

The following minute of the Morning Meet
ing in London, on the subject, addressed to
Friends of the same trade, appears to be an
answer to an address of the Tailors to that
meeting, but which address the transcriber
has not met with :

" 1690, 3d month. To Friends of the Meet-
ing of Tailors, London :

" Friends! we have received your testimony
against the vain and needless fashions of the
world, and exhorting to plainness and moder-
ation, and we do well approve thereof, and
desire that you may confirm and establish
this your testimony in your practice

;
and we

are also willing that copies of it may be sent
from your Meeting to your correspondents,
and to Monthly Meetings, for the stirring up
the witness of God in others, that a reforma-
tion may be carried on. the Lord's name hon-
ored, and his people preserved.

' From Friends, at the second day's Morn-
j Meeting in London

; signed by
" Benjamin Bealinq, Clerk."

A Cigar Scientifically Dissected.

A polite visitor, who, during his interview
with us, had rendered our sanctum redolent
with the fumes of a fragrant Havana, has
ust left a cigar on our table with the laugh-
ng request that we smoke it. Despite the
fact that it is an exceptionally fine cigar, we

e unable to gratify our friend's desire, see-

g that we don't smoke; but the thought
occurs that we can show our appreciation of
the gift by applying the light, not of a match
but of science, to it, and thus giving our
friend and his brother smokers something to
ponder over next time " the blue upcurling
smoke" leads them to reverie.

To the world in general a cigar is merely
a tightly rolled packet having brittle frag-
ments of dried leaves within, and a smooth
silky leaf for its outer wrapper. When it is

burnt, and the pleasantly flavored smoke in-

haled, the habitual smoker claims for it a
soothing luxury that quiets the irritable ner-
vous organism, relieves weariness and entices
repose. Science, scouting so superficial a de-
scription, examines first the smoke, second
the leaf, third the ash. In the smoke are
discovered water in vaporous state, soot (free
carbon,) carbonic acid and carbonic oxide, and
a vaporous substance condensable into oily
nicotine. These are the general divisions,
which Vohl and Eulenberg'have still further
sjilit up

;
and in so doing have found acetic,

lie, butyric, valeric, and propionic acids,
pi-u»sic acid, creosote, and carbolic acid, am-
monia, sulphuretted hydrogen, pyridine, viri-

dine, picolino, lutidino, coliodino, purvodine,
coridine, and rubidcne. The last are a series
of oily t)ascs helon

aniline, first discov

\l

chemical tests to the loaves, other chcmi;e,
have found nicotia, tobacco camphor or w
tianine (about which not much is known
bitter extractive matter, gum, ehloropli
malate of lime, sundry albuminoids, m
acid, wood}^ fibre, and various salts,

feathery white ash, which in its cohesion : |d

whiteness is indicative of the good cigar, yit u
potash, soda, magnesia, lime, phosphoric a< J,

sulphuric acid, silica, and chlorine. OurtVi
has kindly left us a fine cigar; had it bee

poor and cheap one, the ingredients we shi
extract would be fearful and wonderful

p
contemplate. Here is the list from an E \.

lish pailiamentary report on adulteratioll^
tobacco. Sugar, alum, lime, flour or mt
rhubarb leaves, saltpetre, fuller's earth, stai

malt commings, chromate of lead, peat nu
molasses, burdock leaves, common salt, end ^
leaves

; lampblack, gum, red dye, a black
composed of vegetable red, iron and liquori

|,

scraps of newspaper, cinnamon stick, cabbii
leaves, and straw brown paper.
Eeturning now to the smoke, or rathei'

ingredients. Dr. B. W. Eichardson, in hir^ D
eases of Modern Life, considers the effect

the same on the body at considerable lengi
basing his conclusions on actual investigain
He tells us that water, of course, is harmh.-
free carbon acts mechanically as an irriiut

and tends to discolor the secretions and t

teeth. Ammonia bites the tongue, exerei-
a solvent influence on the blood, excites t

salivary glands, and thus causes a desire
drink while smoking. The tendency of e;

bonic acid is to produce sleepiness, headacli
and lassitude. When a cigar is smoked ba-ll

that is, when the combustion of the tobacco
slow and incomplete, carbonic oxide is \\v

duced in small quantities, and is an acti^

poisoning agent, resulting in irregular motic
of the heart, vomiting, convulsions of tl

muscles, and drowsiness. The nicotine tent
to cause tremor, palpitation of the heart, an
piaralysis. The volatile empyreumatic sul

stance produces a sense of oppression an
taints the breath and surroundings of th
smoker with the well known " stale tobacc
smoke" smell. The bitter extract cause
that sharp nauseous taste peculiar to
lighted cigar or an old pipe.

By trying the effects of tobacco smoke o-

lower animals, we can obtain an idea of
influence on ourselves. Small insects at-'

stupefied rapidlj', but recover in fresh ai

Cold blooded animals succumb slowly to thu

smoke, birds rapidly. Some animals, such ai

the goat, can eat tobacco with impunity; bu
none escape the effects of the fumes. Personi.

suffer most fiom tobacco while learning t

smoke. Dr. Eichardson says that the spai

modic seizures are sometimes terrible, espo
cially in boj's. There is a sensation of imt
nent death, the heart ncarlj^ ceases to beati

and sharp pains shoot through tho chest.

Examination of inferior animals under suchi

conditions shows that '• tho brain is pale ai

empty of blood ; the stomach reddened
round spots, so raised and pile like that they
resemble patches of Utrecht velvet." Tl
blood is preternaturally fluid, the lungs are as
pale as those of a dead calf, and the heart is

feebly trembling: such is the primary' action
of one's first cigar.

After a time, however, tho bod}' becomes I

accustomed to tho influences of tho poison,
(

o the homologues ol' and with the exception of constant functionalj
oal tar. Applying disturbances (owing to the excretory organs,

i
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^' tably the kidneys, being compelled to do
)rk not essential to their duties,) no dis

"sssing results are felt. There are numerous
''' stances where the evil effects are scarcely
"i preciable, the physical and nervous consti

Uion of the smoker being capable of resisting

-e influence. In many cases copious saliva-

On attends smoking, and in this circum-

-ance the opponents of tobacco have found a

''rong argument. Still, either to expectorate
' not to do so, is a choice of two evils. In
'> e latter case, the result is to swallow the
li liva charged with poisonous matter ; in the
^ rmer, the saliva needed to prepare the food
'' r digestion is lost, and besides, as it contains

4lt8 of lime in solution, the effect is to pro

'ice large formations of tartar on the teeth

"'Smoker's sore throat" is a special irritable

Jiate of the mucous membrane induced by
war smoking, which soon disappears when
e habit is broken off.

Tobacco smoke does not produce consump-
5n or bronchitis, but it tends to aggravate
)th maladies. Its effect on the organs of

nse is to cause, in the extreme degree, dila

on of the pupilsofthee}-e, confusion of vision,

ight lines, luminous or cobweb specks, and
ng retention of images on the retina, with
her and analogous symptoms affecting the

ir, namely, inability to define sounds clearly

id the occurrence of a sharp ringing sound
ke that of a whistle or bell. Its effect on
16 brain is to impair the activity of that

'gan and to oppress it if it be duly nourished,

ut to sooth it if it be exhausted. It leads to

aralysis in the volitional and in the sympa-
letic or organic nerves, and to over secretion

•om the glandular structures. Science was
ot wise enough to prepare so formidable an
ulictment of the nicotian weed as the above
King James' time, else that monarch might

lave had better ground than his personal
slike for stigmatizing the habit of smoking

custom loathsome to the eye, hateful to

16 nose, harmful to the brain, dangerous to

he lungs, and in the black stinking fume
nereof, nearest resembling the horrible Sty-
ian smoke of the pit that is botiomless."

And j^et, despite all that Science can say,

tie habit is increasing. Two centuries ago,

lie Turks regarded smoking as a religious

ffence, and paraded a smoker through the
treets of Constantinople with his pipe stuck
arough his nose as a warning to others.

S^ho can disconnect the Turk now from the
leas of chibouque or nargileh, or fragrant
latakia? Look at the best cigar wrappers
le world can produce, raised on tobacco
elfls in the heart of New England, where the
'uritan fathers once visited the direst of blue

iw vengeance on the wretch who profaned
is Maker's handiwork by "making a chim-
ey of his nostrils." The value of our tobacco
pop last year reached nearly 830,000,000. We
ansume annually some 75,000 hogsheads of
le leaf; we imported about 83,000 bales of
igars, &c., from Cuba in 1875.

What is the end of it all? Effects on indi-

iduals likewise affect communities, these in

irn influence the nation. No person that
nokes can be in perfect health, and an ini-

erfect organism cannot reproduce a perfect
oe. Therefore it is logical to conclude that,

'ere smoking the practice of every individual
f a nation, then that people would degener-
te into a physically inferior race. It would
illow, moreover, that, in those countries
here smoking is most practised, a lower

physical, and a consequently lower intellectual,

development must be found. Such, we think,
will be conceded to be true of Spain, of Cuba
of Portugal, of Turkey, of Greece, and of the
South American countries, where those who
are addicted to the habit vastl}- outnumber
those who do not smoke.

—

Scientific American.

GOD IX NATURE.
Great Ruler of all nature's frame!
We own Thy power divine

;

We hear Thy breath in every storm,
For all the winds are Thine.

Wide as they sweep their sounding way,
They work Thy sovereign will

;

And awed by Thy majestic voice

Confusion shall be still.

Thy mercv tempers every blast

To them that seek Thy face,

And mingles with the tempest's roar
The whispers of Thy grace.

Those gentle whispers let me hear.

Till all the tumnlts cease;

And gales of Paradise shall lull

My weary soul to peace. —Philip Doddrige.

Sol- ctcd.

HOME.
'Tis Home where the heart is, wherever that be,

In city, in desert, on mountain, in dell

;

Not the grandeur, the number, the objects we see.

But that which we love is the magical spell.

'Tis this gives the cottage a charm and a grace,

Which the glare of a palace but rarely has known
;

It is this, only this, and not station or place.

Which gives being to pleasure, which makes it our
own.

Like the dove on the waters, a rest-place to find.

In vain for enjoyment o'er nations we roam
;

Home only can yield real joy to the mind,
And there where the heart is, there only is home.

—John Young.

The Economy of Prohibition.—Neal Dow, in

a late letter, says that one reason why Maine
has suffered less than other States from the
" hard times" is the fact that prohibition and
temperance work have exerted so powerful
an influence in reducing the consumption of

liquor. He affirms that for forty j'ears the

liquors annually consumed in Maine cost

fully twelve millions of dollars, but that now
the clandestine sale is not one-tenth of that

amount, and that the difference is in the pock
eta of the people or is put into better modct
of living. Iteferring to his own city, Portland,

he saj'S

:

"In the old rum times we had seven dis

tilleries in Portland—large ones—runninii

night and day, and at the same time cargoes
and cargoes of West India rum were imported

d cargoes of 'rectified' rum were brought
from New York. All this was for consump-
tion in the western part of the State, and ab-

sorbed and wasted a very large share of the
earnings of the people. Now there is not a
distillery running in the entire State, and no
:nim comes in, except in small quantities and
by dark and secret ways. All through these
hard times the State has been comfortable,
and Portland has been prosperous. A great
many fine buildings have been erected here
every year, and as many this year as any
other. Why? Because we have our earn-
ings in our pockets and in our business, in-

tead of wasting it on strong drinks, as the
people of other States have done and are
doing. The rum shops are at war with ever}'

'nterest of the State and people."

—

National
Temperance Advocate.

For "The Friend"

Our fliikirfii.

I believe that the many departures that
we see at the present day in so many of our
young Friends, more particularly in follow-
ing after the fashions and customs of the
world, are in a great measure, for want of a
proper concern and care in parents.

I have thought that where a true concern
was felt by parents, for the support of the
doctrines and testimonies of our Society, that
a corresponding concern will be felt and wit-
nessed for the proper training of our children
in accordance therewith.
The following extract from the life of that

worthy elder, Joseph Pike, may be applicable
to some at the present time, which i offer for

insertion in " The Friend." It is to be found
in Friends' Library, Vol. ii.

Coal Creek, Iowa, 12th mo. 15th, 1876.

" Much of the stubbornness and stiffness in

children who are grown up, is owing to fond
and indulgent parents, some of whom desire
well for their children, and as Eli did, advise
and counsel them, but still they have not re-

strained them according to their power; and
this was his sin, and the cause of the destruc-

tion of his sons.

These suffer them through their foolish and
evil fondness to get head, and to grow up in

disobedience, and when dealt with by con-
cerned Friends, they will tell them, ' we must
not be too harsh and severe on our children

;

we must bear with them, and draw them by
love, lest we drive them out fioiii amongst'
Friends ; we hope they will grow wiser and
belter in time;' these and the like fond argu-
ments we have met with: but by means of
this forbearance, such a strong spirit of rebel-

lion has grown up in them, that at last they
have become so unruly and stubborn as to be
above advice, rule, or government.
And here I would warn all such indulgent

parents to repent thereof: otherwise, I verily

believe the blood of their children will be
required at their hands. I have compared a
child to a young twig that is easily bent, but
when grown to a sturdy tree is past bending.
Children when j'oung being prone by nature
to evil, are to be kept in subjection ; and as

soon as anything of pride, wantonness, or
other evil appears in them, that is the time for

bending and restraining them, so far as it is iu

the power of parents to do, and which is most
certainly their duty, as may be plainly proved
by scripture."

Tlie Scene of the Imliiin Cyclone.

At the northeasternmost corner of the Bay
of Bengal, the Ganges and the Brahmapootra
—locally known as the Megna—discharge
enormous volumes of mud into the ocean,

thrusting each day's load a little further into

the water, and building up, as the years pass
on, one of the largest systems of mud banks
known in the world.

These banks, though inferior to the deposits
of the Amazon and Mississippi, are some of
them as large as English counties, and divided,

as they are, in every direction, by fresh water
streams and brackish creeks, develop under
that hot sun a spontaneous vegetation which
as it rots raises the soil inch by inch above
the sea, and exaggerates the natural fertility

of the mnd until it will grow in profusion

ything that nature permits in the swampier
sections of the tropics. It is the very place
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the usual and legitimate results of the buj,

ness. Thei-e that terrible law which is "
i

;

ceeding broad " will find every soul. Whetl

)

in the pulpit, in the church, or out of it,

are conspiring for human destruction and :|

a share in the speculation.

This policy of guilt and shame, as unwort
of civilization as it is abhorrent to justice a
to Grod, is equally opposed to principle

sound law, and has received legal recogniti
only from a mistaken necessity. It originat
centuries ago, and has corrupted and disgrac
Christendom quite long enough. Under
protection the intoxicant power of the cou
try has taken shelter and fortified its streng
till it threatens our ruin. It can never
overthrown until this covering is torn awa
and this "gigantic crime of crimes,"
United States Senator in his place just

called it, is exposed, and religion and la

unite for its suppression like other atrocio

crimes. If the Christian power of the cou
try would unite in a firm demand that tl

old guilty barbarism, this perversion of h
and justice which licenses wickedness ai

crime for money, shall be blotted from ex
tence, it would soon be done, and there wou
be hope that intemperance can be overcoc
by drying up its sources. When shall it ev
be? When shall repentance for the past e

sure the discharge of this imperative duty
the future? Why not begin this great wo
all along the lino this Centennial year?—iV

tional Tanperance Advocate.

"If we arc so fond of a few transitoi

pleasures in this world, how can we bear
be shut out from eternal felicity, and doom<
to everlasting misery; 1 beseech thee solidii

to consider these things, and I pray the God
love and mercy to give thee a wise and u

derstanding heai-t.

Beware of Esau's crime: it was, when h
soul was ready to faint, he despised his birt

right; when he had been eagerly pursuic

something he delighted in, he came to ih

unwise conclusion, " Behold, 1 am at the poit

to die, and what profit shall this birthright d

me." He wanted patience and solid reflectioi

and afterwards had bitterly to repent whe
too late. Had he not resigned it, none coul

have taken it from him, neither can all th

powers of darkness from thee, if thou resolv>

to keep it ; this must be done b}' cleaving t'

the Lord, with all thy heart, with all thi

soul, and with all thy strength, which tho
maycst be enabled to do, is my ferveo
prayer."

—

Mary Neale.

in particular for the rice plant, the sugar cane,

the cocoanut, and tho bamboo.
The banks remain for ages unhealthy, fever-

smitten, dreary looking swamps, but they
draw the hearts of cultivators as the fairest

water meadows do in the western world.

Imagine seventy feet of rich mould without

a stone in it, with three feet of vegetable com-
post over that, with no necessity for manure,
and with endless rivers carrying your grain

direct to the port of shipment! The water
system in this region is unequaled, there being

literally hundreds of channels fit for the

heaviest grain boats, and as unknown to geo-

graphers as the minor channels through which
the afliuents of the Amazon pour under the im-

penetrable forest.

The peasantry swarm on these marshy dis-

tricts, heap up the earth excavated for irriga-

tion into mounds to raise themselves a little

above the water, and in their mud and mat
huts labor unceasingly to grow rich, without
a thought of the ocean and the rivers which
every now and then warn them that they are

dealing: with deposits which may be reclaimed.

Every two or three years the waters are

out in Backergunge, every five there is an in-

undation, and every half century probably

—

tho facts before 1756 are not accurately known
—there U some terrible catastrophe from
water, only less destructive than the one
which, it is believed, swept off the population

of the ruined province, the Sunderbunds,
which stretches from the sea up to Calcutta.

—

London Spectator.

For "Tlif Friend."

From the Memorandums of a young Friend
lately deceased.—" Deeply did I lament, that
any of my precious time had been spent in

perusing publications of an unprofitable ten-

dency ; such as plays and romances ; and I

was made sensible that nothing I had ever
been in the practice of, had so much alienated

my mind from the love and fear of God, or

led me so far from the simplicity of the pure
Truth, as books of this kind, and how often

did I wish I could warn the whole world of
their pernicious effects, and especially, the
young-people monY'&ocwiy."-Mary Alexander

The liquor Licfiisc.

BY A. WILLEY.

There can bo no doubt that the liquor

license is the strongest fortress of that puwer
in tho country, and the greatest obstacle to

tho temperance reform. That never can make
progress only as this is abandoned. The two
policies rest on directly opposite principles,

and the conflict is " irrepressible." To sup-

port the one is to oppose the other, and it

cannot be otherwise. It is "for mo" or
'' against me." The attomi)t to compromise
has already retarded the great temperance
redemption more than one ago. It has di-

vided the moral forces of tho country, and
holds still in a false position strength enough
soon to turn the tide of conflict for God and
humanity. Will not such men candidly bring

I heir position to tho test of that law which
decides all human destinies?

What is this license law? It is not a mero
tax law liko that for national revenue. That
lakns the money wherever it finds tho dealer,

but confers no legal rights. The license, so-

called, is in Hubstunco a more cortilicato of

jiiiyment of lax for ono yi'ar, leaving tho sel-

ler as liable tho next day under State and

municipal law as before. Nor is it merely for

the purposes of restriction and regulation, for

all that can be had without conferring any
legal rights, and without money as well as

with it. Liquor-selling on Sunday can as

well be prohibited without authorizing it on
Monday as with it. So of all other restric-

tions.

But these license-laws, on complying with
certain conditions, make the traffic legally

right like any other trade, and throw over it

as complete a protection of the Government.
Prove it to be a misnomer, and your licensing

statute shields it. Indict it as a monstrous
crime, and the license is the answer. Bring
the whole force of the common law against

it, and the statute defies it. Prove it an in-

tolerable curse to the public welfare, and the

dealer presents his license with a grin. For
a fee the State solemnly declares it right, and
pledges the last muscle of its power for its

protection. Such is license-law, the great
favorite entrenchment of the liquor-power.
What is the true character of the business

thus specially honored and guarded? The
liquor-system for beverage—the making, sell-

ing, drinking—is sin against God and ci-ime

against man. Tho Almighty says; " Woe to

him that giveth his neighbor drink." This
replies. Give him all he wants. It is "fram-
ing mischief by a law." It defies justice and
mocks at human woe. It violates the law of

God and sweeps human welfare like a prairie-

fire. It defeats redemptive mercy beyond any
other force on earth, and blasts human hope
for all worlds. No system of paganism equals
it in guilty enormitj'. Delusion threw chil-

dren into the Ganges; we do it for money!
And this law "justifies the wicked for reward,
and takes away the rights of the poor " wives
and children. It will not for a moment bear
a moral test, and two hundred years have
proved it worthless in practice, as sin always
will be until " Satan casts out Satan." No
language can better describe it than "a cove-
nant with death, and an agreement with
hell."

The same principle of licensing sin and crime
is seen in legalizing and supervising houses
of ill-fame, appointing their physicians, kc.
Nothing more pagan ever existed in the South
Seas, and every excuse for it makes Chris-
tianity and selfgovornment a sham. The
liquor-license is of the same class, "doing evil

that good may come, whose damnation is

just." And the higher the price the worse in

blinding moral perception, strengthening the
bribe, and greatly increasing the obstacles
to reform. Thousands of communities and
churches are spiritually dead from this para-
lysis. Were other crimes, such as stealing,

counterfeiting, and murder, treated as the far

greater liquor crime is, society would he
shocked and sooner seize the rifle than en-
dure it. Now its most active agents aro all

right even at the communion-table.
And the relations of society to this license

guilt should be carefully' weighed. The citi-

zen is responsible for tho laws to which ho
assents. What they do ho does. AVhen tho
civil officers say to tho saloon-keepor, (livo us
so much money and wo will protect your busi-

ness of making drunkards by all tho powers
of tho .Slate, a partnership is virtually formed,
and the iiarties stand on tho same moral level,

the dealer and the olficcrs ; and by their side
stand citizens, cities, towns, and States sus-

taining tho contract. All aro responsible for

The Suez Canal.—As far as we could sec

the canal was as straight as an arrow. Thi
high banks, sloping to the water, along th'

edge of wliich grow a few hardy shrubc^

seemed to draw together at the further endi

Tho width of the water-line in the deep cutt

is 190 feet, tho depth 26 feet, the total lengtl'

100 miles. It grew monotonous in the coursi

of half an hour—tho interminable banks like

gray walls away above our heads. Bj' ani

bj' we raised a ship, a monster, that towerei
above our toy steamer, and soomod to toucl

tho stars with its tapering masts. That shi]

appeared to fill tho canal, for the long, higl

banks closed in beyond her. Wo saw thi

black hull and tho gleaming lights; we hoar<

tho blustering orders that were howled on
on board, resounding above the roar of I In

wind in the rigging. 1 wondered how wi
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to pass her, and why she did not cau
U8 to keep out of the waj'. We did

aken our pace somewhat, and then stole un
)er huge shadow unnoticed. She was

sry busy in trying to keep herself in the
iddie of the canal as she slowly drifted to-

ard Suez. Seven ships lay in our track

lat night—one of these a ship of the line

d all seven of them utterly ignored us,

lOUgh we were the regular express boat from
fmaila to Port Said. We came to a house

Dtlj*, a long, low, wooden house, painted
hite, and not halfway up the bank. Wooden
epa led up the slope to the veranda. There
ere vines creeping over the roof, and flow
•8 growing in the garden and perfuming the
gbt; but beyond it and above 't rose the

lasting bank, and we could see nothing to

e right or the left but the dark, narrow
raight gap, with its deep waters ebbing
uselessly from sea to sea.— Cairo Letter.

I have learned of the Lord, thi-ough many
cercises, that after the visitation of the Al-

ighty to any soul, the Lord requires an in-

ard, worthy receiving of his love, and a
i)iritual watch to be kept in his holy light,

which all the workings and approaches of
16 destroying adversary are discerned, and
le enlightened and obedient mind is pre-

rved.— Charles Marsludl.

Ho who runs into praj'or and ptcaching,
ad before Christ, the Life, livingly moves
Im thereto, makes haste, and is not therein
true believer. Every true believer believes

\, and waits for, the living coming in Spirit,

|id qualifications of Christ his life; it is Christ
kat liveth and acteth in him."

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 30, 1876.

It can hardly do any harm and may do
)me good to allow the close of the year now
pon us, to incite each one of our readers to

serious revision of the manner in which it

as been passed, so far as the events can be
immoned from the storehouse of memory,
ad the heart opened to receive the instruc-

on they can impart when viewed in the
ght of Truth.
It is a serious thing to live. As immortal
Dings endowed with rational faculties, and
aving bestowed on each one of us a measure
F Divine grace for our guidance and help, we
re capable of thinking and acting, of choos-
ig and refusing, and are accountable for the
36 made of our free agency. It may be pro-

bable then to embrace the invitation that
sems naturally extended b}' the termination
". one year, and the ushering in of anothei",

) recall mentally the course of life we have
arsued through that portion of time that
as now gone from us forever, and endeavor
) profit by the teaching of experience; to do
hicli we must analyze, in measure, both our
otives and our actions, or the lessons de-

iced will be misleading. Not that esperi-
ice in itself affords a law suited for moral or
iligious government, but that it may effectu-

ly illustrate the good that has been gained,
the evil that has been suffered, from strictly

keying, or perversely or heedlessly disre-

u-ding that law written in the heart by Him

who is our Creator and Judge, and which is

applicable to all times and all circumstances.
The things of time and sense press so forci-

bly and continuously upon us, that we cannot
escape feeling the realities of this world; but
such is the deceitfulness of our nature, and
the strength of the temptation to allow the
things of the present to engross our attention,

that unless constantly watchful not to forget

our responsibility and its consequences, we
may easily become insensible to the realities

of the world to come. Yet how few of us are
they, who, in looking over the past, fail to be
saddened by the recollection of some who
have been removed by death—relatives around
whom the teuderest affections were entwined,
or friends closely associated with our pros-

pects of life or connected with our feelings of
duty or enjoyment—and how do the mingled
emotions of grief at our loss and self reproof
for not having valued and served them better

while here, well up from the secret springs of
the heart. Few then are there but must feel

that a true source of consolation is to be found
in an abiding well-grounded belief, that those
who have been taken away, so lived or so

died, that their entrance on the realities of

the world beyond the grave, was to begin the
fiuition of its eternal joys. There is no way
in which we can more lovingly embalm their

memory, than by allowing these reflections

on their death and the belief that reconciles

us to our loss, to fasten upon us the conviction
of the profitableness of a life of godliness, and
the resolution so to live as when called to

die, we will be permitted, through mercy, to

be reunited to those for whom we still cherish
an unselfish love.

Is there not a sadder train of thought
awakened in the serious mind that is at times
enabled rightly to estimate its own tiue in-

terest, to which all others are subordinate and
ought to be subservient, when, in reverting to

our course of life we are obliged to acknow-
ledge to ourselves how many mistakes we
have made, how many sins we have com-
mitted, how far we have fallen short of ac-

complishing the duties we have known to be
required, and in resolutely pressing toward
the mark which conscience tells us we ought
to have attained.

We may be quite willing to confess that
earthly things are empty and unsatisfying;

but are we willing to allow our experience to

convince us that while they never confer true

content, the engrossing pursuit of them pre-

vents or destroys the appetite for those higher
though unseen possessions that alone can
suffice an immortal soul, even durable riches

and righteousness? If so, and a review of
the past is accompanied with the sense that
we have been devoting too large a part of
time and talents to the things that are seen,

wearying ourselves with " panting after the
dust of the earth," let the new year be opened
with a fixed purpose, that with the help of
Him who is strength in weakness, we will

seek first the Kingdom of heaven and its

righteousness, trusting to his promise that
all things necessary shall be added.

It is a solemn thought, but one that should
not be allowed to escape from our conscious-
ness, that we are continually in the presence
of the Almighty as the omniscient witness, not
only of our words and actions but of our every
thought. Should not this consideration, if we
believe Ilis declaration, "If ye die in your
sins, whither I go ye cannot come," stimulate

all, especially the disobedient and negligent,

to pause in their career and obey His injunc-

tion, "Watch and pray lest ye enter into

temptation." To the humble, self-denying

Christian, however poor in spirit, it ought to

be a consoling and animating reflection, that
whatever his crosses and conflicts, the founda-
tion on which he rests standeth sure, having
this seal, thegreatSeai'cher of hearts knoweth
them that are His.

Even those whose main desire is to walk
in the way of the just are sometimes too prone
to dwell on the evils with which they have to

struggle, and which they may imagine are

peculiarly hard to bear, without sufficiently

estimating those from which they have been
delivered, or others from which they have
been mercifully preserved. But the eye of
Him who inspects every part of the universe

every moment, and orders it according to the
counsel of His infinite wisdom, is upon them,
and as they seek to do His will. He, though
He may not predestinate, will so control

events as to promote their good, and advance
His own purposes. If, then, there are any of
this class whose retrospection of the past,

may be clouded by shadows of plans or efforts,

the success of which was once thought to be
essential to the furtherance of their best in-

terest, but which have been frustrated or ren-

dered nugatory by what they considered ad-

verse circumstances or undeserved trials, let

them not be discouraged ; the progress of
events may demonstrate that the good they
have been longing for will yet be theirs, and
they, led by an invisible hand, arrive at the

goal, which, at times, they may have feared

was barred to them forever; not, indeed, by
the course of their own election, but by ways
that they knew not, and in paths that they
have not known.
Time that is gone is lost to us forever. Tho

close of the year calls for solemn reflection

and self-examination. Elihu said, "Days
should speak, and multitude of years should
teach wisdom." Eemember, "If the word
spoken by angels was steadfast, and every
transgression and disobedience received a just

recompense of reward ; how shall we escape

if we neglect so great salvation, which at

first began to be spoken by the Lord, and was
confirmed unto us by them that heard Him."
We know not that another year will dawn
upon us. Though life should be lengthened

out, yet each one may trul^' adopt the lan-

guage of the patriarch of Uz, " When a few
years are come, then I shall go the way
.vhence I shall not return."

In a notice of a little book entitled " Penn-
ij-lvania and Peace," by Samuel M. Janney,
published in the last number of" The British

Friend," its author is spoken of as a Friend,

and that his biographies of William Penn
and George Fox have " long taken their place

as standard works on those worthies." As
The British Friend" is taken by several of

our subscribers, we think it right to say that

S. M. Janney is a member among those who
separated from Friends in the Hicksite schism,

and that Friends cannot accept the biogra-

phies mentioned as standard works, because

of the opinion inculcated in them, that those

distinguished ministers, as well as tho early

Friends generally, coincided with those sepa-

ratists in their views respecting the divinity

and atonement of Christ.
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An obituary notice haa been received re-

specting a young- woman (B. S. E.)> without

the information required in such cases of the

name of the Friend who sends it, and of the

meeting to which she belonged.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

FoKEiGN.—The Emperor of Germany closed the ses

Bion of the German Parliament on the 22d inst., with a

speech from the throne. The emperor said in reference

to foreign affairs :
" The negotiations of the Powers

upon the eastern question, as far as proceeded with,

justify the hope that my efforts and the mutually con-

ciliatory and peaceful intentions of the Powers imme-
diately concerned, will be successful in solving the pend-

ing question without prejudice to the good relations

now existing. Germany will continue by friendly, dis-

interested mediation, to lend her co-operation for the

attainment of this end."

The weather has been boisterous and very wet in

Great Britain. On the north and east coasts of Scot-

land and England about 120 vessels were wrecked, and

not less than 250 persons lost their lives within two

weeks.
Small pox prevails to some extent in London. The

Metropolitan Hospitals had recently 722 small pox
patients under treatment, and these figures only repre-

sent the range of the disease among the pauper popu-

lation.

Forty thousand men are now employed in shipbuild-

ing on the Clyde, and one of the builders recently de-

clared that the Clyde shipyards could reconstruct the

entire British navy in two years.

Midhat Pacha has been appointed Grand Vizier of

Turkey in place of Mehemmed Kuchdi, who has been

dismissed. It is said that the new Grand Vizier will

assert the rights of the empire more strenuously than

his predecessor did. The Imperial order appointing
Midhat Pacha Grand Vizier, declares that the appoint-

ment is made because the Sultan desires a satisfactory

solution of the pending questions, while confirming at

the same time before the whole world the legitimate

rights and interests of the empire.
The London Standard's dispatch from Belgrade says

General Nikitine, who is expected to arrive to-day,

brings 1,000,000 roubles contributed by the Russian
government for the reorganization of the Servian troops.

The Russian Consul General has officially informed
M. Ristics that all Russian officers remaining in Servia

are to be considered as forming part of the Russian
army, and are to receive the full war pay usual in the
Russian service. Servian officers of the reserve have
received orders to start for the frontier irartiediately.

A new Constitution for Turkey was formally pro-
claimed at Constantinople on the 23d inst. It is liberal

in its provisions, and appears to be designed to make the

institutions of the empire approximate to those of the
more enlightened nations of Europe. The prerogatives

of the Sultan are to be those of the constitutional sov-
ereigns of Europe. Islamism is to be the religion of
the State, but the free exercise of public worship by
the professors of all creeds is guaranteed. All indi-

viduals are equal in the eye of the law, and all are
eligible to public office irrespective of religion. The
legislature will consist of a Chamber of Deputies and a
Senate. Laws submitted to the Chamber of Deputies
and revised by the Senate, will require the Imperial
sanction. The deputies are to be elected by .secret bal-

lot and Senators appointed for life by the Sultan.
Liberty of the press and freedom of education is grant-
ed, and primary education is made compulsory.
The first sitting of the Plenary Conference was held

at Constaulinople the 23d inst. One of the representa-
tives of Turkey presided, and in his address opening
the conference, referred to the liberal views of the
Porte. Turkey, he said was ready to grant to its sub-
jects all privileges which were not contrary to the dig-

nity and integrity of the empire.
Railway trains are not to be permitted to run here-

afterin Canada on the first days of each week. The
Dominion Government has issued orders that no trains

are to be run on that day except in cases of great emer-
gency, and of this necessity the authorities are to be
the judges.

The French Senate continues to restore clauses in

bills which had been thrown out by the Chamber of
Deputies, and the result will, no doubt, be a .serious

conflict between the two houses. The Senate passed
the public worship estimates, restoring the vote for

salary of clergy which had been reduced by the Cliam-
ber of Deputies. The Senate also reinserted the grant

for seminary scholarships, which was likewise sup-

pressed by the Chamber.
The total exportsof cane sugar from all the producing

countries on the globe, during the year 1875, amounted
to 2,140,000 tons. These exports were divided among
them as follows: Cuba, 700,000 tons; Porto Rico, 80,-

000 tons; British, Dutch and Danish West Indies,

250,000 ; Brazil, 170,000 ; Java, 200,000; Manilla, 130,-

000; China, 120,000 ; Mauritius, 100,000; Martinique
and Guadaloupe, 100,000; Australia, 51,000; British

India and Penang, 30,000; Egypt, 40,000; Runion,

30,000 ; Peru, 50,000 ; Central America and M '

40,000; Louisiana, 75,000; Sandwich Isl.ands, 10,000

;

Natal, 10,000 tons. In addition to this supply, conti-

nental Europe produced a crop of beet-root sugar

amounting in the aggregate to 1,317,623 tons, or about

40 per cent, of the whole. This crop was divided about
as follows : France, 462,259 tons ; German Empire,
346,640 ; Russia and Poland, 245,000 ; Austria and
Hungary, 153,922; Belgium, 79,796; Holland and
others, 30,000 tons. These figures give an aggregate
supply of 3,457,623 tons for the whole world's consump
tion during the year 1875, not including the stocks or

hand at the commencement of that year.

It is estimated that 10,000,000 acres of land in Al-

geria are covered with a spontaneous growth of alpha
plant, the fibre of which is exported for the manufac-
ture of paper.

The Emperor of Austria has greatly increased his

popularity by spontaneously abandoning the privilege,

hitherto enjoyed by Austrian Emperors, of having the
Hapsburg estates exempted from taxes.

United States.—The interments in Philadelph
for the week ending 12th mo. 2.3d, numbered 281. Of
nsumption 60 ; typhoid fever 22.

There were 432 deaths in New York last week.
General Crook's annual report says that the miners
the Black Hills did not violate the Sioux treaty till

long after the Indians had ce.ased to regard it, and that
they have not suffered as much from the Siouxs since
they went to the gold region as they previously did
while living on the border. The Indians under Sitting
Bull were recently attacked by General Miles' com-
mand and scattered over the Yellow Stone in the direc-
tion of Fort Peck. At the latter post a large number
took refuge, and are now under charge of Gen. Hazen.
Gen. Miles thinks that all the hostiles will come in and
surrender before the winter is over.
The gold production of Montana since the discovery

of the mines in 1863, is calculated by an authority in
that territory at $110,000,000.
A bill in equity has been filed in the U. S. Circuit

Court at Philadelphia, in behalf of the Centennial
Board of Finance, setting forth that there is a surplus

the Centennial Treasury of $2,000,000, and asking
the court to decide how this sum shall be disposed of,

the Board agreeing to abide by the decision. It is

claimed on one hand that the $1,500,000 advanced by
the government should be repaid in full, and on the
other that the United States should be paid a pro rata
dividend in common with the stock-holders.

_
Considering the disputed result of the late Presiden-

tial_ election in three of the States, and the questions
-hich have arisen in regard to one or more of the
electors, the two Houses of Congress have appointed
committees of seven members each, to confer with each
other and report a plan to decide finally any questions
- hich may exist in relation to the votes.

In South Carolina, where the two rival parties are
of nearly equal strength, each has claimed the right of
governing the State, and the attempt has been made to
establish two governments, one with Chamberlain, Re-
publican, as Governor, and the other under Wade
Hampton. On the 22d the Senate and rival Houses of
the Legislature adjourned sine die, leaving the Chamber-

and Hampton governments to act on their own
responsibility.

The streets of Virginia City, Nevada, seem to be
paved with gold and silver. Assays were recently
made of dirt clinging to the wheels of a buggy standing
in front of a bank in that city, and it yielded $11.58 to
the ton.

_
The annual report of the Commissioners of Immigra-

tion will show that the number of arrivals at New York
during the year 1876 was 109,592, as compared with
35,045 in 1875. Thenumber of immigrants from three

of the leading countries in Europe in 1875 ami 187(5,
respectively, were as follows: In 1875, Great Britain
and Ireland, 44,636 ; German Empire, 25,589 ; Russia,
"23—total from the three countries 73,448. In 1876,
Great Britain and Ireland, 20,923 ; German Empire'

,072; Ru •—"--' ' • » '

40,314.

I, 5,319—total from the three countries

iicnt of Agriculture estimates the crop of

Indian corn at 1,295,000,000 bushels, which is two
j

cent, less than that of 1875. The total wheat crop

1876 is estimated at 245,000,000 bushels. j

According to the annual report of the Commission

|

of Education, there are 8,756,659 pupils enrolled in
1

1

public schools of the States and Territories, out of li

007,522 children entitled by their several laws to i

struction.

The legal tender and national bank circulation oft
United States has been contracted $45,324,361 sin

6th mo. 30th, 1874. The contraction amounts toabo

6^ per cent, of the whole circulation.

The Markets, <£c.—The following were the quotatioi

on the 23d inst. Philadelphia.—American gold, 107J

107f. U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 114; do. coupoBl

117J; do. 1867, registered, 113.1; coupons, 1161; d
10-40 5 per cents, 1133 ; U per cents, 108|. Cotto

12:1^ a 12| cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Flon

f4.50 a $9.00. Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.44 a $1.4

amber, $1.45 a $1.47; western white, $1.47 a $1.5

Penna rye, 78 cts. Yellow corn, 60 a 61 cts. ; ne

western, 51 a 56 cts. Beef cattle sold from 4 cts. to i

cts. per lb. gross, and sheep at 3 a 6} cts. per lb. gros

Hog.s, $7.75 a $8.25 per 100 lb. net. New York.-

Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.50 ; State extra, $5.60 a $5.7

finer brands, $6 a $10.00. Amber winter wheat, $1.^^
a $1.50; No. 1 white, $1.48 ; No. 2 red winter, $1.4','

No. 3 Milwaukie spring, $1.33; No. 2 do., $1.4|

Canada barley, $1.12 ; State, 75 cts. Oats, 41 a 50 ct

Rye, 88 a 90 cts. Y'ellow corn, 61 a 63 cts. Carollti

rice, 5} a 7 cts.; Louisiana, 4^ a 6 cts. Chicago.—'^'
2 spring wheat, $1.21|; No. 3 do., $1.16J. Corn, 441

cts. Oats, 34 cts. Lard, $10.60 per 100 lbs. Cirwinnai'

—Red wheat, $1.30 a $1.40. Corn, 42 a 43 cts. Oat

30 a 38 cts. Rye, 80 cts. Lard, lOJ cts. Louisville^

Extra flour, $4.25 a $4.75; family, $5 a $5.50; fini

brand.s, $6 a $7.50. White oats, 40 cts. ; mixed, 38 cl

TEACHER WANTED.
A suitably qualified teacher for the Adelphi Colore

School, Girls' department.
Address or apply, with reference, to

Caleb Wood, 524 South Second Street,

Israel H. Johnson, 809 Spruce Street,

Samuel Baker, corner Queen and Knox street!

Germantown.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia,
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wortb
NGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may ll

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board c

Managers.

Died, at Wilmington, Delaware, on the 15th of NintI
month, 1876, Sarah B. Downing, in the 79th year <

her age, a member of Wilmington Monthly Meeting.

, at Wilmington, Delaware, on "the loth (

Fourth month, 1876, George S., son of Mary and thiJ

late Samuel S. Downing, in the 20th year of his age, i|

member of Wilmington Monthly Meeting. 1

, on the 4th of Twelfth month, 1876, Richari
W. Bacon, in the 66th year of his age, a beloved mem]
ber of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphiil
for the Northern District. Po.sse.ssed of a watchful am
humble spirit, this dear Friend was earnestly conci inei

' "e in health, to know the great work of .salvminr

accomplished in the day time; frequently exprt-s^inj
his desire to "do nothing whatever to offend hii

Heavenly Father." In his last illness he was favcretj

with calmness and resignation, being sustained througt
much suffering by the Everlasting Arras, which he fell)

to be " round about him." Thus, in humble relianW
on the mercy of a crucified Saviour, his purified spirfl

has, we humbly trust, beeu admitted into a mansion oj

eternal rest and peace.

, at their residence at Coal Creek, Iowa, on till

13th of Twelfth mo. 1876, Lydia, wife of Isaac Sharp,|
in the 69th year of her age, a member of Coal Creet
Monthly Meeting, Iowa.

. ,
suddenly, on the 25th ult., at the prenii^o^ o

his brother, in Caynga Co., N. Y., HoiisoN La.mi-.oism
ged nearly sixty-three years, a member of New tiardcn
Monthly Meeting, Penna.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For "The Frieud."

Establishment of Slavery in this Country,

he late Vice 'Pi'esident Henry Wilson'.s able

cry of the " Rise and Full of the Slave
rer in America," has, in its first chapter,
ndensed and lucid account of the begin-
rand growth of slavery in this land, which
xpprehend many of our readers raa3- pe-

I with interest and instruction. H. W.
! :

" Holy Scripture declares that man was
tned to eat his bread in the sweat of his

. History and tradition teach that the
)lent, the crafty, and the strong, have ever
rht to evade this Divine decree, by filch-

their bread from the constrained and un-
I toil of others. From inborn indolence,
oined with avarice, pride, and lust of
er, h.is sprung slavery in all its protean
18, from the mildest type of servitude to

harsh and hapless condition of absolute
hereditary bondage. Tlius have grown
flourished ca-^te and privilege, those dead-
3es of the rights and well being of man-
3, which can exist only by despoiling the
ly for the benefit of the few.

merican slavery reduced man, created in

Divine image, to propertj'. It converted
ling endovved with conscience, reason, af-

ions, sympathies, and hopes, into a chattel,

unk a free moi-al agent, with rational at-

utesand immortal aspirations, to merchan-
;. It made him a beast of burden in the

I of toil, an outcast in social life, a cipher
le courts of law, and a pariah in the house
fod. To claim himself, or to use himself
lis own benefit, or the benefit of wife or
d, was deemed a crime. His master could
ose of his person at will, and of every

g acquired by his enforced and unrequited

his complete subversion of the natural
of millions, by which they were ' deem-

leld, taken, reputed and a^ljudged in the
to be chattels personal to all intents, con-
ctions, and purposes whatsoever,' consti-

d a system antagonistic to the d-ictrines

eason, and the monitions of conscience,
developed and gratified the most intense
it of personal pride, a love of class dis-

tions, and the lust of dominion. Hence
a commanding power, ever sensitive,

)us, proscriptive, dominating and aggres-
which was recognized and fitly charac-

;ed as the Slave Power.
lis slavery and this Slave Power, in tfaair

economical, social, moral, ecclesiastical, and
political relations to the people and to the
government, demoralizing the one and dis-

tracting the councils of the other, made up
the vital issues of that 'irrepressible conflict'

which finally culminated in a civil war that
startled the nations by its suddenness, fierce-

ness and gigantic proportions.

Half a century before the discovery of
America, Portuguese and Spanish navigators
had introduced African slaves into Europe.
The English and other commercial nations
followed their example. When, therefore,

the Western Continent wa's opened to coloni-

aation and settlement, these nations were pre-

pared to introduce slaves, and to prosecute
the African slave traflic with vigor and on a
large scale.

In the month of August, 1620, a Dutch
ship entered James River with twenty African
slaves. They were purchased by the colon-
ists, and they and their offspring were held
in perpetual servitude. Thus, at Jamestown,
thirteen j-ears from the settlement of the
colony of Virginia, four months before the
feet of the Pilgrims had touched the New
World, began that system in the British con-
tinental colonies, which under the fostering
care of England, overspread the land. Is it

not a singular and mysterious providfiice that
the same j'ear which bore the 'Maj-flowor' to

the New World, with its precious freight of
learning, piety and Christian civilization,

should have afso brought this ill starred ves-
sel, with its burden of wretchedness and woe,
bearing the seeds of a system destined, after

a struggle of two hundred and forty years
for development, expansion, and dominion, to

light the fii-es of civil war, and perish in the
flames its own hand had kindled ?

During the j'^eai's from 1620 to the opening
of the American revolution, the friends of the
slave trade and of slavery controlled the gov-
ernment and dictated the policy of England.
Her kings and queens, lords and commons,
judges and attorney-generals, gave to the
African slave traflic their undeviating support.
Her merchants and manufacturers clamored
for its protection and extension. Her coff'ers

were filled with gold bedewed with tears and
stained with blood. ' For more than a cen-
turj',' in the words of Horace JIann, ' did the
madness of this traflic rage. During all those
years the clock of eternity never counted out
a minute that did not witness the cruel death,
by treachery or violence, of some father or
mother of Africa.'

Under the encouragement of British legis-

lation and the fostering smile of roj-alty, moi-e
than three hundred thousand African bond-
men were imported into the thirteen British
colonies. The eff'orts of colonial legislation

—

whether dictated by humanity, interest, or
fear—to check this traffic, were defeated by
the persistent policy of the British govern-
ment, ' Great Britain,' in the words of Ban-
croft, ' steadily rejecting every colonial re-

sti-iftion on the slave trade, instructed the
governors, on pain of removal, not to give
even a temporary assent to such laws.' The
planters of Virginia, alarmed at the rapid in-
ci-ease of slaves, in the year 1726 imposed a
tax to check their impoi-tatfon, but • the in-
tei-fering interest of the Al'rican company ob-
tained the repeal of that law.' South Carolina
attempted restrictions upon the importation
of slaves as late as 1760, for which she re-
ceived the rebuke of the British authorities.
The legislature of Penusj^lvania, as early as
1712, passed an act to pi-event the increase of
slaves; but that act was annulled by the
Crown. The legislature of Massachusetts, in
1771, and again in 1774, adopted measures for
the abolition of the slave trade

; but they
failed to receive the approval of the colonial
governors. Queen Anne, who had reserved
for herself one-quarter of the stock of the
Royal African Company, that gigantic mo-
nopolist of the slave trade, chai-ged it to fur-
nish full supplies of slaves to the colonies of
New York and New Jersey', and instructed
the governers of those colonies to give due
encouragement to that company; and it was
the testimony of JIadison, that the British
government constantly checked the attempts
of his native State to put a stop to the traffic.

Dp to the hour of Amei-iean Independence,
the government of England steadily resisted
colonial restrictions on the slave trade, and
persisted in forcing this traflic, ,so gainful to
her commercial and manufacturing interests,
upon her colonies, ' which,' in the words of
the Earl of Dartmouth in 1775, ' were not al-

lowed^ to check or discourage in any degree
a traffic so beneficial to the nation.' British
avarice planted slavery in America; British
legislation sanctioned and maintained it;
British statesmen sustained and guarded it.

But the British government and Briti.sh
merchants were not alone responsible for the
spread of slavery in the colonies. The in-
habitants themselves were generally only too
willing to profit by such enforced and unpaid
toil. North Carolina was settled by colonics
from Virginia, who carried slaves with them.
Governor Sir John Yeamans, brought slaves
with himfrotii Barbadoes into South Carolina,
and planted slavery there. Georgia, how-
ever, was settled by colonies under the lead
of James Oglethorpe, who held slavery to be
a horrid crime against the Gospel, as well as
against the laws of England, and slavery was
there forbidden. Some of the colonists, how-
ever, soon began to complain that they were
prohibited the use of slave labor. The laws
were evaded

; slaves from South Carolina were
hired, at first for short periods, and afterwards
for life. Some slave ships sailed from Savan-
nah for the coast of Africa, and slaves were
introduced with the connivance of the British
government, and Geoi-gia became a slave
State. Slavery also readily found its way
into the colonies of Maryland, Dolawai-e, and
Pennsylvania. The company interested in
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the colonization of New Jersey-, offered a land

bounty of seventy-five acres fol" every slave

introduced there. And the Eoyal African

Company was enjoined by Queen Anne ' to

have a constant and sufficient supply of mer-

chantable negroes' for this colony. The Dutch
West India Company promised to supply the

Dutch settlers of New York with slaves,—

a

promise afterwards renewed. They were then

allowed to purchase slaves of others, and

finally to engage in the foreign traffic itself.

Nor did the rugged soil, or the still more rug-

god clime, of New England save its colonies

from the introduction of the system even

there. Slavery, however, grew slowly. In

1G80 it was stated by Governor Bradstreet

that there were only about one hundred and
twenty African slaves in the colony of Massa-

chusetts. At the end of a hundred years from

the settlement of Plymouth there were esti-

mated to be only about two thousand.

During the half century preceding the revo-

lution, slaverj' increased with rapidity, espeei-

allj' in the southern colonies. There the pro-

duction of tobacco, indigo, and rice, became
of great importance to the mother country,

and slavery felt its stimulating influence.

There slaves toiled generally on large planta-

tions, often under merciless overseers and the

menace of the lash. In the colonies north of

Mason and Dixon's line they were either em-
ployed in the families of the wealthy or be-

longed to small farmers who labored with

their own servants, and usually received them
into their families. From this circumstance,

and from the fact that they were accorded

privileges under the laws, and in the usages

and customs of society, their condition was
rendered more tolerable, and their character

was less degraded than were the character

and condition of southern slaves."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Thomas Slory,

(Continued from page 148.)

"On the afternoon of the 21st day of the

Eleventh month, 1689, silence was command-
ed in me, though not by me, in which it was
given me to remain till evening; and then
that Scripture, John xiii. 10, was brought to

my remembrance; which I began to write,

and proceeded, as things opened in my mind,
and in manner following: ' Jesus saith to him,
he that is washed needeth not save to wash
his feet, but is clean every whit. The wash-
ing of the feet signifies the cleansing of the
ways ; and those who are washed in the laver

of regeneration, will walk in clean paths, and
bring forth fruit according to the nature of
the Tree of Life. Such will walk in faith,

love, obedience, peace, holiness, rrghteousness,

judgment, mercy and truth. And whosoever
saiih he is of the Father, and hath not charity,

ho is a liar, and the living Word rulcth not in

him; for whosoever hath known the Word,
and abidcth therein, hath the Father, because
the word of Truth beareth witness of the

Father; and whosoever is born of God will

keep his commandments. Hear, O ye moun-
tains, and give car, O ye cedars of Lebanon,
the Lord, the Light of Jerusalem, the life of

saints, hath ])ut a song of praise in my mouth,
and caused mo to rejoice in the valley of

Jehoshaphat. I was in the desert, and he led

me forth by the power of his right hand ; I

was fallen, anil he stretched out his arm, and
set me upright; yea, I was dead, and, behold,

he raised me from the grave. I was also an

hungered, and he has fed me with the bread

of his everlasting covenant. I weakly fainted

in the way; but the King of the holy moun-

tain revived me by the word of his promise.

He has laid my foundations with beauty, with

precious stones of divers colors ;
and the su-

perstructure is all glory. I was silent before

the Lord as a child not yet weaned ;
he put

words in my mouth, and I sang forth his

praise with an audible voice. I called unto

God out of the great deep ; he put ou bowels

of mercy, and had compassion on me, because

his love was infinite, and his power without

measure. He called for my life and I offered

it at his footstool ; but he gave it me as a prey

with unspeakable addition. He called for my
will, and I resigned it at his call ; but he re-

turned me his own in token of his love. He
called for the world, and I laid it at his feet,

with the crowns thereof; I withheld them
not at the beckoning of his hand. But mark
the benefit of exchange, for he gave me, in-

stead of earth, a kingdom of eternal peace
;

and in lieu of the crowns of vanity, a crown
of glory.

A deep consideration entered into my mind
concerning the states of many persons in the

national way of worship, as also among the

dissenti'rg from it; some of whose preachers

I had occasionally heard, particularly Dr.

Richard Gilpin, of Scalebycastle, an able

physician and an ancient celebrated preacher
among the Presbyterians, and I had observed

many others who seemed to have sincerity

and good intentions in their respective modes
of worship. Hence a question arose whether
it might not be through my own fault for

want of the true knowledge of God in myself
heretofore, that I did not enjoy his presence

among them, as I had done, through his

grace, since I bad been visited by the Lord
and drawn into retirement by the comforts of

his secret presence? Upon which, I deter-

mined to go again and see whether the good
presence of the Lord would be manifested in

me there as alone in my retirements. The
place I went to was that called St. Cuth-
berts, in the city of Carlisle ; there being usu-

ally prayers ami a sermon there in the after-

noon of the First-days,—but not with that

pomp, noise and show, as at the cathedral,

and therefore I rather chose it. Being seated

there, as I had been often, and my mind re-

tired inward, to wait upon the Lord, as he
himself had taught me, the Lord would not

own that worship by his sensible presence,

though in himself omnipresent, nor me in that

place ; but my mind became filled with dark-

ness, and overwhelmed with trouble, to so

great a degree, that I could hardly stay till

the time was over. But lest I should do a
thing which might be looked upon as indecent,

I continued to the end, and returning to my
chamber in trouble went not among any of

them any more. Though I thus declined all

outward worship, or that which was called

so, determining to follow the Lord whereso-
ever it might please Him to lead me

;
yet I

found universal love, good will, and compas-
sion in my mind to all sorts of people, whether
Protestants of different denominations, Ro-
mans, Jews, Turks, or heathens. But 1 ob-

served their several religions, or what they
accounted so, every man for himself, to be
mostly the effect of education, tradition or
chance. For he who is born aiid educated
among the Protestants of any sect respective-

ly, is such : ho who is born among the Romans

is Roman ; and so of all the rest, till hy W
dent or interest, they change from forijtc

form ; or sometimes, though more i:i y

through the inward convictions of the I 'l\

Spirit" of God, they obtain a right undei-tid

ing, and worship him in truth. Therefc,,!

stood still and waited for the further )U

ings of the Ijord, and the evidence of his he

seuce what to do or where to abide; thcgt

the Protestants in general, especially h
national church, were still nearer to mo iki

any other sect. Thus the world in genra

appearing to me dead with respect to the 'n

knowledge of God, notwithstanding tho ii ;i

of some notions they held in relation t" i ,t

ters of fact and literal interpretation, :iii a-

walking statues, I did not then see that i

Lord God had any collective body of pu li

at that day, who truly worshipped him i

cording to his own institution ; or tli;U ;i

one on earth knew some things wlii< h u

true and living God had been pleased, ni ]

own free grace, and which I could neither it

or think of, to communicate unto me; llio 'i

I found in due time, I had been in this pc ii

mistaken, as the prophet of old, who i\\>n\'r<

he had been alone, and all Israel depuif
from the Lord.
As the life of the Son of God prevailmi

me, I became more and more innocent. Ini

ble, loving, and charitable to the pnoi;f

whom I gave money according to my al'i \

and without ostentation or expectati(jn of'

ward : one instance of which I think pro
i

to relate, it being attended with some jiaiii i

lar circumstances.
At the time king William the 3rd wa< si

duing Ireland, some persons and families,

ng from the inconveniences and hardsh
of the war, came into England ; and amc
others an Independent teacher, and with h

a youth, his son, who being in wantreques
charity; and coming to my father's house

•lisle, where I then was, I gave him ha
crown ; which, being more than he expec
or had received, as he said, from any otl

person in town, he took occasion thence
enter into discourse concerning some p
of religion, and civilly asked me, what fo

of worship I attended. I replied, I had 1

merly frequented the national worship,
cording to my education ; but then, and
some time before, had declined it, as also

other outward forms, keeping retired in

chamber on the usual da^s appointed for tl|

purpose. And when he heard this, he ask

if his eompan}' the next Lord's day, as
!

called it, might be acceptable, for the natiot

worship was not agreeable to him. I ga;

liberty, and he and his son came accordingj

to my chamber, where I was sitting alone'
silence waiting upon the Lord.

After a civil reception and a short pause
silence, he began to magnify the gi-oat pro'

dence of God in re-establishing and advanci
that people, meaning the Independents ai

Presbj'terians, who had been so much hate
persecuted and suppressed, now to be ma
the chief instruments of deliverance, restot

tion and reformation to the right way
the Lord and to his own glory. As he spoil

I observed he himself was not upon the tr
foundation, nor acquainted with the mind
the Lord on that account ; but spoke from h

1 imagination and partiality to his ov
sect, as he and they desired it should lur

been
;
his mind natural and carnal, and li

views outward, toward the power and d
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inion of this world, as tlio Jcwa were at the

ne of the appearance of Christ amonsii; them
;

id as soon as he came to a period, finding

ymind filled with the sweetness and treek-

iss of divine truth, I replied: The divine

evidence is indeed great over the children

men, and apparently over this nation and
r dependents at this day; and the necessity

a right and thorough reformation is very
eat, and in the proper time and way of the

mighty, will be brought to pass. But it

11 be neither by the means nor instruments
w in your view ; for all the contenders, one
ainst another, by destructive force, are of
espirit divided against itself, under different

ms and views, in which the strongest will

vance themselves and their own way; but

DDOt by such means, reform either them
ves or others, as they ought to do in the

;ht of God, who does not approve or coun-
lance violence, bloodshed, and unrighleous-
38 in one sect, and condemn the same things
another ; and will therefore bring that

;ht reformation, by instruments of a dif-

ent kind, and by another means and way :

it is written, ' Not bj' might, nor by power;
t bj' my spirit, saith the Lord.' Upon this

8 stranger was much broken in spirit, and
3 tears ran down his beard, and dropped
on his knee, as he sat b3^ me ; and after that
ing filled with love, the same which had
ichcd him from my spirit, he embraced mo
bis arms, rejoicing that he had met me, but
d no more ou aoy religious subject. Soon
er he departed and I saw him no more."

(To bo continued.)

The fodfisli.

A. St. John (N. F.) correspondent of the
)ntreal Gazette gives the following account
the jiroeesses used in preparing the codfish

market: The codfish, after being caught,
it and washed, are spread to dry on the
ake," which is formed of spruce boughs,
pported by a frame work resting on upright
les. Mere the cod are spi-ead out to bleach
exposure to sun and air, and during this

Dcess require constant attention. At night,
on the approach of rain, they are made up

little round heaps, with the skin outward,
which state they look very much like small
yeocks. When the " bloom," or whitish
pearance, which for the time they assume,
mes out on the dried fish, the process is

ished, and they are then ready for storing.

1 being conveyed to the premises of the ex-

rting merchant, they are first "culled,"
assorted, into different kinds, known as

aerchantable," "Madeira," " West India,"
d "Dun," or broken fish. The first is the
3t quality ; the second a grade lower; the
rd is a grade lower still

; and the fourth,
lich is incapable of keeping, is used at home,
le coti sent to hot countries is packed by
ew power into small casks called " drams :"

it which goes to the Mediterranean is usu-

j exported in bulk. We ship large quan-
ies of dried cod to Brazil, and there is hardly
inhabited corner of that vast empire where
3 Newfoundland cod is not to be found,
ing carried on the backs of mules from the
icoast into the most distant provinces of the
ierior. The negroes of the West Indies
ilcome it as a grateful addition to their
getable diet. To all parts of the Mediter-
lean it finds its way— Italians, Greeks and
;ilians equally relishing the produce of our
I harvest. The Spaniards and Portuguese

are our best customers. In Great Britain and
the United States we have thousands of cus-
tomers. In the warmer regions of the earth,
however, the people seem to have a special
liking for the dried and salted cod, and to
them it is an almost indispensable article of
food. The more extensively Brazil, Spain
and Italy are opened up by railways and other
means of transit, the greater becomes the de-
mand for cod, as the cost is lessened. The
advancing price of fresh meats of all kinds in

various countries is rapidly increasing the de-
mand for cod, and has considerably enhanced
its value. Twelve or fourteen years ago the
average price of fish was from twelve to fif-

teen shillings per quintal. It is now exactly
double that price.

From the •' Guiding Hund."

A Strram in the Desert.

I knew a man of God who earned his bread
by the sweat of his brow. It was impossible
to observe him and not feel that he was sepa-

rated from those around him by the indwel-
ling of the Holy Ghost. He told me in deep
humilit}^ that he could not "speak for the
Lord," by which I discovered that he meant
that he could not accost strangers on the sub-

ject of their personal salvation. If he could

not speak to man, he could to God ; and ncTor
shall I forget the first time I heard his Toice

raised in supplication and pra^-er at a little

wayside gathering. 1 knew not from whom
it proceeded, but I felt whoever it was, that
soul had power with God.
He went to live in a village where none

cared for anything beyond this present life; ho
was a stranger, indeed, among them. Early
and late he labored in the fields, but the Lord
of the whole earth had ordained a blessing

for this dark hamlet when He sent his ser-

vant there, and a river of the water of life

was to flow through this solitary man, unseen
by all save the One that keepeth Israel, and
neither slumbers nor sleeps.

Yet the servant of God was not required

for this ministry to forsake his calling, but
to follow the Lord in it. He lived in a poor,

thatched cottage, on the outskirts of the vil-

lage ; and when his work was done, seated bj'

th^ low casement of his room in summertime,
he rested his weary heart in close communion
with his Heavenly Friend. Dispirited by in-

tercourse with the profane and the mocker,
he refreshed him.self with new contemplation
of the covenant of grace, or pondered over
the promises which he was every day prov-
ing for himself were priceless treasures for

constant use.

As he communed with God aloud, and
poured forth his soul in prayer, a woman of

ill character passed by the cottage door; the
sound of the stranger's voice arrested her steps,

and she lingered by the casement. She listen-

ed. Never before had she heard a soul speak-
ing to the God of its life in such glad thanks-
giving for redemption through the blood of

the Crucified, or imagined such holy boldness
in approaching a mercy-seat by her unsought:
it seemed a new language to her ears. The
prayer ceased. The listener, astonished and
perplexed, went on her way, and the solitary

man, the charge of angels, lay down to sleep.

None but God saw that tiny rill of life that
followed a sinner's steps, whispering :

" Come!
and let him that heareth say. Come! and let

him that is athirst come ; and whosoever will,

let him take the water of life freely."

Another day passed. The woman took up
her station in the twilight to listen, and the
freedom from condemnation in which the
stranger rejoiced seemed to bind her in chains
of misery unfelt before. Her occupation was
a degrading one. She possessed a voice of re-

markable power and sweetness ; her husband
frequented the public-houses in the neighbor-
hood, and she accompanied him, for he pro-
cured from the landlord or his guests, the
beer or spirits that he thirsted for, with the
price of his wife's company and songs!
Day by day the singer marked the man of

God, to see if his life contradicted in any way
his desires after holiness, for his prayers set

a sign upon him, and she watched for his halt-
ing week after week, and watched in vain.

While in many a conflict and in humble
brokenness of spirit this lonely man seemed
to himself a cumberer of the ground, as far as
bringing any honor to God was concerned,
yet through him flowed the living streaiii

which should •' turn the wilderness into a
standing water, and the dry ground into
water-springs."

The servant of the Lord slept, unconscious
of his ministry, little dreaming that the words
he had spoken to the Lord in the silence of
that summer evening were disturbing the
midnight orgies of sinners to whom he had
never spoken and who had never heard of his

existence. The woman's heart was heavy,
and she could not sing! She turned away in

bitterness of spirit from the scene of degrada-
tion in which she had hitherto been contented
to dwell. The anger of her husband raged
against her; his gains were gone, and all the
means of procuring his evening's wild revelry
were over. His persecution added to the
poor creature's distress, but it was as nothing
in comparison to the weight of misery on her
soul. Heavier and heavier pressed the bur-

den of her sins; the way of escape she knew
not ; despair took possession of her soul.

Satan now thought the prey was his own
;

he whispered that in " death their was no re-

membrance ;" but the enemy added not, "and
after death the judgment."
The heart-stricken woman saw one way

only, and she determined to rid herself of a
life become intolerable to her. One morning,
when she thought herself secure from inter-

ruption, she went to a neighboring stable,

and, tying a noose in a rope, fastened it se-

curely to a beam in the roof, and prepared to

end an existence too miserable to be borne.

But, as her foot was on the edge of the loft

from which she premeditated casting herself

down, the praise and thanksgiving of the

stranger for redemption through the precious

blood of Jesus came flowing into her mind.
She knelt ; she repeated her prayer again and
again ; such sweetness came with the words,

"Redeemed! pardoned! through the precious

blood of God's dear Son !" Nor did she pause
;

nay, she could not. As if the flood-gates of

her tears had opened the way for prayer, it

poured forth in a wondrous tide. The sinner

wept at the feet of Jesus ! The prey was taken
from the mighty. Hour after hour went by

;

she heeded it not, and daylight had fivUen

into evening before her new-born joy allowed
her to perceive that the day was spent.

When the servant of the Lord returned to

his solitary room, it was to find a rejoicing

child of the faith awaiting him, the fruit of

those days that seemed of no account, save

that he walked in fellowship with Jesus. He
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had lived near the fountain ;
the stream that

tiowed in refreshment tbrough his own soul,

had given life to the weary one without.

Year after year, from many a prayer-meet-

ing, arose the voice of the rescued minstrel,

clear and strong in strains of praise to the

Lord and Giver of life And not alone ;
her

husband was by her side, the first to give

heed to her words, and to believe her witness

to the Lord's long-suffering mercy to himself.

Heaven alone can declare the harvest of that

lonely man, who walked with God.
The faithful Christian is mighty in un-

conscious power. His soul, as it gravitates

towards God, impresses those with whom be

may have to do. The silent life, the godly

waik, the steadfast faith, the single-hearted

service of a Christian man, is more potent

than the strife and babble of many a noisy

tongue, that only proclaims the emptiness of

the heart from which it speaks.

And the Christian can be in do circum-

stances however untoward, no position how-
ever secluded, where God cannot Use him for

his glory. The circle of divine possibilities

reaches far beyond the stretch of human per-

ceptions. Christ " must needs go through
Samaria," in his journey to Jerusalem, and
though the Jews might disapprove the act,

yet it was a blessed necessity that-led the Son
of God to sit faint and weary by the side of

Jacob's well in the vale of Sj'char, for thus

the poor water-carrying woman heard the

tidings of the well of water springing up unto
everlasting life, and thus many of the Samari-

tans believed.

fr^o we in circumstances most unpromising
must remember that there is a "need be" for

all onr "heaviness through manifold tempta-
tion ;" that if not useful to ourselves our trials

maj' be profitable to those around us, and we
may still be unconscious instruments of bless-

ing to those about us when in our own hearts

we feel ourselves but cumberers of the ground,
or weary wanderers in a dark and desert land.

In all the desert's dreariness, God yet will

lead us by his cloudy pillar, and guide us by
his guiding hand.

A Wonderful Meteor.—A Jacksonville, 111.,

despatch states that on Thursday evening a

beautiful muteoric displaj' was witnessed there

about halfpast eight o'clock. The meteor
first came in view away to the west, and about
30 degrees above the horizon. It passed
seemingly but a short distance north of the

city, and was finally lost to sight away to the

eastward. When first seen it seemed a blaz

ing, burning ball nearly as large as the full

moon, and appeared to be moving directly

toward this city. As it swept along with its

fiery tail, some 20 degrees in length, and some
10 to 20 blazing fragments following it, it

presented a sight of suri)assing mugnirtcencc
and beauty. When this great ball of fire

reached a point considerably east of north it

Iturst into 10 or 12 fragments not unlike in

appearance the bursting of a rocket, and these

fi'agmcnts seemed to finally disa])pear in a

bank of clouds which hung near the eastern

horizon. The meteor was of such supassing
brilliancy that the whole earth and heavens
were lighted up so brightly that persons could

be distinguished at a distance in the sfr<cls

almost as plainly as in daylight. The light

was such that it gave a subdued green co"

ing to the earth, trees, buildings, and (sv

other object. I<'rom the lime the nudeor '

first seen in the west, till lost sight of in the

cast, full twenty seconds must have elapsed.

A singular feature of the phenomenon was
that, instead of passing in its flight earthward,

its path from west to east seemed in an exact

horiKOUtal direction. Nothing of the kind of

such grandeur, brilliancy and beauty was ever

before witnessed here.

It was also seen at Burlington, Iowa, St.

Louis, Mo., Lawrence, Kansas, and at several

places in Indiana.

—

Philadelphia Inquirer of

12th mo. 25th, 1876.

THANKFUL REMEMBRANCES.
BY H. BONAE.

I look along the p.ist, and gather themes
For praise to Thee my ever-gracious God.

It is a part of mercy, an;d it teems
With goodness at each step along the road.

Not always gladness and prosperity,

But always goodness from thy patient hand
;

Always the loTe that, even in saddest day,

Traced its clear prints upon time's silent sand.

I thank Thee for a holy ancestry

;

I bless Thee for a godly parentage
;

For seeds of truth, and light and purity,

Sown in this heart from childhood's earliest age.

For word and church and watchful ministry,

—

The beacon and the tutor and the guide
;

For the parental hand and lip and eye.

That kept me far from snares on every side.

I thank Thee for a true and noble creed,

For wisdom, poetry, and gentle song;
For the bright flower, and for the wayside weed,

The friendship of the kind and brave and strong.

I thank the love that kept my life from sin,

Even when my heart was far from God and truth
;

That gave me for a lifetime's heritage,

The purities of unpolluted youth;

That kept my eyes from gazing on the wrong.

And tanght them all the sweetness of the right

;

That made me in my quiet hours to long

To get beyond this darkness into light.

That showed me that the world was not a rest,

E'en when it looked the loveliest, and its face

Shone with the gladness of the glowing East,

When it foretells a noon of cloudlessness.

That told me that all pomp was hut a name,
That gold and silver were not life and joy,

That what to-day bestowed of love and fame,

To-morrow's breath would wither and destroy.

That kept me from the riotous and rude,

The oath, the lust, the revel, the lewd song;
That drew my footsteps to the wise and good.

And bid me shun the pleasure-loving throng.

That made me feel, even amid scenes most bright,

At times a strange dark void and vacancy,

A longing for the real and infinite,

For something that would fill and satisfy.

For suns that would not set, for stars and skies

O'er which no sorrow-laden cloud would sweep,'

Beauty that lives, and love that never dies,

A deeper and diviner fellow.ship.

If earthly beauty, said I, be so fair,

How fairer far the beautiful above.

If creature love be so exceeding dear,

How dearer far the uncreated love

!

Oh birth-place of the loveliness and light,

That shine so sweetly over earth and sea

!

How excellent must Thou, the Infinite

Eternal Source of all that beauty be !

ahnu-ilk. and hL-i Brother.—Thc father of

that eminent lawj-er. Sergeant Glanville, who
lived in the days of Charles II., had a good
estate, which he intended to settle on his

eldl^st son
; but he ]5roving vicious, and af-

fording no hope of ri^forination, ho devolved

it upon the sergeant, who was his second In.

Upon his father's death, the eldest son, ijd.

ing that what he had hitherto considere U
the mere threat of his father was really tie,

became greatly dejected, and, in a short je-
•

riod, his character underwent an en|re

change. His brother, observing this, inv ^
iiim, with a party of his friends, to a fe(t,

and after several other dishes had been je.

moved, he ordered one, covered up, to bebt

before his brother, which, on being examiid,

was found to contain the writings of the a-

tate. The sergeant then told him thatiie

had now done what he was sure their fat()r

would have done had he lived to witness \e

happy change they all saw ; and that he th ja-

fore conveyed to him the whole property
J

For "The Frieu

Riiiidom Aotcs of Travel.

(Continued from page 155.)

Sixth month 12th, ls7

Liverpool presented very much theappc

ance I expected, a busy, bustling, smoky Cm-,

many of the buildings lofty and spacious. It i

dingy and discolored, even when quite ncy, ;

We visited the famous docks, where shls

from all nations lie side by side in fricii',-

security; their tall, naked masts remimii ;

one of a pine forest denuded of its venhr.

This noble port is a fitting entrance-door|)

a mighty nation. Crossed to Egremontjji

part of Birkenhead, where we spent seveil

days very pleasantly with friends. In 1)

afternoon took a drive of some six miles ii i

the country, and walked through some b: -

tiful grounds, where we saw a magnilir( ;

display of rhododendons on a slopinghill si i

—a very cataract of white and crimson bl •

soms. Glossy clumps of Portuguese laii I

were intermingled with tall trees, covnl
with ivjr, and sunny knolls presented the.

selves here and there. The freshness of vf;

tation, the luxurious growth of many ]ilair

the damp air, not chilling, but soft and war
the smooth velvet-like turfof a dazzling gr.'('

all told of England, and I began to rcali

that we really stood upon her soil. A mode
writer observes: " If a man wishes to see i

England he has so long desired to see— t
^

England of his dreams—let him go to ('In

ter!" And certainly he may travel far ai

long, ere he will find such another quaint <>

city.

To an American, the first walled city

verj' unique, and interesting, and here is

city whose walls are perfect and entire, co

strueted of hewn stone, and twenty feet

height. Pausing at the Phcenix Tower, oi

of several which remain on the walls, I rei

that " King Charles stood upon this towe
Sept. 24, 1645, and saw his army defeated c

Ilowton Moor." During the civil war Chestil

was loyal, sustaining a siege of five montl
in the saiue j-ear. More than two thousar

persons died during the siege. War is a grej

evil at any time, but civil war is but a chapti

of horrors.

The castle of Chester retains but little <

its original form, having been replaced b

barracks, and stands on an elevated rock ove
looking the Dee. But the most curious featui

of the two main streets are the "liows,"
continuous covered gallery through the fron

of the second story of the houses. Here th

people pass along as freely as in the street

of other towns, and are complotelj' protecte

from the weatbcr. The best shops open o'
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lis
" upstairs" street, tliose underneath being

T a level with the ruadwaj-. The old houses

e also of antique patterns, with their fronts

:' timber, and carved f;ables. The wooden
celeton of the house is tilled in with plastered

all, a style of building I had never before

en. Chester has borne dift'erent names, as

oman, Saxon or Dane was in the ascendency.

1 later days its present name has been car-

ed to the New World, and bestowed on a

jlago on the banks of the Delaware, by
•ateful hearts which often turned longingly,

3 doubt, to their beautiful native city on the

inks of the Dee. Penn, on his arrival at

plands, changed the name of that place as

lus related by Clarkson :
" This was a mem-

•able event (alluding to his calling an assem-

y there) and to be distinguished by some
arked circumstance. He determined there-

ire to change the name of the place. Turn-

ig around to his friend Pearson, one of his

ivn Society, who had accompanied him in

le ship Welcome, ho said, 'Providence has

•ought us here safe, thou hast been the com-
inion of my perils; what wilt thou that I

lould call this place ?' Pearson replied

Chester,' in remembrance of the town from
hence he came. William Penn rejoined that

should be called Chester, and that when he

vided the land into counties he would call

16 of them by the same name also."

—

Ha:
•d's Annals of Fennsylvania.

Drove out to Eaton Hall, the palace of the

uke of Westminster, to find it undergoing
ipairs, and that the interior could not be

len. We were conducted through the con-

irvatories and fruit gardens, which are verj-

ctensive. The walls of the latter are very

igh, having the branches of the trees pin

tied against them like so many malefactors,

ut here cherries blush and ripen, and cover

le walls with beauty; peaches steal the gold

cm the sunshine, and grapes grow liquid in

le summer showers. This, it will be remem-
jred, is in about 53° of north latitude, and
i high as Hudson Buy, or 780 miles north of

hiladelphia.

In the afternoon entered North Wales,
ding by the " Sands of Dee" for many
iles, and passing the old castle of Flint, by
hyl, and up the river Conway until we
lached our resting ])lace for the night and
isuing daj-, Betws-y-coed, loveliest of Welsh
lies, whose name permitted us no longer to

3ubt that we were really in the midst of that

)mantic land. The triumph of civilizing art

7er ignorance and barbarism was exemplified

the striking change that has come over the

d Castle of Flint, which, in the good old

mes, oft resounded with the cry of arni«,

id sheltered its bands of armed men, but

hieh is now a busy hive where hundreds of

idustrious artisans are occupied in convert

ig the salt of the Cheshire mines into soda
ih, that enters so largely into numerous
aterials used in the arts, as to have become
most important factor in modern civiliza-

on.
" Ring out the old, ring in the new,
Ring out the false, ring in the true."

Our inn was a charming little place, not far

om the village, and kept by two young
omen and their father. Judging by the

bum and tributary verses which graced the

ilor-table, they were very popular with
le numerous visitors frequenting the house
eatness had atained perfection beneath their

)of; the shaded light, admitted through d,

mask hangings, was verv grateful in conncc-
1 with the quiet and order of the dwelling.

The neighborhood promised delightful walks
that afternoon, but alas ! for our expectations,

a shower set in and the whole country seemed
already like a saturated sponge, until one had
doubts whether the ground could contain any
more water; but the streams leap from the

hill-sides and glide away from the surface in

old, well-worn channels, and the whole place

is evidently accustomed to this state of things,

19 testified by the intense greenness of the

andscape. But after dinner the mist cleared

away for a time, and our plan was carried out,

by taking the right hand road from the inn,

and crossing the rushing Conway by a tine

bridge. The water was the color of liquid

amber, a clear yellowish brown, reminding
me of the cedar water among the swamps of

New Jersc}', with this difference that here

the river ran upon a rocky bed, and leaped

over and curled around the great boulders

hich interrupted its shallow current, until

the whole mass of water was converted into

foam and spray.

Our road gradually ascending the hill be-

fore us, while a high stone wall hid the river

from our view. Occasionally we passed a

gateway in the wall, and caught glimpses of

lovely winding carriage roads leading to some
gentleman's seat. Severe penalties, including

prospective adventures with cross dogs, pre-

vented the public from trespassing on these

guarded limits.

However, ample compensation remained to

the wayfarer on the beautiful road, and still

lovelier paths which were accessible, leading

into the secret recesses of the hills bej'ond.

Here in Wales, the beauty and luxuriance of

the ivj'seem to culminate. Half th'^ trees on

the hill side were covered with it, and every

stone wall almost hidden beneath its pointed

leaves. From the brown mould at its roots

spring tall pendulous foxgloves, with open
mouth and spotted throat, graceful and ele-

gant, bending over the small daisies beneath

them with a protecting air. Wild roses twined
themselves among the hawthorn hedges, their

pale, creamy flowers, forming a vivid contrast

with the background of scolloped green leaves.

But foremost in beauty were the tiny water-
falls leaping from rock to rock, beginning at

the very summit of the mountains until they
reach the river at their feet. Dotted here

and there were curious old stone cottages and
out-buildings—old enough apparently to have
sheltered their inmates for centuries. On our
return I entered a short, green lane, to make
a nearer inspection of one of them, which had
attracted my attention as we passed it before,

but I found it deserted, the roof had fallen

in, the springs were trodden and soiled,—no
cows were in the stalls,

" No dog was at the threshold, great or small,

No pigeon on the roof, no household creature,

No cat demurely dozing on the wall,

Not one domestic feature.

No human figure stirred to go or come,
No face looked forth from shut or open casement,

No chimney smoked—there was no sign of home,
From parapet to basement."

At Fairy Ulen we found a wild though not
deep ravine, where the Conway dashes over
the rocks in a succession of falls. Nodding
trees bent over the stream, while feathery
shrubs shot up between the cliffs. It was in-

deed fairy-like in its loveliness, a place to part
from with regret, when we remember that we
may never sec it more.

From Betws-3--coed we took the coach for

Capel Curig and the Pass of Llanberris. As
little can be seen from the inside of a stage
coach, the fiivorite seal is of course on top

; so
notwithstanding the threatening promise of
the black clouds overhead, I ascended to the
pleasant cushioned seat awaiting me. Dr.
Johnson observes somewhere that the sum-

t of human felicity may be found on top of
an old-fixshioned English stage coach, with
four good horses, a careful driver, and an ex-
cellent road. All these accessories to felicity

seemed to be within our reach this day, with
the added pleasure of passing through a new
and interesting country. But alas! the rain
rather increased than otherwise ; not yet, how-
ever, heavy enough to prevent me from en-

joying the wild desolate grandeur of this

celebrated pass. I noticed that here and there
were little patches of verdure in the tiny val-

leys, where a few sheep and goats were occa-

sionally seen ; but the supremacy of rocks
could not be disputed, cold, flinty, and bare,

reminding one of the mountain canons of
Colorado, particularly that of Cheyenne, near
Colorado Springs.

It had long been diflicult to keep my um-
brella and bonnet from blowing away—even
with the assistance of a poor man whom the
driver had picked up, and who kindly held
on to the former. Wind and water prevailed

at last, and an ignoble retreat to the interior

had to be endured.

(To be contiiiuea.)

For "The Friend."

Richard Sliackletoii.

(Cuntiuued from page 150.)

Elizabeth Carleton's memoir continues
thus: "I found that my safety consisted in

watchfulness to know, and humble resolution

to do what I thought was required of mo,
though much in the cross to my nature,

Divine Goodness strengthening me to bear
reproaches, persuasions and mockings of my
old companions, who, to their own miserable
loss, withstood the offers of heavenly love

extended to them ; and, notwithstanding I

might expect such treatment, I dared not
shun the place, but appeared amongst them
in a very different manner from what I was
used to do, both in my conduct and dress.

Of myself I could not have acted thus, but

by endeavoring to keep invrard and watchful
over my words and behavior, begging to be

preserTedfrombringingdishonoron that Holy
One, whom I was now above all desirous to

serve, and He was pleased in great conde-

scension to preserre me in simplicity, and
fear of offending Him. I dared not stay

from any meeting which it was in my power
to attend, and often called to see or inquire

for such Friends as I lieard were indisposed,

even if not much or at all acquainted with
them before, which caused many to have an
affectionate regard for me, and made way to

drop hints sometimes to my friends which I

was afraid to omit, lest I should be one of

those that were not faithful in small things,

and so become weaker, and not able to pur-

sue the path which my eyes were opened to

see was that of acceptance.

"As other things were become new, so was
my desire for reading. Now the Scriptures,

our Friends' sufferings, and other writings

edifying and useful I delighted in, and for-

sook those which I knew were hurtful to my
mind. Retirement and waiting on the Lord, to
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renew my strength in Him, I found was good
and necessary. Visiting, or being much
company, I declined, lest thereby 1 should be

drawn from off my watch. Eeligious Friend
I loved to be with, and such were kind and
tender towards me ; and under the sense of
the notice that many worthy ministers visit

ing this nation took of me, my mind was
often bowed in humble admiration, that such
a poor, weak creature as I, should be so fa-

vored ; and it was often hard to part with
such, and cost me many tears ; and after they
were gone, divers have written me encour-
aging letters.

" Thus was I helped through the kindness
of Him who affords strength to those that
are sensible of their own weakness and entire

insufficiency to preserve themselves, fulfill

his old promise of carrying His lambs
liis arms.

" Though my mind was so bent to practise
what I believed to be my dut}^ in religion, I

saw that it was also my duty to be diligent in

outward business, helping to make it easier to
my aged mother and weakly sister. I have
had often to admire how I was enabled, when
left alone with a servant (my mother and
sister in the country on account of my sister's

health) to carrj- on our little business, attend
meetings constantly and keep the house in

so frugal a manner that little would be ex-
pended, and my kind neighbors and friends
well pleased when they called to see me, to
find me at home properly employed.

' Thus I went on for some j^ears, endeav-
oring to do justly, love mercy, and walk
humblj', being sensible that a warfare still

must be maintained, and a greater victory
must be achieved over my own passions and
natural propensities, and that best wisdom
was necessary to guide me through life. As
my experience could not be much, therefore
I often begged for it. In course of time,
some degree of zeal for the promotion of
truth seemed kindled in me, and a desire to
attend some of the General Meetings, which
was scarcely in my power from my situation,
but, in a while, my dear friend, Elizabeth
Pike, was raised up to be a kind and faithful

helpmeet to me, and we took many journey-
ings together to General Meetings, often under
difiiculties."

Her biographer adds :
" Her sphere of use-

fulness (after her marriage) was enlarged, and
she needed not affliction to keep her hum-
ble, which, in the sincerity of her heart, she
had desired, if necessary, for the responsi-
bility of her station forcibly impressed the
need of that constant watchfulness which so
remarkably characterized her words and
actions.

" The difficulties which she had anticipated,
and which she had most wished to avoid had
been those of becoming mistress of a board-
ing-school, and of assuming the responsible
duties of a step-mother. These vanished, or
were made easy to her, and she found in the
worth and affection of her excellent com-
panion, those blessings which constitute the
happiness of married life."

The following letter was written by Rich-
ard Shackleton to his mother-in-law, Rachel
Carleton, soon after his marriage with her
daughter

:

Ballitore, IGth of Twelfth month, 1755.
" It would give me pleasure, and add much

to the satisfuclion I daily enjoy in thy
laughter, to know that her loss Ih tol-

erable ease upon you. I should rather call it

her absence, not her loss, for I hope Provi-

dence will favor us with meeting divers times
together again in this land of uncertainty

;

and they are not lost who are found in the

places which Infinite Wisdom has ordered
them in, which I hope is the case with thy
dear, valuable child ; and doubt not but this

consideration makes this separation easier to

bo borne with thee. And I sincerely desire

it may be made up to you by the most solid

comfort which unites together in spirit those
that are absent in body, and is the crown of

the aged as well as the youth. That this

may be our chiefest care to seek after, whether
old or young, is the sincere desire of
"Thy dutiful and affectionate son,

" Richard Shackleton."
CTo be continued.)

Beet-Eoot Sugar.—The cultivation of beet-

root as a source of sugar was encouraged in

every method by the government of the great
Napoleon. His fall and the consequent open-
ing up of the whole Continent to British
trade retarded the growth of the new indus-
tr3'. Still Napoleon's policy was pursued by
the government that succeeded him. Among
other modes of protection, beet-root sugar
was exempted from all taxation, while a
heavy duty was imposed upon foreign sugar.
By this means the indigenous manufacture
was fostered ; and consequently we find that
in 1832 about nine thousand tons of sugar
were manufactured in France, which was
about one-serenth of the total consumption
of the country. After this period a new
cause came into play, which gave an extra-
ordinary impetus to the beet-root industiy.
The long agitation against slavery in this

country triumphed, and negro emancipation
was accomplished in the West Indies. The
first result, as our readers are aware, was the
disorganization of the West Indian labor
market. And France took advantage so
promptly of the opportunity that in 1842 her
production of indigenous sugar had risen to

35,000 tons. It was an almost four-fold in-

crease in ten years, and was very nearly one-
third of the whole consumption, instead of
one-seventh, as it had been in 1832. From
this time the industry prospered so rapidly,
that a duty less, indeed, than that on foreign
sugar, but still of appreciable amount, was
imposed on the beet-root product, and in 1847
that duty was made equal to the foreign duty.
Still the industry attained greater propor-
tions. In 1802 the home production some-
what exceeded the foreign imports. And in

1871 it was four times greater. Since then
the home production has still further in-

creased, until the foreign imports, compared
with it, arc but a small fraction. Last year,
in fact, the home production exceeded 440,000
tons, nearly twice the amount of 1871.
During 1874 and 1875 the wholesale price of
sugar at Paris averaged 140 francs per 100
kiilogrammes. At that rate the home pro-
duction last year amounted in value to over
£25,000,000 sterling. Thus in less than
seventy years an industry has Ueen created
which is worth this enormous annual sum to

France. In the meantime Germany, Aiisiria.

Russia and Belgium followed the example of
Franco, and the total production of beet-root
sugar in Europe is now estimated coiisidera-
ably to exceed one million of tons

—

Satur-
diuj /it'vicw.

Extract from the Journal of Job Scott.

Fifth-day 9th. Attended the Prepara
Meeting at Danby, at the close of which wijat

a few minutes, the men and women toget

this was a little comfortable season, di

minds being refreshed in this our parting >
portunity. Sixth day, 10th of 9th month
took our affectionate leave of our dear frie

and set forward for home, accompanied
our beloved friend E. S. My mind was m
affected at and after parting with Frie,

with great tenderness and tears of joy, wh
for a considerable space of time, flowed c

ously from mine eyes. My mind was can d
back to view the places where we had visi i,

and my soul was melted into ardent mei
supplication for the preservation of Frie

in general, and many individuals in partli-

lar ; attended with such endeared affectiju

and brokenness of spirit as lias rarely bjin

my lot to witness for so long a time togetlr.

Oh! with what heart-felt fervency did I

tercede for the help and preservation of

little flock and family up and down in

world [ the earnest requests that I was
abled to put up for the instruction and div

assistance of the many messengers of o

Lord which are running to and fro in

earth among the people, that their labors n y
prove successful, and benefit the souls

mankind : indeed the language of sole

supplication ran powerfully through
mind with a melting sensibility for all ; t

the dead might be raised, quickened andm
alive, in that life which is hid with Chrisi

God. Many individuals of my acquaintar
both in places where I had visited abroad, i(il

also at home in our own and neighbor
Monthly Meetings, came fresh into my
membrance with such ardency of desire, til

breathings of soul, for their growth, prei

vation and improvement, as will not read
be conceived by such as have not felt

same. Yea, my desires for them were e

ccived in intelligent language in the secret

my soul, in a number of little, short, thoi

sweet and melting requests for one after i

other, as the Father of Spirits brought thp
to my remembrance. Oh! how often did

flow through me as a stream of life on t

wise :
" O most mighty and omnipotent L(ll

God, commissionate thine holy angels to attc

and guard thy exercised pilgrims throii

this vail of tears : let cherubims and se

phims encamp about and surround the lit

host of militants, thy wrestling seed wl
here on earth and for evermore." Oh ! h
did my bosom heave with swelling tides^f
joy and divine delight! yea, all tliat was
me moved!—my head, mjr heart, yea, i

whole man seemed encircled round w
spiritual attendants! whoso melodious a. I

ecstatic songs of praise enraptured my scj,

d lifted me above all earth's tumultu(s
cares and all its fading joys! and in the mijt
of this triumphant adoration, my eyes w
opened to see and view the depths of sufi"

'ngs and abasement which my soul had pass 1

through in my visit ; then did I see that t i

true wrestling seed of Jacob can never rejoi

tliroutch sufferings
; abound, but thi'ou

abas,. hunt : imr livoand roi-n with the Lai
iIk.I «•:,-., I. ad and is alivr, lint thr.mgh dea^
I thru was given to behold as it were arouH
mo, as I rodo on the way, an innumcral
multitude of glorified spirits; and it was s;

in the centre of my soul, " Those are th
which came out of irreat tribulation, hab
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ivashed their robes, and made them white in

;he blood of the Lamb," Eev. vii. 14, their

jver-living Eedeemer. I saw that I must
jret longer endure the cup of sutferings in

Ms house of clay, if I would join the songs

)f those ransomed souls in never-ending an-

.hems of praise; to which I bowed my head

ind heart, saying, Lord, let not thine eye

)ity, nor thy hand spare, until thou hast done

iway all that offends in me, and brought

brth judgment unto victory in my soul : and
vhen I had thus submitted and ottered up
)ody, soul and spirit into his holy hands, a

villiug sacrifice, it was showed me how good it

lad been for me that I had so deeply suffered
;

md that, had it been otherwise, I should

lave missed of this feast of fat things. Next
t was showed me, that though I had not alto-

gether done the best that I might have done
vhile on this visit, yet that I have been pre-

lerved in the meekness, littleness and humil-

ty ; and, to my inexpressible satisfaction, I

vas also showed, and made to see, feel and
enow, that nothing was laid to my charge as

,n oftence to stand against me; but feeling

here was now no condemnation to my soul,

was made to join the heavenly harmony
;

nd, in that angelic spring of adoration which
felt, my soul within me leapt for joy, and, at

he end of this transporting chorus, my in-

iiost language was—"sing praises, sing

iraises, sing praises. Amen, Amen, hallelu-

ih!" At which it seemed as if the whole
xpanse of heaven rang with acclamations of

3y, thanksgiving and praise I After which I

gain had freedom to enter into innocent and
ileasant conversation with my two friends,

phich I had not done for miles before as we
ode on the way ; but I kept the vision pretty
luch to myself, save what of its effects they
iscovered in my countenance, and the tears

had shed, which I had not power to restrain,

jord, never suffV-r me to forget thy favors
ud divine communications—but as thou hast

egun to clothe m}' mind with humility, be
leased more and more to centre me deep into

:; that I may wear it as a garment fureTer.

i'^e live in deeds, not years ; in thoughts, not breaths;
D feelings, not in figures on a dial.

Ve should count time by heart-throbs. He most lives

l^ho thinks most ; feels the noblest ; acts the best,

.nd he whose heart beats quickest lives the longest

;

lives in one hour more than in years do some
l^hose fat blood sleeps as it slips along their veins,
life is but a means unto an end ; that end
ieginning, mean, and end to all things—God.

Bailey.
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It was a common charge against the early
lembers of the Society of Friends, that they
^ere not entitled to be considered Christians,

ecause they denied the " ordinances of Bap-
sm and the Lord's Supper," as the cere-

lonies practised by other religious denom-
lations are called. This charge, and the
stracism of the Society from the community
f the Christian Church as a consequence of
i, have often been mot, and their injustice

roved by early and modern writers of the
ociety, but onr real views on these subjects

re still misunderstood by many, and few
iitside of our pale seem able to i-ise above the

supposed necessity of the material elements
of water, and of bread and wine to the true
spiritual comprehension of the thing signified

by our Lord, wlien He declared that " He that
believeth and is baptized shall be saved," and
" Except ye cat the flesh of the Son of man,
and drink His blood, ye have no life in you."

Friends accept both these great truths,

with all that is implied in them, as they do
all others set forth in the Holy Scriptures.
But they cannot agree to connect the spirit-

ual results alluded to in these passages with
corporeal ablutions in water, or partaking of

the elements of bread and wine. When Christ
held that conversation with the Jews nar-

rated in the 6th chapter of John, wherein He
described himself as "the living bread which
cometh down from heaven," and further added
the words above quoted, respecting the ne-

cessity of eating His flesh and drinking His
blood, it was a year preceding the last sup-

per with His disciples, when He broke bread
and gave it to them, saying, "take, eat, this

is my body," and also gave them the cup of

wine, with the words, "drink ye all of it, for

this is ui}' blood of the new Testament, which
is shed for man}- for the remission of sins."

Now, if the reception by the apostles of spirit-

ual life through Christ was dependent upon
a participation in the paschal supper imme-
diately preceding His crucifixion, they must
have been destitute of such life prior to that
time. That this could not have been the case

with these men whom Christ long previously
hud sent forth to preach His Gospel of life

and salvation, is obvious enough. He de-

clared that "He that believeth on me hath
everlasting life;" and in the same chapter it

is staled that Peter said to Him " Thou hast
the words of eternal life ; and we believe and
are sure that thou art that Christ the son of
the living God." It follows then that Peter
and the other apostles had long before the
final passover partaken of the mystical body
and blood of Christ, and had been grafted into

Him, the living Vine, from whom they drew
divine grace and sustenance, metaphorically
spoken of by Christ as bread and as blood to

the soul. VVe hold, therefore, that as those
disciples received this divine life directly

from Christ without any ceremonial or inter-

mediate agency whatever, so the righteous in

the preceding dispensation, and true believers

in Him in every succeeding age, have been,

and are quickened and fed through a spiritual

union, and partaking of His divine nature.

He declares that " tfo that eateth my flesh

and drinketh my blood, diuelldh in me and I
in him." "As the living Father hath sent me,
and I live by the Father, so he that eateth me,
even he shall live by me." Thus we see that
the mode in which this spiritual life is com-
municated by Christ to man, is the same by
which the beloved Son drew His life from the
Father. Hence no form or " ordinance'' is

essential. " It is the Spirit that quickeneth,
the flesh profiteth nothing."

With I'egard to the language used by our
Saviour at the last supper, there is no rational

way of-understanding it but in the same typ-

ical sense in which He so often and obviously
spoke of spiritual things on other occasions.

When he says of the broken bread, " This is

my body," and of the wine, " This is ray blood
of the new Testament which is shed for many
for the remission of sins," we are fully justi-

fied in regarding it as equivalent to His say-

ing, this bread is typical of my body, which

is to be broken on the cross, and offered for

you ; this wine represents my blood which is

to be shed for many. There is no place in

the Scriptures where it is said that our Lord
added any promise that by practising this

ceremony of eating bread and drinking wine,
His followers should thereby partake of His
body and blood, or receive spiritual life.

There is only one of the evangelists (Luke)
that speaks of any injunction by Christ to

His apostles to continue in the practice of
celebrating the passover supper. His words
are, " This do in remembrance of me ;" and
Paul in his allusion to it (1 Cor. xi., 26), gives
this explanation of His reason for continuing
the custom, viz. :

" For as often as ye eat this

bread, and drink this cup, ye do show the
Lord's death till He come." Here is nothing
to warrant the extraordinary assumption
made by some sects, that whenever a profes-

sing priest or minister may say some cere-

monial words over material bread and wine,
there is a conversion of these elements into
the true body and blood of Christ, and that
others eating and drinking them can thereby
obtain eternal life ; neither as held b}' some
less superstitious denominations, that such an
act is "an outward and visible sign of an in-

ward and spiritual grace" on the part of the
performer, since this ceremony may be easily

enacted by one who is quite destitute of " in-

ward atid spiritual grace," and do it hypo-
critically, as said by the apostle, " eating and
drinking damnation to himself."

If it be urged that the primitive believers

being evidently in this custom implies an ob-

ligation on our part to continue it, we answer
that such a consequence by no means follows.

They doubtless did it in remembrance of
Christ's death, and until He come, as com-
manded by Him to those of His own age

;

but that does not necessarily impose it as a
perpetual duty on Christians of all ages.

There is no such command in Script,ure.

Those who have truly known the second and
spiritual coming of the Lord Jesus in their

souls, and have received Him as their Ee-
deemer and Sanctifier, realize the fulfilment

of His promise, that " The Comforter shall

bring all things to their remembrance," and
they will often dwell with reverent love and
gratitude on that wondrous act of redeeming
grace by which their souls have been bought
with the price of His precious blood. When
one asked Christ, "How is it that thou wilt

manifest thyself unto us, and not unto the

world?" He replied, " If a man love me he
will keep mj' words ;

and my Father will love

him, and we will come unto him, and make
our abode with him." And again in the Eev-
elation it is written, " Behold I stand at the

door and knock : if any man hear my voice

and open the door, I will come in to him and
will sup with him, and he with me." These
words give the key to the true communion and
supper of Christ. The conditions are a wil-

ling reception of the Holy Spirit when He
offers His redeeming visitations, and a faith-

ful obedience to His manifested will and com-
mands. Those who thus receive Christ can

adopt the testimony of the apostle in writing

to the Corinthians as their experience, "The
cup of blessing which we bless, is it not the

communion of the blood of Christ? The
bread which we break, is it not the com-
munion of the body of Christ ?" " For we
being many are one bread and one body : for

we are all partakers of that one bread."
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Thus it is, that those who are uaited to Christ

by one Spirit, witness in Hina a sweet fellow-

ship with each other, sitting at His bountiful

table in their public religious assemblies, as

He appears in the midst of them to their joj-

and refreshment, and in their more private

life feeding on the daily bread which He dis-

penses to them in answer to their petitions.

To those " the kingdom of God is not (ma-

terial) meat and drink, but righteousness and

peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—The latest Mexican advices state that the

government of Iglesias is established at Querataro, 150

miles from the capital. Eleven of the States of Mexico

recognize Iglesias, and he has an army of 12,000 troops.

Diaz, however, has an army of 18,000 men, and is well

provided with artillery in which Iglesias is deficient.

General Mejia, formerly a member of President Lerdo's

cabinent, who has been banished from Mexico by Diaz,

has arrived in Havana. Gen. Mejia says the acconnts

of the capture of Lerdo and the shooting of Escobedo,

published in the New York papers, are unconfirmed

rumors, and that Lerdo probably succeeded in reaching

the Pacific coast in safety.

The newspapers at Belgrade publish the following :

"The Russian General Nikilin arrived here on Mon-
day to take command of the Servian army, vice Tcher-

nayefF. At a review of the Russian divisions General

Nikitin declared he had come to Servia by order of the

Emperor of Russia to assume command of the army.

He said all foreigners serving in Russian corps in Ser-

via, would be considered part of the Russian army.

Orders have been issued to corps commanders of the

Servian army to proceed immediately to their posts."

A meeting of the Constantinople Conference was held

on the 2Sth ult., at which it was agreed that the armis-

tice should be prolonged until Third mo. 1st, 1877.

Several points of the propositions made by the Euro-

pean Powers were discussed, and the amendments and
objections made by the Turkish plenipotentiaries were

taken up by the European representatives for reference

to their respective governments.
The French Senate has unanimously and without

discussion, adopted the Budget as it was voted by thi

Deputies. The debates in the Utter House respectin:

the Budget have caused a schism in the republican ma
jority, the Moderates having definitely separated from

the Extremists.

Pauperism is diminishing in England and Wales.

In 1810, out of every IG men, women and children, one

was a pauper. In 1875 there was only one person in

30 who was a burden to the rest of the community.
A Constantinople dispatch of the 28th ult. says : A

mutually conciliatory spirit prevails, the Ottoman dele-

gales appearing disposed to make such concessions as

are compatible with the integrity and independence of

Turkey. Consequently hopes are entertained that an
understanding will be reached by which all interests

will be reconciled. A Belgrade dispatch says the Ser-

vians are rejoicing at the prolongation of the armistice.

All warlike preparations have ceased, and the militia

which had started for the front had been recalled.

A gale of unprecedented violence prevailed on the

south coast of England on the 1st inst. Dover pier was
j)artly destroyed, and nearly every town on the south

coast from Dover to Port->n)outh, was partially inun-

dated by the high tide. The damage sustained is very

great.

On the first inst. Queen Victoria was proclaimed
Empress at Delhi and throughout India, with gre:

ceremony.
United States.—The President has sent to the

$2,000,000. The shipment reached San Francisco from

Japan on the 12th of Twelfth month. The egijs were

packed very carefully in the steerage deck amidships—

the warmest spot on the vessel. A bamboo partition

rrounded them, and a current of air played over them.

The eggs were immediately shipped by rail to New
York, and are to be carried across the Atlantic to

France, Italy and England.

The commissioners appointed by the President to

examine the several reports of surveys which have been

made at the expense of the United_ States to ascertain

the practicability of an inter-oceanic canal across the

Isthmus of Panama have made their report, they favor

the Nicaragua route and fix its cost at about $100,000,-

000, and estimate that its construction will consume ten

years. They also state that an inter-oceanic canal

across the Isthmus should be under the protection of

all the nations interested.

The steamship King Arthur sailed from New Haven,

Conn., on the 28th of Twelfth month, for Constantino-

ple, with munitions of war for the Turkish government.

The cargo of the King Arthur is valued at $1,414,000.

A terrible railroad disaster occurred on the 29th ult.

at Ashtabula, Ohio. A Lake Shore train, going west,

broke through an iron bridge at that place, and all the

cars were percipitated into the river seventy-five feet

below. The wreck was consumed by fire. There were

about one hundred and sixty-five persons on the train,

and of these over one hundred were killed by being

crushed to death, burned or drowned. Many others

injured, some of them fatally. The bridge was

considered strong and safe.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
318. The books of the Building Inspectors show that

during the year 1876 there were built in this city 4442

new buildings, of which 3368 were dwelling houses.

The number of new buildings is much smaller than in

187.5. There were 810 fires in Philadelphia during

1876, which caused a loss of $1,308,700.

According to the annual statement of the Wells,

Fargo & Co. Express Company, the product of gold

and silver in the States and Territories west of the Mis-

souri river, in 1870, has been $8-5,864,900. Nevada
alone furnished $49,081,000. California only $18,'

800. The product consisted of $44,328,000 in gold, and

$41,536,900 in si'

The issue of subsidiary silver coins from the United
Slates treasury had amounted on the 30lh ult. to $2-5,-

720,781.

The ship Circassian, which went ashore near Bridge-

hampton, L. I., was broken up by the gale of the 30th

ult. Thirty-three men employed by the Coast Wreck-
ing Company were on board at the time, only four of

whom reached the shore alive.

The total number of interments in Philadelphia last

year was 18,914, which is 1,109 more than in 1875. Of
the deaths 9,862 were males, and 9,052 females.

The mean temperature of the Twelfth mo. 1876, by

the Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 26.89 deg., the

"ghest during the month 49 deg., and the lowest 7 deg.

The amount of rain 3.16 inches. The average of the

mean temperature of the Twelfth month for the past

eighty-seven years, is given as 32.62 deg. The highest

mean during that entire period was 45 deg. in 1848, and

the lowest mean was 25 deg. in 1832.

The municipal debt of the city of New York now
amounts to $141,997,000, against which there is a sink-

ing fund of $28,147,000. The newly installed mayor
of the city asserts that its financial condition has im-
proved.

The Markets, Ac.—The following were the quotation

WESTIOWN BOARDING SCHOOL-

A Stated Meeting of the Committee having

the Boiirding School at Wesltown, will be held i

Philadelphia, on Sixth-day, First mouth 5th, 18/7^

1 P. M.
. .

The Committees on Instruction and Admissions n;

the same day, at 10 A. M.

Philada., 1st 1st, 187

Samcel Morris,
Clerl

TEACHER WANTED.
A suitably qualified teacher for the AdelphL Colop

School, Girls' department.

Address or applv, with reference, to

Caleb Wood, 524 South Second Street,

Israel H. Johnson, 809 Spruce Street,

Samuel Biker, corner Queen and Knox stre

Germantown.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenly-lliird Ward,) PhUadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.

Married, at the house of Ilinnah W. Collins

W. 22 1 St., New York, by appointment of New Y
Monthly Meeting, Dr. Joshua H. Worthisgtos
this city, to Sakah, daughter of the late Stacy B. (.

lins, of the former place.

lale the Un

md the a
•d Stales.

he trealv i

el of I

Slatei

It.p

on the 30th ult. PhUadetphia.—Amencnn gold, 107.

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 113^ ; do. coupons, 117i ;

do. 1867, registered, 1)3}; do. coupons, IIGJ ;
five per

cents, 10-40, 113J a 113|;_ditl<. 1', |.,-i- mils lOSJ.

Middlings cotton, 12J a 12i cts. for niilinU iiml New
Orleans. Flour, #4.-50 a -SO-du. I', „;, -^ I v mii red

wheat, $1.44 a $1.45; amber, .^1,17 ,, -I iH; „...tern

while, ^1.50 a $1.-55. Kvr, 77 a -n n-. Y, ll,,>v corn,

beef

(

at th.

eriliack has made its ap-

plile upon which it was
n existence at least two
ly resembles the genuineyc:.rH. Thecounlerfeitsoc

notes that deleelion is dilli

.\m invoiie <jf silk worm eggs recently arr

New York from Japan, in 1872 eases, valued i

('In..,
J...

N.i. -J -|irin^ ul,. II, ,-l J -
: N,..:;,l,,..s

Corn, Hi els. Oals, :: I rN. 1;,,!, v, r.C, .-u. 1

$14.10 per 100 lbs. li„!in.,..,:. \, « -milMin «

corn, 53 a 56 ct.s. ; old we.-ieni mixi I
^^' ei . ( la

a 38 cts. Clncimuai.— \li^~\ wlie.a, il.:;7 a .si. 1-".. ('..ni,

44 a 46 cts. O.its, 33 a 38 cts. llye, 80 cts. Miiwaakk.
—No. 1 spring wheat, S1.32; No. 2 do., $1.26.1 ; No. 3
do., $1.16J. No. 2 corn, 41 cts. No. 2 oal.s, 33 cts.

Rve, 71 els. No. 2 barley, 80 els.

Died, on the morning of the 9th of 10th month, l!

at her residence in Moorestown, N. J., Mary G. M
LACK, daughter of Samuel Matlack, deceased, in

olst year of her age, a member of Chester Mont
Meeting. ^She was favored to eadure a long and p
ful illness'iwith patience and resignation, and her

viving friends have the consoling evidence that thro

redeeming love and mercy she has been received

everlasting rest and peace.

, at the residence of his son-in-law, Emmo'
Gawthrop, on the 23d of 10th month, 1876, Rich
Thompson, in the 79th year of his age, a membe
New Garden Monthly Meeting, Penna.
— , 12th month 5th, 1876, at the residence of

brother, Amos W. House, near Chadds' Ford, Pen
Mary House, in the 54th year of her age, an estee

member of Kennett Monthly Meeting.
, 12th month 12lh, '1876, at Woodbury, N

Carleton p. Stokes, in the 67th year of his agt

esteemed member and overseer of Woodbury Mdu
Meeting. " The just man walketh in his integrit\

shall live by his faith, and his memory is bless

Quiet and unobtrusive in his manners, and thoughjul

few unnecessary words escaped his lips, his straigh

ward, upright, conscientious integrity of purpose,

strict regard for truth, won him confidence and est

Hospilahle to his friends, he ever remembered
Scriptural injunction, " The poor ye have always

you," and his hand was always open to relieve sl

ing. Firmly persuaded of the truths of the gosp

our Lord and Saviour, as held by our forefather

earnestly desired the welfare and preservation of

Society and its testimonies. His friends feel that

diffidence and want of self-appreciation, preventei

comprehending his own usefulness in the Soc

Realizing the uncertainty of time, he was increasi

concerned to have his loins girded, his lamp bun
and oil in his vessel, giving evidence that "The
of the just is as a shining light, which shineth mort
more unto the perfect day."

, at her. residence in Winona, Columbiana
Ohio, on the 18th of 12th mo. 1S7(;, AiuctiL Ai.

widow of the late Christopher .Vllen, in ihe 70ih

of her age, a member ofNewCiarden Monthly J

ing. This dear Friend was endeared to a large

cle of friends, and was watchful that no word o

of hers should give cause of ofl'ence to any.

ing ,.r a Mvek -Mid quiet spirit, she sought not

lineii-" ' |!- ! i;iiii. but was oonccmed tliat her
w .1

1

;

I

-^ with the day
I
and the many

ei.iii ,\|i. i -II- I I those about her during her la-

ne— .
inili.iM;! iliu her affectiona were weaned

earilih iiei-iiii'^, and her burden cast upon the
uiil, lull a,-i,.,,iie that "He will fulfil the desi

iluni iliai lear Inni, He also will hear their cry

will save liieni." " l"he memory of the just is blcs

WIL AM 11.
, PRINTER,
Street.
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EstablishmcBt of Slavery in this Country.

(ContiQQed from petge 162.)

"In spite, however, of the avarice which
[uided and inspired the commercial and co-

onial policy of England; in spite of the cor-

apting influence of the slave-trade and of

lavery itself, they found sturdy opposers in

)oth EnEfland and America. The colonial

egislature of Massachusetts, of 1641, enacted
n its code, styled the ' Bodj^ of Liberties,'

bat there should never be any bond-slavery,

inless it be of captives taken 'in just war,'

ir of such as willingly sold themselves or

vere sold to them, and such should have the

iberties and Christian usages that God had
istablished in Israel. Whether this act pro-

libited the slavery of Africans or not has been
I question freely discussed, and on which dif-

'erencos of opinion have obtained. There can
)e no doubt, however, that the colonists of
,hat day made a distinction between slaves

japtured in 'just war' and those stolen in

\friea, and that this act was based on this

iistinction. At any rate, it is safe to say that
,be servitude it authorized, with its recog-
lized limitations of the Mosaic code, had little

n common with the American slavery which
ifterwards obtained in all the colonies.

In 1616 two slaves were introduced into

the colony by a member of a church, who
bad procured them by a slave hunt in Africa.

k memorial which was immediately presented
to the General Court, setting forth the three-

fold outrage of 'murder, man-stealing, and
Sabbath-breaking,'—drew forth a stringent
srder. 'Concerning themselves,' they said,

bound b}' the first opportunity to bear wit-

ness against the heinous and crying sin of
man-stealing,' they supplemented their testi-

mony with the requirement that the victims
' should be sent to their native countr}-,

Guinea, and a letter expressing 'the indigna
Lion of the court thereabout.' In November
of that year it was enacted that 'if any man
stealeth a man, or mankind, he shall surely
be put to death.' The colony of Connecticut,
in 1650, and the colony of ISTew Haven, soon
afier, passed acts making man-stealing a capi-

tal offence.

Whatever differences of opinion there may
have been concerning the full import and
effects of the Massachusetts act of 1641, there
can be none concerning that of the colony of
Ehode Island, adopted in 1652. By this act

it was provided that no ' bl.ack mankind or
white' ' being forced by covenant, bond or

otherwise,' should serve more than ten j'ears,

or after the age of twenty four years, but
should be set free. ' This noble act,' says
Morris, in his 'Notes on Slavery in Massa-
chusetts,' 'stands out in solitary grandeur in

he middle of the seventeenth century, the

irst legislative enactment in the history of

this continent, if not of the world, for the

suppression of involuntary servitude.' It

in view of this early legislation against

African slavery and the slave trade, and of

the small number of slaves that found their

way into the Massachusetts colonies during
the two first generations of their history, that

Whittier says: 'It was not the rigor of her
northern winter, nor the unfriendly soil of

Massachusetts alone, which discouraged the

ntroduction of slavery during the first half

of her existence as a c dony. It was the re-

cognition of the brotherhood of man in sin,

suffering, and redemption, the awful respon-
sibilities and eternal destinies of humanity,
her hatred of wrong and tyranny, and her
stern sense of justice, which led her to impose
upon the African slave trade the terrible pen-

alty of the Mosaic code.'

In spite, however, of this early legislation,

and of the popular sentiment which prompted
it, slavery made progress, the number of slaves

slowly increased, and men were found ready
to engage in the infamous traffic. The de-

moralizing influence of the Indian wars, and
the recognition of the principle that captives

taken in them might be rightfully held in

bondage, contributed largely to this result.

There were, however, earnest and faithful

protestants, who saw and deeply deplored the

great and grievous wrong thus inflicted on
both the Indian and the African. John Eliot,

the apostle to the Indians, presented in 1675,

a memorial to the Governor and Council
against selling captured Indians into slavery.

His objections were that it prolonged the war,
that it hindered the enlargement of Christ'i

kingdom, and that ' the selling of souls is a

dangerous merchandise.' Though the mission
of this large-hearted man was mainly with
the Indians, he did not forget the African,

but lamented, it is said by Cotton Mather
with ' a bleeding and burning passion,' ' the
destroying ignorance' in which they were left

by men bearing the name of Christians, ' for

fear of losing the benefit of their vassalage.'

The iniquity of slavery and of the slave

trade, and the wrongs of the slave, were deep-

ly felt by Justice Samuel Sewell, afterwards
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Massa-
chusetts. In the year 1700 he wrote a pam-
phlet entitled, 'The selling of Joseph: A
Memorial ;' in which slavery was character-
ized, and the primal truths of human equality
and obligation were enunciated with signal
boldness and force. He maintained that ' ori-

ginally and naturally' there was no such
thing as slavery ; and that ' these Ethiopians,

as black as they are, seeing they are the sons
and daughters of the first Adam, the brethren
and sisters of the last Adam, and the offspring
of God, they ought to be treated with respect
agreeable thereto.'

Although this production was received, its

faithful and fearless author says, ' with frowns
and hard words,' there was a state of unrest
in the public mind which revealed itself in

various ways. The slaves themselves were
uneasy under their bondage, and made no
secret of their earnest longings for liberty.

Though their increase was small, the most
thoughtful and conscientious viewed that in-

crease with apprehension, and earnestly de-
sired the abolition of both the trade and the
system. During the ten years immediately
preceding the Declaration of Independence,
in which the rights of man and of the colonies
were under sharp discussion, the wrongfulness
and inconsistency of slavery became more and
more apparent. The desire for emancipation
and the extinction of the slave-trade, found
utterance in sermons and pamphlets, some
thorough and of decided merit, and in the re-

solutions and memorials of towns praying the
legislature to take action at once in the in-

terests of humanity and true patriotism.
The members of the Societj' of Friends took

the lead in this opposition. In the year 1688
a small body of German Friends, at German-
town, Pennsylvania, presented a protest to
the Yearly Meeting against the " buying,
selling and holding of men in slavery.' But
though not then prepared to take action, it

sent forth in 1696 the advice that 'the mem-
bers should discourage the introduction of
slavery, and be careful of the moral and in-

tellectual training of such as they hold in

servitude.' Three years before this advice was
given, George Keith, who was then a member
of that Society, had denounced slavery as
contrary to the religion of Christ, the rights

of man, and sound reason and policy, and
charged its members to ' set their negroes at

liberty after some reasonable time of ser-

vice.'

In New England the Quakers, at the Month-
ly Meeting at Dartmouth, in 1716, sent to the
Rhode Island Quarterly Meeting the query,
' whether it be agreeable to truth for the
Friends to purchase slaves and keep them for

a term of life?' The Quakers of Nantucket,
in the same year, moved by the eloquence of

(Mary) Starbuck, a preacher of their denom-
ination, sent forth the declaration that ' it is

not agreeable to the truth for Friends to pur-

chase slaves and hold them for the term of

life.' In 1729 they made an earnest appeal
to the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, in which
they say :

' Inasmuch as we are restrained by
the rule of discipline from being concerned in

fetching or importing negro slaves from their

own country, whether it is not as reasonable
that we should be restricted from buying
them when imported.' At that time Elihu

Coleman wrote a pamphlet against making
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men slaves, because it was ' anti-christian' and

'very opposite both to grace and nature.'

Most faithful testimonj^ against slavery was
borne by William Burling, of Long Island, in

the Yearly Meeting of the Friends. In 1729,

Ealph Sandiford published "The Mystery of

Iniquity,' in which he earnestly condemned
t'iie sin of oppression. The ardent but eccen-

tric Benjamin Lay, who had witnessed in

Barhadoes scenes of cruelty to slaves that dis-

turbed and distressed his sensitive nature,

pleaded the cause of the bondman in a volume,

published in 1737 by Benjamin Franklin.

From 1746 to 1767, John Woolman, of New
Jersey, travelled much in the Middle and

Southern Colonies, proclaiming to Christians

that ' the practice of continuing slavery is not

right,' and that liberty is the natural right of

all men equally.' This human, unselfish, and

selfdenying man, as he travelled among the

pjople, saw 'a dark gloominess overhanging

the land,' and a 'spirit of fierceness and love

of dominion.' But notwithstanding all that

was calculated to depress and sadden his

heart, he labored on with earnest and uncon-

querable zeal, and largely contributed to the

work of preparing his denomination to bear

their early testimony against the sin and

practice of slavery.

But the most active an ti slavery writer of

Ihat age was Anthony Benezet, the son of

Huguenot parents, who escaped from Franco

on account of the revocation of the Edict of

Nantes. Having inherited an intense and
passionate love of liberty, and becoming deep-

ly affected by the iniquity of the slave-trade,

and the cruelty exercised toward slaves by

their owners, he earnestly lifted up his voice

on behalf of the oppressed, and strove to

awaken Christians to a just sense of the sin

of slave holding. He established and taught

gratuitously an evening school for the instruc

tion of negroes. Under his pious labors their

moral and religious advancement recommend
ed the colored race to the notice of influential

persons, too much accustomed to hold i

contempt. Among his many publications was
an historical account of Guinea, which is said

to have given an impulse to the mind of

Thomas Clarkson, who afterwards labored so

effectively for the abolition of the slave-trade

bj' the British government. He exerted him-

self to induce the legislature of Pennsylvania,

in 1780, to begin the work of emancipation.

By the faithful and self-denying labors of

these devoted pioneers and early advocates of

anti-slavery, and others of less note, covering

a p'-riod of a hundred years, was the Societ}'

of Friends at length persuaded to rid itself of

the system of enibrced servitude. Nor was
this great work accomplished without much
of exciting discussion, stern rebuke, and stir-

ring appeal. For with them as with others,

the love of ease and the lust of dominion wore
strong, nor did they at once and easily let go
their hold on the victims of their power. And
not until the conscience of the Society was
aroused by the unequivocal decisions of its

ccclasiastical tribunals, showing slavo-holding

to be a sin to be repented of and fur.saken,

did it achieve the high distinction of being

the first and only religious denomination to

purge itself entirel}' of this great iniiiuily.

Nor were tlio i)eoplu without remonstrance

and warning from strangers, who, seeing the

abomination of the system, boldly denounced

its essential cruelty and wickodnuss. John
Wesley, who visited this country during the

early part of the last century, unequivocally

condemned it. His terse and trenchant charac-

terization of slavery, so ofterw repeated— ' that

it was the sum of all villainies'—was only one

of the many sharp things he uttered. He
called the system ' the vilest that ever saw
the sun,' and denominated ' slave-dealers man-
stealers—the worst of thieves, in comparison

with whom highway robbers and house break-

ers are comparatively innocent.' To these

emphatic words he added that ' men-buyers

are exactly on a level with men-stealers.'
"

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Richard Shaeklaton.

(Continued from page 1G6.)

Richard Shackleton pursuing his onward
path, and seeking first the kingdom of heaven

and its righteousness, found all things ne-

cessary added—all things necessary for those

whose desires are moderate ; and this is likely

to be the case with such as are concerned to

keep on their watch ; they may hope to see

what to do and what to leave undone, even

in their temporal affairs.

Kichard and Elizabeth Shackleton, in pur-

suit of the arduous undertaking and care of

youth, were imbued with that reverential

fear, which is a blessing and a safeguard to

those who abide under it. The advantage of

their example extending far beyond their

sphere in life, was felt throughout their neigh-

borhood, so that many of the higher ranks

desired to cultivate a familiar intercourse

with a man distinguished by his talents and
learning, and a woman of so benevolent a

character. But while they received such marks
of kindness v/ith respectful courtesy, they

were not drawn by them from their allotted

situation. Their time and thoughts were
claimed by their duties, and they were the

more respected for preserving this line of con-

duct. Industrious and prudent, yet casting

their care upon Proviclence, they felt the

shackles of the world hang loose about them.
They were eminently useful members of our
religious Society, with clean hands and dis-

cerning spirits, being well qualified to take an

active part in conducting its discipline. Their
duties to the children under their care were
conscientiously fulfilled, of which the grate

ful love that their pupils retained for them is

a convincing proof Several of those who,
while they were under their mistress's ej

had thought her too strict, loved her the

better afterwards, even for this ; and many
remembered, and we may hope profited by,

the tender admonitions which she was wont
to impart, particularly at the time of theii

leaving school, to enter into an untried world
Richard Shackleton was blessed with t

cheerful, contented mind, conducive to his

own happiness, and the happiness of all around
him. lie was prepared to adopt the language
of the poet:

" Ten thousand precious gifts,

My daily thanka employ
;

Nor is the least a cheerful heart,

That tastes those gifts with joy."

The fault of his temper was quickness, not
violence, but this was soon subjected to his

judgment, and if he thought he had wounded
anj'body thereby, he was ready to acknow-
ledge it, with a benign humility which melted
the heart, and disposed it to follow so touch-

ing an example. From his conversation,

delight; and such was his solicitude for the

eternal welfare, that he might almost be c

signated 'the apostle of the youth.' He si

dom or never left home for any considerat

length of time, without paying farewell visi

to his neighbors, nor returned without grei

ing them at their own habitations. After

day industriously spent, it was his practice

retire every evening to his garden or cbai

ber ; his countenance when he returned to I

family, bearing the impress of divine medit

tion. And before retiring to rest, he read

portion of scripture. If he was under dif

culty or perplexity, the first thoughts whi<

occurred to him on awaking in the mornit

were generally those to which he took bee

by which he was often freed from what h

annoyed him. He had learned to cast 1

care on Divine Providence, in matters of le

as well as greater moment.
Neither he nor his wife were in the stati

of minister; but in meetings for disciplin

and in families, they were often concerm

to deliver wise counsel, in words few and pt

tinent; and R. S. sometimes spoke in pub)

meetings, but like his father, in the charact

of an elder. When he returned to our N
tional Meeting, and delivered an account

bis attendance at the Yearly Meeting of Lo
don, his words were delivered with such h

mility, sweetness and brokenness, that t!

influence under which he moved seemed
overspread the assembly.

He was freely given up to these services I

his true helpmate, whose exertions to promo
the good of all, united with his own ; she s

siduously endeavored to alleviate the sufft

ings of body or of mind, which came und

her notice ; and, her nature, as well as h

religion, prompted her to visit the fatherle

and widow in their affliction ; and in fulfillir

these duties, she experienced that feeling

excellently described by the poet:

" The heart which bleeds for other's woes,

Shall feel each selfish sorrow less;

The breast which happiness bestows,

Reflected happiness shall bless."

Elizabeth Shackleton thus notes in h

memorandum ;

' Being sensible ofmy own in

bility, my dependence was on Divine hel

which I had often experienced in times

need. I was favored with understanding ai

knowledge for the business, beyond what
could have thought; my careful industrioi]

husband assisting in many things belongir]

to my department as well as his own ; so th
!

we were reciprocally helpful one to the othe.

in our arduous calling; and both being ne;

of an age, and favored, for many years, wit

a good degree of health, our success in ei

deavoring to do our duty was an encourag

ment, and our minds were preserved in

grateful sense of the gracious dealings of tl

Lord to us. And notwithstanding our clo:

and constant engagement, so that we seldo

left home on other occasions, we found it bi

our reasonable duty to attend the meetim
for discipline to which wo belonged, as wc

as Quarterly and HalfYearly Meetings ;
ah

to show, by an examplary life, the ctticacj- '

the principles of Tiuth wo professed to be h

by, amongst the numerous acquaintance ^^

had ;
being employed by man}' who knew li

tic or nothing of those principles.'"

(To bo continued.)

A life of humility and godly fear is tl

young persons derived much instruction and Christian's duty and safety.
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The Sioux Indians.

[From the Philadelphia Ledger we copy the

lubjoined abstract of ihe report of the Com-
nission appointed to treat with these Indians

IS made by them to the Indian Department
ately.]

REPORT OF THE SIOUX COMMISSION.

The report of the Commission to negotiate

in agreement with the Sioux Indians, parties

o the treaty of 1868, as made to the Com-
nissioner of Indian Affairs, shows that their

irst eouncil was held on the 7th of Septem-

)er, 1876, at Eed Cloud Agency, with the

ihiefs and head men of the Ogallala Sioux

md Northern Cheyennes and Arrapahoes,

rho represented 4901 Indians who were then

present at the Agency. Eed Cloud and other

if the chiefs met them upon their arrival

vith warm welcome, saj'ing :
" We are glad

o see j'ou. You have come to save us from

leath."

The report .says : We submitted to the In-

lians the conditions required by Congress,

md stated that we had no authority to change
,hem in any particular. We assured them
;hat Congress and the President had given

18 full authority to devise a plan to save their

people from death and lead them to civiliza

;ion. The plan submitted was first to pro

ride ample rations for their subsistence unti

ible to support themselves ; such rations, ir

ill cases, to be issued to the head of each

separate family.

Second. That when said Indians shall be

Located upon land suitable for cultivation,

rations shall be i.-sued only to those persons

who labor, the sick, infirm and aged excepted.

Third. That whenever the Government
shall establish schools as provided by the

treaty of 1868, no rations shall be issued to

children between the ages of 6 and 1-1 j'ears

(the sick and infirm excepted), unless said

children shall regularly attend school.

Fourth. That whenever anj' one of the

Indians shall in good faith begin to cultivate

the suil he shall have a title to his land and
receive aid to build a house.

Fifth. That they shall be subject to the

laws of the United States and select as many
headmen from each band to maintain order

as the President may deem necessary.

Sixth. That all agents, traders, farmers,

carpenters, blacksmiths, and other employes
jof the Government within their reservation,

shall be lawfully married and living with their

families on the reservation.

Seventh. That no person of white or mixed
blood whose fitness, morally or otherwise, it

not in the opinion of the Commissioner of In

dian Affairs, conducive to the welfare of the

Indians, shall receive any benefit from this

agreement or former treaties, and maj' be ex-

pelled from the reservation.

These provisions were carefully explained

and interpreted, and were thoroughly under-

stood by all of the Indians. A copy of the

agreement was given to them to take to their

own council. The Indians were in council at

their camp on Shadron Creek until the 14th,

when we requested an answer. Chief Little

Wound came to the agency, and said :
" You

are wise men and you have had time. Our
council may not seem of much importance to

you, but to us it seems a very serious matter
to give up our country. Y'^ou must have pa-

tience and bear with us."

He held councils with the Indians on the

19th and 20th of September, and after mu-
tual explanations the agreement was duly

"gned. On the 21st we proceeded to Spotted

Tail Agency to receive an answer to the same
propositions, which had been submitted by
two of our own number on the 14th. After

two da3-s' council with the chiefs and head
men of the Brule Sioux, who represented 4607

Indians then at this agency, the agreement
was duly signed. On the 2d of October the

Commissioners, by the authority of the Com-
missioner on Indian Affairs, detailed Col. A.

G. Boone: and Dr. J. W. Daniels as a com-
mittee to take a delegation of the Eed Cloud
and Spotted Tail Indians to the Indian Ter-

ritory. We obtained signatures of the Indians

at Standing Eock, on Oct. 11th, at Cheyenne
river Agency on the 16th, at Crow Creek
Ag(mcy on the 21st, at Lower Brule Agency
on the 24th, and at Santee Agency on the

27th. Those signing representing 18,000 In-

dians. At all of these agencies the provisions

of the agreement were made perfectly plain

to the Indians, having been fully explained

to them. The Indians on the Missouri river,

with the exception of the Santees, objected

to visiting the Indian Territory, and a sup-

plementary clause was made exempting them
from that part of the agreement. The Com
missioners were painfully impressed with the

lack of confidence the Indians had in the

pledges of the government, and in the speeches

that were made by some of them they por-

trayed the wrongs they had received from
the whites, arraigned the government for

acts of injustice and fraud, and des-

cribed treaties made only to be broken, &c.,

colors so vivid and language so terse that

admiration and surprise, the Commissioners
say, would have kept them silent, had not

harae and humiliation dono so.

That which made this arraignment more
telling was that it often came from the lips of

men who were friends, and who have hoped
against hope that the day might come when
their wrongs should be redressed. -Said a

chief to a member of our Commission :
" If

you white men had a country which was very
valuable, which had always belonged to your
people, and which the Great Father had pro-

mised should be yours forever, and men of

another race came to take it away by force,

what would your people do? Would they
fight ?"

Another chief said, "I am glad to see you.

You are our friends ; but I hear that you have
come to move us. Tell your people that since

the Great Father promised that we should

never be removed we have been removed five

times." He added, with bitter irony: "Ithink
you had better put the Indians on wheels, and
you can run them about wherever you wish."

Again and again the Indians spoke with sor-

row of the present war, and urged us " to rub

it out." They said :
" Tell the white people

that this is not an Indian war; it is a white

man's war."

It seems strange for Christian men to hear

from the lips of a savage, "A great many
widows and orphans have been made on both

sides. It was time to ask who is to take care

of them." " This matter has not been begun
with judgment ;" and then, with deep earnest-

ness, added, " It is displeasing to the Great

Spirit." It made your Commissioners remem-
ber the words of Jefferson :

" I tremble for

my country when I remember that God
just."

From the information received, the Com-
missioners believe that if the Indians are to

be made self-supporting as speedilj' as possi-

ble, they ought to remove to the Indian Ter-

ritory at as early a day as practicable. They
are unanimous in the opinion that these In-

ians can, for the present, find homes on the

Missouri Eiver, but do not believe they will

ever become a self-sustaining people there.

They do not think that it would be advisa-

ble at this time to remove the large propor-

tion of the Sioux to the Indian Territory, but

n view of the fact that it is the only valuable

country upon which Indians can be located

;

that this country has been set apart by the

most solemn guarantee as the future home of

the Indian ; that to open any part of this ter-

ritory to white settlers would bo a violation

of the nation's plighted faith, and that here

the Indians can become a self-supporting peo-

ple ; they recommend that the Upper Yank-
tonias or Standing Eock be joined to the Lower
Yanktonias at the Crow Creek Agency, that

the Ponkas, who speak the same language,

could be removed to the Osage reservation in

the Indian Territory ; and if the Upper Brules

at Spotted Tail Agency elect to remove to the

Missouri river, that they be located on the

Ponka reservation. In case they should go

to the Indian Territory, that their reservation

be given to the Indians now at Cheyenne
Agency, and in case the Eed Cloud Indians

decide to go to the Missouri river, that they

should be located at the Standing Eock
Agency. In that case the Cheyenne river

agency Indians could be located at the Great

Bend.
The liability to drought, the plague of

ocusts and the character of the soil make
his country better fitted for a pastoral than

an agricultural people. If the Indians remain

here permanently it must be long years be-

fore they can become self-supporting. We
are convinced that the surest way to aid them
n civilization will be to furnish them, under

proper restrictions, cattle, and teach them
stock raising. The Commissioners graphi-

cally describe the pitiable condition of the

Sioux Indians, and enter into a detailed ac-

count of wrongs that have been sufi"ered by

them—the treaties that were made from time

to time, and particularly refer to the treaty

made at Fort Laramie in 1851, by which in

return for certain concessions, the Govern-

ment agreed to paj' the sum of 850,000 for

fifty years. The Senate amended the treaty

by limiting the appropriation to ten years.

This amendment was never submitted to the

Indians. They believed that the original

treaty was in force. It is now more thau ten

years since the appropriations ceased. It is

believed that this was the cause of the Pow-
der river war.

Space is devoted in the report to the pre-

sent war, which originated with the raids of

Sitting Bull upon white settlers and friendly

Indians in Montana, in 1875, and which was

followed by numerous departures of Indians

from their agencies. Eegarding the remedy

for evils that exist in the management of In-

dian affairs, the Commissioners submit that

they are not to be found by again placing the

care of the Indians in the War Department.

It had this duty for nearly three-quarters of

a century, and during the whole period there

is no page in the history of our Indian man-

agement upon which their recollection can

linger with emotions of pleasure.
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After long and careful examination the

Commissioners have no hesitation in recom-

mending that it is wise to continue the hu-

mane policy inaugurated by President Grant.

We believe that the facta will prove that

under this policy more has been done in the

work of civilization than in any other period

of our history. It has accomplished this one
thing, that those who were placed in trust of

the national honor did not receive their ap-

pointment as a reward for political service.

The great obstacle to its complete success is

that no change has been made in the laws for

the care of Indians. The Indian is left with-

out the protection of law in person, property

or life. He has no personal rights and no re-

dress for wrongs inflicted by lawless violence.

We would especially call attention to the

inadequate laws to punish white men for the

sale of intoxicating liquors to the Indians.

There js another fearful evil in the unlawful

marriages of white men to Indian women.
These unions are made after the customs of

the Indians, and under their code they are

regarded as valid. The law should declare

that any woman who thus lives with a white
man is his lawful wife, and that the children

of such union are legitimate. The greatest

difficulty in the administration of Indian af-

fairs is the inadequate salary of an Indian
agent. The Department has lost some of its

most valuable agents simply because they
would not steal and could not live on ^1500 a

year.

The report concludes as follows: Our In-

dian affairs should be managed bj' an inde-

pendent department. It ought to have at its

head one of the first men of the nation, whose
recommendations would be heeded, and who,
as a member of tlie Cabinet, could confer with
the heads of the War and the Interior Depart-
ments, and devise such wise and just plans as

would equally protect the rights of the In-

dians and of our own citizens. We are pain-

fully impressed with the fact that most of our
Indian wars have not only been cruel and un-

just to the savage, but have largely grown out
of conflicts of jurisdiction between different

departments of the Government. In conclu-

sion, your Commission respectfully urge that
every effort shall be made to secure the ratifi-

cation and faithful fulfilment of the agreement
which we have made by direction of the
Government with this hapless people. We
entered upon this work with full knowledge
that those who had heretofore made treaties

with these Indians had seen their promises
broken. We accept the trust as a solemn
duty to our country, to the perishing and to

God.

The following was ])ublished in "The
Friend" some years ago, I believe, and if the
Editors are willing, should like to have it in-

serted in its columns again
;
hoping it may

encourage some poor, tried, and may be, often

cast down traveller "Zionward," still to trust

in that "Arm of power," which first called and
gathered this Society in the beginning to be

a people, and which alono can preserve it on
the " sure foundation." J. S.

Columbiana Co., Ohio, 12th mo. 29th, 1876.

" The last paragraph in Sarah Tucker's
diary, supposed to have been written a short
time before her decease.

"I am sensible that the present is a day

Seed and Word of divine life ; a day in which

I believe the foundations of many amongst
us will be closely tried. Oh, that we may
faithfully attend to the ancient watchword,
'Every man to his tent, O Israeli' God is

thy tent, the only refuge of the righteous;

and all those who keep inwardly near to him,

watching unto prayer. He will keep by His

own right arm of power, out of all the by-

ways and crooked paths of the enemy. Those
that continue faithful in the support of and
maintainanee of that most precious faith once

delivered to the saints, will be as the apple of

His eye; and although many sore conflicts

and deep spiritual baptisms may be theirs, on

account of the sorrowful declensions, both in

principle and practice amongst us; yet will

they be preserved, a little chosen band, (al-

though fasting and mourning may often be

their'lot,) ' whose bread shall be given them,
and whose waters shall be sure, experiencing
their defence to be the munition of rocks.'

"

Selected.

" MARK THE SOFT-FALLING SNOW."

Mark the .soft-falling snow.
And the diffusive rain

;

To heaven from whence it fell,

It turns not back again
;

But waters earth

Through every pore,

And calls forth all

Its secret store.

Arrayed in beauteous green

The hills and valleys shine,

And man and beast are fed

By Providence divine;

The harvest bares

Its golden ears,

The copious seed

Of future years.

''So," sailh the God of grace,
" My gospel shall descend

—

Almighty to effect

The purpose I intend ;"

Millions of souls

Shall feel its power,
And bear it down
To millions more.—Philip Doddridge.

BETROSPECT.
" If it be possible," I pleading said

;

" All things, O God, are possible to Thee—
Let only this cup pass, and in its stead

I will take anything Thou sendest me."

O self-deceiving heart, to make such prayer
For lighter burden and an easier way

;

The heaviest load was best for thee to bear.

And thy dark path the one which led to day.

Be thankful that God does not always heed
The doubt and fear of each despairing cry,

But knows so well what all his children need,
And chooses best the way to lead them by.

—G B. Leraw.

Keep in the cross, and jjurity will grow.
The safest way is in the cross; take up the
:'ross daily; mind to be guided by that wbich
crossfth j'our own wills, and it will bring
every idle word, thought and deed to judg-
ment in you

;
and so the old man will be cru-

cified, with the affections and lusts thereof;
and 3^ou shall find the Lord to sit as a refiner,

to judge out all the old leaven, the old nature
;

and 80 the now man will be raised up ; and
Christ, the power of God, will rule and reign
n righteousness in you, who is the King'of
saints; to Him alone be all praise and thanks

hat loudly calls for deep indwelling with the forevermoro.

—

Letter of Richard Farnsworth.

For "The Frien

Riiiidom Notes of Travel.

(Continued from page 165.)

Before beating an ignominious retreat i »

the interior of the coach, I caught glimp

of Snowdon in the distance—blue, cold, i I

dreary. To climb the rugged sides of

monarch of British mountains was no pari

our programme, therefore no disappointmi

was felt that the weather rendered it impr
ticable. Curious traditions linger about t

region. One of them relates to "a stone tl

stands, or formerly stood, in Yr Arddn, i

very far from the summit. This stone, up
top of which is a smaller one, is called ma^

du yr Arddu,—the black stone of Arddu.
was formerly believed that if two perse

slept a night upon the top of this stone, o

would become a poet, and the other a rat

man !" " The simple inventor of this lege

did not know that the terms were too oft

sjnonymous I" This comment was certain

not made by the ''poet."

As we approached Llanberris, we enter

a great slate quarrying region. There 'm

lofty slate mountain near the lake of th

name, whose immense quarries, afford e

ployment for thousands of men, which solv

the problem that has long been puzzling
what do the people live upon in this desola

region ? In the quarries of Penrhyn 5000 m
are employed. Some of these mountai:
2000 feet in height, and the terraces on tt

sides are wide enough for narrow railwaj

which convey the brittle slate to slides, dovi

which it is carefully transported by stea

engines, then taken by other cars at the foe

to Caernarvon for exportation. It is said th;

the income from some of these quarries

£100,000 per annum. Narrow-gauge railway
now popular, were first successfully workc
among the slate quarries of Wales. Whc
blasting is in progress, great care is taken t

prevent accidents; a horn gives notice to r

treat when necessary, while another recal

the laborers to their work. The Welsh slate

are fossil iferous, containing marine shells, aa
are therefore of marine origin.

In Wales the slate is appropriated to man
purposes. It is not only used largely in roc
ing, but sheets of it cover the sides of th

houses; while pillars are also made of it, whici
resetnble unpolished marble. It is also use
for bathing and washing structures, mante
pieces, &c.

The effect, of the bald, rugged outline c

these slate mountains is very picturesque. 11

every land man's ruthless hand plunges int!

the hidden treasures of the earth,—she i

wounded in the conflict, and man triumph
Here, incessant blasting and splitting and dig

ging, have accumulated great piles of deb
'

hich add to the gloomy character of th

scene. Here and there, however, are littl

een nooks where the small, white-washe<
bouses of the quarrymen are seen, a gardei
'

1 the rear, and often flowers and vines grow^
ig over the roof I fear the exterior of manj
f these dwellings is all that we can admire
They are far too small for the crowds than

nhabit them, and I suspect that a minute
quiry into the modes of living among the peo
pie, would not corroborate the statements oi

our friend, the Welsh steward.

Bangor, 6th mo. 17th

Had we had any doubts as to our locality

this evening at Bangor, our sense of hearin
wouUl at once have instructed us; Welsh, and
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Ish only, resounded on all sides, and great

s my respect for that ancient language, I

not "call it musical. The nationality of a

gdom generally crystalizes ai-ound its chief

tres, but nothing particularly unique was

arent in this ancient city ; not even Welsh

8 were to be seen ; those curious high-

wned and peaked relics of the past. It is

1 that only in remote districts are they to

found on the heads of the eldest women,
were told at Bala, that had we been at

fair the day preceding, we would have

3 quite a number; but Bala Water, which

passed later in the day, reflected none of

se ;
the time had gone by, we were literally

day after the fair !"

remarked that the language is not musi-

neither has it been prolific in surnames,

rgan, Roberts, Jones or Evans adorning

lost every sign-board—the first of these

dominating. We stopped at a small sta-

1 for half an hour, waiting for a train.

very well dressed persons being seated

,r us, accompanied by a small boy, I re-

rked to that i thought we might

lost presume to know the name of our lel-

travellers without inquiry, and that no

ibt the surname of the little one is Morgan,

ling the child to me, I a>ked him his name,

ffith Morgan, was the instant reply, much
)ur amusement. The beautiful trill of the

,nd the distinct enunciation of the i, were

Qirable.

5angor lies in a romantic valley, and con-

8 chiefly of one narrow, crooked street,

,rly a mile in length, with several opening

he water side. It boasts of great antiquity,

emple dedicated to Minerva having, say

old chronicles, been here erected by Con-

;e, a British prince. The trade of the city

imost limited to the export of slates, but

beauty of its situation and nearness to

sea, attract thou.sands of visitors during

summer.
Jangor is distinguished as the place in

ich arose the noted Bangorian controversy

ich caused much excitement in the early

t of the last century. This memorable dis-

e arose from the advance by Dr. Hoadly,

n bishop of Bangor, of aentiments contrary

hose entertained by " the church," respect-

the spirituality of Christ's kingdom. In

7 he preached a sermon before the king,

the text " My kingdom is not of this world."

, John xviii. 36,) asserting that the clergy

1 no pretensions to any temporal jurisdic-

1, and strenuously maintaining that tem-

al princes had a right to govern in cede-

itical politics. A long war of pens instantly

:an, managed on both sides with all the

3anery of polemical scribes, " disgusting,"

s Hallam, "from its tediousness and the

nifest unwillingness of the disputants to

ak ingenuously what they meant." Ilal

I's criticism will certainly be thought judi

18, if Pope's estimate of the polemics

tences had any basis in fact, who cites

" Swift for closer style.

But Hoadly for a period of a mile !"

Ihe suspension bridge over the Mena
aits, once esteemed one of the world's

oders, and the. tubular bridge which re

ins one indeed, both stupendous structures,

ng the beholder with admiration and de-

it, while they are sublime monuments to

genius of their architects, Telford and
venson, next attracted us. We walked

across the former that we might examine it

at leisure, and found that though it is sur-

passed bj^that at Niagara,this early attempt

remains an admirable specimen of its class.

Finding carriages in wailing, we drove to the

still greater and more wonderful structure,

about two miles distant. The manner in

which this triumph of modern engineering

was raised from the water by hydraulic pres-

!, placed upon piers 100 feet high, and

united into one continuous tube as a part of

grand railway connection, has been so often

Jescribed that we will not revive it here. The
sound of a train rushing through, promised a

ew sensation, and seeing one coming, I

awaited the result at the entrance while stand-

ng quite near the track. The effect was over-

powering, and I fled terrified from the scene.

It is worthy of note that this tube of 1834

feet has proved to be a very delicate ther-

mometer, and that while a weight of 300 tons

is required to cause a depression of about M
inches, a little sunshine will raise the centre

one inch and produce a greater horizontal

deflection.

Nine miles by rail through a beautifully pic-

turesque country, brought us to Caernarvon,

and in a few minutes after our arrival we
were within its magnificent castle, built by

Edward I., and the reputed birth-place of

Edward II. It is impossible to describe the

mingled sensations of awe, wonder and de

light, that thrilled me on entering for the first

time one of these hoary relics of the past,

upon whose battered walls the storms of 600

years have spent their force. This castle is

oneof the grandest ruins of its kind in Britain.

Its lofty battlemented walls are partly covered

by ivy and lichens, whose brown and white

and mottled tints harmonize with its weather-

beaten aspect. For the first time we crossed

a moat and passed through a massive arch-

way in which were traces of four portcullis.

The walls are from eight to ten feet thick,

enclose three acres, and are crowned by
numerous towers, some of which we ascended

by means of spiral staircases of stone. Many
of the steps were quite worn awaj', showing

that a numerous garrison had occupied this

great stronghold. The court-yard was covered

by turf of velvet softness, and mounds of rich

brown mould were bright with massesof roses

and pansies. The quiet of peace reigned over

all, undisturbed but by the occasional cawing
of the rooks, a feathered garrison.

The Vale of Llangallen ! How shall I des

cribe the beauty of this exquisite place! once

the favorite home of Owen Glendower, the

great Welsh Chieftain, and later the chosen

retreat of the " Ladies" who have rendered it

famous. The river Dee turns, and winds, and
sleeps among the hills, or dashes its amber
waters into creamy foam, over a bed of rocks.

Best of all, we saw town, river, and valley

beneath a warm, bright sun, which lends a

tenfold beauty even to this landscape.

After breakfast I left our pleasant little

hotel for a short walk to the fine old bridge

which spans the river here. For 500 years

the traffic of the town had been transported

across its arches. A group of donkeys, sad-

dled and bridled, stood in an open space un-

der the guardianship of an old man, who
approaching, cap in hand, addressed me with

"And now, ma'am, is it the Castle or the

Awbey X\i\9 morning? I replied that it was
the Abbey, and that we had engaged an open

carriage for the excursion. A drive of two

miles soon brought us to the gateway of a
field, through which we passed to the ruins

of the abbey. As Caernarvon had been the
first castle I had explored, this was the first

deserted monastery I had ever seen, and the

Vale Crucis was the first also in Wales to be

destroj-ed by Henry the VIII. If my heart

beat high in crossing that meadow, I was not
surprised. Grand old trees clustered around
the mouldering walls, throwing their shadows
over low hedgerows, sweet with wild roses,

and climbing briars. We rang a bell, which
aroused the custodian, a tall elderly Welsh
lady, from some remote dwelling, and were
admitted into the interior. Surely the grand
old gothic doorway, with the fine window
around which the ivy twined its greenest

tendrils, with the deep blue sky for a back-

ground, formed a finer picture than ever it

presented in its palmy days. Vale Crucis was
founded by Prince Mudoc, about the year
1200, the prince, whom legends assert, led a
party of his countrymen to this western world.

It is supposed to have been in perfect order

350 years ago, but a portion of the chapel

only now- remains, its finely carved gothic

ornaments having been carried off to construct

the walls of a neighboring barn and adorn the

interior of a hay-loft. Our guide pointed out

every thing of interest, from the refectory to

the fish-ponds, and gave me a bouquet of lovely

rose-buds from the garden of the old monks.
How dark and rich was the mould from which
they had grown ! expatiated on the

grandeur of some of the ancient Welsh cas-

tles. " Ah ! yes," said our cicerone with en-

thusiasm, " what a people they must have
been to have needed such castles to keep them
in subjection ! S.

CTo be continued.)

Ist mo. 20th, 1851.—A dear friend and his

wife, called in this evening, with whom we
hadaweet converse upon thethings concerning

the spreading and power of truth, which lie

nearer to our hearts than anything else. He
was under a concern that Friends might more
frequently visit the members, who have little

opportunity of mingling with rightly con-

cerned Friends; and encourage them to faith-

fulness.

He thought the Society was still blessed

with a living ministry ; that many acknowl-

edged it in their hearts, and he could not

think it would be lost, but in time, fruits

would appear. He expressed a fervent and
sincere des^ire, that Friends who felt the

weight of service, and of our responsibilities,

might be encouraged. I united with his views

in relation to the advantage of Friends more
generally visiting one another in a right spirit;

and we may hope that the time is drawing

on for it.

—

Journal of Wm. Evans.

The terrible cyclone and flood from the

sea, which caused such great loss of life on

the flat lands near the mouth of the Ganges,

in India, last October, was also very destruc-

tive to the shipping which happened to be at

the head of the Bay of Bengal at the time on

voyages to or from Calcutta. The ship Prince

Waldemer was totally lost, only four men out

of the ship's company being saved. Fifteen

other ships were either totally or partially

dismasted and otherwise seriously damaged.

Of the fleet of merchant vessels known to

have been at the time in the Bay or the Hoog-
ley river, swept by the cyclone, only three
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escaped without serious injury. It does not

appear, however, that any American vessel

was among the sufferers.

—

Ledger.

Accouut of Mary Lamley.

[While reading the dying testimonies of

Mary Lamley, contained in Piety Promoted,

vol. 2d, I felt a desire to arise to see it pub-

lished in "The Friend," if the editors think

best, hoping that it may prove encouraging

to some little visited ones, whose knees are

ready to smite together on account of the

signs of the times. Oh, may such not be dis-

couraged ! The Lord's arm is not shortened

that He cannot save, neither is his ear grown
heavy that He cannot hear, "But for the sigh-

ing of the poor and the crying of the needy

He will arise," for the help of those that fully

trust in him, having no other helper. I trust

that He will yet beautifj' Sion and build up
the waste places, strengthen her stakes, and
lengthen her cords, and Jerusalem shall yet

become the praise of all the earth ; but the

work must first be an individual one, we must
be individually stript of our worldly-minded-

ness, we must be hewed and polished by our

Lord's refining power, before we can be

lively stones, fit to be built up into a spiritual

house to offer spiritual sacrifices that will be

acceptable in the divine sight.

Oh, there must be a full surrender of all

we have and all we arc, and become like the

passive clay in the hands of the potter, say-

ing in truth, "Holy Father, make me what
thou wouldst have me to be, anj'thing or

nothing. Though I may be considered by
the world as a fool for Christ's sake, thy will

be done." Though such may feel at times

like a lone sparrow on the house-top, mourn-
ing on their way, and saying, "O Grod, save

thy people and give not thy heritage over to

reproach," let not such be too much cast

down ; the Lord sees their exercise. He hears

their prayers, their sighing is not hid from
his all-seeing eye, and I believe He will arise

in his own good time, and pour into their ex-

ercised souls the consolations of the gospel

;

He will give them beauty for ashes, the oil of

joy for the spirit of heaviness. Oh then, may
we all be enabled to trust in the Lord, for in

the Lord Jehovah is everlasting strength.

T. T.

Shirley, N. Y., 12th mo. 12th, 1876.]

The following is extracted from the account
published in "Piety Promoted:
"Mary Lamley, the wife of William Lam-

ley, of Bloxhiim, near Banbur}', in Oxford-
shire, was suddenly visited with illness the

First-day of the Second month, 1722. She
said that her Redeemer lived, and because 1

lived, she lived also, and that he would stand

the last day upon the earth. She desired Friend

that came to see her not to sorrow for he

for if the Lord was pleased to take her from
them, he could soon raise up one or anothe
of them that might be of more service than

she had been. She advised them to faithful-

ness, and to look to that which would never

change nor alter; and above all things in this

•world, to have an eye to the blessed truth, for

she believed that the Lord had blessings in

store for some of them ;
advising them to

stand faithful in whatsoever the Lord should

require at any of their hands.

At another time she said, 'Tho Lord deals

with us as a tender father doth with his child,

who, when ho first sets him to work, cm

ployeth him in small matters, and afterwards,

when the child groweth in strength and un-

derstanding, he requireth greater service of

him. So the Loi'd gently leads on his people

in his work.* The same arm that divided the

waters of the sea, and made them as a wall

on the right hand and on the left, while Israel

passed through the midst, as on dry ground,
when the enemies pursued, that same arm
caused the waters to return and overthrow
them, that there was not one left; and yet
there was a wilderness for Israel to pass

through afterward, in which many fell, [be-

cause] of their murmuring, unbelief, and dis-

obedience.' "

"Another time, speaking of divers states

that Sion's travellers pass through, she said,

' We ought to be concerned to be content in

everj- state that the Lord is pleased to bring

into. When we are poor in spirit, we
ought to keep the word of patience, and then

the Lord will keep us in the hour of tempta-
tion, and in his own time he will abundantly
bless the provision of Sion, and satisfy her

poor with bread; and when he giveth us a

full cup, and makelh it overflow, then let us

remember our state of poverty, that we may
be kept humble before him.'

She had also an exhortation to several

Friends, in the words of the prophet Isaiah,

' Cease to do evil, and learn to do well.' She
earnestly pressed the necessity of ceasing

from evil, and from all that tends to it, that

so thc}^ might come to learn of the Lord to

do that which is good ;
for if any pretend to

go about the Lord's work, and do not cease

from evil, that will be a contradiction."

"She said at another time, 'I am weak
both inwardly and outwardly. I think I am
as empty as ever I was. I have sometimes
been so favored with the divine goodness,

that I have had something to say for the en-

couragement of others ; but now 1 do not find

that I have anything either for myself or

them.'

But after some time had passed in waiting
upon tho Lord, in solemn retirement, the

Lord gave her, as she declared, in measur
what her heart desired ; and she spoke to this

purpose :
' This evening I have been very

poor in spirit. We ought to learn in every
state, therewith to be content ; to wait
faith and patience, the Lord's time, which I

believe the living in Sion can say, we have
always found to be the best time. It is he
that hath the key of David, and when he
shuts none can open; and when he opens,
none can shut. Therefore let it be with us

as it was with the Lord's servant Job, as to

that firm trust in God, which he exprcE
when he said, though he slay me, yet will I

trust in him.
' My friends, let us wait in faith and patience

upon God, although he may be at times as a
sealed fountain unto us, yet in his own time
ho will open, and cause the living water to

flow, which, blessed be his name, my soul

tastes of at this time, beyond what I did ex
pect, and now my strength is once more re

nowed in him. Who could have thought I

should have been so favored at this time. The
Lord hath made his strength to appear in my
weakness. It was in a very acceptable time
he did appear, and therefore let us always
wait for his appearance, that he may be our
guide, and may be known to go before

The answer of Christ to some that spoke
him, concerning going up to the feast, was, My

time is not j^et come ; but your time is ah
eady. There is abundance in it. Le
not make our states look better than
are, or attempt to go up to the feast wit

the Master of the house, for if we do, he
not be pleased with us.'

"

She spoke at another time, ' This eve
we have enjoyed that which is beyond w(
I desire that those I may leave behind
may live in that that is beyond words,

may be faithful. It is what I have been c

concerned to call people unto, and the ]

11 so furnish his people with stren

although they may be but few in nunc

that one shall be able to chase a thousjt

for every tongue that shall rise in judgr
against the truth shall be condemned, anc

Lamb and his followers shall have the vici

Let us not premeditate what we shall S£

behalf of truth, for I believe it will be g
n the time that it may be required of

of us. The Lord hath favored with bless

beyond what we could ask or think

;

', if we part, surely it will be a good
to part in, when we are in the breast

arms of our beloved. If the earnest b

sweet, what will the full possession of

inheritance be?'
"

She said, at another time, ' My frienc

desire we may make sui'e of the Lord for

portion, in seeking him while he is t(

found, and calling upon him while he is u
for there is no other that can support and
able us patiently to bear those afflictions

may come upon us. It is certain that ti

1 come upon us all at one time or anot
and therefore let it be our chief care to 1

near the Lord, and to avoid all those th

that would bring wounds upon us; for

had had a wounded conscience when tl

afflictions have been upon me, I believi

would have been more than I should Ij

been able patiently to bear. But when I

Lord is pleased to favor ns with the smiltj

his countenance, this sweetens the chasl
ments that he is pleased to bring upon
Let it therefore be our great care, to ke'

conscience void of offence towards God '

towards men, and then I believe the 1

will be with us, and support us in the gres'

of trials, and we shall have cause in measuii

say with the psalmist, "He maketh my
in my sickness;" for he will make it so <

to us, that we shall be able to bear our ai

lions with a quiet and easy mind.' "

" She said at another time, 'It hath 1

in my mind this night, to consider ho^

was with the disciples of Christ when t

went fishing, and toiled all night and cai

nothing, until the Lord came, and dire

them to cast the net on the right side of

ship, and then they obtained that which t

labored for. Now when we are laboring

the spiritual food, and for a season maj'
nothing, let us patiently wait for the Lc
direction, and then we shall surely ob
what will be sufficient for us; for his

dom is the same to direct his people nov
ever it was in that day.'

"

" 'My friends, we have no continuing

hero ; let us therefore seek one that ii

come, whoso builder and maker is the L
Let not those be discoura^^ed that are ti

concerned to labor in the Lord's W'

although they may bo but few in numl
tho time may come when more may be rig

engaged in it. Lot us all give up freel_

serve the Lord in whatever ho rcquirct
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for he rcqiiireth obedience to the manifes-

tioDS of his will, both in male and female,

desire that those that are truly sensible of

want of laborers, may be concerned to

ay the Lord of the harvest to send forth

ore laborers into his harvest ; and that we
ay all be truly concerned for the honor of

)d, and for the promoting of his truth, more
an for any outward enjoyment, and then

e Lord will be with us, and stand by us in

r exercises.'
"

(To be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

Art Thou in Hcallli My Brother.

This language has presented to the view of
mind, with teeVmgfi far different from those

Joab. Are we, beloved Friends, rooted

d grounded in love. Endeavoring, above
things, to act for the honor of Truth, and

3 welfare of each other. Where this is the

3p and fervent concern of our hearts, there

11 be an earnest wrestling not only for cur-

ves, but for the flock and household of
uth. As this is our individual engagement,
shall be enabled to travail availingly for

welfare of Zion, and the enlargement of
p borders. Then will He who remains to

Head over all things to His Church, anoint
)d qualify for service. Our hearts will go
jt with earnest wrestling, not only for the
ck and family of Christ, but in the abound-
ijs of His love, who left the bosom of His
ther, to seek and save the lost. We will

estle for those who are afar off. We will

made willing, in and under this love, to

k for the lost, and endeavor to bring that
ain that has been driven awaj' ; will bind
that is broken, and strengthen the sick.

B will thus be enabled to fill our appointed
ices in His Church, and among His people;
His honor and our own peace. Being tit-

I of His own free grace, for the service

(Otted us, wo will be a savour of life unto
I long that we, as a people, may be thus

Jalified, and that all that put forth a hand
meetings of worship and discipline, may

[j.it for the putting forth of our Holy Head,
en will we witness our meetings being

f
pt in the power of God. Then His wisdom
" love would prevail over all, and we would
i-efreshed with His holy presence in our

;ljdst. Let us all, of everj' age and class, ex-
ine ourselves, and see if we are in posses-

jn of that love, that is of the Father, and
,
it we are filling, as he designs, the places
ligned us, to His honor. For He will be
1 in reverence of all that come nigh Him.

The Alabama Claims Commission, when
jy conclude their labors at the close of the
IV, will have left a sum equal to one-half
the original Geneva award undisposed of

' e Treasury, after all the awards are paid,
' 11 still contain probably eight millions of
lars credited to this fund, and its future

position rests with Congress. Several bills

I now pending, laid over from the last ses-

[a, which admit additional classes of claim-
';s for the money, but it is very uncertain
to whether any of them will pass. There
divided sentiment as to the right of the
inc Insurance Companies to participate

the award, and this retards the passage of

the pending bills. The subject has been
•ly debated iu both Houses at former ses-

QS, and it is doubtful whether it can be dis-

posed of this winter, owing to the political

complications.

It has always been maintained in these
columns that Congress has no business to go
out in search of persons to distribute this sur-

plus among. Its duty was done when it pro-

vided for the adjudication and payment of

proper claims. This being done, and all just

claims being met, whatever surplus then re-

mains should be returned to the Government
of Great Britain as its rightful owner. It is

not held, we hope, by any one on this side of
the Atlantic that any amount of money can
be taken as compensation for any affront our
Government may have suffered through the
laches of Great Britain in permitting the Ala-
bama and other privateers to sail out from
their ports.

—

Ledger.

Selected for " The Friend."

Reasons why we should not Read Fiction.

It is a waste of time, it destroys a relish

for more substantial reading, it weakens the
mind, it often holds up immoral characters as

heroes, and in other ways exerts an evil influ-

ence over the mind. It arouses feelings that
ought not to be aroused, and in moments when
we would gladly think of something better.

How such reading fills the mind with trifling

thoughts, which no effort of ours alone can
keep out. And when the taste for such litera-

ture is once acquired (as it soon is) we know
not where it will end or how fearful the con-
sequence may be ; even such books as are said

to have a good moral in them, may have a far

more hurtful tendency than many are aware
of Some may think they can read such
books without being hurt by them, but this

is not so ; let us then shun everything of the
kind, earnestly desiring to be made and kept
pure in heart, and true to Him who made us.

" Father, my soul would be
Pure as the drops of eve's unsullied dew

;

And as the star.'i, whose nightly course is true,

So would I be to Thee."

A serious effect of novel reading is, to dis-

sipate those religious convictions with which
we are all at times fiivored, and for which wc
must give an account. It is almost certain

to give a distaste for the Bible and other re-

ligious reading, to self-examination, serious
thoughtfulness and prayer.

The visit of God's holy and ever blessed

day was signal ; and in his fear and dread, wo
received the Gospel with a ready mind, and
with broken hearts, and gave up to follow the
Lord fully, casting off the weights and the
sin that easily besets, and departed from the
evil ways and vanities of this world ; strip-

ping of all needless apparel, and forsaking
superfluities in meats and drinks; walking in

the plain self-denying path, having the fear
and dread of God in our souls, whom we were
afraid of offending in word or deed. Our
words were few and savory, our apparel and
housesplain, beingstripped of superfluities, our
countenances grave, and deportment weighty,
amongst those we had to do with. Indeed
we were a plain, broken-hearted, contrite-

spirited people ; our souls being in an inex-

pressible travail, to do all things well-pleasing
in the sight of God. Our concern night and
day, was to obtain, through Jesus Christ, the
great work of salvation, and thereby an as-

surance of the everlasting rest and Sabbath
of our God.

—

Gharles Marshall.
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" What manner of communications are these
that ye have one to another, as ye walk and
are sad?" The two disciples to whom this

query was addressed, doubtless thought there
was abundant cause for mourning, when the

"prophet mighty in deed and word," whom
they had trusted was He " which should have
redeemed Israel," had been crucified as a
malefactor, and as they feared had gone from
them forever; while the priests and people
generally were triumphing in the murder
they had perpetrated, and were prepared fur-

ther to gratify their vindictive hate by per-

secuting any who would show themselves to

be followers of the despised Nazarine. What-
ever hopes had been awakened by the testi-

mony of the women who had been at the

sepulchre, " that they had seen a vision of
angels which said that He—their loved mas-
ter—was alive," having risen from the dead,

those hopes were so contrary to the whole
course of natural events, that they could not
banish their distress nor enliven their falter-

ing faith, so as to withhold the mournful in-

terchange of disappointed hopes and gloomy
fears that marked their countenances with
desponding grief
How must their feelings have changed as

their unknown companion presented a differ-

ent view of the events that had bo depressed
their spirits, opening to their understanding
the Scriptures which concerned himself, and
foretold that Christ "ought to have suffered

these things and to enter into glor}'," causing
their hearts to burn within them while He
talked to them, although at first He had up-
braided them as unwise and slow of heart to

believe. And when at the blessing and break-
ing of bread their eyes were opened and they
recognized the risen Saviour, their unbounded
joy suffered them not to rest until they re-

turned to Jerusalem to tell to their fellow-

mourners the glorious news.

Are there not at the present time sincere

disciples of the crucified Eedeemer, whose
hearts are often sorrowful and their counte-

nances sad because "of the things which are

come to pass in these days?" Such as those

cherish as a precious privilege religious in-

tercourse one with another, respecting those

interests and events which are intimately

connected with the welfare of the church and
the cause of Truth. To the unanointed eye
the revulsive changes that are taking place

in manj' parts of the religious world, may ap-

pear as almost unmitigated evils, foreboding

greater spiritual deadness and prolonged tri-

umph of the spirit of the world. But man is

too short-sighted to see the end from the be-

ginning, or fully to comprehend the ways and
means by which the omniscient One controls

events, so as to bring about His own purposes.

IIow often do we draw conclusions from in-

sufficient data and find ourselves mistaken.
Like the events that drew forth the commu-
nications and saddened the countenances of

the two disciples that journeyed to Emmaus,
these revulsions in the visible church, and
the arrogatit assaults of professors of materi-

alism on the religion of Cbri.st, must grieve

the hearts and depress the spirits of the dis-

appointed disciples, who perhaps have been
looking for the speedy redemption of Israel

;'
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but the}- may be permitted b}^ Him who has

all power in His hands, for the purpose

of finally removing those " things that are

shaken, as of things that are made, that those

things which cannot be shaken may remain."

In our own religious Societj' there is to be

found a like disposition among some of its

deeply exercised members, to give way to too

great discouragement at " the things which
are come to pass in these days" within its

borders, so as almost to rob them of sustain-

ing faith in the ultimate triumph of truth

over error. But when in their "communica-
tions one to another," their spirits are de-

pressed, can they not, at times, realize that

He who has declared, in reference to his peo-

ple, that " In all their affliction He was
afflicted," has joined himself with them, and

so changed the lights and shadows of the

clouded scene, that as from the mount of

spiritual vision they are enabled to discern

things far brighter, that are invisible ; so that,

for the time, their depressing troubles are

banished, their fears scattered, and their faith-

less anxiety rebuked.
Let it then not be forgotten, that the cause

of Truth is the special care of Him who is

unseen and eternal, and that He often fulfils

the counsels of his will by means which the

oatward eye cannot see, nor the outward ear

hear. Having promised his church that He
will never leave nor forsake it, but that He
has graven it on the palms of his hands, and
its walls are ever before him, He calls upon
its members to stay their minds upon Him,
and not to be "slow of heart to believe all

that the prophets have written."

SUMM.A.RY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The representatives of the great European

Powers in the Conference at Constantinople have had
several meetings but, so far as appears, without having
attained the desired result. It is the demand of Russia

that effective measures shall be taken for the protection

of the Sclavonic populations of European Turkey, and
bet(er governments provided for the provinces in which
they form the majority of the people. The plans pro-

posed by Russia for attaining these objects were in

the main approved by the other Christian Powers, but

Turkey objects that they are incompatable with the in-

tegrity and independence of the Ottoman empire. The
Sultan's government has not, however, positively re-

jected them, as in that case the representatives of

France, Great Britain and the other powers would be
withdrawn from the Conference, and the threatened in-

vasion by Russia would soon follow.

The Railway Statistics of Great Britain for the year
1875 have only recently been published. They show
that steady increase in business which his attended the
Lritish railroads for many years. The gross receipts

of the railways during 187.5, were £58,982,758.
An extradition treaty between Spain and the United

State.s has been concluded and signed. It applies to all

criminal offences except those of a political nature.

The Spanish Cortes has been prorogued, and no date
has been assigned for its reassembling.
A St. Petersburg dispatch of the 4th says : The ports

of St. Petersburg and Libau are free from ice, and navi-
gation to and from Baltic ports is no wise impeded,
except in Revel roads, which are full of drift ice.

A special dispatch to the Pall Mall Gazette from
Copenhagen says the first railway acci<lent in Di'nmark,
involving loss of life, lias occurred between Ilirsens

and Aarhnus. A train cnnviviiii; a hundred laborers

to clear a snow blc.i'k:i(l rin nil' the track. Nine per-

sons were killed ami iliiiiv -. vn-ly hurt.

The Federal Cnun.il mI i,, ,„iniy hai mide an im-
portant ciiii-'ii'iii .1.

1
1

.
1... i-ii I.I \l-.,ici' and Lo-

raine, li;iv I 1

;
'

I
i li ii iiir.i-iires passed

bylhcl'i'. 'I: i
I 1: .i n' ii i\ -, if approved

by the l^'.^ml li.iu il, li nil., r ..mji- I lu- without the
previous approval or cn^niz iricc of the ( icrman Par-
liament.

According to a dispatch from Madriil to the London
Slandurd, the extradition treaty between Spain and the

United States, includes crimes committed in Cuba and

other Spanish colonies.

Advices from Mexico state that ex-President Lerdo

succeeded in making his escape from the country, hav-

ing embarked at Acapulco. Whole brigades of Iglesias'

army have pronounced for Diaz, but the latter had not

yet dared to attack Iglesias who was strongly posted at

Silva. General Mendez, who was appointed regent by

Diaz, to act during his absence, has ordered an election

on the 28th inst., to choose President, Chief Justice and
members of Congress. The proclamation of Mendez
forbids all members of the governments of Juaraz and
Lerdo, as well as Iglesias to be candidates.

United States.—The public debt was increased

during the Twelfth month $3,585,142. This increase

has been caused by a large falling off in the custom re-

ceipts, and also in those from internal revenue.

The coinage at the different mints of the U. States

for the Twelfth month was $7,732,095.

Vessels belonging to or trading with ports in the

United States, reported totally lost or missing duringthe
year 1876 numbered 23 steamers, 41 ships, 83 barks,

58 brigs, 244 schooners—total 440, value $7,890,000.

Captain Eads and Colonel Andrews have gone from
New Orleans to Washington to receive the first pay-

ment on the jetties. They report a clear, deep channel,

two hundred feet wide and twenty feet deep, from deep
water in the Mississippi to deep water in the Gulf.

A table of disasters on the Lakes in 1876, shows 9990
tons of shipping lost—value $1,173,260.

Cornelius Vanderbilt, the most wealthy citizen of

Xew York, died in that city on the 4th inst., in the

eighty-third year of his age. The deceased was the son

of a market gardener on Staten Island, and began life

with very small advantages in respect of education and
social position. He however soon became distinguished

for energy, industry, foresight and business capacity,

so that his undertakings were mostly prosperous. He
left an estate variously estimated at from $50,000,000
to $75,000,000. Vanderbilt was not noted for deeds of

charity and benevolence, but on a few occasions he dis-

posed of portions of this wealth with a liberal hand.

During the war of the rebellion he presented the United
States government with one of his steamships valued
at $800,000, and more recently he gave $1,000,000 to a

college in Tennessee, in two donations of half a million

each. The deceased had no claim to the title of com-
modore which was usually prefixed to his name.
A recent census of Reading, Penna., shows that the

city has 7,732 occupied dwellings, and 454 vacant dwel-
ling houses, with a total population of 40,109. In 1870
Reading had 33,930 inhabitants.

Later accounts of the railroad disaster at Ashtabula,
Ohio, make the loss of life smaller than was at first re-

ported. It is now stated that only 147 persons were on
the train when it broke through the bridge, and of these

72 were rescued from the ruins alive. Some of the

rescued have since died from their injuries, making the

entire destruction of life about eighty persons.

The total amount of anthracite taken from the Penn-
sylvania coal fields in 1876 was 18,350,950 tons which
is 1,529,132 tons less than in 1875.

The Schuylkill river is frozen over from Pottsville

to Philadelphia, the ice in some places being eighteen
inches to two feet in thickness. It is crossed by wagons
and sleighs at many places.

The ofHcial statistics of the "Methodist Episcopal
Church" in the United States report the total number
of members of that religious society to be 1,622,291 ; the
increase during the year 1876 was 41,732.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

267. There were 48 deaths of consumption, 23 inflam-

mation of the lungs, 16 typhoid fever, 13 diphtheria,
and 10 croup.

In Louisiana as well as South Carolina the election

disputes have caused the attempt to establish two State
governments. In the first named State, Gen. NicboUs
has been inaugurated as Governor on behalf of the
Democratic party, while Gov. Packard represents the
Republicans. In his inaugural address NicholU says
that he has been elected by a majority of more than
8000 of his fellow citizen.s.

Tke Markets, Ac.—The following were the quotations
on the 8th inst. Pkiladelphia.—A menctin gold, 106Jt.

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered and coupons, 113.!; do.

1868, 114 ; do. 5 per cents. 111', a 112A ; do. 4.V per
cents, in;;, Mhlilliu^^ cnit l:;', a 13.V cts. for up-
lands :,,nl N,.A iiil,.,ii-. l-lonr, - l.:.Oa*9.00. Penn-
sylvania i.il «li, ,i,^l.|:, 1 -1.17 ; :,, r, $1.48 a $1.50;
western uliiir, -l..',iia $l.."rj. I'.ni.a. rve, 77 ft 80 cts.

Yellow cirn, till cts. ; mi.ted, .58 a 59 cts.' Oats, 37 a 44
cts. New York cheese, prime 14J a 15.1 cts.; western,

13.} a 14| cts. Beef cattle sold at 6-3 a 7 cts.

gross for extra ; 5J a 6 cts. for fair to good,
. per lb

ud 4 a i

ots. for common. Receipts at the two principal d

yards 3500 head. Sheep sold at 4 a 6.1 cts.

gross. Receipts 1150 head. Hog-s, $8.50 a $9.50

100 lb. net. Receipts 4300 head. New York.—Sa
fine flour, 1:5.30 a $5.75 ; State extra, $5.90 a S6.05 ;

i

brands, $6.50 a $9.00. No. 2 Milwaukie spring wl

$1.40 a $1.42; No. 3 do., $1.35; red winter, $1.

$1.40. State rye, 92 a 94 cts. Old mixed corn, 62

southern yellow, 58 cts. Oats, 43 a 52 cts. Cai

barley, $1.11; State, 80 cts. OAicaffo.—No. 2 sp

wheat, $1.26J ; No. 3 do., $1.1U. Corn, 44J cts. (

35 cts. Barley, 65J cts. Lard, $11.40 per 100 lbs.

TEACHER WANTED.
A suitably qualified teacher for the Adelpbi Col

School, Giris' department.
Address or apply, with reference, to

Caleb Wood, 524 South Second Street,
,

Israel H. Johnson, 809 Spruce Street,
,

Samuel Biker, corner Queen and Knox str

Germantown.
|

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANlj

Near Frankford, (
Twenty-third Ward,) Philadetp.l

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi'

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma,

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa;;

Managers.

Died, at Medford, N. J., on the 6th of Sixth m.l

last, Edith S., only daughter of Edward and Mar'

Reeve, in the 19th year of her age, a member of U
Evesham Monthly Meeting. This dear youn? wo
had been for a considerable time a pupil at WestI

School, where she was a careful and interested stu(

Whilst pursuing her studies in this school, with

cherished hope of an early completion of them,

course was suddenly arrested by an alarming attac

illness. She was shortly after removed to the fai

of a friend near by, and afterwards was taken tc

own home, where she arrived in a greatly enfee

condition. In some notes left behind her, written

this time, she says: " I trust I shall receive these ti

and sorrows as blessings from a merciful Fatheil

know that of myself I can do nothing." Iraraedii^

after this she adds, " Keep me, O Lord : strengi

my feeble faith in thee." Again :
" Keep my toi;

from evil and my lips from speaking guile." A
advanced period of her sickness, her sufferings fron

treme oppression were great and hard to bear; y

was her fervent endeavor to endure these afflicti

with becoming fortitude, expressing herself thus-j

pray for patience, but 1 sometimes fear it will not

out.' Pray for me." It was apparent that the dip,

was making rapid advances on her enfeebled frai

and being informed that no hope of recovery wasl

under a deep sense of the exceeding sinfulness oil

unregenerate heart, she exclaimed: " Wicked, wic|

wicked ; but 1 love my Saviour, and I believe J

loves me." The next morning she said nearly Ii

words :
" I feel very peaceful and happy. Dost I

think this is an evidence that I shall 'be accepi'

Near the close of the day which was the last of

earthly course, seeming remarkably strengtheneci

the occasion, she called her relations around her di

bed, and gave them, one by one, much affectionate

weighty counsel. Absent ones were also remembe
and she especially desired messages of love to

former classmates and others with whom she had
associated at Westtown School. Being naturally

j

diSident mind, she spoke cautiously and briefly ol.

feelings
;
yet it was evident to those who were with]

that she had been led throughout her sickness inU'

path of patient suffering and hidden conflict of ;

Consistently therewith, the sweet serenity and pe;icl

ness of spirit in which she yielded up her breath,
,'

the consoling assurance, that having been washed
made white, her redeemed spirit was gathered tc

arms of the Everlasting Shepherd.
, on the 19th of Eleventh month, 1876, M

Bailey, widow of Micajah B.tiley, in the 97th yei

her age, a member for near seventy years of Stillv

Monthly and Particular Meeting. She stood firu,

the ancient doctrines and testimonies of Friends,

close was calm and peaceful.

, on the 29th of Twelfth mo."1876, .Axx, wl
of the late Jeremiah Rogers, in the 85th year of

age, a member and elder of Middleton Particula

Monthly Meeting, Oliio.

WILLIAM II. PILE, PRINTER,
j

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Random Notes of Travel.

(C<'''*inoed from page 173.)

Llangollen has its castle also, as the donkey
iver had suggested, and one of the tnostan-

ent in Wales. Dinas Bran, derived its name
om BtMu Fendigaid, or Bran the Blessed,

le fati'c. I'" Caraetaeus. Fendigaid defended
8 coiir: ry. Siluria, at an early period against

le Koinans, and being sent a hostage to

onie for his son while Saint Paul was in

lat cit}-, is said to have brought back a know-
dge of Christianity to his native land.

The castle of Dinas Bran stands on a lofty

id almost inaccessible position, 900 feet

)ove the river, and in consequence was often

sorted to as a place of safety.' The two wells

iihin its walls, were never known to be

ithout 'vvatei." ii is iiutiiing now but a

umbling ruin, reminding one of a forsaken

Trie, from which the eagle had long since

)wn.
Castle and Abbey were alike illustrative of

leir age. Some warlike prince or baron,

"ter committing ever}' conceivable wicked-
3SS, becomes a prey to remorse and melan-
loly. To expiate his crimes he was encour-

^ed to found a monasteiy, to which he fre-

lently retired, like some stricken deer, to

e within its shades.

Who has not heard of the " Ladies of Llan-
jllen !" This charming vale has something
I answer for, in enticing from their homes
vo noble Irish ladies, whose devoted friend

lip led them to dream of forsaking the gay
orld of fashion, and living a quiet, useful,

appjT life, together here. They sought and
lund the seclusion they were in search of,

lit it is rather amusing to see to what time
as brought them, as displayed in their pic-

ires sold at every corner. The following
straets are taken from an " Account of the
adies of Llangollen," which is equally popu-
ir.

" The celebrated Madame de Genlis has
iven the following graphic narrative of the

Fair Recluses of Llangollen :' During my
isidence in England nothing struck me so

luch as the delicious cottage of Llangollen,

1 North Wales. The manner in which 1 be

ime acquainted with it is this : During our
mg stay at Bury, a small company of five or

s persons, including ourselves, met every
pening, from seven till half past ten, and
assed the time very agreeably. One night,

friendship happened to be the subject of con-

versation, and I declared that I would, with

pleasure, undertake a long journej' to see two
persons who had long been united bj' the

bonds of genuine friendship. ' Well, madam,'
replied Mr. Stuart, (now Lord Castlereagh)
' go to Llangollen

;
you will there see a model

ol pertect friendship whicu will atloru yuu
the more delight, as it is exhibited by two
females who are yet young and charming in

every respect. Would you like to hear the

history of Lady Eleanor Butler and Miss Pon-

sonby ?' ' It would give me the greatest plea-

sure.' ' I will relate it to you.' At these

words the company drew nearer to Mr. Stuart

—we formed a little circle round him, and
after recollecting himself for a fow minutes,

he thus began his narrative : 'Lady Eleanor

"utler, daughter of the Earl of Ormond, was
born in Dublin. She was left an orphan while

n her cradle, and possessing an ample fortune,

together with an amiable disposition and a

beautiful person, her hand was solicited by
many belonging to the first families in Ire-

"and. At an early age she manifested a great

repugnance to giving herself a master. This

love of independence which she never dissem-

bled, did no injuiy to her reputation ;
her con-

luct has alwaj'S been irreproachable, and no

female is more highly distinguished for sweet-

ness of temper, modesty, and all the virtues

which adorn her sex. In childhood a tender

attachment took place between her and Miss

Ponsonby, by an accident which made a deep

impressioa on their imagination. They had

no difficulty in persuading themselves that

heaven had formed them for each other; that

is, that it had designed each of them to de-

vote her existence to the other, so that they

might glide together down the stream of life,

in the bosom of peace, the most intimate

friendship, and delicious independence. This

idea their sensibility was destined to realize.

Theirfriendship gradually grew stronger with

their years, and they mutually engaged never

to sacrifice their liberty or to part from each

other, and formed the design of withdrawing
from the world and of settling in some seques-

tered retreat. Having heard of the charming
scenery of Wales, they absconded from their

friends for the purpose of fixing upon their

future residence. They visited Llangollen,

and there on the summit of a low bill, they

found a little deserted cottage, with the situa-

tion of which they were delighted. Here they

resolved to form their establishment. Mean-
while the guardians of the young fugitives

sent people after them, and they were con-

veyed back to Dublin ; but they declared they

would return to their hill as soon as they

should become of age. Accordingly at twenty-

one, in spite of the entreaties and remon-
strances of their relatives and friends, they

quitted Ireland forever and flew to Llangollen.

Miss Ponsonby is not rich, but Lady Eleanor

possesses a considerable fortune. She pur-

chased the little hut, and the property on the

hill, where she built a cottage, very simple in

external appearance, but the interior of which
displays the greatest elegance. On the top

of the hill, she has formed about the house
a court and flower garden ; a hedge of rose

bushes is the only enclosure that surrounds
this rural habitation. On the side of the hill,

some ancient pines of prodigious height were
preserved ; fruit trees were planted, and a
great number of cherry trees, which produce
the best and finest cherries in Britain. The
two friends likewise possess a farm for their

cattle, with a pretty farm-house, and a kitch-

en garden close b3^ In this sequestered abode
these two extraordinary persons, with minds
equally cultivated, and accomplishments equal-

ly pleasing, have now resided ten years with-

out ever having been absent from it a single

ht. Nevertheless they are not unsociable
;

they sometimes pay visits to the neighboring

gentry, and receive with the greatest polite-

ness travellers on their way to and from Ire-

land, who are recommended to them by any
of their old friends.'

This account strongly excited my curiosity

and produced the same effect on Mademoiselle
d'Orleans, and my two young companions.

We determined the same night to set out im-

mediately for Llangollen. It was the latter

end of July when we arrived there. This

lace has not the rich appearance of the Eng-
sh villages in general, but nothing can equal

the cleanliness of the houses, and among tho

lower classes of any country, this is an in-

fallible proof of abundance. Llangollen, sur-

rounded with woods and meadows, clothed

with the freshest verdure, is situated at the

foot of the hill belonging to the two friends

which there forms a majestic pyramid, covered

with trees and flowers. We arrived at the

cottage, the only object of our journey, an

hour before sunset.
" The two friends had received in the morn-

incr, by a messenger, the letter which Mr.

Stuart had given me for them. We were re-

ceived with a grace, a cordiality and kindness,

of which it would be impossible for me to give

any idea. I could not turn my eyes from

these two ladies, rendered so interesting by
their friendship, and so extraordinary on ac-

count of their way of life. I perceived in

them none of that vanity which takes delight

in the surprise of others. Their mutual at-

tachment, and their whole conduct, evince

such simplicity, that astonishment soon gives

way to softer emotions; all they do and say,

breathes the utmost frankness and sincerity.

One circumstance that I cannot help remark-

ing is, that after living so many years in this

sequestered retreat, they speak French with

equal fluency and purity. * * "= An ex-

cellent library, composed of the best English,

French and Italian authors, affords them an

inexhaustible source of diversified amusement
and solid occupation ; for reading is not truly

profitable except when a person has time to

read again.
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"The interior of the house is delighlfiil on

account uf tlie just proportion and distribu-

tion of the apai'tmeuts, the elegance of the

ornaments and the furniture, and the admir-

able view which you enjoy from all the win-

dows; the drawing-room is adorned with
charming landscapes, drawn and colored from
nature by Miss Ponsonby; and their solitary

habitation is filled with embroidery by them
both, of wonderful execution. Miss Ponsonby,
who writes the finest hand I ever saw, has

copied a number of select pieces in verse and
prose, which she has ornamented with vig-

nettes and arabesques, in the best taste, and
which form a valuable collection. Thus the

arts are cultivated there with equal modesty
and success, and their productions are admired
with a feeling that is not experienced else

where; the spectator observes with delight

that so much merit is secure, in this peaceful

retreat, from the shafts of satire and envy."

"Miss Seward, the clever and amusing gos-

sip, says of the ' ladies' whom she rhapsodizes

as the enchantresses of Plas Newydd :
' Lady

Eleanor is of middle height and somewhat
beyond embonpoint as to plumpness ; her face

round and fair, with the glow of luxuriant

health. She has not fine features, but they
are agreeable, enthusiasm in her eye, hilarity

and benevolence in her smile. Bxhaustless is

her fund of historic and traditionary know-
ledge, and of everything passing in the pre-

sent eventful period. I am informed these
ladies speak most of the modern languages.

Of the Italian poets, especially of Dante, they
arc warm admirers. Miss Ponsonby is taller

than her friend, and is neither slender nor
otherwise, but very graceful. We see through
her veil of shadowy reserve that all the talents

and accomplishments which enrich the mind
of Lady Eleanor, exist with equal powers in

this her charming friend.'

" Later in life Charles Mathews thus de-

scribes them: 'As they arc seated, there is

not one point to distinguish them from men
;

the dresses and powdering of their hair, their

well starched neckcloths, the upper part of
their habits, which they always wear even at

a dinner party, made precisely like men's
coats, with regular black beaver hats, every
thing contributing to this resemblance. To
crown all they had crop heads, which were
rough, bushy, and white as snow!'

" The ladies were according to their means,
charitable to the aged, sick, and infirm, but
had been taught by experience that the best
way to help the poor laborer was to give him
employment. Although their farm contained
only thirteen acres of land, three men, and in

hay harvest an additional number of men and
poor women were employed, with two ladies

maids, and three female servants in the house.
By the aid of these mule hands they made
every inch of their land productive, and every
hedge-fence and walk pleasant to the sight,

well answering their end, and the house
healthy, orderly and comfortable. In cm-
ploying the laboring classes, they were as wise
and praiseworthy as the Society of Friends.

"'The ladies were deemed all powerful in-

tercessors with the magistracy and the govern-
ment. Many a mother has stood twirling her
apron at that dark threshold, whilst recount-

ing her sorrowful tale about her Tom or Will

having got into a scrape, and consequent
durance, and had her burden lightened by the

sympathetic countenance of Lady Eleanor,
being at the same time edified by the wholo-

' some advice of Miss Ponsonby. Fancy recalls

her brightened face, and lightened step as she

turned away with the much desired promise

of their advocacy. Their influence proved

jsuflicient to save the life of one young man

I

who had been sentenced to death for forgery.

I

Their qualities were such that their whole
lives were spent in performing worthy deeds.

I Good actions like sweet herbs have a reten-

|tiv(! perfume. May their memory be long

! cherished as a virtuous exponent of that pa
jternal and sympathetic life of the upper order

which knits class to class, and has a strong
refining influence on the poor and lowly.

I

"In 1829 the faithful friendship was severed
iby removing from this earthly scene Lady
: Eleanor Butler at the age of ninety, and her
friend two years later."

Afcouiit of )Iary Lamlpy.

(Concludud from page 175.)

"The 14th of the Fifth month.— ' Although
the Lord may be pleased to lead us through
the valley of the shadow of death, yet we have
cause to fear no ill, as the eye of our minds is

truly unto him who is invisible
; for he is near

to his little ones, supports them in the deep-

est exercises that they are brought into; and
therefore if the Lord be pleased to bring us

down into Jordan, let us be willing to follow

him there as often as he shall see meet.'
"

"The 19th of the Fifth month.— ' There is

one thing in particular that I have observed
in this time of weakness of body, which I es-

teem as a privilege among many others that
I am made partaker of, and that is this : those

days that my affliction is the greatest upon
me, the Lord hath been pleased to favor me
with the most plentiful visitation of his love,

whether I have had company, or have been
alone; so that thereby I have been encouraged
willingly and patiently to bear these afflic-

tions, being made sensible that the inward
enjoyment of the goodness of Grod abundantly
exceeds health of body, and those outward
enjoyments that I am deprived of "

" The 2-tth of the Fifth month.—' When the
Lord is pleased to withhold from us the sweet
enjoyment of his love, although we may be
sensible of the want of it, yet we cannot reach
it for ourselves, and therefore we ought to

bow in reverence before him. He deals with
us as a tender father may do with his child,

who may see meet to withhold food from him
for a time, that he may learn subjection to his

father. So the Lord may see meet to hide
his face at some times from us, as he did from
his servant of old, who said, Thou hidest thy
face, and I am troubled. Although but a
little bef)re, he was so favored with the di-

vine presence, that he thought thereby his

mountain was made to stand strong; yet there
was soon an alteration in his state. When
the Lord hid his face, he was troubled; and
so it may be with us. And when the Lord
loth withdraw from us, let us examine our-

selves, that we may come, by that which
bows unto men what their states are, to dis-

cern whether there is any thing amiss in us,

that might give the Lord just cause to with-
draw from UH.

I believe this inquirj- will not hurt any ol'

us, any more than it did the disciples, when
the Lord had told his disciples, that one of
"lem should betray him ; and one said, " Lord,

it I ?" and another said, " Is it I ?" He that

was the guilty person, was the last as we Jk

that asked this question : and so those ij^

that are guilty of betraying the innocent [ je

in themselves, may be the most backwar jii

.

this work of examination.
' Surely there is abundance in it ; let ui|)(

willing to search ourselves, that by the s] |i

of truth we may see whether we are of t^

number that betray the innocent or not.

upon diligent search, we do not find that tl

is any wilful disobedience in us, to causi

Lord to withdraw from us, but it is tin-

trial of our faith, this, I believe, will be

our good, as our minds are staid in patier'a

But if our minds are not staid in patience, e

may slight our own mercy, for the Lord in; v

times may be nearer than we are aware : : i

before we are aware, may make our hea s

like the chariots of Aminadab. The Lord LI

regard to his servant who waited patiei.

for him, and the Lord inclined to him, a I

heard his cry, and brought him up out ol 1

)

horrible pit and miry clay, and put a n i:

song into his mouth, even praises to t-

Lord.' "

"The 26th of the Fifth month.—'This
speak, that those may be encouraged in t

work of the Lord, who look upon therasiU i

as the hindermost of the flock. Let us ml
discouraged, although at some times the w.

may not seem so prosperous as we may de-i
" Cast thy bread upon the waters," and thel

is a promise, that it shall be found after m
days. Sowplentifully therefore, that you i

reap plentifully; for those that sow sparing,'!

shall reap sparingly. If sometimes we n

have but a few words to speak in a moeti

then let it be our concern to sow to the spi

that by the light of it, we may discern wl

the Lord is pleased to give us for our ow,

comfort and nourishment ; and what he givel

us, to distribute to others. For we read, the;

is a time to be silent, and a time to speak

d atsome times there may be more service i

sitting silently in a meeting, than there woul
be in speaking words; and as our eyes at

single unto the Lord, and our wills resigns

to his pure will, this wailing in silence wi

be easy to us. And as in the pure light w
ill come to see what, and when to speal

and when to end, having a clear sight of on

duty herein, we shall go safely on.'

The same evening calling her son to

e signified her desire that as the Lord ha
been pleased to lend him to them, he migh
also be pleased to make him his servant, an*

give him a place in the house of the Lord
And she advised him to be obedient to hii

father."
;

The 27th of the Fifth month.—' There i:

no other name by which any of us can bi

saved, but Jesus Christ. Let us labor to ge
nto his nam'?, for he hath promised, tha
where two or three are gathered together ii

his name, he will be in the midst of them
A.nd he will make his promise good unto a!

them that are truly concerned to labor to gel

through all the opposition that stands in thcii

way, that so they maj- get into the name
pirit, and power of Christ, and witness him
to be as a place of broad rivers unto them.'

"

The 21 of the Sixth month.—' The Lord
is making his people sensible of the time to

)e silent, an<l of the time to speak, as they
ire concerned to wait for instruction from
him, and to hearken to his voice, and to the

voice of his servant the prophet, who said,

"Keep silence, () islands, before me; let the
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ople renew their strength." They were to

me near, and then they were to speak
;
and

it is now, when we are enabled to come

,ar the Lord, we are sometimes in a capa-

ty to speak to the honor of his name.

'I desire that we may follow the Lord,

hensoever he is pleased to go forth before

, and when he is pleased to stand still, let

,'be willing to be as nothing ;
and not think

ir own thoughts, nor speak our own words
;

t,r walk in our ways. Let us wait for a fresh

|)ramand from our great lawgiver, that ac-

jrding thereto we may go forth in his ser

iCe, and may know our thoughts, words, and

3tion8, to be sanctitied by his Spirit, that his

fill in all things may be done, and then the

lord will be with us, and bless the_ labor ot

ve that such are concerned in

once more giving me cause to speak well ot

is name, in a renewed sense of his love. This

ncouragement to trust in his mercy,

nd when in 1% state of poverty, the enemy

lay assault us, and may endeavor to cause

to think that we shall never come to par-

ike of those sweet enjoyments any more, as

;e have in times past ; let us not believe him,

3T he was a liar from the beginning.

It waa when the master of the house had

asted long, and was an hungered, that the

,nemy assaulted him with his temptations.

5ut our Lord obtained the victory, and h

the work of the Lord, and therefore it was lished his dialogue concerning slavery, to

her desire, that all might be given up freely gather -t^ us ad re^t^sa^holdei^
'iiig

to follow 'the Lord, that they might kno

his ways to become ways of pleasantness to

She departed this life the 20th day of the

Sixth month, 1722, betwixt the hours of four

and five in the morning, being in the forty-

first year of her age."

vill preserve his people, that not one hair of

,heir heads shall fall to the ground without

lis permission. Although the Lord's peoph-

nay have sorrow as for a night, yet joy wil

jome in the morning, in the dawning and

Dreaking forth of that eternal day, when the

jun shall arise that shall go no more down;

which is for the light of the New Jerusalem,

hich hath no nee\l of the outward sun, nor

of the moon, for the Lord God is the light

thereof, and sorrow and sighing shall come

to an end, and the tears shall be wiped from

all faces.
.

Surely this is a desirable habitation to the

weary travellers, but we ought patiently to

wait the Lord's time. Let us bo willing to

bear our share of suffering, remembering what

r Lord sufi'ered for us when we were ene-

mies and aliens; and the Lord might justly

have cut us ofi- in that state, but he was pleased

to show mercy unto us.

'Let us be willing to follow him through

many tribulations, through the assistance of

his Spirit, that we may be found worthy to

obtain an inheritance in the kingdom that

is prepared for the followers of the Lamb.

When we have done all, we are but as unpro-

fitable servants; we have done no more than

was our duty to do; there is nothing to be

attributed to us, neither is there any praise

belongs unto such, but to God only.'
"

"The 17th of the Sixth month.—Being

scarcely two days and a half before she d

parted, several Friends being there to visit her

about the seventh hour in the evening, they

found her very weak, but after they had spent

some time in waiting upon the Lord with her,

the Lord was graciously pleased to renew the

visitation of his love to her, by which she was

wonderfully revived, and was publicly con-

cerned in thankful acknowledgments of the

goodness of God, in supplication to him for

the continuance thereof.

She had also an exhortation to the Friends

to follow the Lord in obedience to his requir

ino-s; for she signified, that while disobi-'l'

For "The Friend."

Establisliment of Slavery in this Couutry.

(Continued from page 170.)

" In 1739, George VVhitofield, the renowned

pulpit orator and evangelist, having travelled

extensively through the Southern States, ad-

dressed to their inhabitants a letter m which

he combined the impressions of an eye witness

with the reflections of a Christian teacher.

Affirmingthathis sympathies had been strong-

ly excited by the miseries of the poor negroes,

he called attention to the practice of slave-

masters, and the encouragement it aff'orded

to the savage tribes in Africa to continue

their warfare on each other to supply the de-

and for slaves thus created. He charged

the 'generality' of them with using then-

slaves" ' as bad as though they were brutes
;

nay, worse,'—worse than their horses, which

were 'fed and properly cared for' after the

labors of the day, while the slaves must grind

their corn and prepare their own food,—

worse even than their dogs, who are caressed

and fondled, while the slaves are scarce per-

tted to pick up the crumbs which fall from

their master's table. He spoke of the cruel

lashings which ploughed their backs and made

I'on^"- furrows, so.met'imes ending in dealh. He

renTindcd them of their spacious houses and

sumptuous fare; while they to whose labors

their luxuries were owing had neither con-

venient food to eat nor proper raiment to put

He
dedicated this remarkable production, said to

have been the ablest document which had at

that time and on that theme appeared in the

English language, to the Continental Con-

gress. It had a large circulation among the

statesmen of that day, and exerted a potent

influence on public opinion. This early chani-

pion of the black man was cheered by the

passage, in 1774, of a law prohibiting the im-

portation of negroes into Rhode Island
;
and,

in 1784, by the"' passage of an act declaring

all children born after the next March free,

results to which he had largely contributed by

his early, persistent, and self-denying labors.

His heart was gladdened, too, by the action

of his church. Instructed by his teachings,

and inspired by his zeal, it declared slavery

to be ' a gross violation of the righteousness

and benevolence of the gospel,' and therefore

it resolved, ' We will not tolerate it in this

church.'

In 1773, Dr. Benjamin Rush, an eminent

physician, philanthropist, and statesman, pub-

lished in Philadelphia, 'An Address to the

Amono- the earlier apostles of emancipation

was Dr.liamuel Hopkins, pastor of the Con-

greo-ational Church in Newport, Rhode Is-

land, who was as much distinguished for his

advocacy of the doctrines of human rights as

of the doctrines of the school of theology

which bears his name. In 1770 he deliberately

and solemnly resolved to attack the system of

kidnapping, purchasing and retaining slaves.

Although Rhode Island had as early as 16o2,

passed an act against the purchase of negroes,

she had become deeply involved in the slave

trade. Newport was the great slave mart of

New England. Cargoes of slaves were often

landed near the church and home of Samuel

Hopkins. Before his congregation, thus deep-

ly involved in the guilt of slave-trading and

slave-holding, he boldly rebuked the sin and

pleaded the cause of its victims in a discourse

of o-reat plainness and power. It was an un-

selfish and heroic act, imperiling his position

both as a pastor and as a recognized leader in

the church. Of this noble act Whittier says :

' It may well be doubted whether in that day,

the angels of God, in their wide survey of His

universe, looked upon a nobler spectaole than

that of the minister of Newport, rising up

before his slave-holding congregation, and de-

manding, in the name of the Highest, the

deliverance of the captives, and the opening

of prison doors to them that were bound !'

From 1770 to 1776, Dr. Hopkins repeatedly

spoke on behalf of the slave, visited from

house to house, and urged masters to free

ence rcmait in the heart, it tends to hinder 'their bondmen. In the latter year

iidelph

Inhabitants of the British Settlements ii

America, on Slave-keeping.' In this address

hecombatted the idea so persistently pres.sed

by the supporters of the slave trade, that it

was impossible to carry on the production of

sugar, rice and indigo, without negro slaves.

'No manufoctory,' he said, with refreshing

boldness and fidelity to truth, ' can ever be ot

consequence enough to admit the least viola-

tion of the laws of justice or humanity.' This

early abolitionist eloquently pleaded the cause

of 'the unhappy Africans transported to

America.' Of the slave traftic he said :—
' Future ages, when they read the accounts

of the slave trade, if they do not regard them

as fabulous, will be at a loss which to con-

demn most, our folly or our guilt in abetting

this direct violation of nature and religion.'

These utterances of those earlier apostles

of emancipation awoke responses in the bo-

soms of many of their countrymen. During

the years of agitation preceding the Revolu-

tion, in which the liberties of the colonics and

the 'rights of man were discussed with mas-

terly power by the most gifted minds of the

couutry, many of the popular leaders of New
En-'land, the Middle Colonies, and even Vir-

u-in'ia. did not fail to see and to acknowledge

the wrongfulness of slavery, and to denounce

the slave traffic, and the slave extending

policy of the British government. Many

slave masters, who afterwards aided in in-

au'mratingthe Revolution, in fighting its bat-

tles, and carrying the country over from

colonial dependence to national independence,

were hostile not only to the slave trade, but

to the existence of slavery itself.

On the 20th of October, 1774, the first Con-

tinental Congress signed and promulgated the

Articles of Association. In this bond of union,

which laid the foundation of the new nation,

the pledge was made that the United Colonies

would 'neither import nor purchase any

and would ' wholly discontinue the

slave 'trade.' The explicit declaration was

added, that any persons violating these Arti-

cles of Association should be pronounced 'foes

to the rights of British America,' ' universally

contemifed as the foes of American liberty,'

' unworthy of the rights of freemen.' This

union of the inhabitants of the thirteen British

pub- colonies, thus making them one people, was
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begun with a solemn pledge wholly to abstain

from all participation in a traffic then sup-

ported b}' the commercial nations of Europe
The Articles of Association, containing these

explicit pledges, were adopted by colonial

conventions, county meetings, and lesser as

semblages throughout the country, and be-

came the fundamental constitution of the first

American union."
(To be concluded.)

Selected

The old Christian, who has by grace reached
to a somewhat more elevated ground than one
beginning the spiritual journey, should re-

member the toils, conflicts, weakness, dark-
ness, temptations, etc., that made him groan,
and ofteniimes ready to faint, in ascending to

that point,—that he may deal tenderly and
gently, with such as are yet laboring over the

same ground. So desirous is the advanced
Christian that others should have the same
joy, that he is apt to forget, there must first be

the fight, and the race. He calls all to rejoice

as he does : to be dead to the world as he is,

—to bathe in the sweet ocean of redeeming
love; and to breathe freely in the pure ele-

ment of holy communion. And it is natural
he should so speak ; but this meat should be re-

served for riper age ; and the milk of younger
experience should be given to babes.

" In this
very thing I have erred, and none would cor-

rect my mistake.

—

Sarah Hawkes.

Cracked Hands Cured.—None but the labor-
ing man, who has suffered misery while using
an ax or pounding with other tools, can right
ly appreciate this article. For years, wher
young, 1 suffered at .some seasons untold bit
terness, caused by dry cracks on hands and
fingers. I tried every so called remedy I

could hear of, but in vain
;
and being obliged

then to labor each successive day for an honest
livelihood, I was bound, as with an iron chain,
to such sufferings as almost made life a bur-
den. At last a friend told me to put common
copal varnish into the cracks and it would
cure them

; although my faith was very weak,
1 tried the prescription, and, to my great jo}',
sure enough, in 48 hours my hands were as
well as ever. It does not save from fresh
crack.s, but it never fails to entirely cure the
old ones within two days. I keep a small
bottle of the varnish, with a sliver standing
in it, cost 10 cents—always handy, and with
its help my hands are nearly always well.
For the knowledge of this simple remedy 1
would not part for many dollars. I have given
it to many others for many years, and have
never known of its failure to effectually cure
in all such cases. I don't know that the sub-
ject can be considered agricultural (perhaps
it is only cuticletural), but there are probably
farm readers of the Tribune who will be o-lad
to got the information.—iVew York Tribwie.

Selected.

ft is by faith we must subdue every cor-
rupt principle in the human heart; we need
not be cast down because we find evils with-
in

;
but rather bo thereby the more roused to

prayer and watchfulness. We are the tem-
ples of the Holy Ghost, and the old inhabi-
tants of the heart must be cast out: a stronger
than the "strong man armed" has taken
possession, and will get himself the victory;
for Christ says, "Wo will come and make our
abode." We need no more .say, "Who shall
ascend into heaven, or who shall descend into

the deep to find Christ, for ho is nigh thee,

even in thy heart." Let us pray for each

other, that the Lord may increase our faith

to take of the waters of life freely— waters

that heal all diseases, and restore to perfect

soundness.

THE CLOSE OF THE YEAK.
The changing sea.sons, the revolving ^ear
Have brought another land-mark of its close,

Which tells its rapid transit, and proclaims
The work of time. Melhinks I hear its knell
Echoing along the hollow realms of apace,
As day to day, and year to year succeeds.

How evanescent are the charms of earth
In sight of things eternal ! How absurd
To risk the future on the dreams of sense I

Child of corruption ! heir of heaven itself,

Let not indifference enwrap thy son!

In fatal slumbers, but awake and think
What thou hast been, art now, and soon must be I

As standing on the threshold of the year,
We look at that departed ; let us mark
The wonders of His grace who crowns our life

With countless blessings, and our .souls redeems.
The year indeed has fiown, but what a train
Of revolution, incident and crime,
Tell its prolific course, and fill the page
Of its historic wonders ! How its hours
Swell into value infinite, and ri.se

Above conception's utmost stretch of thought,
In prospect of the last dread scenes of time !

Yes, from an eminence which towers beyond
The mists of sense, we would retrace thy flight.

And contemplate thy swift eventful course,
Departed Year.

Let this New Year
Find us prepared to enter on its care.s,

With more fidelity—with higher hopes
And happier efforts in the work of God.
To some of us 'twill doubtless form the close
Of our probation, and the end of time;
May it to each of us most richly prove
A happy year indeed. If now it finds
Our hearts at peace with heaven, and us the heirs
Ofjoy unspeakable, may all its hours.
As they roll onward, find us more prepared
To enter on those glories of the blest

Which know no change. If still the slaves of sin
It find us, may it witness our release
And form our year ofjubilee indeed,
Sealing our ransom from the tempter's power,
Our sonship in the skies.

Remarkable Meteor.

A meteor of unusual size and brilliancy was
visible on the evening of the 21st ult., over a
wide extent of country in the Western States.
The following account is taken from the New
York Evening Post:

" Our western exchange newspapers con-
tain many accounts of the wonderful meteor
which was seen in Kansas, Mi.ssouri, In-
diana, Illinois and Ohio last Thursday night.
As is generally the case, each observer thouo-ht
the meteor disappeared close by him. We
make the following extracts from de.scrip-
tions of it;

"Professor Comstock of Knox College,
Galesburg, III., gives the following descrip-
tion of it: 'My family were startled by a
brilliant flash of light, which fell upon the
carpet in the presence of lamp-light as being
green. The children gave the alarm and
rut-hod to the south door, just in time to see
the explo-sion of a splendid meteor. They
say it was red, blue and all colors, like a
rocket. The light cast upon the clouds had
a greenish tint. I was too late to see any-
thing, though it could not have been more
than ten seconds from the time the alarm

observed), a tremendous explosion occur jd

consisting of two reports, with an interva ^f

about a half-second. Every window in le

house seemed to rattle and the solid earthh
tremble. It closel}' resembled a heavy c ip

of thunder. If the time between the 11;

and the report was five minutes, the disdn

must have been something over sixty mi
and the angle of elevation, as near as can
estimated from the testimonj' of the ob-r

ers, would give a height of less than loi

miles.'

"At Pontiac (111.) its light was so int.i

that many citizens rushed into the strc

thinking the city was in flames. It was
companied by a rumbling noise louder th

the heaviest thunder, and every building |t

the city shook to its foundation. Se
citizens, thinking that the dayof judg
had arrived, fell on their knees and be

for mercy.
"From Clifton, III., a correspondent w

'Just before the light's disappearance a

plosion occurred which shook my subst;
house from foundation to top, all the
dows rattling in a most startling maiim
causing fright to all the children, the snui

being as loud as the explosion of -a park
heavy artillery.'

"A despatch from Erie, Pa, says: 'A lar^

and bi-illiant meteor passed over this city lai

evening, and burst with a terrible explosio
near Concord Station, thirty miles from th
city, between the hours of 9 and 10 o'cloci

The report was distinctly heard here, an
sounded like the roar of a cannon. Eye-wi

say that the meteor resembled a hug
engine head-light. When first seen its cou
was easterly, and when it burst white frag
ents fell to the ground. Others apparentl

continued their wild course.'

The St. Louis Republican of December 2:

says: 'About halfpast eight o'clock last nighl
a meteor—from all accounts the largest and
most brilliant ever seen here—passed ove:l

the city in a northwesterly direction. Iti!

appearance in the southwest was preceded b}
ht as from the headlight of a locomotive

throwing a strong, greenish reflection on tht
clouds, and a fainter one on the hazy atmos
phere. A moment afterward the meteor it-

If came in sight, appearing to the naked
eye about thirty feet in length, followed by
a flame 150 feet long. It gave a light about
midway between that of the sun and moon,
moving very slowly, and at a remarkably low
elevation. As it approached the city, its

olor changed to a bright yellow, and when
directly over the city there was an appear-
ance on each side of it like the spreading of
digits, from the point of which bright sparks
flew off in straight lines, leaving tracks of
vivid red light after them. The color then
changed to that of molten iron, when it began
to fade, and before it reached the horizon
it became invisible. The closest attention
failed to detect any sound of detonation or
explosion. The time it was in sight probably
equalled three fourths of a minute, and its
track was visible some seconds longer.'
"At Indianapolis, Ind., the fireball, des-

cribed by many observers as surpassing the
moon in apparent magnitude, was followed
by a great number of smaller meteors. Its
first appearance was at a point twelve or fif-

teen degrees north of west, and about ten dewas given until I was in the open air. How- grees aboye the horizon.' Yts"M"ea't7si'aUiiudrever, .n about five minutes (estimated, not Ss seen from Bloomingtl,lXwas abo'lt
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ir iteen or twenty degrees, and its disap-

ranoe otcurred at a point in the northeast

le five or six degrees above the horizon,

emaikable feature of the meteoric group

3 the slowness of its apparent motion. The
of flight was variously estimated. Most

1/ ervers, however, think it could not have

n less than three minutes. Manj' of the

teors following in the train of the principal

:ly were larger than Venus or Jupiter. No
pt was made to count them, but their

aber was certainly nearly 100.

For "The Friend."

Usher's Prophesy.

n the preface to William Sewell's History

he following: "James Usher, Archbishop

A.rmagh and Primate of Ireland, who fore-

the rebellion forty years before it came

,S8 ; beside the intestine war and mischief

betel England, and other things that

re fulfilled; which leads us not to reject as

trolous his prediction of the dreadful per

;ion that would fall upon all the Protestant

arches by the Papists; although one of his

ends objected that on account of the deep

ferings previously endured in England and

iland, there was reason to hope thai thejudg-

ints of God in respect to these kingdoms
ght have been passed

;
yet he replied to it,

col not yourselves with such hopes, for I

I you all you have yet seen hath been but

beginning of sorrows to what is 5'et to

me to pass upon the Protestant churches

Christ, which will ere long fall under a

arper persecution than ever yet hath been

lon them; and therefore look you, be not

und in the outward court, but a worshipper
the temple before the altar. For Christ

II measure all those that profess his name,

d call themselves his people; and the out-

ard worshippers He will leave out, to be

odden down by the Gentiles. The outward
urt is the formal Christian, whose religion

performing the outside duties of Chris-

inity, without having an inward life and
wer of faith and love, uniting them to

irist, and these God will leave to be trodden
»wn and swept away by the Gentiles. But
e worshippers within the temple and before

B altar, are those who indeed worship God
Spirit and in truth : whose souls are made
3 temple, and He is honored and adored
e most inward thoughts of their hearts;

d they sacrifice their lusts and vile affec

ons, yea and their own wills to him ; and
ese God will hide in the hollow of his hand,

d under the shadow of his wings; and this

all be the great difference between this la

3d all the other preceding persecutions; for

the former the most eminent and spiritual

inisters and Christians did generally suffer

ost and were most violent!}^ fallen upon
;

It in this last persecution these shall be pre

rved by God as a seed to partake of that

lory which shall immediately follow and
)me upon the church, as soon as ever this

shall be over; for as it shall be the

larpest so it shall be the shortest persecu-

on of them all, and shall only take away the
ross hypocrites and formal professors ; but
le true spiritual believers shall be preserved
ntil the calamity be overpast."

To be counted worthy to escape those things

lat must come to pass, and to stand before

d show. Oh I to be enabled, by Divine aid,

to bear up and to be true testimony-bearers

against spiritual Babylon, and to get clear of

ail that is in the will of man, as formerlj'

with the Holy Ghost sent down from Heav-

en." It seems necessary to pass through ttibu-

ation. May my dear friends everywhere be

like holy Moses, and " look to the recompense
of reward," for what a weight, yea, crown of

glory, is awaiting those that shall endure

through all ; for the Lord will certainly take

the cup out of the hands of those who now
taste it as the wormwood and the gall, and

place it in the hands of those who now prove

them therewith. S. C
MiUville, Orleans Co., N. Y.

should be founded here 5ted to the needs

[Extracts from letters from Alfred H. Jones

Superintendent of Freedmen's Schools in Vir

ginia and North Carolina.]

Danville, Va., 1 mo. 3rd, 1877.

Thou asks me the occasion of the falling oil'

of the attendance at Danville la.st month. It

can be answered briefly and satisfactorily,

the inclemency of the weather. About 80 in

the primarj- department poorly clad and

nearly barefoot, were kept away. We had

been hoping for better weather, but so far i

lias been growing worse and worse. Th
snow is now about 18 inches deep, and las

night the mercury went down to 4° below

zero, about 16° colder than we have ever seen

t here before. It is certain that many poor

creatures nearly perished and perhaps some
did quite. We called at one house yesterday

here a grown man and a little boy, both

sick in bed had only a thin cover over them,

were without any nourishment, and had

neither fire nor wood. The alarming condi-

tion of the poor has led a number of the most
I'cspectable citizens to form an organization

for the relief of such, and a Committee has

been appointed to solicit subscriptions, to look

them up and relieve them. All daj' long yes

terday the Committee were busy, and their

tales are as sad as anything I have seen.

They found one family, a man and wife, six

children, and grandmother in a wretched

hovel, without a mouthful to eat and no wood
or tire. They find " many eases where the

women and children are undergoing the

pangs of starvation."

The Maj-or has issued a proclamation set.

ting forth the distress, as it has been pre-

sented to him and calling on all benevolent

persons to contribute to their relief, and that

"it must be immediate."

Danville, Va., 1 mo. 5th, 1877.

My ink is pale, but how can I help it, it

has frozen like a rock for the last three nights.

The Dan Eiver is all sealed up strong, the

ground has been slumbering under from 10

to 15 inches of snow for nearly two weeks,

and the weather has been getting colder

the while. 4lh day the mercury was down to

4° below zero, yesterday 8°, and this morn
ing 2° below. Whew! only think of this ir

the sunny South ! and only tTiink of scores if

not hundreds, without fire or wood.
Our school is literally dwarfed, children

cannot come out. The few who do come are

all but frozen, they have so little protection

for either their feet or backs—some cried yes
terday after getting into the house with cold

pt

of the large colored population, similar in

character to that of Hampton.
Here is a colored population of over 4000,

th about 1000 children of a school age, with

no school but ours and no buildings but this

old dilapidated, uncomfortable Hospital ward.

Never was there a better chance for some
organization or benevolent individual to be a

asting blessing to oppressed manhood, by
founding a seminary for the intellectual and
moral development of a race of aspiring and
anxious but crippled young men and women,
whose power for good must depend on a sys-

tem of training brought within their reach.

Poverty forbids their going away. If we fail

to entrench ourselves firmly and thus hold

the place, I believe the time will come when
some one of large Christian heart, desiring to

leave some of tbeir bounty where it shall de-

scend as a lasting blessing to posterity, and
be a memoriiil in grateful hearts, in years to

come, more lasting than granite or marble,

surveying this field, may hear the voice of

the Master "Say not there are four months
and then cometh harvest? behold! lift up
your eyes and look on the fields, for they

are white already to harvest," and thrusting

in the sickle shall receive wages, and gather

fruit unto life eternal, and enjoy the sweet

satisfaction of knowing "that both he that

soweth and he that reapeth may rejoice to-

gethir." A. H. J.

ne Son of Man, the remnant of the Lord's 'feet. The time has come when this larj ind

We clip the following notice of the Address

on the proper observance of the First-day of

the week, issued last summer by the Meeting
for Sufferings of Philadelphia, from the New
York Observer of 7th mo. 13th, 1876.

"friends and toe sabbath.

" It is well known that the Society of

Friends holds views in regard to the observ-

ance of sacred days, that are not in accord

with the prevailing sentiments in most re-

ligious bodies. Their theory in respect to

the peculiar sacredness of any special season,

would lead many to think that they would
have no special interest in the preservation

of the Sabbath as a day of rest and worship.

It is with no ordinary gratification that we
welcome an intelligent, hearty appeal from

the Friends in behalf of the Scriptural and
American Sabbath.
"This essay has been published as an ap-

peal from this Society for the due observance

of the Sabbath. We wish that we had space

to print every word of this document. It is

marked by the reflective intelligence charac-

teristic of the Friends' community." The
N. Y. Observer then' quotes a large part of

the Address in its columns.

The Two Gardeners.—Two gardeners, who
wer& neighbors, had their crops of early peas

killed by the frost; one of thern came to

condole wiih the other on this misfortune.
" Ah," cried he, " how unfortunate we have

been, neighbor! do you know I have done

nothing but fret ever since. But you seem to

have a fine healthy crop coming up already

;

what are these?" " These," cried the other

gardener, " why these are what I sowed im-

mediately after nly loss." "What coming up
already?" cried the fretter. "Yes; while you
were fretting, I was working." " What !

don't you fret when you have a loss?" "Yes,
eritage may desire earnestly to be found important school demands more permanent but I always put it off until after I have re-

lithful in this trying day of pride, vainglory and comfortable buildings ; that an institution paired the mischief" " Why then you have
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no ncud to fret ;it all." "True," replied the

industrious gardenei-, "and that's the very
reason."

For "The Friend."

Richaril Shackleton.

(CoQtiuued from page 170.)

In the following letter of Eichard Shackle-

ton's, we are reminded of the declaration of

the Saviour; "It is easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a rich

man to enter the kingdom of heaven." If we
would gain an entrance within the gates of

the holy city, we must be divested of all self-

righteousness; and everything must be purged
away, which would hinder from that perfect

state of puritj'-, in which alone, the disem-
bodied spirit may be permitted to mingle with
the redeemed and ransomed of the Lord, "the
spirits of the just made perfect," and to in-

herit the promise of eternal rest.

How very true, as R. S. remarks, that

—

" To profess to be of the kingdom, to have
notions about the kingdom and the laws and
polity of it, is one thing; but to enter into it,

and be indeed subjects of it, is another."
How all-important and essential is it, that we
should be humbled and brought low, if we
would hope to be heirs of the heavenly king-

dom.
From R. S. to J. C.

Bailitore, 20th of 8th mo., 1763.

"Dear Cousin,
* * * "There are but few people

proved with the possession of riches, that are
of use and ornament in our Society ; we see

their general conduct verify the remark of
our great Lord, that it is hard for a rich man
to enter the kingdom. To profess to be of
the kingdom, to have notions about the king-
dom, and the laws and polity of it, is one thing

;

but to enter into it, and be indeed subjects

of it, is another, this indeed requires much
stripping and deep humbling. May we be so

happy, dear John, we and ours, as to bow
low enough to enter this kingdom ; I believe
we neither of us are much anxious about heap-
ing up riches, yet both of us considerably en-

cumbered with business. Lot us, therefore,

be careful to make the best use of the inter-

vals of recess from the hurry of business, and
mind to endeavor (as a friend wrote,) to keep
up the daily sacrifice. It is hard to be much
in the world of business, without being some-
what tinctured with it. There is need, there-
ibre, of the renewing of the baptism of water
and the Spirit, (or in other terms spiritual

water,) to cleanse from every defilement of
flesh and spirit, and there is need of a renew-
ing of the unction of Ti'Uth, to teach us all

things which concern ourselves and others."
I am dear John, very affectionately thine,

" k S."

The earnest solicitude of E. S. on behalf of
a cousin who had just been married, and in

setting before him the importance of order-
ing his steps aright, and in the fear of the
Lord, is brought before us in the following
letter;

m,:hard Sknrklrton to Thomas Carlrton.

r.allitor.s Kith of 2J mo., 17r,7.

" Dear f'ousiii T. ('.,

* * *
I now greet thee and

thy spouse with my wife's and my dear love,

and sincerely wish you health and happiness,
and the renewed evidence of a Divine bless-

ing upon your union. You arc now j(jiiu'd

together, I hope, by the ordering hand of

Providence. You are advanced a step higher,

into a more conspicuous station in life and
business. The Author of every good and per-

fect gift has given thee, my dear Thomas,
and 1 believe to both of you, a good share of

natural capacity, and the means, through fru-

gality and industrj', with his blessing of pro-

curing a comfortable subsistence. He has
placed you in a great and populous city,

where you profess his holy and saving Truth,

among a large number of others of the same
profession, who do not honor it as thej' ought
in their lives and conversation. Now, my
dear cousins, my mind is a little uncommonly
engaged for your temporal and eternal pros-

perity, and I think I see the path, and the

only one which leads infallibly to it. It is

by humbly, diligently, steadily, and faithful!}'

seeking to the Almighty Benefactor, for his

preservation and blessing to be over and
about you, and all that is under your hand.
Strive not either to be or to appear great; nor
stretch your wings beyond the circumference
of your own nest, which, in the ordering of an
allwise Providence, is allotted for you. Eather
live under, and appear under your ability, than
over: you will experience safety and quietness

in it. The contrary is atemptation and a snare,

and an inlet to many dangers of various

kinds; and often with new beginners, lays the

foundations of difficulties, straitness, and em-
barrassments, which they are sometimes never
disincumbored of, till they are disincumbered
of mortality. Let us take a little view, my
dear friend, of the persons and families, which
have been up and down, during our short

time of observation ; let us contemplate them,
not with an evil eye, but with an eye to the

ways of that all-ruling Power, which resisteth

the proud, yet giveth his grace additionallj'

and manifold to the humble. Let us centre

down, and have our dwelling low, in a con-

scious sense of our own unworthiness and in-

sufficiency to direct our own steps and pros-

pects, either as to the things of this or a

better life, without his blessed protection and
mediation. Be truly humble my dear Thomas

;

be frequent, and, as much as possible, constant
in feeling after a capacity to breathe in secret

after an acquaintance and communion with
the Author of all goodness. Be exemplary in

your conduct and conversation, and exterior

appearance and deportment, as becomes the
disciples, followers, and professors of the reli-

gion established by Him who was meek and
low in heart, and whose garment was with-

out seam. So will you, in proportion to the

puritj' of j'our intentions and the cleanness
of your hands in His sight, gain the favor
and approbation of Him who knows tl:

heart and hath all power in His hand to bless

or blast at his pleasure.

I am concerned and desirous, my very dear
friend, that thy determined conduct may be

such, now in the setting off in life, as that the
good-will and approbation of Heaven may be
felt, by being a pattern of humility, steadi
ness, and plainness, among thy numerous ac-

quaintance in that city. This may occasion
some trials, in which it will often be proved
whether thy attachment to the testimony of
Truth, or to the spirit of the world, is most
prevalent. According to the free-will choice
which thou wilt be enabled to make, will thy
ability to proceed aright be strengthened or
weakened, and finally the one side or the
other get the victory. The day of small

things, and of little requirings of dutj', «

portioned to the state of children, is b^
means to be despised. The cross to our it

depraved wills is often to be borne, and mi
old friendships, connexions, habits, and

j(

pensities, of a hurtful nature, will be dissol •

or decay; in the room of which, new dcs

and affections, new intimacies and sik

will be formed. But in all that Ho thn,
down, as well as in all that He builds up,

f

Lord Almighty, as we rely upon him, ami
faithful to his discoveries, will be found to

everything right, and for our good, iv

manner of way.
I might perhaps write more on thi.s s

ject, but I should rather be under ^ than o\
I most heartily commend thee and thy di

wife to the Grace and good Spirit, Guide :[

Comforter in j'our own hearts, which is ot ii

entirely sufficient to lead you safely tlir.n

this dangerous and troublesome worM,
everlasting happiness ; and which I hope \

seal in your minds to the rectitude of this

tie counsel, and to the sincere love ami
feigned desires for your welfare, in which
is simply given.

Believe me dear cousins, your truly aff

tionate kinsman and sincere friend."

"E. S.'

(To be continued.)

Three Thousand Years Ago.—The oldest re

of humanity extant is the skeleton of one
the earlier Pharaohs, encased in its origii

burial robes, and wonderfully perfect, c(

sidering its age, which was deposited abc
eighteen or twenty months ago in the Briii

Museum, and is justly considered the mc
valuable of its archieological treasures. T
lid of the coffin which contained the roy

mummy was inscribed with the name of ;

occupant, Pharaoh Mykerimus, who succec

ed the heir of the builder of the great pyi
mid, about ten centuries before Christ. On
think of it, the monarch, whose crumblii]

bones and leathery integuments are excitiij

the wonder of numerous gazers in Londoi
reigned in Egypt before Solomon was bor!

and only about eleven centuries or so aft

Mizraim, the grandson of old father Noah ai

the first of the Pharaohs, had been gathen
to his fathers. Why, the tide-mark of tl

deluge could scarcel}' have been obliterate

or the gopher wood knee-timbers of the at

have rotted on Mount Ararat, when this mt
of the early world lived, moved, and had h
being. His flesh and blood were eontemporai
with the progenitors of the great patriarci

His bones and shrivelled skin are contemp
rary with the nineteenth centur}', and tl

date of the crucifixion is only about midwi
between his era and ours.

"Go out in the spring-time, among tl

meadows that slope from the shores of tl

Swiss lakes to the roots of the lower mou
tains. There, mingled with the gentians at

the white narcissus, the grass grows dei

and free; and as j'ou follow the windii
mountain paths, beneath arching boughs i

veiled and tlim with blossoms, paths that fc

ever droop and rise over the green banks ai

wolds swooping down in scented undulatio
steep to the blue water, studded bore at

there with new-mown heaps, filling all tl

air with fainter sweetness—look up towai
the higher hills, where the waves of everlas

ing green roll silently into their long iule
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long the shadows of the pines, and we may,
haps, at last know the meaning of these

et words of the 147th Psalm, 'Ho raaketh

ass to grow upon the mountains.' "

—

John

iskin.

From Schermerhorn's Monthly.

Habits of Sleep.

It is the custom with manj- persons to neg-

t all systematic regulation of the hours and

nditions of sleep, while very many others

stematically interfere with the demands of

ture in regard to physical rest. The former

LSS spend such time in bed as may not be

sorbed by their various occupations, and

y no attention to the body's want of repose

cept when they "feel sleepy," or have

thing to tempt them to sit up beyond the

ual hour for retiring. A party, a new book,

unfinished piece of work will readily in-

ce them to protract the waking period into

e "wee, small" hours, and they doze or rise

the morning according to the exigencies of

eir plans for'tbe day. The latter class pro-

ed on the theory embodied in the rhyme,
unwelcome to childhood's ears

—

" Early to bed and early to rise

J

Maiies a man healthy, wealthy and wise;"

;d make it a rule to be up and doing at a

ecified early hour, even if the drowsy senses

Ive to be violently roused in order to main-

in it.

The habits of sleep have so important a

taring upon physical health and vigor, that

is w'orth while for parents to give them
ore consideration than is usually bestowed

Don them. It is a fixtal mistake to allow

(ything to abridge the amount of sleep re-

iired by growing children. During child-

)od and youth the constitution should be

lilt up and fortified for the inevitable wear

^d tear of maturer life. All the sound sleep

lat can be regularly secured contributes to

18 great reserve fund of vitality. It is hardly

i)ssible for the boy or girl who takes daily

jen air exercise in fair measure to sleep too

nch. Time should be secured in two ways:

V a quiet evening closed by reasonably early

itiring, and by non-interference with the

btural demands of the body in the morning.

i is a custom very injurious to health which
fermits young people to join their elders on

sciting social occasions after eight o'clock,

ot only the late bedtime, often near mid-

Ight, but the agitation of the nerves and the

Dtimely activity of the brain are inseparable

om this thoughtless indulgence. Often sleep

oes not begin until long alter the immediate
JcasioD of the excitement has passed, and

hen it does come, it is troubled and broken.

he same injury is often wrought bj' evening

udy. We have no hesitation in saying that

le last waking hour should never be given

) study, but to some quieting occupation

hich shall be favorable to a quick "drop-

ing off" when the head is laid upon the pil-

iw. This is a good rule for everybody, and
' adopted universally, would add immensely
) the general power of endurance and ac-

jmplishment. But for children it is an ab-

)lute condition of healthy growth. The
seds of many nervous diseases in mature life

ave been sown in youth by habits of mental

3tivity after eight o'clock.

The hour of rising should not be fixed.

7e know that this will seem a hard saying

) thrifty housekeepers. Breakfast at an

early hour is deemed one of the essential

points of good management. We do not dis-

pute this, nor forget that circumstances in

many families require that the morning meal

hould not be late. It is not necessary that

it should be. If the general suggestions about

retiring given above are followed, the child-

n will seldom fail to be on hand at the

breakfast table. But if nature calls for extra

sleep, her voice should not be drowned by a

bell or a peremptory summons to get up.

There is no danger of lazy habits being

formed when a child is well, and goes to bed

at the proper time in a quiet frame of mind.

The individual constitution of everj- child

must also be studied in regard to habits of

leep. Some cannot easily fall asleep, or are

easily waked in the night; some cannot rise

at once on waking without inducing head-

ache or palpitation, and some cannot do any
kind of work before breakfast without injurj'.

Sleeping with another proves detrimental to

not a few, and if it were practicable, doubt-

less all would be benefited by having separate

beds. In every case, however, the thorough

ventilation of bedrooms is indispensable to

health. Many a consumptive is the victim

of a constitution enfeebled by a long period

of nightly confinement in impure air. Better

put your child to sleep in a shed than in the

tightly closed chamber where he must breathe

over the gas which his lungs have rejected

during the first hour of repose.

The influence of regularity in habits of

sleep can hardly be overrated. It does not

avail to observe healthful conditions five

nights out of seven only, with the expect

tion that two weekly departures from the

wiser plan will make but little ditference

The two evenings of excitement and late

hours will disturb the system and prevent

sound sleep on other nights than those in

vaded by the irregularity. The child's con

stitution is sensitive and easily overstrained,

and though damage done to it may be hid-

den, it wUl appear in the disabilities of later

life.

It should be added, in behalf of those child

ren whose homes are in our large cities, that

six o'clock dinners are unfavorable to sound

and early sleep. It may be a choice of ev

for the busy merchant to defer his chief meal

until he can take time to digest it, but his

children should not be obliged to follow his

example. In this, as in all family arrange

ments, the parents' first care should be to give

their children health ; wealth and wisdom
will then follow not very far off. H,

Signs of Spiritual Decline.—When you are

averse to religious conversation or the com-

pany of heavenly-minded Christians.

When, from preference and without neces-

sity, you absent yourself from religious servi-

ces.

When you are more concerned about pacify-

ing conscience than honoring Christ, in per-

forming duty.
When you are more afraid of being counted

over-strict than of dishonoring Christ.

When you trifle with temptation, or think

lightly of sin.

When the faults of others are more a mat-

ter of censorious conversation than secret

grief and prayer.

When you are impatient and unforgiving

toward the faults of others.

When you confess, but do not forsake sin
;

d when you acknowledge, but still neglect,

duty.

When your cheerfulness has more of the

evity of the unregenerate than the holj' joy
of the children of God.
When you shrink from self examination.
When you are easily prevailed upon to let

your duty as a Christian j^ield to your world-

ly interest or the opinions of your neighbors.

When you associate with men of the world
without solicitude about doing good or having
your own spiritual lifeinjured.— 7V^. Y. Observer.

THE FRIEND.
FIR.ST MONTH 20,

The 45th number of the "Freedman's
Friend" has just been issued by the assiduous

managers of " Friends' Freed men's Associa-

tion for Philadelphia and its vicinity." It

brings the reminder that it is thirteen years

since the first number of the paper appeared,

thus proving the unwearied diligence with,

which some of the officers of this charity, who
still hold their places in it, have labored in

the good cause. Its tenor is not greatly dif-

ferent from former appeals to the charitable

feelings of the benevolent in aid of the desti-

tute colored people under the care of the

association; and yet there is an unwonted
urgency, perhaps, exhibited in the facts set

forth so clearly in its columns respecting suf-

ferings attending the biting cold, the hunger
and nakedness that beset these poor " wards
of the nation" in this inclement winter, and

as a result (partially) of the stagnation in

business. Do we really practise upon the in-

junctions and promises of Scripture that relate

to helping the needy? "Blessed is he that

considereth the poor: the Lord will deliver

him in time of trouble. The Lord will pre-

serve him and keep him alive; and he shall

be blessed upon earth; and thou wilt not de-

liver him unto the will of his enemies. The
Lord will strengthen him upon the bed of

languishing: thou wilt make all his bed in his

sickness." Psalm 4 1st. Here are rich re-

sults indeed from the exercise of considerate

charity. Who could ask greater blessings?

They are not more striking, however, than

those spoken of by the loving Redeemer, as

recorded in Matthew 25th, where the glori-

ous reward of the kingdom prepared for the

righteous from the foundation of the world,

is offered to those who fed the hungry, clothed

the naked, and visited the sick and prisoners

under the constraining love of Christ, and as

His '-brethren." "And this commandment
have we from Him, that he who loveth God
love his brother also." " But whoso hath this

world's good, and seeth his brother have need,

and shutteth up his bowels of compassion

from him, how dwelleth the love of God in

him? My little children, let us not live in

word, neither in tongue ; but in deed and in

truth." 1st John iii. 17, 18, 19, and iv. 21. We
would commend these injunctions, and the

destitute blacks of North Carolina and Vir-

ginia, together with other sufferers, to our

readers once moi-e, as important subjects of

thought and Christian duty.

We insert letters from Alfred H. Jones,

Supt. of the Freedmen's Schools under care

of our Philadelphia Friends' Association, at

Danville, Virginia, which give a touching
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picture of the effects of cold and destitution

araoni; the blacks there. Contributions, either

in aid of the present physical wants of these

people or of their education, may be sent as

heretofore to Richard Cadburv. Treasurer,

Xo. lOS South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

SOIMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Di^patcbes from Constantinople do not

eneoumge the hope that the labors of the Conference

will hare any satisfactory result. At a meeting of the

Conference held on the 11th Inst., the representatives of

Turkey adduced reasons for rejecting the eight es^entiaI

points'of the European proposal, and absolutely refused

to discuss that making the appointment of governors of

provinces subject to the approval of the Powers, and
the erection of an international commission. The
measures which Russia considers essential for improv-
ing the condition of the Sclavonic provinces of Turkey,

and the protection of the Christian portion of their

people, are so humiliating to the pride of the Turkish
nation that the Porte dare not give its assent to them,

though thev are recommended by the great Powers.

The Porte, however, is evidently reluctant to engage in

a conflict with a more powerful neighbor.

Koumania has officially announced her.self as freed

from vassalage to the Porte, on account of her rights

being violated by the provisions of the new Ottoman
constitution.

The Constantinople Turquie i newspaper! slates that

in consequence of Roumania's uneasiness the Porte has

officially declared that the new constitution was purely

internal, not aflfecting the rights of a Principality guar-

anteed hv international treaties.

The French Senate has re-elected the Duke de Auffret

Pa.sqnier President of that body. Count Rampar, of

the Left Centre, was elected one of the Vice-presidents

in spite of the opposition of the right.

In the French Chamber of Deputies at Versailles,

Sav, the Minister of Finance, introduced the budget of

1S7S. He estimates a surplus for that year of 6,000,000
francs.

The regular session of the French Chambers opened
at Versailles. In the Chamber of Deputies M. Grew
was re-elected President by 326 out of 340 votes re-

corded.
At a meeting of the .shareholders of the Suez Canal

Company in Paris, a convention with the maritime
Powers which binds the Company to expend 1,000,000
francs annually for the improvement of the canal, and
terminates the long-standing difBcnlly relative to ton-
uage dues, was passed by an almost unanimous vote.

France exports annually 8100,000 worth of human
hair to the United States.

'

The French government intends to make a large use
of the privilege of pardon in favor of the Communists.

According to the Registrar General's return, the
deaths from smallpox in London rose last week to 116,
against 7-5 the previous week. The metropolitan hos-
pitals contained 859 smallpox patients. About 200
cases were refused admission during the week, all avail-
able beds being occupied.
The London Times in an editorial says: "The gov-

ernment of India admits that it has a task before them
exceeding in many respects that in Bengal of 1874.
The area of the present famine districts is greater. It

spreads into two presidencies and crosses the Decan.
The population affected is far greater. There are doubt-
less mitigating circumstances which must not be over-
looked. If the population is greater, it is not collected
in such dense ma.sses a.s the famine stricken people of
1874, and we may still hope there is not now such ab-
solute dearth of food as then."
A London dispatch says: Government estimates show

that the famine in Bombay will gradually increase,
reaching the maximum in April, when a million per-
g^ins will require reliet", after which it will gradually
decrease. In Madras the prospect is proportionatelv
worse. The districts affected in Madras cover 80,000
wjuare miles and contain a population of eighteen mil-
lions. In Bombay the famine-stricken territory covers
54,000 square miles, and has a population of eight mil-
lions, live millions of which are in di.slricts more im-
mediately affected.

The Foreign Office has received a despatch from the
British .Ambassador at Constantinople, announcing that
the export of grain and cattle ha.s been prohibited from
the Danube, and the export of grain prohibited from
the ports of Trebizond, .Sampiin and Keras'in.
At the recent election in Germany for members of

Parliament, the social Democrats .-ihowed great strength
in all the large towns even where their candidates were

defeated. They succeeded in electing a number
members of Parliament. The clericalists have 8f o

of 35S chosen.

The University of Berlin has at the present tin

2,490 matriculated students, against 1.977 last vear-

i

this morning, doing great damage to coal and steat

! interest of this city. Tivo passenger and sev>M

boats were sunk and a large number of tow-bn it-

damaged. An immense number of co:il flats, 1 i

'

empty, were carried aw.ay, and it is fetred th i

lives were lost. The coal works along the M
hela were so badly wrecked that it will requir.

months to repair the damage.
A Cincinnati dispatch states that the moveme

ice in the Ohio river has been almost general

Pittsburgh to Cairo, entailing heavy losses chieB

and a larger number than the university has had at any
time during the sixty-six years of its existence. A
large majority of the students are natives of Prussia,

but the other German States are also well represented,

and forty-five are .Americans.

.Another session of the Constantinople Conference was
held on the loth inst., at which the Marquis of Salis-I owners of coal boats and barges. At some point

bury, in the name of his European colleagues, commu- river rose five feet in two hours,

nicated to the representatives of the Porte the last pro- At the Government establishment on the McC
posals of the Powers, who.se demands were materially river in California, from six millions to ten millio

reduced and softened in order to make them less ob-l young salmon are hatched each year, and distribut*

jectionable to Turkey, The Marquis announced that ifj the Fi.sh Commissioners of the various States ha
the Porte did not agree to the proposals now made hej rivers suitable for their growth and increase,

had instructions to quit Constantinople. The British I President Grant has telegraphed orders to Gen
ambassador made a similar declaration, as did also all; Auger, commanding the U. States forces in Louisi

the other European plenipotentiaries in succession.
J

in which he says that it has been the policy of the

One of the Turkish plenipotentiaries replied and saidj ministration to take no part in the settlement of

he did not think it possible for Turkey to yield upon question of the rightful government of that S
the quustions relative to the commission of supervision; Should there, however, be a necessity for the reco

and the appointment of Governors, those proposals] tion of either of the two rival governments, it mas
affecting the independence of Turkey and having al-j that of the Republicans under Governor Packard,
ready been rejected. The Porte however would examine! A very heavy snow storm occurred the loth inst

the communication and reply definitely thereto at thej over the" north 'western States, in many places bloci

next sitting of the Conference.
|

the railroads. The snow was from oue to three fei

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia' depth,
last week numbered 310, and in Xew York 459. I The Markets, Ac—The following were the quotat

It is stated that Isaac Friendlander the great Cali-lon the loth inst. Philadelphia,—.American gold, 1

fornia wheat cultivator, sold from his farm last yeari L'. S. sixes, 1881, 114; do, 1868, lloj ; do, 5 per c(

about 18,000 tons of wheat for ^648,000.
The Xew York Journal of Commerce has been inves-

tigating the length of time it takes to transmit a mes-
sage over the Atlantic cable. The first signal is felt in

four-tenths of a second ; but the following one goes
through more rapidly, .As many as seventeen words
have been sent over the Atlantic cable in one minute.
Fifteen can easilv be sent under pressure; and twelve
words a minute i's a good worki
explained bv the scientists is t

10-40, 112t a 113^ ; 5 per cents, 1881, llOJ a 112

per cents, 108^. Pennsvlvania and western extr.i fl

rS a S5.-50; finer brands, $6 a t9.00. Pennsylvi

red wheat, $1.50; Ohio do., SI.40 a S1.42; amber, S
a S1.55 ; western white, Sl,55 a $1.60, Penna.
a 81 cts. Mixed and yellow corn, 58 cts. Oa
43 cts. Best New York cheese, 14J a 15i cts. ; west

13.V a 14* cts. Sales of 4200 beef cattle

.A fact not yet! drove yards: extra at 6i a 7 cts. per lb. gross ; fai

electricity does' good, 5 J a (i\ ct-s., and common 4 a 5 cts. ^heep.
not move so rapidly from New York to London as in

the opposite direction.

The estate of the late Cornelius Vanderbilt is under-
stood to be quite as great as the largest estimates which
have been current respecting it. His securities alone,

it is said, amounted to about $85,000,000. The will,! State rye, 94 ct,s. ; western, 84 cts. Oat.s,'42i'a 55
which is an elaborate document, w.as made in 1875, and New vellow corn, 61 cts. Middling cotton, 13
gives the hulk of the property to his favorite son Wm.l 13 5-16 cts. CAi«oso.—Extra flour, §6 a S7.50; pat
H. Vanderbilt. His son Cornelius is to receive only! do., ?7.25 a S9.50. No. 2 spring wheat, S1.30; Ni
the income of $200,000. Five daughters have legacies

j

do., $1.16. Corn, 44} cts. Oats, 35i cts. Barley,
of $500,000 each, and three others the vearlv income of cts. Lard, $10.95 per 100 lbs.

$500,000, ^400,000 and $300,000 respectively. Over
twentv individuals are to be paid sums varying from
$4,000 to $50,000 each, but nothing whatever is be-
queathed for benevolent and charitable purposes. A
considerable number of railroad shares are given to

four sons of \Vm. H. Vanderbilt. To the widow (on
whom $-500,000 was settled at the time of her marriage
a few years since) the following bequests are made viz.,

United States bonds to the amount of $500,000, rail-

road shares valued at f 200,000, together with the resi-

dence of the deceased and all the personal property
contained in it.

\Vm. H. Vanderbilt says that provision will be made
for founding an asylum for railroad men broken down
or disabled in the service, and that a site for the insti-

tution will be selected as soon as possible.
The State finances of New Jersey are in a satisfactorv

condition. The receipts of the Treasurv for the vear
ending 10th mo. 30th, 1876, were $3,-504,262, and" the
payments $3,386,186, leaving a balance of .*118,076.
The constitution forbids the legislature to create a debt
exceeding one hundred thousand dollars without a vote
of the people.

The bonded and floating debt of the State of Tennes-
see now amounts to 821,968,071.
During 1876, the imports at New York amounted to

$269,320,000, which is 849,040,000 less than in 1875.
The exports of domestic produce were $265,744,000,
and of gold and silver, after deducting imports of the
same, $16,879,000.

During the year 1876, St. Louis received 1.5,107,380
bushels of corn

; Chicago received 46,308.783 bushels.
St. Louis received during the year 349,083 cattle, 877,-
160 hog.s, and 1-57,815 sheep; Chicago received three
limes as many catlle (1,089,6-54), five limes as many
hogs (4.208.610), and two and a half times aa many
sheep 1 364,756,

)

A Pitishurg dispatch of the 14th savs: The heavy
ice gorges from the upper Monongahela, which broke
loose yesterday afternoon, reached here at six o'clock

per lb, gross. Receipts 7800 head. Hogs, 8

cts. for common, and 10 a lOV cts. for prime. R<

4900 head. Ne^v Fori.—Suf^erfine flour, *5.30 a

finer brands, $6 a S10.-50. No. 1 Minnesota
heat, 81.48 a $1.50; No. 3 Chicago spring, $1

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) Philadetph

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor'
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boari

Managers.
\

Married, at Friends' Meeting, Snlera, Ohio, 1?

mo, 23d, 1876, Abel Walker, of Flushing, Belm-'

Co,, Ohio, to Han-nah L., daughter of Mary J. Freni

relic of the late Samuel French, of Salem, Col. C
Ohio.

, at Friends' Meeting-house on Sixth strf

Philadelphia, 12ih month 12ih, 1876, T. Clarks
ELDRlDGE.of Perkiomen Junction, Chester Co., Penr
to Elizabeth, daughter of Mary and the late Je
Bonsall.

Died, at Smyrna, New York, on the morning of t

1st of 1st mo, 1877, Henry Knowles, in the 91st y»

of his age, a minister and member of Smyrna Month
Meeting, He was a good example in maintaining i

the testimonies upheld by the Society in the beginnii

and often mourned over the departures of many und
our name, especially in dress and conformity to t

world, and was often led to counsel his children ai

friends to dwell low, and keep in the simplicity of t

Truth. His last sickness was'short. He was sensil

his end was near, .said, " his work was done," " the

was nothing in his way." He awaited in great call

ness and composure the final close, leaving a comfoi
able evidence that his end was peace.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Rains of Ephesns.

An onlhnsiastic English architect named
T. AVood, has devoted eleven years to dili

nt exploi-ation and research on the site of

ancient city, and, says the New York
xning Post, has given an interestinir account

bis labor and its results in a large volume
titled " Discoveries at Ephesus. including

e site and remains of the Great Temple of

a," which is published simultaneously in

peat Biitain and this country. Its illustra-

)ns. which are many, include a number of

lored plates, showing mosaics precisely as

cj' wore found. It is too soon, as yet, to

tiraate fully the importance of J. T. Wood's
ork. He has stored in the British Museum
great ma-s of busts, statues, inscriptions.

chit'Cturul fragments, &e.. which must be

udied diligently by archasologists before

eir full significance can be determined, and
bis book the explorer has made no «ttempt
guess precisely what ultimate results must
)w from his discoveries ; he has endeavored
erely to write an account of his labors in

phesus in the bodj* of his book, adding in

ppetidix a good many of the inscriptions

und. with tentative restorations, Iransla-

)ns, &e., which have been furnished by emi-

!nt scholars.

The story that the explorer here tells has

I the fascination of heroic romance. With
recouiage this enthusiastic architect under-

ok thi'ieen years aga to search for the re-

ns of the Temple of Diana, the site of

hieh was unknown, while even the fact that

ere ever was such a temple was seriously

inbti d by many competent critics. So small

as the faith of men better able than he was
judge of the probable fruitfulne^s or failure

his undertaking that he could secure no
upropriation from the British Museum with
hich to prosecute the work. He went to

phesus, however, and under protection of a

mporary firman, began the excavaiions at

8 own expense, supporting himself mean-
hile by practi>ing his profession in Smyina,
"ty miles from the scene of his labors in be-

ilf of science. When he had demonstrated
e value of his labors aid came to him in the
tape of very small appropriations, which he
as directed to expend in waj'S other than
.e ones which he believed to be best ; hut
-dint of perseverance he won increased sup
)rt after a time both from the museum and

from private persons, and after eleven years
of incredible difficulty, hardship and danger,

daring which he suffered constantly with
fevers bred in the pestilential atmosphere of

Ephesus. and met with many mishaps of a
serioQS nature, he sticceeded at last in dis-

covering the remains of the temple for which
chiefly he had been s-arching. and in making
such measui-ements of the fratrments that he

is able to give accurate elevations of the build

intr, together with interesting drawings of

many of its bass-reliefs and other ornamental
parts. He has unearthed also the Odeum or

lyric theatre of Ephesus, and the great thea-

tre, laying bare their seats, aisles, ^tage. &c.,

and discovering there very many inscription

recklessly destroyed much that remained by
breaking off fratrments of marble from the

seats and cornices, and by strewing the whole
of the interior with masses of rejected marble
and chippings from the specimens which they
carried awaj. * * * The desire to possess

fragments of ancient sculpture, such as a nose,

an ear, a finger, or a morsel of architectural

moulding from an old building, may be na-

tural, but is most deplorable when it causes,

as it often dous, the ntter destruction of works
of art, which, placed in some museum, would
be objects of very great interest. I have even
heard of captains of merchant ships, who,
bringing passengers to Smyrna, advised them
on their visit to Ephesus to take with them

of great historical value, which are now in hammers and chisels to aid them in obtaining

the British Museum. His labors have ende^

for the present, but as he has bought for the

British Museum the eight acns of land on
which the ruins of the temple were found, the

work of further exploration will be begun
again in a short time.

J. T. Wood's firman permitted him to export
whatever antiquities he might find, except

duplicates, which were to go to the Turkish
government ; and it was a jest of his, that by

nteresting specimens for their cabinets and
c.jriosity shelves at home.'"

Wood discovered that these reckless de-

stroyers of ancient works of art feign more
interest than they feel in antiquities, and that

their desire to possess the fragments they
gather is chiefly a vainglorious one. Very
many of them, he tells us, after journeying
all the way to Ephesiis. felt so small an in-

terest in the ruins which they had professedly

the terms of his grant he was to give to the come to see that they would not take the

Turks any doplieate temple of Diana that he trouble even to enter the walls and look. In

miijht find. There were other provisions, 'view of the recent Ens"
however, in the tirraan, which gave him no
little trouble. One of them was that he must
obtain permission to dig from the owners or

occupants of the land ; and. as human nature

is much the same in Asia Minor as in the

western woi-M, his purse and his temper suf-

fered no Mule in consequence of this stipula-

tion. The greed of the inhabitants operated

in other ways, too, to render his

profitable than it might have been.

sh assertions that we
on this side of the ocean are unable to appre-

ciate, and therefore unworthy to possess, the

Kurium collection, this English explorer's

testimony to the genuineness of American in-

terest in the antiquities at Ephesus is timely

and interesting. On this point he writes:

••Visitors to Ephesus came from all parts

of the known world; but I have seen there,

k less! perhaps, more of our American cousins than
any other nationality. I was particularly

There used to be a very prevalent notion 1 fortunate in meeting with many Americans

—

among the Turks in Asia" Minor that there ladies as well as gentlemen—who caused me
was not only much hidden treasure below the to form a very high estimate of the American
-utface of the earth in wells and elsewhere. 'character. I found them generally anxious

hut that even marble statues might contain to make something more than a superficial

i^old. This belief has perhaps cau-ed more survey of the ruins, and I do not now remem-
destruction of beautiful sculpture than any

j

ber any party of Americans preferring to sit

other motive; and it is only within the last [down to eat and drink, to making a careful

few years that the Turks have found it to be i
examination of all the interesting objects they

a much better speculation to .sell statues than [had come to see. I cannot say the same of

to break them to pieces in the hope of findingiall nationalities."

gold."
" The people of the village of Kirkenjee are

Our explorer encountered many image- supposed to be the lineal descendants of the

breakersof that other and worse sort, namely 'ancient Ephesian*, and hence the glimpse

the persons who call themselves tourists, and
j

which the author gives us of their village and

to whom spoil is the chief end of travel. They their^ ways is interesting,

sometimes came to him in companies, and dt

itroyed much that he had dug up before he
could secure it.

" When the Odeum was first opened, the

The appearance of this village strikes the

person who approaches it for the first time as

being very peculiar, the houses presenting a

very formidable front from the radiating dabs

'stage, orchestra, seats and steps were found of whitewash splashed around the windows,

in' a perfect state of preservation, under an for the purpose, they say, of keeping off the

'accumulation of soil and debris varying in -evil eye'— a common superstition in Asia

depth from five feet to twenty-three t^et. * [Minor. The windows here were made to look
* * The beautiful front wall also remained, 'like so many evil eyes, as I thonght. glariijg

; with its five doorways and steps, to the height at yon. and defying you to enter the village.

iof seven feet and six inches. Visitors have; This fashion gives a beggarly appearance to
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the houses, which are built of small stones

and covered with flat mud i-oofs. Kirkenjee,

however, is not so poor a place as it seems to

be. The inhabitants are industrious, and cul-

tivate the ground on the plain of Ephesus iind

for miles around. On feast days the women
turn out clad in comfoi-table and smart dresses

of light colors, and make a great display of

gold coins, which they string and wear as

armlets and necklaces."

The work of the explorer was greatly im-

peded by the worthlessness of the men whom
he was able to employ, and his opinion of the

Turkish character is not very high.

"Much has been said about the honesty of

the Turks ; I am sorry I can say little in sup-

port of statements in their favor. They would

generally steal any small object of value found

in the excavations, and did not scruple to

commit the most heartless robberies ou their

fellow-workmen."
One of them stole the head of a statue which

J. T. Wood had dug up, and, after the statue

had been forwarded to England, wanted to

sell its discoverer the missing head for an

enormous price. He adhered so firmly to his

price that the statue remains headless still in

the Museum.
The Turkish indifference to the valuable

antiquities which western explorers dig up
under their eyes appears to be in some mea-
sure due to their inability to understand the

facts which give them their value. The Mudir
of the district visited the ruins of the great

temple one day to see Wood's " wonders," of

which he had heard.
" On my showing him the drums of the

large columns and the capitals, he asked me
to what building they had belonged. I told

him they were the remains of an ancient

mosque or church in the time of the ancient

Greeks, when they did not worship the one
true God, but had many gods, male and female,

and that this church was dedicated to the

worship of a female, whose statue, forty or

fifty feet high, was set up inside it. 'Ah,'

said the Mudir, as if a new light had broken
in upon him, ' they were Protestants'

"

The most interesting part of the work,
namely, that in which the author describes

in detail, and illustrates with plans, eleva-

tions, &c., the several successive temples as

his measurements show them to have been
when they were standing intact, we have loft

wholly untouched, because the chapters de-

voted to this part of the subject form a con-
secutive whole which is, of course, too long
for reproduction here, and which it is impos-
sible to divide without destroj'ing its value.

It is sufficient to say that J. T. Wood has suc-

ceeded in discovering what the te.mplos were
like, and in restoring the last one, on paper,
to a remarkable extent. No pains or expense
have been spared in the preparation of the
book and its many plates enable the reader
not merelj' to understand but to verify for

himself, most of the author's deductions from
the facts in possession. The book is (jne of
surpassing interest, and, considering the ex-

pense of its publication, the price at which ii

is sold (twenty dollars) is remarkably low.

It is not for us to judge of the importance
of our impressions of duty, or of their use, but
to do the work daily set before us, whether
greater or smaller, and the reward will follow.

And it will have its effect whether we ever
know it or not.

—

Catharine Sceli/.

Dcatli-bcd Repentance.

In accordance with evidences witnessed in

various cases there remains no doubt that

some, and perhaps many, have become sufE

ciently divested of self to be enabled to arrive

at sincere repentance and pardon for their

past misspent life, on a death-bed; but so many
instances having occurred of apparent repent-

ance under prospects of the near approach of

death, where a subsequent course of life gave

no evidence of a change of heart, that fears

may be properly entertained that a thorougt

preparation for an entrance into the mansions

of purity and holiness, under such circum-

stances, is more rare than is generally be-

lieved and advocated. The mercies of Him
with whom we have to do are indeed bound-

less; yet purity of motive on the part of His
creatures is essential to being met "afar off,'

and obtaining the benefit of His mercies.

Man by nature loves case, and is prone to

the continual pursuit of pleasure and bapp'

ness, and this he seeks to find in the exercis

of his own will, and in the gratification of his

own lusts and conceivings. When his course

is arrested by disease, followed by an appre-

hension that he will soon be removed from
earth and all that his affections hold dear, he

feels that he loves that in which his heart has

delighted, and could he be permitted to pos-

sess it unmolested still, would perhaps rest

easy for the present, nor be sensible of the

necessity of seeking happiness beyond the

grave. But here, in the absence of a hope
of longer enjoying the things of earth, the

same selfish promptings which have prevailed

through life, may turn to an earnest solici-

tude for happiness in the world to come, and
many penitent sentences may be expressed,

and even supplications uttered, which, if he
should die, would be accepted as an evidence
of a preparation for death, whereas, should ho
recover, would perhaps soon pass away and
leave no trace of any permenanlimprovement.
A soul maj^ be sensible of the terrors of

death, of a foresight of a final separation from
all things here below, and of the just judg-
ments of God for sin and disobedience, and
yet not be capable of arriving at the true

place of repentance because of the prevalence
of the "whirlwind and the fire," an intense

anxiety, without that calmness of mind in the
"stillness of all flesh," so essential to a suc-

cessful approach to the throne of Grace.
True repentance and a preparation for an

inheritance with the saints in light, is not
merely a sorrow that we are overtaken in an
unprepared state, and a desire for heaven and
happiness, but the pure love of God operating
on the heart, giving it a sense of its sinful

condition, and its utter dependence on the
merits of a Saviour, purifying the soul from
its carnal nature and the love of the creature,
to the love of the Creator above every other
thing. Should this come to bo thoroughly
experienced under the hand of affiiction, is it

at all probable that former evil habits would
bo resumed on a restoration to health? Simi-
lar awakenings, however, have been known
to appear in the minds of both those who were
removed by death, and those who have re-

covered, and have lived no more a Christian
life than before. Then is there not to be drawn
at least a lesson of instruction and caution
against the too commonly indulged practice
of eulogizing the spiritual attainments and
evidences of divine acceptance concerning the

deceased on grounds so limited, as to 1

the standard of true repentance and ar

ment of life in the minds of the living?

It is not unusual in the present day t^

public communications of this charai i

funerals, and in many such instances \\

apprehensions have been entertained, i

serious injury was thereby inflicted o;

minds of some, particularly those who
intimately acquainted with the daily I

the deceased, and felt assured, perhaps, t .

it merited nothing superior to their own.
that man can say or do, cannot add or

minish anything relative to the eternal e

dition of the soul after it has left the boi

Then how much more in accordance with
spirit of the gospel would it be, and tend
the spiritual well-being of all, to attend si m]

to the pointings of religious duty. Let i

inroads of death be a warning voice to

living, to lose no further time in the indu

enceof ease and thoughtlessness, but earnes

endeavor each to know their "calling a

election made sure," seeing that none of

know " the day nor the hour" when a simi

fate may be ours, and leave the departed s

in the hands of its merciful Creator. Its d

tiny is fixed ; and the best, and all we can
relative thereto is, to trust to His merci

and ardently hope it has found acceptance
the hands of a compassionate Saviour.

Ohio, 1st mo. loth, 1877.

For "Tlie Prient

Establishment of Slavery in this Country.

(Concladod from page 180.)

" That Congress gave expression to t

general sentiment of the peop'e of the

nios fully appears in the declarations of t

Virginia and North Carolina conventio

which sent delegates to that Congress. Th(
conventions pledged themselves not to impc
slaves, and not to purchase them when
ported by others. In Georgia— a colo

founded by James Oglethorpe, who forba

slavery there, but whose humane purp i

were afterwards thwarted by avarice i

power—a public meeting declared 'their d

approbation and abhorrence of the unnatui

practice of slavery in America,' and pledg
themselves to use their ' utmost endeavors 1

the manumission of slaves in our colon

And Congress itself on the 6tb of April, 17'

resolved without opposition, that ' no slave

imported into any of the thirteen unit

colonies.'

The British commercial and colonial policj

however, had interested, active, and influti

tial supporters. Leading statesmen in Soui

Carolina and Georgia were confessedly ni

only for slavery, but for the continuance .

the slave trade. In Maryland, Virginia a^|

North Carolina, slavery had still a strong ho-

upon the people. But their interest in ti'

domestic, quickened their opposition to tl

foreign slave traffic. Although there we*

but few negroes in the Middle and New En;

land colonies, man3' of these having h%<

made free by the voluntary action of the

masters, still slavery and the slave trade hi

zealous supporters, especiall}' among the coi

mereial, wealthy and aristocratic classes. Th
fact was signally manifested by the action

Congress in striking fri)m the original drs

of the Declaiation of Independence Jefforsor

arraignment of the British king for forcii

upon his American colonies that traffic in m<
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hich be branded as an ' execrable commerce,'

I piratical warfare,' 'the opprobrium of in-

lel powers,' ' a cruel war against human
iture.' 'That clause reprobating the en-

ivingofthe inhabitants of Africa was struck

it,' its illustrious author declsres, 'in com-
nce to South Carolina and Georgia, who

id never attempted to restrain the importa-

3n of slaves, and who, on the contrary still

itthed to continue it. Our northern brethren,

so, I believe, felt a little tender under those

nsures. Although their people had very few
ives themselves, yet they had been pretty

Dsiderable carriers of them to others.'

The same spirit and policy which struck

ese words from the Declaration of Independ-
ce, influenced the action of Congress in iVam-

5 the Articles of Confederation. The report

the committee to prepare a plan provided

at supplies should be obtained by requisi-

)ns in each State in proportion to the num-
r of its inhabitants. This at once and
icessarily raised the question of the status

the slaves. Mr. Chase, of Maryland, afier-

ards one of the justices of the Supreme Court
the United States, moved to count only the

hite inhabitants. 'The negroes,' he said,

/ere property, and no more members of the

ate than cattle.'

It was suggested by Mr. Harrison of Vir-

nia, that two slaves should be counted as

le freeman. Mr. Wilson of Pennsylvania,
id the exemption of slaves from taxation

ould be ' the greatest encouragement to

ive keeping and the importation of slaves.'

e declared that thej' increased products and
iposed burdens, and prevented freemen from
Itivating the country. 'Dismiss your slaves,'

s said, 'freemen will take their places.' To
remark Mr. Lynch, of Soutli Carolina,

plied with emphasis, 'Our slaves are our
•operty ; if that is debated, there is an end
confederation.' He asked why they sliould

! taxed more than sheep. To this question

ranklm replied :
' Sheep will never make in-

rreetions.' Mr. Chase's amendment was
jected, Georgia was divided, and all the
ates north of Mason and Dixon's line voted
gainst it.

The obstacles in the way of Confederation
sing found so great, the discussion was then
spended

; but it was renewed again in Octo-
sr, 1777. It was then moved that the sup-
ies be based on the value of property in each
ate. This proposition was rejected, and a
otion was made to exempt slaves from taxa-

The four New England States voted
gainst it. New York and Penn.sj-lvania were
vided, and Maryland, Virginia, North Caro-
m, South Carolina and New Jersey voted
r it. This vote exempted slaves from taxa-

on altogether, either as inhabitants or pro-

jrty. It was a complete triumph of those
presenting the slave interest, and may be
mnted among the earlier illustrations of the
)tent influence of the rising slave power.
No power was given to the Confederation
regulate commerce. Each State was left

ee to decide what imports it would admit or
•ohibit, so that Congress, after its emphatic
mdemnation by the acts of 177-1 and 1776,
enounced forever,' in the words of Bancroft,
;he power to sanction or to slop the slave

ade.' This result could not but enure to the
terests of slavery and to the strengthenin
'its power.
But the Confederation secured to the free

habitants of the State all privileges and im.

munities of the citizens of the several States.

The legislature of South Carolina, when the
Articles of Confederation wei'e under con-

deration, saw that by this provision the
rights of inter-citizenship were secured to the
free colored inhabitants of all the States.

After debate the plan of Confederation was
returned to Congress with the recommenda-
tion that inter-citizenship should be confined
to white persons. South Carolina and Georgia
supported the proposed change, but eight
States refusing their assent, the proposition
was lost. In this instance freedom won, and
the claims of human equality were vindicated.

But it cannot be doubted that at the time
of the Declaration of Independence ; when
the government of England ended, and the
government of the United States began, the
people were, on the grounds of justice, hu-
manity and interest, largely in favor of put-

j an end to the African slave trade. Neither
can it be doubted that the most conscientious
and enlightened portion of the people, includ
'ng most of the Revolutionary leaders, who
juided the colonies through civil war to

national unity and independence, believed
lavery to be inconsistent with the doctrines
they were proclaiming, and the civil institu-

tions they wero founding. The statesmen of

that era hoped, and confidently expected, that
it would soon pass away. But the slave sys-

tem fostered by England, and sustained by
ndividual interest, indolence, and pride, dur-

ng a hundred and fifty years, had so incor-

porated itself into the social life of the people,
especially of the South, that, when menaced
by the logic of events, it was seen to have a
hold and tenacity of life not dreamed of by
either friend or foe. Champions were ready
not only to protect it against the advancing
currents of Christian civilization, but also to

oppose every interest, every institution, and
every individual that menaced its paramount
sway. Even then, when the Republic took
its place in the family of nations, had begun
and had far advanced that work of personal
and public deterioration,—that poisoning of
the fountains of individual and social life

whose full development the rebellion revealed,

as it was itself their sad and legitimate re

It."

Some remarks of George Whitehead on the Bible—the reading of and committing to memory
its contents.

" I always had a love to the Bible, and to

reading therein, from my childhood, yet did

not truly understand nor experience those
doctrines essential to salvation, nor the new
covenant dispensation, until my mind was
turned to the light of Christ, the living eter-

nal Word, the entrance whereof giveth light

and understanding to the simple. Yet I do
confess it was some advantage to me frequent-

ly to read the Holy Scriptures, when I was
ignorant, and did not understand the great
and excellent things therein testified of. For
when the Lord had livingly in some measure
opened my understanding in the Holy Scrip-

tures by ray often reading the same before, hav-
ing the better remembrance thereof, it was a
help and advantage to my secret meditations,
when a lively sense and comfort of the Scrip-

tures was in measure given me by the spirit,

and thereby I was the more induced to the
serious reading and consideration of what I

read in the Holy Scriptures, and the comfort

thereof made known by the Holy Spirit en-
'ightening the understanding. All the prom-
ses of God, which are yea and amen in Christ
Jesus, being truly comfortable when applied
by the same spirit, for that will make no
rong application thereof; that Spirit will

never apply peace to the wicked, nor to per-
sons living in their sins; nor tell the unjust
that they are just, or righteous in God's sight.

It is through faith which is in Christ, that the
Holy Scriptures are said to make the man of
God, ' Wise unto salvation, and profitable unto
him for doctrine, reproof, admonition, and in-

struction in righteousness, that he may be
perfect and thoroughly furnished in every
good word and work.' Doubtless Paul es-

teemed Timothy's knowing the Holy Scrip-

tures from a child, to be some advantage and
help to him, but it was principally through
faith, which is in Christ Jesus.

These things considered, I would not have
Christian parents remiss in educating, and
causing their children to read the Holy Scrip-

tures, but to induce them both to learn, and
frequently to read therein, i. e. the Bible. It

may bo of real advantage, and profitable to

them, when they conie to have their under-
standings enlightened, and to know the Truth
as it is in Christ Jesus. 1 have sometimes
observed children in reading the Bible, have
been affected with the good things they have
read, from a secret belief of them, which hath
had such impression, that they have been in-

duced to a more serious consideration thereof,

when the Lord has opened their understand-
ings in some measure, by the light of his

grace in them."

Shoshone Falls.

We left the Park by another trail that led

us among deep, gloomy cavities formed by
the river in the misty past, long ere it had
contracted to its present limits. These were
frequented by thousands of cliff swallows
and some sparrow hawks that chattered and
screamed incessantly, and from an occasional

bunch of straggling shrubbery came the plea-

sant notes of the song sparrow. These broke
the monotonous silence of the forbidding pre-

cipices, and gave life to the otherwise dreary
scene. Having reached the upper plateau

once more, we galloped two miles farther, and
halted to listen to the rough, hoarse and muf-
fled roar of the Shoshone Falls that were
thundering far beneath us in the caSon.

Half a mile beyond we had a fine view of

their outlines. Looking down from our ele-

vated terrace, we could see around them all

the elements of a beautiful landscape—gorse

and meadow, plain and dell, an undulating

park, rich in robes of many-hued flowers, a
placid river, and a boiling, snowy cascade,

and, in the background, towering terraces of

barren crags, veritable mountains of stone.

Dismounting, we led our horses down bluff

after bluff, until we reached a small park
skirting the river. This was covered with
grass that reached to our knees, and sprinkled

over it were many species of gaudy flowers

new to me.
We followed the bank of the river until

we reached a coppice of juniper that thrives

wherever the refreshing spraj' falls, and, pass-

ing through this, found ourselves standing on
Lookout Point, directly over the river where
it plunges downward ; and from this spot we
had a magnificent view of the falls, as we
could gaze directlj^ down upon them, they
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being onl}- four feet below us. Glancing up

the sticam. we could see that its sinuous

course for half a mile was one mass of scream-

ing rapids and small cataracts, which were
numerously dotted with barren crags and
flower-clad islets of many forms. By count-

ing the larger leaps, we made out eight good
falls within an area of two hundred yards,

which averaged from six to twenty feet in

height; and no two were alike in outline.

Close to the shore the water formed deep lanes

or canals of bubbling cascades through the

rocks, and their gentleness contrasted strong-

ly with the turbulence adjoining them. As
these varied and diverging bodies approached
the precipice they swung together to produce
the Grand Falls, which are excelled only by
I^iagara and the falls of the Missouri in vol-

ume, while they outrauk all in diversity of

form and contrast of surroundings. Massive
in power and vigorous in action ; warm in

color yet environed in gloom
;
picturesque in

immediate accessories yet encompassed b}'

savage grandeur, they possess ail the elements
that make such scenes attractive to the lover

of the beautiful. Their very situation in the

midst of a desolate artemisian plain, and hem-
med in by canons whose dreary depths are
impenetrable to the sunlight for many months
in the year, adds to their interest and en-

hances their impressive magnificence. The
main falls are estimated by those dwelling in

their vicinity to be two hundred and twenty
feet in height; but this is probably beyond
the bounds, though, judging from appearance,
not much. They have a width of thiee hun-
dred yards by following the curve of their

outline, but in a straight line they will not
exceed two hundred.
They are of an irregular concave shape,

somewhat like a reversed crescent; but dur-
ing the spring freshets they assume a convex
form, owing to the increased volume and velo-

city of the water. The pretty park, with its

luxuriant grasses, flowers, and coppices of
junipers, gives a softness and color to the falls

that are agreeably appreciated by the eye, as
they impart the picturesque element so much
needed, but on the opposite side the dark and
towering terraces of trap, with the inevitable
accompaniment of a heavy talus, loom up
against the tky in black masses, and convey
the most impressive idea of gloom and rugged
wilduess. While the falls are grand from
every point of view, it is only at their base
that one can fully appreciate them, and 1

found the attempt to reach that position a
most hazardous one, as 1 had to descend the
sheer face of the boulders, and in several in-

stances 1 could only find a light hold for my
fifiger-tips and the toes of one foot. Had a
bit of the rocks given way, I must have been
dashed to pieces on the crags below. It was
only by bracing every nerve and firmly clinch-

ing the teeth, that I was enabled to make the
dcfceiit; but 1 confess that even then a knee
occasionally trembled, despite my utmost ef-

fort to bo brave. After a toilsome struggle I

reached a prostrate tree that lay against the
bluff at a convenient angle, and this led me
into a ravine which was covered with stunted
junipers, briers, and a largo, wiry grass. This
even was so steep that it was only by leaning
well back and falling against trees, that I was
prevented from being shot downward into

the river by my own momentum. By clam-
bering over boulders, vaulting fallen trees,

and making bridges of prostrate, water pol-

ished trunks, I was enabled to get within

forty feet of the falls ; but further progress

was checked by the smooth and perpendicu

lar crags.

Selecting a mossy bank covered with a long.

dank and prostrate grass, I threw myself upon

it, and for two hours gazed upon the stirring

vista before me in a sort of half dreamy mood;

for it was too overpowering to allow the facili-

ties to expand into full action. The longer

I looked the more I desired to, for I was fully

captivated by the grand yet weird beauty

that surrounded me. The water, in overleap-

ing, sweeping waves of white, and with a

vibrating sound that resembled that produced

by many mills in motion, thundered steadil}'

downward, and developed splendid rainbows
that extended far above the falls, and spanned
the stream; while heavy showers of vapory
spray slowly upward rose to a height of three

hundred feet, then lazily floated away in

clouds of darkish gvay.^Appleton's Journal.

OUR FIRST GRAY HAIR.
BY WALTER C. HOWDEN.

As (he first big pattering drops that fall

With a splash on our lattice pane
Make us shiver and start as they warn us all

Of a storm or of coming rain :

So is it with life when we're growing old

And age steals on unaware—
We shiver and start, if ihe truth were told,

At the sight of our first gray hair.

We mark not the light of the noonday hours

Like the first streaks the dawn doth bring
;

We hail not the birth of the summer flowers

As we do the first snow-drop of spring
;

On the bleak winter wind we look not with grief,

Though it howl through the branches bare.

But we sigh when we witness the brown autumn leaf,

And behold Nature's first gray hair.

Gray hairs may come when the beaming eye
Has pone of its brightness lost

;

When with buoyant heart we would fain deny
Youth's Rubicon had been crossed

;

But the ivy-clad tree looks young and green.

Though a sapless trunk be there.

And nought of decay on our cheek may be seen

When we witness our first gray hair.

O, a noble crown to a noble life

Is a head of silvery gray,

And 'tis well if, tired with the struggle and strife.

It finds rest at the close of day.

But gray-headed sin is a crownless curse,

And the parent of dark despair.

And it gives us a pang, O, doubly worse.

Than the sighi of a first gray hair.

Come early, come late, like a knock at the gate

Is that first soft, silvery thread,

And it joins with its silence the years that wait

With the years forever fled
;

It silently tells us we're journeying on
;

It silently questions us—Where?
O, a faithful mile-stone, were the truth but known,

Is seen in our first gray hair.

Selected.

"Christians might avoid much trouble and
inconvenience," says Payson, "if they would
only believe what they profess—ihat God is

able to make them happy without anything
else. They imagine, if such a dear friend

were to die, or such and such blessings to be

removed, they should be miserable ; whereas
God can make them a thousand times happier
without them. To mention my own ca-*c,

—

God has been depriving me of one blessing

after another; but as every one was removed,
he has come in, and filled up its place ; and
now, when I um a cripple, and not able to

move, I am happier than ever I was in my
life before, or ever expected to bo; and if 1

liad believed this twenty years ago, I m(ht

have been spared much anxioty."
I

Economy and Hard Times.

There are f-w who have not sutfereii i

a

L:;reater or le-s degree during the past |ar

from hard times. Upon some they have b he

heavily, tearing away accustomed comfk
crushing fond hopes and destroying peiu of

mind. To others they have come with a i ire

gentle pressure, warning them of dangers et

uuexperienced, while, to a few, perhaps, l^y

have only suijgested a more tender symps ay
with the woes and a more generous chalty

for the failings of the real sufferers. To ill,

however, they bear lessons, old, indeed, at

which have to be learned over and over a in

by each individual, and often only at the ^i

of bitter experience.
One of the most essential of these Ic^ t

is the importance of a wise economy in >;

penditures. By this we do not mean the d

den retrmchment, compelled b)' necessit ;in

tiraesof financial distress, but rather the c:;n,

deliberate and permanent control over «•

penses which will prevail alike in pros|)ei|i(

as in adverse circumstances. There is pnp.

blj' no greater enemy to pecuniary trouiis

than this, and no more prolific sonrce ot 1

ures, bankruptcy and ruin than the lack n t

This control does not merely consist in av i

ing debt or living within our incomi'. A

joung man for instance, without other '•:

than his own maintenance, may be nmi.' ;

travagant while living within his income t n

another in different circumstances, who ii\

runs his means. Probably very few in <
, i

mencing life realize this fully. It seems, i

deed, at first sight, that a man has the i ii t

fairly and unreservedly, to spend what
earns so long as he violates no other obli

tions. But a little deeper consideration \

show that this is not so. In a general wa;

is true each individual is expected to give

the world in some sort of labor as much va
as he consumes, but there are many inovita

exceptions to this. There are some years

the life of every individual during which
can earn nothing. Childhood and youth, a

also very old age must be provided for

some other way. So must years of sickne

and times of depression in business, when \

special labor of the individual is not in

mand. 'J'here are also transition perio

caused by the very progress of eivilizatii

when the various branches of industry' will

impeded for a time, as in the intr. eduction

a new machine, when manj'^ hands are te

porarily thrown out of employment. Besic

this, there are numbers of persons who,
sundr}^ reasons, can never produce their oi

support, such as permanent invalids, and t

feeble-minded. It is evident, then, thatth«j

must be, in some vpay, sufficient surplus lafcl

given to the world to meet these needs. Tli

is not a mere matter of chance benevolemi

though the motive of 83'mpathy alone shom
urge to the practice of econom}-. It comi

home to each individual in his own eaa

The debt he has incurred during his ear

years he must at least discharge in after li

to children of his own. He must expect ti

his own share of the many hindrances to i

muncrative labor in the course of his life, at

he cannot wish his old age to bo burdenson
to others.

Viewed, therefore, either on a broad soci

scale, or in the light of individual indepen
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it is plainly the duty of each one to pro-
1
public men in their public capacitie-?, over the^

'

•
-.1

- minds of men consiitutintc the councils of

princes, from whence are the issues of peace

and war—-when this happy perioil shall arrive,

war will cease throughout the whole Christian

vorld."

—

Bishop of Llandaff.
" War has practices and principles peculiar

to itself, which but ill quadrate with the rule

of moral rectitude, and are quite abhorrent

from the benignity of Christianity."

—

Ibid.

War the Extremity of Eoil.—" As war is the

last of remedies (rather no remedy at all), all

lawtul means should be used to avoid it ; as

war is the extremity of evil, surely it is the duty

of those whose station entrusts tbem with the

care of nations to avert it from their charj

—Dr. Johnson.
(To be continued.)

jce more than he consumes, or

j)rds, to practise a wise economy. This can-

t be done without diligence, self denial, and

lo-ment. The labor, of whatever kind, must

guided by intelligence, and performed with

ill, to make it as valuable as po.-ssible. The

oe'eeds must be expended, not in obedience

the dictates of fashion, the promptings of

ibition, or the impulsive de^ire3 of the mo-

;nt, but according to a well laid plan, which

ns to secure the best and most permanent

Mults. In youth and health, with ordinarily

r prospects, a surplus should always be laid

ray for times of need, and judiciously in-

sted. It may be difficult to do this, it may
1 rolve much sacrifii-e of inclination, and

ergy of will, but proportionately to the de-

ee in which it becomes a habit, the danger

hard tim '8 will be removed, and the conse-

ent sufferings dimiuished.

—

Ledyer.

.j. For " The Friend."

•lenllmcnts of various writers in Reference to War.

'\To whom is war to be attributed?—"Crimes

ould be traced to their cau-es : and guilt

' ould be fixed upon those who occasion, al

" ough they may not perpetrate them. And
whom are the frequency and the crimes of

ar to be principally attributed? To the

"Irectors of public opinion, to the declaimers

)0n glory; to men who sit quietly at home
' their studies and at their desks; to the

' stori^in, and the biographer, and the poet,

ilidthe moral philosopher; to the pampli

'"tear; to the editor of the newspaper; to the

« acher of religion."

—

Bymond on War, pp.
i

I, 33.

ii The Safety of Nations.— " The safety of na-

" ons is not to be thought in arts or in arms.

"'Ctfr reverses, with respect to its objects, all

' \e rides of morality. It is nothing less than a

'Umporary repeal of all the principles of virtue

'*, is a system, out of which almost all the

> rtues are excluded, and in which nearly all

>:e vices are incorporated. In instructing us

I' I consider a portion of our fellow creatures

k
1 the proper objects of enmity, it removes,

M far as they are concerned, the basis of all

' 'ciety, of all civilization and virtue; for the
li isis of these, is the good-will due to every

iiidividnal of the specie's."—Robert Hall, A.M.
' " As long as mankind shall continue to be-

(• ,ow more liberal applause on their destroyers

i lan on their benefactors, the thirst of mili-

li iry glory will ever be the vice of the most

"salted characters."

—

Gibbon on the Decline

'i nd Fall of the Ronvm Empire.
i(

" Morality and religion forbid war in its

llotives, conduct, and consequences."

—

V(ce-

f'mus Knox.
I Conscientious Obedience.—" There is but one

lOmmunity of Christians in the word, and
liiiat unhappily, of all communities one of the

[Inallest, enlightened enough to understand

mte prohibition of war by our Divine Master, in

lis plain, literal, and undeniable sense; and
Bjnscientious enough to obey it, subduing

* 16 very instinct of nature to obedience."

—

ir oulhey's History of Brazil.

li "They who defend war, must defend the

tilspositions which lead to war; and these dis-

Josiiions are absolutely forbidden by the gos-

n el."

—

Erasmus.
D The Spirit of Christianity.—" I am persuaded

aat when the spirit of Christianity shall exert

proper influence over the minds of ind'

For "The Friend."

Random >'otes of Travel in Europe.

(Continued from page 178.)

From verdant Wales we passed through

the smoke, and a swarming population of

swarthy operatives, to Bromley, in Lanca-

shire. Spending ten days among friends, we
attended the ancient meeting of Marsden, now
much reduced in numbers. One half this

meetinghouse has been nmdo comfortable

with modern seats, while the other remains

in its primitive condition, with narrow up

right benches, and equally narrow passages,

peculiar to a former ag-. This is a beautiful

part of Lancashire, and must have been still

more interesting, before the numerous mills,

with their lofty chimney-shafts and contigu-

ous villages of workman, had defaced the land-

scape ; but the many busy hives of industry

are so suggestive of increased comfort and

happiness among the laboring classes, that

he who
" Gathers bliss to fee hi.s fellows blest,"

ill not become too critical an observer.

Pendle-hill looked down upon the busy

scene, which differed widely from the aspect it

presented when George Fox wrote, " As we
travelled we came near a very great high hill

called Pendle bill, and I was moved nf the

Lord to go up to the top of it, which I did

with much ado, it was so ver^^ steep and high.

When 1 was come to the top, I saw the sea

bordering upon Lancashire. From the top of

this hill the Lord let me see in what places

he had a great people to be gathered." The
origin of the meeting at Marsden dates from

near the time of George Fox, and if its history

could be written, would present us with some
remarkable instances of intellectual character

as well of religious life, in men and women
of singular eloquence and powor, poets, and

men of saintly lives and high character,
" whose days were quiet pastorals," and upon

whose faces "the dove sat visibly brooding."

At the foot of this conspicuous headland,

Pendle-water winds its way so gently through

the vale, that one is unprepared to hear that

it at times can overflow its banks, can roar

and rave, and destroy much property, when
swollen by rains. The term creek is nev

used in England, much to our relief, the word
water being employed to designate a small

stream and also a lake. "Memories of sweet

summer eves" are mingled with pleasant walks

by the holme, beside Pendle-water. Thig

local word is applied to a small, low field,

lying beside a stream, or still more appropri

ately to a meadow that has been recently

iduals^ and' especially over the minds of mown. Remarking to the aged friend who

accompanied me, that I longed to hear the

otes of the nightingale, he replied, " I think,

my dear, the song of that thrush is quite aa

sweet."

" I hear the bees in sleepy music winging
From the wild tliyme where tliey have passed the

noon.

There is the throstle in the hawthorn singing.

Stirring the white apray with the same sweet tune."

A pleasant feature of English country scenes,

is the existence of numerous excellent bye-

path?, leading across fields, bj' sequt-stered

streams, furnished with foot-bridges and con-

venient stilea, and often well paved. These
paths date from immemorial custom, and the

right of way is jealously guarded against the

encroachments of the land proprietors.

The dwelling houses in Limcashire are gen-

^ally built of stone, and are often long and
ow, and in the Elizabethan style with mul-

ioned windows, small diamond panes; the

mansion-houses enriched with a wealth of

plate glass, and always without outside shut-

ters. Stone walls every where supersede the

hedge row, universal in the southern counties,

and harmonize with the grej- of the hou.ses. Aa
we approach Scotland, the country becomes

bolder in outline; the fine slnping hills are

not generally wooded, but are of a deep rich

green to the summit. Old forests have been

cleared away, but verj- many trees still flour-

h, worthj' successors of the giants of old.

Near the streams, or bordering the highways,

n almost every available place, a magnificent

beech or elm could be seen, and though there

no continuous forests, the abundance of

grand trees gives to the landscape a more
sylvan aspect than now prevails even in the

Atlantic Border States.

An invitation to visit one of the extensive

factories of Lancashire, could not be declined,

and we were shown through one in which

1200 hands were employed. The clash of the

shuttles, the rush of the bands, and the gen-

eral din, combined with the glitter of polished

steel everywhere, rendered the scene im-

pressive. Beautiful fabrics were growing be-

neath the eyes of the girls who attended the

looms,— Henrietta cloths, de laines, poplins,

and especially the bright colored and highly

ornate, soft and graceful patterns, destined to

robe the Chinese mandarin, and imitiiting

the native fabrics with Chinese faithfulness.

The proprietors of this vast hive have long in-

culcated habits of thrift and economy among
their work people, and we learned that there

are very few of the elder men who are not in

possession of some hundreds of pounds sterl-

ing. Mechanics Institutions for promoting

kn'owledge among them, were also warmly
patronized, and the consequences of their

care, were apparent in the cleanly and very

comfortable character of the cottages and the

conduct of their inmates. The people were

also well clothed. Lt-ather-soled shoi'S were

replaced hj clogs with wooden soles, and the

clatter produced thereby, upon the pavements

of stone, is one of the peculiar sounds ever

recurring in these factory villages. A large

and handsome school-house, supported by the

proprietors, stood near, to which large groups

of children were flocking, and where it is to be

hoped the barbarous pitois of the uneducated

classes will at length pass from use, for the

dialects of Yorkshire and Lancashire were,

to us, almost as unintelligible as the language

of Russia.

The General Meeting at Ackworth School
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occurrinorat this time, our kind friends acconi-

punied us to this interesting place, upon which
our Weettown School was modelled. Ack-
worth was not, however, erected to serve as

an educational Institution, but was originally

a hospital, and its long arched stone passages
produce a dreary effect. Many of the class-

rooms are commodious and well furnished with
maps and chemical app.iratui. One feature
we observed which is particularly worthy of
notice, that the boys are provided with a
room furnished with tools and benches, and
encouraged to amuse themselves in the pro-

duction of articles in Iret-work carving of

their own designing. Many of these were
highly creditable. Thus, while the hand and
the eye were trained, and invention stimulated,
roughness and rudeness were restrained and
the ^ood order of the school promoted. A
very animated and good-humored discussion
upon raising funds for enlarging the school,
arose in the G.^neral Meeting. After this we
sat down to dinner in comj)any with three
hundred other Friends.

Our way to our lodging lay through a fine

old garden belonging to the school, devoted
to fruits and vegetables and some shrubbery.
"The currant-bunh and lilac grew together,
The beiin'.s sweet breath was blended with the rose.

Alike rejoicing in the pleasant weather.
That brought the bloom to these—the frnit to those."

Large English gooseberries bordered the
walk, but their fruit was not yet ripe. A
few weeks later we found them in Scotland
and discovered their excellence, their abun-
dance and cheapness.

York, 7th mo. 1st.—Leaving Ackworth
and our beloved friends, we pas-ed through a
fine agricultural district, very unlike the
smoke-begriraed region lying between Liv-
erpool and Burnley, where we were seldom
out of i-ight of perhaps thirty tall chimneys,
pouring forth volumes of sulphurous clouds.
A'.ieient and ecclesiastical York was our des-
tination, and its Cathedral, the finest in Eng-
land, like a great magnet drew us within it's

shadow. Long before we reached the station,
its proud towers were seen grandly prominent
above the city, and Y'ork (jastle was conspic
uous in anoliher direction. We soon stood
beneath the grand tower, which rose above
our heads in majestic proportions. Language
can but feebly portray the beauty of these
old cathedrals, which may bo truly called
poems in stone.

Extreme age is indicated by everything
around us, the ancient tombs with the carved
effigy of some knight in armor, or bishop in
his robes, extended at full length—the curi-
ous carving—the fine gothie arches, the crypts
beneath, all so unlike anything we have seen
at home, impress the mind in a manner as
novel as it is pleasing. The magnificent in-
terior is an embodiment of one of the grande-t
architectural conceptions, in which beauty,
grace, and sublimity are all combined.
Trunks of stately forest trees seem clustered
into columns of stone, and the lofty overarch-
ing and interwoven branches form the caiio
pied roofing of the wondrous aisles. The
great attraction of the minster is the cast
window, which is seventy-five feet high and
thirty feet wide, and one of the largest in
existence. This "storied window richly
dight," is divided into 200 compartments,
each adorned with an illtistr.ition of a lead-
ing event recorded in Sacred History. Some
idea of the vast siee of this minster may be

indicated by stating that its length is 524
feet.

These great temples belong to another age,
and were built in accordance with the pre
vailing religious feeling of the time that pro-
duced them. To build magnificently was
then deemed a pious duty, and the more
labor and treasure bestowed in enriching and
adorning them, the greater was esteemed the
merit of their constructors. Devotion to the
great work was enjoined upon all. Though
we, who live in a day esteemed more en
lightened, may regard such devotion as of
little worth compared with the exercise of
the Christian virtues, and of that spiritual
worship, which "He who dwelleth not in

temples made with hands," requireth of us,
we should remember that the ignorance of
the early ages, their want of printed books,
and the prevalence of the Roman Catholic
religion, are the apologies for the existence
of such mediaeval structures, the reflex of the
thought of their day. The immense sums
lavished in our time upon their restoration,
though they may be creditable to the taste
of the donors, are not proofs of a higher ap-
preciation of the true methods and" aims of
religion, than was held by the projectors of
these florid temples.

(To be continued.}

The Sliiiiefock Indians.

• The Fi U»

i

Self- Denial—C&cW, we are told in his M
moirs, possessed a remarkable decision of
character. When he went to Cambridge, h
had made a resolution of restricting himself to
a quarter of an hour daily in playing the violin

n which instrument he greatly excelled
and of which he was extravagantly fond ; but
he found it impracticable to adhere to his d
termination

; and had so frequently to lament
the loss of time in this fascinating amuse
ment, that, with the noble spirit which
characterized him through life, he cut the
trings, and never afterward replaced them.
He had studied for a painter, and, after he
had changed his object, retained a fondness
and a taste for the art. He was once called
to visit a sick lady, in whose room there was

painting which so strongly attracted his
notice that he found his attention diverted
from the sick person, and absorbed by the
painting; from that moment he formed the
resolution of mortifying a taste which he
found so intrusive, and so obstructive to him
in his nobler pursuits, and determined never
afterward to frequent the exhibition.

Set. cted.

Those who are going down with the stream,
flouting on its bosom, may not know its power;
those only who are bearing up against it are
conscious of the force of the current. The
children of Israel sat contentedly by the flesh-
pots of Egypt as long as they submitted to
their slavery; it was when they were seized
with a spirit of independence that they felt
how hard their tasks, and how harsh their
taskmasters. It is when the captive would
break his chains that the iron enters his soul.
If you have tried to love God, you have found
how difficult it is to raise these hearts above
the objects of the earth. If you have been
striving to keep up a heavenly temper, you
have felt that your affoction's flow down-
wards like the stream, instead of mountint;
upward like the evaporations drawn up bv the
"-'.—Dr. IUcCosh.

^

In the accounts of the wreck of the ste(aei

Circassian on the 11th of last month, leai

Bridgehampton, in the southeastern ex U
iiy of Long Island, mention is made oth
loss of life of some of the men employijb'
the Wrecking Company, who, with the dj^j

were engaged in endeavoring to savethi
cargo, among whom were several Shintiel
Indians. The accounts state that on the llt|

ult., while the men were thus employedi.hi
wind freshened, and the sea running l^h

eventually began to break over the lip

The men, apprehending danger, went
the fore rigging, where they were ordieii

for greater safety. All on board— thj.y

two persons—remained thus exposed
early in the morning, when it was dee.ed

advisable to shift quarters, as the fallinjtj

the top hamper, caused by the rolling of ih(

vessel, made it difficult to hold on. "Thetfv
was safely transferred to the mizzen, win
signals of distress were made. All this

the shore was plain in sight ; the moon
shining brightly, and the fires built by in

crew of the life saving station showed plaji

the figures of the crowd on the beach hu!y

ing to and fro in vain endeavors to aid ';ii

men in the rigging, but every effort to gj
boat offshore proved futile. As often as

'

attempted the sea drove it high and dry on >(

beach, while all efforts to throw out a rope fi

a mortar failed. Every time the ship strik

the men thought she would lose her m;
to which they had lashed themselves. Si

of them had not securely lashed themsel'i
and among these were the only four sa a

from the wreck. \

"On the morning of the 31st, at half-p

four, the long-dreaded crisis came, and
mizzenmast went by the board with a era
carrying the mainmast with it. A trem
dous swell had struck the Circassian aft i

raised her very high. When it receded i

thumped heavily, and the terrific jar thr
the mast over the side. The masts being ii

went to the bottom imraediatel}', carryi
with them twenty-eight men, among i

number Capt. Williams, who like a tr

hearted sailor, refused to leave his post, a
has paid the price of his fidelity with .

life.

"Amid the howling of the tempest and 1

roar of the waves, there was borne to t

ears of those on shore the voices of the pc
fellows in the rigging, singing hymns a
praying in chorus to God. There was hai
a dry eye on shore atnong us as we hea
these thrilling and supreme appeals made
God. Among those on the wreck ji'ere ni

Shinecock Indians, who, as a rule, are ve
good men. During this agonizing scei
which lasted for hours, wo heard these m^
praying. The beach was lined with h
drcds of people, many of them women, e

bing piteously. Some of them were the wi
and daughters of the Indians."

In consequence of the attention which h
thus been drawn to this small band of the d It

scendants of the aborigines of this countr it

aid to be the last of the Montauks, it m£ it

be interesting to some of the readers of "Tl
Friend," to have the following informat.,
specting them. In reference to them tl

New York Tribune of the Ist inst., says:
So many of the residents of this city sper (

their summers on the east end of Long Islan
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ttthe historyof the peaceful tribe of Shine-

dv Indians, living on their reservation near

Icthampton, working industriously as farm

ids, house servants, or toiling on the sea,

vimiliar to them. The Indians are said to

tir.nest and hard-working Christian people,

, ibf sudden calamity which has befallen

I m finds many destitute of food, or even of

b means to bury the dead out of their sight.

,'|} three trustees of the tribe lost their lives.

<in Walker, said to be a most exemplary

1., Kaves a widow and a number of little

1 Jren. The Buuns (cousins) leave widows
1 lartje families. One poor widow loses

<h her sons and a son-in-law, and has a

Lighter, with five little children, made a

filow."

n 18G5, the Committee of Philadelphia

.'irly Meeting for the improvement and
ilization of the Indian natives, deputed

ne lit' its members to visit the different

iM's ivsiding in the State of New York, and
uitcuiLiit of their condition and numbers

iilius ascertained, was published in the fol-

ding year. From that account the fol-

ding is taken relating to the Sbinecock
lians:

This Eeservation is located on a neck of

d in the south-east corner of Long Island,

fich is surrounded on three sides by Shine-

ik Bay. They once held a considerable

ct of land, but the chiefs parted with

for a meie nominal compensation, and
the proceeds were spent, the tribe be-

; like!}' to suffer from want, the purchasers

Bed it to them for 999 \'ears, reserving cer-

n privileges as rent. From this arrange-

jnt much litigation arose; and though the

d was of little value for farming, both

ties desired to have the control of it.

out five years ago an agreement was en-

ed into by which the Indians relinquished

the whites all their claim to about 3000
es, and retain for their use about 640
es, one hundred of which are marshy land,

'entyeight families reside on this tract,

prising about 147 persons, of whom 20

re absent at sea during the visit of the

jutation ; there are fifty-eight males and
hty-nine females. Many of the grand-par
;8 of the present generation married col-

d persons of African blood, and most are

icended from these, yet but few have rauch
rker complexions than Indians generally.

Owing to intemperance they are repre-

ted to have been formerly in a deplorable

idition, living in poor wigwams and obtain-

f
a very scanty subsistence. They were in

practice of binding out their children to

ite people to servo until they were 21
irs of age.

About 1828 the temperance reform was
roduced among them, and the Legisla-
te of New York made an appropriation

cate the children. A great and salu-

y change was soon produced. The Indians
iw generally sober, moral and indus-

)us, cleanly in their persons, and comfort-

y dressed. All their houses are frame,

ne of them cost from 8400 to 6700, and
ally have several rooms, and are sup-

ed with the ordinary articles of furniture,

ey are more neatly kept than is usual for

Jians. Small patches of corn, oats, pota
!8 and other vegetables are raised, and a

bushels of wheat, but not an adequate
)ply for all. Each family has two or three
'8, and there are six horses and ten co

in the settlement. Those who own horses
have vehicles also.

"The principal support of these Indians is

drawn from the Bay where thej' procure large
quantities of clams, oysters and fish. Many

:he young men engage in the whale-fish-
ery, and evince much skill and capacity, for

which they are promoted to lucrative stations
on board the vessels. It is said they often
return from these voyages with balances of
from $500 to SIOOO due tliem, and sometimes
even larger amounts. One young man said

he made 83000 in one of his voj-ages.
" With part of this money he built himself a

good two storied house, at which the deputa-
tion were quartered. The rooms were well

furnished, and neatly kept—the parlnr was
carpeted, and had in it a sofa, rocking-chair,

a clock, a table spread with a variety of
books, &e.

"A few of the tribe have laid up some money,
but in general they are not very economical
or provident. Ttje land requires manure to

make it produce well, and few have the money
wherewith to purchase it—hence they do but
little farming, for much would not be remu-
nerative. About 300 acres of it are enclosed

for pasturage, most of which is hired out, and
the rent applied to the general purposes of

the tribe.

" They elect two trustees annually whose
dut}' it is to allot the land for tillage, to those

entitled to use it. As the population changes
frequently by the return of those who have
been at sea, the allotments are often altered,

and the liability to this makes it uncertain

whether the portions assigned can be held for

more than a year, which discourages fencing

and fertilizing, and is a disadvantage to the

farming interest.

"For about four months in the winter a

school is taught by a white man, and by a

femide for about the same time in the sum-
mer.
"Thedeputation were gratified to find these

people so orderly and moral in their habits,

and so respectful and courteous in their be-

havior to each other. Most if not all the

adults are professors of religion, and have two
places of worship for dift'erent denominations.

All speak the English language, and with the

exception of ten can read and write. They
converse fluently and sensilily on general sub-

jects, and appear to be persons of good under-

standing. Many of them evinced a lively

concern for their spiritual welfare, and ap-

peared to be quite familiar with the Holy
Scriptures, but some were endeavoring un-

profitably to pry into mysteries which it has

not pleased Divine goodness to reveal, and
which it is unnecessary that man should

know.
" They appear contented with their allot-

ment and grateful for the many piivileg-s

and blessings they enjoy ; and the visit of the

deputation was spoken of as one of the favors

to be thankful for. Although divided in op;

ion on some religious subjects, they did not

seem to be shy of one another, or to entertain

any unkind feeling toward those who difffred

from them ; the members of one denomination
attending the meetings of the other, and par-

ticipating in the religious exercises.
" They showed the deputation much kind-

ness, and expressed their satisfaction with
their remarks on the right domestic and
school training of their children and other

subjects.

One of the men re|ilied by saying:
'It is a very important sulject, and all

ought to take heed to the advice given them,
for a great responsibility rests upon parents.
I desire the prayers of those I address that I
may be found faithful in the performance of
my duty. 1 am verj- sensible of my deficien-

cies. Sometimes I correct my children too
little, and at other times too much. But I

desire to do my duty to them, and I hope my
brethren and sisters will be concerned to do
theirs.'

"

The Montauks are mentioned as occupying
the eastern end of Long Island as early as
1G57. They were afterwards associated with
other bands or tiibes in the neighborhood,
and in 1773 were reduced to a very small
number. Their language is said to have been
similar to that of the Uelawarea, by whom it

was understood, and that they were origin-

ally of the same race. In Bayle's "Sketihes
of Sufl:olk Coointy," it is stated that in 1703,
in order to settle difficulties which were
constantly arising between the Indians and
whites, the people of Southampton re-pur-

chased of the Indians the land they occupied,
and at the same time gave them a lease on
the Shineeock tract, including a large a'ca,

for the term of one thousand j'ears. By an
act of the New York Legislature, in 1859,
the Indians were authorized to give up their

lease for the absolute ownership of the laud
now known as Shineeock Neck.

" Verily, for mjs'df, I am so well pleased
with Christ and His robe and honesi-born
cross,—this cross that is come of Christ's

house and is of kin to Himself,—that I should
weep if it should come to exchatige and bar-

tering of lots and conditions with those who
•are at ease in Zion.' I hold still by my
choice, and bless myself in it."

—

Rutherford.

The Suez Canal is now pati'onized by
twenty four regular lines of steamers, em-
ploying 234 steamers, of 509.447 tonnage.
Classed hy nationalities, the quota of Eng-
land is 152 vessels of 350,273 tonnage ; France,

18 vessels, of 112,624 tonnage; Holland, 15

vessels, of 36,585 tonnage; Austria, 18 steam-
ers, of 29,227 ti>nnage;"ltaly, 10 steamers, of

15,218 tonnage; Russia, 8 steamers, of 13,386

tonnage ; Germany, 8 steamers, of 11,386 ton-

nage ; Spain, 5 vessels, ot 10,751 tonnage,

—

Lute Paper.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 27, 1877.

The present situation of political affairs in

our beloved country, is such, wo think, as

strongly to impress the minds of the thoughtful

with considerations of the uncertainty of the

prospects and purposes of men, and the in-

dispensable necessity of strict integrity in

the administration of Government. The re-

cent election for President of the United
States has developed so close an apparent
equality in the power of the two political

parties, and subst-quent investigation has

shown so many instances of intimidation and
fraud in the manner in which that election

was held, that the question as to which of the

two candidates is rightfully entitled to be in-
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vestt'd with the power and responsibility of

that hif^h office remains unsettled, while the

supporters of eat'h are unwearied in their ef-

forts to assert and defend their respective

claims. The definite announcement of the
result, usually mad.; within a few days after

such an event takes place, has thus been
pending for more than two months, and yet
remains in doubt, while serious disputes have
arisen in several of the States, accompanied
in more than one instance by the ominous
spectacle of the inauguration of rival Gov
ernors and Legislatures by the antagonistic

parties.

It is worthy of remark, that the present
crisis which appears to some to threaten the

stability of our form of government, should
have occurred immediately upon the termina-

tion of that period whi-h had been set apart

for the celebration of the one hundredth an-

niversary of our na ional existence, during
which, no little self complacency, and may
we no', say e.Kult ition, prevailed among the

people, in view of the rapid growth and pros-

perity of the nation, and the wonderful strides

which it has made towards becoming one of
the great power.-t of the earth. The evidencos,

howfver, of wide spread fraud and injustice

which have recently been brought to light,

striking as they do at that feeling of mutual
confidence wh ch lies at the ba-is of republi-

can institutions, are well calculated to hum
ble us, and enforce the truth of the declara-

tion that it is '• Righteousness which exulteth

a nation, but sin is a disgrace to any people."

Amid the distracting voices which are
raised in the discussion of the several plans
now engaging thi! attention of the public to

remedy the existing perplexities, the follow-
ing counsel of Stephen Crisp, contained in

his epistle to Friends, concerning present and
succeeding times, is well worthy of revival
and consideration at the present day.
"And when you see divisions and parties,

and rendings in the nations, and rumors and
tempests in the minds of people, then take
heeii of being moved to this party or to that
parly, or giving your strength to this or that,

or counselling this way or that way
; but

stand single to the Truth of God, in which
neither war, rent nor division is. Pake heed
of that part in any of you, which trusts and
relies upon any sort of the men of this world
in the day of their prosperity

; for the same
l)arty wid bring you to suffer with them, in

the time of their adversity, which will not be
long alter; for stability in that ground there
will be none. But when they shall s:iy, come
join with us in this or that, remember you
are joined to the Lord by his pure Spirit, to
walk with him in peace and in righteousness

;

and you feeling this, this gathers out of all

bustlings, and noises, and pirtics, and tu-

nnlts, and leads you to exalt the Btandar<l of
T'ruth and righteousness, in an innocent con-
versation, to see who will flow unto that.
This shall bo a refuge for many of the weary,
tossed and afflicted ones in those da3's, and a
shelter foj- many, wIkjsc day is not j-et over."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—According to Hnliin and Waencr'H liilc.«

Yearly Review of (lie I*u|)ul;ition i,f (Ik- Ecrlli. tluL.ta

917,000. or lliis nninl7iT :;ii:M,'^, ,,.'''.,, [",',

Enn,,,f, 824,r>.|,S,.-)00 t„ A-i,, Ti'M, j |
,;,„ , ,,

4,7-lS,(iOO to Aii-tralhi ai»l l'.,l w,r i,,, ;,,m1 ,-.,,, r.i,,^(i(

to America. Tliere are no ineaiiH of awwrtainiiij; tli

in to coin .silver for the United S
ing that the Belgian mint can dc

(untry cheaper and better than i

exact number of people in various extensive and popni-.made a proposi

ous regions in whicli no actual enumeration has ever government, all

been made. These deficiences of course have been
j

coinage for this

filled by probable estimates. establishments.

General Diaz has finally triumphed in Mexico. I The nnmber of passengers from foreign ports lar

Having failed to effect a compromise with Iglesias, lie' in New Y'ork last year was 113,979, of whom 71

attacked the latter's forces, under command of General were aliens and 42,714 citizens or persons who had I

Antillon, in Guanajuata, on the 3d instant. Antillon
'
here before,

was defeated, and surrendered his whole army and all] There is reason to hope that the difficnlt and em
his war material to General Martinez. Iglesias has rassing subject of the President ele

asked to be allowed to retire to private life. General
|

posed of in a manner that will meet the approvf
Qniroga, according to a promise made by him, sup-iall but extreme partisans on both sides. On the 1

ported Lerdo until the 30th of Eleventh month, when I inst. the Select Committees of the two Houses of C

he surrendered 5000 men and a large quantity of ma- gress, reported the draft of a law to regulate the co
terial of war to General Trevino. Qniroga retired to] ing of the electoral vote, and to determine all disp

his home, but was soon arrested and condemned by hisj questions connected therewith. The report was ne:

captors on the charge of fomenting trouble, and was] unanimous, being signed by six members of the Sei|

shot by them according to the vindictive and barbarous I committee of seven, and by all of the House commit
|

usage of the country.
]

The two committees consisted of seven Republicms
A special dispatch from Berlin states that negotia-, seven Democrats, all of whom signed the report ex(i

tions have been reopened between Germany and France, Senator Morton. The mode of proceeding in Cong '

and there is now a probability that Germany will re- in counting the electoral vote is first provided for, .'

consider her original decision, and agree to participate then the appointment of a commission to decide al

in the Paris Exposition in 1878. Intely all disputed points that may arise. The c

The governruent of India has f)rwarded a dispatch ' mission of fifteen individuals is to be composed of
,

to the India-olBce at London, estimiting the total cost judges of the Supreme Court, selected in a mar.

to the Slate on account of the relief works and other
|

likely to insure impartiality, and five Senators and
measures fur mitigating the famine in Madras and Bom- Representatives to be chosen viva voce by the

t £6,.500,0000.

Communication between Trieste and Vienna has been
temporarily suspended in consequence of a tremendous
landslide near Steinbruk. Immense masses of rock
and earth hive buried the railway to a depth of fifty

feet for two hundred yards. The river Save was filled

and has overll.iwed its banks in consequence of the stop-
page of its waters. Two houses with families were
overwhelmed and buried.

O.i the 20lh inst. a final meeting of the Constanti-
nople Conference was held. S ifvet Pacha, on behalf of
Turkey, read a statement to the effect that the Porte
found it impossible to accede to some of the demands
ade by the European Powers. Thereupon Lord Sdlis-

biiry, the representative of Great Britain, declared that
the Porte having refused the two chief guarantees de-
manded by the Powers, there was no longer any com-
mon basis for discussion, and the Conference therefore
must be regarded at an end. Russia's representative.
General Ignatief, spoke similarly. Sifvet Pacha justi-
fied the refusal of the Porte by the decision of the
Grand Council of the empire, a numerous body com-
posed of Christians as well as M ihammedans, who had

ted unanimously against Turkey submitting to the
demands of the Great Powers.

Lord Salisbury and General Ignatief were about to
eave Constantinople immediately, and the other repre-
lentatives would soon follow them. It is hoped, how-
;ver, that war between Ru.ssia and Turkey will not
commence immediately. It is intimated that soon after
the closing of the conference Turkey will spontaneously
tier considerable concessions, which it now refuses to
ield to compulsion.

reported from Vienna that Servia
ike peace directly with the Porte, and h.as asked for
i mediation of England to effect that purpose.
Uniteii States.—The foreign trade of Philadelphia

for the year 1876, consisted of exports $50,552,300, and
mports S20,29-i,-63. The imports are three and three
luarter millions less than in 1875, and the exports are
lighteen and a-half millions more.
The number of immigrants landed at Philadelphia

ast year was 7182. There are now 5455 taverns and
beer saloons in this city, being an increase of 718 in
eighteen months.
James (i. Blaine has been elected U. S. Senator both

for the short term and for that ending 3d mo. 4ih, 188.3.
Senator Ferry of Michigan, has been re-elected by the
Legislature of that State, and Alvan Sanders by that of
Nebraska. Massachusetts has elected (Jeorge F. Hoar
to the U. S. Senate in place of Senator Boutwell.
The House of Representatives at Washington has

passed a resolution, yeas 158. navs ,S1, dirni'iing the
arrestoflhemembersofthc Li.iiUiani llriiniMii. i;,,ii-d

f.ir contempt. The all.-r,l , mmi, ,
;

,
: , ,„ihe

Board having refused tu inoilmr ..i,,;;. I, and
papers relating to the recent I'l.,,!,!, i,u,a clcciioii in
thai State.

The Senate Committee on Finance has reported back
the House bill authorizing the coinage of the standard
silver dollar, and restoring its legal-tender character.
The bill was placed on the calendar.
The silver coin disbursed by the Treasury for re-

deeming fractional ciirrencv and other purposes, had
amounted last week to $2(),()S9,181.

The dire-torof the mint at JSrussels, Belgium, has

Houses.
The funded debt of the city of Philadelphia is t

$55,625,692, beside which it has a large fl.iating i

and other liabilities increasing the total debt to $
890,373. The public property and assets of all ki

are valued by the City Controller at $32,500,000.
The receipts of the Patent Office for 1876 were $7

987, and the expenditures $612,552.
The steamer Lotus sailed from New Haven on \

23d inst., with a cargo of arms and aramunitionsi
the Turkish CJovernment, valued at *],769,000.
The whaling business of the United States is said

be slowly improving. The present whaling fleet, a
deducting the recent losses, is 172 vessels compai
with 169 a year ago, and 163 two years ago. There'
also several whale ships building. Eighty whale sbi

have gone to the North Atlantic whaling regions.

Justice Strong, of the United States Supreme Co
has delivered the opinion of the Circuit Court resp
ing the distribution of the funds in possession of
Centennial Board of Finance. It is not in favor of
government's claim for the payment of $1,500,000 ;

the decree of the Court is that the Centennial Boarc
Finance shall pay and distribute the funds in tl

hands to and among the stockholders pro rata ; anr
it appears that the aforesaid funds are insuSicien
pay to them the full amount invested by them.
Court orders that no part of the said funds be paid i

the United States Treasury.
The Commission to settle the boundary dispute

tween Maryland and Virginia, have decided that Ma
land has sovereignty over the whole Potomac rivei

its southern bank. That of Virginia ends at low W!
mark on the south side of the river.

Tke Markets, dec.—The following were the quotati
on the 22vl inst. Philadelphia.—American gold, 1(

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered and coupons, ll4i all-
do. 1868, registered and coupons, 117 ; do. 6 per ce
10-40, 113.V a IISJ; do. U per cents, IDS. CotI

13] a 13J (ts. for uplands and New Orleans. Ej
flour. ^5 a $5.50; finer brands, $6 a J9.75. Penm
vania red wheat, $1.50; Ohio, S1.45; amber, $1.5
$1.55

; white, $1.55 a $1.60. Beef cattle »dd at 6
7 cts. per lb. gross, for extra ; 5 a 6} cts. for fair to gc
and 4 a 45 cts. for common. Sheep, 4i a 6 J cts. per
gross, and hogs at 9J a 10} cts. per fb. net for fain

choice, and 8 a 9 cts. for common. Neu' York.—Sup
fine flour, $5.70 a $6.05 ; State extra, $6.10 a $6.!

finer brands, $6.50 a $10.00. Extra white Michi|
wheat, $1.65; amber, $1.55; No. 2 Milwaukie spri
$1.48. Yellow corn, 6U a 62 cts.; southern while,
cts. Slate barley, 95 cts. Oats, 42 a 55 cts. Chicc
—Extra flour, $6 a $8.00; patent process, *7.25 a $9.
No. 2 spring wheat, $1.31 ; No. 3 do., $1.16 a $1,
Lard, lOj cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpk.
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor-
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Adraiasion of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boarc
Managers.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER, "

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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From " .Seward's Travels Around the World."

Visit of William II. Seward lo tiic Maliarajah of

Pulteeala, in India.

[Putteeala is a Principality in the extreme
orthern part of Hindoslan.]
Immediatel)' after our arrival at Umballa,
native gentleman presented himself to Major
igh, and, announcing himself as "canal
gont" for the Maharajah of Putteeala, asked
) be presented to Mr. Seward. Before the

itter had time to answer, a second native

ppeared, and, declaring himself to be the

laharajah's " Minister of .Justice," asked to

e introduced. They were admitted, and each

resented a letter of invitation from the Ma-
arajah of Pulteeala tendering us the hospi-

ulitiesof his state, elegantly' written in Arabic
gilt paper, the envelop being a bag of the

nest kincob. The bag, as well as the notes,

raa perfumed with attar of roses. The bag
ras tied with a silken cord, on which was
aspendc'd the great waxen seal (weighing
)nr ounces) of the kingdom, principalitj-, or

tate, of Putteeala. Yesterday, at five o'cloik

, we poceoded in four carriages, each

rawn I13' four horses, which the prince had
ent to convey us to his capital. We were at-

ended by his two messengers, the musteed

3anal agent) and the minister of justice, a

irge military escort, and many servants.

pt;iin Horsford, of the British civil service,

ccompanied us. At stages of one mile each,

liounted sentinels first saluted us, and then

lined our escort. The maharajah's high civil

ificers wore the finest of white India muslin
urbans and robes, and his soldiers were ar-

aj'ed in green, gold, and scarlet, as brightly

the birds of India.

The Emperor Akbar and his

lade excellent roads, and at convenient
uilt caravanserais for the security and rest of

ravellers. These hostelries, each of which is

fortification, are still well preserved. We
topped at the half-way caravanserai, and
ere met there by a large deputation of the

naharajah's household, in dainty costumes,
imilar to those worn by his messengers.
hese deputies, surrounded by sixtj' or seven-

y servants, tendered us congratulations, in

he name of his highness, on our safe arrival

hus far on our journey. Each individual

nember of these delegations presented to each
ne of us, on a massive silver salver, covered
vith a white napkin, a half dozen silver coins,

.nd a fresh bouquet. As instructed, we touched
hese coins as acknowledgment of mutual

friendship, and retained the flowers. This

ceremony was followed by a profuse supply

of delicate refreshments. In the midst of these

attentions, atelegram from Putteeala announc-
ing that the British Ministers of Finance and
Foreign Aftairs for the district of Punjab were

just leaving the town, and would desire to

pay their respects to Mr. Seward when they
should meet him. When we had gone a few

miles on our way, those distinguished person-

a;:es, with their families, came rolling along

four four-horse carriages, and an escort

—

both the equipages and guard having been

furnished by the maharajah, and being exactly

on the same magnLficent scale as those by
which we were conducted. Greetings were
exchanged, and a cordial invitation was given

to Mr. Seward to extend hisjourney to Lahore,

the capital of the Punjab.
Putteeala, the capital of the province or

native principality of the same name, is pro-

tected by a citadel as spacious, though not so

substantially or scientifically constructed, as

Fort Hamilton. Fortifications in India 8-.,'em

to have been built as retreats or places of

safety for the sovereign or his family. The
mother of the present prince resides in the

tadel of Putteeala. Arriving at its gate, we
came to ft halt, and we saw through a cloud

of dust the maharajah coming toward us in a

magnificent state coach drawn by six white

orses ; the highway, on either side, was
ned with outridersand a squadron of cavalry.

The prince, driving by the side of our car-

iage, saluted Mr. Seward with stately cordi-

.lity. When the compliments were ended,

the maharajah asked Mr. Seward in which

manner he would prefer to make his entrance

into the capital ; whether he would go with

him in his coach, or whether he would be

pleased to make his entrance on the back of

an elephant. Mr. Seward, diffident perhaps

of his skill in the latter mode of travel, or act-

ng under a conviction that modesty best be-

comes a visitor, accepted the offer of a seat in

the coach. The maharajah, taking his seat

at Mr. Seward's left, made a rapid advance

toward the city. The ladies, like Mr. Seward,

being complimented with the same choice of

manner of entering the city, decided like Mr.

Seward in favor of a comfortable coach-and

six. Hereupon a halt and parley ensued be

tween Captain Horsford and the prince's

master of ceremonies. In the course of this

debate, it appeared that, while the prince ex-

cused Mr. Seward's declination of the honor

of the elephant on the ground of his years,

the ladies, who could offor no such plea, would
give offence by claiming the same indulgence.

Sixty elephants stood by the road side, richly

caparisoned in cloths of gold and scarlet, all

ornamented with gilt earrings and necklaces.

There vras no more to be said on that ques-

tion. The elephants kneeled, silver ladders

were placed against their sides, and, in less

time than it takes to describe the action, the

two ladies, not venturing to ride alone, were

seated together with Captain IlorsforJ, in

the spacious gilded and velvet howdah. The
elephant arose with a motion like that of the

surge on the coast of Madras, and the ladies

found themselves in the upper air. The Hin-
doo driver sits on the elephant's head, and
directs his motions by the use of an iron spike,

which he thrusts against the skin on either

side of the forehead. A procession was then

formed. First, the maharajah with Mr. Sew-
ard; then the ladies ; next, our three servants,

Jeanie, Price, and Freeman ; next, the mus-

teed ; next, the Minister of Justice, mounted
n the same manner, and behind them the long

train of elephants without any riders, and the

five hundred richly-caparisoned hors.'S, led

by as many grooms no less gajiy dressed. As
a signal for the progress to begin, the air was
ent by a salvo of nineteen guns ; the salute

was repeated by a fusillade from what seemed
endless ranks of infantry, bugles sounded a

march, and the cavalry moved to the front.

Four bands of music wheeled into column,

playing, more or less together, " God save the

Queen!" Behind them a company of fifty

Jagpipers, plaj'ing not altogether, as they fell

n to line, "Bonnie Dundee." At the moment of

the cannonade the led horses kicked, pranced,

and reared ;
the elephants uttered piteous,

deep, indescribable cries, and tried to prick up
theirenormous jewelled ears, remaining other-

wise quiet ; crowds on the wayside shouted

applause, and children screamed with delight.

As for Mr. Seward, he, fortunate gentleman,

snugly seated by the maharajah on velvet

cushions, in the coach drawn by six well-

trained animals, was unconscious of the dis-

turbance which had arisen behind him. His

inexperienced and more venturesome com-
panions clung to each other in fright—but

order was restored, and all were reassured.

On the waj' to his capital,' the maharajah ad-

dressed to Mr. Seward a studied speech of

welcome. Taking care to express his regret

that his guest had not accepted the elephant,

the prince said that the troops we had passed

in review were ten thousand in number. He
also explained to Mr. Seward that, when he

came to the throne, he found no streets in

Putteeala wide enough for such a pageant as

he had occasion to make, and that he had,

therefore, enlarged the streets, but not with-

out making due compensation to the owners
of adjacent property. Night came on as we
reached the gates. We looked from our how-

dabs upon the flat roofs of the dwellings and

shops below us. Their inmates were gathered

at the doors in gay dresses, and seemed as

diminutive as the burghers of Liiiput. Thus
we passed through the entire city, and reach-

ed, beyond the farther gate, an esplanade used

as a Campus Martins. Winding around a tall

flag staff, under the folds of what is called the

sacred banner, we stopped before a lofty

Saracenic gate. Here, the maharajah, with

Mr. Seward, alighted, and the elephant-riders

dismounted. The prince led the way on a
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gravelled walk, I13' the side of successive foun-

tains, in an orange and lemon garden, as it

seemed, of boundless extent. Each fountain

poured over a cascade into the next. These
cascades were illuminated by torchlights from
behind, which imparted to the jets all the hues
of the rainbow. We stopped at the porch of

a small Saracenic palace. The prince, taking
Mr. Seward by the baud, led him up a gentle

flight of steps, across a veranda, into a salon

which may be eighty by forty feet, and thirty

feet high, the ceiling supported by a double
row of columns, and the walls draped with
orange and scarlet silks. " This palace," said

the mabarajah, "is yours; this is the ball in

which you will sit, these apartments on either

side of it are the rooms in which }^ou will

sleep. You must be weary with your journey.

I beg to take my leave for the night. I shall

have the honor to visit you to-morrow morn-
ing."

The ladies were not slow in exploring the

cosy little palace. Its lights, furniture, and
ornamentation ai-e an Oriental exaggeration
of the European style. The welcome dinner,

though prepared by a French hand, and graced
with the best wines of France, Germany, and
Portugal, was served by Hindoos, who, dressed

in flowing white gowns, glided noiselessly i

bare feet over the velvet carpet. It was ev

dent, as be himself said, that the Prince of

Putteeala is not like those "people" whom
we see in Calcutta. As for the ladies, they
expressed a doubt whether the story of Alad
din is indeed a fiction.

(To be continued.)

increase of strength, and answering the glori-

ous designs of the Great Husbandman.
It occurs to me just now as I write (with-

out previous thought) that when I was last

in your province, I heard some talk of choos-

ing you, my dear friends, to sit iu the Select

Meetings. I know the diffidence and low
opinion which ye have respecting yourselves,

which might sway you to decline this office,

and that you are too generous and sincere to

make the reply Nolo Episcopari, in a formal
customary manner. But take heed, dear
friends, how ye resist the call of the church.
Not only the Spirit saith, 'Come,' but the
bride saith, 'Come,' and the imposition of her
hands, when guided by the Spirit, is of great

Selected for "The Fri

" The Pursuit of Trade and Business." From Advie

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

It being evident, that where the manifest
tions and restraints of the Spirit of Truth ai

duly prized and regarded, it leads out of
weight and force. Give up in the simplicity |

bondage to the spirit of this world, and pr

and resigned in all our faculties to do the wi
of our Creator, made known to us by the rev

lation of his Spirit, we shall surely be accepts

of him, though we may appear contemptib
iu our own eyes, and even in the eyee

others.

I am, my dear friend, thine sincerelj',

E. S.

(To te cou tinnedJ

For "The Friend."

Richard Shackleton.

(Coutinoed from page 1S2.)

R. S. to Joseph Jacob.

" Ballitore, 14th of Second month, 1770.

" Dear Friend and Cousin,
* * * * "It is my belief that if we,

and our beloved companions, true holptneets,

be favored to keep our dwelling in the Truth,
we shall more and more be confederated to-

gether in solemn league and covenant, and in

united travail and laborious service. When
I write to thee, I know not how to divide
thee from thy wife. My dear friends, be
patient, be diligent in spirit; keep as much as
possible out of the hurries and flutters which
attend the busy, active life, and whatever ye
omit, omit not to keep up the daily sacrifice.

And as ye thus follow on to know the Lord,
and wait from season to season to feel his

hand upon you, ye will be dipped into a state
of tribulation and sympathy with the op-
pressed cause of our Great Head and Master,
Jesus Christ, and ye will be made partakers
of his sufferings. Shrink not, my beloved
companions, at these bitter cups and baptisms;
if ye deny him not when ho is persecuted and
reviled, if ye accompany him with fidelity to
his place of suffering; ye will in due time be
made living and joyful witnesses of his resur-
rection in life and power. 1 am troubled in

my measui-e at the situation of things amongst
lis; there are so few living witnesses of the
Truth which they are educated to profess;
there are so many who have indeed been
called visited ; but for want of care and dili-

gence on their parts to co-operato with that
Power, which would make and keep their

hearts, as the good ground, the seed of tin;

kingdom is variously rendered fruitless and
abortive, and there is not a coniiiif' forth in

of your hearts to what she requires ; look not
about at others; nor think what others may
say; but be willing to become yet more vile,

both in your own eyes and theirs. Humility
is the only way to true honor, and if ever we
come to be effectually serviceable in the Lord's
hand, we must be reduced very low indeed,
and self becotne of little reputation.

Many well disposed persons (I fear) suffer

loss, both to their own states and capacity for

service, by being too backward, not putting
their hand to a little business in the family,

which is obviously necessary to be done; not
caring to make themselves particularly dis-

tinguished and exposed to observation ; but
wailing for some other person more advanced
in years, or more conversant in these matters,
to do it. But, perhaps, this is thy own busi-

ness, not another's; and why should thou
grudge thy little assistance? Thou knowest
not what encouragement thy stepping for-

ward in thy rank might be to others, and
how acceptable in the sight of the Master, by
whom actions are weighed. Neither canst
thou be certain what detriment may not ac-

crue from this little piece of service being left

undone, or improperly done, through thy
omission ; and from the general weakness suf-

fered by one person falling back out of the
rank, bringing discouragement upon others,

and disorder on the whole.
Thine sincerely, R. S."

Richard Shackleton thus again writes to
his cousin Joseph Jacob :

"Ballitore, 19th of Second month, 1772.

" My Dear Cousin, * * * jf ^he great
Apostle witnessed bonds and afflictions to be-
tide him everywhere, well may we expect to
be at times bound in spirit, and not to feel

that enlargedness which we at other times
may experience. It is a day of general famine
in our land, and I believe the very best suffer
want. What have wo then to do, but to pos-
sess our souls in patience, watching unto
prayer, and a capacity to breathe in secret
that Almighty help may be near us, and pro-
servo us in the root alive in our affections to
Ilim, and faithful to His cause, though little

fruit may appear on our branches?
Yo have at home your family of innocent

children. I doubt not but ye sit down at times
of an evening with them, feeling after the
blessing which makes truly rich, and, at limes,
select such portions of Holy Writ, or such
historical accounts of the labors and suffer-

gs of our ancient Friends, as are suited to
the capacities of children. In this exercise,
your minds being gathered to the gift of God
n yourselves, I trust ye find a degree of peace

serves the minds of its followers from man
fettering and disqualifying entanglements
and contrarywise, that an inordinate love an
pursuit of worldly riches often betrays thoi

who are captivated by them into many difi

culties and dangers, to the great obstruclio
of the work of Truth in the heart ; we affei

tionately desire that the counsel and graciou
promise of our blessed Redeemer to his fo

lowers may be borne in remembrance by ua

"Seek ye first the kingdom of God and h
righteousness, and all these things sh

added unto j'ou."

This meeting being earnestlj' concerned thf.

the service of our religioiis Society may no
be obstructed, or its reputation dishonore
by any imprudence of its members in the!

worldly engagements, recommends to all, tba

they be careful not to venture upon such bus
ness as they do not well understand, nor t

launch out in trade beyond their abilities, an
at the risk of others; especially on the credi

which may be derived from a profession c

the Truth
; but that they bound their engagt

ments by their means ; and when they ^

into contracts, or give their words, that the
endeavor on all occasions strictly to fult

them.
Wo particularly exhort, that none engag

in such concerns as depend on the often d(

ceptive probabilities of hazardous enterprises

but rather content themselves with such
plain and moderate way of living, as is cot

sislent with the self-denying principle w
make profession of; whereby many disaj

pointments and grievous perplexities may b
avoided, and that tranquillity of mind ot

taiued, which is inseparable from the righ

enjoyment even of temporal things; and it i

advised that where any among us err, or ar
in danger of erring in these respects, the}- l>i

fiiithfully and timelj- admonished.
Our worthy ancestors having their eye di'

rected towards an enduring inheritance, am
their affections placed upon things above
sought not after greatness in this world, bu
passed the time of their sojourning here ii

fear and in great simplicity of heart, endea
voring thereby to reach the Divine Witnes
ill every mind, and to promote the love
truth and righteousness amongst mankind
In minds thus bent upon seeking a more glori

ous inherilanco than the accumulation
worldly possessions, a concern is maintaiiiof
to hold forth an example of temperance, jiis

tice, and truth
; but where a defection fion

this simplicity of heart and hoavonlj' minded
ness hath prevailed, it hath led into the lovj

and pursuit of this fading world, produced f h

fruits of pride and ambition, and occasionej
1

and satisfaction. And if we stand devoted
| many wants which our prodecessori pra n
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•ved from ; and to satisfy these wants, some
ve been exeiti-d to enter into a larger ex-

ision of trade and commerce, than they had
ick and ability to conduct. Ambition and
il emulation leading into higher living and
sater expenses than their income would
tnit, their circumstances thus becoming re-

eed, and being unwilling to lessen their

pearance in the world, indirect means to

jcure a temporary support have been used,

lichhasended in failures and bankruptcies,
due subjection to the cross of Christ would
pe timely prevented this reproach brought
on individuals, and trouble on their friends

;

i it would also lead those under wasting
1 deficient circumstances, rather to give up
)ir effects in due time, than to go on enlarg-

;
their debts by disreputable artifices, until

sy are stopped by unavoidable necessity,

d plunged at once into ruin, sorrow and
grace; with the painful addition of bring-

; their just creditors into grievous iucou-
aiences, and some into great danger of sink-
r with them in the wreck of their affairs,

fhe love of the world is the cause of manj-
7iations. In some it discovers itself in a
sire to be rich and great, whilst in others
3 worldly spirit is as clearly discerned,
)ugh the attention seems to bo occupied in

aller concerns ; and though wo are clear

It verj' extensive ones are often in them-
ves great evils, yet the trafficker in hun-
ida, unless the eye be kept single, may be
much buried in the earth as the trafficker

thousands.

We are not about to condemn industry,
lich we believe to be not only praiseworthy,
t indispensable. It is the inordinate desire

the mind after worldly things, and the en-

Dssment of the time and attention, from
lich wo desire that all our dear Friends may
redeemed.
It is recommended that Friends frequently

ipect the state of their affairs, and keep their

:ounts so clear and accurate, that they may
any time easily know whether they live

thin the bounds of their circumstances, or

t; and in case of death, that these may not
perplexing to survivors. And whenever
y find that they have no more property left

m is sufficient to discharge their just debts,

is advised, that they immediately consult

th some judicious Friends, and without
time make their circumstances known to

sir creditors, carefully avoiding the pay
snt of one in preference to another, that so

ne may be injured, nor any reproach be in

rred by mismanagement.
Advised, that when Friends accept the office

trustee or assignee, they be active in col

;ting the effects of the estate, and punctual
d speedy in making distribution.

Advised, that Friends everywhere carefully

oid being any way concerned in defrauding
e government of its duties; that so our
cient testimony in this respect may be in-

slably maintained.
We warn our members against a pernicious
actice amongst the trading part of the com-
mity, which has often issued in the ruin of

ose concerned therein, viz : that of raising

d circulating a kind of paper credit, with en-

rsemenls to give it an appearance of value,

ithout an intrinsic reality,—a practice which,
it appears to be inconsistent with the Truth
3 profess, we declare our disapprobation of,

d entreat every member of our Society to

oid and discourage it. Wo also caution all

the last century. This pharos, like the one
at Boulogne, is built of bricks, in color and
shape like those found elsewhere in the Roman
structures of Great Britain. They are of a

ht red color, about fourteen inches long,
and not more than an inch and a half thick.
The mortar joints are of nearly the same
thickness. The preservation of this famous
relic is doubtless due to the fact that some
centuries ago the tower was turned into a
belfry, and was surrounded by walls of stone.
The latter are now nearly destroyed by time,
and the old remaining work is again exposed.—Elliot's European Light-house System, p. 73.

n membership with us, to avoid entering into

joint securities with others, under the specious
plea of rendering acts of kindness; manj-, by

doing, having been suddenly ruined, and
their innocent wives and children reduced to

deplorable circumstances.
' Be not thou," said the wise man, " one of

them that strike hands, or of them that are

sureties for debts. If thou hast nothing to

pay, why should he take away thy bed from
under thee?"

(To be conclDded.)

For "Tho Friend."

The Theatre, and its effects on Actors.

Fanny Kemble, whose former celebrity and
experience as a delineator of the drama, en-

titles her opinion to respect on such subjects
;

in a sketch of her autobiography contributed

to the Atlantic Monthly, describing her first

appearance on the stage, which was made for

the purpose of retrieving the decaj'ed fortunes

of her family, thus writes:—"So my life was
determined, and I devoted myself to an avo-
cation which I never liked or honored, and
about the very nature of which I have never
been able to come to any decided opinion. It

vain that the undoubted specific gifts of

great actors and actresses suggest that all

gifts are given for rightful exercise; in vain

that Shakespeare's plays urge the imperative
claim to the most perfect illustration they can
receive from histrionic interpretation : a busi-

ness ivhich is incessant excitement and factitious

emotion, seems to me unworthy of a man ; a

business which is public exhibition is unworthy

of a woman." " 1 never presented myself be-

fore an audience without a shrinking feeling

of reluctance, or withdrew from their pre-

sence without thinking the excitement I had un-

dergone unhealthy, and the personal exhibition

odious." She adds, after quoting a letter she

wrote to a friend immediately after her debut and we are going to organize and do it,

atDruryLancthatshedoes not know whence Christ says, ' Every plant that My heavenly
she derived the deep impression expressed in Father hath not planted shall be rooted up.'

that letter of the moral dangers of the life The Lord's work can only be done in a pray-
upon which she w-as entering. It was cer- erful, childlike spirit, letting God go before;
tainly not from_ her parents, she 8ay8,^who asking Him not only in the abstract, and

generally, whether this or that is good, but

hether this is the work that He calls us to

do, and to do now. When we have our an-

swer, and do that work—His work. His will

—oh, it is living work, it is abiding work!
It is a plant that the Father has planted

;

and there is not one of His plants that comes
to nothing, whether the fruit appears early

or late.

" Now, do you not think that we are as a
Christian Church, called upon to do the very

thing which an individual is called upon to

do? That is to put our whole work into the

hands of God, and to ask Him honestly,

'Shall I go on with this? Is this Thy work?
Is it being done in Thy Spirit? Is there

anything to alter in it, or in the way of do-

ing it?' Then we may expect the answer;

we will be sure to get it. Then all our work
will be true work,—not only a work but a

fruit, a fruit of the Spirit, a fruit bearing seed

according to its kind, that shall go on bear-

ing fruit forever.
" The difficulty is this : We are loth to be-

lieve, at any rate we are slow to believe that

God does guide every believing, trusting soul.

Practically, I think, many of us believe this:

that there are certain great principles in the

For "The Friend"

Spiritual Guidance.

Some remarks are subjoined, made by Theo-
dore Monod, a Pastor in one of the Protestant
churches in France, at a religious meeting
lately held in Dublin, respecting the differ-

ence between what is called " Christian
Work," being done in the natural will and
wisdom of man, or under the direction and
will of the good Shepherd, who said that
"When He putteth forth His own sheep. He
goeth before them and the sheep follow Him,
for they know His voice." They are in re-

markable accordance with the views held by
Friends on the subject, and are encouraging
as coming from a land where Papacy and
ritualism hold so much sway:

" Why is it that a great deal of what we
call work amounts to so very little—and yet
it is conscientious work, hard work, with
plenty of judicious organization? Because
we have not been careful enough to inquire

whether that particular work, at that partic-

ular time, and through these particular men,
was the will of God. Because we have put
our own wisdom first and foremost; because
we have said, ' This seems to us to be good.

were not troubled with a perception of the

moral evils of their calling. "I had never

heard the nature of it discussed, and was ab-

solutely without experience of it; but the

vapid vacuity of the last years of my aunt
Siddons' life had made a profound impression

upon me—her apparent deadness and indiffer-

ence to everything, which I attributed (un-

justly, perhaps) less to her advanced ago than

to what I supposed the withering and drj'ing

influence of the over-stimulating atmosphere
of emotion, excitement, and admiration in

which she had passed her life ; certain it is

that such was my dread of the effect of my
profession upon me, that I added an earnest

petition to my daily prayers that I might be

defended from the evil influence I feared it

might exercise upon me."

The Roman Pharos in Dover Castle.—There
is still standing within the walls of the castle

at Dover, England, an old Roman pharos.

The antiquity of this light-house, which has

probably not been used as such since the Nor-
man conquest, no doubt exceeds that of any
light-house in Great Britain, it having been

built, as is supposed, about a. d. 44. Upon it

burned for many centuries great fires of wood
or coal, the modern system of lamps and re- Bible to which we must conform our life, and

flectors having superseded coal fires during 'then, in the light of these principles, we must
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do the best we can. Read the Acts of the

Apostles, and see if that was the wa}^ they

lived. That will be sufficient answer. They
were guided by the Holy Spirit, and not only

the apostles, but the other disciples—Philip,

the deacon, for instance, and others. They
were under the guidance of the Holy Spirit

in the smallest tilings, and in all things. It

was God who told them. Go here, or Go there,

and they were always in His hand, listening

to His voice.

"Do you say that this borders on mysti-

cism? I will tell you what it borders on. It

borders on these words of Christ: 'My sheep

hear my voice and they follow Me,' and they

fuUow none other voice, because every other

voice is a stranger's voice to them. Do we

know what this means? Do we begin to

know it—that Christ really leads His people

continually? Do you think, then, that God

guides us less on some days, and that He
guides us more on other days? that He calls

some things great, and needing His guidance,

and other things small, where our own light

will suffice? Everything is small to Him,

and everything is great to us. Or, if you

please to put it otherwise, nothing is small

tbut is the will of God, and nothing is great

—so great that we cannot do it—if it is the

will of God. Oh, for a band of Christian men
and women, who, every morning, have but

one prayer on tlieir lips, one drsire in their

inmost souls,—to do the will of God."

The Power of the Electric Lighf.—Tho most

powerful artificial light at present in exist-

ence is that employed for the great light-

house at Souter Point, on the coast of Eng-

land, near the mouth of the Tyne.
On both banks of this river there is an im-

mense number of manufactorifS of all kinds,

the smoke from which, under the influence of

the west wind, seriously obstructs the ap-

proaches from the sea. Fogs at this part of

the coast are also frequent ; and the problem

of light house illumination required that such

light should be secured as would penetrate

through any slight fog or haze, it having been

generally acknowledged that not even the

sunlight itself can penetrate an ordinary dense

fog. The electric light established at Souter

Point after condensation is equal in power to

800,000 standard candles, being eight times

as powerful as the best American fi.xed lights.

'1 he electric spark passes between slender

pencils of carbon, which are themselves con-

sumed at the rate of about one inch per hour.

The electric current is generated by two of

Pi'ofV'Ssor Holmes's patent rotary magneto-
electric machines, driven by steam-engines of

six horsejiower. The number of revolutions

made by each machine is 400 per minute, and
12 800 sparks pass ])er minute when both ma-
chines arc at work. These sparks are, of

course, formed so rapidly that the eye does

not separate them, and the result is an intense

beam of light, so dazzling that the eye of a

person within the lantern can not rest upon
them for an instant without intense pain. As
observed from a distance of several miles, this

light is so bright as to cast a well-defined

shadow upon the deck of a vessel.— EllioCs

European Light-house System, p. 120.

This is a day of peculiar desire to run into

fashions and customs; but let all guard their

precious charge
;
great accountability lies at

Iho dnor of parents.

THE GOLDEN SUNSET.
The golden sea lis mirror spreads

Beneath the golden skies,

And but a narrow strip between
Of land and shadow lies.

The rocklike clouds, the cloudlike rocks

Dissolved in glory float,

And midway of the radiant flood

Hangs silently the boat.

The sea but seems another sky.

The sky a sea as well

:

And which is earth, and which is heaven

The eye can scarcely tell.

So when from us life's evening hour

Slow fading shall descend,

May glory born of earth and heaven
The earth and heaven blend.

Flooded with peace the parting soul

With silent rapture glow

—

Till where earth ends, and heaven begins

The spirit scarce can know.—Samuel Longfellow.

SUCCESS.

I thank thee, O ray Lord

!

Not utterly in vain my hands have wrought,

Not unaccepted their poor offering bronght.

[ have not wasted time and strength and thought

On work of thine, nor wept and prayed for naught,

I thank thee, O my Lord !

Thank God, not all in vain !

My confidence had almost worn away.

As I had watched and waited, day by day.

And years passed, lighted by hope's falling ray

As still I knelt, the self-same prayer to pray

Thank God, not all in vain.

Great Giver of all good I

Thou gavest me the boon I sought, success

In long endeavors darkened souls to bless.

To lighten hearts weighed down by deep distress,

To lead them up to Thee and happiness,

Thou Giver of all good !

I thank Thee, O my Lord,

That now these loved and longed-for friends of mine
Rejoice in glorious hope and peace divine.

How glad we journey on in ways of thine.

For ever lighted by thy smile benign,

O Thou most gracious Lord !

Thy smile can brighten all.

Still let me trust when round me glooms the night,

And never doubt thy wisdom, love, and might,

In thine own time, which evermore is right,

Through breaking douils will dawn thy blessed light,

That smile which brightens all.

—il/. E. Atkinson.

For "The Friend."

SciilimfHts of various writers in Reference to War.
(Cuncliidod from page 185).)

" Christianity forbids war in all cases."

—

Charles Sumner.
" War is utterly and irreconcilably incon-

sistent with true greatness. Thus far man-
kind has worshipped, in military glory, an

idol, compared with which the colossal images

of ancient Babylon or modern Hindostan are

but toys ;
and wo, in this blessed da}' of light,

in this blessed land of freedom, are among
the idolators."

—

Charles Sumner.
" War of every description is shown to bo

contrary to the laws of Christ ; inconsi«<t.nt

with the Christian character; incompatible

with the highest good of nations ; and entirely

unnecessary and unreasonable."

—

Letters to

Governor Stromj of Massnchmetts.
" lias not the system of war been sufflcientlj^

proved to show its destructive and disgraceful

nature? What miseries do not mark its pro-

gress ? What vices do not follow in its train ?

* * It is time the earth had rest from the

commotions of war. It is time wo began to

tcai'h our ihildron, that- thev arc born for

other and nobler purposes than shedding hi

man blooil."

—

From Letters to Gov. Strong.

The Business of Every Man.—" We thin

that it is the business of every man, who bj

lieves that war is inconsistent with our

ligion, respectfuU}', but steadfastly, to refus

to engage in it. Let such as these remembt
that an honorable and an awful dtity is lai

upon them. It is upon their fidelity, so

as human agency is concerned, that the caue

of peace is suspended. Let them be willin

to avow their opinions and to defend then

Neither let them be contented with wonls,

more than words, if suffering also, is require

It is only by the unyielding perseverance

good that coiruption can be extirpated,

you believe that Jesus Christ has prohibite

slaughter, let not the opinion or the con

manils of a world induce you to join in

By this 'steady and determinate pursuit (

virtue,' the benediction which attaches t

those who hear the saj'ings of God and g

them, will rest upon you, and the lime wi

come when even the world will honor you, a;

contributors to the work of human refori

tion."

—

Dymond on War.
" It is at all times the duty of an Englisl

man, steadfastly to decline obeying any order

of his superiors, which his conscience shoul

tell him were in any degree impinns or or

just."

—

Gisborne on Duties of Man in Society.

" War introduces and propagates opinion

and practice as much against heaven
against earth; it lays our natures and man
ners as waste as our gardens and our liabita

tions ; and we can as easily preserve th;

beauty of the one as the integrity of the other

under the cursed jurisdiction of drums aDi

trumpets."

—

Lord Clarendon's Essays.
•' War does more harm to the morals

men than even to their property and persons.'

—Boherl Hall, A.M.
" There is not a virtue of gospel goodnesi

but has its death blow from war."

—

Witliah

La IV, A. M.
I" From whence come wars and fighting

among you? Come they not hence, even o

your lusts that war in your members?"

—

Th\

Apostle James.
\

Delusion of Astronomy—Is the Sun Really What It
|

Appears to Be .'
'

But if we suppose the sun and stars to bt|

gigantic fountains of magnetic influence, cen
|

ters of polarized force—attraction and repul'

sion—acting upon our globe and its atmo3i

phere, and likewise upon all the other planets

the phenomena of the universe would tlier

become susceptible of the grandest and sirai

plest interpretation. To explain the effeetf.

of the sun there is not the least reason to in

fer that it is itself luminous or even warm.
It may be one of the sources of heat withouli

being itself hot, as heat is doubtless the pro

duct of combined influences.

This opinion may be elucidated by an ex-

ample. Take a galvanic battery, which is a

<lark, cold machine, introduce a little acidi-

fied water into its cells and set it in action.

By a proper arrangement of wires you may
at a long distance from your battery produco

a heat intense enough to fuse the hardest

metals, and a light too vivid to bo endtired

by the human eye. Now if, while this result

is being accomplished, we could see with

greater powers of vision the action of the

acid on the metal plates of the galvanic bat-

terv, we shoulil discover on their surface a
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ytceaa of rapid oxidation going on analog

„\ on a small scale to the commotion ap-

)i-ent on the face of the sun, which phenom-

itn might easily be taken for violent coni-

liiiion, and which, in fact, judging by the

lpres>ion made on the senses, could not

Idily be conceived to be anything else,

thus we learn that potent action generated

b dark, cold body, may procure great light

H heat at a distance from the seat of ac-

ffity; and what is thus wrought artificially

a small way by a galvanic batterj- may
ely be done naturally, in a tremendous

hion, by the grand forces of the sun.

len we gaze at Mont Blanc at sunset, if

gment were left to the untrained evi-

loe of our senses, we might easily be led

believe the summit of the mountain to be

uminous and incandescent pinnacle, pass-

f
through all the hues of the solar spec-

tin, and finally disappearing in a ghostly

ilite; but knowledge and experience tell us

(({ifferent tale and correct our inferences.

We ascend the mountain, and we find a

,d cone of snow. The appearance of Mont
anc presented under this aspect is, how-

3r, so far distinct from that exhibitnd by

3 sun that the sunset brightness of Mont
anc is a vision of momentarily-born illu

tn,

whereas the light of the sun is the re

t of intense action and conversion of sub-

nees on its surface, and necessaril}' an

ginating force. In estimating the power,

antity and durability of the light and heat

the sun, we must first know where the

;ht and heat begin their evolution. If they

3 a production bred in our atmosphere by
B magnetic action of the sun, and the sun

only one of their causes, we must draw
Ipy different conclusions respecting the at-

botes of light and heat than if we credited

e sun with the sole responsibility of their

The intense magnetic action of the sun may
esent on its surface and in its rays all the

pearance of incandescence, when it is ren-

red visible here by means of our atmosphere

d examined by instruments constructed for

e detection of solar and astral phenomena,
jout the beginning of this century the cele-

ated French philosopher Blot produced

;ht by passing electricity through air or a

3. It is not reasonable inference that the

n does not waste light and heat—diminish-

g as the square of the resistance—through

s'pace of 90,000,000 of miles between us and

self, when, by the means of ethereal and

ospheric conditions, the requisite quan

:y of light and heat might so easily be dis

ibuted at the right spots where it is needed

With the conditions that surround us on

e earth we cannot artificially produce light

d heat without the destruction of some ma
rial substance ; but we are not driven to

sume that the same conditions prevail na

rally in the sun ; and even if a process of

If-consumption were continually going on

that body, we are equally justified in draw-
r the inference that it possesses some in-

ite means and a capacity of self-repair,

e think, therefore, that we can naturally

count for all the phenomena of heat and

e appearance of incandescence and flame

I the surface of the sun without resorting

the tremendous theory that the sun is

itually in a state of combustion, as under

ood in our terrestrial experience.—i^raser's

agazine.

For "The Friend."

An Interesting Record.

An original manuscript with the title

'First-days' Meetings, supplied by Friend

in the Ministry in and about London, 1682,"

has recently been placed in the Librarj' of

Friends of Philadelphia. It registers a period

embraced between the 2Sth of 11th month,

1682, and the end of the year, 168.3
;
giving

the times of holding the several meetings on

First-days,—with a few at other times,—the

names of ministers in attendance, both in

London and vicinity, and others visiting from

the country, also such incidents as were con-

sidered worthy of preservation at the time.

The book is alleged to have been found a

number of years ago, in tearing down an old

building in Front Street. A memorandum
dated (3th mo. 13, 1683, states, " G-. ff. seeing

this Book approved of it, and ordered it to

be kept as a Record." It is interesting and

valuable as corroborating the statements of

Sewell and others, as well as showing the

sufferings and faithfulness of Friends in that

day of trial.

During the entire period, we have accounts,

although not complete, of meetinus held in the

Bull and Mouth, Devonshire, Grace Church

Street, Ilorslydown, Park, Poole or Peel,

Ratcliff, Savoy, Westminster, and Wheeler St.

Meeting Houses, and during a part of the time,

of oneln Aldersijate. This last appears to

have been identical with one spoken of as

Sarah Sawyer's, which in one place whe
Friends were kept out of the house in the

i*treet, is mentioned within parenthesis, as

being "within Aldersgate."* The names of

thirty-six ministers, who appear to have been

residents of London and Westminster, are

given, three of the number being women.
Among them are the familiar names of Fran-

cis Camfield, George Whitehead, Alexander

Parker, John Vaughton, John Field, Francis

Stamper, James Parke, and Gilbert Latey.

Some fifty-nine or sixty ministers from the

taken by the constables for declaring, and had
into the meeting-house. He asked the con-

stables whether^hey were not weary of that

work ; one of them answered. Truly he was.

F. was dismissed after meeting."
7 mo. 9th. Gracec" Street. Within tho

meetinghouse, (the constables and watchmen
keeping in Lumbard Street entry, as they

have done ever since Friends were kept out of

that Court and passage). Jno. Vaughton hav-

ng done declaring, B. Antrobus rose and
ipoke a few words, but the trained bands
coming in with two constables, making a
noise, he having concluded, the constables

charged Fiiends to depart. And immediately
the one constable went up in the Gallery, at

the furthermost stairs, and tho oificers and
soldiers following him, he took Friends there,

committing them to their charge, &c. And
coming down, took some below also, and
turned out the rest into the yard and street,

and carrying to the Exchange twelve of those

that were taken, viz.: Wm. Mead, B. Antro-

bus, J. Vaughton, B. Fiddeman, Rd. Whitpane,
R. Langhorn, James Vasse and five more,

(having dropt Jno. Eldridge, etc.) from whence
they were brought before Sr. James Edwards,
who appointed the 2d hour after noon for theni

to come again. At which time they appear-

ing with the officers, he sent them to the Ld.
Mayor, and that he would follow them. When
being brought, the Mayor talked with Wm.
Mead, and said it was a Thanksgiving day,

etc., being very kind to him; and sent word
to the rest they were a'l discharged, etc."

"11 mo. 20. Park. Kept out in the street,

quiet and peaceable. The constables speaking

to a Friend privately not to keep the meeting

too long because of the cold season."

The sufferings they were required to en-

dure on account of the severity of the winter,

which is in several other places referred to in

the Record, as also the practice frequently

resorted to of confining ministers in the meet-

ing-house, which Fiiends were not allowed

to enter during the time of meeting, is thus
countryare recorded, only three of these being

I

, • . r , r. ,-• - \in •.
^ ,..,.' i^-.x. others George Iciescribed in the journal of George White

women, and including with , o i, ,

Fox, Robert Barclay, Stephen Crisp, Samuel |bead^

Wal'lenfield, John Banks, Patrbjk Living
" Our being

for diver

shut out of our meeting-houses

in and about the cities of
ston, William Binsrley, Richard Viver, The- foi' d'vers years, in and about tne cities oi

ophius Green and Ambrose Rigge. The London and Westminster and our meetings

small number of female ministers is a re- kept in the streets in all sor s of weather.

maiLbVr'ci>cu"mstrnc"e7 and'"sugges"ts" th"e I

winter and summer, was a trial and hardship

thought that, perhaps. Friends being among!"Pon us, even upon old and young, men and

the first to exercise this gilt, the prejudice of women.

many centuries, had to yield slowly before th-

light of Truth.

"Under date of 1683, Sewell says: "At Lon-

don tho meetings this year were often dis

turbed ; but the magistrates themselves seemed

But that trial was not so great as

to have our estates and livelihoods exposed

to a pack of ravenous informers ;
although it

was no small hardship to our per-sons, to be

kept out of doors in the streets, in the severe

and long frost and snow, in the year 1683. for

not to approve of it, for they clearly saw there about three months together ^^hen the iiver

was nothing to be feared from the Quakers, Thames was so frozen up that horses, coaches

and yet they were loth to give offence to the and carts could pass to and fro upon it and a

Cou/t Party, which then prevailed." These street also be erected and stand over it.

remarks a,^' quite in accord with a number! " Yet in a I that hard
««f««"' -.^^J^. 7^^^«

of entries in the Record. For instance take k' long kept out in the streets in the bitter

the followincr: "4 mo. 24. 1683, Ratcliff KeptJcold air, I do not remember that I got any

out in the street. Jno.' Elseu for declaringlharm or injury thereby, to he impairing my

was taken and carried to Justice ,

who|l>eahh, although I frequently attended those

discharged him. Afternoon. Kept out, (the meetings in the streets
;
wherein I took great

new plol occasioning this severity!) Friends 'a«d seriotis no ice of the merciful providence

not s^uffered to speak. After some time, D. of Almighty God towards myself, and many

Baker prayed without hindrance, and Friends: more of our friends, who were share.-s in the

denart'd''
i same mercy and preservation in that sutler-

6 mo.' 5th, Gracec^ Str. In the yard G. ff i"ff and exercise; no thanks to our unmer-

ciful adversaries and persecutors, but to our

heavenly Father bo the glory and praise for
* Sewell

In the yard G. ff.

the first meeting held in London, was

at Sarah Sawyer's, in Aldersgate street.
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" We had in those dayfi some opportunities,

and were p nnitted to pubHsh the truth open-

ly in the t-treets, and also to make public sup-

plication to God ; but more frequently were
not permitted,'but pulled away by force, by

the trained bands or officers, and either sent

to prison or turned into the meeting-house,

and there detained under guard until the

meeting was ended in the street. Thus were

the ministers and others among us often forci-

bly interrupted and served, and scarcel}' suf-

fered, niany times, to declare two or three

sentences without being haled away; how-
ever, we saw it our duty in the fear of the

living God, to keep our meetings and patient-

ly wait upon Him ; where often we enjoyed his

presence to our consolation, even in our silent

attention upon Him; beingnot called to strive

or contest with our adversaries or their ser-

vants whom they employed, but in faith and
patience to bear all, believing that in due

time thereby we should obtain victory. It

was often then before me, that the Lamb and

his faithful followers should have the victory,

which was matter of secret comfort to me
many times; glory to his name forever.

" in thosv( days [ el arl}' saw that the tes

timony required of us to bear, was not so much
in words, declaration or ministry, as to stand

our ground in faith and patience, and to

travail iu spirit with secret breathing and
earnest supplication unto God to plead our
cause; it being his own cause for which we
sutf.red, and therefore we patientlj' commit-
ted it to Him that judgeth righteously."

{To be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

The Duty of Clicerfuluess.

Some remarks in a late dailj' paper, on the

expression of pleasure as a means of promot-
ing the happiness of others, are worthy of

careful considiTation. The writer says
' There are many channels through which we
can confer happiness that cost neither money
nor time, and are, therefore, held in light es-

teem, if not entirely overlooked. Prominent
among these is the hearty expression of all

the pleasure th;it comes to us. This seems
so i-mall, so easy, so simple a thing to do that

it will hardly ever attract attention, and
therefore, very generally neglected. Yet it

is au unfailing source of happiness, as any one
may discover l)y thoughtfully observing social

life in its various phases. Who has not seen

the brightening, cheering influence shed upon
a room full of people bj' the entrance of a
single person who is thoroughly ivctth and
happ3'^ in himself, and who shows it unre
servedly in looks and words? Who has not
felt the inspiring effect of a companion who
freely shares his pleasures, great and small
who lays the emphasis upon the good rather
than the evil, and who not only looks upon
the bright side of life, but also delights to hold
it up for others to look upon ?

" There are a few persons blessed with
constitutional tendency' in this direction. Of
Bangiiinc temperament, cheerful disposition

and sympathetic nature, thej' are voriti

"

sunbeams in the home, the social circle or the

business thoroughfare, dispensing light and
warmth naturally and unconsciously by their

very presence. Most of us, however, are not

thus iiappily endowed, and if we would do
good in this way it must bo by thoughtful

care and self-denying effort. Some tlu^ro arc

who aclually |iroJuce much nnnocossary pain

and depression of spirits, by merely yielding

to a natural impulse of expressing their own
gloomy views and dark forebodings. What-
ever sunny passages their lives may have are

hidden in their own breasts and soon forgot-

ten ;
but all the troubles, annoyances, fears

and anxieties they experience, are magnified

nd freely poured into every listening ear.

Others there are who fancy that a sort of dig-

nity adheres to sadness, and frivolity to hap-

piness, and who thus abstain from expressing

the latter for fear of compromising them-
selves, while still more are utterly careless in

the matter, and make no effort in either direc-

tion.

One of the strongest elements in human
nature is sympathy. Happiness seen and ex-

pressed produces happiness; sorrow creates

soriow. Like an electric spark, they commu-
nicate their own spirit, and none can resist

their influence. It becomes, therefore, a mat-

ter which appeals to every generous heart as

to which of these influences he will volun-

tarilj' disseminate. No one can utterly change
lis natural bias, or transform a gloomy nature
nto a light one; but each can so guard his

outward demeanor as, in measure at least, to

control the influence he shall exert. Every
one has the dark and'the bright mingled in

his existence, though in different degrees, and
the question is mainly one of emphasis. Bach
has trials and crosses to bear ; each, also, has

pleasant seasons, happy thoughts and joyful

experiences. Which shall we communicate
in our intercourse? Shall we increase the

burdens of life, or diminish them ? Shall we
shed sunshine into our neighbor's heart, or

throw a dark shadow over it ?

"Little kindnesses between friends or neigh-

bors that receive a cordial and grateful re-

sponse strengthen the bonds of union, but

when they are carelessly or silently accepted,

the ties of affection or regard are inevitably

loosened. If, then, we would win the love of

friends and the good will of companions
;

if

we would see the smile of welcome at our ap-

proach, and the shadow of regret at our de-

parture; above all, if we should shed the bright

sunshine of hope and encouragement around
us, and make the world somewhat happier

for our having lived in it, let us candidly,

freely and heartily give voice to all that is

pleasant in our lives, happy in our thoughts,

and grateful to our feelings."

The Christian, one who truly loves the Ec
deemer of the world, and endeavors to mak
Him alone, his strength, his Omnipotent
Friend, and only source of wisdom and living

faith and hope, will find that it is not by
cold and forbidding treatment of others that

he can draw them into the service of the same
blessed Master. He should rather seek to bo

clothed with a little of the precious influence

of that spirit of gentleness, love, and tender
interest in the welfare of our fellow creature;

which was manifested by our divine Saviour

It is evident that our great Teacher designs

that his followers should show, in their inter

course with the world, that his service is not

a hard one. Observe what Ho says (Matt,

vi. 16 to 18,) cautioning us against a sad

countenance when fasting, and adds, " But
thou, when thou fastest, anoint thy head and
wash thy fiu^c ; that thou appear not unto
men to fast ; but unto thy Father which v.

secret; and thy Father, which seeth in secret

shall reward Ihco openly."
It may also ho jirofitablo often to call to

mind the fdlowing and similar declaratioi

of the inspired writers of the New Testamen
" Let love be without dissimulation. Abh
that which is evil; cleave to that which
good. Be kindlj' aff'ectionate one to anothe
with brotherly love ; in honor preferring o:

another." " Look not every man on his ow
things, but every man also on the things

others." "But as touching* brotherly lov

ye need not that I write unto you ; for
^1

yourselves are taught of God to love one a I

other." " And the Lord make j^ou to increa.j

and abound in love one towards another ati

towards all men, even as we do toward yon
•'Pure religion and undefiled before God an:

the Father, is this, To visit the fatherless an

widows in their afflictions, and to keep himse
unspotted from the world." "Seeing that j

have purified j'our souls in obejnng the Iruf

through the Spirit unto unfeigned love of tl

brethren, see that ye love one another with
pure heart fervently." " We that are stron

ought to bear the infirmities of the weak, at

not to please ourselves. Let every one of i

please his neighbor for hia good to edifici

tion."

While it is true that the ineffable rewai
is at the end of the race, our Heavenly Fatht

does not intend that our journey through tb

world of probation should be a gloomy on'

How can it be, if we " are filled with all jo

and peace in believing and abound in hopi

through the power of the Holy Ghost," priv

leges of the Gospel which are held forth fc

our acceptance ? X.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 3, 1877.

Without wishing to meddle in anj- wa
with the political complications in which oi

Government has been involved, by the resu

of the late Presidential election, or to e.xprei

an opinion as to which partj' ought to' be su

cessful, we think it is a cause for sincere sa

isfaction that the two Houses of Congre
have, by a decisive vote, passed the bill pr

viding for the counting of the electoral voti

for President and Vice-President of the Unitf

States, for the next term of those offices.

Presuming that some of our readers ma
not be so familiar, both with the provisioi

of the Constitution of the United States regi

lating the presidential election, and also wit

the facts relating to the present difficull

concerning it, as to have a clear comprohe
sion of the grave crisis thi-ough which oi

government has been latclj' passing, we su

join a brief statement of them, with an a

stract of the new law. The Constitution d

dares that " Each State shall appoint in su(

manner as the legislature thereof may direc

a number of electors, equal to the whole nui

ber of senators and representatives to whi(

the State may be entitled in the Congress
* * * "The electors shall meet in the

respective States and vote by ballot for tv

persons," [for the respective offices of Prei

dent and Vice-President.]
"And they shall make a list of all the p«

sons voted for, and of the number of votes f

each; which list they shall sign and certif

and transmit sealed to the seat of governme;
of the Tlnited States, directed to the Prei

dent of the Senate. The President of tl
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late shall, in the presence of the Senate

1 House of Eepresentatives open all the cer-

jates, and the vote shall then be counted.

e person having the greatest number of

es shall be the President."

'he States of Louisiana, South Carolina,

I Florida had provided by law for the ap-

ntment of persons in each of those States

janvass or count all the ballots cast in the

erent counties for all elections, and to de-

re the result. These " Returning Boards,"

;hey are called, have power to inquire into

circumstances attending the elections in

several counties, and if they conclude

t fraud, intimidation, or violence had been
clised at any polling district, they may
let the entire number of voles east therein,

. estimate the general result in the State

n the remaining ballots. Tbe members
these "Returning Boards," in the States

(led, were either wholly or by a majority,

>ublieans in their political views.

he votes in the Statesof South Carolina and
rida were very nearly balanced between
yes and Tilden, but were finally declared
the Returning Boards to have given a
ill majority for Hayes. The supporters of

len demur to this conclusion, averring

t it was arrived at bj- an unfair rejection

Democratic votes by the canvassers. In
lisiana the returns sent up from the sev-

1 parishes—of ballots cast for the Presi-

tial electors to the Returning Board, iu-

jted a majority of about 9000 votes for

ien.

'he Board sat a long time canvassing these

es, and finally rejected the returns from
eral parishes where Democratic majorities

e given, on the ground of intimidation,

id, and violence against the colored Re-
ilicans, so that the ultimate result of the
Die State vote was declared by the Board
give a majority of nearly 5000 for the
yes electors. This conclusion has created
greatest dissatisfaction in the Democratic
ty, and they allege that the will of the
pie, as expressed by the ballot, will be de-

ed if it is allowed to prevail. The two
i of electors named in these three States,

epresent both Hayes and Tilden, have all

; and voted for their respective candidates
i have sent certificates of these ballots to

President of the Senate. Thus two cer-

;ates have come from the same State, both
ming to be genuine, but those for Tilden
c the authentication of the Returning
irds.

n the State of Oregon there was no doubt
;he popular vote having been cast for the
yes electors, but one of them named Watts,
pened to be holding a postmastership at
time, and was consequently ineligible as

elector under a clause of the Constitution
he United States. Prior, however, to the
when the Electoral College of that State

uld meet and cast its vote for President,

1 elector resigned his office of Postmaster,
vi'hen his colleagues met to vote, they

il

the vacancy in their number by electing

again, as they had a right to do.

eantirae, however, a Tilden elector named
lin, who had the next highest number
popular votes below the Hayes electors,

^led that he was legally entitled to the
^nt post of the ineligible Watts, and en-

g the room where the Hayes electors

meeting, made his claim to cast a vote
Iden with the other two. They object-

ing to this, he went through the form of

electing two other men as electors to fill what
he profes-ed, were vacancies in the electoral

college, and then these three proceeded to

cast two votes I'or Hayes and one for Tilden,

and the Governor of Oregon (being in sym-
pathy with this movement.) has affixed his

name and the seal of the State to a certificate

from them, which has been transmitted to

the President of the Senate. The Hayes elec-

tors have also sent their certificate to that

officer. If all the electoral votes from the

four States of Louisiana, South Carolina,

Florida, and Oregon are counted by the Pre-

sident of tbe Senate for Hayes, it will give

him but one majority, in connection with those

cast for him in other States where there is no
dispute.

The President of the Senate, since the death
ofViee-President Wilson, is Thomas W. Ferry,

Senator from Michigan, who is a Republican.

Hence the natural repugnance on the part of

the Democrats to leave the decision of the

question of legitimacy of the dift'erent cer-

tificates of the electoral votes to that officer.

No such exigency in counting the Presidential

vote has occurred before in the history of the

government. Doubtful points it is true have
been raised before, but they were not material

to the general result, because there was a

sufficient majority to elect one candidate, no
matter how they were decided. The Demo-
cratic party claim that Tilden has a popular
majority in a'l the States of more than a

quarter of a million of voters over Ha^'es, and
serious threats have been made that if he is

not seated in the presidential chair on the 4th

of the Third month next, by the action of the

proper authorities, he will be placed there

forcibly by his adherents. It will be observed

that by the letter of the Constitutional pro-

vision hereinbefore quoted, directing the cer-

tificates of the electoral votes to be opened by
the President of the Senate in the presence of

both Houses of Congress, there is no direction

as to who is to count them. The words are,

" and the votes shall then be counted." The
practice has been for tellers to be appointed

bj' the two Houses, and the certificates being

opened by the President of the Senate, he bus

handed them to the tellers, who have counted

them, and then he has announced the result.

There is no clause empowering the President

of the Senate to decide between rival certifi-

cates.

The law just passed is intended to supply
this omission. It provides :

" Sec. 2. That if moi-e than one return or

paper purporting to be a return from a State

shall have been received by the President of

the Senate, purporting to be the certificates

of electoral votes given at the last preceding
election for President and Vice President in

such State, unless they shall be duplicates of

the same returns, all such returns and papers
shall be opened by him in the presence of the

two houses, when met as aforesaid, and read

by the tellers, and all such returns and papers
sball thereupon be submitted to the judgment
and decision as to which is the true and law-

ful electoral vote of such State, of a com mis
sion constituted as follows, namely: During
the session of each house on the Tuesday
next preceding the first Thursday in Febru-
ary, 1877, each house shall by viva voce vote
appoint five of its members, who, with the

rive Associate Justices of the Supreme Court
of the LTnited States to be ascertained as here-

inafter provided, shall constitute a commission
for the discu^8ion of all questions upon or ia

respect of such double returns named in this

section. On the Tuesday next preceding the
first Thursday in February, A. D., 1877, or as
soon thereafter a^ may he, the Associate Jus-
tices of the Supreme Court of the United
States now assigned to the First, Tbird, Eighth
and Ninth Circuits shall select, in such man-
ner as a majority of them shall deem fit,

another of the Associate Justid s of said court,
which five persons shall be members of the
said commission, and tbe person longest in
commission of said five Justices shall be the
president of said commission.*********

All the certificates and papers purporting
to be certificates of the electoral voles of each
State shall be opened in the alphabetical order
of the States, as provided in Section 1 of this

act, and when there shall be more thiin one
such certificate or paper as the certificates or
papers from such Stale shall so be opened
(excepting duplicates of the same return)
tljey shall be read by the tillers, and there-
upon the President of the Senate shall call

for oi jeclions, if any. Every objection shall
be made in writing, and shall stale clearly
and concisely, and without argument, the
ground thereof, and shall be signed by at
least one Senator and one memlier of the
House of Ripresentatives before the same
shall be received. When all such objections
so made to any certificates, vote, or paper
from a Stale shall have been received and
read, all such certificates, votes, and papers
so objected to, and all papers accompanj^ing
the same, together with such objections, shall
be forthwith submitted to said commission,
which shall proceed to consider the same,
with the same powers, if any, now possessed
for that purpose, by the two houses acting
separately or together, and by a majority of
votes decide whether any and what votes
from such State are the votes provided for by
the Constitution of the United States; and
how many and what persons were duly ap-
pointed electors in such Stale; and may
therein take into view such petitions, depo-i-
tions, and other papers, if any, as shall by the
Constitution and now existing law, be com-
petent and pertinent in such consideration,
which decision shall be made in writing,
staling briefly the ground thereof, and signed
by the members of said commission agreeing
therein

;
whereupon the two hou-es shall again

meet, and such decision shall be read and en-
tered in the journal of each house, and the
counting of the votes shall proceed in con-
formity therewith, unless upon objection made
thereto in writing by at least five Senators
and fiye members'of the House of Represen-
latives, the two houses shall separately con-
cur in ordering otherwise, in which case such
concurrent order shall govern. No votes or
papers from any other State shall be acted
upon until the objections previously made to
the voles or papers from any State shall have
been finally disposed of."

There are other sections of the act provid-
ing for Certain formalities, which are not im-
portant for quotation here.
We think the tribunals thus commissioned

to decide the delicate and important questions
now pending, will command the respect and
acquiescence of all moderate and thoughtful
citizens. When we reflect upon the anarchical
condition of Mexico and other Central and
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South American States, with their rival Pre-

sidents and internecine wars, and the readi-

ness shown by the people of our own Union
to plunge into the late sanguinarj^ conflict, as

well as other proofs which histor}' has ex-

hibited of small sparks of popular dissension

being ea^'ily blown into a devouring fiame, it

is evident that the Christian part of the com-
munity, and especially those to whom the

government is entrusted, cannot be too vigi-

lant in forestalling all such results by a

prompt resort to peaceful and fair measures
for settling disputes, and allaying popular ex-

citement. It becomes also the duty of all to

yield a cheerful compliance with the decisions

of such authorities, whether agreeable to their

prepossessions or not. It is rare indeed that

the maladministration of a government is

equally injurious with the anarchy and intes

tine slrite which result from attempts to sup-

port rival systems or officers by force. We
recognize in the readiness of statesmen of

both political parties to unite in the present

measure of setih-ment, a better omen for the

future of our country than at times seems pro-

bable, in view of the prevalence of selfish pas-

sion over justice and Christian feeling among
many. It is a cause for humble graiitude

that the allwise Disposer of human events

has so graciously controlled this nation as to

restrain His just judgments for our many
transgressions of His righteous laws, and to

deal with us in mercy. May a sense of these

favors more prevail among the people at large,

and our rulers remember that it is by Him
alone that kings reign and princes decree

justice.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Berlin correspondent of the Times

reports that the Russian government has given orders

to prepare for calling out the third division of the re-

Rerves, which includes all able-bodied men. It has also

ordered the railway companies to furnish exact lists of

the rolling stock, rails and other material at their im-
mediate disposal, and has requested railway directors

to recommend foreign firms which are likely to supply
railway material promptly.
The Vienna correspondent of the London Telegraph

states that the Porte has informed Servia that it would
on no consideratinn renew the armistice, but would
march directly on Belgrade, if Servia did not open nego-

tiations with Turkey for peace before the Brat of Third
month.
The plenipotentiaries who were detained at Constan-

tinople after the close of the conference, rendered im-
portant service by persuading the Porte to inaugurate
reforms of its own free will, instead of yielding to the

advice of the war party to force a rupture with Ru.ssi;

by immediately attacking Servia.

The Turkish government has addressed a concilia

tory dispatch to the Princes of Servia and Montenegro,
proposing a direct understanding with the Porte before

the expiration of the armistice. The Provincial Gov-
ernors have also received orders to take measures to

prevent disorders and maintain friendly relations with
the foreign consuls and residents.

At a recent meeting of the masters and operatives'

committees of the Lincashire, Eng., cotton trade, the
masters unconditionally rejected the operatives' condi-

tions because they would result in a general advance of

wages.

The Registrar General's returns show that the small-

pox in London is decreasing. There were seventy-

nine deaths from the disease last week, against one
hundred the week previous.

On the 24th nil., a tire broke out in the Stonehill

colliery, near Bolton, which was attended with con-

Biderable loss of life. At least fifteen miners are known
to have perished.

Official returns show that the French rerenuc from
indirect taxation for the year 187t), amounted to '2,105,

-

75!).000 francs, which is 37,380,000 francs more than in

1875.

There are over five millions of peasant land pro-

prietors In France.

The French Chamber of Deputies has elected the

Budget Committee. The successful candidates are,

without exception. Republicans. Gambetta has been

re-elected president of the committee. He made a

speech denying that the Republican-t are disunited. He
urged the necessity of the maintenance of a complete

agreement and declared that he would act as a friendly,

trusting fellow-worker of the Ministry.

An official decree promulgated in Paris prohibits the

importation into or transit through France of horned

cattle, sheep or goats from Germany, England, Austria,

the Daniibian principalities or Turkey. Importation

from other countries is allowed, subject to rigorous pre-

liminary inspection by the sanitary authorities.^

Distressing accounts are received of scarcity in Pon-

dicherry, and famine is considered imminent. The
government will demand a credit of the Chambers for

the necessary relief.

The Minister of Public Works has authorized an ex-

penditure of $400,000 upon the restor.Uion of Rheims
Cathedral, which is classed among the historical monu-
ments of France.

The Government has dismissed several mayors for

attending masses in memory of Napoleon III., and has

decided to treat .severely all oflicials participating in

Bonapartist demonstrations.

Fifty women physicians are now studying in the

hospitals of Paris in order to improve their medical

knowledge.
The present winter has been unusually raild in France

and also in the southern counties of England.
The inhabitants of the Basque Provinces of Spain are

greatly dissatisfied with the abolition of the privileges

and immunities for a long period enjoyed by them.

The new Constitution places all the provinces of Spain

on the same footing as regards taxation, conscription

for the army, &c.

A Bilboa dispatch states that great excitement con-

tinues in the Basque Provinces concerning the conscrip-

tion, and especially in the mining district of Galdames.
Several war steamers have arrived at Bilboa and been

placed at the disposal of the military authorities.

Ex-Premier W. E. Gladstone, has made a speech at

Taunton, in which he dwelt especially upon the condi-

tion of Turkey. He contended that the people of Eng-
land were in a disgraceful position, having been made
accessories in the maintenance of a power marked with

perhaps the deepest disgrace recorded in the whole his-

tory of mankind. He contended that the new Turkish
Constitution was worse than imposture, because it com-
mitted the Christian minority to the tender mercies of

the Mohammedan majority in the council to which it

was proposed to leave the task of doing justice to the

Porte's subjects.

Prince Milan, of Servia, in reply to Midhat Pasha's
proposals for direct negotiations for peace, has ex-

pressed his desire that such negotiations should at once
commence. The advice of the Russian Emperor being
asked by Servia, he replied that peace was desirable

and should be accepted from whatever quarter it was
offered. The Porte, it is stated, has requested Servia
and Montenegro to send delegates to Constantinople to

arrange the terms for peace between those provinces
and Turkey.
United States.—On the 25th ult., about 7 A. M.,

after a continuous session of more than eighteen hours,

the U. S. Senate passed the Electoral Count bill as re-

ported by the Select Committee by a vote of 47 to 17.

One of the negative votes was by a Democrat, and six-

teen by Republicans. Of the 47 Senators who voted
for the bill, 20 were Republicans, 26 Democrats, ami
one an Independent. The bill was debated in the
House of Representatives on the 25th and 20th of First

mo., the debate closing on the evening of the 2t)ili, un-

der the operation of the " previous question." It then
passed by a vote of 191 to 86. An analysis nf the
on this important bill shows that 158 Democrals and
33 Republicans voted for it, and 68 Republicans and 18
Democrats voted in the negative. It thus appears tha
in both Houses the chief opposition came from the Re
l)ublican8. The opposition of so large a part of th(

Republican members is attributed to a fear on theii

part that the result of the measure will be the inangu
ration of the Democratic candidates Tilden and Hen-
dricks.

The Li-Kislalnro of Illinois has cicoled .Ju.lge Da

and thMl'ol'Xc-w.lr.scv h:,.cho.srM .) . .|i „' R. MrPhcI
tosucccc'l F. T. Krevlinghuvscn at present one of
Senators from New jersey. H. G. Davis and F. H
ford have been chosen to represent West Vireinia in
the national Senate.

^

The intprmenls In Philadelphia from the 13th to th.

20lh of First mn. numbered :m:,, and from Ihu 20th to

the 27th, 272, including 57 of consumption and 22

age.

During the year 1876, 2,154,281,000 cubic feet o:

was made at the City Gas Works, an increase of a

fifteen per cent, over 1875. The entire length of

miins laid in the city and in use is 674 mile-i.

whole number of street lamps supplied with gas I

the works was 11,350, at the end of the year.

Iglesias, late Chief Justice of Mexico, and a claii

of the presidency, with other distinguished Mexii
have arrived at Siu Francisco. Since the recent r

lution in Mexico there was no safety for them in

unhappy country.

There were built last year in the United States 5

miles of new railroads, about one fourth of which
narrow gauge roads.

The exports from California for the year 1

amounted to $80,421,971. of which $30,684,111
sisted of merchandize and 849,737,260, gold and si

President Grant, on the 29ih ult., signed the Eled
Count bill and sent it to the Senate with a mes
giving the reasons for his approval of the measure

It was understood that the two Houses of Con|

would make their selection of members to serve ot

Commission the following day, and that its mere
would be Seiuxtors Edmunds, Morton and Frey
huysen, Republicans; andThurman and Bayard, D
crats; Representatives Payne, Hunton and Abbott, D
crats, and Garfield and Hoar, Republicans; frou

Supreme Court, Justices Clifford, Strong, Miller

Field, together with a fifth Associate Judge ti

selected by the four already named.
I%f Mar/eels, &c.—The following were the quotal

the 29lh nit. Philadelphm. — American gold, 1

U. S. sixes, 1881, llSi a 113|; do. 1868, lltii a 1

do. 5 per cents, 1881, llOi a lUf; do. 4.! per c

107J^ a 107^. Uplands and New Orleans cotton, ]

13Jcts. F'lour, -5 a $10.25 as in quality. Peni

vania red wheat, $1.-50 a $1.-53; amber, $1.52 a $:

western white, $1.55 a $1.60. Pennsylvania rye,

82 cts. Yellow corn, 56 a 57 cts. Oats, 37 a 4;

New York cheese, choice, 14 a 15i cts. ; western,

13i a 14 cts. Sales of 3500 beef cattle at G\ a 6:

per lb. gro.ss for extra ; 6 a 6 cts. for fair to good,

4 a 4 J cts. for common. About 8200 sheep sold at

7 cts. per lb. gross, and 3200 hogs at 9J a 10 cts. pt

net for prime, and 8 a 9 cts. for common. New I

—Superfine Hour, *5.70 a $6 ; State extra, $5.05 a $1

finer brands, $6.50 a $11.00. Extra white winter w
$1.65; amber winter, $1.50; No. 2 Chicago sp

$1.38 ; No. 3 Milvvaukie, $1.35. Oats, 45 a 54 cts.

vellow corn, 60 a 61 cts. Chicago.—Winter extra f

$6 a $7.00. No. 2 spring wheat, $1.23J; No. 3

$1.13J. Corn, 41J cts. Oats, 35 cts. Lard, lOJ c

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANl
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadeJp
Physician and Superintendent—JosauA H. Wo

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients mi

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Concord,
niontCo., Ohio, 1st of Uth month, 1876, Olivi
Negus to Deborah, daughter of Israel and Rel
Steer.

Died, on the 5th of lOth mo. 1876, at his resid

Malta, Morgan Co., Ohio, William Massey, a bel

member of Hopewell Particular and Pennsville Mi
iy Meeting, in the 91st year of his age. Alth
unable from bodily infirmity for the last few yei

his life to mingle much with his friends in reli|

fellowship, his mental faculties remained remarl
bright, and he manifested a lively interest in the

fare of the Society, and strong attachment to its

ciples.

-, at the residence of Jonathan Fawcett, (her
father,) Concord, Belmont Co., Ohio, on the llih of

mo. 1876, Anna B. Negus, in the 22d year of her

This dear young Friend endured a very suH'orin

ncss of some weeks, with exemplary patience, an
though she did not express much, her friends hi

consoling belief that through redeeming love and D

she was fitted and prepared to enter the mansic
rest and peace.

, at the residence of his son-in-law, .Tames Ft
on the22d of 1st mo. 1877, Joseph W.Sattertht
aged 94 years and 16 days, a member of Hil
Grove Monthly Meeting, Iowa.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 W.alnut Street.
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'Sew 1 Travels Around the World.'

Visit of AVilliam II. Seward to the Maharajah of

Putteeala, iu India.

(Continued from page 19i.)

This has been a day of bewildin-ing succes-

on of Oriental displa3'S and diversions. The
Minister of Public Worlis came before break-

ist, and attended us to the inevitable mena-
erie. The aviaries, though full, are inferior

> those of the King of Oude. We saw, for

16 first time, the long-legged, awkward,
rown cassowary, whose name rhymes to

missionary" iu the witty verse where •' Tim-
iictoo" finds its answer in " hymn-book too."

he tiger collection is very fine, many of the

nimais of huge size and quite untamed,

rora the cages of the wild beasts we passed

)'the cages of wild men, the state-prison of

utteeala. It covers an area of four acres, en-

iosed by a low adobe wall. There are eight

undred and twenty five prisoners, chiefly

jnvicted of the crimes of arson and burglary
;

fth'se, only one hundred and fifty can read

nd write. Two hundred convicts are im-

risoned in other parts of the province. Im-
risonment is generally for a term of one,

ivo, three, or seven 3'ear3, occasionally for

fe. Capital punishment is inflicted only for

lurder. The population of the citj' of Put
3eala is eighty thousand, and that of the an-

ient kini^dom or principality i" two millions,

nd yet there has been no capital execution in

wo years. The prisoners are neither confined

1 separate cells, nor do they live together.

'hose of each caste work, sleep, and eat, in

ifferent divisions of the building ; the odious

istinction of caste is preserved nowhere more
bsolutely than here. The pariahs, outcasts

verywhere in common life, are equally segre

;ated in prison, and subjected if possible to a

ower humiliation. All are heavily ironed,

,nd are guarded by an armed police of three

lundred men. Their labor is either hard or

ight, according to the grade of their offence,

iard labor consists of grinding grain with a

land-mill ; light labor is weaving carpet, mak
ng shoes, pottery-ware, and the like. Oui
abor reformiTS in the United States may find

\. new argument for their claims in the fact

;hat. by the laws of Putteeala, five hours are

I full day's work. The prisoners have native

medical attendance, but no religious or secular

Instruction. The products of the prison are

lold iu the markets, and nea-ly defray its ex-

penses, which average fourteen cents a day

for each convict. We found at the prison-gate, these combatants, or rather non-combatants,

as we came out, a train of elephants kneeling with disgust, and eatised them to be imme-

for our service, but we respectfully declined

the honor. On the way homeward, we met
a small boy in a gilded coach, with postilions

and outriders. He was so richly arrayed and
superbly attended, that we at once conjectured

to be the heir-apparent. It was fortunate

that we saluted him as such ;
for the minister

who attended us afterward informed us that

the little lad had been sent out to meet Mr.

Seward, and was attended by the entire min-

istry. We breakfasted alone in our little

palace, at ten o'clock. The maharajah came
at eleven. He invited Mr. Seward and the

ladies to a grand durbar. The English ladies

whom we have met in India have declared to

us that they decline to receive native princes,

on the ground that the ladies of India decline

to receive gentlemen in the zenanas. The
reason given for this seclusion of women is,

that a general intercourse with society would

be immoral and unbecoming the dignity of

the sex. Bat we are inclined to think that

Christian women who thus refuse to rec ig

nize the native gentlemen are in fact adopt-

ng the bad customs and manners of India,

nsteadof commending our ovvn better morals

md manners to the people of that country.

The prince's invitation was accepted. He
seemed to have onlj' just taken hisljave, when

were summoned to meet him at the pavil-

ion at the centre gate. Here he conducted

us up a winding staircase, and gave us seats

in a balcony, which overlooks the esplanade

He performed this courtesy in a manner
which showed that he fully understands the

Western sentiment of respect for women. H
afterward took care to explain to us, through

the prime-minister, his regret that the pre

vailing and uncompromising religious senti

ment of the country prevented him from in

troducing the Western social customs into his

own family. He has two wives, neither of

whom has ever seen a foreigner, man or wo
man, nor has ever met even a countryman of

her own, other than the nearest blood rela

tions. The prince added that, before the Mo
hammedan conquest, the women of his owr
royal house were more distinguished for politi

cal ability and energy than the men. A
strange remark for an Oriental.

The entertainment to which we had come
was an elephant-fight. Two enormous com-

batants were brought on the field. They
came with manifest reluctance. Their tusks

had been cut away half their length, and the

stumps were bound with brass. They fought

by pushing their broad foreheads against each

other, and by crowding with the shortened

tusks. It was seen, after one short encounter,

that one animal was more powerful than the

other. The weaker retreated. No effort his

keeper made could encourage him to renew
the contest, nor could any urging by the

driver of the victorious beast induce him to

pursue his advantage. The prince dismissed

diately replaced by two other animals of

qually gigantic size. They fought in the

ame. way as the first, and with about the

same result, except that the vanquished ani-

mal in this case retreated quite out of the

arena, while the conqueror was with much
difficulty held back from pursuit. These lat-

ter contestants gave place in their turn to two
others, and the form of the combat varied.

With their trunks, they clasped each other

by the head, and, thus embraced, thej' con-

tinued a battle until one became so worried

and exhausted that he gave up the contest.

The maharajah said, "These elephants are

good fighters, but the heat overpowers them."

We agreed with him about the temperature,

while we thought the p.;rformance of the poor

beasts needed no apology. The prince now
took bis leave, and we returned to our palace,

and took our seats on the veranda under a

canopy of Cashmere shawls, supported by
silver staft's, the fountains gurgling at our

feet. Two court-jesters appt-ared before us,

and in the Hindoo language went through a

rehearsal of drolleries and pantomines. They
gave place to an acrobat, who, although eighty

years old, displayed prodigious strength and

agility. With a Jong sword in hand, he turned

a double somersault, cutting a botelnut in

two parts. Although these performances

were ordered for our own party, they soon

attracted a crowd of native spectators, who
manifested a higher appreciation for them
than we did. We enjoyed much more highly

their rapt attention ; but the prime minister

would have no such vulgar intrusion. The
admiring crowd was dispersed. Then came
on another sport, a company of jugglers, one,

a young man who performed feats with a goat

and a monkey ;
another, a very old and eccen-

tric Sikh, with long, while hair, and ej'es as

large and sunken as those of Daniel Webster.

He seemed a man to whom we should pay

our homage, rather than one who should be

required to cater to our amusement. His

achievement was to make a pigeon fire a

mimic cannon. The ordnance was duly load-

ed and primed. It went off, but, in the act,

the gentle runner rose into the air, and went

off too. The string of his captivity had fallen

from his feet. He perched on the palace-roof.

The poor old man tried in vain to entice him
down. He appealed to the new audience

hich had gathered round, but no assistance

could be given. The juggler became incon-

solable; when he saw his loss, he assumed an

attitude as piteous as that of "Eip Van
Winkle" when he discovers the absence of

his faithful "Schneider."

Next came a musical band, which gave lis

a concert on native instruments, playing their

pensive airs, which we thought at first so un-

intelligible, but which we now find ])leasing,

sometimes quite touching. The gamut is like

our own, of eight tones, but in playing or
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singing a melody, called rang, ihey use all the

semi-tunes, so that the performance is a chro-

matic succession of notes, and you have to

guess which of the accentuated tones speak

the air. Suddenly, at the prime minister's

command, this series of diversions came to an

end, and all the performers, musicians, jesters,

jugglers, acrobats, and fools, disappeared.

Theieupon sixty thorough-bred Arabian, Per-

sian, Australian, and African horses, came be-

fore us for inspection. They were gorgeously

caparisoned, with silken bridles, golden trim-

mings, kincob and velvet robes, and housings

of India cashmere. They wore also gold ear-

rings and necklaces and bangles. One of

them, which is claimed to be the fastest horso

in India, borrows the name ''Hermit" from

the great English courser. The fantastical

grooms manifested scarcely less pride than

the horses themselves in showing their fine

points.

What wonder that we now thought the

princely e.^hibition was ended? It was not,

though. We were summoned again to our

seats in the pavilion at the gate. Two ele-

phants came into the area with their calves

—one of these born since the captivity of the

cow, the other made a captive with its mo-
ther in the jungle. Few persons, perhaps,

can imagine how skilfully the little animal
throws back its trunk, while taking its nutri-

ment. The calf that was " native here, and to

the manner born," was bold and indifferent,

the other timid and frightened. Its cries

were almost human, and the mother's manner
of soothing it not less so.

(To be coDclnded.)

For "The Friend."

I have long felt that I should like to see in

"The Friend," the following remarkable and
instructive account of Job Thomas who de-

ceased the 15th of Eighth month, 1807.

On reading it over afresh this evening, I was
particularly struck with his cheering words
to his "dear brethren,' that they might ''per-

severe in their faith to the end of their days,

and then their rest will bo with the Lamb,
where no pain or affliction will come." A
word of cheer for the Lord's tribulated chil-

dren in this day.

Job Tlioiims.

In adding to the accounts, prepared for this

volume, of the happy departure of many faith-

ful servants of the Lord, that of the triumph-
ant conclusion of Job Thomas, I feel an in-

clination to avow that I consider it as no light

empi6yment. He appears to have been favor-

ed with a more immediate manifestation of
the glorious state which was about to crown
his suffering life, than is commonly allowed
to spirits yet clothed with mortality. The
veil seemed to be withdrawn : the beatific

vision to bo displayed. He spoke of what he
saw, and was oti the point of possessing ; and
if it be lawful to publish an account of con-

descension so transcendent, of mysteries so

sacred, of glories so infinite, I can hardly be-

lieve that admiration is the only feeling that

should bo excited by the perusal. There is a
holy awe, a reverential dread, that seems to

be due from the awakened mind, on being
thus, as it were, a witness of a frail mortal
puttingon a glorious immortality. And when
we almost see the omnipotent and righteous

Judge dispensing his reward with his own
holy hand; and placing on tbo C'hristiun the

crown of righteousness; surely deep sell-

abasement should possess the creature, and

the heart of every reader should bow befuro

him, who holds these infinite and inestimable

treasures at his will : and, as a part of that

holy will, has made known that, through the

redeeming virtue of his beloved Son, they are

accessible to the broken and contrite spirit.

But before we survey the conclusion, let us

advert to the path, thiough which, this, our

departed Friend, was led to blessedness, so

far as it is known.
His youth, probably, had been tinctured

with some of the vanities incident to that

stage of life ; for he has been frequentlj' heard

to lament that he had not been more obedient

to the Lord's requirings in early life. But he

was scarcely knov^n to his surviving friends

in any other capacity than that of a diligent

attender of meetings for worship and discip-

line, an approved minister, sound in doctrine,

and holding fast without wavering the pro-

fession of the Christian faith. Gospel love

enlarged his heart, and he had an universal

desire for the salvation of his fellow-creatures.

He was bold in delivering plain truths, and in

the Welch, his native tongue, he was persua-

sive, clear, and fluent. His religious visits,

however, were much confined to Wales; the

meetings of Friends in which principality ho

visited several times; and, in the compass of

the Monthly Meeting to which he belonged,

he frequently had more public mcetiugs with
those of other societies.

Ho once attended, as a representative, the

Yearly Meeting in London ; and when in this

great city, his heart yearned towards his

numerous countrymen, dispersed within its

circuit. He wished to have a meeting with
them, but as ho had not, on leaving home,
asked for a certificate of his Monthly Meet-
ing's approbation of his then travelling in the

ministry, it was judged irregular to convene
one : and his disability of body not long after

supervening, an opportunity did not again

occur.

In the estimation of the world he would
have been accounted a poor man ; and his

habitation was certainly mean. It was a small

farm house in Caermarthenshire : such as, on
this side the Severn, would be called acottage

;

retired and sequestered, but not far distant

from the public road ; and nearly midway be-

tween Llandovery and Llandilo. Yet here he
was hospitable, and gladly received his friends;

of which hospitality I can testify from ex
perience. His means of support arose not
only from the trade of a shoemaker, but from
the occupancy of a small farm.

About the year 1797, near his own dwel-
ling, he was thrown from a young horse, and
received so great an injury on the spine, as at

length to occasion the deprivation of volun-
tary motion in every limb. His head, only,

remained subject to his will. This he could
still turn, whilst he was beholden to personal
assistance for his removal from his bed to his

chair, for any slight alteration of position in

it, and in short, for almost eveiy common
function of the body : the free performance of
which, though it is scarcely observed by the
healthy and vigorous, constitutes much of the
comfort of animal life. But his body, thus
deprived of motion, was still sensible to pain :

and much, very much, of this positive afflic-

tion was added to the negative one of total

helplessness. He used to be fastened, rather
than to sit, in a chair, and his body and logs

were nearly in one sti'ait and stiff line; with

his useless arms lying before him, and h|

bowels, or some other of the interior part]

often grievously affected wiih violent paic]

to which his worn and pallid countenan(j

gave ample testimony. Yet his mind seenl

to have been utiirapaired. He received muc
comfort from the visits of his friends, especj

ally of such as he esteemed alive in the trutl

he kept up religious meetings in his hous
and often labored in them in doctrine, for tl

edification of those who were assembled wit

him ; and he dictated some epistles.

It was my lot to see him three times du
ing this trying confinement. The first tin

was in 1802, in company with several other

and among the rest a ministering Fri,end, c

her way to embark at Milford, for a religioi

visit in Ireland. As I remember, he was !

that time very lively in his spirit, and in

parted much encouragement to the travellir

minister; but I am not quite sure whether
was at this, or at a succeeding visit that I wt
particularly struck, if not edified, with ol

serving how steadfastly his mind seemed I

be anchored in Christ; and hearing ho
clearly and fully he spoke of that contidenc

Thus suffering, and thus supported, he coi

tinued about ten years. At length, towarc
the beginning of the Eighth month, 1807, h

symptoms of disease increased, and on tl

15th of that month, being considerably moi
indisposed in bodily health, he called his wi

and son to his bed-side; and, with a pleasai

countenance, spoke to them, in the Welsh lai

guago, nearly as follows.

He inquired of them, whether they had an

thing to say to him
;
"for," said he, " the bles

ed hours are approaching; yea; and b^-foi

this night I shall have escaped in safety, whei
neither trials nor troubles shall come. I

content, and do not grieve after me ; for I ai

setting off to endless joy, to praise him wt
has brought me patiently through the who
of my troubles, and inexpressible affliction

Support, me, O Lord, for these few minutei

for I am nearly come beyond the boundai
of time, to a boundless eternity. I am no

near giving you the last farewell ; but tat

warning, and bo daily on your watch, for, i

the hour you do not suspect, death, namel
the king of terrors, will come to meet j-o

who will make no difference betiween one (

the other. But in the strength and love (

Jehovah, 3^ou will not fear death ; if j-ou see

him whilst he is to be found, and serve hii

with a willing mind and an obedient hearl

for his paths are paths of peace, and his waj
are ways of pleasantness. O, pray contini

ally to the Lord, to draw your desires an

affections from oft' earthlj- things, and to e

tablish them upon things heavenly and eve

lasting.
" My hope is in the mercy of him, who hf

washed me in the fountain set open for tl:

house of David, and the inhabitants of Jen
salem. Not through my own merits, bi

through the merits of the crucified Immanue
who died for the sins of all mankind. An
you who have to remain a little after me, gi\

iho praise, the reverence, and the honor t

him ; and supplicate day and night before h

throne, until 3-ou have certain knowledge thf

you have been baptized with the baptism (

the Holy Spirit ; which was scaled b}' th

blood of the everlasting covenant, llemon
her, it is not an outward baptism that wi

serve; which is but tho practising the ol

shadows. Ivnow also, th^t it is not the ])r(
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esion of religion that will do ; but one that

pure and undefiled before God. This will

induct you in safety to the everlasting habi-

tions.

"Now the time of my dissolution draws
gh ; for mc to go to the place where 1 have
len these two nights. The Lord himself

,me to meet me; and took me with him to

e height of heaven ; among myriads of his

)ly angels ; where his saints were before hira,

id will be forever.
" Behold, now I give up the spirit : and lo !

y cornel}' companions, coming to hold my
sad above the waves of Jordan. Behold !

e gates of heaven open, and the Lord him-

If with arms stretched out to receive me to

s mercy. I hope that you, who are behind

ill follow me thither. Success to the gospel

Dm sea to sea, and from the river to the end

the earth : also to my dear brethren ; that

,ey may persevere in their faith to the end
'their days, and then their rest will be with

le Lamb, where no pain or affliction will

ime.
" Behold, the blessed time is come, for me
depart in peace with every one, with good

jsires for every one, and forgiving everj' one.

eceive my last farewell, and the Lord bless

ju with the blessings of Mount Zion."

Having uttered these expressions, he soon

lieily breathed his last. The end of this

an was peace !

For "The Friend."

Random Notes of Travel in Europe.

(Continued from page 190.)

Every ancient church that has escaped the

onoclast, can boast the possession of some
easured relics of days long gone bj-. The
atholic exhibits the bones of the saints, in-

josted with jewels, but York presents to the

imirer of the old, an ancient chair in which
ere crowned sundry old Saxon kings, and
itiquo chests whicli might have belonged to

le chiefs of the Brigantes, who flourished

mg before York had seen a Roman helmet.

;ere we saw the drinking-horn of Ulph, a

ird of Deira, who laid it upon the altar, more
lan 800 years ago, in token that he bestowed
pon the church certain lands which are still

I its possession, and lie a short distance east-

ard of the city. The view was unsatisfac-

)ry, for who ever knew a verger remain long
nough in hall or chapel, to permit a proper
iew of anything of interest! This horn of

llph, it is thought, was bestowed soon after

ae death of King Canute about 1036. It was
irried away at the time of the Reformation,
u.t falling into the hands of Thomas, Lord
'airfax, was by his son returned to the Ca-
aedral. The horn is of ivory, with figures

f two griffins, a lion and unicorn, some dogs,

•ees, &c., carved thereon, and is in perfect

reservation.

"Would you like to ascend the tower?"
sked the verger. Unadvisedly we assented,

nd followed a party up the steep, winding
tone steps, narrow and foot-worn. Fortun-
tely for the climber these steep stairways do
ot permit one to see far above or beneath
lira. Up and up we toiled, until the more
ban 200 obstacles were finally overcome and
i^e emerged and stood upon the lofty leads,

see one of the most extensive plains in

Jngland, but alas! so shrouded in mist that
lOthing appeared distinctly. The party that
Ireceded us insisted that the roof shook, and
^as therefore dangerous, so they descended

and left us to contemplate in quiet the sea of

apor below, through which church buildings

hrust their tall spires, and Clifford's Tower,
the ancient donjon of York Castle, rose into

rominenee. That old castle has echoed the

gonizing shrieks of hundreds, who in despair

have rushed upon death. Here, in 1190, fif-

teen hundred Jews, driven to desperation by
a bloodthirsty mob, destroyed themselves by
firing the castle rather than permit their pro-

perty and their persons to fall into the hands
of their persecutors.

The streets of York are narrow, and wind
about as is common in old walled cities, and
manj" of its houses bear the stamp of pic-

turesque antiquity. The walls, ten feet in

thickness, surround a large part of the city,

and afford a fine promenade for the citizens.

A bold breach has been made in them by the

railway interest, and her gates can no longer

close upon the stranger—-indeed they were
long since removed. As we pause, in some
curious angle, to survey the scene around,

thought went back to the daj-s when the rival

houses of York and Lancaster contended in

the streets below, and the red rose was a fit-

ting emblem of many a sanguinary conflict.

York can boast of her Roman celebrities

:

Here Hadrian and Severus lived, and here

Constantine the Great was born. Here, also,

the first English Parliament was held in 1160,

and occasionally met for five centuries.

In the afternoon we crossed the Ouse in a

ferry boat, at a place where the Danes landed

when they came up the river on their forays

into England.
An interesting episode in the history of

modern York, was the unswerving support
her people gave to their representative W"
Ham Wilberforce. During the entire period

of twcntj'-eight years, the attachment of hi

constituents was strong and ardent. Rival

candidates were sometimes opposed to him,

hut these contested elections served to reveal

the extent of the regard entertained toward;

him by the people. In 1807 occurred the

greatest struggle. His bill for the abolition

of the slave trade having triumphantly passed,

he sought to secure the suppression of the

same traffic abroad, and to agitate for the

total abolition of slavery itself In his efl:'orts

throughout he had been, and continued to be,

powerfully* supported by Friends, and by
Thomas Clarkson the agent of the six Friends
to found the first abolition society, who kept
alive an interest in the subject beyond the

walls of the House of Commons. "On the

first day of the election appearances were
against him, and some began to despond. But
the country had not yet shown its strength,

and the vast muster of freeholders on the
third day, changed the aspect of things."
" Boats," said a local writer of that day, " are

proceeding up the river heavily laden with

* The feelings of humanity and the power of con-
.icience on this subject were almost universally and
totally paralyzed. The Premier, Lord North, had
coolly observed in Parliament that the slave traffic was
necessary to almost every nation in Europe. On the

7th of 7th month, 1783, shortly after the above official

declaration, six Friends met in London " to consider
what steps they should take for the relief and liberation

of the negro slaves in the West Indies, and for the dis-

couragement of the slave trade on the coast of Africa."
The names of these pioneers of anti-slavery action were
William Dillwyn, George Harrison, Samuel Hoare,
Thomas Knowle.s, John Lloyd and Joseph Woods.
" Their names are registered in heaven ; let them not
be forgotten on earth."

voters; farmers lend their wagons, even don-

keys have the honor of carrying voters for

Wilberforce, and hundreds are proceeding on
foot. No money can convey all the voters,

but if their feelings are aroused, his election

's secure."

"Nothing since the days of the Revolu-
tion," said the York Herald, " has ever pre-

sented to the world such a scene as this great

county, for fifteen days and nights. Repose
and rest have been unknown in it, except as

it was seen in a messenger, asleep upon his

post-horse, or in his carriage. Every day the

roads in every direction, to and fro, even in

every remote corner of the country, have been

covered with vehicles loaded with voters, and
barouches, curricles, gigs, flying-wagons and
military cars with eight horses, crowded some-

times with forty voters, have been scouring

the country, leaving notihe slightest chance

for the quiet traveller to urge his humble
journey or find a chair at an inn to sit down
uijon." The result was Wilberforce was once

more declared member for Yorkshire.
" During the debates on the second reading

of the Abolition Bill, Sir Samuel Romilly en-

treated the young members of Parliament to

let that day's event be a lesson to them, how
tuuch the rewards of virtue exceeded those

of ambition, and contrasted the feelings of

the Emperor of the French in all his great-

ness, with those of that honored individual

who would lay his head upon his pillow, and
remember that the slave trade was no more.

The whole house, surprised into temporary
forgetfulness of its ordinary habits, burst forth

into acclamations of applause ; a tribute of ap-

probation ' such as was scarcely ever before

given,' says Bishop Porteus, ' to any man sit-

ting in his place in either house of Parlia-

ment.' "

Leaving Ripon behind us, we took a car-

riage for Studley Royal, the seat of Earl de

Grey and Ripon, on whose domain are the

ruins of Fountains Abbey, which are esteem-

ed the finest of their kind in England. The
distance is three miles, the country is in-

teresting, and the road presented for much of

the distance, a very lively scene. An Agri-

cultoral Fair was in progress in the neighbor-

hood and attracted a large concourse of peo-

ple from the adjacent country. Wagonettes,

drags, dog carts, and the usual farmers' square

carts on springs, were out in force, containing

a healthy, happy, rural population, who en-

tered heartil}' into the spirit of their holiday.

On the next day we saw an account of the

proceedings in a local newspaper, and ob-

served that the Earl and other celebrities

were present, bestowing prizes, &c.

The following summer when at Doncaster,

we werepresentfor a short time, at one of these

annual exhibitions, which was quite enter-

taining as presenting a phase of English life,

peculiarly characteristic. The exhibition was
held on grounds belonging to a school. Re-

freshment tables were ranged under the shade

of spreading trees, and great tents leaving an

open space in the centre for horses and prize

cattle. The draught horses were of great size,

larger than any I had ever before seen, per-

fect behemoths in comparison with the grace-

ful, slenderly built hunters, and glossy Ara-

bians. But the prize cattle I never had I seen

such mountains of beef. I quite hoped the

exhibition would not last long, that the over-

burthened animals might be permitted to re-

turn to their normal condition, or be disposed
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of in some other way. Some of the pigs,

whose short noses, projectiug at right angles
from their low frontal region, gave them a
most curious expression, were too unwieldly
to rise at all, unless foi'ced to do so. Then
came the dog department; for remember, we
were in a country where "the horn of the
hunter is heard on the hill." This was an-
nounced long before we reached it by a shrill

chorus from a hundred throats. To walk
through the long covered passages, the dogs
ranged oneitherside, was a trial to thenerves,
though the dogs were all fastened. First
came small, round, bullet-headed, short-nosed
terriers, with what seemed a large amount of
brain, developed probably in the region of
destructiveness

; next in order were the white,
shaggy, longhaired Pomeranians, with the
blackest of eyes and noses ; a tiny heap of
greyish satin intermingled with light yellow,
announced a French poodle, then yellow and
tan rat terriers, played in the shadow of great
English mastifts, stateliest of their kind. Set
ters followed and fox-dogs, and last, not least,

the delicate, slender limbs and pointed noses
of the beautiful greyhounds. Excited by the
crowds around them, and the crowing of the
countless fancy feathered bipeds opposite, the
dogs kept up a furious barking, being evi-
dently very ill at ease in their new quarters.
In a tent near by were exhibited pencils and
cement similar to that which had been sent,
it was carefully stated, to the Philadelphi
Exhibition. The people were very quiet and
orderly, the conversation being mostly carried
on in an undertone.

bosom, and let it dwell with thee in my stead
while thou livest.

First : Let the fear of the Lord and a zeal
and love to his glory dwell richly in thy heart;
and thou wilt watch for good over thyself and
thy dear children and family, that no rude,
light, or bad thing be committed: else God
will be otfended, and he will repent himsell'
of the good he intends thee and thine.
Secondly : Be diligent in meetings for wor-

ship and business; stir up thyself and others
herein

; it is thy duty and place : and let mee
ings be kept once a day in the family to wait
upon the Lord, who has given us much time
for ourselves : and, my dearest, to make thj
familj' matters easy to thee, divide thy time
and be regular: it is easy and sweet: thy re-

tirement will afford thee to do it; as in the
morning to view the business of the house,
and fix it as thou desirest, seeing all be in
order

; that by thy counsel all may move, and
to thee render an account every evening. The
time for work, for walking, for meals, may be
certain, at least as near as may be : and grieve
not thyself with careless servants; they will
disorder thee : rather pay them, and let them
go, if they will not be better by admonitions :

this is best to avoid many words, which 1

For "The Friend.'

letter of William Penii.

[The following letter has been sent to us
for re.publication in "The Friend." The note
which accompanied it says: "A few weeks
since I came across, in an old dilapidated
volume, this valuable letter of William Penn,
which he wrote to his wife and children be-
fore leaving them to come to this country in
1682. It interested me much. The senti-
ments are excellent, and very much coincide
with my own. I endeavor to advise ray co
temporaries Avho have young children, to
bring them up in simplicity in food, raiment,
&c.; and see to it that their requirements be
simple."

—

Eds.]
My dear wife and children,—My love, which

neither sea, nor land, nor death itself, can ex
tingiiish or lessen toward you, most endeared-
ly visits you with eternal embraces, and will
abide with you for ever: and may the God of
my life watch over you, and bless you, and
do you good in this world and for ever! Some
things are upon my spirit to leave with youm your respective capacities, as I am to one
a husband, and to the rest a father, if I should
never see you more in this world.
My dear wife! remember thou wast the

love of my youth, and much the joy of my
life

;
the most beloved, as well as most worthy

of all my earthly comforts
; and the reason of

that love was more thy inward than thy out-
ward excellencies, which yet were many. God
knows, and thou knowest it, I can say it was
a match of Providence's making; and God's
imago in us both was the first thing, and the
most amiable and engaging ornament in our
eyes. Now I am to leave thee, and that with-
out knowing whether I shall ever see thee
more in this world, take my counsel into thy

know wound the soul, and offend the Lord
Thirdly : Cast up thy income, and see what

it daily amounts to; by which thou mayest
be sure to have it in thy sight and power to
keep within compass: and I beseech thee to
live low and sparingly, till my debts ai-e paid

;

and then enlarge as tliou seest it convenient.
Remember thy mother's example, when thy
father's public-spiritedness had worsted his
estate (which is my case). I know thou lovest
plain things, and art averse to the pomps of
the world

; a nobility natural to thee. I write
not as doubtful, but to quicken thee, for my
sake, to be more vigilant herein; knowing
that God will bless thy care, and thy poor
children and thee for it. My mind is wrapt
up in a saying of thy father's, " I desire not
riches, but to owe nothing;" and truly that
is wealth, and more than enough to live
snare attended with many sorrows. I i

not bid thee be humble, for thou art so; nor
meek and patient, for it is much of thy natural
di-po.sition

; but I pray thee be oft in retire-
ment with the Lord, and guard against en-
croaching friendships. Keep them at arms
end

;
for it is giving away our power, aye and

self too, into the possession of another; and
that which might seem eng.aging in the be-
ginning may prove a yoke and burden too
hard and heavy in the end. Wherefore keep
dominion over thyself, and let thy children,
good meetings, and Friends, be the pleasure
of thy life.

^

Fourthly: And now, my dearest, let me
recommend to thy care my dear children;
abundantly beloved of me, as the Lord's bless-
ings, and the sweet pledges of our mutual and
endeared affection. Above all things endea-
vor to breed them up in the love of virtue,
and that holy plain way of it which we have
'ived in, that the world in no part of it get
nto my family. I had rather they were
homely than finely bred as to outward beha-
vior; yet I love sweetness mixed with gravity,
and cheerfulness tempered with sobriety. Re-
ligion in the heart leads into this truo civility,
teaching men and women to be mild and cour-
teous in their behavior, an accomplishment
worthy indeed of praise.

Fifthly: Next brood them up in a lovo one

of another: tell them it is the charge ]]eft

behind me ; and that it is the way to hav.jhe
lovo and blessing of God upon them

; Jso'

what his portion is, who hates, or call him
brother fool'. Sometimes separate them .lu,

not long; and allow them to send and
each other small things to endear one an.
with. Once more I say, tell them it w:r
counsel they should be tender and affectioUe
one to another. For their learning be lib |al

Spare no cost; for by such parsimony i| if

lost that is saved
;
but let it be useful ktiw-

ledge, such as is consistent with truth and lid

liness, not cherishing a vain conversatiojor
idle mind, but ingenuity mixed with indu

I
is good lor the body and mind too. I
mend the useful pans of mathematics, as b
ing houses or ships, measuring, survojiif
dialling, navigation ; but agriculture is es'| %
ally in my eye: let my children be husb^d-
men and housewives; it is industrious, heal

y,
honest, and of good example: like Abralitii
and the holy ancients, who pleased God, id

obtained a good report. This leads to in
sider the works of God and nature, of thii;-

that are good, and diverts the mind i'la

being taken up with the vain arts and iii\,n

tions of a luxurious world. It is commc|i.
able in the princes of Germany, and the t)

bles of that empire, that they have all tl

hildren instructed in some useful occupal
Rather keep aa ingenious person in the Ikj

to teach them, than send them to schools,
many evil impressions being commonly [i-

cei ved there. Be sure to observe their gen
and do not cross it as to learning: let th
not dwell too long on one thing; but let ti

change be agreeable, and all their diversi.
have some little bodily labor in them. Wl
grown big, have most care for them ; for tl

there are more snares both within and wi
out. When marriageable, see that they ii;

worthy persons in their eye, of good liie, a

good fame for piety and understanding,
need no wealth, but sufficiency; and be si^
their love be dear, fervent, and mutual, tilt

ii may be happy for them. I choose not th^
should be married to earthly covetous kindr

|,

and of cities and towns of concourse bewait
the world is apt to stick close to those W()
have lived and got wealth there : a count"
life and estate I hke best for my children. I

prefer a decent mansion, of an hundred pom: <

per annum, before ten thousand pounds
London, or such like place, in a way of tia(

.

In fine, my dear, endeavor to breed tluj
dutiful to the Lord, and his blessed li^'li

truih, and grace in their hearts, who is tl

Creator, and his fear will grow up with th
Teach a child (says the wise man) the v

thou wilt have him to walk, and when h
old he will not forget it. Next, obedient
thee, their dear mother; and that not
wrath, but for conscience sake; liberal to
poor, pitiful to the miserable, humble :

kind to all; and may my God make the
blessing, and give thee comfort in our d
children; and in age gather thee to the
and blessedness of the just (where no deal s

hall separate us) for ever'
And now, my dear children, that are tl i

gifts and mercies of the God of your tend( l»

father, hear my counsel, and lay it up in yoi
hearts

;
love it more than treasure, and folio

it, and you shall be blessed here, and happ'
hereafter.

In the first place, remember your Create
in the days of your youth. It was th
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srael in the second of Jeremiah : aud how
God bless Joisiah because he feared him in

youth ! and so he did Jacob, Joseph, and
ses. O my dear children, remember, and
, and serve Him who made you, and gave
to me and your dear mother ; that you

: live to him -and glorify him in j^our

urations

!

do this, in your youthful days seek after

Lord, that j'ou may find him ; rcmember-
his great love in creating you ; that }"ou

not beasts, plants, or stones, but that He
kept you, and given you his grace within,

substance without, and provided plenti-

j for you. This remember in your youth,

; you may be kept from the evil of the

Id: for in age it will be harder to over-

,e the temptations of it,

'^herefore, my dear children, eschew the

earance of evil, and love and cleave to that

fOVLY hearts which shows you evil from
i, and tells you when you do amiss, and
oves you for it. It is the light of Christ

; He has given you for your salvation. If

do this, and follow my counsel, God will

8 you in this world, and give you an in-

tance in that which shall never have an
For the light of Jesus is of a purifying

ire; it seasons those who love it and take

i to it ; and never leaves such, till it has
ight them to the city of God, that has

idations. O that ye may be seasoned with
gracious nature of it! hide it in your
-ts, and flee, my dear children, from all

thful lusts ; the vain sports, pastimes, and
sures of the world; redeeming the time,

luso the days are evil !—You are now be-

ling to live—What would some give for

r time? Oh! I could have lived better,

a I, as you, in the flower of youth,—There-
love and fear the Lord, keep close to

tings, and delight to wait on the Lord
of your father and mother, among his

»ised people, as we have done ; and count
our honor to be members of that Socieiy,

heirs of that living fellowship which is

yed among them, for the experience of
ch your father's soul blesseth the Lord
3Ver.

(To be concloded.)

ardinal Anfonelli's Will.—Under this head
Times has a leader noticing the testamon-
' disposition of the Cardinal's earthly
is, but omitting all reference to his dis-

il of his soul, which is as follows :
—" I re-

mend my poor soul to the infinite mere}'
od, trusting that through the intercession of
Most Holy Iinmnculate Mary, and of my
on saints, St. Peter, St. Paul, St. James and
Louis, He may grant the remission of my
and make me worthy of the eternal glory of

adise." Not a word about Christ and His
it3 1—Late Paper.

of future happiness will cheer and animate the
pilgrim in his toilsome journey.

Selected.

JUST AS THOU WILT,
Jii3t aa thou wilt—no more I pray
That Thou woulii'st take this cross away

;

I only ask for grace to say,

Thy will, not mine, be done,

Jnst as Thou wilt— I cannot see

The path Thy love marks out for me
;

Kesigned, 1 leave the choice to Thee;
Thy will, not mine, be done,

Jnst as Thou wilt—full well I know
Thy hand in mercy deals the blow;
Then, though my cherished hopes lie low.

Thy will, not mine, be done.

Just as Thou wilt—though called to part

With dearest friends, until my heart
Quivers beneath Thy piercing dart

;

Thy will, not mine, be done.

Just as Thou wilt—O Lamb divine,

What grief can be compared to Thine?
Then let Thy prayer henceforth be mine—

Thy will, not mine, be done.

Just as Thou wilt—till life be past

;

Then, safe beyond earth's stormy blast,

My sniil shall sing with joy at last,

Thy will and mine be dune.

'xfract from the Memoirs of Catharine Seely.

think self-indulgence is one of the greatest

irances to christian advancement. We]
t learn self-denial and humility, or we
lot walk in the paths of rectitude Zion-

d, which are not strewed with flowers to

se the carnal mind, but with cro-ses and
Is to prove our sincerit}- and faith. This
1 is new to each, and the experience of

j

srs cannot make it familiar to us; nor
r labors answer instead of ours, any more
1 their happiness can satisfy our souls,

j

must each do our own wOrk, and the hope

Seloctfd for "The Friend."

" The Pui'siiit of Traile ami Busiiirss," From .Idvircs

of Piiiladclplila Yearly .Meeting.

(CoDcliided from page 195.)

We aftectionately desire that Friends may
humblj' wait for Divine counsel in all their

engagements, and duly attend to the secret

intimations and restrictions of the Spirit of

Truth in their business and trading not suf-

fering their minds to be hurried away by an
inordinate desire of worldlj- riches

; remem-
bering the observation of the apostle in his

day, and so often i^orrowfully verified in ours,

that " rhey who will be rich, fall into temp-
tation and a snare;" and erring from the

faith, " pierce themselves through with many
sorrows," Even when riches, to any extra-

ordinary degree, have been amassed by the

successful industry of parents, how often have
they proved like wings to their children, car-

rying them beyond the limitations of Truth,

into liberties repugnant to our religious testi-

monies, and sometimes into enterprises which
have terminated in irreparable damage to

their temporal aff'airs, if not an entire forget-

fulness of the great work of the soul's sal-

vation.

We feel tenderly solicitous on behalf of our

beloved Friends who are engaged in trade or

business, and who, in pursuing the means of

gaining an honest livelihood, are subjected to

many difficulties. We believe the present is

a day of peculiar temptation to such. Cir-

cumstances of latter time have combined to

produce a state of extraordinary excitement

among the truding community, and an active

and eager competition, which is not scrupu-

lous as to the means employed to invite and
secure custom. Pressed by the manoeuvres
of this selfish and grasping spirit, and behold-

ing the apparent success which for awhile is

sometimes permitted to attend it, we fear lest

any under our name should yield to the temp-
tation to resort to any artifices or plans, to

enlarge their business or to increase their

profits, which are inconsistent with the law
of universal righteousness, and thus destroj-

their peace of mind. Strict justice and hon-

esty in all his dealings, and a conscientious

observance of the great precept of onr Holy
Redeemer, "Whatsoever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye also even so unto
them," are the indispensable duty of the
Christian; and the greatest pecuniary gain
would be no compensation for the guilt and
the sore distress which, sooner or later, must
result from its violation.

The standard which the world adopts, and
even defends, in its pursuit of trade and its

desire to gather riches, is not a safe one for

the disciple of Christ. " Men will praise thee
when thou doest well for thyself;" and we
sorrowfully see that this praise is often be-

stowed with but little regard to the means
emplo3'ed to acquire wealth. But we are
taught by the Saviour himself, that "that
which is highly esteemed among men is an
abomination in the sight of God," and we
fear that it is true as respects some of the
modes of conducting business, and many of
the schemes for procuring money, which are
resorted to in the present day. Earnestly do
we desire that all our dear Friends may be
scrupulouslj- on their guard not to suffer their

nice sense of Christian integrity to be blunted
or benumbed by the examples which pass
unreproved in the community, but steadily

adhere to that strict uprightness, in all their

transactions and convers*-, which becomes the
disciple of Christ, and which so remarkably
distinguished our worthy predecessors. How
exact were they in the fulfilment of their

words and obligations! how careful to avoid
all evasive and insincere dealings! and how
conscientious not to engage in anything of a
doubtful or objectionable character! Their
strictness in these respects gained for them
and for our religious Society a high reputa-

tion, and the Lord blessed their honest en-

deavors so that they prospered in the world.

May their noble example influence us of the
present day to follow in their footsteps, that

so our conduct may bring no shade over the
brightness of our Christian profession, but

that, walking and acting in the holy light of

the Lord Jesus, we may by our example com-
mend our principles to those who behold us,

and experience in ourselves the truth of the

Scri|iture declaration, "The paih of the just

man is as a shining light, that shineth more
and more unto the perfect day."

We believe the desire after large business

is one of the besetting temptations of the pres-

ent day, and we would affectionately entreat

our members to beware of being caught with it.

" Seekest thou great things for thyself? Seek
them not," is a language of H0I3' Scripture ap-

plicable, we believe, at this day, to every one
who desires to be a partaker of the joys of

the righteous. The happiness of man's life

consisteth not in the abundance of the things

which he possessetb, but in the love of God
shed abroad in the heart, and daily commu-
nion with Him. Trade, or business, or specu-

lations in property, which hold out prospects

of a rapid accumulation of riches, often de-

stroy the tranquillity of the mind, and lead

to perplexities which not only lessen the de-

sire, but disqualify" for a patient, humble de-

pendence upon Him, who is the Author of all

our mercies, and whose blessing alone maketh
truly rich. Maj' none of our members involve

themselves in worldly concerns of such mag-
nitude, or of so absorbing a character, as to

disqualify them for acting the part of faithful

stewards to God, in the right use of their

time, their talents, and the temporal substance
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several Friends being knocked down in le

street, also when the meeting was dispersiV,

(John Vantjhton having ended with prayif.

J. V. and B. F. [B. Freeman] were struck jr

the soldiers. They say they have orciis

from the K. not to suffer a meeting there,
" 5 mo. 22, Devoiis. Without. The trai

1

hands coming to disperse the meeting.
,

Goodaker and Jno. Mills taken by the e .

stables and sent a waj^ and twenty-three rac
;,

were all committed to Poultry Compter 7

the mayor, for not giving bond to appt|.

Afternoon. In the street. B. Antrobus tal]i •

by the constables, being in prayer; whi
the mayor engaged to appear. The twen'.

five Friends, upon the endeavors of J. 0. c I

with the mayor, were discharged the 26 in

beinir fined 5s. each, according to the stauit'

" Horslydown. In the street. A. Toni.

kins declared, and after him Jno. Field, wh t

a soldier of the trained bands coming, looki

on him and went away, but came again w i

several files of the trained bands, saying tl''

had orders to disperse the meeting. Inlrei-

ing Friends ; but said at last, ' If you v

not go, we must make you go,' and drew f

ward, moving Friends forward in the stre

as far as the tree; and [it] raining ft

Friends broke up the meeting. The captaiii

name was Smith, threatening the constab

for neglecting their office."

" 6 mo. 5, Horslydown. In the street. Ei^

teen taken by the trained bands—were had

4

the artillery ground, and from thence to J
tice ,

where two did engage for the r

for appearance at Sessions."

"Park. In the street. Eighteen taken'

the trained bands, as soon as they were ga

ered, and had to the artillery ground. Af
some time they took twelve more, and i:

them there, who with the eighteen fn

Horslydown, were brought to the same J
tice, where two engatcing (as before) ;

all wi

dismissed but Wm. Bingley, [who was] cc

mitted to the Marshalsea for speaking.

"Peel. In the street. The constables bei

rough, haled Friends from place to place."
" 6 mo. 19, Park. Without. In the morni

about half a score Friends being taken by I

soldiers, and carried to Justice Glover, w
enjoined them to appear next Sixth day 1

fore the private sessions, etc.

" Afternoon, without. The soldiers cai

about the 2d hour. The sergeant caused si

eral forms to be taken in, and threatened
nail up the meeting-house door, and said

would be pulled down, adding, he would 8

fer no meeting in the street, and bid Frier,

depart, or he would send evevy man to ga;

having a warrant in his pocket (as he sai

And Friends not departing, he bid his soldi'

knock them down, tire at them, for they wi

met in a riotous manner. Some Friends
plied, they were there peaceably met to w
ship God, signifying that in a little time th

should depart. Upon which he said, '

tr}' you,' and drew oif his men, and wi

away. Then J. Field spoke about half

three quartei-s of an hour, and soon after

had ended, he came again and said, ' Whi '"

are you here still?' And so took sove
Friends into custody. Departing with
men he dropt some, but the rest he b

away. J. F. ending the meeting with pray
About half a score ho had to Justice Glov
who engaged them to appear next Sixth d

at the private sessions, and so dismisl

them."

intrusted to their care; or prevent them from

being concerned, in all things to pass the

time of their sojourning on earth in fear, and

by daily watchfulness unto prayer, to have

their lamps irimmed, and oil in their vessels,

that when the solemn close of life shall come,

they may be prepared, through the mercy of

God in Christ Jesus, to enter into the joy of

their Lord.

It is the judgment of this meeting, that

neither Monthly nor other meetings should

receive subscriptions, donations, or bequests,

from persons [who have failed], until they

have paid off their deficiencies, or are volun-

tarily acquitted thireof by their creditors;

for it should be remembered that though, in

such cases, the defaulier may have been legally

discharged, the property he may afterwards

acquire is not properly his own till he has

fairly paid otf his former debts to the satisfac-

tion of the creditors.

For " The Friend."

Obey the Captain.

Having occasion to cross an arm of the

ocean of several miles in width,! was kindly

invited into the pilothouse of our little

steamer, as a good look-out from which the

shores, the waves, and the passing vessels

could be readily seen and watched.

The wind was strong, and blowing from

such a quarter, that our direct course would

have been diagonally across it. To avoid the

roughness and discomfort which a side wind
and waves would have caused us, the Captain

ordered the steersman to keep to the west-

ward, along the shore, for several miles, till

he reached a certain point at the mouih of a

river, and then turn his vessel towards the

port we were seeking. Thi8apparentl3- length-

ened our voyage, for at the river's mouth we
Avere but little nearer the place we were going

to than whi-n we started ; but by going there

we had obtained a position from which we
could safely and rapidly perform the remain-

der of the journey without fenr of rocks or

shoaN, and with a favoring wind.

This little fragment of nautical experience

furnished food for profitable reflection. Does
it not suggest the need there is, that the voy-

ager on the ocean of life, bound to the haven of

eternal rest and peace, should seek for direc-

tion from Him who alone knows the hidden
dangers of the deep? that he should obey
His commands, and steer his vessel in accord-

ance therewith, trusting to that wisdom which
is profitable to direct? We may think that

the path of duty which has been placed he-

fore us appear.1 to bring us no nearer to the

Heavenly Kingdom than when we entered it

;

that while others are conspicuously engaged
in proclaiming to the world the doctrines of

religion, we are confining our exertions to a

small c rele ; ami we may be indm-ed by such
reflections and suggestions to enter on similar

labors and efforts, without knowing the pre-

paration of heart, or the Divine command,
without which we cannot safely engage there-

in. Thus we may expose ourselves to winds
and waves, with which our frail barks are

not fitted to contend, and so may meet with
great loss, or even suffer total shipwreck.

But ho who faithfully follows the oi-dors of

his Heavenly Captain, will be so guided as to

steer the right course, and will be enabled to

meet the winds and waves with safety, and
to avoid the hidden rocks and sand-bars; for

his Master is one who knows all the sound

ing'< of the waters over which he has to pass,

and is skilful to conduct His vessel safely past

all datigers in their voyage toward Heaven.
I noticed also, that the steersman was al-

wa3's moving his wheel ; sometimes one way,
and sometimes another; while his eye was
steadily fixed on the point towards which he

was going. This constant exertion was ren-

dered necessary by the fluctuations of the

wind and currents, and by the blows of the

waves. These causes were continually shift-

ing the position of the vessel; and if their

effect had not been counteracted by the vigi-

lance of the steersman, they would soon have
turned our boat completely out of her course,

and even gradually have headed her back
towards the point from which she started.

Even so the Christian needs to keep his

attention steadily fixed on that celestial city

towards which he is voyaging, so that he may
continually counteract the tendency of the

cares, trials, and temptations of life to turn

him aside from the pursuit of the one thing
needful. Without this care we are not safe,

even if we have in good earnest set out to

seek the Heavenly country ; for we are con-

stautlj' exposed to various influences, which
may lead us astray. Hence it is indispensa-

bly necessary to observe our Saviour's com-
mand, " Watch and pray lest ye enter into

temptation." W.

For "Tlie Friend."

Au Interesting Record.

(Concluded from paga 198.)

The following extracts from the Eecord
show the character of the trials endured by
Friends in the city of London at this time.

" 2 mo. 29, 1G83, Grace's Street. Kept out
in Grace's Street. A constable, with some
files of trained bands, came and made procia

mation. Friends standing quietly, the sol-

diers thronged along the houses, thrusting
Friends in the rain. The soldiers stood quiet.

John Field declared and prayed, and meeting
ended peaceably, near the 11th hour."

'•3 mo. 16, Grace Str. For this meeting,
Daniel Quare distressed for 10£ (preaching),

though not there."
" 4 mo. 10, Grace's Street. Kept out in

the street. Patrick Livingstone taken, being
in prayer, by a constable. Cirried to the

Exchange, thence to the Mayor, who com-
mitted him to Wood Street Compter for re-

fusing the oath."
" 5 mo. 1, Grace's Street. Within the house.

The constables coming with three informers,

neighbors, took fourteen Friends, and had them
before Sr. James Ei wards. Mayor, and Alder-

man Tulso, who fined twelve of them 5s.

apiece and dismissed them. Eobert Sandi-
lands and Samuel Martins were bound over
to sessions for preaching." "Robert Sandi-
lands was committed to Newgate, by mitti-

mus dated the 3d inst., by the Mayor and
Aid. Tulso, upon the 5-mile act, and preach-
ing at Grace's Street, and not taking the
oath, nor subscribing to the declaration, for

six months." " Wheeler Street. Kept out in

the street. John Browne and Thomas Cur-
win taken and committed to the House of
Correction in While Chapel for a riot, pre-

tended, by Sr. Wm. Smith and Ro. Hastings."
"5 mo. 8, Savoy. Kept out in the entr3'

and street. The soldiers were abusive to

Friends, striking several with their muskets."
''5 mo. 15, iSavoy. Kept out in the entry

and street. The soldiers were very rough.
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6 mo. 22, Grace Ch. Street. Within the
neting-house ; very quiot and peaceable
^ends mostly standing, the forms having
tn taken away last Fourth day by the con
Lbles. G. F. declared, and G. W. tirst."

^6 mo. 26, Devonshire house. 3Iorning
\>t out. The constables and watchmen took
<in Vaughton and eight Friends more. One
yre against J. V. for speaking, before th'

(.'d Mayor, who fined him 26£, which h
tl upon bira, and three more, being 5£ upon
[h, and so dismissed thcni all.

Afternoon, kept out. The constable, etc
iing taken some Friends into custody, was
:gh with Friends to have them be gone
l|]ed peaceably, those in custody being dis-

L'sed."

,7 mo. 2, Bull and Month. Kept out by
jliers morning and afternoon. Marrab,
•mborrow was taken in the morning and
iimitted to Wood Street Compter for speak
I, by Justice ."

7 mo. 9, Devonsh. House. Morning. The
stables Townsend and another, with the
.chmen, having set forms on either end o
alley to keep Friends out of the square
W. being there spoke to them, calling
n neighbors. Said this was a new way,
what order had they for that? Further
ing that the Aldermen told him they
(uld not be used worse than other meetings

the city, etc. At last prevailed with
m that they took away the forms and put
? halberds there. And though the con-
ies proceeded to be rigorous, and to make
lamation threatening Friends with a riot;
jngth G. W. gained upon Townsend and
itables that they were more moderate,
ng G. W. whether he would go with them
.he Alderman to-morrow : who said he
lid, and that freely, where they would
e him

; and Friends having had some
it time, departed.
Afternoon, Friends were within: some
U bustle was by the watchmen, but ended
jeable : but being gone, the train bands

with all speed and were disappointed
ng the meeting being done."
7 mo. 23. Grace ch. Street. Tho. Barker,
m. Low, Sam. Russel and Jno. Broadgate
1 sessions the 18th 10th mo. for this nieet-

Fined 10 nobles each."*
mo. 7. Grace's Street. Some within
some without, kept so by the officers.

Robertson declared in the court and
7ed, and the ending whereof the offic

'nk the marshalO came and took the said
though he had finished, and Friends

3 ready to pass away, and [he] was fined

isavoy. Within. G. ff. was taken by the
tables, declaring, etc., and had to a Jus-
and was to appear again next morning,
accordingly went to the constables. But
ng received no mittimus from the Justice,
issed G. ff. A. Parker there also, and at
Justices with G. F. Several Friends'
es were taken. Gabriel Shadd having
med against the meeting aforesaid, and
I warrant.
rVestminster. Within. Francis Stamper
taken declaring, by the constables upon
information of Gabr. Shadd, aforesaid,
was had to a Justice, who examined the
tables, &c. But none would swear against

rds had given their names to

is entry was nude after an acct. of the meeting
;

larily at a sukseqiient date.

him
;
took his name at length (Shadd being

present) and lor want of information upon
oath dismissed the Friend F. S."

"9. Peel. Shadd came with constables
and soldiers, taking Friends' names; Wm
Bingley being there, had his name [taken]
also.

" 10. At night Shadd came with officers
and red coat soldiers, demanding 20£ for the
house and 10£ for an unknown "preacher, by
warrant from Peter Sabbs, Justice. Made
seizure of the goods, kept possession that
night; next day carrying away 12 load of
timber and household goods. Carrying all to
Bridewell, there to be kept till further order."

" 8 mo. 14. Savoy. Within. The informer
Shadd, came with the constables, &c.—Eliza
Stamper speaking— asking Friends names
was refused, because [they] had to object
against Shadd (of his being burnt, &c.,)* and
would have their accuser face to face. The
constables said, 'you shall;' and had many
away, both men and women, to Clement's
church-house, keeping them almost till night,
something strict, and had them to Justice
Arminger, where their names being taken, and
Shadd not appearing, were dismissed. The
Justice af
Shadd."
"8 mo. 28, Bull and Mouth. Within the

house. M-.ijor Pierce, of the Blue Regiment,
with several files of musqueteers, came, com-
manding Friends to depart, if not, 'twas a
riot, and they would break everything to
pieces. Francis Stamper spoke to Friends to
be still and quiet, and wait low in the fear of
the Lord, and keep their places, &c., whom
they took down from the jra"«iy with Jno.
Brooks, Sam. Goodacre, and six more, and
turned out the rest. Then [they] broke all

the windows in the meeting, flung down
the forms out of the high gallery into the
meeting room, and hit him that commanded
them, breaking the boards of the floor with
them. Then went down and broke divers
forms to pieces. And in the street com
manded Friends to depart, taking Franci;
Stamper and three more (taken into custody)
with them before the Mayor, who engaged
the said Friends in case of liberty, &c., t

ppear next sessions. These being gone
Friends went into the meeting-house again
keeping and ending the meeting quietly.

" Tlie said four persons appearing at the
Qnarter Sessions for London, the 10th of the
10th mo. following, were indicted for being
at a riotous meeting, etc, were brought in
guilty, and fined 3£ 6s. 8d. each, and carried
to prison (Newgate) with thirteen more, after
11 at night."
"9 mo. 11, Park. Afternoon, within. Wm.

Gibson declaring, and James Parke having
spoke, [they] with six more were taken by
the constable, who brought a warrant for
meeting on fi st-days and other days. All
were brought before Justice Reading, who

* I find about this time, that one Gabriel Shad, who
had made it his business to serve as informer against
the Quakers, and who had lately informed against G.
For, as hath been said, being confined in Newgate at
London, for stealing goods from one William Leraan,
to the value of three hnndred pounds, had been found
guilty of felony at the Old Baily ; but he had such
friends that he was freed from the gallows, and having
obtained the benefit of the clergy, was discharged with
being burnt in the hand. Such infamous persons were
the informers; for honest people scorned to meddle
with such a base and abominable work.—SeweU's Bis-
tory.

fined W. Gibson 20£, and James Park.' 20£,
the rest for hearing, 5s. Said, ' If you will not
be reduced by your purses, you must go to
prison.'

"

"9 mo. 18, Grace's Street. Wm. Bingley
and eight more taken by the marshal, and,
with Sam. Waldenfield, were had to the
.\Iayor, and bound over to appear at the ses-
sions next; where they were brought in
guilty of a riot, fined 5£ each, and conrmitted
to Newgate the l4th of 11th rao. 1683-4, and
good behaviour."*

" 10 mo. 9, Savoy. About fifty Friends
taken out of the meeting, thirteen whereof
were brought before two Justices by the con-
stables, etc. (by means of the informer Hil-
ton), who put the oath of allegiance to Jno.
Vaughton, and referred him to speak to a
certain priest, who was to inform hiui upon
his queries concerning the oath and the law-
fulness thereof; and all [were] to appear at
sessions the day following. Being gone, all
were convicted for a Conventicle a"id fined in
tbt-ir absence. And Jno. Vaughton with the
rest appearing. at the sessions at Hickshall
the day following, found a great deal of mod-
eration towards them, and were greatly com-
mended. Sr. Wm. Smith being chairman,
who called Friends early before the bench
(the Lord Craven being on the one hand and
another Lord on the other hand), and havino-
spoke to Fri.'uds concerning the lawfulnes's
and us fulness of an oath, and equity thereof
as to defend the King, who takes an oath to
defend us his subjects, said at last, 'I must
confess, though you have not sworn allegi-
ance, yet j'ou have practiced allegiance by
yourh')nest life and quiet conversation among
your neighbors, etc.,' speaking pretty much
to that purpose. Saying further :

' And there-
fore this honorable Bench, in hopes you will
continue your allegiance and obedience to the
King and his government, and have no hand
in any plot or designs, as we do not hear of any
of you or yours have [done, we] do not intend
to put that upon you which they know you
cannot perform—which is to swear;' and so
discharged them; and all were well satisfied.

The infoimers, etc., disappointed and Friends
encouraged."

It is natural for the reader to desire to
know the names of the compilers of this
Record. A careful examination clearlj' shows
tuat two persons must have been concerned
in it, one of them writing out the names of
the meetings, their date', and the nnmes of
ministers attending them ; the other furnish-
ing the incidents that occurred. The latter,

it is suspected, maj- have been George White-
head. There are some indications favoring
this conjecture in the text, the strongest o"f

which is that one of the statements appears
to be signed G. W. A eoniparison of these
capitals, which frequently occur, with the fac-

simile in Rawlinson Barclay's "Letters of
Earl3' Friends," also shows a close resem-
blance.

It appears that a number of the meetings
at that time were held in silence. A more
careful examination of the manuscript shows
there were over forty ministers therein men-
tioned, living in London, five of whom were
women.

ippears by a note in
' died in prison.

he margin thit one of thei:
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For "The Friend."

The following extract from the letters of

John Barclay, if the Editors approve, I should

be <;lad to see inserted in "The Friend."
" Domestic life presents many opportuni-

ties for the exercise of virtue, as will as the

more exalted stations of honor and ambition.

For though its sphere is more humble, and

its transactions are less splendid, j'et the du-

ties peculiarly incumbent on it constitute the

basis of all public character. Perfection in

private life is by far the more arduous attain-

ment of the two ; since it involves a higher

degree of virtue to acquire the cool and silent

admiration of constant and close observers,

than to catch the undistinguishing applause

of the vulgar. Men accustomed to the busi-

ness of the world may think it a mean occu-

pation to be engaged in the duties of a family.

It is, however, only bj* comparison that they

are rendered to a superficial eye petty and

insignificant. View them apart, and their

necessity, their importance, immediately rises.

'How many daily occasions there are for

the exercise of patience, forbearance, benevo
lence, good humor, cheerfulness, candor, sin-

ceritj', compassion, selfdenial ! How many
instancesoccur of satirical hints, of ill-natured

witticisms, of fretfulness, impatience, strife,

and envyinga; besides those of disrespect,

discontent, sloth, and very many other seeds

of evil, the magnitude of which is perhaps
small, but for the guilt of which we shall most
assuredly be judged.

"When we consider that private life also

has its trials, temptations, and troubles, it

ought surely to make us vigilant, when around
our own fireside, le^t we should quiet our ap-

])rehensions, and cease from our daily watch-
fulness.

"Prove your love and affection for your
fitmily, and your friendship and attachment
for all your connections, by using, not partial,

hypocritical, momentary acts of kindness, but
one universal, constant, animated effort,—one
sincere desire of rendering others happy, uni-

ted with compassion for their sufferings, char-

ity and candor for their errors, and forgive-

ness I'or their injuries.

"Especially cultivate a benevolent dispo-

sition, an inclination rather to think and speak
well than ill of those around, accompanied
with that candor which exposes, not the er-

rors but rather the virtues of others, to view
;

and which brings to light with regret their

failings, for no other end than their suppres-
sion."

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 10, 1877.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoKElGN.—A census of Paris wiis taken at the cl-

of 1876, and the number of inhabitanls was found to be

1,986,748, which ia an increase of 133,956 since the
census was taken at the close of 1872.

The popuhition of the German empire is officially

stilted to he 42,727,620.

The British Privy Council have ordered that no cat-

tle, sheep or goats be allowed to leave London on ac-

count of the appearance of the rinderpest in its suburbs,
Advices from the City of Mexico to the 21at ult., state

that armed resistance to General Diaz is considered at

an end for the present. Lerdo, as well as If^lesia.t, suc-

ceeded in leaving the country safely. Mnny of the ad-

herents of Lerdo continued to make their eMiMpc-. The
church party tacitly countenances Diu/,, l)ui :i ;,'.'uerMl

opinion prevails that his government would be of short

duration.

A dispatch from Constantinople says: It is believed

that the Porte in its negotiations with Servia is dis-

posed to require a guarantee of the continued Turkish

occupation of Alexinatz. Montenegro, in reply to

Midhat Pacha's dispatch to treat direct for peace, ac-

cepts the proposal to negotiate, and requests the Porte

to state the conditions it will accord as a basis of nego-

tiations.

A Vienna dispatch says Russia is employing her

time well. War preparations are continued with energy

and on a larger scale than before. Nothing has been

done hitherto which would indicate that the beginning

of the war is very close at hand ; but the preparations

leave no donbt of the determination to follow up the

war if it breaks out. It is understood that Russia will

not commence the war, but will keep a large army on

the frontier, thus compelling Turkey to do the same,

which will cause a heavy demand on the already em-
barrassed finances of that country.

The Porte has sent a dispatch to its representatives

abroad, giving notice of the appointment of three Chris-

tians to the Governorship of Provinces, and declaring

that the application of the reforms is proceeding un-

remittingly.

Montenegro has informed the Porte the terms of

peace proposed by the latter power can be accepted only

on the condition that Sultorina is annexed to Monte-
negrin territory.

A Constantinople dispatch of the 5th says, that Mid-
hat Pacha has been dismissed from the office of Grand
Vizier, and Edhem Pacha, who was noted for his vio-

lent opposition to the proposals of the European Powers
has been appointed in his place.

Advices from the City of Mexico to 1st mo. 30th,

state that the elections were going in favor of Diaz.

The church party had triumphed in the elections in

the capital and several other cities. A petition was in

circulation requesting the government to permit the

return of the Sisters of Charity who were expelled from
the country two years ago. Protestant worship has
been suspended in various places by order of the au-
thorities.

The coffee estates in Ceylon have advanced greatly in

valne in consequence of the continued high price of

coffee. Estates which sold at $400 to $500 per acre,

are now worth $650.
In the 25 years from 1849 to 1874, more than 270,000

persons were added to London, an increase somewhat
in excess of the actual wants of the metropolis.
The London Pall Mall Gazette is of opinion that

the results of the recent elections in Germany are dis-

couraging to the empire, and that it will require all of

narck's adroitness to maintain a majority for the
government.
The steamer George Washington, which left Halifax

on the 18th ult. for St. Johns, X. F., went ashore at

Cape Race during a snow storm, and all on board
perished. The crew consisted of 22 persons, all belong
to New York and the vicinity.

Unitep States.—The two Houses of Congress chose
the ten Senators and Representatives, who, with live

Judges of the Supreme Court, form the Commission to

decide all disputed questions in regard to the Presiden-
tial election, with great unanimity, and the four judges
selected by Congress chose Justice Bradley to be the
fifth member, thus completing the Commission of fif-

teen. On the first inst. both Houses met in joint con-
vention to count and declare the Electoral vote, taking
the States in alphabetical order. No objections arose
nntil Florida was reached, when two certificates were
read, objection was made by the Democrats to the Hayes
certificates and by the Republicans to the Tilden cer-
tificates. The certificates and papers in the case were
theretipon referred to the Electoral Commission for

adjudication, and the joint convention adjourned to

await its decision. The Commission heard the argu-
ments of able counsel on both sides during the 2d, 3d
and 5th instant. It was then announced that no public
session would be held on the 6th inst., but that the
Commission would meet at noon for consultation.
The House Committee on Appropriations has pro-

vided for only $25,000 for the President's salary in the
Legislative Appropriation bill, and accompanied the
item with a clause repealing the section of the Revised
Staiutes making the salary $50,000. It is believed the
reduction will be agreed to.

A bill has passed the House appropriating $500,000
to be paid to James B. Eids on account of his work at
the mouth of the Mississippi river in building jettie.s,

&c. The channel through the jetties at the mouth of
the Pass is 21 feet deep, with a "coast width of 200 feet,

ill which no depth less than 20 feet is found. The en-
trance from the sea through the jetties is 1000 feet wide,
and through the works at the head of the pass 800 feet.

The public debt of the United States was iK^ ri

$2,069,670 during the First month.
The Legislature of Kansas has elected Col. I'liir

the U. S. Senate.

The tonnage of freights on the New York < ina

1876 was 4,172,129 tons, on which the tolls a.noi

to $1,340,000. In 1862 the tonmige was 5,598,:i7s

the tolls received were $5,188,943, showing ih ,i i

the business has falling off only about 25 per ( iii

compensation has declined over two-thirds in c

quence of the competition of the railroads.

The total losses to the fishing fleet of (ilmici

Mass., for the year 1876, amount to no less ili;

vessels with crews numbering 213 men.
On the 3d inst. President Grant sent a special

sage to Congress urging the adoption of raeasnr

facilitate and hasten the resumption of specie paym
To this end the volume of legal tender notes in cir

tion must be reduced, and the President proposes

this shall be done by the issue of 4 per cent, bonds
40 years to run before maturity, to be exchange
said legal tenders, the whole amount of such bond

to exceed $1.50,000,000. The President also ad

the repeal of so much of the joint resolution fo

issue of silver coin as limits the amount to $-50,00(

There were 425 deaths in New York city last '

and 242 in Philadelphia.

Ninety-nine emigrants sailed from New York o

3d inst. for Australia in search of more profitabh

ployment than they were able to find here.

A meeting of unemployed workmen was held in

York the 3d inst., at which a memorial to the Lei

tnre was adopted calling for an appropriation ol;

000,000 to be expended on public works for the pu
|

of giving employment to some of the 55,000 men
it is alleged, are now without work.
The total imports into New York during the

month were $29,940,937, against 134,274,836 ii

corresponding month 1876, the total exports of prt

were $29,348,662, against $24,940,937 in 1876, she

a large reduction of imports, and an increase of ex

Tke Markets, &c.—The following were the quots

the 5th inst. Philadelphia. — American gi
"

U. States sixes, 1881, registered 113J; do. cou

114| ; do. 1868, registered and coupons, 116 J ; do.

cents, 1881, 11) ; do. 4^ per cents, 107^. Cotton

131 cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Extra floi

a $6.25 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.50. Pennsyl
red wheat, $1.49 a $l..50; amber, $1.52 a $1.54; w
white, $1.55 a $1.58. Rye, 77 a 82 cts. Yellow
55 a 56 cts. Oats, 37 a 41 cts. New York fs

cheese, 15 a 15} cts. : western, 13i a 14J cts. Sa

3375 beef cattle at 6} a 6i cts. per lb. gross for e

5 a 6 cts. for good, and 4 a 4J cts. for common. I

sold at 4 J- a 7 cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 9200
Hogs 9} a 10 cts. per lb. net for extra, and coinm
a 8J cts' Receipts 3200 head. New York.—^af
flour, #5.60 a $5.75; State extra, $5.80 a $6.00;
brands, $6.50 a $11.00. Amber winter wheat, \

No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.41. Yellow corn, 59 a 6i

white, 60 a 62 cts. Oats, 38 a 55 cts. State hart

cts. CAicayo.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.28; No.
$1.17. Corn, 42| cts. Rye, 69 cts. Barley, 5:

cts. Lard, $10.85 per 100 lbs. Cincinnati.—

f

flour, $6.75 a $7.00. Red wheat, f1.40 a $1.48.

42 a 44 cts. Oats, 35 a 40 cts. Rye, 80 cts. La
cts.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Prim

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the i

the Ninth month. Application may be made to

Joseph S. Elkinton, 331 South Filth

Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Smedley,,415 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce SC

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAl
Near Frankford,

(
Twenty-third Ward, ) Philadei

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H.W
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admi.ssion of Patients i ^
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo

iji

M.anagers.

Died, 1st mo. 29ih, 1877, at her residence in Ii

ton, Elizabeth McBride, in the 81st year of bei
*

member of Middleton Monthly and Particular J^
"

of Friends, Columbiana county, Ohio.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
'~

No, 422 Walnut Street. f
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sit of William II. Sfward to the Malmrajah of

Puttceala, in India.

(CoDcliided from page 202.)

It five o'l-loeic, Mr. Seward, the ladies,

plain Ilor^t'ord, and servants, were duly

anted in irorircous howdalis on elephants,

, Sewaril being raised to his howdah in a

led iialanqiiin. Notwi'.hstandinij our pre-

.18 e.'jperience, we ail felt insecure in our
Ration. While the elephants rose to their

t, we hold fast to the arms of our howdah-,
•y much as the landsm:in grasps the bul-

rk of a phip in a high sea. Our animals
rched three abreast, covering the entire

•ement of the widened streets. With the

eCul help of numberless supple grooms, tho

ty came s.fely to the foot of the broad

ircase within the court of the palace, e.\-

)tthat, on our calling the roll. Freeman did

, answer. He, like the rest, was mounted
an elephant, but was left behind.

The palace is built on the sides of a quad-

igle, is four stories high, and is quite ini-

)ing. A liattalion of infantry presented

ns, and a ringing blast from the bugles of

iquadron of cavalry greeted us as we en

the court. W^hile we were dismounting
)rass band playeil the ever-favorite naliona

thera in honor of Mr. Seward, and the bag
pers followed with " Annie Laurie" in honor
the ladies. We have heretofore described

magnifiience of the attire of the 3Ia-

•ajali of Putteeala, when he appeared at

eopci-a and at the concert in Calcutta. We
)ndere(l at the strings of emeralds and pearU
nich drooped from his neck and turban,

aen he met us yesterday at the citadel,

hfn he paid his visit of ceremony this morn-

g at the jiavilion, we thought he could have
thing in reserve so fine as the diamonds
d emeralds he th>n wore. One chain, sus

nded from his turban, contained twenty-six

illiants, each as large as a hazel nut. But
ose decorations were simplicity itself when
mparod with the pearls, rubies, emeralds,

pphires, and diamonds, which flashed upon
as he 8:ood resplendent on tlie portico

)Ove, waiting to receive ns. The music
til now hushed, burst forth from twtdvi

iseen bands at once. With majestic courtesy,

took Mr. Seward by the hand and con-

licted hint up the steps, and across the ter-

kced portico, and seated him in a silver arra-

hair, which was placed on a dais within a

recess, in a great hall of audience, which was
filled to its utmost capacity. Then excusing
himself, his highness returned to the portico,

and conducted one of the ladies to an equallj'

nificent seat ; then returned, and brought
the other lad\- in the same courtly manner,

lie then seated himself between the two
ladies. Mr. Seward had become anxious, and
now asked Captain Horsford for Freeman.
Inquiry was made, and iie was found sitnng

meekK-, if not quite patiently, in his gilded

howdah, fori.'0tten in the hu.><tl.-; equally un-

able to descend without assistance, or to make
his wants known. At command, a silver lad-

der was raised against the kneeling beast, and
Freeman entered, having had to wait his au-

dience at Putteeala, as he had before to wait

for the fifteenth amendment to bring him to

the citizenship of the United States.

The music Ceased. The prince, now turn-

ng to Mr. Seward, delivered an elaborate

peech, in which ho explained, in a strain per-

haps not altogether free from Eastern hyper-

bole, tlie pride and satisfaction which he de-

rived from Mr. Seward's visit to his capital,

and to the palace of his ancestors. This dis

course was followed by an address equally

complimentary to each of tho ladies. Mr.

Seward -replied that it was particularly grati-

fying to him to be received with so much con-

sideration in one ot tho most important of the

states of India. These compliments
finished, the infant son and heir of the prince

was brought in, accompanied b\- twenty or

m 're tutors, «nd attemlants and was formally

presented to each of the visitors. The little

boy, only four years old, is very pretty. He
has large dark ej'os and curling black hair.

His small rich scarlet an<l blue silk dress was
loaded with jewels. An enormous turban,

embroidered with gold, seemed enough to

weigh him d'lwn. He stood erect and made
profound S'llams ; then one of his tutors,

spiakiiig in the child's name, said :
'• I had

the honor of m-etint; your excellencies,

your morning drive, and I hope you have liad

a pleasant da)'. I shall always remember
that I have seen you here." Having gone
through his part with perfect propriety, the

j-oung prince, like anj- less distinguis"

child, laid his curly head on the arm of

great silver chair, and was soon sound ash-ep.

The maharajah now spoke «( his domestic

state, saying, however, nothing of wife

wives. He dwelt, as a proud father might,

on liis two children, the one who was now
with us, and the other a girl, still younger,

in the zenana. He then gave us a brief ac-

count of his father, who was distinguished for

his heroism, and of his two sisters, one of

whom is dead, the other a widow. This ea-^y

and pleasant conversation over, a troop of

nautch-girls came upon the floor, more richly

dressed and more graceful even than those we
saw at the regatta on the Ganges. The hall

was now cleared. Fifi)- Sikh bagpipers, in

British uniform, marched through the hall.

discoursing familiar airs under the leadership

of a Scottish piper, in tartan and kilts.

After these amusements, the business o( the

durbar was resumed. The maharajah's min-

sters of state were announced, appeared and
made sal<}ms in a manner which elsewhere

might be thou-rht affected or obsequious, but

here is graceful and dignified. Mr. Seward
detained each, with questions in regard to the

affairs of his department, and the form in

which it isc'inducti'd. Next came the general

and commanders of the array, not f irgetting

the Highland leader of the pipers. Putteeala

has no navy. Last, a great number of per-

sons, presented as "relatives of the prince,"

ploj-ed injudicial, political, and municipal

trusts. No presentable man in the city was
nitted. Tho presentations being over, a

ultitude of servants, "that no man in haste

could number." came bearing silver trays on

their bea<ls filled with India fabiics of mus-
ns, cambrics, cashmeres, silks, and jewels,

and laid the whole at Mr. Seward's feet, the

trays covering twenty feet square on tho floor.

The prince, with infinite gravity, invited Mr.

Seward to accept this "small and unworthy
collection" as a token of his highness's respect

and affection. Mr. Seward, having been pre-

viously instructed, touched with his finger the

simplest article, a turban scarf of purple inter-

woven with gold thread. The trays and their

bearers immediatel)' disappeared, but onlj^ to

be replaced bj' a similar display, no less costly

and elegant. These treasures were laid at

the feet of one of the ladies, who was asked

to accept this " poor trash." In accordance

with an intimation through an officer, she

touched a cashmere shawl. The train and
merchandise disappeared, and the third and

equal presentation was made to the second

ladj-, who in like manner touched a shawl.

The prince, who had looked on with an air

of supreme indifference to the whole proceed-

in .', then said to Mr. Seward, " I have a great

many other things in the palace, which I

should like to present to you, but I will not

take up j-our time to look at them." Then,

thanking Mr. Seward and the ladies for hav-

ing accepted these "unworthy trifles," he in

a loud voice, and with an imperious manner,

directed that all the articles which had been

thus displaye.I and offered to us, should bg

conveyed to Mr. Seward's palace and deliver-

ed to his servants. For our part, we are quite

sure that " these un worthj^ trifles" would have

been sufficient to stock an Indian bazaar in

New York. Price, Freeman, and Jeanie, who
had been filled with admiration in witnessing

the august ceremony, became suddenly per-

plexed to know how they should convey so

large a quantity of precious baggage in our

small special railway car.

The Prmce of Putteeala now spoke with

pride of the solon in which the durbar was
held, and not without reason. It is one hun-

dred and thirty feet long, sixty feet wide, and
thirty feet high. Tho roof is supported by
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(loiible rows of columns, between which arc
suspended crystal chandeliers, with vuric-

f^ated glass shades for two thousand lights.

The walls, on all sides, are hung with mirrors.
Mr. Seward rose to take leave. The betel-nut
was offered to our palates, the attar of roses
to our hands, and we were dismissed with a
suggeslion that we should drive through those
of the city parks and gardens which we had
not jet seen, and then return for a final visit

in the evening. The maharajah conducted
us down the staircase and placed us in car-

riages. We drove an hour through the public
grounds, being stopped every few rods by gar-
dener.s, who covered us with flowers, and filled

our carriages with fruit. A band of music,
on the way, gave us " God save the Queen,
which tune these good people seem to think
to bo a national hymn of our own. On the
waj' to our pavilion, we met the maharajah,
driving his favorite "Hermit" before a dog-
cart, at a ftirious rate, followed by a flying
escort.

We returned to the palace at eight o'clock.
All the two thousand candles w-ero ablaze, and
wore reflected to infinitude by the broad,
bright mirrors. Not only the salon, but the
court, the grand stairway, the portico, the
entire palace, with its thousand windows and
balconies, were illuminated. So the ancestral
hall of Putteeala was as brilliant as the moun-
tain-palace in which Cupid visited the en-
chanted Psyche. We had an hour of conver-
sation, which was the more interesting be-
cause informal. It turned chiefly on the
prince's intended journey the next year to
England, and his desire to extend it to the
United States. He presented his photograph
to Mr. Seward, and requested him to write
from different points on his travels in India.
He then a-ked for a minute account of the
painful event at Washington, in which Mr.
Seward was a sufferer. He showed a deep
interest in that subject, although his know-
ledge of it was imperfect. The maharajah
now informed us that he had made all needful
arrangements for our comfortable journey to
the Himalayas. His thoughts then turned
once more upon himself. He ordered in, and
exhibited with much pride, his state-robes,
among them the one in which we had seen
him at the concert in Calcutta. All of them
were stiffened with jewels. Estimated to-
gether, with his paternal shield and sword,
their value is half a million dollars.
Taking a final leave, we returned to our

pavilion, expecting that our late dinner would
be a quiet one. We were mistaken. At the
moment when the dessert came upon the table,
the Minister of Public Affairs announced an
exhiliilion of fire-works in the garden. \Vc
walked through a section of it which wo had
not previously had time to explore, and, amid
the murmuring of cascades, took our seats in
the balcony of a little palace or pavilion, the
counterpart of the one in which we reside.
The jjyrotcchnic exhibition had all the variety
of our similar displays at home, but in excess.
A party of a hundred artists on each side of
the oblong lake were to alternate with a cor-
responding corps on the opposite side. These
performers were, however, so emulous that,
instead of making such a measured display as
they intended, the whole exhibition went off
simultaneousl}^ There were lanterns, tran
paroncies, rockets, serpents, trees, wheel
stars, ribbons, candles, balloons, naval fight
and bombardments; all these illuminatior

being reflected from the surface of the clear, I Affront none, neither revenge the affi'at,
smooth lake and surrounding cascades and that are done to you; but forgive, and

shall be forgiven of your Heavenly Fathfountains. The unexpected activity of th
performers, while it produced much perplexity
and confusion, bad, nevertheless, one compen
sation for us; within twenty minutes from
the time the display began, sun, moon, stars,
dragons, serpents, and balloons, were expirinu
all around us, leaving only blackened frame-
works on the ground.

For "The Friend.

Letter of William Pcnii.

(Concluded from page 205.)

Next: be obedient to your dear mother,
woman whose virtue and good name is i

honor to j^ou ; for she hath been exceeded by
none in her time for her plainness, integrity,
industrj', humanity, virtue, and good under-
standing; qualities not usual among women
of her worldly condition and quality. There-
fore honor and obey her, my dear children, as
your mother, and your father's love and de-
light

;
nay love her too, for she loved your

father with a deep and upright love, choosing
him before all her many suitors : and though
she be of a delicate constitution and noble
spirit, yet she descended to the utmost tender-
ness and care for you, performing the pain-
fulest acts of service to you in your infancj',

as a mother and a nurse too. I charge you,
before the Lord, honor and obey, love and
cherish your dear mother.
Next: betake j-ourselves to some honest,

industrious course of life, and that not of .sor-

lid covetousncss, but for example and to avoid
idleness. And if you change your condition
ind marry, choose, with the knowledge and
consent of your mother if living, or of guar-
dian-», or those that have the charge of you.
Mind neither beauty nor riches, but the fear
of the Lord, and a sweet and amiable dispo-
sition, such as 3'ou can love above all this
world, and that may make your habitations
pleasant and desirable to you.
And being married be tender, affectionate,

patient, and meek. Live in the fear of the
Lord, and be will bless jo\x and your offspring.
Be sure to live within compass

; borrow not,
neither be beholden to any. Euin not your-
selves by kindn.'ss to others; for that exceeds
the duo bounds of friendship, neither will a
true friend expect it. Small matters I heed
not.

Let your industry and parsinionj' go no
further than for a sufficiency for life, and to
make a provision for your children, and that
in moderation, if the Lord gives you any. I
charge you help the poor aiid needy ; let the
Lord have a voluntary share of your income
for the good of the poor, both in our Society
and others; for we are all his creatures; re-
membering that ' he that giveth to the poor
Icndeth to the Lord."
Know well your in-comings, and your out

goings may be better regulated. Love not
money nor the world: use them only, and
they will serve you

; but if you love them you
serve them, which will debase your spirits as

ell as offend the Lord.
Pity the distressed, and hold out a hand of

help to them
; it may bo your case ; and as you

mete to others God will mete to you again.
Bo hutnbie and gentle in your conversation

;

of i'iiV7 words, I charge you
; but always perti-

nent when you speak, hearing out before you
attempt to answer, and thou speaking as if

you would persuade, not iiniiose.

Li making friends consider well first ; W
hen you are fixed be true, not waverin »>>

reports nor deserting in afiiiction, for thabi
I'omes not the good and viriuo
Watch against anger, neither speak no .n

in it; for, like drunkenness, it makes
a beast, and throws people into despei
conveniencies.

Avoid flatterers, for they are thieves in
;

guise; their praise is costly, designing toi«|

by those they bespeak
; they are the won

creatures; they lie to flatter, and flatte
cheat ; and, which is worse, if you bel
them you cheat yourselves most dangerou
But the virtuous, though poor, love, chei
and prefer. Eemember David, who asking
Lord, " Who shall abide in thy tabernac
who shall dwell upon thy holy hill?" answ
"Ho that walketh uprightly, worketh rij

eousness, and speaketh the truth in his hot
whose eyes the vile person is contemt

but honoreth them w-ho fear the Lord."
Next, my children, be temperate in

things; in your diet, for that is physic
prevention

;
it keeps, nay, it makes peo

healthy, and their generation sound. Th
exclusive of the spiritual advantage it brin
Be also plain in your apparel ; keep out t

'ust which reigns too much over some;
your virtues be j'our ornaments, remember:
fe is more than food, and the body th

raiment. Let j^our furniture be simple a;

cheap. Avoid pride, avarice, and luxu
Read my "No Cross, no Crown." There
instruction. Make your conversation w
the most eminent for wisdom and piety

; a
shun all wicked men as you hope for the ble
ing of God and the comfort of your fathe
living and dying prayers. Be sure you spe.
no evil of any, no, not of the meanest; m
less of your superiors, as magistrates, gi

dians, tutors, teachers, and elders in Christ
Be no busybodies; meddle not with oth

folks' matters, but when in conscience
duty prest; for it procures trouble, and i

manners, and very unseemly to wise men
In your families remember Abraham, Mose

and Joshua, their integrity to the Lord; ar
do as you have them for your examples.
Let the fear and service of the living i

be encouraged in your houses, and that pi...

ness, sobriety, and moderation in all thino
as becometh God's chosen people; and as
advise you, my beloved children, do you eour
sol yours, if God should give you any. Yes
I counsel and command them as mj' posteritj
that they love and servo the Lord God wit
an upright heart, that he may bless you au'
yours from generation to generation.
And as f u- you, who are likely to be con

corned in the government of Pennsylvanii
and my parts of East Jersey, especially thi

first, I do charge you before the Lord Goi
and his holy angels, that you be lowly, dili

gent, and tender, fearing God, loving the peo
pie, and htiting covctoiisuess. Let justice
have its impartial course, and the law f

passage. Though to your loss, protect nc
man against it ; forj^ou'are not above the law
but the law above you. Live thorofore the
ves yourselves you would have the peopi
ve, and then you have right and boldnes-it
unish the transgre.-isor. Keep upon the
luare, for God sees you: therefore do your

dutj-, arui be sure you see with j-our own ey
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hear with your own ears, iintertam no

lers, cherish no informers for gain or re-

e; use no tricks ; fly to no devices to sap-

or cover injustice ; but let your hearts be

/ht before the Lord, trusting in him above

contrivances of men, and none shall be

to hurt or supplant.

1 ! the Lord is a strong God, and he can

hatsoever he pleases; and though men

ider it not, it is the Lord that rules and

-rules in the kingdoms of men, and he

is up and pulls down. I, your father, am
man that can saj'. He that trusts in the

i shall not be confounded. But God, in

time, will make his enemies be at peace

I him.
you thus behave yourselves, and bo be

B a terror to evil doers and a praise to

1 that do well, God, my God, will be with

in wisdom and a sound mind, and make

blessed instruments in his hand for the

ements of some of those desolate parts of

world, which my soul desires above all

Idly honors and riches, both for you that

md you that stay; you that govern and

that are governed ; that in the end you
' be gathered with me to the rest of God.

inally, my children, love one another with

ne endeared love, and your dear relations

lOth sides, and take care to preserve tender

ution in your children to each other, often

•rying within themselves, so as it bo with-

the tiounds forbidden in God's law, that

hey may not, like ihe forgetting unnatun

•Id, grow out of kindred and as cold c

mgers; but, as becomes a truly natur;

,
Christian stock, you and yours after .you

Y live in the pure and fervent love of God

'ards one another, as becoraeth brethren

iUe spiritual and natural relation,

lo, my God, that hath blessed me with his

indaiit mercies, both of this and the other

I better life, be with you all, guide you by

counsel, bless you, and bring you to his

rnal glory! that you may shine, my dear

Idren, in the tirm'ament of God's power,

.h the blessed spirits of the ju.st, that celes-

I family, praising and admiring him, the

d and Father of it, for ever. For there is

God like unto him; the God of Is-aac and

Jacob, the God of the Prophets, the Apos-

•(, and Martyrs of Jesus, in whom 1 live for

jr.

io farewell to my thrice dearly beloved

fe and children!

rours, as God pleaseth, in that which no

waters can quench, no time forget, nor

distance wear away, but remains for

ever, William Penn,

iVorminghurst, fourth of Si.xth month, 1682.

He went up to the barrel, gave it a kick, and

aid :
' I wonder how many souls you have

sent to hell I" His father heard the startling

ords. They formed another fiery arrow,

and the last that was needed to convince him

of the evil nature of his business, and to bring

him to a right decision regarding it. He
peedily abandoned the spirit trade; became

an abstainer and a minister.—iafe Paper.

God's Arrofrs.—There was a deacon of D
ardluw's Church who kept a respectable

irit-shop in Glasgow, Scotland. At the

ayer-meeting one evening, in order to dis-

iguish him from another of the same name,

r. Wardlaw said: " Bro. Ferguson, the spirit-

laler, will lead our prayers." The good

octor had no intention of shooting an arrow

to the heart and conscience of his friend by

aking such a distinction ; but he did it.

raying and spirit-dealing, thus conjoined,

lemed'^so utterly anomalous as to make the

jntleraan very uneasy in soul. Shortly after,

is youngest son, who was a thoughtful boy,

as playing about the shop door, where an

npty cask had been rolled out for removal.

For "The Friend."

Raiidoui Notes of Travel in Europe.

(Continued from page 204.)

The model little village of Studley Eoyal

lies at the Park gates, and through these

we rode into the wide lime-planted avenue.

Though we were not permitted to inspect the

family mansion, enough was visible to justify

the celebrity of this noble seat, even did it not

boast the ruins of the once stately abbey.

.

.\nother gate barred the passage of our car-

riage and thence on foot we roamed over wide

smooth paths bordered on the right by a

wooded hill, whose broad acclivities were

L-overed with a wealth of rhododendrons,

while on the left a thick yew-hedge rose thirty

feet in height, and cut altnost as smooth as a

wall. This verdant wall was pierced at in-

tervals by gothic windows, through which we

caught glimpses of artificial cascades, rural

temples,'8tatues, fountains, the large rectangu

lar lakes, beside which drooped the purple

beeches, and

" Where the fair trees lookeJ over, side by siiie,

And S.1W themselves below."

The sun was warm and the way long, but

suddenly in the vale beyond we at length

caught glimpses of grey pillared arches on a

smooth' green level. A " cropping out" of

rocks alongone side of this quiet vale pointed

to where the builders of these grand struc-

tures had obtained the material. Nearer and

nearer we approached until the whole magni-

ficent ruin, with its great window, its long

avenues of clustered columns, over whose

carving some mouldering htmd had lingered

tenderly, burst upon our view.

These monastic buildings once covered ten

acres, but time and the elements have done

th.ir work of ruin. They were founded in

1204, and at length became the richest in the

kingdom, their possessions extending over

thirty square miles. West of the abbey stands

Fountains Hall, a fine old man.sion built

1611 from material taken from the ruins of the

monastery. On a gentle eminence, near the

hall, stands one of the once famous yew trees,

and lower down another, twisted, gnarled and

torn by many a wrestle with the storm, un-

der whose hospitable shade, it is said, the

monks found shelter, while engaged in build-

ing their abbey, six hundred years ago. This

venerable tree greatly disappointed u,s, for

hung in chains, and propped by poles, its

head shorn of all beauty, it too was fast falling

to decay. The entire scene around the abbey

is very impressive. The profound quiet which

reio-ns around, the nameless graves imbedded

in the grass, bearing the almost obliterated

symbol of the cross, and many memorials of

forgotten greatness, were indeed " sermons in

stones." The Past only seems to speak, but

it spoke loudly and eloquently,

" Mortal ! since human grandeur ends in dust,

And proudest piles must crumble to decay,

Build up the tower of thy final trust,

In those blest realms where naught shall pasi

away."

The sun was almost setting upon our arrival

at the pretty little station for Shotley Bridge,

where we were met by . A walk down

a long hill succeeded; but amid such a com-

bination of pleasant influences it mattered

little had it been twice as long ! It was the

last day of the week, the people were done

with labor, and the quiet foreshaded the repose

of the morrow. On our right, we caught occa-

sional glimpses of the Northumberland hills,

dotted with clumps of trees, forming a fine

panorama; while nearer us was the entrance

to a straggling village, with old stylo houses,

seated in the midst of luxuriant gardens.

Then followed strips of woodland at the base

of the hill, almost hiding the Derwent, wind-

ing through the lowlands. We continued to

be^favored with the finest weather, and with

a promise in the clouds and wind of its con-

tinuance. Better still, we expected to rem:nn

here for several days, and it was a relief lo

feel that it would not be necessary to sit down

at once and study the timetable. Travellers

only know what a luxury it is to be exempt

from this constantly recurring trouble. So

the sun slowly descended, to give place to

the delicious summer twilight, which lasts so

long in this latitude, when the softened light

seems to come from neither sun nor moon,

but with something of the warmth, and the

clearness of both ;
when the people come forth

from hall and cottage to chat and be merry,

when the loom and the anvil are hushed, and

all sounds are pleasant to the ear.

" How mild the light in all the skies!

How balmily the -south wind blows!

The smile of God around us lies

His rest is in this deep repose."

We have our Indian summer, and our poets

have sung the praises of this loveliest of sea-

sons, coming when the crimson maple or gold-

en hickory, or scarlet sumach, flash through

the misty vail of blue, which hangs suspended

in the atmosphere, adding far more of beauty

than all it conceals. By it the distant hills

are so softened and glorified that we might

almost look for the palace Beautiful upon

their summits. As a compensation for the

crowning beauty of our year, the English

poets m?ght well sing of their long summer

twilights, which after a bright day, seem like

^' lengthened sweetness long drawn out." But

these sober hours steal on so noiselessly, so

unheralded, that like many a common bless-

ing they are almost unheeded. To us who

have so much lo see, where all is new, a long

day is most welcome.

But to return,—while rambling towards

Shotley Bridge, I have rambled away there-

from. We were soon in the heart of the vil-

lage, and established in our lodgings, after

parsing the evening with our friend. The

next morning we attended the Benfieldside

Meeting, which was small. Having dined

with another Friend, the cloth being removed,

a small Eoman altar, found in the neighbor-

hood, was placed upon the table for our in-

spection ; an altar upon which perhaps many

a libation had been poured, in honor of a Ro-

man household god. How widely did the

o-roup gathered around that altar, differ from

those who perhaps had oftentimes regarded

it with reverent spirit, eighteen centuries ago!

Here was a preacher of that gospel the Ro-

man scorned, and whose apostles he perse-

cuted unto death, who had sought to learn in

the Indian isles of the West, the results of the

last boon of Christian beneficence granted to
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millions of depressed bondsmen. Here were
those who had crossed a continent lying be
yoiid the wide Atlantic, afar from whose
shores no Eoman ship had ever dared to ven
turo, and a fourth a veritable idolater of the
past, though a Christian gentleman, an enthu-
sia-'tic antiquary, who had unearthed manj'
an evidence of Roman supremacy in Britain,

and who loved with an unfaltering devotion,
every waif upon which antiquity had set its

stamp. In the intervals between our explora-
tions of the village, the latter friend plunged
us deeply into antiquarian lore. The large

pleasant room in which we sate was a store-

house of ancient and modern curiosities, the
lloman predominating.

(To be continued.)

Sc-kcted for " The Friend.'

12th mo. 15th, 1826.—"I am daily waiting
my change, having only the mercies of God
to trust to."

1827.—"I am daily waiting in the temple,
if I may be favored to hear this joyful sum
mons, 'Enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.'
whore the wicked cease from troubling, and
my weary spirit I trust, will experience
rest."

These appear to be the last words, re-

corded in John Conran's journal, and in a
hand almost illegible, he being nearly blind
but he continued to attend meetings, even
sometimes at the distance oi fourteen m
as long as his bodily strength permitted it,

so great was his desire to wait wiih h
friends for the arising of the heavenly Power
of Christ therein, and to be found faithfully
occupying, with the gift mercifully bestowed
upon him, often saying, as an incentive to a
more perfect dedication of mind and body, "

serve the best of Masters, who, I can testify
from long and pi-eeious experience, withholds
no good thing from those who faithfullj' serve
and obey Him."
The following extract fi-om the testimony

concerning him, drawn up by the Friends of
Lurgiin Monthly Meeting, will show how he
was engaged, with the same zeal, in the last
meeiing he attended, being the day pi-evious
to his death. With affecting enei-gy, he
closely pressed friends, to faithfulness and
diligence in attending the meetings for wor-
ship and discipline, saying the parable of th(
Great Supper, had deeply impressed his mind
by which he was instructed to believe that
no excuse, however plausible, would bo taken,
for neglecting those important duties; fo

'

none, he thought, could be more reasonabli
than were mentioned, wherein, one having
bought a piece of ground, it was but prudent
for him to see it befoi-e paying for it; an
other, five yoke of oxen, which it was only
reasonable he should be permitted to prove,
before he paid the purchase money—whilst
a third, had married a wife and could not
come, having thereby necessarily undertaken
to provide for a family, especially, as he is

declared to be worse than an intidel, who
provides not for his own.
Then mourning over those who were not

sensible of their situation, and of the great
salvation offered to all, he said, "I now again
tell you, what I have so often declared. That
' Other foundation can no man lay, than is

laid, which is Jesus Christ.' " Then warned all

to bo careful of neglecting calls from Uiav(ni,
and by the servants sent as messenger after
messenger, testifying, ' Behold all thinyw are

ready;' for should they contimie to do so, the

children's seats at the Lord's table woud be

filled by others, who, beholding the light,

would flock as doves confined in a room, to

the windows; adding, he was made thankful
in being as-<ured tiiat Light had already
broken forth and the day had dawned ; and
when about to resume his seat, he advanced
and said, 'For thus having been permitted to

live to see this day, I praise, honoi', and mag-
nify my God.'

—

John Conran.

For "Tlie Friend."

Animals, their Iiitciligciifc and Affection.

A California newspaper mentions the fol-

lowing incident. Large flocks of wild geese
had for some time passed almost da,\\y over
the town, and were frequently shot at, but
their usual altitude was too high to be reached
by the leaden missiles. The writer observes
" Sometimes, however, the shots take efl'ect

The other day we were watching a flock fly

ing southward, when the report of a gun was
heard and we observed one of the geese begin
to fall slowly. The others, perceiving that
their comrade was wounded, uttered shrill

cries of distress, and about a dozen of them
flew under the wounded bird, huddling to-

gether so that their backs formed a sort of a
bed upon which the wounded one rested.
They buoj-ed it up for some time, the others
meanwhile looking on and manifesting their
concern by uttering loud, discordant shrieks.
Poinding that their compmion was unable to
longer accompany them in their flight, they
abandoned him to his fate, and he fell to the
earth and into the arms of an expectant Chi-
naman."
The London Spectator gives the following

narrative, on the authority of the late Bishop
Stanlej' of Norwich. A goose formed an
earnest and disinterested affection for a cer-
tain farmer. It would follow him every-
where, climb into his lap at night, go shoot
ing with him, climbing all the hedges, follow
him when he was at the plow, turning de
liberately at the end of every furrow, and
walking back with him along the next, but
not unfrequently turning to fasten its eyes
upon him with the most intense gaze. The
countrj'mau being ignorant and superstitious
feared that this conduct of his featherod friend
was ominous of some impending calamity
which he could avert by killing it, and thtre
fore one day cruelly shot the poor bird.
The Spectator also notices the death, from

consumption, of a chimpanzee which had lived
for some years in the London Zoological Gar
den, and was known to visitors by the name
of Joe. This animal was not only a great
amusement to the visitors of the garden, but
the really passionate affection which hcsho
ed to Sutton, his attendant, endeared him to
the public. The Daily Telegraph says that
" when the nightly good-bye i-ame, Joe would
break out into a perfect phrensy of grief,
tearing his hair, rolling upon the floor, east-
ing dust and ashes upon his head, and shrii^k-
ing like a spoilt child."

A Brazilian monkey, which for several
years previous to the summer of 1876, lived
with a Friend at Haddonficld, N. J., show.-d
in some things almost human ingenuity. He
was generally chained out of d.'-ors, and was
fed in part with black walnuts, which have

k and hard shells. The monkey is no
-'"t like the squirrel and the beaver, but

I
his sagacity found out a wav of

f
I )•(

kernels. Taking a stone for a hammejli
adi-oitly cracked the nuts on a piece of
nent, taking good care not to hurt his tii

and then extracted the kernels. Son
when nuts were thrown to him, a few ot t

would remain beyond the circle to which
chain confined him, but his cunning was >

to the emergencj', for taking a rod or sii(

proper length, the nuts were drawn wi
reach of his long arms.
The goose is not considered a very ^

bird, but the truth is that our beneficent C
tor has endowed all the animals he h;

into being with certain degrees of intellige

varied in kind, but adapted to their
wants. One of the writer's family saw a gc
which had found a piece of very dry br
too hard to be broken by its beak, take
prize to a gutter near at hand and imnu
it in the water for the purpose of softenini
The following curious and interesting

currence was related by an aged and eutir
trustworthy Friend, who died in this c

about twenty j'ears since. In her earlier
she lived on a farm in Delaware Co., 1

through part of which flowed a small be
to which the geese loved to resort. In a t

of drought the water was so low that
gei'se could find no place deep enough to s\

in. The Friend's attention was arrested c

day by the loud and continued cries of
geese, so that she walked fi-oin the ho
down to the brook to see what caused th
citement. To her great surprise she foi

them busily employed in damming the strct

the patriarch of the family apparently diic

ing the work. There was a place where
brook was very narrow, and periiaps one
more sticks had in some way been caui
there betiveon the opposite banks. Agaii
this obstruction the gander placed weeils, s.

and long grass, which his companions l)rou^l

fr-om the banks, until the water began to
lect in the little pond thus formed; and il

work was persevered in until finally i

leep enough for the laborers again to enjc
the luxury of a good bath.
The fidelity and affection of the do£

numerous instances of intelligence closely a

lied to reason are often subjects of i-eiiiai

but it is perhaps not so well known that thi

animal sometimes display's traits which in

human bing would be cdled benevolenct
On lustration may be given. Some thirt;

ntmg at tl

years ago a very hei-ce dog was kept on
farm near Newark, N. J., whose reputatiot
was such that boys rarely ventured
pass on the premises over which he kep
guard. At one time, however, a little boy at
tempted to cross one of the fields, thin'kins
probabl3' that he would elude the vigilance
the dog, but in this he was mistaken, as thi

dog soon discovered and pursued him. The
hoy in his terrified flight stumhled ovi

stone, and fell with such violence as to breali
one of his legs. The dog soon arrived, but
instead of seizing and tearing the fallen boy.
as might have been expected, ho seemed at
once to comprehend the case, went to the
arm-house and brought assistance for the
sufferer.

When the heart is softened and tendered
by the operation of Divine Grace, and in mea-

brought into the heavenly harmony,
there will be a feeling ofcompassionate regard 1

tor all the creatures our groat Creator has;
formed, 'their wanton destruction for mere
amnuement cannot bo indulged in, and wo
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1 be made to remember that there is One

,.se omniscient eve watches over evtn the

TOWS, and without whose notice not one

to the ground.

he Ho!y Scriptures teach "us that man is

the only object of Divine consideration

infinite compiission and
extended

for

regird. Wh«..
r-suffering goodne>s were

eveh this was the language addressed to

prophet Jonah, "Thou hast had pity on

gourd, for the which thou hast not la-

id, neither madest it grow, which came

in a night and perished in a night
;
and

lid not^I spare Nineveh, that great city,

irein are more than sixscore thousand per-

3 that cannot discern between their right

d and their left hand, and also much

le?"

7e may rest assured that our treatment of

itures lower in the scale of being th

'88, cannot be a matter of inditfoience to

n who says :
" Every beast of the forest is

le" and whose providence watches over

I supplies the wants of all. X.

For "The Friend."

Wise Clmrity.

n our walks through some parts of the prin

al streets of Philadelphia, frequent appeal-,

I made to our pity and generosity by halt

d and shivering objects—children, middle-

3d, or older persons—asking in pitiful tones

a few pennies to buy a loaf of bread, or

Bring for sale some little stock of pins, soap

shoe-strings. So much is this class of beg-

1-8 upon the increase, that during some of

3 bitter weather of the prcs^-nt winter we

ly have had several such appeals within a

igle square's walk; and the question very

turally arises to every sympathizing heart,

w can we best relieve such cases ? Certain-

not by indiscriminate almsgiving! Yet it

hard to turn a deaf ear, and, saying "be

cloth, d and fed"—pass on to the enjoy

Bnt of our many daily comforts. Our hearts

ntiot but ache as we follow in imagination

ese objects of our pity to their miserable

lodus. It has been a great satisfaction to

le writer to find, upon questioning th.-se per-

Ins, that they have almost universally been

ider the inspection and care of an unpre-

inding but very useful Association called

J'he Home Missionary Society," located at

o. 533 Arch street, which has for many

Bars, in a prudent quiet way, dispensed its

Biite'd means, visiting the poor and afflicted

': the city in their homes. The 41st anni-

rsary of this Institution was celebrated on

le 21st of last month. The following account

ts operations is taken from the Fhiladel-

lia Ledger

:

, , . *u *

Th» annual report was read, showing that

ke rooms of the Society, on Arch street be

w Sixth, have been open every business day
"
the year, to dispense relief and hear the

hpeals of the needy. An important branch

work is with the poor, helpless and des

tute children, which it gathers from homes

poverty and wretchedness. The children

e legally placed under the care of the So-^

ety by their parents or guardians, who of

aemselves are unable to educate or provide
• th

office. In other cases, ord

and for coal are provided.
" The fodowing i^ a statement of the prac-

tical work of the agents : Visits made to the

poor, 5224; families and persons relieved,

10,650 ;
orders for coal, 1598, embracing in

tons, 552} ;
orders for groceries, 2282

;
pairs

of shoes, 245 ;
articles of clothinij, new and

old, 862 ; bed quilts, 7 ; and large quantities of

food and dry goods. Persons provided with

work, men and women, 162; children pro-

vided with good homes in families, 210. A

large number were also placed in charitable

institutions where their wants will be pro

perly looked after. Among the applicants^

224 were found not deserving. A number of

religious meetings were held by the agents,

who distributed about 2200 tracts and 1040

relii'ious books. Money distributed through

the Society by a friend of the poor, §1430.57."

at the end of the line one y
up to his waist in tlie river

uth was standing

he was delicate

and he looked consumptive.

"What!" cried Mr. Hare, "}-on in tho

water. Sterling? you so liable to take cold !"

"Somebody must be in it," the youth an-

swered ;
" why not I, as well a-i another?"

The spirit of this answer is tliatot all gr.at

and generous doing. Cowardice and coldness,

too, say, " Oh, somebody will do it, and the

speaker sits still ; he is not the one to do what

needs doing. But nobility of character, look-

in a- at necessary things, says, "Somebody must

do^'it ; why not 1 ?" And the deed is done.—

Chaittrbox.

Selected.

LINES TO HER GRANDD.A.UGHTER.

BY SOPHIA. JOANNA BAILLIE.

Beautiful liaby, where art thou?

What is thy little pasiime now?

Who at this moment is caressing

The fondlv-loved, the first-born blessing?

Is it papa, with vigorous dancing,

Thine eves with timid pleasure glancing,

While a"dded bloom adorns thy cheek.

And seems of '• fearful joy to spe ik ?"

Ah! soon with pain is pleasure bought,

And early is the lesson tau,'»ht!

Or seated on thy mother's knee.

Dost thou some new discovery see^

Some sight thou'st never seen before,

Some otject glil'ring on the floor,

Some little scrap of gaudy hue.

Some toy just placed within thy view ?

Or do sweet sounds attract thine ear,

Some words of fondness whispered near,

Some pretty .song of ancient story,

Some tale of pussy and her glory,

While thou display'st thy little slore

Of knowledge and of learned lore ?

Or does some latent power within

Its influence now fir-^t begin,

Exciie thee with a glad surprise.

And animate thy soft blue eyes,

Urge thee to eflbrts strange and new,

\nd bring some fresh exploit to view?

Gifts from on high bestow'd on thee.

Thou heir of immortality !

Oh ve, to whom the task is given.

To guide the little feet to heaven.

Check the first step that goes aslr.iv.

And early teach them virtue's way !

Ruiged .sometimes may be the road

That leads to her divine abode.

And sometimes clouds may intervene,

And darken the surrounding scene.

And for a moment hope may fail,

And terrors may the soul assail

:

Fear not ! the haven kept in view.

And love divine will help us through
;

Help us when most we seem to fear.

When most we think that danger's near

Help us when most we seem alone.

Help us with power beyond our own !

" Somebody must be ui."—Here is a little

story which tells better than a dictionary can

the meaning of the word " disinterestedness."

The late Archdeacon Hare was once, when

tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge, giving

n: them, and are placed by indenture with
1^^^:^^^,: ;:^^S^ :^'Sr:^^Z^.

^^,^o.MeC,r^.njerso..U>^e
^:;;^:^^^:^\f^ }::^:\^^,L^ the building, which

;lose at hand, and the river, passed
or purposes oin...iieuiu,i,o, »..-., .-^."-•—-^i

another. fhe tutor

For "The Friend."

Public Libraries of the Unili'd Stalfs.

In consequence of the great increase of pub-

lic libraries in this country within the last

twenty-five years, the Department of Educa-

tion, recognizing the pot. nlial influence of

these collections as educators of the people,

began in the year 1870 to gather and to pub-

lish statistics relative thereto. Within the

six years following, so considerable a mass of

information had been gathered upon the sub-

ject, while so frequent have been the calls for

the data relative to the formation and man-

agement of libraries, the cataloguing, binding

and preservation of books and pamphlets,

that it was decided to issue n report contain-

r full details so far as obtained. This re-

port whi.h has just appeared, is contained in

a bulky octavo volume of nearly 1200 pages.

The book is divided into about forty sections,

with nearly as many different writers—most

of them librarians of long experio ce.

And first, as regards the mimbfr of public

libraries, which in the year 1800 was but 49

a. id the number of volumes 8u 000, there had

been txn increase in the 76 years of over 3600

libraries, containing 12i million volumes, be-

sides a million and a half of pamphlets. These

fi.rures are exclusive of the libraries of com-

mim and "Sunday" schools.

Ilespecting i he common-school libraries, which

be^ran to be organized about the years 1835

and 1840, reports from the majority of the

States siiow that the interest in them has

o-radually declined, so that for years past
"^

y of them have been very little used.

This result has been partially owing to the

inefficiency, indifference, or neglect of many

of the county school boaid.s, as well as to the

tact that the original contributions of books

have been reinforced by very few additions ot

newer publications. A large percentage ot

the books have been either stolen or mislaid.

The following short but significant return,

from one of the Indiana counties, tells the

story

:

. . >

"The public libraiies of the various town-

ships of our county are in a most deplorable

condition. Many books are lost and but few

are read. I am afraid many of our citizens

do not know of the existence of such libra-

ries Our teachers too, many of them at

least are unacquainted with the character ot

these books, and hence cannot call attention

to them and make such recommendations

to their pupils as will enable them to
'

profitably. A great

ead

formation is here

needed." The only really favorable accounts

•n-e those from the States of California and

New Jersey ; the report from the latter con-

cltidino- with the remark that "our system ot

public°8chool libraries has worked so satis-
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faeloi-ily that wt even a wish for a change

In the chapter upon College LIhraries—
many cf which are described in detail—the
opinion is ex|ire<scd that they should not
undertulve, as is the ca-e in some localities, to
fill I lie place ot' u public town library; but
tliat tlie shelves should be ^upplied with such
books only as will best subserve the needs of
the student, and that they should be within
easy reach. It reccun nends that, in addition
to the main libr.u-y of a college th.- vaiious
cla^s and lecture rooms be suppliril wii h tlicir

special line of books for reference and ^tudy,
in the same manner as chemical and pli\-sical

apparatus are supplied for the srirntiric'dass-

roonis. It is true this usage alrcad\- oluains
in quite a number of collegiate and academi-
cal instituti'.ns, yet, «8 regards others, the
printed treasures are preserved so eflPeclually
with wire guards and ke} s, that they are not
accessible directly to the students—the cata-
logue being referced to instead, and the books
warned handed over by the librarian.
A description is given of about fortj' of the

priMci|)al Theological Libr'irie-i, which possess
collections varying from 5,000 to 35,000 vol-
umes. To our apprehension it would appear
as though tliO.se figures should rej resent a
P'Ctly fair range over the field of speculation
and fact in a single department; neverthe-
less, the writer of ihe account concurs with
tne smtinient which (he says) was expressed
bj' a " distinguished professor" less than ten
years ago, that " The investigations of ou
theological students are ( becked by the want
of books. Among the ditiieult themes per
taining to the history of the church, or to the
hist'iry ot doctrines, or to the various methods
of explaining difficult Scriptures, there is p
bably not one which can be investigated as it

needs to be in this land." He admits, how-
ever, that there has been progress of late.

It would seem as though Law Libraries,
being so specific in character, might, without
much trouble, be made measurably com-
plete; but in addition to the fact that the in-
crease of Ihe books is not slow, their price is
also usually vary high, so that none e.xcept
State libraries and law associations in the
larger cities approach anything like com-
lileteiies-i. The bound reports of judicial de-
cisions in the principal law cases, e.-;peciallj'
those of the United States, have multip ied
greatly. In the time of Lord Bucon, the
English decisions were contained in 5U or 60
volumes, while during the 250 years which
have since elapsed, the published reports have
inereased to 1350 volumes. The American
already number almost twice as many.
Of Medical Libraries, the largest, bv far, in

this country, is that of ihe Surgeon-General's
office at Washington, which numbers 40,000
volumes and the same number of pamphlets.!

direction with the journals and transactions

The author of the section upon Sdentifi
Libraries accords to Philadelphia the fir.-^t

|)lace for possessing eminently valuable col-

lections. Ho remarks that his experience in

a number of cases has been that "in no in-

stance could any bibliographical study on an
extensive scientific subject be prosecuted to a
satisfactory conclusion in any one city, al-

though the means for so doing are best pro-
Philadelphia; and in the present

state of our libraries a visit to that place is ne-
cessary before concluding any such investiga-
tion." Special mention is made of the li-

braries of the Academy of Natural Sciences
and of the American Philosophical Society.
The aggregate of books in all of the Gov-

ernment Libraries at Wa^hington is very larcre.

The regular Congressional Library, which
receives two copies of everj' work for which
a copyright is issued, numbers upwards of
300,000 volumes. The Senate and the House
of Representatives have likewise each a large
library, that of the latter numbering 100,000
volumes. That of the Surgeon-General's
office has already been mentioned; the other
departments have similar ones, though not so
large. E.xelusive of pamphlets, the libraries
belonging to the government number alto-

ther, 050,000 volumes, being about 40,000
less than the agiiregate of the great national
collection in the British Musemn.
There are separate chapters devoted to the

history and statistics of the libraries of His-
torical Societies, of Young Men's Christian
Associations, Free Town Libraries, &c. There
is also ranch praetieal information relative to
the management of public libraries and how
to make them successful; concerning methods
of cataloguing, indexing, and the preserva-
tion of books; but of which particular men

The Emlen Institution, a Philadelphii
uanization, chartered by the Legislatur
Pennsylvania, a free manual labor scl

for boys of African and Indian descent
cated in Warminster, Bucks County, is n.

in need of funds. Although economic;
managed, its present income is insuffie

support it, and it is the intention to ad
more boys, and thus increase its usefuh
when the funds will permit. It is desirec
train the children in the principles of r

gion, morality and virtue. They receivi
plain school education, are taught the vari.

branches of housework, besides assisting
the farm; and are clothed, fed and educai
free of charge. Those who feel interested
aiding the descendants of these two races
become good and useful men, are earnessi

appealed to, to contribute to this excelU
but unobtrusive charity. Please send
tributions, either as donations or annual st
scriptions, to

Thomas Stewardson, Jr., Treasurer, 1

1132 Girard Street.:
Israel II. JonN.soN, Secretary,

809 Spruce Street.
Philadelphia, 2d mo., 1877.

For " The Friend.

On the Necessity of War.

In connection with the editorial remarks
The Friend" of the 3d inst., and the extrac

from '-various writers in reference to war
n that and the preceding number of the satr
paper, perhaps Clarkson's refutation of tl

sentiment that " in the present constitution (

the world wars are necessary," will be give
space and interest.

Select audiences in this 19th century (

boasted Christianitj-, to this day and in ou
city, give hearing to the language, from th

tion must be left for a future article. The I'P of influence and mind of "talent, " Prov
volume concludes with a lengthy account ofM'^oce imposed on man the necessity' of war;
the "Public LibrariesofTen Principal Cities," and, " not even the lives of men" wereof valu

Next in size is that of the Philadelp „
lege of Physicians, with 19,000 volumes. The
need of a good Index of the medical and sur-
gical experiences and speculations of the last
400 years which are contained in so many
b uirid volumes and pamphlets, and are dis-
p(^rsed arnong so many libraries, is felt to bo
great, as for want of such knowledge, old ex
ploded theories, speculations and researches
are gone over and over again. At the gov
la-nrnetit library above-mentioned, the work
of indexing and cata'oguing new works is

carried out in a thorougli manner, while con-
siderable pro^i'ess has been made in the same

together with statistical tables of all public
libraries numbering 300 volumes and upwardi
The following is a list of the number of

volumes in twenty-four of the largest public
liliraries (free or subseripiion) in the United
States. These figures were given over a year
ago.

Boston Public Library,
New York JVlercantile Library, .

Harvard College Library, .

Astor Library, N, Y,, .

Mercantile Library, Philadelphia,
Boston Athenaeum,
Philadelphia Library, .

Yale (College Library, .

Cnieinnati Public Library, .

Peabody Institute, Baltiinore,
.Apprentices Library, N. Y^,
Mereantile Library, Brooklyn, .

Louisville Public Library, .

Chicago Public Library,
Mereantile Librar}', St. Louis, .

Mercantile Library, San Francisco,
Universitj' of Virginia,
Cornell University, Ithaca, .

Springfield Public Library, Mass.,
Young Men's Mcrcantile,'Cincinnati
Worcest<'r Public Library, Mass.,
Mercantile Library, Baltimore, .

New Bedford Public Library, Mass.
A.nherst College Library, .

297,000

160,000
154 000
152,000

125,000
105,000
104,1100

78,000

71,000

57,000
53000
50.250

50,000

48,000
42,010

41,500
40,000
39,0((()

37,000

36 000
.S5.000

31,000
31,000
30,400

J. W. L.

compared with the reforms aimed for throuc
conquests of war.

"^

Clarkson says, "Neither do persons arguin,
for the necessity of wars, do less than se

themselves above the prophecies or oracles o
God, which declare that such warfare shal
some time or other cease."

"There can be no plea for such languawj
but the impo.ssibility of taming the humai
passioni?. But the subjugation of these is th
immediate object of our religion. To confess
therefore, that wars must be, is either to utte
a libel against Christianity, or to confess tha
we have not yet arrived at the stature of rea
Christians."

" That wars are necessary, or rather tha
they will bo begun and continued, I do no
mean to deny, while statesmen pursue th
wisdom or policy of the world."

* * " For while discussions relative ti

matters of national dispute are carried on ii

gh tone, because a more humble toni
would betray weakness or fear; while again

ng Ibis discussion, preparations for wai
are going im, because the appearance of bein^
prepared would convey the idea of deter
mined resolution, and of more than ordinary
strength; while again, during the same dis
cussion, the national spirit is awakened and
inflamed; and while again, when hostilities
have commenced, measures are resorted to,

to ]U'rpetuate a national enmity, .so that the
parties consider themselves as natural eno-
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ij; (Viii in the succeeding peace, what hope
1. If oi the extermination ofwaron eartli ?

i'.nt k't us now look at the oppo^ite policy,

•1 h i- that of the Gospel. Now this policy

(lil tiiiisist in the j-iractiee of meekness,

Kiiaii'in, love, patience, and foibeaiance,

ji a -tiict regard to justice, so that no ad

a :ii.i - might be taken on either side. But
r>, iirinciples, all of which are jireventive

f liiaiion, were to be displayed in our nego-

a(>ii> abroad in the case of any matter in

iiie. would they not annihilate the ncces-

of wars? For what is the natural ten-

•y of such principles? What is their tcn-

iy, for instance, in private life? And who
the negotiators on these occasions but

? Which kind of conduct is most likely

JKarm an opponent, tl)at of him who hold

it. "He that despiseth the day of small
things shall lall by little and little."

Hurry and ITasfe.—" Never do anything in

a hurry," is the advice given to attorneys and
solicitors by Mr. Wairen. " No one in a
hurrj- can possibly hove his tvits about him;
iind remember that in the law there is ever

an opponent watching to find you off y ur
guard. You may occasionally be in haste,

but you need never be in a hurry ; take care

—resolve—never to be so. Remember al-

waj's, that others' interests are occupying
j'our attention, and suffer by your inadvert-

ence—by that negligence wliich g nerally

oeciisions burr}'. A m:in of first-rate busi-

ness talents—one who always looks so calm
and tranquil, that it makes one's self feel cool

xercisea and struggles th

Lire led, to a state of colduc

ad alienation trom relitjiou

'h

feel-

is arm to strike, if his opponent should jon a hot Summer day to look at him—once

comply with his terms, or of him who
les justly, who manifests a temper of love

forbearance, and who professes that he

rather suffer than resist, and that he will

every thing sooner than that the affair

II not be amicably settled? The apostle

I, who knew well the human heart, says,

thine enemy hunger, feed him, for in so

ig thou shalt heap coals of fiie on his

().' That is, thou shall cause him, by thy!

able conduct, to experience burning feel- 1—

r

which, while they tor- evi

told me that he had never been in a hurry
but once, and that was i'"V an entire fortnight, I

at the commencement of his career. It nearly

killed him ; he spoiled everyihini; he touched
;

he was alwaj'S breathless, and harassed, and
miseiable; but it did him good for life; he

resolved never again to be in a hurry—and
never was, no, not once, that he could remem-
ber, during tvvenl3--five years' practice! Ob-

ve, I speak of lieing hurried and flustered

not of being in haste, fir that is often in-

within himself, which, while they tor- jevitable ; but then is always s^'en the su-

U him with the wickedness of his own ])eriority and inferiority of different men.

duct, shall make him esteem thee, and
i
You may indeed almost define hurry asihecon-

ig him over to thy side. Thus thou shalt 'diti'in to which an inferior man is reduced by

come his evil by thy good. Or, in otherjhaste. 1 one day observed, in a committee of

is, as fire melts the hardest metals, so thy ithe House of Commons, sitting on a railway
j

dness shall melt his anger. bill, the chief secretary' of the company, during

This policy again would consist of the sevei-al hours, while great interests were in

ctical duty of attempting to tranquillize jeopardy, ])reservc a truly admirable cool-

minds of the people, while the discus-ion, ness, tranquillity and temper, conferring on

I going on, of exhortitig them to await theihim immense advantages. His sug^esiions

Tt with comi osure, of declaring against to counsel wore masterl}', and exquisitely

folly and wickedness of wars, as if peace' well-timed ; and by the clo-<e of the day he

y could be the result of abstaining from jhad triumphed. 'How is it that one never

hostile preparations, and indeed from all jsi^esyou in a hurry ?' said I, as we were pacing

earance of violence. Now what influence the long corridor, on our way from the coiu-

Id such conduct' have again, but particu |mittec room. 'Because it's so expensive,' he

y when known to the opposite party ? If i-eplied, with a significant smile. I shall never

opposite party were to see those alluded forget that observation, and don't you."

ieeping down the passions of their people, Warren on Attorneys and Solicitors.

iild they inflame the passions of their own ?

hey were to be convinced, that these were
king no preparations for war, would they
themselves to the expense of arming?

1 we see an}' other termination of such a

test than the continuance of peace?"

Vr\A supposing the benign influence of the

spel of Jesus Christ to have its due place

the hearts of men and rulers, he saj-s,

[any of the causes of war would be cut off.

us, for instance, there would be no disputes

)ut insults offered to flags. There would
none again about the balance of power,

short, it would be laid down as a position,

it no one was to do evil, that good might
But as, notwithstanding, there might

Oh ! Father of mercies assist me to cherish

The light of thy Word in my innermost soul
;

Without thy assistance I feel I must perish.

In the tempest of sin which I cannot control

:

But thou, who canst say to the foam-crested ocean

Thus f.ir and no farther thy proud waves shall come,

Thou only canst curb each unhallowed emotion,

.•\nd guide me in peace to my glorious home.

THE FHIEND.
SECOND MONTH

The Scriptures of truth bear abundant tes-

^ nony to the goodness and mercy of the

1 be disputes from other "causes, th^eseiLord; and this testimonj- is confirmed by all

uld be amicably settled. If the matter
)uld be of an intricate nature, so that one
I'ernment could not settle it with another,

:se would refer it to a third. This would
the ' ne plus ultra' of the business. Both
I discussion and the dispute would end
•e." R. J. A.

His faithful servants, who walk in obedience

to His commands. Though these meet with

many conflicts and sore trials when passing

through the refining operations of the Lord's

grace on their hearts ; and like the apostle

Paul, are made to partake in the sufferings of

Christ to prepare them to be useful to others;

yet, not one can be found who does not ac

We are surprised at the fiill of a high pro- knowledge that the Lord is a rich rewarder,

sor; but, in the sight of God, he was gone 'and that His sei-vice is a most dignified and

fore; it is only we that have now discovered blessed service; and who would not greatly

prefer the i

which they
difference a

ing.

The same marvellous and unboitnded mercy,
in which our blessed Saviour came into the
world and was offered as a saci-ifiee for the
sins of mankind, is still manifested in the
vi^itations of His Hoi}- Spirit, which operates
on our hearts in veiy early life, making us

feel the difference between right and wrong,
and leading us into the path of self-denial and
obedience to the Divine will, if we yield our-

selves up to its guidance. We are so prone
to self-indulgence, and so self willed, that we
often avoid, or rebel against, the restraints

which the yoke of Christ woidd put upon us
;

and thus we refuse in pra tiee to take up and
bear His daily cross. But even in this es-

tiangfd and rebellious state. His mercy fol-

lows us with renewed visitations, warnings,
calls, pleadings and judgments, 'through the
powerful influence of these, the wandering
sinner is olten arrested in his downward ca-

reer, and like the repentent prodig.il, he is

made to feel that his soul is ])ensliing for

want of spiritual food, while in his Fatner's

house there is b ead enough and to spare;

and a holy resolution is begotten in his mind
to ri-turn, acknowledge his sins and ask for-

giveness. He, who has more joy over one
sinner ih it re|,ientelh, than over ninety and
nine just persons that need no repentence, is

often pleased to favor such returning prodi-

gals with a very sweet and precious taste of

the joys which belong to God's salvation, so

that He may enamor them with the bea ity

there is in holiness. Such persons, in their

inexperience, and in the fervor of thrir newly-
born zeal and love, sometimes conclude that

the work of regeneration is now accomplished,

and that henceJbrlh they can rest under the

shadow of the Divine wing, without fear or

annoyance. But as lime passes on, they find

that this experience, precious as it is, is only

the turning of their feiit into the strait and
narrow way which leadeth unto eternal life.

As they journey on in this path they meet
with unexpected trials. Tlie corrupt ten-

dencies of their nature, wnieh had become
firmly rooted during their years of self indul-

gence, again manifest themselves; and they

find that one humiliating dispensation and
judgment succeeds another, as tlie greai, work
"of regeneration is being carried forward in

them. If they are favored to abide faithfully

submissive through these baptisms of ihe

Spirit, they will learn with the Psalmist, that

the judgments of the Lord are more to be de-

sired than gold, and that in keeping of them
there is great reward ; because through thera

the peacable fruits of righteousness are

brought forth in their hearts.

It sometimes occurs that such persons find

that their first feelings of spiritual warmth
and zeal are succeeded by an apparent with-

drawal of the Divine presence. They seeui

to be left in measure to themselves, and to be

proved whether they will continue faithful in

the night as well as in the day, in times of

desertion as in times of abounding. They ex-

perience somewhat of that hardness which
the good soldiers of Jesus Christ must learn

to endure. Their weak laiili sc.'ircely en-

ables them to believe that the Lord's mercy
is still around them, and His jarotecting hand
stretched out to lead them. Inst -ad of pa-

tiently abiding the day of the Lord's judg-
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merits, and continiiing to look towards His
holy temple for light and help, these may be

tempted to turn aside for comfort into some
bj'-path, or even to conclude that their fo

mer enjoyments and hopes were a delusion of
the imagination. Thus they may again be

entangled in the snares of the enemy of the'

souls.

This is the more likely to be the case, if

they have listened to the words of those un-

wise and superficial teaclier-, who would lead

them to mistake the beginning of the work of

redemption for the full accomplishment there
of; and thus settle them in a rest short of the
true rest. I'hey who have been unduly elated
are liable to a corresponding depression ; and
he, who is conscious that he has been mis-

led, is in danger of rejecting even salutary-

counsel.

May all such learn to place their depend-
ence on the Lord

; and patiently' and li'imbly

wait upon Ilim for wisdom, help and guidance.
May they seek to b preserved in that hum
ble frame of mind, which will keep them from
thinking of themselves more highly than
they ought to think. And let them not be-

come weary of that "patient continuance in

welldoing" whijh the Scriptures declare, the
Lord will reward with "eternal life."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The session of the British Parliament for

1877, was opened by the Queen in person on the 8th
inst. After the Queen had taken her place on the
throne, the Lord High Chancellor read her speech to

the Lords and Commons. The principal sni.ject of
the royal speech is the condition of affairs in Turkey.
]n regard to this matter the Queen says, her object has
been to maintain the peace of Europe and bring about
better government of the disturbed provinces without
infringing upon the independence and integrity of ihe
Ottoman Empire. "The proposals recommended by
myself and allies have not, 1 regret to say, been ac-
cepted by the Porte, but the result of the Conference
has been to show the existence of a general agreement
among the European Powers which cannot fail to have
a material eS'ect upon the condition and government of
Turkey. Meantime the armistice between Turkey and
her principalities has been prolonged and is still un-
expired, and may, I trust, yet lead to the conclusion of
an honorable peace. In these affairs I have acted in
cordial co-operation wilh my allies, with whom, as with
other foreign Powers, my relations continue to be of a
friendly character."

Detailed reports of the .speeches made by Earl Gran-
ville in the House of Lords and the M:.rquis of Hart-
ington in the House of Commons, after the royal speech
Iiad been read, show that the Liberal party intended to
uphold the view that the British government should
co-o[>erate with the other powers for the coercion of
Turkey, and even co-operate with Russia alone if the
other powers declined to act.

Prince (Jortschakoff, the Russian Prime Minister,
has addressed a circular note to the Russian represen-
tatives at the principal courts of Europe, in which the
diss.tisfaciion of Russia with the resulis of the Con-

if.T, ressed. He s ly;

Jcr engngemenl
upean concert, i

"'
I

:

'
' '

i'.-hi(.|'
I 1 ',

I

I '.wiirds a satisfactory
si'lii

!

I,
•

:
.

I I .Ml .|'ii',' lull, i|].- Ottoman Empire
b' '"'

:

I
'11 III :i I'll Ml iii.Mt nn-riacc to the peace

"I I
!

i
,1 !• III!' -iniiniiiii-i of humanity and

•I"' "I"- II'
' 'liri^^lian people. Uniler these cir-

cuni-^tance-^, befurc deciding on a course he may think
right to follow, his M .jesty the Emperor, wi-hes to
know what course will be <letermined upon by the
Cabinets with whom we have acted up to the present,
and wilh whom we desire, as far as possible, to con-
tinue proceeding in common accord "

The Vienna Fnlitixchr. forrennnntlcnz stales that llir

Porte has proposed ilir f.ill-,«iir. .,i,i,liii,„,- i-, Sin ; ,

waiving ilH former .linn In -nl, i u ,.,,:i ,:, ,

Belgrailc' S-,-!,nd. Th h i

'

Ii li.'l'i,.'

"
/ml" .1

!«'.
I,",ii

,'

joy the same riyhta as iialivu .Servianu. Thinl. 'I'Mall

Servia shall not allow the formation of armed bands or

the violation of Turkish territory. Fourth. Th.it the

existence of secret societies shall not be permitted.

Fifth. That the Servian fortresses shall be kept in good
repair, and finally, that the Turkish flag shall be hoisted

uiion these fortresses jointly with the Servian flag.

The Politische Correapondem says Servia will doubtless

accept these conditions and send a special commissioner
to Constantinople.

The Prince of Montenegro has replied to a telegram
from the Grand Vizier, that he is willing to negotiate
fur peace on the basis of the status cjuo ante helium,
with a rectification of the frontier, but considers it use-

less to send a delegate to Constantinople, and asks that

the negotiations be conducted with the Ottoman Am-
bassador at Vienna.
A Constantinople dispatch says that the dismissal of

Midhat Pasha does not imply any change in Turkey's
foreign or internal policy. Her present foreign policy
will not only be maintained, but will be pursued with
greater firmness.

A Belgrade dispatch of the 10th states that the most
important points of the Turkish peace propositions have
been acceded to, and when the preliminaries are settled

the Servian Minister Ristics will proceed to Constanti-
nople to definitely negotiate terms of peace.

The depression of the silk trade in France causes
great distress among the workmen of Lyons, of whom
about 50,000 hive been thrown out of employment in

consequence of the dearness of raw silk, and the increas-
ing demand for woolen fabrics in preference to those of
silk.

Italy has declared its seventeen universities open to

women, and Switzerland, Norway, Sweden and Den-
mark have taken similar action, while France has
opened the Sorbonne to women, and Russia its highest
schools of medicine and surgery.

The ravages of small pox continue in London, the
mortality from the disease last week amouniel to 103.

A dispatch to the London Times, from Calcutta, re-

ports that fifty persons had been killed and a vast num-
ber wounded at Alialiabad, by an explosion of gun-
powder.
The prospects continued gloomy in the provinces of

Madras and Bombiy. There were many cases of
cholera in the distressed districts of Madras. No rail

had fallen, and there had been no improvement in th
condition of the crops.

An Alexandrian dispatch reports another defeat of
the Egyptian troops by the Abyssinians, near Mas-
sowah.

It is reported from Madrid that the government will
probably settle the difliculties wilh the Basque Pro-
vinces by a compromise. Inste.ad of furnishing soldiers
by conscription, each province will be required to main-
tain a battalion of volunteers, which is to be placed
under the orders of the government in case of war, and
administrative autonomy is reserved to the Basque
Provinces.
As the gold yield of Australia decreases the wool

crop grows more valuable. In 187(5 the wool product
of Australia amouiUed to ?70,0U0,000, which is four
times as much as its gold product.

UNiTBr> States.—The Electoral Commission on the
evening of the 9th inst., decided bv a vote of eight to
seven, that the voles of the four Hayes Electors from
Florida should be counted by the Joint Commission.
In reaching this decision, Justices Bradley Miller and
Strong, voted with the five Repuhlicin Senators and
Representatives. The decision is justified by the ma-
jority on the ground that the Commission acting for
the two Houses of Congress, cannot go back of the can-
vass made by the legal authorities of the Stale, nor can
the certificate of the Governor be sel :isi,l.. wIhmi it

agrees with the certificate of tlu- i, .il n , n, ,j^i„,r

officers, neither can the Commissi ; : , .vi"-

dence any act of the Legislature or i m ~ ,1. ;.
i iiiioiiig

whom the Siiii,. bad appointed as Lk, ,,.i., ..lo i li.ed.iv
the said ]-:i..ii,i- -iv Ihcir votes. This decision wa's
commiiMiiMirJ I III I llMuingday to both Houses of Con-
gress nicl 111 jiiM

, Miiv. niion. After it had been read
objection- «ii, |i,, -. ,i;,.,l sinned bvsix Seiiiilors and

Ive

,
ll.elv^

IS. Tl

: House bv a likr ] n\\ v ilr 1(13

the 12th'iiisi. «itlii,i,i 111 tin- on
ssombling the i bMi-,' i.i K. prcsen-
I 11, rejected the decision IGS to

I IS adopled it, the conclusion of
' ling. The Senate and House
ml convintion and the votes of
va and Kansas wer« counted for

Hayes, and those of Georgia, Indiana and Kentuc
for Tilden. When Louisiana wa-s reached two sets

certificates were opened and objections were present

whereupon the joint convention adjourned, and
papers in the case were referred to the Electoral Co

The bill which passed the House of Representitii

for the payment of S-500,000 to Capt. Eids on accot

of his improvements at the month of the Mississij

river, met with an unfavorable reception in the Sena
That body by a vote of 30 to 24, has indefinitely

poned the bill.

E.K-President Lerdo de Tejado of Mexico, Gene
Escobedo, and a number of other prominent Mexica
of the Liberal party, landed in New York on the 1(

Foreign immigration to the United States has
clined to a small figure. During the First month i

total number of arrivals at New York was 1823,'

whom 616 came from England and Ireland, and 5,

from Germany; from all other countries 61.5.
j

The whole number of Indians remaining in the Sti!

of New York is reported to be 5034. They are all i'

scendents of the once renowned Six Nations.
During 1876, 932 railroad disasters occurred in tl;

country, causing the death of 328 persons, and the i

jury of 1097 others.

the Rhode Island House of Representatives, bj

vote of 37 to 28, has passed the bill legalizing the mi
riages of whites to colored persons.

The case of the United States against General Bel
nap has been dismissed by the Attorney General iind

instructions from President Grant, who says that

believes a conviction improbalile, and in view of I

long suffering of the accused, and the great expense
which he has already been subjected, he thinks I

District Attorney should be directed to dismiss the su

A requisition of the War Department in favor
Cipt. E ids for half a million in bonds on account of 1

work on the Mississippi jetties, has been honored
the U. S. Treasury.
The number of interments in Philadelphia for t

week ending the 10th inst., was 270.
The Markel.% &c.—The following were the qiiotatio

the 12th inst. Philadelphia. — American gold, lOc
U. States sixes, 1881, 1I2| registered; do. coupoi
1I3|; do. 1868, 115^; do. 5 per cents, 1881, llOJ ; i

4J per cents, 107i. Cotton, 12^ and 13} cts. for iiplan
and New Orlean.s. Flour from -5 to $10.50, accordu
to quality. Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.49 a Sl.S
amber, $1..55 a $1..57 ; western white, :*1.55 a $1.5
Rye, 77 a 80 cts. Yellow corn, 55 cts. Oats, 37 a •

cts. About 2500 beef cattle sold at 6} a &l cts. per 1

gross for extra ; b); a 6 cts. for fair to good, and 4i a
cts. for common. Wheep sold at 4i a 7} cts. per 1

gross. Receipts 10,200 head. Hogs "7 J a 10 cts. per 1

net. Receipts 4200 head. Chicago.— No. 1 spril

wheat, 51.37; No. 2 do., Sl.3U; No. 3 do., S1.2
Corn, 41 i cts. Oats, .35|- cts. Lard," lOi cts. Ne^r Vnr

Snperline flour, >.5.45 a $.5.85; State extra, So.90
S0.05 ; finer brands, S6..50 a $11.00. No. 3 Milwauk

iig wheal. S1.40; do. No.2,$1.48; No. 1 Milwauki
$1.52; No. 3 Chicago, SI..38. State rye, 86 cts. Mix,

, 55J a 57 cts. ; New Jersey yellow, 55 a '<>'. ci

Canada barley, $1.08.

WANTED.
A Friend to teach London Britain Prepnrilii

Meeting School. Apply to Abel J. Hopkins.
Thompson P. O., Newcastle Co., I'el.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Principal

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the u i ni

the Ninth month. Application may be made to

Joseph S. Elkinton, 331 Sontlj Filth .-^l.

Edward Maris, 127 South Filth St.

James Smedley, 415 Murket St. a

George J. Scaltergood, 413 Spruce St. I

FRIENDS' ASYLU.M FOR THE INSANE.
Near Fraiikford. (TirenH/-lhird Ward,) Philadelphil
Physician and Superintendent—J OSBUA H. WoRTl
NOTO.N, M. D.

Applications for the Admi.ssion of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Man.agers.

Died, on the 18th of 1st month, 1877, at ihe resi.l

of Micajah Gardener, Amy Wills, in the 91st v.-i

her age, an esteenuul member of Upp;-r Eves
Monthly Mecling of Friends, New Jersev.
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Public Libraries of the United States.

(Coutiuued from page 2U.)

CATALOGUING.

n the report upon Libraries, issued liy the

partment of Education—of which some uc-

nt, mostly statistical, was given in a pre-

ing article—the subject of cataloguing is

en especial prominence, inasmuch as it is

wn how a large collection imperfectly
alogued, may prove no more serviceable

n one of half the size, where the work has
n thoroughly done. A classification is

de of four different systems of cataloguing,

se being again divided into more than
mty varieties. Without entering into any
hnieal description of the numerous kinds,

?ill suffice to say that the two typical plans
arrangement are (1) the dictiotiary cata-

ue, and (2) the alphabetico-classed or sys

latic catalogue.

L Dictionary Catalogue arranges the titles

books and their authors in one continuous
habetical list. In libraries of 100,000 vol-

es and upwards, in which books are apt to

uraulate in an increasing ratio, it becomes
uestion of moment—if a printed catalogue
to be used—how far and in what manner
entries ma}- be condensed so as not to im-

k- the usefulness of the collection. Where
' re used, as is now the case in most of

ge libraries, this question is not so

ch considered, because the card plan ad-

8 of indefinite expansion. Here the name
he book and its author, are placed on one

the name of the author followed by the
on a second; and other entries, if de-

d, on still other cards, all of which are

3ed upright in drawers, where they may
readily consulted. Although this manner
intr3' does not permit the titles to be looked
r quite as quickly as does reference to a

ited page, yet it is more expeditious than
he task of consulting even a printed cata-

e with its several supplements, as has
tofore been the necessary usage in the

re libraries not of recent origin.

iy the Alphabetico-Classed system, a divi-

I is first made into different classes, as

tory. Biography, Travels, &c., and these
in are divided into sub-classes, sections

, sub-sections, aecoi'ding to the necessities

the case. The author's names may be ar-

in the sections with the subjects, or
lich I think the better plan) they may con-

stitute a separate list. Thus all the works of

any author, which the library possesses, may
then be seen at a glance, without necessitating

a search through the various sections.

Having determined on the kind of catalogue

to be used, some general rules governing the

stj'le of entries have to be settled, and second-

ly, where and how the books shall be placed

on the shelves. At first sight it may appear
a very easj' matter to determine how the title

of any book should be entered, but upon a

more intimate consideration of the subject, it

will be seen that the difficulties are by no
means slight. Now, every book should be so

catalogued that the librarian may answer any
or every question concerning (1) the author's

name; (2) the book's title; (3) its sulject

—

not always synon3'mous with title ; or, if even

no author or title can be named by the appli

cant, (4) whether the library contains any
work on a named subject. Let us take some
examples.
Here is a " Life of William Penn," by Thos.

Clarkson. We cannot mistake where that

goes. If we are using a dictionary catalogue,

we put it in its alphabetical place under Penn
and Clarkson respectively ; or, if a systematic
catalogue, Penn is registered in its appropriate

place in Biography, and Clarkson in the book
of authors. Next, we will saj', is "Christ and
the Gallows," by M. H. Boree. Here we meet
a difficulty. With the systematic catalogue,

it would suffice to place the book in the sec-

tion or sub-section of " Capital Punishment ;"

but in the case of a dictionary catalogue,

should a person wanta workon capital punish

ment, and yet not know its name, he would
miss this, the most recent book, altogether, if

it was entered only by its proper title. It must
therefore be placed under '-Capital Punish
ment" in the list, with such a cross-reference

as this: see Boree's " Christ and tiioGallows."

Next is "Bancroft's History of the United
States. " While it is true this may be easily

placed, yet there is something additional need
ed. There ma}- be twent}' or more books on

the same general subject, but in case the stu-

dent should wish to ascertain the particulars

of an event which had happened in the year

1777, he would find that his trouble in con-

sulting the work had been in vain, for the

reason that the history stops short at its tenth

volume with the year 1776. Hence it is re-

quisite to add in brackets to the title-entry of

the work [To 1776] or [Colonial.] But now
we come to a title which presents a more
formidable difficulty. It is—if I remember
the wording correctl}'—" Old Wells Dug Out,"

by T. DeWitt Talmaire,—a title not 'unlike

many which appeared at the time of the rise

of our religious Society. If we were to con-

sult no more than the title-page, our book
would appear under Hydraulics or Drainage,
whereas its appropriate place must be The-
ology. In the same manner, "To Eome and
Back" is not a book of travel, but a work on
ritualism, and needs to be entered not only by

its title, but also under the general heading
of " Ritualism," with a cros-i-reference to this

particular book. Appleton's " Dictionary of
Mechanics, Mining and Engineering," must
bo 80 entered that it will be found by one
specially interested in mining or engineering,

as well as by one who is examining the subject

of mechanics generally, and hence will neces-

sitate four entries. Again, Farrar's " Seekers
after God," b^^ no means suggests the names
of Seneca, Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius,

whose lives and teaahings make up the con-

tents of the book, and therefore it needs to be
entered under those names as well. Like-

e, the "Essays" and "Miscellanies" of

many writers, hide important articles which
might seldom be read if not placed in the
catalogue.

Corresponding difficulties present them-
vcs in dealing with the nantes of the au-

thors. In the case of pseudonyms, some
librarians enter them by the first name, and
some by the surname. Thus Edith May or

Barry Cornwall can either be entered as they
stand, or May and Cornwall can be given

iority— their true names, Anna Drinker
d Brj'an W. Procter, being also entered in

brackets. In the case of foreign prefixes, such
De and Von, it is hardly advisable to es-

tablish an absolute rule. No one would look

for Voltaire under De Voltaire, nor Humboldt
under Von Humboldt; an<i on the other hand
few would expect to find De Tocqueville en-

tered as Tocqueville, or De Vere as Vere.

Having mentioned a few of the troubles in

the nomenclature, it remains to be considered

where the books shall be placed, and how
they shall be numbered. For quite small

libraries, the accession number only need be

used ; that is to say, the 250th book received,

may be numbered 2.50, and placed on its pro-

per shelf in the class to which it belongs. In

the Friends' Free Library, at Germantown,
all the numbers up to 2000 have been reserved

for History, from 200J to 4000 for Science,

4000 to 6000 for Travuls, and so on
; so that

a book bears a number which represents its

accession to the division, and not to the whole

library. The librarian knows at a glance in

what division any book belongs.* If there arc

alcoves, the letter A, B, or C, &c., is placed

before the accession number, the number of

the shelf being entered between, as B 25, 650.

In large libraries some form of the decimal

or the logical system of arrangement and
numeration is adopted. The decimal system,

which is the most common, consists in letter-

ing or numbering the case or alcove, the tier,

the shelf, and the place on the shelf. Thus,

C 75, 10 would mean that the book was to be

found in case or alcove C, 7th tier, 5th shelf,

10th book on the shelf. Or, the letter of the

case may be replaced by a numeral : 765, 25

* 111 the British Museum, a classification by colors

his been adopted. Books of history are bound in red,

theological in blue, poetical in yellow, natural history

in green, and so on.
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would mean the 7th case, 6th tier, 5th shelf,

25lh book on the shelf. The logical system,

however, has the advantage that the numera-

tion of a book being dependent altogether

upon its topic, it can always be readily found

by those accustomed to the plan, even though

a considerable moving of the books should be

necessitated by increase in the size of the

library, or its entire removal to another build-

ing. 'J'his plan, which has been adopted in

the Amherst College library, is as follows :

—

The library is first divided into 9 classes or

special libraries—those of Philosophy, The-

ology, Natural Science, History, and so forth,

and these arc numbered 1 to 9. Each one of

these special libraries is then divided into 9

divis^ions of the main subject, also numbered
1 to 9 ; and finally, each of these divisions into

9 sections. Hence if we take a book num-
bered 587, 10, the 5 represents class, Natural

Science ; 8 is its division. Botany ; 7 the botani-

cal section. North America ; 10 the tenth book

in that section. Inversely : suppose the stu-

dent to have a French dictionary which he

wishes to replace, he would know, even with-

out seeing its number, that it belonged to the

class 4, Philology ; division 4, French lan-

guage; section's, French dictionaries—its

general number therefore 443.

There is also in use in the same library, an

ingenious plan for showing where any book
is. When a student takes a book out, he

hands to the librarian a paper slip upon which
is his name and the book's number. The
librarian stamps upon the slip the date, and
places it in its proper place in a tray, which
is divided into comjjartments corresponding

to the divisions and sections into which the

library is divided. Any book taken from the

shelves, for whatever purpose, is in this man-
ner represented by a stamped slip. Thus if

a book should be asked for which is not in its

place on the shelves, the librarian examinies
the slips, and can tell in a few seconds who
has it. One advantage of this plan for a col-

lege library is, that if a student can thus as-

certain where a withdrawn book is which he
may merely wish very briefly to refer to, he
can do so without having to wait an indefi-

nite time for iis return.

The volume which wo have thui briefly

reviewed, also discusses the management of

free Town Libraries, and how to make them
successful; the use and abuse of fiction ir

public libraries; the advisability of establish

ing a special professorship of books and read
ing, for hish-class colleges and universities;

besides other related topics.

J. W. L
(Tu l.u contiimod.)

For " The FricDil."

SciiliiiH'iils of various wriltTs in Reference to War.

We are at War.—"In nothing has the hu-

man mind been so blinded, so surprisingly

infatuated, as in the sanguinary business of

war. If this point were duly understood, it

would not be so easy a matter to set pciople

at war. Every man would consider what ho
was going about.

Does the Divine government \)ay a. great

and scrupulous regard, when a man way-lays
and stabs his neighbor, aTui yet no regard
when whole nations bleed? Does eternal

justice sleep when the dying groans of thou-

sands pierco the skies? when tho blood of

millions cries from the ground ?

Who killed these people? Oh I nobody.

They died in battle. They were killed by the

opposite army, who are soldiers by profession!

And this answer is satisfactory to a wretched

infatuated mortal, who considers not that the

eye of God is on this scene of carnage, and

views every dead body as one distinct and in-

dividual murder. Never was there a delusion

so deep and dreadful 1 Of all errors it is the

most destructive and atrocious that ever seiz-

ed on the human mind. ' We are at war !' In

that one little sentence there is a charm which

makes men totally forget the value of life.or

the immortal destinies of the soul ; which

makes him careless of murder, and fearless of

the wrath of God. Apprehensions, perhaps,

may flit about him sometimes, and a little re-

morse of conscience ; but he is ready to say,

' No matter, that is not my business. It is

the business of the nation, the government;
and, if we are bj' chance wrong, that wrong
is to be divided amongst so many of us that

my share will be small.' Deluded soul ! such

reasonings will not stand before God I
' We

are at war.' So mighty is the charm of that

word, that professing Christians, and oven

ministers, lose all scruples about the equity

or iniquity of the cause, and hurry to bloody

conflict."

—

Letters of Governor Strong.
" The idea of two communities of Chris

tians, separated perhaps by a creek, at the

same moment begging their common Father
to assist them in "reciprocal destruction, is an

idea of horror to which I know no parallel

LorrI, assist ws to slaughter our enemies: This
is our petition,— ' Father, forgive them ; they
know not what they do.' This is the petition

of Christ."

—

Dymond on War.
" Would to God, that the spirit of the Chris

tian religion would exert its influence over
the hearts of individuals in ihe'w public capa
city ; then would revenge, avarice, and ambi
tion, which have fatted the earth with the

blood of her children, be banished from the

counsels of princes, and there would be no
more war. The time will come—the prophet
hath said it, and I believe it—the time wil"

assuredly come when nation, literally speak
ing, shall no longer lift up sword against na
tion. No man will rejoice, my lords, more
than I shall, to see the time when peace shall

depend on an obedience to the benevolent
principles of the gospel."

—

From a Speech of
Bishop Watson in the House of Lords.

"Mahometans and Pagans do not believe

that our religion allows of war. They re

proach us with the inconsistency. Our wars
are, with them, a scandal and a taunt. 'You
preach to us,' say they, ' of Christianity, and
would convert us to your creed ; first convert
yourselves

; show us that yourselves believe in

it.' Nay, the Jews at our doors tell us, that
our wars are an evidence that the Prince of|15

Peace is not come. They bring the violence of
professed Christians to prove that Christ was
a deceiver. Thus do wo cause the way of
Truth to bo evil spoken of. Thus arc we, who
should bo tho helpers of the world, its stum-
bling-blocks and its shame." — From "An
Inquiry into the Accordancy of War with Chris-

tianity."

Our safety as individuals or as a nation is

not in arms or in wai'; Imt in a uniform, con-
sistent, undevialing obedience to the Prince
of Peace, and to the obligations Ho requires.

This will ever bo tho safeguard of those who
conform lo it.

Tiie Draining of lake Fucino.

A correspondent of the New York Ever

Post reports the recent completion of the gi

engineering work in which Prince Alexun
Torlonia, a citizen of Eome, had been enga

during the past twenty-two years. The wr
says: "The draining of Lake Fucino, wl
was the largest lake in Central and South
Italy, covering an area of 37,050 acres,

been the dream of the Romans since the i

was first conceived by Julius Csesar.

lake was situated in the province of Aqu
fifty-three miles east of Eome and ninety-

miles north of Naples, and before its drain

covered the greater part of a vast table la

one of the largest in the central part of

Apennines. This table land, 2.094 feet ab

the level of the sea, is surrounded on all si

by spurs of the main chain of mountains, i

is separated from the adjacent valleys in si

a manner that the waters found no outlet

discharge themselves into the neighbor

rivers. The only means of discharging

lake was by evaporation into the air or

sorption into the earth, and as often as

rainfall was larger than the amount of wa
thus subtracted the volume increased and o^

flowed the surrounding country. The prof
tions of the lake, thus depending on atni

phoric changes, were exceedingly varial

Sometimes the water even filled the

basin of one hundred and seventy-three th

sand acres contained within the circle

mountains, and drove the poor inbabitai

gradually away from their farms to the s

rounding hills. When the waters sank
people returned timorously to their huK

but scarcely did thej' begin to make th

again productive when a new rising of

lake drove them awa}^ They lived in a st

of continual anxiety, their fields being of

for several years at a time covered bj"^ the

vancing waters; and when at last they w-

able to take possession of them they incur!

heavy expenditures in rendering the land

for cultivation, and were also exposed to mi
dies from tho swampy condition of tho sni

" This state of things was especially seri(

at Lake Fucino, because the people on 1

neighboring mountains had no other pi;

than that oi Fucino to which they could Ic

for their supplies of cereals and other prodi

of the soil, the rest of the torritorj' bei

nothing else than steep mountain sides,

which cultivation was almost impossible,

was a favorite project with Julius Ca_^sar

drain the land covered by Lake Fucino, ai

productive tract of country so near ilo

would have been very desirable to supply-

1

city with grain. This was one of seve

magiiillcTiit ]iT-i>jects, which his murder
cfcHlrd, designed to prevent the t

rible funiiiiea that sooften afflicted tho gn
population of liome. At the death of C'lei

the work was discontinued, and was ne^

resumed by his successors until Claudius 8'

ceeded to the imperial dignitj-. The woi

which he caused to be executed are c(

sidered by Pliny the most extraordinary

that brilliant period. This attempt of Cli

dius to drain the lake, after an immense >

ponse and employing 30,000 men during

period of eleven years, was only partly 9

eessful."

The failure of Claudius was attributed

Tacitus to the dishonesty of tho person

charge of tho work, who accumulated a v
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tune while he hud the superinteudence

it.

'The works were renewed by Trajan and
drian, and in the middle ages by Frederick
and by several sovereigns of Naples, but

y were all unsuccessful, and the waters
itinued to rise and fall according to un-

)wn laws, no regular observations having
r been made before the beginning of Tor-
ia's work in 1854. This long succession of

ures had caused the draining of Lake Fu-
3 to be regarded as an impossibility. The
erjjrise of Torlonia, who has succeeded in

Tconiing difficulties which for eighteen
turies had resisted the efforts of the most
yerful monarchs, redounds greatly to his

lor. It has been accomplished in a scien-

c and thorough manner, and there is no
bability that like its predecessors it will

n fall into ruin. Lake Fueino is the largest

ind reservoir that has ever beeu drained,

i Torlonia, with wonderful courage and
severance, has during a period of twenty-
3 years continued the work, first as owner
one- half the stock, and afterward as sole

)prietor.

'The tunnel, which follows the direction

the old Roman one, but is three times as
go and has four times the power, is one-

the length of the Mont Cenis tunnel

—

It is, 6,887 yards—and discharges every
ond 10,912 gallons of water. The whole
rk consists of this tunnel under a mountain,
1 a plain which is higher than that of Lake
cino, to the Iliver Lj-ris, into which it falls

m an elevation
; a system of canals in the

i of the lake, and massive stone buildings
the head of the tunnel. The lake, which,
len Torlonia began to drain it, was 12.4

lies long and 6.8 miles wide, is of an ellip-

bl form. It is certain that when the drain-

^ began it was much shallower than in

bient times, the depth of the deposits being
iculated at nearly twelve inches per centur}'.

ifore the Christian era the floods were also

^her, and it is said by Strabo that the water
je to the base of the mountains, occupying
6 whole plain." Torlonia has lived to see

b successful issue of his great undertaking,
bugh he was advanced in j-ears when he
Itered upon it.

For "T1k> Friend."

Richard Sliackleton.

(Continued from page 196j

Richard Shackleton in the following in

•uctive letter, saj's : "Religion consists ic

lowledge and practice, hearing Christ's say
gs and doing them ;" and that, "our great

fy
is, diligently to wait on the motions of

spirit in our own hearts, and faithfully to

jey its requirings."

[Eow very true it is, that we must give heed

I

the inward teachings of the Holy Spirit,

bkmg to obey them, and following only
fiere they lead, if we would know of an ad-

ticement in the way of life eternal. It is

i-important, then, that we turn inward, seek-
\r thus to have the mind centered and set-

id upon the alone source and strength by
aich we may be enabled to move steadily

fward.

fR. S. further remarks :
" We may be clear

[the head and yet deceived in the heart;"
8 may indeed, be able to grasp these things

Ith the intellect, and reason with our natural

eulties, and have our notions and under-
Undingsin regard to the great gospel Truths,

}-et this is the least part of it, there must be
corresponding unity /e/t in the heart, ere we

shall be enabled rightly and truly to know
for ourselves that these are the very truths.

We must come to taste and handle ere we can,

from a living experience, testily that they are
no cunningly devised fables.

B. S. to John Gonran.

(About to join the Society of Friends.)

" Ballitore, 12th of Fifth month, 1772.

Dear Friend, * * * i have no doubt
but that, as thy letter very sensibly inti-

ates, the first great work of the inward crea-

tion has been, in measure, effected in thee, and
the great first moving cause to every right
religious sense, has said, 'Let there be light.'

B}' this light I believe thou hast seen the great
superiority which future, eternal happiness
has above temporary gratification, and thy
mind has been stirred to aspire after the ex-

perience of those things which make for thy
present and future peace. Well, dear friend,

keep to this light, and walk in the shining of
it, and thereby thou wilt know, in the pro-

gress of this inward work, a being more and
more separated from the darkness. Religion

consists in knowledge and practice, bearing
Christ's sayings and doing them. Our great

duty then is, diligently to wait on the mo-
tions of his Spirit in our own hearts, and faith-

fully to obey its requirings. It is not the ac-

cumulation of even right religious notions in

the head, it is not a facility of writing or
speaking about them from such conceptions

;

it is not a good capacitj^ by which we may
give a reasonable plea for our religious senti-

ments and conduct, and by which we may
defend them fiora the attack of others—it is

not in these things that our stability and
growth in religion consists. We may be clear

in the head and j-et deceived in the heart.

While our eyes are roving about in specula-

tion on these matters, an insidious adver,-iar3-

maj^ lay snares for our feet, and he that thinks

he stands, may too late be convinced of his

weakness by his fall. Let us, therefore, my
dear friend, walk cautiously and circumspect-

\y as in the day. Let us keep in the child's

state, while we are but children, waiting
patiently to bo fed in due season with food

convenient for us, not seeking to be anything
in form or degree, but as the inward opera-

tive principle of life shall gradually make us.

The inward as well as the outward creation

is, I had liked to have said, infinite in its

variety. Let us, therefore, not be so solicitous

to model our conduct after the example of

others, as desirous in simplicity to be what
the Lord would have us to be. If we are pas-

sive enough in his hand to be squared, fash-

ioned and fitted by him, there is no fear, but

that in due time, he will bring us into our

proper respective places in the spiritual build-

ing in his church.
" In the mean time, let us keep a watch

over the wanderings of our own imaginations,

and know a limitation to them, as well as a

bridle to our tongues. Thei-e is a laudable

parsimony and frugality in religion, especi-

ally suitable to young beginners. We should

not be lavish of the main stock, but rather

imitate the woman who took the leaven (re-

ceived the precious visitation) and hid it in

the three measures of meal, till the whole
bod}', soul, and spirit was leavened. David
also saith, ' Thj' word have I hid in my heart,

that I might not sin against thee.' And the

closer this is pent up in our own breasts, like

fire in a close oven, the sooner and more effect-

ually, it will consume the chaffy and the
transgressing (which is the combustible) na-
ture, and then be as a flame of joy, purifying,
keeping clean, enlightening and enlivening
the mind through all its faculties. * * *

" We are on all sides surrounded with dan-
gers, and we have but the one all-sufficient

help, which is the grace of God. As our
spirits happily keep in unity with this, we
shall be taught when and how to be free, and
when to be reserved. This is the key of
David, which locks and unlocks. This is that
which alone qualifies to show forth by our
tenets, lives, and conversations, that we are
in reality Christians, followers of Christ. And
after all is said and done, this is what those
of our profession, and of all modes of religion

under heaven, must come to be led and taught
bj', if they ever come to be enabled to live

acceptably in the sight of their common Crea-
tor, whilst here, or ever become prepared for

an eternity of happiness hereafter. To this

Divine Instructor, infallible Guide and saving
Help, I heartily commend thee.

" Thy affectionate friend, R. S."
The following is extracted from a letter of

Richard Shackleton to Hannah Plumstead, Jr.
* * * " The elders have been removed,

and are moving off, a succession is wanting in

the church. The call, the invitation is gone
forth, the i-ieh dainties of the Father's house
are prepared, and all is ready. Be thou, mj'
dear child, one of those who will give up their

names to serve the best of Masters. There is

no honor like the honor of His service ; no re-

ward like the reward which He bestows. As
thou art faithful to the discoveries of His
Spirit, in matters comparatively small, as thou
surrenderest thy heart in unreserved dedica-
tion, and spreads thy garments and all super-
fluous branches of every luxuriant growth in

the way of His coming, great will be thy
peace. But if thou sayest in thy heart, to

the Divine visitation, 'Hitherto will I follow

thee, and no further;' if thou secretcst the
doves (the seemingly innocent things) when
the Master is turning them out of His temple,

and if thou wilt not suffer the bitterness of

death to pass upon that which is high and
delicate, Goodness and Mercy will strive again

and again, but thy way will be long about,

and thj' wilderness tedious. R. S."

(To be continued.)

Counterfeit Half Dollars.

As these pieces are beginning to show them-
selves, though not in alarming quantity, a few
simple directions for delecting them may be

useful, especially in the stores and shops.

Counterfeiters generally content themselves
with the cheap and quiet process of casting

from moulds, though sometimes they strike

the pieces from dies. The mould is made
from the genuine coin, and yields a fac-simile.

They use a type metal, somewhat hardened
and sonorous, by the addition of copper ; and
the whole being slightlj- silvered over in a
battery, and the gate neatly ribbed out on the

edge. Such a piece may pass while fresh and
new. They are, however, rather too white
and too thick, orif of the right thickness, too

light.

There is something about the genuine coin

that ordinarily puts it above suspicion, par-

ticularly after the new white surface has given
place to the inimitable and permanent nine-
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tenths tint. It may bo abused by heatin

or staining, or by contact with gum-elastic
bands. It has been disfigured with tin-foil,

for the small purpose of provoking a bet. In

]-are cases it may have a flaw at the edge, or

shut in, which destroys the ring. But gener-
ally it speaks well for itself as to color and
sonority.

The genuineness of a half dollar is some
thing worth looking after, to any of lis, and
especially to storekeepers, taking them often

through the day. It is, therefore, worth the
trouble to have on the counter one or two
witnesses easy to be had.

First. A balance, which need be no more
than a thin strip of wood eight or ten inches
long neatly poised. Place a good piece on
one end and the suspected one on tlie other,

and have a weight of three grains at hand.
If the difference is more than that, decline
taking the piece.

A much better instrument would be tho
one in vogue many years ago for gold, made
of brass, and taking not only the weight, but
also the gauge of diameter and thickness.
Any one wishing to see this simple affair,

with a view of making it for sale, maj' call at
the office of the undersigned. No doubt, it

could bo sold at fifty cents. It should be
adapted to the half and quarter dollar, and
]K'rhaps the whole dollar.

Second, a liquid test, composed as follows:
Twenty-four grains of nitrate of silver in cry
lals; one gramme (say 15 grains) of nitric

acid, and one ounce of water. Any druggist
can put this up, in a small bottle with a point
ed glass stopper, made for lifting drops, tak
ing care to use pure ingredients. Eeraove a
little of the surface of the coin by a knife, and
then touch the place with a drop from th
stopper. If good, there will bo no action; if

bud, it blackens at once.

It should be observed this is not the com
])Oiind we use for examining gold counterfeits
and jewelry. And, further, some persons use
nitric acid alone, which will discolor a good
coin as well as a bad one.
As for the pieces struck from dies, they are

generally such poor imitations that the taker
almost deserves to lose by them, isuch a
piece, dated 1876, is now before me; good
color, feeble and faulty devices, right weight,
but quite too thick, 'it would be' caught by
the gauge already mentioned. It is a whitish
brass, with silver plating, more substantial
than the electro-silvering.

It is well that the courts and oflScers of the
law are diligent in arresting this business,
while tho tellers of the Treasury and tho
banks throw out spurious offers, so that it

will not commonly be nceepsarj' to use anj'
other tost than the eye.
The writer has chosen to speak mainly of

the half dollar, because those arc chiefly cum-
phiiiied of, and tho lesser pieces are less likely
to be imitated. Still, some men seem to take
a pride in this despicable work, even if it

yields small ])rof5t. Jn the long run, coiinter-
feitcrs are never enriched, and their sc(|ir-I is

generally in prison walls,

W. E. Du Hois,
Assaycr, U. S. Mint, Philadelphia.—Public Ln/(j>r.

attack an empty ve.ss

vessels only which ar
; he seeks to roh those

.-iehly li>.deu.— Coicper.

mptations of the Saints.—Against
Satan multiply his malicious ass
nst those in whom God hath nnil

Selected.

LET THE DEAD BURY THEIR DEAD."
'Tis gone, with its joy.s and .sorrows

;

lis sun.shine and storms of rain :

Look not aw;iy in the distance,

On relics of grief and pain;

Look up, dear friend.'', instead :

Let the dead year bury its dead \

What if our pride has suffered ?

What if the hour of need
Has shown that the friend we trnsted

Was worse than a broken reed ?

Look up, thongh our hearts have bled

:

Let the dead year bury its dead.

Let us counf the abundant mercies
Our one great Friend has sent

;

The days of onr light and darkness-
All gifts of one sweet intent.

No matter the tearj? we shed
;

Let the dead year bury its dead.

Ah ! youth has been taught stern lessons,

And we of niaturer years
Have learned a yet keener knowledge
Of life's vain hopes and fears.

How surely God's hand hath led !

Let the dead year bury its dead.

And the new-born year shall find ns

Courageous, alert, and strong
;

Girt up for the strife before ns,

Though sharp the trial and long.

On, on, with a firmer tread.

While the dead year buries its dead !

—The Month.

If all our life were one broad glare

Of sunlight, clear, unclouded,
If all our path were smooth and fair

By no soft gloom enshrouded
;

If all life's flowers were fully blown.
Without the sweet unfolding,

And happiness were rudely thrown
On hands loo weak for holding.

Should we not miss the twilight hours,

The gentle haze and sadness?
Should we not long for storms and showers,

To break the constant gladness?

If none were sick and none were sad,

What service wotild we render?
I think if we were always glad

We .scarcely could he tender.

Did our beloved never need.

Our patient ministration,

Earth would grow cold and miss indeed
Its sweetest consolation.

If .sorrow never claimed our hearts,

And every wish were granted,

Patience would die and hope depart

—

Life would be di.senchanted.

And yet in Heaven is no more night.

In Heaven is no more sorrow!
Suih nnimagined new delight,

Fre.'-h grace from pain would borrow.
As the poor seed that under ground,

Seeks its true life above it,

Not knowing what will there be found
When sunbeams ki.ss and love it

;

So we in darkness upward grow
And look and long for Heaven,

But cannot picture it below
Till more of light be given.

A late London paper says: Th
stums in London have just slo

IS doubtless tho commencement
farioiis trade. They have sol

officers of
)pivl what
of a most
ed, under

iplied

powers given them by 31) and 40 Vic, sec. 4i
cap. 3(), a harmless looking fluid, which on
analysis proved to be nicotine. The importa-
tion, which was from Hamburg, was exceed-
ingly small in bulk, being only 23 gills. Its
terrible potency may, however, be imagined
om the fact that it was the produce of 2,5ii0

uinds of tnhacco sweepings mixed «itl'i al-

.hol. Tl,.' pivs, nn,d intention of the Ham-

burg chemist was that it should be used as

ready means of converting our early Yo
cabbages into the finest Havana tobacco. T
Commissioners of Customs retained a sami
for their museum, and ordered the rest oft
mixture to be returned to the port of sh
ment.

—

Late Paper.

For " Tlie Friend

Ellis Hugh— a Biographical Sketch.

The following account of Ellis Hugh, <

traeted from the 4th vol. of Piety PioTnot(

is copied for "The Friend," with the ho
that in its perusal some of our dear you
Friends m;iy read their own experience wi

regard to sacrifices required
; and be encoi

nged by his '-faint yet persevering" Chiisii

progress, to lay aside every weight, turn fh
the temptations to sin which so easily besi

and run with patience the race sot befc

them.
Nothing is more true than that the way

the everlasting crown and kingdom of Chr
Jesus must ever lay through submission a

obedience to the self-mortif3-ing, humbli
discipline of His cross. But this, when tail

fully j'ielded to. He has promised to ma
easy and light

; while we are at the same tit

assured that it leads to life, liberty, and ir

peace. So that, as in the case of E. H., thouj

that which formerly delighted " was beconn
burden," yet the blessed e.Kchange causes ho
and joj^ and life so to spring, that the dest

—the unchanged heart— becomes, throuj

the renewing, teaching, preserving, sanctii

ing power of Heavenly grace, to rejoice ai

blossom as the garden of the Lord; "joy ai

gladness shall be found therein, tlianksgivit

and the voice of melod}'."

Ellis Hugh was a native of Wales, and cat

over to Pennsylvania when about twelve 3'e8

of age. The account thus proceeds:—"]
naturally of a cheerful disposition, ai

for some time indulged himself in keepii

company with such, whose conversation ai

conduct were unprofitable and vain ; for whic
though it does not appear ho was guilt}'

moral practices, he was closely reprov
b}- the witness of God in the secret of t

heart, and his condition being thereby plain

manifested, as likewise the danger of purS'

ing such courses, he did not dare to go on ai

longer in vanity. Submitting to the rcprct

of instruction, he was brought under gre
remorse and godlj' sorrow for his past .-in

in which stale, the conversation of his f rin

companions once his delight, was beciiinc

burden, and increased his distress. But avoi

ing to feed their light, airy dispositions, kee'

ing his mind retired, and reading the IIoi

Siriptuics, when they sought to entice bin

had such an effect, that they forsook hi*

which was a groat ease to his mind, in th

It afforded him an opportnnitj' for a fuith
search after tho will of Him, who in meit.

had calleil him to glor}' and virtue. A
was thus engaged after manj' deep bajit

and trials, it pleased the Lord, abi>iil tl

thirtj'-fourth year of his ago, to call him
tho work of the ministry; which was an o

coedinglj' humbling exercise to him, and niai

sore conflicts ho haii therein, through the be

fettings of Satan ; but by endeavoring to ft

low tho Lord in tho way of his requiriiig(

help was administeretl, so that he had at t

pcrionco, that He gives 'The oil ol j(

onriiiin;, and iho gtirment of praise
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For "The Friend."

The "luilian Territory.''

Edward King, author of "The Great South,"

ritiiig of the Territory in 1873-1874, says:

rhe Indian Territory is, to its inhabitants,

id to the Govcrninent of the United States,

this present writing, a problem. The area

52,780,000 acres has as yet scarcely popu-

tion enough to make a city of tenth rank,

ae estimated numbers of the ti-ibes scattered

er the vast plains and among the moun-
ins, are as follows : Cherokees, 17,500

;

loctaws, 17,000; Creeks, 13,500; Chicka-

ws, 5,500; Seminoles, 2,500; Osages, 3,500
;

ics and Foxes, 468; Shawnees, 670; Chey-
mes and Arapahoes, 3,390; Confederate Peo-

is, 170 ;
Eastern Shawnees, 80; Wj'andottes,

lO; Quapaws, 236; Senecas, 188. And this

itle baud of 65,000 people is so separated

\
great distances, unabridged by railways,

id by barriers of language and custom, that

ere is hardly any intercourse between tribes,

be land lies waste because there are not

tnds enough to hold the plough, and the

luntry remains a wilderness because the

Idian jealously refuses to allow the white
an to make it blossom as the rose.

iThere is something pathetic in the rcsolu-

^n with which the Indian clings to this

Srritorj', the very last of his strongholtls.

is race and his history are soon to be inex-

cably mingled with that of the white men,
om he still considers as intruders; and
lie he recognizes the inevitable fate attend

e; him and his possessions, ho fiercely re

"ses any attempt at a compromise.
He now stands tirm by the treaty slipula

ns ; for the treaties made in 1837 bj' the
3vernment of the United States with the
ious tribes east of the Mississippi, giving
em the ' Indian Territoiy' on condition

bt they should move into it and occupy it,

re comprehensive and binding. The Osages
d been the virtual owners of these immense
lets of land until the advent of the white
[in, but to day have almost entirely dis

peared.

A patent in fee simple was given to the
erokees in 1837, while the other tribes hold
eir lands under treaty stipulations. From
37 to 1845 the task of removing the variou

besfrom their homes east of the Mississippi

^nt on, and with the unwillingness of the
rainolos to migrate came the Florida v

the treaties it was provided, that the five

itinctive tribes, the Cherokee^', Choctaw
ickasaws. Creeks and Seminoles, should
Id the lands of the Territory as homes for

They, in their turn, have allowed smaller
bes to make homes among them. In 1866
Delawares and Shawnees, of Kansas,

reed thereafter, to live in the Cherokee Na
n and to give up their own nationality,

ling the funds resulting from the sale of
lir lands in Kansas to the annuities of the
erokees.

The annuities of the various nations in the
rritory arise from their sales of lands in th

3t ; those of the Cherokees amount to about
0,000 yearly; of the Choctaws, §250.000;
Creeks, §175,000 ; the Chickasaws, $100

I; and the Seminoles, 810,000. The vari

i -treaties were all revised and renewed it

56—following on the treaty of peace made
Fort Smith, at the close of the late wa
The Indians of the Territory of to day are

refore, just as securely vested with the

itrol of the Territory as against its settle

neat by white men as they were in 1837, and
they manifc-^t no more disposition to yield

their claims then they did a quarter of a cen-

tury ago.

The Cherokees have naturally made the

greatest advances in civilization and are at

present the most powerful of all the tribes in

the Territorj-. They have a ruling voice in

matters that concern the general polity of the

nations or tribes of the Territory, and their

manners and customs are better known to the

outside world than are those of any other

tribe.

Their general status is not below that of

the white frontiersman. They are industrious

and capable agriculturists, and understand

the care of stock better than any other peo))le

in the Southwest. They live remote from

each other—on farms, which it is true, they

hold in common, yet to-which there is an in-

dividual and perpetual right of occupancy.

All the land is vested in the Nation
; a man

may sell his improvements and buildings

—

but not the land.

The Indians throughout the Territory are

not, as a rule, farmers in any proper sense,

as they raise simply what they need
;
this,

however, is because there is no market for

surplus produce. The Government originally

supplied them with capital ;
they do not

realize the advantages of gain, they simply

desire to ' make a living.' Throughout the

various nations there is an utter neglect of

internal improvements. An Indian highway
is as difficult as the road up Vesuvius, and

none of the magnificent rivers were bridged

before the advent of the Missouri, Kansas and

Texas railway.

The 'Indian Agents,' who are appointed

directly by the President, and who, residing

among the different tribes, are properly th

interpreters of all the treaties, have charge

of the annuities, and make the annua

oin in a general council provided for by
the treaty of 1866, and it is presided over by
the Superintendent of Indian Affairs for the
Southern ."superintendency. At this council,

only such matters are legi-laied upon as are
of comity between the nations—the rendition

of criminals, the joint action in legard to land,

&c.

This superb country, unquestionably one of

the most fertile on the globe, is a constant

source of torment to the white men of the

bolder, in whom the spirit of speculation is

very strong. The hardy citizen of the South-
west bears do ill-will towards the various

Indian tribes, but it irritates him to see such
vast tracts of land lying idle. He longs to be

admitted to the Territory with the same
privileges granted Indians, viz. : the right to

occupy and possess all the land they may
fence in, and to claim all that remains un-

fenced within a quarter of a mile on either

side of their fenced lots. He is tantalized

with visions of the far spreading, flower be-

spangled prairies, the fertile hills, the rich

quarries, mines and valley lands. He burns
to course at free will over the grazing re-

gions where even the Indians raise such fine

stock. And now that the railroad has entered

a protest again^^t continued exclusiveness on
the part of the Indians, he thunders at the

northern and southern entrances of the Terri-

tory, and will not be quiet.

The war of the rebellion was most dis-

astrous to the Indians of this Territory, who
most unwisely permitted themselves to be

drawn into the quarrel, most of them taking

part with the South, and the others remain-

ing loyal to the Union. The latter being the

weaker party suffered terribly in the civil

strife which ensued, and many thousands

were compelled to seek a refuge in Kansas.

Out of a large party of Creeks led by their

aged chief Opothleholu, more than a thousand

ports—usually have much influence with the|tnon, women and children perished from cold

Indian chiefs"and of late years, some few im- land hunger in their winter journey, pur-

provements have been introduced at their sued as they were by their ruthless enemies

suggestion. The person of an agent is al- under the command of General Pike.

ways respected, and as a rule, his word is Before the war, the Indians were rich in

law. The government of the Cherokees, as stock, and it was not uncommon for a stock

well as that of the other principal nations in raiser to possess 15,000 head of cattle. But

the Territory, corresponds in a large degree when the war came the total destruction of

to tho.se of our States. The Cherokees elect 1 this stock ensued. Hundreds of thousands of

a 'principal' and second chief for terms ofjthe beasts were stolen and taken into the

four years. They also have an upper and neighboring States ;
both armies fed from the

lower house of the Legislature, the former |herds ; and so great was the consequent dis-

continuing in power four, and the latter two [tress among the Indians, that the general

years. Bills, or acts, are regularly introduced

and passed through the various readings, to

be engrossed, as in other legislative assem-

blies. There is a supreme court, with three

judges, and there are'also district judges and
sheriffs.

At Tableqnah, the capital, the annual ses

Government appropriated money for the pur

chase of new stock, and now it is supposed

the tribes have nearly as many cattle as be-

fore the war.

After the war, the Cherokees invited the

missions and their schools to return to the

Territory, and the other tribes followed their

sions of the legislature are held in the council jexample. There are, however, very few

house, beginning in November, and lasting] buildings designed especially for public wor-

thiriy days. The legislators are paid out of ship, and religious meetings are usually held

the annuities of the nation. Tahlequah is an) in the school houses.

average town of the Southwest, with nothing! The common schools among the Chero-

especiully denoting its Indian origin. The 1 kees were established by the Legislature in

Choctaws and Creeks have the same general 1867. There are schools set apart fjr colored

form of government. The Creeks area fine children, but no spirit of exclusion is now
people; their women are handsome, and manifested ; for the Indians, when the war
their men generally brave and honest. The 'closed and they emanci])ated their slaves, at

Seminoles have vested their executive au- once placed them on the same basis with

thority in twenty-four chiefs, all of whom themselves. Once in two years a superin-

are controlled and directed by a 'principal,' tendent of schools is chosen, and he appoints

who is an absolute autocrat, having an irre- a board of directors for each school. The
fragable veto power. All the tribes or na- district schools are mainly taught by women,
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and those pupils who desire more thau au

elementary education are sent to colleges in

the South and West. The Choctaws support

forty youths and twenty maidens in institu-

tions at Louisville and other southern cities.

Various influences are gradually doing away
with the desire to retain the Indian language

in the schools. The Seminoles have a mission-

arj' boarding school under the charge of the

Presbyterian church. This little tribe is im-

proving as rapidly in material wealth and in

education, as any other in the Territory.

Far "Tlie Friend."

State of Religion in Continental Europe.

An article by A. J. Rowland in a recent

number of the National Baptist, gives a pain-

ful view of the low state of vital religion in

those parts of the Continent of Europe which
he visited. We can but hope that he has

made a similar mistake to Elijah of old, and
that amidst the general defection from a true

bearing of the cross of Christ, the Lord has

reserved to himself many thousands of hidden

ones, who truly love and serve Him. The
fjllowing is extracted from the article re-

ferred to.

"I found Sunday was looked upon not as a

lioly day, but as a holiday differing from other

days only in allowing larger opportunities of

making money on the one side, and of seek-

ing pleasure by its expenditure on the other

—the gayest, noisiest, and so far as personal

or social moralit}' is concerned, the worst day,

by all odds, in the entire week.
"In Ireland I found a devout sincerity

among the adherents of the Romish Church
which commanded my admiration. But the
further South I went the less I saw of this.

The churches were not as well attended. I

have repeatcrilj', in even the grand cathedrals
of the Italian cities, witnessed the performance
of the regular morning or afternoon service

when tliere was not a soul in the house except
the priests and a few tourists with guide
books in their hands. It is very evident that
the priests themselves are not much in earnest,

and that the service is irk-^ome to them. Es-

pecially is this true at Rome. Hero, so far

as I could see, religion was looked upon as

half politics and half form. Under the thin

crust of an external profession, and indeed
breaking through this, in a hundred places,

can bo perceived the molten sea of skepticism
and infidelity. I had more than one instance
which showed me that the priests had no real

faith in the things they felt obliged to teach.

As for the people—well, the people believe

nothing, though when occasion demands, they
make believe us suits the circumstances of the
case. The Koman Catholic system has pro-

duced in Rome its most consummate fruit

—

a ])eoplo who look upon religion simply as a
means to an end, and ihatend theirown selfish-

ness; to whom deceit is as natural as life;

who when the Papacy is uppermost are fer-

vent adherents of the Pope, and when the
Papac}' is down are ready to insult the holy
fatheron the street and curse him to his face.

Of all places in the world Rome is, in my
opinion, the hardest to bring religion as a
vital force into human hearts.

"Heie, however, I feel I must recur to the
distinction between sentimental and vital re-

ligion already made. Religion as a sentiment
flourishes in Rome. Nowhere arc thochurches
so large and costly ; nowhere are the dis|)lays

so ini])osing ami grand
;
nowlu^-e is art em-

ployed so lavishly and with such effect in

illustrating and enforcing Scriptural themes

and the history of the church. But with all

this, religion as a vital force is almost un-

known; society is rotten; intrigue reigns

everywhere ; beggars abound ; vice is shame-
less. The Spirit of Christ abides apparently

in but few hearts, and the great mass of both

clergy and laity are sunken in venality and
corruption.

" And this is true of all the Roman Catholic

countries I visited on the Continent. While
everywhere I found much to admire in the

way of religious edifices and galleries of art

—

while everywhere the religious nature has

expressed itself in the wonders of architec-

ture and sculpture and painting—the absence
of true and vital religion is painful in the ex-

treme. How, indeed, can it be otherwise ?

The priests do not instruct the people ; the

service is conducted in a language they do
not understand, and by men in whom, often-

times, they have no personal interest or con-

fidence. I am sure there is nothing in the

forms of the church to inspire religious emo-
tion or move the heart. Mr. Macauley, in

his visit to Italy, records his feelings on wit-

nessing the performance of the mass. ' I

stayed to the end,' he says, 'wondering that

so many reasonable beings could come to-

gether to see a man bow, drink, bow again,

wipe a cup, wrap up a napkin, spread his

arms, and gesticulate with his hands; and to

hear a low muttering which they could not
understand, interrupted by the occasional

jingling of a bell.' I must confess to the same
feeling.

" Bad as is the state of things in Roman
Catholic countries, I do not know that it is

much better in those that are universally Pro-
tes.tant. In Germany, as you all are aware,
the religious question has for several years
been complicated with politics to such an ex-

tent that it is difficult to say where religion

ends and statecraft begins. From what I

saw, I was led to conclude that religion as an
affair of the individual heart was not much
known or cared for. The pride of the Ger-
man intellect, and the desire for worldly plea-

sures—noticeably those of drink and the musi-
cal drama—have driven religion out of private
life, and forced her to clothe herself in the
garb of philosophy or politics, or the broadest
latitudinarianism."

A simple Christian, who attends diligently

to that Spirit of Truth, w^hich is given to

every man, and will lead into all truth, will

find as little ditficulty in comprehending his

duty as he that hears a voice behind him,
when he turneth to the" right hand, and when
he turneth to the left, sayinsr, "This is the
way, walk in it."

—

Richard Reynolds.
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In this daj' of stripping and isolation, when
the exercised burden-bearer meets with com-
paratively few of much religious experience
with whom to commune, and from whom, in

true fellow-feeling, to derive encouragement
and spiritual strength, it is often animating
to the drooping spirit to peruse the acci>unts

Its of the l;or

the path of self-denial and holiness, wcit '

veutly engaged, in days that are gone, t^
]

mote the cause of truth and righteousni--

gathering the people to the inward tea' h

of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Knowing tliat Friends were called ou
the forms and will-worship observed by
great body of the professing church, to rest

a pure ministry and the practice of that w
ship which is in spirit and in truth, we f

that through obedience to the inspeak
Word of Life, these dedicated servants

ceived power from on high to abandon r

ance on man for enabling them to perfo

these solemn duties. They kept constan

in view the necessity of waiting upon i

Lord, in the silence of all flesh, in order to

prepared to offer the acceptable adorati

which the Father seeketh, and to feel th

strength renewed ; and when gifted there

and called thereto, to preach the gospel w
a measure of the Holy Ghost sent down fn

heaven, or to put up vocal prayer in the nai

or power of Christ. Carefully discaPding t

common mistake that public worship can
be rightly performed without the interventi

of some one to preach, to pray, or to si

their faith was firm in the declaration of t

great Minister of the sanctuary, that wl

two or three—or two or three hundreds-
gathered in his name, there am I in the mu
of them ; and they experienced its fulfil mt
by his making Himself known by the qui<

ening power of his Spirit ministering to ih

several conditions, and distilling his invig

ating influence over the assemblies, like di

on the tender grass.

It is true that backsliding and conseque
weakness early made their appearance amo
individual members, causing sorrow and de
travail of spirit ; but until our day the chni

never sanctioned departures from the di

triues and testimonies of the gospel uphe
by the Society from its beginning, but n

tained them unyieldingly, and bore a fail

testimony against every attempted innovati

upon them. How beautiful are the pictui

presented in the several records alluded t

of the assemblies engaged in transacting t

aftairs of the cliurch, where a united harinoi

ous labor was known, to hear and obo}- t

still small voice of the Shepherd of Isra

that under his guidance and with the streng

He vouchsafed, they might be instrumental
" bind u]) that which was broken, tostrengt
en that which was sick," and in spreading t

kingdom of the Redeemer.
An important lesson thus taught is, th

while or where the Society, or a moiety oi

members has been or is measurably preserv

in a state of spiritual soundness, being in

mystical but true sense a part of the body
Christ, and under the government of llii

the glorified Head, He works in and by it

them to effect his redeeming purposes. Tl

ministers and other living members, baplizi

by the one Spirit into one body, constitute

portion of the universal priesthood of t

licvcrs : they understand their respective

vices, keep in their proper places, and
over ready to submit one unto anothei
that organized fellowship which constitut

church. Thus " holding the Head, from wl
all the body by joints and bands having n(

ishment ministered and knit together,

ci'easeth with the increase of (icid," the

collective and united testimony wilni'ss

the truth with authoi-itative power, a
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eir clear and decided condemnation of error

d its nuiiliform fruits.

Surprise is often expressed, that the errors

doctrine, and the innovations on the priuci-

SB and practices of Friends which character-

! the history of the Society during the pre-

it centurj', should have found a place of

ectual lodgment within a body ot profes-

:8 whose lundamental principles and long

;ablished usages have always been directly

posed to them. But human nature is the

Tie within as without our pale, and birth-

;ht membership does not bestow regenera-

n. The ready acceptance of the seminal

inciples of these detections and their wide-

read growth, clearly indicate that a lapse

m a life and conversation consistent with

ginal and true Quakerism in very many of

3 members, had prepared a congenial nidus
• the reception of the seed, and a spiritual

idition favorable for its germination and
jwth. It should also be borne in mind that

iny of the unsound sentiments and novel

riormances now boldly inculcated in parts

our Society are not altogether new; but

3 copied from creeds and services long held

d observed by surrounding religious asso-

itions. Nor are I hey the outgrowth of un-

xed error ; but rather a perversion and
sapplication of tenets and religious acts,

lich in their purity and right administra-

in are closely connected with the interests

the church. Thus these novelties in doe-

ne and practice have acquired currency
long our members, not only because they

btly meet the emotional and imaginative

tureof theunregenerate heart, but because

the superficial reasoner,they seem to spring

>m the root of primitive truth, and admit
being upheld by a plausible sophistry.

That the religious character, standing and
luence of the Society should be changed,

lere these departures from primitive Qua-
rism have obtained ascendency, is a natu-

l consequence ; for where and when the

;mber8 have not been truly grafted into

irist, or, from any cause, the spiritual life

bs away, however the outward form may
preserved and use continue to be made of

]g adopted conventional language, respect-

y the power and operation of the Holy
irit, yet the constitution of such a portion

the visible church is inwardly changed,

d the personal living faith of the members
the headship of Christ, and in his infallible

idance and government, becomes an inope-

tive or dead faith; the will and wisdom of

m being substituted therefor; and instead

a living organism inspired in every part by

e Spirit of the glorified Head, acting and
eaking in the authority of Truth, its whole

i-wer rests on human ability and educational

lowledge, shaping and executing its con-

xsions, it may be, through forms and ma-

inery once constituted and sanctified in a

dy of experienced believers.

We have sorrowful evidence, that the ten-

ncy of the ago is to question all sj-stems of

ligious belief; more in a spirit of skeptical

ubting, than of informing analysis. Jn our

ligious Society it manifests itself as much,
rhaps, in discontent with principles and

aetices involving self-negation which are

t rightly understood, as by longing after

iiths not heretofore revealed. There is no

tie exhibit in writers and speakers, of the

jiimon defect of reasoning illogically from

iperfect comprehension of generally ac-

cepted premises, and of hazarding conclu-

sions, under a persistent determination to

make all former experience bend to a result

earnestly coveted. It would be a shallow as

well as uncharitable judgment to come to,

that all the originators and propagators of the

novelties introduced among the members, are

simply bent on change, and greater laxity in

conduct and conversation. Dissatisfied with

the antique " offence of the cross," with some
exaggerated ideas of the " march of mind,"

there has been mixed up a conceit that Qua-
kerism should not be the only thing that must
continue unimproved ; and changes have been

made that are supposed to correspond with

the more untrammelled intelligence of the

times. But the gospel of Christ was perfect

when first introduced, and its truths and
terms remain unchangeable forever. The
only way in which there can be an improve-

ment effected, is by allowing its better rela-

tion to ourselves, by its increased power over

our will and fallen propensities, and b};- the

more full reception of its government and
heavenly love into our hearts.

As before said, many of the innovations

made of latter time on the principles and prac-

tices of Friends owe their popularity, not

merely to their congeniality with the feelings

of a soul longing for a religion that will meet
its emotional aspirations, without crucifying

its lusts, but also from stretching the applica

tion of undoubted truths beyond their rightly

defined limits; so as to make them appear to

sanction proceedings against which Friends

have always carefully guarded. We think

there is a striking example of this in the senti-

ments promulgated by a conference of Minis-

ters recently held within the limits of the

Western Yearly Meeting.

"It was the prevailing judgment of the con-

ference that in the economy of Gospel service

it is the will of the Lord that every congrega-

tion of worshippers should be supplied with a

living ministi'}'.
*****

" Meetings without ministers should prayer-

fully consider and seek to know their duty in

opening the way for those whom it may be the

will of the Lord to send or raise up amongst
them. Individual members or meetings may,
in accordance with many examples in Scrip-

ture, call for ministers to come into their midst,

either to reside or engage in transient service,

and they are encouraged to be faithful to duty

in making such calls, and providing for the

temporal wants of those who answer.
" It is believed that one of the greatest hin

drances to a right distribution of the ministry

will be removed if a liberal support can be

given to those who are called of the Lord into

this service, thus relieving them from the ne-

cessity of making considerations of business

protninent in selecting a home, rather than

their call to the ministry and the wants of the

church.
" When the church believes a minister call-

ed to devote his time and talents wholly or in

part to the exercise of his gift either at home
or abroad, it becomes its duty to see that such

service is not crippled or hindered for want of

means, either to pay his expenses or support

his family. This burden should be shared in

many instances by the meetings to whom the

Gospel message has been sent, especially such

meetings as have no expense on account of

resident ministers. * * * *

"Knowledge brought under the sanctifying

power of divine grace is greatly blessed in

giving strength and permatience to religious

-•haracter, and efliciency and power in re-

ligious work. * * * xhe minis-

ter should study with direct reference to his

calling—entertaining thoughts on texts of

Scripture or subjects of divine truth, pursuing

such thoughts tosatisfactoiy conclusions, and
arranging them in the mind so they can be

u^ed when the proper occasion presents."

Friends have always held that :is a gift of

the ministry is freely bestowed and can be ex-

ercised only under immediate inspiration, so

the people to whom and the time when it is to

be so exercised, are altogether in the ordering

of the Divine Giver. While far from suppos-

ing ignorance to be conducive to qualifica-

tion for the service, they have equally discard-

ed the idea of ministers studying for prepura-

tion to exercise the heavenly gift. While
taking care that no right religious concern of

a minister should be thwarted bj' lack of pe-

cuniary means to perform it, supplying the

funds necessary for travelling expenses; they

have carefully guarded against makini; the

ministry a means of support; riiihtly expect-

ing the hands of those "called of God as was
Aaron," will, as R. Barclay says, " Supply
their own neces-ities, working honestly for

bread for themselves and theii' families."

But the advice quoted, stretches the views

and usages of Friends bej'ond their just limits;

so that a meeting wanting a minister may
"extend a call" to any one it thinks it would
like to come and preach for it, offering to re-

lii ve him ofmaking prominent " considerations

of business in selecting a home," by supplying

the means of support -'for himself and fami-

ly;" while he is to "study with direct refer-

ence to his calling," arranging his thoughts

and conclusions on texts of .Serii>t*re, "so that

they can be used when the proper occasion

presents." This seems very like opening the

wa}- for a hireling ministry, with sermons pre-

ptvred beforehand.

We have read with interest in a late num-
ber of the " Episcopal Eecordou," a sermon
preached by " Bishop" Nicholson at the open-

ing of thefourth general council of the Reform-

ed Episcopal Church, held at Ottawa, Canada,

last summer, on "the Priesthood of the Church

of God." The special point of interest for

those who hold the views of Friends, in this

8ermon, lies in its testimony to what the

speaker designates "as the priesthood of the

entire body of believers: the prie-thood of

every single believer." A few extracts are

subjoined to indicate these sentiments.
" Priesthood," says he, " as generally con-

ceived of, instead of being a plant of the

heavenly Father's planting, is a parasite of

man's device, entwining around the church,

and absorbing its gospel juices. I wonder
not that so many of those who love the gos-

pel have looked at this whole subject as at a

great horror of darkness." Then after des-

canting upon the origin of the term and office

as used under the Levitical ministrations and

its typic:il reference to Christ as the great

High Priest of His people ; that He alone has

fulfilled that office so far as its expiatory or

atoning sacrifices are concerned, he adduces

the language of Peter, where he declares to

the believers to whom he w^as writing, "Ye
also, as lively stones, are built up a spiritual

house, a holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual

sacrifices acceptable to God by Jesus Christ."

Thus proving that those who are united to
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Christ as branches in the living Vine, are

made priests unto God and His Father,

celebrating His glory by such services as He
appoints. "And now," he proceeds, "looking
back over these declarations, we are at once
arrested by the evident equality of all be-

lievers in the regard of priesthood," * * *

'' as well Phebe the deaioness as Paul the

apostle, Onesiraus the slave as Philemon the

master. * * In the fai-t and office of the

priesthood there is absolute equality; only

one and the same right and title among them
all to nearest access to God." * * * "That
in the church of God all of whom are a priest-

hood, there should be a separate class speci-

ally called priests, and nearer to God than

are the otiiers, is simply an absurdity."

When we remember that the Episcopal

Church, as established in Great Britain and

this country, separates the offices of Bishop,

Priest and Deacon so distinctly from each

other, and further draws a broad line of de-

marcation between these classes on the one

hand, under the designntion of the "clergy,"

and the ordinary members as called the

"laity" on the other, it is indeed a notable

advance that the reformed branch of this So-

ciety has made, in thus recognizing the equal

claims of all the members of the chuich of

Christ to serve as priests unto Him, without

the intervention of any specially ordained

class. We often doubtless feel discouraged

in reflecting upon the slow reception of those

spiritual views of Christianity which the So-

ciety of Friends has endeavored to uphold for

two hundred and twenty-five years. It may
serve to stimulate us to faithfulness in this

duty, however, to contrast the persecuting

example and unchristian precepts of those

who claimed the office of Priests in the Na-
tional Church of England in the davs of Fox
and Whitehead, with the views indicated in

the public discourse above alluded to. We
briieve that in many other respects raore

spiritual views are gradually leavening the

doctrine and practice uf some religious de-

nominati'^isol latter time, and that a sensible

ndvance is being experienced in practical

piety. The high privileges which are con-

ferred upon all who humbly submit to the

w;i8hing of regeneration and renewing of the
Holy Ghost, should indeed stimulate more to

press into the kingdom of Christ, where they
may experience the adoption of sons, and be-

come joint heirs with Him in his glorious

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A (iispntdi from Berlin to the Pa/l Mali

Grizelle say.s: It U slated that negotiiilions hetween the

Powers about answering Prince GortsclKikoti's circular

have been concluded, and it was expected the replies

would be Bent ne.xt week. The Powers have atjreed
that the answers shall not be identical but similar in

sense. They will decline to participate in any measures
of coercion against the Porle, and also decline consti-

tuting Russia their mandatory, but some of them appear
to have intimated their willingness to ol).serve neu-
trality as long as Russia fulfils her assurance to leave
the balance of power in Europe unimpaired.
The Vienna correspondent of the London Times says:

" It is the opinion of persons at St. Petersburg, who
agree with the Czar, that war is needhss because ilu-

fall of Midhat Pasha marks the com.,,, „ , -m>„i .,1 :,

state of anarcliv wliich will cvcntuallv ,,,;. ; ! i

to interfere. I'l is said lliat i icneral 1

arrived at St. Petersburg, and coiir.i , , I « im 'I, '
,

and Prince (iorlscbaknii; supports Ibis vbw. Tl;. ,

among llic p.a.c parlv seems to be that the I'mu- ; , n,

answering tbc Russian circular, might cnabb- l.'u : ,
,,,

withdraw and await the result of the Turkish ell, ..Is al

Constantinople despatches of the 17th siy: I

stated that in conseq.ience of a fresh despatch from

Grand Vizier urging the expediency of cond.icting here

the negotiations between the Porte and Montenegro,

Prince Nicholas has consented to the proposal, an-

nouncing that he will immediately send delegates to

Constaniiuople. The Montenegrins will come to Con-
stantinople by the tirst steamer. The armistice will pos-

sibly be prolonged. Servian delegates passed through
Bucharest yesterday going to Constantinople.

It is stated from Vienna that the treaty of peace be-

tween the Porte and Servia and Montenegro will be

signed next week with the acquiescence of Russia.

A terrible explosion has taken place in one of the

coal mines at Graissessac, in the Department of Herault,

France. Fifty-five miners are known to have perished.

Statistical returns of the product of the vines in

France for the year 1876 show that the vintage has

fallen off one-half from that of 1875. The reduction

was caused by the ravages of the phoUoxera (insect.)

The French Centre has passed a resolution in favor

of the restoration of trial by jury for press offences, and
has instructed its Bureau to unite with those of the

other sections of the Left in urging the government to

change the officials in the Press Department.
The French government has submitted to the Cham-

ber of Deputies a proposition to appropriate $100,000
for the purchase by the State of silk fabrics in Lyons,
in order to give work and relief to the suffering opera-

tives who have been thrown out of employment.
Rudolph Meyer, editor of a Socialist newspaper in

Germany, has been sentenced to nine months' imprison-
ment for publishing a libel on Prince Bismarck, charg-

ing him with stockjobbing.

The Berlin iJei'cAsarisei'per states that Germany's de-

termination not to participate in the Paris Exhibition
is irrevocable. The st.ite of affiirs which led the gov-

ernment to decline to take part therein is such as to

preclude all possibility of reconsideration.

The lower house of the Austrian Reichsrath by a

vote of 1-5-5 yeas, to 37 nays, has passed a grant of

600,000 florins to promote the display of Austrian pro-

ducts in the Paris Exposition of 1878, notwithstanding
the recent adverse decision of the Budget Committee.

It is authentically reported that nearly all the States

of Mexico have recognized the government of Diaz.

The public accounts of Canada for 1876 have been
laid before the Dominion House. The receipts for the

last financial year were $22,.587,587, the principal por-

tion of which was derived from customs and excise. In

consequence of the falling off in revenue there is a de-
ihis year, the first since confederation, of *],900,-

785, Ihe total expenditure for the year being ?24,4S8,-
372.

Calcutta advices show that the famine in some parts

of India is much worse than had been supposed. There
is great distress in Mysore and other places. An official

telegraphic dispatch from the Viceroy of India dated
Second mo. 17th, reports thatthe numbers of natives on
the relief works show a further reduction of 32,000 in

Madras and 41,000 in Bombay. The prices of grain
are fdling in most of the Madras districts, owing to

large importations. In Bombay prices remain un-
changed.

Uniteii States.—The Electoral Commission de-
cided on the 16lh inst. that no evidence should he re-

ceived in the Louisiana case beyond the Electoral cer-

tificates, and that the Electoral votes of Louisiana
sho.ild be counted for Hayes and Wheeler. The de-
cision was made by the same eight members of the
Commission who determined the Florida cise, and on
similar grounds.

Both Houses were officially notified on the 17th inst.

that a decision had been reached in regard to L-iui-iiana.

The Senate notified the If,ii-i ,,!' I; p. ,
., i,t iiivc^ .if its

readiness to go into joinl . ,iiv,.,i.,m, i..,! r,'^,..iic the
counting of the votes, bul il.,' 1 l.,ii-,> l-.J t,, 1 I I, a,|opt-

lat tlie

to joint' notified of its readiness to go aga
be following morning. The House, without
ng tbc decision, resolved by a vote of 140 to
ike a recess until the next day.
iiounl of crude petroleum produced in Penn-
last year was 8,9'iS,900 barrels, an average of

Both H,)uses of Congress having now pissed |}i

Senate bill to encourage and promote telegraphic o

munication between this country and Europe, it i (i

ticipated that in a short time the manufacture of c:i,

' urveys for new routes will be commenced

; country i

The interments in Philadelphia for the week en h

the 17tb inst. numbered 258, and in New York jl

for the same period 438.

A fire occurred at Sag Harbor, N. Y., the 1

by which thirty buildings were burned, and
valued at $200,000 destroyed.

Nearly all the iron works of Pittsburg wl

been suspended since the panic of 1873, have resu \

business.

The Directors of the City Trusts report

from the Girard estate, for the year 1876, to be j!-

48, out of which SI90 '283 was 'paid for the suppoi

the college and $678,595 for the estate, leaving a

ance of $71,685 remaining at the close of the year,

collieries of the Girard estate produced 791,568 t

iinst 70.5,545 in 187-5.

The, Markets, &c.—The following were the quotat
the 19th \n<i. Philadelphia. — American gold,

U. States sixes, 1881, 112 a 112i; do. 1868, 115:

5 per cents, 1881, 110} ; ih per cents, 106|. Cotton

a 13} cts. for uplands and New Orlean.s. Flour f

5 to $10.25 per barrel. Pennsylvania red

$1.50 a $1.55; amber, $1.57 a $1.60; western

S1.60. Rye, 75 a 80 cts. Yellow corn, 56 cts. C

37 a 41 cts. New York cheese, choice 15 a 15i

western do., 13J a li\ cts. Sales of 3700 beef cattl

6} a 7 cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 5} a 6 cts. foi

good, and 4 a 5 cts. for common. Sheep, 4 a 7}
per lb. gross. Receipts 9,800 head. Hogs 7J a 8.V

per lb. net for common, and 9 a 9J cts. for good
choice. Receipts 3300 head. New Fori.—S.iper
flour, $5.45 a $5.95; State extra, $6 a $6.15; h'

ds, $6.50 a $10.00. No. 3 Chicago spring wh
$1.35; white winter, $1.64 ; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1

State rye, 85 cts. New yellow corn, 60 cts. Oats, -i

Lard, lOJ cts. Prime Cubasug
Orleans do., 75 a 8J cts. Carolina rice, 5} a 6

Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.3 li ; No. 3 do., $1

Corn, 42 cts. Oats, 34i cts. Barley, 56J cts. L.

lOJ cts. Si. Louis.—"No. 2 red fall wheat, $1.51 ; N
do., $1.46. No. 2 mixed corn, 40 cts. Oats. 36
Bell-nit.— Extra white Michigan wheat, $1.60; N(
amber do., $1,534-. Mixed corn, 48 cts. No. 1 o

41 cts. Milwauhie.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.46; N.
do., $1.36 ; No. 3 do., $1.28. No. 2 corn, 43 (

cts. Liverpool.— Middling uplands cotton, 6j
Orleans, 6Jd. California wheat, 10s. 8rf. a 10s. dd.

00 lbs. for average white.

I have received from "a Friend to the Freedme
South Dartmouth, Mass., Ten Dollars.

Richard Cadbury, IVeasurei

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Committee on Instruction of Westtown Bo

ing School meet on Seventh-day, 24th inst., at 10 A
in the Committee-room, on .Arch street, Philadel|ihi

WANTED.
A Friend to teach London Britain Preparal

Meeting School. Apply to Abel J. Hopkins,
Thompson P. O., Newcastle Co., Del

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Priuc

lie Boys' Selei't School, at the opening of the term
ic Ninth ni..iiil.. Ap],!!, aiion mav be made to

.l.,M'|,l, s. lik,.,i,,u, 33rSouth Fifth.*
K,lua,,l M ..•;-. rj7 .South Fifth St.

.Jai.ic, ,S„ic.llcv, 415 Market St.

George J. Scaltergood, 413 Spruce St.

FRIEND.S' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Franlcford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhiJadelphi
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woin
IKOTON, M. D.
Applications for the .Admi.ssion of Patients may
ide to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board

.Managers.

WILLIAM 11.

No. -122 ^

'RINTER,
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Public Libraries of tiie United States.

(CuDcliidcd from page 218.)

FICTION IN LIBRARIES.

; would seem appropriate to make a few

arlis—additional to the subject of cata-

ling, already briefly considered—^iipon one

wo otiierdetailsof library economy, which
discussed in the recent government re-

t. One recommendation, strongly urged

he report, is that there should be a pro

jTship of books and reading attached to all

i-grade colleges and universities. The
yrof the incumbent would be to make him-

intimatcly acquainted with the lino of

lies and natural bent of mind of every

lent, and, bj' a judicious choice of books,

direct their reading that it should sup-

nentjto the best advantage, the knowledge
lady acquired. The facultj'' 'of knowing
3W to skip wisely" is a valuable one, as it

bles the student to pass by a great deal

ch, though inviting, may be of little pre-

t account, and permits him to fasten his

sntion upon that which is of-the most mo-
lt. In the smaller colleges and academies,

teacher of English literature, or the li-

rian (who- is also usually one of the pro-

ois) should be measurably competent to

the post of director of reading; but it is

which could not be safely entrusted to

except the most conscientious.

'erhaps the most important subject brought
ler consideration in the report, is as to the

be vf\\\c\\ fi^'l ion should have in a free pub-

llibrary. The opinion is therein pretl3'

erallj' expressed—as indeed we might be

^ared to expect—that the furnishing of

)t literature cannot be dispensed with : that

Presence is quite a necessity in order to

uce the habit of reading. The librarian of

j

largest public library in the country, uses

following language relative to the matter

I 'Silly reading,' 'trash,' at least what is

Ih to many persons, must to a considerable

lent be supplied by the public library. And
•se who intend to organize a library for

1 public, for popular reading, and who in

'd to exclude such ' trash,' might as well

p before they begin. But what is trash to

le, is, if not nutriment, at least stimulus to

:ers. Readers improve; if it were not so,

ding would not be a particularly useful

ctice. The habit of reading is the first

tablished, it is a recognized fact that readers

go from poorer to better sorts of reading. No
case has ever been cited where a reader, be-

ginning with lofij' philosophy, pure religion,

profound science and useful information, has

gradually run down in his reading until his

:;lining years were disreputably wasted on
dime novels and story weeklies."

This is a specious presentation of the sub-

ject, but it will be well to inquire whether it

is altogether sustained by the facts. The
statistics of three branches of the Boston
Public Library, give the following percent-

ages of the use of books of fiction and j uvenile

works, for the years 1873. 1S7-1 and 1875, re-

pectively. East Boston, 82, 79, 80i. History

and biography exhibited a fractional increase

of use ; travels, a decrease. South Boston, 78,

S-f-j 78-|-, showing an increase of novel read-

ig. Roxbury, 80 p:'r cent, for 1874, 85 per

cent, for 1875, showing a large increase

—

biography and travels exhibiting a relative

decrease. It is to be regretted that in the

statistics, the works of fiction and the juvenile

books are so frequently included under one

head ; but it is also mentioned elsewhere that

the average use of fiction alone, in the Boston

Public Library and its several branches, is

about 55 per cent, of the whole number of

books taken outi*
Allusion is made in the report of the li-

brarian of the Chicago Public Library for

1874, to the fact thai the books of fiction hav-

ng been withdrawn from the librarj* for the

space of several months, for the purpose of

preparing a catalogue, the reading of history

thereupon increased 137 percent.; of voyages

and travels, 191 per cent. ; and of science and
arts, 89 per cent. But when the novels were
again returned to the shelves, the reading of

the other classes of literature dropped to their

usual level. This does not seem to indicate

that the habit of reading fiction can be readily

broken, even when conditions so favorable to

its disuse as the above, have transpired.

The Friends' Free Library of Germantown,
largely used by artisans is mentioned, I be-

lieve, as the only example—so far as reported

—of a free public library which totally ex-

cludes fiction. The following extract from

the report of its librarian, was quoted, and is

pertinent to repeat here:

"In watching the use of our library, as it

is more and more resorted to by the younger
readers of our community, I have been much
interested in its influence in weaning them
from a desire for works of fiction. On first

joining the library, the new comers often ask

for such books, but failing to procure them,

and having their attention turned to works
of interest and instruction, in almost every

instance they settle down to good reading and
cease asking for novels. I am persuaded that

* It may be said, however, that upon the issuing of

peeial catalogues of the books in the sections of history,

biography and travel, the use of these latter has been
I indispensable step. ' That habit once es- stimulated, somewhai to the Isgs of fietioB

'much of this vitiated taste is cultivated by
the purve^'ors to the read in>i; classes, and that

they are responsible for an appetite they often

profess to deplore, but continue to cater to

under the plausible excuse that the public

will have such works."
Whoever will take occasion on the after-

noon of the 7th day of the week, to visit a

large public library, and notice the great num-
ber of youth of both sexes who go directly to

the novel cases to procure "entertaining"

books for First-day reading, will be almost

ready to query whether such a public library

which thus panders to the taste for the ficti-

tious and the unhealthfully-stimulating, is

really doing as much good as it is harm.
" Have you read so-and so's last novel ?" is a

very frequent interrogatory, and one which a

person who moves in what is called fashion-

able society, does not care to leave long un-

answered. And inasmuch as the production

of novels is constantly on the increase, those

who have once fully committed themselves to

that line of reading are not apt to discontinue

the practice, for all the time which they can

possibly devote to books must be requisite, in

order to absorb even the most popular of such

publications.

The habit of reading having been formed,

there is undoubtedly a tendency with manj'

to improve in the choice of books, especially

with those whose reading is also of the nature

of study, or is essential as an aid to their regu-

lar avocation in life. But on the other hand,

where neither necessity nor a due apprehen-

sion of the valne of time and of our liability

for its careful use, restrains, I believe there is

an equal inclination towards deterioration in

the character of what is read. In no direc-

tion is this tendency so perceptible as in the

unregulated reading of the daily newspapers.

Scandal, as all know, is a super-abundant in-

gredient of a large part of those issues, and

a loose rein given to its indulgence is not cal-

culated to strengthen those who believe that

'•tale-bearing and detraction" should be dis-

couraged. Many a one who has long main-

tained the daily practice of reading the Holy
Scriptures, with reverent waiting, and has

also been diligent in seeking aid from other

good books, has been gradual y weaned—per-

haps at a time of great political excitement

—

from his first love, by the varied and exciting

entertainment aff'orded by the newspaper.

ventually, not only the morning paper, but

also the evening's bulletin, will have become
almost a necessity, greatly to the detriment

of his former good habit, and to the loss, in a

^_reater or less degree, of his peace of mind.

This tendency was well illustrated in the case

of a certain worthy minister who had taught

a poor man to read, to the intent that the

latter might, with comfort, peruse his Bible

unaided. Upon calling several months later

to learn what progress his pupil had made,

not a little was his dismay when told by the

wife (her husband being absent) that he had
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got Old of the Bible and into the neuspapers long

ago.
' Must we then believe that there does exist

a necessity for managers of public libraries to

weakly snecunib to the popular demand tor

llftitious books? One of the queries of our

relio'ious Society, addressed to its members,
recon-nizes the relationship between " perni-

cious books" and the " corrupt conversation"

which largely prevails in the world. Thus,

when all clearly recognize the individuality

which is represented by a book—that having

found a lodgment on the shelves, it can talk

and make its influence felt, in its way, as

effectually as the living being could—how
watchful should we then be lest, in placing it

there, we unwittingly give our sanction to

those characters and acts in books, which we
would involuntaril}' shun in actual life. I

perceive not therefore how any can consis-

tently encourage the reading of that literature

which instils false and harmful views of life,

simply upon the assumption that some of the

readers may be eventually drawn to a higher
intellectual and moral plane. Eathcr let it be

manifest that, in entering the public library,

the reader has come upon a higher plane,

where the yearnings of his better nature—so

far as human knowledge can satisfy it—may
be abundantly ministered unto, but which
affords no harbor (as to books) for the abso-

lutely frivolous—for low comedy and buf-

foonery—for whatever is hurtful (no matter
how entertaining it may be), to the prejudice

of that which is improving and ennobling.

J. T. Fields, in a lecture delivered in Boston
not long ago, referring to the damaging in-

fluences of low classed literature, instanced
the circumstance of his interview with a hoy-
murderer who had been sentenced to death
for the crime. He said :

"In the course of the interview, Pomeroy
said that he had always been a great reader
of 'blood and thunder' stories, having read
probably sixty 'dime novels,' all treating ul

scalping and deeds of violence. The boy said

that he had no doubt that the reading of tho.se

books had a great deal to do with his course,

and ho would advise all boys to leave them
alone."*

Now, although most librarians advocate
the utter exclusion from the shelves of such
objectionable matter as "dime novels," yet if

" silly reading" and " trash" are esteemed to

be essential factors in ensuring the popularity
of a library, it must bo evident that a great

* One cli.ipter of the report is specially devoted to

tlie siitijeet of Prison Libraries. It ."itatea that the first

reeord of an endeavor to form such a collection of books,
is found in the code of rules and reynlations enacted
fur the government of the Kentucky penitentiary, in

the year 1802.

Tiie Eastern Pp„itfn(i-.iv, -,< pi,;i-„I^l,.|,i.,, Portnin.

Ihe large.st lihrarv"' :• : \ 'i'mi i i
,!;- Mi.n-

hoing in it 900O v I i, ,.,

Out of an averaui ':i ' •> . -n , : . i ;iii ;, .
i,

.
i iic

liljrary; and llitre win- i^-,n-4 uiuinK lij^- wn i ^, I,

an average of74 vols, to each reader, in llu- ShuIi,
where the majority of the convicts are colon d, tli'- |.r.j

portion of illiteracy is of course much greater, i li ihr
4').3 inmates of the North Carolina penileniiary, U\\\.

oii'i-sixth could read ; in the Mississippi penitentiary,
the proportion is one-fourth; in that of Virginia, on'e-

Ihird.

In someinstitnlionH the prisoners are allowed lo come
in squads to the lihrary lo choose the hooks; in others,

as at the Kastcrn Penitentiary, there is n sl.ili- and
printed list of the hooks in each cell, so that Ihe pri-<on-

ers having set down on the slates the nunibers corre-
sponding to the books wanted, these are brought to

them on a truck which rolls along the corridors.

deal that is undoubedly demoralizing in its

tendeuc.y, will be admitted notwithstanding.

When, t^herefore, we find that as much as one-

half of all the books taken from our great

public libraries are simply fiction, and that

the le?son which the great bulk of these books

convey is, that the first aim in life is the pos-

session of wealth, or physical beauty, or of

"standing" in fashionable society, 1 think we
may concede that there exists some connec-

tion between these I'alse views of existence,

and the low standard of integrity which is so

apparent in our midst. J. W. L.

Selected.

A Testimony from Marsden Monthly Meeting

concerning James Ha worth, who died at his

house at Alarsden, in Lancashire, England,

the 27th ofGlh month, 1837, and was interred

in Friends' Burial-ground there, the 2nd of

the 7th mo. following, in the S6th year of his

age, having been a minister about 50 years.

" The memory of the just is blessed."

This our dear friend, the son of Henry and
Elizabeth Havvorlh, of Hapton Hall, within

Crawshawbooth Meeting, was born there the

27th of 10th month, 1751, O. S., and carefully

educated in the profession of the Truth as be-

lieved in by Friends.

About the 14th or 15th year of his age, he

was brought under religious e.xercise, where-
in he was given deeply to feel the necessity of

repentance; and the baptism was so effectual

that his mind was greatly humbled. He was
from that time enabled to take up the cross

to his own will, and abiding faithfully undei'

the convicting, sanctifying operation of Di-

vine Grace—the purchase of the blood of our
holy Redeemer—he came in due season to

witness the ministration of condemnation to

be removed, and to experience peace from
God, and from the Lord Jesus Christ. During
this peaceful calm he was favored to know a
degree of growth in grace: but deeper bap-
(i^iiis ;i!i<l still mure iiiiinilial ihu' ^li^l)''iis;itions

:pvail-l hiiii. llisinind \va^ iiil r. ..In.-rd intoa

which continued with little intermission for

many months, so that he was brought to the
very foundation of all things for himself; he
could no longer build upon tradition or educa-
tion, but found that he was required to ap-

pear in some things, particularly in dre.ss,

more singular and self-denying than most of
his friends.

In the 2l8t year of his age, he was visited

with the small-pox, and was so ill that his life

was despaired of This brought him under
close exercise of mind respecting his peace,

which for a season was hid from him. But
at length being enabled to get into stillness

and resignation, his praj'er was answered,
and his mind was favored with a sweet and
|i 'aieful calm. After emerging from this ex-
( 1 iisc, he had to pass through a more fiery

baplism, which continued for several years,
tlh' door of access being often shut, and anj'

I' .ling of good seldom vouchsafed, so that the
Ixavens seemed like brass, and the earth as
liars of iron. In the depth of his distress ho
often withdrew into lonely places in the fields

and elsewhere, seeking in secret retirement,
if happily ho might be so favored, lo find a
litlle relief This, though long withheld, was
niercilully granted, as ho continued to wrestle
lor the blessing, resolved not to let go his con-
fidence. Thus putieiitlj' abiding under the
purifying dispensations of the Holy Spirit, all

his powers bowed in reverent submission,

his own will being crucified, he becam
vessel meet for the master's use, in whalcj

manner he might be pleased to employ t

At the early age of about 27 years, he

appointed to the station of elder, and was
quently engaged in the service of the chu
The natural powers of his mind being t

sanctified by Divine Grace, and restrai

under the regulating power of Truth, be fo

it required of him to abandon a variety

studies which in his youth had occasion:

engaged his attention, that he might m
fully devote himself to the Lord's service,

often lamented the many deviations amor
us from that primitive simplicity in di

which so remarkabljr characterized our ec

predecessors, and was frequently led lo ee

sel Friends on this subject, both by word i

writing, from a persuasion that in thus
dulging a conformity to the spirit of the wc
they sustained great injury in relation

their advancement in the Truth. Sensi

how much it is necessary that in our mi

ings for discipline the wisdom of man sho
be kept in entire subjection to the powcii

God, in order to be rightly serviceable in
\.\

moling the cause of Truth, he was solicit|

that these meetings might be conductecl

their right authority, seeking to dwell n|

to the fountain of Divine Wisdom in himsi

and in all his movements therein evinc]

close attention to the pointings of the Heavi
ly President.

About the time of his marriage, and in

.36th year of his age, he came forth in

ministry, in which he was a diligent and fat

ful laborer. In the exercise of his gift he \

often led to use figurative language, and
draw comparisons from outward things, p,

ticularly in his early appearance, which ms
it the more trying lo him. He was very ca

ful not to move therein without the renei

opening of the Holy Spirit, and the fresh

ointing ami jiutiin^- forth of the great Hi
of the Chiircli. In meetings for worship
was thereliirc <''iiii-('i-ned to wait in deep £

reverent prostration of soul before the Lo
until he was pleased to hold out the seep
of Divine command; and when thus eal

upon to minister, ho did it in the abil

which God giveth. His manner of deliv(

was awakening and impressive, and the d
trines which he preached were sound and c
sistent with the principles of our Society
grounded on the doctrines contained in I

New Testament; and these principles he v

at times drawn to support in the demonst
tion of the Spirit and power, in opposition
the views of such as are still seeking in sij

and shadows that substance whicli is to

more directly found and enjoj-ed in pure sib

wailing upon God. In setting an example
this still and patient waiting for Christ,

was often made to appear as a fool to othe:

but upon such occasions be was frequeni

raised up to testify to the power and goodn
of God in a manner which fully convinc

those who had thus, though perhaps ini]

tiently waited with him, that they bad i

waited in vain. This last observation m
more particularly appl}' to public meet in

with those of other religious denominatio
a service in which he was frequently ongag
and for which ho was well qualified. .

travelled extensively in the work of the m
istry in England, Wiiles and Scotland, a

when called from home to labor in the vii
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rd, he was diligent in tlie work assigned

n, not suffering bis mind to be diverted

t by seeoodary objects; and as he had
ely received eo he freely gave, being seni-

ously careful not to make the gospel charge-

e, either by protracted visits or otherwise.

le was a man of a meek and quiet spiri

ir ready to suffer, rather than to give o

ce. His words were few and savory
; he

'er made religion a common topic of dis-

Jirse, and he was very careful not to relate

own experiences to others, without feeling

ecessity, or a clear permission to do so.

his intercourse with the world, both in the
etico of his profession of a conveyancer,

''I on other occasions, he maintained an un-

gating adherence to our peculiar Christian
imouies, whilst his strict integrity, and
»lemished life and conversation, procured
the esteem and regard of all who were

nainted with him. A pattern of great self-

al in his daily walk through life, he used
s world as not abusing it ; he felt himself
ecially restrained from the acquisition of
ilth, and when ho had it in his power to

e enriched himself in an honorable and
7 manner, ho declined it, being satisfied

h the small patrimony which he possessed;

I having experiejiced godliness with con-
tment to be great gain, he kept himself
3f from ihe encumbering things of this life,

t he might please Eim who had called

rnm a sense of duty he was very diligent

ittfiiding Quarterly, Monthly and o'ther

Tions meetings; and while health and
uglh permitted, he generallj- travelled for

i purpose on foot. VVhen fiom the infirmi-

advanced life, he felt himself released
M active service in the church, he was still

gent in attending his own meeting for

fship, often under great weakness of body
;

1 he was frequently engaged therein in the
rcise of his gift, to the comfort and edifica

1 of his friends. Jn the last meeting in

ich he was thus engaged, about six mouths
his decease, he was led hirgely to ex-

iate on some of the doctrines of .mi- Society,

^•idaling, explaining, and defending them
Ih great clearness and force of argument.
is our dear friend had for several years
t, a foresight of the present conflict of
timent prevalent in our Society,* and he
d to see it in some degree realized. He
urned deeply over this state of things ; he
very sensibl}' and tenderly for those who
ording to his judgment formed from long
erience, had grievously departed from the
ith as it is in Jesus. But such was his love
he cause, that his mind was brought under
vy exercise on this account, and he was
nestly desirous that the pure principle of
ith as professed by Friends, might not in

degree be compromised, or the standard
leld by our predecessors lowered, to suit

declined state of doctrine or of practice in

se who had suffered themselves to be drawn
ky from it.

lis decline was gradual ; and during this

e, in the year 1834, it was his lot again to

8 through a deeply exercising baptism,
n into death, all consolation of the Spirit

g withheld. He was given to feel his own
lingness. Deep poverty of spirit con-
led at times to be his portion, and very
nble were the views he entertained of him-

Tlie Beaconite Controversy.

self and his services; but under all his confi

dence in the Everlasting Arm never forsook
him. In the Fifth month of the present year,
during the interval of relief after a trying fit

of coughing, he uttered with earnestness this

short praj-er :
" O Lord ! prepare me for thy

kingdom
;
for thou. Lord, art able to turn and

overturn within me all that is opposed there-

to." Soon after, addressing himself to those
present, he repeated the words of the prophet,
"I will turn my hand upon thee, and purely
purge awajr thy dross, and take away all thy
tin ;" adding that he believed it necessary for

them to experience this purification. A few
weeks after two friends having called to see
him and being about to take their leave, he
held their hands for some time, and with
much feeling said: "I think I shall not be
long here." One of the friends having ex-

pressed his belief that his change would be a
happy one, be continued some time evidently
much bowed and exei'cised iu mind, his hands
being often lifted up as in supplication: at
length he uttered this short prayer, " Forgive
us our trespasses as we forgive them that
trespass against us ; O Lord ! we have need
of thy forgiveness;" then after a little pause
he added :

" Salvation hast thou appointed for

walls and bulwarks." A solemn and impres-
sive silence ensued, after which be said, '• I

would not detain you, friends, unless you have
something to say to me, who am but verj^

poor," but soon after with tears he continued,
1 have been comforted in remembering that
is said, ' Blessed are the poor in Spirit, for

theirs is the kingdom of Heaven.'" On its

being remarked that he had nearlj' finished
his course, and that it seemed as if he had
nothing to do, but patiently to wait till his

hange came, his hope revived; and alluding
to the testimonies oftwodear stranger Friends
who had both made use of these words of the
apostle, "I have fought a good fight; I have
finished my course; I have kept the faith ;"

said, "I felt upon these occasions as if I

could lay hold of the words," emphatically
epeating, " I have kept the faith ; 1 have kept
the faith."

Near the close of the meeting of ministers
and elders held at his hou.se the day foUow-
'ng, he said :

" I have been thinking while we
have been sitting together, it is an easy thing
to ask questions and give answers (referring
to the Queries, &c.,) but not so easy to do so
in the Life, in a measure of the life and power,
without which they are but as a dead letter;

but this Life and Light we should seek after

and labor for on these occasions, and in all

our meetings for discipline; if this were the
case, how different they would be ! and I be-

lieve that in the establishment of them it was
intended this should be the case. Seek after

the Lord, my friends : call upon Him, whilst
He is near, for He is near, I believe, to ns all.

He has promised to be near to them that seek
Him, and they that seek Him early shall find

Him. And will He promise and not perform ?

redly He will perform. Trust -No;
Him, then, my friends; be not discouraged
from seeking to Him, for in the Lord Jehovah
is everlasting strength."
A few weeks before bis removal, when sit-

ting in his chair, he said, "Lord, thy mercy
and thy love towards me have been very
great ;" and soon after added, " Lord, now
lettest thou thy servant depart in peace; for

mine eyes have seen thy salvation."

On the 22d of 6th month, he was taken ill,

and for a day or two suffered much from pain
,

during which he once ex])res8ed a desire to bo
released, if consistent with the Lord's will.

After this he kept his bed, nature evidently
sinking very fast, and lay very quiet and
composed till about 5 o'clock on the 27th,
when he sweetl}- departed "in peace."
Kead and approved in Marsden Monthly

Meeting, held at Eochdale, the 7th of the
12th mo., 1837.

For "The Fiiciid."

Sentiments of various writers in Reference to War,
(Concluded from page 218.)

"Christ said, ' My kingdom is not of this

world, else would my servants fight.' This
declaration speaks a volume. They did not
fight whilst that kingdom continued obedient
to its King, and acted upon his maxims. But
that kingdom shall be restored, raised to a
far greater glory, and spread to a nobler do-
minion. And the time is near. Some nution
must come forward and espouse the cause of
peace. Some nation must awake to the true
dignity and happiness of our race, to the dic-

tates of common sense and reason
; awake to

the soul's immortal interests and destinies;
awake to the wisest and b'est policy of nations

;

must soon lift, up its voice against war in every
form, and against taking away the life of man
on any occasion."

—

Letters to Gov. Strong.
" No man that believes the Bible can doubt

that the period is coming, when the sword
shall be beat into a ploughshare, and the spear
'nto a pruning hook, and when nations will

learn war no more. And no man who takes
a philosophic view of things can fail to see
that there are deep causes in operation now in

society, which will inevitably work out this

result; that there are principles and maxims
beginning to be universally admitted, which
can never be fully expanded without putting

end to war.

—

Albert Barnes.

There are considerations, springing from
our situation and condition (that of America)
hich fervently invite us to take the lead in

this great work—the abolition of war. To
this should bend the patriotic ardor of the
land; the ambition of the statesman; the
efforts of the scholar; the persuasive influence

of the press; the mild pursuasion of the pul-

pit; the early teachings of the school."

—

Charles Sumner.
" That a large number of persons should

assemble and deliberately kill one another,
appears to the understanding a proceeding so
monstrous, that I think a being who had
never before heard of human slaughter would
inevitably conclude that they were mad. Nor
is it likely, if it were attempted to explain to

him some motives to such conduct, that he
would be able to comprehend how any possi-

ble circumstances could make it reasonable.

The ferocity and prodigious folly of the act
would, in his estimation, outbalance the weight
of every conceivable motive, and ho would
turn unsatisfied away,

' Astonished at the madness of mankind.' "

—An Essay on the Laicfulness of War.
" It is, in TTij mind, no small misfortune to

live at a period when scenes of horror and
blood are frequent." " One of the most evil

consequences of war is, that it tends to render
the hearts of mankind callous to the feelings

and sentiments of humanity."

—

Charles J.

Fox.
"'Tis strange to imagine, that war, which

f all things appears the most savage, should be
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the papsion of the most heroic spirits."—^a?-/ thought to be free from anythii

of Shaftsbury. Ijectionable, to which may be aJ'

" The proclamation of war passes sentence

of death on thousands of our innocent fellow-

creatures."— Channing.
" For fifteen centuries war has been a stand-

ing libel on Christianity, making it a by-word
and a reproach over the earth."

"It were an impeachment of our Almighty
Euler to suppose war unavoidable."

" They who are shocked at a single murder
on the highway, hear with indiflfercnce of the

slaughter of a thousand on the field. They
whom the idea of a single corpse would thrill

with terror, contemplate that of heaps of hu-

man carcasses mangled by human hands, with
frigid indifference. If a murder is committed,
the narrative isgiven in thepulilic newspapers,
with many adjectives of horror—with many
expressions ofcommiseration, and many hopes
that the perpetrator will be detected. In the
next paragraph, the editor, perhaps, tells us
that he has hurried a second edition to the
press, in order that he may be the first to glad
the public with the intelligence, that in an
engagement which has just taken place, eiV/Zi^

hundred and fifty of the enemy were killed.

Now, is not this latter intelligence eight hun-
dred and fifty times as deplorable as the first?

Yet the first is the sul^ject of our sorrow, and
this—of our joy! The inconsistency and dis-

pi-oportionateness which has been occasioned
in our sentiments of benevolence, offers a curi
ous moral phenomenon."

—

Causes of War.
" That a period will come when wars shall

cease, I am not able to doubt ; I believe it \>

not credible that the Prince of Peace will al

waj-s endure the butcherj- of man by man
because He has declared He will not endure
it; and because I think there is a perceptible
approach of that period in which He will say—

' it is enough.' In this belief the Christian
may rejoice; he ma}^ rejoice that the number
is increasing of those who are asking—'Shall
the sword devour forever?' and of those who,
whatever be the opinions or the practice of
others, are openly saying, ' I am for peace—From an Essay on War.

For "The Friend."

The little Floek.

Horalius Bonar, author of Hymns of Faith
and Hope, was born in Edinburgh in 1808,
educated at the university, and was licensed
or ordained, as it is called, as a minister, 1837,
by the "Free Church of Scotland." He wiote
the Kelso Tracts, which had a wide circula-
tion. In 1843, "The Free Church of Scot-
land" released itself, in casting off the thral-
dom of the State. The name of H. Eonar
was appended to that body of seceders. The
first series of Hymns of Faith and Hope, ap-
peared in 1850, "the second in 1861. Several
of his poems are peculiarly appropriate to the
present state of the Christian Church, bear-
ing evidence of true religious feeling, as do
the writings of Cowpor. It must however be
admitted, that some contain sentiments at
variance with the Truth as held and lidievod
in by the Society of Friends, p:ui iriih,rly in

reference to the resurrection of thr budy, &c.,

and in offering an occasional selection lor pub
lication, it is by no means meant to endorse
the whole. The Poems entitled The Old
Words, The White liiiinient, Hora Novissima,
The Seen and the Unseen, all of which have
appeared in "The Friend," are of the class

embracing true Christian sentiments, and

THE LITTLE FLOCK

!

A little flock ! so calls He thee,

Who hought thee with hii; blood
;

A litile flock—disowned of men,
But owned and loved of God.

A little flock ! so calls He thee
;

Church of the first born ; hear I

Be not ashamed to own the name;
It is no name of fear.

Not many rich or noble called,

Not many great or wise;
They whom God makes his king
Are poor in human eyes.

Church of the everlasting God,
The Father's gracious choice,

Amid the voices of this earth.

How feeble is thy voice.

Thy words amid the words of earth,

How noiseless and how low;
Amid the hurrying crowds of time,
Thy steps, how calm and slow.

But, mid the wrinkled brows of earth
Thy brow, how free from care!

Mid the flushed cheeks of riot here,
Thy cheek, how pale and fair !

Amid the restless eyes of earth,
How steadfast is thine eye,

Fix'd on the silent loveliness
Of the far eastern sky.

A little flock ! 'tis well ! 'tis well !

Such be her lot Knd name.
Through ages past, it has been so,

And now, 'lis still the same.

But the chief Shepherd comes at length.
Her feeble days are o'er,

No more a handful in the earth,
A little flock no more.

No more, a lily among thorns !

Weary and faint and few.

But countless as the stars of Heaven,
Or as the early dew.

Then entering the eternal halls,

In robes of victory.

That mighty multitude shall keep,
The joyous jubilee.

nd priests

Unfading palms they bear aloft.

Unfaltering songs they sing
;

Unending festival they keep
In presence of the King.

For " The Friend."

Selections from a short narrative left in

manuscript by Christopher Wynn, and en-
dorsed and recommended by the Quarterly
Meeting of Kendall, England: "I was born
in the year 1655, and educated in the way of
the church of Fhigland (so-called), and was
according to my power and capacity, a dili-

gent observer of its doctrine and worship,
until I found a longing of soul for other food,
although 1 knew not whore to find it. I re-
member, in my young days, something at
work in me, reproving for sin and transgres-
sion, teaching and leading in the just man's
path. The Lord was near'at hand and I know
him not, so that I often transgressed afresh,
and fear seized me, insomuch that I often peti
oned the Lord that he would in mrrri/ ihtivr

me from the gnawing worm, and fire u>i,/nriirh-

iiblc. It was usual with me to repeat the
Lord's praj-er when I lay down in bed, and
often reproved myself if I suffered other
thoughts to intervene when repeating it, de-
signing to do my best to please God. After
a time, by the direction of Divine providence,
at a meeting of the people called Quakers,
held at Brigfiats, it was put into the heart of

that worthy messengrr and man (

Roijer ILiyilock, to define loho had a rii't

call God Father, and who had not ; by wi
doctrine my understanding was opened'-

mj- heart enlarged to consider Friends'

ciples, which I perceived gradually fitte

for receiving the grace and Spirit of God
the revelation of his t-'on in me. Then
came more sensible of a cross I was to I

),

which, when I went from under, I was :

ten with great fear and horror: so that Ik

dently saw the bearing thereof was the 1

to the kingdom of God, and the use ot

plain language was none of the least.

Being convinced, and in measure convert]

had desires to become more and more
Lord's holy temple, which called for sii

city, and in measure purity, as the trutli

Jesus. I was willing, in degree, to imi
Zaceheus, by restoring what I had wrot
any of, whether by gaming or otherwise

;

first of which I was addicted to in my yo
The sentence passed on me and I obeyed
obtained peace.

About the year 1683, being watchful (

my own spirit, and faithful to the Lord't

quiring, I grew in favor with him, and wai
tiiligeiitly in meetings for his Divine po^

it was given me to believe I should ere 1

have a public testimony to bear for him,
when the daj' came a terrible one it was

;

word of the Lord burned in me like a

saying, this is the day, neglect it not ; so th;

was willing to speak a few words, and it

been mj^ chief care ever since, to ministe

the abilitj' that God gives; beginning v

the oil, and ending when it stayed; whic
know by manifold experience is the only v

to phase God and profit his people. In
year 1686, having some inclination to mat
1 had one in view, but consulting Him v

answers from between the cherubim, fr

the mercy seat, as I always did on mattcn
moment, he was pleased to give me a view
one at the time manj' miles distant, which
afterwards gave me, a suitable helpmate s

companion to this day." * * * After
lating how the Lord was with him and blesi

him both in temporals and also some parti

lars in ministry, he concludes: "Itlikcw
remains with me to signify what the Lc
put in my heart by way of prophecy, al

general meeting at Grayrig. viz: I will be

the cedars, 1 will humble the heathen and .

large Israel's borders, and fervent prayer c(

tinues upon my mind for the young genei
tion amongst Friends, that the Lordwoui
be pleased to prepare them against that ds

I also entreat that our cIdeVs, in their Pi
ticular and Monthly Meetings, would wat
in a godlj' care and zealous discipline ov
them, that they may live and act agreeab

I Christian conversation, for unless tl

hidden things of Esau and Achan be destroy

as well as discovered, the Israel of God
neither journey forward, nor stand bcio

their enemies. I am fully of the mind th
whenever it may please God to redeem at

lecover his church out of her present
uiiishing condition, discipline must be stri

cd over transgressors, judgment laid to tl

rule and righteousness to the balance."

S. C,

Millville, N. y., 2d rao. 9th, 1S77.

P.S. The Quarterly Meoling (,'s(iniony <

C. W. says: " In the ininisiiy ho laborrd'te
vently and faithfully, being Miilahly i|n:dilie

for the same: and in tcsliinony would fri
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ently speak of the Lord's gracious dealings
th his people, exhorting Friends to a re-

;nedDeB8 of mind to servo him faithfully;

d even travailed in pain that Christ might
formed in all. He was powerful in prayer,

I in supplication often favored with near
ess to Divine goodness. His great care
d concern for the welfare of Zion, fully

inifested his sincere love to truth, and the
3thron. * * * Much concerned that a
dly and zealous discipline should be main-

d, so that judgment might be placed
on every transgressor, and the church be
ide clean ; and although he dealt plainly

th backsliders, yet in a truly christian

irit, entreated with such meekness and
wing tenderness as generally had a good
eet, being duly cautious of hardening or
rting any. He was full of love, and meek

pression to the babes in Christ," &c.

Alas! in how many places has not only
ctrine, but discipline and our ancient testi-

mies been laid aside. The men and womens'
aetings no longer separate as originally set

by the Lord, and formerly so useful to pre-

nt improper marriages, and the care of the
and ihe church, separately considered,

thout unduly making too much publicity

things which might be checked in the bud
ay the mothers in Israel arise to maintain
atright, which was not obtained but through
eat travail, and was greatly resisted at first;

d may the fathers in the truth be enabled
realize the danger of these unhallowed do-

rtures. S. C.

For "The Friend.'

Europe.Random Notes of Travel

(Continued from page 212.)

•New Castle detained us for but a few hours,

lay under a perpetual cloud of smoke, and
consequently a clingy and me!anchol3' look

g place. It has some magnificent streets bow-
er, which present rather a cheerful appear-
iCe, if any thing can f'o so under such a

eerless sky. New Castle has rejoiced in no
3S than three names, having been the Pons
ii of the Romans, the Monkchettea of Me-
eval days, from its very numerous Monkish
tablishments, and deriving its modern name
)m a castle, built by a son of William the

inquerer. Its last cognomen has become
inappropriate as those it formerly bore,

ice the castle of Robert Courthose is now
venerable ruin, and- its donjon (dungeon)
ep, alone remains to frown amidst the sur-

anding gloom. We caught glimpses of

ack looking and extremely narrow streets

its neighborhood, with small houses lean-

5 against, or built on portions of the wall

-merly enclosing the city. Robert Stephen-
d's new iron bridge, which carries the rail-

ad across the Tyne, is a wonderful piece of

gineering. The remains of the great wall,

ilt by the Roman Emperor Severus, entirely

ross England from the Tyne to the Solwaj-,

out 200 years after Christ, attracts our at

ition, upon the heights on both sides of a

ilway cutting, through which we passed, in

ityle no Roman iniagined could ever be pos-

lie. Great pits have been sunk near its ter

nation, and Walls'-End coals are the most
;eemed of all coals furnished to the London
irket.

But Scotland lay before us ! and we were
out to cross the Border. As we approached
we entered upon a region of low, rounded
Is, covered to their summits by short grass

;

fence, wall nor tree, was no where to be seen ;

small rivulets wound through the grass of the
tiny valleys, marking their paths l3y a greener
margin. These are the Chevoit hills. Now,
1 was very desirous to know the exact point
at which we should leave one kingdom, and
enter upon the other; therefore it was with
great pleasure I hailed the advent of a cheer-
ful-looking, elderly Scotchman, whose grey
eyes evidently allowed very little to escape
tliem. Could he give us the required infor-

mation, inquired. "Tts, sir! I ken the
spot verra weel," he replied. "Is this the
place ?" I asked, pointing to the probable lo-

cality. " Na, na," was the answer, " wait
awhile, it is o'wer yonder. Ye'll ken' it soon.

Now, now, my liddy, do ye see the wee bit

Wall ? Now ye're in Scotland ;" and our train

glided rapidly past the few small land-marks
which our friend pointed out, and we were
veritably in the "land of the heather." Did
we see any difference in the appearance of

things'? Not yet! For some miles further

the sheep walks continued, with their Colo-

radolike, unvarying uniformity. Very few
sheep were seen in the wide expanse, but
many reminders of them in the curious little

round pens, where salt was given them, and
whose low walls could aifi)rd them but small

protection at any time. We emerged at length

from this great tract of meadow and moor-
land. Scotch villages now began to appear,

with long rows of low, one-story houses,

whitewashed and neat looking, many of them
covered by climbing roses, and surrounded
by flowers. The country grew more and more
beautiful. Station after station was passed,

when suddenly the conductor called out " Mel-

rose !" A few passengers emerged from the

carriages, and we wended our way to an inn.

I kept my eyes resoluiely before me, not be-

ing prepared to see the Abbey as yet, though
I knew it was not distant, for when did ever

landscape, ruin, mountain or city, appear well

under a noon-day sun ! Before dining, or

resting, we inquired respecting the hours of

admittance at Abbotsford which is not far from
Jlelrose, and learned that we could not see it

until the latter part of the week. W^e could

not wait here three days, even to sec Sir

Walter's home, but afterwards heard that had
we gone on, we would probably have been ad-

mitted, as Americans. The great distance

they travel to see these places, is taken into

consideration,—and extra shillings often work
wonders, as all travellers soon learn.

The disappointment was softened by remem-
bering that wehad still the Tweed to see, and
the Eilden hills, and the Abbey. So after a long

and much needed rest, and dinner—for, as one
of our fellow-travellers observed, dinners can-

not be ignored, though among the finest scen-

ery of Europe—we proceeded to the latter.

After a short dela}^ we were admitted. The
doors were unlocked by a young girl who
acted as guide, and was well qualified for her

office by her unvarying watchfulness over us

and others, lest anything should be carried

away. Her mother sat knitting by the gate-

way, under a tree which shaded her from the

afternoon sun. What peaceful, quiet lives

some of these custodians appear to lead with-

in the precincts of old Monastic walls ! We
found the grass of the same soft, exquisite

green, as at Fountains. One felt as though
treading upon velvet, and that nature, like

Sir Walter Raleigh, had spread her costliest

mantle " to keep our foot-soles clean." Unlike

Fountains, Melrose has nothing massive in its

proportions, hut has rather an'air of graceful
lightness, blended with stability. It has been
said that "There is no end to the charms of
Gothic architecture," because it admits of such
great varietj'. Within and without, Melrose
is wonderfully ornate, with a profusion of fly-

ing buttresses and mouldings, each carved
with elaborate designs, often very fanci-

ful and quaint. The minuteness and deli-

cacy of this carving, after the lapse of so ma-
ny centuries, is really wonderful. The re-

mains of the cloisters, with their carved por-
ticos, where the old monks used to walk for

exercise, contain some of the most elaborate
specimens. With consummate taste these early
sculptors had taken for models, the flowers
growing in the fields and gardens around
them. There was the Scotch thistle interwo-
ven with the curly kail, or cabbage, trefoil

and other leaves peculiar to the district. The
exactness of Scott's descriptions must be aa
apolog}' for their frequent quotation.

" Spreading herbs and flow'rets bright,
Glittered with the dew of night

;

Nor herb, nor fiow'ret glistened there.

But was carved in the cloister arches as fair."

And " The keystone that locked each ribbed aisle,

Was a fleur-de-lis, or a quatre-fenille
;

The corbels were carved grotesque and grim
;

And the pillars, with clustered shafts so trim,

With bise, and with capital flourished around,
Seemed bundles of lances which garlands had

bound."

The qnatre-feuille is an ornament formed
by the union of four leaves; the fleur-de-lis

or iris, seems to point to some French sculp-

tor ; the corbels are projections from which
the arches spring; and the gargoyles or wa-
ter spouts, w"hich conduct the water from the
gutters beneath the eves, are carved with
fiendish, passionate faces, veiy goblin-like and
grotesque. On the exterior of the abbey, fly-

ing figures, kindred to the above, represent

evil spirits driven away from the sacred place

by the holy hymns and worship within—lit-

erally, Satan put to flight.;

A heap of stones, near the centre of the

building, from which the whole interior could

be seen, was pointed out as Sir Walter's fa-

vorite seat. Here he would come and sit for

hours, it is said ; no doubt he often did ; for

Abbotsford is but a few miles distant. As of-

ten, perhaps, has he " restored " mentally, the

Abbey to its original splendor; filled the win-

dows with their old stained glass
;
and the

passages with solemn processions of monks
with their abbot at their head

;
placed the

stately crucifix above the altar, and hung the

walls with feudal banners. Scott's favorite

seat is so well known, that the mistake made
by Hannah More could not well be here enact-

ed. She records that she went to make a call

on Dr. Johnson, but finding that he was not

at home, seated herself in his favorite chair,

that she might catch a ray of his genius.

On informing him of the fact soon after, she

was told by the learned Doctor, that it was a

chair he never used !

Where the high altar had stood was a space

free from grass, from which protruded a small

head-board bearing the inscription, " The
Heart of Bruce!" Could it indeed be the

Bruce of " Bannoekburn," .and then I sud-

denly recollected that it had been buried

here. In obedience to his last request, his

heart was embalmed and delivered to the

"Black Douglas," the "good Sir James," to

be taken to Jerusalem and laid at rest in the
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Holy Sepulchre. But this faithful friend was

killed in Ijaltle against the Moors, in Spain,

and the revered relic, together with the re-

mains of the bearer, were brought back to

Scotland and placed in Melrose. At a short

distance from the wall on the left side, near

the first board, was another, on which was
inscribed, "The Black Douglas;" so that

" in death they were not divided." The
Black Douglas—a name once so dreaded by

English mothers that they stilled their chil-

dren with its sound. Few names are so inter-

woven in the history of Scotland as that of

this powerful house. Ever foremost in the

council, and foremost in the fray ;
ambitious

and turbulent ;
song and story have con-

spired to do them honor. Their historian

says, " Archffiology has failed to discover the

origin of this noble house. We do not know
them in the fountain, but in the stream ;

not

in the root but in the stem ; for we know not

who was the first man, that did by his virtue

raise himself above the vulgar." The virtues,

for some no doubt there were, that prompted

man}' of the deeds of true chivalry, shine out

more beautifully in the character of their de-

scendants who have been led by more peace-

ful vmys. By the bedside of the great Bruce,

when bequeathing his heart to the Black

Douglas, Blood two of the lairds of Logan,

from one of whom it is believed, descended

James Logan, the colonial statesman, secre

tary, chief justice, and president of the council

and government of Pennsylvania ; the intelli-

gent, the honorable, and the steadfast friend

and upholder of the fortunes of William Penn
in the hour of adversity.

In this connection the following may not be

deemed an inappropriate addition.

Some lime after our visit to Melrose we
met with a party, who told us, that while

dining at the Abbey Inn, which adjoins the

ruin, a very tall, dark looking man took bis

scat at the table with them. The conversa-

tion turning naturally on the recent explora-

tions within the neigboring walls, the stranger

remarked, that it might interest them to know
that he was himself a lineal descendant of the

Black Douglas. I do not remember whether
he told them he bore the same name. He
seemed very pleasant and unobtrusive, with
nothing about him worthy of remark except

liis extremely dark complexion, and hia tower
ing form.

A flat stone, covered with green lichen,

and broken in the middle, was marked with
the name (on a small board) of " The famo
wizard, Michael Scott."

This reputed magician, was in reality a

learned Scotchman of the 13th century, who
was probably educated at some foreign Uni-
versity. On account of his reputation for

abstruse learning, he was looked upon as a
conjurer, in accordance with the superstition

of ids da3\ Dante introduces him into the
Inferno, and he is mentioned by Boccaccio,

and other Italian authors. On a small tablet

in the wall, was a brief and touching e])itaph,

" Hero lieth the race of the house .of Zair."

Naturally arose the thought

"Once in the Oiglit of .iges p.isl, tlicre livuil a man, and

Mortal, where'er thy h.t he ca»l, that man reflemhled

thee."

The graveyard outside the Abbey is filled

with curious, mouldering tablets, one of which
is very sad and quaint.

The earth walks on the earth, glittering with gold,

The earth goes to the earth, sooner than it wold,

The earth builds on the earth, castles and towers,

The earth says to the earth, ' All shall be ours.'
"

A plain marble slab, marks the grave of

Scott's taithful friend and serving man, Tom
Purdie. After his loss of fortune, Soott re-

arked, " Poor Tom Purdie, such news will

wring his heart, and many a poor fellow be-

sides, to whom my prosperity was daily

bread." He had lived so long and so inti-

ately with his master, that he used to speak

of " our trees," and also of " our bakes."

Pull down the nest and the rooks will

fly away of themselves," was a common say-

tig at the time of the Reformation. So Mel-

rose, which dates back to the Culdees, the

earliest missionaries in Scotland, fared as

other monastic institutions, and became a

stonequarry for the neighborhood. Its beauti-

ful carved stones were taken to repair bridges,

or for any other common purpose, and now,

men mourn over the destruction of that

which nothing can restore.

For "The Friend."

Attending Piacfs of Diversion.

In these days when it must be admitted

that the love of diversion and pastime is

great; when, to a fearful extent, "Amuse-
ment reigns man's great demand," it would

be well for all, and especially for members of

a religious society maintaining the standard

we do, seriously to consider the responsibility

of their existence, and to look about them and
see whether the effect of their example, as

respects the mode of em])loying their leisure

and meaus, is such as accords with the precious

price of a Saviour's death I
" who died for all,

that they which live should not henceforth

live unto themselves, but unto Him who died for

them and rose again." Whether our lives,

our conversation and influence are of the

character to receive the approbation of that

omniscient Holy One who is emphatically "a
God of knowledge," and who has declared,
" Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also

reap.

We apprehend, and not without thoughtful
consideration, that perhaps in every public

recreation or auction for pleasure, the evil

overbalances the good ; or that the aggregate
consequences are more injurious than help

ful to the morals 'of those who attend them,
and thus lend the motive to their encourage-
ment. The thirst to be amused, the wish to

shine, the desire to palliate dullness, " th

lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and the
pride of life," which are of the world, are dis

positions incompatible with godliness, and
which it were far wiser to thwart than to en
courage, " If thou wouldst conquer thy weak
ness," says W. Penn, " thou must never gratify

it." Then if the love of novelty and amuse-
ment be our idol, or be the weakness by which
our great enemy besets us, let us endeavor to

say, " Get thee behind me, Satan," by abstain
ing in the true ])rinciple of self-denial, from
all those resorts, bo they what they may and
under whatever name, of vain and needless
self-gratification, if not of misleading corrupt-

iiiir pleasures, which so tend to pile up a fitir-

at thiill accountubil

etribution which
iiaketh haste.

A Christitm poet

' No blinder higot, I maintain it still,

Than he who must have pleasure, e

leinn

last

lite I

Then how should we guard against getti

nto the insidious current! How wise a

noble to turn from the corrupted and corru]

pleasures of life's polluted stream, and i

sist, not onlj' for our own sakes, but for t

sake of our example and influence over othe

the love of, as well as attendance at all piac

of sensual diversion, especially when th'

come in such a shape as our better judgme
itself would disapprove, and all our best ai

true friends advise against.

Tho subjoined is extracted from " Phi
delphia Yearly Meeting's Advices;" and
commended to the attentive perusal and sei

ous consideration of all to whoni these

come, who are in danger of being captivat(

by the short-lived and delusive eutertainmen
and pastimes of this vain and deceitful worli

Gaming and Diversions.

' As our time passes swiftly away, and oi

delight ought to be in the law of the Lord,
advised that a watchful care be exerc

over our youth and others in membership,
prevent their going to stage-plaj's, hor,-

races, music, dancing, or any such vain spor

and pastimes.

All parents and heads of families ai

horted to seek to be endued with the elothin

of the Holy Spirit, that they may, at suiiab

seasons, be enabled to raise in the minds i

the youth and those under their direction,

sense of the inexpressible comfort and dellgl

which attends the exercise of true religio

and virtue; thus they will see that the spori

and diversions which are used to obtain wht
is falsely called pleasure, are the inventiot

of degenerate and corrupt minds, who, bein'

ignorant of that solid satisfaction of soi

which is of an enduring nature, vainly attemf
to supply the want of it by those pleasure

which end in anxiety and sorrow.

Among the striking characteristics of tW
present day, are the instability and love (

excitement which pervade the minds of th

people. Man}-, even among the professors (

religion, seem to be 'lovers of pleasure, moi
than lovers of God,' looking abroad for source

of gratification, and eagerly pursuing antic

pated pleasures instead of endeavoring to si

cure from the present hour as it passes, thot

tranquil enjoyments which are the fruit of wel

doing, and to cultivate that retirement an
mental introversion, in which we ma}' pn
filably coinmune with our own heart anti I;

still. One of the efteets of this state of ui

settlement is the great increase of piibli

amusements and pastimes, which has laltcrl

become so obvious; for, as 'the ej'e is nev(

satisfied with seeing, nor the ear with hea
ing,' so when the mind is let out to sec

gratification in these vanities, the desire /(

them inerrnsrs with the indulgence ; and it

conslaiiljy nMiniriiig new objects to j)lcase tb

sensrv, and to till the aching void which tho

leave behind ihein. Often, after having ni

the gidd}' round, in the vain pursuit of plea

I

ure there is a secret sense of bitter di

appointment, and a consciousness that thoi

empty trifles cannot satisfy the longings (

;an immortal mind, designed for nobler at

purer enjoyments.

j

Wo ajiprehend, that many of the lectun

and readings, with other kindred exhibition

jarc of latter time so mixed up with impropi
associations, that parents and others lia\

! need to bo on their guard, lest in going then

selves, or allowing their

goii

hildrcn to attt
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ey should be promoting a dissipation of

nd, and an ejcposure to hurtful influences, the

nsequences of which naay be lastingly and
uriously felt. To saj^ nothing of the more
jeetiouable kinds of diversion, it is often the

36 that pa-times and shows, which seem at

3t view to be of a more innocent character,

len they are strictlj' inquired into, are found

be attended with accompaniments which are

t such as a Christian ought to countenance
;

d we believe there is at the present time

rticularly, great need for all to be studi-

sly watchful, how they give way to the so-

itation to attend on such occasions, lest they
ulk our religious profession, encourage
ong things, and thereby wound and weaken
jir own minds."

The Perils of the Fishermeti.—One never

gets the scene, if in crossing from Europe
one of the great line steamers, he takes his

,tion forward some foggy night on the

nks of Newfoundland, feeling the gigantic

,S8 on which he stands quiver as it foams
d wrestles with the waves, while all around
) walls of mist seem to shut out the world,

iCn suddenly the faint stroke of a dull bell

Ties upon his ear, then a small light in a

lo of mist dances fitfully under the lee bow,

i in an instant almost he looks down from
lofty height on a little sloop or schooner

:ing with tremendous pitches on the waves,

jile a couple of faces under sou'wester hats

p'e up in the light from the steamer's port

ies, as the great black mass shoots above
(m, staving otf death by a spoke of the

!eel. How many of these fishermen's cockle

Us, that ride the waves in the midst of the

antic by a hempen cable, have been struck

swept down under great ships, making
rce a quiver from stem to stern, can never
'known, but certainly many. How many
p-e fouled each other by the parting of

)les in some terrific storm, and crushed
h other's sides like egg shells, is equally

onjecturable ; but out of almost every
t that sails from Gloucester or the towns
ng Cape Cod, some never return by the

ualtjes of even the most favorable season.

Lgaiu there are storms as that of Decem-
, when waves are torn bodily off by the
36 of the wind, burying the little barks in

avalanche of water, under which they are

3d like chips, and all that is known of

ir fate is, that after months of heart-sick

ting the}' do nut come home. There have
n disasters greater than that of lust sea-

I

but twenty-eight vessels and two hun-
d and twenty-one lives will cause many an
Dty cupboard and desolate hearthstone on
windy coast of Cape Ann and Cape Cod.
h such a perilous livelihood as this, it is

wonder that the suits of solemn black are

common wear in Gloucester, and that the
ows and the fatherless number more than
:" the population. In the pathetic lan-

ge of the old Scotch song, the fisher wives
7 well think it's not the fish they are

ing, but the lives of the men. The heroic

rai^e of these men, who take more than
risks of a battle for a bare subsistence,

I generations ago celebrated in the glow-
language of Burke, and that it still con-

ies is a proof of the undegeneracj' of New
jlaud hlood.—Providence Journal.

'elf-Denial.—When Agassiz visited Oljcn,

gi'eat German naturalist, the latter showed

to the younger student his laboratory, his

cabinet, his magnificent library, and all his

varied and costly scientific apparatus. At
length the dinner hour approached. Oken
said to Agassiz, "Sir, to gather and maintain
what you have seen uses up my income. To
accomplish this I have to ecvmomizc in my
style of living. Three times in the week we
have meat on the table. On the other daj'S

we dine on potatoes and salt. I regret that

your visit has fallen on potato day. And so

the naturalists, with the students of Oken,
dined on potatoes and salt.

In the charming biography of Mr. Ticknor
one meets manj' similar instances in his in-

tercourse with the scholars of Germany. He
found men of world-wide fame living with the

utmost frugality that they might devote time
and means to scientific research.

This is self-denial ; it is denying the lower
self for the sake of a higher. And can any
one ftvil to honor and reverence it?

And what is Christian self-denial? It is

denying a lower self for the sake of the high-

est impulse man is capable of, love to man,
love to Christ.

Do not the times call us to this ? On every
hand there is suffering ; and yet there is am-
ple means. If the people of God were willing

to do for the sake of Christ and his cause the

very thing that Oken did for the sake of

science, would there bo any lack.

—

National
Baptist.
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We have no doubt that many of our mem
bers who are not themselves consistent in the
support of the doctrines and testimonies of

Friends, are yet fully convinced of their scrip

tural soundness, and their accordance with
the requisitions of the Holy Spirit in the heart,

and are often desirous that they should ex-

tend and prevail on the earth. Though sen-

sible that their own hearts have not been suffi-

ciently yielded to the transforming operations
of Divine Grace, they still continue to shrink,

as one requisition after another is presented
to them, from Its accompanying humiliations,
and from that denial of self which they well

know is inseparable from a life of true dedi-

cation to the Master's service; and thus they
go on, halting as it were between two opin-

ions, missing of that strength which would
be vouchsafed to them in the path of obedi-
ence, while the church is deprived of those
services to which they would have been calh.d

had they given up more fully to the Divine
requi rings.

'This class we fear is a large one, including
some who having resisted the precious visita-

tions of the Holy Spirit in early j'outh, have
advanced to middle or more mature life, in a

state of greater or less insensibility and with
out apparently knowing what it "is that ha-

dwarfed their spiritual growth, though re
maining outwardly moral, and in many re

spects exemplary members of the community
These are at times conscious that they are
not lively possessors of that which they pro-
fess, and feel but little of that enjoyment of
heavenly things which is the portion of the
humble, faithful and exercised followers of
Christ. This class of our fellow members
has, we believe, often been the object of the

sympathy and solicitude of faithful brethren,
who have labored to encourage them to that
deep inward attention to and co-operation
with the measure of Divine grace individu-

ally received, which while it would first bring
them into suttVring on account of their luke-

warm or hqiMMJ cMiidiiidn, would eventually,

as the neeessai-\' bapli-^ins were submitted to,

strengthen, cslalilish uiid settle thein in the
unchangeable Truth.

Greatly does it conduce to the welfare of
individuals early to yield to the requirements
of the Holy Spirit, and to adopt that course

of life, which openly manifests them to be
opposed to the spirit of the world, thus ac-

knowledging the distinction which religion

does make between her followers and the vo-

taries of fashion. It is cordial to believe

that there are not a few among the rising

generation, in different places, who are wil-

ling thus to show that they are desirous of
walking in the footsteps of our worthy prede-

cessors, and by their outward garb, language
and demeanor, are not ashamed to be known
as Quakers before the world. These will meet
with discouragements from within, as well
from without the limits of our Religious So-

ciety, and to such the following advice of

William Peun may be seasonable at the pres-

ent time, and helpful amid various trials to

which they may be exposed :

" And you, young convinced ones, be you
intreated and exhorted to a diligent and chaste

waiting upon God in the waj^ of his blessed

manifestation and appearance of himself to

j'ou. Look not out but within
; let not

another's liberty be j-our snare: neither act

by imitation, but sense and feeling of God's
power in yourselves : crush not the tender
buddings of it in your souls, nor over-run in

your desires and your warraness of affections

the holy and gentle motions of it. Eemem-
ber it is a still voice that speaks to us in this

day, and that it is not to be heard in the

noises and hurries of the mind, but is dis-

tinctly understood in a retired frame. Jesus
loved and chose out solitudes, often going to

mountains, to gardens, and sea-sides, to avoid
crowds and hurries, to show his disciples it

was good to be solitary and sit loose to the

world. Two enemies lie near j'our state,

Imagination and Liberty; but the plain,

practical, living, holy truth, that has con-

vinced you will preserve you, if you mind it

in yourselves, and bring all thoughts, imagina-
tions, and affections to the test of it, to see if

they are wrought in God, or of the enemy, or

j'our own selves : so will a true taste, discern-

ing, and judgment be preserved to jo\x, of
what you sho'uld do and leave undone : and
in your diligence and faithfulness in this way
you will come to inherit substance, and Christ,

the eternal wisdom, will fill your treasury.

And when you are converted, as well as con-

vinced, then confirm your brethren, and be

ready to every good word and work that the

Lord shall call you to, that you may be to his

praise who has chosen you to be partakers
with the saints in light of a kingdom that

cannot bo shaken, an inherritance incorrupti-

ble, in eternal habitations."

We have received " Old John," but as no
name accompanies it, to vouch for its truth,

and some of the language employed appears
10 us extravagant, we feel doubtful of the pro-

priety of admitting it into our columns. Oar
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rules require the name of the person furnish-

ing an article to accompany it.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FOBBIGN.—London dispatches of the 20th report a

violent gale and boisterous weather on the sonth and
west coasts of England, the previous night, attended by
numerous disasters to shipping.
The rinderpest his appeared in parts of England

where it cannot be traced to contact with infected cattle.

Fenzel's sugar refinery, England, has been obliged to

close in consequence of the scarcity of raw sugar and
the influence of the French bounty system. About
2000 persons are thrown out of employment.
The agricultural returns of Great Britain for 1876

lately published, show a cultivated area of 47,393,000
acres, exclusive of heath and mountain pasture land,

and of woods and plantations. The acreage under wheat
last year was 11 per cent, less than in 1875, and 22 per
cent, less than in 1869 ; that under oats showed an in-

crease, while the potato crop has much decreased froai

fear of disease. The acreage under artificial grasses is

the highest yet recorded—4,540,000 acres.

A statement is published in London that a league has
been formed by Ritualists for the purpose of agitating
ill favor of the disestablishment of the English Church.
The Anglo-American Cable Company gives notice

that the tarifJ' for messages transmitted over its line will
be reduced to one shilling sterling, per word.
The number of vessels of war of all the maritime

nations, amounted in 1876, according to some official

statistics lately published in Germany, to 2039, of which
209 were iron-ciads. The armament comprised 280,000
men and 15,000 guns; 110 war vessels, including 56
iron-clads, were in course of construction.
During the year 1876, eighteen vessels and the lives

of 498 persons were saved by the English Life Saving
Institution.

The French Government asks for an appropriation
of $10,400,000 for public instruction in 1878. For 1877
tliere was appropriated $9,800,000, and for 1876, *7,-
800,000.

It is stated that the Spanish Ministry intend to re-
commend the king to proclaim general amnesty.
A royal decree is published at Madrid permitting

the return of Carlist refugees. None will be prosecuted
unless they offend against the common law.
The Emperor of Germany, in his speech at the open-

ing of the German Parliament, adverts to the depressed
condition of commerce and industry, and also the de-
ficiency in the public revenue. He proposes that the
large yearly deficiency shall be met by raising the con-
tributions payable by the several States of the Empire.
The Emperor expresses the opinion that the peace of
Europe will not be broken.

Italy has refused Germany's demand for the extradi-
tion of Archbishop Ledowchowski.
The peace negotiations between Turkey, Servia and

Montenegro are progressing favorably. A dispatch
from Constantinople says : Upon the conclusion of peace
Turkey is ready to disarm, provided that Russia does
Uie same.
The Montenegrin Envoys have embarked at Cattaro

for Constantinople.
The Grand Vizier has sent an autograph letter to

Prince Milan, expressing a firm hope that the relations
of Servia and Turkey will be amicable.

Belgrade dispatches say, at the recent elections for
members of the Legislature the great miijority of the
members chosen favor peace. It was not supposed th:it
more than thirty of the 400 elected desired the con-
tinuance of war.
An agreement between the Porte and the Servian

Envoys was concluded on the 24th ult. Prince Milan
will address a letter to the Sultan, accepting the Turk-
ish conditions, excepting those claiming equality for
tlie .Jews in Servia and the right of the Porte to be
diplomatically represented at Belgrade. The Sultan
will grant Prince Milan a new firman, declaring the
future relations of Servia and Turkey.
Mexican advices to 21 mo. 11th, state that General

Di iz arrived there that day amid great rejoicing. At
the election for members of Congress the most out-

mls were perpetrated in some places. The

Russia asserts that there is no wish on her p;

immence war with Turkey, and that a conflict

irt 1

.r Dia

church pailv is 1o..i,m-

ing toward it. Tbr
Catholic party, dcnoiiii

committed on Protests
try. Diaz proposes

ed th( iselv of Re-

even now be avoided if Turkey can be induced to make
a bona tide attempt at reform, and appoint some Chris-
tian governors of provinces.

United States.—The counting of the Electoral vote
has been delayed by the objections raised in several in-
stances. When it was decided that Louisiana must be
counted for Hayes and Wheeler, the votes of Maine,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Ne-
vada, New Hampshire and Ohio for the same candi-
dates passed unchallenged, as did also those of Mary-
land, Mississippi, Missouri, New .lersey, New York
and North Carolina, for Tilden and Hendricks. When
Oregon was reached objections were offered to one of
the electors and the case was given to the Electoral
Commission, which decided as in the previous contested
cases, by a vote of eight to seven, that all three of the
Oregon votes must be counted for Hayes and Wheeler
This_ conclusion .seems to render thefr election almost
inevitable. On the 24th ult. the decision was commu
nicated to Congress, and the vote of Oregon was counted
as thereby directed. When Pennsylvania was reached
objection was mide to one of the electors, and th
Senate retired and unanimously decided that the vol'

objected to should be received, but the House, without
acting in the case, took a recess until the 26th ult. O
that day the votes of Pennsylvania and Rhode Island

counted for Hayes, but when South Carolin
reached objections were offered and the case had to go
to the Electoral Commission.
The interments in Philadelphia for the week ending

the 24th ult. numbered 292.
At the municipal election in this city on the 20th ult.

16,692 votes were polled, of which Stoklev the Re-
publican candidate for mayor, received 64',779, and
Cavin, Democrat and Reform, 6I,91'3. The Republicans
elected a large majority of the members of Select and
Common Council.
The average number of cars containing oil that passed

over the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad last month
per day, or 2500 in all. The number of bar-

rels was 175,000, and gallons 7,000,000. These ship-
ments exceeded those of any previous month in quan-
tity.

At half past twelve on the night of the 24th ult., a
fire broke out in Fox's American Theatre, on Chestnut
St. west of Tenth, which resulted in the total destruc-
tion of the theatre, a serious damage to the Mercantile
Library and several of the surrounding properties.
Fire Marshal Thompson and two members of the In-
surance Patrol, were severely injured. The loss on the
Theatre is estimated at $110,000, of which $80,000 is

covered by insurance. In the Mercantile Library,
about 65,000 books were damaged or destroyed loss
from $40,000^ to $45,000. The damage is covered by
insurance. Several other buildings in the vicinity
were more or less damaged, the heaviest loss falling on
the establishment of W. D. Rodgers, carriage builder.
The number of children in New York State of proper

age to attend school, is reported by the State Superin-
ten.lent to be 1,-585,601, of whom' 1,067,199 attend the
public schools. Many attend other schools, but a con-
siderable number were not receiving any instruction
last year.

The Markets, (fee—The following were the quotations
on the 26th ult. Philndelphia.—kxaencnn gold, 105.
U. States sixes, 1881, lllf a 112; do. 1868, IHf; do.
5 per cents, 109} ; 4.} per cents, lOoJ. Cotton, 12:} a 13
cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Flour -5 a $10.25
per barrel. Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.50 a $1.55;
amber, $1.57 a $1.60 ; white, $1.60. Rye, 75 a 80 cts.
Yellow corn, 56 cts. Oats, 36 a 41 cts. New York
cheese, good, 14i a 15 cts. ; choice, 15J a 16 cts. Sales
of 3600 beef cattle at 6} a 6J cts. per lb. gross for extra;
5} a 6 cts. fur fair to good, and 4 a 5 cts. for common.
Sheep, 4] a 6f cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 11,000 head.
Hogs, $8.75 a $9.50 per 100 lb. net. Receipts 4100
head. New ForA.— Superfine flour, f5.45 a $5.90 •

State extra, $6 a $6.10; finer brands, $6..50 a $11.00.
Red winter wheat, $1.53; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.41 •

No. 3 do., $1.35. State rye, 89J cts. "Yellaw and old
mixed corn, 59 a 60 cts. O.ts, 44 a 55 cts. Chicago.—
S|)ring extra flour, $.5.50 a $7.50 No. 2 spring wheat
«1.25J ; No. 3 do., $1.14i Corn, 40J cts. Oats, 33.1
cts. Rye, 63 cts. narley,'4SJ cts. Lard, $0.55 per 100

CORRECTION.—In the third column, on pie»M
of last number, 15tb line from top of page perse in

should be pursuing. !

WANTED. ;

A competent middle aged Friend as Matron, ; h
Shelter for Colored Orphans. Apply to

Elizabeth C. Lowry, 1114 Pine St.

Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfih .

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOdI
Wanted, a Teacher to take charge of tbi-

Room" at the above Institution ; one qualitii-l

instruction in all the branches taught in thr ' ,

Department.
Application may be made to

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St., I'i.i

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, New Jir,~ v

or Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St., Philadeliiiu

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL
The Summer Session opens on Second-dau i

of Fourth month. Parents and others intendini.'

pupils, will please make early application to Bi:\
W. Passmore, Supt., (address Street Road
Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, Treas
304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

WANTED.
A Friend to teach London Britain Prepars

Meeting School. Apply to Abel J. Hopkins,
Thompson P. O., Newcastle Co., Di

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Princip

the Boy.s' Select School, at the opening of the ten
the Ninth month. Application may be made to

Joseph S. Elkinton, 331 South Fifth St
Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Smedley, 415 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Won
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma
made to tixe Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-hou.se on Sixth
10th month 3d, 1876, Thomas Scattergood, Jr.
Phebe Anna, daughter of William and Mary
Kinsey, all of this city.

• —
, at Friends' Meeting-house, Frankford, Ph

delphia, 2d month 15th, 1877, Albert Webstee
Anna S., daughter of Sarah H., and the late Willi
R. Dutton.

Liberals of all shades to support him,

parts of the co
feato calling

«>.ils, :il cN. LanI, ,f ',!..-,.-. per 100 II,.. Mihrauhk.-
No. I spring wheal, *1.42; No. 2 do., $1.32; No. 3 do.
$1.32 No. 2 corn, 40 cts. ; new, 38 cts. Oats, 3U cts
Rye, 68 cts. Barley, 62 cts. Lard, 9| eU.

Died, in Philadelphia, the 18th of 12th mo. IS
Mary H., wife of Samuel Woolman, in the 50ih y
of her age, a member of Wilmington Monthly Meet
of Friends. During her short illness she seemed
tirely resigned to the Divine will, and her family
Friends have the con.soling belief that she is gatii
into everlasting rest.

. 1st mo. llth, 1877, George M. Alsop, ir

66lh year of his age, a member of Philadelphia Mc
ly Meeting.

, at his residence in Plymouth, N. Y., on
14th of 1st mo. 1877, Alonso Knowles, in the <

year of his age, a member of Smyrna Monthly Me
N. York. He was a firm believer in the ancient d
trines and testimonies of the Society, and his dress, ci

duct and conversation were consistent therewith.
WHS much tried with the alterations of di.scipl
which have been make in this Yearly Meeting
several years past. He had suffered great bodily we:
ne.ss for some years, which he bore with much patien
saying, he " had never one trial too many ;" and
friends have the consoling hope that through abundi
mercy he has entered into rest.

—
,
on till- null iif 2il mo. 1S77, at the residence

'-I IMI,,.,-, in.,,- Kl„.|,i„g, ()l,i,,, Mauy, daughter
l""i,.| :u,.l 11, r l;,l,. M:,rll,:, S. Williams, i„ Uu' 31
''" "< b.T ;,-, :, n,..iubcr of Klusbiug Muntblv .Me
lllgol' I'liell.ls, Ohio.

WILLIAM H. PILE,''PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Fur "The Frieud."

Diary of Christopher Marshall,

this boolt, recently issued from tlie press,

sists mainly of extracts from a diary kept
Philadelphia and Lancaster, from 1774 to

!il. It covers a period of great interest,

|-ing which the war of the American Kevo-

ton was commenced and carried on, and the

jendeiicj of the colonies on Great Britain

8 severed. The author was a birthright

mber of the Society of Friends; but his

npathy with the revolutionary movements
srpowered his attachment to the peaceable

neiplos ever held by them, and led to his

ownment therefrom. He became one of

J memb TS of that short-lived bodj-, the

ee Quakers, who met in the building now
iupied by the Apprentices' Librarv, at the

ner of Fifth and Arch streets, Philadel-

ia. Tliis associaiion was composed maini}',

not exclusively, of those who had left

lends because they were unwilling to main-

n its peaceable doctrines; and who yet re-

ned an attachment to its manner of wor-

p, and to some of its views and practices,

t it had nothing to keep it together, and
I not hold regular meetings for wor.-.hip

3n during the lifetime of its original found-

rhe Diai'y contains many curious illnstra-

ns of the arbitrarj' proceedings, and disre

I'd of ordinary rights as to freedom of

sech, &c., which marked that period. It

18 scarcely safe at that time to criticise the

ings of the Congress or of the revolutionary

inmittees; and some who had been so im-

udent as to speak their minds freel}', were
inpelled to make public and humble con-

mnation of their error.
" 1775. May 2d. This day about noon,
lomas Loosly, shoemaker, was brought to

3 Cotfee-House, and there being exalted as

ipectacle to a great number of reputable
izens, he there very humbly and subnii

ely a^ked and entreated their pardon and
•giveness for his illiberally and wickedly
ifying the measures of Congress, the Com-
itee, and the people of New England, sin-

rely promising that his future conduct
ould be just, true, and equitable, as should
3ommend him to the particular notices of
those whom he had so unjustly, falseiy,

d wickedly vilified. On those assurances
d promises, the company discharged him."
Under date of July 17th, 1775, we find this

entr}' :
'' Stayed at home till near six ; took a

walk to the College-yard, to see the Dutch
j

butcher ask pardon of one of the companies
for speaking disrespectfully of their proceed-

ings."
" August 19. Complaint was made by G.

Schlosser of his having stopped a piece of

linen of a pedlar,* who thereupon applied to

[Isaac] Hunt, the lawyer,! ^^^'^ issued. out a

summons against him for the said piece, upon
which a motion was made to send for the said

Hunt, who after fii-st notice refused, upon
which a line from the chairman brought him.

He owned the doing of it, but insisted it was
according to the rule of his profession, and
could see no injury he had done. A good
deal was said to him upon the importance of

such proceedings, upon which he requested

time to consult his client, and then he would
e the Committee his answer whether he

would proceed in carrying on the suit against

C. Schlosser, or withdraw and discontinue the

action, at the next meeting, which was grant-

ed him.
At seven I went to meet the Com-

mittee ; came home past ton, sundry debates

detaining till that time. One respecting

[Isaac] Hunt, who would give no positive

answer whether he would prosecute the suit

against Gcoi'ge Schlosser or no, but requested

to have the minutes of this meeting in wi'it-

ng, with leave to give his answer in writing,

the which was looked upon to be only evasive,

so it was determined, nemine contradicente,

that his answer was not to satisfiiction.

"September 6. Between eleven and twelve

this forenoon, about thirty of ourj associators

waited upon and conducted Isaac Hunt from
his dwelling to the Cotfee House, where hav-

ing placed him in a cart, he very politely ac-

knowledged he had said and acted wrong, for

which he asked pardon of the public and com-
mitted himself under the protection of the

associators, to defend him from any gross in-

sults from the populace. This, his behavior,

they approved him, and conducted him in that

situation, with drum beating, through the

principal streets, he acknowledging his mis-

conduct in divers places. But as they were
coming down town, stopping at the corner

where Dr. Kearsley lives, to make his decla-

ration, it's said the Dr. threw open his window,
snapped a pistol twice amongst the crowd,
upon which thej' seized him, took bis pistol,

with another in his pocket from him, botli of

which were loaded with swan shot. In the

* Congress had resolved that there should be no
importations from Great Britain or Ireland of any
goods, wares or merchandise, and that they should not

be used or purchased, if imported after the 1st of 12lh

mo. 1774.

t Isaac Hunt was father of Leigh Hunt, poet and
essayist.

J This probably refers to the members of an organi-

zation entitled " The Association of theSonsof Liberty,"

which was formed to oppose the introduction of tea

subject to a duty imposed by Great Britain for raising

in America.

scuffle he got wounded in the hand. They
then took "Hunt out of the cart, conducted
him safe home, put Kearsley in, brought him
to [the] CofiFee House, where persuasions were
used to cause him to make concessions, but to

effect. They then, with drum beating,

paraded the sti-eets round the town, then took
him back to his house and left him there, but
as the mob were prevented by the associators,

who guarded him, from tarring and feather-

'ng, yet after the associators were gone, they
then broke the windows and abused the

house," &c.

The supervision of the Committee reached
not onlj' to conversations which were deemed
unfriendly to the revolutionaiy cause, but

even private letters were examined—as ap-

pears by the following entries :

October 6. About six, was called to [the]

Coinmittee Room, where were twenty-nine

members, some of whom by information had
been down to Chester after some letters which
they were informed were going to England,
n the possession of Christopher Carter, who
had been partner with Spikcman, in

Market Street, which said person they found,

nd then recovered [the letters] by threats of

detaining and bringing him up to town, and
after recovering said letters, in two paFcel*,

one of them directed to Thomas Corbyn, and
the other to Mrs. McCalla, and taking his

qualification to the whole of them, and of

hom and by whom he received them, they

then discharged him, and brought the letters,

which were now read, and as they appearetl

to be base and cruel invectives against the

liberties of America, and calculated by wicked
men to inflame the minds of the people in

England against the Colonies in general, it

rt-as directed that three of the authors be ira-

nediately taken into custody, which was im-

mediately put into practice by securing Dr.

Kearsley, James Brooks, and Leonard Snow-
den (a Quaker), brewer in Pemberton Street,

and they were confined under a guard in the

State House until next morning. A seal was
also put on the Doctoi-'s desk^ and a guard

placed at his house. All this done by eleven

o'clock. N. B. James Brooks was taken up

at the Doctor's, and Snowden at the Doctor's

street door.

7. Notices called the Coinmittee to meet
at ten. According I went and met them,

there being about seventy members. After

some time being met, report was made that

there was reason to apprehend that there wai
a great number of inimical loiters on board

the snow Patty, bound to London, upon which

a sub-committee was seni down in a pilot boat

to examine and bring them all up that were
suspected, and also all persons on boai-d that

were suspected. This being done, a resolve

was brought in by three of the Committee of

Safety from the Congress, dated the sixth in-

stant, ordering that all suspected persons that

were found to act inimical to the rights and
liberties of America that fell under our dis-
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cussing unci notice, should by us bo delivered

over for trial of their offences to the Com
mittee of Safety, they only being invested

with that power and not we—we having uo

right to hear or determine any case of that

kind.

This produced a warm debate for som
time, and, at length, upon motion seconded,

whether the present papers, relating to Kears-

ley. Brooks, Snowden and Ordale (minister

of Burlington in the Jerseys), should, by a

committee appointed, be carried to the Com-
mittee of Safety for their sole judgment and
determination, the same motion was carried

by a majority of the whole, except one and
myself. Past two, the Committee broke up.

8. About two, was brought to town, Chris-

topher Carter, wiih a number of letters from
on board the brig Black Prince. He was put

into prison, where the three before mentioned
were sent by the Committee of Safety, last

night, till further examination.
9. Went at ten o'clock to the Committee

at the Philosophical; stayed till twelve, in

which meeting, fifteen members were chosen
to assist the Committee of Safety in the "trials

of Dr. Kearsley, Leonard Snowden, J. Brooks,
[and] Christopher Carter, whose trials then
came on before the Committee of Safety and
those fifteen members, at the Lodge Room,
and continued till just dark before finished.

* * N. B. The four persons before mentioned
were conveyed from prison and back there
again by a guard of assoeiators, not less than
fifty, with drums, fifes," &c., &c.

Subsequent entries in the diary, show that
Dr. Kearsley was committed to prison, and
there ended his days.

(To be contiimeJ.)

Fur "The Friend."

Gospel Light,

I have for a long time believed that the
term Gospel in its full extent, means some-
thing deeper and more vital than a more dec-

laration of the good tidings of life and salva
tion to a fallen world. So 1 dosire, in what I

now write, to bring it home to each heart as
the power of God to save. I know that the
word Gospel, in its broad and full sense, in-

cludes both the outward and the inward; oi'

as we might express it, both the letter and the
spirit. "For our gospel," says Paul, "came
not unto you in ivord only, but also in jioiver,

and in the IIolj' Ghost, and in much assur-
ance."

The four evangelists have given us glad
tidings in words, the truths of which have to
ho felt in the heart, before they can be saving-
ly realized. And the idea which I wish to
carry out is the same as expressed by Robert
P.arclay in his Apology, page 163, where he
says, " This saving spiritual light is tho gospel,
which tho apostle saith expressly is preached
'in every creature under heaven;' oven that
very 'gospel whereof Paul was made a minis-
tei-.' Col. i. 23. For tho gospel is not a mere
declaration of good things, being tho ' power
of God unto salvation to all those that be-

lieve.' Uom. i. 16. Though tho outward dec-
laration of the gosjiel be taken sometimes for
the gospel

;
yet it is but figuratively." And

George Fox, while reasoning with some who
said " the gospel was the foui- books of Mat-
thew, Mark, Luke and John," says in his

Journal, i)ago 365, " I told them tho gospel
was tho power of God, which was preached

before Matthew, Mark, Luke or John were
wi-itten ;

and it was preached to every crea-

ture, of which a great part might never see

nor hear of those four books; so that every

creature was to obey the power of God ;
lor

Christ, the spiritual Man, would judge the

world according to the gospel, that is accord-

ing to his invisible power. When they heard

this they could not gainsay; for the truth

came over them. I directed them to their

teacher, the grace of God, and showed them
the suflSciency of it, which would teach them
how to live, and what to deny; and being

obeyed would bring them salvation. So to

that grace I recommended them, and left

them."
From the above prominent writers, and

from a host of others who through much tribu-

lation organized our religious Society, it is

abundantly evident, that their leading con
corn was, to turn their hearers away from a

ependence on that which was outward and
feless, to the inward, invisible and spiritual

power by which life and immortality were
brought to light in them by the gospel. It

was this life, light and power, that mad
them, like Paul, able ministers, not of the
letter but of the spirit; for it is the spirit that
iveth life. And Paul certifies that the gos-

pel which was preached of him, was not after

man
; for, he says, " I neither received of man,

neither was I taught it but by the revelation
of Jesus Christ." And in another place : "Our

pel came not unto you in word onl}', but
also in power and in the Holy Ghost." " For
the kingdom of God is not in word but in

power." And this is what I long for, that
our faith shoukf stand less in the wisdom and
ntellectual teachings of men, and more in the
teachings and power of God; believing as I

do, that the gospel " is the power of God unto
salvation to every one that believeth." And
f our faith and life were more practically in

this cleansing and piirifying ])ower, we should
witno,-s it to be to our salvation from sin, and
finally "guide into all truth," and into the
glorious libertjr of the redeemed children of
God.
The design of the letter of the scriptures is

to set forth the love of God in sending his Son
to save lost man, the life, death, atonement
and mediation of Christ, are to bring us to

the Spirit, and to the knowledge of things
deeper than what words can reach. So if we
est satisfied with a description of heavenly

things, as outwardly received, without feeling
the life and power of those gospel truths
brought forth and fulfilled in us, of what avail
is all our knowledge?
The old covenant dispensation was minis-

tered in the letter, but tho new in tho Spirit.

2 Cor. iii. 6. "He came unto his own, and
his own received him not. But as many as
received him, to them gave he power to bo-
come the sons of God, even to them that be-
lieve on his name; which were born not of
blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the
will of man, but of God." And I believe that
He through tho gospel life and lighl, still

gives his obedient followers power U> luMiiiur

tho sonsof (Jod. But wo have first to bolicvc
in this power, and receive it, before we can
bo born of the Spirit; " for. that which is born
of flesh is flesh, and that which ia born of the
Spirit is spirit." And as we in our fallen na-
ture, boar tho imago of tho earth}', so wo must
bo renewed by Christ tho quickening Spirit,
and bear his heavenly imago before wo can be

jircpared to enter the heavenly mansion wi

nothing that dcfik-th can ever come.
" The law was given by Moses, but

and truth came by Jesus Christ." And
only by grace emanating from Him, w
the life and light of men, that we are ent

to see our fivllen condition, and the nee^

have of salvation. For darkness cannot
cover darkness. The light shines in dai !•:

but the darkness comprehends it not,

the fall we have a false light and a fal>i.

a false liberty and a false rest. But " as n

as are led by the Spirit of God, they arc

sons of God." And they can discern betv
the false and the true—between the living

the dead, and between the letter of the go
and the spirit and power thereof.

We err about gospel knowledge and relii

when we have not the gospel spirit and li

to lead us. But the living God dwells in

ing temples only. As the light which sh
outwardly is to the outward man, so is

light that shines inwardly, to the inner n
But while we have the light, we must beli

in the light, or we never shall become
children of light. And if we would see

things of God, we must receive the light fi

him. "For the things of God knoweth
man, but by tho Spirit of God. ' We may I

a great deal about holiness, sanctifloation,

without realizing the cleansing and sav
efficacy of the gospel life ourselves.

Far more profitable would it be for \x

come down in deep humility, as at the fee

Jesus, and seek more earnestly to receive fr

Him, the spirit, the life, light and powei
our own hearts, than to be talking and
pitting with others on the subject. " Li 1;

(Christ) was life ; and the life was the
of men." Tho life comes before the darkn
can comprehend the light. Wo see how i

in nature : the germ of life lies dormant in

seed of a plant until it is quickened, or brou,

to life by the warming raj's of the sun.

the seed of the kingdom, sown in the gar
of the heart under the influence of the Li
of Christ, if in " good ground," will spr

forth and grow from stature to stature, a

from strength to strength until it become
"plant of renown," comparable to a tree wh
brings forth fruit in its season. But 1

growth and productiveness will be in prop
tion to the vitalizing influence and cultivat

which the plant is allowed to receive fr

the great Husbandman. Thus life and
mortality are brought to light through
gospel, which PauL says "was preached
every creature under heaven." John in t

revelations, T tliink alludes to the same, wht
he spcal.-s 111' thi' '-angel flying in the mi(

of hravcii, having the everlasting gospel

preach to them that dwell on the earth, a

to every nation, kindred, tongue and peopl
But "who hath believed the report ? and
whom hath tho arm of tho Lord been i

vealed," but those who hoar and obey? It

the "willing and obedient that shall eat tl

good of the land." " For God who comman
ed the light to shine out of darkness," in tl

I'M creation, doth now shine in our dai

Inarts to bring about a new creation there,

new life and a now glory. " The first nu
Adam was made a living soul," which life I

lost in the fall. Tho second Adam was nuu
I quickening spirit, to quicken and bring i

ife that which was lost in tho fall. " For !

n Adam all die, so in Christ (not out of hirv

ihall all be made alive." "The first man

I
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he earth, earthy ; the second man is the

d from heaven." The death which Adam
,
irred in the fall, has " passed upou all men,

J

that all have sinned." He begot children
g own likeness ; in the imaffo that he had
received by voluntary' disobedience. So
now, bear the image of the tirst Adam,
d are by nature the children of wrath,"
hall so remain until we are renewed after

mage of Him who first created man in

own likeness. Then, as we have borne
image of the earthly we shall bear the

ge of the heavenly, if we submit to the
'ikeningand purifying power of Him " who

himself for us that He mi/ht redeem us

n all iniquity." "For since by man came
' ib, by man came also the resurrection of
dead." " For as bj^ one man's disobedience

Jifiy
were made sinners, so by the oliedience

ne shall many be made righteous." Thus
see that God in his mercy has provided a

T for our return and restoration, by and
)ugh Him who came " to seek and to save
t which was lost," and "to finish trans-

ssion and make an end of sin, and to make
Dnciliation, and bring in everlasting right-

sness" into the penitent soul, by faith in

sacrifice that he made once for all. But
3 not met'cly by faith in the atonement and
ce thus purchased for us, but also by yield-

a willing obedience to the purifying opera-

is of this grace and light as revealed in

dark hearts, until the gospel day dawn,
1 the day star shall more fully arise. Then
we walk in the light, and follow our
ivenly guide in the regeneration, we shall

illy be made partakers of the inheritance
be saints in light; being " born again, not
eorru]itible seed but of incorruptible, by
word of God which liveth and abideth

ever." Thus the grace of God which brings
ration is our teacher; and we find that its

ehings harmonize with the teachings of

Holy Scriptures ; for they proceed from
same fountain which inspired the holy
of old, as they penned the sacred writ-

. So the true gospel light enables us to

ieve both in what is revealed to us in the
irt, bj- the Holy Spii'it; and also to believe

and understand what was revealed to holj'

in of old as contained in the scriptures. We
id there that Christ died that we, through
B, might be raised from spiritual death into

wness of life. He died to reconcile sinners

God, but not to reconcile God to sin.

J^now j^e not that the unrighteous shall not
lerit the kingdom of God?" " For what
lowship hath righteousness with unright-
usness? and what communion hath light

th darkness ?" &c. The notion, therefore,

at the righteousness of Christ may be im-
ted to us while we remain in sin, must be
sad delusion. For holiness cannot unite
th unholiness; and we are told that with-

t holiness op man shall see the Lord.
D. H.

Dublin, Ind., 2d mo. 1877.

Inoculating Arable Land.—The Duke of

iDchester has tried experiments on his es

te at Kimbolton, which are well worth con
leration by all concerned in the breeding of

e-stock. Desiring to convert arable land
to pasture, he did not sow grass seeds, but

th a machine, made by Messrs. Howard, of

idford, he cut ropes of sod two inches wide
t of an old pasture. These ropes were
rted to the field that was to be converted

were broken into pieces about two inches
square, and were then placed in regular rows
on the surface of the ground by women and
children, who gave each piece a slight squeeze
with their foot after laying it. The rows are

marked by the coulters of an empty corn-

drill drawn over the land ; and, after the in-

oculation is finished, the field may be rolled

whenever necessary. It was in November,
1873, that the first field was thus treated. By
the following Autumn it was completely cov-

ered with grass, and " was nearly as level and
good as old grass land ;" and in the second
year was " fit for grazing." And as regards
the pasture from which the ropes had been
cut, we are told that "after the first year the

ga|)S in the turf are scarcely perceptible."

Thus, the tendency of grass to spread and
fill up bare places has been turned to profit-

able account. The subject is not new, nor is

this the first time that it has been mentioned
n these pages; but the making use of such
small pieces of sod to inoculate the land is

new. The cost is about three pounds an

acre, which, as we are informed, is less than
cost of sowing with grass-seeds; and

there is no falling ofif experienced in the
third, fourth, or fifth year, at least to the same
xtcnt as when land is laid down to pasture

with artificial grasses.— Chambers' Journal.

For "The Friend."

>iotps of fi Southern Visit.

The writer of these memoranda recently

accompanied, on a journej' in our Southern
States, a Friend who was under a religious

concern to visit and hold meetings for wor-
ship among the colored people there, with the

desire to encourage them in that submission of

the heart to the work of Grace ; and that prac-

tical obedience to the commands of our Sa-

viour, without which there can be no true

religion. One of the objects of the visit was
to open the way for the distribution of books
and tracts among the people.

The political excitement caused by the
presidential election, which had taken place

but a few weeks before, was a source of some
discouragement; especially in view of the

horrible outrages which had been committed
in some of the counties of South Carolina
prior to the election, in order to intimidate

the colored people and prevent them from
voting. Some friends thought the minds of

the people would be so filled with political

discussion, that there would be no room for

other matters; and others even doubted the

personal safety of the visitors. Yet it seemed
best to make the trial, and to set out as soon
after the requisite permission had been ob-

tained from the proper meetings for discip-

line, as the necessary arrangements could be

made for the absence from home and busi-

ness.

Petersburg, in Virginia, was the first stop-

ping point; and a letter was written to the
pastor of one of the colored Baptist churches
in that city, with whom we were acquainted,

requesting him to make some arrangements
for meetings with the people on First-day,

the 3d of 12th month. A letter was received

in reply, couched in courteous and kind terms;

but entirely closing up the way, so far as ho
was concerned, for the visit. He represented
the state of political feeling to be so embit-

tered, that we would be liable to annoyances
which would involve trouble and expense

—

such as malicious arrests, as if we were com-

mercial agents selling goods without taking
out the requisite license, &c. This discourag-
ing letter, and the conflicting advice of some
dear friends, led to some searching of heart

;

but after a time the language presented :

•' Fear ye not with man's fear, neither bo
afraid. Greater is He that is in you, than he
that is in the world. Turn not aside ; nor
cast away thy shield, as though it had not
been anointed with oil. Trust in the Lord
with all thine heart, and lean not to thy own
understanding." This was so confirming, that

we left at the time previously determined
;

and our subsequent experience verified the
encouraging expressions of a dear friend in

reference to the visit :
" Behold I have set be-

fore thee an open door, and no man can close

it, is the language that ariseth." Throughout
our journey, we met with kindness, courtesy

and openness from all classes; nor were wo
sensible that the service of the visit was ma-
terially, if at all, interfered with by political

matters.

Our' concern and interest were so exclu-

sively in another channel, than we scarcely

read a political paper during an absence of

nearly eight weeks ; and perhaps never before

felt so little desire to know about national

movements, which under other circumstances
would have absorbed much time and thought.

The information we received on these subjects

was principally derived from the conversation

of those around us ; and this was so colored

by the desires or prejudices of the speakers,

that but little dependence could be placed on

it. So, when appealed to for our views, as we
sometimes were, we could conscientiously ac-

knowledge our ignorance of the real state of

political affairs. Yet in justice to the people

of the South, it may be said, that we were
never in company, whore fear of insult would
have prevented the expression of honest views

in a proper spirit and manner. The unjusti-

fiable warmth of party politicians, and the

inflammatory language of some party organs,

caused some Southern people to believe that

there was a real danger of armed collision

;

but the almost universal expression of senti-

ment among those wo conversed with was,

that if there was to bo any more fighting in

this country, it must be among the northern

people, for they should keep aloof from it.

We reached Petersburg about 9 o'clock on
First day morning, and attended three meet-

ings on that day ; and one on the following

evening. Two of them were large gatherings

of people. In this cit}' the Baptists predom-
inate among the colored people. One of their

three churches here claims a membership of

2700.

The service in these meetings, as was mostly

the case throughout the journey, was largely

of a practical character. Those who were
passing along in an easy, careless, unconcern-

ed way, were closely but aff"ectionately spoken

to; and those who lived from day to day,

month to month, and year to year in forget-

fulness of God, were asked what right they

had to hope, that at the end of time, they
would hear the language, " Well done, good
and faithful servant, thou hast been faithful

over a few things, I will make thee ruler over

many things, enter thou into the joy of thy
Lord ?"

Those who had entered on the Christian

journey were encouraged to persevere, and
hold out to the end of the race. Our Saviour's

command was quoted, " Watch and pray, lest
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riblo accompaniments of a bloody warfare.

! opjiosiny; armies lay in front of each
ye enter into temptation;" for there was a' hoi

danger of falling away, even after we haden-lTh
tered on a religions life; as was shown by the other, defended by intrenched lines of many
care of the Apostle Paul, who was concerned miles in extent—the ruins of which furnish

to keep his body under and bring it into sub

jectiOD ; Ifst, after he had preached to others,

ho himself should become a casta vtay.

The petition taught by our Saviour to His
disciples, " Give us this day our daily bread,"

was referred to, to show that frequent sup-

plies of spiritual food were necessary for our

spiritual growth. Our religion must not be

confined to one day in the week, but should

go with us into every transaction of life; and
during the intervals of our necessary business,

the heart should be lifted to God, in accord

ance with the exhortation, " Pray without

ceasing."

Parents were exhorted to watch over thei

children, and to train them up in the nurture

and admonition of the Lord, so that thej

might be prepared for usefulness in the church
and the world.

The colored people are very attentive lis

teners, but are not accustomed in their meet
ings to those seasons of silent waiting, which
are often so acceptable and refreshing to the

true spiritual worshipper. This is probably
true of almost all other denominations of

Christians than " Friends," and is not peculiar

to those of African descent. We were often

impressed with a sense of the loss sustained

by a congregation for want of such intervals

of silence. The vocal service, cither in minis-

try or prayer, might have been tender and
impressive

; and the people evidently brought
into a degree of serious feeling by the weight
which attended it; but when the minister sat

down, something else was immediately looked
for to occupy the attention, and the solemn
covering which had overspread the assembl}^

was often too much dissipated. Few things
connected with our manner of worship created
such wonder as the announcement, that we
sometimes had meetings in which not a word
was spoken from beginning to end. When
at Newbern, N. C, we were much amused by
the remarks of a goodly old colored man, who
knew somewhat about Friends, and many
years before had attended a meeting appoint-

ed by two of them. He said. They sot, and
sot, and sot, and then got up and went away
without sa}-ing anything. He thought it was
all right; though he would have been glad to

have heard them speak.

Their education in this respect often ren-

dered it necessaiy to unfold our views of what
constitutes true spiritual worship; and to re-

mind them, that a man might attend meet-
ings, listen to eloquent sermons, join in the
singing of hymns, and make loud and long
prayers; and yet never worship God at alt.

Though the times of silent waiting on the
Ijord, which we asked for, as in accordance
with the practice of " Friends," were so novel
and strange to many of the companies we
visited; yet the silence was often profound
and solemn, and very grateful to our feelings

;

anil we believed it was so in measure to many
otiiers. Indeed, on several occasions, it was
referred to in terms of approbation bj'some
of the more thoughtful ones.

The vicinity of Petersbui-g abounds with
the remains of the fortifications erected dur-
ing the late civil war. it was then suri-ound-

ed by hostile armies ; and for many months its

inhabitants became familiar with the sounds
uf musketry and canrH.n, and with all tluj

abundant food for thought to the moi'alist,

and tend to strengthen in a northern mind a

conviction of the wrongfulness of the system

of slavery, which led to such a destructive

and fratricidal contest. We saw similar ruins

in different parts of the South. The Southern

rulers appear to have spared no elforts to

carry out their design of forming a separate

Confederacy; but to have so greatly drained

the resources of that section of our country

as to leave it in an impoverished condition.

W.

A MITE SONG.
Only a drop in the bucket,

But every drop will lell

;

The bucket would soon be empty
Without the drops in the well.

Only a poor little penny,
It was all I had to give;

But as pennies make the dollars,

It may help some cause to live.

A few little bits of ribbon,

And some toys; they were not new,

But they made the sick child happy,
Which made me happy too.

Only some outgrown garments
;

They were all I had to spare;

But they'll help to clothe the needy,

And the poor are everywhere.

A word now and then of comfort.

That cost me nothing to say
;

But the poor old man died happy.
And it helped him on the way.

God loveth the cheerful giver.

Though the gift be poor and small
;

What doth He think of His children,

When they never give at all?—From " The Christian Giver."

Selected.

THE TONGUE INSTRUCTED.
Guard well thy lips; none, none can know
What evils from the tongue may flow;

What guilt, what grief may be incurr'd

By one incautious, hasty word.

Be " slow to speak ;" look well within,

To check what there may lead to sin
;

And pray unceasingly for aid,

Lest, unawares, thou be betrayed.

"Condemn rot, judge not,—not to man
Is given his brother's faults to scan

;

One task is thine, and one alone,

—

To search out and subdue thine own.

Indulge no murmurings; oh, restrain

Those lips so ready to complain
;

And, if (hey can be number'd, count
Of one'day's mercies the amount.

Shun vain discussions, trifling themes
;

Dwell not on earthly hopes or schemes
;

Let words of wisdom, meekness, love,

The heart's true renovation, prove.

Set God before thee; every word
Thy lips pronoimce, by him is heard

;

Oh, couldst thou realize this thought.
What care, what caution would be taught!

"The time is short,—this d.ay may be
The very last as^ign'd to thee:
So speak, that she ildst thou ne'er speak more,

lis day's words deplore.

it on the Lord ; be of gc

sliall strengthen thine he

From "The British Fricn
,

Extract from the MS. .loiirnal of the Late Joseph W
of Highflatts.

3rd Month, ISUS.—The day after theQi
terly Meeting held at Leeds, Joshua Pii

man, of Thornton, breakfasted at the

Friend's house as mj'self, and on inquiring

him about a certain young man I had
\

tieularly noticed in the meeting, he s

his name was "Eichard Fiennes Foster,''

he came out of the south and settled at Sc

boro', that he joined the Society by convin

ment, and appeared acceptably as a minist

and withal, related the following occurrei

which I have put down as near as I can

member, viz. :—That Doctor Southam,
Buckingham, a man eminent in his f

fession, by which he acquired conside

property, look a journey of pleasure

his wife to London, and during his stay th'

they attended the play which was actec

•'The Quaker"—with which the Doctor
much affected. At the close thereof, the pr

cipal manager observed to the company tl

if an3' one was desirous to know more of t

respectable people, he would recommend lh(

to read "Barclay's Apology." According
before he left London, the Doctor pi'i

purchased it. and when he got home, secret

it in his study, whore he employed liis 1

time in diligently perusing it. His wife ve

soon perceiving a visible alteration in hi

and having taken notice that he spent mc
time in his study, wondered what was t

cause; whereupon, taking the opportuni

when he was from home, she carefully exa
ined the room, and found the Apology thei

in, which she began to read, and cont

to do so at such times as he was absei

the consequence of which was, by turnii

their minds to that principle of Light ah

Light which comes by Jesus Christ, ai

is placed in the secret of every heart, thi!

were both convinced of the truth asprofessij

by the people called Quakers. In tmie th(]

found strength to make public professit]

thereof About the same time Eichard
.j

Fuster's brother Oswald, who was an apprei

tice with them, was out of his time, and gor

to London for further instruction. The I3o

tor having a great deal of business, hud pr'

posed on his return, to take him in as a pat

ner. Before he reached home, he heard the

were become Quakers, at which he was ver

much surprised, but being determined to h

litem know that he was not one, when he et

tered the house he began to whistle and sin

as he passed through the lobby by the sittinji

room door, and went di rectly into the kitehei

where he was very much struck with the vi

ibio alteration he observed in the eountenanc
of the servant girl, and then accosted her-
'' What! Betsy, are you all turned Qiiukerf

—but I will not be one however." But in

short lime he was also favored with a pr(

cious visitation, and became clearly convince
of the truth. The said E. F. Fos"ter hearin
that his brother w:is turned Quaker, lightl,

said, " I shall quake also when cold weathe
comes." But the same Divine Power soo
ftcrwards reached unto him, and caused hir

J bow thereunto, bringing him into a slat

f willingness to confess Christ before men
and about the same time another brothe
(John), residing at some distance, was cor
vinced of the tiiitb, without having any pre

vious convci
i were six per

another.
i-kab
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convinced and brought to the aeknowl-
nent of the truth, and became valuable

ibers of our religious Society.

For "The Friend"

The Mississippi in Iligli Watfr.

dward King descended the great river

1 St. Louis to the cotton region when the

hty stream was rising. He thus describes

) it appeared at that time :

When the rains have swollen its tributary

rs to more than their ordinary volume,
Mississippi is grand, terrible, treacherous,

ays subtle and serpent-like in its mode of

iling upon its prey, it swallows up acres at

fell swoop ; on one side sweeping them
ly from their frail hold on the main land,

on the other it covers plantations with
and broken tree trunks and boughs,

jing the frightened inhabitants into the

and story of their cabins, and driving the

tie and swine upon high knolls, to starve
' aps finally to drown. It pierces the

ly lines which have cost the states bordering
Q it such immense sums, and goes bubbling

roaring through the crevasses, distracting

planters and sending dismay to many thou

ds in a single night. It promises a fall in

day; on another it rises so suddenly that

adventurous woodmen along the border

re scarcely time to flee. It makes a lake

the fertile country between two great riv-

; it carries oft' hundreds of wood piles,

tich lonely and patient labor have reared in

hope that a passing steamer will buy the

od, and thus reward a season's work. Out
each small town on its western bank, set

carelessly by the waters edge, it makes a

ny Venice, or floats it otf altogether. As
huge steamer glided alongthe mighty cur-

t, we could see families in the second sto-

of their houses, gazing grimly out upon
appioaching ruin. At one point, a man

s sculling from house to barn-yard with
d for his stock. The log barn was a dreary
in the midst of the flood. The swine and

76 Stood shivering on a pine knoll, discon-

tely burrowing and browsing. As we
beyond the ArKansas and White rivers,

gigantic volume of water had so far over-

its natural boundaries that we seemed at

instead of upon an inland river. The cot-

woods and cypresses stood up amid the

ter wilderness like ghosts. Gazing into

long avenues of the sombre forests, we
Id only see the same level, all-enveloping

d. In the open country the cabins seemed
,dy to sail away, though their masters were

11}' smoking with much equanimity, and
itmg a fall of the river.

[Below the mouth of the Missouri, the great

tev takes a wholly different appearance and
laracter from those of the lovely stream

kich stretches from Lake Pepin down ;
and

[ne of the old pilots say that section of it

low St. Louis should have been called the

fissouri,' rather than the Mississippi. The
ssouri, they claim, gives to the river most
the characteristics which dominate it un-

it has been reinforced by the Ohio, the

fkansas, the White and the Red rivers. The
rrent is forever making land on one side,

d tearing it away on the other, the bends

its course not permitting the stream to

ish both banks with equal force. The farmer

the alluvial bottoms, sees with dismay his

rn field diminish year by year, acres slip-

ag into the dark current; yet the ease with

vhieh corn, cotton and sugar are raised in

heir respective localities along its banks is

;uch that they willingly run the risk. The
pilots complain bttterly of the constant,

cuanges in the channel, which it requires the I

eyes of Argus almost to detect. They say
that the current might be made to bear upon
the rocky shore, thus avoiding disastrous los-^

of land and many crevasses, as the gaps made
n the levees by the encroaching waters are

called. The stream is so crooked, that a

twetity miles' journey by water is sometimes
necessarj', where the distance across the

promontory round which the steamer must go,

is not more than a mile. Sometimes the cur-

rent, tired of the detour, itself brushes awa}'

the promontory, and the astonished pilots see

a totally new course opened before them.

The occasional inundations of the alluvial

lands are so little understood, and the general

course of the Mississippi is comprehended by
so few, that a little idt-a of its progress down
to the Delta country maj' prove interesting.

At the junction of the Mississippi and Alis-

souri rivers, begins what is known as the

lower Mississippi, although the name is not

usually- applied to the stream until it ha

crossed the grand rocky chain or bed extern:

ing across its channel between St. Louis and
Cairo. All below this chain in the Missi-sipp

valley is alluvium, through which the rivei

meanders from one bluff' to another

—

the bluffs

being from forty to one hundred miles apart.

Touching these bluffs at Commerce, Missouri,

on the west bank, it courses across the valley,

passing the vast prairies of Lower Illinois,

known as "Egypt," on the east, meets the

Ohio at Cairo, then strikes the bluffs again ai

Columbus on the eastern or Kentucky shoi'e

It skirts these bluffs as far as Memphis, hav

ing on its west the broad earthquake lands of

Mis-iouri and Arkansas. It then once more
crosses the valley to meet the Yazoo near

Vicksburg, creating the immense Yazoo reser-

voir on the east bank, e.xtending from the

vicinity of Memphis to Vicksburg, and the

valleys and the swamps of the Macon and

Tensas, on the west side. These latter have

no terminus save the Gulf of Mexico, as the

river does not approach the western bluffs

after leaving Helena. From Vicksburg

Baton Rouge the river hugs the eastern bluffs,

and from Eaton Rouge to the mouth is the

pure delta country for a distance of more than

200 miles.

All of this valley, below the rocky chain

crossing the river channel, lies lower than th

high water line of this powerful current, and

the efforts of men to stay an inundation seem
quite puerile. The valley is divided into

several natural districts, one embracing the

lands from the chain to the vicinity of Helena,

where the St. Francis river debouches

;

other fi'om Helena nearly to Vicksburg on

the east bank, for the Yazoo valley
; a third

comprises the country from the Arkansas to

the Red river, known as the Macon and Tensas

valley ; a fourth runs from the Red river to

the gulf, on the west side, and a fifth from

Baton Rouge to the gulf on the east side.

Some of these districts have been imperfect

ly leveed ; others have never been protected

at all. and the general opinion is, that when
high water does come the fact that there are a

few levees increases the danger of a complete
inundation, as the stream, finding itself re

sti-ained, breaks the barriers which attempt

to control the current. Under the slave sys

tem, the planters on the lowlands were able

to guard against ruin by elaborate prepara-

tion and vigilance, which they cannot sum-
mon now

; and it is believed that nothing but
the execution of a grand national work by
the general government will ever secure to

the delta that immunit}'- from ruin, so desir-

able for people already cruellj' stripped by
war and political knavery.

Yet the inundations do not come with
alarming frequency. In 1867 the lowlands
were overflowed and distress ensued ; and in

this year, 1874, the confusion, distress, and
trepidation have been terrible to witness.

Starvation has stood at thousands of doors,

and onlj' the hands of the Government and
charity have saved hundreds from miserable
deaths. Below Memphis, and in a wide belt

of country round about, along the bottom
ands in the State of Mississippi and through-

5ut the Louisiana lowlands, there has been
mmense damage. In an hour the planter i9

doomed to see a thousand acres, which have
been carefully prepared for planting cotton,

covered with water two or three foet deep.

The country round about becomes a swamp

—

the roads are rivers, the lakes are seas.

As the Mississippi valley, south and north,

will in future be one of the most populous
sections of the American Union, and as the
great network of rivers which penetrate to

the Rocky Mountains, and the mighty caiions

of the Mauvais Terres are so well adapted for

commercial highways; as a score of States

and territories border on the Mississippi alone,

why should not the National Government at

once undertake the control and care of the

stream and its tributaries?"

For "Tlic Friend."

\ul)ie Conduct in Hmnljlf Liff.

While walking in the southwestern part of

the city many years since, I noticed the dri-

ver of a coal cart who was about delivering

his load. The man, who had but one arm,

was cheerful, strong and active, and seemed
but little impeded in his work by the loss of

his limb. On being asked whether he did not

find the loss of his hand and arm a very se-

rious inconvenience, he answered " no," and
said that he was still able to haul seven tons

of coal daily, which was as much as most
men cared to do. He then showed me how
he made the stump of the amputated arm
useful bj- resting the end of the shovel against

it, while he grasped the handle and lifted the

coal with his remaining hand and arm. Hero
was a striking instance of energy, courage

and the manly determination which enables

persons to overcome difficulties ; but when he

also told me that be had never once regretted

the loss of a limb so important to the work-

ing man, it seemed strange and surprising.

Here was something that needed explana-

tion ; and in answer to inquiries, I learned

that the arm had been sacrificed in order to

save the life of another person. Years pre-

vious to my interview, he had been emploj'ed

with others at a mill in the country, and on

a certain occasion he saw that a large, heavy
door which had been loosened from its fast-

enings in one of the upper stories of themill,

was about falling from a great height, and
that a fellow workman, unconscious of the

accident, was stooping with his back bent di-

rectly on the spot where the door must strike

the ground, and that from his position the

man must almost certainly be killed if the
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door struck him. There was no time for re-

flection or hesitation, but my informant im-

mediiitely extended an arm, received the first

shock of the falling door, and thus warded
it off his companion so that he was little if anj-

hurt. The arm, of course, was so shattered

that it bad to be promptly removed.
It has often occurred to me that this was

an instance of true Christian heroism, such

as we have few examples of. He doubtless

had the comfort of an approving conscience,

and therefore felt no sorrow or regret for the

part he had taken. We have good reason to

suppose that He who seeth not as man seeth,

beholds many who are of small account in

the eyes of the world, who are yet objects of

His favor and regard. The subject of the

preceding anecdote must have had a portion

of that unselfish love and spirit of self-sacri-

fice of which the life and sufi'erings of our
Divine Eedeemer has given us the great ex-

ample. X.

Trout.

Lonesome Lake Cabin, August, 1S7G.

The season has been an excellent one for

studying the habits of trout io the mountain
waters. The intense heat of the sun during

the latter part of July and the early part of

August had its effect on all exposed waters

even in this high region. Profile Lake, the

most wonderful trout pond in the world, in

my judgment, seems to be more fully stocked

with trout this year than ever before. In

June the fish rose freely, but as July advanc-
ed and the heat of the sun penetrated the wa-
ter there was a sudden change. This is a

noteworthy fact, that the change was not
gradual, but one day the trout were rising

freely, took any fly that was off'ered, and
seemed to be actively at work feeding, and
the next day, by a common agreement they
refused to rise, did not show themselves on
the surface, and though we tried them thor-

oughly at all hours of the day, from early

morn to dark, it was impossilde to get up
anything but a few very small fish, and these

011I3' in shallow water. At the same time the
anglers with bait ceased to take any, or took
but very few. For «ome days newly arriving

sportsmen, who trii'-l [In- l:il<c, declared that
there were no trom iIkti', and would not be-

lieve the assurance that there wove thousands
lying in the cool recesses. Thisinstantaneous
change convinced me that the water had
reached a temperature near the surface which
was disagreeable to all trout alike, and that
as we human beings do not like to go out in a
hot sunshine, so they did not like to go out in

the warm water. Meantime they did not feed.

The habit of the trout is to feed voraciously

at times and to remain quiet with little or no
food for a long time. I have known a throo-

))i)und trout to live for months in a glass tank,

with clear spring water flowing in it, and
ki'cp up his flesh and appearance, though he
hiid no Ibod but the few animalcules which
were ill the water, and they were very few,

as 1 knew by repealed examination with mj'
microscope.

But one day we had a heavy shower in the

early morning, the only shower of the season

which had been dry here as elsewhere. Think-
ing this might have disturbed the water and
equalized surface and depth temperature, I

went down to the lake at about noon and
made a low casts, but without success. I was
driven oft' the lake by the eutldcn ai)peara

over Cannon Mountain of a black cloud, which
came on with a roar, and I had scarcely got-

ten in the shelter of the boat-house when a

terrible hail storm burst over the lake. It

was by much the most severe hail storm I have
ever known, and continued for three-quarters

of an hour. The stones were very large, and
when it cleared away the surface of Profile

Lake was covered with a skim of ice-slush,

as if the winter ice had just melted. The sun

broke out hot and fierce, and an army of

gnats came out of the forest. The ice had
vanished in a few minutes, but the surface

water was cold enough now, and there was
evidently the wildest kind of exhilaration and
delight among the trout. They came up, lit-

erally by the thousand, and leaped into the

air to sieze the gnats. In all my experience

in wild waters I have never seen such an ex-

hibition of trout. They paid no sort of at-

tention to my presence, but rose ten, twenty
at a time within reach of my hand, all around

e, and all over the surface of the lake. At
every cast they tumbled over my flies, crowd-

_ one another in their haste. Of course 1

took all I wanted in a few minutes, and then
sat in my boat and enjoyed the spectacle.

This continued all the afternoon and till

dark. The night was cold with frost. The
next day was much warmer, but they rose

till dark again. The day after that it was
impossible to persuade a respectable trout to

rise, for the water had again become warm.
Now to show you where they were, and

what they were doing. The bottom of Pro-

file Lake is dark and you cannot see trout in

deep water. But Lonesome Lake is clear as

crystal, and in some parts of it the bottom, in

water from three to five feet deep, is white
granite gravel. These places are where cold

spring water comes in, and the thermometer
in that water is always at about 43 degrees.

During the season of hot sunshine it w.as

useless to cast flies on any part of the open
lake,. except over these spring holes, and there

I would not east, for the trout were as tame
as chickens. They lay on the white gravel,

packed closely side by side, thousands on
thousands, enjoying the delicious cold water,

and paid no attention to me as I pushed my
boat over them, but just rested and panted
with their gills and looked up at me. They
seemed to have such perfect assurance that I

would not harm them that I was compelled
to let them alone. I had not the heart to

take them, and so day after day I would row
over them, and take friends to see the im-

mense multitudes, so closely packed that thej'

hid the gravel for rods. If I took an artifi-

cial fly and danced it with my fingers on the
water, they would rush up to seize it, perfect-

ly confident that I was no enemy. To tell

the frank truth, this little intimacy which I

established with them had such an effect on
me that of late 1 have not felt like killing

trout in the lake at all, and I have only taken
enough for the table when I had friends here,

never when alone.

—

Cor. N. Y. Journal of
Commerce.

Locusts and Wild 7/<)»n/.— .Maj.ir-( lenoral

Bisset, C. !'>., in his work entitled ' Sport and
War in Africa," gives an interesting illustra-

tion of a Scripture narrative: "About the
year 1830 some of the dispersed native tribe

from the interior of Africa migrated into th

Capo Colony to seek employment aTnong the
farmers. My father engaged one family, con

sisting of a man named Job, and his two wi

with seven or eight children. Soon a

their arrival a flight of locusts came from
'nterior, and night after night, whilst the

custs settled on the earth, the whole of t

family, with great sandals of ox-hide tied

their feet (verj^ like Canadian snow-shoi
would walk about the whole night where
the locusts were thickest. The next day 1

locusts would again take wing ; but wh(
this family had been walking about all nig

you saw acres and acres of ground covei

with swarms of disabled locusts that could t

fly away; and the natives would collect th

and bring them home in baskets ; they wot
theit break off the wings, pinch off the t

end of the body, and pull off the head, a

with it withdraw the inside of the locui

thus the body and legs alone remained, t

inside of the bodj- being covered with f

This portion of the locust was then spre

open upon mats in the sun to dry, and wh
dry packed away in huts raised from t

ground and built on purpose. These pco]

received a very good ration of food; yet t!

family preferred the bread made from the

locusts to any description of food. The
mode of manipulation was as follows

:

basketful of the dried locusts would be tak

from the store, and one of the women wou
sit down on the ground by a flat stone, ai

with another round stone in her two han
would grind or reduce the locusts to flot

and therewith make thick cakes, and bal

them on the coals or in the ashes, and e

this locust-bread with wild honey. Hon*
was most abundant in the country at th

time, and I have seen Job after a day's bun]

ing, carry home leather bags full, weighir

more than I could lift from the ground. Hem
I believe it was thus that John the Bapti
'lived upon locusts and wild honey' in tl

wilderness."

For "The Frieud.'

All Appeal to Friomls.

Dear Friends,—During a visit made in C4o

pel love more than a year ago, to the colore

people in some of the Southern States, w
found among them a great dearth of readin

matter. Tliis we endeavored in part to su]

ply with books and tracts contributed by tt

Book Committee of our Meeting for Suft'e

ings, and by the Tract Association of Frienc

of Philadelphia. The latter in particular, r

sponded most liberally to our requests, an

has furnished us with a very large luimbi

of its valuable publications, which we hof
will prove instrumental in doing much su

stantial good.
There is great openness among a lar<:

class of these people to receive religious (

serious publications, and we bad many ev

deuces that such productions were valued ar

read. We felttheimportaneoof endeavoring;
some measure to supply this demand, by sen

ing such a selection as would be adapted
their peculiar needs, and their present sta

of intellectual development. The tracts sei

were selected with some reference to this ; bi

there are manj' in the series which, thoug
excellent in themselves, are not so well suit^

to the colored people in the South as to pe

sons of more education and different surroun
ings.

Before leaving home in the beginning
the 12th month last, on a second and sitnil;

visit, an edition of 10,000 copies was jirinte
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I cheap form for gratuitous circulation, of

nail sbeet containing instructive religious

bter suited to their wants. This was received

h a hearty welcome by those we visited,

. the edition was soon exhausted, bince

return home, we have believed that it

lid be desirable to issue some additional

abers of such a sheet at suitable intervals,

he same cheap style ; and to circulate them
)laees where most needed, aud where our

t has opened the way for their reception,

this way we might be able, frorn time to

!, to supply thousands of families with

i reading as might, under the Divine bless-

turn their thoughts into profitable chan-
I, enlighten their minds, and point them to

spirituality of the Gospel dispensation, to

necessity of the inward work of Grace
n their hearts, and to the need of their be-

ling new creatures in Christ Jesus. At the

e time correct moral sentiments and prin-

es would be inculcated; and some infor-

,ion be dissemitiated of the views held by
Society of Friends—views which wo fully

eve are calculated to promote their pre-

, and future happiness.

s the issuing of such papers involves con-

rable pecuniary outla_y, especially for pa-

and postage, the subject is thus spread

•re Friends, that those who feel willing to

8t therein, may have the opportunity,

gestions of suitable matter for the pat;es

he proposed publication, would be gladly

iived. Contributions or communications
r be directed to

David Heston, Frankford, Philada., or

Joseph Walton, 262 S. 2nd St.,
"

row Lumbermen Live.—Three hundred men
cover and cut a section of about three

38 square takingoff over 60 000 logs, which
lid measure about 10,000,000 feet, each
ion. Work begins at daylight and ends
lark ; and when the days lengthen, or the

)n favors a longer twilight or earlier morn,
men get the benefit in longer working
rs. On the river, when the drive is start-

work begins at 3 o'clock in the morning
ends at 9 in the evening, the men hav-

fivo meals; breakfast at 6, lunch at 9,

ler at 12, supper at 5, and tea at 9. The
lis consist of pork and beans, corn bread,

asses cake, and tea or coffee.

'o stint is given to a man's appetite. The
, such as it is, is abundant, monotonous,
ritious, and cheap. A cook is provided
every fifty men. The beans are general-

the large white bush, parboiled in pots

ling half a bushel, tiien ten pounds of

k is set in the middle of the beans in the

a quarter of a pint of molasses i)oured in,

then the pot is set in a hole surrounded
ti hot ashes and burning charcoal, the top
ered with a stone, over which a heavy
)d fire is built, and here they stay from
to eight hours, coming out a most palat-

s dish. All the baking is done in rudely

t stone ovens, which are heated, before

dough is mixed, with a good wood fire.

) loaves of biscuit or cake are set upon the

stones and are cooked quickly aud thor-

hly.

. camp of three hundred men will consume
y four barrels of beans, half a barrel of

k, one barrel of flour, half a barrel of

il, one-quarter of a barrel of sugar and
gallons of molasses. The men are en-

camped in tents, making their beds of boughs,
while their extra clotliing—a pair of duck
overalls, woolen shirt and two pairs of wool-
en socks—is kept in an old grain sack and
used as a pillow at night.

All well regulated camps exclude liquor.

Being usually fifty to two hundred miles
from any soltlement, and the men not
paid until the end of the season, there is lit-

tle inducement for any speculator to peddle
rum through the woods, or for the men to

straggle off in search of it.

The consumption of axes and handles is

enormous, an axe lasting a month and a handle
about three weeks. The axes are sharpened
daily, some camps having regular sharpeners,
while others require each man to keep his own
axe in order. The old axes are never collect-

ed for the junk dealei-, the distance to ship

them being almost too great to make it an
economical measure. Woodsmen generally

consider spruce harder on axes than either

birch or pine. The gum which runs out of a

spruce tree is found hard enough to chip the

edge of the axe when striking through it.

—

Northwestern Lumbenna n.

The lemon Peel.

A simple but pious man complained to

Gotthold that in conversing with God, he

often felt at a loss for words. "Although,"
said he, "on other occasions I have no diffi

culty in making myself understood, still, I

can never find such language for my God as

His majesty, the confidence I place in Him,
and the greatness of my necessities, seem to

me to require." Gotthold, at the time, had in his

hand a lemon, from which he had just pared
a thin and transparent peel. Presenting it

to him, he said :
" Only on the surface skin,

and not in the white below, is the strong fra-

grance of this fruit contained. And the

same," be assured, "is the case with your
prayer. However thin and meagre may be

the language in which it maj' bo expressed,

the fragrance of its fervent pietj' is strong

enough to i)ierce the clouds. Words, without
faith and devotion, are useless, like the white
under-skin of this fruit ; but faith and devo-

tion, without words, are not despised by Him
who knows the heart. Ejaculatory prayers

are the most powerful means of dispelling

the troubles of the mind. A single sigh

breathed from the bottom of a burlhened
heart, is a loud cry in the ear of God. Our
prayers are most fervent when the lips are

silent and the tongue at rest. No doubt words
are sometimes needful in prayer; but it is on

our own account and never on God's, to

whom our wants are already known. Nay,
He sometimes leaves us to feel the lack of

words, for the very purpose of v?eaning us

from depending on ourselves and our ability,

more than on Him and His grace. Do in fu-

ture as King David did, who, you will con-

fess, knew the art of praj'er. When he convers-

ed with God, and was dissatisfied with the

waj' in which he did it, he exclaimed, ' And
what can David say more unto Thee, for

Thou, Lord God, knowest Thy servant.' (2
Sam. vii. 20.) If you cannot find expressions,

cast your heart, with all its concerns, into the

bosom of your God, aud He will read in it

what you wish to say. My God, Thou art a

spirit; grant that I may worship ' Thee in

spirit and in truth.'" (John iv. 24.)

THE FK.IEND.

THIRD MONTH 10, 1877.

We doubt not the hearts of many of our
readers have been lifted up in thankfulness
to the Author of all our mercies, in that He
has brought to a peaceful settlement the
political question which has for some months
past beeu agitating the nation. Whatever
may have been their predilections in favor of
one or the other of the Presidmtial candi-

dates, we believe the great mass of the people
of the United States have always been ready
quietly to acquii'Sce in the result of the last

election, whatever that should be found to be..

The remarkable closeness of the vote, and the
long continued uncertainty as to who was
legally elected, necessarily kept the hopes and
fears alive of those who were warmly in-

terested in the success of one parly or the
other. The unsettlement thus occasioned
was increased by the exaggerated and sensa-

tional reports, and by the heated and inflam-

matory appeals published in some of the pa-
pers of the day.
A calm review of our political history for

the past few months, impresses the mind with
the conviction of the truth of the Scripture
declaration, " Eighteousness exalteth a na-

tion." If those who mould public opinion,—
the orators and writers, whose voices are

heard through the land,—and if the people gen-
erally, were brought under the government
of the Prince of Peace in their own hearts,

what a wonderful change for the better would
be effected even in our outward and material

prosperity. There would no doubt still be

differences of judgment as to the expediency
or propriety of certain political and financial

measures; people would be divided in opinion

as to the best methods of raising funds for the

necessary support of government ; and free-

trade and protective duties would each find

their advocates. But what a blessed thing it

would be to see all heeding the advice of the

apostle, "Let all bitterness and wrath, and
anger, and clamor, and evil-speaking, be put
away from j'ou, with all malice; and be ye
kind one to another." Quo-itions on which
there was a diversity of sentiixiont would then
be calmly discussed and settled, " in the meek-
ness of wisdom."
One great cause of the bitterness which has

animated the contest for power, is the control

which is connected therewith of the govern-
ment oflSces and of their emoluments. It is

not merely a desire to see certain political

principles prevail, that stimulates politicians

on either side; but to many of them it is a
question of dollars and cents. This infusion

of mercenary motivts into parties, whose os-

tensible design is the promotion of principles

of political economy, is one of the evils which
threaten disastrous consequences to our gov-

ernment and people. We believe that thougiit-

ful men, animated with a spirit of true patriot-

ism, would hail with unaffected joy, the intro-

duction of such a system of civil reform, as

would make the tenure of office of govern-
ment employees dependent on the faithful and
skilful discharge of their duties; and not on
their adherence to any political chief.

We are settled in the belief that the great

safeguard of anj^ people, is their reverence for,

and obedience to the Supreme Ruler of the

universe. He who by his life and eonversa-
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tion, thus does his part in drawing down the

blessing of Heaven on his country, must be

classed among her most useful citizens—for,

as the poet saj'S, she

" Receives advantage from his noiseless hours,

Of which she liltle dreams. Perhaps she owes
Her sunshine and her rain, her blooming spring

And plenteous harvest, to the prayer he makes,

AVhen, Isaic-like, the solitary saint

Walks forth to meditate at even-tide."

It is certain, that a body of men under the

government of Ciiristian principles, who have

learned to subject their selfish desires to the

discipline of the cross of Christ; will be most

valuable in preserving a nation from those

evils and excesses which are destruotive to

national prosperity, and even to national life.

We have received an obituarj' notice, post-

marked Emporia, Kansas ; unaccompanied
with the name of the sender. Our rules re-

quire that such notices should be accompanied
with the name of the person forwarding them.
The propriety of this, we think will be ap-

parent.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The London Times and other journals

have editorials on the settlement of the Presidential

question in the United States. Those who believed

that Tilden was justly elected are commended for their

forbearance, moderation and respect for constitutional

restraints.

There were 104 deaths from small pox in London
la.st week.
The London Times says that the export trade of

Great Britain is in a most unsatisfactory state. The
exports of woolens, linens, and iron, have greatly de-

clined. Those of iron have not only diminished in

quantity but have fallen thirty per centum in value.

During the First mcmth the total value of the exports
was only £15,946,000, which is considerably less than
half the value of the imports for the same period.

The Italian Government has in contemplation the
erection of an observatory for meteorological and astro-

nomical investigations upon the summit of Mount Etna,
which will be placed in communication with the Uni-
versity of Catania.

Official figures show that in the year 1870 there were
in the island of Cuba 363,000, slaves; in 1873, 287,000,
and in 1876, 199,000. The number of free blacks on
the island in 1873 was 26,000; in 1874,50,000; in 1875,

75,000, and in 1876, 84,000. The free blacks in four
jurisdictions where no census could be taken are esti-

mated at 6000.

The Montenegrin delegates have arrived in Constan-
tinople, ;

Thearmi
time for I

The tr(

been sign

lire the restoration of peace,
ilonged twenty days to allow

veen Turkey and Servia has
[ve been given the Russimi
territory. On the 3d insi.

d a telegram from Prince

ter, considering fairly the testimony for and against the

Chinese, the Committee believe that free institutions

founded upon free schools and intelligence can only be

maintained where bised on intelligence and adequately

paid labor. Adequate wages are needed to give self-

respect to the laborer and the meansof education to his

children. Family life is a great safeguard to our po-

litical institutions. Chinese immigration involves sor-

did wages, no public schools, and the absence of family.

We speak of the Chinese as they have exhibited them-
selves on the Pacific coast for twenty-five years past,

and as they are at the present time. They show few of

the characteristics of a desirable population and many
to be deprecated by any patriot. This problem is too

important to be treated with indifference. Congress

should solve it, having due regard to any rights already

accrued under existing treaties and to humanity."
The amount of subsidiary silver coin paid out up to

the first inst. was $28,500,000, and the amount of frac-

tional currency destroyed was $17,000,000.
The Direct United States Cable Company give notice

of a reduction of their rates to twenty-five cents, gold,

per word.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

311.

The U. States Signal Service in this city reports the

highest temperature of the Second month as 60 deg.,

and the lowest 16 deg.; mean 37 deg. Total rainfall

and melted snow 0.84 inches. According to the record

kept at the Pennsylvania Hospitil, the mean tempera-
ture of the Second month was 37.39 deg., the higher
temperature 60.50, and the lowest 20 deg. Rainfall

1.55 inches.

President Grant, on the 2d inst., issued a proclama-
tion convening an extra session of the U. Slates Senate.

The session is to commence at noon of the 5th inst.

The oath of office was administered to President
Hayes by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, in

the White House, on the evening of the 3d inst. Presi-

dent Grant was pre-ient at the ceremony.
The Forty-fourth Congress adjourned on the 4th inst.

at noon, after having passed all the general appropria-
tion bilks except the Army and the River and Harbor
bill. The army bill failed on account of a disagree-

ment between the Senate and House in regard to the
sections for reducing the army and forbidding the use

of troops in the Southern States. Its failure will make
an extra session of Congress necessary within three

months. The House of Representative's adopted a reso-

lution by a party vote, 137 to 88. declaring that Tilden
and Hendricks had received 196 electoral votes, and
were in the opinion of the House duly elected Presi-

dent and Vice-President of the United States for the
term of four years, beginning 3d mo. 4th, 1877.
The thirteenth annual report of the Penna. Railroad

Company shows the gross earnings for the year 1876
were t36,891,061, the working expenses $22,081,229,
leaving the net earnings for the year $14,809,832. The
company made four quarterly dividends of two per
cent, each, and there was still a surplus of $1,510,984,
which was carried to the reserved fund. There was no
increase of the capital stock or funded debt during the
year, and there is no floating debt.

The iniuguration of President Hayes took place on
the 5th inst. at the capitol in Washington, in presence
()f an immense concourse of spectators. When he
tinishml reading his inaugural address he was enthii-
-i:i-iirill , ,i|pplauded by the people. Several topics of
I'lil'lir iniri-.st are referred to in the address. He be-
liiv.s liiii ihe interests of the people as well as the

teruent for the Second
I the total debt of the
•risury, to be $2,038,-
::,il70,429 during the

sury consisted of

L'form

do. 1868, 113| ; do. 5 per cents, 18SI, 109; ; do. 4.

cents, lOoJ a'l06. Uplands and New (Jrleans c(

12J a 13 cts. Flour ro a $10.25, according to qu
Pennsylvania red wheat,$1.50 a $1.55 ;

Ohio do.,

a $1.50 ; amber, $1.55 ; white, $1.60. Rye, 75 a 8'

Yellow corn, 55 cts. O.its, 37 a 45 cts. Choic
York cheese, 151 a 16 cts. ; western, 14J a 15 cts.

of 3200 beef catt'le at 6i a 6| cts. per lb. gross for e

5J^ a 6 cts. for fair to good, and 4i a 5 cts. for com

.

Sheep, 4.\ a 6} cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 11,000 T
Hogs, si a 9 cts. per lb. net. Receipts 3700 l'

Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, S1.22 ; No. 3 do., $1(
Corn, 40 cts. Oits, 33.1- cts. Rye, 62 a 63 cts. Ba
55 cts. Lard, S9.48 per 100 lb. net. St. Louis.— 1\

red f^ill wheat, $1.43 ; No. 3 do., $I..39 a $1.40. Ml
corn, 36 cts. Oats, 33 cts. Eye, 63 cts. B irley,

|

90 cts. Cincinnati.—B,%\ wheat, $1.50 a $1.52. C
40 a 42 cts. Oats, 36 a 40 cts. Lard, 9J a 9i cts.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONTRIBUTE
TO THE ASYLUM.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the "Contributor

the Asylum for the Relief of Persons Deprived

U^e of their Reason," will be held on Fourth-diy,

14lh of Third month, 1877, at 3 o'clock, p. M., at .

Street Meeting-house, Philadel|ihia.

William Bettle, Cle

WANTED.
A competent middle aged Friend as Matron, a'

Shelter for Gdored Orphans. Applv to

Elizabeth C. Lowry, 1114 Pine St.

Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth f

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher to take charge of the " Si

Room" at the above Institution ; one qualified to

instruction in all the branches taught in the Gl
Depart.ment.

Application may be made to

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St., Phil
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, New Jersey

or Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St., Philadelphi.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day the

of Fourth month. P.irents and others intending to

pupils, will please make early application to Benw
W. Passmore, Supt., (address iS(rce( Road P.
Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, 2'reas

304 Arch St , Philadelphia.

WANTED.
A Friend to teach London Britain Prepars

Meeting School. Apply to Abel J, Hopkins
Thompson P. O., Newcastle Co., Di

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Phiiadelp.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma
made to the Superintendent, or to anv of the Boa:

Managers.

Ill

lermined by the Kleiloral Commission, with the ap-
proval of the U. S. Senate, the Democratic candidates,
Tilden and Hendriiks, wen- :,w:,id..,l il„. votes of 17
States with 184 electoral v..i, ., ,,,,1 il,.. ,.Hininng21
States with 185 voles, are ;•]. ' illi n;! Wheeler.
TheJointSpecialCom.o.ii .

i I, - ,,,,1 l|,,use

of Representativox appoint, . I l.. n., . -iii;,,!,- ihe charac-
ter, extent and cflecl of Chinese icumigration, ri^jiorl

that they visited the Pacific coast and examined a great
number of witnesses. The Committee say ;

" From all

the facts that they have gathered bcarinyupon the mat-

esliinable blessing of wi.-^e, honest ami peaceful local

self-government is not fully enjoyed. Tlii.s, he says, is

a subject in respect to which we ought not to he in a
partisan sense either Republicans or Democrats, but
fellow citizens and fellow men, to whom the interests of
a common country and a common humanity are dear.
I'resid.'nt U lyes ref nnirucnds an aiufiidm.nit to the

'IS!

Died, Otii m... l:'.ili, 1S76, at the residence ol

daughter, L)rin, Harii-s, Winona, Columbiana
Ohio, SAMfEi, Test in ihe S6th year of his a|

nienilMT olNew Garden Monthly and Particular \
iiii; uT I'riends. This dear Friend was a firm beli

111 ilie incient doctrines of Friends, but owing to be

iiitliiiiiiy Wis not able to attend meetings for sei

y.'irs, which privation he bore with patience; am
mis!, through Redeeming iove and mercy, he was

, at her residence, in Chester Co., Pennsylvi
on Ihe 24th of 2d mo. 1877, Sidney Siiarples, wi

of Benjamin Sharpies, in the S5th year of her a|

member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting.
, at her residence in Rahway, N. J., on th^

inst., Mauy Thorn, an esteemed rnemher of K d)

Parlicular and Rahwny and Plainfield Monlhly N

ing of Friends, in ilu- (iotli year of her age. To t

who knew her .jiiiet humble spirit and cousislent v

it is easy to believe that her end was peace.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Diary of Christopher Marsliall.

CCoDtiaaerl from page 2:34.)

1774. September 24. This same day began
Quakers' Yearly Meeting, and continued

a day to day until tiie first of October,

n wliich meeting they sent forth an epistle

t has given great oiFence lo the friends of

dom and liberty in America."
'he valuable epistle here referred to, will

bund in full in Vol. 20, No. 36, of "The
3nd,"in one of a series of articles on "The
iety of Friends in Pennsylvania and New
3ey, from 1764 to 1782," prepared by the
: Nathan Kite. It was addressed " To our
jnds and Brethren in these and the neigh-

ing Provinces," and was widely circulated.

efei'S to the manner in which the early

sties and 3iseiples of Christ, " by faithfully

!nding to His precepts, were endued with
7er from on high, qualified to spread His
trines to distant nations, and after patient-

induring many afilictions, triumphed over
through faith in His name." As their sue-

iors departed from the peaceable spirit and
trines of Christ, and " sought an establish-

at by human wisdom and strength, their

1 cooled, their faith decreased, and their

ty degenerated." It then states that our
3 "forefathers and predecessors were raised

)e a people in a time of great commotions,
tests and wars, began and carried on for

vindication of religious and civil liberty,

which many of them were zealouslj'' en-

;i'd, when they received the knowledge of

Truth ; but through the influences of the

3 of Christ in their minds, they ceased from
ferring with flesh and blood, and became
dient to the heavenly vision, in which they
irlj"^ saw that all wars and fightings pro-

d from the spirit of this world, which is

aity with God, and that they must mani-
; themselves to be the followers of the
nee of Peace, by meekness, humility and
lent sufferings." It then extends a caution

[ warning, to carefully guard against being
-wn into a vindication of their rights and
vileges or seeking redress "by any mea-
es which are not consistent with our re-

ous profession and principles, nor with the

cistian patience manifested by our ancestors

such times of trial." Friends were also ad-

sd to discourage every attempt to excite

aft'eetion or disrespect to the king, who
s then the legal head of the government.
' Bee. 30. Debates in the Quaker Monthly

Meeting this day which held by and with ad-

journment till ten at night, and then adjourned
to the second day of next month.

"1775. January 2. Which meeting held
from six until near ten o'clock. The debates
ran high respecting their conduct in these
troublesome times that are expected. In re-

gard thereto, their members were enjoined

not to concern themselves in public disputes,

nor to interrupt any of the king's officers in

the discharge of their duty, but to pay all

humble and dutiful obedience unto the king
or his ministers' mandates, from time to time;

not to join, nor to be in any of the chy,
county, provincial, or general committees, if

whoever offends is to be dealt with as

walking contrary to their discipline.

"24. Meetings daily among the Qiakers
in order, if possible, to defeat the pacific pro-

ceedings of the Continental Congress, calling

upon their members not to meet the county
committees, but entirely to withdraw from
them, under the penalty of excommunication.
* * This day was also a paper published,

called a Testimony of the People called Quak-
ers, in which is contained such gross abuse
against all persons that oppose their fallacious

schemes, and stuft'ed with such false contra-

dictions, that it will be a lasting memento of

the truth of what Robert Walker, one of their

public preachers, now here, often told them,
and warned them to take care, because, says

he, the Lord is departed from j'ou, as he did

from Saul, and has given you over to your
own devices."

The testimony here referred to was issued

by the Meeting for Sufferings, and condemns
measures which tend " to excite disaffection

to the king as supreme magistrate, or to the

legal authority of his government; and also

writings whose spirit and temper is contrary

to the precepts of the Gospel and destructive

of the harmony of civil societj'." After stat-

ing that there was ground to believe that "de-

cent and respectful addresses from those who
are vested with legal authority" would avail

towards obtaining relief and establishing the

just rights of the people; it goes on to say,
" We are, therefore, incited by a sincere con-

cern for the peace and welfare of our country,

publicly to declare against every usurpation

of power and authority, in opposition to the

laws and government, and against all com-
binations, insurrections, conspiracies and ille-

gal assemblies."

Eobert Walker, whose name is mentioned
by C. Marshall, was a Friend from England
paying a religious visit to this country, and
was an honest, plain-spoken man. He attend

ed the Yearly Meeting at Newport, in 1774,

and at the close of the first sitting delivered

this short sermon: "I request Friends will

bring with them the next time they come to-

geth'er a little salt. God is not pleased with
your unsavory offerings." In 1775, when
about ready to return to England, he felt a

concern to have a religious opportunity with

the delegates to the Congress, then sitting ia

Philadelphia. As he thought over the matter,
he became much discouraged, and vcent on
board the vessel in which he had taken his

passage home, without making an attempt to

see them. But an adverse wind was blowing,
and the captain declined starting, and allowe"d

his passengers to return on shore, saying he
would send for them when he was prepared
to sail. Robert now found th:it his peace of
mind depended on obedience to his Lord's re-

quiring
; and by the aid of some of his friends

obtained liberty to speak to the members of
Congress. They were all pa'.ient and atten-

tive, and Robert retired, doubtless much re-

lieved. That evening he was sent for by the
captain, and went on board the ship, which
immediately got under way. Before morn-
ing the house of Joshua Fisher, where he had
lodged, was surrounded by a company of
armed men, sent at the instigation of Timothy
Matlack to arrest him. 'They searched the
house, and not finding him, retired. The next
day a cutter was despatched after the vessel

he had sailed in. The vessel of war making
great speed soon came near the object of its

pursuit,—but at that moment a thick fog

gathered round, putting an end to all pro-

gress. When at last this veil was raised, the
ship could not be seen. The military men
returned without their pre}', and the honest
preacher was safely wafted to his native land.

'March 1. Barlj^ this morning, departed
these parts, universall}' lamented by the friends

of slavery, but to the joy and satisfaction of

the lovers of freedom, that baneful and de-

tested weed, East India TEA, whose return

is never desired or wished for by the true sons

of American liberty.
" 23. The cornmittee of the county of Cum-

berland, New Jersey, have published the be-

havior of Silas Newcomb, Esq., respecting

persisting in drinking East [India] Tea, since

the first of March, agreeably to the eleventh

Article of the American Congress." No doubt
the Diarist would have thought it a much
more patriotic taste, if S. Nowcomb could have

contented himself with "JVtro Jersey Tea," n

b.'vorage prepared from the leaves of the

Ceanothus. It is somewhat amusing to notice

in subsequent parts of the Diary, how fully

reconciled the writer became to the use of the
" baneful and detested weed." When at Lan-
caster in 1778, he writes: "Our good friend

in town, Grace Hastings, sjnt my wife by
daughter Patience, one pound [of] fine Green
Tea, and would not take any pay for it.

Charles Darragh brought it here yesterday,

which was very acceptable to us."

" May 28. This da,y, it is said, Mary Harris,

a Quaker preacher from Wilmington, visited

the three Quaker meeting-houses in this city,

in a very odd manner, viz., by walking through

each of the preachers' galleries, then down,
passed amongst the people backwards and
forwards, seemingly in great atfiiction and
distress, uttering, it is said, words to this
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cffecl : 'See to j-oiir standing, for that thus

the Lord was about to search and examine

his camp,' &e., &c., and then said, 'I shall

have peace in having thus discharged and

done jny Lord's errand. So farewell.' " Of

this startling and peculiar service we know
nothing more than is here recorded ; nor

whether the report which reached C. Marshall

correctly describes it. Yet his own course,

and that of some others who were encourag-

ing or joining in military movements, might

well have given occasion for the sounding of

such an alarm. For a few weeks before he

notes, that "There was a company of young
men, Quakers, who this day asked leave of

the managers to learn the military exercise

in the Factory-yard, which was granted, and

they began this evening."

"June .30. This being Monthly Meeting, it's

said J. P[emberton] took much pains in en-

deavoring to persuade the auditors, and thej'

their acquaintance, by no means to keep the

20th of next month as a day of prayer and
fasting, but to keep open shop and houses.

This was in plain terms, saying, ' You may
frolic as much as you please on that day, but

don't by any means, suffer yourselves to be

humble, or pray on that day, because it is ap-

pointed by the delegates for that service, to

pray and worship God. This he pressed them
to observe, that so they might not be like

what ho called t^ie world's people. Here is

another flagrant testimony to the decay of

primitive Christianity, viz., 'Pray without
ceasing.'

"

The minutes of the Monthly Meeting of

Philadelphia at this period evince the anxious
concern felt by Friends of that day, for the

preservation of their members out of entangle-

ment in any thing, which would lead them
away from that religion, which breathes
" peace on earth and good will to men." The
patient and long-continued labor, extended to

reclaim some, who had been caught by the
political excitement and led into measures in-

consistent with their profession, are quite re-

markable. The cases of some such re-appear

on the minutes month after month ; and when
finally all hope of effecting a reformation
seemed to bo lost, the committee would be

continued, not to prepare a testimony of dis-

ownment, but to inform the offender, that the
meeting would be compelled to adopt that
course, if there was not a change. This ten-

der, patient dealing, recalls the pathetic lan-

guage of Hosea, " How shall I give thee up,

Ephraim? Uow shall I deliver thee, Israel?

How shall I make thee as Adniah ? Uow shall

I set thee as Zoboim? Mine heart is turned
within me, my repcntings are kindled to

gether." It may give the reader some idea

of the burthens that rested on Friends at that
time, to mention that at the Monthly Meeting
of Philadelphia held in the 1st month, 177(i,

eighteen testimonies of disownment were is-

sued on military accounts.

Hriract from a Letter of Richard Ri-ymlds to

his daughter. * * * The listlessness, almost
amounting to lukowarmness of whiidi thou
complains, is felt I believe at times, by every
professor of faith in Christ, however sincerely
disirous to bo his disciple; at least 1 am sure
it is by mc as well as by thee; and like as
by thee, lamented by thy father; luit may we
not hope wo shall in the Lord's time oxperi-
onco deliverance from it, and docs not the

sorrow it occasions excite our praj'ers at the

same time that it proves we are not left in a

state of torpid insensibility ? How often have

we desired to suffer pain rather than to be-

come insensible? ' While there is life there

is hope;" and however sincerely as justly we
may disclaim the least shadow of merit, are

we not conscious that ours is not the hope of

the hypocrite, and may we not confide in His

promise who has said, " I will never leave

thee nor forsake thee?" * * * and if we read

the experience of those whom we have reason

to believe have been among the excellent of

the earth, and without partiality I think I

may refer to some of our own Society ;
from

these it will appear that a great advancement
in religious experience does not exempt from
mental conflict and apprehended desertion.

For "The Friend."

Raiulom \oles of Travel iii Europe.

(Coutinued from page 230.)

We left Melrose in the morning for Edin-

burgh (pronounced Edinbro'),passingthrough
a beautiful and cultivated country. The fine

weather still continued, and we glided into

the railway station, near Waverly bridge, un-

der the brightest of suns. Edinburgh not
being either a commercial or manufacturing
city, we missed the loftj'' chimneys which
generally surround the more southern towns.
Through its famous university and schools,

and its numerous and extensive bookselling
establishments and printing offices, it has be-

come in modern times a centre of intellectual

radiance. Situated in this high northern lati-

tude, Edinburgh may be said to wear an
auroral crown of literature, whose columns
shoot upward in her famous Keview, her
Blackwood's and Chamber's Magazines and
other brilliant evidences of a highly charged
atmosphere. Our New England has seemed
to me to be the Scotland of America, with
this difference, that the tougher Scotch mind
lacks an element of subtlety, which, on our
sideof the water, crops out in so many "isms."
Edinburgh is a very stately and picturesque

city, curiously divided by a deep valley run-

ning through its centre, part of which is laid

out in private gardens. Rising abruptlj' from
this depth, is the hill on wliich the castle

stands, overlooking the city. These high and
almost inaccessible rocky masses rising up so

abruptly from a level plain, or valley, are a
curious geological feature in Scotch scenery.
In a stale of society, when

" The good old rule, die simple plan
That they should get who have the power.

And they should keep who can,"

was in vogue
; they offered facilities for " cas-

tle building," on a secure basis. We found
our lodgings near George IV. Bridge, con-
venient to the most interesting points in the
old city. The portions which lie on the op-
posite western side of the intersecting ravine,
were modern in character, and not unlike the
elegant structures of our American cities.

From the bridge wo looked down into the
Cowgato beneath, a narrow, irregular, dark
street, leading from the grass market at the
foot of the castle hill, to the precincts of Holy-
rood, at the other end of the cit3'. On our
left was the famous High-sireotof the ancient
city, part of which is the Canongato. In its

whole length from the castle to Holyrood, it

boars as many as five local names. Begin-
ning at the castle, with our faces towards
Holyrood, which by the way lies low at the

feet of the surrounding hills, and a mil

least from the castle, we find ourselves

rounded by tall houses, with narrow fn

quaint and medijeval in character, onc(

residences of "the rank and fashion" of

Scotch court, in the time of the Stuarts,

nearly all of them now in a most dilapid

condition, and within and without repul

The house of Allan Eumsay, author of

Gentle Shepherd, a famous Scotch Pas(

poem, stands detached, on the west side ol

street, called Ramsay Gardens. This he

which was octagon shaped, but since n
altered, was, by some of his waggish frie

compared to a goose pie. He told Lord
bank one day of this ludicrous compari
"What," said the witty peer, "'a goose

]

In good faith Allan, now I see you in

think the house not ill named." So muc
])leasantry and good humor are mixec
with the historj^ of Allan Ramsay, that

life is one of the "green and sunny spots

literary biography. His genius was wel
warded, and he possessed that turn of n

which David Hume says it is more happi
possess, than to bo born to an estate of]

thousand a year—a disposition always tc

the favorable side of things.
\

Not far from the Ramsay-house is an]

substantial looking mansion of the Semj
family, on which is inscribed one of tl

favorite quotations from Scripture, so

quently found here and elsewhere on the
side of houses. " Praised be the Lord,
God, my strength, my Redeemer. Anno L'

1638." This was the house of Lord Semp
who commanded the left wing of the rt

army at CuUoden.
Lower down the street we passed the

of the famous Tolbooth, the prison of E-

burgh, which was destroyed in 1817, andi

door and padlock secured by Sir Walter S
for his mansion of Abbotsford. It wa
gloomy pile, four stories in height, bull

1561 for theimprisonment of offenders, as

as the accommodation of Parliament and.
Courts of Justice. Here an attack was mi

on James VI., who was suspected of seer
favoring the Popish party, and here man;
the Covenanters were immured previou;

their execution on the scaffold ; and on its a

pinnacles frowned the heads of such moi
the Marquis of Arg3-le, the Regent Mor
and the " great Montrose ; not far distat

St. Giles, the old "parish church" of E
burgh, whore Montrose and Argyle are

terred. The time at which it was built is

certain, but it seems to have been previou
the year 854. At the lime of the Kefoima
it was divided into four places of worship
one of which John Knox delivered his

mendous harangues against the errors

the Romish Church. Here, four years a
('harles I. had established the bishopric

Edinburgh, Jenny Geddes threw her stoo

the Dean's head for preaching offensive (

trines, and thus comraoncod " a storm aga:

the introduction of Episcopacy, which ra

for half a century in Scotland, deluged
country in blood, and was only allayed w
tho Stuarts were driven from the throno,

;

the government established on a basis ofgn
or justice and liberality under the Princi

Orange." A small slono in Parliament Squ;

marked I. K. 1572, indicates tho last rest

l)lai'c ol' tho rolormer. This area, provioui

the Reformation, formed part of the comet
of "St. Giles." Groups of smiling school-g
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3 strolling about, book in hand, over what funeral, and the dog, a Scotch terrier, was, he

once been the fine garden of Moray-house, says, one of the most conspicuous of the

(the town residence of the Earls of Moray, mourners. The grave was closed in as usual,

e we were shown several rooms bearing and next morning ' Bobby,' as the dog is

ks of ancient splendor, which was in a fair called, was found lying on the new made
to become dimmed beneath the hands of mound. This was an innovation which old

f or fifty active school boys. We passed James could not permit ; for there was an or-

ugh the school rooms, once the drawing- der at the gate, stating in the most intelli-

08 of the stately house, to the stone bal- gible characters, that dogs were not admitted.
' in front, from which a bridal party, the 'Bobby' was accordingly driven out; but the

quis of Lome, and his bride, the eldest next morning he was there again, and for the

jhter of the house, looked down upon the second time was discharged. The third morn-

I cart bearing to the scaffold their oppo- ing was cold and wet, and when the old man
,, the Marquis of Montrose, whose deser- saw the faithful animal, in spite of all chastise-

of the Covenanters and adherence to the mcnt, still lying shivering on the grave, he

Tt kings, brought him at last to this igrio- took pitj' on him and gave him some food,

ous de'ath. Moray-house was occupied bj' This recognition of his devotion, gave ' Bobbj''

nwell daring his first and second visits to the right to make the church-yard his home
;

iburgh, and the design to behead Charles and from that time to the present, he has

; is said, was here first broached. The never spent a night away from his master's

le of John Knox stands a few yards below grave. Often in bad weather, attempts have

t is called South Greys Close, where the been made to keep him within doors, but by

;t suddenly contracts. Here he resided dismal howls he has succeeded in making it

ve years, and here he wrote the History known, that this interference is not agreeable

fie Reformation of Religion in Scotland, to him, and latterly he has always been al-

many of his fiery invectives against Fo- lowed to have his own way. At almost any
•. Over the door is the inscription "Love time during the day he may be seen, in or

above al, and 3'our nichtbour as y'r self" about the churchyard; and no itatter how
self love, surely, was not excessive! rough the night may be, nothing can induce

place of especial interest in Edinburgh is him to forsake the hallowed spot, whose
cemetery of the Grey Friars, once the identity, despite the irresistible obliteration,

lenof the monastery, where theold monks he has so faithfully preserved. Bobby has

,raed away their lives. Here we found man)- friends, and the tax-gatherers have by

e of the most celebrated names in Scotch no means proved his enemies. A weekly treat

Dry. Here lies Allan Ramsay, the "Gentle of steaks was long allowed him by Sergeant

pherd," whose house we had seen near the Scoit, of the Engineers, but for more than six

bstreet, George Buchanan, the Latin poet years, he has been regularly fed by Mr. Traill,

preceptor of James L of England, Robert- of the Restaurant 6 Greyfriars Place. He is

the historian. Dr. Hugh Blair, Dr. Black, constant and punctual in his calls, being guid-

Mackeuzie, author of the " Man of Feel- ed in his midday visits by the sound of the
" and many others, whose sculptured time gun. On the ground of harboring the dog,

les were so overgrown by moss and lichen proceedings were taken against Mr. Traill, for

be scarcely legible. On one side of the payment of the tax. The defendant expressed

inds the houses were built against, if not his willingness, could he claim the dog, to be

Q the ancient walls, and cats crept out of responsible for the tax ;
but so long as the dog

low windows and sunned themselves on refused to attach himself to any one, it was
grey tombs. In a sunny corner, not far impossible to fix the ownership; and the court,

a the entrance, was the nameless grave of seeing the peculiar circumstances of the case,

beloved master of " Grey Friars Bobby," dismissed the summons. Bobby has long been

atchless faithful dog, whose attachment to an object of curiosity to all who have become
anly friend might rival that of Lewellyn's acqainted with his history. His constant ap-

ifui hound, Beih Gelect. His tiny, curly pearance in the graveyard, has caused many
ge, life-size, surmounting a small fouutain inquiries to be made regarding him, and efforts

f George the Fourth Bridge, always, re- out of number have been made to get posses

ed our passing notice. This ettis;y was sionofhini. The old curator, of course, stands

ited in his honor by the Baroness Burdett up as the next claimant to Mr. Traill, and yes

tts. The following notice appeared in the terday offered to pay the tax himself rather

iotchman," 1867, and presents Bobby's than have Bobljy, "Grey Friars Bobby," to

m to this distinction :
]
allow him his full name, put out of the way."

A very singular and interesting occur- Continuing our stroll through this quiet

;e was yesterday brought to light in the, resting-place, we were much moved by com
gh Court, by the hearing of a summons in] ing unexpectedly upon a lichen-covered slab

ird to a dog tax. E' ' '
'

'"

, it seems, a man named
fling now is known, except that ho was
r and lived in a quiet way in some obscure

t of the town, was buried in old Grey-
irs church-yard. His grave levelled by
hand of time, and unmarked by any stone,

ow scarcely discernible; but although no
aan interest would seem to attach to it,

sacred spot has not been wholly disre-

ded and forgotten. During all these years,

dead man's faithful dog has kept constant

ingof a summons in ing unexpectedly upon a lichen-covered slab

;ht and a half years in the wall, commemorating the " martyrs" of

ned Gray, of whom the Covenant. They were interred in the

space formerly appropriated to malefaeto

and over their ashes was erected a small on-

closed garden, gay with pansies, bright ver-

benas and geraniums. Beneath the long in-

scription was the following: " From May 27,

1661, when the Marquis of Argyle was be-

headed, to February 17, 1688, when James
Renwick suffered, there were some eighteen

thousand, one way or other, murdered, of

whom were executed at Edinburgh, about

,ch and guard over the"grave ;
and it was

|

one hundred noblemen, ministers, gentlemen

1 animal for which the collectors sought to and others, noble martyrs for Christ."

)ver the tax. James Brown, the old cura- Every Scotchman is acquainted with the

of the burial-ground, remembers Gray's history of the Covenanters, but to many of us

the name is not familiar, and conveys no clear

idea. One of their writers says:
"The National Covenant was a bond of

inion and agreement drawn up at Edinburgh
n 1638, by the leading Presbyterian minis-
ters, and subscribed by many persons of all

anks of life, and was binding on all who
signed it, to spare nothing which might save
their religion." The proximate cause of this

extraordinary manifestation of feeling, was
the attempt of Charles I. to enforce Episco-

cj' and the use of the Service-book in Scot-

land. "The subscribing of the national Cov-
enant began in the winter of 1638, in the

Grey Friars church, and church-yard, at Ed-
nburgh.* Those who subscribe the National
Covenant, promise to 'continue in obedience
of the doctrine and discipline of this Kirk,
(Presbyterian.)

They also give assent to various acts of

Parliament in the reign of James VI., which
besiderepudiating thejurisdiction of the Pope,
and all the ceremonial observances and er-

rors of the Romish Church, ordain all sayers,

wilful hearers and concealers of the mass,

the maintaiuers and resettory of the priests,

Jesuits and trafficking Papists, to be punished
without any exception or restriction."

The Solemn League and Covenant which
dates from four to five years later, was much
more comprehensive. Those who subscribe

it sotting out with a profession of attachment
to the church of Scotland, are to endeavor
to bring about a uniformity in religion and
church-discipline in the three kingdoms, and
further, " That we shall in like manner, with-

out respect of persons, endeavor the extirpa-

tion of popery, prelacy," &c. This was sub-

scribed by Charles IL, at Spey in 1650, and
Scoon in 1651.

" It is customary in popular lectures on the

Covenanters, to overlook the fact in compas-
sion for their sufferings, that thej' contended

for what is now quite adverse to the princi-

ples of religious toleration. Yet in so far as

the manful struggle in which they were en-

gaged helped to accelerate the revolution,

the history of the Covenanters must ever be

associated with civil and religious liberty,"

though it may be open to question whether
their aggressive course may not have rendered

their cause more difficult hj raising a violent

and virulent defence of papal errors, leading

to scenes of blood.

CTo bo continned.)

Fur " The Friend."

Richard Sliackletoii.

(Coutiaued from page 19-1.)

R. S. to Hannah Plumpstead, Jr.

* * * * "The elders have been remov-

ed, and are moving off, a succession is want-

ing in the church. The call, the invitation is

gone forth, the rich dainties of the Father's

hou-:eare prepared, and all is ready. Be thou,

my dear child, one of those who will give up
their names to serve the best of Masters.

There is no honor like the honor of His ser-

vice ; no reward like the reward which He

bond was written on a parch-

wliich after it had been
* " This covenant

raent ' above an ell squ

signed in the ' church' was carried into the graveyard

and spread upon a flat grave-stone, still extant, that of

Boswell of Auchinleck, and signed by as many as could

approach. 'It is mentioned as an extraordinary in-

stance of fanaticism, that bundreds not only added to

their signature till death, but actually cut themselves

and subscribed it with their blood.' " Copies may be

•seen in the Antiquarian Museum.
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bestows. As thou art faithful to the discov-

eries of His Spirit, in matters comparatively

small, as thou surreiiderest thy heart in unre-

served dedication, and spreads thy garments

and all saperfluous branches of every luxuri-

ant growth in the way of His coming, great

will be thy p.-ace. But if thou sayest in thy

heart, to the Divine Visitation, ' Hitherto will

I follow thee, and no further ; if thou seeretest

the doves, (the seemingly innocent things)

when the Master is turning them out of His

temple, and if thou wilt not suffer the bitter-

ness of death to pass upon that which is high

and delicate, Goodness and Mercy will strive

again and again, but thy way will be long

about, and thy wilderness tedious. E. S."

How very true are the foregoing remarks
of Richard Shaekleton in regard to the se-

creting of the doves, (or in other words,) 'the

seemingly innocent things,' witholding what
might appear to us as harmless, as did the

doves which the Saviour saw meet to drive

forth with the cattle, from the temple. It

matters not how small the thing may be

which He may require us to give up, or to

perform; if we but feel that He is calling for

something at our hands, a true and filial obe-

dience, will prompt us to yield to His com-
mands. We do but make the way harder for

ourselves, by lending an ear to the voice of

the Reasoner, the Gi-eat Adversary of our
soul's peace; for he is ready at any moment
to seek an entrance into the heart, carefully

watching his opportunity to gain, even if it

be a small foot-hold, and so bewilder that we
can scarce tell the voice of the true Shepherd
from that of the stranger. We may indeed
so give place to his plausible suggestions as

to entirely lose our way and wander off into

by-paths which are leading far from the fold

or the Shepherd's tent; whereas, if we do
but seek earnestly for strength to enable us He sometimes wants our ear—our rapt attention,

to do the will of the Most High, as He, in
|

That He some sweetest secret may impart

love is pleased to reveal it unto us, He will

more and more become unto us our Deliv-

erer and our Helper. And in thus yielding
obedience in little things, we shall in the end
be better prepared to follow Him, if needs be,

through the fire and through the water, for

we shall have learned, through suffering, that
)ierfect obedience, which He ever requ'ires of
liis faithful followers. These shall come to

realize in their own experience, that there is

One, who can make"hai'd things easy, and bit-

ter things sweet," and it will more and more bo L.^'^,"_'."S ^ path'that every eye may see !

totheraastheir meat and drink, to do His will. ~ '
-i-- < i --- -

Under date of Ist month 21st, 1777, Rich-
ard Shaekleton again writes to Hannah
Plumpstcad, Jr.

:

"Tliere is nothing appertaining to man
more noble and glorious, than the cause of re-

ligion, and an eye is now and then opened in
us, which sees it to bo so; but unless we be
diligent in spirit to have this sight renewed,
and this vision of life repeatedly impressed on
ourundfi'stanilii)g,in ourfrail state, the things
thai are |)rcscnl will be ai)t to operate more
forcibly on our nature, than the things which
•ire to come. 'I'he splendor of this world, and
its spirit, in some shape or other, will be rrad\'

to tla/./.lo our view, and hinder us from >,;-\\i<j^

the intrinsic beauty and comeliness wbii'h is

in the Truth. 1 have at times pondered why
the visitation and call of I)ivine condoscension
should bo so universal, and yet there should
bo so slender a succession in this generation,
of serviceable, gifted men and women in our
religious Society. T have thought the defect

has been here,—that the visited of the Lord
have not sufficiently humbled themselves un-

der His hand, nor gone down the number of

times appointed them to wash in Jordan;
Ahlyes, it must indeed be, even the seven times

dipping if it be His command; but we are

prone to stop short of this, and query too

much, as did Naaman of old, saying in effect,

' Are not Abana and Pharpar, rivers of Da-
mascus, better than all the waters of Israel '?

may I not wash in them and be clean ?' It is

the implicit obedience, the individual faithful-

ness which is so much needed, even at the

present day, when the same query may arise,

and meet with the same response ; so they

come not up sufficiently cleansed, they are in

some degree, but not altogether clean, there

still remains some of the old disorder to be

seen, their flesh is not like that of little child-

ren, of whom it is said, 'Of such is the king

dom of heaven,' and to whom all the mysteries

of the kingdom are revealed.

I wish for thee, dear friend, to walk steadi-

ly in the path of an humble follower and dis-

ciple of Christ, that thou raayest witness Him
to be a Comforter indeed, and experience those

consolations which flow as a river into the

hearts of those, who in the fulness of dedi-

cation, offer up their all to Him, and are de-

sirous, above all things, to walk acceptably

before Him. R. S."
(To be continued.)

Sel. cti-a.

CDMBERED ABOUT MUCH SERVING.
" Come ye yourselves apart . . . and rest awhile."

—

Mark vi. 31.

Christ never asks of us such busy labor

As leaves no time for resting at His feel;

The waiting attitude of expectation,

He ofttimes counts a service most complete.

'Tis always in the time of deepest silence,

That heart finds deepest fellowship with heart.

We sometimes wonder why onr Lord doth place us

Within a sphere so narrow, bo obscure.

That nothing we call loork can find an entrance
;

There's only room to suffer—to endure!

Well, God loves patience! Souls that dwell in stillnei

Doing the little things, or resting quite,

May just as perfectly fulfil their mission,

Be just as useful in the Father's sight,

As they who grapple with some giant ev

Our Saviour cares for cheerful CKquiescence,

Kather than for a busy ministry.

And yet, he does love service, where 'tis given
By grateful love that clothes itself in deed;

But work that's done beneath the scourge of duty
Be sure to such He gives but little heed.

Then seek to please Him, whatsoe'er He bids thee

!

Whether to do—to suflTer—to lie still !

'Twill matter little by what path He led u.s,

If in it all we sought to do His will!

Tn Favor of Arbitration.—The policy inau-
gurated by my honored predecessor. President
Grant, of submitting to arbitration grave
((ucslions in dispute between ourselves and
loicign ])owcrs, points to a new and incom-
/hiriili/ij the hfst instrumentality fur the pre-
scnvation of peace, and will, as 1 believe, be-

come a beneficent example of the course to bo
pursued in similar emergencies by other na-
tions.

If, unhappily, questions of difference should
at any time during the period of my adminis-
tration arise between the United States and

any foreign government, it will certain

my disposition and my hope to aid in

settlement in the same peaceful and h

able way, thus securing to our countr;

great blessings of peace and mutual
offices with all the nations of the woi
Inaugural Address of President Mayes.

ror"Tbe Frii:

Notes of a Soiithcrii Yislt,

(Contiuued from page 238.)

During our stay at Petersburg, we s

part of the time in visiting some of the

and infirm in their own homes; as was
frequent practice in other places. We
interested in the insight which this ga\

into the manner of life and the habi

thought of those we had left our honn

see ; and we often found evidences of re:

and practical faith in the Lord's sustai

providence, which were comforting and
couraging. On this occasion we were ace

panied by a colored man who was a deacc

one of the Baptist churches, and who ki

piloted us to the different houses.

We first visited Peter Ramsay and
We found him an infirm old man of 80 yc

hovering over a little fire in a grate, bu'

cupying a comfortable room, and auppo
principally by the assistance received frc

son. "This couple had been married more 1

40 years, and had always lived in this vicii

yet had belonged to different ownc
never had been able to live together till

days of freedom came. Sometimes thej'

been allowed to see each other eveiy

weeks, and sometimes oftoner. Their mai

had been kind and reasonable people ; but

the boon of freedom was highly prized,

old man said he blessed the Lord for the yi

of freedom he had lived to enjoy.

We very often met with proofs of the h

value the former slaves set on their liber

and noticed with interest the decided mar
in which they repelled the suggestion,

the old condition of things possessed some
vantages over fi-eedom. When at Hamp'
Virginia, a sensible colored man with wl
we were conversing on this subject, made;

of this comparison : You may shut up a 1

in a cage, and give him plenty of food, bu

the door is open he would prefer to go
and pick up his own gravel. Another fr

man, whom we met with in the south-westi

part of Georgia, rejoiced over the extinct

of slaverj'as 'one of the greatest things" t

had ever happened to this country. He
he would not give one year of freedom for

his years of slave life, "for nothing
'

world I would not be a slave again

—

Such was in substance the universal te

mony.
After leaving the house of Peter Rams

our guide next took us to a miserable

shanliy. We entered a small room destiti

of a window, but dimly liglited by numer
cracks in the weather boarding, and by
opening where some steps led into a loft abo
The floor was of earth excepting a few h

one corner. There was little or nothi

be seen in the shape of furniture, but
old bo.xes. and perhaps a table. Altogcth
it seemed to mo the most forlorn habitati

to be oeeu])ied b}^ a human being, that 1 h

ever been in. When our e^'os became son|

what accustomed to the dim light, we fou|

an old coloretl man of 94 years, sitting by tl

side of an open fire-place, on which a lifi
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»1 d was smouldering. With au old hand-

, he was endeavoring to cut in two a slick
ill

; was lying on a box before him, so as to
n 3 up his fire. As we approached him in

dark and gloomy apartment, he dropped
f old saw, grasped our hands as hearty as

ve were old acquaintance, and seemed at

B to greet us as brethren beloved in the

'*d. Aa we stood beside this aged servant
jod, (for the apartment was destitute of

irs so far as we observed,) we felt that

sre was spiritual light in this miserable

^ de, and that the Lord's presence was in-

lid encamped round about. His tongue was
in loosed to speak of Heavenly things, and
iresponse to our greetings, he said, that out-

lih'dly he was growing very weak, but that

If is principal strength and constitution was
phis inward life," that there he was still

ii)ng. His chief theme seemed to be thanks-
Jing and praises unto God, who so abun-
utly filled his soul with joy and gladness.

«! wife died about ten months before, and
iice then he has lived alone. He cooks,

shes and cares for himself; and does not

uh any one to reside with him. In summer
( raises a few vegetables in a little plot of

Dund adjoining his cabin ; and with his rod
1 line often obtains a mees offish from the
pomattox, for he is said to be a skilful

lerman. His main dependence, however,
;he care extended by his colored brethren,

lO supply his more urgent wants. The
rter of our hotel, a very respectable, elderly

Dred man, who sometimes visited him, said

was very " heart th^inkful" for any little

Ip given him ; and that he hims^-lf would
.her talk with the old man than with half

lozen young people.

Destitute of comfort as were the surround-
rs of this old man, he seemed contented and
tppy, looking forward with entire confidence

the day ia which he must pass over Jordan
d enter the promised land. When told that

p had come from a distant city, he seemed
ercome with thankfulness to the Lord ; and
b expressions of gratitude were very affect-

5. Laying his hand over his heart, he spoke
the goodness of the Lord in placing his

Dly Spirit there ; and recognized as brethren
Christ all who had the same blessed experi-

ce ; for there was but one Lord over all.

e encouraged us to go on in the good work
which the Lord had engaged us, and asked
)d to bloss the labors of love to which we
3re called. It was a most tender and re-

ishing season, in which the visitors rejoiced

listen to the words of this dear aged saint,

d to notice his unshaken fiiith in a happy
3rnity. He spoke of going to heaven as a

^tract that was not to be broken.
He said he had " broken the ice of repcnt-

ce" some 73 years ago, and since then had
en scratching and siruggling through the

H'ld. He had worked as a slave till old age
d feebleness rendered him unprofitable to

3 master, and then he was allowed to take
re of himself as best he could. He was
ver educated, but by availing himself of the

portunities that presented, he had become
le to read a few verses in the Bible. For
xny years he was a preacher among his

ople ; and one who had listened to him said,

at those who heard him were often astonish-

at the power and authority with which he

oke. He was so evidently under the teach-

y of Christ himself, that though his preach-
y may have been without the "enticing

words of man's wisdom," we were quite pre-

pared to believe that it was " in the demon-
stration of the Spirit," as the apostle Paul
declared was the case with him.
Our kind attendant was pressed for time,

and we were compelled reluctantlj' to leave

this spot, wliere outward gloom, poverty and
discomfort prevailed ; but where the light of

God's Spirit shone, and His goodness and pre-

sence were conspicuously manifest. So we
b;ide farewell to the dear old man, poor as to

this world, but rich in faith, and an heir ol

the kingdom of Heaven —where he had laid

up his treasures and where his heart was
fixed.

We next went to the residence of Winnie
Jones, a woman of 98 y^ears, blind and poor.

She seemed to be a goodly old person, and
said she praj-ed the Master to take her home,
but He had not done it yet. Our guide had
but little time at his disposal, so that we were
cut off from those seasons of quiet waiting on
the Lord together, which we would have been

triad to enjoy with these interesting people.

Yet the visits were instructive and refreshing

to us.

The next point beyond Petersburg, was
Norfolk. On our route, it was interesting to

observe the long rows of stacks of the vines

of the pea-nut or ground-nut. The cultiva-

tion of this plant has much extended of late

years, so that now about 500,000 bushels of

the nuts are annually raised in the south

eastern counties of Virginia; as well as large

quanties in the more Southern States.

As we were passing down the James' River

in the steamboat, one of the ofticers of our
vessel became so irritated at the language and
conduct of a man who was under the effect of

liquor, that he lost control of his temper, and
knocked the man down. After a while the

excitement which this produced quieted down,
and one of the passengers, at a suitable time,

spoke to him of the impropriety of becoming
angry" ; and of the necessity of being imbued
with the meek, forgiving spirit of the Saviour,

if we ever expected to enter His kingdom.
The officer expressed his sorrow for what he

had done, and seemed in a cool, satisfactory

frame of mind.
Both at Petersburg and Norfolk we were

told that the Presidential election had been
conducted in a peaceable manner. Indeed,

we heard of no exception to this, either in

Virginia or North Carolina ; though in South
Carolina there was much violence, and we
were told by persons likely to be well in-

formed, that about 200 colored men were
killed in that State on political grounds, dur-

ing the few months prior to the election.

These murders were principally, though not
exclusively, in the south-western counties

bordering on the State of Georgia. Horrible

as this statement is, the condition of things

in Louisiana was far worse. There, nearly

400 of the negroes were murdered in the same
period—as we were told by a citizen of that

State. At Norfolk, the colored people had
been advised by their leaders not to remain
about the polls, but to leave immediately as

soon as their ballot was deposited, so as not

to be implicated in any disturbance that might
arise. They acted on this advice, and the

voting proceeded rapidly for a time. To de-

fraud them of their rights, a system of tedious

questioning was commenced, by which time
was wasted with irrelevant queries. The re-

sult was, that when the legal hour for closing

the polls arrived, as many as 200 in one ward
were prevented by want of time from putting
in their votes.

When in the interior of South Carolina, we
were kindly and nicelj' entertained for two or
three days at the house of a very sensible and
respectable colored man, who was a member
of the State legislature. His wife was a wo-
man of education and refinement, and had
spent several years in teaching. The county
in which they lived had been less disturbed
than some others. Yet here, one of their peo-
ple had been shot in open day in his wife's

presence; and as our landlady described the
occurrence, and related some of her own trials

and fears, we were impressed with a stronger
sense of sympathy than would have followed
from a statement of more bloody deeds at a
distant point. For some time prior to the
election her husband did not dare to spend
the night in his own home; and on one occa-

sion, when a party of armed men had come
into the little town where they lived, he came
about 11 o'clock at night, and advised her to

leave. As she went out into the darkness, to

seek refuge in the country, with her little gii-l

in her arras, she exclaimed, "Lord, is thia

freedom ?" W.
(To be coDtiuaed.)

For "Tlie Friend."

The Indian Problem.

A report has been recently published upon
the condition of the Indian Agencies and the

tribes under the supervision of Friends, in the

Indian Territory, by S. A. Gulpin, chief clerk

in the oflSeo of Indian Affairs, at Washington,
who has made a tour of inspection among
them during the last autumn, and thus gives

the facts and conclusions drawn from his

visit. The paragraphs extracted from it Delow
contain encouraging testimony to the practi-

cal working of the system adopted by Friends,

with interesting views respecting the best

modes to stimulate the Aborigines in their

progress toward civilization :

"In conclusion, and taking a more general
view of the service, the marked advance
among these Indians, who have been for the

past nine years under Agents nominated by
the Orthodox Friends, seems to me to justify

some special notice. When their Agents first

entered upon the work, the Kiowas and Co-

manches near Fort Sill, and the Cheyennes
and Arapahoes north of them, were all hos-

tile, often defiantlj'so. Eaids upon Texas and
Kansas were constant. The strength of the

Indians was then so far supsrior to that of the

military that a tone and plan of conciliation

was, of necessity, adopted both by the militar3'-

and the civil agents of the Government. The
present disposition and temper of these In-

dians I have attempted to briefly outline in

the foregoing reports, and while I cheerfully

yield all credit to the brilliant and effective

campaigns more recently instituted against

them, by which they felt fully and sharply

the superiority of the Government, j&t, for

the progress of the Indians since their sur-

render, and for their present desire for im-

provement, the credit should be given to the

Agents and to the policy which the Orthodox
Friends through them, have endeavored to

carry out.

I trust it will not be understood that I con-

sider the " Indian problem," so far as it re-

lates to these Indians, as solved. Very far

from it. Only the first few steps, and those

often feeble and halting, have yet been taken
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by the Indians. There will be*required much
of watchful care and attention ; there will be
much of discouragement and embarrassment,
An impartial observer, who is acquainted
with the labor and self-denial incident to the
establishment upon the frontier of a white
pioneer with all his foresight and skill and
habits of industry, and who considers also
that these Indians who are expected to attain
to self-support are entirely unaccustomed to
labor or to steady employment of any kind,
and are, indeed, trained to despise them ut-

terly, will not look for instantaneous results
or complain that their progress is slow.

It is utterly useless to attempt to transplant
the Indian at once from his roving, barbar-
ous life to the steady, quiet life of the agri-
culturist. The step is too great to be accom-
])li8hed at one bound

; and a hasty glance at
the theory upon which it is based will, I

think, go far to show its fallacy. That theo
ry briefly is this: Given an Indian, no mat
ter how restless and lazy, and improvident
he had come by tribal tradition and personal
indulgence to be, that the simple placing of
that Indian in a log-house, with sufficient,

though perhaps rude furniture, with a well
near at hand, a few fruit trees, a patch of bro-
ken prairie, some agricultural implements,
and a few head of stock, all of this, be it re-
membered, furnished without effort on his
part, and upon a mere oral request, made
without serious thought, and, probably, often
with the purpose only of selfaggrandizement
—that, indeed, this simple change of condi-
tions would change throughout his nature and
life

;
and that by such simple means the most

restless and supercilious and insolent of all
Indians would, in a scant two or three years,
become quiet, law-abiding and industrious,
models to Indians and whites alike, of all the
virtues of civilization.

Such being the theory, what is the result?
As all these benefits cost the Indian nothing,
so he very naturally places no value upo'n
them. He will be quite likely soon to aban-
don his log-house for the old lodge, which he
will set up at a different point on the stream,
will use his fence-rails for firewood, his stock
fur food, and allow his patch of land to grow
lip to weeds, thus affording a fresh and costly
illustration of the old adage, that a pig i

'

])arlor is a pig nevertheless.
15ut the problem of Indian civilization

quires something more than all this. Any
change in the condition of the Indian effect-
ed in this way would be, after all, but a very
thin coat of very poor varnish. Lot the In-
dian first feel the need of a belter and more
permanent shelter, of a herd of cattle and of
fodder for their winter's use. Let him show
the depth and sincerity of his professions by-
doing with his own hands so much of the
work as his skill and knowledge will enable
him lo do, and then aid and encourage him.
To this point these Indians have now come,
and ihey need instruction and guidance. As
they now have absolutely nothing in the line
of civilized comforts, and are by nature im-
])rovident, and as, further, their first oflorts
will be always crude and often misdirected,
II, will be some years before they can bo ex-
]iecto(l to become oiilirely self-supporting.

Furthermore, any advance of this kind can
b(^ best made, indeed can be made at all, oidy
under the incitement which is given by the

ory of Indian civilization which does not
clearly recognize that the Indians are in the
main but children with stronger prejudices
and passions, with greater shrewdness in the
detection of fraud or indifference, and perhaps
a more absolute predisposition to idleness and
mischief, will, in my judgment, result in any
substantial reform or' change in their habits
of life. ISTor will any theory bring prompt
and satisfactory results which does not avail
itself of the great power for good which lies

hidden in the imitative faculty of the Indian
and his high appreciation of personal exam-
ple. He can be easily persuaded to follow

;

he can be driven only with difficulty. To him
the Agent, representing the strength and dig-
nity of the government, is a model. If that
Agent is honest, enthusiastic and efficient,

ble and not ashamed to swing the axe or hold
the plow, and at the same time possessed of
such good sense and judgment as to secure
the respect and confidence of his Indians, he
will gain many more followers and an infi-

nitely wider influence in leading them on in
industrial effort, by an occasional trip to the
fields or to the woods, than any military
officer sitting quietly at his desk, and conduct-
ing the work of administration in military
style through his orderlies and assistants."

isencoand hearty efforts of a thoroughly
sponsible and self-denying Agent. No tho-

For "The Friend."

The following striking testimonj', in proof
of the fact that intellectual education con-
stitutes but an imperfect safeguard against
great temptations, was recently given before

committee of Liverpool magistrates, by
Rev." John Jones :

"1 have had an opportunity of paying a
sit to a very educated city in Sweden

—

Gothenburg. There were 11,000 children in
the city, every one of whom was at school, (?)
and it has been for a very long period the
universal practice in Sweden to educate overy
child. I found that in that city, which has a
population of 60,000, with all this education,
there were more commitments for drunken-
ness, in one year, than in the city of Edin-
burg with 200,000 inhabitants—a sufficient
proof that education is not the panacea which
some think it will be. I am satisfied that the
remedy lies mainly in the removal of the
temptation."

stored some souls, 6 francs 6 centimes
;

vived the Flames of Hell, put a new tai

the Devil, mended his left hoof, and did s

ral jobs for the Damned, 4 francs 10 centin
put new spatter dishes on the Son of To!
and dressing on his back, 2 francs

; clea
the ears of Balaam's Ass, and shod bin
francs 7 centimes

;
put ear-rings in the eai

Sarah, 2 francs 4 centimes; rebordered
robe of Herod, and readjusted his wig, 4 frs

4 centimes
;
put a new stone in David's Sli

enlarged the head of Goliah, and extended
legs, 3 francs 2 centimes; decorated Noi
Ark, 3 francs

; mended the shirt of the Pi
gal Son, and cleaned the pigs, 4 francs 9 c

times. Total, 59 francs 11 centimes.

Home and Happiness,

If there is a desire which is shared by
the human race it is the desire of happin.
Iiideed, this may be said to be the foundat
of all desires, or rather that which erabra
and includes them all within itself The
gerness for wealth, the thirst for fame,
yearning for applause,thelongingforafrectii
the hope of excellence—all have their
in the natural desire for happiness. It is

cause some one of these things seems to
to hold out the best promise for happim
that we are solicitous to gain it ; otherwis
would lose all hold upon us. This is i

wholly a selfish desire. Deep down in 1

heart of each man and woman dwells the w
for other's happiness as well as his own.
ay be weak for want of active effort;

may be obscured by the larger presence
self-interest; but it is there, and if nurtur
and developed is one of the richest sources
earth'senjoyments. The readiness with wl
a community will respond to the needs cauS'
by some sudden emergency is alone sufficie
proof of the universal existence of thi:.

sire. Yet in our daily commonplace life it

apt to sink into the background and be crow
ed out by the too prominent and al

cares and ambitions which have self for the
centre.

There is one source of happiness which
seldom, if ever, fully appreciated or made
yield half the delicious enjoyment it is cap
ble of affording. We allude to home Ul

e more exciting pleasures, more

A Quaint Old Bill.—The following curious
account for restoring a chapel was engraved
in French on a watch crystal in the Swiss de-
partment of the Vienna E-x^Jcsition. The
whole was placed on a scroll less than an inch
.square. A painter had been employed to re-
pair a number of pictures in a convent ; he did
it, and presented his bill in full for 59 francs
and 11 centimes to the curate, who refused lo
pay it, saying that the committee would re
quire a full detail. The painter produced il

as follows

:

Corrected and revised the Ton Comn
ments, 5 francs and 12 centimes

; embelli
and renewed Pontius Pilate, and put a
ribbon in his bonnet, 3 francs 6 centimes

;
put

a new tail on the rooster of St. Peter, and
monded his comb, 3 francs 20 centimes'; re-
plumed and gilded the loft wing of the Guar-
dian Angel, 4 francs 17 centimes; washed the
servant of the High Priest, and put carmine
on his cheeks, 5 francs 12 centimes

; renewed
Heaven, adjusted two stars, gilded the Sun
and renewed the Moon, 7 fr.anes 14 centimes; ...w.
earn mated the Flames of Purgatory, and ro- failed

and-
shed

new

petuons gratifications, more bewitching a
tractions, but nowhere can we find morelioli
and permanent happiness, more calm and ei
during satisfaction, more innocent and glei
ful joy, than in a family home where "lov
reigns supreme. One cause of this lies in thi

perfect naturalness of its relations. There i

nothing forced or arbitrary about the groui
ing of this assemblage. The ftither and'moth
or have been drawn together, it is to b
hoped, by mutual afl:ection. The childret
bringing with them new interests and ne\
joys, have found, one by one, their appointc.
places and their glad welcomes. It is no ar
tificial assembly, gathered together for soraij
avowed purpose, and dissolved when tha
purpose is gained. It has, indeed, no direcij
niission to fulfil outside its own bounJa
ries. Its existence and happiness, and th('

mutual good of its members, are its suffll

cient aims. Each membor, it is true, has
other relations and duties to the outside world
but the family, as a family, is a little world ic,

itself. All the socialistic enterprises which,
have striven to supplant this institution have

mply because they wore warrina
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,inst one of the strongest instincts of ha-

ituve ; that which draws father, moth-

ind children under one roof-tree and around
hearthstone.

Lnother cause of the happiness which fam-

life is capable of shedding may be found

the importance with which each mem-
is invested. We all love to feel cur-

es centres around which others revolve;

comparatively few in society can have
perience. Most of us are ever circling

und others, and are thus reminded of our

J insignificance ; but at home each one is

entre. No matter how obscure or petty

life may seem in the out-door crowd, let

1 once enter the sacred portal of home and
becomes of consequence. His health, his

jrests, his prospects are here discussed

h avidity, his tastes are consulted, his af-

ions prized, and his whole being seems in-

ted with a higher dignitj'.

, is true, however, that many families do
realize this happiness. Sometimes this is

auso the}' lack the vitalizing power of

without which family happiness must
her and die as surely as the plant without
8un. More commonly, however, the love

here, but obscured and shadowed by num-
less little vexations, tempers and discon-

ts. The husband truly loves his wife and
ild risk his life for her without a mo-
jtMiositancy

;
yet he continually sacrifices

liuppiness to his own self-will or ill-humor

)elti>h indulgence. The wife is sincerely

lelied to her husband, and in any great is-

of life would be his stauriehest supporter
;

she carelessly makes him the victim of
' fretfulness or extravagance, or neglects

nake a cheerful and inviting homo for his

xry hours. So with parents and children,

cords of affection bind them together;
harsh reproof or the stern denial on one
id the sharp retort, or the sullen silence

the other, loosen the bonds and destroy the

.uty of the relation. It is not great griefs

t mar the harmony of family life. It is

lo i'uults, little neglects, thoughtless words,
i>h rxactions, bad habits. There are many
nj;s that we crave, that we can never ac
re, but a happy home is accessible to who-
r will take the pains to obtain it. It does
require much money, deep culture, great

iius iior marked talents ;— it does need love

its muin support, and the constant expres
1 of that love in kindly deeds, gentk
rds,and willing self-denial.

—

PhiUi. Ledger

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 17,

iVe have received a copy of a publication

; forth by the late Josei)h Bancroft, of

lmin2rton, Delaware, entitled, a " Persua^
to Unity." It is addressed to all bearing

I name of "Friends," and as its title indi-

es, the professed object of the author is to

uce the different organizations, claiming
represent the Society, to ignore their dis-

ting views, both of doctrine and practice,

i meet together as one religious body,
is work is being now very generally distrib-

id among the members of Phi lad a. Yearly
meting by the executors of the writer, in ac-

dance with directions left in his will to that
ct ; and this fact induces us to allude to it,

under the fear that our younger, and inexpe-

rienced members, may be induced to accept

the erroneous premises and conclusions laiti

down by its author, that there is no sufficient

existing difference to prevent those who sepa-

rated from Friends, in the year 1827, and
those who adhered to and still maintain the

faith of the early founders of the Society,

from affiliating with each other in religious

communion. We have no doubt but that J.

B. was an amiable and well-meaning man, who
sincerelj- wished to promote a coalition of all

who professed to be Friends, under the idea

that such a union would be productive ol

philanthropic and beneficent results ; but it is

evident that he had some very confused, and
n certain respects, unsound ideas on the sub-

ject of the Atonement and offices of Christ

in his relation to the church, and that in his

zeal to advance universal benevolence, he

would sacrifice some grounds of Christian

testimony which are indispensable to the fel-

lowship that is with the Father and his Son,

Jesus Christ.

On page 13 ho says, " Universal love is that

without which men cannot profitably meet
together for the worship of God, * *

nor be joined together in meetings; in which
joining of men consists that manifestation of

God in the flesh, which is the body of Jesu

Christ in substance, the church of the living

God." Again, page 38. " Thus we may uu
derstand tliat the cause of men meeting to-

gether for divine worship in faith, is God
dwelling in them by Jesus Christ, the One
Mediator between God and man, in his incor

ruptible body of flesh and blood." The first ex-

tract would seem to assert that what the

Apostle speaks of as, ",God manifest in the

flesh," (1 I'im. iii. 16), is a body ofmen meeting
for divine worship, instead of Christ in His
outward appearance as a man ; and the 2nd
broadly, and of course erroneously, convey
the idea that Christ's indwelling in the hearts

of believers, is in His " body of flesh and
blood," instead of by his Holy Spirit. On
page 298 we note this paragraph. Speakin
of the " love of the Truth," he says, which
love " is that by which the body of Jesus

Christ, the true light of the world, the church

and form of God manifest in the flesh, was
and is preserved from corruption. This body
is one, and is sent into the world under ne

cessity to suffer, and to rise from the dead
the third day after men with wicked hands,

crucify and slay any member of it ; that re-

pentance and remission of sins may be preached

in the name of that one suffering and risen

body among all nations, beginning at Jeru
salem."

It is evident from these and other portions

of the book, that J. Bancroft claims for the
' church " or assembly of believers, the qual

ities and offices that belong only to Christ,

their Head and Mediator; seeing that he
calls them the '' true light of the world," whe
as the scriptures testify, that Christ " was the

true light," &c. The statement that repent

ance and remission of sins is to be preach
ed in the name of the body or church, is not

only contrary to the text from which the

quotation is partially made, (Luke xxiv. 47,)

but is in direct contradiction to the declara

tion that "there is none other name undei

heaven given among men whereby we musi
be saved," but the name of Jesus Christ of

Nazareth. (Acts iv. 12.)

In commenting upon the schism of 1827

he remarks, " My lot fell with the larger part,
who took the initiative step in the division,

claiming not to have deviated from sound
doctrine, and to have taken that step only to

avoid contention. By this course and claim
they saw no cause to set forth any statement
of doctrine, other than that they were in unity
with the writings to that time approved by
the Society, and had no new doctrines to pro-

ilgate."

VVe would be far from desiring to prove or
believe thata?^ those who separated from the
Society of Friends with Joseph Bancroft in

1827, and who have adhered to that organiza-

tion since, were not or are not in unity with
the approved writings of the Society then
extant, or that they generally wished to pro-

mulgate new views; but it is important to

keep in mind the specific declaration made by a
meeting of those who took a leading part in or-

ganizing the separate Society in Philadelphia,

at that time, " that doctrines held by one par-

ty to be sound and edifying, were considered

by the other to be unsound and spurious;"

and that Elias Hicks, in a public sermon in

Arch Street Meeting, in 1825, when speaking
of the miraculous conception of Jesus Christ

said, " We cannot suppose it was the outward
body of flesh and blood that was begotten of

Goti, but a birth of the spiritual life in the

soul." That on other and later occasions, he
denominated the worship of Christ Hfi idolatry,

und declared that the shedding of His blood

was of no more benefit to mankind than the

blood of a bullock.

We cannot but think Joseph Bancroft a

very unsafe counsellor to our youth on such
subjects, when he can so lightly ignore the

evil influences which mustresult from attend-

ing, meetings where such doctrines as the

above are liable to be promulgated. The
subjoined paragraph will exemplify the dan-

gerous latitude advocated by him respecting

religious association and fellowship in the

work in question. " When meetings are held

in and under the/or?)iof God for worship or

discipline, what can justify' any sanctified per-

son.s, called to be saints, in declining the at-

tendance of them in their respective places,"

* * * "or to introduce by certificate from
one such meeting to another those who ad-

visedly change their residences ; even though

such meetings in every place are attended by

Satan also, who continues to go to and fro in

the earth, and to walk up and down in it and
to appear in them in a legion of persons f
We think a more fitting answer to such a

sophistical argument as the above quotation

contains cannot be found, than appears in

Barclay's Anarchy of the Eanters, which
Bancroft reprints almost entire in the body
of his work, and from which we quote as fol-

lows, viz :

" Were such a principle to be received or

bt'lieved, that in the church of Christ no man
should be separated from, no man condemned
or excluded from the fellowship and commu-
nion of the body for his judgment or opinion

in matters of faith, then what blasphemies

so horrid, what heresies so damnable, what
doctrine of devils, but might harbor itself in

the church of Christ ? What need then of

sound doctrine, if no doctrine makes unsound ?

What need of convincing and exhorting gain-

sayers, if to gainsay bo no crime ? Whore
should the unity of the Axith be ? Were not

this an inlet to all manner of abomination
;

and to make void the whole tendency of
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Christ and his Apostles' doctrine, and to ren-

der the gospel of non-effect I To give a lib-

erty to the inconstant and giddy will of man
to i nnovate, alter and overturn at his pleasure!

"

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs

infiirms the Ottoman Ambassador at London, that the

reforms proposed by the Conference and accepted by

Turkey are already being applied, including remission

of the arrears of taxes due to 1st mo. 1st, 1877, in the

provinces that have suflFered from war, and maintenance

of the right to property already acquired by the Chris-

tians in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The elections have been completed throughout the

Turkish empire, tlie Deputies were beginning to arrive

in Constantinople preparatory to the opening of the two

Cliambers next week.

The Montenegrin and Turkish representatives have
had various interviews without, so far, coming to an

agreement. The demands of the Montenegrins are in

some particulars deemed wholly inadmissible by the

Turks. The Ottoman government firmly maintains the

ground that it will make no concession which will

directly or indirectly interfere with its integrity or in-

dependence as the supreme power of the nation.

According to an official statement of the Servian

Minister of War, the Servians lost 8,000 men killed

and 20,000 wounded, during the late war.

The Egyptian finance committee has accepted the pro-

posal of de Lesseps, in the name of the Suez Canal Cora-

])any, to complete the work on the Suez Canal between

Cairo and Isra ilia, provided the company be authorized

to levy certain dues upon vessels passing through. The
canal is nearly completed. The works were formerly

abandoned, for want of funds. ' By the execution of

Lesseps' plan large tracts of desert land will be re-

claimed to cultivation.

An explosion took place the 8th inst. in the Worces-
ter colliery, near Swansea, South Wales, attended with

a lamentable lo.ss of life. Sixteen dead bodies were,

the following day, taken out, but it was believed that at

liast six more remained in the mine.

(Jn the 9th inst. a fire broke out in St. John, N. B.,

attended with the loss of some lives and much destruc-

tion of property. Estimated loss over $2-50,000.

On the morning of Second mo. 24th, a remarkable
eruption of a submarine volcano occurred near the en-

trance to' Kealaukeokana Bay, in the Sandwich Islands.

Blue and green lights app3ared on the surface of the

water, which boiled up and was agitated like the rapids

of a torrent; blocks of lava, red hot and emitting sul-

phurous steam and gas, were thrown to the surface,

while noises were heard in the depths beneath. A
Vdlcmie rupture also extended inland for a distance of

nearly tliree miles from the shore, the rent varying in

width from a few inches to three feet.

The Times' dispatch from Calcutta says the number
of natives on the relief works in the Madras Presidency
has decreased 47,500 in the past week, while there has
been a small increase in Bengal. The spring crop is

coming on in the most distressed districts of Madras.
The Mysore government reports that nearly two-thirds
of the area and half of the population of Mysore are
affected hy the famine, and water is scarce.

An Egyptian man-of-war which was cruising in the
Gulf of Suez to break up the slave trafllc, took fire at

sea and was entirely destroyed. There were 460 men
on board of whom 400 were saved, including all the
E'lropeans.

It is reported that the German Postmaster-General
will soon propose to the Postal Union the introduction
of |ir)stal cards serving for all countries in the union at

the rate of one penny each.

An elec-lion was held in the French Senate on the
lOlh inst., for a life Senator to succeed General Chan-
g.irnier, deceased, Stanislaus Dupuy de Lome, obtained
one hundred and forty-two votes, being the exact num-
ber rerpiired to elect. The new Senator is a Bona-
p u-tist.

The past winter lias been the severest known in Si.

Petersburg, Russia, for many years. On the night of
the llth inst. the thermometer marked near 20° below

At Pesth. Hungary, the weather has been very
oriny. A dispatch from that city of the 12th says :

has been snowing here for forty-eight hours. The

ill. The snow is from three to live feet deep in the
rrols, :ind in some places twelve feet.

U-viTKO States.—On the 7lh inst. President Hayes
nt his Cabinet nominations to the Senate, as follows:

Secretary of Slate, William M. Evarts, of New York
;

Secretary of the Treasury, John Sherman, of Ohio; Sec-

retary of War, George W. McCrary, of Iowa ; Secretary

of the Nary, Richard W. Thompson, of Indiana ; Attorney

General, Charles Devens, Jr., of Massachusetts ; Posl-

Ma^ler General, David M. Key, of Tennessee; Secretary

of the Interior, Carl Schurz, of Missouri. The nomina-
tions were all referred. Some of the Republican Senators

are dissatisfied with the nominations, especially those

of David M. Key, who does not profess to be a Repub-
lican, and who espoused the Confederate cause and
served throughout the war as an officer in the rebel

army; and Carl Schurz, whose allegiance to the Repub-
lican party is considered doubtful. President Hayes,

it is understood, wishes to pursue a policy of concilia-

tion towards the South, and if possible counteract the

tendency toward sectionalism which has of late been

growing rapidly, and also to effect a much needed re-

form in the civil service.

The Union Pacific Railroad operated 1038 miles of

road last year, and the gross receipts were $12,887,000,

expenses $5,268,000—leaving a net income of $7,019,-

000. The land department of the road has sold alto-

gether 1,320,000 acres for $.5,712,000. The land still

unsold amounts to 10,758,134 acres.

On the night of the 6th inst. a fire in Bond St., New
York, destroyed property of the estimated value of

more than one million of dollars.

The United States Senate, when full, has 76 mem-
bers, of whom 39 are Republicans and 34 Democrats,
with three contested seats. Of those whose terms ex-

pire in 1879, eigliteen are Republicans and six Demo-
crats.

The exports of produce from the port of New York,
between 1st luo. 1st and 3d mo 6th, amounted to $50,-

064,659, against $47,317,059 for the corresponding
period in 1876, and $44,603,336 in 1875.

The steamship New Orleans recently went to sea

through the Souih Pass without any detention. At the

time she went through the jetties the tide was nine

inches below mean high tide. Her draft being 19* feet,

the success of Captain Eads' labor at the mouth of the

Mississippi is clearly shown.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

331. The number of visitors to the Zoological Garden
during the year ending 3d mo. 1st last, was 657..265.

The total number of visitors since the opening, 7th mo.
1st, 1874, was 1,304,593.

The present population of the Black Hills is about

6,550, a large immigration is in prospect for the present

year, so that at the end of 1877, the Bltck Hills will

probably have a population of between 20,000 and 30,-

000 inhabitants. More than a million of dollars in gold
were sent from the region in 1876. The Union Pacific

Railroad ha.s decided to make a branch road into the
Hills, a distance of 150 mile^.

The coroner's jury in the Ashtabula railroad disaster

have agreed on a verdict declaring that the fall of the
bridge was the result of errors in its design and con-
struction, and that for the neglect of careful inspection

of the structure during the eleven years in which it was
used, the railroad company is alone responsible.

The bill allowing the intermarriage of whites and
blacks, which passed the lower house of the Rhode Is-

land Legislature, has been indefinitely postponed in the
Senate by a decided vole.

All the remaining Cabinet nominations were favor-

ably reported and confirmed in an executive session of

the U. S. Senate on the 10th inst. The nomination of

McCrary as Secretary of War, Thompson as Secretary
of the Navy, and Devens as Attorney General, were
confirmed without a division, and in the other cases the
vote was nearly unanimous. Sherman's nomination
had been previously confirmed without waiting for a

favorable report by a committee. Senator Cameron
and others still dislike the President's selection of his

official advisers, but yield to the general public ap-
proval of the declared policy of President Hayes.
There were 511 births and 526 deaths reported in

New York city last week.
The Governor of Pennsylvania has notified the legis-

lature of the resignation of Simon Cameron as I'nitcd
Slates S.-n:ilor, wlmsr term expires in 1.n7!I, :iiiil tin-

(ioveriiM)' ,il' I }!iin li:is iicjtified the LegisLiimr ..!' ih ii

Stale (.f ihr i.-i;;ii .liiiu of Senator J(.liii Sli,-i ,,i;ni.

Both Li-i-l.auri< will take measures to (ill the vac.ui-

cies. J. Donald Cameron, late Secretary of War, is a
candidate for the senatorial chair so long occupied by
his father.

Frederic W. Srv/ird, -•..„ nf ih.- In'o Ww. IT. S,. ward,
has been appoini ! \ :;',! i

-

TheMarket.-<,A. i - i :: „,:, ,
,

,

,

, ,; ,ii,,ns

on the 12th in--l. I' i
".'.;'.;,./'.'. - Amn ,.m L'ii'l. 10 15.

IJ. S. sixes, ISSl, llli a Ul'l; do. l^o>, llu.l a li:Ji ;

per cents, 1881, 109J ; do. i\ per cen ili

Middling uplands and New Orleans cot 4,

;s. Flour at all rates from *5 a $10.00 ) bj

ng to quality. Pennsylvania red wheat, (..,5

do. 5 per cents, 1881, 109J ; do. i\ per cen ili

a 106
'

a 12| cts.

according

$1.55; Ohio do., $1.48 a $1..5"0; amber, $1.55all.j

western white, $1.60 a $1.65. Rye, 75 a 80 ct.-'"?

low corn, 54J a 55 cts. Oats, 37 a 45 cts. Ne V,

cheese, choice 15} a 16 cts. ; do. western, 14', ;i

Sales of 3400 beef cattleat 6} a 6| cts. per II.. .

extra ; oj- a 6 cts. for fair to good, and 4J a >

common. Sheep, 4; a 7 cts. per lb. gross. 1

8800 head. Hogs,"8J a 9 cts. net per lb. I. pi,

3800 head. New FbrA-.—Superfine flour, $5.25 :
.',,

State extra, $5.60 a $5.85 ; finer brands, $6 a 1.

White winter wheat. $1.60; red winter, $1.-1^

Chicago spring, $1.40. Penna. rye, 84 cts. ; >

els. Yellow and mixed corn, 54J a 56 cl^.

$9.45 per 100 Ib.s. Chicago.—^o. 2 sprin-

$1.23f ; No. 3do., $1.15. Corn, 39.V cts. Oats,

Barley, 48 cts. Lard, $9.05 per 100 lb. net. Li
—Uplands cotton, 6W. ; Orleans, 6 ll-16d. iai

The bank rate of interest remains at 2 per cei

loans are made in the open market at 1| a 11 pe

per annum on three months bills.

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDSit;
The .Annual Meeting of the Tract Associ;ilp

Friends, will be held in the Committee-room
Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day evening,

instant, at 8 o'clock.

Friends generally are invited to attend it.

Edward Maris,

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
\

A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Print

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the ttj

the Ninth month. Application may be made to ,

Joseph S. Elkinton, 331 South Fifth I

Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Smedley, 415 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher to take charge of the " S

Room" at the above Institution ; one qualifie<l tc

instruction in all the branches taught in the (,

Department.
Application may be made to

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St., Phi
D-borah Rhoads, Haddonfield, New Jerse-

or Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St., Philadelph

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day iIk

of Fourth month. Parents and others intending to

pupils, will please make early application to Benm
W. Passmore, Supt., (address Street- Rout! I
Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, Trea

304 Arch St , Philadelphia.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patienti

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, llth mo. 23d, 1876, at her residence in

raingtoii, Delaware, Mary Gibbons, in the 82nd
of her nge, a member and elder of Wilmington Mc
and Particular Meeting. In early life this ileir 1

gave evidence of her attachment to the doctrines

testimonies of our religious Society, which she \

concerned to uphold. She was an example to

low members in conversation, in charity, in faith i

in purity. Always diffident in the expression of

reli;,'ioiis exerci-ies, she was mostly silent on I'

'

i'Ht ;
yei, during the progress of a protracted illnrss.

iVuils .>r the Holy Spirit were increasingly raanif

lirr |i:iti,niv under sufiering, and the calmness and
po -uri' w ilh which she often spoke of her appro:!'

di--i.luiion
; leaving to her friends the consoling

lliat her end was peace.

, on the 9th of 2nd mo. 1877, Josiah Bp
son of Jonathan and Elizibeth Briggs, in the 31sl

of his age. lie was enabled to glorify his Ci

through several months of very great suttering : a

hand murh pertinent counsel to those around liiai

friends have the consoling evidence iIimI his end
peace. He was a member of Coal Creek Monlhly M
ing, Iowa.
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Diary of Christopher Marshall.

(Concluded from page 243.)

he diary reveals some of the difficulties

7ing out of the ContiDental paper money
id bj'anthority of Congress. As one of the

eipal ohjects for which it was issued, was
purchase of military supplies, and in other

8 promoting warlike measures ; many
ibers of tiie Society of Friends refused on

cientious grounds to be instrumental in

Mating it. There were doubtless other

ODS who objected for political reasons,

many who had little confidence in its ulti-

3 financial value. How correctly these

ed wtII be seen by some of the extracts

^ follow.

1776. January 30. After five, went to the

imiitee Room, Philosophical Hall. At this

ting, complaint was made against John
iker, halter, fur refusing taking Conti-

fcal money, who, being sent for, acknow-
ed he did, and that in point of conscience,

'efused it, upon which he was to be cen-

d agreeably to the resolve of Congress,*

to be referi-ed for one week, in order for

to consider well of it.

31. Near six, went to [the] Committee
m at [the] Philosophical Hall. At this

ting, Thomas and Fisher were sent

upon a complaint of their refusing the

tinental money, to which complaint they
le no objection, by acknowledging the com-
nt to be just and true, and said that from
science's sake, they could not take it in

re; upon which they were ordered to be

Hired in the public papers next week."
B\;eral similar entries are made by our au-

r, who also copies an order issued by the

-ncil of Safety, in the 10th mouth of "l776,

Bvhich John Baldwin, for a similar refusal,

committed to jail, " there to remain with-

bail or mainprise until he shall be released

)rder of this Council, or some other person
fully authorized so to do."

in the approach of General Howe's army
Philadelphia, C. Marshall thought it most
dent to remove with his family to Lancas
Pa. Under date of " January 22, 1778,'

observes

—

This is a wonderful place for variety of

Congress ordained that persons refusing to receive

Continental Bills of Credit, should be deemed, pub-

jd and treated as enemies of the country, and be

lidded from all trade or intercourse witli the in-

stants of the colonies.

sentiments and behavior. You may speak
and converse with some, whose sweet counten-
ances will tell you that you are highly' agree-

able to them while j'ou talk to them in their

way, but change the discourse by asking them
to spare you some hay, oats for horse, wheat,
rye, wood, butter, cider for yourselves, &e.,

&c., to be paid for in Congress money ; oh !

then, their serene countenances are all over-

cast, a lowering cloud spreads all over their

horizon ; they have nothing to say, nay scarce-

ly' to bid you farewell."

it seems the Lancaster county farmei-s

of a centurj^ ago did not choose to part with
their produce without receiving what they
considered a fair equivalent. The continued

depreciation of the Bills of Credit, is shown
by the high price of commodities purchased
with it.

"Jan. 21, 1779. Wheat ten dollars per

bushel."

May 30. Butter yesterday in market sold

for two to three dollars per pound, meal of

different kinds fi-om four shillings and si.x

pence to ten shillings per pound, flour (little

in market) Twenty Pounds a hundred, green

peas from twenty shillings to twenty-five shil-

lings the half-peck. House rent risen from
Fifty Pounds per year to Five Hundred
Pounds," &c.

" June 2. Paid Grace Hastings Eighty dol-

lars for two silk handkerchiefs."

Having been elected a member of the town
Committee at Lancaster, he proceeded in con-

nection with his fellow-members to settle a

scale of prices at which sundry eatables should

be sold. This was agreed upon on the 16th

of the 6th mo. 1779, but on the 28th of the

same month, he says :

" After dinner went and met committee at

their room in [the] Court House. Sundry
affairs were brought before them, amongst
the rest, a poor man complained that John
Hopson, a committee-man, chosen but [who]
never attended, charged two shillings and six

pence per pound [more] for coffee than was
stipulated. He, being sent for, attended, con-

fessed the fact, and [said] that he would sell

no more without he was suffered to sell at his

price. The behavior of Hopson satisfied the

whole committee that he was no more a friend

to the country than his interest led him, that

being his ruling passion, it's said.

"Oct. 16. Four dollars for two loaves of

bread.
" Feb. 14, 1780. After breakfast I took [a]

walk to [the] vendue of Cornelius Sand':

household goods, where they were sold ex
travagantly, as per a specimen here annexed
to show that the people here in general set

no store by our Continental paper money,
viz: A frying-pan. Twenty-five pounds; A
wood-saw. Thirty-seven pounds, ten shillin^

Three split bone handled knives, three ditto

forks, rusty. Twenty-two pounds, ten shillings;

An old mare of eleven years old for Eight
hundred and five pounds ; one gallon stone

bottle of the bead sort, Seven pounds, ten

hillings; one common razor without a ca'^e,

with hone for setting. Twenty pounds ; one
pair of common spectacles in case, Eighteen
jounds ; small Dutch looking-glass, six inches

3y four, no ornaments, but worse by age,

Eight pounds, ten shillings ; fifty sheaves of

oats for Eighty pounds; an old eleven-inch

square fiice eight-day clock, walnut case, Two
hundred and ten pounds; an old straw-cutting

knife, box, &e., Fifty pounds; and so, in gen-

ii, throughout the sale, the which so amazed
me that I told them it was high time for a

Bedlam to be built in Lancaster.
"April 12. After breakfast, went bj' my

wife's desii'e, to the drum-maker, to try to get

two rims for cheese vats without bottoms.

Returned without them, as he had no stuff to

make them of, nor would the farmers, he said,

sell him any timber without hard money, so

must remain idle in his business.

'Jan. 5, 1781. This day Major Wertz was
bound over before Wm. Henry, for refusing

to take the State money at the value of gold

nd silver."

"April 8. Mammy went to the potter;

bought eight hundred dollars' worth ofearthen-

May 17. Lent John Jones yesterday three

hundred Continental dollars to pay Jacob
- for four State dollars at seventy five for

one."

It was natural for C. Marshall to look with

an unfavorable eye on the British troops who
had driven him from his own home in Phila-

delphia; of whom he accordingly speaks, as a

vndful of banditti, to the amount of six or

seven thousand men, headed by that monster

of rapine, Gen. Howe." In another place, the

expression occurs, ' Gen. Howe, the head of

monsters and brutes." He could not but ob-

serve the public demoralization that war in-

evitably produces in a peoj)le exposed to its

corru])ting influences; and in his diary men-
tions that ' R. Whitehill and myself lamented

in conversation over the distressed state of

this province, through the ill-conduct and mis-

management of our chief officers in public

stations, the indelicate and profane conduct

of the inferiors in every other department,

the atrociousness of their public and private

behavior, with the total neglect of religion,

discipline and good order." In the same entry

occurs this paragraph :
" Last night, I under-

stand, there was in Lancaster what is called

a brilliant ball, to which assembled a great

number of fops, fools, &c., of both sexes, old

and young. It was kept at the house of Major

Wertz, formerly a tailor who, sometime past,

and many others there met, made a pretense

to religion, and to be followers of a crucified

Jesus, but are declaring now by their wanton
behavior that they will not have him to reign."

In the Fourth month of 1781, he says :
" The

behavior and conversation of most here on

the nature of the times gives me pain. Men
in words assuming to be hearty Whigs, but in
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tlieir behavior lauk Tories and enemies to

Independency, there being but a small number

of the true, sincere-hearted Whigs left here at

present to mourn for the abomination of the

tunes, and of such there is great need, as so

great a number are engaged in monopolizing,

gaming, drinking, dancing, swearing, idle-

ness," &c.

Many of the entries in the Diary, refer to

his own domestic concerns, particulary his

troubles with their girl "Poll," who seems to

have been fond of roaming about and very

unreliable ; and a servant man named Antony,

apparently a little deranged, who delighted

in preaching at Friends' Meetings (greatly to

their annoyance) and wherever else he could

tind an audience to listen to him. When set

to watch the orchard, from which the boys

were in the habit of stealing the fruit, Antony
settled himself down in a chair, and paid no

heed to what was going on. When repri-

manded for his neglect, his answer seems to

be that " He thought it his duty to be still and

not disturb them, as by so doing he should

have peace in himself and a blessing would
attend him!" Frequent mention is made of

the domestic virtues and good qualities of his

wife, who seems to have been a notable house-

keeper, and was highly appreciated by her

husband. The diary closed on the 24th of

9th mo. 1781, and the last entry refers to poor
Antony, who "in the kitchen got to preach-

ing in a strange manner to the negro woman,
80 that my wife was obliged to interfere upon
his saying he would strive to please no man,
for he acted as the Lord bid him."

For "The Friend."

Ricliard Sliackleton.

(Continued from page 2-U.)

R. S. to a Friend in the Ministry.

" Ballitore, 25th of Seventh month, 1780.

"Dear Friend * * * 1 trust, in the visit

paid you, we commended ourselves to the con-

sciences of the visited, as those who sought
not ourselves nor the prevalence of any party;
but solely the prevalence of Truth, the wel-

fare of all. As to myself, who am one of the

leastin the family, my mind was much covered
with love to you, and my attention drawn to

thee in a particular manner. I thought I saw
that from the gift which thou hadst received,

and the place which thou held in the regard
and esteem of the generality, thou might be
of peculiar use and service in that city; to
defeat which gracious purpose of heaven no
doubt but the grand adversary of all good will

employ his engines, and he who had the ef-

fronteiy to tempt the Master himself, (though
in vain) will not fail to lay his snares for the
servant, how high soever his attainments
may be. May thy spirit be so reduced, and
self in its various modifications so cast out,

that when the prince of this world cometh,
ho may have nothing in thee—he may find

no desire of applause, popularity or pre-emi-
nence, to work upon. And as thou witnessest
from time to time, and patiently abidest, the
stri])|)itig, purging seasons, which are abso-
lutely necessai-y for the fruit-bearing branches
to bring forth more fruit in the progression
of heavenly virtue, thou wilt, 1 trust, in the
Lord's time (not thy own) feel the sap of life

I'ising, to thy own inexpressible comfort ; thy
leaf, the ornament arid comeliness of the tree,

us well as defence of the fruit against the sun-
shine of deceitful favor, shall not wither; but
whatsoever thou doe.slattho Master's bidding,

be it ever so little, shall prosper. * * We
may have natural or acquired abilities, we
may have spiritual gifts and graces conferred

upon us, useful in their kinds and places, but

if they tend to exalt the ereaturely, the fleshly

part—if we look more at the splendor of the

gift, than at the Giver-—if we endeavor to

deck ourselves with the Lord's jewels, and to

be conspicuous in the eyes of others, seeking

the praise of men more than of God, we shall

suffer great loss ; the gift may for awhile be

continued, for the sake of the people; but it

will decrease in beauty and lustre, and per-

haps be wholly taken away, while the ca-

pricious applause of unstable men will be

changed into contempt. On the contrary,

not seeking honor one of another, but the

honor which cometh from God only; when a

very little matter comes before us to deliver,

not looking at the smallness of the morsel,

but whether the Divine blessing be upon it,

let us not be ashamed to hand the little even

to the multitude ; being set home by the power
of Truth to the conscience, it may be alto-

gether suflBcient. It is remarkable how the

wisest of men, who spoke three thousand pro-

verbs, expresses himself concerning a single

word, 'A iworrf fitly spoken is like apples of

gold in pictures of silver ;' and again, ' A man
hath joy by the answer of his mouth ;' and,
' A word spoken in due season how good is it.'

Thou knowest, my dear friend, thou hast

sorrowfully felt, that a great depravity has
overtaken us ; the people are too much out-

ward, they have, many of them, forsaken the

Fountain of living waters, and chosen to them-
selves this and the other cistern, at which
they would drink ; their souls are not bowed
in silent, solemn worship, silent meetings are

foolishness to them, like the Israelites when
they rejected the Lord. ' Now make us a king
to judge us like all the nations.' This spirit

is to be famished, not fed.

May Divine wisdom guide thee, may Di-

vine power humble and exalt thee, and may
thy God preserve thee from all manner of
evil, now and forever.

Thy affectionate friend, R, S."

Under date of 1st of Second month, 1786,

R. S. addresses the following letter to Mary
Watson :

" Dear Cousin, * * * j^ seems to rao

as though it was the will of the great Ruler
of the universe, to strip off every false cover-
ing of every kind, and lay us naked and bare
(as we really are,) before him and before one
another. There has been an evil covetousness,
—the wedge ofgold and Babylonish garment

—

there has been an ostentatious parade, and an
aspiring to live above the simplicity of Truth,
in which is the safety and quiet ; the profes

sors of the religion of Jesus Christ, revived in

its original purity, have not, many of them,
been willing to drink of the cup that He drank
of, nor to be baptized with the baptism which
He was baptized with ; we must get low'er

iind deeper, ere we as a people, become ex-
alted, conspicuous in glory. May such as are
sensible that these things are so, be favored
with ability to vi'ait and watch unto prayer,
for jireservation from evil, and for strength
and wisdom to walk wisely before the flock,

over which, by Divine appointment, they have
been made overseers! All our movements
are seen and known to our Great Judge; ho
underslandeth all the imaginations of the
thoughts of our hearts. This fountain must
be thoroughly and often purified, in order that

what proceedeth therefrom may be

savory, and edifying. A little thing

and unfits ; so the little things are to tie <

ed against, as well as those of greater i

tudo, the secret faults, as well as the fh

sins ; for holiness is to be the clothinL;-

Lord's servants, and this will not be
i

any that are unclean; indeed I often

that it is a capital favor that we are ;ii

so clearly convicted in our minds ot

said or done amiss, and that the healin-

are so soon administered. * * TIm
flections are not personal, but general

bably overflowings which I should do v

save for myself. U.

(To be concluded.}

Notes of a Soiithcrn Visit.

(Continued from page 2i5.)

In our walks around Norfolk, we calh

an old blind man, aged about 80, whose
was sick. Whatever others might do, h(

he was bound to got to Heaven. His rep

the question, How he expected to do it ?

by faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, and hu

prayer. He seemed quite animated.
We also visited Mary Sheppard, a

looking, elderly colored woman, who ha
fered greatly in the past three months w
rheumatic affection in her right arm, w
had swollen it so much as to break the

She was living in a comfortable apaitn
and was more disposed to praise the Loi:

her blessings, than to murmur at her st

ings. She referied to the imprea^on
duced on his hearers by a certainTOPmc
the colored Methodist minister ar'Nor
which she said was daily or very freq

in her remembrance. 6a that occasi

minister felt that he was not to preacl
sermon he had prepared; but closing the t

and turning his thoughts inward, wait
the Lord to give him a text and open h

ject before him. A passage of Scriptur
presented itself to his mincl on which he
as he believed, under the immediate help

guidance of the Holy Spirit. The effc

the people assembled was unusuallj' g
an evidence, as he was told, that the L(
preaching is better than man's.

We had satisfactory meetings at No
Portsmouth and Hampton. We found
Baptist minister at Portsmouth, with w
we became acquainted a year ago, in atti

from the recent death of his wife. H(
his people reminded him of the lessons he

formerly taught them ; but he added that

best physician when taken ill needed s

body else to prescribe for him. He seei

in a humble, tender fratne of mind;
attention was directed to a patient audi
missive waiting on the Lord, that ho ml
receive comfort and spiritual strength f;

the only sure fountain. It was plcasan'

find that the visit of last j'oar had left an o
door for service on the present occasion.

At Hampton, a large bodj' of colored
)

pie are congregated ; and the means of
|

curing a subsistence seemed to us inadeqi

to supply their wants. Many labor as ciys

men or fishermen. The number of w
persons, or of those possessing capital, is c

))aratively small ; hence there is less deni

for laborers than in many other places. M
of the people owned their own houses,

had not yet paid for the land on which tl

were built. Wood was dear, as it is li
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a distance of from six to ten miles in

. ri:<ie carts drawn by diminutive oxen,

in^- ubout one-third of a cord at a load.

\\i uilu'r was cold, and the people poor;
wc believe there was much sufi'oring

g tb'em, living as they often do, from
to mouth

;
yet the thought presented,

a degree of comfort and consolation, that

were under the protecting care of that
merciful Father, who, as our Saviour

ired, feeds the sparrows,

le labor in the colored Methodist meet-
here, was close j'et tender; touching on
selessness ofempty profession in religion;

ibsolute necessity of a change of heart,

aring the cross, of submission to the will

Lord ; and of being cleansed, fitted and
ircd for the kingdom of Heaven, where
ng that is impure can ever enter. Though
tendency of the communication was to

all fig leaf covering, and to arouse to

xaraination, yet there was encourage-

t for those who were sincerely striving

3 right; and attention was called to the

lise (if our Saviour, that all things neces-

should be ailded to those who seek first

singdora of Heaveu.
;ne forenoon was spent in visiting the

^mal and Agricultural School located at

apton, which is under the charge of S. C.

istrong, who was born in the Sandwich
nds, being the son of one of the earlj- mis-

aries sent there from the United States.

thing hero is on a generous scale—and
b!y well kept. The number of boarders
exes is now 218, and there are in ad-

1

r 50 day scholars. The pupils are!

10 per month for board, and are
i

with the work done. The young!
turns in laboring on the farm,

n the table, &e. The girls do the

, make up clothing, wash, iron, &c.

bills are made up for each pupil. One
mined contained items about as

H hours rowing, . . . .12

8 hours farm work, . . . .C4

Care of greenhouse, . . . 3.00"

'^e examined a map on which were marked
1 a star, the locations in which 175 schools
B taught during last year by graduates of
institution. The}' were principally in

;inia and North Carolina, though scat-

d over some of the other States. Among
teachers we found Mary E. Atkinson, au-
' of a thoughtful peom " On the Moun-
," and some other poetical pieces,

he building put up for the use of the " con-

ands," during the war, by General Butler,

tuated on the school farm. In it a public

(ol is kept, taught by graduates of the
mal School, to which it may be considered
idjunct.

he number of scholars in this institution

steadily increased ; and we rejoiced to see

lany of them being trained up under in-

ices and surroundings of an elevating

racter.

t Suffolk, we found many both of the col-

1 men and women were engaged in the oys-

'actories. The oysters which are brought
uriug the day, are opened in the evening
packed so as to be ready for shipment on
following day. This rendered the meet-
smaller than it would otherwise have

"I.

1 going |down the Chowan Eiver, we left

boat at Wintou, a place which had pre-

sented itself, before leaving home to enter on
this visit. On inquiring there, we found there
was a settlement of colored people at a place
called Pleasant Plains, some five miles back
from the river. We left our baggage at the
hotel, and after walking about six miles found
the house of Willis Weaver, an elderly colored
man, and one of the deacons of the Baptist
church, of which these people are members.
He received us kindly, opened the way for a
meeting on the next day but one, and invited

us to tarry with him—an invitation which, in

our wearied condition, we were glad to ac-

cept. The family were very kind and atten-

tive, kindling a fire in our chamber before we
retired for the night, and again before we
arose in the morning.
We found ourselves in the midst of a thrifty

settlement of colored people, who were free-

born ; not one of the members of their church
(numbering over 200) ever having been in

slavery. Many of them own good farms of a
moderate size; our host having one of 56 acres;

his son-in-law, whose land adjoins, one of 90
acres; while L. W. Boone, with whom we be-

came acquainted last year, has nearlj' 400
acres. They raise cotton, corn, pea-nuts,

hog-", &e.

In the morning we found our kind host had
already sent out notice of a meeting for 11

A. M. the next day—and ho and his family

used considerable exertion to spread the in-

formation. Neither Willis nor his wife could
read, but they were careful that their children

should be well educated. Four of them had
been at the Hampton School. The opposition

the old man felt to the Democratic party was
founded on the fear, that if successful it would
neglect or discontinue the public schools, and
thus close up one of the avenues of instruction

for their race.

The place of meeting was a new, but un-

finished house, without doors or sash to keep
out the wind. But the day was so mild and
pleasant that this caused little inconvenience.

The universal love of God to mankind was
pointed out, from the language of Peter, ''God

IS no respecter of persons, but in every nation,

he that feareth Him and worketh righteous-

ness, is accepted ofHim." They were exhorted

to a faithful use of the talents entrusted to

them ;
so that, at the end of time they might

receive the joyful message, " Well done, good
and faithful servant, enter thou into the joy
of thy Lord;" and not be cast otf with the

sentence, " Depart from me, ye workers of

iniquity." The satisfaction was expressed,

which their comfortable way of living had
given us; but the caution was added, that in

cultivating their farms, building their houses,

and clearing up their lands, they should be

careful not to have their thoughts too much
engrossed with these matters. Our Saviour
said to His disciples, " Lay not up for j'our-

selves treasures on earth, where moth and
rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break

through and steal ; but lay up for yourselves

treasures in Heaven"—for where your trea-

sure is there will your hearts be also. Those
who would grow in grace, must seek for daily

spiritual bread by having their hearts daily

turned to the Lord, seeking of Him guidance
and help.

L. W. Boone afterwards supplicated for us

and our families, and that a blessing might
attend our labors. We parted from these

people with much affectionate interest, which
we believe was reciprocal. For there is a

cementing influence in being favored to par-
take together of the streams of Divine con-
solation" W.

Fur "The Friend."

Want of Standard Bearers.

In looking over some of the back numbers
of "The Friend," I have been much interested,
and believing the following would be read
with interest by many, would be glad to see
it republished in this valuable Journal.
"The removal of faithful laborers and bright

examples in the Church of Christ, has always
bi-ought feelings of sadness over survivors
who loved the cause of Truth, and desired the
preservation of the flock. In a preface to the
works of Charles Marshall, William Penn
says, 'It is with some sadness that I remem-
ber the departure of so many of the Lord's
worthies, as a little time hath deprived us of;

but I have sometimes comforted myself in

this, that the Lord intends to take His church
more immediately under the care and minis-
try of His own blessed Spirit, whereby that
loss would be more than repaired. And also

to raise up more servants, and bestow upon
them such measures of the Holy Ghost, and
power from on high, as to bo thereby amply
qualified to gather home the residue of the
dispersed of Judah and scattered of Israel, to

the hill and city of God ; and though they
should not attain to the first rank of the
Lord's worthies, yet that they may deserved-

ly be reckoned among those who served God
and their king valiantly.' We have great oc-

casion at this day to look at the stripi)ed state

of our Societ}', in having removed from it a

large number of men and women who had
been taught in the school of Christ, and were
made quick of understanding and spiritual

discernment in the fear of the Lord, by the

light and power of the Holy Spirit revealed
in their hearts. They did not get their re-

ligion by mere human effort or studj', but by
submitting to the will of God inwardlj' re-

vealed, and acting in obedience thereto under
the humbling power of the cross of Christ.

When prepared for it, gifts of various kinds
were given them by their Lord and Master,

and they exercised them as they were bidden

by Him, and received the anointing from
Him ; and then the divine life from the Holy
Head flowed, and circulated from member to

member, and the church edified itself in love.

But a very active spirit, whose time seems
alwa3's ready, has taken possession of many,
who tippear to be little acquainted with dying
daily, that Christ only may rule and live in

them; and in the midst of much doing and
saying, the life that is more than meat, we
may fear, is greatly wanting.
Should the trials which the Society is now

enduring, lead us back universally to the teach-

ings of the Holy Spirit, and humble us under
a lively sense of our inability to conduct the
affairs of the church, and to keep ourselves

from falling away, the Lord in mercy, we
might hope, would hear our prayers put up
in sincerity to Him, and in His ancient good-
ness, put it into the hearts of many to arise

and anoint the shield, and stand firm for the

defence of His precious cause, as our fore-

fathers stood for it, in the integrity of their

hearts. Wm. Penn concludes with saying,
' His works will demonstrate from what foun-

tain they spring, even heavenly love and zeal,

for the stirring up of those that read them,
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to the fear, love, and service of the everlast-

ing God, and that truth, unit}% peace and con-

cord may increase and bo multiplied among
the Lord's people, where they come. And 1

would add what I earnestly desire, viz., that

the friends of God would be diligent in stir

ring up their children and family frequently

to read the Holy Scriptures, and the writings

of our ancient departed Friends, which are an

eminent vindication of the Divine authority

of that blessed book, upon the experience of

those taithful ministers and servants of Christ.

And that all who make profession of the holy

and blessed Truth in the inward parts, would
make the lives and labours of those worthies

of the Lord, their lively and constant exam-
ples in their known seriousness, retirement, si-

lence, self denial, temperance, humility, meek-

ness, tenderness, brotherly kindness, and sin-

cerity to God and His people; that so there

may be a succession in sobriety, righteousness

and godliness, which is the very sum and sub-

stance of religion ; and that one generation

may become heirs in holiness to another, till

days be no more, and time bo swallowed up
in eternity.'"

For "The Frieud."

Extracts from a Chinese lecture.

For some months past a Chinese mandarin,

who speaks English well, by the name of

Wong Chin Foo, has been lecturing in differ-

ent parts of this country on subjects connect-

ed with his native land. In the course of a

late visit to this city he delivered an address

on Domestic Life in China, from a report of

which the following passages are extracted,

which are interesting as showing the view
which is taken of some of our habits and prac-

tices bj' an intelligent Chinaman :

" The Chinese question is one that has been
a great deal talked about during the last two
or three years. Wbj' should it not bo much
talked about, when thousands of Chinamen are

coming into this great country, and especially

when these Chinamen present to us such
wonderfully striking peculiarities. It would
create such a feeling in any nation. I can
remember the time when an American, an
Englishman, or a Frenchman created just such
an excitement in China. Why? Because
their peculiarities were such to us that not a
single man among the Chinamen would believf

those peculiar people were civilized. Is i1

possible, they say, that such a curious look
ing being, dressed up so funny, and speaking
so different from us, is it possible they can
have reason, like a civilized Chinaman? and
I have heard the same about Chinamen in

America. But I contend that the Chinaman
is as civilized as an American ; that the Chi-
naman knows about as much of principle, and
bifiad ilomains of thought, as one of these in-

telligent christian Americans. We are told
lliat these 450,000,000 of people are benight-
<•(!, degraded, and without knowledge of high
])rineiple, as well as conception of a Supreme
lacing; that they are evidently without any
reason; without education; without refine-

ment, without imagination. Is it possible
that this number of people, who are ruled
with such grand exccllenej', and have such
l)eaco and prosperity, and happiness, and with-
out one-tenth as many inurders and terrible

crimes as I have known in nations of only
forty or fifty millions, art' without in(elliirenct>

or civilization? It is ini])ossililr, in. I

govern such an empire witliont inl''ll

We claim that the Chinese Empire is a refined

one, with all the opportunities of intellectual

improvement, and that the Chinamen are not

ignorant heathens, and were not so thousands

and thousands of years ago. They invented

some of the most useful sciences of civiliza-

tion ; for example, the art of printing with
movable types; also, engraving was first in-

vented by the Chinese ; they were the first to

invent the mariner's compass; the first can-

non, the first suspension bridge, and the first

marble structure; as also the first civil force,

and the first school. All these were origina-

ted among those heathens. There are 75,000

rulers in China, and no man can rule except
those who have regularly pursued a course of

literary examination ; among a hundred thou-

sand men not more than two of those are se-

lected for rulers. Neither, rank, wealth nor
influence will put a man into a high position.

They are examined by a company of wise
men, who must not be ignorant of the affairs

of the government; 75,000 of these must bo

selected from 75,000 times 5,000 students.

We have our ways, and you have 3'ours.

We are living just on the opposite side of the

earth, and it is not strange that we have dif-

ferent ideas. For instance, you box the
mariner's compass to the north, the China-
men to the south, but the Chinamen can sail

from the port of Shiang to Liverpool just as

straight as the Americans. The Chinese are

in every respect opposite to Americans. It

is night time there when it is da}' here. ]

noticed the moon the other day upside-down,
our moon does not look that way in China.
We do not take off our caps in that barbar-

ous fashion, when our friends are coming to

call, the very first thing we feel if our caps
are on, if not on, we put something else on
our heads, a piece of paper or anything.
Then, again, you take hold of your friend's

hand and squeeze it, and perhaps give him
pain all over his body; we take hold of our
own hands when we want to make our friends

happy, and squeeze our own hands; wb tor-

ture ourselves, you torture your friends. In
eating, you begin a meal by eating soup before
any thing else; we sit down to all kind of
delicacies, and when we get dry after eating
these, perhaps we drink a cup of tea, and
last, we have soup, which is very nice, espec-
ially birds' nest soup.

We do not understand how it is possible
that such a great nation as you are use but
twenty-six letters to represent all your ideas.

We cannot represent all of ours with sixty-
five thousand of them. Now, in this matter
we are also opposite from you; we begin to
write from the right hand side to the lett, you
the other way; you also combine your letters,

while we frequently make one word by a
single letter, or one letter to represent a whole
sentence, and no letter is written without a
reason for it. 4,500 years ago the Chinese
communicated their ideas by pictures. For
instance, if a man wanted to sell mo a hoi'se.

horse, and then turned over the page
J

looked through the book to see if I
'

see anything like a horse, but seeing not 1

like one, I said, where's the horse, hov'

you make a horse out of h o r s e ? He 1

h o r s e is a horse according to our langu
^

I have not time to draw a picture, but

draw what represents a horse in our langi

and in yours, and you can judge which li

the most like a horso. The nouns are eas

represent, but you may want to know hov

represent adjectives and verbs. Take
adjective ' good ;' we draw a picture of a I

boy and little girl, side by side locking ar

and to represent ' trouble' wedr.aw three

women together with their tongues fast£

to each other. Verbs all represent action,

it is necessary we use portions of ourse

that act, as our hands or feet, or head, t

thing that will perform action ; if we v

the word ' fetch,' we make our feet to go

ourhands to get. Everything they writ

written with a reason. When the little

has learned four or five hundred of these

begin to teach her sewing; we think it

work properly belonging to her sex, whil

is quite contrary to the nature of a man, (

has more physical power, to sit down, cut ;

sew, and use the needle; hence if a man
lows the occupation of a woman, he is no

lowed to hold a public office ; likewise,

woman follows the occupation of a man, sh

not so much respected as if she followed

own department. Then we teach the yo\i

girl the art of cooking, that is one gr

Then we teach them to make silk. Ther
no country which does not import silks fi

China, or use Chinese luxuries. This wor
not only participated in by a few, but all

women, more or less. The Empress, hers

once a year goes out into the fields and ga

ers mulberry leaves, and brings them ho

to feed the silk worms, to show and proch

to the women to follow her example. Th
are different qualities of silk; our 1

and beggars can afford to dress up insilk bet

than you can in woolen. The Empen
takes hold of the plow and follows it until

perspiration falls down bis face, to show
sons how to be industrious.

A farmer is ten times more honored tha

mere fighting man ; a fighting man knc
only how to destroy life, while afarraer knc
how to support life. Likewise, a liti

man is held in the highest esteem. A
general of the array cannot sit down
the Emperor, but a scholar or a farmer t

down before the Emperor; nor can a ni"

military man sit down with a scholar,

think the pen is mightier than the sword.

A Chinaman does not return a blow ;
i1

against the teachings of Confucius ; those m

return blows are very inferior men indeed,

it argues he is smart enough to use only

physical strength
; but a superior man u

s tongue. For this reason, you sec

China is one of the so-called weakest nati
he would draw a picture of a horse and then

1
Two or three days ago, a gentleman want

holding his hand for a piece of money, as if

begging for money, which meant I want mon-
ey lor the horse. 'This was the primitive way,
but in the latter days they have reduced these
gnsto hieroglyphics, but we can still trace
them back to the original. I remember tiie

very first day I was taught in the English

to know why the Chinese, who are sonnm^
ous, could bo conquered bj' the Christia

who are so few in number. I think if he \

a su|)crior man, he would not have asked si

a i|iustioii. Certainly there is no gloi-}-

lighting. What nation can stay in this wo
for thousands of years and live? Did n

t happened to be the first word I [Rome and Greece conquer th

o learned was the word horse. My professor 'where are those nations now?
..'said h,

• - I - -
. .

I rope Heferring to educat

Id? B

ho remarked :
" V
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|) found by experience that intelligence

e, is a very dangerous thing in society,

re have the greatest criminals, who are

nost brilliant men, as the ignorant do not

V enough to invent such great wrongi^.

nthout the great principle of morality to

e him to use that intelligence, it is very
;erous to others. We are taught from
ibood to control ourselves. If a man does
inow how to control himself, he does not
IV how to control others.

le heathen Chinamen teach their children

ave great respect for those who are older

I
themselves. You may wonder sometimes

I
we distinguish which is the oldest, but

ire taught it is very impolite not to ask

I

question. When he is one year older

i 1 am, then I must give him the first op-

luuity to speak ; when he is ten years older

ist^bllow what he says ; if I say one way
he says another, I must give up to him be-

e he ought to know a great deal butter

1 I, and if ho leads me wrong, I am not

one to be blamed. When he is twenty
8 older, then I must respect him ; when
. forty years older, I must reverence him,

so on.

he boy is taught to study the great works
Jonfucius, who tells about government.
It economy, about moral improvement,
how to take charge of a family. All this

re he is allowed to go into public exami-

308, which is given by the Emperor of

la, and by a company of wise men, who
V about the government. On the day ap-

ted, perhaps thousands and tens of thou-

Is of students assemble together in one
each in their separate departments, and
laps 12,000 students have one subject to

e upon, and whoever has the besteompo-
n is promoted, that is, he is recommended
ftve a higher examination, and after the

1, he is a ruleraccording to his ability. If

i :i viiy able man, he is invited with the
M-roi- to help make laws for the people,

t'ViM-y three years he is transferred to

her position, so that he will not show
iaiity. The women study a great deal,

18 they have no ambition to become rulers,

do not keep at it so long.

3 to |)roperiy, whatever belongs to the

3r belongs to the son, and so the son and
3r have a common interest in preserving
' property, and a father is not allowed to

away, when he dies, his property to any
r persons but his own children."

)caking of marriages, he observed that

and wife'- must be of no relation, even
le seventh generation, and the}' must not

f the same name. The first name is the

Br's name ; my name is Wong Chin Foo,
kmily name is Wong, and the two latter

is are my given name. I was Wong when
hs born, until 1 had the others given' me.
is also, just the opposite from your way.
ough there are more than 40,000,000 of

ig8inChina,yet they never marry persons

he same name.
le Chinamen that come to this country
mostly of thelaboringclass ; they are not

e with whom we most associate at home,
general rule. But we have now some

lese students, who, when they go back to

la, will be able to translate their ideas and
ifit our government, and one of these days
Chinese will understand a great deal bot-

oreign powers than they now do, and then

expect the Chinese Empire will make

great changes, so that when an American
goes to China he will be as hospitably treated

as a Chinaman is received here."

Selected.

SUBMISSION.
Oh ! it is easy in life's tranquil day,
When all around is peace, to kneel and pray
" Father thy will be done,"—but when that will

Calls us to suffer, and be patient still

;

When God's mysterious ways are all unknown,
When clouds and darkness veil His awful throne,
Oh ! how we need His all-supporling hand.
To bow submissive to the high command

;

To trust Him siill in life's beclouded day,
And in meek resignation thus to pray.

WAIT ON THE LORD.

"Lord, behold, he whom thou lovest is sick." John ii.3.

One touch from Thee—the Healer of diseases;

One little touch would make our brother whole;
And yet Thou comest not; O blessed Jesus !

Send a swift answer to our waiting soul.

Full many a message have we sent, and pleaded.

That Thou wnuldst haste thy coming, gracious Lord;
Eacli message was received, and heard, and heeded,
And yet we welcome no responsive word.

We know that Thou art blessing, whilst withholding,

We know that Thou art near us, though apart;

And though we list no answer, Thou art folding

Our poor petitions to Thy smitten heart.

A bright and glorious answer is preparing.

Hid in the heights of love—the depths of grace;
We know that Thou, the Risen, still art bearing,

Our cause as Thine, within the holy place.

And so we trust our pleadings to Thy keeping;
So, at Thy feet we lay our burden down

;

Content to bear the earthly cross, with weeping.
Till at Thy feet we cast the heavenly crown.—Jane Orewdson.

For " The Friend '*

A Word of Eiifoumgfinciit.

The following interesting letter was writ-

ten by that valuable minister Ascnath Clark,

of North Carolina, shortly after the decease

of her husband, Dougan Clark. It was ad-

dressed to Mary Kite, of Chester Co., Penna.,

who had paid a religious visit not long before

its date, to the meetings of North Carolina

Yearly Meeting. Its words of counsel and
encouragement may prove cheering to some
at the present time, whose hearts are brought
under exercise for the preservation among us

of "those precious testimonies of truth and
righteousness," and whose concern it is to en-

deavor to uphold them " in their purity, as

the}' came from the hands of those dignified

sons of the morning," George Fox and the

other primitive Friends.

Are there not symptoms of the near ap-

proach of the time, wliich she foresaw, when
some among us, " Covered as with a mantle
of love," " will be called out again to execute
the commands of the Most High ?"

" Oak Grove, near New Garden, N. C,
11th mo. 30th, 18-55.

"My dear and much beloved friend and
sister in the unchangeable Truth, I have just

been looking over thy truly sympathetic and
evangelical letter, which has brought thee,

this morning, very near and dear to my best

feelings; and whilst thou seems willing in

true Christian love, to hold out a hand of en-

couragement to a poor sister in tribulation,

my spirit seemed to salute thee, and many
others in your Yearly Meeting, in the lan-

guage of affectionate encouragement to hold
fast that which you have received—let no
man take your crown. Though the moun-

tains should depart and the hills be removed,
yet mj- kindness shall not depart from thee,

saith the Lord who hath mercy on thee
; and

as you keep in the meekness of Him who rode
into Jerusalem upon a colt, the foal of an ass.

As I was looking towards you this morning,
before I rose from my bed, this language
seemed to come vividly before my mind,
' Rejoice greatly, oh daughter of Zion, shout
for joy, oh daughter of Jerusalem, for thy
kingcometh unto thee, just, having salvation,

lowly, and riding upon an ass.'

" I am truly sensible, my dear Marj', that
thou art one who serves the Son and sent of
God in this humble self-denying way, and thy
bread will be given thee—thy water shall be
sure; and although your Yearly Meeting
seems like being yet emptied from vessel to

vessel, and sifted from sieve to sieve, yet the
weight}- wheat will remain when the chaff is

purged away, and the tine gold will lose noth-

ing of its brightness, worth or weight, by
being melted, and passing from time to time
through the fire. What I earnestly crave for

myself and my dear friends is, that we may
keep close to Him who was led as a lamb to

the slaughter ; and as a sheep before her
shearers is dumb, so He opened not His mouth.
This is the safety of all in this day who are

standing for those precious testimonies of

Truth and righteousness, and desire to pre-

serve them in their purity as they came from
the hands of those dignified sons of the morn-
ing. If these keep on the same foundation in

lowliness of mind, and are abiiiing in Him
who is the Way, the Truth, and the Life, no
weapon formed against them shall prosper,

and every tongue which rises in judgment
against them, they shall condemn. 1 believe

there are many in your Yearly Meeting who
have a foundation to stand upon, antt I am
comforted in believing they will stand upon
it without being moved with evil tidings.

My heart is toward you of that Yearl^jMeet-
ing: although our pioor Yearly MeetfHg>- has

come to the conclusion to break off alf cor-

respondence with you in an epistolary way,

yet I believe if you and Ohio Yearly Meeting
continue still, whilst a mighty and strong

wind, which the Lord is not in, is rending the

mountains and parting the hills asunder, your
heads will still be covered as with a mantle of

love, and in due time you will be called out

aiJ-ain to execute the commands of the Most
liigh." ^_^^__

Beet Root Sugar.—At a meeting of persons

interested in introducing the manufacture of

beet root sugar into this country, held during

the late Exhibition, in Philadelphia, George
May Powell read a paper, in which the fol-

lowing was stated, as reported in a late paper

:

" As from twelve to twenty tons of beets,

worth six dollars per ton, can be raised per

acre, it pays the farmer to raise them for the

factories more than twice as well as he is paid

on wheat growing. The beet sugar zone being

climatically co-extensive with the temperate

zone, the industry would have, in our coun-

try, in field space, more than a thousand fold

that which is available for cane sugar, the

latter being confined to a few parishes in

Louisiana. Its adaptation to manufacture in

the winter, secures great economy of capital

and labor as compared with cane, which has

to be hurried through while the juice is fresh

in the stock, at great disadvantage." " He said

we are now sending out of the country for
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sugar one hundred million dollars per year, an

amount in excess of the aggregate annual

yield of our gold and silver mines. The re-

ifuse from the sugar factoi-y is equal, for stock

feeding, to the amount of hay from the same
number of acres that are occupied in growing
beets for the factory, and, therefore, these

industries are adapted to being combined. In

other words, the refuse I'rom a sugar factory

using the beets from five hundred acres is

equal to five hundred acres of hay. Such a

factory should produce about 720 tons of su-

gar and 100 tons of syrup."

For "The Friend."

The Yearly Meeting.

As the time approaches for the annual as-

sembling of the members of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, the minds of many are im-

pressed with various weighty considerations.

That it is a time of discouragement on many
accounts, must be admitted. The sad declen-

•sion of some who bear the naine of Friends

—the untempered zeal of others, as well as

the iukevvarmness of many, naturally give rise

to anxiety in the minds of those who are truly

concerned for the faithful upholding in their

original purity, of all the important testimo-

nies given us as a people to bear before the

world. Our late valued friend, Chri.-^topher

Healy, when on a religious visit in the

Southern States, in a small select meeting, and
under some remarkable circumstances, quoted
the following inipressive language from 2

Kings, vi. : "Shut the door and hold him fast;

is not the sound of his Master's feet behind
him?' Let us of the present day shut the

door firmly against the first insinuation of the

enemy, that our forefathers, who suffered so

much for the peculiar testimonies that distin-

guish our Society, were mistaken, and that a
new and easier path has been found than that

in which they trod
;
viz., the way of thecross.

Among the trying circumstances attending
thecommunicationsofsome in thepresent day,
is the frequent, and it is feared, the irreverent

use ofthe sacred name. This habit, it is appre-
hended, is fraught with very dangerous conse-

quences to the speaker; the anointed ear

soon detects the want of gospel authority
which too frequently accompanies such com-
munications, and no amount of high sounding
words can make up that which is lacking. In
kindness of feeling and under, it is hoped, a
sincere desire for the welfare of all, may we
remember the sad consequences that befel

Uzzah for having unbidden put forth his hand
and touched that which was sacred : also, the
impressive language contained in Mat. vii. 21.

"JSlot every one that saith unto me. Lord
Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven

;

but ho that doeih the will of my Father
which is in heaven ;" also in Luke vi. 46,
" And why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do not
the things which I say." W.Ponnsaid, "Love
silence, even of the mind." Let us then, en
dcavor to wait in true silence, inwardly as
well as outwardly, when gathered for these
lemn purpose of Divine worship, or for trans
acting the affairs of the Society, and seek for

righldirection and authority before venturing
to disturb the quiet solemnity with which
we are sometimes favored, and in which true
worship is offered. A dear elder, now deceas
cd, remarked in one of the last Yearly Meet
ings he attended, " there was soniotiiing more
])rccioi]8 than words." Whilst, however, there
arc many trying circumstances around and

among us, it is not well to give way to too

much discouragement,or too great a foreboding

of evil to come, but rather let us gird up the

loins of our minds, watch and be sober, and
hope to the end, &c., remembering that the

Power which raised up, qualified and prepared
able instruments in the beginning, and at va-

rious other epochs in the history ofthe Soci-

ety, is the same that ever it was. It was the

testimony of several, and some in latter times,

who, we reverentlj'' believe have been gather-

ed from works to rewards, that a better time
was surely coming. In their d^'ing expres-

sions we may find much to encourage us to

faithfulness in this, our day and generation,

"to patiently wait and quietly hope," and if

need be to suffer all our appointed time, be-

lieving that all things will work together for

good in the end. It is a great lesson to learn,

that of patience. Among those who have
thus seen, we humbly believe in the vision of
light, a brighter day in coming time for our
poor Society, was Joseph White, a valued min-
ister of Falls Monthly Meeting, Bucks county,
Pennsylvania, who lived during the last cen-

tury, and who, when near his end, used the
following language :

" You that stay be more
humble, and when trouble awaits you, look
not upon, nor trust to the arm of flesh for as-

sistance, but stay yourselves upon Him, who
suffered for you, for me, and for all mankind.
I have for some time believed, and lived in

the hopes thereof, and am now in measure con-

firmed, of more glorious things yet to be re-

vealed to the church of Christ; and that

further and greater discoveries will yet be made,
with respect to the Christian religion, than ever

yet has been since the aposiacy."

In the memorial issued b}^ Woodbury Month-
ly Meeting for Joseph Whitali, itis said, "Some
of his friends being with him a few weeks previ-

ous to his dissolution, after a sorrowful allusion

to the existing war (with Mexico,) in a very
solemn and impressive manner ho said, ' Not
withstanding this sad state of things, mj-

is strong that the mountain of the Lord's
house shall be established in the top of the
mountains, and shall be exalted above the
hills, and all nations shall flow unto it; and
that the knowledge of the Lord shall yet cover
the earth as the waters cover the sea; although
none of us may live to see it, yet I believe it

will be.'

"

In the interesting memoir of Edith Jef-

feris, an esteemed minister, itis stated, "Af-
ter I did the little that was given me, Ca-
leb Pen nock took up the same subject, but
opened it in another light. He compared our
Society to a building that had been torn to

pieces; yet, he said, all was not to be lost,

r vineyards r

.chor for a do
j

ere, as in the I

ihe day when}

gards our poor Society, I believe there w
a suffering time for the true seed, befc

can reign. Then it may be said :
' There I

I will allure her, and bring her into thtL

derness, and speak comfortably unto [i

And I will give her, her vineyards
thence, and the valley of Ach
hope ; and she shall sing the

of her youth, and as in the day when
came up out of Egypt.' He also quote!

the fruit of this : 'Look upon Zion, the

of our solemnities; thine eyes shall see .

salem, a quiet habitation, a tabernacle

shall not betaken down ; not one ofthe st

thereof shall ever be removed, neither i

any of the cords be broken. But there

glorious Lord will be unto us a place of b

rivers and streams; wherein shall go no gj

with oars, neither shall gallant ship
therebj^. For the Lord is our Judge, the ]

is our Lawgiver, the Lord is our King ; he
save us.' "* Our late beloved friend Hai
Ilhoads, remarked, " I think there is a dis

sation approaching in which there will

greater outpouring ofthe Spirit than the
now, comparable to that spoken of by
prophet, ' Your sons and your daughters !

prophesy;' and other gifts, not onl}' tha

prophecy, shall be dispensed. I want 30U
to be dismayed, or too much discoura

The end of all these valiant testimony bi

was peace. More quotations and exam[;

a similar character might be added.

Selected for "The F

Whoever thou art, therefore, that won
do the will of God, but faintest, in thy des

from the opposition of worldly consid

tions; remember I tell thee, in the name
Christ, that he who prefers father or mot.
sister or bi'other, wife or child, house or If

reputation, honor, oiHce, liberty, or life, bei

the testimony of the light of Jesus in hiso
conscience, shall be rejected of him, in the

faiVh ' '^™" '^"'^ general inquest upon the world, w!

all shall bejudged, and receive according to

deeds done, not the profession made in this I

It is the doctrine of Jesus, that if thy i-i

hand offend thee, thou must cut it off'; an
thy right eye offend thee, thou must pluci

out. 'J'hat is, if the most dear, the most us(

and tender comforts thou enjoyest, stand in

soul's way, and interrupt thy obedience
the voice of God, and thy conformity to

holy will revealed in thy soul, thou art

gaged, under the penalty of damnation, to p
with them.
The way of God is a way of fliith, as df

to sense, as it is mortal to self. The child

of obedience with holy Paul, count all thir

dross and dung, that thej' may win Chrfor there were many pieces of plank that
I

were worth saving. These would be taken ,^^"^1 know and walk in this narrow

care of and would go towards erecting the fa- .Speculation will not do, norean refined notic

brie again, for the building was to stand. * * enter it ; the obedient only eat the good!

The power of the enemy was limited, and we tins land. They that do my Father's w

were not about coming to an end
;
for the tes- TTT /r, tt ^ r , • j I

timonies professed by^Friends were in accord- ,.: "^ IP.e^JrotTfrreaXTe^^l tlalZJ
ance with the gospel of Jesus Christ, and jwa.-? his unshaken belief, that the testimonies that »
must prevail over all others." given <iiir forpliuliers to bear, woiiUi not be suflerec

From the account kept of the last illness 'f'l'l '" ''"' u'l-nn.I
;
but that there would be stamla

and death of Christopher Healy, the follow- 'Tr'",
'";"' "'';'",'' «">"='',"'«"'" proclaim the c

ing is extracted
:
" oL of his dLghters con.l^X.::it::a::', l^'^uSarSdrisTl'l^mg to see him, ho expressed his hope that his will restore thy ju.lge.s as at the first, and thy conns

children would tread in the footsteps of their lors as at the beginning ;' afterwards, ' Thou shall

father; who had been made willing to take £'"^'1 the City of Righteousness. Then the song vi

up the cross in early life, which had preserved Ij^'
^^" "'^ '"""""

'", I'""'- '"'^ "";"'" °r' ""/ ?""."• "

!:„/,„„ 1 i » .! ^M .
ilowers appear on the earth, and the time of singing

,"",[' "•"J"''"/
""""' '^nd ternptat.ons. Oh! birds has come, and the voice of the turtle is heard

irulh IS Iruth ; it cannot bo divided ! As re- our land.'"
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he blessed Jesus, shall kuow of mj- doc
them he will instruct. There is nc

n for iustrnction, where lawful self is lord

not servant. For self cannot receive it

;

which should, is oppressed by self; fear

and dares not. What will my father or
her say ? How will my husband use me'
what will the magistrate do with me ?

though I have a most powerful persua

,
and clear conviction upon my soul, of
or that thing, yet considering how un
sh it is, what enemies it has, and how

nge and singular I shall seem to them, ]

God will pity my weakness; if I shrink
1 but flesh and blood : it may be, hereafter
will better enable me ; and there is time
gh. Thus selfish, fearful man.
jliberating is ever worst; for the soul
in parley; the manifestation brings pow

j'ith it. Never did God convince people
upon submission, He empowered them.
requires nothing without ability to per

t : that were mocking, not saving men.
noiigh for thee to do thy dut3% that God

ivs thee thy duty
;
provided thou closest

the light and spirit, by which He gives
that knowledge. They that wantpower,
such as do not receive Christ in his con
ions upon the soul; and such will alwaj't
It it. But such as do receive him,receivt
rer also, like those of old, to become the
•dren of God, through the pure obedience
laith.

therefore, let me beseech you, by the love
mercy of God, by the life and death of

list, by the power of his Spirit, and the
e of immortality, you whose hearts are
blished in your temporal comforts, and
lovers of self more than of these heavenly
Igs, let the time past suffice. Think it not
ugh to be clear of such impieties as too
ly are found in, whilst your inordinate love
awful things has defiled your enjoyment
hem, and drawn your hearts from the fear,

), obedience, and self-denial of a true dis-

e of Jesus. Turn about, then, and hearken
he still small voice in thy conscience;
ills thee of thy sins, and of misery in them.
;ives a lively discovery of the very vanity
he world, and opens to thy soul some pros-

. of eternity, and the comforts of the just
) are at rest. If thou adherest to this, it

divorce thee from sin and self. Thou
; soon find, that the power of its charms
jeds that of the wealth, honor, and beauty
he world, and, finally, will give thee that
iquillity which the stormsof time can nev-
hipwreck or disorder. Here all thine en
nents are blest: though small, yet great
-hat presence which is within them.

—

Mo
5S, No Crown.

Giving In."— It is better to jneld a little

1 quarrel a great deal. The habit of stand-
up, as people call it, for their (little) rights
ne of the most disagreeable and undigni-
in the world. Life is too short for the

jetual bickerings which attend such a dis-

lion : and unless a very momentous affair

!ed, where other people's claims and in-

sts are involved, it is a question if it is not
3r, happier, and more prudent to yield
ewhat of precious rights than squabble to
ntain them. True wisdom is first pare,
1 peaceable and gentle.

. low[8tation best suits a living ministry
hrist.
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The professing Christian Church has been,
for some years, and still is passing through a
dispensation of trial, arising from assaults on
some of the fundamental truths of the gospel
This has called forth much di.squisitton on
points of doctrine, and, as is not unusual
polemics, some of the controversialists on
both sides have run into opposite extremes

;

landing one party in efforts to discredit all

religious dogma, and betraying the other into
the serious error of attributing saving efficacy
to mere belief in the sacred truths recorded in

Holy Scripture. In the doubt and crimination
thus set afloat, there is danger of very many
unwilling, or not fitted to enter into exaraina
tion ofsuch subjects for thomselve8,losingsight
ofthe essentially practical cbaracterof that re-

ligion which every professed disciple of Christ,
whatever bis belief, is called to exemplify in

his daily life and conversation. Right views
ofthe doctrines of the gospel, and conviction
of their truth, are of great value, even when
they may be held intellectually only ; but un-
less they are allowed to be carried into prac-
tical application by obedience to the require-
ments of the Holy Spirit, inwardly revealed,
they will no more effect the salvation of the
soul, than giving credence to the axioms of
pure mathematics, will enable the uninitiated
to demonstrate the practical working of that
science.

The design of "the glorious gospel of the
blessed God" is to restore man to the heavenly

ge which has been lost in the fall; hence,
as Paul says, it is preached to or in everj'
rational creature, and is not merely a dead
letter without us, but a quickening power
within us. Words however true, and how-
ever inestimable the truths they are intended
to convej', cannot of themselves beget in the
mind an availing sense of heavenly things.
The mystery of the first quickening into di-

vine life of a soul that is dead in trespasses
and sins, must have a far higher origin than
anguage, whether written or spoken, or than
simple assent to the truths couched in that
language. It can spring from no other source
than the Spirit of Him who is "the life and
the light of men," and who " calleth those
things that be not, as though they were ;" and

growth of that life when once begun must
be sustained by the spiritual food that comes
down from heaven, Christ himself being both
the bread of life, and the Giver of it. The
natural man may study deeply, he ma}' reason
'ogically or descant boldly on the sacred
truths contained in the Bible, but he " re-

ceiveth them not, neither can he know them
because they are spiritually discerned."

Living faith, then, is a fruit of the Holy
Spirit, and is always manifested by works.
It is accounted unto us for righteousness, only
as we allow it to work by love to the purify-
ing of the heart. It must permeate the whole
character of the Christian, and he can no more
divorce it from the thoughts, words or actions
of his every-day life, than he can separate it

from his worship, and those other services
which are gonei-ally supposed, specially to
exemplify the depth and sincerity of his re-

'gion. Thus he carries the evidences of his
love for and his allegiance to Clirist, into the
details of his household duties, into all his

business transactions, and into his social inter-
course with his fellow-men

; so that whether
he eat or whether he drink, or whatsoever he
may do, he may do all to the glory of Him
whose servant he is not ashamed to show him-
self to be. Keeping in mind the command,
"All things whatsoever ye would that men
should do unto you, do ye even so to them,"
he cannot when a buyer, like the man in
Proverbs say, " It is naught, it is naught, but
when he has gone his way he boasteth ;" nor
can he dissemble or take advantage, or drive
" a hard bargain" with his fellow man, be his
condition in life what it may. As the world
still lieth in wickedness, he dare not be con-
formed to its vain and corrupt customs and
manners

; and as its friendship is enmity with
God, he finds that in participating in its need-
ful demands on his time and talents, he must
constantly deny himself, take up his daily

and follow his despised and crucified
Saviour, whose kingdom is not of it.

What is wanting in the professing Church
in this day of boasted knowledge and liber-

ality, and what would do more than anything
else to repel the arguments and cavils of scep-
tics, and vindicate the Divine origin of the
gospel, is the more general exemplification of
ts restraining and constraining power to regu-
ate ever}' phase of conduct and conversation,
and thus prove, by a life consistent with our
profession, that it is " the power of God unto
salvation." The apostle exhorts, " Let every
one that nameth the name of Christ, depart
from iniquity," which does not refer to what
are considered crimes, only, but to secret and
presumptuous sins, and every fault springing
from the corrupt propensities of the unregen-
erate heart, however the world may tolerate
or even commend it.

Put oft' thy shoes from off thy feet, for the
place whereon thou standest is holy ground,"
was a command given to Moses when he found
himself in the visible presence of Him who
dwelt in the bush. And so all who have sub-
mitted to the converting, regenerating opera-
lion of the Word nigh in the heart and in the
mouth, working secretly and silently in the
soul, making them humbly sensible of their
true relation to their omniscient, omnipresent
Creator, their responsibility as free agents,

and candidates for eternal felicity, must feel

that they too stand on holy ground, and that
their feet should be shod with nothing but a
preparation ofthe gospel of peace. Ever con-
scious of their duty to walk worthy of the
vocation wherewith they are called, and sen-

sible of their own weakness and proneness to

evil, they cherish an abiding sense of having
the sentence of death in themselves that they
may not trust in themselves but in God who
raiseth the dead. The advice given by Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting to its ministers and
elders is applicable to all, who, as true be-

lievers in the gospel, are desirous to "adorn
the doctrine of God our Saviour." Let all

dwell in that which gives ability to labor suc-

cessfully in the Churoh of Christ, adorning
the doctrine which they deliver to others

;

being an example of the believers in word, in

conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in

purity."

SUiMM.lRY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—It is stated from St. Petersburg that a

peaceful solution of the difficulty between Russia and
Turkey is now scarcely doubtful. The question really

is which of these powers shall disarm first.
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One of the difSciilties in making an amicable settle-

ment with Montenegro arises from that Principality

insisting upon an enlargement of its territory by a ces-

sion of some of the country lying upon its southern

border. The Montenegrins are now condned to a moun-

tainous region of quite small extent. The Turkish

government is nnwilling to take the responsibility of

deciding upon the various Montenegrin demands, and

will submit them to the Grand Council of the Empire,

or to Parliament, which is about meeting.

The Khedive of Egypt, through the British rejire-

sentatlve at Cairo, has renewed and confirmed his

father's gift to Great Britain of " Cleopatra's Needle," and

preparations for its removal to London are in progress.

The Indian Budget for the financial year, 1876-77,

shows a deficiency of 130,400,000.
_
The deficit is due

to the expenses of resisting the famine, loss of revenue

from the same cause, and the public works undertaken

to give employment to some of the starving people. It

is proposed to raise $12,400,000 in India, and to ask

Parliament for power to borrow $18,700,000 in England.

Small-pox does not prevail to an alarming extent in

London. The number of cases reported last week was

928, and in the Metropolitan Asylum 9G deaths from

the disease occurred.

Iglesias, who is now in New Orleans, has issued a

manifesto as " Constitutional Provisional President of

the Mexican Republic." He informs the Mexicans

that the Diaz Government " exhibits every symptom of

dissolution," and announces that, if he succeeds in get-

ting under his control any portion of Mexican territory,

he will " repair thither to re-establish his lawful govern-

ment."
A London dispatch of the 17th says : On and after

the 26lh inst., the Anglo-American Telegraph Coni-

pany will transmit political and general news for publi-

cation between the United Kingdom and Canada and

the City of New York, at the rate of sixpence per word.

Such news messages to be transmitted when the cables

are disengaged, and to be accepted expressly on the

above conditions.

The German newspapers continue to comment on

Prince Bismarck's speeches on the organization of Im-
perial Ministries. The Hanoverian Courier a National

Liberal paper, influenced by Herr Bennigsen, Presi-

dent of the Prussian Diet, has a specially interesting

article, which concludes as follows :
" We openly pro-

fess that the real obstacle to a better organization of the

Imperial Government is the Chancellor's personal be-

havior and autocratic nature."

The correspondent remarks :
" Never before would

the National Liberal papers have dared to publish any-

thing like this."

The (fear has given his consent to the construction of

the Southern Siberian Railroad, and the town of Eka-
terinoslav expects soon to become an important place

in consequence of its central position between European
Russia and Tashkent and Central Asia.

The Sultan, in his speech opening Parliament, re-

views Turkey's efforts at reform during recent times.

He .says after the Crimean war the country would have
commenced a new era of progress and prosperity if in-

trigues and culpable agitation had not paralyzed the

eflbrts of the government by obliging it to waste its re-

sources on warlike expenditures. These causes and
bad financial administration, forced the government on
the outbreak of the insurrection in Herzegovina to re-

duce the interest on the public debt. The Sultan, hav-
ing been called to the throne under the most ditittcult

circumstances, first placed the army in a conditio

insure the security and independence of the country,

and then devoted all his efforts to internal reform by
promulgating a charter which, following the exampl
of the most civilized States, made the nation partici

pate in the administration of public affairs.

The speech enumerates the measures for discussion

during the session. Among them are the Budget, elec-

toral and press hills, and bills for the reorganization of

provincial administration, tribunals and civil service

The speech especially recommends the adoption of tlu

financial bills, and promises that measures will be taken
to ofl'er Turkey's creditors the most solid guarantees
consistent with the urgent nw-pj-iiic^ nf tlin Tr.- :^

The Sultan announces the p niin Hi n . :
i.. u

and the restoration of pear.- v. I li -1 V 1 I '
i,

a favorable issue to the Muniirii "I ;, ,

suit which would enable the govcrriiiM 111 ', 1, i- n

troops. Although the conference diil n 1 ,i, i

nite understanding, it has been diMiin h ii- I iiii

Turkl>h government was and is reuiv [•, |iirii. i|ii

SMi li V, li- i,r ihe Powers as can I"' rcconrilnl

CM nil- I M ill ~, international law and the cxiger

'I'lir i-jH
, rh cnncludes as follows: "Mygovcrni

has constantly given proofs of sincerity and moderation

which will aid in drawing closer the bonds of friend-

ind sympathy that unite us with the great Euro-

pean family." Of the thirty senators of the re-organized

empire, there are only five who are not Mahometans.
United States.—The interments in Philadelphia

last week numbered 308. .\t the commencement of the

present year there were 448 public schools in this city,

hich were attended by 99,291 pupils, an increase dur-

g 1876 of 3739. The pupils consisted of 49,602 boys

and 49,689 girls. The cost of maintaining the schools

uring the past year was $1,688,836. The High School

and Girls' Normal School are attended by 644 boys and

2 girls.

Notwithstanding the repeated declarations of the new
ministration at Washington that very few appoint-

ments in the different branches of the public service are

contemplated, the President and Heads of Departments

besieged by crowds of importunate applicants. The
Post-Master General, to escape the annoyance, has

jsued a circular to be given to every applicant as his

nswer, saying, " Your letter has been received and
placed on file in the Department for consideration un-

der the rules of the civil service when vacancies occur.

At present none exisl.

Lot M. Morrill, late Secretary of the Treasury, hav-

g been nominated as collector of customs at Portland,

Maine, the place of his residence, was confirmed by an
unanimous vote of the Senate.

Ex-Post-Master General Tyner, at the urgent request

of the new Post-Master General, has consented to act as

first assistant. It is desired that he shall lake ex-

clusive charge of all the post-offices in the United States

north of the Ohio river.

Carl Schurz, Secretary of the Department for the In-

terior, has given formal notice that during his adminis-

tration there will be no removal of clerks or other em-
g^,,„,in^t,on ^

ployei except for cause, and no promotions except for
1

' '
. ' . .-,^ ,

merit. It will therefore be useless for office seekers to
evening, tue ..otu

pply in that quarter.

Frederick Douglass, a prominent colored man, has

been nominated for the oflice of Marshal of the District

of Columbia, an appointment with an income of from
five to six thousand dollars a year.

At the election in New Hampshire on the 13th inst.,

the Republican candidate for governor was chosen by
majority of about 3900, and two of the three congress-

men were elected by the Republicans. In one district

the result is undecided, each candidate having almost
exactly the same number of votes.

John Jay Knox, the present able Controller of the

Currency, has been continued for another term.

Attorney-General Devens and the Secretary of the

Treasury, have notified the President of Ihe absolute

necessity, pursuant to law, to call an extra session of

Congress, and the President has therefore decided to

issue the call in the latter part of next month, giving
thirty days notice so that the session may begin the
latter part of the Fifth month.
The extra session of the Senate of the United States

closed on the 17th inst. In executive session several

presidential nominations were promptly confirmed.
That of Frederick Douglass met with opposition, but
after debate was confirmed, all of the Republican mem-
bers present, and several of the Southern Dsmocrat-i,

voting for it. Senator Morgan, of Alabama, not only
voted for but spoke in favor of the confirmation.

When remonstrated with by some of his political

friends on account of the appointment of Djuglas-i and
others. President Hayes is said to have replied that " he
was sincere in his policy and would adhere to it, unless

it should prove to be impracticable. For eight years

the policy of force and of the musket had been tried in

the South, but it had failed, and public sentiment now
demanded a change."
Owing to an-inadvertence the U. S. Senate adjourned

without voting for a President pro-iempore, to be pre-

pared for the possible contingency of the Vice Presi-

dent's death during the recess.

The President will not allow himself to be hurried
into measures regarding the anomalous condition of
affairs in Louisiana and South Carolina. As he ex-
presses it, the state of affairs is of sixteen years growth,
and cannot be changed in sixteen days. It is under-
stood that the difficulties in the two States named will

claim the early consideration of the President and his

Full returns of the election for Congress m
district of New Hampshire give the Democra
date a majority of about 40 in a total vote of -

27ie M'lrkets, <fec.—The following were the q
on the 19th inst. Philadelphia.—American goldjt

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, lllJ ; do. coupons,

do. 1868, registered and coupons, 113 ; do. 5 per

1881, 109J; do. 4J per cents, 105J a 106. U
and New Orleans cotton, 11| a 12| cts. Flour

prices from *5 to $10.00 per bbl. Pennsylvan

wheat, $1.53 a $1..55; amber, $1.-58; a $1.60;

$1.62 a $1.68. Rye, 75 a 80 cts. Yellow corn, Sjj,

cts. Oats, 37 a 45 cts. Choice New York chee?

a 16 cts. ; do. western, 14^ a 15 cts. Sales of 380

cattle at 6J a 7 cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 5] a

for fair to good, and 4 a 5 cts. for common. Shei

7J- cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 9200 head. Hog
8j cts. per lb. net. Receipts 3200 head. Ohici

Minnesota extra flour, $6 a S6.75; ditto patent pr

$7.25 a $9.50. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat, i

No. 3 do., $1.15. Corn, 39^ cts. Oats, 335 cts.

INSTITUTE FOR COLORED YOUTH
A Stated Annual Meeting will be held on Se

day, 26th inst., at 12 M., in the Committee Ri.

Arch Street Meeting-house.
Third mouth, 1877. Wst. Evans,

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having cl

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be h

Philadelphia, on Sixth-day, 30th inst., at 1 p. M.

The Committees on Instruction and Admissioi

meet at 10 a. m. of the same day.

The Visiting Committee appointed to attem

at the School, meet there on Secom

For the accommodation of this committee, coi

ces will be at the Street Road Station on the

inst., to meet the trains that leave the city at 2.1

d 4.40 p. M.
Samuel Moeris

Philada., 31 mo. 17th, 1877. Ck

TR.iCT ASSOCIATION OF FRIEND/"-

The Annual Meeting of the Tract Associll^it

Friends, will be held in the Committee-room r"

Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day evening, the

'nstant, at 8^'clock.

Friends generally are invited to attend it.

Edward Maris, Cfe

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Principj

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the ter

the Ninth month. Application may be made to

Joseph S. Elkinton, 331 South Fifth Si

Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Smedley, 415 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher to take charge of the " St

Room" at the above Institution ; one qualified to

instruction in all the branches taught in the Gl
Depart.ment.

Application may be made to

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St., Phili

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, New Jersey,

or Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St., Philadelphii

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day the

of Fourth month. Parents and others intending to^

pupils, will please make early application to Benja
W. Passmore, Supt., (address Street Road P.
Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, Treas

304 Arch St , Philadelphia.

ufli,

'I'iir i;.il Star line steamship Eusland, from Ant-
ir|i fur N,w York, went ashore at Long Branch on

I riiL-lii III ilic 17th. The passengers, crew and bag-
'

I M 'ii il rifely, and cared for at the hotels.

11 . 1 i. I-!
. I ihc cargo may he saved though the

!i .no a wreck. The number of pas-

FRIEND.S' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddp,

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woj
INQTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai

Managers.

Died, at his residence, near Fallsington, iSucks

Pa., on the 18th of 12th rao. 1876, Joseph B. Tay
in the 56th year of his age, an esteemed memb
Falls Monthly Meeting.
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Random Notes of Travel in Eurap8.

(Continued from page 234.)

Eliiibursch, 7th mo. 14, 1875.—The bold

itliiie of the castle, ou it8 pielure.sqiie foun-

ition of basaltic rock, attracts the eye in

batever part of the city the stranger may
); though the great square modern building
1 one side, with its numerous windows, bears

strong resemblance to a cotton mill.

The whole area of the summit comprises
)Out seven acres, and how long it has been
)plied to purposes of defence is unknown,
ut the antiquity of part of the present strong-

)ld, may be inferred from the date of the

lall, low, Norman chapel of Queen Mar-
iret, the wife of Malcolm Canmore (great

ead), who died in 109.3, and.sister of Edgar
theling, the nearest relative of Edward the

onfessor. On the invasion by William of

ormandy, Edgar found refuge at the Scotch
turt, with his mother Agatha, and his j'oung,

sautiful and pious sister Margaret, and Chris-

la, a younger sister. A marriage with the

ioLch king soon followed, and her biographer
lis us how affectionately the Saxon princess

bored to civilize the people and " enlighten"

sr hu>band; who, though a man of vigorous
telloct, could not road her books of devotion.

It kissed them in token of reverence, and
id them richly bound, and ornamented with
)ld and jewels. The English king having
ized on Carlisle, Malcolm entered England
id laid siege to Alnwick, where he was de-

ated and slain. His wife died immediately
1 hearing the fatal news. The chapel of

ueen Margaret has been "restored.'' The
meral aspect and proportions of the apart-

eut were unchanged ; but on behalf of travel-

rs, one might say that I believe many of

lem would be glad to see, occasionally, some-
ling unrestored.

The room immediately under the square
wer, admits to an apartment in which are

(posited the Eegalia, or as they are often

rmed the "Honors of Scotland," consisting

a crown, sceptre, sword of state, the Lord
reasurer's rod of office, &c. The sceptre

irformed its last grand legislative office, by
.tifying the treaty of union with England
1 the 16th of January, 1707. The Earl of

;afield, then Chancellor, on returning it to

le clerk, is reported to have scornfully ap-

ied the vulgar phrase, " There is an end of
1 auld sang." The Scotch nation was so

^itated by the treaty, that the government

of the day thought it jjriident to remove any
thing calculated to rouse the national feelings

The Eegalia were thrown into an old oak
chest and locked up in the castle, where they
were almost forgotten. At length, in 1817, a
desire arose to search for the lost treasure,

and a committee, including Sir Walter Scott,

proceeded to the spot. The king's smith was
commanded to open the chest, the keys of
which could not be found. Great was the joy
when the various articles wore discovered,
folded in linen cloths exactly as they had been
surrendered by the Eirl Marshall, a hundred
and ten j'oars before !

" An' yc may bo sure

"t was a proud time f >r Sir Walter," s lid our
guide ;

" He spoke with and laughed, at every
body he met, that day."
Adjoining the crown room is Qaoen Mary's

apartment, the birth-place of James VI., in

whom the crowns of England and Scotland
were united. The room is small and irregular

n form, and lined with antique pannelling,

some of which ha;s been "restored." It con-

tains a small fire place, and one window only.

The original ceiling remains, and the initials

I II, and M E, surmounted by a crown, are

wrought in the panels around the room. On
the wall is the following inscription, sur-

mounted by the Scottish arms :

Lord Jesu Chryst that crown'it was with Thornse,
Preserve the Birth qiihais.Badgie heir is birn<?.

And send hir .sonne siiccessione to Reign stille

Lang in this Realme if that it be thy will,

Als grant, O Lord, quhat ever of Hir proceeJ,

Be to thy Honer and Praise, sobied.

19th IVNII, 1566.

7th mo. 18th.—To-day we have been to

Holyrood ! For several days we have been
circling around it, preferring to see other ob-

jects first ; but this morning on emerging from
the Canongato, at the lower end, we saw for

the first time the towers and discolored walls

of the old palace of the Scottish kings. The
first feeling is that of disappointment, lacl^ing

as it does the stately height of the eight and
ten stories, familiar to the eye in ancient
High street. Wo crossed a rather low plain

at the foot of Arthur's Seat and Salisbury
Crag, with city and castle at our back. It

must be remembered that the palaco vvas b.iilt

upon the site of a convent, founded by David
I., which may account for its lowly position.

Among other gifts bestowed by this king
upon the abbey, was, a "tithe of the whales
and other sea monsters" accruing to the crown
on the whole coast between the mouth of the
river Almond and Colbrand's Path." James
I. remarking on the liberality of the founder,

said that he was a " sair sanct for the crown."
Being still a royal residence, for the queen

nerally spends a night or two at Holyrood
going to, or returning from Balmoral, quite a
how of stateliness is maintained. Soldiers

were pacing the open court in front of the
building, and sentinels stood on guard at the
entrance. The rooms occupied by the present
queen are not thrown open, but as almost all

the interest attached to Holvrood centres

around the apartments ofQueen Mary, visitor.s

ai'o conducted to them and others connected
with her sad history. The audience chamber
of Lord Darnley, on the floor beneath the
queen's suit, was a spacious, cheerful, hand-
some room, on the wall of which appears a
portrait of himself, when young, which bears
a resemblance to Queen Elizabeth, ignoring
of course the immense ruff of the latter. Shj
never showed much respect for the "long
lad" whom though so nearly worthless, she
so reluctantly bestowed upon hor cousin.

The Queen's bjd-chumber contains her bed
covered with crimson damask, with fringes

and tassels of green silk, some pieces of tapes-

try, and her portrait at eighteen, a very
lovely, youthful face, but whether a genuine
likeness is questionable.* On the right side

of this chamber is a small dressing-room, and
also the cabinet, about twelve feat square, in

which the Queen, the Countess of Argylo,
E.zzio and others, were seated at supper when
the conspirators, headed by Darnley, entered
b.y the adjoining privatestair case, seized upon
Rizzio, and in spite of the tears and entreaties

of the Queen, dragged him into the vestibule

and there dispatched him. The vindictivefero-

city of this attack upon an innocent foreigner,

made in thj presence of the sovereign, pre-

sents a sad picture of the lawless spirit that
prevailed among the nobility of that day.

It was a weird and strange experience to

wander through these sombre looking rooms,
their dark wainscoting and panelled ceilings

carved with royal initials and coats-ofarms

—

to listen in imagination to the light footsteps

of the Queen and her four " Maries," or to

their merry laugh as it resounded through
these now silent halls ! The memory of their

unhappy queen seems as fresh in the nation's

heart as though she had perished but yester-

day. They draw a veil over the crimes into

which she was led, and the sorrows that at-

tended her career, and they remember more
kindly that in the freshness of her youth, she

was obliged to exchange the lilies of her be-

loved Francj for the riido Scotch thistle,

which is ever inclined to sting the hand which
presses it too closely.

It appears to me that though much may be

said in extenuation of the earlier errors of

Mary, little can be adduced in defense of those

which marked her later course; but when we
remember that at the age of sis, she was
pla3ed under the control of such a woman
as Catharine of Medicis, who systematically

ruined her own sons that she herself might
rule France without a rival,—a wom m who
could plan and carry out a massacre of St. Bar-

tholomew!—we could not suppose the young
Queen of Scots would remain unharmed.

* It is stated, upon the authority of Sir AValter Scott,

that no genuine portrait of Qieen Miry is in existence,

excepta castnowin themuseura of the Cistle of Heidel-

berg. The best authonties also pronounce all the ob-

jects exhibiled as pertaining to Mary and Darnley, to
'

e spurious.
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After leaving this part of the palace we
descended the stairs to the Chapel Royal, a

iVag-ment of the ancient abbey, which was
founded in 1128, by David I., whose liberality

to the clergy has been already referred to.

Under the south-west corner of the ruin is

the sombre looking royal vault, covered with

a litter of decayed leaves. In this vault are

deposited the remains of David II., James IL,

James V. and his fair young queen Magdalen,

of Prance, daughter of Francis I., who gave

her to the young Scotch king reluctantly, on

account of her declining health, and who
lived but forty days after her arrival in this

bleak northern climate: too frail a flower to

bear transplanting.

To an eye accustomed to the broad streets

and well ventilated thoroughfares of our

American cities, the " wynds" and ' closes" of

Edinburgh and continental cities, appear very

dark, narrow, and repulsive. One queries

whether a sunbeam can reach the flagstones

at our feet. Gaunt, wretched looking people

congregate on the door-steps or throng the

open street, at all hours of the day. The
favorite time is late in the afternoon, when
tiie whole population is abroad, and no won-
der, for in the open street only, can they catcli

a breath of fresh ? air, if such a thing is known
in the old part of Edinburgh. The crowning
evil of this city is intemperance, which opens

a door for so many others to follow. Our
favorite walk on these fine summer evenings,

so long and so like day, was down the High
Street, when each flat, for these lofty old-time

houses are divided into floors or flats, acces-

sible by a common stair-case, sent forth its

inhabitants to the outer world. Here we had
many opportunities for witnessing the effects

of tire destructive habit above alluded to,

which absorbs the wages of so many work-
men, and keeps them so low in the social scale.

We also saw something of their favorite pas-

times, as well as tastes.

16th.—Last evening wo noiieed quite a

crowd in front of " St. Giles," the neighbor-

hood of which seeras to be a favorite rendez-

vous for the surrounding inhabitants. On
approaching it we found two crowds, one sur-

rounding their favorite piper, a fine looking
old man, whom we had noticed before at the

castle gate, and from his aspect perhaps an
old soldier. The droning of the bag-pipes,

though disagreeable to niany, seems dear to

the Scottish car. The other crowd which we
joined, was gathered around a street preacher,

a woman of middle ago and respectable ap-

pearance, who was gesiiculating violently,

her arms either thrown over her head or ex-

tended before her, her head bent forward, and
her voice raised almost to a scream. Her
strong Scotch accent rendered it impossible
fir us to understand anything ; but the people
listened with respectful attention. But as her
agitation increased, the crowd gradually left

luu- and gathered around the ])iper. " Gie
them the Oaniiibells are coming," said a voice

in the crowd to the old man: "Sure an yc'el

like to do thai, seeing y'ero a Campbell yer-

sel." Soon the intoxicated wife of the kindly
looking piper came to him, and carried away
all his silver and pennies. " Ah !" said some
one, "she gives him na rest—she takes all he
cai'us." A young-looking man, scarcely able

to stand, kept circling round, trying to snatch
away his bag-pipes. "Go away, mon ! go
away !" said the old man, but again and again
he returned to the charge, much to the amuse-

ment of the crowd. I thought if the govern-

ment would expend some of the money which
supports the idle garrison at the castle, for

instance, importing ice from Norway, to cool

the warm insipid water in summer, one step

would be taken towards ameliorating this

great evil, this love of strong drink.

Yesterday morning an extensive importa-

tion of chairs into the parlor, and various

other preparatory movements, indicated that

something unusual was to take place in our

quiet domicile. Our kind host informed us

that a Temperance meeting would be held

there in the afternoon. Would we give them
our compj.ny? Friends to the Temperance
cause from America would be most welcome I

At 4 o'clock, on entering the room we found

some thirty or forty persons, mostly temper-

ance lecturers, assembled, and that the speech-

making had begun. From a few whispered
questions we inferred that part of two socie-

ties were present, one of them, I believe, from
Leith, the neighboring port of Edinburgh,
which afforded an opportunity for a great

deal of pleasant raiHery and some self-gratu-

lation by either party, over their successful

efforts for the cause. An elderly woman.
Blind Maggie, who sat in front of the com-
pany, wo found to be a very important per-

sonage, for she not only sang the temperance
ballads in the street, but composed them also.

A very enthusiastic little woman, who, when
anything especially witty was said, clapped
her hands energetically, and as all seemed to

think that every thing any one said was witty,

the hands were going incessantly. I had
heard of" sixteenthlies" and "seventeenthlies"

in the sermons of former days; and had ad-

mired the patience of the listeners which had
held out to the end. Now one queried whether
this kind of patience had not emanated from
Scotland ; hour afterliour passed, and still the

speeches went on, and the good humor con-

tinued, and no one seemed tired. Tea was
handed and then they all assembled again.

After we had left them we still heard their

pleasant voices, encouraging each other to

keep on in so excellent a course in the midst
of so much discouragement. Sidney Smith
has said that " it takes a surgical operation to

admit a jest into a Scotch brain," but we saw
no indication of this necessitj' ; the speakers

were generally very fluent, and exliibited a

great deal of shrewd intelligence and quick-

ness of repartee, their abounding wit, efferves-

cing as it did, like " the foam on the flagons"

of their proscribed ale.

From " The Bntish Frienrr' of 2cl mo. 1st, 1S77.

Hymn Singing In Congregational Worsliip.

In the present month's number of this Jour-

nal there are two pieces very diverse on the

above subject: the one is headed " Profanity
in Hymn Singing," the other " The Helper
Conference." The former points out the in-

jurious effects of the free use of hymn singing.

In the latter we have a member of our own
body telling us, under conditions named, " The
singing of a hymn and the reading of a chap-

ter from the Bible at the commencement of

the mooting, would be a suitable introduction

to the worship and service to follow, prepar-

ing the minds of the people for stronger meat,

if that should in mercy bo dispensed."

The foregoing, to my mind, raises a vital

question not lightly to be passed over by a

brush of the pen, for if I am to accept the

views put forth by J. J., of Preston, 1 must

accept the entire negation of our princi

a distinct religious body, and the testim

the spirituality of divine worship. The q^

tion must be asked and answered, Wh
hymn singing? Is it worship, or is it ami [

ment? If worship, dare any so use it

amusement, or self-gratification, can it lea(

anything higher or nobler than self? W
are the views of other professing religi

bodies in this matter? Having been brou

up beyond the pale of the Society, I h

some knowledge. The minister, in giv

out the hymn, generally prefaces it with
words, '-Lot us now unite in singing to

praise and glory of God." And here is t

truth of the whole matter: we must, by su

a practice, glorify God, or mock Him. Ai

further, we take a solemn responsibility up
ourselves to encourage others to do what m
prove to be but a moi kery.

In essence I am unable to separate betwe
prayer and praise, the same divine po\v

must actuate in both alike, and alike may bo

in secret be offered acceptably unto God. ]

deed of the two, praise is the higher foi

glorifying God, as none but a soul so fill

with a sense of infinite goodness can be

ly so lifted up. Hence it was that Geor
Fox, and others in their prison-houses, lift

up their voices in vocal praise because th

cup ran over. And in like manner might o

souls be so lifted up if so filled, and such woi

be true and acceptable worship. Can ar

thing point more clearly into what we are,

a people, sliding, and from what we have si

den, when we can speak and use so light

the matter of hymn singing. As to the "roug

and raw from the streets," I have known son

of these sit in such a way in our meetings i

might well shame many who bear our nam
It is the love of novelty and change, and tl'

want of a deeper grounding in the truth an

reality of our principles that makes so man
desire, and, where they can, introduce sin;

ing of hymns; and it is one of those thins

that will work our destruction, as a religiot

body, if our eyes be not opened to see the pat

oi solemn trifling we, as a people, are entering

We cannot teach others to do and practis

among them that which we would not d

among ourselves, and be held guiltless. I hav

said before the i-eality of our principles, bu

I should have said it is the principle of trut

in which we, as a people, need deeper grounc

ing even to understand aright that no part c

God's worship can be engaged in but by th

Spirit of God, and Christ must be our Lor
and Master to govern us in this matter as i

every other act we engage in for His hoi

name's cause and name's sake. I have no wis

to press into an unprofitable correspondenc*

or to write for writing sake, but I desire ths

my fellow-members may lay this matter t

heart, and be willing to look a little closer s

what has been the profession of this peopi

from the beginning, and they will see hoi

fully it harmonises with all scripture declars

tion on this matter. The royal psalmist san

psaltiis of praise to God
;
yea, and with hi

harp, he made a noise unto the God of his sa

vation, for joy filled his soul. And the ajiostl

Paul would have us sing in the spirit and wit

the understanding, and I am quite sure if ou

friends rightly understand this matter i\w_

will not lead peoi)lo to sing solemn words, th

import of which so many neither feel nor ui

derstand. I would ask why encourage a prai

tico which if any become convinced of^ou
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nciplcs, tbcy must see to be inconsistent

rewitli, and liavc to be abandoned ?

)no word with regard to the ministry.

ere are now amongst us who do not hesi-

3 to avow there is no need of divine call

1 qualification for the ministry of the gos-

butwho believe in a natural qualification,

;hey call it, and say the Bible is their au-

rity to go preach the gospel to every crea-

3. Is not this one of the causes of our
at weakness as a body ? O for that purg-

that we might know ourselves as indi-

aals, and as an associated body, more as

really are, then would we again shine forth

n the earlj- days of this people, and being

erned more by His Spirit would bring

,h more of the fruits thereof to the glory

fod's holy name, and the spreading forth of

1 truth abroad ; but so long as we are sepa-

jd and removed from the fountain as a

ted body, we cannot move as a united force

inst evil to gain the victory, for what one
uilding up another is pulling down, and
i in all is not glorified, and we are not edi-

or built up in our most holy faith,

ome may think I love to dwell upon our
ikness and defects as a body. To such I

y simply say I speak of things as they
le before me, and as I am made to feel

y are, and am often sorrowful to find so

ie true unity among a people toward whose
fessed principles, by convineeraent, I have
n drawn, and further to find so many who
'e grown up under the nurturing hand of

Society doing all they can to pull down
at others, like myself, would rejoice to see

It up. And why? Because we see in these

nciples, iu their integrity, the truest hap-
ess of man, inasmuch as they tend to bring
soul near unto God through the indwell-

of Christ Jesus, and consequently the life

5 an holy harmony. If I may but rightly
' up one soul to seriousness in this matter,

y all the praise be given where alone it is

I. Charles W. Thompson.

For "The Friend."

NotP.s of a Sontlifrn Visit.

(Continued from page 251.)

Ve had meetings at Edenton and Elizabeth

y, in the counti'y l.ying to the north of Al-

narle Sound. It was a better farming dis-

it than some we had seen. The land is

y level, and there are large tracts ofswamp
ibered with cypress, gum and other trees,

I abounding in cane or reed, as it is here

med. These afford pasturage for the cattle,

ich are generally expected to take care of

mselves. They are sometimes molested
the boars, which frequent the swamps.
long the smaller plants, not found in the
rtheru States, we observed a species of

cca, called Bear-grass, and an abundance
;he yellow-flowering jessamine, not now iu

om, but covering the bushes with its ever-

len foliage. We were intei-ested also in a

icies of Smilax, or green-briar, ornamented
th numerous clusters of dark blue berries.

.n our walks around Edenton, we called

3n Abraham Paxton and his wife. He is

his 85th year, and was a slave till liberated

the war—though always a trusted servant,

1 well-treated by his owners. His room
,8 neat and comfortable, and he does not
:m to suffer want in his old age. He said,

. often think of that passage,"Seek ye first

i kingdom of heaven and the righteousness
sreof, and all things necessaiy shall be

added unto you. It seems like I am mighty
low as to strength, but the priuciple within
me is as 3'oung as ever. I have had to pass
through many deep waters and trials since I

undertook to fight the good fight. I had a
mighty religious old mother; and though I

was wild in my youth, yet what she said fol-

lowed me through life, and I never lost it."

In allusion to his prolonged life, and what
a relief it would be to be released from its

cares and troubles, and taken to enjoy that

rest which remains for the people of God ; he
intimated that when such thoughts arose, ho
turned his mind from them, and endeavored
to be content with the Divine will ; saying,

'The Wise Man knows better than I do,"

when it is the best time for me to be taken
from this world.

He tried to encourage us in our religious

services, saying in substance, that a man may
labor in his field, and for a time see no fruit

;

yet the seed may spring up afterwards, when
he may know nothing about it. So the min
ister may labor among the people, and see no
good result, and be " disencouraged," and go
away. But his duty is to do that which is

set before him, for the Lord will certainly do
His part of the work.

After leaving Edenton, we reached Wash-
ington, N. C, on the Tar River, on the 21st

of 12th mo. Among the colored people whom
we visited in their own homes at this place,

were "old man Mustapha" and his wife. She
thought she was 99 years of age, from the fact

that she was a grown up girl of 17 or 18 when
the gi-eat storm of 1795 passed over this sec-

tion of country. This seemed to have made
a great impression on her mind; and in com-
parison with it she considered all subsequent
starms to have been scarcely worth noticing.

It was amusing to notice the contempt with

which she spoke of one which the "young
folks" thought severe. " It did blow a little

house up the street, but it were of no ac-

count."

The square and massive frame, and the

whole appearance of the woman, evidenced
great strength, and rendered it easy to believe

her statement, that she had been accustomed
to do a man's work in any kind of field-labor.

There were considerable energy and spirit

left in the old woman, and she was quite dis

posed to complai n of her former master, whose
bread she had chewed for him when an infant,

that he did not help them in theii' poverty.

We next called on Barry Crawford, a feeble

old man of 80, whose sands appeared to be

nearly run out. He is comfortably careJ for

by a son with whom he lives, and who is a

thrifty man, eari-ying on a fishery on his own
account. The old man thanked the Lord for

his years of freedom, which gave him a time

of rest after a life of hard bondage.

We found that the colored people here had
been very anxious about the result of the elec

tion
;
fearing that the Democratic rule would

be unfavorable to the system of public schools,

and would be marked by the adoption of

measures interfering with their rights, such

as the compulsory binding out of their chil-

dren, &c. The daughter-in-law, who was a

religious woman, seemed to have been able

to place her trust in the Lord's oversight and
care. This was a satisfactory visit to us, from
the evident religious sensibility that pre-

vailed. The daughtei'-in-law was at our meet-
. ing held in this place one year ago.

I Though the recent election was quiet and

peaceable, }'et many of the colored people here
turned out of their employments fo:-

voting the Republican ticket. There was but
little demand for labor at the time, and it was
a sorrowful spectacle to see many standing
bout idle, who would gladly work. The

partial exhaustion of the pine forests, which
formerly supplied large quantities of turpen-
tine and rosin, has contributed to the dulness
of business iu Washington.
The waiter of the hotel where we stopped

in Washington was a very important person-

age in the establishment, as on him rested

most of the duties of steward, chambermaid,
waiter, clerk and porter. One morning he
spoke to us of the days of slavery, and said

he had seen twenty-five or thirty slaves hand-
cuffed together in their streets, who had been
bought by speculators to be taken further

South to be sold. Mothers would be scream-
ing after their children, and children after

their mothers ; so that they could be heard
even out of the town. This violent rending
of the family tie, was one of the very objec-

tionable features of that unrighteous system.
We designed leaving Washington on Second-

day morning, the 25th of 12th month, but a
heavy snow had fallen the previous day,

which covered the ground to the depth of 13

inches ;
and a sleeting rain had covered this

with a crust of ice which would badly cut the

legs of a horse travelling through it. The
surrounding country is thinly populated, and
the journe^-ing to and fro proportionally small;

so that several days elapsed before the mail

hacks resumed their trips, or the livery-stable

men were willing to trust their horses abroad.

After making considerable inquiry, and find-

ing no door of escape, we settled down in our
room as patiently as we could, and waited
for the morrow, in hopes that a thaw might
liberate us. The morrow came, and the roads

seemed untouched, and were impassable. No
steamer, bound in our direction, was lying in

the river; but we found a little one-masted

sailing-boat at the wharf, which its owner
used for making trading voyages among the

creeks and rivers of eastern North Corolina,

exchanging groceries and dry-goods for the

produce of the plantations. This we chartered

to take us to Newbern, 100 miles by water,

though the land route is only 36. Procuring

a few hard boiled eggs, cheese and crackers

for provisions, we embarked at noon on the

26th. The extreme dimensions of our crafo

were 28 feet long and 10 wide. The bold oc-

cupied much of the interior, leaving space for

a tiny cabin in the stern of the boat.

Our captain, John Pilley, was a thoughtful,

elderly man, who had formerly been a respect-

able merchvnt in the place, but had become
impoverished. He carried a Bible with him
on his voyages, and we had some serious and
satisfactory conversation with him. He was
interested in knowing the views of the Society

of Friends on baptism, ministrj', worship, &e.
;

and appeared to appreciate the supreme im-

portance of that washing of regeneration,

without which all forms and ceremonies are

of no value in religion. It was a great satis-

faction to be able to hand to him, as to many
others with whom we met, a religious book;

which was received with hearty thankfulness.

Ho had with him as assistants, a boy of

about 18, and another of about 14, a bright,

good-natured, willing-hearted little fellow,

who was a thorough sailor. The old man
often appealed to his younger eyes, as wo
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sailed through mist atul darlcness. lie had

been to Newbeni with his father more than

once, and seemed more familiar with some
portions of the route than the captain, so he

was called on to guide us over a dangerous

sand-bar off of Brant Island, and past the

blockade obstructions which had been placed

in Neuse River during the time of war to pre-

vent the Union vessels reaching JSTewbern.

The three formed a happy family, mutually

considerate, and all good-natured and kind.

The wind was light and inconstant, so that

night overtook us long before we reached the

point where the Pamlico River is considered

to end, and the Sound to begin. A light fog

came on, which discouraged our captain, who
feared the sand-banks ; and induced him to

cast anchor early in the evening. About 8

p. M., all prepared to turn in for a nap. A
bunk on each side was given to the two pas-

sengers, who found their sleeping shelf was
long enough to stretch in, and a little wider
than their bodies ; but it was so near the deck

of the vessel that the attempt to turn would
bring one's shoulders in contact with the tim-

bers above. The captain and two boys crowd-

ed themselves into the narrow space of floor

that lay between the bunks, where, however,
they had the advantage of more head-room.

The night was cool and damp, but when all

Ave (and the dog) were packed into the little

apartiment, and the doors tightly closed, the

lire in our stove made it seem abundantly
warm. Scarcely had we settled into our posi

tions, before one of the company, whose
nerves were unable to endure the sense of

suffocation, made a sudden start for the outer

air, with an exclamation implying that pecu-

niary considerations would have no influence

in inducing a longer tarriance in the confined

abode. Wrapped in such equipments as were
at hand, he seated himself on the deck, pre-

ferring to endure the chilliness of the night
air to the closeness of the cabin. His sudden
exit caused some amusement to those below,
but in process of time he was joined by an-

other, whoso power of nervous endurance had
become exhausted by the sense of confinement
and restraint of motion. About 10 p. m. it

commenced to rain slowlj', which compelled
the weak-nerved brethren to take refuge in

the cabin. But by stowing the other part of
the company into the bunks, and taking pos-

session of the floor, with their heads near the
open door; and the skilful use of shawls and
overcoats, they managed to make themselves
tolerably comfortable. W.

(To be coulinuMl.)

My mind had been under exercise on ac-

count of Friends mingling with those politi-

cal parties and associations, and I revived the
ancient testimony, " Lo ! the people shall

dwell alone, and shall not be reckoned among
the nations." Whenever they did mix with
them, they were caught in their idolatrous
]iractice9, lost their strength, and were often
overrun and overpowered by them, because
they forsook the Lord and his worship. And
so it is with us. Those who join the politi-

cal assemblies, lose their spiritual strength
;

become impregnated with their spirit; and
if they continue, become like fruitless branches
cut off from the vine ; they arc dead, as lo the
Divine life, and the men of this world gather
them into their fellowships, and they are
liurned or destroyed, as to any life or virtue.

I'^ricnds wore called on lo obscrvi^ whether

any one. let his station be what it may, is not

crippled by thus associating in these worldly

combinations.

—

Journal of William Evans.

For " The Frieud "

PREVENTING MERCIES.
BY H. MACMILLAN.

"Let Ihy tender mercies speedily prevent us."—
P.salm Ixxi.T.

The Hawthorn hedge that keeps us from intruding,

Looks very fierce and bare,

When, stript by winter, every branch protruding

Its thorns that wound and tear.

But spring-time comes, and like the rod that budded,

Each twig breaks out in green
;

And cushions soft of tender leaves are studded,

Where spines alone were seen.

And honeysuckle, its bright wreath upbearing,

The prickly top adorns
;

Its golden trumpets victory declaring

or blossoms over thorns.

Nature in this mute parable unfoldeth

A lesson sweet to me
;

God's goodness in reproof my eye beholdeth.

And His severity.

There is no grievous chastening but combineth

Some brightness with the gloom
;

Round every thorn in the flesh there twineth

Some wreath of soft'ning bloom.

The sorrows that to us seem so perplexing.

Are mercies kindly sent,

To guard our wayward souls from sudden vexing.

And greater ills prevent.

Like angels stern, they meet us when we wander

Out of the narrow track.

With sword in hand, and yet with voices tender.

To warn us quickly back.

We fain would eat the fruit that is forbidden,

Not heeding what God saith !

But by the flaming cherubim we 're chidden,

Lest we should pluck our death.

To save us from the pit, no screen of roses

Would serve for our defence

;

The hindrance that completely interposes.

Stings back with violence.

At first, when smarting from the shock, complaining
Of wounds that freely bleed,

God's hedges of severity ns paining,

May seem severe indeed.

No tender veil of heavenly verdure brightens,

Tlie branches fierce and bare;

No sun of comfort the dark sky enlightens,

Or warms the wintry air.

But afterwards, God's blessed spring-time cometh.
And bitter murmurs cease

;

The sharp .severity that pierced us bloometh,
And yields the fruit of peace.

The wreath of life, its healing leaves discovers.

Twined round each wounding stem,

And, climbing by the thorns, above them hovers
Its flowery diadem.

The last day only, all God's plan revealing.

Shall teach us' what we owe
To these preventing mercies, thus concealing
Themselves in masks of woe

;

Shall tell what wrongs they kept us from committing,
What lust and pride they cross'd,

What depths of sin they fenced, in which unwitting
Our souls would have been lost.

Then let us sing, our guarded way thus wending.
Life's hidden snares among.

Of mercy and of judgment sweetly blending
;

Earth's s.ad but lovely song.

Dark seasons arc never pleasant to us, but
thej' are always good for us. A cloudless
sky could never produce a rich and abundant
harvest.— .A'r7,-.wrt.

Extracts from recent Letters received from
H. Jones, Danville, Va.

3d mo. 12tl,,

We have now attending the school ;

colnton, N. C, an instance of the beiutit'(j

our own work and what may be done in a r

time, in the case of Julia Smyer, seven

years of age, of light complexion, full bi

eye, pleasant face, and medium stature.

Her first introduction to the school re

was in 1871. She learned the alphabet in

day. She soon began her first lessi

simple reading and spelling, and though
cessarily obliged to be out of school some

]

tion of the time, so rapid has been her

vancement that she is now one of the 1

scholars. For six weeks during the wi

she taught school in the country.

Besides this case there are two grown r

who never attended school before the pres

term, and are new reading quite well in

3d reader, studying arithmetic, and spell

such words as "treasurer," "jeopardy,"

The Methodist minister at Lincolnton

educated in our school at Goldsboro, is qi

a young man, but is well liked, and seems

voted to his work.
I have found ourwork uniformly prosper

so far, and have reason to be truly thank

to our Father in heaven, that it has been

interrupted in anj' way. All has been ci

and peaceful, and we have the satisfaction

witnessing large improvements as the

suits of the self-sacrificing earnest eftbrts

the workers. It is not too much to say, tl

we certainly have an efficient corps of tea

ers.

Salem, 3d mo. 15th, 187'

I came from Charlotte, Third-day rnorni

to Thomasville, visited the schools at Ho
well and Andrews Grove the same day, a

back to Thomasville in season to have a me
ing at night. Yesterday, visited the schi

of Alice Davis, thence to Greensboro, whu
I visited the Bennett Seminary for Coloi

Youth and our own school, and reached h<

last night. I have been in our school to-di

and think it a most excellent one. Dr. Keel]

called at the hotel to see me, and speaks
j

the teachers in terms of great coramendatic,

saj's he will give us public mone)- for fi

months. He expresses a strong wish to ha

the same teachers sent them again. He sa

they have made many friends among the b(

families by their consistent course, and lad

like bearing towards all. The Doctor hi

been a warm and faithful friend to all o

teachers, and deserves the highest credit f

his assiduous attentions in looking after the

comfort ; in providing suitable and gd
boarding places with nice families ; in seeij

that the school house was made comfortab
md kept in repair; and in many other waj
He has also done much in visiting the seho

and encouraging the children and teaihoi

and is always ready as a counsellor in who
they confide.

Wo are concerned that the management i

r Christian Discipline be not committed 1

nds unclean
;
particularly of such who alio

connive at tindue liberties in their o\i

children or families. "Ha man," said tl

Apostle, "know not how to rule his own houi

how shall ho take care of the church of God—J>iscipline of Philadelphia Ye.arhi Meeting.
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For "Tbe Friend."

f'ospel
a Power,—not merely a record elaimiiig

assent,

pt to the linowledge tliat we have the

of salvation placed within our reach,

gh a compassionate Eedeemer, there is

ps no thought so precious as the sense

ill, without distinction, are invited freely

me to Him, as to a Fountain of Life,

as the light of His blessed Spirit has

d every heart ; access thereto depending
pon any instrumentality ot others, but

our own sincerity and obedieuce. If we
i drinli of this Fountain, we must first

mptied of all our own righteousness,

humility would take the place of self

idence ; and having faith in its healing

id all-sufficiency, we should seek for

Jread and Water of Life, and not seek

in vain.

e work of regeneration, though it must
egun and perfected in each individual

by co-operating with the manifested will

od to us, a sight and sense of which all

received by the Spirit, which searcheth

lings, and showeth all things; is also the

: of free and unmerited grace, because it

living faith any can thus stand; as in

vords of the Apostle, " By Grace are ye

d through faitb, and that not of your-

i8, it is the gift of God." Its verj' begin-

is in the inward manifestation of the

.; the dawn of His Light upon the soul

;

e the -'seed of the kingdom," if watered
Fed, will grow and overshadow tbe earthly

re, renew and exalt the whole being,

le the earnest inquirer after truth will be

to avail himself of eveiy help which
. lie in his path, highly prizing the Holy
btures as a secondary means ; the Source
'hich he will ever flee for refuge and safe

;ance, will be that which is bestowed free-

he gift of the Holy Spirit. This is that

pel of which the early Christian believers

irgely testify, even the unspeakable u'ft

measure of God's Spirit; His own fVee

;e, shed upon mankind more abundantly
ugh Christ our Saviour. What greater

sing or privilege could be conferred upon
tional immortal being, than is thus oftV-red

le hope set before him; so comprehensive
the apostle defines it to be the "power
rod unto salvation" to as many as truly

)ve therein ; referring, doubtless, not mere-
) an outward declaration, for he speaks
; definitely, as an operative, regenerating
er, which reaches the heart, and fills the
lient believer with joy and rejoicing, under
acious sense of the love of our Heavenly
ler through a crucified, risen and glorified

i. Paul in his Epistle to the Galatians,

rges upon this interesting subject, and
i our attention upon the Divine eharat-ter

rewith the Gospel is clothed. After de-

ig the nature and authority of his apostle-

,
and his commission to teach and preach

ist Jesus, " Who gave himself for our sins,

He might deliver us from this present

world, according to the will of God and
Father; to whom be glory for ever and
;" "1 marvel," he adds, "that ye are

}on removed from him that called you into

grace of Christ, unto another gospel,"

3h he asserts, "is not another, but a perver-

of that which he pi-eached ; and solemnly
QS those he was then addressing, who
3 more easily allured into crooked paths
1 some others who had received the Truth,

against giving ear to such as would preach
an3' other gospel unto them; stating, "though
we, or an angel from heaven," were thus to

preach, " let him be accursed."
And the same gifted Apostle, further un-

folds and enforces the nature and dignity of

his calling, by defining the way in which
he received the blessed Gospel; distinctively

known from all other covenants and adminis-

trations, as the Gospel of Christ ; and in this

explanation, he sufficiently sets forth the na-

ture and essence thereof, coming from its

blessed Source into the soul, as the Lord is

pleased to reveal it. He says :
" But I certify

you, brethren, that the Gospel which was
preached of me, is not after man ; for I neither

received it of man, neither was I taught it,

but by the revelation of Jesus Christ." And
then to show that the Gospel was universal,

and not designed to favor one portion of the

human family more than another, he refers to

his former unconverted life as a Jew, and to

the deep laid prejudices implanted in his heart

by the traditions of his fathers, which were
all swept away, after that his mind had been

turned to embrace Christianitj-; when he saw
with a changed heart, his spiritual vision

being no longer obscured ; and though his

preaching was first among the Jews, to his

own kindred and people, yet very early his

labors took a much wider range, and were
even more abundantly blessed among those

nations which were of the Gentile world. His

mind seems to have been particularly fitted

for the work which was ast-igned him. He
says: "But when it pleased God, who called

me by His grace, to reveal his Son in me, that

I might preach him among the heathen ; im-

mediately 1 conferred not with flesh and
blood" In addition to these several passages,

there are many others to be found in the New
Testament Scriptures, which assert the same
doctrine, and show very clearly that the Gos-

])el the apostles were commissioned to pub-

lish, was not merely an outward instrumen-

tality, nor merely the recorded sayings of

inspired and holy men ; for some of these had
not taken form, and were not known in the

earl}' j-ears of apostolic ministry'.

Is it not manifestly clear from the language
which Paul uses: "When it pleased God to

reveal his Son in me," &c., that he Paul, did

ascribe the availing knowledge which had
been communicated to his understanding con-

cerning Christ and his Gospel, to the awaken-
ing power and love of God poured in upon his

soul ? That it was hereby the mysteries of

Christ's kingdom, the beauty, excellency and
glorj' of the New Dispensation were unfolded

to him, and that he became even more valiant

for the Truth, than he had been on the side

of error. And the same Power that opened
these things to Paul, instructed him to carry

the Truth he had received unto others; gave
him a clear view also of the work for which
he had been prepared, and set his path plain

before him.
The Gospel being, therefore, in its spiritual

meaning, as Paul asserts it to be, a living

animating power in the heart of the true be-

liever, is to be regarded also as a message of

the love of God freely extended to all man-
kind; and as that which is known ofGod is man-
ifested by the Spirit, the conclusion is plain-

ly reached, that the Gospel cannot be avail-

ingly received by tradition, or learned saving-

\y in any outward school, but only as Paul
was taught it ; and as George Fox sets forth,

he was also instructed ;
becoming first a pupil,

and then an able teacher in itsdelbnce, " with-
out the help of any man, book or writing."

While the influences which are apparent to

us, as active causes in working a change of
heart in different individuals, are much varied,

we must bear in mind these are the agencies
chosen by an all-wise Providence to reach
the various conditions of His children, being
adapted as they are, to their different neces-

sities. Instruments of good we are all de-

signed to be, but the work of redemption in

any soul, whereby Christ's image and super-
sci-iption are received, is of God our Saviour,

whether performed, as in Paul's wonderful
conversion, or by whatever means it may
please the Lord to visit His people. It is He
alone that giveth spiritual increase, and this

]iower He will not delegate to another. Hence
the wonderful uniformity that prevails in the
dying testimony of such as have been safely-

gathered to their eternal home; that what-
ever they may have attained to in the Chris-

tian life, was to be ascribed to the free and
unmerited grace and mercy of God, through
His dear Son their Saviour : an assurance of
hope ; the glad tidings to them which none
can fully realize, save those who have been
washed and made clean. And such as these
know the Gospel, even as Paul knew it. Their
own lives, and peaceful close, are its sufficient

vindication. Christ's doctrines arc adorned
and exalted by their faithfulness : and finally

in their crowning victory over death and the

grave, the evidence is clear and overwhelm-
ing; as they received Him, their Saviour, not
only in his outward appearing, meritorious

works and death, but in His spiritual presence

within them, they became renewed men and
women ; and walking in the fear of God, and
in the comfort of the Holy Spirit, they exem-
plified the preciousness and suffieiencj' of the

Gospel of Christ, by a life of faith, and con-

formity thereto. P. B.

For ''The Friend.'

\ew Jersey Reform Seliools.

The Reports of the schools under the care

of the State of New Jersey for the reform of
Juvenile delinquents, detail their operations
during the year ending 10 mo. 31st, 1876.

The object of these valuable institutions is

to provide a refuge for those neglected or way-
ward children, who would otherwise bo sub-

jected to the degrading influences too preva-
lent in our common jails, or be suffered to

fall into vicious courses for want of a restrain-

ing hand. In the Reform Schools, their phy-
sical wants are well supplied; suitable liter-

ary and moral instruction is given them
;
and,

which is a matter of prime importance, thej'

are brought under the control of a steady,

firm, yet mild discipline.

During the past year, additional buildings,

were erected for the boys' department, near
Jamesburg, N. J. The number of boys
in the school at the close of the fiscal year
was 214, being 22 more than at the same time
the preceding year. The admissions during
the year were 74, and the average age a

little over 13 years. Of these, 57 had lost one
or both of their parents, or had parents who
were intemperate in the use of intoxicating

drinks. The table of offences, for which these

children were consigned to the care of the

school, shows that .52 of them were guilty of
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dishonesty in some form, and 22 were vagrants
or disorderly.

Tiie Eeport of the Girls' School, located
near Trenton, shows 33 children under care,
being 13 more than the pi-evious year.
The efficient and satisfactory manner in

which these schools are conducted, is largely
owing to the conscientious and thorough
supervision and labor of the Trustees, with
whom this care is evidently a labor of love.

W.
Moorestown, N. J.

For " The Friend."

iiitfiTsting Iiicidfufs in llic lite of George Witliy.

The following interesting incidents in the
life of George Wiihj^ were related by our
friend, Thomas Evans, a short time before
his death.

George Withy was the son of an Ale-house
keeper in Bristol, who was a dissipated man,
but his wife was a religious woman and much
coucerned for the welfare of her children.
Thomas Carrington, a minister of the Society
of Friends, from Pennsylvania, while on a re-
ligious visit to England, felt a concern to visit
the Ale-house keepers of Bristol.
Among others was the father of George

Withy; the latter being at that time about
13 years of age, was engaged in carrying
round the ale to his father's customers, and
having a remarkably sweet voice, he' was
often asked to sing. The exposure to which
he was subjected was cause of great concern
to his pious mother, which she had expressed
to Thomas Carrington. Before the interview
closed, George Withy came in. T. C. looked
attentively at him for awhile—then placing
his hand on his head, remarked to his mother
—thou need feel no concern for the lad, for
he *ill be met in a narrow place, he will be-
come convinced of the principles of the So-
ciety of which I am a member, and will have
to visit my native laud in the love of the Gos-
pel. George, mentally resolved he would
ri'ver become a Quaker, nor ever become a
minister, and he would certainly 7>ever visit
America.

In the course of time he had an alarming
attack of sickness, during which, he wa'S
waited upon by his anxious mother, whose
exercises on his account were very great.
He ivas indeed met in a narrow place'!' and
became convinced of the principles of Friends,
and while relating this circumstance to Thos.'
Evans, he said. When I left my sick room, I
appearod in the garb thou now see'st me in.

-de was received into membership about the
22d year of his age, and first appeared as a
minister in his 25th year. Jle became in-
terested in a young woman, a member, whose
family objecied to the marriage on account of
his humble position in life. But their attach-
ment having aieh a foundation as to induce
the belief that it would be right to take that
important step, the objection was finally re-
moved. They settled several miles from
Bristol, and were in the practice of regularly
attending the meeting twire in the week, and
having no conveyance were obliged to walk,
which they continued to do, until they had
six children old enough to walk with them,
never omitting a meeting e.Kcept in case of
sickness, and always taking the children with
them.

His memorial states, he removed in the j'car
1805, to reside within the compass of Frenchay
Meeting. Some years after this, feelinrr 'a

religious concern to visit America, which he
had loiig been resisting, reasoning that
could not leave his dependent family, and aged
mother, who was then about 87 years old, he
was brought to a state of submission by a re-

markable circumstance. As he was lying on
his bed one afternoon with closed ej-es, under
a feeling of deep distress on account of this
prospect, it appeared to him that two men
entered the room, each carrying a stool, such
as are used at funerals, and set them at the
foot of his bed, they then left the room, and
returned, bringing in a coffin which they
placed on the stools; observing a plate on the
lid, he read—George Withy, died 7 mo. 13th,
1822, aged 59 years. This increased his dis-
tress—when he heard in his mental ear, the
language, " If thou wilt be faithful and
yield to my requiring, thy family shall be
cared for in thy absence, and I will add fifteen
years to thy life, and thou shalt return to
close thy mother's eyes in death."
The visit to America was performed in 1821-2,

and while in this country, George Withy fre-
quently had Thomas Evans for his travelling
companion. One day G. W. seemed thought"

and was evidently passing through rel
gious exercise. He informed^T. Evans that
this was the day that he had seen on the
plate on the coffin should be the date of his
death. He feared that he had not been suffi-
ciently faithful, and that his death therefore,
would really occur. This, however, did not
prove to be the case. Exactly 15 years from
that time George Withy died. They visited
Washington during the sessions of Congress,
and G. W. wishing to hold a public meeting,
Thomas Evans consulted some of the pro-
minent men, who encouraged it, and proposed
to have it announced by hand bills, which
were accordingly posted in different parts of
the city.

On their way to attend the meeting, the
friends observed a large number of vehicles col-
lected in the neighborhood of the Capitol, the
siffht of which, almost overwhelmed Georo-e
Withy, who remarked to his companion, that
he feared he had made a mistake; the latter
encouraged him to believe that this was not so.
On arriving at the door of the House of Ee-
presentatives, so large a crowd bad assembled,
that way had to be made through it for them
to reach the seats it was intended they should
occupy.
On a stand before them were a bible and a

glass of water, which at their request, were
removed

;
on seeing such a large concourse of

people, G. W.'s heart almost fiiiled him, and
aga>n he was re-assured by his companion.

After sitting some time in silence, George
Withy arose with the text—" For ye see your
calling, brethren

; how that not many wise
men after the flesh, not many mighty, not
many noble are cilled : But God hath chosen
the foolish things of the world to confound
the wise; and God hath chosen the weak
things of the world to confound the thino-s
which are mighty; And base things of the
world, and things which are despised, hath
God chosen, yea, and things which are not,
to bring to naught things that arc; That no
flesh should glory in -Eis presence." Upon
this ho enlarged in a remarkable manner,
the audience being much impressed and af-
fected. Old men with white hair, and wo-
men dressed as dowagers, were equally broken
under his baptizing ministry, the tears stream-

down their faces, so that, to use the lan-

guage of Thomas Evans, " the floor wa
ally strewed with tears, and it was one
most remarkable meetings I had
tended."

After the meeting, the people crowd
to speak to him, expressing their satisf
and approval of the sentiments delivere
he was descending the steps of the Caj:
Presbyterian minister embraced him— s;

My dear brother—you have preache
Gospel this day.
Upon returning to his native land 1

the promise verified—his family had
cared for, and his mother was still living
deceased soon after, being about 90 ye;
ige. George Withy died the 13th of'7t
1837.

The iSoiitliern Negroes.

Edward King in his observations rega
the recently emancipated slaves in the S
ern States, remarks :

" It has been the fa
n both North and South, to believe tba
negro would prove susceptible of cu
only to a certain point. But the univ
testimony of the mass of careful observe
that the negro can go as far in mental
cesses as the white child. The blacks
wonderful memories and strong imitative
pensities; eloquence, passionate and nat
a strange and subtle sense of rhythm
poetry

; and it is now pretty well settled
there are no special race limitations. 1

then, should they not go forward to a >

future? Is it not the duty of that sec
which gave them political power before I

were fit to use it, to give them an opportu
to fit themselves for its exerci.se ? It wi
long before they can, of their own eff'ort,

ply the funds needed for their education
;

til they can, the North should not fail to fo
all the schools, which like the normal insi'

tions, are required to sow the good seed.
The schools are doing much to lift up I

negro's idea of the dignity of religion. ]!

phatically Christian institutions, they sti'

to inculcate that morality and self-dei-
which it seems so difficult for the blackf
exercise. Although there are many ex.
plary Christians among the freedmen i

freedwomen, it may .siafely be said that
majority do not allow their religion to inl

fere with their desires. They believe in t

spasmodic shouting, stamping and groan:
which characterize them, as essentials oft:
worship; they are excited to the most
alted state by the rude and picturesque
rani^ues of their preachers and obev them i

plicitly, so far as they understand "them. I
wherever education goes, this conduct ceas
The missionaries from the normal schools stri

against the besetting sins of the African, a
are gradually helping him. The school-hoi
and the church, together with intelligent a
earnest advisers in each, will transform t

character of the freedmen in another o-ene

The negroes have a profusion of church
organized by themselves, in all the large citi
of the South and South-west; in Memphis,
New Orleans, in Richmond, and in Char'h
ton, the churches are well sustained, and a
attended by immense congregations. T
preaching is .sometimes absolutely fine

; the
are colored men of great culture and natui
talents in the ministry: but as a rule, t
ministers are rude in their language, for'cit
in their illustrations, and possessed of an e
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ism which, whether or not the proof of

3 spiritual it}', is certainly' inspiring to

)ne who witnesses it. The emotional

)f the black man's worship is, of course,

vhich developes the greatest number of

iarities. It will always, even when the

educated, remain a striking feature,

ill be chastened and subdued."

er some mention of the efforts already

for the education and improvement of

iteresting portion of the human family

ds : "But for the millions of freedmen
omen in the South the work which has

ly been done is only as a drop in the

t. Hundreds of thousands of dollars

eeded to supply this people with the

necessities of their intellectaal im-

ment ; a steady charity for ten years to

will be in no wise mistaken. They need
all, to be taught how to help them-

;
and by the normal schools and the

ete education of the most promising in-

ials of their race, that will be soonest

pli-^hed."

Selected for "The Friend."

3 great work and business of the cross

rist in man, is self-denial ; a word of

depth in itself, and of sore contradic-

the world ; little understood ; but less

iced by it; which yet must be borne.

3on of God is gone before us, and, by
tter cup He drank, and the baptism
fered, has left us an example that we
1 follow his steps. This made him put
ard question to the wife of Zebedeeand
wo sons, upon her soliciting that one

; sit at his right, and the other at his

and in his kingdom: "Are ye able to

of the cup that I shall drink of, and to

ptizod with the baptism I am baptized

It seems their faith was strong; they
ered, " We are able." Upon which he

:d, "Ye shall drink indeed of my cup, and
ptized with the baptism I am baptized
" but their reward he left to his Father,

at was the cup he drank, and baptism
iered? I answer; they were the denial

ffering up of him-elf by the eternal Spirit

will of God, undergoing the tribulations

I life, and agonies of his death upon the

for man's salvation.

at is our cup and cross that we should

and suffer ? They are the denying and
ig up of ourselves, by the same spirit,

or sutfer the will of God for his service

lory. This is the true life and obedience

! cross of Jesus ; narrow still, but before,

ibeaten way. When there was none to

not one to open the seals, to give knowl-
or to direct the course of poor man's re-

y. Ho came in the greatness of his love and
th ; and though clothed with the iniirm-

)f a mortal man, being within fortified

Almightiness of an immortal God, he

iled through all the straits and difficul-

f humanity ; and, first of all others trod

itrodden path to blessedness.

—

No Cross,

rown.

weeds grow fastest in a fat soil, so our

plions grow and thrive most when our

al state is most prosperous. There-

rod's love and care of us constrain him
,imes to use severe discipline, and to cut

jrt in our temporal enjoyments.—Bishop
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There is much instruction to be derived

from the advice given by George Fox to the

ministers among Friends in his day, "Though
they that travel may have openings when they
are abroad, to minister to others; yet as for

their own paiiiciilar growth, they must dwell

in the life which doth open ; and that will

keep down that which would boast."

There are many who can b-^-ar witness to

the truth of this statement. For though the

mind may be covered with concern at times

for the good of others, and individuals may
be exercised in the labors which flow from
this concern

;
yet there is often spread over

such,afeelingofpoverty, leanness and spiritual

starvation, which leads the soul to wait upon
the Lord, humbly begging from Him a crumb
of Heavenly bread to nourish and keep it

alive. The true servant of the Lord is thus

taught his dependence on Him from whom
conieth every good and perfect gift; and all

boasting is excluded.

In the message which the beloved Apostle

John was directed to write to the angel of the

Church of Ephesu-i, from Him who walked in

the midst of the seven churches, and was "like

unto the Son of Man ;" it was declared, "I
know thy works, and thy labor, and thy pa-

tience, and how thou canst not bear them
which are evil: and thou has tried them which
say they are apostles, and are not, and hast

found them liars: and hast borne, and hast

patience, and for my name's sake hast labored,

and hast not fainted. Nevertheless, I have
somewhat against thee, because thou hast left

thy first love."

It is evident from this passage, that though
we may labor abundantly, be very zealous for

the cause of the Lord, and firmly uphold the

doctrines Ho has taught His church
;
yet

there may be at the same time a gradual, and
perhaps almost unnoticed departure from our

first love to Him—from that humble, contrite

and tender state of mind which we were once
favored with. We may become so occupied in

keeping the vinej^ards of others, as to neglect

our own ; and may substitute active labor

for others, or in the performance of the ser-

vices of the Church, for those seasons of

prostration of soul before the Lord, which
are necessary for the renewal of spiritual

strength.

The need of care on this point applies

not merelj' to those who have been commis-
sioned publicly to proclaim the truths of the

Gospel, but to all who make profession of the

Truth. We are too apt to forget, that it is

only the Divine blessing which makes any
labor in the cause of righteousness eftectual

;

that it is the Lord's works alone which praise

Him. This consideration should make us

careful to seek fervently for Divine direction.

Whilst we are preserved in a humble and
teachable disposition, let us also be faithful

and earnest in our efforts to fill up our meas-
ure of service in the Lord's cause. We ai"e

exhorted to be "fervent in spirit, serving the

Lord." But in all our labors, may we ever
bear in mind, that for our own growth or pre-

servation in the Truth, we ' must dwell in the

life."

SUMM.\RY OF EVENTvS.
Foreign.—A dispatch from London says Russia re-

fuses to demobilize her troops until there has been a
preliminary demobiliz;ition by Tnikey, the signature

of the Porte to the protocol, and the conclusion of peace

between Turkey and Montenegro. Enghmd oppo-es

the protocol unless Russia pledges herself to demobilize.

The Berlin correspondent of the Standard telegrajihs

:

I can affirm confidently that the Porte, on the 20l,h

ist. informed the Powers that it would, under no cir-

imstances, yield assent to the Russian protocol if the

document required Turkey to demobilize before Russia.

Constantinople, 3d mo. 25th.—The Montenegrin dele-

gates have again conferred with Sifvet Pashi. The
Porte still refuses to cede Nicsics and Koutchin, hut

evinces a disposition to agree to the other dera;inds of

the Montenegrins. The latter, however, decline to re-

nounce their demands for Nic.^ics and Koutchin. The
Porte has informed the Montenegrins tliat it will sub-

mit to tlie Turkish Parliament next jyeek for final de-

cision the concessions which it is willing to grant

Montenegro, and will also submit therewith the Monte-
legrin demands.
London, 3d mo. 2(;th.—The SlandanVs Berlin des-

patch states that the Marquis d'.Xbzie, the a;d-de-cimp

of President MacMahon, who came to Berlin to con-

gratulate the Emperor William on his birth-day, met
h a distinguished reception. Prince Bismarck, at a

dinner to the diplomatic corps, expressed great satisfac-

tion that the friendly relations between France and
Germany had so far improved as to enable the Presi-

dent to send a special envoy to the Emperor.
In the German Reichstag the bill fixing Leipzig as

the se^t of the Imparial Court of Germany has been

adopted.

The Morning Post publishes a special telegram from

Berlin stating that the Finance Committee of the Reich-

stag have reported in favor of refusing the increase of

the navy estimates deminded by the Government, de-

claringthe present military exiJ^nditures so burden-

some that fnrther charges are inadmissible.

One hundred deaths from smallpox occurred in Lon-

don Last week.
In 1836, when England had a population of 14,928,-

477, 10,125 persons were sentenced to imprisonment

d 3611 to transportation and penal servitude. In

1875, with a population of 23,000,000, only 9282 were

sent to prison and 1629 to penal servitude.

passing vessel recently brought news of the Pit-

cairn islanders. They ruiniHered about eighty-seven,

the San Francisco JBultetin says ''are without law

or money, governed, if such a term can be used, or per-

haps more properly led, by Mr. Young, who acts as

their leader, preacher and schoolmaster, and in all mat-

ters reciuiring arbitration or decision is recognized as

the high tribunal."

Mail advices from the City of Mexico to the IStli

nstant, received in Havana yesterday, indicates the

iissolution of the Di;iz party. Several generals, ori-

ginal adherents of Diaz, had' resigned ; Congress had

been for two weeks without a quorum ; and the opposi-

tion was consolidating. Tne Iglesias pirly was djad,

but the people were talking of recalling L^rdo.

The Norwegian Government proposes to send out a

vessel during the year for the purpose of dee;) sea ex-

plorations in the Atlantic. A credit of 103,000 kronen

has been sought from. the National Parliament to cover

the expense of the expedition.

The great business of kid glove making in France

employs 90,000 operatives, two-thirds of whom are

women. In a year 2,500,000 dozen pairs are m ide, and

three-fourths are exported.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia

last week numbered 351.

The weather has recently been wintry and stormy.

At Chicago a driving snow fell on the 20th, and block-

aded the streets to tr.ivel. On the sides of the streets

the snow was piled up from three to four feat high.

scretary Schurz has appointed the following person?

under the prjvisions of law, to investigite closely the

habits of the locusts, grasshoppers and Colorado beetles

which for a few years past have been so destructive in

extensive regions, especially west of the Mississippi

river. The commission consists of Prof. C. V. Rile.',

of St. Louis, Prof. Cyrus Thomis, of Carbondale, 111.,

and Dr. A. Spackard. of Silem, Mass.

The Secretary of War has issued the following circu-

lar: The civil employes now in the service of the Uniie 1

States under the War Department are hereby informed

that hereafter removals will he niade in this Depart-

ment for cause only, and promotions will be ordered

upon the sole ground of merit. Every official must tin-

derstand that retention and advancement in the service

willdepend upon record of good behavior and efTiciency,
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and not upon external influence. No political test is

required bdyoad an earnest support of the Constitution

anil its aiU3nilinents, an 1 a propjr respect for the rights

of citlzjns giiiranieed tliereb/. Industry and faithful-

ness in the discharge of duty, a good moral character

and strictly teinoerate habits will be required and en-

forced, an 1 heads of bureaus will report promptly any

case of idleness, neglect of duty, incapioity, drunken

-

neis or any iiiiru iral or dishonest conduct. In case of

vacancy report thereof will be mide, accompanied by a

list of all the most reliable and efficient clerks in the

same office, division or bureiu from which list the

vacancy shall be filled.

It is understood thit all the other depirtmenta will

be controlled in acc:)rdance with these principles.

General Sheridan informs Gen. Sherman, at Wash-
ington, that further informition from Bed Cloud and

Spotted Tail Agencies goes to confirm the breiking up
of the hostiles. A. number of scattering lodges have

already snrrenderel, with arms an 1 ponies, at R;d
Cloud and Spotted Tail's, and quite a considerable num-
ber are on the way in, between the BiUefourche and

Ked Cloud Agency. A delegation is reported to have
gone to make terms with Colonel Miles.

The explorations of Professor Hiydeu's geologicil

surveying pirty during the coming season will be on-
ducted north of the Union Pacific Riilroid, along the

4')th parallel, explored by Clarence King, an! con-

tinued north and west in the Territories of Idaho,

Wyoming an 1 Montana. The work will be commenced
about the middle of Fifth mo. an 1 continued for five

months. A comparatively unknown region will be ex-

amined and mapped.
Notwithstanding the e.xpliclt declaration of President

Hayes and his otEjial advisers thit very few appoint-

mants in any department of the public service were

likely to be raide, and all applicitions for places were
discouraged, the sad and disgraceful fact is presented

at Washington of hosts of importunate applicants, both

men and women, whose petitions for offije are bicked
by Congressmen and other persons of influence, viinly

striving to crowd themselves into the public service.

This mischievous delusion dates bick to the early part

of 1829, when General .Jackson, who h id been elected

after a fierce party straggle, announced that frequcTit

rotation in office wis desirable, which wassupplem'nti' I

by Secretary Mircy's dogma "that to the victors bclo.hi

the spoils." Thus was introduced the pernicious iil-i

that offices in the public service were to be m ide the

reward of zealous party services. These principles

have been too faithfully carried out in all the past 4S
years by .Jackson's successors, of whatever party, the

result being a demoralizition of public sentiment so in-

veterate and deep-seated, that President Hayes' eSbrts,

aided by the Heads of Departments for its eradication,

seem almost hopeless.

The administration has a difficult task to deal with
in regard to the complications In Louisiana and South
Carolina, but a far more onerous one in regard to the

much needed reform in the public .service.

It was decided at a Cabinet meeting held on the -1-^1

inst., to call an extra session of Congress early in tlii>

Sixth month, and to send a commission of prominent
public men to Louisiana before taking final action in

regard to that State.

On the 21st inst. the Legislature of Pennsylvania, in

joint convention, declared the election of J. Donald
Cameron as U. S. Senator, to fill the vacancy caused by
his father's resignation, and th;it of Ohio declared
Stanley Matthews elected U. S. Senator, to fill the va-
cancy caused by Sherman's resignation.

It is understood that Wade Hampton will visit

Washington in response to the invitation of Presidi-iii

Hayes. Chamberlain has accepted the invitation and
will arrive in Wi liin-'l 'n li-murrow.

General (ira

for the West,
days at Harris
He will sail fn

on the lOth of

Local option

of Repi

:ily 1

on Seventh-day night
I he will spend a few
rue to Philadelphia,
urope with his family

defeated in the Pennsylvan
by the decisive vote of Kit) to 60.

The severest snow storm of the winter in Kansas and
Missouri, occurred on the 24th. It was followed by
hard frost.

At Albany, N. Y., in the Senate, the bill allowing
women to hold oHica in school boards was pissed.

The poplar forests in the region of country north of
Lewiston, Me., have been cut down for limber for the
manufacture of paper. These forests li ivc h-rn ciii-

sidered by the farmers as almost entindy w < !il
,

i

good deal of the wood or lumber hardly piyi ,
i

, ili.

cutting and hauling; but now the timber biin- a lii^'li

price.

The ruffians who murdered the Chinese in Chico,

Cil., have b^en captured. They are three men nimel
.Stairhrook, Conway and Roberts, and two boys nimed
.Slaughter. Conway was arrested for sending threaten-

ing letters to citizens who were working up the case,

and he give the information which led to the arrest of

olhers. Conwiy and the Slaughter boys wrote most of

the letters. Two other men, named Ames and Wright,

have been arrested on a charge of arson, presumably in

connection with the same crime.

The fish commission of Vermont are proving success-

ful, with some most interesting experiments. They
have transplanted the smelt from the salt water to the

fresh waters of the State, with improvement in their

quality. Herring have also b^en transplanted into

some of the larger and deeper Vermont lakes, mainly
to serve as food for the lake trout and pickerel.

The p^ach crop for this year, according to the reports

coming from all pirts of Dataware, promises a large

yield. With favorable weather, it is thought there must
be .as large a crop of good peaches as we have had for

many years.

Among the acts passed by the Pennsylvania Legisla-

ture and signed by Governor Hirtranft, was one " for

the better protection of pisseugers upon railroads, and
to insure the prompt transportation and delivery of

freights," which is similar to an act passe I by the Dela-

ware Legislature a few weeks ago. The act prohibits

engineers from abandoning trains between stations, an 1

the only essential difference between the laws of the two
Stites is that the law of Daliware mikes it a misde-

meanor punishable by fine and imprisonment for a rail-

road employe to induce another, by offer of recompense,
to leave the service of a railroad company, where is the

Pennsylvania Ljgislature struck this provision from
the act before its final passage.

It is stated that the new army bill, to be submitted
to the House at the extra session of Congress, will pro-

vide for a firce of only 17,000 mei, and an appropria-

tion of a little less than $37,000,000.

.John D. Lee's execution at Mountain Meadows,
Utah, on the 24th inst., took place on the spot where
nearly twenty years before he had been a leading par-

ticipant in shooting and killing nearly a hundred men,
WKii .11 and cliiMi',11 li.li inking to a party of emigrants
.111 ilnii-u IV fiM.ii Mi-'iuri and Arkansas to California.

It « i^ :i \\ !iii!r^ lie nii^-nrc, under circumstances of
ill.- iiM^t li. ii-.li'-s tr.-arliLiy and revolting cruelty. For
some reason the travellers had incurred the hostility of

the Mormons and of their then Indian allies. While
encamped at Mountain Meadows they were surrounded
by the Indians at the instigation of the Mormon au-
thorities of that region, and their camp was twice at-

tacked, the Indians being beaten off by the emigrants.
There were considerable numbers of women and chil-

dren in the party, and these being in a condition of in-

tense terror, the male emigrants were induced to enter
into negotiations for surrender—invited by the white
Mormon leaders—for these cruel men having dis-

f.iv.'ied that the Indians could not capture the camp
wiili.iiii i1k- aid of the white Mormons, deliberately
|il.iiin. il :i [iroposition for surrender with protection,
iiitfii.liii^'at the same time to slaughter the whole party
as soon as they had deprived the emigrants of their

arms. The solemn promise of protection being given
the surrender was made, the arms of the emigrants
given up, the women and children were separated from
their husbands and fathers and sent on in advance, a

line of march was formed, stretching out about a mile
in length, the Indians were hiding in ambush along
the tr.iil, and at an underslood signal, the Indians burst
up .11 111!' V,mii'ii and larger children, putting them all

I", il.iili with iliiii- knives, and the treacherous Mor-
111. .11- sli.il ami killfil all of the adult males, including
several w.igon lo.ads of wounded men. The only per-

sons saved from the savage butchery were a few infants

or children " too young to talk."

Lee has left a very long confession glvini,' an arcminl

iirl I

as the must a

General Ci

the i:ith and
Sioux surrei

in all 309 1

1

report. Thr

H
's headquarters yesterday morning, sla

Spotted Tail, who had been delayed by In i
|<

and the condition of his horses, was about t.i u

the completion of his mission to the hostile lili

At a meeting of the Chamber of Commerce ol ji

ton, S. C, yesterday, a committee of eleven mp
and bankers was appointed to go to Wash'
represent to the President the true conditi.

Carolina, and the terrible effect of the existi

complications on its industrial interests.

The new census of San Francisco indicates a

lation, 3d mo. 1st, 1877, of 301,020, and 3d

1876, 272,34.5, showing a gain during the yea

675, or over ten per cent.

The Post-office Department receives abon

dred applications daily for the position of
|

When repli-s are sent, they are in the shapi-

lar, stating that removals will not be madi-,

cause, and that at present no vacancies exist.

The rain storm of the 26th iust., was spread

wide over the Atlantic States. At the hou
morning when the rain was falling so heavily

delphia there was a down pour everywhere froi

Carolina to Maine, and back in the interior a

Lakes Erie and Ontario, and the weather was tl

ing southwestward nearly to Mobile on tin

Mexico, and northeastward to Nova Scotia. T
fair and clear weither east of the Rocky Mount;
along a belt following the Missslssippi river frt

Orleans up towards Lake Michigan.
The coal operators of the Lehigh region

Bethlehem on the 26th, to consult with the i

officials regarding a reduction of coal tonnage.

The total quantity of cattle shipped to Great
from New York during the month of Jauu
1,796,000 pounds.
Tue M irieets, &z.—The following were the qu

on the 26th inst. Philaidphia.—G:o\d, 101|.

sixes, 1881, registered, U^f; '^o- coupons, 11

1868, coupon and registered, 113; do. 5 pe

18S1, 110 ; do. 4k per cents, 1891, 106J. Cotl

lands and New Orleans, lli^ a llj cts. Flour,

from $5 to $10.00 per bbl. Pennsylvania re

$1.62, amber, $1.6-5 a $1.67; white, $1.65

Bye, 75 a 82 cts. Yellow corn, 55 cts. Oats,

cts. Choice New York cheese, 15J a 16 cts.

;

14.} a 15 cts. 2800 head of beef cattle sold at :

to 7 cts. for extra ; 5J- a 6 cts. for fair to good, a

5 cts. for common. Sheep, 5 a 7 cts. Hogs, 7 a

Chicago.^No. 2 spring wheat, $1.27} ; No.
Corn, 4U cts. Oats, 32| cts. Lard, 91 cts.

WANTED. I

A situation by a Friend qualified to teach th

lish branches and classics.
i

Apply to J. Smedli
304 Arch St., Phi

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Prin.

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the t

the Ninth month. Application miy be made tt

Joseph S. Elkinton, 331 South Fifth

Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Smedley, 415 Mirket St.

George J. Scaltergood, 413 Spruce S

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL,
Wanted, a Teacher to take charge of the "

Room" at the above Institution ; one qu ilified 1

instruction in all the branches taught in the

Depakt.ment.
Application may be made to

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St., PI

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, New Jers

or Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St., Philadelp

WKSXrOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
'riir SiMMi-:ii Session opens on Second-day I]

.,/ /•,.„,-//, ),/.>»//,. Parents and others intending '

pupil-, will please make early application to Ben
\V. r.\.ssM0RE, SuPT., (address Street lioad
1 1i,'M,'r Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, Tn
:;i>l Arch St, Philadelphia.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSA!
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadi

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. \^

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the B'

•Managers.
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'awthornden and Eoslin.—Yesterday morn-

J. visited the "University in com pan)' with

a student in the Science department.

! are about 1800 students in attendance

the lectures, some of whom are from the

t In. lies. Il.iviiyja world-wide reputation,

are always uh'onged. During the ab-

e of Prof Thompson, who had gone out

the Challenger Expedition around the

Prof. Hurley had been engaged to de
sourse of lectures. His subject was the

parative anatomy of the crania of birds

[•ei)tiles, which he illustrated in a masterly
Mier, by rapid ^drawings upon the black-

rd. For.-nerl)', many American youth at-

led the lectures on medicine and anatomy
his distinguished school, but at present no
erican names appear upon its rolls,—our
institutions having become qualified to

rt the requisite instruction.

the afternoon, we visited the Botanic
Jens, which extend over 27 acres. The
ii-house interested ua most; for it is so

cious, that in some of the dark corners one
ht almost imagine oneself in the recesses

tropical forest. Here beautiful rare or-

is contrive to appear very natural, not-

hstanding their surroundings are artificial.

y bend over their little square boxes,

ich are not suspended in the air, quite as

cefully as oriole nests, and nod to the curi-

ly twisted spotted sarracenia below them,
ich are petted and watched and watered,

1 they spring from the soft mossy mould
freely as in their native wilds of New
sey. The open gardens, and the high
I dry mounds, where sedum and kindred
nts flourished, and alpine flowers stru

[d through a more feeble existence, we
nd well worthy of a visit. Plants are here

anged according to their natural orders,

a. exceedingly interesting we found it, to

k upon a living text-book of botany, spread
pie us. Those allied to the rose were
puped together in one division, or large

.der; the grasses in a second, cone-bearing

lilts in a third, &c., and all in excellent con

ion, offering a fascinating field of observa-

n to one of botanical tastes.

Hawthornden and Hosliu ! the very names
tgest a poem! Eleven miles by rail from
linburgh and a short walk, slightly dcscend-

ig to the banks of the Esk, brought us to jtend they should be made public. Th
the former. The world seemed left behind
us, as we approached this old castellated man-
sion, quaintly and curiously built with high

gables, and walls overhung with ivy, which
seems to have been expressly and tenderly

designed by nature, ever to throw a veil of

beauty over the decay and ruin which Time
eaves in his track. The walls rise from the

very edge of the gray clift' which descends

pi'eci|3itouslj' to the stream below. I queried

whether any of the poetic tribe, the singing

birds of nature, had ever owned a more se-

el mied or more charming nest, than the poet

Drummond. Universal quiet reignei around,

broken only by the murmur of the rapid Ksk.

On one side of the house was a low sunny
wall, covered by a mass of roses, which were

not " born to blush unseen," though the old

housekeeper told us, " It is a very lonely

place—Lady Drummond is away; the young
gentleman is at college, and I miss them
much: would you like a handful of the roses?"

The dew was scarcely dry upon them, but

they were too tempting to remain u.ntouched.

On the south side of the house were the

ruins of an old tower, probably the abode of

the poet's ancestors, three centuries since; and
save that they enjoyed the benefit of dayiitcht.

t seems to have been an abode which cannot

have been much more comfortable than the

caverns we shall shortly visit. Judging from

the interiors of the houses and the furniture

that remains to illustrate the manners and

des of living in those olden days, the word
comfort had then a very modified significance

;

yet probably these very days have been called

by some, "The good old times;" for in every

era men have looked back to some bygone
period, and named it " the Golden Age," when
things were much better than they are

now;" when men, though ruder, were more
upright, when honor and honesty so abounded

as to walk crowned kings in the land ! This

beautiful dream of the past, I believe to be

wholly Utopian. The surgings of the great

sea of Time are ever bearing us onward to a

higher level; there is a tide which, though

we may be unconscious of it, knows no ebb

There mtiy be periods when no progress i^

apparent, but this is but the reaction of the

wave which prepares for another onse'

Eastward from the old tower is the large

sycamore tree, one of a group called the " Pour

Sisters," under the shade of which Drummond
was seated when the celebrated Ben Jonson

arrived, on foot, from Loudon, on a visit to

his brother poet. At first sight of his friend

Drummond exclaimed, "Welcome! welcome
royal Ben !" to which Jonson as promptly re

plied, " Thank ye! thank ye! Hawthornden!'
Johnson remained here three weeks, and much
of the obloquy against him is said to have had

its origin in the famous and curious notes pre-

served by Drummond, of the conversation

which passed between them. In defence of

the host, it must be said that he did not in-

could exist no truecongeniality between them,

Drummond being refined and elegant, Jonson
coarse, rude and intemperate.

Beneath the mansion are those curious

caves which have excited so much specula-

tion among antiquarians. The~e are simply

mall apartments scooped out of the solid

ock, and connected with each other by pas-

sages of diff'ering lengths. Whether they were

ude dwellings of an aboriginal race, who bur-

owed in the earth like wild beasts, or were
constructed at a later period when public ca-

lamities rendered ordinary habitations unsafe,

wo may conclude that neciissity only could

econcile men to such dreary, dark abodes.

There are many such in Scotland, on the

banks of the Teviot, the Jed and other rivers.

Several of these rooms are said to have be-

longed to king Robert Bruce, who was hid-

den here for some months. One apartment,

whose walls are cut into small divisions re-

sembling pigeon-holes, is called the king's

library. A sword six feet in length and weigh-

ng twelve pounds, is still shown as the verit-

ible weapon of Bruce. Some assert that it

belonged to Wallace, and the skeptical travel-

er win safely doubt the worth of either au-

thority. Another tier of eaves lie beneath

these, which had a secret communication with

the valley below, and also by means of two
wells, connected with the outside world. A
kind of seat in the rock, near the house, is

called the " Cypress grove," after Drummond's
moral treatise on the Vanity of Human Life,

which was composed here, and where he may
have written :

" Thrice happy he who by some shady grove,

Far from the clamorous world doth live his own

;

0'\
! how more sweet is bird's harmonious moan,

Or the hoarse sobbings of the widowed dove,

Than those smooth whisperings near a prince's throne

Which good make doubtful, doth evil approve
;

Oil how more sweet is zephyr's wholesome breath

And sighs eoibdmed, which new-born flowers nnfold,

Than that applause vain honor doth bequeath !

How sweet are streams, to poison drank in gold!

The world is full of horrors, troubles, alights,

Woods' harmless shades, have only true delight"."

The vale of Roslin, which connects Haw-
thornden with the former, is one of the most

beautiful in Scotland, and if the beauty of

nature only could make poets, they would

spring up like mushrooms on the banks of the

Bsk. The surrounding country is compara-

tively uninteresting, until we come suddenly

upon the little dell, at the bottom of which

the Esk flows rapidly, now dashing over its

stony bed, now curving among the copse

wood, or throwing itself carelessly over a low

fall. The cliffs, which rise on each side, often

present the appearance of a broken ruin " tot-

tering to its fall." The narrow path ascends

and descends, even seems somewhat danger-

ous at times, and is on the whole charming.

When expectation has reached its height

;

when the narrative has arrived at its most

thrilling point ; when any promised pleasure
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approaches fruition, then prepare for an in-
terruption ! Ours advanced slowly in the shape
of a thin, weak-eyed litUo man, who, fixing
his light eyes as firmly upon us as they pei-
mitted, remarked in a most insinuating voice,
that it was a "pretty place!" " Yes, very,"
was my unsuspicious reply. Not having had
much experience in the wily nature of guides,
I did not suspect his calling, in fact, ihe ne-
cessity for a guide upon this not very intricate
path, had not impressed me, until an experi-
enced traveller at hand whispered, "Don't
speak to him—he will be a nuisance—we do
not need him." The little man continued,
walking backward, his face towards us, "I'm
sure yi'el like to see the caves of Garlon,
ma'am, where Eamsay of Dalhousie hid away
with his men!" "The're other places down
the glen yi'el like to see!" and enumerating
others, closed with " There, now, ye have the
whole list, every one." No response was
made, and after following us for some distance
our self-imposed guide left us in great disdain.
Ascending from the defile we soon reached

the chapel of Eoslin, which stands on the
north bank of the river. Architecture has
here expanded into a full blown flower: in-
tricatp, exquisite, perfect. It is a tiny gem,
however, nothing but this small portion hav-
ing been completed, owing to the death of the
founder, in 1446, who was one of the "lordly
line of high St. Clair," and prince of Orkney.
It is said the founder drew some of the most
skilful masons in Europe to this wurk. The
vaulted ceiling is divided into five compart-
ments, and supported by sixteen columns

; the
capitals and architraves are covered by a pro
fusion of ornament, executed in the raostela
borate, florid gothic. The Prentice-pillar is

distinguished from the others by four wreaths
of flowers which ascend the shaft in a spiral
manner. Tradition says that the design of
this pillar was taken from one in Eome, but
the master-workman despairing of executing
It correctly, undertook a journey to that city
for the express purpose of examining the ori-
ginal. ]ii his absence it was completed by
the apprentice, and this .so enraged the mas-
ter, on his return, that he killed the aspirino-
workman, with a blow of his hammer.

°

In a vault below the floor, lie many of the
Barons of Eoslin,

questions, and drew up a Statistical Account
of Scotland in 21 volumes, based upon com-
munications from the ministers ot various
parishes. "No publication," says a critical
writer on agriculture, "of equal information
and curiosity, has appeared in Great Britain
since Domesday Book." His exertions led to
the formation of the Board of Agriculture, in
1793, of which ho was for thirteen years pre-
sident. He wrote on "all manner of topics,"
including treatises on health and longevity;
corresponded with General Washington, and
his publications during fifty years numbered
357. His life, which was prolonged to his
eightj'-second year, was one extended blessing
to his country. He died at Edinburgh, in
1835, and was interred in the Chapel Eoyal of
Holyrood. His conspicuous tomb we recall,
as that of a man far more worthy to be shrined
than were most, or all, of the crowned ones to
whom memorial honors have been awarded

^OTE.—Two typographical error.^ occur in former
paper.; one on page 189, where Bromley, should read
aurnley; the other on page 229, where Monkchettea,
should read Monkchesler.

' Tlie Frientl.

The Gospel a Power,— not merely a record claimiii

assent.

" Each baron for a sahle sliroiid
Sheathed in his iron panoply,"

for they were buried in their armor, and
without coffins. About two hundred yards
from the chapel are the rains of Eoslin Castle^
which stands on a peninsula of high rocks'
overhanging the stream. The only means o
acce.ss to it. is by a bridge thrown over a deep
incision in the strata. The origin of this cas
tie IS involved in obscurity, but it was a lono
time, a scat of the family of St. Clair, "whose
titles," says Sir Walter Scott, "would have
weaned a herald," yet who, perhaps, were
" noli 80 wealthy as an English yeoman."
Of all the noble names in this distinguished

family, perhaps none is mord worthy of re
membrance than that of Sir John Sinclair
who represented a branch of the house oi
Caithness, in the extreme north of Scotland
near John O'Groat's house; and whose inde'
fatigable industry and devotion to the true
interests of his country, led him in so many
ways to the advancement of the c
at largo, as well as that of 1

oinmunity
18 own particular

province. He travelled over Europe to gather
information on economical and commercial

In the foregoing observations, it ha'* been
my desire to hold up the Gospel as a Divine
power operating on the heart of man, bring-
ing out of the darkness of his fallen nature,
awakening, quickening, and renewing him'
that so he may bo gathered to the one Fold, and
one Shepherd, and made the rich partaker of
spiritual blessings through Him, our only Ad-
vocate with the Father, by the effectual work-
ing of his Spirit in and upon the heart. The
command to every one is, open the door of thy
heart and permit the King of glory to come
in, and tarry as a welcome guest. There He
can speak comfortably unto" thee, and satisfy
all thy longings. Wore this obeyed, theii
would the Spirit of our God become unto Israel
wisdom and knowledge; hor fields and vine-
yards would flourish

; nor would wastino- be
known in all her borders. The table of'^the
Lord would be abundantly spread with good
things in every soul where this blessed mes
senger is received and entertained. Our hearts
would be His. There would be His abode

;

where we should sit in spiritual communion,
and receive our measure of strength and in-
ward life from His all-bountiful Hand.
Paul in writing to the Ephesians, 2d chap

-ays
:

" And you hath he quickened, who were
dead in tresp.isses and sins; wherein in time
past ye walked according to the course of
tins world, according to the prince of the
power of the air, the spirit that now worketh
in the children of disobedience

; among whom
also toe all had our conversation in times past
n the lusts of our flesh, and were by nature
he children of wrath, even as others}' He is
here addressing himself to a Gentile churcL
What he says in this connexion, looking back-
ward as into his own heart, when in a state
)t alienation and hardness, (though careful to
)bsorvo the "letter of the law'') is particu-
arly instructive, as showing the emptiness
ind folly of mere profession, or the exercise
of lormal observances in the worship of the
Almighty, and that all are included in a state
of -separation from God, who are resistin--' the
touches of His love, spirit and power when-
by Ho would cleanse and quicken every soul '

Paul adds :
" But God, who is rich in n

for his great love wherewith he loved us,
when ive were dead in sins, hath quicker
together with Christ, (by grace ye are s
and hath raised us up together, and ma
sit together, in heavenly places, in C
Jesus." What a testimony to the folk
of the Gospel of our Lord; comprehend!
its application even those who seem i

dead in sin, and wholly forgetful of '

which was the state of the heathen w
buried in idolatry, and given to everj- ea:
lust, according to Paul's own declara
And yet, is not this the very work whiel
Gospel was designed to accomplish? evi
reach the vilest of every class.

" I am not come," said our Saviour, " tc
the righteous, but sinners to repentai
And when, (about to ascend to His, Fai
having finished the work which had
given him to do,) He gives the blessed ai-

ance of His continued presence in these w<
"Peace I leave with you ; my Peace I
unto you

; not as the world giveth give I v

you ;" He does not only refer to those al
Him, but to all who bow in humble sub
sion to His yoke and cross. Upon all tl

shall rest the peace of God, as they cont:
steadfast; for in Christ there is neither ,i

nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free;
all are made one by obedient faith in the B
Jesus Christ, partaking ^^^ His life thro
the Gospel which is ILTb power; and bei;
all who so attain, of whatever nation or

j|
pie, have a part in that blessed offerino-
once made for all.

°
]

Nor is it to be presumed mankind had il

viously been shut out from the Lord's nl
cies and tendering grace, only as the be;|
then as now, became alienated from i:
ihrough disobedience. The darkness and!
fidelity in which the heathen world h:id hi
groping for ages prior to the dawn of Chj
tianity, and which is the sad and melanchj
state of the same class to-day, had so

]numbed the spiritual faculties, and chocll
the growth of the good seed in their heai
that the Light of Truth, which has follow
mankind in every ago, even that very sa
Word which foretold things to come by 1

prophets, did scarcely penetrate the v.
The outward dispensation of ordinances!
der the law, extended to the Jews, where
they became a marked people, "peculiar"
the prophet describes them, through ma:
special providences visibly manifested, h
been finished at the death of Christ. As ,

'nstrumentality in the promotion of godline
and "a school mister to bring to Christ," m
will question its authority "or adaptation
the time and people

; for it was of the Fathi
"Moreover," says Paul, in writing to
Corinthians, "brethren, I would not that
should be ignorant, how that all our fath«
were under the cloud, and all passed thro
the sea; and were all baptized unto Moses
the cloud and in the sea; and did all eat
same spiritual meat; and did all drink t>
same spiritual drink ; for they drank of th
spiritual Eo-'k that followed them; and th
rock was Christ."
The gift and operation of faith, by whii

we have confidence toward God, has no
been willingly withheld from any age or p(

Isr His loving kindness would not ha
' iinpartially displayed. Inthoeconon|

1
s -race and providential care over t

I laiMily, we are bound to regard all A
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as just and righteous. We cannot

bute tlio errors into which men fall to

shortness on the part of the Almighty.
in this view of the subject, it has always
ed clear to me, that the whole scheme of

rnment as applied to the Israelites, does

furnish the evidence they were favored

e all others, but that, in the loving kind-

of God, and in His impartial justice to

^ soul, they were chosen as Hia instru-

ministers to carry, as I have hinted,

light abroad, by their example, and to

tain also before the world in type, the

I glorious dispensation of Life and Peace
igh Jesus Christ, which would in the

irity of time succeed it. And there were
among them who faithfully upheld the

sel of God.
is may appear to be rather a digression

our subject, and yet it is in close sym-

y, as showing the universal love of the

er to a fallen race, whereby in His own
and time, through his only begotten Son
the eternal Spirit, He would restore man-
back into His own image; step bj' step,

one dispensation to another, as man was
ared to receive it, until the promised seed

3e woman came, the Messiah, and the

test work for effecting m^n's redemption,

about to be visibly unfolded. Then was
red in that blessed Gospel, whereby a

and living way ipto the holiest was open-

y the blood of J^us, and through living

we inherit the promises; the Gentiles

come to its light, and kings to the bright-

of its rising. Under the law it was
sed down as beneath a weight, but ro-

3d to the mind of faithful Abraham, and
sraitted through the ages in prophetic

n, bj' prophets and holy men ; but in

St had its full consummation ; had ex

led into a glorious hope of reward, "to
hem that believe." P. B.

ilada., 2d mo. 26tb, 1S77.

Gabriel Daniel Fahrenheit,

hrenheit, whose name is usually printed

hermometers to this day, was a Prussian

chant of Dantzic, a very ancient, nariow-

sted, gloomy seaport on the Baltic coast

hich, in barbarous ages, the Danish
jootc-rs set forth to ravage the Engl'

es. Interested from his youth in the study
ature, he made a small discovery when he
nineteen years of age, one effect of which
appears on the face of all our common
mometers. The winter of 1709 was re-

kably cold, the temperature falling lower
)antzic than the oldest inhabitant could

ember it ; and young Fahrenheit observed
by mixing salt and snow he could pro-

1 a degree of cold equal to that which
ailed on the coldest day of that coldest

ter. He concluded that it was the lowest

•ee of cold known in the world, and the

ist also that could be produced artificially.

an unfortunate error ; for when, at a
r day, he arranged the scale of his im-

ed thermometer, he called that degree of

zero, and fixed the boiling point at 212
:ees above it, a scale which is both arbi-

y and inconvenient. Zero should have
the freezing point, and then the boiling

it might have been indicated either by one
dred or two hundred, w^hich would have
le calculation easy. Such a scale the

)le world would have finally adopted, and

! should have had one scale in use, instead

of four.

While still a young man Fahrenheit became
so interested in natural science, that he gave
up his business in Dantzic, and went abroad

I search of knowledge; for, in those days, if

man wanted knowledge of that kind, he had
to go and place himself under the personal
'nstruction of the few men who possessed it.

After residmg for a while in various parts of

Germanv, France and England, he settled at

Amsterdam, then one of the most renowned
capitals of Europe, where he established him-
self as a maker of philosophical instruments,

"ut he was content to follow the established

patterns. The instrument which we now call

a thermometer was an improvement upon a
ude contrivance, invented about the year

1600, styled a weather-glass. This was merely
a glass bulb and tube, from which the air had
been partly expelled, inserted in a vessel of

colored liquid. When the air in the bulb was
arified by heat, the liquid rose; but when it

was condensed by cold, the liquid fell. This
was the beginning of it. The nest improve-
ment was to fill the bulb with spirits of wine,

expel the air from the tube, and seal it. This
was a real thermometer, which was further

mproved by coloring the spirits of wine, and
astening the instrument to a piece of wood
or metal marked with a scale of degrees.

This was the point of development which
the thermometer had reached in 1720, when
Fahrenheit directed his attention to it in Am-
sterdam.
Two changes are attributed to him : First,

ho substituted mercury for spirits of wine;
and, secondly, he constructed the scale which
still passes by his name. Whether he ori-

ginated the substitution of mercurj', or wheth-
er he derived the idea from some of the learned

men with whom he associated, is not certainly

known. The Royal Society, at the time, evi-

dently regarded him as the originator; for in

1724, two or three years after the introduc-

tion of his thermometer into England, he was
elected a member of the Society.

The Fahrenheit scale has only been adopted

by three countries, Holland, Great Britain

and the United States. Various other scales

have been introduced, but the thermometer
of the future has yet to be made—the freezing

point at zero, and the boiling point fixed at

the figure best adapted to decimal subdivision

and calculation.

For "The Friend."

Notf.s of a Southern Visit.

(Continnod from page 260.)

The fog having lifted we weighed anchor,

and again went forward, and reached the en-

trance of Pamlico Sound about day-break.

Sailing over this seemed almost like ocean

navigation, so wide is the expanse of water.

The daj- proved unexpectedly pleasant, and
with a light breeze we sped smoothly on our

way, watching the shores, islands, and light-

houses, and the numei'ous flocks of wild ducks
of several species, which would rise at our ap-

proach. The cooking operations were very
simple. Corn meal and sea water were min-

gled in a wooden dish to the proper consist-

ence, and the mixture transferred to an iron

pan on our little stove, where it soon assumed
the brown tinge which indicated the right

degree of baking. When eaten hot we found
it tender and good. Thin strips of salt pork
were placed with fresh water in a similar pan

and slightly boiled. The water was then
poured off and the pork fried. Coffee com-
pleted the meal; and this last material we
found very grateful after exposure to the cold

and damp, even when drunk without milk out
of the tin cup, which represented the entire

array of cups and saucers of more liberally

furnished households. On one occasion a,

savoury stew of salt beef and turnips wa-i sub-

stituted for the pork.

It was nearly dark when we entered the

mouth of Neuse river, and the wind was so

slight that the captain decided he could not

reach Newborn that night. Though the mo-
tion of the boat was slight, 3'et it was suffi-

cient to give one of our number a most dis-

tressing headache, rendering it very trying to

think ofspendinganother nightin thecrampod
quarters of our little cabin. So the captain

considerately came to anchor near a sandy
beach on the north shore of the river, and sent

us on shore in a little canoe to seek for a

night's lodging. After some search in the

dim light, we met with a path which led to a

house, but as we came near, we foumi it de-

serted. Returning to the water's edge, we
walked down the beach about three-quarters

of a mile before we discovered any indications

of another dwelling. This proved to be in-

habited by two women. The mistress at first

refused our application for lodging, saying

that as they had no man about, tlicy did not

accommodate strangers. After some parley-

ing, she took pity on our forlorn condition,

and invited us in. The house consisted of one

room (with a loft above.) and contained two
beds. A cheerful wood-fire was burning on

the hearth. We soon engaged in conversa-

tion, and found our landlady much interested

in theological questions, such as th« possibili-

ty of falling from a state of grace—a subject

which had recently occupied the attention of

a debating society in the neighborhood. She
treated us very kindly, gave us a good bed in

the loft, and objected to receiving any com-

pensation for its use, on the ground that it

was a Christian duty to entertain strangers,

The loft was approached by a dangerous

flight of steps on the outside of the house,

which had no railing or other protection.

But we slept sweetly, and arose in the morn-

ing much refreshed. As soon as it was light

enough to see our path, we returned to the

vessel, and reached Newbern at 12 o'clock,

just two days from the time of leaving Wash-
ington. We then learned that no mail had

come from that city; so that we saved time

bj' our voyage, tedious as it was.

There was some sense at times of discomfort

and inconvenience connected with our sea-far-

ing experience, but the remembrance of the

Apostle Paul's remark, that he had learned in

every state therewith to be content, tended

to repress every impatient thought.

At Newborn there was much openness

among the colored people, of whom a large

number reside there and in the vicinity. We
readily made arrangements for holding meet-

ings among them, and also for the distribu-

tion of books and tracts. Among those of

them visited, was Elijah E. Brown, a member
among the Methodists. He had long believed

that it would be his duty to preach the gospel,

but did not enter on the work of the ministry

till freed from slavery. While in health he

had saved enough to put up a small house, in

which he and his wife lived. As a minister

he had a circuit of five congregations to visit,
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and sometimes walked twenty-five miles to

reach them, wiuiing through deep swamps.
These exposures had broken down his health,

and for two to three years he had been an in-

valid. Though he had no rent to pay, he had

nothing to live upon, and often satin the cold

because he was unable to buy wood. His

last stick was then on the iire. He was a

goodly old man, and was very grateful for the

little help ho received.

Kitty Uowen, a feebloold woman, was cared

for by a consumptive daughter of middle age,

who seemed serious and thoughtful. One of

her lungs was gone, and she was subject to

hemorrhages, bhe spoke of her daily concern

to be ready for her final change. They were
very poor, so that they were unable to buy
the material for a mustard piaster, which the

mother needed. The visit here was an

teresting one.

C»sar Connor, a man aged about 35, was a

helpless cripple with rheumatism. He had
lain on his back for seven years. His lowe
limbs were permanently drawn up with th

disease, both bauds twisted out of shape and
useless, and his arms partially so. He said

he believed the Lord knew what was best for

him, and would lay no more upon him, than

He would give him strength to endure. He
had endeavored patiently to endure his suffer-

ings, which had been very great ; but now he
was free from pain, and could bear to be lifted

out of bed and placed on a chair with pillows,

for a change, which was a great relief. He
was bright and cheerful, and was cared for by
his mother and sister, but could not always
get enough food to satisfy his a])petite.

The last of these calls was on job Fletcher,

an elderly man, with decayed bone in one of
his limbs, which partially crippled him. He
is a class-leader among the Methodists, and
made a favorable impression on the Friend
who visited him. He bottomed chairs with
corn husks, when he could get any to do, and
did other little jobs, but had a hard struggle
to get along. His disease was of many years'
standing, and after it came on him, his wife
left him. Yet he seemed very cheerful, and was
confident that the Lord, who had never de-
serted him, would still care for him. Before
leaving, a covering of silence, and a sweet
feeling of the Lord's presence, spread over;
under which a few words of encouragement
were expressed.

At the meeting among the colored Baptists,

hold hero on First-day morning, 12th mo. 31st,

the scripture passage was revived, "Except
the Lord build the house, they labor in vain
who build it; except the Lord keej) the city,

the watchman waketh in vain." The church
of Christ, it was said, is composed of living
stones—of those who have been changed, pu
rified and made new creatures—not of mere
professors; and the Lord alone is the build-

er thereof. Our ovvn efforts will not avail

without the help of the Lord's Holy Spirit.

The attention of the people was turned to the
Word nigh in the heart, the indwelling Spirit

of Christ. The minister present recommended
it to the people as a Divine message to them.
The meeting in the afternoon was at the

Methodist house. The pastor of the congre-
gation is VVm. H. Bishop, a Methodist, whom
wo met at the Conference, in Wilmington, a
year ago. He seemed to know something of
the customs of Friends, for without any re

quest on our part the meeting settled into a
profound silenep, which was solemn and grate-

ful. The comparison of our Saviour was re-

vived, in which he likens him who heard

His saj'ings and did them, to the wise niiui

who digged deep and builded his house on the

rock; and him who did them not, to the

foolish man, who built on the sand. The peo-

ple were reminded of the necessity of submit-

ting to the crossof Christ, of being born again,

and of not remaining mere professors of re-

ligion. When meeting closed we met with

many wishes for " luck," and other expres-

sions of good-will.

In going from JS"ewbern to Groldsboro, on

the first day of the year, 1877, we were in com-
pany with a crowd of politicians going to

Raleigh to witness the inauguration of the

new Governor of North Carolina. Many of

them cari'ied black bottles or flasks, which
were frequently used; and the accompani-
ments of loud talking, swearing, and smok-
ing, rendered the ride peculiarly unpleasant.

In the railroad office at Goldsboro, we met
with a pleasant, and kindly-disposed man,
who said he had been brought up among
Friends. " Good Quakers," he thought about
the best sort of people to be found anywhere;
but " Hickory Quakers" (which he explained
to mean unfaithful ones) about the meanest.
He said the younger Friends in that neigh-

borhood had laid aside the Friendly garb;
and that he told them there would be no
Quakers left in the next generation, W.

(To bo continued.

)

For "T]ie Friend"

Thomas Story.

(Continued from page 1(J3,)

" I now proceed with the account of my fur

ther progress. In writing the last paragrapl
of a piece, the people called Quakers were
suddenly, and with some surprise, brought to

mind; and so strongly impressed on my
membrance that thenceforward I had a secret

inclination to enquire further concerning them,
their ways and principles. It was some time
in the Fifth month, in the year 1691, when
an opportunity was presented. The occasion
of it was some concerns that I had in the west
parts of Cumberland, when lodging at an inn
kept by one of that profession, on a Seventh
day night; and inquiring of him concerning
some points of their religion, I perceived no
material difference between his sentiments
and mine, in the particulars then asked after

;

and he also perceived I was nearer them th

he or perhaps any other had thought; for I

had formerly opposed the same man in some
things; which gave him occasion to inform mo
of their meeting, lo be held next day, at a
country village called Broughton.
As I had been desirous to be rightly in-

formed concerning that people, and to see
them as in truth they were, I was pleased
with the opportunity

; and the next morning
the Friend and I set f >rward toward the meet-

Ho being zealous to have me further
• rmed and convinced of the truth of their

way, spake of many things as we rode along,
and with a good intent; but my mind being
composed, and its attention directed towards
God, who knew I wanted only to seo the
truth, and not to be deceived, I could not take
any distinct notice of what the Friend said;
which ho perceiving, after some time desisted,
and said no more. And then we rode some
miles together in profound silence, in which
y mind enjoyed a gentle re^t and consola-

tion from the divine and holy presence.

When we came to the meeting, being att

late it was full gathered ; and I went a,'p.

ihe throng of the people on the forms aijs

still among them in that inward coni|i

anil mental retirement; and although i Ij

their ministers, a stranger, began to
fcjj

to some points held by them, and de |ii

against some things held by others at jd

nied by them, particularly predeslinatili

asserted by the Presbj-terians
;
yet 1 tot o

much notice of it. I did not doubt butiil

all other sects, they might have somethij;

say, both for their own and against the o] jii

of others
;
yet my concern was rather to w

whether they were a people gathered u

sen.se of the enjoyment of the presence (

in their meetings ; or, in other words, wl

they worshipped the true and living tj

the life and nature of Christ, the Son o

the true and only Saviour: and the Ij"

swered my desire according to the inti

of my heart. Not long after I had s:it

among them, that heavenly and watery
< pi

overshadowing my mind, broke into a Me

abounding shower of celestial rain, aniti

greatest part of the meeting was brokt

gether, dissolved and comforted in the d

presence of the true, heavenly Lord
;

\

was divers times repeated before the itic

ended. In the same waj', by the same il

power, I had been often favored befijrc

alone, and when no eye but that of heavi

held, or any knew, but the Lord himself

in infinite mercy had been pleased to hi

so gi-eat a favor. And as many small sp

and streams, descending into a proper
|

and forming a river, becomes more dee]

weighty, even so thus meeting with a p
gathered of the living God, into a sense (

enjoyment of His divine and living pres

through Jesus Christ, the Son of God
Saviour of the world, I felt an increas ' i

joy of salvation of God ;
and the more, by

much I now perceived I had been unle
like mistake as the prophet of God of oil

now was otherwise informed by a s-iire

dence and token, by the witness of the d

truth, in which no living soul can err.

deceived, being self-evident and undenial

all those who truly know him. Our ji}

mutual and full, though in many te;u's,

cases of the deepest and most unfeigned i

for the Friends there being generallj' sen)

I was affected and tendered with th

the influence of the divine truth thej- li

and made profession of, did conclude L
been at that time, and not before, convi

and come to the knowledge of the wa
truth among them; and their joy was
heaven at the return of a penitent ; and
as the joy of salvation from God in vie

the work of the Lord so far carried on ii

earth ; when I bad thought not long be

there had scarcely been any true and li

faith or knowledge of God in the world.

The meeting being ended, the peace of
which passeth all the understanding of nat

men, and is inexpressible by any latig

but itself alone, remained as a holy car

over my mind, in a silence out of the reat

all words; and where no idea but the V
himself can bo conceived. But being inv

together with the ministering F'riend, to

house of the ancient Widow Hall, I went
ingly with them

;
but the sweet silence (

manded in me still remaining, I had not
to say to an3' of them, till He was please

draw the curtain and veil His presence
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e) I found my mind pure, and in a well

aided liberty of innocent conversation witli

eji. Having staid there a short time, I was

s»ed to dinner at the liouse of Eichard

jljon, an ancient and honorable Friend in

Bvillage, where I was made kindly' wel-

&, and where I had great freedom in con

.feition.

5;iu2 now satisfied beyond my expectation,

yerniug the people of God in whom the

;jifl had begun, and, in a good measure car-

• on a great work and reformation in the

,^h, I determined to lay aside every busi-

II and thing which might hinder or veil in

^he enjoyment of the presence of the Lord,

^her among his people or alone, or ob-

ii|(ct any service whereuuto I was or might

.(failed by him ; especially things of an en

j;ling or confining nature, not regarding

lit the world might say, or what name they

i|ht impose upon me
]he business being over which had brought

ilo that part of the country, I returned to

disle, where I had been but about two

ijtks till the Friend of the inn before men
iied, coming to town, informed me of theii

|ting for business and affairs of their So

iy, and invited me to it, being about four

:Ss distant. At first I was a little surprised

he should invite me to such a meeting,

( hardly thought him prudent in it; for I

not j'et made any outward profession

h them, or declared myself of their com
Xiion. Bnt though 1 found some ave

;<ier than inclination towards it, yet I yield

^o go, that I might see in what spirit and

^dom they managed the discipline and busi

Hi of their Society in matters of religion,

It I might view them a little more clearly

^^all circumstances, before I should openly

Ilare for their way in all things—some

I bis yet remaining as to some points—and

hether they thoroughly agreed with the

i^iX I had conceived in 013- mind of the state

he church of Christ, viz : that they believed

Jod and Christ ; were settled in the prac

I of Christian morality; that they were

I a to suffer any persecution or op])osilion

4 true religion, when thereunto called,

course of divine providence ;
that th

tractoristic mark of the disciples of Christ

|i»uld be fairly upon them, ' to love one an

not in 'word and tongue only, but in

eiid and truth ; and that they should be pre

liVed by that love, in uniformity and unity

long themselves; and also be loving and

not, having heard I seemed to favor their

way; and being cautious le5.t I should take

offence at their debates, not knowing the

state of the case, or, perhaps, not qualified to

judge in matters so foreign to me, some of

them prudently put the Friend who had in-

troduced me, upon an inoffensive way to pro-

cure my absence ; and accordingly he called

me into an outer room, offering to discourse

on some foreign subject. Bal, as my mind,

time of silence in the meeting, had been

comforted in the life of truth, I remained un-

der the sense of it; having taken little other

notice of what had passed in point of argu

ment, than in what spirit they managed and

contended on each side. Though I observed

the Friend's good intent in calling me out, I

could take no cognizance of what he said
;

for a deep thought now entered my mind,

whether these could be the people of God,

since they seemed to be divided among them-

selves and treat one another with an acrimony

of language which I thought could not arise

from love, neither altogether suited to the hu-

mility of Jesus, the true Christ. The Friend

observing my silence, and that I was under a

deep inward concern, became likewise silent,

and a trouble also seized him, but of another

kind : for I was concerned to know the truth

and on what side, if either, it might lie
;
and he

was afraid I had taken, or might take offence

and depart from the beginning I had made
among them. Thus we remained silent for

some time; during which I plainly ob.served

1 ends of these differing spirits, the one

truth, the other error; the one light, the other

irkness ; the one for moral virtue and a pure

holy mind, and the other for a loose unbound-

ed liberty ; and yet, that these last, as crea-

tures, did not see the sophistry of the evil one,

to whom them-ielves were instruments, nor

the snare; but intended well, in their owa
view and way of conceiving things.

As these distinctions were gradually made
clear to my understanding at that time, the

load and trouble I was under abated ; and at

last my mind settled down again to its owa
centre in peace, and became serene, as before

;

which being fully sensible of, 1 was cheerful

and said to the Friend, we may now retura
1 the house, for the danger is entirely over.

I knew thy meaning before we came out of

the other room; and commend your care and
caution. With this ho was greatly pleased

;

ind so were the rost when they came to

know it."

For "The Friend "

Training riiildrfii for War.

In the year 1845, an endeavor was made by
the military authorities of England, to secure

recruits for the army from the class of pau-

per orphans attached to the various work-

houses and schools. This inveigling process

aroused great indignation, and, by many of

the newspapers of the period, it was charac-

terized by such strong terms as " kidnap-

and " traffickina; in humanping. " tyranny,

astniVHe between'two distinct powers work- blood." The effort of the government at that

ir in'myself, which exhibited two different 1 time does not appear to have been successful,

inclusions in my mind concerning the mat- At present, however, renewed activity is

' manifested in the same direction, and, be it

said, with more effective results. For, the

poor orphans, instead of being distributed

ter then in hand, and the spirits and person

concerned therein, viz : the first was Truth,

establishing himself in his own nature, a law-

giver and ruler in every member of his church

and body, as alone needful unto them who
were truly so.

But as Ho who knoweth all things, did

foresee that many would, in time, come into

that profession, as of old, without any know-

ledge of divine truth, or the work of it in

the'aiselves, but, as thieves and robbers, climb-

ing up some other way, by education, tradi-

tion, imitation, or sinister interests and world-

ly views; who, not being under the rule and

law of oraco in the second birth, would act

over the country in small numbers, as former-

ly, are now conveniently massed in the large

DistrictandUnionschools, wherethey maybe
readily inspected by officers from the bar-

racks, and the most likely subjects selected

for the military service. A committee, pre-

sided over by the Inspector-General of Re-

cruits, was recently appointed by the War
Department, charged with the duty of report-

ing upon " the best system to be ado]jted for

training lads from pauper schools, as soldiers,

with the view of their being drafted into the

and say of themselves, contrary to the war of army." How effectively this work has been

truth and the church of the living God; and begun appears from the following statement,

therefore in his wisdom and power working extracted from alate number of an English pe

...^ ^in the minds of the just, he had early estab-

d to all men, as occasion might otter; andjlished, and was yet more firmly establishing

nee the same by doing them good and a due order among his people, for preseryin;-

7er any harm. These qualifications I had! the right and passing judgment and eondem.

i;med sufficient to demonstrate such to be 'nation on the wrong and evil doers that such

;

hildren of God, brought forth in his as should profess the truth of God, and yet ipromptitudo and pn
' - ^ walk contrary to the same, bringinjr forth! marching and counter-marching, forming

riodical—the Herald of Peace.

"The spectacle may now be frequently wit-

nessed in these large pauper schools, of scores,

or hundreds of orphans, some of them deco-

rated with stripes, being drilled with the

ecisionof veteran soldiers.

II
age, righteousness, and true holiness in the

ler man.
The meeting being set, they had first a

ae of silence, waiting upon God, as I did

,flieve and practice, for the renewing and

jl'cngthening of their minds ;
and after that

y proceeded upon the business of the day.

happened at that time that a matter of

eat moment among them was debated, and

]]t without some warmth on both sides; but

zeal of both did not arise from the same

ot. It was concerning the manner and

sence of their discipline, which a sect among
^(.em had opposed, from the time of the first

,(1
oposal of any discipline in the Society. The
bates arising pretty high, and they observ-

g me to be there, and most of them, I doubt

icers in the cen-

time,) preparing to receive cavalry, and pre-

senting arms, (wooden imitations of bayonets

and guns.)"

It is also stated that, in some of the schools,

the drill has been carried even into the "de-

votional exercises" of the children, so that

they not only rise from their meals at the

same truth with them; wan°ting to be judged j
bugle's sound, but also at the blast of the

only by their own light, or what they called same, assume the outward attitude of prayer,

so, and accountable only to the Spirit in them- their hands uplifted and eyes closed. Then,

selves; though several among that party were [another note being sounded, the prayer or

only against some branches of the discipline
j

" grace " is chanted, and with a final blast,

already established by the body of the Society, they are dismissed to other duties,

and not against the whole. During this time ' Although pauper children, whose parents

ofsilence I clearly beheld the contrary natures are living, frequently become temporary in

fruits of another kind, might be bounded and jsquare (with the military

confined by outward moral rules adapted to ''- ^
'• *" """'"''

human reason and understanding.

Secondly, that the spirit of this world had

been and still was working in the other sort

to oppo.se all order and discipline, and to live

loose as they list, without any order or ac-

count to the Society, though professing th^
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mates of these large Union schools, they
liardl.v remain long enough to make much
progress in the military drill. And besides,

the parents of these—the English labor'

class—are by no means uninformed of the

degradation and misery that war and its

eessary product—a burdensome national debt

—hascaused them. Thus, Joseph Arch—the

same who, on behalf of a large body of his

fellow-workers, who contemplated emigra
tion, visited this country several years ago
—enters, in the English Laborer, a London
newspaper, the following strong protest

against countenancing war:
" While victory means what I have do-

scribed—aye, and more than tongue can tell,

or pen can picture, are the horrid miseries of

war—not only do ministers pray for victory,

but when perchance that victory is won, how
loud will be their voice of thanksgiving!
What! thank God that millions of money
which ought (o have been spent in building

better homes for the honest workmen, have
been worse than wasted in wholesale murder !

Will God accept such blasphemy? Brother
laborers, let us countenance such hypocrisy
no longer, but rather let us set ourfaces against

the ivnr game."
The laboring poor, therefore, have warning

of thepiM-il, and can attend to their offspring,

but the fatherless and motherless of the same
class, are, in a manner, the children of the

slate. The State Guardians of the schools

and workhouses become officially their pro-

tectors, yet by these unnatural parents are

they handed over to the officers of the bar-

racks, thence to be exposed to moral evils,

which as they are known to exist, and to be
always active, are hence more to be dreaded
than the perils of the battle-field, which may
never be actually met.

But, are not the orphan poor of our own
country o.\-posed to a like jeopardy ? For in-

stance, it is stated in the Girard College Re-
port for last year, that the orphans' battal-

ion, numbering 250 (or about one-half the
whole number of inmates,) is regularly drilled

by a captain, with the accompaniment of a
martial band; and that on Independence Day
they paraded the streets, being reviewed by
the (iovernor, and eliciting his praise for their

soldier-like bearing. Doubtless the same sort
of discipline prevails in many similar insti-

tutions in the land—certainly in the Homes
ibr soldiers' orphans. Hence, notwithstand-
ing the continuous reduction in size, of the
regular army of the Republic, there would
appear to because for concern, lest the spirit

of militarism must increase, seeing that the
young are allowed to be thus early and per-
sistently brought within its baneful influence.

L.

For "The Friend."

Report of lite Procecdings'of the Tract Associa-
tion of Friends, for the year 1877.

During the year ending Second month 28th,

1877, there have been printed 499,850 Tracts
;

6,in0 Almanacs for 1877; 1 0.*? Sarah Grubb, 60U
Biographi<'al Sk.'lclios; 000 Musings and Me-
mories ; 5,030 .luvcnil(' liooks; 10,000 Ser-
mons on the Mount; 10,000 Proverbs of Sol-

omon
;
300 volumcsofTractshavc been bound,

three volumes in a set.

There has been taken from the Do]K)sitory

.luring the same period, 410,059 Tracts ; 4 281
Almanacs; 5,200 Sermons on the Mount;
5,119 Proverbs ol' Solomon ; 6 Si)iritual Pro-

gress of M. R.; 18 Divine Protection ;
31

Sarah Grubb ; 32 Mary Dudley ; 69 Biograph-
ical Sketches ; 6,353 Juvenile Books; 27 Se-

lect Readers; 116 Musings and Memories;
10 Select Extracts ; 14 Ann Reeve, and 10

Rachel C. Bartram.
Thestockof Practsoii hand 3d mo. 1st, 1876

was 219,214. The number printed since that

time is 499,850. From the sum of these deduct-

ing those distributed during the same time,410,-

659, we have a balance on hand 3d mo., 1877,

of 308,405.

A very large proportion of Tracts taken
from our Depository during the past year,

were gratuitously distributed through a large

extent of country, as will appear from the

following detail, viz :

In Philadelphia . . . 281,483
In other parts of Pennsj'lvania, . 11,033
" Massachusetts, . . . 2,788
" Rhode Island,' . . . 3,030
" Now York, . . . 4,296
" Now Jersey, . . . 32,464
" Delaware, . . . 707
" Maryland, . . . 710
" Virginia, . . . 5,119
" North Carolina, . . . 15,442
" South Carolina, . . . 5,390
" Georgia, . . . 14,011
" Florida, . . . 450
" Tennessee, . . . 377
" Ohio, . . . 1,159
" Michigan, . . . 300
" Indiana, . . . 150
" Illinois, . . . 688
" Missouri, . . . 2,880
" Iowa, . . . 5,116
" Wisconsin, . . . 352
" Minnesota, . . . 519
" California, . . . 290
" Kansas, . . . 2,899
" England, ... 86
'• South America, . . . 1,475
" Texas, . . . 136
" Barbadoes, . . . 129
" Africa, . . . 130
" Places not particularly designated, 14,338

There have been sold for cash, 2,712

Making the total number taken from
the Depository, . . 410,659
At the request of the Tract Distributing-

Association, of this city, that has been simi-

larly supplied on several previous occasions,

we have printed and placed m their hands,
one hundred thousand copies of our Tract
"On Profane Swearing," No. 18, and 102,000
of Tract No. 117, " What is it?" making two
hundred thousand in all. They were both trans-

lated into German, and fifteen per cent, were
printed in that language. It is a satisfaction

that they made selection of the last named
Tract, illustrating as it does the fundamental
doctrine of the immediate presence and guid-
ance of the Holy Spirit. We have also added
to our series, a four page Tract entitled,

"Tender Counsel and Advice," by William
Penn, and numbered 128. It contains some
observations respecting evil thoughts, a sub-

ject not very often, perhaps, brought promi-
nently into view, that are well adapted to the
serious consideration and help of such as are
tempted in this way, and who are under an
awakening visitation of Divine Grace.
The Moral Almanac for the present year

was issued as usual, and matei'ial for that of
1878 has been selected.

Through the medium of the two Friends

mentioned in our last Report, who have a;

been engaged the past winter in religion

bors among the people of color in the seabi

Southern States, a door has been opt
through which our Tracts have passed :

siderable numbers. The same avidity h

tofore shown by this neglected people,

reading matter of this kind, was again
fested. It is our desire freely to respon
this feeling, as far as our funds will justif;

And here it may be proper to call atten

to the large outlay which the repeated calls

our tracts in such quantities require. The gr
er part of this, our friends are probably aw
we are under the necessity of relying u
their liberality to supply.
We believe that the time calls loudly

those who claim to be Christians, to be o

ful that example and precept go hand in h
together ; and to show by consistency of
portment the realityjOf their profession,

rounded as we are by so much that is oit

openly evil, or more covertlj' concealed un
something which will not bear the test of
light which " makes manifest," a pure

;|

correct standard is greatly needed to be
|

held before the people. And like the wi
spoken in due season, which is .good, a bci

or tract which clearly sets forth that whi
is the truth, when seasonably presented,
sometimes been of especial service. The s'

stance of the issues of our Association, wb
have been colleetiid and compiled with m\
care, is of the following character: Nai
fives of men, women and children, who at

the measure of their knowledge, were fai

ful to that which convicted and led them
of sin, into holiness of life ; essays on mo
and religious subjects, with incidents calct

ted to awaken to thoughtfulness respect:

individual duties and responsibilities; aUo,
some of them, a- variety of information
signed to increase the stock of useful kno
edge. The circulation of such publicati(

as these, costing so little, and being wit!

the reach of all, offers an opportunit}' of u

fulness, even to those whose pecuniary mea
are small, as well as those whose time is i

cessarily much employed in business. )

commend the subject to ourfriends, remindi
them that all our tracts and some of (

smaller books are kept constantly on hand
the Depositorj', No. 3 J4 Arch street, for gi

tuitous distribution.

On behalf of the Board of Managers,
Bphraim Smith, Clerk

Philadelphia, Third mo. 7th, 1877.

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The following Friends were appointed
fill the respective offices of the Associati

for the ensuing year:
Clerh,—'Edward Maris, M. D.
Treasurer,—Elton B. Giftbrd.

Alanagers,—JohnC. Allen, Edward Rich
Horatio C. Wood, William Kinsej^, Sami
Allen, Mark Balderston, George J. Scatt
good, John S. Stokes, Richard J. Allen, Jo
W. Biddle, Ephraira Smith, Joseph W. L
pincott, S. IMason M'Collio, Thomas Elkint(

William Evans.
The Annual Meeting is held in the Ar

Street Meeting House, on the last Fourth-d
n the Third month, at 8 o'clock in the eve

He who sjieaks an uncharitable word,
alter how wittily, will, if he have a sp;
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jnman nature in him, regret that he did i

the occasion is passed.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH

Ithongh no official information of the set-

;
up of Iowa, Western, Canada, or Kan-
Te:irly Meetings has been received by

ladelphia Yearly Meeting, and therefore it

not officially recognized them as coordi-

1 bodies, yet notices of their proceedings

e been given in our journal as their printed

tes have come to hand, and havingjust re-

'ed a copy of the printed minutes of Kansas

irly Meeting, held in the lOih month last,

present below some information of its pro-

dings and condition, as gathered there-

n.

he Yearly Meeting is composed of five

irterl}- Meetings; a new one, called Wal-

Creek, being instituted at the last Yearly

jting. There are 36 established meetings

worship, with a total membership of 3,350.

persons were received by their own re-

st during the year, and 37 children by re-

st of parents. There are 44 recorded min-

rs within ilslimits, and 15 meetings which

e no recorded minister belonging to them,

members are reported Jts using intoxica-

T liquor as a beverage. 2 new meetings

up within the year.

he following are the summary answers to

queries:

Is^ Answer—All our meetings for worship

discipline have been attended except in

instances, for which reasons have been

dered. Some remissness is reported in two
irters. Unbecoming behavior is not en-

ly avoided in any of the Quarters. Some
eptions as to punctuality in attendance in

Quarters. Care reported in two Quar-

Christian love generally exists amongst
but there are exceptions in all the Quar-

s to its entire prevalence. Talebearing and

Taction are discouraged, but not altogether

ided in any of the Quarters. Some care

hese cases in one Quarter. Endeavors are

d to end difterences, but not so seasonably

.vould be best, in one Quarter.

Friends exercise a care to educate

ir children, and those under their care by

cept and example, in the principles of the

ristian religion and in plainness of speech,

avior and apparel, to guard them against

nieious i-eading, coi'rupt conversation, and
pncourage them in the diligent reading of

Holy Scriptures; but more care in these

peots is considered desirable in all the

irters.

. Friends are clear of importing, vend

, distilling, and the unnecessary use of in

icating liquors, except a few cases of un

essary use in two of the Quarters. Some
eptions in all the Quarters as to attending

ces of diversion—some care taken in two
the Quarters. Moderation and temperance
3tly observed.

Care is taken to aid those in need, and

ittend to the education and assistance of

ir children.

. Friends maintain the testimonies que-

1 after, except a few cases of bearing arms,

few of taking oaths.

7. Friends are careful as queried after,

though some exceptions arc uoied in all the

Quarters, especially as to fulfilling engage-
ments and seasonable payment of debts.

Some care has been taken in three of the

Quarters.

8. Care is taken to deal with offenders as

queried after, except that the dealing is not

always seasonable."

The proposition of "Western Yearly Meet-

j for a conference, received the previous

year, and laid over to this for consideration,

being fully considered, the Meeting comes
to the conclusion that way does not open for

"t to take any action on this subject."

A minute of counsel adopted b}' this Yearlj-

Meeting, for ministers and elders, was read

and approved, and directed to be inserted in

the minutes, for the use of the meetings and
members.

Eeporls were read from committees of the

Yearly Meeting, on the subjects of " Indian

Affairs," " Peace," " Books, Tracts, and Tem-
perance," " General Meetings," and •' Bible

Association."
• The committee on the Yearly Meeting

school, report that they have given attention

to the sulject, by correspondence and other-

wise, but no way has opened for progress.

The subject is continued under the care of

the same committee, who are requested to

solicit means for opening a Yearly Meeting
school upon a self-sustaining basis, at such

point as may seem to them best.'

The clerk reports, that as directed last

year, he acknowledged to Philadelphia Year-

ly Meeting, on behalf of this Meeting, our

appreciation of the brotherly kindness mani-

fested by Friends of that Meeting to us in the

destitution with which we were visited in the

preceding year."

The concluding minute is as follows :

" We thankfully acknowledge our Heaven-
ly Father's blessing upon our several sittings,

by which wo have been enabled to dispose of

the various matters before us in harmony
and to good satisfaction. His gracious pres-

ence has solemnized our religious assemblies,

and ministered to the necessities of many
ouls. We now solemnly conclude, to meet
igain at the usual time and place next year,

f the Lord will."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Constantinople, Third mo. 28tli.—The

Turkish Chamber of Deputies, in .secret session yester-

day, diseus.sed an address in reply to the speech from

the throne. The speakers, without exception, resented

all foreign intervention in the domestic affairs of Tur-

key. The address, referring to Servia, says :
" We hope

the Servians will prove grateful for the peace accorded

them."
Le Nord, the Russian organ, declares that the propo

siiion for the simultaneous disarmament of Russia anc

Turkey is quite as inadmissible as that for the pre

liminary disarmament of Russia, unless positive pledges

are giv-en for the Porte's submission to the decisions of

Europe.
Advices from the Transvaal Republic say that th'

idea of union with the British colonies is regarded more
favorably. Other accounts even say that annexati(

inevitable. President Burgers is co-operating with Sir

T. Shepstone.
Mail advices from Ceyfon say the aspect of aflTaira

regard to the threatened scarcity is becoming daily

more grave. By the end of the 3rd mo. 25,000 laborers

will be paid off from the coffee estates, and in a month
or two there will be some 60,000 to provide for. M
time gangs of starving men, women and children are

coming over from India.

The London Times of the 16th ult. announces a div

dend of 5 per cent, for the six months ending the 28th

of 2nd mo., l)y the Bank of England. The four pre-

ceding dividends were -i!) per cent, for the six months,
5 per cent, not liaving been paid since 1874.

John Bright, the English .statesman, has written a
letter to General Eaton, Commissioner of Education,
cknowledging the receipt of a copy of the Comrais-
ioner's report on the public libraries of the United

States. Bright expresses his appreciation of the volume,
ch, he says, " strikingly indicates the wide.^pread

education of the American people;" and he adds:

There is great and universal satisfaction here at the

settlement of your Presidential difficulty, and the good
of your people is admitted and admired on this

side of the Atlantic."

The vital statistics for Liverpool in 1876, show 20,426

births and 14,347 deaths. The deaths of infants under
five years were 6827, or 47 per cent, of the total mor-
tality, the principal cause being an epidemic of measles

\ whooping-cough, which prevailed up to the 7th mo.
Small-pox caused 386 deaths during the year.

The Japanese Minister has received a telegram from

the capital of Japan announcing the sudden suppres-

)n of the rebellion in Kiusiu by the Ifnperial forces.

United States.—The Louisiana Commission has

been finally announced, and the members were expected

to leave for New Orleans on the 3d inst. They have

received formal instructions. The commission consists

of ex-Governor Brown, of Tennessee ; Judge Charles B.

Lawrence, of Illinois; General J. R. Hawley, of Con-

necticut ; General John M. Harlan, of Kentucky, and
Wayne McVeigh, of Pennsylvania. Of the five men to

this (liflBcult and importiint service has been as-

signed only one, ex-Governor Brown, is called a Demo-
crat. The others are classed as Republicans, but are

supposed to be liberal high-minded men, in accord with

the policy of conciliation and justice which the new
administration is desirous of establishing.

Governors Wade Hampton and Chamberlain, the

representatives of the two rival governments in South

Carolina, have come to Washington at President Hayes'

request, and he has held free and friendly conferences

with both of them, endeavoring to a.scertain their re-

spective views on the anomalous condition of affairs in

that unhappy Slate. In the interview the President

did not commit himself to any expression of opinion,

but informed them that no action whatever would be

ithoutthe concurrence and advice of his cabinet,

and after the most mature reflection and cohsideratioT).

It was decided at the Cabinet meeting on the 2d inst.

that the troops should be withdrawn from the State

Hou.se in Columbia, and the Secretary of War was di-

rected to prepare an order for their removal.

The news that the troops are to be removed from the

State House in Columbia has been received with de-

monstrations of unbounded joy in that city, and else-

where throughout South Carolina.

It is a singular fact that the old State of New Hamp-
shire persists in withholding the full privileges of

citizenship from Jews and Roman Catholics. This

remnant of old time bigotry is strongly condemned by

nearly half the people, and at the late election a strong

effort was made to adopt a constitutional amendment
which would make the institutions of New Hampshire
harmonize with those of the rest of the Union, but it

failed for want of a few more votes.

The Treasury Department has reason to believe that

the whole amount of the four-and-a-half per cent, loan

will be taken before the regular meeting of Congress in

the Twelfth month.
The public debt statement for the 3rd mo. shows a

decrciise of $14,1 07,016. The largeness of the reduction

arises from the cancellation and destruction of $9,4-53,-

800 of the b dance of the 5 per cent, bonds of 1881, held

in trust for the payment of the awards made by the

Commissioners of the Alabama Claims,

The internal revenue receipts for the 3rd mo. were

$9,250,297, nearly $1,000,000 in excess of the receipts

for the same month of 1876.

During the three months ending 3d mo. 31st, there

were 132 detections and arrests for robberies from the

mails and other violations of the Post-office law. Not
more than one letter was lost out of every four thousand

registered letters deposited in the mails last year.

A large number of supernumerary employees in the

Bureau of Printing and Engraving at Washington, and

also some superfluous clerks in the Navy Department,

have been dismissed as a measure of economy.
The fast freight train of twenty cars of silk and tea,

from San Francisco, arrived in New York on the 30tli

ult., having crossed the continent in ten days.

The interments in Philadelphia for the week ending

3d mo. 31st, numbered 324, which was 67 less thau for

the corresponding week of last year.

A telegram from New Orleans saya the Tima of that
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city will to-day puMish a statement which, it says

"comes from high Eeiiublican sources," that the eight

Electoral votes of Louisiana " properly belong to

Governor Tilden," and that "the testimony will be

furnished him in the prosecution of his quo warranto,

The New York Express says the papers for the quo

warranto suit to test the title of Hayes to the Presidency

have all been prepared, and are in the hands of a lawyer

of Washington. The suit will be instituted in the Su-

preme Court of the District of Columbia.
The MirkeU, <fi;. —Tlie following were the quotations

ontheSrdinst. Pkaadflplda.—Go\A,l(lii. U.S. sixes,

1S81, nil; do. 1S68, 113; do. S's 1881, 110| ; do. 4.V's

1891,10(3]. Cotton, 115 to 12 cts. Flour, $5.75 to $10.00.

Pennsylvania red wheat, 81.64 to $1.66 ; amber, $1.67

to $1.70; white, $1.72 to $1.75. Rye, 74 to 83 cts.

Corn, 54 to 54i cts. Oats, 41 to 46 cts. Cheese, 14 to

16 els. Beef cattle, sales 3800 head at 6} to 6| cts. for

extra ; 5J^ a 6 cts. for fair to good, and 41 to 5 cts. for

common. Sheep, 10,000 head, at 5 to 1 cts. Hogs,
3200 head, at from 7| to 8\ cts. New FbrA.—Super-
fine flour, $5.90 to $6.15 ; State, extra and fancy, *6.15

to $6.55. Finest western brands, $7.75 to $10:75.

Winter wheat, dull, no quotations; No. 2 spring, $1.47

to $1.49; ungraded, #1.30 to $1.40. Barley, 46 to 93

cts. Corn, 54| to 57 cts. Oats, 39 to 68 cts.

BOOKS FOR SALE AT FRIENDS' BOOK
STORE, No. 304 Arch street.

The History of the Rise, Increase and Progress of the

Christian people called Quakers, by William Sewell,

1 vol., sheep, $2 25

do. do. do. 1 vol., calf, 3 00

An Apology for the True Christian Divinity;

being an Explanation and Vindication of the

Principles and Doctrines of the People called

Quakers, by Robert Barclay, . . . 1 25
do. do. do. cheap edition, 50

Of Immediate Revelation, being the second Pro-
jiosition of Robert Barclay's Apology, flexible

Of Universal and Saving Light, being the Fifth

and Sixlh Propositions of Robert Barclay's

Apology, .... flexible sides,

Piety Promoted, in a collection of dying sayings
of many of the people called Quakers, in four

vols., ediled by VVm. and Thomas Evans,
The Works of Isaac Penington, a Minister of

the Gospel in the Society of Friends, in four

Rules of Discipline of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing, (1834,) .... sheep,

do. do. do. . . cloth,

The Original and Present State of Man, briefly

considered, by Joseph Phipps,

Letters on Religious subjects, written by divers
Friends, deceased, by Jno. Kendall,

Letters of the late John Barclay, . sheep.

Extracts from the Letters of Elizabeth, Lucy and
.Judith Ussher,

A Journal of the Life, Travels, &c., of that an-

cient, eminent and faithful servant of Jesus
Christ, George Fox

Journal of the Life and Religious Services of

Wm. Evans,
do. do. do.

do. do. do.

Journal of .John Richardson,
<lo. Thomas EUwood,
do. William S.ivery,

do. Henry Hull,

do. Thomas Chalklev,

do. do. do.

do. John Churchman,
do. Elizabeth Collins,

do. Thomas Scattergoo

do. do.

,n Woolman,

cloth,

half morocco,

do.

cloth,

2d edition,

halfr
Lif,-

Rirh;

Memorials of dcLCistd Friends, to 1787, .

do. do. do. 1849, .

do. do. do. 1874, .

Memoirs of George Whitehead,
Memoirs of Isaac Penington, by Joseph Gurney

Bevan,
Memoir of John Roberts, . . flexible sides.

Some account of the Lives of Samuel and Marv
N.-ale, .

Diarv iif Samuel Scott,

Edw'iii Price, (Extracts from the Papers of)

Concise Account of the Religious Society of
Friends, by Thns. Evans

.4dvices of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to its

Members, edition of 1859 30
A Brief View of the Doctrine of the Christian

Religion, as professed by theSociety of Friends,

by John Bevans, 35
The Rise and Progress of the People called

Quakers ; also, a Key, opening the way to

every capacity how to distinguish the religion

professed by the people called Quakers, from
the perversions and misrepresentations of their

adversaries, &c., by William Penn, . . 35
Exposition of the Faith of the Religious Society

of Friends, by Thomas Evans, ... 75
A Catechism and Confession of Faith, by Robert

Birclay, 35
No Cross No Crown, a discourse showing the

nature and discipline of the Holy Cross of

Christ, and that the denial of self and daily

bearing of Christ's Cross is the alone way to

the rest and kingdom of God, &c., by William
Penn, 75

A Treatise on Church Government, formerly
called Anarchy of the Ranters, &!,, being a
two-fold apology for the Church and People
of God, called in derision Quakers, by Robert
Barclay, 35

Friends in the Seventeenth Century, by Charles
Evans, M. D., new and revised edition, cloth, 2 00

do. do. do. half morocco, 2 50
Brief Biographies of some Members of the So-

ciety of Friends, showing their early religious

exercises and experience in the work of re-

generation, compiled by Joseph Walton,
flexible covers, 25

do. do. do. stiS' binding, 30
Letters of Isaac Penington, . . cloth, 75
The Doctrines and Ministry of George Fox,

flexible sides, OS
do. do. do. paper covers 03

A Concise Biographical Sketch of William Penn, 15
do. do. in Spanish, . . 15

An Inquiry into the Accordancy of War, with
the principles of Christianity, by Jonathan
Dymond cloth, 15

Journal of William Penn while visiting Holland
and Germany in 1677, 40

A Com[iendium of Religious Faith and Practice,

designed for young persons of the Society of
Friends, by Lindley Murray, ... 25

Examples of Youthful Piety, by Tho^. Evan^ 62
Published by the Tract Association.

Biographical Sketches and Anecdotes of Mem-
bers of the Religious Society of Friends, . 1 25

Musings and Memories, being chiefly a collec-

tion of Anecdotes and Reflections of a Re-
ligious character on various subjects, . . 1 00

An Abridged Memoir of Mary Dudley, with
some accounts of her Daughters, ... 50

A Brief Account of the Life and Religious
Labors of Sarah (Lynes) Grubb, ... 25

Divine Protection through extraordinary dangers
during the Irish Rebellion in 1798. A narra-
tive of the preservation of the family of Jacob
and Elizabeth Goff, Members of the Religious
Society of Friends, . . . cloth, 15

A Short Account of Ann Reeve, piper cover, 10
Memoir of Rachel Bartram 10
Tracts Issued by the Tract Association of Friend-!,

3 vols., cloth, 1 50
Thefollowing are in Oerman.

No Cross No Crown, by Willia.u Penn, . . 50
The Religious Principles of the Society of

Friends, by Henry Tuke, .... 40
An Account of the Life, Travels and Labors in

the Gospel of George Fox 60
A Concise Biographical Sketch of Wni. Penn, . 15
John Woolman's Journal, .... 60
Dymond on War I.5

Adilress ou Theatrical Amusements and Horse
Racing

Appeal for the Due Observance of the First Day
of the Week,

Thefollowing are in French.
Birclay's Apology, 75
No Cross No Crown, by Wm. Penn, . . . 50
A C -is, r,i,,„M:,|,l,ir,l Sketch of Wm. Penn, . 15
Rise and P, , ,

,

. f ! lu- People called Quakers,
by Willi, lu !,

,1 . . . . 25
Accouni ,M il, r,.,|,l,. ,.alled Quakers, by An-

Aim, Sundry Pamphlets, most of which may be obtained

gralaitonsty.

True Christian Baptism and Communion, by
Joseph Pllipps, 15

Ancient Testimony of the Religious Society of

Friends, commonly called Qiiakers, respect-

ing some of their Christian Doatrines and
Practice--, 1813

_

paper,

do. clo. do flexible sides.

On Silent Waiting, by Miry Brook, .

Selections from Letters of Thomas Kite to his

Daughter, while at Westtown B. School,

An Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines of the R?lig
Society of Friends. Published by Direction of

Yearly Meeting, held in Philadelphia, Fourth mo
1847, addressed to its members.

An Address on Theatrical Amusements and II'

Racing, 1874.

An Appeal for the Due Observance of the First Da
the Week, 1876.

An Appeal of the Religious Society of Friends in Pt

sylvanii. New Jersey, Delaware, &;., to their fell

citizens of the United States, on behalf of the Cok
Rice.

Epistles of Advice, &o., issued at various times
several subjects.

An Address of the Yearly Meeting of Friends, heh
Philadelphia, to its own members and the meml
of other Yearly Meetings, 1868.

A Brief Narrative in Relation to the Position of PI;

delphia Yearly Meeting, 1873.
An Epistle from the Yearly Meeting of Friends, 1

in Piiiladelphia, to its members, 1876.

WE5TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having chi

of Westtown Boarding School, will be heldi n PI
delphia, on Seventh-day, 14th inst., at 2.30 P. M.

Samuel Moruis,
Philada., 4th mo. 3d, 1877. Cler

WANTED.
A situation by a Friend qualified to teach the I

lish branches and classics.

Apply to J. Smedley,
304 Arch St., Philad

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Princip

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the tent

the Ninth month. Application may be made to

Joseph S. Elkinton, 331 South Fifth St
Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Smedley, 415 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day the

of Fourth month. Parents and others intending to

pupils, will please make early application to Benja
W. Passmore, Supt., (address Street Soad P.
Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, 2'reas

304 Arch St , Philadelphia.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, (Tioenty-third Ward,) Philadelp,

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. \Vo)
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma
made to the Superintendeut, or to any of the Boa:
Managers.

Died, on the 24tli of Twelfth mo. 1876, at their
dence in Pennsville, Lycoming Co., Pa., Sarah
wife of Edward Whitacre, in the 67th year of hen
a member of Muncy Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, after a lingering illne.ss, on the 29th of !

month, 1877, at the residence of his widowed moft
.Jane Jones, near Plymouth, Lyon Co., Kansas, J

Thompson Jones, aged 29 years, 7 months and 8 1

a member of Toledo Monthly Meeting. During
last few months of his illne.ss he was enabled to

himself on his Saviour. And in proportion as

earthly tenement failed, his aflTections loosened
earth and earthly things, and in faith did cling 1

firmly to the Saviour; and il is believed by his rela

and friends that he was one of those whom his '.

found waiting.

, in Manchester, Iowa, on the 7th of Second
1877, Louisa S., wife of Lewis Paxson, in the
year of her .age, a member of Wilmington Mor
Meeting, Delaware.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Waltiut Slrcct.
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Notes of a Southern Visit.

(Continiod from page 263.)

Wilmington, N. C, wliile calling on a

d Baptist minister, at wtiose place of

ip we had a meeting about a year ago,

Bt with some curious sapei-stitions prev-

among lliese people. His wife handed
me eako and nuts for refreshment, and

mtly remarked, that if we had come
'day (the First of the year) we might
»ve received anything. This led to the

nation that some of their people thinlv

ad omen to give anything away on New
3 day, as it implies that they will be

T away all the year. They think also

if they eat delicate and costly food on

day, they will be likely to have poor

;
as the year advances. Hence they all

the coarsest and cheapest materials for

new lyear's meals; which custom has

id to be cow-peas, and hog's head. So

rsal is the practice, that the stores be-

stripped of these articles as the day ap-

hes.

Mears' Bluff, a few miles from Wilming-

ve had an opportunity of examining one

! large rice plantations which border the

Fear River. The ground is low, and so

ded with banks and flood-gates, that it

)e covered with water from the river

the crop requires it. The rice-plant

nearly resembles oats than any other

cultivated in the North. Most of the

id used in its production in the neighbor-

of Wilmington, is farmed by the colored

e who rent patches of it from the owners
i soil. About fifty bushels of grain in the

3 considered an average crop,

s found a large and well-conducted guano
ry located here. The basis of the manu
red article is a phosphate rock, which is

;ht from Navassa, a small island in the

Indies. This is pulverized, treated with

uric acid, and mixed with patash salts

Germany, and dried blood and other

al mitter. The proportion of the ingre-

,s, and the price of the resulting com-

d, varies with the purpose for which the

ire is intended. Tobacco-growing re-

is the richest and most expensive pre-

tion ; while the cotton planters buy a

p article, because their crop is much less

usting to the soil. The company will

^h their guano to the planters on condi-

tion of receiving 300 lbs. of the cotton raised

by its help for every ton of the manure. This

method of selling guano we found to be com-

mon in the South.

The colored people in the neighborhood
spoke in high terms of the superintendent of

the factory, as a "Christian gentleman," who
did not interfere with their politics, or attempt

to f'ontrol their votes.

From Mears' Bluff we went into the central

part of South Carolina, and soon found wo
were in a warmer political atmosphere. We
met with several of the colored members of

the State Legislature, with whom we had free

conversation. Two of these confirmed the re-

ports we had heard, of attempts on the part of

the Democrats to obtain by bribery a quorum
for that portion of the House of Representa-

tives which adhered to their side. They said

they had been offered $4000 each, to induce

them to make the change.

The recent political contest in South Caro
11 was one of unusual bitterness. A wide-

spread belief prevailed, that the State govern-

ment hail been badly manage 1, and that it

was desirable on financial grounds, to put its

control into other hands. In endeavoring to

ffect this, violence and intimidation were

freely resorted to in somj places; and in

others, the support of a party was made the

condition of obtaining employmi'it, or of

being received as tenants on the lands that

were rented. In Darlington county we found

much unsettloment and distress from a com-
bination formed by the owners of a lirge part

of the plantations to rent land to none of the

negroes who would not sign a pledge to sup-

port their candidate for governor. We were

there about the beginning of the year, when
contracts are usually made; and many of the

small farmers were greatly at a loss to know
where to go or what to do. In listening to

their troubles, one was ready to exclaim,

—

" who shall pour oil on the troubled waters."

Yet it was a stay to the mind to reflect, that

there is an over-ruling Providence, who is able

to make the wrath of man to praise Him, and
can restrain the violent passions of men.

We had meetings at Darlington, Sumter
and Camden, which were satisfactory oppo
tunities. At one of these, held at Sumter,

when the minister in charge intimated, that

it would be a suitable time to address the con-

gregation, he was told that an interval of

silence would be acceptable. He mentioned

it to the congregation as our wish. A time

of deep silence followed, which was referred

to in the communication which followed, as

being unusual in their meetings; and that

text was brought to view, which says, " Keep
silence before me, O islands, and let the poo

pie renew their strength." The more fully

we came to experience the work of Divine

Grace, the more we would value the com-
munion of the soul with its God ; and that wo
would seek to experience it oftener than the

returning day. The desire was expressed

that all might know the transforming power
of Grace to perform a thorough work in them,

so that they might become new creatures.

There were some present whom the Lord (it

was believed) was visiting with His Holy
Spirit, and seeking for an entrance into their

hearts. These were earnestly exhorted to be

obedient.

In going from Sumter to Camden, it is

needful to wait several hours on tho banks of

the 8wamp9 (here four miles, wide) which
border the Walereo river, at tho crossing of

tho two railroads, till the Camden train comes
along. It is a lonely spot, with no earriage-

oad nearer than two miles, and no house in

sight, but a small one by the side of the rail-

road, occupied b}' the flagman. The tedious-

ness of the delay was greatlj' relieved by a

walk in the woods, where much of the vege-

tation is unlike that of the more northern

States; and by watching the birds. The
Cardinal Grosbeak and Blue Jay were quite

abundant. The Mocking Bird seems partial

to the vicinity of man, and is more tame and

domestic than even the Robin is with us. It

was a mild, pleasant day; and as one wandi^red

along the woodland paths, or rested on a fallen

tree, listening to the murmur of the wind
through the "pine leaves, and to the sound of

falling waters from a brook near by ; the mind
enjoyed a season of rest, in a quiet reverie of

pleasing but sober thought.

The meeting at Camden was large, and was
attended by the three colored ministers who
reside there, and by a number of white per-

sons. The pastor of the colored Baptists, in

whose house it was held, called on us before

the meeting; and we explained to him the

custom of Friends when assembled for wor-

ship. This prevented the singing which is

usual in their assemblies. In the vocal ser-

vice, reference was made to the poaceable na-

ture of Christ's kingdom, as illustrated by tho

prophetic declaration, that the wolf should

lie down with the lamb, tho leopard with the

kid, the calf, the young lion and the fatling

together, and a little child should lead them.

This indicated a great change in tho destruc-

tive naturj of those beasts of prey ; and showed

the character of that change wrought in tho

heart of man by the regenerating power of

Christ. It was needful that we should be

born again, and be engrafted into Christ ; and

those who had thus become true Christians

would live together in love. Yet there was

a spiritual warfare to be fought by every in-

dividual, so that every thought might be

brought into the obedience of Christ. Many
young people in their setting out in life, in-

tended at some time to become good Chris-

tians; but postponed yielding up their hearts

to the work of grace, desiring first to enjoy

more of worldly pleasures. These were plain-

ly admonished of their danger, and exhorted

no longer to delay, lest they might be like the

foolish virgins, who were refused admittance

when the Bridegroom came, because they were
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Those who had in earnest en
eavenly jonrnej', had need to

not prepared,

tered on the

be on their guard, that they be not draw
baejj into uiicoucern and forgetf'uhiess of God.
We had reason to believe that the meeting

was acceptable to the people, and that an open
door was left behind.

After leaving Camden, we made no tarri-

anceforreligious service till we reached Beau-
fort in South Carolina. This is near the ocean,
on one of the salt water rivers or creeks, that
run tar up into the land, and make a perfect
net-work of channels ; thus forming numerous
islands along the coasts of North and South
Carolina and Georgia. It is beautifully situ-

ated on the bluff shore of a semicircular sweep
of the river, of perhaps two miles in diameter.
In former times, it was the favorite residence
of many wealthy slaveholders, who owned
plantations on the surrounding islands. It
was here the ordinance of secession was con-
cocted; and we were shown the house where
it received its final touches and signatures.
Little did the active agents in that measure
imagine that they were signing the death
warrant of their favorite system of slavery
It is but one of the many illustrations fur
nished by history, of the great fact, that thi
Most High ruleth among the kingdoms of
men

;
that He takcth the wise in their own

craftiness, and makes them His instruments
in working out designs they never intended.

In this part of South Carolina, the colored
population is far more numerous than the
white; and a large portion of them own land,
and are free from the annoyances to which
their race is exposed in some other sections
of the State. One of us called on a former
member of the State Legislature, a colored
man, who had assisted Friends a year ago in
procuring some legislative action respecting

eetinghouse ]>roperty under their care

:L
among men ; that He was ''the Son of God"~\vfho are concerned for tho welfare of Inr
" Crod made manifest in the flesh:' We believe ligious Society. Nevertheless, a hope itin
that through this mysterious revelation of the 'arises, that as those who are concclf,
one eternal, self-existent Almighty Jehovah, [maintain it on its ancient foundai i..i 'i,'

salvation was opened to man
;
that in tho in-

1
through holy help, steadfast, there \vi '„^

scrutable counsels of Omnipotence, it was His Lord's time be a gathering' unto tin
good pleasure to be reconciled unto man our poor Society be favored with in. ,

through the death of His Son. These are jsetllement, and know an ari
mysteries which have been acknowledged by
the Society from its beginning.—British Friend.

the
in Charleston. He was living at the house of
Ptobert Small, a large and weil-furnished man-
sion. In his youth, R. Small lived as a slave
in the out-building attached to this property.
During the war, he brought the steamship
Planter out of Charleston harbor, past the
guns of the Confederate forts in safety

; and
was awarded salvage by Congress. He sub-
sequently purchased for his home, the pi
perty where he had been brought up as
slave. Yf

(To bo continued.)

The late Hannah C. Backhouse on the Chris-
tian Profession of the Society of Friends.—

i

believe, my dear friends, that we might go
among any people, that we might search all
the families of mankind, and make the most
diligent investigation of the principles wo
make profession of—yea, we might search the
whole of professing Christendom, and alter
all has been discovered that the most pene-
trating eye can behold, we shall not be able
to find more evidence of the profession of the
faith once delivered to the saints, than are to
bo found in the Society of Friends. And I
believe that the testimonies they have borne
to the spirituality of tho Christian religion,
and in eonsc,r|ueiice of these testimonies the
practices resulting therefrom, will remain
even unto the end of time. I believe that
Christianity in its purest form is still to be
found within the jiale of this Society. We
believe in the Father, the Son and the Holy
Spirit

; and that these three are one. We be-
lieve that the Word was made flesh, and dwelt

For " The Friend."

Hauiiali Gibbons.

It is thought the publication of the follow
ing brief extracts from the memoranda of oui
"ate beloved friend Hannah Gibbons
be seasonable, and perhaps encoura^
some at the present time. After attending
the Yearly Meeting of 1852, then 81 years of
age, she writes :

" Desires are raised that the
hands of tho laborers maybe strengthened by
the mighty God of Jacob to do his work; and
that a succession of laborers may be raised up
to support the precious doctrines and testi-
monies given to us as a people, that Zion may
again arise in her ancient beauty."

4th mo. 1853. " I attended our Yearly Meet-
ing under much discouragement and lowness
of mind, and considerable infirmity of body.
The meeting was favored to proceed in the
weighty concerns which come before it, in
more harmony than at some former annual
gatherings. It seemed as though the house
of David was growing stronger and stronger,
and the house of Saul weaker and weaker';
yet there was cause for mourning on account
of an unsanctified ministry appearing in a few
individuals. May He, who is the He'ad of His
own church, work in us and for us, until all
that is offensive in His holy eyesight may be
purged out

; and more of the calming, cement-
nfluence of His blessed Spirit be felt to

prevail, and the body be edified in love."
1854. 4th mo. " Our Yearly Meeting oc-

curring, I ^yas fiivored to get to nearly aU the
sittings of it. It was more satisfactory than
any we have had of latter years: and the
Blessed Head of the church condescended in
mercy to overshadow the assembly at seasons,
with the solemnizing influence of His own
blessed Spirit, to the comfort and refreshment
of many minds; and Friends were favored to
transact the weighty business of the meeting
in a good degree of harmony. Indeed it feU
to me a time wherein we had cause to thank
God and take courage."

5th mo. 13th, 1855. " It seemed to me in
our meeting to-day, as at other times, that
there are a number of seeking individuals,*
that attend with us on First days, who are
not members of our religious Society. For
such I have craved, th;it their minds may not
be outward, but that they may be turned in-
ward, where availing prayer is wont to be
made; that so they may bo taught by our
blessed Saviour who condescends at seasons
to teach his people Himself. Earnest desires
were also felt for our poor scattered Society
the church, that through the powerful cleans-
ng operation of the Holy Ghost and fire she
may be brought out of her present wilderness
state, clear as the snn, fair as the moon, and
terrible as an army with banners "

9th mo. 30fh, 1860. " The present is a day
of close trial and searching of heart to those

ing as 1

beauty."

From a letter to her friend am
Hannah Rhoads, 1863: "I was eomfciw
hearing that our late Yearly Meetinot,
time of renewed favor, a time wheref 'en

of the cementing influence of heaven

j

was expericnced'than for some years
•' Such seasons are cause of hu '

'

•8|el

leh

ii;f

Tl.i to be the case.

htitude to the Author of all our bless
times, I doubt not, of renewing the t|
those who have none to look to for bib
the Lord alone. 'I will also leave i

midst of thceanafliictodand poorpeop!
they shall trust in the name of the Loii"

1857. 4th mo. 19th. On hearing of a ji

being exercised in the Select Yearly .M|t
on tho subject of silent, reverential w
and recommending it as one of our p(
privileges, she said, " It did me good t.l]

it. Oh ! this is ivhat we want us a soci, t \,

silent waiting before the Most High:' "\

wordy spirit which is among us, t dont
what it will come to; and yet I woii
check the lisping of a babe in Christ
A few words, fitly spoken, are like api
gold in pictures of silver."

26th. In allusion to the late Yearly
'

5 she said, "I think I saw on Sevclu,
morning, with undoubted clearness, t

'

Friends gathered under feelings of ivvi
and holy fear—fear to offend—and if any
was expressed, if it was under the suin
cious influence, it would have a tender
gather; but if the wisdom ofman got up,
ing to do a great deal, it would make se
ing work;" adding, "it is only that V
comes from above can gather there. Oli

!

the great 'I Am' may govern." On
informed it was thought a better feelins
vailed, she said, " that is what we want,""
seemed greatly comforted.
The following is from a letter to her f

William Evans, in 1854: " Desires are r^

that we may not be suffered to cast awa-
confidence in the unfailing arm of Isi
Shepherd. I think I often see our stan
to be as on a sea of glass; wherein gre
the necessity of watching unto prayer. .

there is no time to be idle, lest, as form
while men sleep the enemy sow tares. T
it is a day when he is very busy, strivir
draw the mind away from "the pure and
pie Truth as it is in Jesus, and persua
the unwary that there is an easier way tc
kingdom of heaven, than by self-denial
the daily cross."

From a letter to the .same friend in 1!

" I have never been without the hope that
poor Society will not be utterly laid wi
believing there are a few in the diffe
places who may be compared to tho remi
of Jacob in the midst of many people,
dew from the Lord. As these are faithfi:
their Divine [reader, striving through His
to upliiild ihe excellent testimonies give
us us a ]ie(iple to bear, I trust they in
Lord's time, will be brought to see ey
eye

;
to walk by the same rule, to mind

imo thing; and to be built up a spiri
house to the praise of His excellent Nan
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* "1 unite with thee in believing that

spirit of suppUcalwnv!!x^ lived in by the

evs universally—and it is the duty of all

hearts would be softened towards one

er and that mercy which we crave for

ves would be sought for others also,

often have I desired that this kind of

y might more prevail among us."

m a letter to the same, 1858 :
" The

ling of my heart often is, Lord help us,

in is the help of man. What a mercy

hat through all the shaking permuted,

oundation of God standeth .sure ;
having

seal, the Lord knoweth them that are

yea, he knoweth them, and will tenderly

d these, I surely believe, who are en-

TiD<' to f.jUow liim in the obedience of

not^leaning to their own understanding

, better can we do, dear friend, than to

lit the cause unto the Lord, whose power

)ve every other power, hoping and trust-

lat in his own time He will take it into

iwn hands, and then who shall let it."

e following is from a letter thus endorsed

G • '• The within is the latter part ot

ter sent to W. and E. Kvans, dated -llh

Ith 1859." " Yearly Meeting is fast ap-

3hing, and I doubt not brings an increase

ccrci'se of mind, in which you have my
er. sympathy. But how consoling is it

you can say from heartfelt experience,

erto the Lord hath helped us; and 1 trust

will help you even unto the end of the

dated path."

Scientific Notes.

Hijlcial Butter.—¥ov some years past at-

pts have been made to manufacture trom

fat of beef, mutton or veal, a substitute

ordinary butter, but until recently with

'little success. At the present time, hovy-

r an article is produced in considerable

alilies, a sample of which was lately pro^

need by X. A. Willard, the President of

New York State Dairyman's Association,

e " far superior to any I have seen in flavor

texture." He added, " I have shown it

i number of experts in butter, and tiiey

e greatly surprised at its flavor," and it a

e waxy texture in the article was pro-

ed " it would puzzle some to distinguish

rom genuine butler." This waxy condi-

), it is said, is acquired by age. From an

ount of the process, given by Henry A.

It, one of its originators, in the Amerira,i

mist, the following description of it has

n condensed. After the fat is well cleansed

8 thrown into large tanks containing tepicl

ter, where it is thoroughly washed in suc-

sive portions of cold water. It is then re-

ved to a machine in which it is reduced to

all fragments. In this condition it passes

the melting tank, where it is exposed to a

aperature of about 122° F. Here it is sepa

,ed from the adipose membrane accompany-

r it, and a clear yellow oil is obtained, which

carefully drawn off and allowed tosohdify.

.is solidified oil or refined fat, is divided into

all blocks about 4 inches wide, 8 inches

Iff and IJ inches thick, which are placed

cloths, and subjected to heavy pressure in

suitably arranged press. This opcTat^ion

suits in separating the refined fat into two

•rtious,—a pure white solid steariue, which

mains in the cloths, and a more oily po'-^^o"

bich is subjected to further treatment, i he

earine thus obtained is in a condition tor

le, and is one of the by products ot the

manufacture. The oil at the temperature ot

70°, is now introduced into a churn with sour

milk, in the proportion of about one hundred

pounds of the former to fifteen or twenty

pounds of the latter, together with a small

amount of a solution of aunatto, to impart an

orange color to the product, when the whole

mixture is thoroughly agitated for 10 or 15

minutes. The mixture is then allowed to

flow from the churn into a tub containing

pounded ice. As the contents of the churn

fall upon the ice, the oil is solidified. The

tub is constantly kept in motion until it be

comes filled with the solidified oil. ihis is|

then emptied out, the ice allowed to melt,

away, the solidified oil collected, crumbled up

fine by hand, and then agitated in a siutabloi

vessel with a nearly equal quantity by weight,

of churned sour milk, for about 15 minutes,

during which the solidified oil takes up a cer-

tain percentage of the milk, together with its

flavor and odor, and pure artificial butter is

produced. This as the finished product, is re-

moved, drained, salted, worked and packed

into firkins for sale. Thus made, the manu-

facturer states, it contains nothing foreign to

the very best butter, and its keeping qualities

are much belter than that made from cream,

while chemical analysis shows that they are

almost identical in composition. 500 lbs. ot

artificial butter, it is said, can be made from

490 lbs. suet, and the cost of producing it lu

a suitably arranged factory, including all ex-

penses excepting the license fee, is set down

X 13 cents per pound.
, . ,

Stovei' -A commission ofthe French Academy

1,19 been investigating the effect upon health

of cast iron and wrought iron stoves. Soft coal

was burned in stoves of each kind, and rabbits

were exposed to the air heated by them, and

their condition afterwards examined. It is

silted that the results of these experiments

show that the use of cast iron stoves at a red

heat diffuses an amount of poi-sonous carbonic

oxide gas which produces changesin the blood

the repetition of which may become danger-

ous while the same method of investigation

hns not shown similar effects from stoves

wrou.dit iron. The carbonic oxide which

IS produced when stoves of cast iron are used,

mav arise from several different causes. 1st.

The permeability of the stove by the gas,

which will pass from the interior of the fire

pot to the exterior. .2d. The direct action of

the oxyo'cn of the air upon the carbon of the

cast iron, healed to redness. 3d. The decom-

position of carbonic acid contained in the air,

by its contact with metal heated to redness.

The commission recommend that all stove.s

and healing apparatus of cast iron, and some

of wrought iron, be lined with fire-brick, or

other substance, so as to prevent their attain-

a red heat.

around them more effectually contributes to

this end, than the consistent example ot the

older, and those who are regarded as the moit

experienced Friends. As constant watchful-

ness is essential to enable any to furnish this

example, so it has a powerful influence upon

observers. Watchfulness is inseparable from

inwardness of spirit—an eye eoDtinually di-

rected to the Preserver of men. This will

appear in the countenance, the spirit, the

temper, and Ihe general manner and practice.

It is putlincr the candle on the candlestick, so

that all whS are in the house do see the light.

Where young people have such examples be-

fore them, they feel their influence, which

restrains them in some measure from doin"
restrains vueiu lu o^..."^ "-— - . c

wronc, and incites many to obey the requisi

tions of the Truth, in the love of it. If instead

Selected for "The Friend."

Tliey Shall Build the Waste Places*

Oue of the most important objects of re-

lio-ious Society, is the oversight of Us mem

htvs particularly those of little age and ex-

periencc, with the view of guarding then

ao-ainst temptations, and promoting then

•?owth in the Truth. Scarcely any thing

* The above article was published in The Friend

In 1850, and has been transcribed and sent 'on s by a

valued correspondent for republication at this time

We commend it to our readers as containing pertinent

counsel for our approaching Nearly_Meetin,.^^^^„^

lions ol tne iruui, lu mc .^z. -_^v^'
V. i c.

• -.

of showing forth the fruits of the Holy Spirit,

the active members get from under this watch-

fulness and division and contention spring

up and a different spirit producing other

fruits takes the place of the spirit ot Christ,

this stumbles the weak, and lends to turn

away the younger members, from the clause

of religion, to the pleasures and profits of the

world.'' The effect of spiritual religion is to

make men "steadfast, immovable, abounding

in the work of the Lord;" but where unsetl e-

ment gels into the visible church, and the

inexpeVienced members think they see that

there is little difference between themselves

and their brethren, lukewarmness is intro-

duced, and they substitute temporal pursuits

for their religious duties. Innovation upon

the doctrines and discipline of the Society has

had a very unsettling effect. Many young peo-

pie have been greatly perplexed, and the

Lnemy has taken advantage of this, to entice

them to the world for their enjoyments, that

he might thereby hinder the Lord s work in

their hearts. But while the church keeps

under the government of the blessed Head,

He will lead it to look after the flock over

which He has appointed watchmen, and bring

it under a lively concern from lime to lime,

to extend a helping hand where it is needed.

How cheering to young persons, to see the

devoledness of elder brethren and sisters to

their Lord and Master, striving under the

power of His gathering arm to draw them

into the fold of Christ.

When George DiUwyu with many olher

worthies, occupied our galleries during the

sitting's of the Yearly Meeting, he often had a

sweet word of encouragement for the yoiinger

and less advanced members, which spread like

balm over their exercised spirits, and ani-

I mated them to increased dedication to their

1
heavenly Leader. Such evidences ot love and

tender solicitude in the fathers for the chil-

dren, produced returning feelings of love and

respect towards them, and the unity of the

Spirit bound them together in true and un-

feio-nod fellowship. Many young people went

to ''Yearly Meeting to participate, according

to their capacities, in the general travail for

the welfare of the Society, the mutual help ot

each other, and to receive the admonitions

and the counsel of experience, dictated by the

Shepherd of the sheep.
r i „o

Since that day we have partaken of a large

share of afflictions; and were it consistent

with the will of the Head of the church, many

would rejoice to witness the flowing ot the

healino- waters, to restore the diseased to

renovate the feeble and the faltering, and to

invi-oratc the weary with energy to rebuild
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the wasle place?. Possibly some of the hard-

ships wo have endured, have been permitted
to show us, that worldly ease throws open
avenues for the enemy to enter under various
guises—the dangers of unwatchfulness—and
that nothing but a patient, confiding reliance

upon the Lord, who alone can keep the city,

will serve to drawdown His protecting power.
It may be that prayer has not been the cloth-

ing of many, as it ought to be ; not asking of

Him to undertake for us and His cause, nor
putting their trust and faith in Him, -instead

of their own wisdom and strength. Well will

it be to learn by the things we have suffered,

and to join in fervent mental breathings, that

He would hasten the period, when true Gos-
pel love and unity shall take the place of all

party feelings, throughout our borders, and
laborers be sent forth, qualified to build up
the broken walls, and to sound forth the Truth
80 as to awaken to righteousness, many who
are in danger of sleeping the sleep of spiritual

death. Could we experience in our approach-
ing solemnity, something of the feast of in-

gathering, every one abstracting his thoughts
from things abroad, and looking into his own
condition, witnessing Christ Jesus to be in the
midst, teaching us Himself, and opening to the

collected church the way to minister to the
various branches, there would be a little har-

vest of comfort and Divine strength, to ani-

mate the members to discharge their respec-

tive duties, when they reach their homes.
The burden-bearers would be made to rejoice,

and the Lord's name would be praised bj'

hearts, humbled in a sense of His unmerited
goodness to His afllicted people. Thus saith

the Lord, "again there shall he heard in this

place, the voice of joy, and the voice of glad-
ness, the voice of the bridegroom and the
voice of the bride—the voice of them that
shall say, praise the Lord of hosts, for the
Lord is good ; for His mercy endureth forever
—and of them that shall bring the sacrifice of
praise into the house of the Lord. For I will
cause to return the captivity of the land as at
the first, saith the Lord." May it prove to

haj)py experience!be

The Tiger.

John McLaurin, Missionary at Cocanada,
East India, writes to the Canadian Baptist:
About 2 I'. M., as we were standing on the

veranda of the Travellers' Bungalow, we saw
a few men run swiftly along the road which
wo had to go, towards a pass or gorge in the
hills; they were followed by three or four
women crying and weeping at top of their
voices. These were followed by scores oflJ^Y.]

(on account of trouble in the school we had
to come homo sooner than at first intended)

word came to us that a man had been mauled
by a tiger. He was a shepherd and was out

herding a flock of goats when the fellow came
and laid hold of one. Like a good shepherd
he shouted and ran at the beast. It dropped
the goat and seized the man. Several of his

neighbors being near came and rescued him,

but not befoi'e he was mangled very much.
We saw him as they were starting with him
for the hospital in this place. The animal
had taken refuge in a hill on the road we had
to travel, just about a mile in advance of us.

Now this was not a cheering prospect ; a dis-

appointed tiger with a supper in view so near
us, might be lurking under any bush bj' the
wayside. However, we did not choose to re-

main any longer in Tuni, so we started. 1

told all our people to keep well together with
one lantern before the bandies and one behind.

AVe had three bandies; Bro. Currie was in

the hindmost one, our tent, &c., in the second,

and I in the first. We had passed the place

where the brute had secreted himself, and
had passed on about nine miles, when I heard
just in front of mj' bandy the half whispered
words, pitli, pvli, {tiger, tiger.) I had jumped
up and grasped ray gun when Josiah came
saying that there was a tiger before us on
the road. The bandies had slopped. I came
to the point, and there ho was just passing
along among a few bushes by the roadside,

not more than seven or eight yards distant. I

had ni}' gun in my hands, but thought dis-

For "The Fri

If the Editors of "The Friend" thin!

following extracts, from the writings of

thy, godlj'men in their day, have any \>\

cal application at the present time, will

please publish them for the perusal and
sideration of the general reader :

BARCLAY AND JORDAN.

"The present, indeed, is with us a di

great degeneracy ; and many, many of t

who should by this time, have been as p\

and monuments of Divine grace and good
are merely dwarfs in a real heartfelt ex
ence and possession of what they pre
' having the form of godline.'-s, but' in t

' dinj'ing the power,' by not receiving the s

and dwelling under it ; and so hardly des

the honorable stigma of Quaker, never
ing themselves ^trembled at the Word o,

Lord,' in any sense of the expression. T
are the stumbling blocks indeed to otl

who plainly sec them to be, more or le

worldly-minded set. Such greatly clog
chariot wheels, many ways ; and we an
creasiugly concerned in tender love for ll

desiring they may be aroused and awak<
to see their lamentable condition, and, ihrc

merciful help, still held out to many,
mend it."

—

From a letter of John Barclay.
Richard Jordan, in the Eighth mont

1826, a day closely foreshadowing deep
to the Societj' of Friends, "lamented i

much feeling, the deviations from simpi;

and plainness which were conspicuoui
many of the members, the avidity with w

etion the better part of valor, as the shot|they pursued the pleasures and riches of

people, gesticulating and apparently greatly
excited. We sent otf to enquire the reason,
and the word came back, "A boy can led off

by a tiger."

It appears that the boy had been out watch-
ing cattle, when the rp.((i king of the forest
came and took him off. This was not very
encouraging, especially as we had to pass
along that same way after dark that night.
However we had with us a double bari-ellcd

shot i^nin, which we nearly half filled with
powder and swan shot, and giving a few di-

rections to our servants and preachers, how
to act in case wo were attacked, and com-
mending ourselves to our Heavenly Father's
care, started on our way. Wo saw noihing
of our friend. . . .

Just as wo were getting ready to stai-( liouie

my gun could rot posf-ibly kill such an
animal, and he would certainly have turned
and either killed or badly injured some of us
had I provoked an assault. He passed along
just behind Bro. Carrie's bandy, and across
the road as if intending to come before us for

another chance. (They often do this,) and
evidently displeased at being baulked of his

y. When first seen ho was crouching on
the side of the road, ready for a s]5ring, evi-

dently having seen the lantern from a dis-

tance; but he was disconcerted by those in

front seeing him before he sprang, and by the
bold front thej- put on. He then slowly arose,

and keeping an eye on them moved awaj-
step by step.

The tiger is the king of beasts of prey. A
II grown Eoyal Bengal Tiger is one-third

stronger than the strongest lion. This is a
well ascertained fact in natural historj'. The
one we saw would be about nine feet long in

all. His head about the size of a common
pumpkin. He would stand about three and

feet high, and his forearms would be
about the size of a French pony's forefeet

He is about as heavy as four or five of the
largest sized dogs at home. His tusks are
between two and a half and three inches long
above the gums, while at the base thoj- are
nearly an inch in diameter. Such a tii;er as
this could spring about fifteen or twenty feet

if need be.

The day after our arrival here, a number
of men came to Cocanada, bearing the tiger
which had maimed the man at Tuni. They
brought him to the house to show him to us.

Ho answered the description given above,
lie had been shot by one of the Tuni Tcmin-
dar's hunters. \\\- were glad to see the mon-
ster dead.

lush mercies in li-ratitude.

world, and the apparent want of religious

cern on their own account, and for the wel
of the church. Much labor, he reniar
had been bestowed upon them ; spiritual

temporal blessings had been dispensed wi

liberal hand, and yet disobedience and ing
tude had been too generally returned fo

these favors ; and he feared lest those
might be considered as the children of
kingdom, if they persisted in this cot

would be cast out, and others raised u]

from the stones of the streets, to support
doctrines and testimonies given to Frienc
bear. He however expressed, that glo(

as the prospect of a succession of npr
standard bearers seemed, he had faith to

lieve, that those doctrines and testimo
never would fall to the ground; * *

those who continued to maintain the anc
faith and discipline of Friends, would be
served as a distinct body of Christian pr«

sors.

Great was the anxietj^ he evinced, that
friends of Christ and his hoi}-' "cause mi
stand firm in a patient, persevering testim
against every innovation, whether in doet:

or disci])line, and by the st(adf;i>tneNs of t,

faith, the purity of' their lives, and the mi
ness and humility of their .>-pirits, e\ince I

while they dared not strive to carry pa
views and schemes, they felt themselves (

strained by a sense of religious duty, earne
to contend for the faith once delivered to
saints."

—

From an Addenda to the Journa
Richard Jordan.

It is the delight of the Lord and his gk
to deliver his people, when to the eve ot se

it seemcth impossible. Then doth the L
delight to stretch forth his arm, when n
else can help; and then doth it please llin
deal with the enemies of his truth and jieo]
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3n they arc lifted up above the fear of llim, I

!
are reaJy to say in their hearts conccru-

them, " Thejf are now in our handis, who
deliver Lhem."

—

Isaac Penington.

For " Tbe Friend."

Random Notes of Travel in Europe.

(Continued from page 266.)

Edinburgh, 7th mo. 11th.—On Pir.^t-day

snded Friends' meeting, where we found a

.11 company assembled, including a num-
of students from the University, who are

nbers of our Society. The meeting was
nteresting one ; the silence being bi'oken

our friends W. and I. M. We seemed
hered for a season, within " a quiet hubita-

1," wherein the ceaseless throb of the heart

he great city, was scarcely audible. We
enjoyed the unexpected pleasure of meet-

with several relatives whom we had nevi^r

pre seen. Taking tea with the dear friends

f
named, at their beautiful place at Millers-

' we here, as well as at the homes of our

tives, had opportunities to see something
the domestic life of Edinburgh. These
ts were '' as brooks by the way."
he Museums of this city are full of interest.

Antiquarian collection contains many
iccllaneou.s cnrio,''ities, among which may
leen "the Brack," an ancient instrument,

icotland often called " the ijcold's bridle."

3 made of iron, and is a cruel invention for

purpose of ''correcting incori-igible scolds."

has also been preserved one of Rob Roy's

-clasps, with pistols so concealed that on

ipting to open the purse one would be

t through the hands. The Thumbikins or

mbscrews, an instrument of torture for

pressing the thumb, largely used by the In-

iition in Spain, and occasionally in Britain,

applied to some of the Covenanters, maj'

be seen.

he Industrial Museum we found extremely
resting and very instructive. Ilere are

osited Hugh Miller's collections of Geologi-

specimens, and here the history of almost

py art is fully illustrated, oftentimes by
!cts of great beauty and value. We liu-

;d long and admiringly among the wonder-
lisplays of Venetian glass, old porcelain or

tery, or to dwell upon the beauty of the

t architecture of this museum. We re-

ked that Europe could present us with

nslitutions that we do not rival, except

istrial museums, a want that is about to

upplied by our permanent exhibition in

rmouut Park.
tirling lay before us, and we therefore left

nburgh with less regi'et, though a feelin

adness came over us, as we cast our last

ering look upon the fair city, where we
spent nearly a fortnight of pleasant days
,on Hill, with its modern ruins of the

ional Monument, "often pointed at as in

tive of the pride and poverty of Scot

i," it3 beautiful Grecian temples, dedicated

)ugald Stewart, Prof Playfair and Eobert
3S, Arthur's Seat, Salisbury Crags, and
graceful gothic pile in menior}' of Sir

iter Scott, must all be left behind us as

ng those we may never see again. Our
weather still continued; literally floods

unlight were poured upon rock, tree and
dow as we passed along, and we have yet

cely seen a Scotch mi.st. Suddenly the

luctor called out "Linlithgow!" and we
ained long enough to catch a glimpse of

ruined walls of the fine old palace, the

birth-place of Mai-y (Jueen of Scots, as well as

glance at the narrow streets of the town
which will ever be associated with the dark
tragedy of Hamilton, of Bothwellhaugh, and
the Regent Murray. Thence our course was
onward, through a well cultivated country,

abounding in historic names and places, each

awakening a new interest, until Bannockburn
was announced. As we gazed eagerly from
the window at the small village, and the slop

inghill beyond it, an old Scotchman exclaimed,
" Surely, madam, y'ere na English lady, or

ye would na wish to see the field of Bannock-
burn !" with a meaning smile, and a most
exulting twinkle in his grey eye. But soon

The bulwark of the norlh,

Grey Stirling with her towers and town,

Upon our Qeet ctreer looked down."

We were enjoying a much more speedy tran-

t from place to place, than was ever con-

templated by the jaded hunting party who
rode up the narrow streets to the castle gate,

on the summer morning pictured by the poet

n the lines we quote. With what consterna

tion would they have looked upon our shriek

ng engine entering the depot at the foot of

the hill; what triumph of mechanical art

and science crown our day with comfort and
convenience ! Stirling appears at first glance

a miniature Edinburgh— its castle seated upon

a similar bold eminence, around which, es-

pecially in former days, the town at its foot,

clung I't protection. The streets are, how-
ever, more diflSeult of ascent than are those of

Edinburgh.
Stirling of old was appropriately named

Stryveling, the Celtic name having been

Strilla, both of which terras signify the hill

or town of strife, from its having been the

scene of many conflicts between the Plots and
the Romans. The conflicts between the S'Ots

and the Picts were also many and sanguinary,

and in the words of the old ballad,

" The Picts were undone—every mother's son

—

For not te.iching the Scots to brew heather ale."

At the extirpation of this warlike race by the

Scots, two persons, says an early historian,

alone remained, who were possessed of the

secret of brewing a delicious drink from

heather tops. The lives of these were offered

them on condition that they would teach the

ancient enemies of their race the mode of

brewing this favorite beverage. They were
father and son. The father agreed to make
the disclosure on the condition that a boon

should be granted him. This was promised

and sworn to. " My demand then is," said he,

'that you strike oflT the head of my son."

The Scots were surprised at this request, but

he persisted, and they complied. '' Now,"
exclaimed the stern old captive, "you may
put me to death also : my son was young and
timorous, and the promise of his life might
have availed with him, I am old and resolved,

and by no tortures which you can inflict, shall

j-ou ever extort from me the knowledge you
so much desire." The next moment he also

lay stretched in death. The name Snowdon,
meaning the fortified bill, has also been ap-

plied to it. The castle stands upon the site

of a Roman station, and one of our walks was
along a narrow path, which led to the pre-

cipitous side of an adjoining portion of the

hill, to some rocks bearing the appearance of

hewn stone, and which may have been part

of the Roman stronghold, judging from the

faint marks thereon, which seem to have been

Imade by the 6th Roman Legion.

The castle wall is eight feet in thickness,

and thus quite broad enough for a promenade
upon its top. At one corner a low stone step

was pointed out by our guide as the favorite

stand of Victoria when visiting the castle.

I have seen nothing finer than the view from
this parapet overlooking towards the North,
the beautiful Ochil hills, and in the distance

the tower of Alloa. To the southeast, on a
calm day may be seen in the distance the
Lammermoor and Pentland hills, Edinburg
Castle and Arthur's Seat; westward "the
Yale of fair Menteith" stretches away to the

highlands where Ben Lomond, Ben Venu,
Bon A'an and Ben Ledi close the scene,

while the glittering folds of the Forth, like

the tortuous windings of a serpent, appear
along the course of Stirling, bordered by fields

of deepest green, interspersed with luxui-iaut

woods. The Abbey Crag surmounted by the

Wallace Monument rises boldly on the North.

In the foreground are the town and its bridges

across the Forth, Cambuskenneth Tower and
ruined Abbey, and the Bridge of Allan, which
last is a very picturesque village imbedded
among trees. No one endowed with any
perception of the beautiful in landscape but

would sympathise with Prince Albert and
the Queen, who always gazed with admira-

tion upon this magnificent outlook, perhaps
the finest in the United Kingdom. A few
yards from the Victoria Lookout is Queen
Mary's aperture, simply a hole in the wall

through which she could view the tourna-

ment and other sports below and remain her-

self unseen.

Stirling Castle is used for barracks; soldiers

were marching and countermarching in the

great square or Castle Green, diiiled by a pom-
pous officer on horseback. " Food for powder,"

is the involuntary suggestion on seeing men
thus employed. The present store-room and
armory was once the Chapel Royal, built by
.James VI., for the baptism of his son Prince

Henry ;
while the lower Court contains the

palace begun by James V., and finished by
Queen Marj' in 1565. This last edifice is

richly ornamented with pilasters and the most
grotesque statues we have yet seen. Passing

through a low archway, the entrance to the

ramparts, we found ourselves in a small beauti-

ful garden, containing some of the most deli-

cate creamy-white roses I had ever seen.

"This," said our guide "is the Douglas Gar-

den, and from that small window above your
head the body of the Earl was thrown after

he bad been killed by the King."

" Ye lowers within whose circuit dread

A Douglas by his sovereign bled."

Ascending a broad flight of steps we entered

a large wainscotted room which had been

partially destroyed by fire a few years ago.

This had been a royal chamber or reception

room, and a door on one side opened into a

smaller one where the above tragedy had
been enacted.

The Earl of Douglas came to Court pro-

tected by a safe-conduct from the King's own
hand, but upon refusing to break up a re-

bellious confederacy with other disaffected

nobles, he was slain in a fit of passion, the

King exclaiming, " If thou wilt not break

the bond, this shall."

"Here," said our guide, pointing to a low

door, " here you see the entrance to the prison

house of Roderick Dhu—yonder is the guard

room, and on the Castle Green they still use
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the Douglas Cast." It had been long since

I had read the poem which has rendered us

most familiar with scenes in the life of that

chieftain, and 1 therefore concluded that the

"Cast" was some sleight in wrestling, but

found that "To hurl the massive bar in air"

was the feat referred to. Thus history, song

and tradition alike conspire to throw a veil

of romance around these grey old towers.

At the foot of Broad street stands the house

in which Darnley lived when his son James

VI., was baptized. As we passed it, a woman
suddenly appeared with a child in her arms

at an upper window, thus giving us a vivid

realization of the little prince, who inheriting

the blood of the Tudor and the Sluart kings,

rivited the two kingdoms in a union to which

Scotland ascribes niuch of her prosperity.

Baunockburn lies two miles south of Stirl-

ing, in a hollow between Milton and Gillies

HUl. The whole ground is covered by wav-

ing grain, and we look in vain for any traces

of the old field as we imagine it to have ap-

peared. The morass which bordered the

rivulet, and where, it is said, the Scotch

digged so many pits which disabled the Bag
lish hoi-ses, is now drained ; but the Bore-

stone, where Bruce displayed his royal stand-

ard, still marks the centre of the battle field.

This stone lies on the right side of the road

as we approached, and would e'er this have

been entirely chipped away by Vandal visi-

tors, had it not been protected by an iron

frame-work secured firmly in the earth.

Almost six hundred years have passed since

this famous battle field, on which we stood in

peaceful musing, had shook with the tramp
of armed men, and momentous as the con-

sequences were to Scotland, the event would
probably have almost faded from memory,
had it not been kept ever fresh by the stir-

ring ode of Burns, which can still arouse the

spirit of his countrymen to the highest pitch

of patriotic ardor. " I told j'ou," says a com-
panion of Burns, " that in the midst of the

storm, on the wilds of Kenmure, he was wrapt
in meditation. What do you think he was
about? He was charging the English army
along with Brace at Bannockburn. * * I

did not disturb him. Next day he produced
me the address of Bruce to his troops." In a

letter to the Earl of Buchan, he saj'S : "In-
dependently of my enthusiasm as a Scotch-
man, I have rarely met with anything in his-

toiy which interests my feelings as a man
equal with the story of Bannockburn

;
on the

one hand a cruel but able usurper, leading

the finest army in Europe to extinguish the
last spark of freedom among a greatly daring
and greatly injured people

; on the other
hand, the desperate relics of a gallant nation
devoting themselves to rescue their bleeding
country or perish with her."

Note.—On page 255, Prof. Hurley should read
Prof. Huxley.

Our duty, our greatest duty is, humbly to

follo\K on to know Ilim; to abide under his

lioly redeeming hand; that every branch
which would sprout out of his holy counsel
may be early removed ; thus, I believe, a
happy equatumity of spirit might be moi'e

generally known, and perhaps less of that
deep suffering which sinks beneath the happy
medium. I am afraid deep sufferings and ba]

tisms must be known by all who retain thci

place in the Lamb"s army; but such is the
equity and truth of our eaj)tain, that if p

tience have her perfect work, his true fol-

lowers, even through the region of the shadow
of death, fear no evil. May the stay of the

righteous in every generation thus direct our

steps, in the midst of the paths of judgment,
to the honor of his cause, the dignifying his

name, and to our own peace.

—

S. Fothergill.

For "The Friend."

Till- liosprl a Power,—not merely a record claiming

assent,

(Conlinned from page 267.)

The Gospel, therefore, as it was presented to

the mind of the inspired teachers under the

"aw ; as the apostles received it, and as it is

communicated to all now who truly embrace
it, isnot merely the declaration of glad tidings

written or spoken, but the means by which
the Father in His great love toward a fallen

race, would infuse renewed life and energy
into His Church, and finally procure for all

His awakened children an inheritance in the

Church Triumphant. As a power, it therefore

manifested by its fruits. Hence it is apparent,

the faithfulness of the professing church, may
bo estimated by the life and warmth thus re-

ceived into it.

If filling up its measure of usefulness by an
example worthy of its high calling, as the re-

presentative of the Divine character and effi-

cacy of this blessed Gospel, the only hope of

salvation, whereby we come to partake of a

measure of Christ's sufferings, even unto the
deathof the cross, its [the church's] light will

indeed go forth as brightness, and its " Salva-

tion as a lamp that burueth." " The Gentiles

shall see thy righteousness, and all kings thj^

glory, and thou shalt be called by a new name,
which the mouth of the Lord shall name

;

thou shalt be a crown of glory, and a royal
diadem in the hand of thy God."—Isa. Ixii. 1.

And again the prophet breaks forth in those
words, '-I have set watchmen upon thy walls,

O Jerusalem, which shall never hold their

peace, day nor night, until he establish, and
make Jerusalem a praise in the earth." This
lively and beautiful description respecting the
Church of God, as thus quickened and re-

newed, presents to the mind a touching pic-

ture, deeply instructive ; showing that the
accomplished purpose of the pi'omulgation of
the Gospel is nothing less than the redemp-
tion of the world ; the lifting up of mankind
out of a state of separation through dis-

obedience. That it describes or points to a
condition far above the state to which the
great mass of men, as well as the professing
Church as a body have yet attained, is cause
for deep humiliation

;
yet there is rich com-

pensation in the assurance from the inspired
penman, that the provision is abundant, not
only as it applies to each soul, but that it is

preeminently the work of the Gospel through
Christ to establish a mystical church, without
spot or wrinkle, or anj^ such thing; which
shall ultimately absorb all of whatever name,
into its own purity, simplicity and beauty,
oven as the natural heart of man is created
anew by being born of the Spirit, and united
to Christ, and to the brethren. The life and
efficiency of the Church must primarily con-
sist in perfect love individually exercised
toward God, and to all mankind; and this
will be shown in minding the promptings of
the Holy Spirit, leading into great watchful-
ness, and true abasedness. The service which
the child of God renders must bo a willing
.service, and how can this bo o-iven, excent a

pure love fills the heart for Him whose "g
ness has led thee to repentance."

As the carnal mind is at enmity with (

and is ever resisting all that promotes
cause, no progress in the highway of .

ness can be made, until under a deep s^

of our proneness to sin and need of help,

embrace in the fulness of faith "the la'

the Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus as inwai
and spiritually revealed." No external h

can, of its own power, save any soul from
guilt wherein it stands by nature. The
of escape is that provided in the Goe
through a crucified and risen Saviour,

with power, is knocking at the door of ev

heart. By this only can the affections bec(

changed, and we be led on into purity of
\

pose, uprightness, and that holy fear wl
is as an anchor to the soul. By this onlj^

the Church put on her beautiful garinen

and Christ come to be known as its (

Head ; its Priest and Lawgiver, Bishop
King; His government the rule more ij

more of all who profess His name; outwj
helps less depended upon, and the hope

|

before us in the Gospel would abound in

perfection of faith and the dispensation

His richest blessings and gifts, to the exa
tion of His Grace. Christ dwelling with
Church spiritually, we should witness the

filment of Paul's declaration, that the Gos
is indeed the power of God unto salvation'

every one that believeth. I refer here to

Church, in that sense which comprehends
who are of the household of faith, withi

regard to outvvard condition or circumstan(

Ail are equal in the sight of the Almigh
and the objects of bis redeeming love s

mercy; so that if any are shut out from H;

it is because of their impenitence and h^
ness of heart.

j

" If our Gospel be hid, it is hid to thi

that are lost; in whom the god of this wo!

hath blinded the minds of them which belij

not, lest the light of the glorious gospel«

Christ, who is the image of God, should sl^

unto them."—2 Cor. iv., 3, 4. In the sa

chapter, Paul makes this clear declaration

the universality of God's love in bringing

the Gospel of His dear Son, whereby ns

would be brought nearer to the Fountain
Life, and being directed to Christ Jea

would in Him behold the excellency e

glorj' of the Father. " For God who cc

manded the Light to shine out of darkn*
hath shined in our hearts, to give the lij

of the knowledge of the glory of God in i

face of Jesus Christ. But we have this tre

ure in earthen vessels, that the excellencj

the power, may be of God and not of us."

cannot be supposed the apostle referred oi

to those who wore known as Christ's discipl

to the Church at Corinth whom he was
dressing; who were engaged with biin

spreading a knowledge of the Gospel, wl

he speaks of God revealing Himself to th(

or as in the text, shining in their heal

His was a comprehensive belief, as is evid

from many other jjassages, embracing all

whatever name upon the one conditinn

i
faith, and submission to that which mak
[manifest; " For that which mukcth manil
is light."

I

Hence it is again evident that ChristI

veals Himself by his Spirit to ever}- ratio!

soul; and freely condescends tocommiinid
[all that may bo essential for His childronj

know-, whose outward situation places th
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ind the reach of, or the knowledge of the
tidings recorded in the Holy iScriptures.

le full}- appreciating the great blessing

erred on us by a knowledge of the truths

rded by inspired men in the New Testa-

,, we may rejoice to believe, that through
whose power is not bounded bj- space,

who knowing the wants of all His house-

as a compassionate High Priest touched
the feeling of every human intirmily,

escends graciously to help the ignorant;

y seeking soul is placed within the pro-

He hath made for salvation. The Gos-
message is, '• Come unto me all ye that

r, and are heavy laden, and I will give
rest; take my yoke upon you and learn

e, for I am meek and lowly in heart, and
ball find rest unto j^our souls."

bus the call is without exception
; all are

ed to come, renouncing themselves, and
ag upon Him, whose Spirit and power
Id bring them to confess their sins, and

would be faithful and just to forgive

their iniquities." " Preached in every
lure," the Gospel speaks availingly to

y heart, however enstranged from God,
will but turn to and obey that measure
ight and Grace, which is our appointed
cher; and if followed, thou shalt magnify
Power, though it maj- be in great sim-

ty, which has thus opened a way for thy
/erance through Him who died for all

Hereby is the Christian's hope estab-

sd upon a Eock which never faileth; a

ge to which he may cling with safety

eery storm ; for he feels the covenant of

to be a perpetual covenant, unless he
,ks it. No wonder, therefore, that Paul,

s perhaps the most eminent instru-

tal (fospel laborer the world has known,
lid have left upon record in his several

kles so many comforting assurances, in

g the Gospel's power and fitness, to

ct the believing heart in the way and work
ilvation.

o his life, and labor in its defence; and
lis testimony in support of its Divine
acter, and the means whereby he was
lenly arrested in his downward course

—

Gospel message being freely poured into

heart, may we refer with comfort and en-

agment; and for the clearest vindication

aps, we have in the life of any Christian

ever, that the Gospel of Christ is indeed
)ul-8atisfying, renewing power, bringing

ation to the true believer.

P. B.
(To be cODcluJea.)

'eriis of English Railway Travel.—The
partment cars used on English railways,

rein passengers are securely locked, and
t endure each other's company from sta-

to station, whether agreeable or other-

B, with no chance of escape, have from
to time been the theatre of shocking

les. Two singular instances of insecurity

ecent occurrence are recorded. In a train

ning between Liverpool and Chester there

'ti one compartment three persons—one

artist, and two laborers, ftither and son,

led Holmes. After the train had passed

icorn station, the young man Holmes drew
and attempted to cut the artist's

oat. The latter, thinking his money was
ited, handed forth his purse, containing

ut £8, wiiich was promptly thrown out of

car window, and then his watch, which

shared the same fate. In the struggle which
ensued the artist received knife-wounds in

his neck and face, and had his right thumb
bitten off. He and the father together were
unable to overpower the infuriated young-
man, who managed to get out of the car win-
dow and was clinging to the outside of the
car as the train approached a station and was
stopped, when he fell to the ground. The
explanation of his dangerous conduct was
that " he had buried his wife on the previous
Sunday, and had been drinking to excess."

—

Xational Temperance Advocate.

Selected.

Abraham Keyser, an esteemed member
of Gerraantown Particular and Frankford
Monthly Meeting, Pa., was convinced of the
Truth about the 25th year of his age ; he was
admitted upon his application into member-
ship with the religious Society of Friends,

and stood firm through manj" vicissitudes

therein, to the testimonies of Truth as pro-

fessed bj' them. When in his 86th year, he
penned the following : ".I have a strong tes-

timony to bear in favor of the attendance of

all our religious meetings, held on what are

called week-days. Many and various are

the difficulties and losses that those sustain

that plead they cannot leave their temporal
concerns on those da3-3, but are not sensible

of the Hand that permits them. If the dis-

cipline is established in best Wisdom, which
I believe it is, that enjoins their attendance,
then eventually no loss will be sustained, but
rather a blessing, as I have experienced."

All the events of life are precious to him
who sees in everything the hand of his hea-

venly Father. No wind can blow wrong;
no event be mistimed ; no result be dis-

astrous. If God but cares for our inward and
eternal life, and if by all our earthly experi-

ences he is unfolding it, and preparing for its

full and perfect disclosure above, then nothing
can befal us but prosperit}^ Every sorrow is

but the setting of some luminous jewel of

joy. Our very mourning is but the enam
around the diamond, and our very hardships

but the metallic rim that holds the opal,

gleaming in splendor with strange interior

fires.

Our times (some read it our opportunities)

are in God's hand ; and therefore he know
how to choose the best time for his bestow
ment or our deliverance, and we must wait
for it.

—

Matthew Henry.
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Ere this number of our Journal reaches
very many of our subscribers, a large part
of them who are members of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting, will have left their homes to

attend the annual assembling of that body.
The recurrence of these solemn gatherings
calls forth feelings of varied character. The
young and those of buoyant spirits, look
toward them with pleasing anticipations of

reunion in social intercourse with loved friends

and companions ; some of them, we doubt not,

with desires to share with their elder Friends
in religious travail for the welfare of their be-

loved Society, and the promotion of the cause

of truth and righteousness in the earth. The
older members and those more deeply ex-

perienced in the vv'ork of religion, sensible of

the peculiar trials that abound, and the loss

sustained in the removal by death of many
who had long stood nobly for the cause of
their Divine Master, fetl their burden to press

heavily upon them ;
and that their hope and

confidence must rest on that power which is

ble, and which in days that have gone
by and in seasons of close conflict, has again
and again worked deliverance for his strug-

gling people, and enclosed them in his pro-

tecting, preserving arms.
It has alwaj's been the assured belief of

Friends that the church, when asscrubled for

the purpose of transacting those affairs that
pertain to its welfare, and the right adminis-

tration of its trusts and duties, must know its

dependence to be on its adorable Head alone,

n order to be made instrunnental to enlarge
the kingdom of the Redeemer, to expose and
refute error, and to edify its members in love.

To experience this, the individuals composing
t, must dwell in a lowly, contrite and prayer-
ful state of mind, that so those " who by rea-

son of use have their [spiritual] senses exer-

cised to discern both good and evil," may
ecognize and obey the voice of the good
Shepherd, while the}' watch against follow-

ing the voice of the stranger, and refuse to

walk in his b3--ways or crooked paths. Is

there not reason to fear that this funda-
mental doctrine of the necessity for the

immediate revelation of the will, wisdom
and strength of Him, who " loved the church
and gave himself for it, that He might sanc-

tify and cleanse it with the washing of water
by the Word," has been disregarded by many
in membership in various places; and instead

of waiting in deep reverent exercise of soul

before the Lord, which is needful to attain to

this knowledge, and tliat the assembly may
witness the ari^ing of Divine life and power,
the wit and contrivance of the natural man
has been substituted therefor, and the im-

portant business of the church transacted

under no higher authority than the unsancti-

fied intellectual abilities of the actors.

How unspeakably desirable is it, then, that

those who still adhere to the doctrines and
testimonies that have distinguished Friends

from the beginning, should have their minds
imbued with a correct sense of the importance
to the whole visible church, of their support-

ing them in their purity and their integritj^.

There is but one way in which this can be

accomplished. By laying the burdens and
afflictions which are inseparable from the pre-

sent low state of things in the Society, on the

almighty arm of Him, whose ear is ever open
to the cries of his poor militant church, and
who has declared, " Lo ! I am with you to the

end of the world," and " Greater is He who is

in you, than he who is in the world," while

each one continues totako up his cross dail.y,

despising the shame, and in abasedness of self,

[follows the leading of the Shepherd of Israel,

'though it may be into deaths oft. In propor-

jtion as this is the case, we shall know the
" Lord of hosts to be for a crown of glory, and
for a diadem of beauty unto the residue of his

people, and for a spirit of judgment for him
that sitteth in judgment, and for strength to

them that turn the battle to the gate."

We commend the following extract, from
the Discipline of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
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ing, to Ihe serious consideration of every one

wiio niaj' attend its sittings:

" Dear Friends, be patient in the exercise

of j-our gifts and services, and talfeno offence

at any tune, because what seems to be clear

to you is not presently received by others
;

let all things in the church be propounded
with an awful reverence of Him that is the

head and life of it; who said, 'Where two or

three are gathered together in my name, there

am I in the midst o"f them.' Therefore, let

all beware of their own spirits and keep in a

gracious temper, that so they may be fitted

for the service of the house of God, whose
house we are, if we keep upon the foundation

that God hath laid; and such He will build

np, and teach how to build up one another in

Him. And as every member must feel life in

himself, and all from one Head, this life will

not hurt itself in any, but be tender of itself

in all; for by this one life of the Word, ye

were begotten, and by it ye are nourished and

made to grow into your several services in

the church of God. It is no man's learning,

nor artificial acquirements; it is no man's

riches, nor greatness in this world; it is no

man's eloquence nor natural wisdom, that

makes him fit for government in the church

of Christ : all his endowments must bo sea-

United States troops encamped near Bntte Creek, Da-
kota, on their way to Spotted Tail Agency to snr-

render. They were destitute and anxious for peace.

They report that Sitting Bull and his followers will

accept no terms, and were retreating to British Colum-
bia.

The total anthracite co,al product of Pennsylvania is

about 20,000,000 tons, about half of which would ordin-

arily come to tide water. This quantity is probably

two millions more than can be consumed during the

present depressed condition of trade and manufactures.

The Presidents of the various coal companies have un-

animously agreed that the quantity sent to tide water

or other competing points, shall not exceed 8,000,000
tons, and that it shall be divided among the different

companies in the following proportions: Philadelphia
and Reading 25^, Lehigh Valley 18, Delaware and
Hudson 1.5j, Delaware, Lackawanna and Western 15J,

Central New Jersey, and Lehigh and Wilksbarre 1.5J,

Pennsylvania Coal Company 10 hundreths, and that

each interest be left to sell at any price or in any man-
ner it may desire.

During 1876 there was received of the precious

metals at Omaha, over $60,000,000 in value of gold and
silver. The Black Hills gold product amounted to

$2,000,000. Of the total received about 27 millions

was in silver, and 33 mi'Uions in gold.

The writ of quo warranto which it was stated Samuel
J. Tilden and his friends intended to oflTer to test before

the Supreme Court the right by which President Hayes
holds his office, had not been presented up to the 9th

inst., and it was generally supposed the attempt would
not be proceeded wilh in view of the little ground there

was to expect a decision in accordancewith their wishes.

The Supreme Court of the United States has decided

soncd with the heavenly salt, his spirit be that the Congressional appropriation of $1,.500,000 to

suhiectcd, and his gifts pass through the fire I

'lie Centennial Exhibition, must be repaid to the U.

of God's altar, a sacrifice to His praise and ^Zi^^^I^^U^J^:^
^ '^' '''''''''''''" '"""'"

honor, that so self being baptized into death,

the gifts may be used in the power of the

resurrection of the life of Jesus in him."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.— The mean temperature of the

Third month, by the record kept at the Pennsylvania

Hospital, Philadn., was 39.9t deg. ; the highest point

attained during the month was 71 deg., and the lowest

point reached was 19 deg. The amount of rain and

melted snow during the month was 6 inches. It is

stated that the average mean temperature of the Third

Tke Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 9th inst. Philadelphia.—American gold, 105|.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 113; new five per cents, lllj ; 4j per

cents, 106| a 107. Uplands and New Orleans cotton,

llf a 11| eta. Pennsylvania and Southern wheat,
choice at $1.82 a 3;1.85 for amber and white. Rye, 80
cts. Yellow corn, 56 a 57 cts. Oats, 40 a 47 cts. Sales
of 3250 beef cattle at 4J a 6J cts. per lb. gross, and
10,000 sheep at 4J a 7 cts. per lb. gross. About 3800
hogs sold at the range of 7 a 8'| cts. per lb. net.

Foreign.—The merchant navies of the world at the
beginning of the present year, aggregated 58,20S sailing

month for the past 88 years has been 39.10 deg., that vessels, with 1.5,533,368 tonnage, and 5771 steamers
the highest mean during that entire period was 48.70 with 5,686,342 tonnage. These figures include only
deg., in 1871, and the lowest mean in all that time wasjsea-going vessels, those engaged upon inland waters not
30 deg., in 1843. (being enumerated. Of the sailing vessels, more than
The number of interments in Philadelphia last week [one-third are British, and not quite one-sixth Ameri-

was 367. There were 68 deaths from consumption, 40 can.

inflimmation of the lungs, and 18 old age. _
j

Prince Bismarck, Chancellor of the German Empire,
President Hayes and his wife have determined that 'has tendered his resignation on account of failing health,

at their public receptions and private entertainments,
j

but the Emperor has not accepted it, and wishes him,
neither wines nor liquors of any kind shall be dis-j instead, to take a prolonged period of rest and relaxa-
pensed. tion.

The President and his official advisers, after hearing The quarrel between Turkey and Montenegro re-

the he.ads of the two rival State governments in South [mains unsettled. On the 5th inst. the Montenegrin
Carolina state the grounds on which each claimed to [delegates at Constantinople had another interview with
lie the rightful organization, concluded that Wade the Turkish Minister of Foreign Affurs, in which they
Hampton had the better claim to be so considered. 'maintained all their previous demands, including a
The parly of which he is the head at present, does not 'cession of territory on their southern border. They in-

con^lst exclusively of white men, but embraces many, formed the Turkish Minister that they would leave
ihuii-nnds of the most respectable and intelligent of the Constantinople during next week in tlie event of re-

colored voters who have become convinced thit llie oiviiii; a definite refusal,

ignorant and prejudiced negroes who, led by iiiipiiii- Imi-lligence from the City of Mexico to Third mo.
cipled white men, have latterly controlled theStii d :;iiili, represents that disaffection to the government of
wa-ted ils resources, would soon brins; it to liii;iii.i:il l)i,iz was rapidly spreading among the people and in

ruin, and even cause :i ril:i|Kr iiilii pnilial liirliarism. [the army. Some of the troops had pronounced for
Ciiv. Hiuiipton ^avi- rni|.|i iiu :,--iir nn .^^ ili ii he and

j

Lerdo, and there was a great probability that his parly
his liiciids desired and had llir aliiliiylo prolect all i would soou regain power.
clas^^esof lhe|ieoplein iljtir just rights. The President The correspondent of the London ,S'to)ir/fi)-rf in Berlin
and cabinet belii-ved these declarations and promises i gays, he has reason to believe that Bisrnark will retain
were made in gnoil fiitli. and have directed that the U.I office and be contented with a limited leave of absence.
Stales troops to which Chamberlain looked as a last re- [provided the organizition of the Imperial and Prussian
source, in case of need, should be withdrawn from the Governments are thoroughly changed in accordance
State .ind placed in barracks elsewhere. On this de-l wilh his views.

cision being announced Chamberlain at once withdrew] Finzel and Sons, of Bristol, England, sugar refiners,

from the contest. ihavi- failed with liabilities amounring to !$2"500,0a0.
In regard to Loui-inmi ih.. Cuniiii;--! li i>^ I ii Tin- London i'a// jT/a« GaseHe says that unless Turkey

requesteij to tnkc anipliMii. ii iiiiMi 111 il i !> virM- lo all or nearly all that Russia ever demands li,

'most certain that war will break out wiilnii
they makr ll

and Cabinet \

duty the gene

\\

\\.

ht of the 4th inst., about l-:

re recently engaged in hosti

rlorm to 1

...,.,l7^

)n Works, England, are about
riforcement of the eight hour
nsLiJieJ in a continuous loss.

I be thrown out of employ-

NOTICE.

A person has been engaged to tike cliarge of

Committee Room, Arch Street, during the sitting

the Yearly Meeting, in order to give greater s

to articles left there during that period.

The Eighth Annual Meeting of "The Indi;

Association of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly M
ing," will be held in Arch Street Meeting-house, Ph
delphia, on Fifth-day, Fourth month 19th, 1877,

o'clock, p. M. Friends generally are invited to att(

Richard Cadbury, Clerl

FRIENDS' FREEDMENS' ASSOCIATION (

PHILADELPHIA AND ITS VICINITY.
The Annual Meeting of The Contributors will

held in the Committee Room of Arch Street Meeti

house, on Second-day evening, the 16th inst., at (

o'clock. Friends generally are especially invited

attend. John B. Garrett,
Seeretar

WANTED.
A situation by a Friend qualified to te.ach the E

lish branches and classics.

Apply to J. Smedley,
304 Arch St., Philad:

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Prir

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the term
the Ninth month. Application may be made to

Joseph S. Elkinton, 331 South Fifth St.

Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Smedley, 415 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

WE.STTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The SOiMMEE Session opens on Second-day the i

of Fourth month. Parents and others intending to s

pupils, will please make early application to Benjai
W. Passmore, Sort., (address Street Road P.
Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, 'Treasv,

304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadeJph
Phvsician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor'
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boari
Managers.

Died, at the residence of her brother, John Swen
ton, Nanuch, Rockland Co.. N. Y., on the 21st of 2

month, 1877, SnsAX King, widow of the late .Jo

King, Ledyard, N. Y., in the 66th year of her age, af

a long and painful illness, which she bore with patiei

and "resignation, a member of Scipio Monthly Meeti
of Friends.

, on the 24th of 2nd mo., 1877, at the residei

of Thomas Corn wells, Phebe Haight, relict of t

late Hiram Haight, of New Derhara, in the 67th ye
of her age, a member of Norwich Monthly Meeting
Friends, Canada. She manifested a lively interest

the welfare of our Society, and a strong attachment
its principles. In her la.st illness she was favored wi

calmness and resignation, being sustained throa
much sufllering by the Everlasting arms which she f

to be round about her, and with an assurance of havi
a building of God, a house not in ide with hands eteri

in the heavens.

, on the 25th of 2nd mo., 1877, at the residet

of her father, Phebe, daughter of John Palmer, in t

63d year of her age, a member of Norwich Monti-

Meeting of Friends, Canada. Through her illness s

was favored with resignation to the Divine will, a
her friends have the consoling evidence that her el

was peace.

nd mo.
daughter of Duiii-I

her of Bradlor.l M,
the 36th year of In-

?Slh, 1877, in Philadelphia, Mai
1
Mary II. Thompson, a me
.Mccling, (.'hosier Co., Pa.,

Nilniallv of a uuiet dist

rew near, a comforlable assura

ras peace.

WILLIAM H7piLE, PRINTER:
No. 422 ^Valnut Street.

meek and qu
dared to be

,
yet as the el

granted that i
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Aotps of a SoiilIiiTii Visit,

(Continued from page 27 -i.)

n making arrangements for meetings witli

colored people at Beaufort, we called on
pastor of one of the Baptist congregations,

liad an interesting conversation with hira.

is a man of decided character, and of con-

irable mental ability. He was originally

lave in Savannah, where he married in

y life. Having been sold to a firm in

umbiis, Georgia, he was there employed
I porter in a hardware store ; and was thus
irated from his wife. He longed to com-
nicate with her, but was unable to write,

could not bear to disclosehis thoughts to

jird person to wi-ite for him; and there-

) only sent her verbal messages, as oppor-

ity offered. The desire to write to her

id with him , and one day he picked up in

street an envelope torn from a letter, and
ed some one to read to him the address on
This he carefully studied, and then prac-

'd when alone, imitating the forms of the

,ers. The first letter he learned was " T".

availing himself of the chances thrown
lis way, he gradually learned to read and
te.

lis writing abilities at one time nearly
lught him into trouble. A colored man,
o had been badly used, persuaded him to

te a pass to enable him to go on the cars

Alabama. The man went, and remained
re for some time; but his desire to see his

'e was so great, that he ventured back to

luinbus. fie was arrested at the depot,

; de-itroyed the pass before it was taken

m him.
i. change in the firm rendered his services

necessary; and his master permitted him
return to Savannah, and find a purchaser
!re where he could be near his wife. Mere
remained till freed by the war.
rhoiigh he had been comparatively well

ated himself, he used strong language in

saking of the cruelties of slavery
; and of

1 ill treatment of his people recently on
itical accounts. He seemed fixed in th

ief, that the Democratic party at the South
i no intention of giving equal political

hts to his race ; but that its rule meant the

cing of power in the hands of a few, and
! subjection of the bulk of the people to

iir government. His hope for the future

ined to be placed in the goodne.ss of the

Lord, who sitteth king for ever. Divine

Grace, he thought, was the preserving power
which restrained the evil passions and pro-

pensities of men, and prevented man from be-

coming worse than the brutes.

The meetings at Beaufort were satisfactory

opportunities. At the close of the service of

that held in the evening, the pastor of the

colored Baptist congregation commended to

the audience the advice which had been given

them, and expressed his belief that it came
from the Holy Spirit. In convers.ition after-

wards, he referred to the closeness of the doc-

trine preached, and said it struck a hard blow

at his people, but he was satisfied and thought

all right.

The day f illowing, a meeting was held a

few miles olf, near Port Royal, in a school-

house. It was largely composed of children,

as many of the men were engaged in loading

nd unloading some vessels. We afterwards

drove to the residence of the teacher, Elizabeth

Boturae, who is a northern woman, and much
nterested in her charge. She resides a short

distance from the school, in the old family

mansion of the plantation, surrounded by an

extensive grove of live oaks. Near the house

are the walls of a fort, built by the French

Huguenot settlers in 1562. Along the river

front, the foundations have been washed away,

and the wall lies in huge masses; but the other

three walls are in good preservation. They
are between five and six feet in thickness and

built of oyster shells and cement.

In this grove, on the first day of the year

1863, President Lincoln's Emancipation Pro-

clamation was read to a great assemblage of

slaves, estimated at 5000 in number; who
gathered there from the surrounding country,

to listen with mingled joy, surprise, and be-

wilderment, to that most important docu-

ment.
" Old and young, and little children,

Deaf and blind, and sick and lame,

In their worn and tattered garments,

Shoeless, hatless—in they came

—

Just as slavery's ruth had left them.

Trembling, doubting, waiting, sad.

Bewildered,—ever hopeful

For a word to make them glad."

At Beaufort we were most kindly and com-

fortably accommodated at the house of an old

schoolmate of one of our party, who had

moved down here during the war to labor

among the colored people. The family not

only provided for our outward wants, but en

tered heartily into our concern, and greatly

assisted us in the arrangements which were

made for holding meetings. Through the

help of our host, the way was made easy to

visit the island of St. Helena, which lies be

tween Port Royal and the ocean. Tbe popu
lation of this island is estimated at more than

5000, of whom only about fifty are whites. It

is peculiarly isolated, being approached by but

one road, which crosses Ladies' island, and

connects with a ferry from Beaufort. This

isolation imparts some peculiarity of charac-

ter to the islanders; who look with coolness

or suspicion on strangers coming among them,
without some apparent motive for their move-
ments. The}' are an orderly people, having
no civil officer among them but one constable.

If anyone is arre-sted on a criminal charge,

he must be taken to Beaufort, perhaps 10 or

12 miles distant, where the nearest magistrate

resides.

This island came into the possession of the

United States forces, early in the war; and
chools were soon established, which are still

kept up. A large portion of the former slaves

purchased land, and their thrifty condition is

shown by the decided improvement in their

houses, and manner of living. During the

time of slavery, they were an exceptionally

degraded and ignorant body of people ; be-

cause they were shut out from intercourse

with the outside world, and had practically

no redress, when exposed to the cruelt.y of a

severe master. We were the guests of Laura
M. Towne, a Philadelphia woman ; who went
there soon after it was taken in possession by
the Union troops,—and has since resided on

the island. She has made it her permanent
ibode, and purchased the buildings and one
hundred and sixty acres of land on the old

Froffmore plantation. Here she makes a home
for two other of the women teachers engaged

in the schools. She presides over a school of

about 170 scholars, where the more advanced
pupils from different parts of the island col-

lect. Her own services, as well as those of

one of the teachers who resides with her, are

altogether gratuitous.

She gave us a most amusing account of her

first experience in teaching. It was in the

early days of her residence in St. Helena.

The teacher then employed was sick; and
Laura, who had never tried her powers, was
induced to take her place for the day. She
entered the room, with about 80 little black

things, who looked all alike to her, not one of

whose names she knew, and who-^e language

she could not understand. The natural result

was a wonderful scene of contusion
;
children

fighting with one another, rolling over the

floor, and a general uproar. She compared it

to a number of colts let loose together in a

yard. A black woman passing by heard the

noise, and, comprehending the situation, came
to her rescue with a big stick, with which she

smote right and left. The children soon slunk •

to their seats ; and then her new assistant

wanted the delinquents pointed out, so she

might give them a whipping. At this junc-

tui-e, one of the boys stopped out into the aisle

and made a speech with very animated ges-

tures and a wonderful flow of words, not one

of which could Laura understand. Her school

is now well disciplined and in good order;

but she discards corporal punishment. The
children generally receive an education, and
the influence exerted over them by their

teachers has been beneficial. They have a

temperance society of 750 members, and it
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?putablc to drink whisky
[•and more cultivated class.

is considered

among the yc

The people are principally Baptists. They
have one large brick place of worship, and the

congregation claims 2000 members. There

is afso a small company of Methodi.*ts, who
meet in a very old building, formerly used bj-

the whites. In addition there are little log

or frame buildings scattered over the island,

called praise-hou.ses, where the neighbors often

meet in the evening for religious exercises.

One cannot dig many feet on any part of

the island, without coming to water. Hence
the houses are all without cellars ; and, wher-

ever they can afford it, elevated a few feet on

posts, so as to permit a free circulation of air

\inderneath. This no doubt adds to their

healthiulness. The proximity of the water

to the surface makes all their graves wet, and
explains an expression used by an old colored

man, who spoke at a meeting which we at-

tended, of the time when they should be com-
mitted to their " watery graves."

The manner in which they clip their vcords

in pronouncing their peculiar idioms of speech,

and the native accent, often I'ender it difficult

for strangers to understand all that is said.

As an illustration of this, we were told of a

northern man, who in riding on the island

noticed something move among the bushes,

and inquired of the colored boy who vvas driv-

ing him, what it was. The boy replied, ' I

ant been a shim, sir." The stranger made
him repeat it over and over till he had im-
printed it on his memory; and in the evening
asked Laura what kind of a thing, " I ant been

a shim sir," was. The interpretation of the
mystical words was found to be, that the boy
had not seen the cause of the movement; the
expression, in a less contracted form, being,

"I have not been a seeing him, sir;" i. e. " I

did not see."

The shouting and modulated movements
which were formerly common, and are sti

somewhat practised among them towards the
close of some of their meetings, or after the
regular services are ended ; are supposed to

be a relic of customs which were brought over
from Africa. The same explanation is given
of a practice which prevails here, when a man
marries, of living for the first year at the
former home of the bride; and also of the
right which the grandmother possesses, to

claim the first-born child of her daughter, and
bring it up herself. W

(To be coneinued.)

hardness as good sol-

The Biitish Frieml

" At Ease in Zion."

Is an easy-going religion—a religion easily

acquired, and easily pursued—the religion of

our Lord Jesus Christ? His Kingdom suf
fereth violence, and the violent (the striving)

take it by force (strifcj. To strive for entrance

at the "strait gate" is to agonize for it. And
if the " straitness" of a baptism of repentance

for the remission of sin, which belongs to the
" baptism of the Holy (ihost and of fire," has

not been livingly experienced, so as to raise

the cry, " A Saviour, or I die ; a Roiloemer or

I perish for ever," there is but too substantial

a ground for the belief, whatever may be our
" name to live" or our standing in the church,

that wo are not members of Christ, and have
not yet really entered that fold of which He
is both the door and shepherd. There will

bo no true submission to those pnrifyingopora-

tions, as by lire, of the Holy S[iirit, no olliciont

preparation to emlui

diers of Jesus Christ.

In fact, if through religious education and

orderly conversation there has been an easy

sliding into the visible church, it may becoaie

ivorld, as surely as the world of vanity is

the sphere of worldly men. Such a place in

the outward church may not, indeed, have

been obtained by "climbing up some other

way" as thieves and robbers, for the doctrine

md authority of Christ have not been ques-

tioned ; but He has not been known as the

door—that was found (it may be) after many
struggles—by which there was such an " en-

tering in" as is for salvation, and finding pas-

ture. Nothing but an experience in peniten-

tial baptism makes Christ so unutterably
" precious" that His love constrains to take

up the cross daily and follow Him. " There

is a necessity," says Rutherford in one of his

deep and racy sermons, "for us to go once

through the fire. Can our Lord not get a

kirk from among the dross, but by fire? No,

ndeed. Christ plucks his own out of hell,

and from among the rest of the world, by fire

and sword, as it were by the hair of the head."

At the same time, it is to be remembered, that

the manner and duration of this baptismal

work is widely different amongst true subjects

of it.

With some, and not the least experienced

of the baptized members of the church, the

ation, while effectual, has been so gradual,

that there is scarcely the recollection of a

time when the Spirit did not strive in the

secret of the heart; and certainly there is no

ability to assign a date to conversion. But
with all, however varied the dealing, who are

introduced into the living church of Christ,

there must have been the experiences of a

process, whether shorter or longer, that has

driven out of self-dependence ; out of all reli

ance save in Christ alone, out of every " refug(

of lies," and that settles the soul upon Him
who is the refuge of the soul and the rock of

its salvation.

Moreover, when such living members of the

church are brought out into true liberty, the

peace and joy of believing, such a "remem-
brance of the wormwood and the gall" of con-

viction for sin, and of the baptism for its re-

mission, continues to attend the spirit, as

keeps it broken and lowly. A contrite heart

is a reverent heart ; and the " much forgiven"

while they "love much," approach holy things,

still, with penitential awe, as well as humble
gratitude. Their tone of mind religiously, is

deeper and richer than is found with the

superficial in heart-work, how good soever

their esteem among men. The recollection

of all that preceded the sense of pardon re-

mains lively, " my soul hath it still in remem-
brance, and is humbled within me!" and the

hope of present "acceptance in the beloved"
is gently chastened (though by no means
neutralised) by bearing about continually

the weight of the injunction, "Let him that

thinketh he standoth take heed, lost he fall."

William Ball.

The cultivation of red clover was introduced

into the upper end of Bucks county about 1800,

by Isaac Burson, for which he is entitled to

the thanks of every farmer. While the field

was in bloom it attracted great attention, and
people came for miles to look at it, some da_ys

the fence around the field being lined with
spectators.

—

Jlistonj of Bucks Countij.

Captain Bail's Experience, as Related by llimsel

"I have had a strange experience," s

Captain Ball, speaking with much emoti

It began about three weeks ago. I had lat

been making some very good trades ; and >

ight, I was riding home, reckoning up

ains, and feeling a pride and triumph in

start I had got in the world by by own shre-

ness and exertions. It was starlight, and vi

still; I could scarcely hoar a noise but

field-crickets and the tramp of my horse on

dark road, when suddenly a voice said, ' W
shall it profit a man if he shall gain the wh

world, and lose his own soul'?'

" Was it actually a voice?" I questioned
" No ; I knew it wasn't at the time. It m

I have no doubt, my own mind ; or rather,

voice of the Holy Spirit in the conscien

But the expression was just as distinct and

unexpected as if it had been spoken by so

person in ray ear. I went to talk with i

minister. I wanted to get into the chur

where I thought I should be safe. I had
conception of repentance and a change
heart. I supposed our pastor would cc

mence questioning me about doctrines and

forth, to let me know what I would have

understand and believe before I could beco

a church member. But he didn't take a

such course. He made me go into the hoi

and sit down in his study, where he tails

with me a long time about the blessedness

religion, and its value above all other thir

of this world, independently of its rewav

hereafter. Then he said,

" Captain Ball, do you know the first thi

requisite to be done, if yoa would be a chii

tian ?"

" ' I did not know.'

"'The Christian life—the life of a faith

follower of Jesus Christ,' said he, 'ca

founded only uf)on repentance. Now,
easy to say we repent, but the only repe;

ance that is worth anything is an active

pentance—by which 1 mean not only sorn

for sin, and an earnest desire to avoid it

the future, but one that goes to work, a

seeks, as far as it is in his power, to nia

amends for every wrong we have ever doi

Is there a person in the world. Captain iii

who can look you in the face, and say y
have wronged him?"
"He knew my weak point," added the C8

tain. " Every man has his weak point, am
suppose the lancet must bo applied there fie

That question was like sharp-scratching ste

driven into my soul. I writhed and groa4

inwardly, and struggled and perspired a Id

time before I could answer. I saw it w
going to be dreadful hard for mo to be a Chr
tian. I meant, however, to get oft' as oasj

as I could. So I determined to confess son

thing which 1 suppose was known to cve^

body who knows me—my horse-trade wi

Peter Simmons, last spring.
" ' Did j-ou wrong Peter?' said the ministi

" ' I shaved him a little,' said I.

" ' How much ?' said ho. ' Tell mo honesi

what j'ou think.'

"'I let him have a ring-boned and wir

broken nag that I had physicked up to loi

pretty gay—worth, for actual service, n

over ten dollars, and got in return a soil

and steadj' beast worth sixty dollars, a

twenty-five dollars to boot. So I honosi

think,' said 1, 'that I shaved him out ofabc

seventy-five dollars.'

"'And with 8evenfy--fivo dollars in 3-0
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ession belonging to poor Peter Simmons,
ou think you can commence a life of chris-

pui'ity ? Do j'ou think that Christ will

your prayers for pardon, with stolen

ey in j'our pocket?' said the minister.

[ said something about a trade is a trade,

men must look out for themselves when
swap horses—but he cut me short.

Your own soul,' said he, "will not admit
ixcuses which your selfishness invents.'

But the rule you appl}',' said I, 'will cut

he heads of church members as well as

1. There's Deacon Eich ; he trades in

es, and shaves when he can.'

No matter,' said he, 'whose head is cut

DO matter what Deacon Rich does. You
to deal with your own soul, and with
Lord. And I tell you, whether you are

)f the church or in it, a single dollar which
have unjustly and knowingly' taken from
man, without rendering him its full value

le best of your ability—-a single dollar, I

will be like a millstone hung upon your
:, to sink your soul into the seaot spiritual

h!'

[ couldn't stand that. The Spirit of God
those words with terrible effect upon my

t. I was greatly agitated. The truth

en by the pastor appealed to my under-

diug with irresistible power. I went
y, but I couldn't rost. So I took seventy-
dollars, and went to Peter and paid him

;

ing him promise not to tell anybody, for

IS ashamed to have it known that I was
cienee-stricken, and had paid back monej'.

rhen 1 went to the minister again, and
him what I had done. He didn't praise

IS I thought he would. He took it as a

ter of course, and no more merit in me
I it is to wash my hands before I sit down
upper. On the contrary, he seemed to

ect that my hands were not quite clean

He wanted to know if I had wronged
Dody else besides Poter. I tried to say
but my conscience wouldn't let me. I

d have told a plumper lie than that once
lOut flinching—-yes, and flattered my own
•t to believe the lie. I was discou

t bitterly disheartened. It was, indeed,

luch harder being a Christian than I sup
id, that I regretted going to talk with the

is'ter at all. Like the young man who had
it possessions, I was on the point of going

y sorrowful. But my heart burned wilh-

le, and I was forced to speak.
' In the way of business,' said I, ' no doubt
,ve taken advantage here and there—-as

•ybody does—as church members them-
es do, where they can.'
' What everybody does is no rule for you
me. Captain Ball,' said the minister. 'It

J be Christians in the fullest sense—not

aly to bo church members—that we must
76 with all our hearts. The fact of being

he fold does not make the lamb ; there are

ves in the fold, alas! but we are by no
ns justified in doing as the wolves do, even
in they appear in sheep's clothing.'

I felt the rebuke. ' Well,' said 1, ' there

)eacon Rich—I think he paid me a note

36. The first time he paid it we were
isacting other business, and by some mis

i3 the note wasn't destroyed. I found i1

)ng my papers afterward. I was a good
I excited, and lay awake more than one
tit thinking what I ought to do about it.

! Deacon was a hai'd man, I considered

took advantage of people when he could

He had driven more than one hard bargain
with me.'

"

The Deacon, who was present, and heard
these allusions to himself, winced and coughed
uneasily. Captain Ball went ou, without ap-

pearing to mind him.
So,' said I to the minister, 'I concluded

I would serve the Deacon as he would pro-

bably have served me under similar circum-
stances. I kept the note by me a good while,

and when I thought the particulars of our
settlement had slipped his mind, I said to him
one day, maybe he would like to take up that

note which had been due then a considerable

time. He was surprised—looked excited and
angry—said he had paid it, and held out

stoutly for a while; but there was the note.

There" was no proof that it had ever been paid,

and finally he took out his pocket-book, and,

with some pretty hard words, paid it over

again, with interest."
" 'And now,' said the minister, ' what are

you going to do about it?'

" i suppose,' said I, 'the money must be

paid back.'

"So I went to the Deacon the next day,

told him that, on reflection, I was convinced
that he was right and I was wrong about the

first payment of the note, and returned the

monej'—one hundred and thirteen dollars

—

a good deal to his astonishment."
The Deacon coughed, and wiped his fore-

head.

"I hoped then all was right," continued

Captain Ball. "I tried to satisfy ray con-

science that it was. But I was afraid to go
back to the minister, he has such a way of

stirring up the conscience and finding mud at

the bottom, when we flatter ourselves that

because it is out of sight there is no impurity

there. And I knew that as long as I dreaded

to see the minister, something must be wrong

;

and on looking carefully into ray heart, I

found the little matter of a mortgage which
I had foreclosed on a poor man, and got away
his farm, when he had no suspicion but I

would give him time to redeem it. By that

means I had got into my possession property,

worth two thousand dollars, for which I did

not actually pay, and for which Isaac Don-
never actually realized raore than half that

amount. But the proceeding was entirely

legal, and so I tried to excuse myself. But
my awakened conscience kept saying, 'You
have taken a poor man's land without giving

him a just return ; the law of God conde

you, although the lavv of man sanctions the

wrong. Y'^ou shall have no peace of soul
;

your heart will burn you until with justice

you wipe out your own injustice to him and

to all others whom you have wronged."
"Against the decree of my conscience I re-

belled a long time. It was hard for me to

raise a thousand dollars, together with the

interest due from the time the mortgage was
foreclosed ; and it was like taking a portion

of my life to be obliged to subtract so much
money from my gains, and give it to a man
who had no legal claim upon me. I groaned

and mourned over it in secret, and tried to

pray ; but that mortgage came right up
between my prayer and" God, and heaven
looked dark and frowning through it. At
last I could not resist the appeals of con-

science any longer, and I went again to the

minister. I told him my trouble and asked

him what I should do.
" ' There is a simple test,' said ho. ' Do you

love your neighbor as yourself? If you do
yoa will be just to him, if it takes from you
the last dollar you have in the world.'

That was a terrible sentence. I went out,

staggering from it as if I had received a blow.
Oh God,' I said, ' how can I be a Christian ?'

But I had help beyond myself, otherwise I

could never have ended that struggle. I knelt
before God, and solemnly vowed for His sake,

for the sake of His pardon and love, 1 would
not only do justly to the poor man I had
wronged, but would give up, if need be, all I

had in the world, so that I might find peace
in Him. A strange, soothing influence camo
over my soul, and a voice seemed to say,

'Though you lose all you have, God and
Christ, and the blessings of a heart pure and
at peace, shall be left you—the best and only
true source of happiness and life.' And in

the solemn night time, after I gave up the

struggle, that comfort seemed to me so great

and precious, that I felt willing, if it would
only stay with me, to accept poverty, and to

go into the world poor and despised, hugging
that priceless blessing in my heart. The next
daj' I was as light as if I had wings. No-
thing could keep me from going to see Isaac

Dorr, with a couple of hundred dollars in my
pocket, and a note for the remainder of what
I owed him.

" Well," said the narrator, with tears run-

ning down his cheeks. "I only wish that

every person here could have seen the Dorr
family when I visited them and made known
my errand. Poor Isaac had grown discour-

aged, and had just made up his mind to quit

his wife and children and go to California.

His children were crying, and his wife was
in an extremity of distress and despair. She
received me a great deal better than I an-

ticipated; I had acted according to law, she

said, and Isaac, careless and improvident, was
greatly to blame.

"'Yes,' said Isaac, with the firmness of a

desperate man, 'it was a savage game you
played me, but I was a fool ever to get into

debt as I did, and then fancy that any man
would not take an advantage when the law

permits it. I am ruined in consequence, and
here you see this woman and these babes—

'

" The poor fellow broke down as he looked

at them, and cried like a child.

"'Isaac,' said I, as soon as I could speak,

' I have come to show you that a man can be

honest even when the law doesn't compel

him to be. I want to do right, because God
commands it, and I have come to tell you that

you needn't leave your wife and babies yet,

unless you prefer to.'

" ' Prefer to—go ofl" into a strange country,

and leave them here to suff'er,' he cried; and

he caught the children in his arms, and wrung
his wife's hand, and sobbed as if his heart

would break.

"Then I counted out the money I had

brought, and explained what I intended to

do, and gave him the note ;
and such surprise

and happiness I never saw. They would have

kissed my feet if I would have let them. It

seemed to me as if heaven were opened then

and there—and it was opened in my heart,

with such a flood of light and joy as I had

never experienced, or thought possible before.

"My friends," added the Captain, his once

hard voice now almost as mellow as a wo-

man's, his cheeks still moist with tears, " I

have been constrained to make this confes-

sion ; I thank you for listening to it. The
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minister tells me a man may be a church
member and not a Chriistian. I mean to be

a (Christian first, and if 1 fail
—

"

lie could proceed no further, but Rat down
with an emotion more ettective than any
words.

I have nothing to add to his narrative, ex-

cept that lie became a church member, and
that his example of thorough repentance, of

child-like faith in Christ, and of vigorous,

jn-actical, every-day righteousness, elevated

many degi'ees the standard of Christianity

among my people.

The late George Smith.

The discovery of the manner of reading the

Persian cuneiform by Grotefend in 1803, and
the subsequent decipherment of the Assj'rian

by the late Dr. Hincks and Sir. H. Eavv

"

son in 1836, iol lowed by the researches of

Edwin Norris, Fox Talbot, and in 1866 by the
late George Smith, placed his country in the

first rank of this branch of inquiry. He had
already attained ten years ago such an emi
nence in this study that, at the recommenda
tion of Sir H. Eawlinson, he was employed
on the Egyptian collections of the Museum,
and, from his own powers of decipherment
and from the materials placed at his disposal

rapidly attained to the position of the mosi
advanced Assyriologist in this country. His
chief worlis were a historj' of the Assyrian
monarch Assurbanipal, or Sardanapalus, ac
companied by the Assj-rian texts and transia
tions, in 1871, and his discovery of Assj'rian
tablets in the collections of the Museum
counting the Chuldffian version of the flood,

communicated to the Society of Biblical Ar
chajology on the 3d of December, 1872, at
an evening meeting, at which Gladstone, then
Prime Minister, was present. He had already,
at the close of 1871, discovered the value of
most of the letters of the Cypriote alphabet.
G. Smith made three expeditions to Kuoyunjik,
the ancient Nineveh, opposite the modern
Mosul, 1873-1874 and in 1876—two for the
Trustees of the Biitish Museum and the third
for the Daily Telegraph, and died on his re-

turn from the last in the autumn of this year,
having secured by purchase about 2,000 tab-
lets and other objects for the national collec-
tions. Educated only till hia 15lh year, and
acquainted with no other language than his
own and the ancient Assyrian, the admirable
penetration, undaunted research, and logical
acumen he showed in the interpretation of
Assyrian texts entitle him to bo considered
an instance of self-taught and reliant scholar-
ship rarely found. His premature death, in
the 37th year of his age, is a loss to science
and a deep affliction to his fiimily; and al-

though the (Jueen has graciously accorded a
pension to his widow sutftcient to place her
beyond want, the large family ho has left

behind him requires some additional aid,
which will without doubt be accorded by
those who admire genius and sympathize
with its misfortunes. The tablets obtained
and forwar.lcd by his care for the national
cdllcclion hiivi_: tirrived, and are an additional
claim on tlic consideration of the public. The
collections of liabylonian and other antiqui-
ties purchased by the late G. Smith at Bag
dad have arrived at the British Musem. They
consist of about 2,000 objects ; among thcni
are the celebrated lion, with the name of the
Egyptian Shepherd King Set inscribed on its!

breast, some pieces of sculpture, and a great
number of clay tablets with inscriptions in

Babylonian cuneiform, supposed to be the

deecls of a commercial firm which continued
from the time of Neriglissar to that of Darius.

Some are dated in the reign of Belshazzar,
whose name occurs as King for the first time
in these cuneiform inscriptions. Some othei

documents of interest are among the collec

Uows.—London Times, 11 mo. 20t/i, 1876.

" A THANKSGIVING."
For the morning's rniidy splendor,

For the noontide's radiant glow
;

For the goiden smile of sunset,

lllnming all below

;

For (lowers, those types of Eden,
That genn tlie verdant sod,

And seera to ope their petals

To tell us of our God.

They flood the silent wilderness
With beauty and perfume

;

Tliey bloom around our pathway,
They blossom on the tomb

;

They are alphabets of angels,

Though written on the sod
;

And, if man would read them wisely.

Might lead his soul to God.

For the Spring, with all its promise.
For the Summer's 'ooundless store

;

For Autumn's richer treasures,

And the Winter's wilder roar
;

For the joyous evening fireside,

By thought and feeling awed
;

P^or the loving hearts around it,

I thank Thee, Oh, my God.

For the memories that encircle
The happy days gone by;

For the holv aspirations
That lift the soul on high :

For the hope in brighter regions.
By seraph footsteps trod.

To meet the lost and loved ones,
I thank Thee, O, my God.

WHICH LOVED BE.ST?
" I love you, mother," said little John

;

Then, forgetting his work, his cap went on.
And he was off' to the garden swing

;

And left her the water and wood to bring.

" I love you, mother," said rosy Nell

;

" I love you belter than tongue can tell
;"

Then she teased and pouted full half the day,
Till her mother rejoiced when she went to play.

" I love you, mother," said little Fan

;

"To-day I'll help you all lean;
How glad I am scliool doesn't keep !"

So she rocked the babe till it fell asleep.

Then, stepping softly, she fetched the broom,
And swept the floor and tidied the room

;

Busy and happy all day w.as she.
Helpful and happy as child could be.

" I love you, mother," again they said-
Three litde children going to bed.
How do you think that mother guessed
Which of them really loved her best?

The Growth of the Earth.—In the interest-

g course of lectures on astronomy which
R. A. Proctor has been delivering in the thea-

of the Society of Arts, for'the especial
benefit of j-oung persons, his subject the other
evening was "Meteors, Comets and Stars."

In .speaking of meteors, he developed at
some length the thought, which will strike
many as a novelty, that the earth is, has al-
ways been, and so long as it shall exi

trie orbits round the sun. These belts, o
!|

tems of meteors, are very numerous, and j

their orbits intersect that of the earth ;,

are brought within the influence of its l|,

tation. and on entering our atmosphei'
come luminous and fall to the surface o

planet in those periodical showers of slm
stars which are so well known.
Not a night passes in which some lii

stars are not seen, and in certain moni li-

on particular nights the golden rain is i

sant. Of course, too, meteors fall in the
time, although unseen. It is computed,
the lecturer, that hundreds of thousaii
these extra-terrene bodies become inei

rated with the earth every twenty-four h '

and 400,000,000 in the course of each ;i

They may vary in weight between a'l

grains and a ton. One is known to have f

'

in South America which weighed fifteen i

Yet these small accretions to the earth's
ter would take many millionsof years to
a single foot to its diameter.

It had been shown that one of these n
oric systems followed in the track of a s

telescopic comet, although not to be confo
ed with its tail, and it was now the ger
opinion of astronomers that all these bel;

meteors were similarly related to comet
London Times.

Worldliness.—The following remarks, ta

from one of the Journals of the day, are
plicableto other religious societies, as wel
to the Methodists. They are clear and forci

and m;iy well awaken serious thoughtfulr
'n the minds of many :

"The tendency to build costly church
fiees for the wealthy, while the poor are
glected, springs from the same cause as
tendency to loose church discipline,—

e

Christian morals, and the patronizing of
dance and the theatre, as allowable Christ
recreations. A conformity to the world
spirit and habits of life, instead of a tra

formation into the image and spirit of Chr
leads to it all. In times past the Method:
were marked for their protests against woi
liness, and the broad distinction they made
manners and habits of life between the p
fessed disciples of Christ, and worldly peof-
Then their piety hud a stern simplicity wh
might have i-epelled the carnal, but had
mense power over men. Then they drci

plainly, lived abstemiously, built modest me
ing houses, abominated the theatre and t

dance, and labored earnestlj^ and successfu
for the salvation of souls. Those were
days of their glory,—days which are fiist

parting. And with them depart the pow
of Methodism over men, to compass their 8

vation. Worldliness and the worldly will g

plaud the change, and call it improvemerjie
but the godly will lament it as an inostimal
loss to the cause of true piety."

ways ueen, ana so long as it shall exist as a hand, he who o-ives it, repays the
part of our cosmical system must ever con- 1 supposed to be'placed in him, by a
tinue to bo, growing in size. Meteors are disinterested zeal, whilst he sold
bodies, composed of extra-terrene matte
hich travel in vast belts and in highly eccoi

Insincerity in Asking Advice.— Nothin
ess sincere than our manner of asking andJtIi

giving advice. He who asks advice woujsi
seem to havo a respectful deference for tlL
opinion of his friend

; whilst yet he only aini
at getting his own ajij^roval of, and hisfriec^l
esponsible for his conduct. On the oth|i

confiileu(|ii

a soemingll[

he seldom nieai
anything by the advice he gives but his ow
interest or reputation.— Rochefoucault.
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be-;

For "The Friend "

I'olilifal Parties in Fraiicf.

lamcTtOD in his book, "Eound my
iives some account of his efforts to

a book-club in the part of France

r. sided. His experience furnishes

illustration of the strength of party

inMii;; the French people; and gives

-ht into the dominant ideas which
1. ir political differences. He says :

in by suggesting the idea to three

helonged to three entirely different

lis ot' society, and each went to work in

VII -jihere, with so much success, that in

a iiiunth we had a surprisingly long

f subscribers, when all the three lists

added together.

ow drew up a set of rules, very like the

of such book-clubs in England, when
)f my private friends asked where the

was to be established, and who was to

cretary to it. Evidently, we must have

m somewhere for the library, and i

to give the books out, and keep an ac

,, and get the books back again (most

lilt of duties!) from members who kept

indefinitely.

most tempting solution was immediately

;d by a friend who was also a member,

was no less a personage than the Sub-

;ct. It happened that in the courtyard

e Sub-Prefecture, close to the entrance-

there was a neat little building one-story

,
which served as offices for the clerks.

•e were several small rooms in this little

ling, so the Sub Prefect showed me one

em, not occupied, and said, ' Would not

do capitally for the library ?—you shall

it for nothing, and we can save the cx-

of a clerk, for one of my clerks shall

the accounts and deliver and receive

I. He has plenty of leisure moments,

he may just as well occupy them in this

thing could bo more perfectly adapted

le needs of the nascent book-club than

most amiable proposal. The place was

ilightfuUy accessible; the building looked

ean and "nice (it had some pretensions to

litecture); then it was close to the gate

se had to be passed through to get a

the clerk was there all day, and such a

ntelligent, attentive clerk, that we
^t have sought along time for the like of

! 'I will have shelves put all round the

n for the books,' said the Sub-Prefect, for

as part of my scheme that the books be-

;ing to the cfub were to accumulate and

Q a library in time. In mj^ innocence I

ight we could at least accept these charm-

facilities for the first year or two, after

ch we might set up more independently,

ecessary. Another consideration was,

; I liked the Sub-Prefect personally. He
alwaj-s been very civil to me, and I did

wish to refuse his amiable proposal. He
I certainly one of the most intelligent men
he place, so that there was a certain at-

!tion to the Sous-Prefecture, as, when he

pened to be at leisure, we went and smoked
chatted together in the garden.

lII this only shows that a foreigner may
! for years in a country, and bo little better

n a fool about it after all.

reasons had never prevented me from being

on friendly terms with any ono whose ac-

quaintance I liked to cultivate, and this made
me forgetful, for a moment, of the intensity

of political hatreds iu the country where I

now lived. This man and I had never once

talked politics together; we bad found plenty

to talk about in other pursuits or amusements,

so that he was not associated with politics in

my mind. Not so in the public mind, how-

ever. The Legitimists all abominated him

as the representative of alow usurper; the

Republicans at the same time hated and

dreaded him as the instrument of a tyrant

who was ready at any time to repress liberty

by the most arbitrary exercise of force, ready

to cast them into prison or banish them to a

deadly climate if they stirred hand or foot in

the cause that was dear to them. When po-

tical differences are so profound as to reach

down to the nature of the government itself,

official position does not command respect.

In a country where the system of govern-

ment is settled and accepted, an official is re-

cognized by alias a legally appointed person.

In^France, under Napoleon, the prefects were

respected only by the Bonapartists; the Re-

publicans looked upon them as paid spies; the

Legitimists despised them as men who took

a share in the booty of a successful thief. Un-

der every French rt>gime the officials are

hated by the partisans of the other regimes,

and this hatred goes to such a length that

men cannot tolerate each other enough to

meet as gentlemen on some neutral ground of

literature or art. Of course, I knew that a

Bouapartist Sub-Prefect would be an object

of political animosity to other parties, but 1

was innocent enough to hope that this ani-

mosity might be forgotten in relation to lit-

erature. There was'my mistake. I accepted

the Sub-Prefect's offer, he put a joiner into

the room, who soon shelved it round, the

clei-k opened a now account book for the con-

cerns of the club and I congratulated myself

on having concluded a most convenient and

inexpensive arrangement.

Then came the storm ! The representative

of the Legitimists, who had promised to sub-

scribe (a very ardent Legitimist himself, and

appointed ag"ent of Henri^V.,) at once told me

in the most decided manner that neither he

nor any other member of his party would

ever consent to fetch their books from the

Sous- Prefecture, and they all withdrew in a

body. Then the representative of the Re

publican members of the club met me in the

street and said, ' It is all over the town that

the books are to be kept at the Sous-Prefecture.

so all the Republican members have with

This little history may give some faint

idea of the extreme division of French society

as a consequence of the events which have

agitated the country during the last hundred

years. The English reader will no doubt

think of his own country, and congratulate

himself that Englishmen can meet on the

common ground of literature, as cultivated

men and gentlemen, without carrjnng politi-

cal animosity into everything."

"Speaking of a sitting in the French Na-

tional Assembly in March, 1S72, the Graphic

said in conclusion: 'We may congratulate

ourselves that in the British House of Com-
mons such a scene would be impossible. "With

us, a member, however unpopular his opinions

may be, is sure to receive a patient hearing.'

This was curiously put to a practical test in

the same month, when Mr. Auberon Her-

bert supported Sir Charles Dilke's motion for

an inquiry into the employment of the Civil

List. A German who was present, the Lon-

don correspondent of the Allgemeine Zeitung,

said that a large number of honorable mem-
bers 'formed into a dense group in the back-

ground, set up a frightful howling, crowing

like cocks, bellowinglike cows or oxen, neigh-

ing like horses, braying like asses, barking

like dogs, and mewing like cats— in short, a

whole menagerie seemed to have broken out

into a maniacal orgy.'"
" Now as we see that the members of this

assembly, who sit so high above us, and are

an example of manners for our study and

imitation, actually bark, bray, neigh, howl,

crow, mew, and bellow, when the question of

monarchy is touched upon at its extremest

outskirts, we ought, I think, to regard French-

men with some indulgence if they do not al-

ways disguise their sentiments when their

monarchial or anti-monarchial feelings are,

not merely tickled i-ather unpleasantly on the

outside by asking a question about a Civil

List, but wounded to the very quick, and that

in the very sorest places."

You cannot reasonably expect a Republi-

can, whose dearest friends were imprisoned,

orexiled, or shot by the agents of Louis Na-

poleon, to think only of his amiable qualities

(they say he could be very amiable in a draw-

ing room.) A Legitimist, on the other band,

remembers the death of Louis XVI.,—re-

members, too, very probably, that his grand-

mother had her head cut off', or that the

f:\raily estate was confiscated—so that he

does not quite like liberty, equality, and fra-

ternity as understood by the democratic

parly. The Bonapartists have had much
less experience of persecution than either of

the other two great parties, and yet they

seem always to have dreaded the possibility

of a future application of it to themselve.«.

On the whole, it must be admitted that politi-

cal differences are very serious when society

is living in a condition of suppressed civil

war, with the recollection of civil war in vio-

lent outbreaks, and the anticipation of similar

outbreaks in the future."

drawn their names from the club.' Now there

were seventeen Republican members, which

in a small country book-club may be con-

sidered rather an imporlant contingent.

fhere may have been a dozen Legitimists.

The next question was, who remained with

us? Had we a remnant strong enough to

carry on the scheme? There were a few

Bonapartists, and a few men of not very

decided political colour who liked to keep

well with the authorities. Some books were

bought, and the club maintained a precarious -
.

* f,;»i,fr,i ,i;.r.;r.l^ " Tnst -is I know
existence for perhaps eighteen mon ths, after humble but faithful disc pie. J ust as i know

: hSh it Sed^ of iLnitk^n. Other su'b-pre- the sun sh nes ' rep led U- othe^; because

n those days we were living under the fects have succeeded -7
^<>:^-\Jj^

^ 1 1 s^.e Us^^^^

peror Napoleon III. Our Sub-Prefect partist, but I have never sought their a.sist- are ino
^ I

experience
,'aBonapartist,ofcourse,orhe wouldnot ance for the foundation of anymore ^ook- -sses, who^k^now^^^

^J^^ ^^^^^

'e held that official position. t^^k*:--! i^.i..i.a i

How do you know, with certainty, the

uth of your religion ?" said an inquirer to a

Political I clubs.
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felt in their own hearts and lives its trans
forming and comforting and sustaining power.

Tlif Society of Frifiids.

BY H. H. HINMAN.
AN OUTSIDE VIEW.

This body of Christians, venerable alike
for its age and its devotion to moral reforms,
has for the last fifteen or twenty years been
undergoing a change in some respects, and
no little uneasiness is felt as to the result by
many of its menibei's.

What may be called the Progressive School,
hold that the spirit of entire consecration
which was the animating principle of Fox,
Penn, and the early Quakers, has long since
given place in a large degree, to formalism

;

that the slow progress the}' have made as a
church, and the heresies that have arisen
among them, have resulted from a decline in

spiritual life. It is hold that the changed ci

cumstances under which we live demand a
modification of the usages of two hundred
years ago

;
and that true consistency requires

a cheerful acceptance of what God, in His
Providence, has shown to be useful as a means
of leading men to Christ. Hence revival meet-
ings, in which singing, the anxious-seat, and
other methods of Christian work have been
largely adopted. Many hopeful conversions
and much apparent prosperity to the church
has been the result.

On the other hand it is held by what may
be called the Old School Quakers, that while
it is true that the church is in great need of
a genuine revival, yet the end will not be
secured by such means; that the old land-
marks are being departed from ; that unwor-
thy members are being received into the
church, and that statistics show an actual
decline in morals as the result of the new
measures.
There is doubtless truth on both sides. It

is true that in the world's great harvest, the
Society of Friends has an important mission.
She cannot afford to be slothful or careless,
and that a great want of the church is a more
earnest, active and aggressive piety.

I cannot but warmly sympathize with those
faithful men and women that are laborinjr to
awaken the church to a higher life, are teach
ing anew the doctrines of holiness as taujiht
by Paul, Fox and Penn, and whose hearts
yearn for the perishing multitudes that are
outside of the church. But I perceive (or
think I do) that there is imminent danger of
departing from what has always been the
crowning glory of this Society of Friends, viz:
that they applied Christianity to all the affairs
of life, and if they shall in their zeal for
growth and outward prosperity be led to ac-
cept a mere emotional and sentimental reli-

gion for practical righteousness; if they shall
fail to insist on a religion which makes men
alihor war and oppression, and which teaches
them simplicity and plainness in speech, man-
ners, and dress, if they shall neglect to incul-
cate simplicity and candor as the essential
elements of true spiritual life, and which is
ntl<Tly inc..ii-.istent with the cunning crafti-
ness i,r lo.l-v -^(•retism, then they will have
done iiiealiMilal.lc injury to the cause of Chris-
tianity.

In the world's great battle we cannot spare
the Society of Friends, nor afford to have
them forget their distinctive principles. May
they have the wisdom of the Lord to direct.
Christian Cynosure.

niglicr Education for Women,
Whatever differences of opinion may exist

upon the question of female suffrage, or even
upon the less mooted point of woman's em-
ployments, there is, at length, an entire unan-
imity in regard to her right to the best and
highest education that her abilities and cir-

cumstances will enable her to obtain. In the
thirteenth century, the proper education of
woman was defined, by a European writer, as
" knowing how to pray to God, to love man,
to knit and to sew ;" and for several centuries,
scarcely more than reading, writing and ac-
complishments were added to the list. Gradu-
ally, however, the barriers against her mental
improvement have given way, and now each
year opens up new and improved methods for
her intellectual development. Even the sneer
of " bl ue stocking" has died away, or if at times
feeblj^ echoed by some would-be wit, it falls

harmless, having lost its sting. Many of the
best colleges in the land have freely opened
their doors to women, and we hail the day
when, in fact as well as in name, her educa-
tional advantages shall be established on as
solid a foundation as those of the other sex.
To promote this desirable end, there is no-

thing so much needed as thoroughness. At
pi-esent, the chief impediment to the higher
education of woman is the superficial cdiar-
acter of her studies. In the two, three or
four years commonly devoted to the higher!
branches, she is rapidly led through a maze
of languages, mathematics, sciences, philoso
phy, history, literature, and accomplishments
that a lifetime would be too short to appr
heud. If conscientions, perhaps her health
breaks down under the constant strain, and
then we hear the cry of the physical incapa
city of the sex for mental labor. In any case
her mind is left with an inextricable tangle
of confused knowledge, which she can neither
clas,sify nor remember; and her mental powers,
taxed but not disciplined, are unable to cope
with subjects of deep thought or of practical
'mportance. Education, to be worthy of the
name, necessitates time, labor, patience, sys-
tem, and those who crave its privileges must
pay its price. It is far better to lea^rn a few
things thoroughly than many superficially

;

not only for the worth of the knowledge thus
obtained, but still more for the mental devel-
opment that ensues.
Teachers and friends of education generally

are becoming awakened to this need of tho-
rough mental training for our young women,
and many judicious plans are being brought
into operation to secure it. Perhaps none
have been found of greater practical efficacy
than that of frequent written examinations,
given at short intervals, upon the studies
which have previously engaged the attention
These afford so fair, and usually so correct a
test of the scholar's real acquaintance with
the subject, as to leave no doubt as to her fit
ness for further advancement. They also
afford an equally correct test of the character
of the teaching and the wisdom of the plans
that have been pursued, thus keeping alive
in both pupil and teacher the spirit of im-
provement, and exposing all superficiality,
however brilliant a gloss may have hidden it
from view. In many of our best schools, both
public and private, this plan is being put into
successful operation, and wocannot too highly
recommend it in every stage of cducatiom

"

In 1874, Harvard University offered to wo-
men, as a tost of culture, written oxamina-

-L.-

tions of two grades, preliminary and
ed, and promised certificates to si

candidates, stating that they had "

or "passed with distinction,"" or " passe

l

the highest distinction," the prescribed
\

inations. These were held for the firs

in Boston, then in Cambridge, New Yor
Cincinnati. A local committee is now <

ized in Philadelphia, to cooperate with
vard, and to offer the same opportuoitiei
in the spring of 1878. Neither of the e
nations are identical with the entrance (

illation of the University, or with any of
given to resident students, but are sim])
garded as tests of liberal cultui-e, and th
tificates as assurances of proficiency fr

high and most trustworthy source. It
be hoped that many of our young womei
take advantage of this opportunity, and
ing the coming year, will prepare themt
to join this class of candidates for
honors. Whether regarded as a special
paration for teaching, or other literary v\

or as a means of purely private mental
vation, it cannot fail to richly compel
those who are willing to strive earnestl}-
a thorough education.— P/aVarfa. Ledger.

Selected for " Tlje Fri(

Samuel Fotliergil! to John Bragg.

Warringtou, 1st mo. 21, 17

I received, about twelve days ago, an am
mous letter, requesting my return th
agreeable to the subscription I intend
fix upon this. The author is personal
stranger to me ;• but I am not altogeth<
stranger to the situation described, and fc

deeply waited for instruction and abilit;

direct, agreeably to the mind of Truth,"
the sympathy I feel on my mind with
distressed. Expect not from me an elaboi
disquisition into speculative points ; forth
know from experience, that part must
which longs to comprehend more truth, w!
the former discoveries are yet disobeyed. [

first principles of religion, as I have fou
are the knowledge of our own weakness, i

Almighty sufficiency to supply all de:

Whoever builds on another foundation ^

be finally disappointed. Thy letter manife
a sense of want ; and as thou attends to tl

sense, that which gives it, will, in due ti

pply it ; for the Lord our God hears
i^u. The state of leprous Naaman has be

strongly with me on thy account. Ho m
disquieted under his malady, and sought
'iefV but he had like to have missed it, by o
temning the means; his pride was piqued tl

the prophet came not out to work an im
diate cure with some visible demonstration
power; so that stooping to the simple mei
of bathing in Jordan was very mortifying
him

;
he remembered Abana and Pharp

rivers of Damascu.s, and was willing to belie
they were of equal virtue.

But know this assuredl}', there is no rii

capable of cleansing the soul but that whi
proceeds from under the throne of God-
stream flowing from speculation, or any i

tural powers can wash out the stain and bri
peace to the soul. Deeply and submissivf
abide with the sacred Minister of the
covenant

;
if thou art weak, he is strong

r<ure I am, the (iod of all strength and Tru
would not leave thee destitute. Be content
be a child, or thou will bo a monster; let I

day come upon that which is lofty, and tU
cross bo taken up to hurtful things, and
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rht thou wilt see more light ; and until

bast been fed from on high with milk

a babe, stronger meat or higher dis-

ies would not be good nourishment, but

5 disorder for want of digestion.

ul fervently desires thj' help ; but

nber with holy trembling, the way to

n lies through the gates of death. The
of all mercy and strength renew effee-

his visitation to thy soul, and buildthee

the sure foundation that can never be

D.

m th}- true friend and well-wisher,

Samuel Foxhergill.

Selected.

ny were the baptisms he passed through,

ieh his faith and allegiance were closely

:d; but as he endeavored to abide pa-

y under the operations of the Divine

,

he was not only brought down into low

9, but through the mercy and goodness

m who is the resurrection and the life,

rho was preparing him for an important and in German had been printed.

During the season of waiting on the Lord,

hich preceded the commencement of busi-

ness, a covering of solemnity and exercise

as graciously vouchsafed; and some earn-

est desires were briefly expi-essed that we
might individually so dwell under that cover-

ing as to experience Divine help and preserva-

tion.

Three only of the Eepresentatives were ab-

sent—and for these satisfactory excuses were
given.

After the opening business, the minutes of

the Meeting for Sutferings, which were quite

long, were read. They showed that many
concerns had claimed attention during the

past year. The occurrence of the Centennial

Exhibition at Philadelphia last summer, and
the strong effort then made to open the gates

to the public on the First-day of the week,

had led the Meeting for Sutferings to draw up

an Appeal for the observance of that day,

which bad been widely circulated. Eighty
thousand copies in English and twenty thous

•

• 'In this

n in His church, he was raised up again

f the pit and the miry clay, and his feet

pon the rock Christ Jesus, the foundation

inj^ generations. It was in this school

irned to distinguish the voice of the true

herd from the voice of the stranger, and
prepared to understand the language of

Jpirit unto the churches, and to wait
Qtly upon the Great Head from whom
ceived the gift of a discerning spirit, and

I judgment in things pertaining to the

ing of the household of -God. * * * He
1 practical believer in the necessity of

16 qualification, renewed from season to

n, for transacting the affairs of the So-

and in meetings for discipline, and on

Appeal, any superstitious regard to one day
of the week as more holy than another was
disclaimed ; but the propriety, advantage and

duty of setting apart such a portion of time

for religious observances and for rest, was
enforced and sustained by solid argument.

It is believed that its publication was timely.

It has been noticed with terms of approval

by several of the religious periodicals of the

day.
The attention of the Meeting had been

called to an effort made in the Legislature of

Pennsylvania to repeal the law which pro

hibits horse-racing, so far as relates to Agri

cultural fairs, or to trials of speed under the

auspices of certain incorporated couTpanies.

littees, or when otherwise engaged in! Believing that the proposed measure would
^rvice of Truth, he was weighty and de- open the door to a further influx of vice and
Ltive, seeking for, and relying upon its

| immorality, a Committee was set apart, who
Ings, as the ground of right judgment in 'visited Ilarrisburg, and had an interview with
hurch. * * * Having accustomed him-! the Committee of the House to whom the bill

hrough life to frequent retirement andjhad been referred. Their remarks were lis-

tation, he possessed an unfailing source of jtened to with respect; and while thej^ were
ilation and support in his daily reverent [gtiU present, it was decided, unanimously, to

)aches before Him, who had been his report the bill with a negative recommenda-
light, his sun and shield in the'tion. The session closed without its becora-

gth of his days, and through dedication ling a 1

lom, he was now established as a father

)illar in the church of Christ.

—

Memorial
nathan Eoans.
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FOURTH MONTH

A communication had been received from

the executors of Henry Mosher respecting the

bequest of $10,000, left by him to Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting for the distribution of

the writings of Friends. To this a reply was
sent—that when the subject was first laid

before the Yearly Meeting, it had decided to

accept the trust, if the executors should pay
over the amount—that the executors them-

le Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia as- j
selves were the proper persons to decide any

•led for the transaction of its business on Iquestions which might be raised under the

nd-day, the 16th inst. The number in [will—and that it was not within the duties

idance was large, though there were
j

entrusted to the Meeting for Sutferings to

)aratively few from other Yearly Meet- j take any action in the case.

For the first time within the memory When a person consents to act as an cxe-

ly present, the clerk was prevented byjcutor of a will, he assumes the responsibility

less from opening the meeting. In- j of carrying out its pi'ovisions ; and it would be

ation was given, that in accordance with an unusual and unsafe pi-oceeding for him to

irovision of the Discipline in such acase, jact on the advice and judgment of the bene-

jnd had been appointed l)y the Meeting ificiaries themselves. We have no doubt, that

Sufferings to arrange the reports and it was the intention of H. Mosher that $10,0t)0

rs to come before the Yearly Meeting, so] of his estate should be placed under the care

its business might not be delayed. The, of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends;

er Assistant Clerk, Clarkson Shei)pard, 'and that there is no other body, but thai

appointed to act as Clerk till the Repre-- which is holding its sessions in the house on

itiv.es made their report as usual; and a Arch street, Philadelphia, during the present

nd was named to assist him.
I
week, that can possibly claim to be the meet-

ing intended. Yet this is a point of which
the executors of his will must satisfy- them-

selves before they can safely relieve themselves

of the charge they have undertaken; espe-

cially, as there is nothing in the will, so far as

we know, which requires any Meeting to prove

its claim to the funds in question.

The Trustees of the Charleston Meeting-

house propertj', procured, a year ago, an act

of the South Carolina Legislature authorizing

the application of funds in their hands to the

erection or repair of meeting-houses of Friends

in any part of the United States. An appro-

priation of $500 from this fund had been re-

commended by the Trustees, and approved
by the Meeting for Sufferings, to aid in pay-

ing for a meetinghouse recently erected at

Barnesville, Ohio.

A new circular had been prepared and
adopted, for the guidance of the Friends who
have charge of paying the travelling expen-

ses of Friends attending Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting and other services of the Society.

The funds at their disposal arose out of the

sale of a lot of ground left by that valuable

minister, John Pemberton, for the pasture of

Friends' horses, and which came into the pos-

session of the Soeietj^ after the decease of his

wife. The altered situation of things at that

time pi-evented its being used as originally

designed ;
and by authority of the Legisla-

ture, the ground was sold, and the interest of

the proceeds used for " like purposes." The
income is about SIOOO a year, and is princi-

pally expended in paying the railroad fares

of Friends from distant parts of the Yearly

Meeting, who attend our Yearly Meeting,

PhiladelphiatiuarterlyMeeting,andthe Meet-

ing for Sutferings; or who have occasion to

leave home on committees of either of those

bodies. It was stated, that during the past

year the expenditures had more than equalled

the receipts.

The report of the Book Committee showed
an unusually large distribution of bor)ks during

the year—amounting in all to 5036 volumes

and 67,5.38 pamphlet.s. Of these, 62,000 pamph-
ts, principally The Appeal for the Observ-

ance of the First Day of the Week, and the

Tract on Theatrical Amusements and Horse

Racing, had been donated to " The Philadel-

phia Tract and Mission Society." The re-

mainder had been widely scattered over vari-

ous parts of the United States ; and some had

been sent to England, Italy and S. America.

Several hundred volumes had been given to

colored persons in the Southern States, prin-

cipally to those officiating as ministers to the

different congregations. A large number had

been sent to Friends and others in the Western

Stiites.

There had been added to the sets of stereo-

type plates belonging to the Yearly Meeting,

Isaac Penington's Letters, Life of John Ro-

berts, Epistle of the Yearly Meeting of 1870,

Mary Brook on Silent Waiting, Life of Richard

Jordan, Bevans' View of Christian Religion,

Appeal for the Observance of the First Day
of the Week, and Biographical Sketch of Wil-

liam Penn. The plates of "Friends in the

Seventeenth Century" had also been presented

to the Yearljr Meeting, by the author.

The total expenditure for books, stereotype

plates, &c., for the year had been §3,828.22;

of which, part was received from books sold

and from the income of sundry funds, and the

balance, $1972, was paid out of the general

fund of the Yearly Meeting.
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The number of copies of books printed was
6250, and of pamphlets 116,000.

The Boolv Committee had received many
expressions of thankfidness and appreciation

for the works which had been thus widely
circulated. One person, writing from Texas,
said of a copy of Barclay's Apology which had
been given him, " It has recalled me to things,

once of momentous interest to me, but un-

happily lost in the cares of life. It has been
of great pleasure and profit to me." Another
refers to the religious writings that had pre-

viously been in his possession, and adds, " They
are of little account, compared to the writings
of Fox, Barclay, Penington and others. With
these come deeper and more iuten-^e longings
for a larger measure of the Holy Spirit." A
colored teacher in a large public school at the

South, to whom a few books had been sent,

romiirks, "The three first propositions of
-Barclay's Apology have satisfied me as to the
merits of the book. I say honestly, that I

would not now part with them under any con-

sideration. For I have never seen anything
which so nearly accords with ray views on
the subject of a spiritual religion, or the im-
mediate presence of God's Spirit with His
church."

Satisfaction was expressed in the Yearly
Meeting with the labors which had been thus
detailed, and encouragement given to per-

severe in attending to whatever openings for

service, in the line of its duties, might pre-
sent to the Meeting for SuflFering.s. Keference
was made to the increasing openness to re-

ceive and read the approved writings of
Friends; and to the inquiry, among other
professors, for moi'e spiritual views of religion.
An exercise spread over the meeting, that
our members might individually exemplify
in their lives and daily walk among men, the
blessed effects of the doctrines we profess, so
that others, seeing our good works, might
glorify our Father who is in Heaven. Such
books as the Life of John Woolma,n and of
Thomas Shillitoe were spoken of; and the
desire expressed, that we might live, as those
Friends did, in the obedience of faith.

The harmony of exercise which prevailed
was very grateful to the feelings of many.
After appointing a committee to examine the
Treasurer's account, the meeting adjourned,
with thankfulness for the favors vouchsafed.

It was particularly satisfactory, that the
members of other Yearly Meetings, whose
voices were heard among us, were prepared
to enter into sympathy and unity with tiie

concerns that arose ; and were preserved
from being made instruments of nnsettlcment
and trouble.

We purpose giving an account of the re-

maining sitting.s, in our next number.

SUMMARY OK EVENTS.
United States.—The United States troops were
JlliihMv.ii fmiu the State House in Cohinibia, S. C, on
If lotli irist., and Chamberlain issued an address an-
iiiHicinK liis aljuidiniment of the contest for tiie gov-

list also that only one ni^mbar of
ployed in the Treasury Depart

private secretary strncted to
lehver up the executive office to Governor Hampton
on the fullowing day.
The law relative tn appointments It. tl,.- T,

Department provide- ilni ilnv -h-ill I"

to be really dislril.iii. ,1 ;in,nii- il,,. ,

,

Territories and 01^11 in ..f i 'oIuihIhii in-, m in,.

pn
:
(lit li,- iiM :ip|iointments from X.\-, Injt

Yoik, IVun.vlvania, Ohio, Maryland, HHiuu
gini.i, West Virginia and the District of Col

The Secretary will

a family shall be

ment.
The Southern Hotel, in St. Louis, was destroyed by

fire on the morning of the 11th inst. A considerable
number of the lodgers perished in the flames. Esti-

mated loss on the hotel $720,000.
A severe gale and rain-storm prevailed at Charleston,

and throughout South Carolina, on the 13th inst. Con-
siderable damage was done to the wharves at Charles-
ton, and the lower portion of the city was flooded.

A clipper ship recently sailed from New York with
362 passengers for Australia. The emigrants include
56 married couples, 172 single men, 8 single women,
and 70 children.

An English steamer has sailed from New York for

New Haven, Conn., where she will load a cargo of mu-
nitions of war for the Turkish Government. This will

make the seventh cargo of war material taken from this

country to Turkey.
A bill, passed at the last session of Congress, contains

an appropriation of $25,000 for a survey of the Missis-
sippi and its tributaries, with a view of determining the
proper method of reclaiming the alluvial lands of the
delta of that river. The Chief of the Engineer Corps
has given directions for the expenditure of this money
for surveys, with a view to the construction of levees.

The Markets, ifec.—The following were the quotations
on the 14th inst. New ybrA.—Superfine flour, SG.GO i

$7.00 ; State, extra and fancy, *7..30 a $7.75 ; finei

brands, $8.00 a $11.50. No. 2 Chicago spring wheal
$1.61 ; No. 3 Chicago do., $1.43 ; extra white Michigan',
$1.82 a $1.90. Yellow corn, 62 a 65 cts. Oats, 45 a
a 58 cts. Philadelphia.—American gold, 106J. U. S.

sixes, 1881, 112|; do. 1867, 112-}; do. five per cents,

111 ; U. S. 4i per cents, 108. Uplands and New Or-
gans cotton, llf a llj cts. Flour, $6 a $10.50. Penn-

sylvania red wheat, $1.92 a $1.96; do. amber, $1.98 a

$2; white, $2.05 a *2.10. Rye, 83 a 85 cts. Yellow
corn, 62 a 64 cts. Oats, 46 a 58 cts. Choice New York
factory cheese, 15J a 16 cts.; western, 14^- a 15 cts.

Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.49 ; No' 2, $1.41
;

No. 3, $1.30. Corn, 48 cts. Oats, 35J cts. Rye, 76 a
•77 cts. Lard, 9| cts. St. Louis.— 1^0. 2 red fail wheat,
$1.77 ; No. 3, .«1.60. No. 2 mixed corn, 46 cts. No. 2
oats, 35 cts. Cincinnati.—Family flour, $7.75 a $8.00.
Red wheat, $1.70 a $1.80. Corn, 46 a 48 cts. Oats, 39
a 43 cts. Lard, 10} cts.

Europe.—The danger of an early commencement of
hostilities between Russia and Turkey is increasing.
The Turkish Chamber of Deputies has finally rejected
the demands of Montenegro by a vote of 65 to 18.

A despatch from Constantinople to Renter's Tele-
gram Company says, the Turkish Senate has not con-
firmed the Deputies' rejection of Montenegro's demands,
but has decided to leave the settlement of the question
to the Government.
The Nord says Lord Derby's reservation on signing

the protocol has been misinterpreted at Constantinople.
Lord Derby has since written to Constantinople cate-
gorically declaring that the Porte must in no way rely
upon England.
An Imperial order grants leave of absence to Prince

Bismarck until the 8th mo. next. Hoffman, President
of the Imperial Chancellery, will take his place in the
Department of Home Affiirs, Von Bulow in the De-
partment of Foreign Affairs, and Camphausen will re-
present him in the Prussian Cabinet.

Business on the London Stock Exchange is very dull.
Turkish bonds are lower than at any time since the de-
thronement of Sultan Abdul Aziz, last Fifth month.
The Direct United States Cable Company has decided

to maintain its independence and not to amalgamate
with the Anglo-American Company.
A telegram from Halifax reports the capture of a

whale, 96 feet in length, at Schooner Pond, Cape Breton.
It was driven ashore by ice.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has informed the
House of Commons that there is an actual surplus
revenue for this year of £443,000. No addition to or
remission of taxation is proposed.

Renter's Constantinople dispatch says the Monte-
negrin delegates had a final interview with S.ilvii

Pasha, who declared that the I'orle rejected their il -

mands. Subsequently Ihe Grand Vizier telegriiiilie.i

Prinrp Xii'liol.is ili.it the armistice had ended and

the tarifl^ on the Atlantic cables will be three
i

per word. '

Lord "Derby, in a dispatch to the British Mii^

Constantinople, dated tiie 12tli inst., says that
j

not see what further steps England could take
I

war, which appeared inevitable. '

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOi )1

The Summer Session will commence on .V.

the mh of Fourth month.

JS®" In order to avoid delay in the classilii

the School, all ^^el« scholars should be presentoi

,

day, that they may be examined and assigned
appropriate classes; and the oW scholars slion

i

on that day, or not later than by Third-day eve
it is expected that the regular recitations wi
mence on Fourth-day morning.

Pupils who have been regularly entered and
by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tieke

depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Ri
corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, liy'

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is fu

with a list of the pupils for that purpose. In si

the passage, including the stage fare from the E
Station, will be charged at the School, to be

i

with the other incidental charges at the dost
^

term. Tickets can also be procured of the Tni
304 Arch Street. Conveyances will be at tl

Road Station on Second'and Third-days, the 31;
and 1st prox. to meet the trains that leave Philai
at 7.50 and 10 a. m., and at 12.30 and 2.30 p. M.
Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first and

nut streets or at Eighteenth and Market. If
the latter place, it must be put under the can
Alexander & Son, who will convey it thence tq'
first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per tn
be paid to them. Those who prefer can have tht

gage sent for to any place in the built-up pirt
City, by sending word on the day previous (thror
post-office or otherwise) to H. Alexander & Son,
corner of 18th and Market Sts. Their charge i

case for taking baggage to Thirty-first and Ch
streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. For the same
they will also collect baggage from the other rj

depots, if the checks are left at their oflice, co
18th and Market Sts. Baggage put under their c

properly marked, will not require any attentioi

the owners, either at the West Philadelphia de
the Street Road Station, but will be forwarded

to the School. It may not always go on the sam
the owner, but it will go on the same day, (ir.

the notice to H. Alexander & Son reaches tl

time.

During the Session, passengers for the Seho
be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival

St train from the City, every day except First

d small packages for the pupils, if left at Fi

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be for?

every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, and the expense cl

in their bills.

Fourth month 17th, 1877.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS,
suitably qualified Friend is wanted as P

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the te

be Ninth month. Application may be made to

Josei.h S. Elkinton, 331 South Fifth 1

Edward .Maris, 127 South Fifth St,

.lames Smedley, 415 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAf
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Wai'd,) Philadel
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. W>
[NGTon, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients n

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo
Man.agers.

e

I'n-i., .,t il„- r,>h!,ii,e.,f his son, Lewis Pas^rac
I. iiJoM |;ni;,in lov.o-hio, Ciie.sterCo., Pa.,
"' Hl:h 111,.., l,S,i;, I ;], .i;,;i,; S. PaSSMORE, i

vein- oi his a-e, a iiieiiilier of New Garden Mo
Jleeting.

, on the 4th of 2nd month last, at the res:

of his son, William C. Sheppard, near Salera,
Jersey, Charles Sheppard, in the 70th year c

i-e, a member of Salem Monthly Meeting of Fri
-ew Jersey.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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I Experiments with various Fertilizers at the

Bussey Iiislitutiou.

)
" Trials of Variou.s Fertilizers upon the

Field of the Bussey Institution" of Har-
Univer.-ity, by Professor P. H. Storer,

uch more elaborate, accurate, and useful

auy other field experiments ever at-

ted in this country, and will, if continued,

in these respects all European ones qx-

hose of Lawes and Gilbert at Rotham-
in England,

e motive of these experiments has been
etermiue, if po.-sible, what kinds of fer-

ns, among those ordinarily obtainable in

n, are best fitted to increase the yield of

grown upon a field that had been chosen
typical representative of the thin, light,

by' soils which so frequently overlie the

!lly drift in New England." The plan

een to divide the field into plots, and to

upon them different crops with different

1 of manure, repeating the same crop on
ame plot, with the same manure, j'ear

year. Three kinds of crops—barley,

I, and ruta-baga—were grown. Yard
stable manure, muck, fish scraps, lime,

meal, superphosphates, salts of ammonia,
ih and soda, and other fertilizers were
either singl}' or in combination with
other. The experiments were com
ed in 1871, and reports for four years
-4) are now issued.

I idea of the magnitude of the work may
itaincd from the fact that some 2S5 ex-

lental plots, each five meters (=about
od) square, have been cultivated, some
ig the whole, and others for part of this

The experimental crops suflered some-
from the casualties to which crops in

pal are exposed, such as heavy rain-

,
depredations of animals, failure from

eed, and particulai'ly from drought. The
ition of the experiments through a series

iars, however, served to make up for the

rbances from these causes, so that the

ral results are, on the whole, quite con-

ve and reliable. The conclusions apply,

)urse, to such soils as that of the esperi

pal field, and only in a more limited de
to others.

one respect, however, these experiments
a very groat value. Most of the invest!

>ns upon which the accepted theories of

jultural science are founded have been
in Europe, where circumstances obtain,

in many respects, different from our own.
And so long as we depend entirely upon re-

sults of European experience to guide our
practice, we shall run the risk of falling into

error. A number of illustrations of this

truth are brought out by these experiments
of Storer.

In the experiments described above it was
found that potassic manures yielded the best
crops, while jihosphates and nitrogenous ma-
nures did but Utile good, and in some cases
positive harm. The largest crops were ob-

tained with farm and city stable-raanui-e, and
with wood ashes. Nitrate, sulphate, and car-

bonate of potash (pearlash) likewise brought
large returns. In a summary of comparative
results, wood ashes proved more efficacious

than any other single fertilizer, the j-ield

being larger than with either yard or stable

manure.
-Professor Storer concludes that the soil

needed potash rather than phosphoric acid

or nitrogi'u. "The addition of potassic ma-
ures to the soil manifestly enables the crops

to make use of a certain store of phosphoric
acid and nitrogen that the land contains. It

is clearly shown, moreover, that the amount
of available potash in the soil must be very
small, since neither the phosphatic nor the
nitrogenous manures by themselves, nor mix-
tures of the two, such as several of the so-

called superphosphates are known to be, could

enable the crops to get enough potash from
the soil to keep them from starving after the

first year." And further, " It is plain that

the soil of this field, like those of thousands
in New England, needs fertilizers that are

rich in potash, and that, under the existing

condition of things, no advantage can be

gained by applying mere phosphatic and ni-

trogenous fertilizers to the land. . . . If only
potash enough be given to this soil, the latter

can of itself supplj' all the other ingredients

that compose the food of plants, at least for

the term of years during which the experi-

ments lasted, and for as many more, of course,

as the store of phosphates and nitrogen may
hold out. . . . The crying want of the land

is for potash, and potassic manures should

be applied to it to the well-nigh complete ex-

clusion of all other fertilizers until an equili-

brium can be reached."

Besides the results of his own experiments.

Professor Storer finds proof of the lack of

potash in New England soils in the common
impressions and practice of farmers. Good
farmers about Boston maintain that wood-
ashes and the so-called "long" horse-manure
from city stables, which contains a good deal

of straw, are worth more than night-soil and
Peruvian guano. These all, except the ashes,

are rich in nitrogen, and all contain phos-

phoric acid. The night-soil, and particularly

the guano, a good deal. But the night-soil

and guano are poor, and the a-^hes and strawy
horse-manure rich in potash. The fact, then
that on soils in the district near that of the

experiments ordinary practice shows iho long
horse-manure and ashes to be more useful than
guano and night-soil is an additional proof of
the lack of potash in these soils. The guano
and night-soil, with their large supplies of
available nitrogen, "would temporarily stimu-
late the growth of plants, but the result would
bo a speedy exhaustion. That is to say, these
fertilizers would enable the plants to make
peedy use of the small amount of available

potash in the soil ; but thereafter, until the
potash was re-supplied, a largo yield would
be impossible.

The widely prevalent opinion that, in nearly
all eases, nitrogen and phosphoric acid are
the only important ingredients of commercial
manures is of essentially transatlantic origin.

In European practice, the lack of phosphoric
acid and nitrogen has been felt more than
that of potash. Mr. Lawes, who, with Dr.
Gilbert, has conducted the famous experi-

ments at Eothamstead, England, states that
' the only two substances really required in

irtificial manures are, first, nitrogen
;
second,

phosphoric acid ;" and that " potash is gene-
ally found in sufficient quantities in soils, and
the artificial supply is not required." This
opinion is evidentlj" based upon his own ex-

perience and observations on the other side

of the Atlantic. In England and on the con-

tinent of Europe the great bulk of commer-
cial fertilizers are bought for the phosphoric
acid and nitrogen they contain, though in

Germany, especially, potash salts are coming
into very general use.

As Professor Storer points out, the circum-
stances affecting the amounts of plant-food in

the soil in New England have been difl:'erent

from those in Europe. Here grass and forage

crops, with very little grain, make up the

chief produce of the soil. But little dung
has been applied, nor has the custom of re-

turning straw to the soil ever prevailed as in

Europe. Clearing land by burning wood
has probably aided the exhaustion. No
doubt other matters besides potash have been

removed from the land by these practices,

nor that, in many instances, phosphates are

needed also; but the evidence would seem to

show that, in the present case, the supply of

potash originally contained in the land has

given out first. It is no great matter of sur-

prise that this thing should have occurred in

a country mainly devoted to grazing and the

growth of forage. If New England had been

a grain-growing country, phosphoric acid

might perhaps have been its weakest point.

in the field experiments of Lawes and Gil-

bert, in England, alongside of heavy crops

that have been raised, year after year, on

manured plots of land, smaller yet not incon-

siderable yields had been obtained in succes-

sive croppings, on similar plots, without ma-
nure. This has served to bring out very
forcibly the fact that soils have a certain capa-

bility of re-supplying the plant-food removed
in cropping by the working over of materials
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present in greater or less quantity in every
soil, into forms fit for the nourishment of the
pliint. To this restoring power the term
" natui'al strength" has been applied.

Ill Storer's experiments, crops of some;
though limited, size were obtained without
manure. By adding moderate quantities of
ajjpropriate manure a much greater yield was
obtained. But an increase in the manure
above this amount was not followed by a cor-

responding increase of crop. Very heavy
manuring was not economical.

In the causes of this are to be found some
principles of great practical importance.
From the fact that only very small crops

were obtained without manure, Storer con-
cluded that the natural strength of his soil,

in the sense above referred to, is not great.
But there is another sense in which this

term may be used, and another condition of
the capability of a soil for producing crops,
besides its capacity for working over into
available forms the stores of plant-food it may
contain. It is important that it should be
able to utilize, economically, the manui'e
receives. And this latter is an important
factor of the natural capability of a soil.-

Annual Record of Science and Industry, 1875.

Notes of a Soutiifni Visit.

(Concluilod from page 2S2 )

The annual meeting of the ministers be-
longing to the South Georgia division of the
African Methodist Church, was held the pre-
sent year at Bainbridge, near the .south-west-
ern corner of the State. Even before leaving
home, drawings had been felt towards this
body of people; and though there was some
shrinking when at Beaufort from taking such
a long journey, involving time, expense, and
about 6U0 miles of additioual travel

;
yet when

favored to attain a state of true submission to
the Divine will, the light again and again
shone in that direction.

After leaving our kind friends at Beaufort,
and tarrying one night at Savannah on our
way_; we took the cars at the latter place, in-
tending to stop at one or two places. The
day train, in which we left Savannah, wont
no farther tovvarJs our ultimate point, than
the station where the cars diverge to Florida.
From that place onward, the journey must be
made in the night; and a delay of some hours
is unavoidable. We selected' Blackshear as
our first stopping place, chiefly because the
night train passed thereabout 10 r. m., which
seemed a suitable hour to commence a night
journey. After dinner, we walked out to view
the phue; and finding a meeting of colored
jieople would be held in the evening, believed
it would be right to go to it. The heat of the
sun was oppressive; and it was with a sense
of weariness and physical weakness, that the
meeting was attended. It proved to be a re-
lieving season, in which the light of the Lord's
countenance was lifted up ; and wo came away
refreshed in body and mind.

who always opposed war, but were always
ready to mitigate the evils inflicted by that
scourge of mankind. He referred also to their

long-continued kindness to his race, saying-

he had himself known of many cases in which
it had been extended. His remarks were
quite eloquent.

The way opened to make some observa-
tions ; exhorting them to place their depend-
ence on the Loi'd, and to keep in view the
true source of all Gospel ministry. There
was reason to believe that in the dark times
of slavery, the Lord had raised up from the
ignorant and unlearned among them, those
whom he had enlightened by his Holy Spirit,

md whom he had made living witnesses to
point to others the way of salvation. There
was a danger now, when literary education
was opened to their people, and the opportu-
nities for acquiring it eagerly embraced, that
some might depend too much on it in the
work of the ministry. The call to be a min-
ister of the Gospel must come from the Lord

;

and the ministry itself could only be exercised
in the ability which He gives. For though
a man of talent might compose eloquent ser-
mons, yet if they lacked the Divine anointing,
they could not be of any spiritual benefit to
the people. Ueference was also made to the
distribution of some tracts and a few books
among the people they represented.
What was said to them was received with

evident marks of approbation
; and the ofter

of books and tracts was thankfully accepted

opened for it. A close look-out at the d {»

stations, near which Friends reside, fij;

discover any who could be recognized u
'

bers of our Society; though itispossib;
such may have been seen, and not !

from not wearing the plain dress.

When we left southern Georgia, the 1

there were ploughing the fields, earlv
work had been performed, beets am
other vegetables were above grounfl, ai

quils were in bloom in the yards. We rt\

home, to find the ground frozen and C(

with snow

For " The E

Random Notes of Travel in Europe.

(ContiDued from page 27S.)

Trossnch and Loch Katrine.—From St
by rail, to Callander, at the foot of Ben
A short distance above the bridge at the
place, the waters from Loch Vennaehai
Lubnaig meet and form several pictu
islands, one of which is used as the bu
place of the Buchanans. It is said that G
is the prevailing langua_'e of this dis
though English is spoken tolerably we
a strong provincial accent. The usual
ployraents of the people are earti
wool, and wood, to the Lowlands, and b
ing back coals, and a few of the luxuri
life to the Highlands; providing accomod
for tourists also brings occupation to oth
As many passengers left the railway

riages for the Trossachs,

At Thoniasville we again left the cars, and
remained over First-day, (1st mo. 21st,) hold-
ing two meetings there. On Second-day morn-
ing, an early train took us to Bainbridge,
where the Conference was meeting. Tlie
Bishop, J. P. Campbell, received us very
kindly and cordially, and spoke to those as-
sembled ill very eulogistic terms of the So-
ciety of Friends, with whom he had been
acquainted for fifty years, as a body of people

^_ _
^

general scr

The Bishop recommended the publications of i'^"''*"'^*^
'-o obtain seats in the coaches w

Friends, as reading matter which they mightlP'y between Callander and the former p
cceive and use with all confidence, and "ar-l'^h^fc were sixteen on ours; the seats
rangements were speedily settled as to the jjected over the wheels, and we were per
method of their distribution. We left the

'"''' '" " '
''"

room with light hearts, feeling at liberty to
turn our faces homeward.
The southern part of Georgia is principally

a sandy, pine country, with a soil of only
moderate fertilitj'. In passing through it,

one of the principal vegetable peculiarities
wo noticed, was the great abundance of the
dwarf palmetto, which in many places seemed
almost to cover the ground. Our homeward
route was via Macon'and Atlanta; and we ob-
served the more rolling character of the coun-
try, and change of soil from sand to red clay,
as we receded from the sea, and attained
greater elevaiion above its level.

We passed in sight of the stockade that
formed the famous prison enclosure of Ander-
sonville—a place where so many thousands
of the Union prisoners died from exposure,
hardship and neglect—a place which will ever
be associated with sad memories in the hearts
of many who there lost relatives or friends.
That such scenes as Andersonville witnessed,
should be possible in a Christian country, is

a proof of the wickedness of war
; which has

been truly described as a reversal of all the
principles of morality.
Some of the isolated mountains in view

from the railroad, are very interesting objects.
Among these is Stone mountain, north-east of
Atlanta, with a beautiful dome-shaped sum-
mit; and King's mountain on the southern
bordorof North Carolina, more irregular in its
outline, but standing out ia view with much
distinctness. On its top, a battle was fun.-ht
during the war of the Eevolution.

"

A rapid railroad passage through central
Noi'th Carolina gave no opportunity for min-
gling with Friends there—a privilege which

uld have been gladly embraced, if way had

aloft in the air, in rather an uncomtorl
fashion. Had we known what awaited i

would have been much better to have ti

a private conveyance. Our fellow-trave
were generally' English tourists, out f(

holiday-. A quaint Chinese poem says,

" That in London about the period of the ninth m
The inhabitants delight in travelling to a distan-
They change their abodes and betake themselvi

the connlry.

Visiting their friends in their rural retreats."

Our companions had no intentions, appan
ly, of a social character; enough of rural
terest lay around and before us all for
present. As we rode along the banks of
Teith, the scenery became every moment ra

grand and wild. High rugged mounta
closed around us, then receded, leavin.a

wider valley for the windings of road
stream; small meadows and richly wooo
knolls, with here and there a Highland o

tage, gave a softened beauty to the scene.
Our coachman did not allow us to foq

that we were on classic ground, and seen)
to consider it part of his vocation to dole i

small portions of the " Lady of the Lake"
the passengers, as occasion presented; as
proceeded he announced in lugubrious not
that—

" This is Coil.antogle ford.

And thou must keep thee with thy sword.'

here stern and steep
npon the deep,

At length we emu
The hill sinks dov
Here V.-Diiariiar i

There ri.lge ..n rid;;,' lien Ledi'rose,
Ever the hdllow p:ith twined on
Beneath steep bank and threatening stone."

Loch Vonnachar is not more than five mi:
long, but very beautiful notwithstanding
ny proportions, with Ben Ledi risiiK'^
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llv three thousand feet above it, and

1 tUo Scotoh mountains we saw, wear-

nrj.li' bloom upon the summit; whether
Ii.' I oliir of the rocli or from masses of

• V MiM.m we could not tell. This lovely

wii-' loraing into blossom, bcsto wins' an

iito grace on rock and moorland. Then
Locli Achray and the Brig of Turk, and

)od coachman remembered

That nearer wa^ the copsewood grey,

That waved and wept on Loch Achray,

And mingled with the pine trees blue,

On the bold cliffs of Ben Venue."

And when the Brigg of Turk was won.

The foremost hor.seman rode alone."

ch of life has been thrown, by the poem,
besc quiet scenes, that we almost cease

k
" The hunter and the deer a shade."

p resting awhile, and lunching at the

diich stands near the entrance of the

achs, we took our seats on another

, but this time with a great decrease in

mber of passengers, as many preferred

ilk through the defile which leads to

Katrine. How much did 1 regret not

g joined one of the walking parti.'S, for

)und afterwards that there was time

h to have loitered by the way. " H
tine embalmed the air,—hawthorn and
mingled there." Gay groups passed us

hands filled with blue harebells and the

fose, and '-creeping shrubs of thousand

—of which we eventually' obtained a

at the landing place,

d now about the Trossachs : I do not

this celebrated pass quite so "grand,

ly and peculiar" as the poet thought it;

bly for the reason that our own northern

)d States, has so many mountain passes

I are far more wild and precipitous than

I imagine there are deeper depths, how
here, tlhan those we saw, for Scott telh

at until the present road was completed

was no mode of issuing therefrom ex

by a ladder composed of the branches

oots of trees.

)n we were on board the steamboat which
irses Loch Katrine; and our passengers,

boat was crowded, were rushing to see

3ns Isle," which lies like an emerald on

vatcr—where " weeping birch and wil-

round, with their long fibres swept the

id," or saw themselves reflected in the

waters of this loveliest of Highland mir-

The da}' was like many which h:id

ided it, if not absolutely without clouds,

enough remained to as-ert their claims

premacy of beauty in the upper deep,

vere now in the heart of the Highlands,

)n the lake which derives its name from
eild robbers who once haunted its shores.

had a long time to wait at the Stronach-

!r Inn, few of us wishing to enter it, while

ould watch the changing hues on lake

nountain. A piper brought out his bag-

i to entertain those who remained ; but

^thought the droning of his time-honored

mt too great an infliction to be pa
ly endured. At length the coaches ap
ed, and all who were bound for Invers

including ourselves, were soon snugly

snced among the cushions on top, and
ared to enjoy the short drive of five miles

3s the country to Loch Lomond. So we
id and gave a parting glance at this High-
gem, in its summer setting of green and

gold, mentally repeating with Roderick Dhu,
'Tis the last time, 'tis the last."

Our road became quite steep as we descend-

ed the hill not far from the Inversnaid Hotel.

Two days before the coach had been over-

turned here, and some of the passengers rolled

over the precipice next to the lake, but none
were seriously injured. A few minutes later

and we had passed the wood on our right, and
this queen of Highland Lochs lay before us,

glowing beneath the warm tints of a rich sun-

set, which deepened the blush on the forehead
of Ben Voirlich on the opposite side, and
nged the while spray of the beautiful falls

.^ar the Inn. It seemed impossible to leave

all this at once, and go on board the little

steamer h'ing at the small wharf, so we con-

cluded to remain until the next morning.

J needing rest, I wandered out alone

for a walk. The air was deliciously cool and
invigorating, and fragrant with the smell of

the Vesinous trees which bordered the path

along the hill-side. Budding heather lay at

my feet, opening into a rosy bloom where it

could catch the sunbeams, and paling beneath

the dark shadows of the pines. Up, and up,

my path led me : away, far away, from the

inn and its surroundings—not a sound could

be heard—suddenly my path ended, a small

field lay before me, covered with long grass of

vivid green, such as we sea among mountains

only, and at the upper side of this was a low,

tiny cottage: Yes! a veritable Highland home,

hidden away among the firs and birches, just

such a one as we had caught glimpses of ever

since we had been among the lakes, and 1 had
longed to explore. It was built of large grey

stones, undressed, and laid together without

mortar, the walls of great thickness, as could

be seen at the doors and windows. It was
covered with thatch, and not more than eight

feet in height. Roses grew over the doors

and windows, while a bent Scotch-fir leaned

with a protecting air over the whole, screen-

ing the humble abode, somewhat, from the

keen mountain air. Had Wordsworth this

Highland hut in his mind's eye when he

wrote

—

" The walU are cracked, sunk is the flowery roof.

Undressed the pathway leading to the door;

But love as nature loves the lonely Poor
Search for their worth, some gentle heart wrong-

proof,

Meek, patient, kind, and were its trials fewer.

Belike less happy.—Stand no more aloof!"

After sitting for some minutes on a great

stone in front of the house, contemplating th

quiet scene—for there seemed no apjiearanco

of life anywhere—a respectable looking wo
man came to the door and invited me, in the

kindest manner and in the purest English, to

enter her humble abode. She seemed to enjoy

my interest in her surroundings, and bad

be seated in her " best room," which was clean

and neat, with a floor of flag stones ;
the walls

and ceiling were covered with paper, which

hung in festoons, and how it was made to ad

here to the unhewn stones beneath was £

mystery ; a bed, with high-posts reaching to

the low ceiling, almost'filled this "ben" or
" spence"—while a cupboard containing a few

pieces of chinaware occupied another corner.

The woman told me she was a MacFarlane
that she lived here with her two brothers

that their ancestors had owned the house and

lived in it for five generations, and that this

was the MacFarlane side of the lake. I should

like to have seen the inside of the kitchen or
" but" as well as of the " ben" of the little es

tablishment, and did catch a glimpse of it as

came away—a low, dark, smoky apartment.
ilanjT of these houses have no chimney pro-

—a hole in the centre of the ceiling an-

swering that purpose: an iron basket con-
tains the burning peat, and the smoke curls

bove it among the rafters, until they become
black and polished like ebony. But a warm-
hearted hospitality sends forth a stronger
glow than the mouldering peat fire, and the
wandering stranger feels that he is among a
manly, intelligent and noble race, who have
fevv superiors in any clime or country. Hum-
ble must be the cottage which contains no
books, generally of a theological cast. "Theirs
the Genevan's sternest creed ;" but works on
history, poetry, ballads especiallj'—are not
uncommon.
A low, wattled, circular fence in front of

the door,* seemed scarcely strong enough to

keep a cow within bounds, but various milk-

pans announced the existence of that useful

animal ; while various washing-tubs indicated

that work was to be had of the kind to whic'i

they appe.'taiued.

On my return to the hotel I inquired of the

boatman the name of the small house on the

hill. "Clach Bou'ie," was the reply, spelling

the name as correctly as possible in accordance
with its Gaelic sound. He added. " Would
ye na' like to see Rob Roy's cave'? this is the

MaoGregor country, ye ken!— I could soon

tak ye there!"—but much to our regret it

was too late to visit it. This celebrated cave

on the shore above the inn, and is for.ned

of masses of rock, all so stern and wild and
dreary, that necessity alone could induce any

to hide there. Yet, in his utmost need,

Robert the Bruce found refuge here after his

defeat at StrathfiUan by MacDougal of Lorn
;

as also did Rob Roy and his proscribed clans-

men.
The falls of Inversnaid are of no great

height, but their feathery foam falling over

mossy rocks are beautiful enough to have

elicited from Wordsworth, in his address to a

highland maid, the belief that

"'Till I grow old,

As fair before me shall behold.

As I do now, the cabin small,

The lake, the bay, the waterfall.

And thee, the spirit of them all."

Selcted.

Oh ! that our young friends, who are grow-

ing up, would come to seek the Lord in their

early years. He would assuredly be found of

them ; my soul is a witness of what I now
speak. VVhen [ was but a lad, I had secret

desires after him, insomuch that I thought I

coulil be content to mourn out ray days in a

cave of the earth, so that I might have an assur-

ance of a dwelling with him, when time here

should be no more. So strong were the de-

sires that the Lord had raised in me, that

nothing short of this would satisfy, which
caused me many times, I might say years, to

go mourning and seeking the Lord, till at

length he was pleased to appear by his in-

speaking word in the secret of my heart, say-

ing, Thou art mine, wait thou on me, and I

will protect thee. Oh ! how has he made good

his promise
;
yea, he has done more for me,

both inwardly and outwardly, than at any

time ever entered my heart to desire or ex-

pect ; the which causes adoration and praises

to ascend from me, who am but as a worm
before him.

—

Account of Thomas Busbey.
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The Stage and its rirtues.—An eminent and

vcrj' logical preacher of the present day, in a

sermon on Nonconformity to the world, argues

thus as to theatrical performances :

—

" We will suppose every play to have its

moral, and the audience to be duly impressed

with it. * * * Yet, here begins our objec-

tion to the stage. We ask what model of

excellence is there held up for imitation ?

Whatvirtues are exhibited on the stage; what
character would you be conformed to if you
followed out the lessons there taught ? Would
it be to the image of God? Are the stage

virtues the virtues of the Bible ? Is the good
man of the stage the good man of Scripture?

Is he not emphatically worldly, and his good-

ness that of a man conformed to the world ?

He is at best an honest, honorable man, be-

nevolent and moral upon the whole, though

not too strict in his religion
;
high'minded,

certainly, and not likely to put up with an

insult; in short, a worthy, agreeable, amiable

man of the world. Does the morality of the

stage ever rise above this? Who would ven-

ture to produce upon the stage a character

humble, holy, patient, forgiving, gentle, self-

denying; one in whom was the mind of Christ?

Would such a character as this draw crowded
houses ? We know it would not. * * Here,

then, is our objection to the stage ; not solely

for its attendant and inseparable evils, nor

yet for the vice it displays, but for the virtue

it exhibits; we object to it, because it sets up
a false and worldly standard of morality."

Orange Culture in Florida.—Just across the

river St. Johns from Palalka, lies the beau-

tiful orange grove owned by Colonel Hart, in

which seven hundred trees, some forty years

old, annuallj^ bear an enormous cro)) of the

golden fruit, and yield their owner an income
of $12,000 or $15,(100. The trees bear fro:n

1200 to 2500 oranges each ; some have been

known to bear four or five thousand. The
orchard requires the care of only three men,
an overseer and two negroes. The myriads
of fish to be caught at any time in the river,

furnish material for compost heaps, with
which the land is annually enriched. At the

gateway of this superb orchard stand several

grand bananas; entering the cool shade—
some fine December day—one finds the ne-

groes gathering the fruit into bags strapped

at their sides, and bearing it away to store-

houses where it is carefully packed for the

steamers which are to bear it north. On the

sand from which the hardy trunks of the

orange spring, there is a splendid checker-

work of light and shade, and one catches

through the interstices occasional glimpses of

the broad river current. In an adjacent nur-

sery a hundred thousand young orange ti-ees

await transplanting and budding.
This culture of oranges will certainly be-

come one of the prime industries of Florida.

The natives, of the poorer class, who might
make fortunes b}' turning their attention to

it, are too idle to develop the country. They
prefer to hunt and fish, and, as a rule, cannot
ho prevailed upon to undertake serious work.
The mass of Northern men who undertook
orange raising directly after the war, failed

because they did not employ skilled labor.

The eastern bank of the river is considered

safer than the western for the culture, as

frosts rarely reach the former. But for many
miles up and down the stream, this culture

has pi'oved reasonably successl'ul on both

sides. The property- is becoming exceedingly

good, yearly rising in value. Colonel Hart
thinks his grove is worth at least $75,000.

—

From " The Great South."

Selected.

A WATERFALL.
BY H. MAC3IILLAN.

"When thou passest through the waters, I will be

with thee ; and through the riv«rs, they shall not over-

flow thee."—Isaiah xliii.

Be.side a lofty waterfall I've stood,

Formed by a torrent from a mountain height.

And gazed far np, to where the foaming tlood.

Burst from the sky-line on ray awe-struck sight.

So vast its volume, and so fierce its shock,

No power at first its headlong course might .stay
;

It seemed as if the everlasting rock,

Before its furious onset would give way.

But as it fell it lingered in mid-air.

And melted into lace-like wreaths of mist.

Decked by the sun with rainbow colors fair
;

And surged by passing breezes as they'd list.

And when at last it reached the dimpled pool,

Hid in its granite basin far below.

Its spray fell softly as the showers that cool

The sultry languor of the summer glow.

The aspen leaf scarce quivered to its sound.

The blue bell smiled beneath its benison,

And all the verdure of the forest round,

A fresher greenness from its baptism won.

So have I watched for coming sorrows dread.

With heavy heart for many a weary day,

Foreboding that the torrent overhead.

Would hear me with o'erflowing flood away.

But when the threatened evil came, I found

That God was better than my foolish fears;

The furious flood fell gently to the ground.

And blest my soul with dew of grateful tears.

God mingles mercy with each judgment stern,

Brings goodness out of things we evil see;

Then let us from our past experience learn,

That as our day, our promised strength shall be.

Selected.

A HUNDRED YEARS TO COME.
Where, where will be the birds that sing

A hundred years to come?
The flowers that now in beauty spring,

A hundred years to come?
The rosy lip, the lofty brow.

The hearts that beat so gaily now?
Oh ! where will be love's beaming eye ?

Joy's pleasant smile, and sorrow's sigh,

A hundred years to come?

Who'll press for gold this crowded street,

A hundred years to come ?

Who tread yon church with willing feet,

A hundred years to come?
Pale, trembling age, and fiery youth,

And childhood with its brow of truth

—

The rich, the poor, on land and sea,

A hundred years to come?

We all within our graves shall sleep,

A hundred years to come
;

No living soul for us will weep,

A hundred years to come!
But other men our lands will till,

And other men our streets will fill,

While other birds will sing as gay.

As bright the sun shine as to-day,

A hundred years to come!

After a meeting hold at the house of Bui-

strode Whitlock (one of the most accomplish-

ed men of the age) to which he gave an entire

liberty for all that pleased to come, he was so

deeply affected with the testimony of the

light, spirit, and grace of Christ in man as the

Gospel dispensation, that after the meeting
closed in prayer, he rose up, and pulled off

his hat and said, " This is the everlasting

Gospel I have heard this diiy; and 1 humbly
bless the name of (xod, that he has let rno live

to see this day,

is again preacher

the earth

which the ancient Gosj

to them that dwell ujj

No Cross No Crown.

An Opium Den in San Francisco.—Deso|«'

ing the Chinamen and their haunts in !

Francisco, the Bulletin, of that city, givlss

following account of one of their opium d

and the method of smoking the drug:

first class opium den is fitted with a ta i

about eight feet long and five feet wide, i ;r;

about two and a half feet high. This is cove jjf

with matting, and fine mats are placed on t

In the centre of the table is a tray contain

opium, opium pipes and a peculiarly-sha

lamp, which has a small flame. The opijil

pipe is made of a piece of mahogany or eb

wood. The stem is about three-quarter

an inch in diameter, and about two feet^i

length. A hole, about half an inch in dia

ter, runs the whole length of the stem. Ab+t

six inches from the end of the stem is the b^

of the pipe. It is made of a peculiar kin<

sand and clay in China, and is very hard i

fireproof. The bowl is about two inchei

diameter. The top of the bowl is enti

closed, except a small hole in the centre, ab

the size of a large darning-needle. I

bottom is a hole about half an inch in d

ter, into which is inserted a brass cou

connecting the stem of the pipe. The opi

is kept in a small box made of horn. Ev
Chinaman carries one. When a person desi

to smoke opium he reclines upon the tu

upon one side. With a piece of steel, ab

the length and size of a large knitting-nee

and sharp pointed, a little of the opiun

taken from the box. It is held over the bl

of the lamp until it is thoroughly coolj

The piece of steel is kept in motion all

time, and the opium when cooked is fore

into the shape of a small pistol cartridge. [

point of the steel needle is then inserted i

the small hole in the centre of the bowl of

pipe, and gently drawn through the cartrii

of opium. The smoker then turns the bi

of the pipe to the flame of the lamp, rcpc

upon a wooden pillow, and smokes. Ho gei

draws in his breath in long and rapid resp

tions. He must be careful, however, toslia

ly remove his lips from the stem of the
j:

when taking breath. If he should brea

slightly into the stem it stops the flow of

smoke of the opium. When the flow is st

pod the sharp pointed steel is used to open
small hole in the bowl of the pipe. It ta

about three minutes to prepare the opium
the pipe and about one to smoke it out,

or twelve whiffs only being required. Fr

six to twelve pipefuls are generally sniol

before the smoker is satisfied. A litll

a year ago a great many white people of b

sexes patronized the opium dens. The Boi

of Supervisors deemed it best to put a oh

upon the growing evil, and a stringent

was passed making it a penalty of not

than $50 nor more than $500 for the kee

of any opium den to allow a white persor

smoke in the place. It was also madi

criminal act for any white person to be fot

in an opium den, the fine being fixed at

less than $50. Since the passage of this

the dens do a le.^s lucrative business. Th
customers are all Chinese, two generally

cupying one table and using one lamp. ^.

Chinese resort to opium smoking for i

slight ailment, and it is regarded by many
them as a panacea for all their ills."
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For " The Friend »

Rirliard Shackletoii.

{Concluded from pag^ 250.)

bringing to a conclusion sketches of such

ive passed from life's busy scenes of ac-

to, we may trust, an eternity of happi-

it is but natural for the mind to revert

ime of the footprints which marked their

way thither.

recurring to the early days of one whose
aphy has been briefly placed before us,

re reminded that those, who, like Richard
kleton are made willing in the morning
e to yield their hearts to the secret visi-

ns of the Holy Spirit, and to bow in

ble submission to the Divine will, shall,

him, as they continue faithful thereunto,

nabled from time to time to put their

in the power and guidance of One who
lead them also, safely along through life's

ley, and, through adorable mercy, in the

land them in the same haven of peace

rest.

)t wishing to retrace what has in the
' part of onr sketch afforded us some in-

j into the life of Richard Shackleton, we
ve it may not come amiss to revive his

language which is fraught with deep in-

ition for all. Jn a letter to a friend he

writes:—"God Almighty visited my
t with a sense of his goodness (precious

e all things) in the very early part of my
as early as I think I have any remem-
ee. He graciously renewed the same
Qe influence upon my soul, at various

)ns of my childhood and more advanced

h. This sense and savour were every
T needful to me, it was knowledge enough,

igth enough, joy and comfort in abund-

: while in possession of this I wanted
ing, all things as to me were right. But
jtations, suited to my east and disposi-

! as a boy, were thrown in my way
;
pue-

amusoments, reading unprofitable vain

:s, were spread before me, and 1 was at

s taken in the snare. When the heart

its preference to these gratifications, th

enlj' Guest withdrew, and would not i\

with such rivals. Yet good and gracious

the Lord, who, notwithstanding my un-

fulness, would knock again for entrance,

offer again to visit ; and as I opened the

of my heart, (or rather He opened by
spirit) He came in with the power of his

ments, and by his operative Word, burned
he chafty, combustible nature; and this

3 being over, remained a flame of pure
heavenly joy. So I experienced him to

ot only a jealous God, but a consuming
Thus, with these alternate visits and

icts, I went on till I grew to a more ad-

ed stage of youth; then the subtle nets

lossy, worldly wisdom, and the toils of

hful lusts, which war against the soul,

ed too strong for me, and often carried

vessel back again down the stream of

ral inclination. Arrived at manhood,
being about to settle in life, a high hand
ited me in my course, showed me my
1 of alienation, and the impossibility of

Baking a happy progress without the Di

blessing, so, in the sincerity of my heart

eyed the heavenly vision, became as a

amongst my companions, and an alien

ngst my intimate acquaintance. I sought
lement, and the company of them who
oanied with Jesus. My sincerity was
by the great Creator, and many wet

the baptisms I was baptized with in that day:

it was also felt by His approved servants, and

close was the fellowship cemented between

many of their spirits and mine. Thus I have
gone on to this day and hour, on the same
search, hungry and thirsty still ; not desiring

anything so much as the bread of life, for my-
self and my dear friends, companions in the

same travail."

In a letter, a few months before his decease

he wrote: "The faithfulness and dedication

of some of you has been cause of joy, and a

kind of triumph to me; so that, according to

my measure, I can join a remnant in adopting

the apostle's expression: 'For what is our

hope, or joy, or crown of rejoicing? Are not

even 3-e in the presence of our Lord Jesus

Christ at his coming? for ye are our glory

and joy.' To the Lord alone be the praise of

his own works, but let his own works praise

Him."
About three weeks before his decease he

wrote as follows to a particular friend :
—

" 1

trust that we know something of the vicissi-

tude of day and night, and the revolution of

the Lord's j'ear, in our spirits, and that He
will be mercifully pleased to deliver us from
evil, and preserve us to the end, and at the

end."

He died on the 28th of the Eighth month,

1792, in the 66th year of his age. His wif

survived him twelve years, and died in the

7Sth year of her age.

Eights of Property Among the Esquimaux.
Of every seal caught at the winter station

small pieces of flesh, with a proportionate

share of blubber, were distributed among the

place-fellows. In this way the very poorest

could never want for seal-meat or lamp-oil,

provided the usual capture of seals did not

fail. There could be no Esquimaux Jack
Hornors sitting on the ledge of the house all

alone and munching the seal which they had
been fortunate enough to harpoon. Beyond
the confines of the district inhabited by such

a community any one was at liberty to sot up
his house and hunt and fish; and every one,

whether in a community or out of it, had the

right to all drift wood which he found and
was strong enough to carry up on the shore

above high water mark, taking care to put a

stone upon it to mark it as his own. If a seal

was harpooned, and escaped with the harpoon
sticking in it, it belonged to the harpooner,

so long as the bladder was attached to the

harpoon. Iftwo hunters at the same time hit

a seal or bird, it was their joint property, an

was equally divided. Whales, however, and
other large animals, as walrusses and bears,

however captured, were considered common
property, as being of that size and strength

that, except in rare cases, they could onlj' be

secured by the united strength of the com-
munity. In case no seals or other food were
brought home, those families in it who were
best off for provisions invited the inmates, but

not the place-fellows, to share their meat with
them. In no stipulation does the common
right to share all the property that another
had beyond necessary articles stand out so

prominently as in that which provided that

if another man borrowed the tools or weapons
of another, and lost or injured them, he was
not bound to make any compensation to the

owner; for it was based on the notion that if

a man had anything to spare or to lend it was
considered as superfluous, and not held with

the same right of possession as his more neces-

sary belongings, but, on the contrarj', as

something to be classed among those goods
which were possessed in common with others.

In fact, we are led to the conclusion that the

right of any individual to hold more than a
certain amount of property was jealously re-

garded by the rest of the community, who
did not scruple to borrow it and waste it.

No one could deprive any man of his weapons
or his clothes; but if he possessed more than
a certain amount of that property, his right

to it passed away and became vested rather

in the community, who could use and wear it

than in him who could not. There was no
room in the Esquimaux code f n- the hundreds
of coats and waistcoats which fashionable

tailors send in to the account of silly young
men. This common sense view of the accu-

mulation of property led to a verj' natural

result . Superfluous clothes or weapons rarely

existed, and even in the case of kayaks,

though a man might possess two of these

necessary boats, if he owned three the third

must be lent to some relative or housemate.

According to this view of political economy,
an3-thing that was not used was regarded as

idle and wasted, and liable to forfeiture for

the good of the community.

—

London Quar-

terly Review.

Getting Ready.—You are going oft' on a

long journey, and you must get ready. You
must think of everything you cannot do with-

out, and of such things as you may possibly

need. You collect numerous articles indis-

pensablj' necessary. You would not be fool-

ish enough to delay packing your trunk until

you should hear the signal of the train that

is to bear you away ; then you would not have
time. But one thing you cannot dispense

with, no matter what else you maj^, and that

is money. You will need that in every stage

of your journey. You must have plenty of it

too, because you may be delayed by accident,

or may fall sick by the way. Then, also,

there are thieves always and everywhere
re:idy to rob you, without regard to what
might then become of you. You are wise

enough to conceal safely about your person

sums suflicient for all contingencies. How
much more important are all these prelimi-

nary- concerns if you should be removing
without expectation of return. In that case

you would give the most careful attention to

every detail of preparation, for you could not

think of running a single unnecessary risk.

We observe such things almost ever}' day
;

and is it not marvellous that, with their ex-

perience in making ready for journeys from
one part of the earth to another, mon seldom
consider that they must shortly set out on a

journey which lies across the boundary of

time and ends in eternity?

—

L. Obseroer.

Immense Distance of the Stars.—The star

Centauri, in the Southern hemisphere, is found

to have a parallax of about one second, but

no other star in the celestial vault has been
found to have a parallax of more than half a

second. In quite a number of stars the par-

allax ranges from tvvo-tenths to half a second.

Let us see now what these measures give us

for the distance of the stars. When a star

has a parallax of one second, it shows its dis-

tance to be a little m-ire than two hundred
thousand times the distance of the earth from
the sun ; with a parallax of half a second, the
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distance is twice as great ; with one of a third

of a second, three times as great, and so on,

the distance being inversely proportioned to

the parallax. As there are only two stars of

which the paralhix exceeds half a second, it

follows that, with the exception of these, the

stars are all more than four hundred thousand
times as ftir as the sun. The sun being nearly

a hundred millions of miles, this distance

amounts to about forty millions of millions

of miles. Hence the nearest known star is

distatit twenty millions of millions of miles;

there are about a dozen others of which, the

distance ranges from two to five times this

amount, while all the remaining ones are

situated at distances yet farther. See that

bright star, Lyra, a little west of the zenith ?

Dr. Brunnow has recently determined the

parallax of that star to be almost one-fifih of

a second, consequently by the rule we have

just given, its distance is more than a million

times that of the sun, i. e., it is just about one

hundred millions of millions of miles.— Ger-

maniown " Weekly Guide."

" What son is he whom the father chasteneth not ?"

—Heb. xii. 7.

Is not God's chastisement of his children

often spolcen of in the Bible as one of the

marks of their sonship ? Does this thought
make me quiet in affliction, and help me to

bear trouble with humble and submissive

faith? Does it not sweeten the bitterness of

trial to know that whom the Lord loveth he

chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom
he receiveth ? If life were un^/louded, and
God's chastening hand were never felt, might
we not with rea-^on doubt whether we were
indeed his children ?

Concerninq Nervousness.—\Ye easily know
a nervous man. You say, " He never walks

;

he runs." Born in a hurry, he lives in a hurry,

and you anticijjate that he will depart this

life with corresponding precipitation. Full

of fears freely expressed. Afraid he will be

too late for the train, or the train will be too

late for him. Afraid it will rain, or afraid it

will not. You ought to pity him, but 3'ou

can't. Entitled to commiseration, he awakens
only vexation. Y'ou pronounce him a wear-

ing companion. He comes in with a " whew"
uttered or unexpressed. A sh-sh-sh rises to

j'our lips as he approaches, and you long to

administer to him some quietus. He makes
door knobs ache and break. In your provo-
cation you call him an animated threshing
machine. His is unconscious, outside, or ac-

tive nervousness. You know how infectious

it is. As catching as the small-pox. You feel

that if you don't get out of his orbit you will

be just like him. His watch outruns his neigh-

bor's time-pieces. True, he is always in time
for every thing; but at the cost of whatever
comes in his way. You pity his tired-looking

wife. How can life go smoothly with her?
He loves her dearly, but as j-ou look into her
worried face, you remember that poor pussy
never purrs when j-ou rub her fur the wrf)ng
Avay. As for his own quantum of comfort,

you can't see when he stops to take it ; and
the funniest of it is ho utterly repudiates the

idea of his being nervous.— 7',/;m'/;/<'.

Triumph of Applinafion.—Fow things arc

impracticable in themselves; and it is fnrwant,

of application, rather than of meuns, that nun
fail of success.

—

Eochefoucault.

The putting of any outward or ritualistic

observance between the soul and its salvation,

is fraught with inconceivable danger both to

men and a pure gospel. It is in human nature

to lay almost immediately an undue stress

upon the outward and forget the deeper work
of the Spirit in the heart.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 28,

We continue the account of the proceedings
of Philadelphia Y'early Meeting commenced
in our last number.
On the opening of the meeting on Third-day

morning, Clarkson Sheppard was appointed to

act as Clerk, and Joseph Walton as Assistant

Clerk for the present year—their names hav-
ing been brought forward by the Representa-
tives.

The Queries and answers were read and
considered as far as the Fifth, inclusive.

Friends were comforted with the belief that
there was an increase of religious weight in

thcassembled bodJ^ Thedeficicneiesapparcnt
brought a lively concern over the meeting;
under which, warning and exhortation were
delivered by several brethren.

Whilst considering the First Query, on the
attendance of meetings and conduct therein

;

those who were constitutionally subject to

drowsiness, Avere exhorted to seek for such a
lively and fervent exercise of spirit, as might
repel the insidious approach of that weakness.
Those who were in the practice of attending
meetings were reminded that it was quite

possible to do this from habit and education
;

and yet, when assembled, to sit in a listless,

lukewarm state of mind. In a meeting where
many persons were convened, who were thus
careless and indifferent, the real travailers for

the arising of spiritual life might be so bur-

thened, that the living would scarcely be able

to bury the dead; and hence the meeting
might be flat and unprofitable. Such meet-
ings were discouraging in their effect on those
who attended ; and these unconcerned mem-
bers were encouraged to endeavor to seek for

the arising of spiritual life and refreshment
in their own hearts, comparable to the draw-
ing of water from their own cisterns, rather
than to depend on the ministry of others.

Reference was made to the Fourth Query,
as peculiarly calling attention to the rigiit

training of children. A fervent and aft'ection-

ate appeal was made to parents, to dwell
under deep religious concern for their beloved
offspring; and to seek by every means to pre-

serve them from evil, so that the seed sown
by the good Husbandman might find a pre-

pared soil and grow to His praise.

The practice which largely prevails amongst
other professors, and is creeping in among
Friends, of decking the corpses of deceased
relatives with flowers, was condemned, as
being altogether improper. It was believed
to have had its origin in a desire to evade, in

measure, the feeling of the solemnity of death.
The costlj' and ornamental dresses and cases
in which the dead are placed, were also to be
avoided by Friends. This concern spread over
tlu^ meeting, and several voices were raised
in expression of unity therewith.
The ditfieidtios were mentioned which

Friends often experience in finding suitable

places for their children while receivinj

business training to fit them for the act

duties of life. It. was said there were fe-'

young men now brought up to mechan
employments than formerly. The lads th'

selves were exhorted to seek for Divine dii

tion as to the emploj'ment which it would
right for them to follow; and the belief

pressed, that the impressions made on ik

own minds, in connection with the cour
and judgment of their parents, would be f
fitable in leading them to make a right cho
of their business pursuits.

On Fourth-day the remainder of the Quei
were read and considered. The deficien(

reported in the upholding of our testimc

against an hireling ministry were adver
to, and earnest, tender and persuasive appe
were made to our younger members, that tl

might consider the ground of this testimoi

and the importance of faithfully maintain!

it. Their attention was called to the way
which one deviation from the right pi

opens the way for another. He who, in dr

and language, acts consistently with his p
fession, would not be seen in a place of w
ship where such a ministry is supported, a
would be felt by himself and others that

was out of his place. Without sitting in ju:

ment on the character of individuals w

acted as such ministers, or going further i

particulars respecting the objections wh
Friends must ever hold to the s^'stem

which they are maintained, the meeting ^

reminded that the continued existence of 'b

is largely due to the support which is gii

to it by the body of such ministers, and tl

the recognition of the right of the Head
the Church to qualify those whom he pleas

women as well as men, to proclaim the ev

lasting go-pel, is still practically denied
withheld among them.
The answers to the Annual Queries e

tained an unusually long list of the names
members of the Select Meeting— many
them of great age—who during the past f

months have been removed from the chui

militant.

The earnest desire was expressed that

of our members might heed those convicti(

which the Holy Spirit has made and is mi

ing on their hearts, as the true foundatioQ

their religious experience. As individa

were watchful for and faithful to these Div
openings, standard bearers would be rail

up to proclaim the principles of the gosj

An earnest exhortation was given that

might so dwell under the preparing hand
the Lord, as to be fitted for the wide field

labor which exists around us in the chui

and in the world. The testimonies wh
Friends have been called on to uphold belo

not to us alone, but to the churcti universe

A Friend who had recently attended Cana
Yearly Meeting, informed the meeting tl

"thin the limits of that body there w
many valuable Friends who were earnes

endeavoring to maintain the original prir

pies of the Society in the midst of man}' di

culties, towards whom his sympath}- t

freely flowed, as also towards that class w
ere perplexed by the conflicting voi

abroad in the church ; and he ha<l felt thai

night bo right to bring to the considerati

of the meeting the subject of addressing otl

ies in the love of the gospel : our d

Friends of Ohio Y'^early Meeting had bi

brought to the view of his mind in their i
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d position, and it would be a cause of re-

ng if the meeting was prepared to address

hem a written assurance of its continued

pathy and fellowship with them amid the

s to which they have been exposed
;
but

ving that no step of this kind could be

11. lo our or their true comfort and profit,

Liui a measure of the call and qualifica-

which should accompany the exercise of

gospel ministry by individuals, he de-

d, after introducing the subject, to leave

the solid consideration of Friends, and
if way did not open in their minds to

;eed in it, that it should not long detain

meeting from its other business.

the observations which followed the in-

uction of this concern, it was evident that

nds of many were weightily engaged in

"ling to move under direction of Truth
disposal of this important subject. The
ing of correspondence with Ohio Year-

Ici'iing was felt to be an important step,

while several Friends were now prepared
with the proposition, others, though

ving that the time was approaching for

action, did not see that it had yet come,

e a few members expressed a desire that

n correspondence was resumed, it should

h all the Yearly Meetings. The dis-

ion was calm and deliberate; and nothing

•d to mar the harmony of the assembly.

It takingany action the meeting passed

M' subject.

fth-iliy.—Meetings for worship were held

in the mornir)g. In the afternoon

csting Eeport from the Committee
he Civilization and Improvement of the

ans was read. The Boarding School
their care has been attended by an

age of 29 pupils during the year, and was
;d to be in an efficient condition : and
e are evidences that serious impressions

been at times made upon the minds of

children which it was hoped would not
pst when they were again subjected to

|teniptations to which they are often ex-

d at their own homes. A letter of ad-

prepared by the Committee had been

essed to the Indiana living on both the

henj' and Cattaraugus Eeservations,

presented to them by a subcommittee,
had had several interwews with them
fferent places; and it was believed that

er and visit had been useful in reviv-

1 strengthening those feelings which
Indians had long entertained towards
ids. The recent death of a valuable

g woman, formerly a pupil at the Board-
Jchool and afterwards a teacher among her

liiMiplr. wa^ mentioned ; whose example
xprrs-idinoii hoi- sick bed gave evidence

e work ol Divine Grace in the heart,

financial statement showed that during
past two years the invested funds had
considerably diminished, and that there

I balance due the Treasurer, upwards of

. The report was satisfactory, and the

mittee was encouraged to continue its

,s. An appropriation of 8500 was di-

d to be made by the meeting in aid of

mds.
le Report of the Committee having
;e of the Boarding School at Westtown,
ead. Among the subjects particularly

ed to was the recent adoption of a new
m of classification by which the pupils

d be assigned to their respective classes

ntering the school with less difficulty

than heretofore, and would advance regularly

from session to session, with their class, if

suitably prepared. Two buildings for the

accommodation of married teachers have
been erected, which with those previously
provided, it was believed will contribute

towards the efficiency of the Institution by
retaining the services of experienced teachers

for a longer period than might otherwise be

the case. Some changes in the arrangement
and uses of some of the rooms in the school

building were reported, and the collection of

philosophical apparatus and objects illustrat-

ing natural history had been transferred to

an apartment occupying the north end of the

room where the meetings for worship had
formerly been held. An addition of several

hundred specimens of insects had lately been

procured. In addition to the usual expendi-

tures, the cost of erecting the new dwelling

houses, and of fitting up 'the room now used

for religious meetings in the central part of

the building and the other changes consequent

thereon, together with some items carried to

the profit and loss account had considerably

reduced the available funds on hand and ren-

dered it necessary to dispose of a portion of

the securities, a course which it was expected

would also be necessary the present year.

The Committee brought to view the need

of the hearty co-operation of parents and all

connected with the Institution for the main-

tenance of its discipline and rules, so that the

minds of the children may not be confused

by a want of that harmony which should

exist between the training received at hoino

and that compliance with its wholesome
regulations which is expected of them while

there. Our young Friends and others who
may visit the Institution were also reminded
of the influence of their example, and encour-

aged to observe the well known concern of

their older Friends for the true welfare of the

Institution. Visiting on the First-day of the

week, was alluded to and discouraged. The
Report was an interesting and satisfactory

one, and in commenting upon the subjects

thus brought before the meeting, parents

were reminded that the comfort and happi-

ness of the children at the school were greatly

promoted bj' the co-operation of the parents,

as alluded to in the Report, by which the

minds of the children were prepared cheer-

fully to acquiesce in the established regula-

tions. Sympathy with the Committee was
expressed, and they were encouraged not to

relax in their care and labors in any direc-

tion.

The Committee on Education, as shown by
their Report, had endeavored to ascertain the

situation of some of our members in remote
places respecting their facilities for obtaining

instruction for their children, by personal

visits in the limits of different Quarterly
Meetings; and in such neighborhoods the

establishmentof family or other schools where
the children should be educated under the

care of a member of our Society, had been
encouraged. With the means at their com-
mand, and some additions which had been

made to it by interested Friends, assistance

had been given in maintaining 13 schools in

different places, in which 78 children had
been instructed, many of whom would pro-

bably have otherwise been sent to the public

schools. The labors of this Committee were
believed to have been useful, and the Friends
constituting it were reappointed, and $1200

directed to be placed at their disposal from
the funds of the Yearl3' Meeting for the pre-

sent j'ear. The Report was directed to be
sent to the Women's Meeting, and a pi-oposi-

tion was subsequently made to invito its co-

operation. On the following day the .sub-

ject was introduced to their notice, and two
women Friends from each Quarterly Meeting
were appointed to unite with the Committee.
The Committee to examine and settle the

Treasurer's account, reported that they had
found it correct, and proposed that $5,000

should be raised for the use of the meeting.
As this sum had been decided on by the Com-
mittee previously to the appropriations by
the Yearly Meeting for the use of the Indian
Committee and the Committee on Education,
it was directed that these amounts should
be added, and $6,700 should be forwarded by
the Quarterly Meetings. In accordance with
a recommendation of the Committee it was
desired that the respective quotas should be
paid to the Treasurer early in the year.

The statements from the Quarterly Meet-
ings showing the number of children of a
suitable age to attend school, and the kind of
schools to which they are sent, were read.

The total number of children reported was
9-19, but owing to a want of sufficient details

in some of the reports, the number not receiv-

ing instruction under the care of Friends
was not clearly stated, but it was believed to

be about one-fourth of the total number, a
considerably less proportion than was re-

ported a few years ago. The subject was
again referred to the attention of subordinate

meetings.
The concluding sitting of the Yearly Meet-

ing was held on Sixth-day.

The reports on Spirituous Liquors stated, as

the result of the close individual inquiry made
of our members, that 4-1 of them had used
spirituous liquors as drink during the past

year, most of them but seldom, and that two
others had handed the article to others for

that purpose. This is a smaller number than
has generally been reported, and Friends
were encouraged, by the results which had
thus far attended their efforts, to continue to

extend patient, affectionate laiior for the en-

tire removal of the practice from among us.

Friends were exhorted to keep their atten-

tion awake to the great evils of intemperance,

so as to be prepared to improve such open-
ings to lessen those evils, as it might be right

for them to engage in. Reference was made
to the manner in which railroad and steam-

ship companies are connected with the traffic,

by keeping a bar for the sale of liquors at

hotels, depots, and on board of the vessels,

subject to their contiol ; and the attention of

those who were shareholders in such com-
panies was called to the measure of responsi-

bility thus brought upon them.
The propriety of abstaining from every-

thing which can intoxicate, was also com-
mented on ;

and the injurious etfects of to-

bacco were spoken of. These kindred subjects

claimed rather unusual attention; and there

was a lively exercise for the help and preser-

vation of those in danger ; and for the spread-

ing in the earth of this righteous testimony.

How would these and all other evils lessen or

disappear, if men were willing to bear the

yoke of Christ, and bring all their appetites

and passions under the regulating power of

his cross

!

A report was presented by the Committee
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appointed lust yeur, to consider tlio iiroposi-

tioii seut up iVom Concord Quarteiiy Meeting,

to change the discipline in respect to mar-

riage. The report proposed several changes

on that subject, particularly as to the manner
of dealing in those cases where one of our

members marries a person who is not a mem-
ber of the Society of Friends. The meeting

decided not to adopt the proposed changes,

and to dismiss the subject, leaving the discip-

line to stand as it has heretofore been.

The consideration of this subject opened

the way for the extension of affectionate and

timely counsel to our young unmarried men,

and to their parents and interested friends
;

that care might be extended in season for the

good of those concerned.

The Clerk read a minute which he had pre-

pared, setting forth the exercise that had

prevailed in the meeting on various subjects

brought before it during the reading and aa-

swering of the Queries.

Testimony was borne by several Friends to

the goodness of our Heavenly Father, whose
solemnizing presence had been extended over

us from sitting to sitting, enabling us to con-

duct the business with much harmony and
condescension.

After the concluding minute, and a short

interval of solemn silence, the meeting ad-

JDurned.

CoREECTlON.—In the account of the proceedings of

tlie Yearly Meeting, published last week, the annual
income of the fund derived from the bequest of John
Pemberton, was stated to be " about $1000." It should

have been printed $1800 a year.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The PoBtmaster-General has issued

an order providing that hereafter all appointments of

railway post-office clerks, route agents, mail route mes-
sengers, or local agents, shall be made only for a pro-

bitionary term of six months, and that at the expira-

tion of this probationary period, no re-appointment
shall be made unle.ss the appointee shall have shown
himself competent, and passed a satisfactory examina-
tion upon the duties of his position.

Three hundred and fifteen supernumerary employes
of the Bnreau of Engraving and Printing and the

Patent Office, have been discharged, in accordance with
the new policy of retrenchment and reform.

Luter information from Concord, N. H., states that

at the late election the constitutional amendment for

yjlacing all religious sects on a perfect equality was ac-

tually adopted by a raiijority of a few votes.

About 1000 of the hostile Indians have made a formal
t-urrender of their arms and 1450 ponies to Gen. Crook,
at the Spotted Tail Agency.
The Secretary of the Treasury has concluded to direct

government officers not to pay, hereafter, ten hours
wages for eight hours labor.

Secretary Schurz has afipointed P. W. Norris, of

Michigan, to be Superintendent of the Yellow Stone
National Park. It will be his duty to prevent spolia-

tion of natural curiosities, and depredations on the

timber in the park.

It has been decided at a Cabinet meeting, to with-
draw the United States troops from the State House in

New Orleans, and orders in accordance with this de-
cision were issued subsequently by the President and
Si'crctary of War. The evacuation will take place on
the 2 li li irjst. So many members of the Packard Legis-

lature have gone over to that of Nicholls, that the latter

lias obtained a clear ninjority in both branches. The
Nicliolls govcrnnifiit declares its solemn decision to

abide liy the ( 'oiHlilnlional amendments, to protect the

rights of all clasM's of citi/.rns, and pniniote the in-

lloiise has fiiriii-lird iln' ( '(.miiiis^ii.n willi :i -i:iiii;ii'iit

of the mrnilHr-l,i '

ll„- rM„.urhhM,.l l,.;;l-i,lMrr,

Wlu.'h >],n::' IImI nlll,.. In' ,1 i; ,
, Mn 1 ,r, -

1 , ,
|

, ,,l ll'^i i^.r,,,-

membors were absent from their places in the Nicholls

Legislature on the 24th inst. The President's just and

conciliatory policy appears to produce almost universal

satisfiiction in the South.

The Chicago Times publislies reports from the great

wheat-growing sections of the Mississippi and Ohio

valleys, showing a larger acreage than usual of winter

wheat, with a good prospect of abundant harvests.

C.ilifornia dispatches report great mortality among
the sheep, where they are perishing from drought.

The Markets, &c.—New Fori.—Superfine flour, ^d.lO

to $7.50; State, extra, $7.50 to $7.90; spring wheat,

extra $8.20 to $8.60 ; finer brands, $9 to $11.00. No.

2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.65; red western, common,
$1.80 ; No. 2 Milwaukie spring, $1.80. Canada barley,

$L10. Oats, 46 to 56 cts. Yellow corn, 63 cts. Phila-

delphia.— kmericnn gold, 107f. United States 6's,

1881, registered, 113J; do. 1867, 112J; United States

5 per cents, llOJ ; do. 4| per cents, 108^. Uplands and

New Orleans cotton, lU a 11 J cts. Superfine Hour,

$7.00; extra, f8.25 a $8.50 ; finer brands, $9 to $11.00.

Pennsylvania red wheat, $2 a f2.05 ; amber, $2.10 ;

white, *2.15. Rye, 90 cts. to $1.00. Yellow corn, 62

cts. Oats, from 51 to 58 cts. Choice New York cheese,

15 a 15A cts. ; western, 14 a 14J cts. Beef cattle sold

on the 23d at 6^ a 6| cts. per lb. gross ; 5} a 6 cts. for

fair to good, and 4 a 5 cts. per lb. for common. Wool
sheep, 5 to 1\ cts. per lb. gross, and clipped 4.} a 6J cts.

Hogs, 8 a 8'| cts. per lb. net for best. Chicago.—No. 2

spring wheat, $1.54 ; No. 3 do., $1.41. Oats, 37i cts.

Rye, 82 cts. Barley, 71 a 78 cts. St. Louis.—No. 2

red winter wheat, $2 ; No. 3 do., $1.90 a $1.92. No. 2

mixed corn, 45 cts. Oats, 36 cts. Lvrd, 9| cts. Cin-

cinnati.—Family flour, $8.25 to $8.50. Red wheat,

$1.55 a $1.95. Corn, 46 a 49 cts. Oats, 42 a 46 cts.

Rye, 88 a 90 cts. Lard, 10} a 11 cts.

Foreign.—A large portion of the English people

appear to be fully persuaded that Arthur Orton, the

imposter. now undergoing imprisonment, is

really the rightful heir to the Tichborne title and

estates. On the 17th inst. a great demonstration took

place in London, said to have been participated in by
between fifty and sixty thousand persons, the object of

which was to induce Parliament to take measures for

Orton's release. It will be remembered that on the

trial of this remarkable case, it was shown that Tieh-

borne's mother had recognized Orion as her son, yet

from a variety of circumstances it was made clear that

she must have been mistaken, and that Orton's size and
whole appearance diSered very greatly from that of her

long lost .son.

A. B. Foster, who was largely interested in the Do-
minion Railways, is reported to have failed. His
liabilities are stated at $2,390,000, chiefly due in Eng-
land, though a portion is said to be owing to New York
banks.

Two hundred thousand German colonists in Southern
Russia intend to emigrate to Brazil and other parts of

America, to avoid draft into the army. The emigra-
tion has already begun.

President MacMahon has instructed the Minister of

Justice and Public Worship, to express to the Bisho|
of Nevers his entire disapproval of the lalter's lettei

asking intervention for the Pope, and to state that the
President sees with pain the clergy meddling with in-

ternal and even foreign politics. The French Cabinet
has issued similar remonstrances to all the bishops.

Lord Derby stated in the House of Lords on the 20th
inst., that from all he heard, he was bound to say, he
was not justified in indulging the expectation that we
should be able to avoid the great calamity of a Europea
war, but he repeated what he said in the Fifth mo. last,

that in that case the Porte must not rely on materia
support from England.

Late intelligence from China informs that the Gov
ernment, in consequence of French representations, has
proclaimed full toleration to native Christians. A
famine in the provinces of Chihila and Shantung
causing fearful mortality. among the people.
A dispatch from Calcutta states that a serious

break of cholera has occurred in Akyab. Twenty-five
per cent, of the European population died in thirty
hours.

The Times Calcutta dispatch announces that it is ap.

parent th;it the famine shows traces of ap|)roacbiug iti

worst piiiril.^, but there is good reason to hope that th<

iiia.xiiimin iliHtress may be less severe than wa.s antici-

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wobth
NOTON, M. D.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Su.MMER Session will commence on S'.v,.,

\

the 30lh of Fourth month.

B@" In order to avoid delay in the classil

the School, all mew scholars should be pre.seni

day, that they may be examined and assigns I ;
i

ppropriate classes; and the oW scholars should

n that day, or not later than by Third-day eveni

t is expected that the regular recitations will

aence on Fourth-day morning.
Pupils who have iieen regularly entered and w

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets;

depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Rail

corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, by g
their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is furn

with a list of the pupils for that purpose. In sucl

the passage, including the stage fare from the Rii
Station, will be charged at the School, to be pai

with the other incidental charges at the do
term. Tickets can also be procured of the Treas

304 Arch Street. Conveyances will be at the St
Road Station on Second and Third-days, the 30th

and l.st prox. to meet the trains that leave Philade
7.50 and 10 A. M., and at 12.30 and 2.30 p. m.

Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first and C

t streets or at Eighteenth and Market. If l

the latter place, it must be put under the care i

Alexander & Son, who will convey it thence to Tl
first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per tr

be paid to them. Those who prefer can have tbi

gage sent for to any place in the built-up part o

City, by sending word on the day previous (throng

post-office or otherwise) to H. Alexander & Son,

corner of 18th and Market Sts. Their charge it

case for taking baggage to Thirty-first and Che
streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. For the same cl

they will also collect baggage from the other rai

depots, if the checks are left at their office, corr

18th and Market Sts. Baggage put under their

properly marked, will not require any attention

the owners, either at the West Philadelphia depi

at the Street Road Station, but will be forwarded c

to the School. It may not always go on the same
as the owner, but it will go on the same day, provl

the notice to H. Alexander &, Son reaches thel

time.

During the Session, passengers for the Schoolj

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival c

first train from the City, every day except First-c'

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Friii

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be forwa

every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, and the expense chs

in their bills.

Fourth month 17th, 1877.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Princii

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the ter

the Ninth month. Application may be made to

Joseph S. Elkinton, 331 South Fifth S
Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Sniedley, 415 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

Died, on the 21st of Eighth ran. 1876, Everet
Roberts, aged 24 year.s, son of Edwin and Ann
Roberts, of Moorestown, N. J., and a member of P
delphia Monthly Meeting for the Western District

, at the residence of Cyrus Brinton, Lane
Co., Pa., on the 1st of 1st rao.*1877, Anna, daught
the late Andrew Moore, in the 76th year of her a

member of Bart Particular and Sadsbury Mot
Meeting. This dear Friend was of a meek and difl

disposition ; she manifested a firm attachment t(

ancient doctrines and testimonies of the Society of w
she was a member. Although .she was suddeni
moved, yet we have the consoling belief, that tbn
the redeeming love and mercy of a compassionat
viour, she was prepared to join the just of all gei

tions—whose robes have been washed and made v

in the blood of the Lamb.
, at her residence, in Plumstead township, E

Co., Pa., on the 2d of 2d month, 1877, Rachel B
a member and elder of Plumstead Particular and I

ingham Monthly Meeting, in the 87th year of hei

, at her residence at Mansfield, N. J., 4th
14th, 1877, Lydia Aaronson, in her 83d year, a r

her and minister of Upper Springfield Monthly i

ing. Like a shock of corn fully ripe, it is belie'vec

has been gathered into the heavenly garner.

WILLIAM H. PIlXprTnTEK^
""

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Random Notes of Travel in Europe

(Continued from page 2'.^0.)

versnnid, Loch Lomond and Glasgow.—
t mornino;, took passage on board the

1 steamer which touches here, for Balloch,

le lower end of the lake, on our way to

^ow. We found very few persons on

d, the morning air was deliciousiy eool,

the sun shone out with undimmed iusti'e,

broad surface of the lake reflected the

idor, and seemed covered with an infinitj'

azzling points, leaving a very galaxy of

ant stars in our wake. The width of the

varies greatly, sometimes the shores

ed quite near, then receded until they

i in the distance ; elegant mansions re-

3d thenisi-lves ainong the trees, and the

herds' shieling modestly hid itself beneath
ihadow of the hilU. It is a matter of his-

that the waters of Loch Lomond were
li agitated daring the great earthquake
isbon, iu 1750, rising greati}' above their

1 level, and then suddenly falling below
• ordinary height. This movemi'nt of

svaters continued for a considerable time,

was not long before the lofty summit of

Lomond was seen on our left, looking

n in serene condescension upon the lower

8 around him. At Rowerdennan, our two
Dg English pedestrians landed for the pur-

of a.scending the mountain—a climb of

miles, if the traveller prefers walking,

igh ponies may be had for the ascent if

red. The view from the top is said to be
' fine. The windings of the Forth are

)le until it enters the German ocean ;
Stirl-

seems to lie at the very base, though really

miles distant, while Edinburgh Castle

;ars on the verge of the horizon. To the

h are seen. Goat Fell in Arran, Jura, and
a Crag, while on a clear day, a strong ej'e

discern the Solway Firth, the Isle of Man,
the bold coast of Ireland. It is worth

le, then, to endure the fatigue of the long

miles over the rough rocks and slippery,

sy soil.

hough an enthusiastic admirer of fine

lery^ Ruskin remarks: "That in reality

better foi- mankind that the forms of their

mon landscape should offer no violent

lulus to the emotions; that the gentle up
i, browned by the bending furrows of the

igh, and the fresh sweep of the chalk-down,

the narrow winding of the copse-clad

dingle, should be more froquont scenes of hu-

man life, than the arcadias of cloud-capped

mountain or luxuriant vale ; and that while

humble (though always infinite) sources of

nterest are given to each of us around the

homes to which we are restrained for the

greater part of our lives, these mightier and
stronger glories should become the objects of

adventure,—at once the cynosures of the fan-

cies of childhood, and themes of the happy
memory, and the winter's tale of age." He
also reasons, " That man is a creature incapa-

ble of satisfaction by any thing upon earth,

and that to allow him habitually to possess, in

any kind whatsoever, the utmost the earth

•an give, is the surest way to cast him into

assitude or discontent." Discontent may ac-

crue from the possession of excessive wealth,

or power, or honor, or other mere worldl}'

advantages ; but it may be questioned whether
even the constant contemplation of the grand-

est works of nature, aflfect the mind in the

way described, seeing that in themselves
" They're fre.shest from the hands of Cxod."

We passed on our left Rob Roy's Rock,

which rises perpendicularly from the water's

edge some thirty feet. From this platform

tradition states that the Red Maegregor let

down his refractor}' clansmen by a rope en-

ciicling the waist. If they contiaued obsti-

nate they were lowered the second time, with

the hint that the rope might possibly be slip-

ped a little higher, which generally produced

the effect desired. The boat of the fierce

chieftain lay below, to cut off any hope of

escape that the lake miglit offer.

Rob Roy was not a myth, as some .suppose,

owing his existence to the pages of iscolt.

He was the second son of Col. MacGregor, of

Glengyle, whose ancestors held feudal sway
over all this district, so that he claimed as his

birth-right, the glens and mountain pastures

around Inversnaid. But bavingearly forfeited

his right to the Dukedom of Montrose, he was
forcibly ejected from the possessions of his

father, and his wife exposed to the most
harsh and severe treatment from the steward

of the Duke. While suffering therefrom,

Helen MacGregor composed and sung the

pathetic tune known as Rob Roy's Lament,
that the anger of her husband might be

aroused to avenge her injuries. Thus driven

from society, ho commenced a course of life,

which was not held disreputable by the Gael,

who spurned the bonds which his Saxon
neighbor endeavored to impose on his race,

and who levied black mail, on the bold plea

that it was due to him as original lord of th

soil. Rob Ro}' left several childi'en, one of

whom was a captain in the army of Charles

Stuart, but made his peace afterwards with

the Hanoverian king.

Rob Roy spent the last years of his lift

near the upper end of Loch Veol, and his re-

mains lie at Balquidder, "where the tomb-

stone raised over his resting place shows,

rudely sculptured, a fir tree crossed by a

word, supporting a crown, as such were the

arms of the MacGregor, whose family thus

sought to mark that the blood of their fore-

fathei's had once mingled with the ancient

line of the Stuart princes of Scotland." That
he is remembered kindly,

" Bear witness many a pensive sigh,

Of thoiighlfiil Herdsman when he strays

Alone npm Loch Veol'.^^ Heights
And by LdcIi Lomond's Braes."

At the southern end of the lake we found
ourselves among the islands

—

" This, with lis woods and upland green,

Where shepherd huts are dimly seun,

And songs are heard at close of day
;

That too, the deer's wUd covert fled,

And that, the asylum of the dead.

All too soon our pleasant voyage came to

an end, and we were erelong rapidly crossing

the beautiful vale of Leven. Cultivated fields

and a fine rich country were all very well in

their wa}', but I looked disconsolately at mj'

sprigs of heather, which were ali'eady droop-

ng, and bid fair to wither away and die of

'too much civilization."

We had a passing glance at the double-

peaked rock of Dumbarton, crowned by its

Castle, which rises grandly from the bed of the

Clyde, over five hundred feet in height. Its

desolation is sung by Ossian, "i have seen

the walls of Balclutta, but they are desolate.

The fire hath resounded in the halls, and the

voice of the people is heard no more. The
stream of Clutha was removed from its place

by the fall of the walls. The thistle shakes

there its lonelj- head. The fox looks out from

the windows, the rank grass of the wall waves
round his head. Desolate is the dwelling of

Moira, silence is in the house of her fathers."

The thistle, the national emblem of Scotland,

8 said to grow luxuriantly on the scant soil

of the rock, and to attain to great size and
beauty. Dumbarton is chiefly remembered
as the last stronghold which held out for the

interests of Mary of Scotland, after her hopes

had been destroyed at the battle of Lang-ide.

Glasgow.—A roar of traffic, crowds of fac-

tories, and a forest of chimney stalks, greeted

us on ojr arrival at this ancient cit}- of St.

Mungo. Glasgow dates its origin from a

Culdee cell, and the motto of the city, "Let
Glasgow flourish by the preaching of the

word," originated from a reputed miracle

which happened to its saintly founder. The
city is built on both sides of the Clyde, which

has been so widened and deepened of late

years as to present a scene widely diverse

from that which Sandy Lindsay saw about

eighty years ago, when he fastened his vessel

of thirty tons, to the broom-bushes on the

spot where now stands the groat Broomielaw
Biidge. This early navigator, it is said, built

a boat at the head of Loch Lomond, on the

grassy bank in front of his house, and having

heard of " a wee bit burn ca'd the Clyde," and

wondering what sort of savages lived in that

[part of the world, determined on a voyage of
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After toiling mort than a weekdiscover}-

in clearing a piissage through embanljmonts

of mud a'nd sand, he discovered a town, in

front of which ho moored his barls to the

broom-bushes above referred to. The news

that a large merchantman had arrived in the

harbor, so greatly excited the curiosity of the

townspeople, that the magistrates were pleas-

ed to grant a holiday that they might inspect

this arrival from a foreign country. Crowds

collected on the shore while the Biagistratos,

in their official garb, presented the daring

navigator with the freedom of the city, amidst

the plaudits of the assembled citizens. Capt.

Lindsay found one vessel in the harbor, and

one only, and that of very moderate dimen-

sions. Mark the change within eighty years!

We visited and crossed the famous Broomie-

law Bridge, near which a forest of sailing and

steam vessels from all maritime nations was

seen, and bo vast has become the commercial

activity of Glasgow that many would consider

the above story somewhat, if not wholly apo

cryphal. The first steam vessel that success-

fully navigated a European river, moved upon

the Clyde in 1812, five years after the achieve-

ment by Fulton upon the Hudson in 1807,

cheering to nute his remark that during

of eighty years, not unmarked with tria

could acknowledge with gratitude that "

cies had always been uppermost."

Selected for " The Friend."

Extracts from Isaac Peiiington's Works " Concerning

the Principle and Way of Life."

* * * "There is no salvation, but by the

cross and yoke of our Lord Jesus Christ ; for

in that is the power to crucify the afi'ections

and lusts, which lead into sin and death, and

will not cease to tempt, and lead aside, till the

soul be gathered into unity with that, and be-

come subject to that which is contrary to

them. So that this is the main thing in re-

ligion, even to know Christ revealed in the

soul as a standard against corruption, and to

be gathered under his banner, which is the

cross, or that living principle in the heart

which resisteth the corrupt principle; and he

that is gathered hither, and continueth faith-

fully fighting here, shall receive mercy, help,

and strength from on high in every time of

need.
" The true and certain wav of knowledge

of the things of God, is in the faith and obe-

and here the construction of steam vessels ofidience of this principle. It is not by reason-

iron has attained an extent and importance ling and considering things in the mind (after

almost unparalleled elsewhere. Glasgow pro- j the manner of men) that a man comes to know

duces an immense amount of cotton goods, spiritual things ; but they are spiriiually re-

and her manufactures of chemicals are on an vealed by God, after a spiritual manner, to

extraordinary scale. Among her numerous i the believer, to the obeyer ; and they are re-

chimney-stalks there is one 450 feet in height, vealed to him in his believing.in bisobey'"-

that of St. Rollox,— an imposing structure, in his waiting, in his holy fearing, in his _.._ „ , ., . _

which carries the noxious vapors from the trusting of himself, and feeling his own in- ness, patience, fear. And there is not

largest works in the world, which employs sufficiency, either to attain them or retain crown laid up for them at last, but the po

1000 men in the manufacture of soda-ash. them, but as the Lord makes them manifest! of the Lord God is nigh unto them to w

Most of the buildings in Glasgow of any
j

in him, and preserves him in the sense of
|

all in them, to bear them up through and c

pretension, are constructed of freestone, gene- ithem. 'He that doth my will, shall know of .all, and to keep to and in that prinei

rally white, imparting an air of elegance and I
my doctrine,' saith Christ. This is the way. [whereby and whereinto his tender mercy

solidity to the city. The Botanic Gardens on I Wouldst thou know what God requires of, powerful a'-m gathered them. For as

the banks ot the Kelvin are particularly thee, what this or that is which appearsi \n\ power of the Lord began the loork,—for tl

beautiful. JSlowhere else have we seen more [this or that sort as truth, whether it be so, or could never any heart be gathered from -"

righteous scarcely be saved.' It is scat;

indeed! so subtle, so strong, such

holds, so man}' stratagems hath the su

twining, crooked, piercing leviathan, t(

snare, perplex, overrun, and entangle t

with. And then, outwardly, the same cro(

will is striving in men without also, to

down and subject the pure principle in t

who are born of God, to their devices am
stitutions, decrees, waj'S, customs, &c., w
are of the will and wisdom of the

that, as the apostle said, through much tril

tion is the entrance of the soul into the heav

kingdom; and there is no way of avoiding

many tribulations, but by turning aside

of the way (which though, thereby the f

get ease for a time, it will be to the gre

loss and sorrow in the end.) For the s]

of the world, the wisdom of the world,

nature, religion, worship, and whole conrs

the world, is contrary to the way of the
{

wisdom and spirit of God, and useth it at

enemy, wherever it findeth it; and they 1

will not bow to the spirit, wisdom, and
of the world, must feel the force of its bea

claws.
" That there is a glorious crown prepE

for all those, who are gathered to the Ls

in this principle, and abide with him fait

therein to the end, hearing his voice, believ

the demonstraiion of his Spirit, obej'in^

in all his motions and requirings, undergo
every yoke which is appointed by Hiir

yoke down the fleshly nature and mind,

his dis- [taking up every cross of every kind in mii

ornate ribbon-gardening or such gem-like |no? Mind this principle in thee, mind the

borders of flowers. Here pale green sedum [pure, the holy light, inward touches and lead-

bordered ruby rosettes, stars of primrose yel-|ings of this pure, divine principle : that will

low alternated wiih rings of pearly blues, and .make manifest to thee whatever is fit for thee

diagrams of various patterns were laid uponiin thy present state to know; and thou art

thesurface, in colors as various and com])li- not to desire more, but as a child to rest con-

cated as the changes in a kaleidoscope. While i
tented with that portion of knowledge and

admiring these beautiful creations of the strength, which the wise and tender Father

Scotch gardener, we suddenly came upon ajudgeth fit for thee ;
and as thy state groweth

fountain throwing out jets of crj^stal water [capable of more, he will notfail to administer

and falling into a marble basin where manj' Ito thee. And what he giveth thee is good,

light colored fish were disporting, heedless of, seasonable, and proper for thee, which thou

the small boys who were eagerly dipping ihei

tiny cups and drinking therefrom. An in-

scription on the marble front informed us

that this water came from Loch Katrine; the

place of outlet therefrom we had seen when
upon the lake. We dipped our hands into the

clear liquid and renewed our acquaintance,

gladi}' greeting the cool mountain stream,

which, submitting to the guidance of man,
had left all its waywardness behind among
the rocks and the heather, bearing its great

blessing to the heart of the city; performing

its mission noiselessly, and like the quiet

course of the humble Christian, spreading its

beneficence unostentatiously around.

But Glasgow is not a wholesome city in

summer, and her inhabitants leave in crowds
for the suburban retreats, near the mouth of

the Clydo, and elsewhere. Our esteemed
Friend, W. S., having left home, we found

him at Helensburgh, 21 miles distant, and
enjoyed a few hours in his society. It was

mayest safely feed upon and enjoy in the sense

and fear of him. But if thou press after what
he would not as yet have thee know, thou

enterest into the will and wisdom of the flesh
;

and there are the disputes, discontents, mur-
murings, and ill tempers and dispositions of

the mind, which there will increase and grow
upon thee to thy hurt. * * *

" Oh, how doth the will and wisdom strive

within a man's own bosom ! What risings of

the impure are felt against the pure! What
secret and subtle reasonings to ensnare and
entangle the mind! and if they cannot draw
the soul back from the Lord and the living

path, then they strive to vex, afliict, and tor-

ment it ! There is none knows what is felt

inwardly by the followers of the Lamb, but
those that travel with him in the living path

;

they ai-o often sensible of that they meet with
in their travels, and how hard it is to abide
in the path of salvation, inasmuch as they un-

derstand the truth of that saying: 'If the

the power of darkness to the light which lej

out of it, but by the power of the Lord
;

j

the powers of darkness stand between,
(

would hold and keep their own, did nc]

Greater power appear, and put forth itselfii

the soul against them ; I say, as the powe|

the Lord began the work, so the same po\

alone is able to go on with it and perfect it ; i

it will go on with it and perfect it upon
same terras it began, and no other.

* * * "And now what is of man in

this? Where is the man that can boast

fore the Lord, who is thus saved? He h

all from a principle
;
yea, he is gathered it

preserved in, and abideth in this principle,

the power, goodness, and mercy of the Lc
The power begins the work in him, the pov

accompanies him ; the power carries h

through, or he falls and miscarries. Thi

is no man can stand any longer here, than

submits to and is upheld by the power, :

act nor suffer, but as the power acts in I

and helps him to suffer. Let the man t

boasteth, bring forth somewhat of his owt
ho can, here. Is the will at any time

own ? Doth not he that is spiritual, and

the true sense, always find God to worb
him to will, whenever he willeth rightly j

holily ? And if he cannot will of himself, (

he do anything of himself? Can ho belii

of himself, pray of himself, wait of hims

resist enemies and temptations of hiins(

nay, so much as give a look to the Lord

any time of himself? Indeed, in the grace
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ord, and the principle of his life, there

Hciency : and therein he that is joined to

Lord, and become one spirit with him,

, can he not do here ? but that is, as he is

made in Christ, and as Christ ariseth,

,
and acts in him : which he that is in the

'sense and feeling will still acknowledge,

niy in his words to men, but in his heart

spirit before the Lord."

The rat-bird.

all the feathered choristers, none were

harming, none so confiding and intelli-

thc cat-bird (Galeoscoptes carolinen-

[ithree pairs of which nestled close to the

e, each pair rearing two broods of young,

nest was near a second story window, in

Ubing rose-bush ; at first, the birds slight-

isenled my attempts at familiarity, but I

;

persevering and very quiet, sitting by

)pen window with only a light wire screen

^een us; after they "had become aeeus-

bd to seeing me thus, I raised the screen,

sat where I could have put my hand upon

Dccupaut of the nest, but I never disturbed

mother bird ; so, by the time the young
B hatched, the parents would feed while

t by the window. But this pair simply

rated mo; they treated me with a sort of

ime indifference, just as they would some

e animal of which they were not afraid,

en the young were fledged, they canie

a the back piazza, where the old ones fed

n, close to my side.

nother pair of this species nested in a

ey-suckle that climbed over the back

;za, and here was a bird, the male, who
not only not afraid, but he appreciated

and was companionable and intelligent,

the best musician of the grove, fully equal

lis f:imed Southern cou-in, the mocking

I
{Mimus polygloltus.) I could call this

bird from any part of the grove or orchard

set him to singing as if in an ecstacy of

ght; but in return for this I must be his

rant and do his bidding,

'here is a keen sense of enjoyment, I might

of exalted happiness, in being able to

]g free birds of the grove around one,

ich well repays for the time and patience,

hermit-liktf life necessary to accomplish

fa cat made its appearance on the grounds,

I I was not in sight, the bird would come

saming close to the door, when I would

Dmpany him, he pointing out the cat,

ich I would drive in no gentle way from

lurking-place ; other birds clamored about

,
chasing the intruder, but he was the only

that returned with me to the house, where

expressed the most decided satisfaction.

•eral times, just as it was growing light,

wily cat was prowling about, and the bird

nld call me from my bed with his cries
;

itily throwing on a water-proof cloak, I

rays went to the rescue, and ofien drove

1 robber through the wet orchard, out across

! street, the bird always accompanying and

urmng with me. The female was confid-

' and gentle, but not so intelligent as the

!le.

rhe second nest of this pair was built

;edar tree back of the house, within a few

it of the dense shrubbery before mentioned

le birds were three or four days building,

d during this time I could not win the male

.m his work. I tried the softest blandish-

juts—talked, chirruped, and whistled—all

n vain ; he was intent upon his work, and I

was of no consequence whatever. He was a

most exemplary mate, doing his share of the

work with a will and perseverance, even in

the face of temptation—an example of alle-

giance well worthy to be followed. I began

to fear that I had lost my power over him;
but no : no sooner was he at liberty than he

eturned to his pretty, confiding ways; he

would flutter close to me, and chatter and
sing, and pei'form curious evolutions, as if in

an ecstacy of happiness.

I had a large shallow dish of water set on

the ground in the midst of the shrubbery, for

the accommodation of the birds; but soon so

many came to bathe that it was necessary to

renew it every morning. My favorite soon

arned when I was coming with the water,

so he was on hand superintending the work,

and wailing for me to rinse out the dish and

supply the fresh water, which was no sooner

done that he was in it, splashing and enjoy

ing himself.

It was August before the second brood were

hatched, and now that he had graver duties

to perform, he was much less attentive to me
still he occasionally recognized and playei

around me, but his powers of song were

greati}' diminishing.

On the evening of the 13th of August three

of the young birds left the nest, and the

female immediately took them into the or

chard, many rods away ; but she left a young
er-looking, helpless bird in the nest, to which

I am quite positive, she never returned. But

the male fed and nourished this young one

and seemed wholl}' devoted to it, and would

now pay no attention to me whatever; he

was as much preoccupied as when building

This continued for three daj-s. Toward the

evening of the 16th, this young one left the

nest and 'accompanied the parent to the

bushes, where ho soon had it perched on the

tallest shrub—a Judas tree (^cercis canadensis)

;

and now he manifested great delight, acting

quite like his old self. All the nest day he

ed his charge, pausing now and then to assure

ne of his continued regard. On the second

day the female came to the shrubbery, bring-

ing the three young, reuniting the family;

but, as far as 1 observed, the male still per-

sisted in feeding only the smaller bird.

I found the birds liked soft sweet pears, but

they would not break into a perfect one; so I

cut a slice from each pear and laid them on

the grass, when the parents would bring the

young to feed. The three older ones could

now iielp themselves, but the youngest would

only look on and wait to have the pieces put

into its mouth.
It was now very warm weather, and the

family remained among the bushes a 1

part of each da}' for about three weeks, at

night perching on the Judas tree, or in the

branches of an adjoining Austrian pine.

The cats by this time were quelled. They

bad either become thoroughly frightened by

missiles hurled at them, or had committed

suicide by taking strychnine; at all events

they no longer prowled about the grounds,

and the birds enjoyed quiet and peace.

My favorite bird was monarch of the shrub

bery, except when the robins came for a bath,

when, with a very ill grace, he took the place

of a subordinate. Upon one occasion I wit

nessed a very amusing scene. I had just sup

plied the fresh water, and the bird was enjoy

ing it, when a robin came flitting in, followed

by a young speckle-breast. The cat-bird,

without a single protest, left the water. Of
course he was afraid of the robin, or he would
not have left so promptly : but after he had
one he manifested the greatest anger; he
ew to a shrub just above them, and screamed

with all his power, dropping his wings and
looking very fierce and hostile; to all of which
the robins paid no attention. Then he came
toward me and back again, evidently asking

me to drive them away; but I would not in-

terfere. After the robins were satisfied, they

left the water and flew into the sunshine, and
coolly proceeded to arrange their feathers.

Upon another occasion an incident occurred

showing the bird's intelligence. A side gate

had been left open, and a neighbor's hen had
wandered in. The bird's cries called me out,

when he pointed out the hen, which was
scratching among the shrubbery. All sum-

mer the bird had been accustomed to seeing

the fowls in the adjoining lot, and was not at

all afraid of them; but he knew this hen had

no business in his dominions, and he was not

content until she was driven out, which he

assisted in doincr, following her up with his

mewing cry until she passed through the gate,

when he returned to his place with a very

complacent air.— JSlary Treat, in Harper's

Magazine.

For "The Friend."

The Deeeltfuliiess of the Human Heart.

All who profess themselves to be christians

will doubtless acknowledge the truth of the

solemn declaration of Holy Writ, that " the

heart is deceitful above all things, and des-

perately wicked: who can know it?" But do

we consider how often a mixture of impure

motives enters into even our apparently sin-

cere efforts to promote the cause of truth ?

Could we only see ourselves as we appear

n the eyes of Infinite Purity and Omnisci-

ence, we should be humbled under a sense of

r vileness.

It is only as the Divine Light, the Light of

Christ, our Holy Redeemer, shines into our

dark hearts, that we are enabled in any de-

gree to have a just sense of our real condition.

Hence it behooves us fervently to pray, earn-

estly to seek and wait for the inshinings of

this blessed light which would bring us in

lowliest humility to the feet of the dear Sa-

viour.

This is a painful and humiliating experi-

ence to the unregenerate heart, but if truly

experienced, will enable us to cast all our care

upon Him who is mighty to save, and able to

deliver to the very uttermost all who come

unto Clod by Him.
It is in this state of humble abasedness that

true living faith is received, and we are en-

abled to cast ourselves with undoubting con-

fidence into the compassionate arms of Him
who desires that clean hearts and right spirits

should be given to all of his poor lost crea-

es. X..

The pool, in Old Jerusalem, in some sort,

represented that fountain, which is now set

open in the New Jerusalem. That pool was

for those who were under infirmities of body
;

this fountain is for all that are impotent in

soul. There was an angel then that moved
the water to render it beneficial ;

it is God's

angel now, the great angel of his presence,

that blesseth this fountain with success. They
who went in before, and did not watch the
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angel, and take advantage of his motion,
found no benefit of their stepping in. Tho^
now who wait not for the moving of God
angel, but by a devotion of their own formin
and timing, rush before God, as the horse into
the battle, and hope for success, are sure to
be defeated in their expectations.

—

No Cross
No Crown.

The Lesson of a Life.—In December, 1845,
in the Department of the Vosges, Xavier
Thiriat, a boy often, accompanied four young
girls of about the same age to the church.
They had to cross a brook, over which was
placed a single loose plank. The boy crossed
safely, the first girl who attempted it, fell in.

The boy jumped in, pulled her out, and then,
walking in the water, guided each of the girls

across. Some time was lost by this, and the
party reached church late. Xavier, ashamed
of being late, did not go up to the stove, but
kept behind. He reached home chilled, a
dangerous disease followed, by which he was
left a complete cripple for life ; his only mode
of moving about was on hiinds and knees, so
completely were his legs paralyzed and dis-

torted. Coming of very poor people, there
was every prospect that Thiriat would be a
heavy charge to his family and a wretched
burden to himself Instead of this, he reached
manhood bright, cheerful and intelligent.
Reading all the few books which he could lay
hold of, he was soon the best educated man

'

his district, and rapidlj^ acquired extensive
influence, which was always used for good.
He induced the young people to read and to
study. Some contributions "to the local news
paper, the Echo des Vosges, attracted atten-
tion and made him known, the result of which
was that further intellectual opportunities
were extended to him. He made himself a
good botanist, meteorologist and geologist,
instructed others in these branches, and pro-
cured the foundation of several local libraries.
He could not, however, be satisfied without
achieving his complete independence and earn-
ing his support. He obtained the position of
manager of the telegr.ph at a neiirhboring
town, was made secretary to the Mayor, be-
came a favorite correspondent of several agri-
cultural papers, and received the highest re-
ward of the French "Franklin Society"—its
gold medal.
AH this was accomplished by native force

ofcharacterand strong religious feeling, under
circumstances not merely adverse, but at f
sight absolutely hopeless. A horrible
formity, intense suffering, absence of instr
tion, crushing poverty— all these disabilities
were overcome unaided, and this ignorant and
crippled lad made himself the light, intellec-
tual and moral, of his whole disti'ict.

—

Fhila.
Ledger.

THE GOLDEN MILE-STONE.
Leafless are the trees ; their purple branches
Spread themselves abroad, like reefs of coral.

Rising silent

In the red sea of the winter sunset.

From Ihe hundred chimneys of the village,

Like the Afreet in the Arabian story.

Smoky columns
Tower aloft into the air of amber.

At the window winks the flickering fire-light
;

Here and there the lamps of evening glimmer.
Social watch-fires

Answering one another through the darkness.

On the hearth the lighted logs are glowing.
And like Ariel in the cloven pine tree.

For its freedom
Groans and sighs the air imprisoned in them.

By the fireside there are old men seated,
Seeing ruined cities in the ashes.

Asking sadly
Of the Past what it can ne'er restore them.

By the fireside there are youthful dreamers,
Building castles fair, with stately stairways,

Asking blindly
Of the Future what it cannot give them.

By the fireside tragedies are acted,
In whose scenes appear two actors only,

Wife and husband.
And above them God, the sole spectator.

By the fireside there are peace and comfort

:

Wives and children, with fair, thoughtful faces.

Waiting, watching
For a well-known footstep in the passage.

Each man's chimney is his Golden-Mile-stone
;

Is the central point, from which he measures
Every distance

Through the gateways of the world around him.

In his farthest wanderings still he sees it

;

Hears the talking fl.ime, the answering night-win
As he beard them

When he sat with those who were, but are not.

Happy he whom neither wealth nor fashion,
Nor the march of the encroaching city.

Drives an exile
From the hearth of his ancestral homestead.

" Let us labor, therefore, to enter into that rest."—
Heb. iv. II.

Do I find the true rest of my soul in Christ
here on earth, that so I may be preparing to
rest with him lorever in heaven? Do I bear
in mind that labor, diligent and faithful labor,
in the field of my own heart and in the field
of the world, is the only evidence of being
fitted for that rest, and that they who labor
not now for Christ, shall not rest with him
hereafter? Does the prospect of that rest,
blessed, satisfying and never ending as it will
be, cheer and encourage me to be faithful to
the end?

may build more splendid habitations,
our rooms with paintings and with sculptures.

But we cannot
Buy with gold the old associations !

Loiicifellow.

Selected.

LIVING FLOWERS.
BY .SARAH DODDNEY.

" Flowers that could bless you for having blessed
them, and will love you for having loved them : flowers
that have eyes like yours, and thoughts like yours, and
lives like yours; which, once saved, you save forever."
—John Ruskin.

In the cool, tempered light, and mellow .shade,
I saw you stand amid your plants one day.
Sprinkling the slender fronds that seemed to fade

With showers of silvery spray.

nd as the tremulous sunlight .sofily crept
ilo the ripples of your golden hair,
lid your white robes across the blossoms swept,

I thought they loved your care.

If you could kiss the rose's velvet mouth.
To charru the cruel cankerworm away,
And cry, " Awake, O north wind ! come thou south

Breathe on my flowers to-day ;"

Would you not love to save them from the blight
And flush them into beauty fresh and new?

'

To bring them gifts of fuller life and light,
Sunshine and limpid dew ?

This you can do, for fairer flowers than these
Flowers that have thoughts and feelhigs like 'y«

Whose stems are broken by the stormy breeze,
Who?e freshest tints are flown.

Out in the darkness of the miry street

Those bruised lilies in their weakness lie;

Down-trodden by the tramp of reckless feet.

Left there alone to die.

Go, raise them gently,—wash away the stain
On their white petals with your tender grief;
Your tears shall fall like showers of precious raio,

Cleansing each sullied leaf.

Oh, give those human blossoms human love !

Uplift the fallen seventy times and seven
;

.Save these sweet living things to bloom above,
In the fair land of heaven.

[In her desire to stimulate her reade
the discharge of loving service to their fell

creatures, the author of the above bea
lints too much overlooks the important £
that

" Transformation of apostate i

From fool to wise, from earthly to divine,
(

Is work for Him that made him.'

" No man can save his brother," or indi,

do him any spirltuil good, except as he is

sisted by the Spirit of God, to which all t

praise must ever be ascribed. Yet the Lc
does often condescend to use His servants
nstruments in carrying out His gracious i

iigns—and happy wdl it be for all those w
seek to be guided by Him in their labtj

:imong men, and faithfully follow where '

leads them.]
'

[The following extracts from a letter:
that worthj' minister of the Gospel, the lal

Wm. Kennard of Ohio, are offered for
tion in " The Friend."]

6th mo. 2.1, 1838i|

My dear friend, Joanna Meader,—My mil
liasofttimes been brought to sj-mpathi
feel for thee, my dear friend, in the loss at

sore bei-eavement which has been dispensf
to thy lot, with desires that the everlasti(
Arm may be underneath to sustain anc

II sorrows and tempests, both inward
outwardly. But after such seasons in
we have freely drank of the pure river (if till

water of Life, and sat at the Divine Ma-ter
feet, and eat of that bread which he ha> mc :

cifully blessed unto us, and hath satisfici! mi
spiritual appetites, and filled our souls witi
his praises; after all this, we are bniii-t.
again and again to feel our poverty and loai

ness in renewed trials that await us, an^l ih

old adversary, who dared to tempt the loa

Son of God, is ever ready to step in, not -nl

to impede our progress Zionward, but to < :i>

down below hope; and would, if possibi.v Jt

ceive the very elect; but thanks be to (in
for his unspeakable gift, even the gift of taith
in Christ Jesus, whi'ch works by love to tliji

purifying of our hearts, and overcomes th)i

world : this is at some seasons hard to kee|l
Paul fought the good fight and kept the faitH
and had to rejoice, when he was ready to bt

offered, knowing that there was a crown o
righteousness which the Lord, the righteoul'
Judge, had laid up for him, and not for liii^j

only, hnl for all those who love the appearauc
of the Lord Jesus. Oh ! that this may be ra

j

lot, and the portion of all his tribulated fa I

lowers, who have none to look to, none to fle

jto but Him alone, who is the Alpha am
own Omega, the beginning and the end, who livetl

I

and was dead, and is alive forevermore.
I 6th mo. 7th.—My mind is turned in tendo
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;ow;irds you—dear and fatherless chil-

tbat you may be a comfort to your
3r, to alleviate her sorrows by walking
! counsel of the Lord ; taking his yoke
you and learning of Him, who is meek
owly of heart. Thus would the Lord,
riches of his mercies, be pleased to be

atber to the fatherless; and He who is

'arent of the whole human family, sees

eholds the children that love Him, and
ot in the way of evil doers, but keep
ommandments, which is life everlasting.

He hath ever blessed ; and all those who
irst the kingdom of God and His right-

ess, shall have added unto them such

s as are neccssarj'. It is the meek that

leiit the earth, and are blessed in basket
store, and have a well-grounded hope

nchor to the soul, a staff to lean upon, a
foundation and corner-stone to build

And ''such as hear these sayings of
" said the dear Lamb of God, " and doeth
shall be likened to a wise man who

his house upon a rock," which stood the

s and fell not,—you may read the whole
ge at j-our leisure. Surely there is much
through the blessing ot Heaven, to be

red by a frequent reading of the Holy
tures. They are profitable for doctrine,

s a school master to bring us to Christ.

is your day and visitation, whilst ye
the light, and whilst the mind is tender
ensible when good comes. Seek, and ye
find. Oh blessed promise, to find Him
born Moses in the law and the prophets

e: Jesus of Niizareth, the Emanuel,
with us, who is holy and is calling unto
ess, without which no man shall see the

His call is loud and awakening, but
)eal sound

;
yet the sheep know his voice

reaches the witness in the heart. It

ens. It animates. It gives life. It raises

ead. It restores the lost sheep of the

J of Israel, and when restored, what joj-

!

iy unto 3-ou, that likewise J03' shall be in

'en over one sinner that r<'penteth," and
1, "there is J03' in the presence of the

Is of God," with the redeemed ; and these
ling the song of Moses the servant of the

, and the song of the Lamb, saj-ing,

^at and marvellous are thy works, Lord
Almighty, just and true are all thy ways,
Kingof saints I Who shall not fear thee,

(id, and glorify thy name?" Therefore,

children, bear with me, and suffer me
more to entreat you, as you love your
souls, to make your calling and election

for " behold I come as a thief, blessed is

lat watcheih and keepeth his garments,
he Walk naked." Therefore, keep your
lents unspotted, your eye single, and your
Is clean, and ye shall grow stronger and
iger, and reap an hundred fold in this

d, and in the world to come life everlasting.

love to thee and thine, in which my wife

, I am thy affectionate friend,

William Ken.vard.

gard to his own seed. * * * Do not distrust

his goodness, he never fails those who have
a true dependence upon him; my^ soul is a
living witness of it."

—

Account of the Last Ill-

ness of Thomas Busbey.

)wards his end, being weak in bed, a

d came to visit him, and speaking of the

I of things, and the liberty some of the

jssors of truth took to revile the innocent,

laid, '• Dear friend, be not discouraged,

gh there is darkness in Egypt, there is

; in Goshen
;
j'ea, it is such darkness as

bo felt. My soul hath travaiied under
veight of it many times ; and though it is

nd hath been so, the Lord will have re-

For " TLe Friend "

Indian Aid Association of Pliiladelphia Yearly Meeting.

The eighth annual meeting of this Associa-
tion was held on Fifth-day evening. Fourth
mo. 19tb, 1877.

Interesting reports of the work among the
Indians in the West were read. There has
been a considerable improvement in the mode
of keeping accounts at the Agencies, and in

the distribution of supplies. The quality of

some of these .supplies, especially beef cattle,

has also been much improved. These changes
have been largelv owing to the efforts of the
Superintendent, Dr. Nicholson, who has earn-

est!}' followed up those of Enoch Hoag.
From various causes the previous hope

ful condition of the Osages has been much
changed; their boarding school had to remain
closed during several months, and the activity

in making farms, &c., came to a stand still
;

but Congress at its late session having made
a special appropriation for them, their affairs

are now in a better condition. Seven Agents
continue to act under the care of the Asso
elated Executive Committee. Three of these
have suffered much in health the past year.

They are exposed to malaria, and have a great
amount of anxiety and labor to pass through.
The compensation being small, and their

homes remote from schools, &c., they find it

difficult to support and educate their fami-

lies. Their trials and isolated position entitle

them to the sympathy and kindly thought of

Friends. It is satisfactory to know that in

some cases the Associated Executive Com-
mittee have made an addition to th^ salary

allowed them by the government. There are

twelve boarding and two day schools in sue

cessful operation, with about, nine hundred
children enrolled. Thi?se schools are believed

to be fully equal to Indian schools generally,

and it is worthy of note in this connection,

that no member of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing is DOW engaged at any point in the Indian
service. It is much to be hoped that we vaay
not fall short of our duty in this matter.

The religious interests of the Indians have
largely occupied the attention of the Asso-

ciated Executive Committee. It is believed

that at all the Agencies a very decided re-

ligious influence is exerted by tlie Agent and
theemploye-j. At two of these, simple church
organization.?, including a tew Indians, have
been formed. It is not expected that any of

these will at present become members of the

Socict}- of Friends, although the hope was ex-

pressed that with further instruction some of

them may, under the Divine blessing, become
qualified for membership with us. As usual,

the Women's Aid Committee furnnhed an in-

teresting report of the three schools especi-

ally under the care of this Association : the
Wyandotte, Wichita, and Kiowa and Coman-
che. In addition to the care extended to the

children, the Indian women have been in-

structed in the "white women's ways," and
attention was again called to the importancj
of this service wiih the recommend. ttion that

suitably qualified persons who would devote
them-iclves to this branch of the work, would
find abundant service at any of the Agencies.
The Women's Aid Committee have sent

ens articles of clothing, 188 pairs of shoes,

43 pairs of blankets, 2938 yards of material
for clothing, &e., and a variety of other arti-

cles of dress, toj's, books, pictures, tracts, &c.,

the value of which has been to

Wyandotte Mission, $846 68
Wichita " 277 75
Kiowa " 193 96
Modoc's " 17 dO
Pawnee's " 18 50
For the sick and sufferincf, 185 48

§1,539 37
In addition to which, books, costing

S124.32, a special contribution for the pur-
pose, have been sent. The salary of the
assistant teacher at the Wj'andotte Mission,
for four months, has been paid.

The reading of the reports, followed by,
a rapid summary- of the present condition of
the Indians at the different agencies by a
Friend, familiar with their condition, was
listened to with much interest, and though
little verbal expression was made, it seemed
manifest that the judgment of the meeting
was that the work should go on and the la-

borers be encouraged to do what their hands
might find to do.

Upon nomination of a committee appointed
for the purpose, the old officers were con-
tinued for another year.

Sponge Fishing in the Bahamas.—When a
vessel arrives at the fisbing-ground it is an-
chored, and the men in small biiats proceed
to look for sponges in the waters below. The
water is a beautiful light blue in color, and so

clear tliat a sixpence can easily be seen on
the white sand bottom in thirty-five and forty

feet of water. Of course when there is no wind,
and the surface of the water still, the sponges
are easily seen, but when a gentle breeze is

blowing, a "sea-glass" is used. A sea glass

consists of a square pine box about twenty
inches in length, with a pane of glass about
10.xl2 inches placed in one end water-tight.

To use it the glass end is thrust into the
water, and the face of the operator is placed
close to the other. By this means the wave
motions of the water are overcome, and the
bottom readily seen. Sponges, when seen on
the bottom attached to the coral rocks, look
like a big black bunch. They are pulled off

their natural beds by forked hooks which are

run down under the sponge, which is formed
like the head of a cabbage, and the roots

pulled from the rocks.

When brought to the surface it is a mass of

soft, glutinous stuff, which to the touch feels

like soft soap or thick jolly. When a small

boat-load is obtained they are taken upon tho

shore, where a crawl is built in which they
are placed to die, so that the jelly substance
will readily separate from the firm fibre of

the sponge. These crawls are built by stick-

ing pieces of brush into the sand out of the

water, large enough to contain the catch. It

takes from five to six days for the insect to

die, when the sponges are beaten with small

Slicks, and the black, glutinous substance falls

off", leaving the sponge, alter a thorough wash-
ing, ready for market. To the fishermn
generally the occupation is not a lucrative

one. I am told that the wages will hardly

average three dollars per week, beside board.

There is but little diving for sponges, except

'for a particularly fine bunch which cannot

'easily be got with the hook. The sponge is
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formed by small insects and is the hive in

which they live. Different qualities are found
growing side by side, although in certain

regions the finer and more valuable sponges
are found.

—

New Raven (_Gonn.') Register.

For " The Friund."

The Gospi'l a Power,—not mrrely a record claiming

assent.

(Concluded from page 279.)

It is hence clear, the Gospel, pointed to by
this eminent man and servant of God, was
that revelation of the Father's will, and dis-

pensation of the Spirit, made known to man
in sending His Sou, a Lamb without blemish,

to 1)6 a propitiatory sacrifice for the sins of
all mankind, blotting out the hand-writing of
ordinance, and calling all men away from the
deadn.-ss of the letter, to the revelation of H
Spirit and power in the heart; that by faith,

herein brought forth, working repentance and
amendment of life, we may come to have fel-

lowship with the Father, and with the Son,
and thus be made partakers in larger degree of
the Divine nature, and built up in a more
lively hope, through Christ, who became
flesh ; suffered and died, that we might be
united to Him in this holy Covenant of Life

;

the Gospel of which Paul writes.

In its application to each individual condi-
tion, therefore, we cannot separate regenera-
tion and salvation from this inward work of
the Lord. Though we may understand re-
ligious truths ele.irly, and love to sit under
the outward teaching of them, yet we may
not have come to that living witness for God
in ourselves which would be as a hammer to

break in pieces our flinty hearts, and would
give US hearts of flesh. Yielding to this neces-
sary work, we should surely be introduced
into a measure of Christ's sufferings for us,

whether acquainted with the outvvard history
or not; and thus realize in our own experi-
ence, the bles^^ed truth, that it is the power
and life extended to mankind by Christ's
Spirit, as well as by His coming in the flesh

;

His death, atonement, and resurrection, that
any are renewed and born again ;— brought
to see their condition by nature; their inclina-
tion to sin, and need of Divine help to escape
it. Robert Barclay, in his Apology, pages
184, 185, in pointing out the religious state
of the heathen world, under a former dispen-
sation, says :

'• They also had a knowledge
and discovery of Jesus Christ inwardly, as a
remedy in them, to deliver them from that
evil seed, and the evil inclinations of their own
hearts; * * * and by His working in
them many were brought from unrighteous
ness to righteousness, and to love that power
by which they ielt themselves redeemed."
The Scripture record, containing "a faith-

ful historical account of the actings of God's
people in divers ages," and a full and ample
narration concerning Christ and His blessed
mission, is ever precious to all who are seek-
ing spiritual food. The Scriptures cannot,
however, of themselves, as they also declare,
make men wise unto salvation, but by faith
in Him of whom they testily, and the aid of
thatPower which revealed them. In the words
of the Apostle; they are "Profitable for doc-
trine, ior l-eproof, for correction, for instruc-
tion in righteousness," when read under a
measure ot Holy help. It is the spirit and
not the "letter" which conveys availingly
the message and mind of the Kedeemer.

It may bo said with some degree of truth,

that the principles of the Gospel, in the as

sumed general progress of mankind, have be-

come more widely diffused, so far as they niiiy

be received by reading the Holy Scriptures
and hearing their Gi'Spel truths spoken, but
do the great body of christian believers adorn
their profession by a life of separation from
the spirit of the world, consistent with th
truths thereby conveyed

; and does not the
manifest lack of real piety show how very
many are resting in religious observances;
outward testimony; in oral instruction; or on
eff'orts of their own to teach that they have
thus learned, without having themselves been
first taught in the school of Christ? T
are they who as a class are resting in what
has been "done for them without them;" and
who claim to be believers in the Gospel, and
entitled to its gracious benefits, though un
willing to participate in the ministration of
suffering; shunning the cross and its fiery

baptisms, without which the work of Christ
in that prepared Body is rendered nugatorj
A formal life and belief, begets a nominal
fiiith.

I wou'd therefore regard the outward Gos
pel as glad tidings, as a declaration of G >d's

infinite grace, love, and mercy, seeking man's
rederapnon by directing him to the Word
quick and powerful within him, and to the
Lamb of God who tasted death for every
man

;
and who bore in the agonizing hours

of his death, the weight of the sins of a world
lying in wickedness, that He might bring us
to God; into a state of humble submission to
His own Divine Light and Power, of which
it is the privilege of every rational immortal
being to receive "a measure and manifesta-
tion." What a consolation it is to know we
are not left to depend upon external help, but
in addition to the invaluable records of Holy
Scripture, and the labor of gifted servants in

this and past ages, we are visited from time
to time from the Source of all-availing help,
unlocking the spiritual treasures of the King-
dom, and placing man, by His own power, in
a capacity to serve the Lord, who lias thus
evealed Himself.
Did not this Divine Helper touch the heart

of the men of Athens, upon that memorable
occasion when Paul met ihem; and in the
exercise of bis Gospel mission was instrumon
tal in directing their attention, and bringing
many to the true God, to the more exceOen't
way by Jesus Christ. If this were not so h
preaching would have been in vain. The
Apostle found them in ignorance of their tru
elationship to their Creator, as responsibl
beings, whereof he says, "I perceive that ii

11 things ye are too superstitious," yet it is

evident they had been nached by the VVitness
for God, and some among them prepared to
receive the truth preached.
The Old Testament Scriptures abound with

inany evidences to show, there was no sub-
ject nearer, or more frequently presented to
the minds of the inspired teachers and writers
under the law, than that which pointed to a
larger effusion of the Spirit, when the Old
dispensation inscribed upon tables of stone,
would end by the bringing in of the New;
and their concurrent testimony in this direc-
tion affords one of the strongest proofs, next
f„ .1,,. i--irt'sown experimental acquaintance

V\

to till

with the teachings of the Holy Spirit, that
there is indeed a reality in the Gospel they
foresaw; and that it is the Divine will so to
visit every soul, that it shall feel its need and

be brought n'^arer,—to feed from day tiJla]

upon the Bread of Life. This surely
purpose of the brighter effulgence of |uj

under the Gospel.
I have often thought the purest, mollei

alted, unwavering examples of faith aijidi

votion to truth, of which we have any r
are to be found among those men in H(
history, who faithfully filled up theiijni

sion as leaders and teachers of that p '

who were mercifully followed, although Jtj

forgetful of God's providences. That the
should have so generally rejected the Sajoj

in His personal appearance, when th
tory and teaching would have led to

whom their own prophets declared
come to reign as Lord and King, is ir

humbling to contemplate.
1 believe the Gospel, in the sense in v

we have been endeavoring to define it, it

as much a mystery, and as little unden
now by all who have not learned it evi

Paul did, by receiving Christ inwardi
vealed ; as His coming in the flesh, to s

and die for a guilty world, was a mystei
the mass of mankind when He was manifi
in the flesh, and was revealed only to I

who were willing to receive Him. The
of Abraham is deeply interesting. To
was given in that remote age, a sense
sight of the glory that should in aftei-

'

be unfolded
; that in him and his seed -h

all the nations of the earth be blessed,

declares that the gospel was preaelioil

Abraham, and he was a wonderful exam ji

unquestioning faith, manifested in the n

of prevailing darkness and estrangemeiu I

the true God. Separated from his idolai

kindred, the life he thereafter led ac ^

with the Divine purpose concerning mail
in raising up and preserving a people, tl

whom should come the promised Sln

is Christ, who was of Abraham's lin.M^
cording to the flesh.

It is evident a knowledge of the fui

coming of Christ in the flesh, was not an
sential condition, or this knowledi^e wc
have been within the reach of all; but tl

as in this Gospel day, all did receive a n
sure of Holy Light, and as this was follov

souls were gathered to the blessed Shephe
and though I have stated the Gospel is a n
tery to many. Why is it? it is not bccaus
is withheld, for all are called to partake ol

promises, and such as come humbly will

be rejected.

As the professed disciples of Christ com
weigh the solemn responsibilities resting u|.

them individually in view of what has b
done for us without us, even while we w
sinners; and that in the loving kindnest
God we are followed and instructed from i

to day, and from hour to hour, should not
be inciteil to serve the Muster freely, in wl
over way He may point out. Then would
His church be adorned, and rejoice more as
house and iarail3- in the fulness of the bl
ings conferred; and under some sense of
realization of Isaiah's prophecy, look w
hope and rejoicing to ihat day, when
earth shall be full of the knowledge of 1

Lord, as the waters cover the sea.'

'

r
Philada., 4th mo. 1877.

Be not weary in doing what God bids y.
or in waiting for what God has promised y.

"-•tr work may be difficult, but persevere
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The delay may seem long, but it will coii

in end. Look to Jesus, rest on the ]ironii<

p on with the work, and in due season yc

to the rest if you faint not.

A Remarkable Story.

m the transactions of the Fourth Nrilintwl

Prison Congress, held at JS^ew York, 1S7G.

L young Englisliman, left an orphan by the

ah of both parents while still in his tender

ire, and finding little sympathy or encour-

iraent on shore, became a sailor boy as

n as he had reached an age proper to be

eived on f-hipboard. Coming into Liver-

il from one of his voyages, he committed a

mious act in a state of intoxication, and

3 sentenced to transportation. His hard

in the battle of life had imbittered him
linst society to such a degree that his hand

3 against every man, as he believed every

a's hand to be against him.

^his young man arrived in Australia a

rt time before Captain Machonochie eoni-

Qced his interesting experiments on prison

)rra at Norfolk Island. Believing himself

)e unjustly as well as cruelly treated by

keepers, he resolved to avenge himself on

m by giving all the trouble he could. In

i design he succeeded so well, that he was
ounte^ the worst convict ever sent out

m the mother country, and received in a

en time more lashes than any prisoner

r bad before; yet he bent not a hair's

adth before these terrible flagellation.s. So

le effect did they leave on him, that as a

eipliiiary punishment, he was at last sen-

ced to be chained to a rock off the harbor

Sidney, for two 3'ears. His chain was

ty feet long, and so savage had he become,

,t the pei-son charged with giving him
food, dared not present it with his hand,

; reached it out to him from the end of a

patch nf soil ; and under these humanizing
and refining influences, he soon developed in-

stead of the utter bestiality prcviouslj' shown,

not only manly but even generous qualities.

His gratitude knew no bounds. The first po-

tatoes, the first beans, the first fruit, the first

of every thing grown in his garden, before he

had so much as tasted them himself, went al-

ways to the ta'ile of his friend, his benefixclor,

his' earthly saviour.

After awhile. Sir George Gipps, then gov-

ernor-general of the Australasian colonies,

paid a visit to the island, and was conducted

over the settlement. The last pUue inspected

was the signal station. As they were ap-

proaching it. Sir George, observing the pris-

oner, said, "Captain, what dapper, active

little fellow have you up there?" Without
answering the question, Machonochie said,

" Do you remember the prisoner that was
chained to the rock at Sidney; Sir George?"
"Perfectly well," he replied. "That's the

man," said Machonochie. Upon this. Sir

Geoige stopped short, exclaiming with amaze-

ment, "Bless my soul. Captain, what have

you done to him?" "Nothing," was the quiet

repi}'—" except to treat him as a human
beini;, as a brother man."

And elf."—

A Swearer Alone with God.— .-V carrier in

large town in Yorkshire heard his carter on

day in the yard swearing dreadfully at his

horses. He was shocked to hear the terrible

oaths that resounded through the yard. He
went up lotheyoungman, who was just setting

off with his cart for Manchester, and kindly

expostulated with him on the enormity of his

sin, and then added :
" But if thou wilt swear,

stop till thou get through the turnpike on the

moor, where none but God and thyself can hear."

The poor fellow cracked his whip and pur-

sued his journey, but he could not get over

his master's words. Some lime after, his
^

.
_om

gpole. A hollow scooped out of the rock, l^j^^jg,. observed him in the yard, and w
t large enough to bold a man, with a board Lgry much surprised to see him so altered.

a covering, perforated to admit air, waslqij^gj.g
.^.^^ ^^ seriousness and quietness about

only bed. He became such an object ofu ;^ which he had never seen before, and he
erest, that people would go out from Sid-1

^^^i, seemed as if he had something to say

r in boats to look at him on his rock, asl^;^^^
j^g ^^^1^ ,,Qt get out. At length bis

!y would at some rare wild beast, and
1^^.^^^^^ ^^^^ go ^,,^1, gtr^iek ^^ith his manner,

uld often throw fruit, cakes and other U^^^
j^^ j^j^l^e^j 1^;,^ if jjg ,5Panted anything,

ngs to him, as children do to animals in a n ^1^ 1 niaster," said he, "do you know
lager When Machonochie was put in l^^,^,j^

, gj^jj to ^e s^bout swearing? I was
, __, .. v„..r..,,. 7..,„„,. I

.> ...
J „nd Iirge of the penal colony of Norfolk Island, i^j^^^j^,,.gtj,j,gl- j .^^gnt on th.

8 man, befoie the expiration of two years, •

through the turnpike, and reached the

,8 sent to him, as all the worst Australian ^^or; and there I thousrht that, though I

evicts were. On his first arrival there, thel
^^^ alone, i/ef God was loith me; and I trem-

ath was first set to the tusk of subduing
1,^^^^ ^o think how He had been with me, and

ne untamed bullocks, a commission which
jj^^^,^ known all my sins and follies all my life

tantly gave back to him some portion of his
j^j^^ j^jy gj^^ cAme to ray remembrance, and

ginal manhood; all traces of which tiad
j

j ^^^^ g^{-j.^ij that He would strike me dead.
ig since disappeared, under the cruelties to I

^^j j thank God that I have been roused to

lich he had been subjected ;
for he now felt 1 ^gj. ^^^^^^. jf,g salvation of my poor soul."

It he had become of some iise in the world. r^^^ master, as may be supposed, was over
was observed that he carefully avoided allijo„gj jq hear the young man's confession;

rshness towards the dumb beasts; and the
^^i^'^^j j^ j^ gratifying to know that his sub-

Dtle, kindly and persuasive methods he em-
1
ggqi^g,^^ conduct gave proof of his having

jyed with them were the admiration of
^^^^^1^ ^^ 1^^ ^^ ^1^^^^ to sin.

th oflneers and men. This task done, other

n-k was found for him; but be accomplished

ery thing at which he was set so speedily,

at it was a little diflScult to keep him em-

jyed. At length Machonochie bethought him

establishing a signal station, and our young
minal was placed in charge of it, with a neat

tie cottage attached for his residence, and

mall garden. He was now perfectly happy,

malizing vessels and cultivating his little

A word spoken in due season, how good is

The end shall crown the work,

Worlc on then, to the end.

Thongh oft the way is dark,

And clor.ds portend.

The work is ours to do.

Enough for our faint sight

;

The end God know^. Press or

The crown—is light.

ateretli shall be watered n

Prov. -xl. 25,

About sixty 3'ears ago there were living

a ruined cottage on the Welsh coast a
""

ry poor and aged couple—old Matthew
and Hannah Edwards; their grandchildren

had long since been married and gone to

live elsewhere, Matthew was nineij' j-ears

of age, and his failliful old helpmate was up-

warits of eight}^. Both had brcomo almost

blind, through age; but he still followed his

life-occupation of weaving fish baskets for

himself and his neighbors, and was daily to be

seen, when the tide was out, on his way to

and from the Weirs, for the fish, which he

sold to the neighboring gentry, when it was
good enough to offer, the refuse 8upi>lying

their own homely meal. They had also a

little pint of potatoe ground around their_

cottage, where they grew potatoes and cab-

bages^ and so they contrived to live. They
were now too feeble to go any distance from

home, but there was one house within their

reath, about half-a-mile off, where, the coun-

try folks said, " the sfr(i«(/e English gentry"

lived; and hither they from time to time

brought their little sale of fish. It was soon

discovered by the good mother that these

poor people were very destitute ;
and, having

a large family of young folks, she would often

send one of them down the lane to old Han-

|nah's with some milk or soup, or other little

matters, which the poor people were very

thankful to receive.

There was one of the dauirhters, a pretty,

quiet girl of sixteen, on whom this little

office most frequently di^'volved, and she be-

came very fond of running over the fields and

down the lane, thus to v'isit her old friends.

On one occasion, after expressing much grati-

tude for the kindness shown, the old woman
said there was one thing for which they very

reatly longed, and which they had often

asked the good Lord to be pleased to grant

them before thej' died, namely, to hear once

ore a chapter from His own blessed book.

It was many years since they had been able

o walk to church, and nearly as long since

they could see to read for themselves. Of
course C. said she would be pleased to do so,

and from that day her visits became more

frequent, and often twice in the week might

he be seen sitting reading to those poor

eager listening souls. It was simply from

ood nature that their young friend had com-

plied with their request, for as yet she was

gnorant of the true value of the precious

treasure which she brought them, for which

their grateful prayers ascended for God's

blessing on her whom He had thus sent to

bless them. C.'s attention was arrested, and

her mind became much occupied with the

things which were thus spoken to her; and

no^Y she began, in her own private retire-

ment, to " seek the one thing needful." This

washer starting point for eternity; and, as

a soul never savingly receives the grace of

God itself without earnestly desiring and

seeking the like blessing for those most dear,

she soon communicated her new feelings and

aim to her favorite sister, a few months older

than herself and together they set out for

the better land.—i^yee Church of England

Magazine.

Prohibition reigns in more than one-half of

Texas. The Temperance Vedette says: "It

is truly encouraging to note the imber of
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counties voting local option
many have defeated it, but th
hundred counties in Texas, and, from what
we can learu, a large majority of those voted
have been in favor of local option. In most
counties where there is a majority of negro
voters whiskey gained the day, the negcoes
voting ^ilmost unanimously for it. Especially
is this the case in Burleson, Red River, and
many other counties."

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 5, 1877

True, a great placency on the horrible scenes transacting
ere are over one in foreign lands; or at least, may in measure

blunt their feelings of sympathy with the suf-
ferings of their fellow-beings. When we re-
flect that every dollar of gain from this source
may be at the expense of a ten fold los-i to
others; the true Christian will feel more .sor-

row than joy at the pro.spect of pecuniary
profit thus opened before him.
There is one source of comfort in these

afflicting dispensations : The Lord ruleth
among the children of men, He is able to
niuke the wrath of man to praise Him ; and
the remainder of wrath, He will restrain.

It is a cause for mourning, that the effort
to prevent hostile collision between Eussia
and Turkey, have proved unsuccessful

; and
that the former has issued a declaration of
war. The professed object, is the protection
of the Christi.ins under the Turkish o-overn-
ment from oppression and violence. ''These
principally belong to the Greek Church, which
IS the established religion of Russia; and that
power claims a right to interfere for the bene-
fit of its fellow-professors. Judging from the
steady and long continued encroachments of
Russia on the territory of its feebler nei.Hibo

a $13.00. No. 2 Chicngo corn, 71 ct'!. Yellow
71.Vcts. Oat.s, 54 H 68 cts. Pkllnddphia.—Am
gold, 106J. United States 6's, 1881, 113J; do
cent.s, H0|; do. U per cents, 108f. Cotton, 11
ct^!. for ui.lands and New Orleans. Flour, %','

$12.00. Penn.svlvania red wheat, $2.15 a $2.20 •
:

and white, $2.2.3. Penna. rye, $1.16. Yellow corn
72 ct*. O.its, 50 a 57 ets. Sales of 4100 beef cat

6} a 7 cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 5} a 6 cts. for f

good, and 4 a 5 cts. per lb. gross for commnn. i

sold at U a 7} ct-. per lb. gross. Hogs sold at 7

ts.perlb.net for common; 8| a 8J cts. lb. n.

Foreign.—The long threatened declaration ol
pon Turkey by Russia, was issued by the Eiui

Alexander on the 24th ult., and a portion of the
forces immediately crossed the Pruth and

menced the invasion of the Turkish territory. \
nople dispatch of the 25th ult. siys, thil

Tnrkisb Government protests against a decl'aratic
iting ont the effirts of Turkey to iiiiprovi

posiuon of the Christians and satisfy the deman(

re IS reason to believe that other inotives of 65,000,

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Unitep States.—On the 21th ult., at noon,

United States troops left the vicinity of the Slate H
in jVew Orlean.s and retired to Jefferson barracks, three I [be Powers

Ju'Knofford n S lin^J"'"\°^
Louisiana has elected A telegr;m from Constantinople states that a bi

vot'e^' I^"pt^butn a^p L^TatT: ru";"r httZ' P
"^ -'"^'^"^ ?"

ll^
'"'^ ^"' ^^^ ""

Ihj^-Sdp=^^^^

^ ;„ w tr I.- -.o- ^'^" '° remain quiet and attempt nothing against te .n New Hampshire 12o lother, as all who remain quietly in their homes will:

in N
their labors.

It is stated that there are
rs,

I

Temperance Reform Societies, with a tot

are mingled with the ostensible reasons for
entering into this war. The Turkish govern-
ment, while promising reform, and protection
to all Its subjects, has objected to such inter-
ference in its intern.il affairs, as an infringe-
ment on its rights as an independent nation.
Its conduct hitherto would indicate a lack
either of ability or of sufficient earnestness, to
restrain the fanatical excesses of its Moham-
medan subjects.

The passions of the people will, no doubt be
greatly stimulated by the feeling on both sides
that they are fighting in the cause of religion

;

lor It 18 a remarkable (act, that those "wars
which seem to be carried on most fully under
the influence of the enemy of all righteous-
ness, are claimed to be waged in support of
the religion of the Prince of Peace, who com-
manded His di.sciplcs to return good for evil
and to give food and drink to their enemies'
as the true children of our Heavenly Father'
who eauseth His sun to shine on the evil and
on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and
on the unjust. The precepts of the Koran do
not breath the benign spirit of the Gospel of
Christ; but sanction resort to arms as a means
of extending the power of Islamism in the
earth. They promise future happiness as a
reward to ail who are killed when fit^htiu
in Its cause against "infidels."

'^

Both Puissia and Turkey are largely i

debt; and must depend on additional loans

; membership
i be molested. The Ru
the Danube closed I

naded.

an commanders have decls
igation. Neutral vessels m

lor the means to equip and pay the larg,
armies which are confronting each other
J htis the responMbihty of aiding in the work
ol slaughter is likely to be spread wider and
wider, as capitalists are induced to advance
the requisite funds to the contending parties.
I he papers state that already some lar.ro
orders lor arms and ammunition have been
received by manufacturers in this countryW e observe al-so, speculations as to the pro-'
baldo effect m raising the price of gryi,, in
America, and promoting the extension of
American commerce. Such is the deceitful

I

iiessofihe human heart, that hot.es cjf busi
.i.'ss prosperity founded on such calculations,may lead some to look with a degree of com-

Another large order for the manufacture of arms for
lurkey h.as been received in Providence R I

.

On the 25th ult. the Board of Indian Commissioners
in session in Washington, called upon the President to
ascertain his views on the Indian peace policy, inau-
gurated by President Grant. The President answered
them that he knew no reason why the Indian policy of
the late administration should not be continued
Among the destructive fires of last week was that

which destroyed the bridge at Cas Cob, on the New
York New Haven and Hartford Railroad, causing a
loss of nearly $100,000.

It has been found that a larger number of deputy-
marshals, as.sistant U. S. attorneys, &c., than are needed
are employed in some districts, and it is intended that
the number shall be soon reduced

that through Colombian territory if pnbl
given to the project.

V^^"%^X:u:'^i::^]:;^r'^!:^:J^{';^'lf^\^^^^^^ ^t^'i-^ that it is determined.
The total receipts at thegates we /^ '

n V • L " o ""' "Vl""P"-t'^'» neutrality in the war I

sums were expended duri^ngtL;. r ,,;:''.; .em fu .rabst^nl"
'"'

T",-'"^',^"? '-'-'T"^'"S
n^ -subjei

of the buildings and improvement ,r I ^nHiHir., dTh^^?
numerous additions were mTde to e c J i '.n L ^.''" f''''"P"'-' °f ^''^^t '"'« H'e United Kingdo
animats.

^^ '"" "'^ collection of during the hfteen months ending 31 mo. .Sl.,t, amount'

mation setting apart the 10th ins.', .as a dav of thanks^ H
"'^ ""- Pl';'!'5:."!.^^^'"^P'^'•""l thejmp.rts of

giving for the deliverance of the people'of the State
I
w

":.?J'.*',.P°''.V™' .'[""gei-s and of prayer for future S

leave as soon
Beside the invasion of European Turkey, a pat:

the Russian forces hive invaded Asia Minor, but;
cording to Constantinople desp itches, their advance
been successfully oppose I. It is estimated that 120 I

Russian soldiers had crossed the Pruth bv the clos'i
the 4ih mo. The Emperor of Russia has tele.'rapi
to the Prince of Montenegro, " I am fairly resolved
time to realize the sacred mission of Russia and
predecessors. God will aid- us."
In the House of Commons, on the night of the 2'

ult., Shaw, a meml)er for the Coiiuly Cork, moved I

the appointment of a .select committee to inquire i

the nature, extent and grounds of the demand made
the Irnh people for a restoration of the Irish Par
iment. After a heated debate the motion was rejec

Cnnnl »ill ' k "V"""''' *f°'''''"'"ent speakers in expressing the most unou
„ ,lil. •"'""uv^

"""^^' ^"."^ ^"'^ opposition to home rule in Ireland.
^

apportia The London press unanimouslv condemns the ]
|sian manife,sto. A proclamation has been issued bv

fro

blessings, ".soth,atall the people of 'the Stale forget
ting past dissensions and bitterne.ss, may unite in th(
tulhlment of a common and happy destinv "
A storm of heavy sleet and hail prevailed in norther,

Nebraska from the 26th to the 28th ult., followed by :hard frost. During the same storm .several inches ofsnow fell in portions of Iowa and Illinois
From 2nd mo. 3d to 4th mo. 4th last, 603 emigran

8b of whom were Americans by birth, sailed from NtYork for Sydney, Australi;

Hour into the United Kingdom were 7,469,957 cin»
hich 2,749,574 cwts. were received from' the Uniti

The Supreme Court of the" United States has decided

tl !lr!.f;!!i^j:':.^'7'"'^
h-^'.'- ^'gl" to prohibit citi-

Irom planting oysters in the beds of
diction, while permitting

The latest intelli.

that tn nquility pre
and confidence be
election of Diaz.

»ence from Mexico is to the eSt
^ails throughout the country, peai

g restored with the acknowledg.,

of other St;

ide waters within her
ler own people to do

<i fifty additional employes of the
..nd Engraving, mostly women, have
lliis reduces the force to the num-
ssary.

•r of interments in Philadelphia last
luding 84 children under two years

: age.

B'J'"t"' 'S«--^V6» r,ri.-S,iperfine
$8.30

; State, extra, $8.40 a $8.6() ; finer
, $7.75
ids, i9

.
FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Principal

he Boy.s Select School, at the opening of the term
tlje Ninth month. Application may be made to

Joseph S. Elkinton, 331 South Fifth St.
Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.
James Smedlev, 415 Market St.
George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.^ar Frankford (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia
Pliysician and Superintendent—JosunA H. VVorti

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients mav 1

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board ,

Man.agers.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street. i
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PHILADELPHIA.

dary of the port during a certain season of| Noar the eastern extremity of Mount Prion

For "The Friend."

Eplifsus,

. T. Wood, in the interesting narrative of

researches at Ephesus, and his discover^'

he long lost temple of Diana, says: "The
ient city of Ephesus was situated on the

3r Cayster, which falls into the Bay of

laNuova, on the western coast of Asia

lor.

)f the origin and foundation of Ephesus we
re no historical record. Stories were told

ich ascribed the settlement of the place to

droclus, the son of the Athenian king,

irus, while other legends spoke of the

yptian Sesostri-, as having carried his con-

ssts into the Ephesian territory.

Yith other cities of Asia Minor, Ephesus
into the hands of Croesus, the last of the

igs of Lydia, and on the overthrow of

)esus by Cyrus, it passed under the heavier

ie of the Persian despot. Although from

A time, during a period of at least five cen-

ies, to the conquest by the Romans, the

Y underwent great changes of fortune, it

rev lost its grandeur and importance.

Che Temple of Artemis (Diana), whose
ondor had become almost proverbial, tend-

chiefly to make Ephesus the most atlrac

eand notable of all the cities of Asia Minor.

Its magnificent harbor was filled with

eek and Pheniciau merchantmen, and mul-

ides flocked from all parts to profit by its

Timerce, and to worship at the shrine of its

,elary goddess.

rhe City Port was fully four miles from the

i, which has not, as has been supposed, re-

led far if at all from the ancient seaboard
lis fact is proved by the extensive remains
the massive stone embankment on the north

le of the river Cayster, which I succeeded

tracing, without difficulty, to a distance

thin 4U0 yards of the present sea-board.

At the point where the river, changing
3tward course, turns abruptly to the north,

canal was cut, leading direct to the City

>rt, which was snugly ensconced behind the

sky hill near the western extremity of

3unt Prion. The form of the port is clearly

fined by the tull buUrushes which now
ver nearly the whole area, leaving only a

lall patch of water on the south side near

e centre, which is always clear and fresh,

iing probably supplied by one of the numer-

IS springs which abound at Ephesus. The
illrushes grow to the height of fifteen feet,

id a beautiful yellow iris marks the boun-

the year. Wdd fowl have here a safe refuge

om the sportsman.
The city of Ephesus was built chiefly upon

the slopes of two mountains. Prion and Cores-

The city wall, which is said to have
been built by Lysimachus, can even now be

traced for nearly its whole length, as in its

tortuous windings it follows the lofiy and
gular ridge of Mount Prion, which bounds

the city on the south side, and thence runs

down westward to within a few j-ards of the

mountain stream which falls into the Cayster
near the canal. Then crossing the extremity
of Mount Prion, and returning eastward, it

encloses the ancient fort, commonly but er-

roneousl}' called St. Paul's Prison. From this

point dipping down the precipitous side of the

rocky steep on which the fort stands, it runs

to the edge of the canal near the City Port,

and here was the gate through which the city

was entered from the sea.

The wall is again to be seen on the north

side of the port at the eastern extremity,

being continued northward for a considerable

distance ; then again turning eastward toward
the Coressian gate and skirting the mountain
called Coressus, at some distance up the side,

till it reaches the Magnesian gates, from which
t makes a circuit enclosing the large mound
between these gates and Mount Prion. The
remains of three other city gates, making in

all six in number, may be seen distinctly in

the mounds which mark their si'es. One of

them is near the western extremity of Mount
Prion, and nearly opposite to the fort called

St. Paul's Prison; a second is in the plain on

the north side of the city, and is not far from

the Serapion, and a third is on Mount Cores-

sus, where a path crosses it from east to west.

No ruins of buildings remain on the eastern

slope of Mount Coressus; but there appears

to have been a large cemetery here, consisting

chiefly of rock-cut tombs, some bearing short

inscriptions, which are now much weather-

worn and almost illegible.

At the highest point of Mount Prion, 1300

feet above the sea, a large area has been

cleared and levelled. Here, I suppose, were
the quarters of the garrison needed tor the

defence of the wall on this side of the city. 1

here found several large cisterns gunk in the

rock, while at the eastern extremity of the

mountain I came across the remains of a large

earthenware water-pipe at a high level.

The city wall, 10 feet 6 inches in thickness

and measuring 36,000 feet in length, encloses

an area equal to about 1027 acres. It is forti-

fied by massive loop-holed towers, from 35 to

40 feet square, averaging about 100 feet apart,

near to many of which are the remains of the

stone steps which led up to the top of the

walls and towers. These steps are six feet

wide, and are slightly raised at the outer end,

to serve the purpose of a balustrade. In suit-

able places, where the ground was favorable,

were small sally-ports about four feet wide

where the wall is abruptly terminated by a
precipice, may be seen some rock cut steps,

leading up to the walls, which must have been
ed by the soldiery more than 2000 years ago.

Not a few substructures of the bouses of
ancient Ephesus still remain in terrace above
terrace, upon the northern slope of Mount
Prion. These were doubtless delightfuUj^ cool

during the summer, but cold in winter.

The summit of Mount Prion commands a
very beautiful and extensive view. The river

Cayster, winding like a white ribbon through
the plain, forms in its course numerous small

peninsulas. The Selenusian lakes; the village

and castle on the hill at Ayasalorck
; the bay

of Scala-Nuova, (the ancient Neapolis); the

mountainous island of Samos, and the still

more mountainous coast beyond ; the snow-
capped Timolus to the north, and the ruined

city, mapped out at the feet of the spectator;

these, with countless other objects of interest,

seen through the lustrous atmosphere of Asia

Minor, make up a panorama of exquisite

beaut}'. Ancient Ephesus is now completely

deserted; but enough remains of the public

buildings to convey to the visitor some idea

of the former splendor and magnificence of

the city.

During the generations which immediately
followed the conquest of Lydia and the rest

of Asia Minor by the Persian kings, the arts

of Greece attained their highest perfection,

and it was within this short period of little

more than two centuries, that the great Tem-
ple of Diana was three times built upon the

same site, and, as recent researches have
found, each time on the same grand scale.

It is said that when Alexander the Great

first visited Ephesus, he off'ered to complete

at his own cost the temple then building, if

the Bphesians would allow him to dedicate it

in his own name to Artemis. His request, it

is said, was refused in an answer which

though it may have betrayed the fear of of-

fending the conqueror, showed great tact, ' It

is not fitting that one god should build a tem-

ple to another god.'

That Alexander succeeded better with the

people of Prieni, is proved by the dedicatory

inscription of the temple of that city, found

by II. Popplewall Pullan, and now placed

with other remains of that temple, in the

Biitish Museum.
After the death of Alexander, B. C, 323,

Ephesus was taken by Antigonus, who put a

garrison here as in other cities of Asia Minor.

Antigonus appears to have been far too much
engaged in making conquests in Syria and

Egypt, where his victories followed each other

in rapid succession, to retain possession of the

Ephesian territory. He neglected, therefore,

the necessary precautions which he should

have taken against the stratagems of equally

ambitious generals, and the oligarchy which

had been appointed to govern Ephesus, treach-

erously opened the gates to Lysimachus.
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Diirintf the century between the years 323

and 223 B. C, Ephesus was subject to Anti

gonus, Lysimacbus, Autiochus Soter, Antio

chiis Theos, and the Seleucidas. In the 3^eai

223 B.C., Antiochus the Great became king

of Syria and Asia, and Ephesus paid tribute

to him till his death, 187 B. C, Ephesus then

fell successively into the hands of the kings

of Pergamos, Eumene!>, Attalus II. and Atta-

lU9 III.

It was during the reign of Attalus IF. that

an engineer made the grievous mistake of

narrowing the wide mouth of the river Cays-

ter, by embanking it on the north side, and

by building a mole on that side along the sea

shore. These constructions it was thought,

would increase the scour of the river near its

mouth, but they had a contrary effect. In

course of time the port was silted up, and to

this circumstance the decline of Ephesus may
in great part be traced.

At the present day, a few small huts near

the mouth of the river shelter the fishermen

and their families who are engaged in the pre-

paration of Botago, a delicacy made from the

i-oe of the gray mullet, a fish that abounds in

the Cayster, and there attains an enormous
size. * ;f: * *

With the decline of its commerce and the

destruction of the temple, the importance
of Ephesus was gradually lessened, and for

many centuries we know little of its history.

The city probably fell not unfreqiiently into

the hands of adventurers. Among these we
hear of a Greek pirate, in the eleventh cen-

tury. Two centuries laier the Turks had
possession of the city, and built a considerable

town at Ayasaloueh, where the great 5'

still stands, with many small mosques, baths
and tombs."
When our author commenced his explora

tions, the site of the great temple was com
pletely lost, and it cost him years of anxious
toil and search to find the exact spot on which
it had once stood. It appears that a spot of
low marshy ground, near the Cayster, had
been chosen for the edifice, as a partial pro-

tection against the destructive effects of earth-

quakes with which Asia Minor was frequently
visited. When once the temple had been al-

lowed to fall into ruins, this low location

favored the rapid accumulation of debris and
soil over its foundations, so that Wood found
it hidden and deeply covered by cultivated
fieUls.

Ho succeeded at length to the full extent of
his wishes, and has been able to furnish accu-

rate accounts of its dimensions and architec-

ture.

The platform upon which the temple was
raised was 418 feet one inch by 239 feet 4->

inches, measured on the lowest step.

The temple itself was 163 feet 9i inches by
342 feet 6i inches, and was octastyle, having
eight columns in front; and dipteral, having
two ranks of columns all round the ccUa.
This accords with the description of it by
Vitruvius.

The columns of the peristyle were, as Pliny
has described them, one hundred in number,
twent3'scven of which were the gifts of kings.
They were fully six feet in diameter at the

base ; and adopting the proportion given by
Vitruvius for the improved Ionic order, that
is 8J diameters in height independent of the
base on which they wore raised, they would
bo 55 feet 8', inches high, inetluding the base.

This nearly accords with Pliny's dinienMJoii

for the height of the columns, 60 feet Pom:i

the Jioman foot being a little shorter than ;

English foot.

Plainness of Dress,

Probably there are few, who wish to be the

self-denying followers of a meek and lowly
Saviour, but will agree that the costume of

the Christian should be plain and inexpen-
sive; yet there are many who while admitting
this, do not see that it ought to be in any de-

gree peculiar, or distinguish members of the
Society of Friends from those of other re-

ligious denominations.
The consistent members of our religious

Society have, however, always insisted that
Friends should be known as such by their
dress; they believe that the Society has seen

ther than others in some particulars into

the true spirit of the Gospel dispensation, and
that it has some peculiar testimonies to bear
to the world; such, for instance, as that in

favor of a free Gospel ministry, conferred
alike upon men and women, against war, the
taking of oaths or judicial swearing, &c. Now,
when a person appears in that which is re-

cognized as the costume of a Fi'iend, he bears
a silent testimony in favor of these views,
which all sober, intelligent people know are
almost peculiar to our religious Society.

Is it not probable that thousjfhtful persons
will thus be led sometimes to inquire into the
ground on which Friends hold these views

;

and see whether they have not a substantial
basis in the teachings of our great Redeemer
and His apostles ? There have, however, been
persons who attributed so much importance
to gravity of color or the presence of one or
more unnecessary buttons on the dress, that
they have scarcely been willing to extend the
hand of christian fellowship to zealous, ded
cated servants of the Lord, whose appearance
in these respects did not fully come up to

their own standard of what was proper for a
plain Friend.

From these and all other errors and ex-
tremes, we may be preserved by coming day
by day, and oftener than the returning day,
to the footstool of mercy, patiently waiting
upon Christ, and begging that He, by the im-
mediate inshining of his Divine Light, would
show us clearly our dutj^ in these and all

other things. Thus, aided by Divine Grace,
we may be enabled, in lowliest humility of
soul, to ascribe praises to Him who, in bound-
less, unmerited mercy, has called us out of
darkness into His marvellous light. X.

For "Tbo Friend."

Savannnli.

Edward King's sketch of Savannah, and his
brief notices of the State of which it is the
principal seaport, have some interest and
value. He remarks: "The transition from
the brisk air and reddish uplands of Northern
Georgia, to the sluggish atmosphere and som-
bre voluptuousness of the lowlands of the
coast, is startling. One seems to have come
upon another country, to have passed bej^ond
seas, so great is the difference. The Savannah
river, up whichyousail,returningfrom Florida
some radiant morning, seems to you to have
no affinity with the Savannah which, far among
the northern mountains, you saw born of the
frolicsome streamlets forever leaping and roar-
ing in the passes or over mighty falls. Horejaft

bluff on which the city stands, it is freig

with ships from European ports and fron

northern cities of our own coast. The n

hung oaks, the mai;;nolias, the orange t

the bays, the palmettos, the olives, the sts

shrubs of arbor vitfe, the Cape myrtles
oleanders, the pomegranates, the lovel;

ponicas, astonish the eyes which have leai

to consider a more northern foliage as G
gian. Very grand in their way were
forests of pine, with their sombre aisles,

the mournful whispers of the breeze stea

through them, but here is the charm of
odorous, tropical South, which no one ear

plain. Yet it is not here that one must 1

for the greatest wealth of the State ; for t

die Georgia is perhaps the richest agriculti

region in the commonwealth, and the h

dreds of farms along the western bound
are notable instances of thorough and pn
able culture."

It was at Savannah that Gen. Oglethoi
the founder of Georgia, planted his li

colony, nearly a century and a half ago.

vannah soon grew to the proportions c

tov^'n, and was laid out with taste and ju

ment, the streets wide, and large squares
at proper spaces. To this judicious early

rangement, the town owes its present beai
' No other American city has such wealtl

foliage, such charming seclusion, such syl

perfection, so united with all the conv
onees and compactness of a large commer

:ntre." Yet up to 1731, Savannah was c

little assemblage of squares in a clearinj

the pine forest. The inhabitants locked th

selves into their cabins at night, because
alligators strolled through the town seek
their prey. Savannah is situated on a sai

plain, only fifty feet above sea-level, and ei

teen miles from the mouth of the river. Fi
the northern bank stretch away the vast I

land rice fields of South Carolina, once un
perfect cultivation, but now in great meae
neglected, and serving mainly as the home
ignorant and indolent negroes. " The c

of to-day is simply the amplification of

old plan of Oglethorpe and the trustees,

is divided by many wide streets and lai

which intersect at right angles, and th

are many large squares at regular distan(

There is little noise of wheels or clattei

hoofs in the upper town ; the streets are fil

with a heavy black sand, over which carrii

and dray alike go noiselessly; one wander
a kind of dream through the squares, so

{

in their dress of flowering shrubs and
graceful trees ; it is a city through which
moves, yet as tranquil and beautiful as a •

lage.' The winter climate is delicious, the c

weather lasts hardly six weeks ; many flow

bloom in the open air from November to Ap
in February the jessamine and the peach-t

are radiant with blossoms; and a wholoso
sea-breezo continually sweeps inland."

During the summer the atmosphere is 1

salubrious, and the city occasionally sufl

from visitations of yellow fever.

As we walked, day by day, through '

streets, late in autumn, wo were amazed
the masses of cotton bales piled every whe
They lined the commercial avenues for hi

dreds and hundreds of rods; down by 1

water side they wore heaped in mamm(
piles, and the processions of drays seen

endless. The huge black ships swallowed b

bale; the clank of the hoisting era
t is broad and deep, and strong, and near the

I was heard'from morning till night.'
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he progress of Savannah since the war has
been less remarkable than that of the

lie State. Sherman's army, in its march
sea, destroyed one hundred and ten

\)6 of the railroad between Savannah and
son, and thirty miles between Savannah
; Augusta, yet such energy was shown by
Irailroad management, that early in 1866
toads were so far reconstructed as to an-

rthe public demand. Thenumeroussteani-
lines from Savannah to Liverpool, New

k, Philadelphia and Boston, carry away
'mous quantities of cotton, and if the need-

mprovements at the mouth of the river

e made, the commerce of the port would
xeatly increased. The entrance is one of

best on the southern coast, the bar having
jpth of nineteen feet of water upon it at

,n low tide, and a rise of seven feet on the

d ; but the obstructions which were placed

he stream during the war ought to be re-

'ed. Savannah is now receiving more than
(100 bales of cotton yearly, and at the rate

chich the production in the regions tribu-
' to this great mart is increasing, will

1 I'ank with New Orleans.

There is a constant drain of emigration
1 the poorer districts of Georgia, as from
bama, and indeed from most of the cotton

;es. Hundreds of poor Georgians, unable
lake a living from the worn out soil, under
new order of things, fly to Texas, yet
rgia Curtain!}'' does not grow weaker.
• material progress is in the highest degree
juraging. Her valuation in 1858, count-

the slaves as capital, was over $000,000,-

,
the revolution decreased it to $148,122,-

,
on a gold basis, in 1866. She grew in

ngih and prosperity thencef irward, and
872 returned a valuation in eold of 8213,-

,808, a substantial increase of §65,000,000
ix years. This was accomplished despite

3crease in the number of laborers, for al-

ugh the aggregate population had in-

ised since the war, there were only 11-1,-

laborers reported in 1871, while in 1866
re were 139,988. In 1872 the number had
further decreased, and it is estimated that

ix years nearly 30,000 laborers have been
to the State. Bat the improved methods
ulture and the use of fertilizers, as well as

influence of an energetic spirit which per-

is distinguishes the Georgian above his

;hbors of the other slave States, have en

id the lessened number of workers to do
It few dared to predict as possible. It is

mated that in six years and a half the

ise in the total value of the property of

State has been about forty-four per cent."

'he population of Georgia in 1860, was 1,-

,286, and in 1870, 1,200,609, viz : 655,477
ite, and 545,132 colored,

n Savannah the negroes have no political

uence, they are not rejiresented in the Citj'

rernment, and the registration law which
i in force a few years since has been abol-

3d. There are only 400 colored voters

istered out of a population of 30,000.

Education in the city, and in the thickly

,led county of Chatham surrounding it, is

king far better progress than in the back-

ntry. In 1866 the Board of Education in

'annah was made a corporate body, and a

3t excellent system of schools for white
Idren was inaugurated, to which have now
n added several schools for the colored

Idren. The Peabody Fund does its good
rk there as elsewhere. Twenty-five hun-

dred white children attend the schools; but
only 400 or 500 out of the 30J0 negro children
'n Savannah enjoy similar advantages. There
is still a good deal of absurd prejudice in Sa-

vannah against the colored race, and although
the Board seems inclined to do its duty, the
citizens do not urge any eftective effort to

aise the blacks out of their ignorance. Sa-
vannah is quite rich in private, educational,
charitable and literary institutions, prominent
among which are the Union Society, and the
Female Asylum for orphans; the former on
the site of the Orphan House which Whitfield
established in 1740.

Letter of Samuel Fothergill,

[The sentiments and counsel contained it

the following letter, it is believed may be use-

fully revived at the present time, and it is

again inserted in our columns at the request

of a valued Friend.

—

Eds.]

Samuel Fothergill to John Hustler.

Warrington, Fourth mo., 1771

The contents of thine respecting Cornelius

Cayley, and the copy of his application to

Friends of Leeds meeting, have been much in

my thoughts. I have hitherto been a stranger

to the person and his case. I read, some years
ago. many of the journals of those exercised in

endeavoring to promote the revival of Chris

tianit}', but there appeared to me so much of

the nature of those things that the day of th

Lord should come upon, so fully described-
Isaiah ii. 10, to the end of the chapter, that I

declined the search, in hopes that the winnow
ing power of Truth would separate the wheat
from the chaft', in minds jmre, upright, and
sincere; and that the Power which prepared
the ej-es of the man blind from his birth, by

spittingon theclay, and finishes his marvellous

work by sending him to " the pool of Siloam,"

or to the Sent, for washing, might, in the same
line, and by the efiiciency of the word of his

mouth—which is as a two-edged sword, and
whose entrance giveth light and life—have led

them into that which is within the veil, and
impenetrable to the eyes which have only been

anointed with the spittle on their earth; and
for this my soul hath often been baptized in

humble, fervent prayer.

The person under immediate notice claims,

and hath my sympathy, I believe him joined

to all the living, through the quickening vir-

tue of the life-giving word, and I earnestly

praj' for his complete formation, as a vessel

meet for the Master's use. Yet a secret and
painful jealously affects me, that patience hath

not had its perfect work, to lead him into all

the unutterable depths of the Lord's preparing
day, nor all the idols east to the moles and to

the bats; my jealousy arises from the activity

of distinguished self, which loves the splendid,

pleasant pictures; an easj' purchase, in com-
parison of the deep-hidden pearl of substantial

Truth. We sorrowfully know that we have
amongst us traditional formalists, having a

name only, by outward inheritance
;
yet there

remains a worm Jacob, the feeble, yet faithful

wrestler with Godamongstus, whose life is hid

with Christ in God, and who, through the vir-

tue of the sacred unction, have not an absolute

need of man's teaching, but are gathered in

spirit into the Lord's mountain, where the Lord
makes unto all his people a feast of fatofl

things, and where he destroys the face of th

covering, and the veil that is spread over all

nations. But the formalists amongst us are in

the same life, with all the family under the veil,

and the face of the covering, and not having
on the garment of needle-work, wrought in a

course of experience, have not a right to this

feast on the Lord's mountain, but feed on perish-
able husks; and a superficial ministry, of the
same birth, and moving on the same ground,
feeds itself with the like food, fills its belly

with the east wind, and empties its chilling

qualities on the superficial dependents on hu-
man help.

The testimony given us as a people, in various
branches, hath been a stone of stumbling, and
a rock of offence, to many, who have wished
for our crown, without our cross, and have
overlooked and despised the peculiarity of our
testimony, or the Lord's testimony by and
through us. The language, fashions, and cus-

toms of the world, though by many esteemed
indifferent, are not so to us, but are a part of

the growth, the underwood of the lofty Leba-
non, which the day of the Lord is to come upon,

as well as upon the tall cedars ; and when that

day comes, it will burn as an oven, indiscrimi-

natelj', with prevailing heat, and leave them
neither root nor branch. All who have entered

into fellowship with us, through the baptism
of Christ, the true door of entrance, have, not
from imitation but clear conviction, found

this compliance their indispensable duty. We
might have many preachers break in upon us,

were we at liberty to admit them upon the par-

tial foundation of general speculaiive truths,

without theircoming to the unity of the Spirit,

which unites fiiithfuluess to the Lord's sta-

tutes and testimonies to us, and by us to the

world. How far the person in question may
have seen into this testimony I know not, but

this I know, many of those called Methodists,

their preachers especially, rather contemn
than approve this peculiartlispensation, which,

the longer I live, the more clearly I see to be

from Heaven, against that spirit which rules

in all carnality, whether notorious in obvious

evil, more concealed in the walks of formal-

ity, or more refined and fallacious in the out-

ward court of the temple.

I cannot well omit a passage in C. C.'s let-

ter, expressing that " the life begins to send

up fresh sap into my dead earth, and the

blind in me begins to see, the deaf to hear,

and the dumb to speak." I believe this is

really the truth, and a strong description of

an infantile state, a resurrection from being

buried in a baptism of death, into a new life,

and yet scarcely grown up into a capacity of

preaching the evei'lasting gospel of salvation.

The forty days' retreat into the desert, pre-

vious to the ministry of the Holy Jesus, seems

to me not fully accomplished.

I feel much for C. C. ; I love him
;

I wish

to give him the right hand of fellowship in

the Lord Jesus; his spirit is near my life; and
oh that he may endure the Lord's preparing

day ! that he may come out of Egypt clear,

and unmixed with any of those things which
veil thebeauty of the Lord's workmanship. I

hope Friends will be tender towards him, yet,

for his own sake, and the testimony's, firm

and steady, for this will be beneficial to him,

if he ever come in at the righ* door. I recom-

mend Friends concerned, and this person, to

a deep inward attention to the great Minister

of the sanctuary, ttat in his counsel and wis-

dom all may move, and the precious unity of

the one Eternal Spirit may be known to run

to the nethermost skirts of their garments.

I am, thy affootionate friend, in deep travail
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for Zion's beauty, that none that love her may
I'ail of the salvation within her gates.

Samuel Fothergill.

Cornelius Cayley, to whose case the fore-

going letter relates, had addressed to Friends

of Leeds, where he then resided, a letter set-

ting forth his religious state and past experi-

ence, wherein he mentions, that for thirteen

years he had preached whenever he could,
" not having freedom to bo in any parti

cular connexion of people ;" but, having been

brought to a closer unity with the principles

of Friends, he requested to be united with

them in religious membership. Some visits

were made to him by the Friends appointed

but after a few months he ceased to attend the

meetings of Friends, and the case was there

S. Fothergill evidently had so

a regular trained intellectual workman, po
haps to change the whole course of Britis

literature, for it lay in him to have done ihisi

On the other side it is easy to conceive that

the long college training might have quenched
much of the originality of his genius. Better
to pour forth his lays as nature dictated ; to

mourn, as he listed, over his upturned mouu
tain daisy, to charm the world with his sweet
domestic picture of his Cotter's fireside ;

or lo

ride with Meg over the brig of Doon, whose
" banks and braes" he found so fair, and sung
so eloquently.

Ou emerging from the cottage I looked
around for a memento of the place. No " Wild
Eose of Alloway" presented itself, but a straw
from the low cottage roof did—1 d

J , ,, „ ^, .,, ,,,., gently forth from its resting place, a single
tore ended. &. tothergi I evidently had some ^.-o^n and withered wheat-stalk, and laid it
ears that this individual was not yet clear of

earefully uway. But our coachman, who had
the activity of self. The views contained

his letter are deep, weighty and instructive

whilst his feelings and tenderness manifest

that he was actuated by pure gospel love.

Far " The Friend.

Random Notes of Travel in Europe.

{Continued from page 298.)

Afir.—Ovi our arrival here we found that
an excursion train from Glasgow had accoin

jjanied us, and a numerous as-emblage of cabs
and omni busses in waiting to take the passen-
gers at once to the classic ground of Burns'
Cottage, Alloway Kirk, and the monument.
Ayr is a quaint and pleasant old sea-side

town, with a wide and cheerful High street,

beginning with a few, one storied, thatched
cottages, and expandinginto something better

as we proceeded. Ayr proper, stands on the
left bank of the river, whore it enters the
Frith of Clyde, the " Twa' Brigs' being con-
spicuous features in the scene.

We expected to remain here over the mor-
row, and permitted a feeling of rest to come
over us, which added much to the enjoyment
of a scene like this. Later in the day, when
the sun was sinking slowly, we too drove out
on the old Maybole road, skirted by green
fields, almost hidden by high stone walls, the
bane of rural scenery, and ere we supposed
we had gone a mile, though in reality twice
that distance, our carriage stopped in front of
a long, low, thatched and white-washed cot-

tage, " the auld clay bigging"—the birth-place
of Burns I We entered the humble doorway
around which he had played in childhood, and
were ushered into the interior, consisting of
two rooms, both rather small and dark. The
best one had been turned into a kind of sale-

room, and memorials of the place—paper-
cuttors and various other articles, &c., were
hero displayed; the other was filled with a
motley group, the remnants of the excursion,
who were making the most of the occasion.
And this was the lowly nest, from which

sprang with such a joyous bound, the sky-lark
whose music was destined to thrill the na-
tion's heart; the poet

" Whose Rongs gnahed from his heart
Ar rain from the cloiidR of .Rummer,

Or tears from the eyelids start."

" Mighty events turn on a straw—the cro.ss-

ingof a brook decides the conquest of a world.
Had William Burns prospered upon his seven
acres of nursery ground, the boy Robert had
been sent to school, had struggled forward as
so many weaker minds do, to some university,
to come forth, not as a rustic wonder, but as

watched the operation, in an excess of zeal,

seized on a large handful and brought it to

me. If every traveller carried away as much,
the inhabitants would soon be left without
shelter.

The Glasgow excursionists were still idling
about the monument, which is but a shoit
distance from the cottage, and on a slope d
scending to the river. Various sounds ind

cated that the sandwiches, the gingerbread,
and the bottled beer, were not quite disposed
of Evening drew on apace, and soon all re-

turned to Ayr, leaving us alone with the old
Kirk of Alloway, a small roofless structure,

half covered with ivy, and surrounded by a
place of graves, conspicuous among which is

that of the poet's excellent father, William
Burns. We looked through the open window,
at the small interior, without endeavoring to

people it with the uncannj^ sights and sounds
which Tam saw and heard ou that memorable
evening

—

" And when he breathes his master-lay
Of Alloway's witch-haunted wall,

All pa.ssions in our frames of clay,

Come thronging at his call.

Imiigination's world of air,

And our own world, its gloom and glee.

Wit, pathos, poetry are there,

And death's sublimity."

By the way, we found that the fine tribute
of Halleck, from which the above quotation
is made—the most eloquent ever paid to the
genius of the poet, is unknown in Scotland—
at least we never found any who had ever
heard of it.

From the kirk we passed on to

"The monniuent which tells to heaven
The homage of earth's proudest isle,

To that bard-peasant given."

Among other interesting objects, it contains
a portrait of Burns, which is said to be excel-
lent ; the strong, manly features, and dark
luminous ej'es, are well rendered. A small
grotto near by, holds the famous statues of
Tarn o'Sbunter and Souter Johnny. The real
name of the former was Douglas Graham, who
lived on the Shanter farm, near Kirkoswald.
The chill evening air was making itself felt,

but our driver was nowhere to be found.
There was time, therefore, for the Auld brig
o'Doon, which spans the river below the
monument, a high, narrow, grey stone arch,
so ancient looking, that Time himself might
have boon the architect. Leaning over the
low parai>et, and looking down into the river
below, its stream seemed a fitting emblem of
the poet's life; somewhat turbulent and pas-
sionate, in its course, but leaving freshness

and beauty behind it, though we see the la

through a mist of unshed tears, as we rem
tier the sorrows, the trials and temptatior
his life;

" Then let his faults like swan's feet, be
Sunk in the wave."

Next morning again the sun roseunclom
the air was deliciously soft and balmj^, in

ing us to walk on the sea-shore. So leav

behind the many handsome villas which
der the beach, we vvere soon among the
gled masses of sea weed which grew in

fusion on the knolls, the receding^ tide i

visible. Before us, at a distance of two n
seemingl}', was a high bluff rising from
water's edge, crowned by the square towe
Crennan Castle, a ruined stronghold wl
once guarded the shore. J beco
fatigued, returned to the hotel, but thoi

alone, the walk was too tempting to be
up. The mouth of the Doon was not far i

and lay between me and the castle, and h

it could be crossed was not yet apparent,
reaching the river no bridge was in sight,

a boat lay on the opposite shore. The gr(

of small boys near it could not bring it o^

but informed me that the bridge was hall

mile above. Nothing loath to stroll al(|

" the banks and braes of bonny Doon," bea
ful in summer verdure, I soon reached
bridge, and entered a low meadow divi(

by a hedge. Large cattle, unlike those of
highlands, were feeding in the distance, I

my prospects of reaching Crennan darken
ominous clouds began to appear over Arr
Ailsa Crag became invisible, and Holy ]

shrouded in mist, and I reluctantly retrat

my steps, recrossed the bridge, and the r.-'

was about to pour upon me as I found shel
beneath a great sycamore. Small boys evr
where abounding, but not always useful

ornamental, here proved of service. "Co
into the byre, ma'am," called a kind hear
little one, who was standing within the sn:

clean stable for cows. I was within a shi

listance of Burns' cottage, but decided not
disturb the impressions of yesterday, and
return to Ayr by a new road, accompan
by my young friend, who seemed grateful
the few American scraps I gave him, in i

swer to his many inquiries. Around us lay I

hills and streams the poet loved and sung, I

their beauty was saddened bj^ the thou^
that he who was so fitted to enjoy the poetrj
the scene had passed away ere his life's noi
and that the path we were treading would
echo no more to his footsteps.

Dumfries.—The country through which '

now passed was full of interest. Our trr

making quite a long pause at Mauehlino,
met a pleasing young Scotch girl, governi
'n the family of a son or grandson of Ga\
Hamilton, the patron and friend of Bun
Mauehlino is a small, pleasant looking tow
and was intimately associated with Bun
story. Then followed Auchiuleck, Kirkconr
and Sanquhar on the Nith, with its ruim
forlalice of the Chrichtons and the Dough
and at length Dumfries was reached, fa(

tiously designated by the poet as
" Maggie by the banks of Nith,
A dame with pride eneuch,"

occupying a central site, in a rich hill-gi

champaign. It owns a very quaint old hi{

street, and was once a royal burgh.
In the afternoon wo walked toSt. Michao

cemetery, where amid a dense accumiilati(
of marble tombs, many of them those of tl
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eiianters, we visited the small doric dome-
pc'd temple slaiidinir over a vault, and siir-

ndedby shrubs and flowers, and to which
usands before ns have made a pilgrimage,

emarkcd to the custodian that we were
sr time, but she replied, " Americans come
all times,—^they icill go in : Why, ma'am,
ave had them come here as late as 9 o'clock

aight, and have had to get up and show
ni the Mausoleum by lamp light—they will

in, but then thej' alwajs pay me well for

The sculptured representation of Coila,

genius of Burns, throwing over him her
Jtle, and soliciting him to leave the plow,

not appear to us u very happy conception.

5 simple name upon the slab at our feet

I quite enough,
" For what to them the sculptor'-s art,

His funeral cohiniiis, wreaths and urns?
Wear they not graven on the heart.

The name of Robert Burns?"

urning we visited the small house upon
reet which now bears his name, and which
his residence and the place of his death.

8 house was occupied by his widow for 38
rs, and was subsequently tenanted by his

;8t son. It stands adjoining an Industrial

ool, the front of which is adorned by a

t of the poet. By courtesy of the occu-

ts we entered and stood in the chamber
sre closed a, life, in which, as says his

jrapher, " virtue and passion had been at

petual variance."

'a a narrow steep street leading from the

er side, we passed the small remaining
;ment of the old Franci>^can Priory, in

ch Bruce slew the Red Comj'n, who had
,cherously betrayed him to the English
y. A small shop stood in front, but an in-

or court and the old walls and doorways,
the names of the small wynds, gave evi-

ce enough that we were amid the scenes

he traged3\ Thus pa-^sed our last day in

tland, and we prepared to bid farewell to

les abounding in poetic and historic in-

)REECTI0N.—In a former number of this series, in

2J column, page 297, " forfeited his right to the

idom of Montrose," should read " forfeited bis

ts to the duke of Montrose."

rhile George Fox was a prisoner, in 1674,

re came to him, as he relates, "A com-
i-prayer priest, and some people with
I. He asked me 'If I was grown up to

Pection ?' 1 told him, ' What I was, I was
the grace of God.' He replied, ' It was a
iest and civil answer.' Then he urged the

ds of John, ' If we say that we have no
we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not
18.' He asked, 'What did I say to that?'

aid with the same apostle, " If we say we
e not sinned, we make him a liar, and his

d is not in us;' who came to destroy sin,

to take away sin. So there is a time for

pie to see that they have sinned, and there

lime for them to see that they have sin
;

there is a time for them to confess their

and to forsake it, and to know the blood
!:!hri8t to cleanse from all sin.' Then the
St was asked, ' Whether Adam was not
"ect before he fell, and whether all God's
•ks were not perfect?' The priest said,

lere might be a perfection as Adam had,

a falling from it.' But I told him, ' There
perfection in Christ above Adam, and be-

d falling; and that it was the work of the
isters of Christ to present every man per-

fect in Christ; for the perfecting of whom
they have their gifts in Christ ; therefore they
that denied perfection, denied the work of the
ministry, and the gifts which Christ gave for

the perfecting of the saints.' The priest said,

' We must always be striving.' I answered,
' It was a sad and comtbrtless sort of striving,

to strive with a belief we should never over-

come.' I told him that 'Paul, who cried out
of the body of death, did also " thank God,
who gave him the victory through our Lord
Jesus Christ." So there was a time of crying
out for want of victory, and a time of praising

God for the victory; and Paul said, " There
is no condemnation to them that are in Christ

Jesus."
*"*

Solected.

STRENGTH FOR TO-DAY.
Strength for to-day is all that we need,
As there never will be a to-morrow

;

For to-morrow will prove but another to-day.

With its measure ofjoy and sorrow.

Then why forecast the trials of life

With such sad and grave persistence,

And watch and wait for a crowd of ills

That as yet has no existence ?

Strength for to-day—what a precious boon
For the earnest souls that labor.

For the willing hands that minister

To the needy friend or neighbor.

Strength for to-day—that the weary hearts

In the battle of right quail not

;

And the eyes bedimmed with bitter tears

In their search for light may fail not.

Strength for to-day—on the downhill track.

For the travellers near the valley.

That up, far up on the other side,

Ere long they may safely rally.

Strength for to-day—that our precious youth
May happily shun temptation.

And build from the rise to the set of sun
On a strong and sure foundation.

Strength for to-day in the house and home
To practice forbearance sweetly

—

To scatter kind words and loving deeds,

Still trusting in God completely.

Strength for to-day is all that we need.

As there never will be a to-morrow

;

For to-morrow will prove but another to-day.

With its measure ofjoy and sorrow.

" My times are in thy hand."—Ps. xxxi. 1.5.

Have 1 a full and practical faith in God's
particular providence? Do I commit all my
wa}'8 to him, knowing that He can and will

help and guide and direct me, according to

my need? Is it my strength for duty, my
comfort in affliction, ray joy in sorrow, that

all my times are in his hand, and that He is

ordering all for my real and highest good?
In all mj' ways do I acknowledge him ? Do
I feel, from day to day, that He is directing

my s'teps ?

If a person swallows any poison whatever,
or has fallen into convulsions from having
overloaded the stomach, an instantaneous and
very sufficient remedy is a heaping teaspoon-
ful of common salt, and as much ground mus-
tard, stirred rapidly in a teacup of water, warm
or cold, and swallowed instantly. It is scarcely
down before it begins to come up, bringing
with it the remaining contents of the stomach;
and lest there be any remnant of a poison how-
ever small, let the white of an egg, and sweet
oil or lard—several spoonfuls—be swallowed
immediately after vomiting; because these
very common articles nullify a larger number
of virulent poisons than any medicines in the
shops.

For "The FrioDd."

The rurii-StoiiP.

Of this interesting little shore bird, Nuttall
says that it is not only common to the whole
Northern hemisphere, but extends its colonies
even to Senegal and the Cape of Good Hope
in the Southern half of the globe. Their
favorite breeding places are the inclement re-

gions of the North, to which they are in no
haste to return, but linger along the coast of
the temperate climates for several months.
In New Jersey, according to Wilson, they
arrive in the Fourth month, and there remain
till the Sixth month, feeding on the spawn of
the King Crab or Horse-Foot. Soon after
this, they are found at their breeding grounds
on Hudson Bay, and the shores of the Arctic
Sea.

Its name is derived from its movements
when feeding, at which time it runs along the
shore picking up sand-hoppers, marine worms
and other creatures; and turning over the
stones for the purpose of getting at the small
animals concealed below them. It is about
the size of the American Robin. Its habits
are thus graphically described by Thomas
Edward, a Scotch Naturalist.

" The Turn-stone is a very interesting bird,

from its peculiar form and singular habits.

It is a strong, thick bird, with rather short,

thick legs; long expanded toes; and full,

broad breast. Its bill is in the form of an
elongated cone, strong at the base, on the
culmen rather flattened, and with a curve
inclining upward toward the tip. The ha-
bits of the bird are singular, more particularly
with respect to the method which it adopts
to procure food—which is, as its name de-

notes, by turning over small stones in search
of the insects beneath them, oti which it feeds.

When the object which it wishes to turn over
is too large for the bill to do so, the breast is

applied; and it would seem that the birds are
willing to assist each other, just as masons or
porters will do in turning over a stone or a
bale of goods. I may here take the liberty

of mentioning an incident concerning the
Turn-stone which came under ray own obser-

vation.
'' Passing along the sea-shore to the west

of Banff, I observed on the sands, at a con-
siderable distance before me, two birds beside

a large-looking object. Knowing by their

appearance that they did not belong to the

species which are usually met with in this

quarter, I left the beach and proceeded along
the adjoining links, an eminence of shingle
intervening, until I concluded that I was al-

most opposite to the spot where the objects

of my search were employed. Stooping down,
and with my gun upon my back prepared for

action, I managed to crawl through the bents
and across the shingle for a considerable way.
At length I came in sight of the two little

workers, who were busily endeavoring to turn
over a dead fish which was fully six times
their size. I immediately recognized them
as Turn-stones. Not wishing to disturb them,
and anxious at the same time to witness their

operations, I observed that a few paces nearer
them there was a deep hollow among the
shingle, which I contrived to creep into un-

observed.

"I was now distant from them about ten

yards, and had a distinct and unobstructed
view of all their movements. In these there

was evinced that extraordinary degree of sa-

gacity and perseverance which comes under
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the notice onlj' of those who watch the habits

of the l(nver creation with patience and assid-

uity, and which, when fully and accurately

related, is not unfrequently discredited by in-

dividuals who, althcnigh fond of natural his-

tory, seem inclined to believe that every thing

in regard to aniaials must necessarily be false,

or at least the result of ignorance, unless it

has been recorded in books which are con-

sidered authorities on the subject.
" But to return. Having got fairly settled

down in my pebbly observatorj^, I turned my
undivided attention to the birds before me.

They were boldly pushing at the fish with
their bills, and then with their breasts. Their
endeavors, however, were in vain: the object

remained immovable. On this they both went
round to the opposite side, and began to scrape

away the sand from beneath the fish. After
removing a considerable quantity, they again
came back to the spot which they had left,

and went once more to work with their bills

and breasts, but with as little apparent suc-

cess as formerly. Nothing daunted, however,
they ran round a second time to the other side,

and re-commenced their trenching operations
witha seeming determination not to be baffled

in their object, which evidently was to under-
mine the dead animal before them, in order
that it might be the more easily overturned.

" While they were thus employed, and after

they had labored in this manner at both sides

alternately for nearly half an hour, they were
joined by another of their own species, which
came fl3'ing with rapidity from the neighbor-
ing rocks. Its timely arrival was hailed with
evident signs of joy. I was led to this con-

clusion from the gestures which they exhibit-

ed, and from a low but pleasant murmuring
noise to which thej^ gave utterance so soon
as the new-comer made his appearance. Of
their feelings he seemed to be perfectly aware,
and he made his reply to ttiem in a similar

strain. Their mutual congratulations being
over, they all three set to work ; and after

laboring vigorously for a few minutes in re

moving the sand, the^' came round to the other
side, and putting their breasts simultaneously
to the fish, they succeeded in raising it some
inches from the sand, but were unable to turn
it over. It went down again into its sandy
bed, to the manifest disappointment of the
throe. Resting, however, for a space, and
without leaving their respective jiositions,

which were a little apart the one fi'om the
other, they resolved, it appears, to give the
work another trial. Lowering themselves,
with their breasts close to the sand, they man-
aged to push their bills underneath the fish,

which they made to rise to about the same
height as before. Afterward, withdrawing
their bills, but without losing the advantage
which they had gained, they applied their
lireasls to the object. This they did with such
force and to such pui-poso that at length it

went over and rolled several yards dovvn a
slight declivity. It was followed to some dis-

tance by the birds themselves, before they
could recover their bearing.
"They returned eagerly to the spot from

whence they had dislodged the obstacle which
hud 80 long opposed them; and they gave
unmistakable proof, by their rapid and con-

tinued movements, that thoy were enjoying
an ample repast a*) the reward of their in-

dustrious and jiraiseworthy labor. I was so

]}|eased, and even delightoci, with tlic s:iga':i ty

I could have considered myself as guilty of a

crime had I endeavored to take away the lives

of these interesting beings at the very mo-
ment when they were exercising, in a manner
so happily for themselves, the wonderful in-

stincts implanted in them by their Creator.

When they appeared to have done and to be

satisfied, I arose from myplaceof concealment.
On examining the fish, I found it to be a spe-

cimen of the common cod. It was nearly

three feet and a half long, and it had been
imbedded in the sand to the depth of about
two inches."

Diary of Caltb Crcsson.

By parmission of one of the family, the fol-

lowing extracts are taken from this book,

which has been recently printed for jjrivate

circulation.

Caleb Cresson accompanied his cousin,

Thomas Scattergood, on a religious visit to

New England in 1791. In the course of this

journey they came to Boston, and he was
naturally interested in visiting the spot where
some of his fellow professors in religion, had
long before given up their lives in obedience
to the requirings of duly—and thus hastened
the downfall of an intolerant and persecuting
spirit.

"7th mo. 25th.—Our friend Ebeuezer Pope
informed me that he had made it a point to

be particular in his inquiry, in order to ascer-

tain the place where our Friends William
Robinson and Marmaduke Stevenson were put
to death, and he thought he could fix the spot
within a few rods. The histories of Friends
which mention the transaction are notexplicit

on that head—neither is it very material—
yet when one is at Boston it seems quite na-

tural to make some inquiry about it, though
the inhabitants now show rather an aversion

to having the matter revived; and indeed.

Christian charity would forbid our making
the children answerable for the misconduct of

their forefathers, whose deeds they condemn,
both in word and conduct. However, there
can be nothing criminal in endeavoring to fix

the place where the tragedy was executed.
" Ebenezer Pope told me several circum-

stances tending to fix the spot, which he led

me to, very nearly. Some of them, for my
own satisfaction, I will set down here.

" Uo says, one of our historians mentions a
boat, with some sober people, coming from
Nantasket, to see the bloody business, who
sat therein, while it was performed, in a little

creek near the gallows. The entrance of this

creek is still visible near Boston Neck, and
the remaining ground towards the opp )site

shore, a little more than a quarter of a mile
over, is still low, though it has been filled up
considerably for building.

" He further says that old Friend Bagnel
told him of a conversation which he had with
an old woman at Charleston, who informed
him she was about 10 years old when the oc-

currence happened, and got leave of her pa
rents to go and see the execution, and after
crossing Penny Ferry, as it was then called,

she ran along the beach until she came in view
of the gallows—which, by the present situa-

tion of land and water, tends to fix the place
somewhere near where our friend Pope sup-
posed it to be.

" Add to this his ai-ciiint of a imblic Friend

to makolmiuiiy on the subjoct, and walking

out to the place, and leaning on the fe;j

after a solemn pause, said, 'Ilere lie my
Friends : I smell their bones."

" Also, a sober neighbour of his, being

the spot during the late troubles, relate

him (that is E. Pope,) as follows: —Rum
ing in his mind on the judgments which t|

hung over the land, and being deeply thou<

ful and pensive of the cause, was made, as

a secret impulse, to stand still, and a voic

it were run through his mind

—

Here lie tht

nocenl Quakers, and the very spot, or pi,

seemed pointed out to him in a very part

lar manner.
" All these circumstances unite to rende

almost certain that somewhere near the pi

he showed me, the affecting tragedy was
]

formed.
" Bishop tells us that when their lives '

taken, they were denied burial, and tl

naked bodies cast into a hole, and not

mitted to be covered; which was soon a

overflowed with water, which probably mi

have been occasioned by the rising of the t

over the low grounds already mentioned.

"I speak now of William Robinson i

Marmaduke Stevenson, for as to Mary D
and William Leddra, Friends were permit

to take away an I bury their bodies.

" This Friend Pope' also related a convei

tion which lately passed between two of

neighbors—one of them grandson to Edw
Rawson, who was Secretarj' to Governor
dicot, who spake much in favour of the pi

of the first settlers, and what godly peo

they were, compared to the pro^^ent
;

tion. ' Say you so ?' said his friend ;
' I an

a different mind :—so far from thinking th

virtuous, good people, I look upon them
have been the veriest devils that ever exis

in human shape, and, to be plain with y
your grandfather was no better than the i

of them.' ' Why, what do you mean, si

said his neighbour. " I mean as I say, 6

that so far from being pious and godly, th

cruelty and wickedness exceeded all exam
sincethe daysof theReformation from Pope
Have you never read the history of the (J

kers' sufferings in this country, sir?' I'

'Then I will take care to furnish you wit

sight of il, and I am persuaded, from your
rightness and candor, you will join with
in utterly condemning the principles and prj

tices of those who first settled in this counti|

who, fleeing from persecution in their nat]

land, became far before their persecutors

England in point of hard-heartedness ami b'

barity.' So he furnished him with Bess-'

History of the Sufferings of our Friendaj

Now England.
" After some weeks he called upon h!

again, and asked if he had read it. He s'

' Yes.' He then (jiierioil, ' What was his !

inion of their ani'eslors now?' ' Why, sir,''

replied, ' I stand informed of what I never
fore was acquainted with, and may acknc
ledge with the Queen of the South, that I

one-half had not been told me. So I am co

pelled to be of your mind, sir, and allow tl

thoy were not the men I apprehended th

to be.'

" This was the substance of their conver
tion, being two Presbyterians, and it m
reasonablj- bo supposed that few of those m
upon the stage have much knowledge of 1

proceedings of those early times against c

innocent brethren and sisters, only for be

ing their testimony to the Truth ; 'for it h
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hout doubt, been the earnest endeavour of

writers and leaders amongst them, to

tilate and suppress all accounts which had

endency to criminate and set in an un-

ourable point of view the conduct of their

jfathers. But faithful and impartial his-

y will still preserve the truth of those

asactions which cast such a shade of in-

ly upon the high professors of the Christian

ne in that day.

•And something remarkable and memor-
3 it will be, if in future time, in tlio very

1st of the country where the persecution

ed the hottest, that is, between Boston and

em, our Yearly Meeting for New England

old be established, and a standard for the

ith, as held by us as a religious Society, be

Bted.

And if the professors under our name were
in the possession of what they hold up to

world, and acted agreeably to the princi-

s we maintain, no doubt there would be a

hering from many of those sects, who are

aning under their heavy task-masters, and

dy to say, many seeking religious minds

ong them, at least, ' Who will show us any

if sensibly feeling in the secret of their

Q minds, a want, which nothing outward
satisfy—a deficiency, which outward

rship, service, and ceremonies cannot sup-

For, indeed, nothing can satisfy the im-

rtal part but that which is really Divine

1 spiritual—agreeably to that Scripture

iimony, ' God is a spirit, and they that ivorship

n must worship Him in spirit and in truth,'

t is, all who approach before Him in an ac-

table manner."
28th.—1 was shown the place where these

itaated New England people, about the

i,r 1692, put 19 persons, men and women, to

ith, for witchcraft, and pressed one other

)r creature to death for the same pretended

me, though it afterwards sufficiently appear-

,bat there was very little (ifany)just ground
proceeding in this severe manner against

m, and some of the foremost of their his-

ians confessed in print that they were under
trong delusion of Satan.

'At the time they stopped this persecution

ire were a great number more in conf

that they had almost wholly given over en-

deavouring to cultivate it, having been so

often disappointed of having any increase,

owing to a kind of blast that commonly took

it after it had shot up into oar. Their chief

grain is rye and Indian corn, though but poor,

of which th?y make their bread mostly."

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH

Ends of Four Great Warriors.—The four

conquerors who occupy the most conspicuous

places in the history of the world are Alexan-

der, Hannibal, Csesar and Bonaparte.

Alexander, after having climbed the dizzy

heightsofhis ambition, with his temples bound

with chaplets dipped in the blood of millions,

looked down upon a conquered world and

wept that there was not another world for

him to conquer—set a city on fire and died in

a state of debauch.
Hannibal, after having, to the astonishment

and consteroation of Rome, passed the Alps,

after having put to flight the armies of the

mistress of the world, and stripped "three

bushels of gold rings from the fingers of her

slaughtered knighTs," and made her founda-

tions quake, fled from his country, hated by

those who once esultingly united his name
with that of their God, and who called him

Hani Baal. Hannibal died at last by poison

administered with his own hand, unlamented

and unwept, in a foreign land.

Ca?sar, after having conquered eight hun-

dred cities—after dyeing his garments in the

blood of more than one nation of his foes, af-

ter having pursued to death the only rival he

had on earth,—was miserably assassinated by

those he considered his nearest friends, and in

that very place the attainment of which had

been his greatest ambition.

Bonaparte, whose mandate kings and popes

obeyed, after having filled the earth with the

terror of his name— after having deluged

Europe with tears and blood, and closed the

world with sackcloth—closed his days in lone-

ly banishment, almost literally exiled from

the world, yet, where he could sometimes see

his country's banner waving over the depart-

ing vessels that did not, and could not, give

him aid.

Thus these four great men, who seemed to

stand the representatives of all those whom
nt and under accusation, and one of their

j^j^q world calls great—these four men, who
emost priests or ministers among the rest, igaeh in turn made the earth tremble to its very
ind so they dismissed the poor creatures |ggnt,,.g by tijeir simple tread, severally died

—

er the law was repealed.
_

lone by intoxication, as was supposed, by poison

'It was remarkable that none of our Friends
; J,-, jjjg ^ine; one a suicide; one murdered by

his friends; and one a lonely exile. How
wretched is the end of all such earthly great-

re accused; but it was rather by some con

ered as a judgment upon them for their

lelty in taking the lives of our brethren,

illiam Eobinson, Marmaduke Stevenson,

iry Dyer, and William Leddra, and the

'ere whipping, cutting off ears, banishment,

1 other barbarous treatment of very many
lers of our dear Friends, a few years before.

'And this was not the only indication of

3 hand of Heaven being against them, for

3 native Indians, for a long course of years

er they had stained their hands with the

>odof our innocent Friends, were, as it were,

loose upon the people of the land, and many
ndred were murdered, and carried into cap-

ity and tortured to death in cold blood.

'Another remarkable circumstance which
)k place in this Government of Massachu-
;tB Bay was, that their land would not pro-

ce wheat, whereas, at the first settling of

Selected.

It is recorded of one of the reformei-s, that

when he had acquitted himself in a public dis-

putation with great credit to his Master's

cause, a friend begged to see the notes which

he had been observed to write, supposing that

he had taken down the arguments of his op-

ponents, and sketched the substance of his

own reply. Greatly was he surprised to find

that his notes consisted simply of these ejacu-

latory petitions: "More light. Lord—more

light—more light!" And how was the true

spirit of prayer compressed and illustrated in

these short aspirations! Could they fail of

success? "If any of you lack wisdom, let him
ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally,

it is said that grain grew well, and came to land upbraideth_ not ; and it shall bo giv

;ood degree of perfection ; but we observed '
him." (James i, 5.)

It is of great imijortance at all times, and
never more so than in the present condition

of what is called the religious world, that the

individual members of the Society of Friends

should seek to know for themselves and illus-

trate by example, what that life must be

which is continually passed consistently with

the high profession they make. We have

drawn'the eyes of other professors upon ua

by the known controversy within our borders

i-espectiug the continued maintenance, or tho

essential abandonment of some of the impor-

tant doctrines and testimonies always charac-

terizing Friends. The " London Press" some-

time .-ince used the following language, in

reference to the Society in that country.

Even the most zealous lovers of simplicity

nd truth that have ever been, cannot now
claim exemption from the charge of false doc-

trine, heresy and schism. Desiring union as

much as most earnest men, they are so diff'er-

ing among themselves, that until they are one,

they can hardly expect that their praj-ers will

be answered for all the earth to be of one lan-

guage when Divine things have to be spoken

of. Loving simplicity in all things—dress,

speech and social habits—they are neverthe-

less conforming to fashions which their fore-

fathers deemed worldly, and renounced as

sinful. Loving a pure doctrine, and believing

in the power of silence and the direction of

the indwelling Spirit, they are now given to

speaking, and to obedience to spirits which

have never been tried."

The consciousness that these things are

known by others, and commented on to the

disparagement of the truth and of our mem-
bers as its exponents, ought to stir up a godly

jealousy in all who love the original faith and

character of Friends. How great is the re-

sponsibility resting on each one of us! How
solemn the call so to go in and out before tho

people, that our every day life maj' commend
the pure and spiritual religion we profess " to

every man's conscience in the sight of God."

Not a few, dissatisfied with the ritualism and

formalism that overburden the religious belief

and modes of worship of many denominations,

dwarfing the growth and vigor of vital re-

ligion, are inquiring what are the doctrines

oFthe gospel, revived by the founders of our

Society, which enabled them to triumph over

ihe cruel persecution of the formalists of their

day ;
and what the testimonies springing from

those doctrines, the faithful support of which

has drawn upon Friends in every generation

since, the dislike and contempt of worldlings ?

Let every one of us seriously put the query

to himself, how clearly, if called on to answer

this inquiry, he would be able to give a rea-

son for the hope that is in him, and how far

his conduct and conversation are fitted to

illustrate the truth and practical value of the

religion he professes.

It is they who are led by the Spirit of God,

that are the sons of God. To be of this ble-sed

number, then, watchfulness unto prayer—
which implies reverent inwardness and stead-

fast self-denial—is absolutely indispensable.

This strict, restricted course of life is vqry

unpopular at the present time, being kept out

of sight very generally by many professed

believers in Christ, even those who claim to
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be his ministers; who appear to have satisfied

tl)eiiiselvcs that they can so far reconcile h'

cross-bearing religion and the spirit of the

world, as to admit of, at least pariial, compli-

ance with its impure pleasures and fashions,

and devotion to the pursuit of its riches and
lionors.

William Penn, speaking of Friends in his

day, remarks, " They came forth low and de
spised and hated, as the primitive Christians

did, and not by the help of worldly wisdom
or power, as former reformations, in part.

Lave done. But in all things, it may be said,

this people were brought forth in the cross;

in a contradiction to the ivays, worships, fashions

and customs of the world; yea against wind
and tide, that so no flesh might glory before

God." * * * "We held the Truth in the

Spirit of it, and not in our own spirits, or after

our own will and affections; they were bowed
and broken into suhjection, itisomuch that it was
visililc to them that knew us. We did not

think ourselves at our own disposal, to go
where we list, or to say or do what we list or

when we list. Our liberty stood in the liberty

of the Spirit of Truth, and no pleasure, no
])rotit, no fear, no favor could draw us from
this retired, strict and watchful frame. * * *

Our words were few and savory, our looks

composed and weighty, and our whole deport-

ment very observable. True it is that this

retired and strict sort of life from the libei-ty

of the conversation of the world, exposed us

to the censures of many as humorists, con-

ceited and self righteous persons. But it was
our preservation from many snares, to which
others were continually exposed, by the preva-

lency of the lust of the eye, the lust of the

flesh, and the pride of life, that wanted no oc-

casions or temptations to excite them abroad
in the converse of the world."

"Behold the picture! Is it like? like whom?"
Not the great body of those who profess to

be the present representatives of those sons
of the morning. Certainl}' not like those

—

liowever voluble about their christian attain-

ments, or busy in ostensible good works

—

whose religion is obtained from the study of
the bible, and not through conviction and
conversion by the Holy Spirit, with their at-

tendant baptisms and sore conflicts; whose
faith therefore stands in the wisdom of men
and not in the power of God. Such as these
have not allowed the Light which is the life

of men to reveal to them the depth of corrup-
tion that is natural to the human heart, and
the consequent necessity of yielding unre-
Hirved obedience to "the law of the Spirit of
Life in Christ Jesus," in order to be " set free

from the law of sin and death ;" and therefore
they do not believe that the gate and the way
leading to eternal life are so strait and nar-
row as to preclude any confoi'niity to the
ways or customs of the world, that have their
oi-igin from the evil propensities of man's
heart, or which invite temptation to indulge
the lust of the eye, the lust of the flesh, or the
pride of life. The daily cross is an offence
unto these, and they are altogether intlisposed

to bo brought forth " in contradiction to the

ways, worships, fashions and customs of this

world."

Nov yet is the picture like those who, in

•icquiesenco with the opinions of others, ad
here to the origirnd failh of Friends, but
neglect to show by their godly lives, a jier-

sonal cxpciiencc of those fruits of the Spirit,

of which that faith, when truly held, is but a

pact. Such as the-^e maj'- wrap their talent

or talents in the napkin of a commendable
outside appearance, while they proclaim their

belief of the Lord being an austere man, by

burying his money in the earth.

But He who watcheth over his church by
night as well as by day, has continued to keep
within the Society worthy witnesses to his

truth in its purity and integrity, who can testi-

fy and who do prove, in life and conversation,

that He and it change not. These too know
that the truth must be held in the Spirit of it

and "not in their own spirits, or after their

own will and affections" which must be bowed
and brought into subjection ; and that they
'are not at their own disposal, to go where
they list, or say or do what they list." Alas
for the day I these also find, that the self-deny-

ing doctrine that they uphold, and the strict

and circumscribed life they are bound to

maintain, exposes them, in like manner, at

this day, " <o the censures of many—among
their fellow professors,— as humorists, con-

ceited and self-righteous persons." Let these

then not be discomfited or discouraged, as
" though some strange thing had happened
to them." They are but participating in

some of the same trials the founders of the

Society had to endure from the unconverted
and unsanctified, and are thus united to them
not only in faith, but in the fellowship of suf
fering. As they keep " firm to Truth's life as

well as Truth's principles," they will be up-

held and preserved, as their worthy predeces
sors marvellously experienced ; their reward
will be sure, and in process of time others will

be brought upon the stage of action, who will

rise up and call them blessed.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Toledo Blade publishes crop

reports from three hundred places in Ohio, Indiana,

Illinoisjowa, Michigan and Missouri, showing excel-

lent prospects for the corn and wheat harvests. Wlieat
especially is in better condition than for several years.

The public debt statement, issued on the 1st inst.,

shows a reduction of $4,315,509. The Treasury Depart-
ment publishes a statement showing that the reduction

of the public debt, from 3rd mo. 1-^t, 1869, to 4th mo.
30th, 1877, has amounted to $455,104,642.
During the nine months ending 3d mo. 31st, the ex-

ports from the United States were $470,055,782, and the

imports $314,854,930, excess of exports t155,230,852.

The imports of specie exceed the exports $5,381,397.

It has been decided at a Cabinet meeting to postpone
the extra session of Congress until 10th mo. 15th. It

will be remembered that the extra session became
necessary in consequence of the late Congre.ss having
failed to pass the needful appropriations for some parts

of the public service.

The demand for postal cards increases monthly. The
number of these cards issued during the 4th month
20,729,000.

The Secretary of the Treasury has issued regn'

covering the discharge of steamships at night, anjlli

compensitiou of inspectors therefor, which form p ,;(

the regulations intended to remedy the alleged a
J6(

at the New York Custom House.
j

The Markets, &c.— Philadelphia.—American |1(

107.1. United States 6's, 1881, 114^; do. 5 pi

111|. Cotton, 11} a II2 cts. per lb. for upln

New Orleans. Flour, $8.75 a $12.00. Penn,-

red wheat, $2.15 a $2.20 ; amber, $2.22 a $2.2.j.

svlvania rye, $1.07. Yellow corn, 70 a 72 cl«,

49 a 55 cts. Sales of 2200 beef cattle at 6J- a 6
j

lb. gross for extra ; SJ- a 6 cts. for fair to gom
cts. per lb. gross for common. Sheep, 5} a ti

lb. gross. Hogs, 75- a 8J cts. per lb. net.

Foreign.— All the Mussulmans in Bosnian
Herzegovina, between the ages of 16 and 60, have |e

summoned to join the Turkish army in those pr )vi e

An obstinate and sanguinary engagement <

on the 29th ult. between the Turks and Russi;

Kars, in .-Vsia Minor; both sides suffered hew
the losses of the Turkish troops are suppose
greater llian those of the Russians.

The Porte has issued a circular declaring tl

mania, by her convention with Ru-ssii, is betra

interests of the country and the confidence of tlie p
tan's Government. The Porte henceforward consi

Roumania as in the power of the enemy; therefor

acts issuing during the Russian occupation are in i

pation of the Sultan's authority.

The Porte has notified the representatives of

Powers that it has declared a blo'^kade of the who
the Russian coast of the Black Sea. A delay of t

days would be granted vessels wishing to enter, and
days those intending to leave the Black Sea. L
the 7th inat. the operations of the hostile armies
not resulted in anything decisive or important.

Advices from Panama to 4lh mo. 25th, indicate

virtual termination of the war in Columbia; the'

servative troops having been defeited in .several

gagement-i by the government forces, and the surre^

of the State of .\ntioqiiia.

A despatch from the Cape of Good Hope annmi
that the Transvaal Republic has been annexed t(

British Empire, despite the protest of President
gess, and the British troops have entered the terri

The past winter in Iceland was a mild one, hi

and sheep lieing able to subsist in the open air, wit

shelter, until the middle of the 1st month. The
harvest in the western part of the island was good,

in the southern part the yield was a poor one, and
people consequently suffered from lack of provisioi

The most northerly telegraph office in the world
just been set up at a Norwegian fishing station na
Gjesvor, a little above the 71st parallel of north
tude.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Priii

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the
the Ninth month. Application may be made t

Joseph S. Elkinton, 33L"South Fifth St
Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Smedley, 415 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

Died, at her residence in Germantown, on the

s 'of 3d mo., 1877, Mary S. Jones, widow of John Jc
in the 87th year of her age, a beloved member, am

Crazy Horse's band of Indians, numbering 889 per-
j

many years an overseer of Frankford Monthly and '

sons, surrendered at Camp Robinson, Nebraska, on the raantown Particular Meeting. She retained her nat

6th inst. They gave up 2000 ponies and many Ameri- cheerfulness, and her mental faculties remained br

can horses and mules. The arrival of this band makes to the last. This dear Friend exemplified by her d

the aggregate number of Northern Indians who have 'conduct and conversation, her attachment to tin

surrendered to General Crook at the agencies since the'trines and testimonies of the Society of Friend
3d mo., 3400, and it is .said, does away with the

sity for a military expedition during the summer.
The authorities at Washington have decided that

work on the new post office in Philadelphia shall be
pushed on more rapidly,

The 1

• -

lively christian sympathy and interest toward
class, particularly the afflicted, characterized herthrc
life, and prompted by this she was watchful to pi

the welfare an<l comfort of those within her inllue

During a suffering illness, amid supplications to bi

nents in Philadelphia last week numbered 1
leased, if consistent with the Divine will, her

[

301, including 85 children under two years of age. and resignation and thoughtfulness for the comfort of

The President has issued the order for the consolida- '
attendants, were very instructive to all who wit

tion of the Pension Agencies throughout the country. !
them. The precious quiet experienced by those :i

By this order forty agencies are discontinued, leaving her, evinced the sustaining presence of Him, wl

eighteen to do the work which has been distributed promised to be with his own to the end; Icavii

among fifiy-eight offices. It is expected that the re- comfortable assurance that through redeeming lo'

duction will effect a saving to the government of, mercy she was prepared to enter the everlastiii

$150,000. her soul longed for.

The Supreme Court of the United States has reu- - -

dered a decision affirming the right of a State to tax WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
railroads and the proceeds of mines.

|
No. 422 Waliuit Street.
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Selections from the life of Tliomas Story.

After thi-i I was at some other meetings
;

it little notice was taken of it by any of my
latioiis or acqu lintance till tlie time of tlie

sizes at Carlisle, where some Friends being
isoners in the county gaol, for non-pa3-ment
tithes, others attended the assizes, as their

stom was, the bettor to obviate the occasion

troubles or hurt to any of the Society, and
minister counsel or other help, as need

ight be ; and these went to a meeting at

lotby, about two miles from the city
; and

ither I went also. During the time of the

eeting [found an unusual load on my spirit,

id hardness in my heart; insomuch that I

uld hardly breathe under the oppression
;

>r could 1 say 1 had any sense of the com.-

rte of the divine presence there, but that the

savens were as thick brass, and the bars

ereof as strong iron. But though I had no
ijoyment in myself, yet I was sensible the

esence and goodness of the Lord were there,

id many therein greatly comforted ; and
lereforo did conclude my condition of mind
as from some other cause, and not relating

the state of the meeting in general. After

le meeting was over, one of them asked me
)w I did ; I answered, indifferently. Then
i and some others perceived my spirit was
)pressed, and sympathized with me therein,

could not, all this tinae, perceive the par-

cular matter which thus affected me,—for

knew not of anything I had said or done to

ing it upon myself—till that evening, being
iturned to my father's house, very solitary,

lent, and inward, there came in one Thomas
od, an acquaintance of mine; who, after

ime compliments of civility—for at that

me I had not quite declined the common
odes of salutation—desired to speak with
e apart ; and then told me that he had a
•ial to come on next day, concerning certain

auses of his in the town of Penrith, being

le greatest part of all he had in the world
;

aat one of the witnesses to his deeds of con
3yanee was dead ; another of them gone into

reland, and could not be had ; but I, being
le third, and having made the writings, he
oped, through my evidence and credit, to

ain his just point against his unfair adver-

iry ; and desired me to be in readiness in the
lorning ; for the trial was likely to come on
ery early.

As soon as he began this relation, the word
f life began likewise to work in me in a very

powerful manner; and the hammer of the|

Lord I sensibly felt, and saw to bo lifted up
upon that hardness of heart, which for some
time had been my state ; and it began to be
broken, softened, and dissolved ; and the sense
of the love of God in some degree to be re-

newed. Then I saw plainly that this was the

hard thing I had to go through, and that. now
was the time of trial, wherein I must taike up
the cross of Christ, acknowledge his doctrine

n that point fully and openly, according to

the understanding given me, and to despise

the shame and reproach, and other sufferings,

which I well knew would ensue quickly ; or

I must forsake the Lord forever. For, denying
his doctrine, in the sense I had now plainly

seen it, would be denying himself before men
;

and if I had then denied him, I could expect
no less, but according to his word, to have
been immediately, and for ever denied of him,

and left under that hardness of heart and
want of the enjoyment of his divine presence,

wherewith I had been favored before, and all

the dreadful consequences of a beginning so

woful.

But according to the advances of the word
and work of the Lord in me at that time, my
heart inclined to him: as my acquaintance
was speaMog^ and by the time he was done,

1 was furnished with a full resolution to give

him a plain and direct answer ; which was on
this manner: "I am concerned it should fall

out so ; for I had a real respect for him, and
saw his case to be very hard— I will appear
f it please God, and testify what I know in

the matter, and do what I can for you that

way; but I cannot swear."
This was so great a surprise to him, both

from the nature of his case and confidence he
had of m}- ready compliance, he having had
no suspicion of my present condition till that

moment, that he broke into a passion, and with
an oath, or curse, said, " What, you are not a

Quaker, sure?" Though I had made con-

fession in the truth so fiir, in that point, and
the divine presence sensibly returned in me,
yet, upon this I was again silent, till clear in

my understanding what to answer in sincerity

and truth. For as nobody before that time
had called me a Quaker, so I had not assumed
the appellation ; which being given in re-

proach, was not grateful ; though the thing in

its proper sense most delightful.

Nor did I then see whether I had so much
unity with all their tenets as might justify

me in owning the name,—for in the unity of

divine love and life oolj' had I known them—
till the power of that life of Him who forbid

deth all oaths and swearing, arisingyet clearer

and fuller in me, opened my understanding
cleared my way and enabled me thereunto

;

and then 1 said, " I must confess the truth, I

am a Quaker."
As this confession brought me still nearer

to the Son of God, his love increasing yet

more sensibly in me, so likewise it heightened
the perplexity and disturbance of my friend,

whose case therebj' became more desperate,
n his own opinion. Upon which in an in-

•rease of heat, and expressions therefrom suit-

ing so obvious a disappointment, as it then
appeared to him, he threatened to have me
ffned by the court and proceeded" against with
the utmost rigor of the law, saying, " What!
must I lose my estate by your groundless no-
tions and whims ?"

But the higher ray enemy arose and raged
in this well-meaning but mistaken man, who
thus, without design, became the instrument
of my trial, the fuller and more pow^erful still

was the love of God ; whose cause I had now
espoused through his own aid and the power
of an endless life from him made manifest in

me. 1 replied in that calm of mind and re-

signation to the will of God, that the life of
the Son of God enables to and teacheth,

Tou may do what you think proper that
way, but t cannot comply with your request
n this matter, whatever be the issue of it."

And then he departed under great dissatisfac-

tion, with all the threats and reproaches his

enraged passions could suggest, under a view
of so great a loss.

Immediately I retired to ray chamber; for

perceiving my grand enemy to ba yet at work
to introduce a slavish fear, and b^- that means
subject my mind and bring me again into cap-

tivity and bondage, I was willing to be alone
and free from all the interruptions of com-
pany, that I might more fullj^ experience the

arm of the Lord and his divine instructions

and counsel in this great exercise.

The encmj^ being a crafty and subtle spirit,

wrought upon my passions, not fully subjected,

and artfully applied to my natural reason, my
understanding not being fully illuminated, as

his most suitable instrument. He urged the

fine and imprisonment, and the hardships ac-

companying that condition, and how little

help I could expect from my father and
friends, who would be highlj' displeased with
me, for so foolish and unaccountable a re.solu-

tion, as they would think it; and also the scotf-

ings, mockings, derisions, scorn, contempt,

loss of friends and friendship in the world,

with such other inconveniences, hardships,

and ill-consequences, as the enemy could in-

vent and suggest. During all this time, from
about eight in the evening till midnight, the

eye of my mind was fixed on the love of God,
which still remained sensibly in me, and my
soul cleaved thereto in great simplicity, hu-

mility, and trust therein, without any }ield-

ing to Satan and his reasonings on those sub-

jects, where flesh and blood in its own strength

is easily overcome by him. But about twelve

at night the Lord put him to utter silence,

with all his temptations, for that season, and
the life of the Son of God alone remained in

my soul ; and then, from a sense of his won-
derful work and redeeming arm, this saying

of the apostle arose in rae with power, " The
law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath

made me free from the law of sin and death."
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It

Then tlie teachings of the Lord were plen-

tiful and glorious; my understanding was
further cleared, and his holy law of love and
life settled in me; and I admitted into swoet
rest with the Lord my Saviour, and given up
in perfect resignation to His holy will, in

whatsoever might relate to this great trial of

my faith and obedience to the Lord. In the
morning I went up toward the hall where the
judges sat, expecting to be called as a wit-

ness in the case before mentioned ; but before

I reached the place, I saw my said acquaint-
ance approaching me, with an air in his coun-
tenance denoting friendship and affection ; and
when met, ho said, " 1 can tell j'ou good news

;

my adversary has yielded the cause; we ai

agreed to my satisfaction."

Upon this I stood still in the street, and
reviewing in my mind the work of the Lore
me the night before, as already related, thi.s

scripture came fresh into ray remembrance
in the life of it, "It is God who worketh in

you both to will and to do of his good plea-

sure." I was sensible it was the Lord's doing,
and accounted it a great mercy and deliver-

ance; though I was by this means exposed to
the view and observation of all, the pity of
many, as they judged of my case, and tho
Hcotl's and censures of the baser and more
ignorant sort, which was for Christ's sake
only

;
for none had any immorality to charge

me with.

This happening at the time of the assizes,
and people from all quarters being there, I

quickly became tho common subject of dis-

course and debate. Few could believe the re-

port, and many came to see; and during the
assizes would get together, talking and won-
dering; and when they happened to see me afar
off in the streets, would come in crowds to gaze.
Some would take off their hats, and pretend
to show more than ordinary complaisance,
saluting me as at other times ; but I notmak- no power

Tlip Development of Ability.

a common idea thai., the ability to ac-

complish any undertaking must always exist,

before the task can be s.-ifoly or rightly at-

tempted. The instances of failure, from the

lack of the requisite qualities for succes-i, are
indeed sufficiently numerous to account for

such a view. Yet it is one which is both er-

!-oneoHS in itself and injurious in its influence

The moral force that builds a noble char
ter also gains an increased momentum
time it is put forth. If our ideal is higl
moral nature will climb ; if low, it will grov
Those who sit down passively, despairing
ever overcoming temptation, ordisentangl
themselves from the network of circumstam
that seems to prevent them from followi
what is good and true, will fulfil th

It overlooks the important i^ri nci pie, that
|
gloomy forebodings, growing feebler to res

power grows in doing. It is not merely that
we cannot rightly estimate our abilities in any
given direction until we test them, though
that also is true ; but that tho very effort itself

is tho chief means of actually generating fresh

power. He who, looking at some task that
beckons h"

qualifications it appears to demand, declares
his inabilitj' to perform it, is probably correct.

But if from this cause heshiink from attempt-
ing it, he commits a gravo mistake

; for this

very power, the lack of which he now de-

plores, can onl}' come by and through the
effort which he declines to make. Thus, in

spite of the apparent contradiction, we are
under obligation to do many things for which
we have not the present ability.

Physical power, which consists of strength

and losing at last even the vision of t

good. But those who fix their aims far abc
their present possibilities, attempting gra
purposes with fixith and hope, putting foi

without reserve all the moral strength th
do possess, will find that strength ever

with fresh coui,
and feeling overwhelmed by the j creasing and filling then

for renewed endeavors.
In one sense, indeed, the lack of power

perform duty of any kind may be justly
teemed a crime. It speaks of past indolon
and neglect. If tho muscles have grown flf

by and feeble, from want of exercise, it is mo
a fault than a misfortune. If wo cannot thi

clearly or listen appreciatively, because
have never taken the trouble to try, we a

more worthy of blame than of sympathy,
we have no strength to resist evil influeno
or to clintr to tho right, it is the sad resultand endurance, can only be attained in tl:

way. Only by the coa.seloss activity of the 'past self indulgence." Let us, then, beware
infant does ho acquire tho ability to use his

! measuring our duty by our supposed abilit
limbs. No one can be fully fitted for a life of and persuading ourselves that we are only
toilsome labor, or for the hardships and pri- quired to do that for which we feel fully cc
vations that attend the sailor, the soldier or; peteut. Let us, rather, measure our abili

ing any returns of that kind, some would
fleer, and giggle, and scoff", and grin, and ru
away in loud laughter, saying I was mad. Yet
some others were struck with another pas
sion

;
they turned pale, looked sorrowful, and

returned weeping. And one who had been
educated at an university, to show at once his
temper, manners, and learning, after he had
gazed upon me a while among the baser sort,
cried out, as if he had then been surprised
with tho discovery of some new system, " He
knows not a genus from a species!" when
there was not any thing previous leading to
such an expression. Yet ho was mistaken in
that; for I knew very well that dog is a
genus, and cur, bull dog, and blood-hound are
distinct species of that genus; and at that
time, saw the nature and way of these brute
animals too much resembled in that giddy
mob

;
though I said very little to any of them,

but; gave them my face' to their fill of gazing.'
Some who, but a day or two before, durst not
have discovered a disobliging look upon mo,
now insulted and triumphed

; which put me
in mind of a saying of Job, "But now they,
who are younger than I, have rae in derision

;

whoso fathers I would have disdained to sot
with the dogs of my flock," and likewise of
some expressions in that little piece before
inserted; which I did not think, at the time of
writing it, would ho so soon, if ever, fulfilled
upon myself, viz: "They gazed upon mo, they
said I was mad, distracted, and become a fool

;

they lamented because my freedom came."
(To be contiDiiod.)

the explorer, before he commences such a life.

The needed power comos gradually, day by
da,}'. Every blow of the hammer generates
now force for another blow. So in every ex-
ercise of skill, whetherof occupation or amuse-
ment. The artist laments his inability to jgencies of life and our fluUifulness in pursui
eate his ideal, but if he persevere in effort truth, goodness and purity.—PAi7(Z. Ledger.

the ability will come. The skater had at first

kate, the swimmer to swim, or

by our duty, resolving that we can do wh;
ever we ought to do, and undertaking it wi
resolution, courage, and full faith that whi
ever power we now lack will be developed
proportion to our energy in meeting the e:

the archer to hit his mark, but in the effort

and the practice they have obtained it. Often
great emergencies will reveal depths of power
of which we had not dreamed, and endow us
with strength, courage and firmness in the
moment of trial, which forsake us utterly
when the crisis is past.

Intellectual power has the same elastic
quality. Task it, and it grows ; make no de-

mands upon it, and it shrivels up. Some per-
sons, believing themselves incompetent to un-
derstand a scientific treatise or a thoughtful
essay, to study a language, or to convey their
own thoughts lucidly in writing, ncver'under
take any of these things, and thus perpetuate
their mental feebleness. If they would cour-
ageously and earnestly begin these dreaded
tasks, bringing to boar upon them all the
powers they do possess, instead of dwelling
vainly upon those which they lack, they
would be astonished to find how quickly diffi-

culties would melt, and how sensibly their
own mental force would increase. One of tho
chief delights of all intellectual labor is the
conscious accession of new power; but this is

an enjoyment none can know but tho diligent
and earnest toiler in these spheres. It is thus
that nil our truly great men have won their

ss. Statesmen, commanders, scliolars,
l)|]ilahlliro|,isi,s, have all undertaken entor-

M's lai- br\-oiid their abilities, and in their
ni'st prosecution have found tho needed

power. Others, seeing their efforts, have ex-
pected large results, and this, too, has had no

'
influence in iiroduoing them.

Preparation for Death.

Aftor the first years of infancy, and wh-
the powers of the mind have become so c

veloped as to be able to grasp subjects a litt

beyond those relating to our mere animal e
istence, the idea of death will often be pi
sented to tho childish mind, but it is usi

as that of something which maj- occur at son
future time. In the great mercy and father
loving kindness of Him who watches over j

his rational creatures, and even numbers tl

hairs of their heads. He causes the tenderii
visitations of His grace and good spirit to I

felt by chililron, often at a very eavly ag
drawing their hearts to love and fear Hir
and showing them the dangers and tempt
tions to wrong doing which beset them co
tinually. If these visitations of Divine goi
noss and mercy are yielded to and obeyi
increasing spirilual strength is given. Sue
will iidt he called upon wholly to relinqui
all innocent enjoyments and amusements, bi

they will endeavor to keep a sense of tl

Divine fear upon their minds, and always
remember that there is One who sees the i

most thoughts and recesses of their hearts.
This is the beginning of the great work

regeneration, and as such endeavor to kec
close to and follow tho teachings of that Gra(
which has been vouchsafed, tlioy will be oi

abled to see their lost and undone condit
and their need of an Omnipotent Saviour, wh

mighty to save and able to deliver to th
very uttermost all who come unto God b
Him." Abiding in this humble, contrite stat
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d endeavoring to wait upon the Source of
ht and truth, true, living faith will be re-

ved as the inestimable gift of their Heaven-
Father's love; not such a faith as we can
any means give ourselves or exercise by
ans of our own unassisted powers.
Chough much sorrow and trial must usually
m a part of the needful discipline to pre-

•e us for a better and more enduring exist-

}e, let it not be imagined that the life of
! christian is therefore a sad and gloomy
3; on the contrary, he may enjoy much
\.[ happiness in the faithful pjrformance of
his relative and eoeial duties, while he still

?ps his affections mainly fixed on things
)ve. Then when the solemn event which
nes to all sooner or later, arrives, the soul

I have a well grounded assurance, that
•ough the boundless mercy of God in Christ
;us, it shall be well with us, when we have
3e with this transitory state. Throughout
! countless ages of eternity^, it will be the
ffably joyful occupation of such to praise
1 magnify the wonders of redeeming love
1 mercy, and sing the p'-aises of Him "that
ed us, and washed us from our sins in bis

n blood, and hath made us kings and
ests unto God and his Father." X.

Arsenic Eaters in Styria.

That there are persons who eat arsenic

—

t is, take it in doses, which in other eases
deadly—was asserted many years ago by

ofessor Sfhallgruber. They also formed
i subject of an article by Tschudi, on arsenic
ters in S'yria and Lower Austria; and the
nmunicalions were much commented on in

glish scientific literature. In 1857, Dr.
liifer, then professor in the Medico-Chiriir-
al School in Gratz, communicated to the
adainyofSciencesin Viennaacaseofpo;son-
!;
with Seheele's green, with a number of

3mic^il researches on the absorption and
nination of the preparations of arsenic and
'mony. He says : "At the request of the
perial councillor, Dr. Von Vest, I took the
uMe to institute some new observations
ai's^'Hie-eaters, and was able to subject one
L'xiieriment. .Joliann Wolflor, aged thirty,

ill, but strongly built, a woodman, had, he
-1, taken arsenic for twelve years. On Feb-
iry 21, he came under my observation. He
d that he had already eaten some arsenic
that da3^ On the 22d he took, in my pre-
eo, a piece of arsenious acid weighing just
r an

' 1 a halfgrai ns. On the 23d he ate a piece
g'liiiig five and a half grains. While he was
ler observation, the man had a very good
oetite, drank a large amount of al'eoliMli,-

aors, and went away on the24:tb quite w.ll.

! is still alive, an Alpine shepherd, quite well
i strong, and continues the use of arsenic,

ifortunately, he could not be prevailed on
icome here."

Professor Schllfer has related these facts in a
nmunication on "Arsenic eaters in Styria,"

blishcd in vol. xli. of the "Eeports of the
perial Acadamy of Sciences." The case is

o given in Hasselt-Henkel's "Giftlehre"
runswick, 1862), with several other cases;
jh as one of a director of arsenic works at
zburg, who, at the age of seventeen, began
th three grains, and increased the quantity
seventeen grains daily, but in what time it

not stated. These facts, and the above-men-
ned work of Dr. Schafer, were made known
England, through a communication of Dr.

Eoscoe, to the Philosophical Society in Man-
chester.

Wc give the following in the doctor's own
words: "Two young English physicians. Dr.
Craig Maelagau, of Edinburgh, and Dr. Eut-
ter, of London, became interested in the sub-
ject ; and while travelling on the Continent in

1864, they came to Styria, and desired to con-
vince themselves of the fact bj- personal obser-
vation. They went to medical councillor Dr.
Vest, who introduced them to Dr. Macher, of
Stainz, and to myself, then residing in Ligist.

I had often heard that there were arsenic
eaters in Ligist, but had not yet convinced
myself of the fact. I was, however, able to
find two arsenic eaters, who consented to eat
arsenic in the presence of the English doctors.
On March 25, M. Schober ate nearly five grains
of while arsenic. Flecker took, on March 26,

a piece of arsenious acid weighing six grains,
having on the previous da}^ taken arsenic in

the presence of several inhabitants of Ligist.
The mouths of the arsenic eaters were ex-
amined by the English doctors to see whether
they kept back the arsenic; they took away
small pieces of the substance used, in order to
ascertain that it really was arsenic.

"It is diflScult to say definitelj- how far the
practice of arsenic eating extends. I have
convinced myself that there are many arsenic
eaters in Upper and even in Middle Styria ; a
number of grooms, woodmen and hunters are
known to me as arsenic eaters, and even wo-
men follow the practice. Many begin to use
arsenic at the age of seventeen or eighteen,
and continue the practice to a very advanced
age. Most arsenic eaters conceal the fact, so
that it is impossible to obtain certain statistics.

The pri ncipal reason alleged for eating arsenic
is that it protects from disease, as in the case
of the man Flecker; it is also regarded as a
means of producing a ruddy appearance

; as a
remedy against difficulty of breathing, and as
an aid to the digestion of food that is digestible

with difficulty. A poacher in Upper Styria
told mo that he gained courage through the
use of arsenic. 1 have seen in Zeiring a still

very strong charcoal burner, seventy years of;

age, who was said to have used arsenic for

fortj' }-ears. In the 'Giftlehre' above quoted,
is related the case of a vigorous chamois hun-
ter, eighty-one j'ears old, who had long been
accustomed to use arsenic. I have never ob-

served arsenical cachexia, in habitual arsenic
eaters. A case, however, occurred in Ligist,

in 18(5.5, in the person ofa leather-dresser, who,
when into.^icatcd, took too much, and had
symptoms of acute poisoning. According to

hi^ nccount, he took a piece as largo as a bean

;

hr iM-rfoctly recovered, and later again used
ai>'Miic, but with more care. According to my
observation, both white arsenic (arsenic acid
or Huttenrauch) and yellow arsenic, or orpi-

ment, are used in the dry state, either alone
or strewed on bread. The dose is, of course,

at first, very small, and is gradually increased.
The greatest quantity that I have seen taken
is fourteen grains. The man Schober, above-
mentioned, took seven and a half grains in my
presence, on April 17, 1865. The intervals at
which the arsenic is taken vary much—four-

teen days, eight days, twice or thrice a week.
All doubt as to the correctness of the state-

ment that there are arsenic eaters ought to be
forever removed by the existing proofs. J. F.,

aged fifty five, a tailor, has taken arsenic, gene-
rally orpiment, since 1849. He was led to the
practice by being obliged to go into a house

where fourteen persons had died of typhus,
and which no one would venture to enter; he
wished to protect himself against the disease
by the use of arsenic. He began by taking a
grain daily for three days. Although at first

he did not feel quite well, he had no vomiting,
no irritation of the stomach. He now takes
about six grains of orpiment once a week

;

more when he has to undergo greater exertion,
or when his digestion is impaired. He says
that the arsenic expels gastric flatus. Accord-
ing to his statement, his father also took con-
siderable quantities of arsenic. He also knows
many people in the neighborhood of Ligist
who take arsenic, many in larger doses than
he uses, and he says that they all enjoy very
good health. P. H., aged twenty-five, a ser-

vant, residing in Schwanberg, while serving as
a herdsman, noticed that the other herdsmen
gave arsenic to the cattle and took it them-
selves. He also tried it and became accustom-
ed to it. He takes, ever}' eighth day, a piece
on bread or bacon, and has always been fresh
and healthy

;
when he endeavored to leave off

arsenic eating he felt uncomfortable. In both
these cases orpiment was generally used."

—

Once a Week.

Selected for " The Friend."

Tile Diligent Attendance of Meetings

A negligence of this important duty is al-

most sure to be succeeded by other omissions.
Unless there is sufficient concern to press
through considerable inconvenience, or to sur-

mount Some obstacles in our endeavors dili-

gently to assemble together for the purpose
of Divine worship, there is great danger of
relaxing in this veiy essential act of dedication
and devotion. Individuals who are unfaith-

ful in this respect, as in any other, will find

that their interest in Society will gradually
diminish, that sublunary things will magnify
in their view, and that things of the deepest
interest to their eternal well-being, will as
assuredly dwindle in their estimation. Then
the world and the things of it, will be apt to

take the place of their "first love," and to

leave them weak and destitute of that sustain-

ing virtue so necessary to strengthen them for

their daily work, and to keep them alive in

Christ, that they might be efficient members
in His church.

It will not do to hold up the weaknesses of
others as an excuse for our own unfixithful-

ness in this respect, as they cannot in the least

palliate our remissness in the sight of In-

finite Wisdom and Justice ; neither are we
excusable because we may see a devouring
spirit in the fold. If right principles and
order are in jeopardy from the faithless and
designing, how much greater is the need for

each one to retain his place as a pillar in the
church, however diminutive in hisown estima-
tion, and to assist a suffering remnant by en-
deavoring to bear his share of the weight and
responsibility. Before yielding to discourage-
ments, and permiting the trials and afflictions

of an agitated and trouble i Society to dis-

courage from the diligent attendance of meet-
ings, both for worship and discipline, it might
be well to remember, that the cause of Truth
is not exclusively our own, to be abandoned
at pleasure with impunity; but that it is en-

trusted to us by the righteous Judge, befoi-e

whom we may shortly have to answer to the
solemn mandate, " Give an account of thy
stewardship, for thou mayest be no longer
steward." Then, should we be destitute of the
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oil of gladness which can alone be sui^plied by

our blessed Kedeemer, and which he dispenses

to those who faithfully suffer for the Truth,

and maintain a steady devotion to His cause,

inexpressibly great indeed will beour disma}'.

In Society we must learn to bear hard things

as good soldiers, and by no means suffer our-

selves to be driven from our convictions of

right by any influence whatever, remember-

ing that the chastcnings which the Almighty
permits or dispenses, are needful for us, and

indicate His parental care and tenderness.

The sufferings which our early Friends pa-

tiently endured from various sources, tended

no doubt to the preservation of that unity,

harmony and love, so conspicuous amongst
them ; and those who shrunk from those

afHictions, invariably experienced emptiness

and want, from a decline of heavenly susten-

ance and virtue. The same results in this

(lay, will as certainly follow the same causes,

individual faithfulness will produce a living

and united people, while any who are allured

away by the deceitfulness of a worldly spirit,

or from any other cause fall back from their

jilaces in the church, will seriously wound
themselves, ultimately to their own great

grief, and to that of their concerned and well-

wishing Friends.

The Storm-circled Ship.—"\ should like to

tell you some of my experience," said Capt.

C, as the writer walked with him towards
his home near one of the villages on the coast

of Maine, from which ho had been for some
time absent on a vo3'age whence he had just

returned. " We sailed from the Kennebec on

the first of October, 1876. There had been

several severe gales, and some of my friends

thought it hardly safe to go, but after con-

siderable prayer I concluded it was right to

undertake the voyage. On the 19th of October
we were about one hundred and fifty miles

west of the Bahamas, and we encountered
very disagreeable weather. For five or six

days we seemed held by shifting currents, or

some unknown power, in about the same
place. We would think we had sailed thirty

or forty miles, when on taking our observa-

tions wc would find we were within three or

four miles of our position the day before. This
circum^tance occurring repeatedly, proved a
trial to my faith, and I said within my heart,
' Lord, why are we so hindered, and kept in

this position?' Day after day we were held

as if bj' an unseen force, until at length a
change took place, and we went on our way.
Jtieaehing our port they inquired, 'Where have
you been through the gale?' 'What gale?'

we ask'cd. ' Wc have seen no gale.' We then
learned that a terrible hurricane had swept
through that region, and that all was desola-

tion. We afterwards learned that this hur-

ricane had swept around us, and had almost
formed a circle around the place occupied by
us during the storm. A hundred miles in one
dirccticm all was wreck and ruin, fifty miles
in the opposite direction all was desolation

;

and whdo that storm was raging in all its

liiry, we were held in jierfect safety, in quiet

waters, and in continual anxiet3' to change
our position and pursue our voyage. One day
of ordinary sailing would have brought us into

the track of the storm, and sent us to the bot-

tom of the sea. Wc were anxious to sail on,

but some unseen power held us where w c

were, and wc escaped.'
"

Such was the godly captain's story. "Oh

that men would
ness, and for hi^

drcn of men."

—

praise the Lord for his good

; wonderful works to the chil-

The Christian.

Selected.

SET YOUR AFFECTION OX THINGS ABOVE.
Vain are all terrestrial pleasures,

Mixed with dross the purest gold,

Seek we then for heavenly treasures,

Treasures never growing old.

Let our best afiections centre

On the things around the throne
There no thief can ever enter,

Moth and rust are there unknown.

Earthly joys no longer please us
;

There would we renounce them all,

Seek our only rest in Jesus,

Him, our Lord and Master call

;

Faith, our languid spirits cheering,

Points to higher worlds above,

Bids us look for his appearing,

Bids us triumph in his love.

Let our lights be always burning
And our loins be girded round.

Waiting for our Lord's returning,

Longing for the joyful sound
;

Thus the christian's life adorning,

Never need we be afraid,

Should he come at night or

Early dawn or evening shade.

GOD IN THE STORM.
' Did you hear the storm last night, my child.

As it burst o'er the midnight sky.

When the thunder rattled loud and wild
And llie lightning flicker'd by?"

'I heard no tempest, mother mine—

•

I was buried in slumber sweet

;

Dreaming I stood in the soft moonshine,
With flowers about my feet."

' Can it be, my child, that you did not hear
The roar of the tempest breath,

As it scattered the rent leaves far and near
In many an eddying wreath ?"

' No, mother : my happy sleep was full

Of gentle and holy things

—

Shapes that were graceful and beautiful,

And the music of angels' wings."

' Yet the storm was loud, my darling child

—

There was death on the hurrying blast;

And vapors dark overhead were piled.

As the hoarse wind bellowed past."
' I thought not of clouds, my mother dear,

When I rose from my nurse's knee

;

Y'ou taught me that God is for ever near,

So what danger could I see?"

' I taught you well, my sinless one;
Y'et my own weak spirit quail'd,

As the midnight blast roU'd madly on.

And the moon's calm lustre fail'd."
' Were you wrong, then, mother, when you said

That God's eye turn'd not away.
But in darkness watch'd about my bed
As it did on my path by day ?"

' I am rebuk'd !" was the meek reply,

As the mother bent her knee;
' On the lip of babes may a lesson lie

—

I have learnt one, child, from thee:
His wrath, which makes the sinner weep,
By a guilty conscience vex'd.

Does but deepen the sinless infant's sleep,

And rock it to gentle rest.

And while thunders hoarsely peal around.
Speaking woe to the worldling's ear,

The Lord in his mercy stills their sound,
When innocence is near:

And while his living fire appals
The guilty here below,

The shadow of the Saviour falls

On childhood's sleeping brow."

Pardoe.

By aflliction, (ic

lie hales from Ih

Mason.

separates the sin which
soul which he loves.—

Smukiug and the Moral Sense.

There are a great manj- men—gentlemei

if you please—who would be hurt, if not o

fended, at being charged with dull moral pe

eeptions, and an offensive indifference to tt

comfort and Just rights of other people. An
yet, I apprehend, all smokers are so

;
at lea'

I have never met with an exception, so fars

I remember.
I was crossing the Britisii Channel one da

with three English people, two of them ladiei

These latter were hoping to escape sea sicl

ness, and with that view were remaining o

deck. We had not yet left the harbor (

Dieppe, and I was standing near them ; a ma
came along—a gentleman—with a cigar in h

mouth. 1 said to him quietly that here wei

some ladies who were hoping to escape sei

sickness, but I was sure that a whiff of h:

smoke would set them off. He begged pardo
and immediately went away, while I wa
speaking in the same way to three or too

other smokers; this was on the quarter-dccl

By-and-by I again met the man to whom
had first spoken, and he alluded to the matte'

which led to a protracted conversation, in th

course of which I found that he was really

gentleman of culture and refinement, in spit

of the smoke. Among other things I said

was the result of my experience and observi

lion that smoking always blunted the mor^
sense. " What ! of everybodj^ ?" s.iid hi

"Yes," I replied, "everj'body—you!" H
seemed hurt, not angry, and I immediate!
added :

" Ynu see how it is: those ladies hav

an undoubted right on this ship to fresh air

tobacco is intensely offensive to them, an
yet without considering that—indeed, will

out even thinking of it—you went aboo
among them with your cigar. Without
blunted moral sense that could not have haj

pened to you, for I am sure that you will b

among the last to deny that gentlemen ougl
always and eveiywhere to consult the coii

fort and happiness of others, and espeeiall

their rights." He paused for a moment an
looked down upon the deck, then said: " Yo
are certainlj- right. I did not even think ths

smoke was disagreeable to anybody. I di

not think of the matter at all." " Yes," I ri

plied, "there's where it is. A gentleman i

never at libertj' at any time or an3-wliere t

disregard the comfort, the happiness, an
especially the rights of other people. Y(
you will find that. upon this matter—tobacc

—persons who claim to be gentlemen, and ii

deed are gentlemen generallj', are utter!

oblivious of the rights of other people. "-

Neat Dow, in JVew York Wdness.

A very remarkable ecclesiastical transai

tion has been consummated, under the" a(

ministration of Bishop Huntington. This1
nothing less than the reception into the Protei

tant Episcopal Church of the Gorman churc
of St. Joseph's, Eome, N. Y., formerly relate

to the Eoman Catholic Church. The eongn
gation had become dissatisfied with that coi

nection, and, in some ignorance of the pos
tion of the Episcopal Church, applied to Bisho
Huntington for admission thereto. This wa
two years ago. Bishop Huntington responc

ed to the application bj- inviting its makers t

a closer acquaintance with the doctrine an
polity of his church, and bj^cxtentiing to ther

some instruction as to the pretensions an
errors of Romanism. A few months since, s

I rapidly did the course of their enlightenmon
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_rcss, they begiiii to hold services after the

er ofthe Episcopal Church, in the German
uage; a suitable rector was found for

m ; they were carefully IndoctriDated in the

ptures; the paraphernalia of the Roman
irch were little b}- little removed ; and final

^ritten engagements of conformity were
ped bj' the congregation, and the transfer

3 completed.

—

Episcopal Recorder.

Accident in a Wclsli Colliery,

'he liveliest interest has been felt all over
^land and Wales in a story which illus-

tes with startling clearness the dangers
t lurk in the bowels of the earth, and the

ck and heroism which sometimes ennoble
dull, hard life ofthe miner. On Wedues-
evening, the 11th of April, as the men

•e on the point of leaving work in the

newydd Mine, near Pontypridd, the roar

:nshing water was heard and the galleries

[ tunnels suddenly began to fill. The water
1 broken through from an abandoned and
ded mine, and of course rose in the main
ft and the lateral workings until it fjund
evel. Most of the men made their escape,

when the roll was called fourteen were
sing. An exploring parlj- went down to

k for them. They found all the galleries

bin a hundred yards ofthe bottom filled to

roof, but a knocking heard behind a wall

coal, indicated that some of the missing

1 were imprisoned alive in a gallery which
)ed upward, its mouth being under water.

J wall was a few yards thick. Volunteers
it at it with their picks; the prisoners

-ked from within ; in a few hours they
Id hear one another's voices. But the
ment a hole was broken through, the con-

d air, kept under great pressure by the

i)g water, burst out with a terrific explo-

1, and one of the imprisoned miners was
t into the opening as if he had been blown
n a gun. lie was taken out dead. Four
ers in the chamber with him were rescued

Qjured. Knockings, however, wore heard
her on, and it appeared that other missing

1 were in a similar, but still worse predic-

snt—shut into a chamber of compressed
It is with the efforts to release this se-

d party that the chief interest ofthe story

ins.

'he wall behind which they were confined

; in a heading that was flooded, and no-

)g could be done with the pick until the
;er had been pumped out. Divers first at-

ipted the perilous feat of reaching the
ning from the main shaft through half a

3 of water, and it was afterward ascertain-

;hat one of the men within had tried to

ipe in the same way. This, however, was
lossible. It was not until Monday, the

1 day, that the volunteers were able to be-

digging. The distance to be cut was 120
. ""rhe work went oa day and night with
eagerness that seemed like desperation,

yet it was so slow ! Cutting through the

d coal, in a gallery not more than three

high, where the water, only kept down
constant pumping, threatened every mo-
lt to rise and engulf them, with trouble

n gas and the danger of another explosion

ir always before them, the rescue parties

£ their lives in their hand whenever they
It into the mine, and their wives followed

m with sad eyes as they entered the shaft,

bting if they would come up alive. And
hope of saving their comrades, shut up so

long without food, was at best but a forlorn

one. To reduce the danger from a sudden
liberation of the air—danger not only of a

violent explosion, but of a sudden rise ofthe
water in the chamber as soon as the pressure

should be relieved—air tight doors were con-

structed in the cutting, and an air pump was
set in operation to establish an equilibrium on

both sides of the wall. On the 18th, a week
after the accident, voices were heard, and
the working party were cheered by a faint

cry, "Keep to the right side, you are nearly

through." On the lOth the work had made
such progress that an iron tube was forced

eight feet through the barrier of coal, and an

attempt was made, but without success, to in-

troduce milk through it to the famishing pri-

soners. The miners leirned then that there

were five of their comrades in the chamber,

all alive, but two of them nearly exhausted

On the night of the 19th there remained

only eighteen inches to be cut away, and the

excitement rose to fever heat. An enormous
assemblage of people surrounded the mouth
ofthe mine

;
physicians were in readiness; a

temporary hospital was prepared, and a house

near by was put in order for the sufferers, if

haply they should be got out alive. The state

ofthe work was uiscussed in Parliament, and

bulletins were flashed at short intervals to the

furthest ends of the kingdom. But just when
it seemed that a few strokes of tho pick might

complete the labor, an eruption of gas took

place, and the working party had to run for

their lives. In time, however, the air was
renewed and tho work went on. At last, on

the afternoon of Friday, the 20th, a hole was
knocked in, and one of the cutting party en-

tered the cavern. All was still
;

in their

weak condition the agitation of the moment
made the imprisoned men speechless. The
rescuer felt about, and not finding any one,

shouted, "Don't be afaid." The answer

came. "All right; we are not afraid," and

then a pair of rough arms were thrown about

his neck. The first to be taken out was a boy
named Hughes, and it is related that when
the car came to the surface and the long sus

pense was over, the vast crowd of spectators
" did not cheer, nor use any of the ordinarj'

means of showing enthusiasm ; all seemed too

serious for that."

Cases of life preserved without food for ten

days, and even longer, are not rare, though

the period of abstinence which these Welsh
miners endured is considered the longest

which man is capable of sustaining under or-

dinary conditions. They were able to drink

the dirty water in the mine, and water, it is

well known, has a great influence in retard-

ing the effects of starvation. They obtained

a little sustenance also by sucking the grease

that stuck to the bottoms of their candle boxes,

but they ate nothing during the whole ten

days. Still they reiained so much strength

that when the iron pipe was pushed through
the wall and the water began to rise in con-

sequence of the escape of the air, they were
able promptly to plug up the aperture; and
one ofthe men even wished to walk when he

was taken out, but the doctors refused to let

him. There was only one of the five about

whose rocoveiy any doubt was expressed at

the date of our last advices. There are still

four men to bo accounted for out of the four-

teen who failed to make their escape when
the waters broke through, and these are uii

doubtedly drowned.

—

Late Paper.

For '-The Friend."

Thomas Edward— .i Seotcli Naturalist.

The recently published life of Thomas Ed-
ward, is one of those admirable books which
have come from time to time from the pen of
Samuel Smiles, the author of "Self-Help,"
and other works. The person whose history

is here delineated is still living ; and it is plea-

sant to add, that through the public interest

awakened by this volume, his outward wants
have latterly been better supplied than for

many years previously.

His parents were Scotch, but during tho
war with France, his father, who was a private

in the militia, was ordered to Gosport, Ports-

mouth, where Thomas was born. When only
about four months old he leaped from his

mother's arms in the vain endeavor to catch

some flies buzzing in the window. She clutch-

ed him bj- his long clothes, and saved him
from falling to the ground. When asked in

after years about the origin of his love for

natural history, he said, " I suppose it must
have originated in the same internal impulse
which prompted me to catch those flics in the
window."
At the close of the war the family returned

to Scotland. Thomas began to walk at ten

months old, and soon made friends with the

cats and dogs, and other living animals that

came in his way. On the removal of his

father to Aberdeen, the little child found a

rich field for exploration, both on land, and
on the shores at low tide. He " used daily to

play at these places, and brought home with

I

him his 'venomous boasts,' as the neighbors

called them. At first they consisted, for the

most part, of tadpoles, beetles, snails, frogs,

sticklebacks, and small green crabs (the young
of the Q:_irci.nus mmnas ;) but as he grew older,

he brought home horse leeches, asks (newts),

j'oung rats—a nest of j'oung rats vvas a glori-

ous prize—field-mice and house-mice, hedge-

hogs, moles, birds, and birds' nests of various

kinds.
'• The fishes and birds were easily kept ; but

as there was no secure place for the puddocks,

horse leeches, rats, and such-like, they usually

made their escape into the adjoining houses,

where they were by no means welcome guests.

The neighbors complained of the venomous
creatures which the j'Oung naturalist was con-

tinually bringing home. The horse leeches

crawled up their legs and stuck to them, fetch-

ing blood; the puddocks and asks roamed
about the floors ; and the beetles, moles, and
rats sought for holes wherever they could find

them.
" The boy was expostulated with. His

mother throw out all his horse-leeches, crabs,

1 birds, and birds' nests; and he was strictly

[forbidden to bring such things into the house

'again. But it was of no use. The next time

that he went out to play he brought home as

many of his ' beasts' as before. He was then
Ithreatened with corporal punishment; but

jthat very night he brought in a nest of young
rats. He was then flogged ; but it did him no
'good. The disease, if it might be so called,

was so firmly rooted in him as to be entirely

beyond the power of outward appliances.

And so it was found in the end.
' "Asapunishmentfor his various misdoings,

he was told one morning that he was to be

confined to the house all day. It was a ter-

rible punishment, at least to hira. Only a

'portion of his clothes was given hira, that he
' might not go out ; and as a further precaution,
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his mother lied him firmly' to the taljle^eg

with a tliicit wisp of thrums. She also tied

his wrists together wiih apiece of cord. When
she went out on family affairs, Tom's little

sister was set to watch him. But he disen

gaged himself from his bouds almost as quickly
as the Davenport brothers. With a mixture
of promises and threats, he made his little

sister come to his help ; and the two together
pushed the table close to the grate, when,
putting the rope which confined his legs be-

tween the ribs, it soon burned asunder, and
he was free. He next tried to find his clothes,

but his mother had hidden them too securolj'.

He found a coat of his elder brother's much
too big for himself: nevertheless he put it on.

"His mother's feet were novv heard on the

stair. Tom hid himself at the back of the
door, so that he might rush out as soon as she
entered. The door was opened

; his mother
rushed in, screaming, and Tom ran away.
The table to which the rope had been attached
was on fire, and the house would soon have
been in a blaze. In quenching the flames of
the rope attached to the boy's leg, he had for-

gotten, in his hurry, to quench the burning
of the rope still attached to the table. Hence
the fire. But Tom was now at liberty. He
soon got rid of his shackles, andspmt a glori-

ous day out-ofdoors. He had a warm home-
coming at night; but the less said of that, the
better.

" In fact, the boy was found to be thorough-
ly incorrigible. He was self-willed, deter-
mined, and stubborn. As he could not be
kept at home, and would not go a message,
hut was always running after his ' beasts,' his

father at last determined to take bis clothes
from him altogether; so, one morning when
lie went to work, he carried them with him.
When the boy got up, and found that he had
noihing to wear, he was in a state of great
distnay. His mother, having pinned a bit of
an old petticoat round his neck, said to him,
' I am sure you'll be a prisoner this day.' But
no! his mother went downstairs for milk,
leaving him in the house. He had tied a
string round his middle, to render himself a
little more fit for moving about. He followed
his mother down stairs, and hid himself at the
hack of the entry door; and as soon as she
had pas'icd in, Tom bolted out, ran down the
Rtrerl. and imnirdialcly was at his old employ-
mi'ut i>\' huiii Ml-- lor ciah^, horse-leeches, pud-

The result of this exposure was to bring on
a severe fever, in which for several weeks he
hung as it were between life and death. At
length the fever spent itself, feaving him
uttei'ly helpless. "One afternoon, as he was
gradually getting better, he obs 'rved his mo-
ther sitting by his bedside. 'Mother,' said

lie, ' where are my crabs and bandies lli;il I

brocht hamolastnicht?' 'Crabs and bandn's!'
said she; ' ye're surely gaun gytc;* its three
months sin j'o were oot!' This passed the
boy's comprehension. 'But whore's a' mj'
things, mother ?'

'

'J'hoy're away ! The twa
bottoms o' broken bottles we found in the
cntty, the day you fell ill, wero both thrown
out.' 'And the shrew-mouse ye iiad in the
bo.vc?' 'Calton [liie cat] took it.' This sot

tlio boy a-crying, ami in that state ho fell

asleep, and did not waken till late next morn-
ing when he felt considerably better. He
sii: lowever, continued

after his beasts." He was then about four

years old.

"On one occasion be got some boys to ac

company him to a wood at Polmuir, about
two miles from town, on a bird's-nesting ex-

pedition. While they were going through
the wood, a little separated, one of them called

out, ' A byke, a byke,* stickin' on a tree, and
made o' paper !' A byke was regarded as a

glorious capture, not only for the sake of the

honey, but because of the fun the boys had in

skelpin' out the bees. Before they had quite

reached the spot, one of the youngest boys
yelled out, 'Oh! I'm stung, I'm stung!' He
took to his feet, and they all followed. After
they had run some distance, and there being
no appearance of a foe, a halt was made, and
they stood still to consider the state of affairs.

But all that could be ascertained wa-!, that
the byke was on a tree, that it was. made of

paper, and that it had lots of yellow bees
about it.

" This so excited Tom's curiosity that he at

once propo-ied to go back and take down the
paper byke. His proposal was met with a

decided refusal ; and on his insisting upon
going back, all the other boys ran away home.
Nothing daunted, however, he went back to

that part of the wood where the byke bad
been seen. He found it, and was taking it

from the under side of the branch to which it

was attached, when a bee lighted upon one
of his fingers and stung it severely. The pain
was greater than from any sting that he had
ever had before. He drew back, and sucked
and blew the wound alternately, in order to

relieve the pain.
" Then he thought, ' What can I do next?'

There the byke hung before him. It was still

in his power to remove it—if he could. To
leave it was impossible. Although ho had
nothing to defend himself from the attacks of
the bees, nor any thing to put the byke into
when he had taken it down, still he would not
go without it. His bonnet could scarcely do.

It was too little and too holey. His stock-
ings would not do, because he wished to take
the byke home whole. A thought struck him.
There was his shirt ! That would do. So he
took off his jacket, and disrobed himself of
his shirt. Approaching the tree very gently-,

though getting numerous stings by the waj',
he contrived to remove the byke from the
branch to which it was hanging, and tucked
it into his shirt. He tied the whole up into
a sort of round knot, so as to keep all in that
was in.

" It was now getting quite dark, and he
hurried away with his prize. He gut hoiue
in safety. lie crept up the stair, and ]HT|Hd
in at the key-hole to see that the ena-i was
clear. But no! he saw his father silting in

his chair. There was an old imn ]ioi in a re-

ress (111 one side of tho stair, in which Tom
used to keep his numerous ' things,' and there
ho deposited his prize until he could unpack
it in tho morning. He now entered the house
as if nothing had happened. ' Late as usual,
Tam,' said his father. No further notice was
taken. Tom got his supper shortly after, and
went to bed."

The absence of his shirt attracted tho notice
of his brother, and led to inquiries, which
resulted in tho relation of his adventures.
Reforo the oM ))eiiple went to bed, they ]iut

Tom's shirt iiilo a big biiwl, iihiiviI a (|iiunlitv

* liyke, a bees' no^.|.

of boiling water over it, and, after it was C'

they opened the shirt, and found—a wai
nest!

(To bo continued.)

Select

1811. Henry Hull, accompanied bj' th

Friends, came to pay a visit to our meeti
His communication was very instructive

; p
ticularly cautioning against self-activity;

commending us to be as ready to receive i

give counsel, and to wait reverently for

gentle eonstrainings of the Spirit of Tra
He remarlred also, that diffident minds,
whom this caution least belonged, would
the most disposed to take it to thomselvc
and thus, ho feared, might let in diseouraj

ment. He pathetically addressed the you
calling them into simplicity and earlj^ obe-

ence, that they might obtain the inestimal
ornament of a meek and quiet spirit. H
supplicated sweetly for all, the absent as w
as the present. I felt afresh contrited, a

the language was sweetly raised, what sac

fiee so acceptable as reverent bowedness
spirit! Our business being ended,,a solen

pause ensued. In pure silence there is fulne

What a people should we be, if all did b

come full}' under the harmonizing influeo

of that humbling Power, which bring

the thoughts into captivity!

—

M. Capp

Trust Funds.

A recent number of the Christinn Advoca
of New York, contains some strictures on t)

case of ex-mayor Lambert, of Brooklyn, whij

may furnish a seasonable caution to all tlid

who have the property of others under the

care. We doubt not, "that many are inv<

in great trouble, and oftentimes disgraced, i

the same way, as was this man—by borrot
ing trust funds in their hands, for their ow
use. It is a practice entirely indefensibl

and he who resorts to it, is not fit to be plac
in such a position as will give him the oppc
tunity.

Lambert has published tho following stal

ment

:

"Kecent events with which m}' name h
been associated, and the publicity given, ha.

so utterly crushed me that I have been utter

unable to present this simple statement uni

now. I feel that it is duo to myself, to tho
whose friendship and confidence I high
prize, and to this community, among whc
I have so long dwelt, to make a fran'k stat

ment. I became the executor of the esiate

Tvufiis Crook, my brother-in-law, in Marc
1^'OS, disjiosed of bis interest in his biisino

1.1 liis paiiner. and invesled ihe proceeds wi
cai-e, ti-ansi; riiiig ail cerlilicales of stock ai

the real estate to the name of Mrs. Crook, tl

solo legatee. 1 have acted as Mrs. Crook
agent for a series of j^ears. At times I luJ
borrowed moneys and securities in my hand
not doubting for a montont m}' ability to r

turn the same
; but a series of adverse circun

stances has prevented me from so doing, at
hence tho loss which has been sustaine
Hero was my error. Misfortune has ove
taken me in an unexpected manner; stru
gling hard against adverse circumstances,
have been com])ellod to succumb. I ara deep
sensible that I have erred most grievousi
I have been too sanguine. I have done whi
1 could to repair the wrong. I surrenderei
every thing in my ])ossossiou to Mrs. t'looh

in order, as far as possible, to make up tlv
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y loss sustained hy mj" uiifovtunatc man-
neiit of lieraft'airs ; and 1 can only ask the

iveness of God and of those relatives

property has been sacrificed, and of

i'ellow citizens, whose confidence I have
nded.

A-U that is left for mo is to commence life

V ; and ni}' prayer is that I may live to

p tlie losses which my financial error

caused. Edward A. Lambert."
this sad narrative the Advocate re-

No one can read this without sorrow. It

ains some redeeming features. It is worth
thing to have this man feel his shame,

show so much pride of character and
of ruin. It is worth something to have
make the best restoration possible. It

)rth something to the public morals to

him insist that he did not intend to steal.

a are some redeeming features to this

and we would give it all the eharitj^ the

will justity. Bat there are facts that

never be justified. He says :
' At tlm''S I

borrowed moneys and securities in my hands,

'oubting for a moment my ability to return

ame.'

3ut for this there could have been no such

I and shame. We do not wish to afflict

but we do wish to emphasize this crime.

lad 710 right to loan that money to himself.

was against him. Custom was against

Prudence was against him. Honor was
ist him. He had no right to touch the

dy, and so it was dishonest. Ho had no

to imperil the public confidence. He
3 right to expose his own good name.
we pity him, we must not overlook the

that ho has betrayed his trust, commit-
limself to a coni'se of fraud, and has rob-

.he helpless."

The United States life Saving Service.

10 sea and lake coast-line of the U. States

eds ten thousand miles in length, a greater

nt than that of anj' other nation. It has,

jurse, in this great extent, every variety

Dnfiguration, and presents every feature

inger to the mariner. We have the iron-

d^oast of Maine, the islands and capes of

achusetts, the six hundred mile stretch of

beach from Montauk to Cape Fear, the

3aiatively safe coasts of Florida and the

of Mexico, and the bold, unbroken coast of

Pacific, with the coast line of the lakes,

) miles in extent..

le coasts that present the most ghastly

rd of disaster are the shores of Long Is-

and New Jersey. The surf has swal-

d up andtho sand entombed, hundreds of

d great treasure on those inhospitable

hes.
• long yeai-s our National Government
otliing toward saving the lives of im-

led voyagers. Even the paramount duty
hting tlie salient points of the coast was
neagrely performed. But fifty five light-

es were maintained in 1820. The fisher-

and wreckers along the coast often did

y, risking their own lives in rescuing

ngers and crews; but there was no pre-

ionary preparation of life-saving appa-

s.

le method of aiding stranded vessels by
sstablishment of buildings for the shel-

f the shipwrecked and the preservation

fo boats and other apparatus, was first

idered by the Government in 1848. Th

Humane Sociotj' of Massaohusotts had put

this method into practice as eai'ly as 1780,

when a hut for the shelter of shipwrecked
persons was erected on LoveU's Island, near

Boston. The first life boat station was erect-

ed at Cohasset in 1807.

In 185-t the Secretary of the Treasury was
authorized to appoint superintendents for the

coasts of Long Island and New Jersey, and a

keeper for each of the stations that had been

established. The result was a marked im-

provement in the efficiency of the service. It

was not, however, until 1871 that the service

began to be put upon its present footing, and
not until 1874 that it was extended and com-
pleted as it at present stands.

The Life Saving Establishment now em-
braces eleven districts, with one hundred and
eight stations. There is a superintendent for

each district, and an assistant superintendent

for district No. 4, the coast of New Jersey. A
keeper and a crew of six surfmen are employed
at each station, the keeper having charge of

the station during the whole j'eai-, and the

crew being employed during the inclement

season from November or December to April

or May. A sj-stem of inspection is maintained

by officers detailed from the Eevenue Marine,

and the whole service is under thechargeof an

officer of the Treasury Department. The sta-

tions isdivided into the mess-room and the boat

house. In the former the men do their cook-

ing and spend their time when not on active

duty. The attic story is fitted up with cots

for a sleeping room. In case of a wreck, the

crew try first to use the life boat, thus saving

the lime that would be consumed in getting the

other apparatus into operation. Sometimes,
however, the boat cannot bo used, then the

life ear comes into service.

The life car is made of iron. It is boat

shaped, and will float if by any cause it should

become detached from the hawser. At each

end are air chambers to give it buoyanc3^ It

will hold five or six persons. Air is supplied

onlj^ through a few small perforations, but as in

transporting people from ship to shore by this

means the problem of "rapid transit" is solved,

it is to be presumed that no fault is found with

the ventilation.

The hawser from which the car is slung is

a four inch manilla rope. To get this to the

vessel the mortar is used. A small, but strong

line is attai-hed to the shot, which is fired over

the vessel, the line, of course, falling on deck.

By means of this line the hauling, or "whip"
line, a two and a half inch rope with its pulley

is carried on board. The hawser then comes
next, and when it is made secure on the ship

it is fastened at the shore end to the sand

anchor. Once the hawser stretched and the

car attached, it only remains to send the latter

buck and forth as rapidly as possible till the

imperilled lives are on terra firma.

The crews of the life saving stations are ex-

pected to remain at their stations during the

whole time of the inclement season. Eveiy
night the beach is patrolled, the men from the

next adjacent stations meeting and then re-

turning to their own house. The night is

divided into three watches, and thus the whole
stretch of the dangerous shore is three times

visited between dai-k ami day.

The cost of this service is inconsiderable

compared with the results attained. The total

expenditures for the year ending June 30,

1876 were |iI75,500. There were, during that

time, 108 disasters to vessels within the dis-

tricts of the service. On board these vessels

were 751 persons; and the value of vessels

and cargoes was estimated at 81,730,538. The
number of lives saved was 729 ; and the value

of property saved was 1847, 184. In fifty eight

of the disasters the life saving apparatus was
actually used, rescuing 366 persons, who, with-

out its use, would probably liave perished.

—

Christian Weekly.

Judge Pierce, in reviewing the presentment
of the Grand Jury of Philadelphia, recently,

said:—
" The number of licensed taverns in Phila-

delphia are 5000 ;
unlicensed taverns, about

2000. This gives one tavern to every one
hundred inhabitants, or one tavern to every
fifty of the adult inhabitants of the city. As
these taverns are principally resorted to by
men, this gives one tavern to every twenty-
five male inhabitants of Philadelphia. Let
us look at the fruits of this traffic. The ar-

rests reported by the Mayor for 1876, were,

for intoxication, 19,053 ; for intoxication and
disorderly conduct, 5448

;
selling liquor with-

out a liceu'^e, 2 ;
selling liquor on Sunday, 8;

total, 24,511, or more than one-half of the

whole number of tirrests for all causes, which
were 44,919, or 4408 more than the arrests

for all other causes whatever. The number
of arrests for the sale of liquor without li-

cense, as reported by the Mayor, does not

exhibit the whole number of arrests for this

cause, as, b^^ law, it is made the dwy of the

constables to return to court the number of

licensed and unlicensed houses, and bills of

indictment are then sent in by the District

Attorney against the keepers of the unlicens-

ed houses, who are recjuired to come in and
give bail. The Mayor, therefore, is not spe-

cially charged with this dut3^ About three

hundred bills have been tried against tho

keepers of unlicensed houses during the pro-

sent year.

-To look at tho fruits of the traffic
; at least

one-half of the police force of the city are em-
ployed day and night, say 600 patrolmen, at

a cost of S500,000 ; half of the expenses of

the County Prison, S50,000 ; the Hou.se of

Correction, $326,000; half of the expense of

the Almshouse, §250,000 ; other incidental

expenses, such as proportion of pay of the

police magistrates, jurors, Court officers. Dis-

trict Attorney's office, &c., &c., $74,000. Total,

$1,200,000. This is a moderate estimate of

what tho traffic in liquor costs tho city of

Philadelphia in cash. Besides the direct ex-

pense to the city as a municipality, the cost

to those who frequent and patronize these

taverns is simply enormous. It is a moderate

estimate that these seven thousand do an

average business of three thousand dollars a

year each, which gives us tho enormous sum
of twenty-one miilions of dollars; and this

worse than useless outlay of money is largely

borne by the working classes. Is it a wonder
that when hard times come there is so much
suftering among that class of our citizens

whose hard earnings are thus diverted from

the savings institutions to indulgences which

are destructive to both health and happiness?

But this deplorable traffic comes freighted to

us with greater burdens than those which

affect material wealth. It brings in its train

the broken health and squandered fortunes of

thousands ; the si^hs and broken hearts of

mothers, wives, sisters and children ;
ruined

characters and desolated homes ; widows and
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orphans, wlio?c bitter tears arc doubly hitter

when they remember the causes of their deso-

lation. Is it not a wonder, then, that ;is citi-

zens having regard to our material interests,

as men having a sympathj^ with our fellow-

men, and as Christians having regard to the

highest moral interests of our fellow-beings,

we are so supine in our efforts to relieve us of

this great evil ?"

—

Leilger.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 19,

It is a token of the Lord's goodness that He
stirs up the nests of those whoso affections

and thoughts are too much engrossed with

the pleasures and cares of this life ; and who
do not keep in mind the great object for which

we were created. He often causes such to

feel that all is vanity and vexation of spirit

;

destroys their satisfaction in the things they

are most eagerly pursuing; and makes them
sensible of their want of true peace, and soul-

satisfying rest. This is to prepare them to

seek something better, and to listen to the

gracious invitation of the dear Redeemer,
which is still extended to the sons and daugh-
ters of men :

" Conic unto me all ye that labor

and are heavy-laden, and I will give you rest.

Take my yoke upon you, and learn of mo

;

for I am meek and lowly in heart; and ye
shall find rest unto your souls."

There is no other way of obtaining true

rest, but by yielding ourselves up entirely to

the Divine will ; and thus laying the g )vern-

ment of our lives on the shoulders of Christ.

Itis truly a precious experience, to be brought
into that state of humble dependence on a

llock that is higher than ourselve-<, in which
we can say of every thing that may befal us,

'•It is the Lord, let Him do what seemeth
Him good;" and where our contidonco in His
overruling care and protection is such, that
we can truly rest in the declaration, " All

tilings work together for good, to them that
love God."
How beautifully does the sweet Psalmist of

Israel express this holy trust! "The Lord is

my light and my salvation; whom shall I

fear? the Lord is the strength of my life; of
whom shall I be afi'aid ?" "In the time of
trouble He shall hide me in His pavilion

; in

the secret, of His tabernacle shall He hide me;
He shall set mc up upon a rock." " Therefore
will I offer in His tabernacle sacrifices of joy

;

I will sing, yea, I will sing praises unto the
Lord."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Unitep States.—The Centennial Board of Finance
Ims paid into the Treasury of the United States $1,000,-
000 on account of the appropriation made by tlie Gov-
tr inijciii t'l the Centennial Exhibition. The remaining
^ .".iiiiiMiii will III' paid in a few days.

'I'lir Siiic I >,|i irtment has been officially notified that
till- ci.isiiii^' ir:i.li> of Angola, heretofore closed loall bnt
I'i)rliit,'iii'se ves..je!3, will hereafter be open to afl Ameri-
can and foreign vessels.

Two colored men from Mississippi and .\labama,
have been apjiointed to positions in the Treasury De-
partment.

Secretary of War, McCrary, has issued an order which
di-charges 2o00 enlisted men of the army, between now
anil ihe 1st of 7lh month, which will reduce the army

Tin I'crinanent Exhibition at Philadelphia, in the
main building of the centennial grounds, was opened
on the loth inst., and was an occasion of great interest.

It is officially stated that more than 100,000 person,

were present. On the r2ih inst. the number of ptiic

admissions e.xceeded 18,000.

The supplies for the subsistence of the 1.5,000 Indian!

now collected at the Red Cloud and Spotted Tail agen-

cies, are insufficient, and the Assistant Commissioner of

Indian Affiiirs makes an explanation from which it ap-

pears that the contrnctor to furnish flour for these agen-

cies had failed to fulfil his contract. When his default

was ascertained, measures were taken to purchase for

immediate wants, and supplies of flour, corn, bacon and
other articles have been made, which will provide for

the full i.ssne of the rations fixed by law. The agents,

however, are imaninious in saying that this ration is

insufficient, and recommend its increase. As Congress
did not make an appropriation large enough for the

ration fixed by treaty, and as the Indian Office is for-

bidden to exceed the appropriation, no increase can at

present be made ; there is consequentty much dis.satis-

faction among the Indians, and a disposition on the part

of many of them to return to the war pith.

Professor Riley of the National Entomological Com-
mission, has submitted to the Governor of Kansas, a

report of the result of three weeks examination of the

locusts in that State and Texas. He thinks that there

is in the main little or no danger from these insects in

Kansas this year, the cold, rainy weather having been

gener.illy fatal to them. The examination has con-

firmed his previous belief that the locusts cannot thrive

permanently out of their natural habitation. When
the lucusl's course has been fully ascertained, and the

farmers unite in a determined effjrt to counteract it, it

will no longer interfere with the settlement of the

we-itern plains, wliich it visits at irregular intervals.

The State Department has replied to Turkey's formal
declaration of her war with Russia, to the efl'ect, that

the Utuled Slates in conformity with its uniform policy,

will continue to occupy a strictly neutral position

towards the belligerents. A similar reply will be made
to the Russian notification.

Campbell and Thayer's oil works in Brooklyn, N. Y.,

were destroyed by fire on the 13th inst. Loss on build-

ings, machinery and stock, about S-100,000 ; origin sup-
posed to be spontaneous combustion.
During the 4tb month, 71^-5.3 emigrants arrived at the

port of New York, of these 3011 came from the British

Islands, 2184 from Germany, and the remainder from
twenty-nine other countries.

New York city continues remarkably free from dis-

ease, the deaths last week numbering 440, and in Phila-

delphia for the same period the interments numbered
276, including 88 children under two years.

The Secretary of War has received from Drexel,
Morgan & Co., of New York, a proposal to furnish

sufficient means at a rate of interest not exceeding .5 or

6 per cent., to pay the army from 7th mo. 1st until Con-
gress shall pass the army appropriation bill. The Sec-
retary declines the offer c^n the ground that the law does
not authorize such a contract.

During the 4th monih the exports of fresh beef from
the United Stales amounted to 8,416,829 lbs.

The Markets, tScc.—The following were the quotations
on the 14th inst. Phitadeiphia.—American gold, 107.

United States 6's, 1881, 114J a 115J; do. 1867, 114;
5 per cents, 111^ ; do. 41 per cents, 10S|. Cotton, up-
lands and New Orlean.s, 11} a lU cts. Flour, $7 a

$12.00 a barrel. Pennsylvania red w'heat, S2.1o a S2.1S
;

Delaware amber, $2.20; white wheat, i2.2-5. Rve Hour,

$1.05 a $1.07. Yellow corn, 69 a 70 cts. Oats,' 50 a A?

cts. Cheese, N. Y. factory, 141 a 15 cts ; western, U
a 14J cts. Clover .seed, 12 a 11 cts. ,S7. /,r,«,-,s-.— No. 2

red f'dl wheat, $2.08. Mix.^l .-nrn, 52 <is. ( ),,ts, 45-',

cts. Rye,S4ct3. Canadi:i)i l.;irlrv, li:. <-|s. a SI .l)-,. New
ForA.—Superfine flour, S-7 a S7.70

; liner brands, $8 a

$12.50. Extra white Michigan wheat, J2.35. Corn,
52i cts. O.its, 43} cts. Lard, 9} cts.

Foreign.—That President MacMahon has sent the
Count De Gontaut Biron to Metz to welcome the Em-
peror William, is highly appreciated as an indication
of the continuance of a good understanding between
France and (iermany.
The feeling in England appears to be almost uni-

versal that Great Britain will soon be involved in the
war between Russia and Turkey, and active prepara-
tion.s for transporting troops are' going on throughout
the island.

The Roumanian Government has taken such mea-
sures as indicate clearly its intention to take an active
part in the war upon Turkey.
On the lOlh inst. the Russians attempted to force a

passage of the Danube, but were defeated by the Tin-k-
ish artillery.

In a few days the annual Holy Pilgrim Caravan will
leave Constantinople for Mecca, laden with costly i)re-

Mohammedan shrines. The le.adfl

ructions to pro-laim in all the c

li, that the Sultan has resolved to

,, a lioK' war against infidel Rus
, Ml a pilgrimage himself if the wa

A Kussjan battery, hitherto masked by a. vint

opened fire on the lOi-h inst. on the Turkish moi
near Ibraiel

;
an hour after the com:nencement

attack, a shell struck a large three-masted ironcl

sunk her, with her commander, Hissan Bey,
crew of 300 men.
A serious insurrection against the Russians

broken out in the Caucasus, and causes the Ru
Government much anxiety, and threatens to inert

An official Constantinople despatch says, the
sians having on the 11th inst. attacked, in great ;

the position occupied by the vanguard of the Tu
troops in the vicinity of Batonm, an engageme
sued lasting 8j;,honrs, and resulting in the com
defeat of the Russians, who lost 4000 men, while
of the Turks was comparatively small. Turkish
forcements continue arriving on a large scale.

The steamer D.icota, of the Williams and Guion
which sailed from Liverpool on the lOlh inst. for

York, the same night ran ashore on the mail
'

side Anglesey, North Wales. The passengers and
were all rescued and landed safely, but the Dicot;
completely wrecked. The steamship D.icoti anc

cargo are heavily insured in London and Liver
the ship being valued at $450,000.
At the largest meeting of Clyde ship-bnilders

held, it has been unanimously resolved in conseqt
of the continuous strike of shipwrights for an ad\
of wages, that there should be a general lock-o
ship-building workmen, commencing on the 19tl

This re--olution afl>;cts all the ship-building ya
Glasgow, Greenock, Port Glasgow and Dumbartor

Wiiigate's ship-building yard on the Clyde has

partially burned, the damage amounting to $40C
mostly in machinery.
Telegrams have been received in Liverpool and

don, stating that the town of Iquique, in Peru, wa
stroyed by an earthquake on the 10th inst.

A Reuter telegram from Cairo says, it is believe

Egyptian Government will be able to send 10,000 ti

to Turkey. Turkish transports are expected from '

to embark them.
The Times Berlin despatch says, in about a wee'

northern hank of the D.inube, between the mot
the .Aluta and Ruslchuk, will probably be occupii

60,000 men. The Russians are preparing to cros

Danube simultaneously at several points, or t'

to make the Turks believe such is their plan ; the 1
are thus compelled to distribute their forces

large area.

On the 2d inst. (he Mexican Congress declared
Diaz duly elected President of Mexico, and he
solemnly inaugurated. After Diaz took the

offii'e he declared that he would occupy the Presid
for one term only.

_
An official telegram from Japan states that

civil war now raging in that country, the Imp?r
have been victorious in every engagement.

Advices from Buenos Ayres received by the
Department report that great heat and drougli
prevailed there for weeks. It was feared that li

the crops in the upper provinces would be saved
that iiiueh suffering would result. The streams
small rivers were almost dried up, and in the prov
of Enlre Kio.s, forest and meadow fires were ragiii

a gieat extent.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Pri

the lioy.s' Select School, at the opening of the ter

the Ninth month. Application may be made
Joseph S. Elkinton, 331 South Fifth S
Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Smedley, 415 Market Si.

George J. Scaltergood, 413 Spruce St.

FRIENDS' ASYLU.M FOR THE INSAN)
Near Frankford, ( Twenty-third Ward, ) PhUaddp
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua II. Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Died, on the 11th of 4th mo. 1877, at their re

in Flushing, Ohio, Gui-i A., wife of Joseph \\

and danghler of David and Sarah Purvianci
32d year of her age. Though suddenly removed
" winks to rewards," her many thoughtful expres
lead to the comforting hope that her end was peac
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Random Notes of Travel in Enropc.

(Continued from page 309.)

Carlisle, 8th mo. 1875.—As we sped along
itween Dumfries and Carlisle, we caught a
impse of the Solwaj^oa our right, bi-oad,

lallow, and bordered with yellow eand;
issed by Annan, reminding that Bruce was
ice master here : gave a glance at Gretna
reen, and a few minutes later cross,ed the
order and found ourselves in England.

;
" Blithely we saw the rising sun,

1 When he alione fair on Carlisle wall,"

I we crossed the broad green meadows which
>rder the Eden, shadowed on the further
de by the high square tower of the old

istle, and the remoaat of the city wall, half
idden by the towering trees which cluster

t'ound the base. The once famous Border
ty, an apple of discord between two king-
ims, is brought at last beneath the bit and
idle of railway companies, and we glided

to the station, in a much more comfortable
less picturesque manner, than many who

id entered from the north in former times,

id were soon ensconced in the pleasant home
beloved friend, where " marked with white
every day," during our stay at "Merrie

arlisle."

Those who expect to find an antique city,

th curious buildings, "darkened by pic-

resque overhanging gables," where every
one bespeaks a history, will be disappointed,

rthe .streets are wide and clean, with scarce-

a vestige interesting to the antiquary—if

,6 except the casile and cathedral, and the

arkct square, with its old Cross, from which
le Pretender was proclaimed during his short
iumph in 1745, and where George Fox once
pod, at an earlier day, and preached to the
sople.

On the market day," he writes, " I went
i the cross. The magistrates had both threat
ed and sent their sergeants. * * * Never-
eless I obeyed the Lord God, went upon
e Cross and declared unto them that the

ly of the Lord was coming upon all their

jceitful ways and doings, and deceitful mer
landizo; that they should put away all coz-

ing and cheating, and keep to yea and nay,
id speak the truth one to another, so the
uth and the power of God was set over
em." Afterwards we followed his footsteps

the castle-yard, for he adds, "Then I went
the castle among the soldiers; who beat a

drum and called the garrison together. I

preached the truth among them, directing
them to the Lord Jesus Christ to be their

teacher, and to the measure of his Spirit in

themselves, by which they might be turned
from darkness to light, and fram the power
of Satan unto God. I warned ihem all, that

they should do no violence to anj^ man, but
should show forth a christian life; telling

them that he who was to be their teacher
would be their condemner if they were dis

obedient to him. So I left them, having no
opposition from any of them except the Ser-

jeants, who afterwards came to be convinced."
Bold words, these, to be preached to the sol-

diers in the very recesses of their stronghold!
The undaunted preacher, whose searching
doctrines were setting the city in an uproar,

was afterwards immured for three months in

the prison of the castle, among the vilest

criminals, who, he tells us, became very loving

towards him. It has been said of the castle

where he was kept in durance vile, that with-

n its walls may be read an epitome of Eng-
ish history—Roman, Saxon, Dane, Norman,
for the handiwork of each is visible here.

Wallace and Bruce attempted to scale its

walls. Mary Stuart found here her first Eng-
lish prison, and here Cromwell came after the

battle of Worcester. Within the thickness of

the eastern wall are tvvo cells, the outer one
well lighted through a long loop hole, and it

was with melancholy interest that we ex-

amined the rude carvings on the bricks, of

men and birds and animals, with the arras

and crests of the ancient families of the sur-

rounding country. No doubt the labor had
beguiled manj' a weary hour that would have
hung heavy on the poor prisoners within.

Most touching of all were the finger-marks,

below the window bars, made by tlie Scotch
captives when raising themselves up to look

upon the hills of their native land. Years of

such vain endeavor, had worn them into the

stone. The smaller cell was scarcely visible.

A party entered with us, some one demanded
a match, which was produced from the pocket
of one of the strangers, and a temporary light

illumined the dismal abode ; but we saw noth

ing of particular interest therein. But what
tragedies have these old places beheld I what
sighs and groans have re-echoed unheeded
here I

Within the interior of an outer wall, were
found some years since, the skeletons of a

woman and child, in a standing position, en
tirely walled in. The wall was restored after

they were placed there, so that no suspicion

could attach to the spot. Accident led to the

discovery of the skeletons, but nothing was
ever revealed in connection with their history

Carlisle, 8th mo. 26lh, 1876.—Once more we
ai-e domiciled beneath the roof of our dear

, where nine days of last summer were
spent so pleasantly, so that we now greet

many places of interest as old friends. Now
that we had some one to plan for us, and

better still accompany us, after an animated
debate, it was concluded that the warm, bright
summer afternoon, must be spent out doors,

and we would revisit Corby. David Hume
so delighted with the rural charms of the

latter, that he wrote on a pane of glass at his

'nn at Carlisle

—

" Here Scotsmen's heads adorn the wall.

But Corby's walks atone for all."

The estate belongs to Philip Howard, a de-

scendant of " Belted Will" Howard, of Na-
worth, and extends sixteen miles around.
A few minutes by rail brought us to Weth-

eral Station, five miles east of Carlisle, and
ascending the low hill near it, we entered the
pretty village of Wetheral, and crossing the
village green, adorned by its ancient cross on
a round pedestal, caught glimpses of hand-
some houses interspersed with white-washed
cottages, forming together a kind of architec-

tural ribbon gardening. Such flower beds as

surrounded mansion and cottage ! Such superb
Fuschias I what a wealth of yellows and blues

and reds combined ! The cottages were al-

most hidden among the creepers and climbing
roses. No blighting summer sun scorches

their beaut}-, nor is the cold of winter intense

here, and many of the shrubs in consequence,
attain to great age and size. Then entering
upon a winding walk by the side of the river,

which flows for miles away through these ex-

tensive grounds, we marked the warm tinge

of the red sandstone, cropping out occasion-

all}^ amidst the green foliage of the old

knotted oaks, where the tender young acorns

were beginning to show themselves among
the leaves. Finally we emerged at St. Con-
stantine's cells a unique abode, hewn out of

the solid rock forty feet above the river.

There are three cavities seven yards in length,

three in breadth, and three in height, each
with a window looking upon the river. These
dark, damp rooms, open upon a covered gal-

lery, built upon a ledge in front of the cells,

where we noticed the remains of a fire place.

Here, it is said, lived for many years St. Con-
stantine, the son of an early Scotch king, who
flinging away ambition, and emptying his

heart of the pride of his birth, devoted the re-

mainder of his days to meditation and prayer.

At a later period the monks of the adjacent

Priory of Wetheral, the ruined gateway of

which we had passed on our left, used them
as places of retreat from their enemies. There
ai-e no places for steps, and they must there-

fore have been entered by a ladder, afterwards

drawn into the caves, which were almost con-

cealed by overhanging wood and ivy. The
food of the inmates was probably drawn up

in baskets. Since our last visit a sad accident

bad occurred here : a boy was searching for

birds' eggs in the curiously twisted old oak

tree which projects itself horizontally from

the rock over the cells, when by a sudden

careless movement he lost his hold and was
I precipitated into the river below, and instant-'

lly killed. On the opposite side of the Eden
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is a stone statue of the hermit prince, habited

as a monk, bare headed ;
with his crown at his

feet, and a bo(/k in one hand, while with the

other he points to the opposite caves. Graven

on the pedestal is the motto " Excelsior !" At
the ferry we were obliged to wait a few

minutes for the boatman, an old acquaintance

of last summer. Suddenly J exclaimed,

what is this ? and picked up from between the

rocks at his feet, a small black leather satchel

;

yes ! the identical one our cousin had

handed to a woman at the station, and which

he had found in the railway carriage after she

left it. So she had lost, it a second time!
" What a care****!" conscience forbade the

addition of the last syllable : sundry recollec-

tionsof lost parasols, &c., occurred vividly, and
nipped the incipient reflection in the bud!

We crossed the beautiful Eden, famous for its

salmon fisheries, saw once more the ferry-

man's cottage with its white walls and thatch-

ed roof nestling among the shrubbery, at the

foot of the hill, took a hasty glance at the

broad paths leading away into the heart of

noble woods, at the plain, square mansion of

red freestone, with its Doric portico and para-

pet surmounted by the red lions, the family

crest of the Howards, and emerged in Corby
village, a counterpart of Wetheral, in order

and beauty, except that Corby boasted a

classical smithy, the entrance to which is a

veritable Norman arch, with a bas-relief of

Vulcan with his hammer, over the door; the

whole a fancy of some former Howard, as the

date declared. The interior was in kee|Mng
with the finished outside, the blacksmith him-

. self excepted. On reaching the station we
again had the pleasure of restoring the satchel

to its rightful owner.
Seventh-day.—This morning being market

and B^air-day, the streets presented a stirring

scene. Many booths were erected in the

square, the chief bustle centering around the

market cross, as it had for centuries past.

The statue of one of the former mayors of
Carlisle looked kindly down upon the busy
market-women, exhibiting their wares. A
cluster of fine zeranthemuras caught my eye,

bright with their golden yellows ruby and
white, A young girl near me asked their

name. "Everlasting flowers," I replied. "Ah!
ma'am may we all reach them some day," she
remarked, with a sigh.

These English fairs present at times, alively
aspect. There was a great deal to sell and
apparently not much time to be lost in the
process, judging from the eager haste of the
dealers. On the ground were great baskets
of very fine plums and gooseberries, apples,

cauliflower and cabbages, while beans, pota-
t(ns and peas were also in abundance in the
iriarkot. The prices of meats and vegetables
wci'e never higher than with us, and gener-
ull>' lower than our average prices in Phila-
dilphia. We missed many fruits common at
home. Nowhere in England can tomatoes
be grown, nor water-melons, nor the long
ciilalogue of delicious melons and cantaloupes,
which MO abound with us, and fill our markets
with their fragrance. Even cucumbers are
very rare, being generally grown beneath
glass. Co wjitr well describes the toil of grow-
mg them. Swo.-i potatoes, Lima-beans and
sweet-corn, are also unknown. American
canned tomatoes are, liowever becninln"- cuni-
mon at the hotels, and are ho inm li i,Ti-lir,|

and so reasonable in price, that in imn ih, ir
will arise a great demand for theiii, whirlj will

lead to the introduction of our favorite sweot-

corn and other vegetables, preserved in the

same manner. A few weeks later we bought
in London fine canned peaches, put up in

Wilmington, Delaware, which were selling at

one shilling, English, per can, holding about

a quart. Fresh strawberries were neither as

cheap nor as- abundant as with us, though
much sweeter than ours, and really excellent.

At the Fair among the booths appeared a

motley display of tinware, sponges, queens-

ware, iron implements, toys, calicoes—bleach-

ed and unbloached muslins are calicoes here

—

sun-bonnets, laces, &?.

Soon growing tired of the noisy trafficking,

I took my way to Eden Bridge, and turning

to the left, pursued a path to a distant mea-
dow, where there appeared to be a great

crowd of people, and an immense number of

sheep. "What is all this?" I asked of an

elderly woman near me. " This is Car'l Sheep
Fair," she replied. " It is held twice a year,

and a fine place for it, is the Sauceries!*

Yonder over the Brig on the sands is the

great Cattle Fair, and there under the Scars

is 'issop olme well!'" It was interesting

to observe the great, noble-looking shepherd

dogs, who were of course on active duty, as

well as their masters, bringing in unruly

members of the flock, who would break away
for a time, in spite of every effort to the con-

trary, the sheep being in compact groups, at

short distances from each other. They were
fine fat animals, with quite long wool, and
must have been shorn early in the season, if

at all that year. As I looked at the scene

before mo, and then at the frowning castle

walls, I thought how infinitely the peaceful,

unromanlic Present is to bo preferred to the

warlike clamor of the Past; now, all is quiet

and security, then, violence and rapine ruled

the land.

For "The Frieod "

Family and Brotlierly love.

Too often it is painfully evident that mem
bers of the same family do not live in perfect

concord and unity, but that the spirit of selfish-

ness has dominion among them, giving rise

to jealousies and suspicions, if not actual dis-

like and hatred.

Taking a little wider circle, among Friends
there is reason to fear that the Divine injunc-

tions, "above all things have fervent charity

among yourselves," and " let nothing be done
through strife or vain glory; but in lowliness

of mind let each esteem other better than
themselves," are too much disregarded.

Against these sad evils there is an effectual

remedy by coming under the discipline of the

cross of Christ, and suffering Him to set uji

His pure kingdom of love and peace in their

hearts. All such will lovo to draw near to

their adorable Redeemer and wait patiently

upon Him, so that thoy will be enabled both
to love their friends as thej' ought, and also

to love fervently, and trust in that merciful

Saviour who has done so much for them.
Oh ! how transcendontly better would bo

* Sauceries, willow plantations, a name not found in

our Knglish diutionarie-*, but obviously derived from
the same root aa that from which the word sallows

sprung, i. e., the Anglo-Saxon word salig, a willow,

which is analogous to salix, the Latin name now em-
ployed by botanists, lo de.signale the genus to which the

numerous species of willows belong. A similar name,
Saucelilo, little willows, is borne by a pleasant retreat

on San Francisco Bay, California, and is of course of

S(panish origin.

the state of things among us, if all who wij

to be thought Friends had these important co'

sideraiions always uppermost in their mine

We should then be so tender-spirited ;ind

united in the bonds of christian fellowsh

that it might be said of us, as it was of o

honorable predecessors in religious professi(

in early days, "See how these Quakers loi

one another." The blessed truth would th(

again prosper and grow among us, and v

might once more in some degree be as ligh

in the world, and be instrumental in prom
ting the cause of our Divine Redeemer, ai

causing His glorious, holy name, to be roagi

fied among men. X.

For "The Friend.

Word-Changes.

It is a matter of much interest to the stnde
to trace the gradual change which is everg
ing on in living languages, by the introdu

tion of new words, the dropping out of o

and obsolete terms, and the use of othe
which are retained, in a more restricted

even different sense from that which they oi

ginally had. The interval which has elapse

since the translation into English of the ve

sion of the Bible now commonly used in En
lish-speaking countries, is sufficiently long,

render somewhat obscure to the ordinal

reader the meaning of some words in it, wiiii

were familiar enough when this translatic

was first published. Tlie following illustr

tions of this are taken from the " Bible Wor
Book," prepared by William Swinton, w
the design of pointing out those words wh
have changed their popular meaning, or i

no longer in general use; but they are not a

literally copied.

Adamant. "As an adamant harder ths

flint have I made thy forehead."

—

JEzek. iii.

So also,

"Armed in adamant and gold."

—

Milton.

This word has now taken the form
diamond. Adamant ii, however, nearer tl

original Greek adamas, which means the u

conquerable, in allusion to the exceeding bar
ness of this stone. We still retain the obj<

tive adamantine, meaning very hard.

Admiration. "And I saw a woman drunk
with the blood of the saints, and with tl

blood of the martyrs of Jesus ; and when
saw her I wondered with great admiration—Rev. xvii. 6.

The primitive meaning of admiration
wonder. It did not carry with it the sensi

of approval, which our modern usage doe
" Wondered with great admiration' is equivt

lent to wondered with great wonder, which
the literal translation. Milton uses this an
its kindred words in the same sense

—

" The undaunted fiend what this might be admired
Admired, not feared."

" Let none admire
That riches grow in hell."

All. " Without all contradiction."

—

ITei

vii. 7. " And with all lost thing of th

brother's, which he hath lost."

—

Deuf. x:

All, with a negative, whether expressed, c

only implied as in loithout, was a Ilebr.w an

Greek idiom for any, and was so used by ol

English writers.

"The trade of monkery, which was will

out all devotion and understanding."

—

J^at

mer's Sermons.
Allow. " Truly yo bear witness that j

allow the deeds of your fathers."

—

Luke s

Allow has hero the sense of approving c
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iraising,—that .ye approve the deeds of ^-our

atbers. In moderii English it means merely
permit. However, alioiv has the meaning

f praise in its <irii;iijal root (Latin) allaudare,

nd that from '•hiiis," praise.

" The less he is worthj', the more art thou
herefore allowed of God, and the more art

hou commended of Christ."

—

Homilies against

hntention.

All TO. " And all-to bralje his scull."

—

udges ix. 53.

All-to meant in old Enf!;lish, altogether,

rhoUy.

"We be fallen into the dirt, and be all-to

rtied, even up to the ears.

—

Latimer's Re-
.ains.

Apparently. " With him will I speak
outh to mouth, even apparently, and not in

ark speeches.

—

Numb. xii. 8.

In modern usage, apparently means seem-

igly,—that is, something that is in appear-

Dce; but in the seventeenth century it sig-

ified manifestly, clearly, openly.

Barbarian. " Therefore, i f I know not the

leaning of the voice, I shall be unto him that

oeaketh a barbarian.—1 Cor. xiv. 11.

The word here used in the original is in all

ther passages of the New Testament rcnder-

1 by barbarian, and is in every instance used

1 its strictly classical sense oiforeigner—one
bo speaks a language other than Greek,
nthout any idea ot'-barbnrism in the modern
3nse, necessarily attaching to it.

Base. " And base things of the world, and
bings which are despised, hath God chosen."
-1 Cor. i. 28.

There has been a considerable degeneracy
f meaning in the word base. In the Bible

3nse it means simply low, humble, not neces-

arilj' worthless or wicked.

Because. "And the multitude rebuked
bera, because they should hold their peace."

Mark xx. 31.

This would now mean, because they ought
> hold their peace. But the meaning of the

assage is, rebuked them to make them hold

leir peace; as expressed in Mark x. 48,

charged him that ho should hold his peace."

Bacon uses the word in the same sense :

—

It is the care of some to contrive some false

eriods of business, because they may seem
ien of dispatch."
I Bestead. " And they shall pass through

I,,
hardly bestead and hungry."

—

Isa. viii. 21.

A word now ob.solete. It means situated,

['om the Anglo-Saxon ''stede," a place (as in

iiBtead, that is, in place; homestead, home
^ace). Hardly bestead, in the above passage,

[leans, therefore, roughly situated, placed in

SflBculty.

' "He who to outward sight is so ill besteal

iath latent in him much of admirable beauty
ind glory."

—

Barrow.
Bowels. (Phil. i. 8.) The bowels were sup-

Esed by the old anatomists to be the seat of

B affections, and hence the word came to

jgnify compassion, sympathy.

j
liondon Yearly Meeting, 1815. Some tender

autions were given, with respect to those

jenevolent associations, in which members of

'ur Society are now so conspicuous. There
^as a fear in some minds, even while they
bjoiced in the spreading of knowledge, the
listribution of the Scriptures and the instruc-

ion of the poor, lest a danger might secretly-

!irk in the pleasure received from eloquent

peeches and flowing language, at the public

meetings of these associations; especially lest

our dear fi'iends should thereby lose their

relish for simplicity, and be gradually drawn
from the love of silent waiting in our meet-
ings for worship; that waiting, wherein they
may know Jesus to be in the midst, teaching
as man never taught; and by whom we have
access to the Father. There was much wor-
thy of observation in these remarks.

—

Mary
Capper.

literature in Iceland.

Dr. Kneeland found that many Icelandic
words bear a strong resemblance to English.
The following are a iew selected from a long
list of such words given by Mackenzie : eyru,

one; treir, two; thryr, three
;
yzoour, four ; sex,

six ; axilta. eight ; twolf, twelve ; threttan, thir-

teen
;
fioortan, fourteen ; hundrad, hundred

;

thiisand, thousand. Common words in both
languages are, back, bane, bed, spade ; barn,

child
; blad, blade

; blek, black
;
fader, father

;

faede, food; fie, money; fingur, finger; foolk,

folks ; ha;na, hen ; hagl, hail ; hlaatur, laugh
ter; hlaeep, leap; molld, mould; ol, ale; thif,

thief; to?f, turf; and tuinne, twine. These
examples, he says, could be multiplied in-

definitely, but there are enough to show how
intimately connected are the Norse and Eng-
lish languages.

The present mental cultivation of the peo-

ple is very high. Education is carried on at

home by parents during the long winter even-
ings, under the supervision of the clergymen.
The common people are well acquainted with
their own and other national histories, ancient
and modern ; they know all about the early

discovery of America by the Northmen, five

centuries before Columbus, while very few of

the people of the United States, until quite

recentl}', had any knowledge of the matter,

To show the extent of the education of the
people, and the nnassuming character of Ice-

landic scholars, Dr. Kneeland says: " I will

mention two incidents that occurred during
our trip, one of which is alluded to in Bayard
Taylor's recently published description of it.

" One of our guides, Geir by name, a poor,

fatherless boy of seventeen, we knew spoke
English very well, and when at a loss for a

word or its meaning, would inquire what it

was in Latin. He then surprised Mr. Taylor
by the question, ' What do you think of Byron
as a poet ? Is not the song of the spirits, in

"Manfred," considered very fine?' This lad

spoke German about as fluently as he did

English ; he had road the ballads of Schiller,

and his ' liobbers,' and wanted to knov
Faust, which he had heard was difficult to

understand, was any thing like in style to

Shakspeare, whose ' King Lear' he had read.

What lad of seventeen among us, with all our
boasted advantages, could stand by the side

of this boy, who had never been off Iceland I

"A party of Englishmen who followed us

had engaged with some difiiculty guides to

the Geysers, one of them a modest, sedate,

worthy man, whose movements were not of

so rapid a character, nor his attentions so con-

stant as they thought they ought to be ; they
scolded at him, which made him more re-

served and inattentive, and finally they be-

came so angry that they swore at him. He
understood English perfectly well, and the
moment he heard the oaths, he was so indig-

nant that he turned round and left them to

find their way with their other guide. On
asking him why the man behaved so strange

h', he said that he was not in the habit of
being spoken to in such an uncivil manner.
He was one of the first historians of Iceland,
and had otfered his services to the strangers
as a friend and not as a servant.

" The study of the classics is very general,
and the traveller is, as we were, often sur-
prised to find persons in humble life able to
converse in Latin. As a type of an Icelandic
scholar may be mentioned John Thorlakson,
who, beside being the author of many original

poems, translated Milton's ' Paradise Lost'
into Eddaic verse ; he was poor and obliged
to labor for a living; though a clergyman for

two parishes, his whole income therefrom
was only forty dollars a year, from which he
had to paj' an assistant. In his small dark
room, with little hope that it would ever be
published, this poor scholar executed his work,
which for purity and beauty of language, and
grandeur of imagery (for it is rather a para-

phrase than a translation) would put to shame
many publications done up in morocco, gilt,

and tinted paper. He also translated Pope's
'Essay on Man,' and Klopstok's 'Messiah.'

He died in 1819.

It has been stated that owing to the scat-

tered population, public schools are out of the
question in Iceland, the ordinary education of
the people being secured by teaching at home
during the long winters, seconded by the
taste for reading which is universal. There
is, however, a school at Reykjavik for the ad-

vanced education of a selected number of na-

tive youth ; there is accommodation for about
sixty", and the pupils are carried as far as in

our high schools ; the class rnoms are well

equipped, and special attention is paid to the
modern languages, Latin, and mathematics.
Being a government institution, no fees are

charged, and only promising students are per-

mitted to enjoy its advantages; those wishing
to prepare themselves for the learned profes-

sions of the law, medicine and theology, pass
on to enter the university of Copenhagen.
There are in the capital several modern

printing presses, which do excellent work,
both in the way of books and newspapers; of
course in a country which is almost impass-
able for halt' the year, news cannot travel

very fast, and the newspaper is not the record

of the present, every-day world that it is with
us; hence accurate information in regard to

the recent terrible devastation by the volcanic

eruption in the Vatna Jokal region was very
slow in coming even to the capital, and still

slower in getting across the ice-bound ocean
to Europe. Several months of great sufl'ering

were passed before any helping hand could be

extended from abroad for the unfortunates.

One of their most interesting features for

popular education is the library in the upper
story of the church at Reykjavik. It contains

a few thousand volumes, most of them pre-

sents, in all languages, especially Danish, Ice-

landic and English. There are no old manu-
scripts of any great value, and few costly

books, the library being fur popular use, in

payment of less than a dollar a year; the

books are widely circulated, and the privilege

is much prized by the people. There are

many standard English and American works,

especially in history, poetry, and fiction, with

several publications of the American govern-

nrent. Complaints were loud at the capital

that large numbers of books, sent by govern-

ments, business houses, and private individu-

als, are stopped in Copenhagen, and never
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reach their destiuution in Icelaud. There
were very large contributions sent at the

time of the millenial celebration, through the

agency of the Smithsonian lustitiition, it was
said ; such as went by way of England most
likely arrived ; such as passed into Denmark
probably were somewhat curtailed.

The Tobacco JFas^e.—William P. Vail, M.D.,
of Newark, in a recent deep and thoughtful

article on the subject of tobacco, points out its

intimate connection with the drink scourge,

its injury to health, the filthiness of the to-

bacco habit, and its wastefulness. Referring

to the enormous tobacco waste, he writes:—
" Many have not looked at this thing at al

Consider a few facts. The North American
Review for 1862. p. 400, says: 'In 1851, the

city of New York spent $3,654,000 for cigars,

and only $.3,102,500 for bread. Excess for

cigars, over half a million dollars.' 'It is

jierfectly safe to sa}^,' said the New York
Tivies, ' that there is more spent in New York
for cigars than for bread. The clever author
of 'John Halifax,' in a capital book, 'A Wo-
man's Thoughts about Women,' at page 215,

tells of young men habitually spending thirty

guineas ($150) in cigars, who yet could not
afford to get married. No wonder. There
are clerks in the city of New York, it is said,

who spend for cigars three dollars a day, some
of whom have sisters who can hardly afford

themselves the bare necessaries of life. * * *

The national cost of tobacco must be some-
thing fearful. That it amounts to as much
as the cost of alcohol is highly probable, for

all who use the poison drink, with few excep-
tions, use the poison weed, and many who
use the weed do not use the drink. Now, the
cost of alcohol, as careful statistics prove
six hundred million dollars—enough to wipe
out our national debt, over which we groan,
in less than four years. Add another $600,-
000 000 of waste for tobacco, and what afright-
ful sum I How long can the nation struggle
under such a bnrden ? Need we wonder tiiat

times are hard ? Since nations are but the
sum total of the individuals who compose
them, it follows that what impoverishes in-

dividuals impoverishes nations. Think of the
dead loss to the nation of twelve hundred mil-

lion dollars a year! Yes, a dead loss, and
worse. Were the liquor and the tobacco,
costing the nation so many millions—enough
together to pay off our national debt in less

than two years—flung into the ocein, it would
be all the better for the men, and all the worse
for the fishes. What a pity the people do not
study political economy a little 1"

—

Selected.

f/iimming- Bird's West.—Burroughs, in his
charming little book, TFc/.c Robin, says it is

an event in one's life to find a humming- bird's
nest. The event happened to me without any
effort on my part. Looking up from a seat
in the grove, I saw the ruby-throat drop down
iin its nest, like a shining emerald from the
cIdikIs; it did not pause upon the edge of the
noHl, but dropped immediately upon it. The
nest was situated upon an oak twig, and was
about the si/.oof a black walnut, and from
where 1 sat it looko.i more like an excres-
cenco than a nost. U was situated in the fork
of two twigs; it was lirmly "\\u-i\ at the Irisc
to the lower, but was n.,i lusiened' to tlio iip-
per twig.

I waited for the tiny occupant to leave the
nest, and tln'ii with the aid of a sion.l-i,!,!,.,-

had no difliculty in looking into it. I found
it contained two white eggs, about as large as

medium-sized peas. Sometimes the male would
drop upon the nest when the female left. I

never disturbed them while they were sitting

upon it; but often before I could getaway,
when I thought them out of sight, the male
would suddenly appear, and greater demon-
strations of anger I never saw manifested by
an}' bird. He would ruffle up his tiny feathers,

and seem nearly twice as large, and dash al-

most into my face, making a squeaking noise,

scolding and threatening, until he had driven
me quite a distance. He soon learned that I

was very much afraid of him, so he turned
tj-rant, and often drove me from my seat in

the grove when I had not been near his dwel-
ling. 1 always submitted to the tiny tj-rant,

for what business had I to be prj'inginto his

domestic affairs? When the young were
hatched the}' were not larger than humble
bees, but in a week they had flown. I cut

the twig oflF, and found the nest was composed
of the same soft downy substance which I had
noticed in the wood pewee's nest, but it was
matted so closely together that it was almost
as firm as the softer kinds of felt; it was a
marvel of skill and beauty, and was com
pletely covered externally with lichens.

—

Mary Treat, in Harper's Magazine.

HAVE FAITH AND TRUST.
H.nve faith and trust, ye wavering,

God's ways we may not see.

What may seem chaos in our view.
To Him i.s harmony

;

And when deep anguish fills onr hearts
And tears fall from our eye.s,

The ill that causes them may be
A blessing in disguise.

The noisome, poisonous weed which gn
Wilhont a single charm,

May hold in its obnoxious stem
A medicinal balm

;

And tempests that o'erwhelm us,

And fill lis with dismay,
May render pure the fetid air

And drive disease away.

Then faint not when reverses come,
Have failh, and hope, and trust.

That all is ordered for the best^
That God is kind and just;

Dwell not on evils that may come,
Nor mourn o'er evils past.

But nurse the precious hope that God
Will comfort send at last.

of mj- acquaintance, gentlemen both of

For *'Thft Friend."

Sflfftioiis from llio Life of Thomas Story.

(Continued from page 3U.j

The fool's pretended pity and instructions,
who could not see and pity his own miserable
case, or knew what himself said, was hardest
to bear: yet all these things did not provoke
or move me

;
for the grace and presence of

the Lord was with me, and were my strength
and preservation. My heart was surrounded
with a rampart of invincible patience, and
my soul filled with divine love. This usage
gave mo a much clearer view of the low, mean,
miserable, brutish state of many men, and o.

the greatest part of that mob, than ever I had
before, or ever could have imagined. But I

was more civilly used by some counsellors
who came the circuit from London, among
whom I had some business; especially
Dormer, who was afterwards a judge; they
were kind, familiar, and without scoff or
taunting grin.

riio business of the assizes being over, some

nd countiy, who wished me well in th(

own sense, thinking I had been deluded,

they usually called it, by the Quakers, co

suited how to restore and reclaim me. Sevei

ways were proposed, especially by a meetii

and consultation of some of the clergy; wli

they imagined, might solve those doubts
might be under, and but yet wavering, su

posing those sentiments to be but lately ei

braced by me, and I not yet settled in then

though I did not think an}' of them kne
what the true t^uakers or their principl

were.

The clergy generally shunned me, and
quickly observed a particular enmitj- in the

against mc ; though I had no more aversic

to them as men than to others. But some'
these others, my wellwishers abovesaid, su

posing me melancholy, because reduced fro

my former airs and cheerfulness to silent

and gravity, got together in a tavern, ar

my father with them, intending to hav
among them, to drink a hearty glass; and tr

in their way whether they could raise

spirits into a more sociable temper and brin

me off from such thoughts.

While they were contriving this schem
I was retired alone into my chamber, an

favored with a sense of the good and sou

nourishing presence of the Lord ; but aft(

some time, a concern came upon me, whie
gave me to expect something was in agitatio

concerning me, and soon after an attorney

law, of my acquaintance, came from the con

pany to me, and mentioned certain gentleme
who desired to see me at the tavern. I wa
not hasty to go, looking for the countenanc
of the Lord therein, neither did I refuse; bu

111}' father and some others being impatien

to have me among them, came likewise to m(

I arose from my seat when they came in, bu

did not move my hat to them as they did t

me; upon which my father fell a weeping
and said I did not use to behave so to him

I entreated him not to resent it as a fault

though I now thought fit to decline that ce

mony, it was not in disobedience nor disrt

spect to him or them, for I honored him a

much as ever, and desired he would please U
think so, notwithstanding the exterior alterai

ifi

tion. Most of the rest kept up another air

hoping to bring me into the same at thi

tavern; but 1 through grace, saw their in

tents, and was aware; and I had not freedom m

in my mind to go among them. When wt

came there, the companj' all arose from theii (t

seats, and seeming generally glad, put on ai

of pleasantness. In seating themselves agaiii \\

they )ilaced me in the midst of them, and thcr

they put the glass round ; and to relish it thti

more, they began a health to king William>rii

But the secret presence of the Lord beinj»ij|

with me, though hid from them, it aft'ectuc

them all in a way they did not expect; foi

scarcely had two of them drank, till tl

countenances changed, and all were silenced.

The glass, nevertheless, went forward till it

came to me, and then I told them 1 wished
both them and the king well, and if 1 could

drink to the health of any, I should mor
pecially to the king's, but should drink no

health any more, and so refused it. The glass

never went round ; for several of them fell to

weeping, and were much broken, and all ol

them were silenced for a time. When this

was over, some of them said they believed I

intended well in what I did, and that every
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in mu8t be left to proceed in the way which
thinks right in the sight of God

;
and so

! parted iu solid friendship. It was the

jret grace of God which wrought this, and
him, the Lord alone, did I impute it. The
mpany dispersing, I returned to my cham-
p in divine peace and true tranquillity of

nd; with which .1 was favored for many
ys.

[ had not, all this while, conversed with

Y Friend about their principles, or read any
their books ; nor did any of them come near
) for some time ; for my father would not
ow them to come to his house

;
yet some of

em not long after sent me three small books
;

lich I took kindly, as well intended. But
vas favored of the Lord with something to

?e rao understanding and support in time
need, more excellent than books; for that

ok, which had been sealed as with seven
lis, was now, in measure, opened by the

werful voice of the Lion of the royal tribe,

e holy Lamb of God ; even the book of the

srnal law of God ; the law of the Spirit of

3 from the Father, by Christ the Son, the

ideemer of the world, and my delight was
read clay and night therein. By this I pro-

3d more, in a short time, in the knowledge
God and the things of his holy kingdom,
an if I could have read and understood all

s written and printed books in the world.
;herefore declined reading these till a more
oper season ; and then I looked into one of

B aforesaid books, a small tract concerning
ayer ; for it must be allowed, that the read-

5 of good books, especially the Holy Scrip-

res, the chief of all, and upon whirh the truth

[the rest depends, is highly profitable and
mmendable.
; (To bo continued.)

port of the Committee loho have charge of the

Boarding School at Westtown.

Co the Yearly Meeting :—The Committee
fving charge of Westtown Boarding School,

port: Thatthe 8Ummer session of 1876 open-

lat the usual lime, with an attendance of 14.5

f)ils, viz: 8(3 boys and 59 girls. The win-

I session opened with an attendance of 225
pils, viz: 140 boys and 85 girls; making
I average number for the two sessions, ex-

isive of day scholars, 185, which is IIJ less

in for the preceding year. During the

pmer term the health of the familj- was
lerally good, a few cases of measles forming
I chief exception. During the winter, there
8 more than the usual amount of sickness,

.b the mumps and the scarlet fever having
de their appearance early in the term ; and
1 former continuing to more or less extent
•ing most of the session. The scarlet fever

appeared about the middle of the term,

I it is cause for gratitude that this disease

not assume a malignant character in an}^

e, and that, under the blessing of Divine
evidence, and the care of attentive phj^-

lans and nurses, all the patients recovered

,h but little trace of the weaknesses which
en follow that serious disease. Throughout
8 trying dispensation much sympathy was
; for the Superintendent and Matron and
(se immediately in charge, whose anxieties

I labors have been much increased thereby,

^he regular routine of daily studies was
lewhat interrupted by the prevailing sick-

s; but the order and discipline of the

lool have been generally well maintained
;

and although the boys' school was verj^ lai'ge

during the winter, and their accommodatioiis
somewhat crowded, their deportment through-
out the session, was, with but few exceptions,

very commendable.
Meetings for worship on First and Fifth

days, and Scripture recitatons twice a week,
have been continued as heretofore.

There have been noticeable among the

pupils evidences of thoughtfulness and re-

ligious feeling, which have been encouraging,
and we believe that real desires to promote
this, as ability may be afforded, have been felt

by those whose concern for the pupils extends
beyond their mere intellectual training.

Visits to the School by sub-coniraittees con-

tinue to be made at stated periods, and the

several reports of these Committees indicate

generally a commendable degree of thorough-

ness in the instruction given by the teachers,

as well as careful application on the part of

many of the pupils.

In consequence of the disadvantages arising

from a want of a more complete system of

classification, it was concluded last fall, after

mature deliberation, to divide the schools into

regular classes, in such manner, that all the

pupils of each class, shall, so far as may be

convenient, pursue the same studies and ra

cite together in each study. For this pur-

pose all the scholars, excepting those in the

Introductory school, have been divided into

eight classes in the Boys' Department, and
into seven in the Girls'. The pupils will ad-

vance regularly with their clashes from term
to term, provided they manifest sufficient

proficiencj' ; and new scholars will be ex-

amined on entering, and will be assigned to

such classes as thej- appear to be prepared

for. Those who enter the lowest class of the

First Department of either the Boys' or the

Girls' school can complete the Course in three

years as heretofore, and if they pa~s the seve-

ral examinations creditably will be entitled to

a Certificate.

Thissystem will greatly facilitate the classi-

fying of the School at the opening of each

session, and, although it will be attended with

disadvantages in some cases, moio especially

for the first few session.s, it is believed that

the advantages will greatly preponderate. It

is not intended to adhere rigidly to the system,

but to allow a slight variation in those in-

stances where such variation will be likely to

be of benefit to the pupil, without producing a

disadvantage to the school. The new classi-

fication was introduced at the opening of the

winter term, and although it has not yet been

fully carried out in some particulars, the trial

thus far given it has been, in the main, satis-

factory.

The fund for strictly educational purposes,

given to the Institution a few years ago, has

enabled the Committee to purchase during

the past 3'ear some additional philosophical

and chemical apparatus, and a number of

valuable books of reference, charts, &c. Then
has also been purchased with the income of

this fund, a collection of insects, arranged in

cases, and consisting of several hundred speci-

mens. The former meeting room having been
divided into three apartments, the one on the

north is now used for storing the philosophi-

cal apparatus, and exhibiting the objects illus-

trating Natural History, &c. This room has
been neatly fitted up, and a new arrangemeot
of its contents has been made, chiefly under
the direction of one of the teachers. The

olijeets are now displaj-ed in cases which are

generallj' well lighted and easily accessible.

The several alterations in the building, men-
tioned in last year's Eeport, viz : the removal
of the meeting room to the central part of the
buihJing, the changes consequent thereon, and
the opening of a study room for the Girls,

have proved satisfactory.

The subject of providingadditional dwelling
houses for our married teachers having been
brought under consideration, it was concluded
to erect two adjoining buildings for this pur-

pose, on the north side of the lane, nearly op-

posite to those already there. These houses
are now completed and ready for occupancy.
They have cost about 16,600. It is believed

that the additional accommodations for teach-

ers' families provided within the last few
years, is likely to be a means of retaining the
services of experienced teachers for a longer
period in the Institution than might other-

wise have been the case, and that the effici-

ency of the Boys' Department has already
been thus promoted.
The expenditures for conducting the Insti-

tution during the year ending on the 5th in-

stant, were as follows :

For Provisions, ....
" Fuel, Gas and Laundry ex-

penses, ....
" Furniture and Miscellaneous

Family expenses,
" Salaries and Wages (exclusive

of wages charged to the

Laundry and Gasaccounts,)
" Incidental expenses,
" Repairs and Improvements,

(exclusive of the payments
on account of the cost of

the two new dwellings for

Teachers,)

3,856 82

5,517.41

2,491.02

16,279.64

396.37

3,406.93

Making together, . . . 841,948.19

The average cost of each pupil for the year,

obtained from the above data, is S226.75, which
is $6.89 more than that reported last year.

The charges for Board and Tui-

tion, were .... §27,111.30

Profits on Books, Stationery and
other merchandise, . . . 439.43

Estimated Profits of the Farm, . 3,148.82

Rent of Tenements, . . . 147.00

Net Income from Grist and Saw
Mills, 430.42

Income of the Fund for general

purposes, 5,379.65

Income of the Fund (commenced
in 1834) for increasing the Sal-

aries of Teachers, . . . 895.06

Yearly Meeting Appropriation, . 3,000.''0

Making the sum of . . $40,551.68
And showing a balance against the Insti-

tution for the year of 81,396 51.

Besides the above expenditures $2,950 has

been paid to our teachers during the past year
out of the income of the two funds recently

created for increasing the compensation of

Teachers and for other strictly educational

purposes. This sum, added to the total ex-

penditures above stated, makes the average
cost of each pupil for the year $242.69.

The deficiency above shown of about $1,400,

for the year, and the payments so far made
on account of the cost of the Teachers' dwel-

ling-!, together with the increasing amount of

unpaid accounts due the Committee for Board
and Tuition and Incidentals, have made it
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necessary to dispose of upwards of 87,000 of

the iijvestments of the fund for g.^neral pur-

poses during the year; and it will probably

be requisite to reduce the amount of these in-

vested funds during the present fiscal year

also, unless some donations or bequests should

be received to obviate this necessity. In the

6th month last, a number of accounts, amount-
ing to $935.38, were charged off to profit and

loss as being uncollectable ;
and there are still

a number of unpaid balances on our books,

some of which, it is apprehended, will even-

tually be lost to the Institution. The cost of

fencing and grading the public road, opened
last summer from the Street Road to the New
West Chester Road, amounting to $461, has

also been charged to profit and loss.

Of the $3,406.93 charged to repairs and im-

provements in the foregoing statement, about

$1,200 was for the changes in the Meeting and
Lecture Rooms, mentioned in our last report,

and for relaying the slate roof on a large por-

tion of the main building.

Keeping in mind the object for which this

Seminary was established, to wit, "the re-

ligious guarded education of our youth," and
solicitous that this object may be promoted
by every right means, the Committee desires

of parents and guardians and of all connected
with the Institution, their hearty co-operation

in the maintenance of all the rules established

for its government; that, through a right dia

eipline rightly administered, and seconded by
the parents at home, there may be realized an
harmonious labor for the best interests of the

beloved youth. Without this harmony, chil-

dren are often confused and made restive un-

der restraint, and a discipline framed in love

for their help and preservation. Our young
friends and others who may visit the Institu-

tion are kindly asked for their co-operation.

We would tenderly remind them of the power
of their example, and ask that they may re-

member and respect the well known concern
of their elders for the true welfare of this In-

stitution.

In order to promote the quiet appropriate
to the due observance of the first day of the

week, by both the family at the School and
that at the farm house, visits to the Institu-

tion on that day have long been discouraged
;

but as the printed regulations respecting such
visits have been apparently lost sight of by
some of latter time, the subject is now men-
tioned in order that increased care may be
taken by parents and others iu this particular.

Signed on behalf and by direction of the
Committee.

Samuel Morris, Clerk.

Philadelphia, Fourth mo. 14th, 1877.

Faith in the Family.—One of the most in-

telligent women I had ever known, the Chris-
tian mother of a largo family of children, used
to say that the education of children, was
eminently a work of faith. She never heard
the tramjiing of her boys' feet in the house,
or listened to their noisy shouting in their
])hiy, or watched their unconscious slumbers,
without an inward, earnest prayer to God for

wisdom to train them, and for the Spirit of
the Highest to guide them. She mingled
prayer with counsel and restraint; and the
counsel was the wiser, and the restraint was
the stronger for this alliance of the human
and divine elements in her instruction and
discipline. And at length, when her children
liad l)ecomc men and women, accustomed to

the hard strife of the world, her name was
the dearest one they could speak.

For "The Friend."

Thomas Edwaril—A Scolcli Naluralist.

(Continued from page 318.)

Thomas was sent to school when between
four and five years old, but there his invinci-

ble fondness for natural history continually
brought him into difficulty. Sometimes he
would be tempted to stay away from school
in pursuit of his favorite studies among ani-

mated objects; and sometimes he disturbed
the order of the room, by bringing with him
young birds, leeches and other prizes which he
had caught on his way from home. Finally,

he entirely gave up the habit of carrying his
' beasts" with him to s*chool

;
yet, his well-

known fondness for living things caused his

expulsion from school, when about six years
of age, under circumstances of aggravated in-

justice and hardship, which are thus related.
" One morning, when the boys were at their

lessons and the master was at his desk, a
sudden commotion occurred. The master
gave a loud scream, and, jumping to his feet,

he shook something from his arm, and sudden-
ly put his foot upon it. Then, turning in Ed-
ward's direction, he exclaimed, 'This is some
more of your work. Master Edward.' Not
bearing what he said, Edward made no reply.

Another boy was called forward, and both
stooping down, they took up something and
laid It on a sheet of paper. On rising, the boy
was asked what it was. ' It's a Maggy Monny
Feet,' he said. 'Is its bite dangerous? Is it

poisonous?' The boy could not tell.

'•Edward was then called to the floor.

'You've been at your old trade, Edward, I

see; but I'll now take it out of you. I have
warned you not to bring any of your infernal

beasts here, and now I have just found one
creeping up my arm and biting me. Hold
up!' Edward here ventured to say that he
had not brought the beast, that he had not
brought anything for a long while past. 'What!
a lie too?' said the master: 'A lie added to
the crime makes it doubly criminal. Hold up,
sir!' Tom held up his hand, and the master
came down upon it very heavily with the taws,
[a leather strap.] 'The other!' The other
hand was then held up, and when Tom had
got his two hot hands, the master exclaimed,
'That's for the lie, and this for the offense!'

and then he proceeded to bring the taws
heavily down upon his back. The boy, how-
ever, did not cry.

" 'Now, sir,' said the master, when almost
out of breath, ' will you say now that you did
not bring it?' 'I did not; indeed, sir, I did
not!' 'Well, then, take that,' giving him a
number of tremendous lashes along his back.
'Well, now?' 'I did not!' The master went
on again : 'It's your own fault,' he said, 'for

not confessing your crime.' 'But I did not
bring it,' replied Edward. 'I'll flog you until

you confess.' And then he repeated his lashes,

upon his hands, his shoulders, and his back.
Edward was a mere mile of a boy, so that the
taws reached down to his legs, and smote him
there. 'Well, now,' said the master, after he
was reduced to his last effort, 'did you bring
it? 'No, sir, I did not.'"

"After resting for a while in his chair, Ed-
ward Btunding before him, he called to the
boy whom he had first brought to his assist-

ance, 'William, bring forward that thin!!;!'

The boy brought forward the paper, oii

hi}' a bruised centipede. 'Now, then
the master, 'did you not bring that venom
beast here?' 'I did not, sir!' ihe whole sch

was now appealed to. 'Did any of you
Edward with that beast, or any other be

to day or yesterday?' No ansvver. 'Did !

of you see Edward with any thing last w
or the week before?' Still no answer. Tl
after a considerable pause, turning to Edw;
he said, 'Get your slate. Go home, am'
your father to get you put on board a man
war, as that is the best school for all ii

claimables such as you.' So saying, he po
ed to the door. Tom got his slate and
books, and hurried down stairs. And t

Edward was expelled from his third and I

school."

When his parents examined his back, tl

found that his shirt was hard with c

blood, and still sticking to hisskin. The
extended down to his legs. Means w
adopted to soften the shirt and remove it fr

the skin. But M'hile that was being done,
boy fell back and fainted away. Whe
came to, a large piece of linen covered w
ointment was put upon his back. lie

never asked by his parents to return to schc

"He had now plenty of lime for excursii

into the countiy. He wandered up the I

and along the banks of the Don on both sic

He took long walks along ."hore—across
Aulten Links to the Auld Brig, and even
to the mountains, which at Aberdeen appro£
pretty near to the coast.

"During one of his excursions on the hi

of Torrie, near the commencement of

Grampians, while looking for blackber
and cranberries, Edward saw something li

the flash of an eel gliding through among
heather. He rushed after it, and pouiu
down upon it with both hands, but the :

had escaped. He began to tear up the heath
in order to get at it. His face streamed wi
perspiration. He rested for a time, and th

began again. Still there was no anima
a shadow of one.

"At this time another boy came up, a:

asked, 'What are ye doing there?' 'Naethin
'D'ye call that naething?' pointing to abou
cartload of heather torn up. 'Have ye l(

ony thing?' 'No.' 'What are ye looking f

then?' 'For something like an eel.' 'Anee
quoth the lad; 'do ye think ye'll find an i

amang heather? It's been an adder, and i

well 3^0 have na' gotten it. The beast mig
have bitten ye to death.' 'No fear o' tha

said Edward. ' How long is it sin' ye'saw i

Some minutes.' 'If that's the case, it mi
be some miles up the hills by this time. Whi'
way was it gaun ?' 'That way.' 'Well.'sa

the lad, 'you see that heap o' stones up ther

try them, and if you do not find it there, y«

may gang hame and come back again, a:

then ye'll just be as near finding it as ye a

now.' 'Will yo help me?' asked Edwai
Na, faith, I dinna want to be bitten to deati

And so saying, he went away.
Edward then proceeded to the jiilo

stones which had been pointed out, to mal

arch for the animal. He took stone aft

stone off the heap, and still there was no ei

There wore plentj^ of worms and insects, bi

these he did not want. A little beyond tl

stones lay a largo piece of turf. He turned
over, and there the creature was ! He wi

down upon it in an instant, and had it in b

d! Ho looked at the beast. It was n
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eel. It was very like an ask, but it was
c or seven limes longer.

"Having tightened his grip of the beast,

f it was trying to wriggle out of his hand,

I set out for home. He struck the Dee a

itle below where the Chain Bridge now
sinds, reaching the ford oppot-ite Dee village,

id prepared to cross it. But the water being

ther deep at the time, he had to strip and
ade across, carrying his clothes in one hand
d the 'eel' in the other. He Lad only one
ailable hand, so that getting off and on his

i)thes, and wading the river breast-high,

jeupied some time.

"On reaching the top ofCarmelite Street, he

Iserved his mother, Mrs. Kelmar, and some
aer women, standing together at the street

. He rushed in among them with great

and, holding up his hand, exclaimed,

, mother, sic a bonnie beastie I've got-
' On looking at the object he held in

hand, the conclave of women speedily

ittered. They flew in all directions. Ed-
rd's mother screamed, ' The Lord pre-

v's ! what the sorrow's that ye hae noo ?'

h, Meggy, Meggy,' said Mrs. Kelmar, ' it's

snake ! Dinna let him in ! For oiiy sake
a let him in, or we'll a' be bitten !' The
try door was then shut and bolted, and Tom

left out with the beast in his hand.
Mrs. Kelmar's husband then made his ap-

irance. ' What's this, Tam, that has caus-

such a flutter among the wives?' ' Only
8 bit beastie.' Kelmarstarted back. 'What,

it not bitten you?' 'JSTo!' 'Well,' he
ied, ' the best thing you can do with it is

take it to Dr. Ferguson as fast as you can,

j'ou can't be allowed to bring it in here.'

Dr. Ferguson kept a druggist's shop at

corner of Correction Wynd, near the head
the Green. He had a number of creatui-es

lended in glass jars in his window. Bo3-s

fed in at these wonderful things. They
the admiration of the neighbors. Some

d that these extraordinary things had come
|m people's 'insides.' Tom had often been

re before with big grubs, piebald snails,

gon flies, and j'ellow puddocks. So he
nt to Dr. Ferguson with his last new prize.

He was by this lime surrounded by a num-
of boys like himself. They kept, how-

fr, at a respectable distance. When he
|ved in their direction they made a general

ppede. At length he arrived at the doc-

's door. When the doctor saw the wrig-

]g thing that he was holding in his hand,
ordered him out of the shop, and told him
wait in the middle of the street until he
I got a bottle ready for the reception of the

mal. Tom waited until the bottle was
dy, when he was told that when he had

, the snake in he must cork the bottle as

ly as possible. The adder was safely got
ind handed to the doctor, who gave Tom
rpence for the treasure. Next day it ap-

,red in the window, to the general admira-
of the inhabitants."

i^s Thomas was anxious to go to work, in-

id of school, where his experience had
n so unpromising, his parents allowed him
JO to a tobacco works, and afterwards to a

tory in the neighborhood. Of this, he

It was a happy time for me while I re-

ined there. It was situated in the centre of

eautifnl valley, almost embowered among
and luxuriant hedges of hawthorn, with

ter-courses and shadowy trees between.

and large woods and plantations beyond. It

teemed with nature and natural objects. The
woods were easy of access during our meal-
hours. What lots of nests! What insects,

wild flowers, and plants, the like of which I

had never seen before ! Prominent among
the birds was the sedge warbler, which lay
concealed in the reedy copses, or by the mar
gin of the mill-lades. Oh ! how I wondered
at the little thing! how it contrived to imi-

tate almost all the other birds I had ever
heard ! and none to greater perfection than
the chirrup of my old and special favorite,

the sparrow.'
" One day he saw a kingfisher—a great

event in his life ! What a beautiful bird !

What asparklinggem of nature! Resplendent
in plumage and gorgeous in color—from the
bright turquois blue to the deepest green, and
the darker shades ofcopper and gold. Edward
was on a nesting excursion, with some little

fellows like himself, along the braes of the
Don, and at some distance above the Auld
Brig, when he first saw this lustrous bird. ' I

was greatly taken,' he says, ' with its extra-

ordinary beauty, and much excited by seeing
it dive into the stream. I thought it would
drown itself, and that its feathers would
eventually become so clogged with water that

it would not be able to fly. Had this hap-
pened—which of course it did not—my inten-

tion was to have plunged in to the rescue,

when, as a matter of course, I would have
claimed the prize as my reward. Thus buoyed
up, I wandered up and down the river after

the bird until the shades of even came down
and forced me to give up the pursuit.'

"

CTo be continaed.)

The Society of Friends.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE DAILY NEWS.

Sir,—The two communications on "Quaker-
ism" in 3-our columns have interested many
of the Friends. Will you permit me, as a
member of their Society, to observe that both
your correspondents are partly right and part-

ly wrong in their statements? The "Old
Member" may well remark that the assertion

of your first correspondent, that the faith of
the Society of Friends is "substantially un-

altered," is too positive and unqualified. It is

matter of notoriety that "Barclay's Apology,"
the once lime-honoured exposition of the So-

ciety's doctrines, has long since been virtually

and officially set aside by the refusal of the

standing executive committee of the Society

to reprint or re-issue it. Nor can any candid
person deny the truth of the "Old Member's"
assertion, that various modern ministers of

the Society (approved by the "yearly meet-
ing" during their lives and subsequently) have
enunciated important doctrines not in accord
with those of Barclay and other Early Friends.

The same charge holds good as to practices.

The Friends as a body (though not yet in a
formally ofiicial capacity) support an active

missionary organization with permanently
established and paid ministers. As a bodj^
again, they have abandoned the old "testi-

mony" of their fathers against music. Pianos
and songs are now to be heard in the homes
of the Friends generally—of ministers, elders,

and the flocks under them. The church "disci-

pline" also is almost wholly lapsed. Formerly
Friends were promptlj^ "disowned" (excom-
municated) for practices now of frequent in-

dulgence. The dance, the theatre, the hunt-
ing party may be (and are) now attended by

some Friends without any inquiry or official

comment. The " Old Member" is so far un-

impeachable in his statement But he, in his

turn, has given a one-sided impression by his

quotations, which tend to conve}' the impres-
sion that the Earlj' Friends were a people
"not to be charged with covetousness or love
of the world," as good Isaac Penington re-

marked. But Penington's charity was so
broad as even to cover manifest truth. Any
one who will read the history of Penns3dvania
carefully, will find that William Penn's life

was grievously embittered, to the very last,

by the selfish, grasping, and ungrateful con-
duct of the early Friends there, who, as a
body, well deserved the satires levelled at
their successors by Dr. Franklin and Sydney
Smith. And one of the leading Friends in

London swindled poor Penn out of thousands.
Again, all through the last century whilst the
Acta Sanctorum of the Frieuds (" Piety Pro-
moted") shows the existence of a line of the
saintliest men and women in the Society, the
records of " disownments," many of them for

scandalous immorality, also show that broad
brims and drab breeches could cover a multi-

tude of very gross sins.

The long and the short of the matter is that
Friends, in every part of their history, have,
like all other churches, had their wheat and
tares growing together. But there has always
been a good proportion of excellent " wheat,"
and there is just as much of this nowadays as

in the time of Fox and Penn, probably more
rather than less. For whilst the faith and
practice of the Society have unquestionably
altered in recent years, yet what may be

termed the solid essence of (Quakerism re-

mains substantially preserved, as your first cor-

respondent intimated. What is that essence ?

It is the great principle that God, as the uni-

versal father, regards and visits all His hu-

man children individually, as well as col-

lectively. It is that, He holds each man re-

sponsible for himself and for what he does, or

does not do, to facilitate the development of

God's spirit in each other man. Hence the
somewhat special philanthropy of the Friends.

They have felt that not so much for the sake
of men, as of God in men, they were bound to

do good to God's human dwelling-places, and
to guard them as such, as much as practi-

c.ible, from injury, from war, from slavery,

from intemperance, from oppression. "God
in every man." That is the brief, essential,

energising Quaker creed. Hence also the
Friends generally' have taken comparatively
liberal and hopeful views of mankind, and
trusted that millions of persons who never
heard the hi.story of the Cross may ultimate-

ly partake of the benefits of its mystery and
power, throush God their Father's mercy.
The modern Friends attach more importance
than at least the generality of their predeces-

sors to what are sometimes spoken of as " the

evangelical doctrines of the Cross." And they
show an appreciable tendency also to place

more reliance on the definite instructions of

the Written Word, whilst still reverencing the
inward impulses of the Spirit. And there are

not wanting Friends who think that their

predecessors did not improve upon surround-

ing churahes, in absolutely and entirely re-

jecting the historic and visible monuments of

the Incarnation contained in Christian baptism

and the Eucharist. But, as a whole, and amid
all changes, the Friends still cherish their

o-rand old principle—"God in every man, as
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the God and Father of that i^articular man,
as well as of all other men in general."

Yours truly, William Tallacic.
London.

^^
1812. The covering of inexpressible calm,

which spread over many minds, after having
borne their allotted portion of hidden exercise

or active service for the promotion of right-

eousness among us, very far exceeded the

eloquence of language to set forth, or the

comprehension of the restless, unstaj^ed mind.
A stayedness of mind upon the object of wor-
ship is the solace of the soul.

—

M. Clipper.

The Three Pillows.—" Kow are you to-day ?"

said a friend to a dying saint some years since.

The dying man replieiJ, "My head is resting

ver}' sweetly on three pillows—infinite power
infinite love, and infinite wisdom."

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 2(5, 1877.

We have received an article taken from the
London " Daily News," sent for publication,

wo suppose, by the author, and which our
readers will find in the present number.
We give it place in our columns, not because

it contains anj-thing not known before, nor
that we can unite with its doctrine or with all

the statements it contains ; but as confirma-
tion of the changes made and going on in the
Society in England—as well as in this coun-
try—often noted in our journal, by the testi-

mony of one mingling among the members in

ETigland, taking part in their deliberations

and conclusions, and frank enough to acknow-
ledge what he knows of their departures from
the faith of the founders of the Society.

We do not suppose that the dancing, music,
theatre-going, &c., are legitimate fruits of the
reformed and newly adopted opinions; but
that discarding the testimonies of Truth re-

straining conduct and conversation in other
particular.-j, and breaking down the hedge
that has heretofore been around the members,
Jiave opened the way and invited to disregard
the emphatic disapproval of tiiose corrupting
indulgences which Friends have everavowed;
and this deplorable result will continue to be
more and more general and difficult to arrest.

I)r. Ash stated that the discipline was not en-
forceil in cases of water-baptism and partak-
ing of bread and wine as the Lord's supper,
and that being the case, and the prevalence of
music, &c., among ministers and elders, con-
firm the credibility of the assertion of Wm.
Tallack, that the "church discipline is almost
wholl}' lapsed."

Wo a))prehend the charges made against
the Kurly Friends, and the endorsement of
Fi'ankliu's invectives against their successors
ill Pennsylvania, need little comment. Their
lii story as a, body of religious professors is too
well known to admit oif' their high religious
and moral standing being hurt by sarcasm.
The statement that "God in every man" is

the brief, essential "(Quaker creed," betrays
an ignorance or carelessness of definition not
creditable in one attempting to enlighten the
l>iil)llc on the essential character of the re-

liii;ii)n professed l)y the Society of which he is

ainomber. Of the incarnate Word, that "holy
tiling" born of the Virgin Alary alone, can it

be properly said that God was in man, while

man receives only "a measure or manifesta-

tion" of the Holy Spirit. Wm. Penn speak-

ing on this point says :

" They [I^'riends] never said that every di-

vine illumination or manifestation of Christ

in the hearts of men was whole God, Christ,

or the Spirit, which might render them guilty

of that gross and blasphemous absurdity, some
would fasten upon them: but that God, who is

light, or the Word, Christ, who is light, styled

the second Adam, the Lord from Heaven, and
the quickening Spirit, who is Gjd over all,

blessed forever, hath enlightened mankind
with a measure of saving light; who said, I

am the light of the world, and they that fol-

low me shall not abide in darkness, but have
the light of life. So that the illumination is

from God, or Christ the Divine Word; but
not therefore that whole God or Christ is in

every man, any more than the whole sun or
air is in every house or chamber. There are

no such harsh and unscriptural words in their

writings. It is only a frightful perversion of
some of their enemies, to bring an odium upon
their holy faith. Yet in a sense the Scrip-

tures say it ; and that is their sense, in which
only they say the same thing. I will walk
in them and dwell in them. He that dwellcth
with you shall bo in you. I will not leave
3'ou comfortless, I will come to you. I in

them and thou in me. Christ in us the hope
of Glory. Unless Christ be in you, ye are
reprobates." Works, vol. ii. p. 780.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The indication-! are that the In-

ternal Revenue receipts for the present tiscil year end-
ing 6th nao. 30th next, will be fnily equal to, if not ex-
ceeding the official estimate of $120,000,000.
The steamer Belgic, which sailed from San Francisco

on the 16lh inst., for Hong Kong and Yokahama, took
out $1,950,000 in treasure, much of it on European ac-

Forest fires along the upper Hudson, the vicinity of
Lake Champlain, and various other places, have caused
great destruction. Many mills and entire villages as

well as great quantities of valuable timber, have been
destroyed. In Clinton county alone, the loss is esti-

mated at -5750,000. Fires are also raging in the woods
on the side of the White Mts., in Coos Co. and Carrol
Co. Destructive forest fires are burning at various
places in the north and northwest.
A fire at St. Stephens, New Brunswick, on the night

of the 14th inst., destroyed about half the business por-
tion of the town, rendering many families homeless.
Total estimated loss $500,000.
The Mormons throughout Utah are reported to be

arming and drilling to the alarm of the non-mormon
settlers, especially in the northern and southern settle-

ments. Governor Emory requests the Secretary of
War that ten companies of United States infantry and
two of cavalry, may be distributed at variou.s posts in
the territory.

The northern Cheyennes, 1400 in number, desire to

go to the southern agency of Fort Reno, in the Indian
Territory; the Commissioner of Indian Atfiirs will, it

is understood, give the desired permission.
In accordance with thej-ecent order.s for the reduc-

tion of the United States army, the discontinuance of
the recruiting stations in New" York, Boston, Chicago;
and Indianapolis, has been directed.

At a meeting of the officers of the great Pennsylvania

'

coal companies, held in New York recently, apian ofl
co-operaliun was ad.ipU-.l

; it being iii

land, and the remainder from 46 other countries

provinces.

The United States Secretary of the Trearury i

that he does not think it necessary to make a for

statement of what he intends to do under the Resu
tion act. Whatever is done will be openly done,

communicated first of all to the public. No step

be taken until after the most careful consideration,

with the sjnction of the President.

The heat in Philadelphia and its vicinity has t

unprecedented for so early in the se.ason ; at 6 P. M
the 20th inst., the mercury in the thermometer re

tered 94".

Number of interments in Philadelphia during
week 352.

The Markets, &e.—The following were the quotati

on the 2lst inst. Philadelphia.—American gold, 1(

United States 6's, 1881, 115|; 5.20'.s, 1865, IIU. Pe
sylvania family fiour, $9.25; do. good,S9.50 ; do. cho

S9.75; higher grades, $11.50. Rye flour, $5.25. Pe
sylvania red wheat, $1.90 a $1.95; Penna. amber, S

$2.06; white $2.10 a $2.15. Corn, 63 a 67 cts. O
50 a 55 cts.

Foreign.—A ministerial crisis has arisen in Fra
in consequence of Minister Simon being more in sj

pathy with the Radical Republican party than
satisfactory to President McMahon and the raajorit;

Simon's colleagues, the ministry therefore all resign

leaving President McMahon at liberty to form an
tirely new ministry.

The American officers in the service of the Khed
of Egypt, have refused to bear arms against Rns
they will, however, be allowed to remain in Egypt
The Miridites, who have been engaged in a sev

struggle with the Turks south of Montenegro, have I

a sanguinary battle, wherein an entire Turkish battal

was destroyed. It is expected that the Miridite c'

will bring down a strong corps to co-operate with
Montenegrins.
The Turks have captured 200 Russian vessels on

Danube, containing over 130,000 hectolitres of wht
The Turkish Sultan has determined on the adm
of Christians into his army ; a draft of 200,000 is

equally levied among Ottoman subjects, without d

tinction of race or creed.

About 16,000 men are already locked out from
Clyde ship-yards, the number will probibly be trebl

in a few days by the discharge of the men who are n

completing contracts. The Clyde shipwrights have i

nounced their willingness to submit their disputes
(

gardiug wages to arbitration.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Princip.al

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the term
the Ninth month. Application may be made to

Joseph vS. Elkinton, 331 South Fifth St.

Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Smedley, 415 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphu
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers,

sly re-

l in the United States 157,-

ne from Germmy : 21,349

Died, at the residence of his son, Wm. H. S. Wot
New York, 4th mo. 9;li, 1S77, William Wood,
80ih year of his age, an elder of New York Month
Meeting. During a long life lie exemplified his

ment to the Christian principles of the Soi

Friends, by his consistent dailv walk as well as hv li

profession. He filled the position of Clerk of Ns
York Yearly Meeting for many years. As an eld^L

he was careful yet loving. He felt a deep interesi

the welfare of the Freedmen and the Indians, ai
'

earnest de-sire for the spiritual and eilucational adv
ment of the members of our religious Society. Tli

in lalo years he was not engaged in mercantile busiiK

yil his knowledge of books, and the judicious distri

linn of ihcni, led to extensive correspondence and oi

palioii, and kept his mind bright and vigorous to

last. His death occurred after an illness of two hou
but he was ready for the messenger, and committi
himself to his Heavenly Father, he died as he
lived, trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ alone for

WILLI.UI H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Black Mountains.

The summit of the Black Mountains is the

;hest point in the United iStates east of the

ssissippi river, and the rugged range, clad

its garments of balsam and moss, glorious

th its visions of apparently endless hills and
leifall}' shaped valleys, is the chief pride of

J North Carolina mountaineer. Our party

t Aslicville late one bright morning, sped
•ng the Swannanoa to "Alexanders," a

3d halting point seven or eight miles from
3 mountain's foot, and then pushed on to

tton's, the collection of humble cabins nes-

d at the very base of the ch:iin of peaks.

As we approached Patton's, the long ridges
" Craggy" loomed up like ramparts to the

ftward, and the sun tinged the sky above
6m ci'imson and purple. The music from
b ripples of the fork of the Swannanoa,
lich we were now ascending, driited on the
3ning air; the kalmias, the azaleas, and

E
honeysuckles, sent forth their perfumes;
wood-choppers, their feet well protected

ainst the rattlesnakes by stout boots, were
lollingsupperward, and gave us hearty good
jnings; the cow-bells tinkled musicall}^

d in a corner of Patton's yard a mountain
ith was clanging his hammer against his

v\\, seemingly keeping time with the re-

in to which all nature was moved. The
;ning was still and warm, even in that ele-

ted region.

It is twelve miles from Patton's to the sum-
t of Mitchell's Peak, and the ascent, which
?ery ai-Juous, is usually broken by a stop at

} "Mountain House," four miles from the
it, and another at the point where the Gov-
iment once maintained an observatory, on
'ock 5678 feet high, and three miles from
i topmost height (6470 feet), which rises

Idenly from the range of rugged projec-

ns, covered with deadened tree trunks.

A-t early dawn we were on our road to the
)untain House, at first through thickets,

in along a creek bed, where the cautious
>untain-horses walked with the greatest
Bculty ; now fording a creek twenty times
half an hour, now bending as we came
tree-trunks half fallen across the trail

ter an hour and a half of this laborious

mbing. during which we had ascended at

,st 1500 feet, and scrambling up the track
a little water course, we came out upon the
iteau on whose edge stands the Mountain
)use. The house is a small Swiss cottage,

once solidly built of stout beams, but now fast

decaying. It stands but a few yards from the

edge of the Balsam growth, where the vege-

tation changes and the atmosphere is rarer

than below. It is 5460 feet above the sea

level at the point in front of the Mountain
House where one looks down into the vallej^

and sees the forest-clad ridges creeping below
him for miles ; notes the twin peaks of Craggy
and their naked tops; then turns in wonder
to the wood above him, and searches in vain

for the peaks beyond. While at the windo^vs
of the Mountain House wo seemed to be gaz
ng from mid-air down upon the Blue Ridge.

The illusion was perfect. B.-low us the mists

wei'e rising solemnly and slowly; peak after

peak was unveiled ; vast horizons dawned
upon us ; we seemed to have risen above the

world. We turned from this view of the val-

leys, and entered the balsam thickets, pushing
eagerly forward to Muunt Mitchell, as the

summit of the Black mountains is called.

nd now we came into the region of the
pinK and scarlet rhododendrons. Wherever
there was an opening in the trees the hill-side

was aflame with them. Masses of their stout

bushes hung along our path, and showered
the fragile red blossoms upon us. The white
mountain laurel, too, was abundant, but the
scarlet, banner usurped tho greatest space.

When we came to a narrow trail, where slip-

pery rocks confronted us, and raggf^d balsam-
trunks compelled us to clamber over danger-
ous crags, we found the way strewn with a
crimson carpet alter our horses had struggled
through. Here, too, were masses of evergreen,

and red pointed mosses, and the azaleas again
along the border of the streamlets, and purple
rosebay and the tall grasses in the clearing in

whose midst nestled timorously tiny white
blossoms and ground berries.

To climb Vesuvius is no more difficult than
to scale the Black Mountain, for although one
can reach the very top of the latter on horse-

back, he is in constant danger of breaking his

limbs, and those of his horse, on the rough
pathway. By the time we had reached Mount
Mitchell and seated ourselves upon its rocks,

our horses were as thoroughly enthusiastic as

we were, and peered over the crags with
genuine curiosity.

From Mount Mitchell we saw that we were
upon a centre from whence i-adiated several

mountain chains. To the south we could see

even as far as the Cumberland line, and could
readily discern our old friend the Smoky and
the Bald mountain, while nearer in the same
direction, we noted the Balsarn range. Sweep
ing inward from the north-east coast were
the long ridges of the Alleghanies; on the
north the chain of the Black mountains cul

minated in a fantastic rock pile ; while on the
south the ridges of Craggy once more stood
revealed.

To the east we could overlook the plains of'

North and SoOth Carolina; on the north-east
we saw Table Rock and the -'Hawk Bill,"

twin mountains, ])iercing the clouds; while
bej'ond them rose the abrupt Grandfather
mountain, and the bluff of the Roan. On the
south were tho high peaks of the Alleghanies,
the Pinnacles, Rocky Knob, Gray Beard, Bear
Wallow, and Sugar Loaf.

Another hour and a half of climbing ; then,

dashing through a clearing, we suddenlj^saw
above us a crag 200 feet high, with a stone-

strewn path leading up it. Our horses sprang
to their risk}' task ; they rushed up the ascent

slipped, caught against the edges of the
stones, snorted with fear, then laid back their

ears and gave a final leap, and we were on
Mitchell's high peak, utterly above Allegha-
nies, Blue Ridge or Mount Washington. In
a few moments we were at Mitchell's grave.
Hero we were above the rhododendions,

and only a gnarled and stunted growth sprang
The trees wore nearly all dead ; those

still alive seemed lonely and miserable. The
udo grave of the explorer, with the four

rough slabs placed around it, recalled the his-

tor}' of the man, and the origin of the peak's
name.
The Rev. Dr. Elisha Mitchell, a native of

Connecticut, graduate of Yale, and an eminent
professor in the University of North Carolina,

established the fact by measurements, made
from 1835 to 1844, that this was the highest

ange east of the Rocky Mountains in the D.
States. He grew very much to love the work
of studying these heights, and spent weeks in

wandering alone among them. The rough
mountaineers learned to revere him, and he
became as skilful a woodsman as any of them.

In June of 1857, after accomplishing some
difficult surveys, and, as it is supposed, having
ascended the pinnacle which now bears his

name, he was descending into Yancy county,

when, overtaken by night and a blinding

storm, he strayed over a precipice on Sugar
Camp Creek, and was discovered some days
afterward, dead, at the bottom of a waterfall,

his body perfectly preserved in the limpid
pool. His friends, the mountaineers, who
mourned his loss bitterly, buried him in

Asheville; but a year later his remains were
carried to the mountain top and there placed

in a grave among the rocks he had loved so

well.

Near the grave the Government has estab-

lished a signal-house, where two brave men
dare the storms which occur almo:st dailj'.

The anger of the heavens as witnosed from
this stony perch in mid-air, is frightful to con-

template, and many a day the lonely men
have expected to see their only shelter hurled

down into the ravines below.

The view from the topmost peak is similar,

in most respects to that from lower Mount
Mitchell ; but the effect is more grand and im-

posing, and the mountains to the south and
east seem to stand out in bolder relief. A
tremulous mist from time to time hung about

us; the clouds now and then shut the lower
world from our vision, and we seemed stand-
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ing on a narrow precipice toward whose edges

we dared not venture.

As we descended, that afternoon, the phea-

sant strutted across our path ;
the eross-biil

turned his head archly to look at us; the

mountain boomer nervously skipped from tree

to tree; the i-ocks seemed ablaze as we ap-

proached the rhododendron thickets; the

brooks rippled musicallj^, and the azalea's

perfume was sweeter than ever before.

Each member of the party, dropping bridle

rein on his weary horse's neck as we cann

once more into the open space where stands

the Mountain House, and looked down thou

sands of feet into the yawning valley; as the

peace and silence and eternal grandeur of the

scene ripened in his soul, involuntarily bared

his head in reverence.

—

Edward King, in " Tke
Great South."

Pray without Ceasing.—The gift of speech
and the spirit of prayer are two very different

things. A ready, fluent tongue that can pray
at all times, and present with ability the
wants that others propose for his adoption,
may satisfy the ear of the untaught and the
untried, but the Lord's people want the Spirit

to lead them and teach them what to pray
for ; they want nearness and access to God
through Christ; they want the "spirit of
grace and supplication ;" they want to pre-
sent their heart's needs at the throne of grace,
in unison with the mind and will of God, and
this, not in studied phrases and well turned
periods, but as moved by the Holy Ghost, for

"if we ask anything according to His will,

He heareth us," and this is an audience that
is efficacious and secures a blessed result.

Many of God's people are covetous for the
gift of prayer, and as they stammer out their
needed wants they envy those who, they
think, far exceed them in their well-expressed
and truthful presentation of their requests
before God, little thinking that their broken
sentences, their sighs' and groans, their trem-
bling hopes of success, their earnest pleadings
for help, their brief ejaculations for deliver-
ance, are all so much Spirit-power, given by
the Lord and recognized by Him as true
prayer, that, sooner or later, will be answered;
not, it may be, after the way and manner of
the heart's desire, but in God's way, which
includes His own glory and His child's good.
We hear much in our day of the "power of

prayer," but prayer is powerful only as it runs
in the channel of God's decrees. As these
secret purposes arc unknown to us, we are
given divine leave to present our politions to
the Lord, and many precious promises are
given, whereby the Loi'd's people are en-
couraged to call upon Him, to ask, to seek, to
knock at a throne of grace for the blessings
He designs to give, and to carry their hard-
cases to One who hears and can help. The
Lord thus effects two gracious results. He
will bring his children to "pray without ceas
ing," and He will bring them, by delays in

answering, into a meek, humble, and sub-
missive spirit; and when this is accomplished,
the Lord oftentimes shows it was in His heart
"to do it for them," by giving the blessing
they desired of Him; so their language and
experience testifies, "This is the confidence
that we have in Him, that, if we ask anything
according to His will. He heareth us: and if

we know that He hears us, whatsoever we ask,
we know that we have the petitions that wo
desired of Him.— The Episcopal Record.

For ' The Fiioiid."

Random \otes of Travd in Europe.

tContinued from page 322.)

A Search for the. Roman Wall.—Tha great
wall built by the fioman Emperor Severus, to

keep the restless Picts within bounds, crosses

the Eden near Carlisle. Desiring to inspect
the remains of this wonderful work, wocrossed
the meadows near Hissop Holme Well, but
not finding any traces at this spot, we pro-
ceeded to the pretty village of Stanwix, which
crowns the hill beyond After winding down
a green lane and over one or two small fields,

by advice of sundry " wayfaring men" whose
antiquarian knowledge had not been enlarged
by reason of their opportunities, we at length
met one whose advice was in keeping with
our desires, and we passed through a gate into

a grassy field. Here, of course, wo expected
to see remnants of a gigantic wall, ancient
stones of immense size half buried in the soil.

Nothing of the kind was visible; yet we were
assured th;it we stood upon the very spot.
Taking a sweeping glance across the field we
noticed before us, two straight lines of grass
rather greener and taller than the rest, and
between them a faded growth of herbage as
if starved upon a soil much encumbered by
stones. Could this be the wall we sought?
Undoubtedly it was all that remained of it,

for had it not served as a quarry f()r ages, and
been carted away to serve a hundred civil and
pacific uses ! \V"e had at length the pleasure
of walking upon the foundations of the veri-

table barrier, from which we could still look
down on the north, into the shallow remains
of the ancient moat or ditch. Imagination
must needs plume herself for a strong flight,

to battle with the duskj' centuries between us
and the far off past, when Roman soldiers,

mailed and helmeted, guarded this extended
citadel, for such it truly was, stretching from
Bowness on the Sol way, over hill and dale, to
Wallsend on the Tyne, a distance of no loss

than 75 miles. Its breadth varied according
to the nature of the ground, but was about
eight or nine feet at the base, and this breadth
was carried up to the height of fourteen feet.

Upon this was erected a parapet, on the
northern side, four feet high. The whole wall
was thus, generally eighteen feet high,j,nd
composed on the outside of regularly shaped
and well-dressed freestone, while the inside
was of rubble or concrete like the massy walls
of many castles.

At regular intervals of four miles, fortified

camps or stations were erected, eacheontain-
f'rom GOO to 1000 soldiers. These stations

were generally close to the wall on the south-
n side, and appear to have formed almost a

square from tiiree t') six acres in extent, sur-
rounded by high, thick walls, provided with
four gateways, and laid out in streets, bur-
racks, temples, baths, &c., some of the build-

! having massive and occasionallj' beauti-
ful sculptured stones. Between the stations
were castles about one mile apart, each with I

its gateway to the north, and as the number
of gates was perhaps nearly one hundred, the
wail could not have been a mere boundary-
fence, but really an intrenched camp, cxtend-
•"- entirely across the island. This view is

strengthened by the fact that a vallum or
earth-work runs nearly parallel with this .stone
wall, on the south side, at distances ranging;
rom 60 or 80 yards, to almo-it half a mile,' anil
which some antiquarians believe served the
purpose of protection against surprise from

the south. Others assert that the vallui;(j

ridge was only a great militarj' road.

Tnough familiar from our school days 'Itl

the story of the Roman wall, few of iis iL
any intelligible idea of the vastness of :li,

O'iginal work, or the state of the remaiiifti

they exist at the present day. A walk hi

entire length of the wall, is the best met d

of becoming acquainted with its great ex i|

and character, and no one can traverse it f
sea to sea, without a feeling of enthusiasnls
he contemplates this work of a people " wl le

labor," says Sir W. Scott, " even at this

tremity of their empire, comprehended s

space, and were executed upon a scale of s

grandeur. * * Their fortifications, tl

aqueducts, their theatres, their fountains,
their public works bear the grave, solid ;

majestic character of their language: w
our modern labors, like our modern tongi
seem but constructed out of their fragmen
The glimpse we had obtained in our w

over the grassy field near Stanwix, but ser
to whet the enthusiasm of J for furt
investigation, and an excursion to Gilsh
and Lanencost were determined upon, w
the intention of taking Naworth on the w
So one fine day we found ourselves, with
kind friend, examining the tumuli near
station at the romantic little Spa of Gilsla
which is the resort of many who would d
the sulphur waters, and catch a glimpse
scenes rendered famous by Scott, and wh
also he found his wife. Near this station
saw some imperfect remains and part of
ruins of a mile-castle, also probably a par
the ancient vallum. Had we proceeded
Birdoswald, two miles further, we could hi

found some of the best preserved remains
the entire so'ies—a gateway with large blO'

of stone and a portion of the wall, in so
places seven feet high, and extending ab.

500 yards. But alas! no conveyance co
be found—the only carriage being engagec
and we were obliged to content ourselves \

the glimpses already noticed, and to wind
way to Naworth.
Naworth castle is well worthy of a vi

This was an old border fortress, where oi

reigned supreme the Lord Warden of
Western Marches, and now or late a seat
the Earl of Carlisle, whom we may rememl
as Lord Morpeth, when he visited Amor
some years since, and deservedly a favor
here and at home. After walking a long
tance through the Park, where cattle
sheep were grazing, and where in anciij

time fallow-deer abounded, beneath the m
niticent trees tJiat bordered the drive or w
scattered picturesquely over the domain,
reached the castle. It is now occupied
Charles Howard and his family, who is a
a deseenilant of the l)uke of Norfolk.
Among the ])roi)rietors of Naworth in cai

days, none have been more fam nis th:

renowned aneesler of the Earl of Carlisle, Lc
William Howard, the "Belled Will" ,

North Countrie, whom Scott describes in I

"Lay of the Last Minstrel."

" Costly his garb, his Flemi.sh ruff
Fell o'er his doublet, shaped of bull'

With satin slashed and lined
;

Tawiiv his boot, and gold his spur,
His cioak was all of Poland fnr

His iMwe wilH silver twined
;

His l!ill..K, 1 1,. I,y „,,,vbinon felt

Hi'iuv in lu.lr 1.1, ,,,.,.. tlio Hord.'iv'rs still

Call noble Howard, ' Uelted Will.'
"
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Belted Will" was third son of the Duke of

orfulk, who was beheaded for an unfortu-

ite attacliiiieiiL to Mary Queen of Scots.

aving been appointed guardian to three

iters, heiresses of the Dacres, he arranged

e marriage of his three sons with these

Balthy ladies, without permission from Queen

Jzabeth, and thus incurred her wrath. The
sro above named is said to have married

Bessie with the braid apron," when he was

ily fourteen years old. On his release from

e Tower of London, where he had been im-

isoned some years, he obtained possession

'his wife's estates, and came intotUvor with

ing James, who, in 1605, appointed him

arden of the West Marches.

Naworth siands on rising ground overhang-

g two deep dells, and surrounded by vener-

ile trees. It consists of two large towers

liled by other buildings enclosing a rectan

liar court. We entered the large hall and

ily admired its fine proportions and curious

lies of the past; among which were a pair

'moss-trooper's boots of great size, and sug

iSiive of giant growth b^' reason of the

mndanee of beef and mutton obtained by

leir owner in nightly forays into England,

hen the moon was clouded. Our guide, the

(urteous housekeeper, informed us that 300

KSts could be seated in the dining hall when

38, )italily assumed its grandest scale. The
jriial destruction of the castle by fire is re-

>rded in an inscription above the fireplace

I the hall, at one end of which appears por

aits of Lord William and his lady Elizabeth.

Ss armor and various heraldic bearings or-

iment the corbels. From the hall we eii-

ired the drawiug room furnished plainly in

lodern st3-le, and though efforts had been

lade to harmonize the ancient and the mod-

rn, the incongruity between the enormously

lick walls and deep embrasures of the win-

ows, with photographs and engravings and

ther modern appliances inlicative of refine-

lent, was still obtrusive. Winding our way
irough narrow passages and up winding

.airivays we reached, at lenifth, the apart-

lents (it the heir of Border story, his eham-

er, oratory and library. His large folios re-

lain as he left them, mute evidences of the

:ue character of the man. Camden, who
isited him in 16j7, describes him as a

ir lover of venerable antiquities and learned

rithal, characteristics that have de.scended

nimpaired to his worthy posterity. The
ite Earl of Carlisle was well known as a man
f letters, as well as the possessor of a wise

nd tolerant spirit. Our guide observing how
agerly the exteriors of the old books were

canned, ob-served to J , "'We never show
hem, sir! but I will let yoa see one," and un-

joking the glass doors, produced a huge folio,

,n unique manuscript work, displaying the

;enealogie8 of many royal personages, the

(fhole with curious notes and colored illustra-

ions and emblazonings, the work of Belted

W\\\ himself.

It is said that once when employed in this

fery room, a servant came to tell him that

noss-trooper had just been captured, desiring

o know what should be done with him

7'exed at being disturbed, he answered peev

shly, " hang him !" A few hours later, when
le had concluded his labors, he ordered ihe

jrisouer to be brought before him for ex

imination, but was told that his mandate had

jeen obeyed, and that the moss-trooper w
lead. The borders were a wild country

those days, inhabited by a wilder race of men,
and when plunderers were taken in the act,

stern justice vvas speedily administered ;
but

little reliance can be placed upon such siories

f summary execution. The wardens of the

marches were, however, invested with des-

potic powers.

A narrow steep stairway led from the bed-

chamber of " Belted Will" to the secret dun-

geons of the castle. The low wainscotted

room appeared as though it might have been

a pleasant one in its time, but the slumbers of

a man who kept one hundred and fifty con

stanllj' under arms as a body-guard, and

whose dungeons were filled with prisoners,

could not, we imagine, have been otherwise

than uneasy at tinies. The oratory adjoin'

had been refitted and was gorgeous, for Lord

William and his brother the Earl of Arundel,

espoused the Catholic faith, to which some of

their descendants, at this day, adhere.

Observing our great intei-est in this shadowj

glance at media3val life, our guide asked, half

apologetically, " Would you like to see the

kitchen ?" •' Very much," was the reply, so,

without more ado, we were shown through

what I would call a state kitchen, judging

from the brilliancy of the culinary armory—
the weapons beieg meat hooks of immense

size, intermingled with huge knives and forks,

platters and ti-enchers, and every thing else

eded in this department. On emerging,

the housekeeper pointed to a flight of steps

on one side of the court, saying, " There stood

the Princess Louise and the Marquis of Lome,
when their photographs were taken! fhey

made us a visit after their marriage, and they

came very privately, ma'am, no one was at

the station to meet them." The Marquis of

Lome is a nephew of the wife of Cuarles

Howard.
The sun was low in the west as we wan-

dered away from Naworth through the park.

We still hoped there might be time for a

glimpse at Lanercost: so we plodded rather

warmly along, regretting the lengthenin,-

shadows, and reached a small public house,

the Abbey Bridge Inn, standing just beyond

the park "gate, where the pleasing information

that we could have tea very soon, induced two

of the party to sit down at once, and await

its advent.

Where is the Priory? I mentally inquired
;

evidently nowhere in" sight, but this antique

bridge over the L-thing and that old road be-

yond must lead >oin>'wluTe, and seized with

the spirit of exvioi-ati oil and adventure, charac

teristic of the Aiiu'i lea,, pioneer, one member

of the party walked outward upon the level

road, bordered by well-trimmed hedges, unli'

an old gateway, a mass of sombre, monkish-

looking^ruins, surrounding a wide space car-

peted by velvet grass, upon which stood an

ancient cross, presented to view. And this

was all I saw, "only this and nothing more!"

But the sun would go down at the appointed

moment, and I reluctantly retraced my steps,

leaving unnoticed tower, chapel and chancel,

and the old tomb of Sir Roland Vaux of Trier-

main.
The long but interesting day did not close

as early as we anticipated, for hour after hour

we lingered at the station, near Naworth
Lodge gate, ere the welcome sound of the

long-delayed train was heard, and midnight

found us on the streets of Carlisle.

He that walketh uprightly walketh surely

For " Tlie Friend."

Woril-Cliaii?cs.

(Continued from page 323.)

Bravery. ' In that day the Lord will take

away the bravery of their tinkling ornantents."

—Isaiah iii. 18.

The meaning of bravery in the above pas-

sage is finery, splendid show, which was its

ordinary significance at the time of our trans-

lation. In this sense the word is now obso-

lete. Milton speaks of a ship

" With all her bravery on and tackle trim.

Sails filled, and streamers waving."

Bt-and-bv. " Give me by-and-by in a charger

the head of John the Baptist."

—

Mark vi. 25.

The Greek word here translated byandby,
signifies immediately or presently, and this was
precisely the meaning of byandby at the time

our translation of the Bible was made. The
expression, now denoting a future more or

less remote from the present, then had the

force of the immediate future. It is so used

in Fox's Book of Martyrs. " And some coun-

selled the archbishop to burn me by-and-by,

and some others counselled him to throw me
n the sea."

Cahriage. " And David left his carriage in

the hand of the keeper of the carriage."— 1

Sim. xvii. 22.

In the nineteenth century the meaning of

carriage is that lohich carries; in the seven-

teenth century it meant that ichich is carried,

that is baggage. David left his carriage, signi-

fies, therefore, that David left his baggage.

Charity. " And now abideth faith, hope,

charity, these three; but the greatest of these

is charity."—I Cor. xiii. 13.

The Greek word here rendered by charity

ineans love, and this was the meaning of

charity when our translation was made. The
change of meaning which th& word has under-

gone is a process of contraction, charity, which

originally meant love, being now limited to

certain manifestations of it, asia alms-giving,

forbearance towards the frailties of others, &c.

In the earlier translation of the Bible made

by Wyclitfe, the passage rendered in our ver-

sion "neither death nor life * * * shall sepa-

rate us from the love of God," is translated the

" charity of God." Tyndale translates the pas-

sage first quoted, " ISTow abideth faith, hope

and love, even these three ; but the chief of

these is love."

Corn. " His disciples plucked the ears of

corn, and did eat, rubbing them in their

hands,"— JyuA-t! vi. 1.

In America, the word corn is restricted to

the Maize, or Indian corn ;
but as used in the

Bible it meant wheat or barley, especially the

former.
Cunning. "So the number of them, with

their brethren, that were instructed in the

songs of the Lord, even all that were cunning,

was two hundred four-score and eight."—

1

Chron. xxv. 7.

The original sense of cunning was knowing,

hence skilled .- Isa. iii. 3, " cunning artificer ;"

xl.20, "cM«wn^ workman." This is the signifi-

cation in the above passage. "All that were

cunning" means all that were knowing or skilled,

that is, "in the songs of the Lord." The

word has since degenerated, so as to mean

skilled in a crooked way. Cunning is origin-

all}' the same as canning, that is being able :

and canning is related to kenning or knowing,

which gives us the primary and pure signifi-

cation of the term.

Curious. The word curious occurs in several
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])a8sagfs in the Bible—wbich spealis of the

'curious girdle" of tiie ephod ; of ' curioua

works," meauing works of s-lcill. In these

places, ciirious is used in its original sense,

namely wrought wiih care and art (Latin

"cura," care)^ The ''curious girdle was a

richly emliroidered belt."

Daysman. " Neither is there any daysman
betwixt us, that might lay his hand on. both."
—Job ix. 33.

The word daysman is now obsolete. It

meant an arbiter or umpire. The literal mean-

ing of daysman seems to be one who appoints

a day on which to hear and decide between
contending parties.

Deal. The word deal literally means a

part, and a great deal means simply a great

part. In the seventeenth century a wider use

was made of this word than is now allowable.

Thus we read in Leviticus of the tenth deal,

meaning the tenth part, or tithe.

Desire. "He [.Jehoraru] reigned in Jeru-

salem eight years, and departed without being

desiixd."—2 Chron. xxi. 20.

To desi}-e means now to look forwai'd to with

longing; but at the time of our translation it

signified, also, to look back upon with regret.

This is its sense in the above passage; de-

parted without being desired, that is, without
being rc'iretttd. So Jeremj' Taylor says in

one of his sermons, "She shall be pleasant

while she lives, and desired when she dies."

Discover. ' The voice of the Lord * * *

discovereth the forests."

—

Ps. xxix. 9.

Discover is here used in its literal sense,

—

to uncover, to lay bare.

Ear. " The oxen likewise and the young
asses that ear the ground shall eat clean

provender."

—

Isa. xxx. 24.

Ear hero means to plough, derived from the
Latin arare. This use is now wholl}' obsolete,

but it occurs in several places in the Bible,

and in old English writers. Thus Chaucer
says

:

" I h.ive ... a hirge field to ear.

And weak are the oxen in my plough."

" Yet there are five years in which there shall

neither be eor*?!;/ [ploughing] nor harvest."

—

Gen. xiv. 6.

Bfucfit of Trials.

If the Lord is pleased to sancti'y the in-

firmities to which our present mortal frame
is subject, we shall have cause to praise him
at la-t, no less for the bittrr than the sweet.

I am convinced in my judgment, that a cross

or a pinch, somehow or other, is so necessary

to us, that we cannot go on well for a con-

siderable time without one. We are surround-

ed with snares, and if not quickened by trials,

are veiy prone to sink into formality or care-

lessness. It is a shame it should be so, but so

it is, that a long course of prosperity always
makes us drows}-. Trials therefore are medi-
cines, which our gracious and wise Physician
prescribes because we need them ; and He
proportions the frequency and weight of them
to what the case requires. Many of his people

are sharply exercised by poverty, which is a
continual trial every day, and all the j'ear

round. They who liave comfortable firesides,

and a competence for this world often suffer

by sickness. But any and all of these crosses

are mercies, if the Lord works by them to

])revcnt us from cK'aving to the world, from
iiacksliding in lieart, or life, and to keep us

nearer to hiniself Let us trust our Physician
:,nd Ho will surely do us .w,m1. And let us

thank him for all his prescriptions, for with

out them our soul's sickness would quickly

grow upon us.

—

John Newton.

THE HE.A.VENLY LAND.

There is a land of pure delight,

Where saints immortal reign
;

Infinite day excludes the night,

And pleasures banish pain.

There everlasting spring abide=,

And never-withering flowers

;

Death, like a narrow sea, divides

This heavenly land from ours.

Sweet fields beyond the swelling fljod,

Stand dressed in living green
;

So to the .Jews old Canaan stood.

While Jordan rolled between.

But timorous mortals start and shrink

To cross this narrow sea,

And linger shivering on the brink,

And fear to launch away.

O, could we make our doubts remove.
These gloomy doubts that rise,

And see the Canaan that we love

With unbeclouded eyes,

—

Could we but climb where Mofes stood,

And view the landscape o'er,

Not Jordan's stream, nor death's cold flood,

Should fright us from the shore.—Isaac Walts.

HEREAFTER.
" What I do thou knowest not now but thou shall

know hereafter."—St. John xiii. 7.

Christian, when the storm-clouds gather

Dark and wild upon thy way,
And thy faithless heart is longing

For the glorious light of day
;

Though thou canst not pierce the shadows
That around thy footsteps lie.

If in faith thou journey forward,

They will vanish by and by.

Though the bitter cup of sorrow

To thy lips be often pressed.

Yet as each succeeding morrow
Brings thee nearer to thy rest;

Though thou may not see the fountains

Whence these streams of Marah flow,

Never let thy courage fail thee
;

For " thou shalt hereafter know."

If ihy curious mind would fathom
That which God alone may know

;

If thy troubled heart would query
Why the ways of God are so

;

Why the losses and the crosses,

Which around thy pathway lie,

Be content to meekly bear them
In the hope, that by and by,

When shall dawn the glorious morning
Of the bright eternal day.

When ihe mist, and cloud, and darkness
That enwrap thee, pass away;

Thou shalt see the perfect beauty
Of the place of life and love.

In its fullness emanating
From the Father's throne above.

See and know the glad fruition,

From Ihe labors and the tears

Spent within the Master's vineyard.

Through the weary lapse of years :

Then press on the path of duty,

Though thou may not .see below.

Why uncertainties surround thee,

Yet " thou shalt hereafter know."

Oh, how many precious moments are wasted
in softness and self-indulgence, in frivolous

pursuits, in idle conversation, in vague and
UHcless revelry, which, if rightly improved,
might tell upon the world's destiny and the
llcdeomer's idorv.— CV((/7,v.

Thomas Ethvard—A Scotch Naturalist.

(Contiuued from page 327.)

At the age of eleven years Thomas :

bound ap])reuticetoashoeinakernamed 11 j

His master was a skilful workman, but

drunken fellow, with low, pugilistic ta^ii^

who had no sympathy with his apprentice

love of atiiniiils.

" One afternoon, when Edward had fini-ln

his work, and was waiting for the returir <

his master in order to go to dinner, he w

:

sitting with a sparrow on his knee. It wa-
young sparrow which he had trained an

taught to do a number of little tricks. It wa

his pet, and he loved it dearly. While he wa

putting his sparrow through its movenunt
the master entered. He was three pari

drunk. On looking at the bird on Ed war 1

knee, he advanced, and struck Edward sm li

blow that it laid him flat on the floor, 'i'li^^

bird had fluttered to the ground, and wa
trampled on.

" VVhen Edward wa^ about to ris', he sai

that Begg was going to kick him. Raisin

up his arm to ward off the blow, Begg's foe

came in contact with it, and, losing his ba

ance, he reeled, staggered against the wal

and fell backward. He gathered himself t(

gether and got up. if angry before, he wa
furious now. Edward, s eing that he wu
again about to resume his brutality, called ou

that he would shout for help, and that h

wouldn't be struck again without a causi

' Without a cause, j-ou idle blackguard ! si

ting playing instead of doing my work !' '

had no work; it was done three hours ag(

and I was waiting to go to my dinner.' ' It'

not near dinner-lime yet.' ' It's four o'clock

' I didn't know it was so late: well, you ma
go.'

" Tom seized the opportunity of picking u

his poor and innocent bird from the flooi

He found it was still breathing. He put i

tenderly in his bosom, and hastened homi
ward. His mother was- not surprised at hi

lateness, which was very usual, in const

quence of the irregularity of his master'

hours. 'But what's the matter wi ye?' sh

said ; 'your face is bleedin', and ye hae bee

greelin'.' ' Look,' said he, taking the harm
less and now lifeless bird from his breast an

holdingitup, -that would Ljarony bod3- greet

and his tears fell on the mangled body of hi

little pet. ' I woulilii't have cared so nine

for myself,' he said, ' if he had onlj' spare

my bird.' Then he told his mother all tha

had happened, and he added that if Beg
struck him again without a cause be wouh
certainly run away. She strongly reinon

strated against this; becausi', being boun

apprentice for six years, he must serve ou

his time, come what would.
" On returning to the shoe-maker's shop i

the afternoon, Edward was met at the doo
by his master, who first shook him, and the:

searched him ; but, finding there was nothiu'

about him, he was allowed to go to liis seal

And thus three years passed. The bo}' learn

ed something of his trade. The man wen
on from bad to worse. In his drunken fits h

often abused and thrashed his apprentice. A
last the climax came. One day Edwan
brought throe j'oung moles to the shop. Th
moles were safely ensconced in his bonnet

When Begg found the moles, he killed then

at once, knocked down Edward with a last

seized him by the neck and breast, dragget
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im to the door, and with a horrihle imprcca-

on threw him iuto the street. Edward was
good deal hurt; hut he went home, deler-

lined from that day he would never again

(rve under such a hrute.
" Betjg called at his mother's next day, and
rdered the boy to return to his work. Ed-

ard rt-fused. Begg then invoked the terrors
' the law. 'He would compel Edward to

ilfil his apprenticeship. He would prosecute

is fixlher, and his two sureties, and make
lera pay the penaltj- for breaking the bo3''8

identure.' This threat ga^e Edward's mo-
ler a terrible (right, especially when her boy
isisted that he would not go back. The
imilj' were left in fear and commotion for

)nie time. But at last, as nothing further

as heard of the threatened prosecution, they
ismissed it from their minds."

Thomas afterward obtained employment at

18 trade, in which he became a skilful work-
lan; and which he C')n tinned to follow through
Fe, though he never felt much interest in it,

ive as the means of obtaining support for

imself and numerous family. The Aberdeen-
lire militia having been called out in 1831,

hen Thomas was about eighteen years old,

B enlisted. "The company to which Ed
ard belonged was drilling one day ou the

nks. It was a bright, sunny afternoon. The
jmpanj' was marching along near the lower
urt of the links, when a large brown buiter-

p flitted past. Edward saw it in an instant,

ie had never seen tlie like of that butterfly

efore ! Without thinking for a moment of

hat he was doing, he flew after it—among
le bents and sand hillocks, grasping after it

ith his hand.
' A very hunter did lie rush

Upon the prey : with leaps and springs

He followed on from brake to bush.'

"The butterfly eluded him; it flew away
jfore him. Again he rushed after it, losing

is bonnet in the hunt. lie was nearing the

)0t where it had alighted. He would catch

now, when suddenly he was gripped by the

Bck ! He looked round, and saw it was the

)rporal of his companj^, with four militia-

en behind him.
" On crossing the links, the prisoner and his

leort encountered one of the officers of the

igiraent, accompanied by a group of ladies,

^here are you going with that boy?' said

le officer, addressing the corporal. ' To the

nard-housel' 'What! more insubordination?'

STes.' ' This is most dreadful ; what has he

)ne?' 'He broke the ranks during drill, and
though Sergeant Forbes called him back,

3 ran away after what he calls a butterfly.'

here was a short silence, after which the

dies were observed tittering and laughing.

What did you say, corporal ?' ' He ran out
' the ranks after a butterfly.' ' What! ran

(fay from his exercise for the sake of an in-

ict! Most extraordinary. Is he mad, cor-

)ral?' 'Well, the sergeant thinks so; and
lat's the reason why I have sot four men to

jlp me to take him ; but I don't think that

j's mad.' ' He must be drunk, then ?' ' No,

don't think he's drunk either.' 'He must
i either mad or drunk : did he ever behave
I before?' 'No, not to my knowledge.'"
At the intercession of the ladies, he was
rgiven his offence against military discip-

Qe, and allovved to return to the ranks.

At the age of tweniy-three he met with a

3ung woman whom he loved and married,

id brought to his house at Banff, where ho

had removed a ft-w years before. This gave
him a happj- homo. His wife was briglit and
cheerful, and was always ready to welcome
him from his wanderings. They were very
poor; but mutual affection makes up for much.
Perhaps they occasionally felt the bitterness

of poverty ; for Edward's earnings did not yet
amount to more than about nine shillings and
sixpence a week. His intense love of nature

was a compensation to him for many difficul-

ties. To use his own language, " Everj'thing

created or formed by the hand or the will of

the Omnipotent, has such a fiiseinating charm
for me, and sends such a thrill of pleasure

through my whole frame, that to describe my
feelings is uttei'ly impossible."

" Edward proceeded lo make a collection of

natural objects early in the spring of 1838
He was then twenty-four years old, and had
been married about a year. He had, a short

time before, bought an old gun for four and
sixpence ; but it was so rickety that he had lo

tie the barrel to the stock with a piece of

thick twine. He carried his powder in a

horn, and measured out his charges with a

bowl of a tobacco-pipe. His shot was con-

tained in a brown-paper bag. A few insect

bottles of middling size, some boxes for con-

taining moths and butterflies, and a botanical

book for putting his plants in, constituted his

equipment.
'As he did not cease shoe-raaking until

nine at night, nearly all his researches were
made after that hour. He had to be back to

his work in the morning at six. His wages
were t^o small that he could not venture to

abridge his working hours. It was indispen-

sably necessary for him to husband carefully

both his time and his money, so as to make
the most of the one and the best of the other.

And, in order the better to a'complish this,

he resolved never to spend a moment idly, nor
a penny uselessly.

"On returtiing home from his work at

night, his usual course was to equip himself

with his insect boxes and bottles, his botani-

cal book, and his gun ; and to set out with his

supper in his hand or stowed avvay in his

pocket. The nearest spring furnished him
with sufficient drink. So long as it was light,

he scoured the country, looking for moths, or

beetles, or plants, or birds, or any living thing
that came in his way.

" When it became so dark that he could no
longer observe, he dropped down by the side

of a bank, or a bush, or a tree, whichever came
handiest, and there he dozed or slept until

the light returned. Then he got up, and again

began his observations, which he continued
until the time arrived when he had to return

to his daily labor. It was no unusual circum-

stance for him— when he had wandered loo

far, and come upon some more than usually

attractive spot—to strip himself of his gear,

gun and all, which he would hide in some
hole; and, thus lightened of every thing ex-

cept his specimens, take to his heels, and run
at the top of his speed, in order to bo at his

work at the proper time.
" He went out in fine starlit nights, in moon-

light nights, and in cold and drizzling nights.

Weather never daunted him. When it rained,

he would look out for a hole in a bank, and
thrust himself into it, feet foremost. He kept
his head and his gun out, watching and wait-

ing for any casualties that might happen.
He knew of two such holes, both in sand-

banks and both in woods, which he occasion-

ally frequented. Thej^ were foxes' or badgers'
dens. If any of these gentry were inside when
he took up his position, they did not venture
to disturb him. If they were out, they did
the same, except on one occasion, when a
badger endeavored to dislodge him, showing
his teeth. He was obliged to shoot it. He
could often have shot deers and hares, which
came close up to where he was ; but they were
forbidden animals, and he resisted the temp-
tation. He shot owls and polecats from his

ambuscades. Numbers of moths came danc-
ing about him, and many of these he secured
and boxed, sending them to their long sleep
with a little drop of chloroform. When it

rained htavil}', he drew in his head and his

gun, and slept until the first streaks of light

appeared on the horizon
;
and then he came

out of his hole and proceeded with his opera-
tions."

(To be continued.)

Sol. cted.

Rebecca Bevan.

Rebecca Bevan, who died on the ninth of
the Eleventh month, 1817, at the age of thirty-

four, was the daughter of Jasper and Anne
Capper, of Stoke Newington, from whom she
received a guarded and religious education

;

and there is reason to believe, that their care
in this respect was blessed to her. In very
early life, her mind was favoured with serious

impressions ; for it appears, from some memo-
randums of her own, made when about eleven
j'cars of age, that she then " felt earnest desires

that she might live in the fear of the Lord, and
be strenghtened to overcome every thing that
would hinder her eternal salvation." She
was, in her youthful days, no stranger to close

conflict of mind, in which a sense of her own
remissness was deeply felt, and the tear of
sorrow often shed, from a feeling of great un-
worthiness. Being preserved in this accept-
able state, her own inclinations became much
subjected to the power of Truth, and she
resisted, in great degree, those temptations to

which thej'outhful mind is exposed : a portion
of heavenly light shone upon her path, by
which she was enabled rightly to seek, and lo

find Him whom her soul loved.

When about the age of twenty one, she was
united in marriage to Paul Bevan, and be-

came a member of Tottenham monthly meet-
ing. Not very long after this event, she was
humbled under an apprehension that it would
be right for her to bear public testimony to

the Lord's goodness
; and, under this impres-

sion, it was her earnest petition that she might
clearly know the divine will concerning her,

and not seek relief from any outward source.

After some years of close inward exercise, she
yielded to the divine manifestation, and was
permitted to enjoy the reward of a quiet and
peaceful mind therein.

The following memorandum is descriptive

of her character, and instructively marks the

self-examination which she was concerned to

maintain.

1811,—Tenth month, 27. " Returned home
on the 16lh, and the following day, after at-

tending the marriage of M. M. (and there, for

once, endeavouring to do in simplicity, what
was required of me, in which I found peace,)

was surprised with the information, that,

during my absence, the monthly meeting had
acknowledged me as a minister. The friends

appointed to inform me, did it in a tender
manner; and my first emotion on hearing it,

was a desire to kneel down, and earnestly pray
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for that preservation in true humility, of which

I felt more than ever the need. But recollect-

ing, that He to whom the prayer was offered,

can accept the sincere breathing of the heart,

as well as the more public petition, 1 eon-

tented myself with turning to Him in secret,

and I think felt my strength renewed by so do-

ing. But have I dwelt in his fear, or in a disposi-

tion to be dedicated to his service since that

time? No: I have again let in lukewarmness

and indolence, both in and out of meetings;

and I am afraid I shall never be fit to be ad-

mitted of the number of his redeemed. The
opinion of my friends, though their unity is

very pleasant, cannot alter the real state of

things between my soul and its Maker; and

1 much fear, that it is possible to be thought

well of by our tellow-pilgrims, and yet to be

weighed in the balance and found wanting."

In the exercise of her gift, it was her great

concern that she might not move without clear

impressions of divine requiring, nor e.^ceed

the limits which Truth sets to its openings

Her communications were neither lung nor

frequent ; but attended with weight and

solemnity. She possessed a considerable share

of mental endowments; and, being cautious

in decision, her judgment was sound and dis

criminating. She was, from earl}' life, of ti

tender conscience, and remarkable for a strict

adherence to truth. One of the principal

characteristics of her mind was sincerity, ac-

companied with Christian humility. She was
exemplary in the discharge of the social and

relative duties of life; and, as a mother,
"'

was her continued care that her offspring

might be preserved from the evils of the world

ami, by an early obedience to the teaching:

at' the Spirit of Christ, bo enabled to bear his

cross.

Having, with her husband and family, re-

moved for a short time to London, they r.'-

turned, about the latter end of the year 1816,

to Tottenham. From this time she felt her-

self gradually weaning from the world; her

mind being strongly impressed with the ap-

pr.-'hension that her continuance here would

be but of short duration. In the Sixth month,

1817, she wrote as follows : "Since my return

to this meeting, my state of mind has been

much as of late years ; mostly attended with

great want of earnestness in spiritual things;

but now and then, for a short time, aroused

to greater diligence; and a desire has been

much im|)resseil on my mind, that if, at the

close of time, I should be favoured with the

least sense of acceptance, no one may, in future,

sink under discouragement; for 1 think it

i mpossible that any should feel more destitute

of good, and even of living desires afier it,

than I do do at times feel."

The illness which preceded her dissolution

was both protracted and severe. In its pro

gress she endured much excruciating pain

yet, when relieved from the acuteness of these

paroxysms, she was able to converse, with

much calmness, upon her situation and ap

proaching end. In the early part of her con

finement, she said to one who was with her
' I am afraid that I am not prepared ;

if I was
])repar<!il, I think 1 could go." Upon its being

iniiuKited to her, that her patience unde
HuM'ering was an evidence of her being, in a

great degree, prepared, she replied, emphati

cally, "But if a little is wanting!" Atone
time, when in great pain, she said: "I feel

now as if r could tru-t in the mercy of tl

Lord in ('hrisl .Icsus:" and, at anolher tiin

pol' thus: "I am sure, if there is a door

nd I, such an imperfect creature, so full

of cai-elessness, so eoniinually off the guard !

can rightly i;o, I can never enough wonder at

the merciful kindness of the Master we profess

to serve." On another occasion, after express-

ng her comfort in the prospect of being re-

leased, she added, "I have no ground in

myself; it will be all of mercy that these tears

will be changed into tears of joy. I wish that

all who ask about my death may know that

I had not a i-ag of my own to clothe myself

with ; but that, if I make a good end, it is

entirely and purely through the mercy of Him
with whom we have to do. It was many
days before I could lay hold on the least de-

gree of that ; but I hope these sufferings are

aciously intended as purifications."

About this time, when under great bodily

suffering, as her husband was supporting her

on the bed, she supplicated thus: "O, mere

ful Father! send, I beseech thee, and say. It

is enough. Or, if it be thy will that these

sufferings be protracted for days to come, be

pleased to give the balm of patience. And for

this, my dearest earthly friend, enable him to

bear this affliction, and any future trials that

may be allotted. Thou knowest that I have

often asked for him thy guidance and direc

tion through the wilderness of this world
;

but, for the present day, send us help from

thy sanctuary, and strengthen us out of Zion
"

Shortly afterwards she said: "The Lord h;

been pleased to grant me a little quiet since

the morning. It is a sign that he is near, and

what can be a greater comfort." And to a

near relation : "Ah, my dear, I feel for thee

but what I feel for myself, is inexpre.ssibl

thankfulness that the end may be near." Upon
being asked how she felt, she replied emphati-

ally, -'Animated with the prospect of the

hange!" And in the evening of the next day

he remarked, that it seemed as if she was

longing to hear praises uttered. After, this,

however, she was permitted to experience

sea-.ous of deep depression, and privation of

the sensible enjoyment of good, and expressed

herself as almost destitute of inward comfort.

Yet He who had thus far preserved, did not

forsake her, and she was again enabled to

look with confidence towards Him.
There being at this time no indication of

the immediate approach of death, she mani-

fested much earnestness to be endued with

patience ; saying, that it was what she stood

n need of, and that nothing could be douo

but to pray for it, and that the Everlasting

Arm might be underneath her to the end ;
and

hoped that she might adopt the language,

"All the days of my appointed time will I

wait." But her pain increasing, she said to

her sister: "Oh! my dear sister, thou dost

not know how much I suffer many ways.

Oh ! when the end comes, what a glorious

cliango it will be to me." One of her medical

attendants remarking that her sufferings had

been great, she said :
" They have ; but if they

worl^out that fiir more exceeding and eternal

weight of glory, I shall not regret them."

And being in much pain, she uttered this

short prayer: O, heavenly Father! if it please

thee, hasten the time; but, more l.han all,

enable me to say, 'Thy will bo done.'"

For the last few days of hor life, the dis-

order under which she had labored made

more rapid advances
;
yet she was preserved

in groat calmnc<s of spirit; and, on the day

before her death, in the prospect, of boiny

soon released, she was heard, in a feeble v
say, ' What a comfort, inexpressible!"

Thus He who had been graciously pKu

to guide her by his counsel, in the mornin:

her daj', and to carry f.rward the woik

purification, condescended to support lui-

his presence in the hour of suffering :
:

there is cause reverently to believe, that

granted her an admission, through our L
and Saviour Jesus Christ, into the joys ot

salvation.

—

Piety Promoted.

At

For "The FrinuQ

the fourteenth annual meetiuL'- f

Friends' Association of Philadelphia anl ;

icinity, for the relief of Colored Freedm.r

held in Arch street meeting house, Phila l-

phia, the 16th of Fourth month, 1877.

The annual report of the Executive r> a

and that of the Treasurer were read, pn-^ .

ing an encouraging view of their labors ,]\.

ing the past year. Nineteen schools lia

been conducted under the auspices ol t

Association, 2 in Virginia and 17 in Nn i

Carolina. Thirty-sixleachers have been c

ployed, of whom 10 were colored and gci-

rally our former pupils. The greatest nn

ber of pupils attending have been : 2568

the week day and 1530 at the First-d.

schools. The money contributions duri

the year amounted to $1.3,359 20, and frc

the origin of the Association to §326,623.1

There has also been received during the ye

from the School fund of North Carolina, S

823.90 ;
from that of Virginia, 8250; and frc

the Freedmen, for tuition and books, and

account of land purchases, S879.70. A libei

distribution of Bibles and other religio

reading has been continued.

Upon nomination of the Committee t

pointed last year, the following Friends we

appointed to the several offices named :

President, Marmaduke C. Cope.

Secretary, John B. Garrett.

Treasurer, Richard Cadbury.

Executive Board, Benjamin Coatcs. Antho!

M. Kimber, Philip C. Garrett, Elliston

Morris, James E. Rhoads, Francis R. Co]

Richard Wood, John B. Wood, Joshu:

Baily, William K. Walton, Edward M. W
tar, William G. Rhoads, Robert B. llain

Thomas K. Brown, Asa S Wing, Re

Haines, George W. Emien, George M. W:

ner, Thomas P. Cope, Jr., and Marmaduke
Ki mber.
Benjamin J. Crew, Colman L. Nicholsc

James Bromley. Richard Cadbury, Chai

Wdlits and Reuben Haines were appointed

nominate to our next annual meeting, Fr'

to fill the several offices of the Associati

during the succeeding year.

John'^B. Garrett, Secretary.

Treasurer's Jieport.

To the "Friends' Association of Pbiladelpl

and its vicinity, for the Relief of Color

Freedmen."
Contributions for the year, . .§13,359.

School funds of North Carolina and

Virginia -.073.

R-ceipts from Property, . . 270.

Books sold, 526,

Tuition fees 83

Sundries, . . . . •
i'8.

Appropriation from I Fund.

Total Receipt $16,827
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Payments.

eficiency at last report, $673.78

bysicalKelief, . . 864.69

ilaries, support and travel-

ling expenses of teach-

ers, printing reports and
Freedraen's Friend, oiEce

expenses, &c., &c., . 11,764.51

Total expenditure, $13,302.98

^pec

.83.524.69

1 fund for
eaving a balance on hand,

if which 81,000 belongs to a

"Sick and Crippled Freedn

ote.— Balance on hand for general purposes

as above Report 4th mo. 15th, $2,524.69

f this amount there has been ex-

pended in payment of salaries,

travelling expenses, &c., since that

date, 1,831.60

Leaving a Balance,

lieceived since 4lh mo. 15th, from
contributions. State aid, &c.,

693.09

373.48

Balance 5lh mo. 8th, 1877, $1,066.57

How to Protect Horses against Sunstroke.—
he horse receives sunstroke not through the

ip or poll of the head, as is popularly sup-

osed, but through the orbits of the eyes and

pine of the back.

Horses overdriven on a hot day die often

F spinal paralysis or pulmonary congestion

ad apoplexy caused by the sun's rays heat-

ig the body and blood to a great degree. The
ood or bonnet in common use is quite faulty

1 construction. It does not shield the eyes

t all. The horse's ej'es should be shielded

rom the sun's rays just as a man whose eyes

re inflamed, protects them with a green

asteboard shade. For twenty-five cents or

ess you can protect your horse's head better

ban all hoods or bonnets for sale at the bar

less-makers. Get an old straw hat, minus the

Town, with a broad brim, or a thin piece of

lOop stick, and make a hoop about a foot in

liameter, cover Ibis with a piece of green

loth, an old green baize or flannel—green

ibsorbs the hot, red, and yellow rays of the

lun—then, with a few bits of copper wire,

ittach it to the headstall or blinders in such

i way that it will stand three or four inches

\bove the horse's forehead, and project at

east three inches over his eyes. Your horse

Ivill stand the hottest sun, so far as his head

s concerned ; and if you wish to prevent his

ody and blood from getting overheated, cover

is back from his shoulders to tail with a loose

Hanket of thin cotton orlinen cloth, of yellow

r green color. During the hot season many
horse conid be saved by this simple proces-*.

On the hot sands of the desert under a burn-

ng sun, Arabs protect their camels in a si mi-

Car and cart horses should be pro-

Report of the Book Committee.

To the Meeting for Sufterings :—The Book
Committee report: That during the year
ending Third month 31st, 1877, 1771 volumes
and 538 pamphlets have been sold; and 3,265

ilumes and 67,000 pamphlets have been

ven away; making the total number dis-

tributed 5,(i36 volumes, and 67,538 pamphlets;
which is 1,229 volumes, and 65,331 pamphlets
more than in the previous year. The esti-

mated cost of those given away was $1,493.11.

To keep up the supply of books, there has

been paid by the Treasurer of the Yearlj'

Meeting, for paper, printing, binding and
stereotyping, and books purchased, including

the cost of printing the extracts from the

minutes of our last Yearly Meeting, $3,686.1 1

;

and for incidental expenses, $142.11, making
together, $3,828.22. There has been received

for books sold, $711.89. The balance, $3,116.-

33, has been paid as follows: from the Gene-
ral fund, $1,972; from the income of Hannah
Sansom's legacy, $769.47 ; from that of Jesse

George, $319 86; and from the fund of Mary
Ann Lloyd, $55. The salarj' of the agent has

also been paid by the Treasurer as heretofore.

The cost of the stock on hand is as follows :

Stereotype plates, $9,861.15 ; books, pam-
phlets, &c., $5,987.02; making together, $15,-

848.17; which is an increase of $1,451.96 over

the amount reported last year
There wore printed during the year, 750

copies of No Cross No Crown ; 250 Letters

of Isaac Penington ; referred to in the report

of last year; 250 Phipps' Original and Pre-

sent State of Man; 250 Penn's Rise, Progress

and Key; 1,000 Biographical Sketch of Wil-

liam Penn in English; 500 ditto in German
;

500 ditto in French ; 250 ditto in Spanish
;

1000 Life of John Eoberts; 250 Letters of

John Barclay; 250 Evans' Concise Account
of Friends; 250 Barclay's Catechism; 500

Bevans' View of the Christian Religion ; 250

Journal of George Fox; 6000 Epistle of the

Y'early Meeting; 80,000 Appeal for the Ob-
servance of the First-Diiy of the Week, in

English, and 20,000 in German; 10,000 The-

atrical Amusements and Horse Racing; and

500 Mary Brook on Silent Waiting.

In addition to these there were purchased
100 Life of John Roberts; 100 Dymond on

War; 40 John Woolman, in German; 100

Penn's Rise, Progress and Key; 55 No Cross

No Crown, and 45 Barclay's Apology,
French.
During the j-ear, there have been added to

our sets of stereotype plates. The Letters of

Isaac Penington ; Epistle of the Yearly Meet-

ing of 1876 ; Appeal for the Observance of

the First-Day of the Week ; Mary Brook on

Silent Waiting; Biogi-aphical Sketch of Wil-

liam Penn; Life of John Eobeits ; Bevans'

View of the Christian Religion ;
and Life of

Richard Jordan. In addition to these, the

stereotype plates of "Friends in the Seven

1 ; 479 volumes and 49 pamphlets in

French and Spanish wei-e given to

persons speaking those languages, who were
visitors to our city during last summer ; 62,000

am ph lets, consisting principally ofthe Appeal
ir the Observance of the First-Day of the

Veek, and the tract on Theairical Amuse-
ments and Horse Racing, were donated to

the Philadelphia Tract and Mission Society;

858 volumes and 1,071 pumphlets were sent

to Friends in the Western States; 455 vol-

umes and 97 pamphlets were distributed in

the Southern States, principally among the

Colored People; and 1,055 volumes andl3,638

pamphlets were giv.n for distribution 'in

various parts of the United States, England,

Italy and South America.
Interesting evidences have reached us of

the help and comfo-t which some have de-

rived from the works so distributed. One
person writing from Texas, and speaking of

a copy of Barclaj-'s Apology which had been
given him, says: "It has recalled me to things

once of momentous interest to me, but un-

happily lost in the cares of life. It has been

of great pleasure and profit to me, and I feel

certain that thou must have surely been

prompted by the Divine Spirit, when thou
gavest it to me."

Another, after thanking the Book Com-
mittee for the books sent, refers to thp pre-

vious possession of the religious publications

of another Society, and says: "They are of
'

ttle account, compared to the writings of

Fox, Barclaj', Penington and others. With
these come deeper and more intense longings

for a larger nuasure of the Holy Spirit. Being

as yet but a babe in the experience of His

blessed presence, I feel deepl}' the necessity,

that the work of Christ in baptizing with the

Holy Spirit and fire, and thoroughly purging

His floor, go forward to the glory of His

ar way
leeted, and the blanket frequently wet, and ^^^ „,i^„ ^

„ ^. ^ „„

hey will bear the fatigue and heat of a long! tgenth Century," have been presented to the
rive much better for it. Black and bay Yearly Meeting by the author. The cost of

grace, and the manifestation of His power."

A colored teacher in Savannah, Georgia,

the principal of a large public school there, to

whom a few books had been sent, remarks:

"The three first propositions of Barclay's

Apology have salisSed me as to the merits of

the book. I say honestly, that I would not

now part with them under any consideration.

For I have never seen anything which so

nearly accords with my views on the subject

of a spiritual religion, or the immediate pre-

sence of God's Spirit with His church. And
oh, if our people would realize this truth, how
it would stimulate our piety."

Several other expressions of thankfulness

and appreciation have been received, both

from white and colored people: so that we
believe there is cause for encouragement to

those who are endeavoring in this way to pro-

mote the spread of truth and righteousness in

the earth.

Joseph Walton, Clerk.

Philadelphia, Fourth mo. 6tb, 1877.

orses suffer more from the sun's heat than

vhite horses, because the dark color absorbs

learly all the hot rays of the sun.

—

Selected.

Augustine was so careful not to speak evil

translating the Biographical Sketch of Wil-

liam Penn into the German, French and
Spanish languages, was also defrayed by an

interested Friend.

Of the publications gratuitously disposed

f the absent, and not to encourage others in of 418 volumes and 145 pamphlets were given

Icing so, that he had the following distich to Reading Rooms and Libraries of various

graven on his table : jkinds; including Monthly and Preparative

Far from this table be that worthle.^s guest !

Meeting Libraries of Friends, and the books
|

Published by request.

The Free Baths of Alaska street will be re-

opened Sixth month first.

During last summer nearly 13,000 persons,

of both sexes, availed themselves of the benefit

and refreshment they offer to all comers.

Subscriptions for the maintenance of the

Baths, and for providing the attendants neces-

sary to their orderly and efficient use, may
be made to J. Shipley Newlin, 337 Market

Who wounds another's fame, though but in jest." furnished to boarding houses for the use of ^^^reet.
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The Skepfic.— "If wo are to live after

(leatli, why don't we have some certain isnow-

ledge of it ?" said a slveptic. '• Why don't you
have some knoivledge of this world before

you come into it?" was the caustic reply.

THE FRIEND.

SIXTH MONTH 2, 1877.

The remark is not unfrequentl}' m-ide by
some who appear desirous to have all the dis-

tinguishing features of Quakerism removed
fi'om our religious Society, that all that is

wanted is for men to be cliristians. In one

sense this may be true, but in another it is far

from being correct. All sincere disciples of

Christ should acknowledge him as their com-

mon Master, and one another as brethren.

But men may be christians who have but

little knowledge of the doctrines of the Gos-

pel, and in whom the Life which is the light

of men, has so partially illuminated the un-

derstanding, that the errors arising from edu-

cation and association have not been discerned;

nor they been brought to see and foisake

muidi that is inconsistent with the simplicity

and purit}^ of undefiled religion, bat which
they may have always considered essentially

connected with its requirements.

The discoveries of divine truth are often

very gradual, and their application to conduct

and worship may be but dimly perceived or

not deeply felt, even where there is an honest

desire to do right ; the saying of Christ to his

disciples when personally with them, being

applicable to many sincere christians in the

present day, " I have yet manj' things to say

unto you, but yo cannot bear them now."
It is one of the blessed characteristics of the

Gospel of Christ, and a striking evidence of

its divine origin, that it meets the nicessities

of men of all classes and in all conditions of

life. Wherever it is so accepted and obeyed
as to be known as the power of God unto

salvation, its effects are always of the same
cliaracter, notwithstanding the great dissimi-

larity in the mental development, in the out-

ward circumstances, or the relij;ious profes-

sion of its votaries. That is, the fruits of the

Spirit, so far as they are matured, are always
love, joy, peace, longsuffering, goodness, faith,

meekness, temperance. But as in individuals

there is great difference in spiritual know-
ledge and religious experience, in some being

developed slowly and feebly, in others more
rapidly, more clearly and more perfectly, thus

yielding sometmies thii'ty, sometimes si.xly,

and sometimes an hundred fold; so it is in

bodies of christian professors organized for

the support and propagation of their respec-

tive understanding of the truths of the Gos-

))el, as set forth in the "creeds" they have
adopted. The "creeds" of all chrisUan de-

Tiominaiions )nay embrace the great funda-

mental doctrines of Christianity, while the

societies themselves ditt'er widely in the in-

terpretation and practical application of those

doctrine's, both as to individual duty and
modes of worship. However divine charity

will dictate in the hearts of the members of

these several divisions of the visible church,

love towards all others who love the Lord
Jesus in sinceritj', it does not call upon them
to sacrilice their conscientious convictions of

what the religion they profess enjoins, in ordi'r

to conform to the principles or practices of

others, or to harmonize one with another,

however they may recognize the Christianity

in each.

Friends have always stood pre-eminent in

the belief of the inshining, instruction and
guidance of the Holy Spirit in every man,
and in the necessity of obedience to its secret

revelations, in order to obtain that knowledge
of the true God and Jesus Christ whom He
has sent, which is life eternal ; to ascertain

His holy will concerning individual duty, and

to be made partakers of the salvation pur-

chased by Christ, on the terms which He has

laid down. It is in accordance with this doc-

trine and faithfulness thereto, that they have
been constrained to reject the many forms

and ceremonies, the will-worship and man-
made ministry of most other professors, and
to bear testimonj' against many things, by
others deemed harmless if not praiseworthy.

Hence some other professors have questioned

their claim to be called christians, on account

of what they designate their peculiarities,

while worldings have despised and derided

them.
The position in the visible church occupied

by Friends is an advanced one, and the ban-

ner given them to display because of the

Truth, may not be struck or lowered to raeetj

or accommodate the views and practices of

those—christians though they may be—who
have not yet seen so di8tinctl3- into the spirit-

ualitj' and strict requirements of the religion

of Christ, as to be willing to give up all con-

formity to the spirit of the world, and discard

the rites and ordinances that have been in-

troduced into the " church" in the will and by
the contrivance of men. Those wlio do so,

not only injure their own religious condition

and standing, but they betray the cause of

Him who has been pleased to raise up the

Society for his own purposes.

Samuel Pothergill thus expresses himself.

"The testimony given to us as a people, in

various branches, hath been a stone of stum-
bling and rock of offence to many, who have
wished for our crown without our cross, and
have overlooked or despised the peculiarity

of our testimony; or ruiher the Lord's testi-

mony through us. The language, fashions and
customs of the world, though by raanj' deemed
indifferent, are not so to us; but the}' are a

part of the growth of that lofty Lebanon,
which the day of the Lord is to come opon,

as well as on the cedars ; and when that day
comes, it will burn as an oven with prevail

ing heat, and leave them neither root nor
branch. All who have entered into fellow-

ship with us by the baptism of Christ, which is

the riitht door of entiance, have found it to be

tistiiHQiues, not
i,-i 1,111 (if their pro-

their duty to attend ,

from imitation, but fn.

'.'/ /" .hers breakpriely. We might hi

in upon us, were we at iiberly to inliint them upon

the bottom of general. sprctiLitire truth, without
their coming to the unity oltlu' Sjiirit."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—A terrible accident occurred at the

launch of the aleainsliip Siratoga, from Koach'a ship-

yard at Chester, on the morning of tlie 22il inst. Tlie

vessel started from its blocking somewhat sooner tli

was expected, klllinK seven men and severely iiijiiri

three ollitrs. The disaster was not discovered in

the vessel had readied tlie water. It was tlie I'orlii

l.mncli at the yanl, and the tirsl at which any accident

Four inches of snow fell in Berkshire Co., M:i--.,,i

the luorninK of the 2tth. Serious damage to tin- lit

crops there, is fenred.

The Cheyenne Indians, at Camp Robinson, X
11-50 in mi'iiiber, will be transferred, at their uun -

quest, to the Indian Territory.

The total amount of silver issued since 4tb mo. 2tj|_

1876, is $31,738,400. The fractional currency on

ing at this date is $20,07-3,807. One million of fi

tional currency will he retired during the prea

month.
The estimated value of fresh beef, exported fr

Philadelphia during the past week is $60,914. Tc
exports $711,131.

It is stated that 395 American locomotives, wo
$5,490,640 have been exported in seven years, and
most of them were taken from Philadelphia.

The Youngstown rolling mill, at Yoiingstown, Ol"

was destroyed by fire on the night of the 26th. 1

lo.^s is said to be about $100,000; .and 300 men
thrown out of employment.
The number of interments in Philadelphia last wi

was 335. Of the.se 177 were adults and 158 childrei

70 being under one year of age.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatii

on the 28ih ult. Philadelphia,—American gold, 10

United States 6' 3, 1881, 115|; -5.20'.-, 1865, UU. Cott

11| a llj cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orlea

Petroleum, standard white at 14J^ cts. for export

19 a 20 cts. per gallon for home use. Pennsyl
flour at Jt8.8o for good; choice, $9.00; and hi

grades at $10 a $11. Wheat is dull ; sales at $1.6

$1.75 for western red; $1.80 a $1.85 for Penn-i. s

southern do. ; *1.87 a $1,90 for amber, .and $1.95 a

for white. Corn, 62 a 64 cts. Oats, 48 a 51 cts. ]

ceipts of beef cattle 3000 hea.l. Sales at 4J to 71 i

per lb. gross, as to quality. Sheep sold at 4 to oi i

per pound. Hogs, 65 to 7 J cts.

Foreign.—Calcutta.—The number of persons u

tuitously relieved in Madras during tjie week end

5th mo. 10th, shows an increase of 44,391. Repc
from various parts of India show that the genei

dition is unimproved; official reports from I:

say that the increase of the numbers on the relief woi

is "29,433.

A meeting was held at New Castle on the 21st ult

count the votes of the Northumberland colliers, as

whether the matters in dispute with their emjilu

referred to arbitration. There was an overwhelm!
inajorily in favor of continuing the strike.

The question is being di.scussed in Vienna whetl

it is not advisable to incorporate Bosnia, Herzegov
and Servia into one Slate, under an Austrian Arc

duke.
Seven hundred Jews, deprived of a livelihood by i

closing of the Danube, destitute, houseless and al

starving, in Widdin, have taken refuge under the i

of the fortre.ss, in fear of a bombardment.
The 5Sth anniversary of Queen Victoria's birthdi

occurred on the 24lh ult. It was observed as a gene
holiilay througliout the Dominion of Canada.
There were seventy deaths from small pox in Li

don last week.
In consequence of a strike of the Nortliumberh

colleries, 12,000 men, it is said, are out of employms

FRIEND.S' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Principal

the Boys' Select School, at the opening of the tet

the Ninth month. Application miy he made to

Joseph S. Eikinion, 331 South Fifth St.

Edward .Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

James Smedley, 415 Market St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

FRIEND.S' ASYLUM FOR TIIK INSANE.
Near Frankford, (

Twenty-third Ward, ) PhUadctjihi

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woin
INOTON, M. 1).

Applications for the Admission of Patients m;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, in Germantown, 5th mo. 8ih, 1877, at tbo

dence of his sister, Sarah .A. Matlack, Daniel M.'

in the sixty-ninth year of his age, a member of 1'

delphia Monthly Meetijig.

, at West Chester, Pa., on the 7lh ul

Samuki, R, Kikk, aged iiearlv 89 vears, a menit
Bir.ningliam .Monthly Meeting of Friends.

WILLIAM II. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 W.aluut Sdvel.
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For " Tlio Fliund "

A Summer in Norway,

BY JOHN DEAN CATON.

Wo have been interested in the notes of a

sit to Norway, published under this title,

is a chatty, unpretentious book, but gives

me ideas of that country which are new. A
w extracts may be acceptable to our readers.

Hanimcrfest, it must be borne in mind, is

tout latitude 71° north, and in the summer
• several months has continual daylight

:

6 of the troubles J. T>. Caton frequently

udes to being the annoyance and difficulty

sleeping under such circumstances. He
ys:—
"Our course soon changed to the south-

uid we quickly threaded our way among
e m;i/,o of islands and through the crooked

annila, where a stranger would have he-

me iue.Ktrioably confused and lost. The
y was beautiful ; the sun shone brightly,

e air was soft and sweet and bracing. The
der-tlucks were constantly flying across our

lurse, and small herds of reindeer were scon

the sidi.-8 of the mountains, or in the inter-

ils near the water's edge. Fishing huts were

'ten passed, and the fishermen in their boats

frcqiientl}- met with, and there only

eked the aii)iearanee of a bear or a stately

k, to fill up the picture of animated nature.

J'he scenery this day was finer than any

e had before met, and we spent the day upon
deck enjoying it to the full * * The

nils, however, which we this day passed

ro not all mountains. The views were di-

siticd with lower lands and tamer scenery,

n quite a number the surface was compara-

rcly low and level and covered with trees

id shrubbery, almost out of keeping with

le usual scenery in arctic Norway.
In the afternoon we reached the head of

Iten Fjord, and made our final landing at

osekop. This has, by some, been called the

of Lapland, and is certainly the most
sautifuUy located of anj^ place we saw in

inmark. The shipping is accommodated at

ill dock, adjoining which are two small

archouses. From this point the blutf rises

)out one foot in eight to the altitude of about

le hundred feet, where occurs a narrow table

id then another more gentle ascent, of less

sight to the level country stretching away
land. Further south there is more space

, Jtween the water and the bluff, along which
ins a street or road, bordered by peasants'

ittagos or fishermen's cabins.

The broad hill side was covered with a rich

carpet of green-grass, which presented acheer-

ful prospect. An evergreen forest crowned
the heights beyond, and we seemed all at

oncfi to have entered upon a scene of rich

vegetation, quite in contrast with the barren-

ness or stunted growth we had everywhere
previously met.
The hotel is a large two-story wooden

house, built in the manner before described,

and newly painted white, and standing as it

does on that first high table, commands a view
of the great baj^ in front for ten miles or more,

and is a conspicuous object, which may be

seen at a great distance from the southern

part of the bay, but is hidden by a high pro-

montory from the northern approach. There
was no carriage there to take us u]) the hill,

so we had to make the ascent on foot. It was
a hard task for the invalid and was a work of

time. Frequent rests upon the soft grass

ightened the labor much, and so we reached

the bouse, where we found comfortable roonn
comfortable for tho ^e who desire to bo satis-

fied and pleased with what is clean, though
very plain, and really provides for one's phj'si-

cal nature as well as if luxuries wore thrown
in ; for here, certainly, there was nit the least

earance of luxury. But the people -were

obliging and desirous to please, and this is a

seasoning which makes palatable very plain

fare indeed. Those who are always quarrel-

ing with their bread and butter, are not likely

to have a pleasant journey.

After taking possession of our new quarters

and seeing all things made eomfortible, I

sallied out to explore, and soon found myself

at the top of the second table. It was a luxury

to find myself walking on a carpet of rich,

green grass, and what was still more plcising,

i found among the grass quite a varietj^ of

wild flowers, and during a short walk I gath-

ered a prettj' arctic bouquet. This was cheer-

ing news, and I hastened to the house to com-
municate it, and to present the evidence that

if nature frowns upon these bleak regions

with stern vigor, she smiles as well at times.

Of course all must be enthusiastic over arctic

flowers, and a regular excursion in search of

them was planned for the next day.

A single day showed a wonderful develop

ment of flowers, and indeed all vegetation

Ten flowers were found now where one was
met the day before, and many new varieties

which were not then observed, so that we had
no trouble in making a fine colhiction.

On the top of the upper table an extensive

peat-bog was found, though apparently of

limited depth. Several excavations showed
where peat, though of an inferior quality, had
been taken for fuel, and drains were cut

through it in various directions. Many cows
were pasturing upon it, though the grass

seemed coarser and less abundant than be-

yond it. The most abundant vegetation found

on the peat-bog was a low, shrubby vine, on
which a yellow bei-ry grows, about the size of

a mulberry, which is called muUcbir, and is

extensively used in that country in the form
of .sauce. It is also made into preserves when
fresh, and thus kept, and it is even exported
in barrels. I confess it was not agreeable to

my palate. It lacked flavor, and had an in-

sipid taste. With longer use I might, no
doubt, become fond of it. On our first arrival

at Bosekop scarcelj' one of these vines was in

bloom
;
yet in two days after the ground was

white Vi-ith the flowers all over the peat-bed.

The deposit of peat I found very common
on the rocky islands and in places where 1

hould not have thought of looking for it. I

found it often spread out in thin sheets, not

more than one or two inches thick, on the

steep sides of the otherwise naked rock, hun-

dreds of feet up the declivity, where one
vould suppose it would be washjd off by the

first heavy rain. Geologists may, no doubt,

readily explain how it got there, and how it

is retained, but I confess it is to me a profound
mystery. Of course it was poor and unfit for

of any considerable valu-3 ; but still it was
a true peat and would make a fire when noth-

"ng better could be found.

Still backof the peat-bog, and on the highest

elevatio], stood the Lutheran church, a good-

sized, commodious structure, painted white,

except the steeple, which was black. Nearly

all the Lutheran churches in Norway are of

one style of architecture. They have high,

steep roofs, with tall, slender spires, and with

a closed porch in front, and then an ante-room,

the roof of which is still higher, which is at-

tached to the main building under the spire.

To the opposite or back end of the church is

attached a small structure. Aroundthischurch

are quite a number of neat and comfortable

dwellings. The country back was covered

with a "pine forest, the trees were not large,

but were abundant. Deciduous trees were

met with further south and down the bluff,

but they were scarcely more than shrubs. So

far as I went in the interior the country was
pretty level; but the soil was light and not

very productive. In several ])laces the forest

had been cleared away and snug farmsteads

established; but not sufiicient to show that,

even in that favored spot, agriculture was
prosperous. At the most thrifty looking place

I saw, the farmer was a blacksmith as well,

and it is quite probable that his thrift was
owing as much to this as to that occupation.

The old plows lying around outside his shop,

and apparentl)' abandoned for use, showed

some curious designs, while others resembled

our own very much.
I did not, extend my rambles into the val-

ley, or rather the bottoms of the Alten river

;

but obtained a pretty extensive view of the

valley, which had the appearance of a prosper-

ous agricultural country, with fine farms and

houses, which was refreshing to look upon in

the arctic regions. This rich valley extends

far back into the country, and relieves the

general sterility of the land."
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All Epistle or Tnic Cliristiaii Love, lo all Friciids, failed

(ir I'cpuli'd (|iiakers, wliu proless the True Liglit,

Dear and well-beloved Friends, brethren
and sisters, both old and young, whom I Irulj-

love in the Lord
; even with that ancient lovo

which has lived in mj- heart from the begin
ning. I bless the worthy name and power of

the Lord our most gracious God, who hath
hitherto helped me and many others, his faith-

ful servants and ministers, in his blessed work
and service. And my soul's breathing and
supplication to Him, the B'atber and Foun-
tain of mercies, is, that his divine grace, love,

and peace, with all spiritual blessings in Christ
Jesus, may be for ever continued unto you,
and muUiplied among you.

And, my dear friends and brethren, not
knowing how soon my days here may come
to a period, 1 having now been for a long time
deeply concerned in the Lord's work and ser-

vice, in his gospel ministry and harvest:
being above 52 years since I was first eal

lorlh to bear public testimony for bis blessed
truth, and dispensation of his Holy Spirit and
new covenant; the Lord having prolonged
my days much beyond my former expecti
tions, because not onlj' of the deep sufferings
and severe persecutions, which I early under-
went, but also the divers afflictions and exer-
cises since. I am therefore now the more
concerned to communicate to you, my dear
friends, what is laid upon me ; even in the love
of my Heavenly Father, and for the help and
advantage of future ages, of such as shall here-
after sincerely seek the Lord, and the exalta-
tion of truth and righlcou-ness in the earth.
Upon the 22d of the 7th month, 1705, the

power of the Lord came upon me with great
weight, to my great comfort and refreshment,
in a special manner opening many weighty
matters afresh, of the state and condition of
his peculiar people, commonly called Quakers

;

as, how wc came truly to quake and tremble
at the word of God in the beginning, and the
real causes tbereof, both under the powerful
ministration of the law and judgments of God
by his light, discovering the nature and ex-
ceeding sinfulness of sin ; and also under the
dispensation of the gospel, in order to work
out our salvation, with fear and trembling;
(the light of the "Word ministering both law
and gospel ;) when wc knew our God so to
))repare our hearts, by working in us both to
will and to do; being also sensible we could
not thus work without some inward sense and
feeling of the word and.power of God, and his
Christ, working in us, true willingness, also
faith, and ability. As there is a trembling of
heart, and bowing of soul under tho sense of
judgment and mercy, there must bo a giving
up to serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice
with trembling

;
the same being required even

«f the kings and judges of the earth, under
the dispensation of the Son of God. (Psal. 2.)

Now let it enter the hearts and considera-
tions of all who are concerned, or in outward
communion among us, both young and old,
male and female, what it is to be a true Quaker
and trembler; lo tremble at the word of God

;

to tremble at his judgments ; to tremble at his
ju-esonce

; seeing that to "this man will 1

look, eailh the Lord, even to him that is poor,
and of a contrite spirit, and trembloth at my
word :" Isa. Ixvi. 2. The Lord has a tender
regard to them, and care over them, who are
thus exercised in the inward sense of the word
of life.

Yea. "Thus saith tho High and Lofty One,

that inhabitelh eternily, whose name is Holy ;

1 dwell in the high and holy place, with him
also that is of a contrite and humble s|.irit,

to revive the spirit of the humble, and lo

revive the heart of the contrite ones:" Isaiah
Ivii. 15. Oh! this contrite and humble spi-

rit, is too much wanting, where the Word of
life and power is not inwardly received nor
regarded ; where persons are lifted up, and
exalted in their own wills and spirits, above
the inward sense and feeling of this Word,
which would tender their hearts, and bow
their spirits into a true contrition and godly
sorrow

;
where they can frequently resort to

the solemn assemblies of the Lord's people,
come and go as whole, and up in their spirits

and fleshly minds and conceits, without any
trne remorse, brokenness, trembling or con-
trition of heart or spirit, before the Lord, or
at his presence. Surely a bitter cup of trem-
bling will be given to such at last, if they re-

pent not.

How many were there among us in early
days, who came under those dispensations of
the law and the gospel, under the sense of
judgment and mercy, and trembled at tho
word

;
and freely submitted to judgment, that

they might find mercy with God in Christ,
who, in the midst of judgment remembered
mercy, that He might' be feared.

But how many now are there under an out-
ward profession of Christ, and pretensions of
religion, who never came under those dispen-
sations, so as to be truly humbled, mortified
or crucified unto the world, yet termed or re-

puted Quakers; when in reality they are not
such as tremble at the word or presence of
God, or because of his judgments; and yet
there is as much loftiness of man in them to
be laid low, and as much earth in them to b
shaken, as ever was in any of us, at first,

when we knew the glory of the Lord, that
his power, to arise to shake terribly the earth,
and to bring down the lofty looks, and lay
low the pride and loftiness of man. Isa. ii. 11.

Wherefore I am sensible that quaking and
trembling at the word and presence of the
Lord God, as in the beginning, are as neces-

y to be reminded in the ministry and
preaching, in these daysof ease aud liber t}^, as
ever, to humble them who have not repented
of their iniquities

; being guilty of both mani-
fest evils, and secret sins.

All the negligent and slothful, all the luke-
warm and indifferent persons in religion, have
need to repent; all contentious, quarrelsome,
and disobedient persons, have need to repent
and reform in their behaviors and conversa-
tions. All unjust, covetous, earthly-minded
oppressors, and injurious persons, and all ear-

1
lal libertines, and drunkards, have great n

to repent, and be decjily humbled under the
mighty hand of the Lord God. All proud,
elf-willed, self exalted and unclean persons,
with all whisperers, back-biters, and sowers
of discoi-d, have great cause to seek repcnt-
uice, and to fear, dread, and tremble at tho
judgments and presence of tho Lord God ; and
n order thereunto, such have need to be
alarmed and awakened out of all their carnal
securitj', fleshly ease, and false rest, unto re-

pentance. If the Lord please to give them a
place and hearts to repent before thoy dio, a
terrible shaking, a dee]) sorrow, mourning and
amentation, must fall on such, before the}'
come into a true rejoicing in the Lord, with
trembling; for there must bo a terrible shak-
ing, before a joyful trembling.

Such as are careless and at ease in

under truth's prufession, and such as :

clined from their fii'st love and sinij

to revive the spirit of the humble,
is in Christ, ami unstable-minded om
apt to affect high strains, sudden am
flights, sounds and tones, more than
matter; and then get into elevations am
tations, more than into humility, or wi

sense of life, and to imitate a sort of si

which is neither with the Spirit nor wi

derstanding, as in the primitive churc
Christ ; whereby too many, who are inexf
enced in the work of God and Christ's n

try, are apt to be puffed u]) for one, ag
another, as those carnal ones among the (

inthians were, and to be exalted in self-con

and imaginations, to value themselves ab
others, and far better than they are ; am
such will judge of ministry and ministers

a partial aftection, and not by sound judgm
or divine sense; so they are apt and read}
mistake an affectation and forced births

the Divine power, and son of the free worn
hich is very ])ernicious, as tending to a k

of idolatrous bowing to that as the pov
which is not the power of God, but a kim
likeness of things in heaven. Whereas
real work of the gospel ministry is fouudali
work, 'tis edifying-work in a sound judgm£
in a sound mind, in a clear understandi
and tending to bring people to be sound
the true and living faith, in the name
power of Christ Jesus; even in that availi

and effectual faith, which worketh by lo'

so that this foundation-work of Christ's m
istry tends to settle people's minds in humili
in selt'-denial, in the holy fear of the Lord,
the true light, upon the sure foundation tl

is laid in Sion, Christ the spiritual rock, uj

which the true church is and shall be bu
and must stand fur ever.

(To bo concluded.)

For "The Frienc

Thomas Edward—A Scotch Naturalist.

{Continued from page 333.)

' The ruined castle of the Boyne, about £

miles west of Banff', was one of Edwar
favorite night haunts. The ruins occup}-

(

level summit of a precipitous bank formi
the eastern side of a ravine, through whi
the little river Boyne flows. Oneof the va
level with the ground, is used as a shelto

place for cattle. Here Edward often
refuge during rain, or while the night was t

dark to observe. The cattle soon got used
him. When tho weather was dry, and
animals fed or slept outside, Edward had

It to him!^eH. On such occasions he w
ted by rats, rabbits, owls, weasels, po
*, and other animals.

One night, as ho was Ij'ing upon a st

dozing or sleeping, he was awakened by son
thing pat-patting against his legs. He tlioug
it must bo a rabbit or a rat, a.s he know
they were about tho place. He only uk
his legs a little, so as to drive the crea
away. But the animal would not go. Th
he raised himself up, and away it went

;

the night was so dark that ho did nol s

what the animal was. Down he went :

to try and got a sleep; but before a few minut
bad elapsed, ho folt tho same pat-pattin
this occasion it was higher up his body. I

now swept his hand across his breast
thrust the intruder off. The animal shri^

t fell lo the ground. Edward knew
ek al once. It was a polecat.
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"He shifted his position a little, so as to bo

posite the door-way, where he could see his

tagonist betwixt him and the sky. He also

rned upon his side in order to have more
jedom to act. He iiad in one of his breast-

ckets a water-hen which ho had shot that

ening; and he had no doubt that this was
B bait which attracted the polecat. He
ttoned up his coat to his chin, so as to pre-

nt the bird from being carried away bj'

•ee. He was now ready for whatever might
ppen. Edward must tell the rest of the

)ry in his own words:
"'Well, just as I hoped and expected, in

out twenty minutes 1 observed the fellow

tering the vault, looking straight in my
•ection. He was very cautious at first. He
Ited, and looked behind him. He turned a

tie, and looked out. I could easily have
at him now, but that would have spoiled

a sport ; besides, I never wasted my powder
d shot upon any ihing that I could take

th my hands. Having stood for a few
jonds, he slowly advanced, keeping his nose

the ground. On he came. He put his

re-feet on my legs, and stared me full in the

36 for about a minute. I wondered what
I would do next—whether he would come
arer or go away. When satisfied with his

3k at my face, ho dropped his feet and ran

t of the vault. 1 was a good deal disap

intcd, and I feared that mj' look had fright

ed him. By no means. I was soon re-

Bured by hearing the well-known and orain-

B squeak squeak of the tribe. It occurred to

8 that I was about to be assaulted by a legion

polecats, and that it might be best to beat

retreat.

'I was just in the act of rising, when I saw

y adversarj^once more make his appearance
the entrance. He seemed to be alone. I

pped quietly down again to my former po-i-

)n, and waited his attack. After a rather

>w and protracted march, in the course of

hich he several times turned his head toward
e door—a manoeuvre which I did not at all

te—he at last approached me. He at once
aped upon me, and looked back toward the

itrauce. I lifted my head, and he looked

II iu my face. Then he leaped down, and
,11 to the entrance once more, and ija^e a

ueak. No answer. He returned, atid leaped

)on me again. He was now in a better posi-

3n than before, but not sufficiently far up
r my purpose. Down wont his nose, and

), up he crawled over my body toward the

rd in my breast-pocket. His head was lo

)WD, so that I couldn't seize him.
' I laj' as still as death ; but, being forced

• breathe, the movement of my chest made
le brute raise his head, and at that moment
gripped him by the throat. I sprung in-

antly to my feet, and held on. But I ac-

lally thought that he would have torn my
inds to pieces with his claws. I endeavored
I get him turned round, so as to get my hand
I the back of his neck. Even then, I had
lough to do to hold him fiist. How he

Teamed and yelled! What an unearthly

oise in the dead of night 1 The vault rung
ith his bowlings. And, then, what an awful

;ench he emitted during his struggles! The
ory jackdaws in the upper stories of the

istle began to caw. Still I kept my hold

lut I could not prevent his yelling at the top

f his voice. Although I gripped andsqueezed
'iih all my might and main, I could not choke

'Then I bethought
dealing with the brute,

about an ounce of chloroform
for capturing insects. I took the bottle out,

undid the cork, and thrust the ounce of chloro-

form down the fu mart's throat. It acted as

a sleeping draught : he gradually lessened his

struggles. Then I laid him down upon a
stone, and, pressing the iron heel of my boot
upon his neck, 1 dislocated his spine, and he
struggled no more. I was quite exhausted
when the struggle was over. The fight must
have lasted nearly two hours. It was the

most terrible encounter that I ever had with
an animal of his class. My hands were very
much bitten and scratched, and they long con-

tinued inflamed and sore. But the proy 1 had
captured was well worth the struggle. He
was a large and powerful animal—a male;
and I desired to have him as a match for a

female which I had captured some time be-

fore. He was all the more valuable, as I suc-

ceeded in taking him without the slightest

injury to his skin.'
"

The persevering determination which T.

Edward showed in the pursuit of knowledge,
and of objects of his collections, is well illus

tratcd in his account of the capture of a spe

cies of bird that was new to him. He says:
" I once had a desperate hunt after a little

simi {Tringa minuia). Returning home one
evening along the links,* I heard a stran

cry coming, as it seemed, from the shore. I

listened for some time, as I knew it was the

season (September) for many of our migratory
species to visit us. Never having heard the

cry before, I was speedily on the beach. But
it was growing dark, and I had not cat's eyes.

The sound, too, ceased so soon as I had gained

the beach. After groping about for some
time, I thought I espied a rather large flock

of birds at some distance along the shore. I

approached cautiously, and found that I was I

correct; the flock consisting chieflj- of ringed

plovers, dunlins, and sanderlings. From the

latter circumstance, and from the fact that

the cry was that of a sandpiper, I was pretty

sure that a stranger was among them. Al-

though I could see well enough that the birds

wore on the wet sand between mo and the

water, I could not make them out distinctly.

Once or twice I thought I could distinguish

one considerablj- smaller than the others, but

I soon folt that I had been mistaken. I was
now in a state of great excitement. Every
limb shook like an aspenloaf, or a cock's tail

on a windy day. What was I to do ? True,

I might have tirod at them, but the odds were
greatly against my being suecossful.

" It was now fairly dark, and the birds had
retired to rest on a ridge of rocks which in-

tervenes between the sands and the links.

Instead of returning home, as anj- one else

would have done, I laid myself down in a

hollow till morning, to wait their first appear-

ance, in the hope of attaining ray object. It

proved a wet and windy night; but daylight

brought with it a fine morning. With it also

came two gunners from Banft', striding along

the beach on a shooting excursion. This

vexed me to the very heart. The birds were

not yet astir, but I knew they would rise at

the approach of the men, who would doubt-

less attempt to shoot them. Just as I antici-

pated, up went the birds ; crack I crack ! went

of another way of j the shots
;
and down fell several birds. Rising

I had in my pocket from my stony couch, I rusheil at once to the
hich I used spot to see the victims, and found them all to

* Links, sandy, (fit gr

grass, lying along the se

md, sometimes covered
shore.

consist of sanderlings, dunlins, and one ringed
plover. The gunners were strangers to me,
but I ventured to ask them to abstain from
firing until I had satisfied nlyself about the
bird I sought; but they seemed unable to un-
derstand why one bird could be of more in-

terest than another, and they told me that, as
there were plent}- of them, I could fire away
and take my chance. I declined to shoot with
them, but eagerly watched each time they
fired; and if a bird fell, I went and examined
it; but I did not meet with the one I sought.
The men at last got tired and went away.

" It was now my turn ; but, unhappily, the
birds, from being so often fired at, had become
extremely shy, so that to get near them for

my purpose was all but im])0ssible. By per-

severance, however, I at length made out one,

as I thought, a good deal smaller than the
others. I succeeded in creeping a little nearer.

They rose ; I fired, and down fell four. I

rushed, breathless, hoping to pick up the bird

in which I took such interest. But, alas I no.

It was not there. Awaj' went the remaining
birds to the sea ;

then, turning, they rounded
a point or headland called Blackpots, and dis-

appeared from view. From this, and from
their not returning, I knew that they had
gone to the sands at White-hills, about three

miles distant, to which place I proceeded.

But no sooner had I reached there, than back
they flew in the direction from which they
had come. Back I went also, and found them
at the old place.

" Just as I reached them, away they flew

once more, and, of course, away 1 went like-

wise. In this way we continued nearly the

whole day—they flying to and fro, I following

them. Toward evening my strength begin-

to fail, and feeling quite exhausted, I

up the chase, and once more took up my
abode among the shingle, in the hope that

thej' might again return there for the night.

Just as I wished and expected, and while it

was yet light, they came and alighted about
thirt}' yards from where I lay. Away went
fatigue, hunger, and thoughts of home! In

fact, the sight of this object of ray day and
night's solicitude raade me a new creature.

Off went the messengers of death. Two of

the birds fell ; the rest fled once more to the

sea. I followed, but had not proceeded far

when I observed one falter. Leaving its com-
panions, it bent its course toward where I

stood, and suddenly dropped almost at my
feet. As I picked up the little thing, I could

not but feel thankful that my patience and
perseverance had at last been crowned with

success. It was the first little stint I had ever

hot, and the onlj^ one I have ever seen in

this neighborhood."
(To be contiuueil.)

The Patient Elephant.—An elephant in

Calcutta had a disease in his eyes. For three

days he had been completely blind. His

owner, an engineer officer, asked the doctor

if he could do anything to relieve the poor

animal. The doctor said he would try the

nitrate of silver, which was a remedy common-
ly applied to similar diseases in the human
eye. The large animal was ordered to lie

down, and at first, on the application of the

remedy, raised a most extraordinary roar at

I

the acute pain which it occasioned. The
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effect, however, was wondorful. The eye was
in a manner restored, and the animal could

partially see. The next day when he was
brought, and heard the doctor's voice, he lay

down of himself, placed his enormous head on
one side, curled up his trunk, drew in his

breath just like a man about to endure an
operation, gave a sigh of relief when it was
over, and then, by trunk and gesture, evident-

ly wished to express his gratitude.

—

Jjate

Paper.

Sel cted,

Religious Society, unless it keeps close to

the leadings and guidance of the Spirit of
Christ, is liable to be drawn out to look at

what is going on in the world, thus being off

the pure inward watcb, and leaving its place

of safety and impregnable defence, it, in a very
subtile and almost imperceptible manner, be-

comes more or less affected or influenced by
the elements which compose and agitate civil

society. Our blessed Redeemer knowing how
susceptible we are of wrong impressions, cau-

tions his disciples, " Take heed how ye hear."

If human wisdom and judgment are suffered

to take the lead, we soon approve of, and are

ensnared by plans and projects which have
been devised to sustain and perfect the Tem-
ple which the Lord in his wisdom and good-
ness has decreed, shall have no other founda-
tion than the Eock of ages— the immediate
and renewed revelation of his own holy Arm.
O the loss which our poor Society is continu-
ally subjecting itself to in not duly estimating
the unspeakable privilege of being permitted
to draw near to the fountain of Light and life,

and earnestly seeking instruction from Him,
the Captain of salvation, that hence we might
be put into a capacity of bringing glory to his

ever worthy name, and receiving in ourselves
the indubitable evidence that we have sin-

cerely endeavored to honor him with our
whole substance.

—

Jonathan Eoans.

Useless Treasure.—A rich nobleman was
once showing a friend a great collection of
precious stones, whose value was almost be-

jond counting. There were diamonds, and
pearls, and rubies, and gems from almost every
country on the globe, which had been gathered
by their possessor with the greatest labor and
expense. "And yet," he remarked, "they
yield mo no income."

His friend replied that he had two stones
which cost him about two florins each, yet
they yielded him an income of two hundred
florins a year.

In much surprise the nobleman desired to
see the wonderful stones; when the man led
him down to his mill, and pointed to the two
toiling gray millstones. They were labori-
ously crushing the grain into snowy flour for
the use of hundreds who doi)endcd on its work
for their daily bread. Those two dull homely
stones did more good in the world, and yield-
ed a larger income, than all the nobleman's
jewels. So it is with idle treasure everywhere.—Phrenological Journal.

When Satan whispers ugly things, and
would fright my soul from prayer, sometimes
on my knees, " with tcary face," like the poor
Indian, bending low, I seek relief: and though
many a time no form of words presents, ihere
Hoems a spiritual intercession, and a calm
succeeds; not always iminodiatcl3'. — Mary
Capper.

PENITENCE.
Show me myself, O Holy Lord

;

Help me to look within,

I will not turn me from the sight

Of all my sin,

Juat as it is in Thy pnre eyes.

Would I behold my heart

—

Bring every hidden spot to light,

Nor shrink the smart;

Open to Thy most searching view,
Each secret thought lies bare;

—

Help me to read the record twice,

This is my prayer !

Words that should never pass my lips,

Thoughts that should have no place,

Tempers unchecked, allowed their sway.
These, Lord, I trace.

I promised at Thine altar, Lord,
To fight these foes within,

Yet here Thy Spirit doth record
Unconquered sin

!

Saviour ! my eyes are blind with tears

—

Such bitter, burning tears

—

Are these the dregs of sin, retained
So many years 1

Not mine the purity of heart
That shall at last see God;

Not mine the following in the steps

The Saviour trod
;

Not mine the life I thought to live

When first I took His name

;

Mine but the right to weep and grieve
Over my shame !

Yet Lord I I thank Thee for the sight

Thou hast vouchsafed to me.
And humbled to the dust, I shrink

Closer to Thee

;

Unworthy, faithless, as it is,

Oh, let ray spirit hide
Its weakness and its penitence

In Thy dear side!

And if Thy love will not disown
So frail a heart as mine,

Chasten and cleanse it as Thou wilt,

Bui keep it Thine ! —N. Y. Observer.

For " The Friend."

Woi'd-Pliiiiigcs,

(Concluded trom page 332.)

Flood. " Your fathers dwelt on the othc
side oiihe flood in old time."

—

Josh. xxiv. 2.

In olden times the word flood was applied
to anj' stream, not merely to an overflow.

" With these came thev, who from the bord'ring /oorf
Of old Euphrates," &c.—Milton.

Fold. " And there shall bo one fold and
one shepherd."

—

-John x. 16. The true ronder-
of the Greek word is flock, not fold—

" there shall be ono flock and one shepherd."
Godspeed. This, wherever it occurs in the

Bible, should be written goodspeed, as it is in

Gen. xxiv. 12.

Graoious. "A gracious woman retaineth
honor."

—

Prov. xi. "l6. In the Bible, gracious
is sometimes used in the passive sense oi'filled

with grace, now generally used in the active
sense of imparting grace or favor.

His, when we should now use its, occurs
frequently in the Bible; indeed, its does not
occur at all in the authorized version, and
very s]iaringly in old writers gonerall3^ His
was the common possessive both of hit (it)

and of /«;, in Anglo-Saxon.
Jot. "Till heaven and earth pass, one jot

or ono tittle shall in no wise pass from the law,
all be fiilfillod."— .1/./^/. v. 18.

lot is fr,,ni the (Ircek name (iola) of (lir

Hebrew letter jod, the smallest letter of v

Hebrew alphabet, and therefore tli. n .

likely to be omitted or overlooked. A ! /

was a little cui-ved hook by which >^ ;, j

the Hebrew letters were distinguishof
Leasing. "How long will ye love \-ai

and seek after leasing?''—Ps. iv. 2. /. w i

means lying, ^falsehood, from the Anglo Si
adjective "' leas,"/a;se. The word is n-v, ;

solete but was in common use in the - \

teenth century.
" And all that faimed is, as leaslngs, tales and lie ,-, -

Spenser.

Meat. With us, meat has a much n r

limited meaning than it had original Iw 1

now menns flesh meat exclusively ; but i n r:\

English it has the sense of victuals trcncr:'!

It is noteworthy that in the meat-o\\\']

spoken of in Deuteronomy there was nntli
;

but flour and oil. The original sense ui ;; ,

is preserved in the phrase "grace before nu'
,

that is, before food, or eating.

Minister. "And he closed the book, ; i

he gave it again to the minister, and \

down."

—

Luke iv. 20.

The general meaningof minister is otliii )

servant. But in modern times the trmi
confined to an oflicer of the church or a i

vant of the State. In the seventeenth cimiI \

it had neither of these meanings, but wa- ii [

solely to denote the humbler sense of mini-

as an attendant or servant. In Josh, i 1

Joshua is called Moses' minister, while in /.'. j

xxiii. 11, the same Hebrew word is tran-la^

servant. " The wives be ministers to their 1 s

band-^, the children to their p.irents, andjd
be short, the younger to their elder."

—

Mo
Utopia.

Neesing. " By his neesiyigs a light d
shine."

—

Job xli. 18. Neesing is the older fc

of the word now written sneezing.

Nephew. " If any widow have childrer

nephews, let them learn first to show piet^
home, and to requite their parents."— 1 2
V. 4. In our present use the word nephev
confined to the son of a brother or of a sist

but formerlj' it denoted a grandson or ot
lineal descendant.

" The warts, black moles, spots and freck

of fathers, not appearing at all upon th

children's skin, begin afterwards to put
and show themselves in their nephews, to v

the children of their sons and daughters
Holland's Plutarch.

Or. " Before the mountains were brou;
forth, or even thou hadst formed the eart

the world."

—

Ps. xe. 2. Or in this place
Saxon (XT (before), and means ere, which
used in place of it in Ecclesiasticus, " He kt
all things ere ever they were created." "Sc
speak or they weigh, and attempt or they c

sider."— Q II, 'r II l-:ii:,ih,th.

Peep. "And wIumi I hoy shall say unto y
seek unto tlieni that have familiar s|)irits, ;

unto wizards that peep, and that mut
should not a people seek unto their God.'
Isa. viii. 19.

The ordinary moaning associated with
word peep, is a meaning connected with sis

but peep as employed in the above passag<
different word, and is now obsolete,

primary signification is to cr}^ like a yoi
bird

; afterwards the word was used to den
the shrill whistling sound made by wiza
th&t peep and mutter.
"As touching the manner of worship!

and adoring flashes of lightning, all natii

1 cine arrord and .oniorniit y do it '
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kind of u'/ii.si'^i/i^ or c/iir/«'?!(7 with the lips."— 1 storehouse; and at your lyings down you

Eolland's Pliny. will feel Him; and your goings forth and

Pekvent. "I jorerenfe'? the dawning of the comings in. So that you may answer the

morning."—Ps. exix. 147. The modern sense Light and the Truth in all people, both by

of the V!orA prevent is to hinder. The literal 'your godly lives and conversations: serving

jaiA\\n\ii\s to come before, io anticipate. Thislthe Lord and being valiant for His Truth,

is the signification in the Psalm. " Straw- with a joyful heart upon the earth, and the

berries watered will prevent and come early." glorious Name in whom you have salvation

Hrictly

-eorehii

called historical tablets abnnt a
already turned \ii^.—British Friend.

^Ba
Shroud. "Behold, the Assj'rian was a

cedar in Lebanon with fair branches, and

with a shadowing shroud."—Ezek. xxxi. 3.

Shroud is obsolote in the sense in which it

is here used, of cover, shelter. In an old Eng-

lish poem occur the following lines, in which

the word is used with the same meaning as in

Ezekiel.

' " Where like a mounting cedar he should bear

His plumed top aloft into the air
;

,
And let these shrubs ait underneath his shrouds,

Whilst in his arms he doth embrace the clouds."

Silly, in modern usage has acquired an op-

probrious sense which it had not originally
;

it is derived from an Anglo-Saxon word mean-

ing happy, and its meaning in early English

literature is simple, harmless, guileless. The
old writers speak, for example, o^ silly sheep

that is harmless sheep ; silly women, that is,

a simple, guileless woman.
Sincere. "As new-born babes desire the

sincere milk of the word, that ye may grow
thereby.'—1 Pet. ii. 2.

Sincere is derived from sine cera, literally

without was, that is, the pure, clear honey.

Hence the primitive meaning of the word is

pure, unadulterated, and this is the sense of thi

word in the above passage. A similar use of

sincere was common in the literature of the

seventeenth century. " But the good, sincere,

and true nard is known by the lightn

color, sweet smell, and the taste especially."

—Holland's Pliny. " There is no sincere acid

in an}' animal juice."

—

Arbuthnot.

i,. Tale. '' There shall no straw be given you

,yet shall ye deliver the tale of bricks."

—

Ex
V. 18. The tale is what we could call the tally,

the number told oif or counted ;
hence in gen-

eral a full number. Milton says :

" .\nd every shepherd tells his tale,

Under the hawthorn in the dale."

This does not mean that every shepherd re-

lates his story, but tells or counts his tally,

that is counts the number of his sheep. Dry-

den uses it in the same sense

—

" She takes the tale [count] of all the lambs."

Wo WOETH. " Howl ye, wo worth the day."

—E:ek. xxx. 2. This is an old English idiom,

now obsolete. Wo loorth, means wo be to.

Worth has no connection with the modern
noun worth, being derived from the Saxon

verb weorthan, to be.

To Friends in Neio Jersey, in America.
Swarthmore, the 4th of First mo., 1676.

My dear Friends in New Jersey, and you
' that go to New Jersey, ray desire is that you

may all be k6pt in the fear of God, and that

you may have the Lord in your eye, in all

your undertakings; for many eyes of other

governments or colonies will be upon you
;

yea, the Indians, to see how you order your

lives and conversations. And therefore let

your lives, and words, and conversations t

as becomes the Gospel, that you may ador

the Truth, and honor the Lord in all your

undertakings : lot that only be in your eye

and then you will have the Lord's blessing

and increase, both in basket and field and

And keep up your meetings for worship,

and your men and wonTen's meetings for the

ffairs of Truth, both monthly and quarterly :

and after you are settled, you may join to-

gether ancl build a meeting house. And do

not strive about outward things; but dwell

in the love of God, for that will unite you to-

gether, and make you kind and gentle one

towards another; and to seek one anoth-

good and welfare ; and to be helpful one to

another. And let temperance, and patience,

and kindness, and brotherly love be exercised

among you, so that you may abound in virtue

and true humility; living in peace, show
forth the nature of Christianity, that you
may all live as a fiimily, and the church of

God, holding Christ your heavenly Head, and
having Him to exercise his offices among you,

and in you. And therefore be not over eager

after outward things, but keep above them
in the Lord's power and seed, Christ Jesus,

that is over all ; in whom you have all life,

election, and salvation.

And write over yearly from your meetings

how 3-ou are settled, and how your affairs go on

in the Truth, and how your men and women's
meetings are settled. And my desires are,

that we may hoar that you are a good savor

to God in those countries ; so that the Lord
may crown all your actions with His glory.

So with my love to all.

Georoe Fox.

Assyrian Aiitiquilics.

The cases of Assyrian, Babylonian and Ara
mtean antiquities collected by the late George
Smith during his last archreological expcd'

tion to the East, which was brought to a fatal

end at Aleppo on the 19th of August, are now
in course of examination with a view to their

being duly registered, ticketed and exhibited

to the public gaze. The task is naturally in

the hands of G. Smith's successor, William St,

Chad Boscawen. The objects are some thou-

sands in number, including at the first glance,

not a few of considerable interest and impo
anco. The bulk are of the class known as

contract tablets—small baked clay slabs, writ-

ten on both sides, and recording acts of bar-

gain and sale, duly attested by witnesses, and

bearing very precise dates. Sometimes they art

done in duplicate, a second copy of the cunie

form or arrowhead inscription being found

inside on splitting the slab. The exact dates

upon them are of the utmost importance

settling the chronology, and the ever-growing

store of proper names, including those of

buyers, sellers and witnesses, is of great phil-

ological value. The number of contract tab-

lets^ already recognized among the new trea-

sures is about 3,000. Of these no fewer than

1,800 were found together and must have

formed part of the archives of a single great

firm of Babylonian bankers, whose transac-

tions extended over more than a century,

since the dates of their vouchers and securi-

ties range through the reigns of Nabopolassar,

Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, &e., down to

those of Cyrus, Darius, Hystaspes and Nidin-

tabcl, who revolted against him. Of more

For "The Friend."

Report of the Committee for the Civilization and
Improvement of the Indians.

To the Yearly Meeting;.—The Committee
for the civilization and improvement of the

Indians report: The condition of the Board-
ing School at Tunesassa continues to be satis-

factory. It has been attended by an average
of 29 scholars during the year, most of whom,
as heretofore, were girls.

In a ncent letter to the Committee the
Superintendent remarks, that under the care

of the efiicient teacher it ''has been all we
could reasonably expect." All of the children

read and spell, 23 write, 21 study arithmetic,

18 geography, 6 grammar and philosophy,

and"20 write letters to their parents or others

once a month. Meetings for worship have
been regularlv held twice a week, and a por-

tion of the Holy Scriptures is daily road in

the family with the children collected. The
children are also collected every evening for

the purpose of hearing read religious or other

nstructive matter. On these occasions their

behavior has generally been commendable,
and we feel encouraged on learning that a

marked improvement is observable in the

general deportment of the larger girls out of

school.

Our friends Aaron P. and Eunice Dewees
continue acceptably at the bead of the Insti-

tution. In the Fourth month last, Louisa

Smith succeeded Eliza A. Cheyney as teacher,

as referred to in our last Report, and was ac-

companied on her journey to Tunesassa by
Maiy Millhouse, also from Iowa, who was
about to enter upon the duties of assistant

matron.
The latter was in poor health at the time

of her arrival, and after an illness of a few
days was removed by death, on the 29th of

the Fourth month. Under feelings of sym-
pathy for the family at the Boarding School

our friend Thoraazine Valentine shortly after-

wards proceeded thither where she remained
for several weeks to the comfort and help of

our Friends there. Sina A. Hall, of Barnes-

ville, Ohio, was appointed to fill the vacancy

thus occurring, whose services at the Institu-

tion began in the Sixth month last. During
the last few 3'ears, owing to the increased size

of the family, the need of an additional helper

in the household department has been fre-

quently felt, to meet which, the services of

Elizabeth Burgess, a Friend from Pennsville,

Ohio, have lately been obtained.

While under the fostering influence of the

caretakers at the Boarding School, the chil-

dren not only acquire a valuable amount of

school learning, as well as receive instruction

in housekeeping, &c., but serious impressions,

are, we believe, at times made upon their

minds, which, we trust will not be entirely

lost, when they are exposed to the evil ex-

ample and influences with which they are

often surrounded in their own homes. In the

reportof a Committee who paid a visit to the

Institution during the past year, they observe

in reference to the children, that their "pro-

per deportment in the school room and in the

family gives reason to hope, that the care be-

stowed upon them while there, will not be

unavailing. In some of the gatherings with

the family and children we were favored with

an evidence of Heavenly good, which was re-
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freshing to our spirits, and should have an
animating ett'oct ujjoo those who are concern-
ed to labor for the best welfare of this people."

It is cheering to know from time to time of
instances in which the sanctifying power of
Divine Grace has been observed in those who
have once been under the care of Friends as

pupils at the Boarding School; and it may be
proper here to refer to the character and
cent death of a valuable young woman, a sister

ofthe one alluded to in ourEeport of last year
who after acquiring an education had beet
engaged for several years as a teacher among
her own people. During her last illness,

which was of some months' continuance, her
expressions indicated an humble submission
to the will of her Heavenly Father, a tender
solicitude for the eternal welfare of those by
whom she was surrounded, and a peaceful

trust that through the love and mercy of her
Saviour all in the end would be well. A letter

written by her surviving sister, also a sei

ously minded woman, says, " Her disease was
such that she wanted to be kept very quiet
and let nothing excite her, though she dearly
loved to have the Quakers see her, and talk
with her. She thought a great deal of the
Quakers. She seemed to be aware of her
situation, and used to say, that " God has ar-

ranged these sicknesses and sufferings for our
espiecial benefit. He doth not afflict willingly
but to shovv to us His hand dealing, and to

draw us nearer to Him, while we yet stay;
to rid ourselves of sin, and to be the better
prepared for a home in the mansions above.
Look up and pray to our Heavenly Father,
Christ Jesus our Lord, He will remove all

darkness, and point out our way clear."

While the labors of the Friends at Tune-
sassa are mostly confined to the care of the
Boarding School, and the farm

;
yet opportu

nities are often improved for visiting the
Indians in their own homes upon the Reser-
vation ;

and it is the desire of the Committee
to encourage the exercise of their influence

in this way.
Within the past few months, Sarah T.

Smith, a Friend from Penusville, Ohio, has
been recommended by the Committee, and
appointed by the Supoi'intendent of Public
Schools on the Keservation as teacher of the
school located about a mile distant from
Friends' property, and arrangements made
by which she will board in the familj-.

By an examination of our Treasurer's ac-

count, it appears that there was due him, 3d
mo. 1st last, a balance of $566.04. During the
year then closed he had received interest on
investments, including one-third of the pro-
ceeds of the Estate of John Parrish, $1,387.-

26; profits on the sale of city six per cent,

loan, 131.50; which with credits from sales of'

real estate, and oak timber removed from the
land, $463.35 ;

rent of saw and grist mill, $25:
and apparentgain on the farm account, $51.21

;

make together, $1,958.32. The expenditures
have been, for family expenses, $1,371.15;
salaries and travelling expenses of the Friends
engaged in the Institution, $989.43 ; books,
&c., for the school, $20.35, and for repairs,

improvements, &c., $07.05 ; making a total of
$2,447.98, and showing a deficiency in the
operations of the year of $489.66. 'There are
securities on huml amounting at their par
value to $14,136.06, which is $000 less than
the amount reported a year ago.
During the last few years portions of the

tract at Tinicsassa have' been sold, and there

remains a balance payable to the Committee
in instalments during several successive yo:ir^

of $2,291 on this account. The number ol

acres sold are reported last year to be 275,

but owing to the failure of one of the pur-
chasers to fulfil his engagements, the total
amount thus disposed of is 225 acres. Witbin
two years past the invested funds have been
diminished $1,100 ; and as the reimbursement
of the Treasurer, and the prosecution of the
concern as at present conducted will result in

a further encroachment upon our principal,
the subject is mentioned for the consideration
of the Yearly Meeting.
The construction of two important lines of

railroad through a considerable portion of the
Allegheny Reservation a number of years ago,
and the erection of shops and other buildiiigs

connected therewith have been followed by
the settling of an increasing population of
whites upon this Reservation, which in

ous ways, continues to exert a demoral
effect upon the Indians. Under feelings of
sympathy with them in the various tempta-
tions to which they are now exposed, and the
difficulties in which they have become in-

volved, the Committee addressed a letter of
friendship and counsel to the Indians on both
the Allegheny and Cattaraugus Reservations,
which was presented to them in the Ninth
mouth last, by some of our number appointed
for the purpose. In the report of tbis sub-
committee, after alluding to causes of dis
couragement which were met with on the
Alleghenjr Reservation, they state that " in

all the interviews, feelings of satisfaction were
expressed at the continued interest taken by
Friends in their improvement and welfare, of
which the advice thus communicated to them
was a fresh evidence

; and in some of the in-

terviews a degree of solemnity was experi-
enced, under which, we hope, profitable im-
pressions were made; and we believe the
letter and visit have renewed and strength-
ened the feelings which the Indians have long
entertained towards Friends."
By direction and on behalf of the Com-

mittee.

George J. Scattergood, Clerk.

Philiidelphia, Fourth mo. 1.3th, 1877.

How Kid Gloves are Made.—Gloves have
been in use from verj^ early times, being men-
tioned by such ancient writers as Homer and
Xenophon. During the middle ages they
were worn by certain officials as a mark of
dignity. But as civilization advanced thoj'
gradually became common to all classes of
the community ; and the growing demand is

such, that the price of skins have advanced
fifty per cent, in the last fifteen years.
The term "kid," however, is a mere tech-

nicality, as the quantity consumed annually
of leather bearing this name, is largely in

excess of what could be supplied from the
skins of the young goats that are annually
laughtcred, lamb and other thin skins being
:xtchsively used. The value of the kid gloves
nunuta''tnr.'d in France is estimated at $10,-
000,(11)0, and there are large quantities made
n Italy, trerniany and England, and a c.im
paratively small amount in this country, at
Gloversvillo, New York city, and in Ihis'ciiy.

As the sewing of a single pair of ladies'

kid gloves requires five thousand stitches,

for which the continental manufacturers pay
about ten cents, it can readily bo so(^n fhat
this iniiusli'y cannot be carried on extensively

in this country. The seams are sowed wi
perfect regularity by placing the edges t-

united in the jaws of a vice, which termi'
in fine brass teeth like those of a comli.

only one-twelfth of an inch long, the stitc

being held by a knot to prevent ripping, whi
used to be a frequent source of trouble, i t

necessary that the animal should be kill

young, because as soon as it begins to feed
herbage its skin is impaired for- this purpn:
Eggs are very extensively used in preparii

the skins; it is estimated that 60,000,000 a

annually used in England and France ah>ii

In coloring the kids dye is applied to t

outer skin with a brush by hand; if the ski

were immersed the inner portion would -A

receive the dye and stain the hand.
France excels all in the variety and ric

ness of her colors, which is attributed ti> \\

atmosphere and water—producing 200 dill'.

ent shades.—/"Aiifl. Ledger.

George Fox, to the Cliurclics,

On ihe Necessity of Women's Meetings.

Some that professed Truth, and had ni:i

a great show thereof, being gone from the .-a

plicinj of the Gospel, into jangling, divisioi

and a spirit of separation, endeavored to di

courage Friends, especially the women, froi

their godly care and watchfulness in the churc
over one another in the Truth, oiiposing thei

meetings, which in the power of the Lord wei

set up for that service. Wherefore I was move
of the Lord to write the following epistle, an
send it among Friends, for the discovering c

that spirit by which those opposers wer
acted, its way and work by which it wrought
and to warn Friends of it, that they migh
not be betrayed by it. "All my dear Friends.
After stating how these opposers were gon
from the peaceable spirit of Jesus, he says
"Some of this spirit have said to me, 'The;
see no service for women's meetings.' M;
answer is, and hath been to such. If they b"

blind and without sight, they should not op
pose others; for none impose anything upoi
them. God never i-eceived the blind for a sa

crifice, neither can his peo]3le. But Clu-i;

has enlightened all
; and to as man}' as rec.i\

him, he gives 'power to become the sons (

God.' Such as are heirs of his power, and (

his gospel, which brings life and immortalit}
to light, can see over him that has darkt
those ; and all such keep the order of the gospel.

Ihe power of God, and their meetings ther

which preserves them in lifeand immortality
These see the great service of mci.'d and wo
men's meetings, in the order of the gospel flu

power of God ; for thej^ are mocthelps in this

power, which is the authority of their mcetJ
ings. I say, all you that be against men's and
women's meetings, who say, 'you see no sei

vice for the women's meeting' and opjiose

them
;
you are therein out of the power of God,

and his spirit you live not in. For God sa

service for the assemblies of the wotnen in the
time of the law, about those things that ap-

pertain to his worship and service, and to tho
iiol}- things of his tabernacle; and they in his

spirit see now their service in tho (lospel,

iihtHii things in these meetings being more proper
for the.ioomen than the men; and tho}- in tho
power and wisdom of God, may inlorni Iho

men of such things as arc not proper for them
;

and tho men may inform tho women of such
things as are not ])ropor for them, as meet
helps to each other. * * * Therefore all
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ou that feel the power of God, and your ser-

ies for God in them, both men and women,
your meeting's in the power of God, the

athorily of them, as they were settled in it;

hen ye will be preserved both over this spirit

liat opposes them, and over the spirit of the

orld that opposes your other meetings
;
for

is all one in the ground, and would bring

OQ into bondage. * * * Stand up for

our libertj' in the Gospel, and in the faith,

hich Christ Jesus hath been the author of,

ir if ye lose it, and let another spirit get over

ou, ye will not soon regain it. I knew Satan

rould bestir himself in his instruments, when
len's and women's meetings came to be set up

a the power, light, and truth, and the heirs

f the Gospel to take their possession of it in

very country and city, therein to walk, watch

verone another, and take care of God's glory

nd honor, and his precious truth, and to see

hat all walk in the truth as becomes the

ospel, and to see that nothing was lacking;

nd 80 whatsoever was decent, modest, virtu-

lovely, comely, righteous, and of good re-

ort to follow after, and to admonish and ex-

ort all that were not faithful, and to rebuke

11 that did evil. I knew this would give such

check to all loose speakers, talkers, and
7alkers, that there would be an opposition to

ach meetings. But heed it not; truth will

ome over them all, and is over them all, and

iith must have the victory." How hardened

lust any be to revoke this order in their own
nil.- S. C.

Orleans Co., N. Y.
For "The Friend."

Agriculture, ic, ill Georgia.

In journeying through the Southern States,

he author of " The Great South" gives us his

pression of things as they fell under his

bservation. We extract a few passages. "It

not without some little bitterness that a

Georgia journalist recently wrote : 'A Georgia

armer uses a Northern axe-helve and axe to

sut up the hickory growing within sight of

lis door, plows his fields with a Northern

",uw ;
drops out his cotton with a New Eng-

and hoe; gins his cotton upon a Boston gin
;

loops it with Pennsylvania iron ; hauls it to

narket in a Concord wagon, while the littl

jraiu that he raises is cut and prepired for

lale with j-ankee implements. We find the

a-eorgia housewife cooking with an Albany
itove; and even the food, especially the luxu-

ies, are imported from the North. Georgia's

daughters are clothed in yankee muslins

ind decked in Massachusetts ribbons and
Kbode Island jewelry.' "

Throughout the cotton States this state-

ment holds true. In the interior cotton dis

tricts of Georgia, there is often a great deal

3f pecuniar}' distress, because the condition

3f the market or the failure of the crop presses

sore!}- on those who have given no care to

' any thing for self support, and who have

staked their all on cotton. Diversified indus-

try would make of Georgia in twenty years,

second New York ; for even in her present

ill-organized condition, she actually makes
great progress. The creation of manufactur-

ceutres. like Columbus, Macon, Albany,

Thomaston, Augusta, Marietta, Athens and
Dal ton is encouraging, but much remains to

done. Only about five millions of doUai-s

are invested in the manufacture of cotton and
woollen goods in the State as j^et, and the

grand water power of the Chattahooche still

mains but little employed. Agriculture

must, therefore, be the main stay of the com-
monwealth, and the prospect is, on the whole,
encouraging.
The present cash value of the farms in

Georgia is considerably more than one hun-
dred millions of dollars, and might be doubled
by something like systematic and thorough
cultivation. The number of small farms is

steadily increasing, and the negroes have ac-

quired a good deal of land which, in the cot-

ton sections, they recklessly devote entirelj'

to the stajile, with an improvidence and care-

lessne.s8 of the future which is bewildering to

the foresighted observer. They are fond of

the same pleasures which their late masters
give themselves so freely—hunting, fishing,

and lounging; pastimes which the superb
forests, the noble streams, the charming cli-

mate, minister to very sttongly. In the lower
part of the State, in the piney woods and
swamps, the inhabitants are indolent, unedu-
cated, complaining and shiftless. They are

all of the same stamp as the old woman who
explained to a hungrj' and thirsty traveller

that they could not give him any milk, ' be-

cause the dog was dead!' Applying his per-

ceptive powers to this singular remark, he
discovered that the dog had been wont to

drive up the cows to be milked at eventide,

and that since his death it had not occurred

toany of the family to go themselves in search

of the kine. People who have plenty of cattle,

and might raise the finest beef and mutton,
rarely see milk or butter, and wear out their

s^-slems with indigestible pork and poor whis-

key. Their indolence, ignorance, and remote-

ness fromi any well-ordered farming regions,

arethe excuses forthis classoftheialiabitanis,

who are commonly called ' crackers.' These
are the sallow and lean people who always
feel 'tollable,' but who never feel well; a peo-

ple of dry fibre and coarse existence, yet not

devoid of wit and good sense. The Georgia
' cracker' is eminently shiftless ; he seems to

fancy that he was born with his hands in his

pockets, his back curved, and his slouch hat

crowded over his eyes, and does his best to

maintain this attitude forever. * *

Columbus, on the border of Alabama, sepa-

rated from that Siate by the Chattahoochee
river, which gives it an outlet to the Gulf,

through Florida, is a lively thriving town,
which must one day rival Lowell or Manches-
ter, N. H., because its water power is excep-
tionally fine. The river, some distance above
the city, flows through a rugged and beautiful

ravine, where the best building stone is to be
had. It is said by competent authorities that
along the stream, within two miles of the city,

there are sixty sites, each large enough for

the establishment of a capacious factory. Co-
lumbus impressed me more favorably than
any other manufacturing town I had se^'U in

the far South. It lies right at the centre of
the cotton belt, is pierc^-d b}- six important
Irailways, receives about 130,000 bales of cot-

jton yearly, and in the mills of the Columbus

I

Manufacturing, and Eagle and Phenix Cora-

[

panics, employs hundreds of woman and chil-

'dren. T-he streets are wide and cheery, the

I

shops and stores quite fine; the residences
pretty; the little town of Girard, across the

' river, built by the mill proprietors as a home
for their operatives, is charming

; there is an
aspect of life, and energy, and content in the
place, strongly contrasted with the dead and
stagnant towns of which I had seen so many.
True, there were hosts of idle negroes r.jost-

ing in shady places about the square, and un-
der the porticoes, but they are found every-
where in the South. The managers of the
cotton mills will not employ them in their
establishments. When I asked one of the
superintendents why not, he smiled quaintly
and said :

' Put a negro in one of those rooms
with a hundred looms and the noise would
put him to sleep.' * * *

The Columbus manufacturers say that a
bale of cotton can be manufactured there
twenty-two dollars cheaper than in or near
Boston, and that their labor is thirty per cent,
cheaper, while they are never subject to ob-
structions from ice. The operatives in the
mills were. King thought, evidently saving
money, and their houses and gardens were
models of neatness and comfort.

" Macon is picturesquely perched on a hill,

around which a densely wooded country
stretches away in all directions. The Ock-
mulgee river winds between broken and ro-
mantic banks, not far from the town ; and near
it are many Indian mounds and the site of a
venerable fort, used during the wars with the
Cherokees. The cotton factories, large iron
foundries and the railway activity of Macon,
give it even a more sprightly appearance than
Columbus; but the latter has 15,000 popula-
tion, while Macon has but 10,000. * * *

"The labor question is the important one
for Georgia and all the other cotton States to

settle. The negro, after lit; discovers what he
loses by allowing himself to be intimidated or
talked out of his vote, will learn to respect it,

and use it intelligently. The negroes of the
State are possessed of no small acuteness and
power of development, and, wherever there
are educational facilities for it, they speedily
improve them. The e.<pecial need of the race
is good teachers raised from its own ranks,
and the creation of the university at Atlanta
for the colored population, was one of the
most beneficent works of the American Mis-
sionary Society. * * *

"The Georgia University at Athens, fre-

quented of course exclusively by whites, is

an excellent institution. It was endowed by
the Legislature in 17fi8, but did not begin its

sessions until 1801, since which time it has
been noted among Southern literary institu-

tions." * * * * *

" The Atlantic coast of Georgia, seen from
the deck of an ocean steamer, seems low and
uninteresting, but a nearer approach shows
luxuriant vegetation and enviable richness of
soil. On Cumberland island and all the neigh-
boring islands, the orange grows luxuriantly,

and with a ret,urn to careful and thorough
culture, the sea island cotton crop there, could

be made of immense value."

Sustaining Grace Promised.—God did not
take up the three Hebrews out of the furnace

of fire, but He came down and walked with
them in it. Ho did not remove Daniel from
the den of lions; He sent His angel to close

the mouths of the beasts. He did not answer

I

the prayer of Paul to remove the thorn in the

I

flesh, but He gave him a sufficiency of grace

i

to sustain him.

Instructive counsel was given, relative to

the care which should be exercised over ser-

vants of every denomination ; that nothing
may exist in our families that can in any way
harm them ; and that, as much as in us lies,

we may encourage them in that which is

good.

—

-AI. Capper.
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If all those who profess a belief io the Chi-is-

ti:iu religion, were, in their everyday life,

living witnesses of its heart-changing, purify-

ing effects; what a powerful influence for

good would be excited thereby ! Many seeing

the good works of these, would glorify our
Father who is in Heaven.
But it is too sadly true, that some who take

upon them the name of Christ, do not depart

from iniquity. Those who know them inti-

mately, find the old root of selfishness still

alivo and flourishing; and that the conduct of

such professors is often governed by impure
motives, by their success in business, their ease,

pleasures, or self-indulgence, and that such

cannot, with sincerity, adopt the language of

the blessed Saviour, " My meat is to do the

will of Him who sent me, and to finish His
work."
These lukewarm professors are not only in

great danger of failing to obtain the end for

which we were created, hut they incur a seri-

ous responsibility for the evil influence which
they exert on others, When the Lord's Holy
Spirit is striving with individuals to bring

them to repentance and amendment of life
;

and they are made, sensible that they must
surrender their own will, and patiently bear

the yoke of Christ; and these look round on
such members of the professing church, and
find the same unrestrained selfish principles

in operation, that they are called on to nail

to the cross; how stumbling is the effect!

How apt will such individuals be to conclude
that the strict and self-denying life they have
been called to lead, is surelj' not of Divine re-

quiring; and that their strong impressions
were only the effect of a heated imagination !

Thus a stumbling block may be cast before

others, and the heavy responsibility be in-

curred of those who offend one of those " little

ones."

In the mercy of our Heavenly Father, we
believe however, that everj- one who has at-

tained to years of understanding has been
favored with such a manifestation of Divine
Grace, as to leave them without excuse, and
that however painful the example of others

may have been, it cannot be pleaded before

the eye of Infinite puritj^ and justice in ex-

tenuation of known disobedience to His holy
will. Unreserved obedience to the visitations

of the Lord's Holy Spirit is the only path of

safety; and we believe it greatly concerns
those who have been made sensible of the
operations of the refining Hand upon them,
to study to be quiet, and steadily attend to

the work which Ho who has begotten it in

their hearts, is able and willing to carry on
there, without unduly regarding the conduci
or influence of others.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The steamship City of Brus^ielsi,

which left New York 4ili mu 21st, arrived at Liverpool
on the 29th of 5th luo., making a passage of 39 days.

Two days after leaving N. York she broke her shaft,

and the remainder of the voyage was made under sail.

Principal in her cargo was a quantity of fresh meats,
for tlie preservation of which, provision had been made
for ten days only ; but which proved valuable as food
for the passengers.

Acconnts of ihc damage done hy the great earthquake

wave along the Pacific coast of South America, state

that the towns of Iqniqne, Arica, Antofagosta, Tambo-
de-Moro, Pabellon and llo, are almost destroyed. Great
damage was done at other points along the coasts of

Chili and Peru. The Sandwich Islands were also swept
by the same wave. Great damage to property, and
some loss of life, are reported.

The Department of Agriculture reports that during
the last twelve months four millions of swine have
perished in this country through disease. The pecu-
niary loss is estimated at more than $20,000,000. One
fifth of the loss was in the State of Illinois, next in

order come the states of Missouri, Iowa, Indiana,

Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana. A sci-

entific investigation by the government into the cause

of these losses, has been requested by many corre-

spondents of the department.
The drouth in California during the winter and

spring, has had a disastrous eSect upon the agricultural

"nterests of that State. The San Francisco BiUletin

states that a lot of 10,000 sheep were oS'ered 'a few days

?, in one of the southern counties, for five c^ts a

head ! There was neither grass nor water, and the

heep were not strong enough to drive any distance.

Tliere have been many instances the present year,

here owners of large herds of cattle, and flocks of

sheep well graded, were willing to give half of their

herds and flocks to any one who would carry them over
until the next season or until grass should come.

In Alabama also the drought is severe—no rain has
fallen for .several weeks, and the corn and cotton crops
are sufltjring.

The gross value of the Canadian Fisheries, for 1876,
is$ll,147,.500.

Lieutenant Lawton left Ked Clond agency on the

28th ult. in charge of 972 northern Cheyennes and
Arrapahoes, who are on their way to their new home
in the Indian Territory. They are not expected to

reach their destination for sixty days.

The first ste^m engine manufactured in I''lorida, is

now in operation in Alachua countv in thit State.

The public debt statement for Fifth month sh'ows a

reduction of $6,981,274. About S2,000,000 of this is

said to be accounted for by the fact that large sums due
to the navy, and for necessary expenses of olUer depart-

ments are unpiid, because not provided for* by the ap-
propriation bills.

The contract for .supplying postal cards to the govern-
ment for the next four years, has been awarded to the

American Phototype Comp xny of N. York, at 69 56-109
per thousand. The cards will be similar in style and
color to those now in use.

The Pacific Mail Steamship San Francisco; bound
from Panama to San Francisco, was wrecked on the

16lh ult. between Panama and Acapulco ; She struck

an unknown rock and sunk in less than an hour. The
passengers were all saved. The cargo was valued at

$750,000, which with the ship and all the biggage of

the passengers is a totid loss. It is suggested as pro-

bable thit the reef on which this vessel struck, was
thrown up by the recent earthquake which occurred on
the Pacific coast, as the captain's log shows that he had
repeatedly passed over the same place.

The marine di.sasters during the 5th month to ves-els

belonging to, or bound to or from Uniteil Slates pjrts,

numbered 46. The value of the vessels lost, exclusive
of their cargoes, being estimated at SI,770,000.
The mean temperature of the Fifth month is given

as 61 degrees, the highest on the 18th, 90°
; lowest on

the 2d, 41 degrees. From the 16th to the 21st, the tem-
perature was unusually high—yet the mean is below
the average for the past seven ye:irs. The number of

days on which rain fell 9; total rainfall l.IO inches

—

wliich is much less than is usual for this month. On
the nights of the 2d and 28th, there were brilliant dis-

plays of the northern aurora. Both displays were quite

extensive and powerful in their electrical efFecls ou
telegraph lines.

The number of deaths in Philadelphia last week was
271—141 were adults, and 127 children—58 being under
one year of age.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 2nd inst. Philadelphia.—KmencAn gold, 105^.
United States 6's, 1881, 115J; 5.20's, 1865, 110. Flour
firm. Sales of Wisconsin extra family at $8; Minne-
,sota do. do., medium and fair at .fS.oO; choice and
fancy, at $9 a $9.25 ; Pennsylvania do. do., at *9 for

choice, $9.10 a $9.15 for fancv ; and high grade $9.50
;

Ohio do. do.. Koo.i, al *9. kv,- ll-.i.r sIim.Iv al S5.12.!.

Average price dnrins the week for prime timothy h

$1.10 to $1.20 per 100 pounds. Straw, 60 a 75 cts.
;

100 pounds.
During the 4th mo. 1S77, there were exported 1

404,628 yards of cotton goods of the value of $1,055.'"

and of other manufactures of cotton $144,539—

t

$1,200,506. Of this 43 per cent, was shipped to

United Kingdom and British possessions.

FoREFGN.— Ex-President Grant arrived in Liverp
on the 28th ult., where a cordial reception was gi\

him.
J. Lathrop Motley, the American historian, died

London on the 29[h ult.

The cotton spinners of Oldham have held a meetii

at which they decided to call a meeting of the whi

trade, to consider the advisability of working on slu

time, in view of the present depression of the trade.

A special dispatch from Vienna to the Times saj

" The Palace Clique at Constantinople seems to h

renounced all idea of yielding. The formation of

council of war is a sign that it has reasserted its po
tion in the palace. This measure will probably p
vent the Sultan's going to the army. The first step

the council of war has been to obtain an authorizit

from the Sultan for the formation of a Hungarian ]

gion."

It is probable that Russia will only recognize the

dependence of Roumania provisionally, so as not

place herself in antigonism with the others Powi
who are inclined to defer recognition to the close of t

The most moderate view taken of the Servian p
parations is, that they are intended to support a decla

tion of independence to be issued as soon as the R
sians cross the Danube.
On the D.iuube the Russians hive at last occupi

the chief positions, and their lines extend from Gal:

to Kalafat. But the formidable river bars their vi:

and until the stream returns to its norinil sum'U
level, it will be perilous, if not impossible to take t

army across. The army is said to number 240,01

exclusive of Roumanians or reserves, who am(
60.000 men.
The 50. h anniversary of the elevation of the Pope

the Episcopite, was celebrated at Rome on the 3
'

The king of Abyssinia has accepted the conditic

proposed by Gordon Pasha, and peace has been co

eluded between Egypt and Abyssinia.

Sophia Fredericka Matilda, Queen of Holland, d:

on the 3d inst. aged 59.

At the binquet of the French Agricultural Socie

M. Drouyn de L'Huy.s, announced that the Americ
Minister, Washburne, would henceforth represent

Agricultural Society of France in the United States

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Genera.!. CoMMtxTEE

be held at Westtown on Fourth-day, the 20i,h instai

at 9 A. M.

The Committee on Admissions meet the same <

at 7 J A. M., and the Committee on Instruction
the preceding eveninj, at 7 o'clock.

The Visiting Co.mmittee meet at the School
Seventh-day evening, the 16th instant.

For the accommodation of the committee, conv«
ances will be at the Street Road Station on Seventh
Third days, the 16th and 19th inat., to meet the ti

that leave Philadelphia at 2.30 and 4.45 p. M.
Philada., 6th mo. 5tb, 1877.

Died, on the Pith of Sixth mo., 1877, Damaris
Bradshaw, a member of Bbick Creek Meeting, Sou
ampton Co., Virginia. Both in health and durini
long illness, she gave evidence of being a follower
the'Lord Jesus, and of her trust in Him. She ofll

spoke of her departure with calmness and wit^iout fe|

, on the evening of the 3d instant, JoilN Carti;
a beloved meiul)er and elder of the Monthly Weeti|

of Friends of Pliiladelphia, in the 77th year of his a

During his long illness he frequently expressed i

entire resignation to the Divine will, and showed!
bright example of christian cheerfulness. A few da
before his departure, being .asked if he felt nearly rea

to go to the dear Saviour whom he had so long lovi

he replied, " Oh I yea, I have been favored with a livi

and saving faith in Him, which ia far better than evei

thing else, and I fully believe that nothing shall i

be able to separate me from the love of God in CI

Jesus." ,^„__^^__,„™„™_
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Tlioraas Edward—A Scotch Naturalist.

(Continued from page .339.)

Amoiii; Thomas Edward's collections was
jarire variety of insects. "He had these

nned down in boxes in the usual manner.
e numlierod them separately. V/hen he had
)tained the proper names of the insects, his

teution was to prepare a catalogue. He
new that there were sheets of figures sold

ir that and similar purposes, but he could

jt afford to buy them. He accordingly got
lot of old almanacs and multiplication-tables,

id cut out the numbers. It was a long and
idious process, but at length he completed it.

"When the insects were fixed and iiuni-

ired, Edward removed the cases into his

ivret preparatory to glazing them. He piled

lem one upon the other, with their faces

jwnward, in order to keep out the dust.

here were twenty boxes, containing in all

ine hundred and sixteen insects. After ob-

fining the necessary glass, he went into the

arret to fetch out the cases. On lifting up
le first case, he found that it had been en-

rely stripped of its contents. He was per-

ictly horrified. He tried the others. They
'ere all empty ! They contained nothing but

le pins which had held the insects, with here

nd there a head, a leg, or a wing. A more
jmplete work of destruction had never been
itnessed. It had probably been perpetrated

y rats or mice.
" His wife, on seeing the empty cases, asked
Lm what he was to do next. ' Weal,' said

e, ' it's an awfu' disappointment ; but I think

le best thing will be to set to work and fill

]en\ up again.' To accumulate these nine
undied and sixteen insects had cost him
»ur years' labor ! And they had all been
estroyed in a few days, perhaps in a single

ight!
" Edward duly carried out his purpose. He

'ent moth-hunting as before; lie hunted the

loors and the woods, the old buildings and
36 grave-yards, until, in about four more
ears, he had made another collection of in-

sets ; although there were several specimens
ontained in the former collection that he
ould never again meet with.
'•Edward had now been observing and col-

scting for about eight years. His accumula-
ions of natural objects had therefore become
onsiderable. By the year 1845, he had pre-

Brved nearly two thousand specimens of liv-

ing creatures found in the neighboi-hood of

Banft". About half the number consisted of

quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, fishes, Crustacea,

star-fish, zoophytes, corals, sponges, and other
objects. He had also collected an immense
number of plants. Some of the specimens
were in bottles, but the greater number were
in cases with glass fronts. He could not afford

to have the cases made by a joiner; so he
made the whole of them himself, with the aid

of his shoe-maker's knife, a saw, and a ham-
mer.

" In order to make the smaller cases, he

bought boxes from the merchants ; and in

breaking them up, he usually got as many
nails as would serve to nail the new cases to-

gether. To make the larger cases, ho bought
wood from the carpenters. He papered the

insides, painted the outsides, and glazed the

whole of the cases himself The thirt}' cases

containing his shells were partitioned off, each

species having a compartment for itself This

was a diflieult piece of work, but he got
through it successfully. There were about
three hundred cases in all."

There was a fair held twice a year at Banff,

when the young lads and lasses came in from
the country to bo hired, and the farmers and
their wives came to hire them. On two of

these occasions, in 1845 and 1846, Edward
exhibited his collection with some success, and
was encouraged thereby to remove it to Aber
deen, as a larger city, and there open a per-

manent exhibition. But this venture proved
financially unsuccessful ; and he was com-
pelled to sell the labor of years of exposure
and earnest labor to ob'.ain the means of pay-

ing the debts'he had incurred; and then to

fall back upon his old friend—shoemaking

—

to support bis family. The distress of mind
which he felt, when he found himself going
deeper and deeper in debt, and that there

were no hopes of the public patronage being
sufficient to pay his expenses, for a time al-

most unsettled his reason. One afternoon he
received a letter from his former employer at

Banff, telling him that if he did not return im-

mediately to his work, he would be under the

necessity of giving his employment to an-

other.

"The afternoon was far advanced. His
dinner, which had been brought to him an

hour before, still lay untasted. He was pacing
up and down the apartment, pondering over

his miserable position, when his father en-

tered. Edward was looking so agitated that

the old man inquired what ailed him? He
said he was going out, and went toward the

door, fearing lest his wife or any of his chil-

dren might appear. His father stepped be-

tween him and the door, remonstrating with
him, and saying that he was not fit to go out

in such a state. But a woman entering at

tracted his father's attention, and Edward
was thus allowed to slip away unobserved.

" Edward rushed down Union Street, on

his way to the sands. At first he thought of

going to the Dee at the Craiglng; but he be-

thought him that it would bo better to go to

the sea-shore, where it might be thought his

death was accidental. From the time of his

leaving the shop in Union Street until about
four hours after, when he recovered his senses,

his memory remained almostacomplete blank.

He had a vague idea of crossing the links, and
seeing some soldiers at the foot of the Broad-
hill. But beyond that he remembered next
to nothing. Unlike a dream, of which one
remembeis some confused ideas, this blank in

his mental life was never filled up, and the
purpose for which he wandered along tho

sands left little further impression upon his

memory. He remembered, however, the fol-

lowing circumstances

:

He had thrown off his hat, coat and waist-

coat before rushing into the sea, when a flock

of sanderlings lighted upon the sands near
him. They attracted his attention. They
were running to and fro, some piping their

low, shrill whistle, while others were probing

the wet sand with their bills as the waves re-

ceded. But among them was another bird,

arger and darker, and apparently of different

habits from the others. Desirous of knowing
omething of the nature of this bird, he ap-

proached the sanderlings. They rose and
flew away. He followed them. They lighted

again, and again he observed the birds as bo-

fore. Away they went, and he after them.

At length he was stopped at Doa mouth.
When he recovered his consciousness, he was
watching the flock of birds flying away to the

farther side of the river. He had forgotten

all his miseries in his intense love of nature.

His ruling passion saved him.
" How long the chase lasted he never could

tell. It must have occupied him more than

an hour. He found himself divested of his

hat, coat, and vest; and he went back to look

for them. He had no further desire to carry

out the purpose for which he had descended

to the sea. His only thought was about the

strange bird among the sanderlings :
' What

could it be ?' Perhaps the bird had been his

Providence. He tried to think so."

After his return to Banff, he settled into his

old habits, working at his trade, observing

birds and animals, and making collections of

objects of natural history. He himself ex-

plained the secret by which he was able to

accomplish so much, when he said to an in-

quirer, it was "By never losing a single

minute, nor any part of a minute, that I could

bv any means improve;" and again to a fel-

low-workman, " I squeezed the pith and sub-

stance out of every moment to make the most
of it ; and raxed and drew every farthing out

like a piece of india-rubber, until I could

neither rax nor draw it any more."

He commenced publishing his observations

in the local newspaper, and gradually- became
known to scientific people as a most accurate

observer of the habits of animals, as well as a

successful collector. The following account
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of the crows on the Scottish coast, is from

his pen.
" They are to be found on certain parts of

our coast all the year round. Our keepers

destroy them whenever the opportunity oc-

curs. I wonder that our fishermen do not

destroy them also, as they feed upon a certain

crustacean (Garcinus mamas) which is often

used for bait. One would think that the crab's

shell would be proof against the crow ;
but no.

He goes aloft with the crab, and lets it fall

upon a stone or a rock chosen for the purpose.

If it does not break, he seizes it again, goes

xip higher, lets it fall, and repeats his opera-

tion again and again until his object is accom-

plished. When a convenient stone is once

met with, the birds resort to it for a long time.

I myself know a pretty high rock thiit has

been used by successive generations of crows

for about twenty years.
" Besides being fond of crabs, these carrion

crows are fond of fish, and though they are

good fishers themselves, they seldom lose an

opportunity of assailing the heron when he

has made a successful dive. They rush at

him immediately, and endeavor to seize his

food from him. Early in the summer of 18-15,

while loitering about the hills of Boyndio, I

observed a heron flying heavily along, as if

from the sea—that rich and inexhaustible

magazine of nature—and pursued by acarrion

crow, followed at some distance by two mag-
pies. They had not proceeded far when two
hooded crows made their appearance, and
quickly joined their black associate. The
heron had by this time got into an open space

between two woods, and it would appear that

his enemies intended to keep him there until

he had satisfied their demands. During the

whole time that the affray lasted, or nearly

half an hour, they did not suffer him to pro-

ceed above a few yards in any way, either

backward or forward, his pi-incipal move-
ments being in ascending or descending al-

ternately, in order to avoid the assaults of his

pursuers. Having chosen their battle-ground,

I crept behind a whin-bush, from whence I

had an uninterrupted view of the whole affair.

"The manoeuvering of the crows with the

heron was most admirable. Indeed, their

whole mode of procedure had something in it

very remarkable. So well did each seem to

understand his position, that the one never

interfered with the other's point of attack.

One, rising higher than the heron, descended
upon him like a dart, aiming the blow in

general at his head ; another at the same time

pecked at him sideways and from before

;

while the third assailed him from beneath

and behind. The third crow, which pecked
at him from behind, seized hold of the heron's

feet, which, being extended at full length back-

ward, formed a very tempting and prominent
object for the crow to fix on. This movement
had the effect, each time, of turning the heron

over, which was the signal for a general out-

burst of exultation among the three black

rogues, manifested by their louder cawings
and whimsical gesticulations—nodoubt laugh-

ing (if crows can laugh) at seeing their oppo-

nent turning topsy-turvy in the air, which,

from his unwieldy proportions, was rather a
comical sight.

" During one of his somersaults, the heron
disgorged something, but, unfortunately for

him, it was not observed by any of the crows.

When it fell to the ground, the magpies, which
were still chattering about, loll upon it and

devoured it. Fin<ling no relief from what he

had dropped, and being still hard pressed, he

again disgorged what appeared to be a small

fish. This was noticed by one of the hooded
crows, who speedily descended, picked it up,

and made off with it, leaving his two com-
panions to fight the Ijattle out. The heron,

having now got rid of one of his pursuers, de-

termined to ^j away in spite of all opposition.

But his remaining assailants, either disap-

pointed at the reti'eat of their comrade, or

irritated at the length of the struggle, recom-

menced their attack with renewed vigor. So
artfully did they manage, that they kept the

heron completely at bay, and baffled all his

endeavors to get away. Wearied at last of

the contest, he once more dropped something,

which, from its length, seemed to be an eel.

On its being observed by his opponents, they
quickly followed it. In their descent, they
fell a fighting with each other. The conse-

quence was that the eel, falling to the ground,

was sot upon by the magpies. The crows
gave up fighting, descended to the ground,

and assailed the magpies. The latter were
soon repulsed. Then the crows seized hold of

the eel with their bills, and kept pulling at it

until eventually it broke in two. Each kept

hold of its portion, when they shortly ro<e up
and flew away among the trees. In the mean-
time, the heron was observed winging his way
in the distance; sick at heart, because he had
been plundered by thieves, and robbed of the

food which he had intended for his family."

(To be concluded.)

An Epistle of True Christian Love, to all Friends, called

or reputed (luakers, who profess the True Light.

(CoDclnded from page 238.)

This ministry of Christ, and his everlasting

gospel, whoso work is both convincing, con-

verting and edifying, we received in the be-

ginning by degrees, by little and little ; it

grew in us as we grew in the seed of life eter-

nal, as the Lord was pleased to open the same
gradually unto us, and in us. We durst not
strive to run into others' gifts; nor to lift up
ourselves above our elders in Christ ; or to

make ourselves equal in the ifiinistry with
them, but to keep within our own measures
and gifts. And our exercise therein towards
others, was in a holy care, and in much fear,

and also trembling inwardly; yea, and out-

wardly many times, that we might not ex-

ceed, stretch or strain beyond our own mea-
sures, or attainments; or strive to show our-

selves equal to those before us in Christ, and
more largely gifted in the ministry than we.

But everj^ one was careful to keep within the

bounds of our own proper gifts and attain-

ments; and herein, under this care, the Lord
helped us ; blessed us with his power and pre-

sence ; and gave us increase and success in his

blessed work ; to our inward comfort and groat

encouragement ; blessed be his glorious name
and power for ever.

We knew it to be our concern diligently to

wait, and singly attend upon the Lord our
God, in humility and fear, that wo might
have a true sense of the state and condition

of meetings, where the Lord ordered us ; and
that He would open to us a ministry and tes-

timonies, suitable to the states and conditions

of the hearers, so that wo might perceive and
feel whore people woro prepared and quick of

hearing, and where dull of hearing ; a door of

entrance being opened in the first, as well as

a diior of iillerance towards them ; but the

latter being dull of hearing, things were ha
to be uttered unto them, especially of t

mysteries of Christ's kingdom and gospel.

There must be a shaking of the earth, ai

the heavens also, before people come to a rig

and clear understanding in the mysteries

Christ's kingdom ; and to serve the Lord o

God with grace, with reverence and god
fear, wherein that kingdom that cannot
shaken, must be received. The false fait

the false hope, the false rests, the false peac

the false joy, must all be shaken and remove
as well as the heavy earthly part in men,
ever they come to stability in Christ Jee

and his kingdom, that cannot be shaken i

removed.
" Tremble, O earth," O ye inhabitants

the earth, "at the presence of the God
Jacob and Israel ;" and all ye heavens, (whit

must be removed) false rests, false peace ar

joy, set up and formed in the imagination

earthly minds and wills of fallen man and w
man, be ye removed, that Christ may be r

ceived and exalted, and his kingdom know
and set up. The piercing, discerning Wor
piereeth through dark hearts, minds at

spirits, to bring men to know their inwai

states and conditions, secret thoughts, desir.

and intentions; and this word discovers at

smites, not only at evils manifestly gross, i

drunkenness, lewdness, &e., but also at spiri

ual wickedness in high places ; and will woi

a thorough work of sanctification and salv

tion in them who in meekness receive ai:

obey the same word.
And, dear friends and brethren, our Gc

being a God of love and peace, a God of orde

and not of strife or confusion ; let his love ar

peace dwell in your hearts, and therein mic
your unity, that love may grow and abour
among you ; and do all things and servic(

you are called unto, in love; even in the te

der peaceable life and spirit of our Lord Jesi

Christ; according to those apostolical exho
tations: " Let nothing be done through stri

or vain-glory ; but in lowliness of mind, li

each esteem others better than themselves

and "Do all things without murmurings ar

disputings."—Phil. ii. 3, 14. And, "If an

man seem to be contentious ; we have no sue

custom, neither the churches of God."— 1 Co
11. For we know very well, that truth's test

mony is against all turbulent, froward, an

contentious spirits; and such ought not i

bear sway, rule, or sit as judges or instructoi

about truth's affairs, order or discipline in tl

church ;
but true judgment and power of Go'

to rule and be set over all.

And seeing truth's testimony, in all tl:

parts and branches thereof, ought, in the fej

of God, to be observed and kept, certainly tl

payment of just debts in due time, the di!

performance of covenants, and promises then

of, is no small branch of that testimony, bil

concerns the very practice of truth, and trii

religion; and the contrary, namely, rcfusini

the payment of just debts, breaking promise

or delaying payment, to the injury and O]

pression of creditors ; this is directly contrar

to truth's testimony, and a violation thereo

and condemnable in the sight of God and mat

as well as covetousness, oppression, extortioi

defrauding and over-reaching others.

How can such be esteemed true Christian

who are corrupt in their morals? Or, ho

should they bo entrusted with the true an

durable riches, who are not just in the mar
n)on of this world? Covetousness, which
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slatry; hastening to be rich ; and an eager

Tsuit after the riches of this world, have

en the ruin of many. Thereby they have

ilen into many hurtful lusts, which drown
3n in perdition. Therefore stand clear, and

ep clear out of all these evils, and all occa-

)ns of reproach and scandal, and stand for

ith's holy testimony in all things. O! all

careful so to live in truth and righteous-

88, as you may leave a good report behind

-n when yon die.

And for the honor of this our testimony,

d good reputation of the blessed truth, pro-

ised by us, it greatly concerns all ministers,

iers, and overseers in the churches of Christ

long us, to be blameless in their conversa-

ins, agreeably to our holy profession. The
Iers and judges, which Moses set over the

ople of "Israel, to judge even in the small

liters, were required to be able men, such

feared God, men of truth, hating covetous-

ss."—Exod. 18. As " He that ruleth over

an must be just, ruling in the fear of God ;"

Christ's ministers, elders, and overseers in

3 church, must be "blameless, not greedy

filthy lucre, not covetous," &c. Moreover,

I that is "A bishop, or overseer, must have
crood report of them that are without, lest

I fall into reproach, and the snare of the

3vil." As the holy apostle Paul does more
lly set forth the state and qualifications of

ch ; see 1 Tim. iii. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ; and so doth

e apostle Peter, 1 Pet. v. 2, 3, 4, 5 ; see also

ebr. xiii. 7, 17.

'Tis the life of Christ Jesus which must
each in his ministers and servants; 'tis a

jhteous, innocent, and unblameable conver-

tion must preach; 'tis such ministers who
re therein, who are meet to make full proof

their ministry, by witnessing against all

at is contrary thereunto. What authority

iveany to preach against covetousness, vice,

imorality and injustice, who ai-e guilty

,ereof themselves? Surely no divine au

lority, life or power, when they are con-

ious to themselves, as being guilty therein,

'is truth and lightcousness ma^t come over

I, and work through all, and prevail : and
le Lamb mu-it have the victory; in whose
eekness and innocency do you all live and
ivell.

And, I beseech all Friends, young and old,

r the Lord's sake, and the honor of his glori

15 name and holy truth, and as holy exam-
.es, be diligent and careful in keeping your
.eetings, which are intended entirely for the

orship of the living God, observing the

mes and seasons thereof.

And as the Lord's power and wisdom have
sen, and are the authority of your meetings,

)neerned in the church's affairs; namely,

)th those of the faithful men, and those of

16 faithful women ; do you all humbly wait

) feel the same, and be in subjection to the

ime blessed power, in the holy fear of Al-

lighty God ; that his Holy Spirit and power
lay sanctify and overshadow all your assem-

lies, to his praise, and your great consolati'on

1 our Lord Jesus Christ. O! all wait for his

'isdom and counsel, who is the Wonderful,
iounsellor, and keep in his love one toward
nother ; wherein is unity, concord and peace;

nd his glory will shine over all among you
1 all your solemn meetings to his praise, and
our great comfort, who hath gathered and

allied our meetings, both those of men and
romen, for his service, in the exercise of true

3ve and charily, and real practice of that

pure religion which the Lord our God hath
vealed and called us unto, and appeared to

exalt in this day, of his great love and grace ex-

tended to us his people, wherein He is making
up his jewels ; that his Sion, his church, may
become the perfection of beauty, and the

praise of the whole earth ; "for out of Sion,

the perfection of beauty hath God shined,"

and will shine; gloiy and dominion be unto
our God, and to the Lamb on the Throne, for

ever and ever.

Let God arise, and his enemies be scattered;

el the Lord reign, that the earth may rejoice
;

let Sion's King reign in righteousness, ami
prosper. Amen, Amen.

—

George Whitehead.

For "The Frien

Iscent of 3Iouiit Washington by Rail, auil View from

its Summit.

in a few minutes it was but a change to an
easier grade. Now looking out the windows,
we saw our road sloping steeply below us,

—

saw that we were leaving lower things lower
and lower, and that still we went on rising

and rising.

Then we came to a water station, and half
the men get out, and half of them dropped
down to look under the car, only to get up
no wiser than before: then we looked at the
engine and thought what a great contrivance
it was: then we looked around till the con-

ductor said 'all aboard,' and then we all went
back to our seats.

Now the engine went on puffing and puff-

ing again, and we went on too : saw the roads
below go into threads : saw the houses go into

spots : saw tall trees go into scrubs. Now
we rose and went up the hill of our car and
looked at the road above us; then we went
down the hill and looked out the lower door

at the road below us. Now we talked to each
other of the things we saw; and now in the

profoundest admiration the human mind can
express, we kept silence, as in this most won-
drous ride we still kept on rising and rising.

Then we came to another water tank, and
some of us again got out, looked at the en-

gine, looked at the water tank, looked al the

water pipe, and looked at the scenery, and
then got in again.

Now the engine went to puffing and puffing

again, and we went to looking and looking

again; saw the bluffs which erst were moun-
tains above us, become little hills below us;

saw that the points which seemed like the

top, only gave us a view of points higher and
higher up; saw the peaks as they lowered

around us, open up new valleys and peaks be-

yond them; and saw that slill we went on

rising and rising.

Now we were on the high trestle work of
' Jacob's Ladder,' down which we looked and
saw what a fearful place it was. Now we were

past the tall trees, past the scrub trees, past

all soil for them to grow in ;
rocks, only rocks

;

rocks below us, rocks on either side, nothing

but rocks above us ; and still we went on ris-

ing and rising.

Now we commenced the last curve and
passed the memorial of poor Lizzie Bourne

;

we were ascending the last grade, our horizon

was fast becoming the whole circle, and we
were there. And what a relief it was to get

there, at the end of that ride of an hour and
a half; at the end of that rail of three miles

We have had permission to copy from tht

note book of a friend, the following interest

ing account of his ascent of Ml. Washington
and view from its summit, in the summer ol

1874.
" About 70 passengers were at the station,

ready for the ascent, to most of whom this

was probably their first trip on this unique

railway; and much interest was evinced in

the place and surroundings, as if each one felt

something important or serious was on hand,

While waiting, a man came down the mid-

dle rail on a slide board, a contrivance like a

sled, filling the rail, and controlled by lever

brakes. With this machine workmen and
messengers slip down from the summit in six

minutes. One passage is said to have been

made in 58 seconds, which being at the rale

of 180 miles an hour, the statemint had better

be accepted at a discount, or with a mental

suggestion that parhaps some mistake was
made in the timing.

The car moved up to the platform, pushed

by the ' Cloud,' which was to take us up, a

very tall, but not long locomotive, with a very

forward pitch to it, so that it could only stand

straight when it stood on a slant, and the

seats of the car were so that we sloped back-

wards when we were on a level. Wo crowded
in, in great haste—American fashion—to get

the best seals. There were seats for 44, and

those that were left out took the car that im-

mediately followed, as only one car goes to

an engine.

The engine started with the clatter, clat

ter of its safety ratchet, and the puff, puff, of

ts steam ; and we commenced rising. Some
of the passengers were a little anxious, and .^ w^,....^,^ c.^v. j ^.^ .-^. --

f, ,
--

therefore only about half prepared for enjoy-
1 the height of six thousand two hundred and

menl : others guessed that it was all right, eighty-five feel above the sea. Hearts that

in length, at the top of that three thousand

six hundred and twenty-five feet of grade ; at

tnd that they might as well enjoy it : some
[•eflecled that as hundreds of trips had been

made in safet}^ there was hope for this ; and

probably some were entirely easy, belonging

to the class who through ignorance have no

fears. Whatever may have bean the various

hopes and fears, our ' Cloud' went on puffing

and puffing, and vve went on rising and rising.

Now we were overlooking the station, saw
down the valley of the Ammonoosuck, saw
the Fabyan House, saw far past it, farther and

farther, as still we went on rising. Here we
passed workmen cutting wood for fuel :

here

we went through a little settlement where
they probably lived; then we overlooked both

men and village.

had beat with anxiety, beat slower : backs

that had grown weary with suspense, were
relieved: nerves that were stretched by ex-

citement, were relaxed : minds that were

taxed to grasp the changing scenes wore

And what did we see when we were there?

It was a prospect magnificent indeed, such as

this country nowhere else affords east of the

Mississippi.

There was the Glen House at our feet, re-

posing on its beautiful lawn of green ; and off

beyond lay the valley of Androscoggin ;
and

and still further Umbagog Lake. Sweeping
around was Sebago Lake in the sunlight;

and then Lake Ossipee, and then Kearsarge
Now we looked up the road before us and 'Mountain, with lesser mountains intervening,

w what seemed the top of the hill, but found ' and next Ellis River Valley stretching to the
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Valley of tlie Saco, with Conway and its

pretty pond.
Now Lake Winipiseogee is seen hiding be-

hind the distant hills, which more than half
conceal it; and then Mount Crawford, and
Mount Webster, and next the JSToteh ; and here
is Mount Willard—big among the hills, but
little among the giants—^just peeping its head
up high enough for us to see it; and then
Mount Lafayette, peering high among its

Passing on we reach the Ammonoosuck
again; then rest on Israel River, as it winds
its way to the beautiful valley of the Connec
ticut, and here we come to those great moun-
tains, older far, ages on ages, than the poor
mortal statesmen whose names they bear;
and, reaching our place of beginning, we have
thus encircled this glorious panorama.
We did not see all these details and com

prehend them at once : they required hours of
our sojourn. We made a general survey on
arrival, from the plank walks and from out
upon the rocks, and then went in for dinner
and for rest.

The house is well kept and provided, and
steam pipes warm all the rooms, chambers
and halls, so that a visit on the mountain may
be made in comfort.

Li the afternoon we studied the scenery
section by section. The da}' was very fine,

not absolutely clear, but said to be much more
to than the average. We should have been
glad to have seen Portland and the ocean, but
contented ourselves with what we did see.

Last week the weather was cold, 28° in the
morning, but this week it was milder. One
observation I made of the thermometer at the
end of the house was 116°, but that was in

the sun
; the air was 44° to 50° morning and

evening, and both pleasantly warm and plea-

santly cool through the day. Sounds seem
more distinct at this elevation. We heard
conversations at a distance much more dis-

tinctly than at lower levels. The air is fine

and pleasant, but we had no particular sensa
tion of rarefaction.

The appearance of the signal service ob
servers argues well for the healthfulness of
their location, as heartier looking men are
seldom seen. They said their winter was 8i
to 9 months long, and they have had the mer
cury as low as 43° below zero. They go down
once or twice a week in winter, on the rai'

track, when available, and using snow shoes
when necessarj'. Sometimes a friend or ad

ings on the mountain are anchored with rods
or chains

; else they would be in danger of
precipitate and precipitous flight, when the
wind blows at 100 miles an hour.

1''he afternoon wore away as we occupied
ourselves with our magnificent sight-seeing
from the different positions around the sum"
mit, until the sun approached the western
horizon. There were some clouds above it

and just enough intervening to diminish its

brightness to a ball of red light of an exactly
defined circle upon which we could stead
gaze. We commenced particularly watching
this beautiful feature of our mountain feast

about an hour before its disappearance. Slow-
ly it came down its pathwaj'—slowly, steady
surely.

The visitors came out from the house to
enjoy the views and the changing colors o
the clouds lit up by the gorgeous rays on the
under side. As the great orb approached the
top of the mountain behind which it was set
ting, it was a time of mental excitement,
though so calm and beautiful a scene. Quiet!}',

at length, it gentlj' touched the ridge, but j'et

so distinctly that we knew when it touched
to a second. Slowly it descended, but oh
surely. It was going down as if melting
hind the mountain,—fading away as if we
never again might see it—descending like the
last, gentle ebbing of a closing life,—passing
away like a spirit departing forevermore. A
bright gham of light was the last we saw, and
in an instant it was gone.
A large number of travellers came up in the

evening by the train, also by the stage from
the Glen House, filling up the house pretty
well. After supper the guests mostly watched
the rising of the moon, as it slowly but steadily
and grandly came up from behind a ridge.

The air was not clear, but'the moon was dis-

tinctly defined, and of a bright red, and made
beautiful scene ; but a cloud soon shut it out

from view.

venturous visitor comes up to see them, and
is received with a welcome.
The rocks of the summit are hard and pecu

liarly sharp on the flat surfaces, owing to the
softer parts having j-ielded to the elements,
leaving the harder in relief. We saw no peb-
bles or rounded stones on the mountains.
About the house is a large plank platform,

and also around the observatory, with a con-
necting footway, all greatly to the conveni-
ence of visitors and their shoes, as going out
upon tlic rocks may be nearly avoided.
The old Tip Top House is left standing with

its sides of piled up stones, capped with the
peaked frame roof, lied on with chains an-
chored in the rocks. The house does not seem
to be used at present, it doubtless was a wel-
come haven to weary pilgrims up this hill of
difficulty, and to sojourners on this delectable
mountain, in years that are past; but it is not
sought after now, when bed and board can be
had in so superior a successor. All the build-

Selected.

Sympathy with Children.

There can be no doubt that the most eflfec

tual way of securing the confidence and love
of children, and of acquiring an ascendency
over them, is by sympathizing with them i

their child-like hopes and fears, and joys and
sorrows—in their ideas, their fancies, and
even in their caprices, in all cases where duly
is not concerned. Indeed, the more child like,

tlvit is, the more peculiar to the children
themselves, the feelings are that we enter
into with them, the closer is the bond of kind-
ness and affection that is formed.
But the sympath}' which we thus express

with them, in order to be effectual, must be
sincere and genuine, and not ])retended. We
must renew our own childish ideas and im-
aginations, and become for the moment, in

feeling, one with them, so that the interest
which we express in what they are saj'ing or
doing may be real, and not merelj' assumed.
They seem to have a natural instinct to dis-

tinguish between an honest and actual shar-
ing of their thoughts and emotions, and all

mere condescension and pretense, however
adroitly it may be disguised.

Sympathizing with children in their own
pleasures and enjoyments, however childish
they may seem to us when we do not regard
them, as it were, with children's eyes, is, per-

ips, the most powerful of all the means at
ir command for gaining a iiovverful ascend-

ency over thom. This will lead us not to i

terfere with their own plans and ideas, but
be willing that they should be happy in the
own way. In respect to their duties, tho
connected, for example, with their studie

their serious employments, and their comp
ance with directions of any kind emanatir
from supei'ior authority, of course their w
must be under absolute subjection to that
those who are older and wiser than they. ]

all such things they must bring their thoui^h
and actions into accord with "ours. In th
things they must come to us, not we to ther

But in every thing that relates to their chil

Jike pleasures and joys, their modes of recre

tion and amusement, their playful explor
lions of the mysteries of things, and the vai

ous novelties around them in the slran^
world into which they find themselves ushe
ed—in all these things wc must not alte

to bring them to us, but must go to them,
this, their own sphere, the more perfectly the
are at liberty, the better; and if we join thei

in it at all, we must do so by bringing ou

ideas and wishes into accord with their,-

There is a certain sense in which we shoul
feel a sympathy with children in the wron
that they do. It would seem paradoxical 1

say that in any sense there should be syn
pathy with sin, and yet there is a sense

which this is true, though perhaps, strietl

speaking, it is sj'mpathy with the trial an
temptation which led to the sin, rather tha
with the act of transgression itself. It is ce

tain that the most successful efforts that hav
been made by philanthropists for reaching th

hearts and reforming the conduct of crimina
md malefactors have been prompted by a fee

ng of compassion for them, not merely fo

the sorrows and sufferings which they hav
brought upon themselves by their wrong
doing, but for the mental confjiets which tha
endured, the fierce impulses of appetite an
passion under the onset of which their feobl

moral sense, never really brought into a cor

dition of health and vigor, was overborne.
This principle is eminently true in its aj

plication to children. They need the inflt

ence of a kind and considerate sj-mpath;

when they have done wrong, more, perhaps
than at any other time ; and the effects of th

proper manifestation of this sympathy on th

part of the mother will, perhaps, be greate

and more salutary in this ease than in an-

other. Of course the sj'mpathy must be c

tho right kind, and must be expressed in th

right way, so as not to allow-the tendernos!

or compassion for the wrong-doer to be mis

taken for approval or justification of th'

wrong.
The mother may sympathize with her bo;

in his troubles, appreciate full}' the force c

the circumstances which led him into thi

wrong, and help to soothe and calm his agita'

tion, and place herself closely to him in

sped to his suffering, without committing
herself at all in regard to the original cans
of it; and then, at a subsequent time, whei
he tumult of his soul has subsided, she
f she thinks best, far more easily and effect

ually lead him to see wherein he was wn—Jacob Abbott.

Weakness of Old Age.—Men of age object to(

much, consult too long, and adventure loo lit

tie, repent too soon, and seldom drive businesi

home to the full ])oriod, but content ihcmselvei
with a mediocrity of success.

—

Lord Bacon.
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Employmeut of Time.

Passing down the stream of time, day fol-

ios day, week follows week, month follows

mth and even year succeeds to year, with

apidity almost beyond our comprehension.

Ve spend our years as a tale that is told."

e daily changes to which we are subjected

en seem so small, that we are in danger of

b perceiving their final importance. But if

I compare our situation today, with the

roundings of a year ago, the difference is

tre clearly seen. If we go back five or ten

irs further, the change will be still more
•ougly marked. In the language of Y^oung :

' To-dnv is so like yesterday, it cheats;

We take the lying sister for tlie same.

Life glides away, Lorenzo ! like a brook
;

For ever changing, unperceived the change."

id in the retrospect of the years that are

5t, cannot many of us realize that ob-

ts and pursuits vv'hich have occupied much
our time and attention, were not of such

portance but that we might have been far

)re profitably emplo3^ed? Not that the

nd ai well as body does not need rest and

asation from the everj'-day duties of life.

it a danger lies in allowing ourselves to be

) much absorbed in those things which are

t essential to the great objects of life; or

e that we may become too eager to acquire

3 means of gratifying ourselv^js and those

I love, in those things which perish with

3 using. The last of thet^e tends to engen-

r that fulness which Agar prayed might

t be given him, lest he should be tempted

deny and say, " who is the Lord ?"

Eow many that we have known during our

.ef lives, have already been called to their

al reckoning I Neither age, nor sex, nor

ength, has been spared by the undeniable

issenger ; the companions of our school-

yn, tho.se whom we have loved in the social

cle, those with whom we have had business

ations, and those whom we have honored

the church. Some have lingered on beds

languishing, and some have been suddenly

d unexpectedly cut down ! The places that

d known them among us, shall know them
more again forever. As these recollections

3 brought before the mind, we must be

mberers indeed, if we are not made to

ilize the awful uncertainty of our own con-

ued existence in this life.

Well, if we are made sensible that we have
sspent the precious time allotted us, or rais-

•ected our energies, we may be encouraged
remembering that we have a compassionate

gh Priest, who is '-touched with a feeling

our infirmities," having been " in all points

npted like as we are, yet without sin."

id the apostle James says, " If any of you
ik wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth

all men liberally, and upbraideth not ; and
shall be given him." The avenues of use-

ness are many, by which, keeping alwaj's

mind the cultivation of the vineyards of

r own hearts first, we may be made help-

. to our fellow men, and instrumental in

omoting the spread of the kingdom of our

38sed Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Speak-

l a word in due season, visiting the sick and
licted, either in person or by letter, aiding

B poor, distributing the Scriptures of Truth,

lets and other religious and moral publica-

ins, are some of the ways of an acknow-
igraent of Him before men. And may not

me who have had talents bestowed upon

them, find profit and satisfaction in contribut-

ing from time to time, to the columns of this

Journal ?

Philadelphia, 6th mo. 11th, 1877.

Selected.

HYMN OF THE DUNKERS.
KXOSTEE KEDAK, EPHRATA, PENNSYLVANIA, 1738.

Wake, sisters, wake ! the day-star shines
;

Aliove Ephrata's eastern pines

The dawn is breaking, cool and calm.

Wake, sisters, wake to prayer and psalm !

Praised be the Lord for shade and light.

For toil by day, for rest by night

!

Praised be his name who deigns to bless

Our Kedar of the wilderness !

Our refuge when the spoiler's hand
Was heavy on our native land

;

And freedom, to her children due,

The wolf and vulture only knew.

We praised him when to prison led.

We owned him when the stake bLized red
;

We knew, whatever might befall.

His love and power were over all.

He heard our prayers, with outstretched arm
;

He led us forth from cruel harm
;

Still, whereso'er our steps were bent,

His cloud and fire before us went.

The watch of faith and prayer he set

;

We kept it then, we keep it yet;

At midnight, crow of cock or noon.

He cometh sure, he cometh soon.

He comes to chasten, not destroy,

To purge the earth from sin's alloy.

At last, at last, shall all confess

His mercy as his righteousness.

The dead shall live, the sick be whole,

The scarlet sin be white as wool
;

No discord mar below, above.

The music of eternal love !

Sound, welcome trump, the last alarm !

Lord God of hosts, make bare thine arm.
Fulfil this day our long desire,

Make sweet and clean the world with fire !

Sweep, flaming besom, sweep from sight

The lies of time ; be swift to smite.

Sharp sword of God, all idols down,
Genevan creed and Roman crown.

Quake, earth, through all thy zones, till all

The fanes of pride and prie^itcraft fall
;

And lift thou up in place of them
The gates of pearl, Jerusalem !

Lo ! rising from baptismal flame.

Transfigured, glorious, yet the same,

Within the heavenly cities bound
Our Kloster Kedar shall be found.

He cometh soon ! at dawn or noon.

Or .set of sun, he cometh soon.

Our prayers shall meet him on his way

;

Wake, sisters, wake! arise and pray !

• J. a. WhMier, in Atlantic Monthly.

Material for Paper.—'Now that paper has

been introduced for houses and car wheels,

boxes and furniture and dress, and legitimate-

ly employed to an extent which almost defies

computation, it has become a serious question

how the demand can be met. After exhaust-

ing rags and experimenting with straw and
poplarwood one of our Philadelphia firms

has reached out to San Francisco and com-
menced to gather and manufacture the desert

palm

—

yucca traconis ; and some fifty thou-

sand pounds of this, converted to a pulp, has

just been received here. There is a tract of

not less than forty thousand square miles, oc-

cupj'ing the Mohave Desert, from Tehachipi

to the Colorado, which has forests of this tree;

and it is found in other regions and in all the

alkali districts where the annual rainfall does

ot exceed a few inches. The tree averages
about fifteen feet in height, and the whole
body is fibrous and suitable for pulp. Machi-
nery has been erected for pulping ; and the

pulp is manufactured there and shipped hither

by the Central and Union Pacific Roads. If

its applicability equals the expectations based

on experiment, a very fine white paper will

soon be furnished at a low price, and the con-

sumption of paper now checked by cost and
inferior qualities, will become greater than
ever. Then it may be that other uses will

be found for it ; and that the paper trade,

great as it has grown to be, will grow still

more rapidly than it has ever done. The
palm seems to meet a want which has not

been satisfied by many experiments.

—

North
American.

Sot cted.

Hints for the Sick Room.

'When a women thinks of making deliberate

choice of the profession of a sick-nurse, she

can, of course, take into careful consideration

if her character and temperament are or are

not suited for so arduous and trying an avoca-

tion. If she is a person of excitable nature,

and possessed of but little self-control, she can

be wisely counseled to give up the idea of a

life for which she is so thoroughly unfit; but

no peculiarities of character or temperament
can exempt a woman from being called upon
by the plain voice of duty, at one time or

other of her life, to take her stand by the bed-

side of one dear to her, and soothe as best she

may many a weary hour of restlessness and
pain.

Very few, indeed, are the women who es-

cape this rule—most have to take upon them-
selves the burden of attendance in a sick-roona

—and perhaps there are few subjects upon
which the generality of women are so well-

intentioned, and yet so ignorant. With the

very best and kindest meaning in the world,

attention bestowed upon a suffering person

may be productive of more discomfort than

comfort to the patient, and endless annoyance

to the physician, just because the zealous, but

alas ! untrained and undisciplined volunteer

does everything the wrong way.
Again, from a mistaken and unreal idea of

true delicacy and refinement, many women
shrink from ever seeing or learning anything

about suffering or sorrow; and so, when the

inevitable fate brings the sights and sounds

of pain, the dreadfuU-ealities of death, cruelly

home to them, they are paralyzed by terror,

and useless, nay, worse than useless to those

most dear to them. Let all true women train

themselves to possess self-control, calmness,

and patient courage ; let them strive to acquire

a certain amount of knowledge of the cares

and duties of the sick-room ; let them not

shrink from hearing the details of this or that

form of suffering and disease, and gladly and
readily offer help (when they rightly and safe-

ly can) outside the bounds of their own im-

mediate home circle.

Taking it for granted that there are many
who will gladly take a few plain and practi-

cal hints on this subject, I shall condense the

result of a somewhat long and wide experience

into a short space.

And, first : It is of things which of them-
selves appear trifling, and even insignificant,

that the comfort of a sick-room is made or

marred. For instance, an energetic and ami-
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ably-intentioned person places a cold pillow

beneath the shoulders of a patient suffering

from pneumonia, that is, inflammation of the

hinf^s; a fit of coughing, perhaps a restless

night, is the result. Five minutes' warming
of the pillow at the fire would have prevented
all this mischief, and even conduced to sleep.

Dress, again, is a matter of great importance
in a sick-room. The best is plain black—for

the simple reason that no stain shows upon it

—an old silk is most economical, but silk

rustles, and is therefore objectionable. Black
lustre is very serviceable—not made long
enough to trail, upset chairs, and get under
the doctor's feet; and not having hanging
sleeves, but fitting close and neat at the wrist.

A habit of moving quietly about the room,
and yet not treading "on tip toe" and making
every board in the floor creak its loudest, is

also very advisable ; and nothing can be better

by way of foot-gear than those soft, warm felt

boots now so common
; they both keep the

nurse's feet from becoming cold, and make the

least possible sound in moving about. Of
course the manner of speaking in a sick-room
is all-important. Oh, the horror of that dread-

ful whisper, which penetrates to the inmost
recesses of the room, and wakes the sleeping

patient as surely as the banging of a door!
In some of the most severe diseases, such

as cholera and diphtheria, the patient is often

m/ense/y conscious of all that is passing around
him. The wish to know everything that is

said and done is extreme, and nothing excites

a patient so much as anything like whisper-
ing and mystery. The natural voice only so

much lowered as to be perfectly distinct, is,

then, the proper tone for a sick-room. If

silence is needed, let it be complete, and no
whispering permitted either in the room, or,

worse still, outside the door.

And now I must say a few words on a most
important subject. In any case where opera-
tive surgery is necessary, it cannot be too
strongly insisted upon that no one shall re-

main present whose calmness and self-control

are not a certainty. I remember well a deli-

cate and difficult operation having to be per-

formed—not a painful one, but where success
mainly depended on the perfect stillness of the
patient. Scarcely had the first slight incision

been made, when the room resounded with
the moans and cries, not of the sufferer, but
the friend who had kindly come to support
her through the ordeal ! With many a sob, and
choke, and gurgle, the friend was assisted from
the room, and then all went well enough ; but
great delay, and much increase of nervousness
on the part of the patient, naturally resulted.

One of the many very eminent surgeons of

whom America can boast once told me that
on the occasion of performing a most formi-

dable operation, in which promptitude was a

vital necessity, he saw, at a moment when
seconds were precious, a friend, who had in-

sisted on remaining present, suddenly turn
deadly pale, and fall fainting on the floor, in

uncomfortably close proximity to the chloro-

formed patient. Dr. B stooped down, and
quietly rolled the insensible individual into a
corner of the room, where he enjoyed undis-

turbed repose until such time as some one had
time to bring him to.

Thus it may be seen that any one who is

in the least nervous, and cannot be certain of
liis own powers of self-command, acts with
truer kindness in remaining absent from such
scenes, than liy becoming an added soui-co of

anxict}', where there is so much already of the
gravest character. If, however, a woman has
the moral courage to face such trials calmly,
and without flurry—ifshe can do simply what
she is told, and nothing more—wholly dismiss
herself from her own mind, concentrating all

her attention on the patient, she may be of

untold help and comfort. On the other hand,
a sick-nurse who asks the doctor endless ques-

tions—who presumes in her ignorance to

criticise his treatment—who is spasmodic in

her sympathy, and ejaculatory in her lamenta-
tions, is pestilent in a sick room, and should,

if possible, be got rid of at anj^ cost.

There is, however, one kind of nervousness
which I do not think meets with suflScient con-

sideration, and that is the unconquerable fear

which you will find some people have of any
disease that is infectious. Now, I think this

sort of fear is far more constitutional than
mental, and it appears to me most unchari
table to speak of those who are thus nervous
by temperament as "so frightened," &c. If

any one has a great dread of infection, he is

far better away from the chance of it. If I

heard a person express a great and overpower-
ing dread of small-pox, cholera, fever, or diph-

theria, I should do all in my power to prevent
that person going near any case of the kind, be-

cause I should be morally certain of the result.

As a rule, I believe that those who are per-

fectly fearless are comparatively safe; and
there is no truer test of perfect freedom from
nervous dread than the fact of being able to

sleep at once, quietly and natui-ally, and with-

out the mind being obliged to dwell upon the

work of the day. The best cholera nurse I

ever saw used to tell me that she often sat

down in the corner of a room, on the floor,

and "slept right off" for half an hour at a
time, either day or night, just as such oppor-

tunity presented itself. But of course there

arc exceptions to all rules ; and one of the

most devoted and the most fearless in attend-

ance on the sick, during a terrible epidemic,

died just when the worst of the battle seemed
over.

When active personal care of a sick person
is undertaken, the finger-nails should be kept
very short. I have seen a long nail tear open
a blister, and expose a raw surface, causing
great pain. For the same reason, all remova-
ble rings should be taken oft'; and any orna-

ments that hang loose and make a jingling

noise are best dispensed with, as they irritate

and annoy a sensitive patient.

It seems to me that this very unpretending
paper will be hardly complete without a few
words as to the diet that is best for any one
acting as sick-nurse in a long arid trj^ing case.

One great point is, to let no silly notions of

sentiment prevent you making a practice of

taking substantial and regular meals
; and

when you have to sit up all night, be sure and
have food at hand, and never go more than
three hours without eating. Now, I am going
to say what I know many will highl}^ dis-

approve of, and it is this; when you are
nursing a long and anxious case, and you
want to bo able to ' stay" to the end, avoid all

stimulants. There is nothing you can do such
Lard work u])on, there is nothing that will

support you in long-continued watching and
fatigue, like good, well-made coffee. Stimu-
lants only give a temporary excitement, that
passes itself off as strength. They injure that
clearness of thought, that perfect quietude and
rccollectoilncss which are so essential to the

good siek-nurse; and they tend more th

anything else to a miserable breaking dov
afterward.

—

Chambers's Journal.

For "The Friend

Jame.s Enilcu.

Conspicuous, among other Christian attai

ments of this dear departed f'riend, was Chr
tian courtesy. How much would it add to t

sum of human happineas if it were more ^
erally observed. Some, without perhaps the
being conscious of it themselves, have in«?e

sibly drifted into a sort of hostile feelit

towards all with whom they are obliged
have intercourse. We go into their presen

j

feeling as though we scarcely know how
]

address them without receiving a rebutt'
j

some shape; every word or observation almcj

has to be watched and carefully weighed h;

fore being uttered, lest an inadvertent expre,

sion should be misconstrued, a meaning a]

plied not intended, and the innocent authi
turned into a subject of ridicule. How vei

opposite to this, was social intercourse wi(|

the beloved Friend whose name stands at tl

head of this article. How gentle was h

manners, hosv careful not to hurt the wine (,

the oil in any. Cheerful yet watchful—an
a true Christian dignity marking his d
meanor to such a degree that we met hiii

with pleasure, and parted from him with r

gret.
* " * " Affectionate in look,

And tender in address, as well beco;aes
A mes.senger of grace to guilty man :

Of manners sweet, as virtue always wears."

And what he attained to, is still within tl

reach of all. The Power that made him wh;
he was, is as able and willing to work in ar

through us of the present day, as it was the
The writer has frequently thought upon th

theme, accompanied by the desire, that fi

above the attainment of any earthly object

should be our earnest endeavor to obtain tl

ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, wbic
is in the sight of God of great price, and 1

fulfil the further exhortation of the apost
Peter, " Finally, be ye all of one mind, havir

compassion one of another, love as brethre

be pitiful, be courteous."

Midnight off the Coast of Norway.

The sun was still hanging in the heavei

and very slowly descending toward the hoi

zon, but passing to the north much more r

pidly. I held my watch as the minute bar

slowly passed the dots upon the dial, and a
preached the point which should denote tl

close of the present day and mark the bogii

ning of another. Slower and slower the si;

seemed to move, until finalh' he looked as

hung in heaven at a stationary point, whei
he appeared to rest before commencing h
ascending course on a new day's journe
For two minutes or more he paused, and
was unable to detect anj' movement in h

course. In that space the last minute of tl

day was passed. Slowly the sun began i

ascend the heavens, and apparently with a

celerated motion, giving his light to cheer tl

new born day. He shone just as brightly' i

his lowest point as before or after. He gai

a sickly light at best, which lacked the fervc

of the light he gives in lower latitudes. U
stopped in his descending course when aboi

one-sixth the distance from the zenith to tl

horizon remained to reach the water of tl

ocean.
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For a stranger to such scenes to watcli that

preme moment was full of intense excite-

ent, and I scarcely heard the shouts of

iumph by the ladiae, whose ambition was to

,tch a fish at the moment of midnight, and
Ithin a minute of that moment all three

ure hauling in their lines, and it became a

puggle who should land the struggling victim

St, all shouting in joyous exultation at the

:citing sport. I was too absorbed with the

itural phenomenon to enter into the spirit

their contest. For the time, at least, the

ithusiasm of the sportsman was lost, inspired

' nature's wondrous works so strangely re-

laled before me. As the sun travelled on his

urney he gradually lost his unwonted in-

rest, and I again thought of the fishing which
as actively going on around me.
Soon all were pretty thoroughly wet, and
e cool breeze coming in from the north be-

,n to make us feel chilly, so the lines were
ken in and we set our faces for home, [they

ere at Hammerfest,] which we reached be-

'e one o'clock.

The score was twenty-one codfish, and the

herman complained that the fish were obsti-

te and would not bite, and he felt he had
t given us the worth of our money ; but as

3 charge was but one dollar, I confess I was
ite satisfied with the investment.

You may suppose it was now time to get
bed, and so should we have thought, no
ubt, had it been dark, but as it was full day-
;ht all the time, and as the people in the

tel were still up and active, we ordered
me of our fish cooked at once, and our friend

lyed to dinner with us.

The quicker a fish is cooked after it leaves

e water the better it is, and as these were
[ht fresh and well cooked and the excursion

the cool bracing air upon the water had
ren us good appetites, we enjoyed this mid-
iht dinner most charmingly. By three

jlock we got to bed, and with the aid of

mkets to darken the room got a good sound
lep for several hours.

For "The Friend."

History of the United States of America, in-

cluding some important facts, mos'ly omitted

in the smaller histories, designed for general

reading and for Academies. By Josiah W.
Leeds, Philada., J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1877.

pp. 468.

This history is a work of much merit, and

11, it is to be hoped, have a wide circulation,

is unlike any historical compend that has

t been published, for it is a survey of the

lole field of our annals, from the standpoint

Christian doctrine, which inculcates peace

earth and goodwill to man. In narrating

B wars in which our country has been en-

ged, it is very careful not to foster a war-

:e spirit ; it treats of the Indians as becomes
Christian philanthropist; it advocates the

ase of temperance ; it gives a fair sketch of

e anti-slaverj' agitation ; it speaks boldly

t calmly of the errors of our national policy,

long subservient to the ambition of the

nth fand it does not shrink from condemn-

5 the course of the southern leaders whose
termination to risk all rather than en-

nger their supremacy in the Union, plunged
e country into civil war.
The need of a book of this kind has long

en felt by all who conscientiously believe

iristianity to be the gospel of peace, and
10 cannot do anything to counteract its pre-

cepts. We have no hesitation in recommend-
ing it to the notice of our Friends, and in

urging them to adopt it generallj' as a school-

book and as a reading book for our young
people.

"What can there be so essentially important,
as the true knowledge of our faithful Creator,
and of Jesus Christ whom He has sent to

reveal the way of eternal salvation ? How
can rational beings with immortal souls live

carelessly, unconcerned, as it were, upon a
subject so important? Cherish the living

spark, the good seed in thy heart, and thou
wilt find growing fruit to the praise of the

good Husbandman, and thy own unspeakable
peace.

—

Mary Capper.

For " The Friend."

Presenation of Wheat.

The scriptural account of the Egyptians
being fed for seven j-ears by Joseph, during
the famine, is illustrated by the habits of the
people to this day. In a recent lecture given
in London on Morroco, it was stated that in

all parts of the country they adopt a peculiar

and very effective plan for preserving cereals

by digging great holes in the ground which
they scjI up hermetically with lime and other
material, and wheat thus garnered will re-

main in order for twenty and even thirty

years.
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Although most of the several States of the

Union have made and continue to make com-
mendable efforts for the diffusion of literary

education among all classes of their citizens,

yet the percentage of those who can neither

read nor write is large, more especially in the

Southern section of our country. According
to the census of 1870 there were then not fur

from five millions of the population, over ten

3'ears of age who could not read, and a much
larger portion that could not write. This
ignorance is not unusually accompanied by a

low tone of morals, and the two give rise to

no little anxiety as to the means of subsistence

and the course of life that may be pursued by
the class in which they most abound. Politi-

cal economists and statesmen often find their

knowledge at fault when attempting to adapt
their theories and their laws to the low con-

dition, the wants and the demands of this

uninstructed, restless and complaining part of

the community. It is, however, a wise policy

to persist in the effort to change and elevate

their condition, by providing the means for

enlightening their uncultivated minds through

common school education, provided it com-
bines the inculcation of souud moral princi-

ples with literary culture.

Eeflecting on this subject as presented by
the statistics given in our last census, we were
forcibly impressed with the inexpressibly

pitiable condition in which those millions of

our fellow citizens who cannot read would be,

if ihe opinion that the Holy Scriptures are

the primary rule of faith and practice, were
true. Of coui'se this vast multitude of our

fellow creatures, though living in what we
call a 'christian country, are altogether de-

pendent on others for whatever little knowl-

edge they may obtain of the contents of the

bible. They cannot detect or refute the un-

sound doctrines that may be taught, nor the
impositions that may be practiced upon them
by those who may undertake to convey to them
the letter of the Scriptures; nor can they
often long remember whatever lessons they
may listen to. Were they dependent on this

outward, and as thus taught, fallible criterion

of right and wrong, how continually would
they be at a loss to decide what course of con-

duct they were bound to pursue, and incur the
danger of being led astray by their instructors

;

and how few would be likely to escape the
fearful consec[uences.

But He whose tender mercies are over all

his works, has not left even the humblest and
most ignorant of his rational creatures to incur

the dangers of this fearful dilemma. He has
not made it necessary, however profitable—to

have a knowledge of the words of Scripture
;

but, knowing the value of an immortal soul.

He has bestowed a measure of his own Holy
Spiriton everyone that cometh into the world

;

a light, a guide and a helper, sufficient, if dili-

gently sought and obeyed, to conduct safely

through all the mazes of temptation and trial,

and to preserve from the assaults of the evil

one. Under this dispensation every one is

left without excuse. Whatever the circum-
stances that may surround, though shut out
from a knowledge of the sacred truths revealed

to and recorded by holy men of old, there is

an ever-present witness for God in the secret

of the soul, which, if not silenced by persistent,

wilful disobedience, may be consulted, and the

right way discovered, the duty of the hour be

made plain, and the guilt of sin escaped. Man
is not left dependent on his fellow man, to

teach him to know the will of the Lord, but

from the least to the greatest, from the poorest

and ineanest to the highest and most culti-

vated, all may attain sufficient knowledge of

the path they are required to walk in to be
made partakers of that salvation which has
been purchased by Jesus Christ. This in no
wise derogates from the inestimable value of

the Holy Scriptures, given as they were by
inspiration, and are profitable for doctrine,

for reproof, for correction, for instruction in

righteousness, that the man of God may be

perfect, thoroughlj' furnished unto all good
works. But it restricts them to the place and
service they claim for themselves, subordinate

to the Grace of God which brings salvation.

Nor does it lessen the obligation resting on all

who have the proper means and opportunity,

to extend the blessing of possessing these in-

valuable writings to all, and striving, by litera-

ry culture, to prepare those to whom Ihey
come, to profit by their possession, by being

able to read them for themselves.

This doctrine of the Grace of God having
appeared unto all men, teaching them to live

soberly, righteously and godly in the present

world, has always beenafundumental doctrine

in the belief of Friends. The enlightening,

transforming agency of this unspeakable gift

is as essential for the salvation of the learned,

of those vvho have a complete literal knowl-
edge of the Scriptures, as it is for that of the
ignorant and unlearned. Without it, however
extensive and correct our knowledge of the

truths revealed to prophets and apostles may
be, and however ready we may be to adopt
and adapt the letter to ourselves or others,

the soul cannot attain to that knowledge
which is eternal life, nor rise out of the con-

demnation pronounced on the carnal nature.
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The advance in intellectual development
and scientific attainment, made in modern
time among the learned in the things of thiw

world, the interest awakened in biblical criti-

cism and exegesis, and the imagined aptitude

of the means in vogue, for imparting a saving

knowledge of Scripture, together with the

popularity of a practical application of those

means, all tend to draw off the attention from
the absolute need of seeking for and ex-

periencing the perceptible teaching and re-

novation by the Holy Spirit, and indispose to

that humble silent waiting before the omnis-

cient Searcher of the heart, indispensable to

witnessing his grace to lead out of all error

and into divine truth. Dependence on in-

tellectual ability and high mental culture is

well calculated to lead astray and land in er-

ror, when the religion of Christ is concerned
;

for as Calvin says, " By this natural wisdom,
as a veil before our ej'es, we are hindered

from attaining the mysteries of God, which
are not revealed but unto babes and little

ones."

Very applicable to many of the high pro
fessors of this day are the words address-

ed by our Saviour to the Jews :
" Search

—

or more properly translated—Ye search the

Scrijitures, for in them ye think ye have eter-

nal life, and they are they which testify of
me ; and ye will not come to me that ye might
have life." He alone is the life and light of

men, and by Him only can the soul be vivi-

fied with divine life, be made to partake of

salvation, and enabled " through patience and
comfort of the Scriptures," to have hope. He,
and not the Scriptures, is the living bread that

cometh down from heaven, of which if a man
eat he shall live forever. We must come to

Him in the secret of the soul, as He is pleased

to reveal himself, and not expect to find eter-

nal life by merely reading his blessed decla-

rations, and the testimony given in the New
Testament concerning him; for these can
make us wise unto salvation only by that liv-

ing faith in him, of which He is the author,

and which He only can impart to the soul.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.— New York and Pennsylvania,

some time ago, appointed a joint conimission to revise

the boundary line bitween tiie two States—fixing its

irne locition and replacing the monuments, and mark-
ing it, wherever they are displaced or missing. This
commission met, and determined th it each State should
appoint a surveyor to go over the whole line, and re-

port what work is .necessary for a proper marking of

the boundary. The commission has also determined to

ask the United States Coast Survey to make an astro-

nomical determination of four points, on the line of the

forty-second parallel of north latitude, which is the
interstate boundary west of the Delaware river. These
points being ascertained, it will not be difficult for the

surveyors to run a parallel between them.
The forest fires along the lake shores of Michigan

continue, and have destroyed a large amount of pro-
perty. Navigiition is rendered dangeroui on Lake
Huron, by the smoke. Immense bush-fires are re-

ported at Manatoulin Island, Canada, and along the
north shore of Lake Superior.

The town of Mount Carmel, III., was visited on the
.nfternoon of the 4th inst., by a tornado, which partook
largely of the character of a cyclone. It struck the
town at the south end, and passed almost due north,
destroying everything in its course. Some seventy
families are houseless, and 22 dead bodies were taken
from the ruins. The loss of properly is estimated at

$-500,000.

A large water spout burst near Belle Creek, in Elk-
liorn valley, Nebraska, fkjoding the country for mile.s,

and doing considerable damage.
Very heavy rains have fallen in Western Missouri

and Kansas, during the past few days, and railroad
travel in various directions is interruiited. In Western

Tennessee al.-o, heavy rains and floods are reported.

The loss to the lumber interests in Memphis is esti-

mated at $30,000. The Missouri river, at Kansas city,

has risen to the highest point since 1844.

A " water spout" fell near Clinton, Iowa, on the after-

noon of the 8th inst., destroying houses, and sweeping
away fields of grain in an area of several miles.

The French steamer Amerique, stranded at Seabright,

N. J., on the 7th of 1st month, was launched from the

dry dock at Red Hook, New York, where she had been

repaired, on the morning of the 4th inst. She sails for

Havre on the 23d.

The commander of the U. S. steamer Lackawanna,
now at Acapuico, has been ordered by the Secretary of

the Navy, to search for the rock on which the San
Francisco struck. When the rock's locality is ascer-

tained, it will be marked by a buoy, and notice given
of its position.

A surveying party who have been measuring the

principal elevations in Connecticut, have found that the

highest land is Mount Brace, in the extreme north-

western corner, which is 2300 feet high ; next came
Bear Mountain, 22-50 feet ; Buck Mountain, 2150 feet,

and Bald Peak, 1996 feet, all in Salisbury.

One of the assistants of the Geological Survey of

Pennsylvania, reports an immense gas vein has been
struck' in a well about 5J miles S. W. of Olean. The
gas comes from a depth of 1180 feet, from a sand rock

about 25 feet thick, and about 40 feet over the produc-

ing (third) sand of the Bradford oil region in McKean
county.

The Post Office Department is in receipt of a notifi-

cation from the Internal Bureau at Berne, that Persia

has applied for admission into the Postal Union. It is

thought likely that all the civilized governments of the

worhi, will directly participate in the advantages of the

Postal Union before the expiration of the pre.sent year.

The department authorizes a direct Brazilian mail to

be despatched by the schooner Jacob E. Bidgway, sail-

ing from New York for Para on the 12th inst.

The daily requisition on the Third Assistant Post-

master-general for postage stamps and stamped en-

velopes, show a steady increase. This is considered in

Washington indicative of a revival of business through-
out the country.

On the 2nd proximo, 277 new money order offices

will be established in difTerent parts of the country :

Pennsylvania will get 18, New .lersey 4.

The Freedmen's Bank property in Washington, has

been offered at public sale—the bidding was slow and
it was not disposed of. The value of the entire pro-

perty is said to be ''250,000, the highest bid $110,000.
Reports from 211 points in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois

and Kentucky on the state of the wheat and fruit crops,

are as follows : 179 indicate a good crop of wheat, 31 a

fair crop, and 1 light, if any ; 47 report a good crop of

fruit, 74 fiiir, and 90 a light crop, if any.

The number of interments in Philadelphia for the

week ending at noon on the 9th inst., was 328—an in

crease of 57 over the previous week. Of these 216 were
natives of the U. States, and 88 were of foreign birth.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 9th inst. American gold, 105}. United States

sixes, 1881, registered, llOf; do. coupons, 115; do. 5

per cents, reg. and cou. Ill J; do. 4Vs, 1891, 107|
Cotton, llj a 121^ cts. per lb. for uplands and New Or-

leans. Flour, Wisconsin extra family, good, 1^8 a $8.25

Minnesota extra family, fair and good, atS8.50a $8.75
do. choice, $9 a $9.25 ; Pennsylvania do. do., f lir, $8.75;
do. do. KOod,'$9 a .t9.12J; do. do. choice, *9.25 ; Ohio,

do., low grade, $8..50 ; do. fair and good, S9 ; Lancaster
Co. do. do., fair, $8.75; do. do. good, $9; Michigan,
choice, $9, and high grade $10 a $11. Rye flour sells

at $4.50 a $4.75. Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.95 a $2

;

Ohio do., good, $1.75; Delaware amber, $2 a $2.05;
Pennsylvania white at $1.98 a $2.05. Corn, Penna.
yellow, 59 a 60 cts. ; western high mixed at 58 a 59 cts.

O.its, 47 a 50 cts. Prime Timothy hav sells at $1.10 a

$1.25 per 100 lbs. ; mixed at $1 a $1.15 ; straw at 60 a

75 cts.

Foreign.— As a train load of excursionists were
crossing the river Avon, near B ith, on the 16th inst

the bridge fell, precipitating the train about 30 feet into

the river. It is .said there were near 200 people on the

bridge when it fell. Twenty dead bodies have been re-

covered, and several are still rais.sing.

The West Lancashire colliers, numbering several

thousand, have struck work.
There were 61 deaths from small pox in London

during the past week.
It is stated in an oflicial communication that the Suez

canal, up to the close of last year, cost the Egyptian
Government, in addition to the shares sold to (he En
lish government, over $71,000,000, about half of lli

sum being interest. This includes the cost of the fijh

water canal from C.iiro to Ismailia, and from tlial p |e

to Suez. This enterprise so useful to many i,

and especially to England, was one of the first r

the present financial embarra^ments of Egypt,

pears from a statement showing the navigation !l.

the canal from 12th mo. 1st, 1867, to 12th m... 3

1875, the entire number of vessels was 6,275. Of tl

4,403 were commercial steamer.s, 1,107 postal st<

The total number of passengers was 357,036.

The exhumation of the Cleopatra Needle for LoU'

has been completed. Eighteen inches of the apex
gone, and the corners are somewhat damaged, but otf

wise it is in fair condition.

The deaths by the plague at Bigdad have de
to 24 weekly.
The Madras, India, famine has brought a curli

misfortune in its train. There are scarcely any leec:

to be had, the tanks from which they are generally

tained, having all run dry.

Advices from China report the continuance of

terrible famine in Shantung and Chihil, with no po
ble means of averting the death of hundreds of th

sands from starvation. Famine and a resulting
]

lence rage also in Corea.
A bill introducing a new system of public instruct

in Prussia, which is to remodel the famous instituti

dating from the beginning of this century, has jus

completed by a special commis-iion. By the ne

the classical tendency of liberal instruction will

somewhat modified, while regarding elementary
struction, advantage has been derived from Ameri'
experience of the free school .system.

The New South Wales Intercolonial Exhibition
proved, what few of the kind have resulted in, a fin

cial success. Among the prizes awarded was one to

National Institute, Philadelphia, for operating table

pump.s.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the General Committee i

be held at Westtown oq Fourth-day, the 20lh inst;

at 9 A. M.
The Committee on Admissions meet the same

at 7J A. m., and the Committee on In-str0ction
the preceding evening, at 7 o'clock.

The Visiting Committee meet at the School
Seventh-day evening, the 16th instant.

For the accommodation of the committee, conv
ances will be at the Street Road Station on Seventh i

Third days, the 16th and 19th inst., to meet the tre

that leave Philadelphia at 2.30 and 4.45 p. M.
Philada., 6th mo. 5th, 1877.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadctph

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor
INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients maj

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar'

M.anagers.

Died, on the 21st of First month, 1877, Rachel
wife of Isaac N. Vail, and daughter of Israel

Catharine Wilson, a member of Stillwater Mont
and Barnesville Particular Meeting, Ohio, in the 3

year of her age. She endured a protracted illness i

much Christian resignation, uttering from_ time tot

many comfortable expressions. At one time she!
" Do not grieve for me, but rather rejoice that I

(jetting nearer borne." " It is an eternity ! one

eternity of joy for this short time of sufl^ering !"

'. on the 5lh of Third month, 1877, at the

dence of his son-in-law, Demsey Bundy, near Bi
ville, Belmont Co., Ohio, Samuel Smith, in the

year of his age, a member of Stillwater Particulai

Monthly Meeting. His friends have the comfortai

assurance that his end w,as peace.

, on the 28th of Fourth month, 1877, at hi

dcniv. iirir I'.iinrsville, Belmont Co., Ohio, Dems
B^Ml^, Ml ill. 'i!,i|, year of his age, a member of St

wat. I I'liih il.ir iii.f .Monthly Meeting. Although
reiuiv il (.1 ilii-^ lUir Friend was sudden, we sorrow

as those without hope.

, in Cincinnati, Ohio, while on a visit ....

Dehorah D., widow of Solomon Hornev, in the SI

year of h,-r a-e. K^r rp.id,.n,-e was in Milton, 1

and she- »M< :i mrnil.rr ..f Millonl Monihly Meelingi

Frh/ihl- l.rM I.I .1,- ii,-,!-,li,i |ilu--. Sill- »,,- lirmly

tarlu-,1 1.. Ihi- ami. -Ml ,l.i,-l i iik-. :in,i i.-n ni.inics of

Sociel.v, and ihi- Mimaiuns tlmiigli su.i.lcii, we trust (

not lii'ui her unprepared for the solemn change.
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Random Notes of Travel in Europe.

(Continued from page 331.)

Derwentioater, WMermere and Swarthmore.
From Carlisle we went by rail to Keswick,
lich is reached in a few hoirs, and were in

) heart of the Lake District, the Switzer-

id of England. Beautiful as a poet's dream
I found it, lovely enough to e.xcuse all the

ipsodies of the Lake poets, who have sung
ever}' waterfall, rill, and mountain around,
deed, the whole district seems like an illus

ited edition of Wordsworth bound in green,

overflows with Wordsworth, and one would
ink he had written too much, were it not
' the wise philosophy which pervades his

ges. We mayappropriately-reedl hise^legy
Channing: "The great poet of our time,

ordsworth, one of the few who are to live,

8 gone to common life, to the feelings of

r universal nature, to the obscure and ne
icted portions of society for beautiful and
jching themes. Nor ought it to be said

at he has shed over these the charms of his

Dins as if in themselves, they had nothing
and or lovely. The distinction of genius is

discern more of truth than common minds.
sees under di.^guises and humble forms,

erlasling beauty. This it is the preroga-
'6 of Wordsworth, to discern and reveal in

8 ordinary walks of life, in the common
man heart. The grand truth which per-

des his poetry is, that the beautiful is not
nfined to the new, the rare, the distant, to

Bnery and modes of life open only to the
IV, but that it is poured forth profusely on
e common earth and sky, that it gleams
)m the lowliest flower, that it lights up the
imblest sphere, that the sweetest affections

Ige in lowly hearts; that there is a sacred-

8s, dignity and loveliness in lives which few
68 rest on ; that even in the absence of all

tellectual culture, the domestic relations can
;ietly nourish that disinterestedness which
the element of all greatness, and without
liich intellectual power is a splendid de-

rmity."

We spent the afternoon and night at Kes-
iek, made the circuit of Derwentwater, asked
irselves

" How does the water come down at Lodore,
With ita rush and its roar?"

(well described bySouthey, and endeavored
solve the problem by going there to see

;

id found a drj' bed of rocks—a very Petra

of stony walls and barrenness. We could only

imagine how the scene might appear
" When copious rains have migniQed tlie stream.

Into a loud and white robed waterfall."

On our drive around Derwentwater we
called at the Bowlder Stone, which is simplj' a

mighty rock that some convulsion, ages since,

urlcd from the mountain mass above, and

rolled to the valley where it reposes in ma-
jesty, the wonder of tourists. A long ladder

placed against its side, enables the adventur-

ous to ascend and gain a more extended view

of the rough scene around, whexe clumps of

heather and rocky masses compete for su-

premacy.
Eeturned from Derwentwater, we visited

Greta Hall, for some years the residence of

Southey, a commodious house overlooking a

lovely scene, of which he wrote in its less

pleasing winter aspects,

" r stood at the window beholding

Mountain and lake and vale, the valley disrobed of its

verdure;
Derwent retaining yet from eve a ghastly reflection.

Where his expanded breast, then still and smooth as a

mirror,

Under the woods reposed."

The next morning took the coach for Amble-
side, near AVindermere, a short journey of

seventeen miles, tlirougli a region where
Lakes and mountains around us gleamed

misty and wide," the latter generally invisi-

ble because of the cloud canopy enveloping

them. Skiddaw rose remote, and more near,

the dark brow of the mighty Ilclvellyn,"

while black tarns lay in the shadow of the

overhanging hills. We had quite a number
on the coach, among others a Cumberland
woman, who was revisiting her native vales

after a prolonged absence in London. Her
joy on recognizing the old familiar places was
overflowing, and 1 believe we all sympathized
with her. We pa-sed through quiet, seques-

tered vales almost the whole distance. Small

farm-houses, long and low, and generally of

two stories, with the barn attached to one

d, were the most common, and always built

of the gre}' stone abounding in the district.

The general characteristic of loneliness per

vading the scene, was tempered by a tender

softness of detail, which rendered it one of un-

common beauty. The hill-sides were clothed

with grass to the summits—not faded and
turned to a dull brown by a scorching sun, but

bright and fresh as it is with us in our first

summer month. Sheep in great numbers,

were grazing in the small fields, divided bj'

low stone fences; scarcely was there a field or

valley that did not boast its tiny rivulet or
" beck," and low arched stone bridge and rustic

railing. A few years since many of these small

farms were owned by " statesmen" (estates-

men), whose ancestors had dwelt thereon for

many generations, a proud and independent
race of men, whose frugal habits enabled th

to live comfortably on their small farms.

They often joined the trade of weaver to that

of farmer, so that the short winter days were

usefully employed. But the introduction of
manufactured clothing, and a more luxurious

style of living, in other respects, led to the
final sacrifice of their small domains, which
became absorbed into the larger estates sur-

rounding them. These larger farms are now
usually let on lease for various terms. Drain-

ng the heavy lands has been much attended

to, with highly beneficial results, for here the

rains are so abundant that the evaporation

from the surface of the soil can never keep it

n a dry state, if the subsoil is retentive of

moisture. M-.iny of the new farming imple-

ments are now used in the Dales where the

tenants have sufficient capital to purchase
them. The climate is said to be mild and
moist in the valleys—but a great deal of

snow accumulates in winter—consequently

the sheep are of a hardy kind fit for the moun-
tain pastures; but are brought down to the

valleys at the approach of the cold season and
kept in the enclosed grounds until spring.

The climate being so favorable to pasturage,

a great many cattle are reared. In many of

the small fields we saw them standing deep
in the long grass, but we were told that there

are but few horses. The barren hill-sides are

occasionally covered with fine plantations of

oak, ash, elm, beech, sycamore, Scotch fir and
larch, the last of which thrives the best. The
combined efforts of nature and of man, have
made this Lake region, therefore, the loveliest

part of England.
As we passed rapidly over the fine smooth

road, an expectant movement among our littlo

company outside announced that we were
approaching Grasmere, and our coachman
pointed oat whore Rydal stood, hidden among
the trees, and to a small group of strangers

standing in one corner of the village grave-

yard. "Those people are standing b}' the graves
of Wordsworth and Hartley Coleridge," said

one of our companions, " they lie just there !"

Hartley Coleridge! he had always seemed
rather like a myth, to me—a meteoric light

which gave one flush of brilliance as he passed

on his erratic course, his brief life ending all

too soon for the completeness of his fame.

But this lesser star in the constellation of

the Lake Poets, beside his o'.ber works, has

written sonnets which are esteemed among
the finest in our language—^one is entitled,

The first sound to the Human ear.

" What was't awakened first the untriel ear

Of that sile man who was all human kind ?

Was it the gladtime welcome of the wind,

Stirring the leaves that never yet were sere ?

The four mellifluous streams which flowed so near

Their lulling murmurs all in one combined ?

The note of bird unnamed ? the startled hind
Bursting the brake, in wonder not in fear,

Of her new lord ? Or did the holy ground
Send forth mysterious melody to greet

The gracious presence of immaculate feet ?

Did viewless seraphs nestle all around
Making sweet music out of air as sweet?

Or his omn voice awake him with its sound ?"

Grasmere will, I think, bear away the palm
for loveliness, from any other place we have
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yet Hccn among the lakes. For this it is in-

debted, in a measure, to the beauty of its

houses and cottages. These may be only a-i

blots upon the landscape, when. tali, and an-

i^iilar, and dispropoi'tioned, but at Grasmere

their gabled and latticed fronts, their numer-

ous chimneys and slate-slab porticoes, covered

with climbing roses and creeping vines, the

stone, too, is of such soft colors—grey and

brown hues predominating—while they are

placed on knolls and in dells, on banks, and

at the foot of rocks, seerainglj' bound together

by old groves of sycamore, and ash, and oak,

and orchards, and gardens, all combine to ren-

der them in perfect keeping with the natural

charms.
Ambleside, one mile from "Windermere,

lying under Wansfell, and surrounded by
mountains on all sides but one, is full of in-

terest. At a short distance behind the Salu-

tation Inn, where we were installed for the

night, is Stock Gill Force, in a copsewood,

through which wo wandered late in the after-

noon. Like Lodore, this was also dry, but

we were compensated by a walk through a

rambling street which appeared to be the

oldest in the town, and a climb to the top of

the terraced hill overlooking it, and covered

with handsome modern villas, enough to have

called forth, pi-obably, from Wordsworth, had

be been living, severe animadversions on the

intrusion of strangers into this primitive do-

main of his. Once, it is said, he was roused

to unusual indignation, at seeing some chil-

dren playing not far from his own boundaries.
" Whoso children are those yonder?" he de-

manded angrily, " those boys have no busi-

ness to be where they ai'e!" He was told it

wastheFrinceof Wales and his little brothers.

Next morning we took the steamer for

Ncwby Bridge, thus sailing the length of

Windermere. Its margin is occupied by gen-

tle rounded eminences, exuberantly wooded,
with many villus and cottages, gleaming amid
the trees, while numerous islands diversify

its surface.

By rail wo were borne to Ulverstone, a

quaint old-fashioned market town, where we
expected to find a conveyance to Swarthmore
Hall. After considerable delay a small, low
phaeton was found, and what was' also of

some consequence, a very obliging driver, who
assured us that he was quite used to going

"Here! don't you want a piece of the old

hall," she inquired ; and stooping down, suitc<l

the action to the word by breaking off a de-

cayed portion of the floor and placing it m
our hands. The desk of George Fox was
shown to us, and the room in which the meet-

ings were held ;
and the window from which

he preached to the assembled crowds below

him, on the lawn. Here we may imagine him,

" Hoary error smiting,

In the awful .strength of Truth,"

warring against a corrupt chui'ch, and plant-

ing that goodly seed whence has sprung a

varied growth of Christian reforms, and which

being in itself but a revival of primitive Chris-

tianity, will continue to bear excellent fruit

to the end of time. i

Swarthmore has some fine old trees around

it, and various outbuildings which indicate

that it was once the abode of a family of ample
resources. From the upper windows may be

seen an extended prc^pect of Morecambe Bay,

the mountains around Conistan, and rich in-

land scenes,' of wood and river. Swarthmore
was once included within the domain of the

Monks of Furness Abbey, who owned the

country for many miles around.

Before visiting the Hall, we drove to the

meeting-house, a small, neat building, kept

with the utmost nicety, where we .saw the

famous bible given by George Fox to Friends,

along with the meeting-house. It was form-

erly chained to the desk, but is now kept even

more securely, perhaps to protect it from relic

hunters. What simple pathos in the conclud-

ing paragraph of his will, in relation to this

property :
'• It is all the land and house I have

in Rngland, and it is given up to the Lord,

for it is his, for His service and for His chil-

dren's."

[Wo take from the " Extracts" the f )llow-

ing minute of the exercise in the Yearly

Meeting of Philadelphia, at the time of read-

ing the replies to the Queries sent up from

the (Quarterly Meetings.]

During the serious consideration of the

State of Society, as set forth in_ the answers

to the Queries, the minds of many Friends

were deeply affected with the deficiencies re-

ported ;
especiallj' in relation to the regular

attendance of all our meetings, both for wor-

out to the meeting-house near the hall, an'djship and discipline. Did the members duly

that he took an old'Quuker gentleman to meet- appreciate their privileges and mercies, to-

ing there every week. A short drive of aigethcr with their continual dependance on

mile brought us to a retired road, bordered I
the great Giver of every spiritual and tem-

by a straggling hedge; the numerous broken poral gift, thoy surely could not, health per-

placos in the latter enabled us to catch glimp- m.itting, absent themselves, when the oppor-
••""•• tunity is offered, from assembling with thcii'

friends to wait upon the Father of spirits; to

wrestle after his blessing who knowoth the

of rather sterile looking small fields,

which, from their barren appearance, may
have been reclaimed from a moor. We were
on the estate of Swarthmore, and it needed
but a glance to assure us that the ancient

Elizabethan buihiing before us, at the end of

the road, was the Hall. The latter part of the

way, a low stone wall superseded the hedge
on either side, partially enclosing a flower-

garden. Dilapidated we expected to find it,

but wo found more of neglect than we antici-

pated. The principal rooms still jjossessed

their rich oak pannelling, but the floor, and
indeed every apartment was in great disorder,

and the ab.sencc of neatness, added greatly to

the dreary effect upon our spirits. Passing
along a hall on the second story, our guide,

who appeared to be mistress of the mansion,
stopped at a broken place in the oaken floor:

thoughts of our hearts ; and to seek for ability

to worship Him who is a Spirit, in spirit and

in truth. It would, on the contrary, be the

earnest desire of every one not to neglect the

assembling of themselves together, but to pre-

sent their bodies, especially on these occa-

sions, a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto

God, which is our reasonable service.

So likewise, did we love our Father in

heaven as we are called to do, with all our

hearts ; and appreciate as we should, the price

paid for us by his dear Son, we should not

only be faithful in assembling with our Friends

to worship Him, but this Divine love would,

in a measure, leaven our spirits towards all,

and especially towards those ot the same

household of faith ; and we would realize ml
and more what is written that, "He t|

loveth God, loveth his brother also." A
" How good and how pleasant it is for brc

ren to dwell together in unity! It is like

precious ointment upon the head," that go

down to the skirts of the garments.

While a commendable diligence is repor

respecting the reading of the Holy Scriptu

by parents and heads of families, and also

couraging those under their care to the j:

formance of this duty, acknowledged defici

cies a'-e presented in the answers to the th

Query, iji relation to other important Ch
tian testimonies, which we as a religious

ciety, from the beginning, have been callec

maintain before the world. Whatever n

be the real motive for compromising the

timonies of the gospel to plainness of spee

behavior and apparel, there can be no doi

of its being conoected with a nearer c

formity to the ways and customs of the woi

into which their disregard leads, contrary

the plain injunction oif the apostle :
" Be i

conformed to this world." We would aff

tionately urge upon parents serious conside

tion of the responsibility that attaches to th

position and influence, with regard to setti

a good example themselves, joined with a pray

ful solicitude for their dear children in th

particulars; and then as delegated Shephe:

in watching over their respective folds, tl

their offspring may be trained in that pla

ness and simplicity becoming our religit

profession, as well as in the nurture and adr

nition of the Lord.

Our members are tenderly advised a

cautioned against a growing tendency in 1

present day to conform to the ways and c

tonis of the world, in relation to the exp

sive coffin, habiliments and floral dccoratit

bestowed upon the perishable body upon t

occasion of its burial. The desire was
pressed, that in reference to the two fiij

named departures from simplicity on th

solemn occasions, we may let our moderatii

be more fully known to all men ;
and that 1

other practice intended or calculated todro

solemn thoughts of death and the grave, m,

be withstood by all our members.
The meeting has been brought under

newed exercise, in relation to the violation

our Christian testimony against a raan-ma

and paid ministry. It is "the prerogative

the blessed Head of the Church to dispet

to whomsoever He will, those gifts which 1

designs to be exercised for its edification. T
system of hireling ministry, presumes to pk
tlii-< Divine prerogative under the arbitra

control of fallible men, who permit any
their own sex, who comply with their p
scribed forms, to assume the sacred offii

while women and others, however elea

called of the Lord to the work of the minist

are prohibited engaging in it. The neccss

to seek for a renewed Divine qualificati

each time of engaging in the solemn work
preachirii;- or ])raying is not recognized, a

the ri^lit i-i assumed of demanding a pecunia

coniiHiisation lor exercising the duties oft

office.

It is our earnest desire that all our me
hers may bo incited to watchfulness agaii

lowering, or in any way balking this imports

testimony, andwhere any are so unguart

as to give ground for uneasiness on this

count, that they be admonished in the rest

ing love of the gospel, that they may
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uglit to a sense of their error, and to eon-

it more consistent with our iiigli profession.

^e believe the day loudly calls for in-

iised individual watchfulness and faith ful-

s; and for every one of us to set the light

in the candlestick ; that so wo nia}^, sepa-

jly and collectively, become more and
re the inward and spirituallj'-niinded peo-

we were designed to be, to the Lord's

ise.

For "The Friend."

Thomas Edward—A Scotch Kalurailst.
' (Concluded from p<ige 34ti.)

Q his later j'ears our naturalist devoted
jh of his time to the study of the zoo-

tea, Crustacea, fishes and other marine
Suctions, and in this he showed the same
busiasm and skill that had made his labors

ither difoetioiis sueeossful.

He had considerable difficulty to encounter
proceeding with this branch of scientific

'k. He had no dredge of any sort. Ho
. no boat, nor could he obtain the loan of

. How, then, did he proceed ? He gathered
Bther all the old pots, pans, pails, and ket-

which he could procure in his neishbor-

d. He filled these with straw, grass, bits

lid clothes, or bits of blankets. A coat and
isers cut down were found very useful,

sse were Edward's sea-traps. Having, put

3avyish st;me at the bottom of the trap to

gh it down, and attached a rope to the

ler part, he lowered his traps into the

per rock-pools along the coast. Some of

m he threw into the sea from tin point of

)ek, attaching the rope to a stone, or to

le strong alga3.

When the traps wore drawn up, Edward
ained from them small fishes, crustaceans,

Husks (with or without shells), star-fish,

:nis, and the smaller kinds of sea-mice.

took them to a shallow pool and sliook

the contents; and when he had picked

what he thought might be useful, he

ked the traps again and set them in their

places. Ho usually visited his sea-traps

e a month ; but in winter he visited them
I frequently, as he rarely took any thing

;hat time of the j^ear.

Edward visited the rocky shore for many
es east and west of Banff. He turned over

loose stones, turned up the algas, peeped

Beneath the corners and shelves of the pro-

:ing rocks. He went to the pools, and often

I the pleasure of seeing ihe inhabitants

pking in their native element. If he ob-

ved something that he wanted, he would
ke a dive at it, though the water might get

to his head and shoulders. Sometimes h

in bodily ; but that did not matter much
le secured his object.

'Knowing from observation that many
rine objects are cast on shore at the risin,

each tide, especially when the weather is

rmy, Edward walked along the margin of

rincoming wave, ready to pick up any thing

it might be driven ashore. Sometimes he

uld observe some object in the wate
I or a shrimp of some unusual kind—which
desired to capture. He followed it

i sea with a piece of gauze tied on a small

)p; and fished for it until he had caught it,

discovered many new objects in this way.
'It is almost incredible what may be got

mg the sea-margin by carefully searching

3 incoming wave. This, however, required

of his rarest insectsamong those driven ashore
by the wind. It was thus that he obtained
most of his rare crustaceans. He himself had
no doubt that, had his health been prolonged,
he would have discovered many more.

Besides these methods for collecting ma-
rine objects, he found that tangle roots were

special hiding-place for many species that
were beyond the power of the dredge, and
that never entered the traps set by him along
hore. They were not, however, beyond the

power of the elements. But for the tempest,

that tears them from the rocks and dashes
them on shore, such objects would never have
been found. Whenever a storm occurred in

the Moray Firth, Edward immediately went
out, collected the tangle which had been
driven in, cut off as many roots as he could

carry with him, and carefully examined them
at home.

He was also greatly helped by the fishes

themselves, as well as by the fishermen. It

s true that he had no dredge and no boat.

3ut big fish were themselves the best of all

dredgers. They fed far out at sea, at a depth
where the dredge could scarcely reach. The
fishermen caught them, and brought them
nto port, full of what thej' had swallowed.
Edward therefore endeavored to obtain the

contents of their stomachs. For this purpose
he sent some of his daushters to the neighbor

Now and then fi-agments of the medusse are

swallowed ; feathers, with the remains of sea-

fowl ; and, on one occasion, the skeleton of a
partridge, with the wings, feet, legs, and head
adhering. Pieces of pewter and of cloth oc-

casionally; and once a cluster of beech-nuts,

with part of a domestic fowl. As for fish I
—

why, the fish does not swim that the cod,

when hungry, will not attack, and, if success-

ful, swallow. In short, nothing seems to come
amiss. But this outline of the cod's bill of

fare docs not include all that the animal preys
upon and devours. It is enough, however, to

show its epicurean propensities.'
"

T. Edward and his wife brought up a family
of eleven children respectably and virtuously.

He educated them much better than he him-
self had been educated. They were all well

clad and well shod. " Both parents must have
felt hope and joy in the future lives of their

children. This is one of the greatest comforts

of the poor—to see their family growing up
in knowledge, virtue, industry, well-being,

and well-doing. We might say much of Ed-
ward's eldest daughter, who has not only

helped to keep her parents, but to maintain

her brother at school and college. It is fami-

lies such as these that maintain the character

and constitute the glory of their country."

Samuel Smiles' account of his friend con-

, _ ^ .._.., eludes with the following paragraph :

g fishing villages. They went to Alacduff "Afterabandoning photograph}' as ameans
and Whitehills twice a week, and to the Banff

shermen dailj'. The object of their visits

was to search the fishermen's lines, to bring

.iway the sea-weed and all the stuff that was

.ittached to them, and to secure as many of

the fish stomachs as they could find. One of

his daughters was sent to Gardenstown, where
sho lived with a friend. From thence she sent

home her collection of fish stomachs twice a

week b}' the carrier. All this rubbish (as

most p3ople call it) wag carefully examined
by Edward. From these searchings he ob-

tained most of his rarest crustaceans. ' It is

quite wonderful,' he says, ' what is to be got
this way. Indeed, no one would believe it

who has not made the e.-cperiment.'

"Take, for instance, the cod's bill of f.ire.

It is to the stomach of this species,' says Ed-

ward, ' that I am most indebted for many of

the rarest of the testaceous- and crustaceous

specimens that I possess. I will only men-
tion what I have myself seen : crabs and lob-

sters of almost every desoription (except

Honarus vulg-iris, which I have never yet

found), from the prickly stona cr.ib (LUhodes

of subsistence, he returned to his old trade.

'As a last and only remaining resource,' he

said, in June, 1875, 'I betook myself to my
old and time-honored friend—a friend of fifty

years' standing, who has never yet forsaken

me, nor refused help to my body when weary,

nor rest to my limbs when tired—my well-

worn cobbler's stool. And here I am still on

the old boards, doing what little I can, with

the aid of my well worn kit, to maintain my-
self and my family; with the certainty that

instead of my getting the better of the lap-

stone and leather, thej^ will very sooa get the

better of me. And although I am now like

a beast tethered to his pasturage, with a por-

tion of my faculties somewhat impaired, 1 can

still appreciate and admire as much as over

the beauties and wonders of nature, as ex-

hibited in the incomparable works of our

adorable Creator.'
"

For Tract-writers and Readers.

There are thousands upon thousands in

England and America who .so read of, and
believe in Christ, as to become religious but

raaia) up to me nara parien i^v nicer pagtiru'sj, noi, iruiy gi'uiy
,
uunuvcio uuu nul ^imiuo.

and the larger the better. Shells of every! Their religion is something t/iey bring to

sort, particularly Fiisus antiquus and Buc-

ciniun uiidulatun ; no matter whether in-

habited by their original possessor, or by a

hermit in the form of a pagurus, it is no ob-

stacle to the voracious cod. Shrimps, fish-

lice, sea-mice {Aphrodita aculeata), sea-urchins,

with now and then a star-fish ;
" dead men's

paps," as they are called here {Akyoniuni),

and actinias—no matter what they may be

attached to, whether a shell or a stone, pro

vided the.se are not themselves fixtures—all

are gulped by this most unceremonious fish.

The eggs, capsules, or purses of the dogfish

{Scyllium) and the skate, with the roe and the

ova of other species, particularly when de-

posited on sea-weed; the algse and the zoo-

phytes also walk down the cod's gullet, so that

nothing may be lost. As for the Rolothuridie,

G-od ; not that which springs from Him by
His Spirit dwelling in their hearts.

Christ out of them, and for them, is so writ-

ten and preached up to them, and believed in

by them, that Christ with them, and in them,

is not known.
A Christ that saves is everywhere spoken

of: the Christ that crucifijs, but occasionallJ^

The letter of the Scriptures is mide every-

thing : the Holy Spirit little or nothing. He
is admitted in theory, but little or not at all

known in reality.

The religion of preachers and people is more
the fruit of the letter of Scripture, enlighten-

ing, in some measure, the understanding, than

the Spirit, the Blessed Spirit, convincing of

sin and giving a new heart.

A faith of man which says, "If I believe I

or sea-cucumbers, few, if any, of them escape, shall be saved," is prevalent, almost universal,
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iimongst professors; while the faith which is

of tho' operation of Clod, and a fruit of the

Spirit, is rarely seen, and seldom felt.

The former, which fills the understandint

and engages the heart with dogmas, opinions

doctrines, forms and ceremonies, is every
where to be met with : the latter, which
unites the heart to God, makes one with Christ

in spirit, brings a love which is unutterable,

and a peace which passeth understanding, is

scarcely anywhere to be found.

Thus gen nine Christianity faints and droops,

while Infidelity sneers and Popery revives.

But who are principally accountable to the

most blessed God for this state of things?

The answer is: Halfhearted, unfaithful

unanointed, man-made ministers on the one
hand ;

religious scribes and tract writers and
distributors on the other.

The former, by so preaching and living as

to make prople "godly" without the real po:

session of God, ivho is alone the solvation of his

people. The latter, by so writing that a faith

which is of man is taken to be that which is

of God by the Spirit, leading men impercepti

bly into the possession ofa Christianity spring

ing chiefly from a cultivated understanding

in the place of a New divine Heart and right

spirit, the gift of God, in, and by, Christ Jesus

our Lord.
lie that hath ears to hear let him hear.

Blessed be the Lord God Almighty, and
blessed be His Holy Name for ever.

—Bath, England.

Bats and Insects.— In the winter of 1875-76

a large number of dead, and, for the most part,

hollow trees in the Thier Garten of Berlin

were felled and cut up for firewood. As a
consequence of this measure, many thousands
of bats, hybernating in these natural retreats,

and awaiting the return of spring to renew
their energetic campaign against insect ver-

min, were' necessarily destroyed. It is need-

less to point out here the great utility of these

harmless little creatures : anyone possessed

of the slightest smattering of natural history

must be well acquainted wilh the fact. The
question to be considered is, how such a need-

less destruction of useful animal life may be

best avoided. Numerous observations liave

fully shown that bats in a state of hybernation
can endure any degree of cold without injury;

but that if once disturbed while in this state

they are extremely susceptible to change of
temperature and but rarely survive the dis-

turbing intrusion on their sleep.

Baron Nolde writes to a German contem-
porary, suggesting that such trees as form the
resting place of bats should be felled only in

the warm months of the year, while their in-

habitants are in a state of activity, and able

to seek fresh shelter for themselves. The only
objection in this place he can anticipate is that
labor is more easily and cheaply secured in

the winter than in the summer months. But,
granting this, it by no moans follows that fell-

ing such trees in winter is in the long run the
cheaper plan. The importance of the bat in

the economy of nature has not been properly
recognized. Ho cites the case ofa forest be-

longing to the Crown in illustration of this

point. Well-grown oak trees being required
for naval purposes, a notice was issued that
none should bo felled until thcroccipt of special

orders. Long after the trees had arrived at

maturity, the notice remained unrevoked, and
Ihoy were suffered to run on to a stale of decay.

This being reported to the higher authoriti

orders came to cut down the trees for fi

wood. The work was undertaken in the depth
ofwinter; thousandsupon thousands of hyber-

nating bats died from disturbance and ex
posure and the ultimate result was the total

destruction of the whole forest, for in the
second year after their extermination the

damage done by caterpillars—which up to

this time had never been specially remarkable
—attained such an enormous development as

to render the felling of the whole plantation

the only practicable course to be pursued.

—

London Farmer.

Selected.

THY KINGDOM COME.
Speeil thy servants, Saviour, speed them !

Thou art Lord of winds and waves
;

They were bound, but Thou hast freed them
;

Now they go to free the slaves:

Be Thon wiih them 1

'Ti.s Thine arm alone that saves.

Friends and home and all forsaking,

Lord ! they go iit Thy command
;

As their stay Thy promise taking.

While they traverse sea and land :

O be with them !

Lead them safely by the hand !

Speed them through the mighty ocean.

In the dark and stormy day,

When the waves in wild commotion
Fill all others with dismay ;

Be Thou with them !

Drive their terrors far away.

When they reach the land of strangers,

And the prospect dark appears.

Nothing seen but toils and dangers.

Nothing felt but doubts and fears
;

Be Thon with them !

Hear their sighs, and count their tears.

When they think of home, now dearer
Than it ever seemed before,

Bring the promised glory nearer;

Let them see that peaceful shore,

Where Thy people
Rest from toil, and weep no more

!

When no fruit appears to cheer them,
And they seem to toil in vain,

Then in mercy, Lord, draw near thera.

Then their sinking hopes sustain :

Thus supported
Let their zeal revive again !

In the midst of opposition.

Let them trust, O Lord, in Thee
;

When succe.ss attends their mission,

Let thy servants humbler be:

Never leave them,
Till Thy face in Heaven they see

;

There to reap, in joy forever,

Fruit that grows from seed here sown
;

There to be with Hira, who never
Ceases to preserve His own.
And with triumph

Sing a Saviour's grace alone !

^^
Thomas Kelly.

A new Fruit Tree for California.—The
Japanese persimmon tree is being introduced
by the horticulturists of California. The fruit

differs somewhat from the persimmon of the
Southern States, as it ripens without frost

and is free from the acrid tasto when green
which characterizes them. The tree is highly
ornamental, a prolific bearer, hardy as the
pear, and ripens its fruit early. The fruit is

solid and can be shipped across the continent.

The season is from October to January, when
fine fruits are scarce. The fruit is of a bright
yellow, orange or Vermillion color, and is

unsurpassed for the table, being thought Itj-

some to be equal to the peach or strawberry.
When dried it is equal to figs, and is exten-

sively used for preserving in China. 1

wood of the Japanese persimmon is valna

for manufacturing, it being a species of ebo
— Virginia {Nev.) Enter-prise.

For "The Frioni

A Summer in Norway.

NORWEGIAN FAMILY.

While staying at the town of Tromso, Jn(

Caton took a trip into the country, which
thus describes :

" I looked around after I had concluded
interview with the Lapp, and found the oth
of the party attending the reception of

lady Lapp, who was sealed at the foot o

bunch of alders a little way off. I joined

party, and discovered that, like other thri

ladies, she had an eye to the main chanci

indeed she was driving a thriving trade in

manufacture and sale of a coarse thread fr

the sinews of the deer, such as they use

manufacturing the skins into shoes and g
ments.
She first stripped the tendon, when ii

moist condition, into finer fibres like flax, f

then from these she drew out a thread ofa
size and length she pleased. This she twis

as she drew it out, with great dexterity,

rolling it on her cheek with her hand. T
she would make for you, single, double
quadruple

;
but for the latter there was lil

demand. As the value of the article was mi
enhanced by seeing it made, it had tal

some time to supply the demand. The pr

was half a mark, or say eleven cents of (

money, for a thread two yards long—a ror

price, no doubt, if sold in quantities, but

the small trade she was doing, cheap enou
She had other trinkets, such as the marl

required, and, on the whole, made a fair mo
ing's work.
At last we adjourned to the cabin of a N

wegian settler, as we would say in our westc

country. To reach this we had to go neai

half a mile, through boggy ground and aid

bushes, to the creek, which we had to en

in a boat, for the tide had come up, and thi

was deep water where two hours before

could have stepped across on the stones.

At the mouth of the creek the valley ^^

broad, affording many acres of level groui

but it narrowed rapidlj' toward the moi

tains, whence the stream issued. The hot

was situated on a bed of peat, of unkno'
depth, which occupied a considerable port

of the valley. Ditches had been cut near 1

house to render it sufficiently dry for a Aw
ling place and a small garden. A nice ci

of grass was growing beyond the pcat-b'

and on it grasses peculiar to such location!

The house was a log-cabin, almost the ex
counterpart of the log-cabins found on i

western frontier. It had two rooms, separal

by a little hall, in each of which was a stf

instead of a fireplace. One of these roo;

had been cleaned up for our reception, i\

looked quite inviting. In this were two cha|

some stools and a table, besides a loom|
which a girl was weaving a piece of coa
cloth for domestic use. The loom was simi

to that which 1 used to see in my boyhood
farmers' houses at the east, but which are U'

most entirely banished from the land. ^

other girl was carding the wool into rolls al

spinning it on a small wheel ; the cards wi

the same as those common many years ago
this country for carding tow and cotton,

fore machinery had rendered such excelh
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utmsils unnecessary, and the wheel was noai'

Iv till' same as onr mothers used for spin

a tiax. All these were triedljy each one
of the party in turn, but of course with uni

versal failure; but the native girls were ex
pert, and evidently enjoyed the encomiums
bestowed ujoon their slcill.

We had brought a good lunch with us,

which was supplemented by some bowls of

sour milk or bonny-clabber. This was a most
acceptable relish to the Norwegians of the
party, but it did not seem to suit our pahitei

It is all in use no doubt. This is a favorite,

and may be said to be a national dish in Nor-
way.

I have lost the name of this family, which
I regret. Close by was a small log black

th's shop, or rather cutlery, where the old

fjentlcman of the establishment cunningly
fabri':'ated sheath-knives.

Njw, every male Norwegian and Lapp
abo"e six years old, must be furnished with
a gncath knife, suspended from a belt and
har'iging over his left hip. This universal

pe//sonal appendage they call Fol-krdv. This
af first impresses the stranger that he is in

Axngerous companionship, and that a bloody
^ray may occur every hour of the day. But
nothing could be further from the truth

They are really a very peaceable and amiable
people. During all my travels in Norway, I

saw scarcely an appi-oach to a personal, much
less a sanguinary, use of this formidable look-

ing knife. It is carried in placeof the pocket-
iknife with u«, and is used only for the pur-

iposes to which the pocket-knife is applied.

Besides, it is considered ornamental, and is

I

worn for show as well. Indeed, without it

jthe Norwegian of either high or low degree,
would consider himself onl}' partly dre.ssed.

Hence these knives are made of various grades
of finish and ornamentation, with correspond-
ing prices. A good serviceable knife, such as

will satisfy the ambition of the fisherman,
may be bought for two marks (say forty-five

cents), while if one is disjiosed to be extrava-
gant, he can gratify his taste to almost any
extent in the purchase of a knife.

Now, it was the business of that old gentle-

man to make these knives, and he had a good
assortment on hand, and drove a thriving
business that day. The one I got co>t me
two dollars, and was one of his best. * *

This was one of the pleasantest as well as

most instructive excursions I made during our
Stay at Tromso.

I have already remarked that Tromso is

the capital, or, I should rather say, the me-
tropolis, of Finmark, which is but another
term for Norwegian Lapland, and is the largest

citj- both in popiilation and commerce within
the Arctic Circle. It is on the east side of an
island—the terminal letter (o) in the name
of a place indicates in the Norwegian language
an island or on an island, and so conveniently
saves much explanation. It is very pleasant-

ly situated, the lower part upon undulating
ground high above the water, while back
streets of the city are on the side-hill, or lead

to steep eminences which afford some very
beautiful prospects. There are uninelosed
grass-plats about the city and in its vicinity,

upon which sheep and other stock may be
seen grazing. There are many nice gardens
in cultivation, which give it a cheering aspect,

while, as in almost every place in Norway, a

great profusion of pot flowers may be seen in

the windows of the houses.

For "TLo Friend."

The following is principally taken from the
Memoir of Philip and Rachel Price, by their

son, Eli K. Price, of Philadelphia, published
a few years ago.

"The plain and simple memoirs of Philip
and Rachel Price will readily and harmoni-
ously blend in the narrative. United early
in life, they lived together in cordial affection

and harmony of views for more than half a
century. Born and educated in the Society
of Friends, and both at an early age brought

under that Divine influence which alone can con-

stitute them truly its members, they devoted
their protracted lives faithfully to the duties

which its discipline, its testimonies, and its

faith enjoin. The one successively an over-

seer and elder, and the other a minister of the
Gospel, they were never culled to move under
diverse views, and were only separated by
the calls of duty leading to visits to distant

places, when the sacrifice was made from the

united sense of a religious obligation. These
separations were felt to be privations in pro-

portion to the intensity of their affection, but

in a like degree was the sacrifice a source of

consolatory reflection, when their minds were
brought to the test of the inquiry whether
they had fulfilled the Divine injunction laid

upon them. In the performance of the ser

vices required they were often separated in

person, but in harmony of feeling, devotion

to duty, love for each other and for their Ma-
ker, there was ever unity in mind and spirit.

" Philip Price was born the Sth day of the

First month, 176-1, and was the fifth in the line

of lineal descent from Philip Price, who came
into Pennsylvania with the Welsh settlers,

who in 1682 took up Merion, Haverford, and
Radnor townships, and increasing afterwards
settled the townships of New-town, Goshen,
and Uwchlan, (IProud'sHis. 221.) The name
was continued to him through but a single

male representative in each generation from
the first settler. His father, Philip Price, of

Darby, died 9th mo. 17ih, 1311. His mother,
Hannah Bonsall, of Kingses^ing, was of Eng-
lish descent, and of a familj' of the first set-

tlers in that place. They were both mem-
bers of the Society of Friends in good esteem,

the latter an elder, lived together in close

harmony half a century, and extended to their

children the guarded education recommended
by the discipline of their religious society.

" Eachel Price, born the 18th day of 4th
month, 1763, was a daughter of William Kirk,

of East Nantraeal, Chester county, the tenth
child of Alphonsus Kirk, who came from the

North of Ireland, and settled in Centre, New
Castle county, in 1682, (1 Proud, 218,) and of

Sybilla Davis, who was of a family of early

Welsh settlers. They were also members and
held in esteem in the religious Society of
Friends, and their children received from
them the religious care customary in that So-

ciety.
" The parents of neither were wealthy, and

as a grazier in Kingsessing, Philip Price in

the same season suffered the loss of his stock
of fat cattle by the British, and afterwards of

his poor cattle by the American army, during
the revolutionary war.

William Kirk, removing from his father's

residence near Wilmington, prior to the mid-
dle of last century, was a pioneer in a new
settlement, and encountered the usual hard-
ships and perils of those who first penetrate
the wilderness, to fell the forest and reclaim

the earth for cultivation. At an early period
of this settlement, when the clearing was
small and the crops in proportion, a severe
winter came on, with a heavy snow three or
four feet deep, and drifting, made the roads
almost impassable. It found them destitute

of provision. The father rode all day to pro-
cure a supply, but returned at night exhaust-
ed and sick, without any success. The feel-

ings of the wife and mother were roused to
make another effort to avert starvation. She
set off next morning and beating her way
through the snows on horseback, reached
George Ashbridge's mill, now Milltown, near
Westtown School, a distance of about 18 miles.

>She offered her web of homespun and next
j-ear's crop in pledge for meal ; frankly con-
fessing that they were without food and
without money. The miller—honored be his

name, as yet it is in Chester county and the
city of Philadelphia in the third and fourth
generations—took only her word, and fur-

nished her the meal, and offered to supply
the family until the next harvest. The bus-
band in her absence had appeased the sharp-
est cravings of their children's hunger by the
rinsings of the kneading bowl, and at night
they found respite in sleep. But the sleepless

husband watched in deepest anxiety and sym-
pathy for her return all the night long, dur-
ing which the heroic wife had battled with
the snows. She reached their cabin in the

morning, with the precious store for relief,

and the husband and wife, overcome with joy
and gratitude, fell into each other's arms
ani wept,—much to the astonishment of her
young brother, a lad of ten or twelve years
of age, at such a manifestation of rejoicing,

—who, sensibly, hastened to make a pot of
mush for breakfast. This relief from the ex-

tremity of peril, our mother often told us with
a like emotion, her father never could relate

without shedding tears ; and with tears the
narrative is now written, and will often so be
read by the descendants of William Kirk. It

is due to truth, however, to say that the cou-

rageous woman was the first wife, Marj^
Buckingham, and Eachel Price was a daugh-
ter of the second wife of her father.

"An amusing substitute for the mail oc-

curred between the families. William Kirk
took with him to the new settlement a dog
from his father's house. It occurred that the
dog got his feelings hurt and travelled off to

his old home, whence, upon the like offence

being taken upon a like show of disrespect,

he travelled back again. Observing this in-

firmity of temper, or perhaps a proper self-

respect and dignity, it was practiced upon so

as to make him the bearer of letters to and
fro, inclosed in a bladder tied round his neck,

so as not to be wet in swimming the Brandy-
wine. The letter adjusted, the provocation
to a departure was administered, and the ex-

cited temper sped the post dog, unconscious
of the calculated purpose of which he was
the victim, a distance of thirty miles, at the

end of which he was welcomed by food and
caresses This incident may not be destitute

of instruction to others than the canine race

against suffering their infirmities to be played
upon for the advantage of those more cun-
ning than themselves."

"Philip Price was carefully educated ac-

cording to the custom of Friends in plainness

of speech and apparel, which he kept to in obe-

dience to their desires, until about the 18th

year of his age, when a circumstance occur-
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roii which bo regretted, and which caused
him strong compunciions. He was invited

to join a pretty large company of young per-

sons, male and female, some of them older

than himself, who were going down toShrew
bury, N. J., to attend a youth's meeting. H
parents discouraged his going, on account of
his youth and the company not being thought
suitable, but he persisted in his designs; and
unknown to them procured a new coat, had
it made in the fashionable style of the da}-,

put it on and joined the company, not how-
ever without feeling strong convictions for

the course he was pursuing. Some months
after his return from this visit, he went with
some of the same company to London Grove
Quarterly Meeting. When near the close of

the meeting for business, that worthy friend

Jacob Lindley, was led in a powerful manner
to address an individual state, who he felt

was in danger of being drawn off from that
pure state of innocencj^ and self denial which
leads to peace and happiness ; he cautioned,
counselled, and encouraged to faithfulness, in

yielding to the impressions then felt, and the
reward would be sure. P. P. sat in the back
part of the house in deep contrition; when
the women's meeting closed, his companions
urged him to go out with them, that their

company was waiting, &c. ; he let them pass

by, and retained his seat under very tender
impressions, resolving Ihat if the Divine hand
would be with him, and His arm round about
to direct and strengthen, he would give up in

obedience to the heavenly call and invitation

of Divine love to .his soul. He let all his

companions go. and returned to his home un-

der precious feelings which he kept to him-
self. Quietly abiding under the operation of
these impressions, he felt it right alter a time
to take up the cross, and again resume his

plain dress, to which he kept during a long,

useful and consistent life. Thus commenced,
in a ministration that made one as a spiritual

father, the instrument of arresting an erring
son, a friendship, that made them in after-life,

affectionate co-laborers in the services of the
church, and in the cause of humanity."

The Principle of Aceomraodatioii.

Whoever has anything to do with ma-
chinery knows the indispensability of oil to
keep it in running order. Without it, wheels
and pistons rub, creak, Avork slowly and ir-

regularl}-, and at length utterly refuse to move.
Yet, however massive and powerful the ob-

durate iron may be, however firmly it may
resist all attempts of force to stir it, it yields

at once to the gentle and mollifying influence

of the drop of oil, and returns with alacrity

and speed to its accustomed work.
Something like this may be seen in all the

machniery of social life. It needs the oil of
acconimodation to keep it running smoothly
and pleasantly. There may be firmness and
force, solidity and strength, but if there be
not also the spirit of gentle courtesy and good-
will, social intercourse will be a rough" col-

lision, producing jarring and grating ^(iiiimIs,

and society itselfwill utterly fail of iicr.iiii 111 I >li

ing her true ends. This is frequently umier-
rated as among the minor virtues. If a man
be honest and upright, giving every one their
rights and asking no favors, minding his own
business and interfering with no one, it is

supposed that his debts to society are paid and
that no more should be ex]iecte<l from him.
It is oven aflirmod that tho pi-inci].lo wliicli

bids us accommodate our words and action
to tho condition or habits or opinions of thosi

around us, has in it the danger of imparting a
false appearance or deceptive coloring to ou
real sentiments. If we are constantly on ou
guard lest we give offence, and anxiously
striving to please, we shall be tempted to

practice some degree of insincerity to conceal
what would be likely to meet with disap-

proval or to profess moi-e than we really feel.

It is, however, rather in the manner than
the matter of our intercourse that the true
pirit of accommodation consists. No in-

sincere profession or weak suppression of our
opinions, or even deceptive silence, can take
[•efuge under the name of accommodation.
What wo shall say or do must ever be
guided by the higher law of truth ; but how
we shall speak or act may fairly be decided
by kindness, sympathy and good will. As a
general thing, it will be found that it is not
the truth which offends, but the imperious,
overbearing or dogmatic way in which it is

uttered. "Speaking the truth in love" is a
high art, in which we have as yet made but
small attainment.

There are, however, countless other ways
which this principle of accommodation

serves to oil the wheels of society, and keeps
them running smoothly; ways where no ques-

tion of truth or sincerity comes in to compli-
cate our course. It is chiefly in tho little

things that occur hourly in every one's life

that it is needed. Who has not felt the dif-

ference between an ordei-ly, good-humored
crowd and one all elbows and push? What
customer does not appreciate respectful and
polite demeanor in the salesman ? And what
salesman does not feel grateful if the customer
be careful not to give needless trouble ? So,

n every relation of life, and in every moment
of intercourse. A little pains to please, a
ttle effort to avoid giving pain, a little tact

to steer clear of unpleasant topics, a little in-

sight into others' feelings, a little tenderness
of touch in dealing with them, will do so much
to make life happier and better that it seems
strange they are not universally adopted.
There are some who think that "giving up"

one's own whims or ways or desires is a sign
of weakness. They pride themselves on being
strong, firm and unyielding; thus they dwell
in a continual state of friction with their

neighbors, disputing over trifles and poisoning
their own and others' happiness for fear of
being deemed soft and irresolute. Yet pliancy
aricl strength go hand in hand in the finest

natures. Those who are as firm as a rock
where principle or truth is concerned, are of
ten most yielding and facile in minor matters.

Courtesy and kindness can be practised by
1, and none who appreciate their value to

humanity will ever desire to be exempted
from thoir faithful observance.

—

Ledger.

The private, as well as the more public devo-
tion to which 1 was witness, wrought much con-
sideration and deep inward thoughtfulness,

pecially as respected participating in what
termed the sacrament, or the Lord's su|)per,

. it came in usual course to be administered
by my brother. It had been, on former oo-

asions, a solemn ceremony of peculiar com-
fort to my longing soul ; and I had much con-

"ict and prayer that I might bo satisfied

whether the outward and visible sign was
iip'irtant to salvation. With reverence, deep
umililv and fear, I received tho bread and

wine, I sought no human counsel, but i h

satisfiic-tor}-, abiding instruction on my i:w

mind was, "tiiat the inward and spiritual gi-.ic

of which this was only tho visible sign,"nui-

be something of a higher nature, not depci
dent upon uncertain means. The be.si, (

teachers was pleased to calm and quiet in

mind on this important subject, and 1 n

more repeated the ceremony.

—

AI. Cai)per.

For "The Friend."

It cannot be denied that the state of tti-

church now, as has perhaps ever been ih

case, calls for mourning, deep indwelling, an^

even suffering with its Holy Head. But i iii-

80 far from being an occasion of alarm or ivn
of discouragement, should but incite to in

ci'eased diligence in the way and work of tb

Lord, remembering what He himself said
" It is enough for the servant to be as hii

master," &c., and, as He has suffered for us ii

the flesh, it is but in accordance with the re
commendation of the apostle to seek to arn
"ourselves with the same mind;" and resign
odly, in our measure, drink of the cup H(
drank of, and be baptized with the baptisir

He was baptized with ;
striving, in theabilitj

which He bestows upon Plis dependent, obe
dient little ones, to fill up our measure of the

cup of suffering for His body's sake, which is

the church. As this is the ease, we believe

that He who looketh on the heart, and who
knoweth the sighs and cries and integrity
thereof, will in His own time arise for the help
and deliverance of these; and will proclaim
seasons of release wherein His heartfelt,
soothing, sustaining presence shall prompt!
the acknowledgment, "Hitherto the Lord|
hath helped." Thus confirming the faith of

these in His almighty, ever-present, life-giv-

ing power. He will no less "give beauty for

ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, and the
garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness."
Then also will the promise be fulfilled, "The
lame man shall leap as an hart, and the tongue
of tho dumb sing ; for in the wilderness shall

waters break out, and streams in the desert,"

to the praise of His grace who worketh in us
mightily, as the heart is brought into a state

of humble, passive, child-like obedience to His
ever blessed will.

Then notwithstanding such a day of pjcu-
ar trial and close proving, wherein in re-

ference to a too greatly lapsed church and
people, the plaintive language of the Most
High may solemnly come home and plead
with us :

" I remember thee, the kindness of
thy 3^outh, the love of thine espousals, when
thou wentest after me in the wilderness, in a
land that was not sown." A day wherein
many are running to and fro, and crying, " Lo
here, or lo there," and knowledge is increased

;

but at the same time when jealous feelings

and fears at times find place w'ith some fbr

the ark of the testimony, because of the evi-

dent want of a more saving knowledge unto
salvation, even that deep inward acquaint-
ance with the birth of Christ in the heart, and
with life and power from Him—that life which
is the light of men, and that power of God
and wisdom of (rod which is Christ revealed
in tho soul— boing Ion greatly wanting among
us. I say notwil lisi ainli iig this, how precious
is the declaralinii and assurance, "Tho foun-
dation of God standeth sure, having this seal,

the Lord knoweth them that are his." We
believe also that the God of all grace is call-

ing sons and daughters to this living founda-
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tion by enaniorinu; their souls with His love ;

and, lliroui;-|i the -triviiitcs of Hi^ Spirit in the

secret of the heart, is awaking their minJs to

the ini|tortaiiee, aljove every thing else, of

buying the peai-1 of great price by yielding

themselves wholly to the cross of their dear
Redeemer, who so preeiou8l3' endured the

same, despising the shame, for them. This

cross faithfully taken up and worn, crucifies

to the world, and tends to anoint and make
single the eye to see with clearne8.s what His
will concerning them is, and which likewise

gives strength to fulfil it, so that a building

on the foundation of the Prophets and Apos-
tles, Jesus Christ himself being the chief cor-

ner-stone, is seen amongst us to the glory of

His power. He can work and who shall let it.

! This hopeful prospect should so ainmatc
the hearts of cast down ones, that with in-

creased dedication and fervency they should

pray to the Lord of the harvest that He would
strengthen the hands that hang down through
weakness, and confirm the hearts of these to

run the way of His commandments with en-

larged hearts; and also that He would, in

condescending heavenly mercy, call, qualifj',

equip, and send forth more laborers into His
barve>t.

Those feelings should be deepened and in-

creased from our present state of strippedness

and mourning on account of the removal from
works to rewards of those, worthy of honor,

who as standard and burden-bearers, are held

in aft'eclionate i-emembrance for the service

done in their generation in endeavoring ef-

fectually to turn the battle to the gate. He
who prepareth the heart to pray with accept-

ance before Him, is no less a God that in-

clineth His ear to hear ; and will not turn away
from the out-pouring, pleading entreaty of His
faithful, dependent children. He knoweth the
stripped condition of His church ; and will,

as we in faith and patience reverently beseech

Him to help us, cause the mountains to flow

down at His presence, and the little hills to

rejoice on every side ; and will give sheaves
of increase to His wrestling, trusting heritage.

His is the power, and to Him belongeth the

praise and the glory forever.

Sclectfd for " Tho Fliomi."

The ['liiiiiite of Icrlaiul.

As soon as the sun rises in the northern

hemisphere, and the air gradually becomes
warmer, loud crackings in the ice announce
its breaking up, and its commencing move-
ments, which are hastened by the fierce storm.s

from the south which then prevail. Carried

south by the polar current, they reach Iceland

in the beginning of spring; the larger and
more detached masses moving slowly' over an

immense extent, meeting more obsta'les from
the lund toward the south, arrest the masses
to the north until the pressure is so great

that they precipitate themselves on the north

coast of Iceland with terrible force. For a

short time the passage between Greenland

and Iceland is obstructed, and the latter is

then blocked in the northward also, and some-

times with such a depression of temperature,

that the detached ice is again frozen into a

solid sheet.

Here Iceland performs its first important
office in the physics and meteorology of the

globe ; it arrests the destructive mass of polar

ice, and allows the establishment of the cur-

rents in their normal direction, receiving and
moderating the intense cold and the conse-

fjuent storms. As soon as the obstruction is

complote, the waters from the north ])ress

upon the accumulated ice, while those from
the south, arrested at the northwest point of
the island, undermine and eat away the oppos-
ing ce, and soon hollow out apassage, throutrh
which the accumulated waters from the north
rush w-ith violence, carrying with them the
ice which blocked Iceland ; thence the masses
are floated so"uth by the currents, tides and
winds, and gradually melt in the warm water.
Those which arc below Langanus do not par-

ticipate in the movement, and here the ice

remains for a longer period.

This is the usual course of the ice, which
begins to move in spring, with successive ar-

rivals to the end of summei-, when the thaw
cease.s, and is seen no more until the next
spring

; but occasionally, as in 1873-74, a con-
siderable movement occurs in the winter.

If we consider the immense extent of the
icy mass thus put in motion, we readily un-
derstand the great climatic changes which
must result. On the 14th and 15th of April,

1874, occurred from this cause, the most vio-

lent storm remembered in the island, extend-
ing over a distance of more than 1000 miles
from north to south, and probably within a
few degrees of the north pole.

The coldness of their winter depends main-
ly on the formation of the Greenland ice;

when the large masses are arrested by Ice-

land their summers are cold, and those of
northern Europe warm ; when thej^ float otf

to the south, the season is mild in Iceland, as

the gulf stream gets further north, and the
summer of England and northern Europe is

cold. The average temperature at Reykjavik
is about that of Moscow, in summer ranging
from 53" to 75° P., and in winter 29°

; average
for the year 39°

; at Akurej-si, in the north,

in summer 45°; in winter 20°; and for the
year 32°

; but in the north the temperature
may rise to 75°, and fall to 29° below zero.

The geographical position of Iceland is,

therefore, very important, as, with Jan Meyen
and Spitzbergen, it forms a natural barrier

against the desolation of northern Europe by
the ice from the arctic regions; should lee-

land disappear beneath the waters, Norway
would have the cold of Greenland, the north
of England would become frozen, and Green-
land would be green a^ain. There is geologi-

cal evidence that Iceland was uplifted toward
the end ofthe glacial epoch ofnorthern Europe,
and this would explain the traces of a milder
climate, as indicated by phint and animal
life in Greenland before the advent of man.
Indeed from some cause not well determined,
we have reason to believe that Greenland has
been green, and that Iceland possessed forests,

even within the historic period; the complete
disappearance of the Norse colonies in Green-
land in the fifteenth century, and the repeat-

ed allusions in the Icelandic Sagas to a vege-
tation now unknown there, seems to show
that the climate has become more severe than
when the Norsemen sought there a shelter

from the persecutions of Harold, the Fair-

haired, a contemporary of King Alfred of
England. It is almost certain that the climate

[

has undergone a great change, even during!
the historic period, caused doubtless by the
accumulation of the polar ice, and the conse-

C[uent increase of the snowy mountains, and
with them a diminution of temperature. Ac-
cording to their sagas, grain formerly grew,
in Iceland, and trees of considerable size-'

their trunks are found imbedded in the mo-
rasses

; and houses and oven ships in compara-
tively modern times, are said to have been
built of native timber. There have probablj'

been several alternating epochs of cold and
heat, corresponding to the varying amount
and extent of the ice in the different glacial

epochs which modern geology has indicated
in northern Europe.
The snowy mountains or Jokuls are seen

in clear weather, many miles at sea; though
compared with the alps they are insignificant,

the highest being only five thousand feet high,

yet, as they rise almost from the level of the
sea, their masses seem stupendous. Their
production depends on the same causes as the
glaciers of the alps, from the snow and the
condensed fogs; the outlines are generally
rounded, the surface of the underlying tra-

chitic rock having been subjected to the erod-
ing and polishing forces of the ice during the
glacial period. Thej' have the slow irresisti-

ble march of all such great bodies of ice,

gradually invading the plains and dooming
large tracts of land to sterility, removable
only by some great geological change. It

must be remembered that manyof these'jokuls

are slumbering volcanoes, the ever-present
heat from which melts the lower strata of
snow, sometimes deluging the valleys and
pasture lands with immense floods of water
and t'ragmentsof ice ; the streams which pour
from these jokuls constitute the short, furious
and ice cold rivers which the traveller has so
often to ford.—D/-. Knet-hind.

Selected,

When the atfairs of the morning were trans-

acted, it was almost her invariable practice
to retire about noon, with the bible or some
other religious book, where a portion of her
time was spent alone; from which retirement
she often returned with evident tokens that
her ej-es bad been bathed in tears.

She was remarkably well acquainted with
the Holy Scriptures, as also with the writings
and characters of our ancient worthy friends,

together with those of her own time ; fre-

quently expressing, "The many advantages
she reaped from often conversing with the
dead and absent ;" endeavoring to cultivate

the same disposition in her family, by often
calling them together in the winter evenings,
and requiring one of her children to read au-
dibly in the bible or some other religious

book; repeatedly observing to them, "The
benefit which attended preserving the charac-
ters of those faithful ministers and elders in

the church, whose pious lives and happy dis-

solution, if held up to the view of posterity,

might be a means of kindling the same holy
zeal, and resolution to tread in their foot-

steps."

—

Account of Ellm Evans, in Piety Pro-
moted.

The idea that Chinese printing is all done
from blocks is erroneous. Notwithstanding
the multifarious word-signs which go to make
up a Chinese book, millions of pages have
been printed in the best style during several

years past with metallic movable type. Com-
position used to be, it is true, a very laborious

task. Five or six thousand diff'orent word-
signs ((/wa-sf-lettors) entering, for example,
into such a volume as the Bible, the composi-
tor's task in former days involved a great

deal of pedestrian labor, in addition to memo-
ry and skill. About twenty years ago, how-
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cvor, an iiitoUigenl mi^isionaiy printer, \:<y a

careful enumeration of the different word-

signs, and calculation of their respective pro-

portions in the language, invented a polygonal

type-caso, with larger and smaller nests, so

compact that the compositor now is as station-

ary as if ho were manipulating the letters of

the alphabet. The Bible Societies of America,
England, and Scotland, besides private in-

dividuals, issue every year a very voluminous
literature in this way.

—

Printers' Gazette.

Impure Literature and Grime. — Thomas
Chambei-s, speaking at the anniversary meet
ing of the Christian Colportage Association

for England, said the spread of education had
awakened an appetite for literature that was
highly useful or highly detrimental, accord-

ing to the class of books supplied. The new
power was not a mere unmi.ted benefit, and
its dev'elopraent needed to be watched. In

spite of all efforts to supply useful reading,

vicious and unwholesome publications would
find readers, and therefore the work of this

society was of importance in disseminating

the better class of reading in those quarters

in which the harm was being done. Hardly
a boy or criminal of any kind was tried at the

Central Criminal Court, whose position was
not more or less due to the influence of bad
literature. Given the taste for reading, and
reading of some kind there would be ; but
while streams of literature flowed in every
direction over the land, it was necessary that

the supply of wholesome publications should
be conveyed to those who needed it.

—

City

Press.

Another has been added to the uses to which
paper may be applied. Captain Frederic
Warren recently invented a method of pre-

venting ships' bottoms from fouling, which
consists in the application of a coating of

brown paper. It has been proved by experi-

ment that none of the lower forms of animal
life will attach themselves to ships' bottoms
if covered with this material. The experi-

mental trials have been completely successful.

It has, however, often been observed that no
sooner is one great improvement discovered
than it is superseded by another, and in this

case, according to a recent report which ap-

peared in the Times newspaper, brown paper
in its pre-entapplication will soon bedisplaced.
It has been discovered that by simply subject-

ing, for a considerable period, iron or steel to

the action of superheated steam, it becomes
coated with a species of oxide which the file

will not touch, and which is absolutely im-
)iorvious to rust or the action of the atmos-
phere, and it is believed that it will also repel

the attacks of sea water and molluscs.

—

Paper
Trades' Journal.

A New Orleans newspaper notices the curi-

ous fact that different weathers and climates
jjrevail on the two banks of the Mississippi
Itiver. A frost on one side seldom passes to

the other, and while the right bank may bo
flooded with copious rains the left may be
suffering from severe drought. The west
bank regularly produces heavier sugar crops
than the east bank, and the difference is con-
stantly increasing. During the last year the
west bank produced .50,:;.">(l liuM-,l,,'ads of su-

gar, against 34,901 on thr <a<l hank-, showing
that the former was Gl per ceutuui more pro-
ductive than the latter.
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SU.\IM.\RY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The ship Western Empire, draw-

ing '21 feet 6 inches, went to sea through the South-west

Pass of the Mississippi, lately. She is the heiviest

draft vessel that ever left New Orleans. Her cargo,

consisting of 6227 bales of cotton, is tire largest that has

left that port since the war, and it is said to haveJhe
greatest number of pounds to the registered ton ever

sent from any American port.

The total amount of one and two dollar notes in cir-

culation is shown by the books of the Treasury Depart-

ment to be $51,404,.511. The amount of such notes in

the Treasury, and reserved for use, is $10,183,387. The
amount in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, pre-

pared or nearly ready for delivery, is $9,704,972.

The Secretary of the Treasury has directed the Trea-

surer to resume the issue of one and two dollar notes

under certain limitations. Hereafter the Treasury will

send notes of these denominations to Sub-Treasurers

and National banks upon requisition, and will pay them
out at the cash room of the Treasury in sums not ex-

ceeding ten dollars at one time and to one individual.

The various Sub-Treasurers will pay these notes out

under like limitation.

Rains have been very general in Alabama, and have
been of great good to the crops. Oats are comparatively

a failure, the wheat crop promises remarkably well,

also corn and cotton.

The Indian Office is advised by Inspector Kemble of

the arrival of the Ponca Indians at their new reserva-

tion in the Indian Territory, after a hard march from
Nebraska. The Indians are apparently satisfied with

their new country.

A telegram from Winnipeg reports that Sitting Bull,

with 360 lodges, is between Wood Mountain and Fort

Walsh, and intends to settle in Canadian territory. His
trophies include the complete outfit of Custer's party.

He justifies his hostilities on the ground of the violation

of the Black Hills treaty.

The exportation of fruit from the United States to

Europe, is largely on the increase, during the past year

$2,-500,000 worth was sent, against $600,000 during the

preceding year.

TheChief of the Bureau of Statistics has received in-

formation from Glasgow, stating that the importation

of American fresh meat into that city has greatly

checked the previous steady increase in the slaughter of

cattle. Last year 58,921 oxen, 175,030 sheep, 43,015

lambs and 1741 calves were slaughtered, being a de-

crease of about 1500 cattle, 23,000 sheep and 9000
lambs, as contrasted with 1875.

During the 5th month, 7,291,765 pounds of fresh beef,

valued at $699,076, were exported to Great Britain and
Ireland; 5,069,700 pounds were shipped from New
York, and 2,217,500 pounds from Philadelphia.

Several delegations from different parts of the South
have visited President Hayes lately, requesting exec\i-

tive recognition in favor of various applicants for offi-

cial positions in their section of the country. They
have all been treated with the utmost courtesy, and
listened to patiently.

The general tenor of the views of the President, as

expressed to the delegations that have visited him from
the south, has been to the effect that his aim is to place

the best men possible in public positions, looking to the

general welfare of the whole people and the material

interests of the States and communities in which they

are to hold office. The delegations have all, without

exception, assured the President of the hearty acqiiie.*

cence of the people of their respective sections in th

policy which they understand is guiding the adminis

tration in so far as it relates to control of office in the

Southern States.

The blackberry industry in Georgia, North Carol ins

and other Southern States, is about to open. The littU

town of Salem, N. C, containing only about 2000 in-

habitants, has shipped during three years over 3,000,

000 pounds of blackberries, for which nearly half e

million dollars was received. This was equal to over

9000 bales of cotton at ten cents a pound.
The Galveston News thinks the next census will show

a larger increase in population and production in Texas
than in any other State, and doubtless double the rf

turns for 1870, when the population was only 818,579
Woolen manufacturers in Rhode Island report mor

encouraging prospects than at any time in the last three

years. Nearly all the mills are working on advance
orde s.

Iowa has 39,222 miles of railroad track. The to

value of railroad property in the State is $22,421,2

a decrease of $124,000 since 1876.

By recent forest fires in Michigan, over 1,.500,000,C

of standing pine and other logs have been destroyed.

Advices from Lompac, in S.inta Barbara county, Ca
fornia, report that many square miles in that vicin;

have been burned over. The grass and grain cro

have been consumed, and many cittle have been ovi

taken by the flames and destroyed. The forests in t

mountains west of Lo^ Angelos are also burning, ai

many dwellings have been consumed.
Information has been received at the State Depa'

ment, from the United States consul at Callao, givi^

an account of the loss of the ship Geneva, of Bith, M
in the earthquake wave of the 9th of 5th mo. last. I

states that the ocean rose sixty feet, landed the Genei
ashore on the rocks, and carried her out again, whc
she sank almost immediately. Her crew had bare

time to escape with their lives.

Interments in Philadelphia for the past week 305.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatio

on the 19th inn. Cotton, 11| a 12 cts. Four, $.5.75

$9.25 per bbl., the latter for Minnesota choice. Wheil
Penna. red, $2 ; Penna. amber, $2.03 ; white, $2 a $2.1|

Corn, 57 a 60 cts. Oats, 47 a 51 cts. Cheese, 4 to 1

,

cts., as to quality. Beef cattle, sales of 3700 head i

from 4 to 7i cts. per lb. Sheep, sales of 4700 head,

!

from 4 to 5J cts. per lb. Hogs, 4300 head, at from ('

to 7J cts. per lb.

Foreign.—The Fishery Commission, appointed u

der the Treaty of Washington, began its se.ssious

Halifax on the 15th inst. The proceedings are secre!

It is understood that theclaim for compensation for til

C.madian fisheries, filed by Great Britain, amounts
$20,000,000.

The Newfoundland seal fishery for the season r

suited in a catcli of 412,000 seals.

In the British House of Commons, on the night

the 12th inst., a motion for the abolition of capit

punishment was rejected by a vote of 155 to 50.

Nearly all the miners in the Northumberland cc

lieries have resumed work.

A telegram from Malta says accounts from Tripe
and Barbary slate that an area of a hundred miles hi

been devastated by locusts. The crop^ are entirely d

stroyed and famine is believed to be immineut. Sevei

distress already prevails.

The great railway bridge over -the Maas, at Rotte

dam, by which direct railway communication betwee
Antwerp and Rotterdam has been established, was fo

mally opened on the 23th of last month. It cost near:

a million of dollars.

The International Conference upon the question -

resuming work on the St. Gothard tunnel announc
that $8,000,000 are still required to complete the unde
taking. Of this amount they propose that Germar
contribute $2,000,000, Italy $2,000,000, Switzerlar

$1,600,000, and the Company #2,400,000.

An Amsterdam dispatch says the biennial election

half of the members of the second chamber, to replai

those retiring by rotation, has resulted in the return

all liberals.

A telegram from Constantinople says the Porte r

fuses the request of England to neutralize the Sui

Canal.

The Standard's Erzeroum correspondent writes th

sickness, especially typhu.s, causes greater gap< in tl

Turkish ranks in Asia than volunteers are able to fi

up. During the last six months at least 10,000 mi
have died in ho-ipital.

The Russians in Roumania and neighborhood a

estimated at 200,000, including 27,000 cavalry.

The Commander in Chief of the Ottoman army h

ordered that every Roumanian soldier taken iirisom

shall be put to death.

Before leaving Belgrade, Prince Milan was remindi
that any attempt on the part of Servia to resume ho

tilities would be immediately followed by .-Vustrian o

cupation.

The steamer China, which arrived at San Francisi

lately from Panama, brought .-idvices confirmatory

the report that Alvarez had occupied Acapulco at

installed Lerdist olficers there. Alvarez was aided 1

about one thousand Indian soldiers. Afler its occnp
tion by the Lerdists, Acapulco was bombarded by tM

Diaz gun-boals, and the bombardment was in progre

on the 5th inst., but little damage had been done.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenly-tkird Ward,) Philadelphia

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort:
[NGTON, M. D.
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ometime after this Dr. Gilpin, before raen-

oned. sent liii^ son, a counsellor, under whom
bad been inftiated into the study of the law,

id wlio was one of those at the tavern ufore-

id, and still retained a great affection for

e, td invite me to his house at Scaleby-
, and desired to see some of the Quakers

)oks, supposing I had been imposed upon by
"ng them ; and I sent him, as I remember,

1 thai I had.

Soon after I had parted with these books,
oliserved a cloud come over my mind, and
1 unusual concern ; and therein 'ttie>t«iesac-

niLMits, commonly so termed, came afresh
to my mind, and divers scriptures and argu-
ents, pro and con ; and then I was appre-
3nsive the doctor was preparing something
' that sort to discourse me upon. I began
) search out some scriptures in defence of my
n sentiments on those subjects; but as I

[•oceeded in that work, I became more un-

isy and clouded, upon which I laid aside the
jriptures and sat still, looking toward the
ord for counsel. I considered the doctor as

man of great learning, religious in his way,
1 ancient preacher and writer too, famous in

i-'s time, and a throne among his brethren;

ad that he might advance such subtleties as
could not readily confute, nor would con-

ide to, as knowing them erroneous, though
might not be suddenly furnished with argu-
lents to demonstrate their fallacy, and so

ight receive hurt.

Then it was clear in my understanding,
flat as he was in his own will and strength,
jiough with a good intent, searching the let-

[ir, and depending on that and his own wis-

bm, acquirements and subtility, leaning to

jis own spirit and understanding, I must de-

fine that way, and trust in the spirit of Christ,
[he divine Author of the Holy Scriptures.

j

This caution was presented in the life and
irtue of truth, and I rested satisfied therein
bd searched no further on that occasion.
' When I went to his house he entered into

I

discourse on those subjects; and had such
a'ssages of scripture folded down as he pur-
;08ed to use : whou I observed it I was con-
rmed that my sight of him in my own
hamber at Carlisle, and of his work, some
jays before, was i-ight, and my mind was
trengthened thereby.

But before he began to move on the subject,

lie dismissed every one out of the room, so

that himself and I remained alone.

The first thing he said, was in a calm man-
ner, to admonish me to be very cautious how
I espoused the errors of the Quakers; for he
had heard of late, and with concern, that I

had been among them, or seemed to incline

that way. I answered that I had not been
much among them, nor seen anj- of their

books but those I had sent him ; and knew
not of any errors they held. "Yes," said he,

" they deny the ordinances of Christ, the two
sacraments, baptism, and the Lord's Supper;"
and then opened his book at one of his down
folded leaves, where he read thus :

" Unto the

church of God which is at Corinth, to them
which are sanctified in Christ Jesus, called to

be saints." 1 Cor. i. 2. And at another folded-

down part, he read thus :
" For I have received

of the Lord that which also I delivered unto
j'ou, that the Lord Jesus, the same night in

which he was betrayed, took bread and when
he had given thanks, he brake it and said.

Take, eat ; this is my body which is broken
for you : This do in remembrance of me.'

"After the same manner also he took the

cup, when he had supped, saying. This cup is

the New Testament in my blood, this do ye,

as often as ye drink it, in remembrance of me:
for as often as ye eat this bread, and drink

this cup, ye do show the Lord's death till he
come."
Upon Ihese scriptures he raised this argu-

ment, that though the Corinthians, at that

time, were sanctified in Christ, and called to

be saints, yet they still needed this ordinance,

and were to continue in it, according to the

apostle's doctrine, till the coming of Christ

at the end of the world
; and he did not think

the Quakers more holy or perfect than the

Corinthians at that time; and consequently
that no state in this life can render that or-

dinance needless to them, or overgrow it.

To this I replied. That though some of those

Corinthians had obeyed the call of God, and
were at that time sanctified in Christ

;
yet

others of them had not obeyed the call, but

were remaining in gross sins and pollutions.

But as they had been heathens, and convinced
by the ministry' of that apostle, as appears by
the beginning of the second and fifteenth

chapters of that epistle, he had first of all

preached to them Christ's coming in the flesh

among the Jews, his life, miracles, and doc-

trines, death for our sins, and resurrection

from the dead, as saving truths ; but does not

so much as mention this supposed ordinance
among them.

But, considering their weak and carnal

state, and incapacity then to reach the know-
ledge of divine mysteries, the apostle had, in

their initiation into the Christian religion, re-

lated to them the sayings of Christ on that

subject; and they had been in the practice,

or rather abuse of it, till the time of writing

that epistle. Yet if the word8_of that epistle

in that place, be carefully and impartially
observed, without prepossession or prejudice,

and compared with other scriptures, it will

appear that there is not any positive com-
mand for it at all, much less is it made a stand-

ing ordinance; but left to the option and dis-

cretion of his disciples, to whom it was first

mentioned, how often they should do it, and
consequently, also, how long they should con-

tinue it; as appears by the same te.xt now
adduced, viz :

" This do as often as ye do it in

remembrance of me."
But to set this matter in a clearer light, it

is well known that at the time of the redemp-
tion of the Jews from their Egyptian slavery,

the passover, with the Paschal lamb, was in-

stituted as a standing ordinance in commem-
oration of it, until Christ the Lamb of God,
and antitype of that figure, should come.
But as Israel, offending the Lord, was after-

wards sent into captivity under the Baby-
lonians, they could not in that state, and un-

der that government, celebrate it in form;
and therefore they invented another way to

keep that great deliverance in memory, which
was this

:

The father or chief of the family at the

proper time of the Paschal supper, took bread
and blessed it, saying, "Blessed be thou, O
Lord our God, who gives us the fruit of the

earth," then dividing it among the company;
in like manner also, he took the cup, and
blessing it, said, " Blessed be thou, O Lord,

who giv(7s us the fruit of the vine," this they
did in a solemn manner, remembering their

Egyptian slavery and deliverance, lamenting

their present state, acknowledging their sins,

and the justice of God in their punishment,

and hopes of his mercy from his former kind

dealings and gracious promises.

The Jews being thus initiated into this

practice, upon so solemn an occasion as the

Lord's being pleased to remember them with

redemption a second time, the succeeding

generations continued it, as incident to the

passover, until the Lord Christ, the antitype,

as well of the Paschal lamb, as of the bread

and wine, did come; who, when he appeared,

was declared by John the Baptist to be "The
Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of

the world ;" and he declared himself to be the
" bread of life," the living bread which came
down from heaven

;
proclaiming also, and that

very emphatically, that his "flesh is meat in-

deed, and his blood is drink indeed;" that

"except they ate his flesh, and drank his

blood, they had no life in thom."

And all this was meant of the Spirit of

Christ, and not of his flesh ;
" it is the Spirit

that quickeneth, the flesh profiteth nothing."

The time drawing near when the Lamb of

God was to be slain, and offered as a sacrifice,

declaring the mercy of God the father, who
sent him in love to the whole world, he then

said to his disciples, " with desire I have de-

sired to eat this passover with you before I

suffer." And at the time of it, as father and
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chief of his flock and family, he celebrated

the passover in form, with this difference only,

that whereas the Jews, until that time in the

celebration of it had looked back to the typo

and outward deliverance from Egypt, the

Lord now directs them to himself, as the anti-

type of all figures; and tells them he would

not eat any more thereof until it should be

fulfilled in his father's kingdom; nor drink of

the fruit of the vine until that day " when he

should drink it new in his fiither's k;ngdom
with them." Which eating and drinking in

the kingdom of God cannot relate to material

bread and wine, which can only bo exhibited

as symbols of the outward bodj' of Christ, and

the blood of that holy body ; which to be

eaten and drank in a natural sense, protiteth

nothing; but to the all-quickening virtue and

power of his Holy Spirit which is all'in all,

and the true feeding of the commonwealth of

the whole Israel of God. Therefore this pass-

over, or anj' part or relative to it, whether
bread, wine, or any other matter in it, could

bo of no further use or obligation to the dis-

ciples of Christ, than till they should experi-

ence in themselves his divine and spiritual

appearance and coming in them
;
and him to

be the same to their souls or minds which
natural food and drink is to the body; its

sup])ort, strength, nourishment and means of

duration.

This coming of Christ, as such, can mean
no other than his being made manifest in a

spiritual administration: for, as he is that

eternal Spirit of Truth and Word, wisdom
and power of God, it is not strictly proper to

say of him, in that sense, that he shall come
or go anywhere, but to be made manifest;

for, as such, he ever was, is, and will be, om-
nipresent, and never absent from any place

or time.

His coming then must intend his powerful
manifestation where he already is, and not a

locomotive coming from where he is, to any
other place where ho was not before: "For
the heaven of heavens cannot contain him."
2 Chron. ii. 6.

Seeing then that this was only the pass-

over, and the terms of the application ofit to

himself not institutive of any new command
or ordinance, but a liberty to do or not to do
it, at discretion, " this do ye as oft as ye drink

it in remembrance of me," laid no obligation

upon them to do it anj^ more at all ; it being

ended by the manifestation of its antitype;

and in the nature of the thing, could be of no
further obligation or reasonable use, when
Christ himself was witnessed in them, to be

that eternal, never-failing, divine substance.

But the apostle Paul, whose concern for the

Jews, and zeal for the conversion of the Gen-
tiles to whom in an especial manner he was
sent, engaged him " to become all things to

all men," "that by all means he might gain

some," recommended to the Corinthians the

practice of the passover, with the new appli-

cation of it to Christ, at the time of their first

believing in him by that apostle's ministry,

that being yet carnally minded, they might
have an outward communion, till the true

communion should be made known; which
their state, at that time, could not bear: as,

in point of prudence only, he priicticed some
other legal rites at some times; which in his

doctrine, he condemned at other times, where
the state of the people was able to bear it.

It is mucii more likely, considering the end
and nature of the gospel, and its excellency

above the law, and all legal and typical rites, I

^or "Ti,e f,. u.i,;

as substances excel shadows, that the ai^ostloj Some Acfouut of the leuuoiutcs ill Lancaster !'. r

observing how much some of the Corinthians Many of the readers of " The Friend"

had abused the passover in practice, and their: not be aware that there is a large settK

very carnal state under it, was rather, by that of these interesting people in Lancaster '„
,

epistle endeavoring to supersede it, and bring Pa., whose ancestors emigrated from Gi

them off to the living substance, whero he
j

many through the encouragement given the

saith to such among them as were already |by Wm. Penn, about the year 1683.

sanctified, and to whom he inscribed his epis- The writer recently, in the prosecution

tlo, "I speak as to wise men, judge ye what I 'a religious concern to hold some meetin;

say: the cup of blessing, which we bless, is among them, had the opportunity of becoi

not the communion of the blood of Christ?
For we, being many are one bread and one
body ; for we are all partakers of that one
bread."

It is plain, therefore, that the communion
of the sanctified and wise in Corinth, stood not 'of Friends. We were received kindly by thei

in the bread which perisheth, nor in the wine land encouraged freely to pursue our prosiiei

of the grape, which some of the Corinthians VVe found the name and character of Willia

were carnally abusing, but in the quickening 'Penn was held in high esteem by them. Ths
Spirit and power of Christ, the true living, Ispoke of him to us at several different

ing somewhat acquainted with them and the

ways. They are a very simple-hearted at

interesting people, very frugal in their habi

and manner of living, and entertain mar
sentiments much in accordance with the viev

fe-giving, and life-preserving bread; which
daily comes from heaven, into all the sancti-

fied and saved of the Lord.
This is that Spirit that quickens and pre-

serves to life eternal ; the flesh profiteth noth-

ing; and since it is so, much less does any
symbol of the flesh profit; but the divine sub-

stance only. This is that substance of which
the apostle draws the comparison ;

" we being
many are one bread."

For as wheat consists of many particular
grains, each containing a distinct principle of
life after its kind, and all of the same nature;
which being broken and rightly prepared and
ordered by the good husbandman, become one
bread : even so is the church of Christ. Every
member in his natural state, being alienated
from the life of God, through the ignorance
and darkness that was in him, and separated
also one from another as without a proper
medium and condition of union, but being
ordered and prepared by the Father of mer-
cies through Christ his eternal Word, they
become one body and one spirit, the church

;

which is his body; the fulness of him who
fiUeth all in all.

The substance of this was what I said to

the doctor, though I have In this place expati-

ated somevThat further on the subject, and
generally applied the scriptures; to which he
made little other reply, than by telling me in

a very calm and familiar manner, that as he
had always believed it to be an ordinance of
Christ, he had solemnly used it as such, and
found comfort in it.

To which I returned, That I did not doubt
hut that he might have some satisfaction in

it, since ho believed it a remaining ordinance,
and did it under that apprehension. Whoso-
ever in his heart believes anything to be a
standing duty in the church of Christ, which
ever had any countenance in it by practice,

and performs it faithfully, according to his

belief and understanding, may find a satisfac-

tion in it.

But since God in mercy is pleased to afford

the living substance, without the use of those
means \viiirli ure supposed to lead to an end
ulrcadv aiUiiiK'd, they can be no more a duty
to siii'li, and that is the real case among the
true (Quakers who love and fear the Lord sin-

cerely.

(To bo continuml.}

"If thou faint in the day of adversity thy
strength is small."

ana expressed their sense of the obligatioi

they were under to him for their being pc

sessed of, and settled in that exceedingly fe

tile and productive region of Pennsylvani
They said he never deceived their fathers, bi

all that ho promised to them was strictly fo

filled. They related to us the tradition th:

when they landed, Wm. Penn 'sent some
their leading men out into Pennsylvania
see for themselves and select land to sett

on. They went as far as the lowlands of tt

Brandywine, but becoming discouraged the

returned and informed him they had not four

land that they had been given to expect,

that met their views as desirable to settle (

He replied, j^ou did not go far enough, j'C

should have gone to the Pequa and ConestO£

creeks. They accordingly did so, and four

laud that suited them, and upon which the

settled. We were shovvn one of the origini

deeds, with a large seal of beeswax suspends

to it, and encased in a tin box about the siz

of an ordinary blacking box.

They are mostly thrifty farmers, and so

of them, we should judge, are possessed

abundance of this world's goods, having fit

and well cultivated farms, noble barns an

comfortable houses. They are industrious i

their habits, and may be said to be good
"

They are very similar to other evangelic!

societies of Christians in the fundamental d<

trines they hold. They believe it right

practice water baptism as a ceremonj' of i

itiation into the society, not bj' immorsioi

but by pouring water upon the head. The
do not lay asmuch stress upon it as som
other societies, not considering it as a savini

ordinance. They also practice the ceremon
of bread and wine in commemoration of th

Lord's su]iper, and also the washing of fee

This latter thej^ practice twice in the yea
They however agree with Friends in thei

testimony against oaths and wars, though i

the case of the latter we understood they wi

pay the fine in lieu of personal service, bu

not to hire substitutes. They also hold a ver

decided testimony against a paid ministry, o

one which depends on a scholastic training fo

its qualifications ; believing it to be the pr(

rogative of the groat Head of the Church t

call and qualify for that service; but with r(

gard to the manifestation of His will to iiuii

viduals in the matter, or in other words, th|

call to the ministry, their manner of proceed!

ing was very curious and interesting to uii

In each congregation or district, which con:!

prises mostly a section of some miles in es'
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ent, in which there are several meeting-houses

In which they me -t on alternate First-days,

[here are generally, we .understood, about

tbree ministers, and when a vacancy occurs

»y death or otherwise, the members of the

(ODgregation are at liberty to selei-t from the

rien meinbers one whom they, after serious

.nd prayerful consideration, apprehend to be

gifted for the service. They each write the

lame they thus individually fix upon on a

Up of paper, and hand it in to their minister,

fall the congregation thus fix upon the same
lame, which has, we understood, happened in

ine or two instances, he is considered then to

le chosen. If, however, there arc several thus

lelected, as is generally the case, the bishop

tnd ministers of the diocese (which consists

if several such congregations) convene to-

rether and assemble the candidates and have

I,
corresponding number of books viz : one for

sach candidate, mostly a bible or hymn book

vith them. They then retire with the books

nto a room by themselves, and one of them,

)ut of sight of the others, puts a slip of paper

yith a mark on in one of the books, he then

iurns away, and the others who have not seen

(yhich book the slip is in, step forward and

nix them up. The candidates being called,

mil a ]ira3'er offered similar to that used when
Matlliias was chosen (see 1st chap, of Acts),

the}' then step forward one by one and take

si, book, and whoever draws the one with

the slip in is to be the minister. They con-

sider that thus the Divine Will in the matter

is made known. In the e.xercise of their min-

istrj' they differ from Friends; they believe

that they are to preach at stated times, so that

()ne or the other of them must preach every

meeting day. They arrange the matter pre-

viously among themselves, and he that is so

fixed on to speak is expected by private

prayer to seek for Divine aid to enable him
to perform the service. In their meetings they

first sing a hymn, then the minister preaches

and after that he prays: all the assembly

kneeling; then another h^-mn is sung and the

meeting closes. We understood that some-

times they had what they call a silent prayer,

in which ali the assembly kneel and remain in

that i)ositure some time. The meetings which
they kindly appointed for us wore mostly very

large. The usual hour for gathering is 9

o'clock in the morning, though in some places

they collect by half past eight. We informed

some of their leading men of the way in which
we held our meetings, and thoy kindly in-

formed the assembly before wo wont in, and

thus the way was prepared for us. The meet-

ing houses are very plain. We might almost

take them for houses of our own Society, ex-

cepting that there was a sort of pulpit for the

ministers to occupy. The men sat on one side

of the house and the women on the other.

The women took off their bonnets (which con-

sist of a black silk hood with a large cape)

and left, them in an ante-room, and entered

the meeting room with a neat, plain cap of

thick muslin on the head, and took their seats.

The young and old dressed much alike. The
men did not so generally wear what we call

the plain coat, but quite a number of them,

young and old, did so, and wore a broad

brimmed hat, and looked for the most part like

old-fashioned Friends. It was exceedingly

interesting to us to see young men and young

place to place, a number of copies of the Tract

ntitlcd, "Account of Friends," also of Bar-

clay's Apology, and Penn's "No Cross No
Grown," which were gladly received, especi-

ally the latter, as emanating from the hand
of William Penn. Many of'them speak that

form of the German language called the Penn-

sylvania Dutch, though the more intelligent

advocate the discontinuance of its use, and

the adoption of the English. We received

much kindness from them, had several very

interesting visits in their families as we passed

along from place to place, and felt much at

home in thus mingling with them. -Many of

them we believe to be sincerely desirous ol

serving the Lord faithfully, according to the

light and grace received. Some of the young
particularly, seemed anxious to hear and know
about our views, and we felt much nearness

to many of them. In conversing with some

of their ministers it seemed evident they

deeply felt the responsibility of their position

and were anxious to look to their Father ir

Heaven for help. The visit was deeply in

teresting and instructive to us, impressing

upon our minds the language of the apostle

" Of a truth I perceive that God is no re

specter of persons," &c. A large body of th

same society have recently came over fror

Russia and are settled in Kansas. S.

For "The Friond."

Edward Biirroiigli.

The life of this Boanerges and veteran in

the Lamb's army is of peculiar interest to us

because of the early age at which he was sent

forth by the Spirit of the Lord to preach the

everlasting gospel ; the power with which he

poke tending so to break up not only the

fallow ground, but the stony hearts of the

many thousands who heard and received his

ministry, and were turned thereby to the

Lord Jesus Christ; and also the undaunted

zeal with which he labored in the cause of

Truth, together with his dying testimonies

when called to put off the shackles.of mortality,

which was in the 28th year of his age.

Would that the diligence in business in

doing the Lord's work, and the fervency of

spirit which dwelt in and actuated this young
man, together with the power from on high

which attended his labors, might have more

place with us all, the younger and the elder,

that 80 a true hearted and chosen Joshurun

might come up in our day, verifying the pre-

diction of E. B. that "that spirit which hath

ived, and acted, and ruled in mo, shall yet

break forth in thousands." May the Lord of

the harvest hasten it in His own way and

time.

The following is abstracted from an account

of this youthful and fearless David when con-

tending against the Goliath's—the exalted

and opposing spirit of the world—which

was his lot to have to wrestle and combat

with.
Edward Burrough was born of honest

pai-ents, in the year 1635 ; and was in his

childhood ripe in knowledge, and did far excel

many of his years. Gray hairs were upon

him when but a youth, and he was inclinable

to the best things and the best way of worship

as practised by the best men. His natural

disposition was bold and manly, dexterous

and fervent, and what he took in hand, he

women divssod so plainly, and manifesting so
j

did with his might. Loving, courteoti,s, mer-

much humility in their conversation and man- |ciful, and easy to be entreated
;
he delighted

ners. We handed out among them, from also in reading the Holy Scriptures.

When it pleased God to visit his people in

the north of England, this servant of Christ

was early called, viz., in the year 1652, when
about seventeen years of age. He was sent

forth by the Spirit of the Lord to preach the

everlasting gospel, repentance, conversion,

salvation, and remission of sins, in the name
and power of the Lord Jesus Christ, the Sa-

viour of mankind; and was an able minister

of the glad tidings of salvation. His ministry

was made effectual by the mighty power of

God, in turning many thousands from dark-

ness to light; for as he began earl}-, so he

labored much in the heat of the day, breaking

up rough places, and unfilled ground, and

often walked as it were among briers and

thorns, which scratched, pricked, and tore

with great opposition. But he broke through

them all, not regarding the trials and suffer-

ings he met with, for the good of souls.

His industry in the Lord's work was very

groat, he seldom having many hours repose,

making his Master's work his whole business,

not taking so much liberty as to spend one

week to himself, about any outward occasion,

in ten years ; and it was his grief if any op-

portunity was missed in doing good. He was

a man of no great learning, which men so

much admire
;
yet he had t"he tongue of the

learned, having had experience of the work

of God in many conditions, so that he could

peak a word in due season, to the under-

standings and consciences of all men with

whom ho had converse, for his words admin-

istered grace to the hearer.

At the age of nineteen, in the year 1654, he

went up to^Loudon, and was one of the first

who preached- in that city, and great oppo-

sition he met with there; but God made his

ministry effectual to the conversion of hun-

dreds. He continued about London very

much between eight and nine years, speaking

of the things of the kingdom of God. His

heart was much drawn towards London, and

he often said when sufferings came for the

gospel's sake, " I can freely go to that city,

(i. e. London,) and lay down my life for a

testimony of that truth which I have declared

through the power and spirit of God.

In the year 1662, visiting Friends in the

city of Bristol, he took his leave, and said to

many, "I am going up to the city of London

to suffer among Friends in that place." A
little after his return to the said city, he was

taken from a meeting of the people called

Quakers by soldiers under the command of

Sir Richard Brown, mayor, and committed to

N"ewgato by him, not for evil doing, but for

testifying to the name of the Lord Jesus, and

for the worship of God. There he lay in

prison with six or seven score more of Friends

upon the same account, many of them being

shut up among felons in nasty places
;
and for

want of prison-room they grew weak, sick-

ened, and died, among whom this young man
was one; his sickness increasing upon him

daily, though in much patience he was carried

through all.

He was in prayer often, both day and night,

saying at one time, " I have had a testimony

of the Lord's love to me from my youth, and

my heart hath been given up to do his will._ I

have preached the gospel freely in this city,

and have often given up my life for the gos-

pel's sake. Lord, rip open my heart, and see

if it be not right before thee." Another time

he said, "There lies no iniquity at my door
;

but the presence of the Lord is with mo, and
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his life I feel justifies me." Afterwards he
said to the Lord, " Thou hast loved me iilways,

and I have loved thee from my cradle, and
from my youth unto this day, and have served
thee faithfully in my generation."

lie spoke to Friends that were about him
to live in love and peace, and love one an-

other; and said, " Tlio Lord takes the right
eous from the evil to come;" and prayed for

his enemies and persecutors, and said, "Lord,
foi'give Eichard Brown, who imprisoned me."
Again he said, "Though this body of clay

must turn to dust, yet 1 have thi.s testimony,
that I have served God in my generation
and that spirit which hath lived, and acted,

and ruled in me, shall yet break forth in thou-
sands." In the morning before he departed,
being sensible of his death, he said, " Now my
soul and spirit is centred in its own being
•with God, and this form of person must re-

turn from whence it was taken." And after

a little season, he gave up the ghost, as a
martyr for the word of God, and testimonj' of

Jesus.

He was born in 1635, began to preach 1652,
and died 1662, of whose written labors there
is a volume printed, containing almost nine
hundred pages in folio.

A Carpet Pest.—Housekeepers, says the
Eochester Express, may bo interested in learn-

ing that an insect called the Anthremus scro-
phularise, which devours and riins carpets,
has appeared in such numbers in Schenectady
that the carpets all over that city have had
to be taken up and cleaned. In Uiica it has
caused serious alarm. Carpets are not, how
ever, its only food, as it infests wearing ap
parel hanging in closets or laid away in

drawers. Unlike moths, it is said to prey
upon cotton fiibrics. It is a very common and
destructive European insect, but has not until
recently been detected in the United States.
Its peculiar forte is the eating of carpets, and
hence the familiar name, "carpet bug," which
it has won. It belongs to the family known
as the DermesHdixB, which comprises several
of our most injurious depredators on animal
substances, and is entirely different in appear
ance and habits from the well-known carpet
moth. It conceals itself beneath the border.s
of carpets nailed to the floor, and eats away
those portions. Occasionally it gets in the
cracks of the floor, following which, it cuts
across entire breadths of carpets, leaving a
line which seems to have been cut by the scis-

sors. It destroy.s new as well as old carpets,
and, if allowed to breed and multiply, may
reduce us to bare floors soon. Professor J. A.
Lintner, State Entomologist, describes these
interesting Anthremus scrophulariw as a small
ovate object, about one-tenth of an inch in
length, thickly clothed with numerous short
bristle-like hairs, and terminating in a pencil
of these forming a tail. It is exceedingly
active in its motions and glides away very
rapidly. Like the house-fly it disappears in

winter, and eats only during the summer
months. He said : "I captured several of the
larvae and fed them upon pieces of carpets in
order to rear them. In September they had
evidently matured and assumed theirquiescent
pupae state within the skin of the larva?, first

rent by a split along the back for the escape
of the perfect insect. At this stage I was led
by a study of its character to refer it, in all

probability, to the genus Anthremus. Last
week F had the gri>at gratification of obtain-

ing from the pupre the first example of the
perfect insect. It was a very minute beetle,

appro.ximately one-tenth of an inch in length,

but beautifully marked in a prettily arranged
combinationof red, white and brown. I had,

beyond doubt, referred it to its proper genus.
The detection of this insect adds to our fauna
another species of the dreaded genus of An-
thremus, perhaps to equal in its destructive

agency the well-known museum pest, the A.

varius, formerly known as A. musoeorum, the
obtrusive guest of all our collections of natural

history, whose ravages it seems impossible
fulljr to guard against and so exceedingly diflS

•ult to control." This pest, which is called the

buffalo moth, is committing ravages in New
Jersey.

—

Late Paper.

SUBMISSION.

patience possess ye your soiili

1 on thy

" In your

Be still, my soul !—the Lord is on thy side

;

atiently the cross of grief and pain
;

Leave to thy God to order and provide

—

In every change He faithful will remain.
Be still, my aoiil!—thy best, thy Heavenly Friend
Through thorny ways leads tu a joyful end.

Be still my soul !—thy God doth undertake
To guide the future, as he has the past;

Thy hope, thy conBdence, let nothing shake.
All now mysterious shall be bright at last.

Be still my soul !—the waves and winds still know
His voice who ruled them while he dwelt below.

Be still my soul !—when dearest friends depart.
And all is darkened in the vale of tears.

Then shalt thou better know His love. His heart.

Who comes lo soothe thy sorrow and thy fears.

Be still, my soul !—thy Jesus can repay
From His own fulness all He takes away.

Be still, my soul I—the hour is hastening on
When we shall be for ever with the Lord

—

When disappointment, grief and fear are gone,
Sorrow forgot. Love's purest joys restored.

Be still, my soul !—when change and tears are past
All safe and blessed we shall meet at last.

Be still, my .soul !—begin the song of praise
On earth, believing, to thy Lord on high;

Acknowledge Him in all thy works and ways.
So shall He view thee with a well pleased eye.

Be still, my .soul !—the Sun of life divine
Through passing cloudsshall but more brightly shine.

Selected.

By Willii

ill Public librarifs.

Friends' Free Library, Ger-

Fiftioii

Kite.

mantown, Pa.

Libraries are to our youth the first step in

advance from their schools
; these cannot form

fully developed minds, ready, in maturity of
intellect, to grapple with the duties of life in

ill their intricacy and multiplicity of presenta-
tion. They serve rather for the gathering
togctherof material out of which well-directed
after efforts vvill build up the mind to those
systematically true proportions which fit it

for its every-clay social relations.

Our public schools are the places whence
the children of our day are to gather the ma-
terials to be thus utilized, and the public are
realizing the necessity of making them, as
nearly as possible, fully fitted for the needs of
education. The progress in that direction is

encouraging, and we may safely assert that
much of what remains to be done will in the
near future be accomplished. We are yet
greatly deficient in educational knowledge
and experience, but a realization of our warits
is foieing itself upon us, and we will meet the
problem.

But the oonimunily that reali/-es the need

of universal education, and meets the w
with well-appointed public schools, can
long rest satisfied without supplement
these with the means of carrying on the goc
work thus begun. Public libraries are spr

ing up in most places where these schoo
exist, showing the appreciation of this nece;l

sity.

How we, who have the dispensing of know
ledge to young minds just coming from tl:

guiding hand of the teacher and thrown upo
their own judgment in the future developmer
of their intellects, are to meet their wants, i

a question the seriousness of which, I fear,
•

too much overlooked. Are we to throw ope
to them all the literature of the day, and le

the good and the bad, the profitable and th
pernicious, pass unguarded into their ines
perienced hands ?

Or should we not, as good citizens, step for

ward and supplement the teacher's labors bj

guiding the half-formed intellect into sue!

reading as shall tend to make the coming mat
a good citizen in the community?
The latter is undoubtedly our duty ; atic

whether it lays additional burdens upon us
yea or nay, we will prove derelict to what is

required of us as public officers if we do no(

accept the situation and earnestly bend our-

selves to the labor.

While our schools take forward the excep-
tionally few into higher educational profici-

ency, the most of our children leave thci

with little else than a very rudimentary edu-
cation. The wants of the family early claim
them as " bread-winners," and thuswithdr
too many just as they are approaching a pro-

ficiency which would" lead them gladly to seek
further stores of knowledge. The free public
library offers to these the only hope of future
culture, while their unformed judgment great-
ly needs our fostering care. It is for this class

I plead. Not having been trained to careful
study, they naturally turn to books for amuse-
ment rather than information, and novel
seem to them the source whence amusement
is the most easily obtained, and if they can
obtain them thej' will readily and eagerly
peruse them. But what will be the result?!
Life, to the most of them, must be a scene of
earnest labor to secure a comfortable subsist-

nce for their wants. Do novels teach them
contentment with their lowly but honest oc-
cupations? The factory girl, as she tends her
loom or her spinningjenny, turns over in her
thoughts the fortunes of the heroine of the
last novel she has read, raised by impossible
supposititious incidents from humble life to
]irincely fortune, and she pines for a lover to
so lift I'l.M- into notoriety. Her mind is filled

with falsi' ideas of life, and she is prepared
easily to be beguiled into an improper mar-
riage, or to become the victim of some pre-
tentious scoundrel. The boy reads of equally
fiilse deeds of daring—fortunes made by unjust
dealings, glossed over so as to half conceal
their iniquity—and his bewildered mind is

unfitted for the hard duties of life, only by
patient grappling with which he can reach
that position which will lead him to compe-
tence and respectability. A dashing life on
the frontier, or one of adventure in distant
countries, is, to his mind, rather to be sought,
than patient industry in the lot in which
Providence has placed him.
These influences may not drive the j-outh

of either sex as far as above hinted, but they
do mislead them as to the every-day occur
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enccs of life, and if indulged in destroy much
)f their happiness. I could tell of one yonng
^oman of my acquaintance, of fine education,
vho gratified a vitiated taste for novel-read-

ng till her reason was overthrown, and she
las, in consequence, been for several years an
ornate of an insane asylum. Indeed, Foville

Q the "Dictionnaire de Medeeine et de Chi-
iirgie Pratique," vol. i., tells of a boy ten years
if age who became insane from reading ro-

lances. Instances could be furnished by the
ecords of such institutions in too sad fre-

nency ; but we need not seek them. Have
re the moral right to expose the young to
nch danirers?

George Ticknor, when he so earnestly la-

ored with Edward Everett and oihers for

be establishment of the Boston Librarj',

brongly appreciated that the want of the
outbful mind was instructive readinj, not the
poor trash" of novels that so much abounds
See his letters to Everett in the second
olume of Ticknor's Life.)

But I will be met with the assertion that
onng persons will not read unless tempted
J do so by these exciting volumes. I can
ly that eight j-ears of experience in the care
f a library from which novels are strictly

scluded enables me to state that such views
re erroneous. If unprofitable books are de-

ied them, they can be induced to accept bet-

!r, and can bo turned to useful reading by a
ttle care on the part of the librarian. Ap-
lieations for novels of some character are of

Imost daily occurrence at our desk, but on
larning they are not in the library the ap
lieant is usually willing to bo guided in the
joiceof a book. And here lies tho secret of
ir management. We must be willing to
ike the guidance of such readers into our
inds till a better taste is formed. I know
lis is a different thing from simply handing
16 book asked for and letting the responsi-
ility of the case rest on the reader: that is

isily done. But I have come to believe I

m help form a character for good that might
,herwise be led into evil, and have cheerfully
icepted the position. Popular works on
itural history I find a help in the desired
rection, and I rely also much on travels for
itering wedges, opening the way, frequently
lite early, to history, science, and general
ierature. Many of our less educated appli-
,nts take at first to works of quite a juvenile
laracter, from which we lead them to more
lid reading as we can.
We hear that such and such works of fiction

e classical and may be safely read by edu-
ted minds as recreation. As the world con
ins 80 much that is better, I can readily
spense with these books. But it is in the
ivnts and dangers of the youthful mind just
ming into tho rank of i-eaders that wo, as
•rarians, are most deeply interested

; and I

3uld earnestly bring home the question
aether we are justified in misleading these
irds of ours by a neglect of our duties.

I can and do appreciate the situation of
ose who have charge of municipal libraries

d know not how to avoid the circulation of
ich their better judgment is against. I

)uld be very careful how I cast censure on
ese; but, while realizing their difiinilties, I

)uld still say to them : As much as possible
rn the feet of seekers after knowledge into
Pe paths.

—

American Library Journal.

Never judge harshly of a repentant sinner.

[We have received a printed copy of the
following document, which we lay before our
readers in order that they maybe kept in-

formed of the progress of events in our re-

ligious Society. A note from a Friend ac-

companying it states there were about sixty
Friends, Including five recommended minis-
ters, in theConference that issued the Address,
and that they felt the solemnity of the occa-
sion and the seriousness of the step they felt

bound to take.

—

Eds.]

An Action of a Conference of Friends.

"Blow the trmnpet in Zion, sanctify a fast, call a
solemn assembly."—Joel ii. 1-5.

" .\nd those that shall be of thee shall build the old
waste places ; thou shalt raise up the foundations of
many generations; and thou shalt be called, the re-

pairer of the breach, the restorer of paths to dwell in."

—Isaiah Iviii. 12.

At a Conference of the religious Society of
Friends, members of Bear Creek Quarterly
Meeting, Iowa, held 5th mo. 29, 1877, it was
agreed that Zimri Horner serve as clerk.

The Conference then proceeded to consider
the cause for which it met, to wit:

The present and sorrowful condition of
our beloved and once favored Society, by re

lapsing into doctrines, forms and practices,

which we believe are inconsistent with ou
principles and profession and detrimental to

the religious growth and prosperity of the
Society.

A synopsis of which is here appended, to
wit:

1. The prevalent practice of endeavoring
to induce an undue dependence upon outward
means, therebydrawingawayfroin thespiritu-
ality of the Gospel, and to settle down at ease
n a literal knowledge and belief of the truths
of tho Holy Scriptures.

2. To set individuals at work in the will and
isdom of tho natural man, to comprehend

and explain the sacred truths of religion, to

bring them down to the level of his unassisted
reason, and make them easy to the flesh, so

as to avoid the mortifying experience of be-

coming fools for Christ's sake, and taking up
the daily cross to the wisdom, the friendship,

the honor and the fashions of the world.
3. The running into great activity in re-

gions and benevolent undertakings, showing
an untempered zeal by taking up one particu-

lar truth, and carrying that to an extreme, to

e exclusion of other important truths.

4. A tendency to under-value the writings
of ancient Friends, and to promulgate senti-

ments repugnant to our christian faith, and
to the spiritual nature and universality.of the
Gospel, as set forth by them, particularly by
Robert Barclay in his able and excellent
pology for the true christian divinity, a work
which has been frequently published and
spread by our Soc ety as a correct exposition

'ts doctrines, and which we would recom-
mend to the careful and serious perusal of all

seekers at'ter truth the world over.

5. The introduction into meetings for wor-
ship, of much formality in the way of reading
and singing and in the character ofthe ministry
and of prayer; while great pretensions are
claimed to the life, light, leadings and guidings
of Him that can not lead His people astray,
yet, at the same time, bearing unmistakable
evidence that it is the product of the intellect

and imagination rather than proceeding from
the immediate inspiration of tho true Shepherd
of the sheep, and is calculated to lead to the
conclusion that a person may be i-anked with

the true believers in Christ, without wearing
His yoke, and undergoing the humiliating
baptisms which He appoints for His truly de-
pendent and obedient followers.

6. The manner in which general meetings
are carried on, leaders being selected to eon-
duct the exercises, who many times point out
and dictate the services, also the introduction
of the mourners' bench, and the manner of
consecration, the disorder, confusion, and the
exciting scenes attending many of them,
wherein the young and the Inexperienced are
urged to give expression to their over wrought
feelings in a manner inconsistent with our
principles.

The present is a time of deep trial within
our borders, the enemy of truth and of the
soul's salvation has so fiir prevailed by his
various stratagems, imitations, and superficial

religion, as to greatly mar the beauty and
peace of Zion, introducing confusion and tho
spirit of the world into the very bosom of the
Society, causing our meetings for worship,
'nstead of being held in the name and power
of Christ, to be well nigh rendered opportu-
nities for the bold, popular, and designing
preachers to lead astray the people from the
true fold.

Those and many other declensions, both in
doctrine and in practice, might be brought to
view, with which we have no unity, being at
varianceand repugnant toourchristian princi-

ples.

Now, if it be true that the church of Christ,
redeemed by his most precious blood to live

to Him, be baptized by one spirit into one
body, and do eal; of the same bread, and drink
oftho same cup, and should be perfectly joined
together, in the same mind and in the satne
judgment, walk by the same rule, mind and
speak the same thing, see with tho same eye,
hear with the same ear, speak with the same
mouth, live by the same breath, and be led
and guided by the same spirit; from whence
then is this dissent, contrariety, and disagree-
ment about the doctrines and practices in the
Society of Friends?

Seeing tho lamentable condition of our
church, by innovations of the nondescript
body now in the seat of church power, wo un-
hesitatingly declare our belief that the time
has fully come when all those who are desirous
of seeing the waste places built up, and former
paths restored, should put shoulder to shoulder,
rally to first principles, and labor harmoniously
together in tho great work. Although so
great a departure from the principles and
primitive grounds which first distinguished
our religious Society, has taken place, we be-
lieve that the testimony of truth, as set forth
n Barclay's Apology, and in the writings of
George Fox, William Ponn, and others, will
not be permitted to be frittered away, until
they can no longer be distinguished, and they
utterly fall to the ground.
Truth is truth, and must and will prevail

eventually, although its servants and votaries
may suffer long in its defence ; the cause, we
believe, is the Lord's, and he, doubtless, will
vindicate His truth in due time.

A remnant, we reverently and thankfully
believe, is still preserved, in whose eyes this
cause remains to be precious, having the
Anointing for their teacher, and tho Lamb for
their light, being clothed with the Holy Spirit,

and being possessed of an understanding of
the times, whose cry shall not only be heard,
"Spare thy people, O Lord, and give not thine
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lioi-itiigo to i'f]iro:ich !" but who shall have a
knowledge of what Israel ought to do.

Those must contiuue to beai- a faithful, clear
and UQtuistakable testimony to the living-

practical leadership and government of Christ
in His church, who is head over all things,
with whom is no variableness, neither shadow
of turning.

Much loss is sustained by the unity and
fellowship of the church being broken; but
it cannot prevail as it once did, while its

members are propagating adverse doctrines,
and invalidating its ancient principles and
testimonies, which others feel bound to main
tain.

The sanctuary we conceive to be shamefully
defiled by the introduction of principles which
are undermining the church, and sujiplantins

its faith, and, by superficial means, prevent
ing judgment from being rendered against the
transgressors.

We think well of reviving at this time the
injunction of the Lord, through the prophet
Isaiah, to the houseofJudah, ''Cry aloud, spare
not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet, and
show my people their transgressions, and the
house of Jacob their sins."

We believe the time has now fully como
when it is incumbent upon us to disclaina the
appointment of all the officers imposed upon
us by the nondescript body now in the scat of
church government, and replace them by those
in unity with the doctrine, and in favor of sup-

porting the ancient principles and testimonies
of our Society.

Seeing the walls of our Zion are much
broken down, we solemnly appeal to the wis-
dom and judgment of all sound Friends to
whom this may come, to seriously examine,
and solemnly consider the things herein so
briefly brought to view.
And endeavor to know of the Great Master

Builder the appointed time for repairing the
broach, and be yvilling, at his call, to execute
His commands.
And each Monthly Meeting is left at liberty

to carry out the decision of this conference in

a manner as best suits their circumstances.
The Clerk is directed to furnish the Monthly

Meetings with a suitable extract from the pro-
ceedings of this conference.
David Mills, Benjamin Smith, and J. W.

Bowles, were appointed to assist the Clerk in

preparing the minutes for distribution.
After freely discussing, in brotherly love,

the various subjects which claimed our at-
tention, and listening to much pertinent
council and advice, and expressions of sympa-
thy toward tho,se who had so far deviated
from our ancient principles as to make this
step incumbent upon us, and to references
made to the sirong evidences felt of the ap-
probation of Him of whose songs the interro-
gation was made, how shall we sing them in

a strange land ? the conference, under feelings
of gratitude to the Great Head of the church
for the manifestations of His Holy Canopy
so abundantly spread over this day, then ad-
journed.

Signed on behalf and by direction of the
conference.

ZiMRi Horner, Clerk.

The Alligator 5«.sm&s.s.—Between 17,000
and 20,000 alligator skins are tanned yearly,
which are consumed by boot and shoe manu-
facturers in every portion of the United States,
as well as exported to London and Hamburg.

The alligators formerly came almost entirely
from Louisiana, and New Orleans was the
great centre of business. The Florida swamps
and morasses are now the harvest fields, and
Jacksonville, in that State, the great depot.
The alligators often attain a length of eighteen
to twenty feet, and frequently live to a very
old age. The hides are stripped off, and the
belly and sides, the only portions fit for use,
are packed in barrels, in strong brine, and
shipped to the northern tanner, who keeps
them under treatment for from sis to eight
months, when thoy are ready to be cut up. So
far the leather has been mainly used in the
ni:inufacture of boots and shoes, but handsome
slij^pers are also made of it.

—

Late Paper.

For "Tbe Friend."

Piiillp Price,

The following fragments of correspondence
indicate the exercised state of mind of a_youth
yet considerably in his minority, which fol-

lowed the interesting event narrated in the
article published last week relative to P. and
E. Price.

"Kingsess. 23d 9 mo. 1782.

Dear Pi'iend,-—1 received thy letter this
afternoon, and shall endeavour to answer ac-

cording to ability,—feeling much love towards
thee at this time, and should have been glad
to see thee at the meeting. As thou seems
anxious to hear how we come on, I shall let

thee know a little how it is with me in that
respect. As I feel my mind much drawn from
the follies and vanities of this world, which I

have too much given way to, to my hurt, I

find at this time that I cannot keep company
with any one on the account that thou men-
tions. This is very much in the cross of the
natural will, but 1 find I cannot witness true
peace without yielding obedience to that form
ing Hand which has drawn me much from the
world and worldly things, so that all prospects
of entering into business or settling as thou
mentions, have vanished at this time. But if

way should open more clearly to enter into
that business, I will let thee know, as I would
as soon enter into partnership with thee as
any one else. * * * I do not expect to

come down to the meeting. I desire thy
welfare, and that thou wouldst give up thy
time more and more to serve Him for whose
glory we are all created; so that when these
fading things shall be no more, we shall re-

ceive an admittance into the Arms of Ever-
lasting peace and rest. What will all the
world be to us if we end not well at last? I

believe there is no time like giving up in our
youih, whilst health and strength of body are
afforded us ; that so we may be as lights to
the world, that others seeing our good works,
may glorify God, who is worthy for ever.
Though I meet with discouragenients some-
times, and believe m.yself to be as it were the
hindermost of the flock, yet 1 feel a desire
that all my companions, as well as myself,
may come to sec our.-<elve3 as we truly are.

I remain thy loving friend,

PuiLTp Price."

"Kingsess. the 16th of 1 mo. 1783.

My dear Son,— I received thine, which was
comfort to me, and I have esteemed it

and not any merit of our own. I believe it

good for us often to examine ourselves, i

can truly say that thy preservation, with tt

of thy brothers and sisters, is more near a
dear to mo, than all other earthly blessiuf

and that it is a great comfort to thy fatli

and me, that thy mind has been thus cat
touched with that, that if strictly abidet
will lead out of great trouble and conflict

this present world, and when time here sh;

be no more, crown with that which neith
this fading world, nor the enjoyments therei
can ever give. And I raa}^ further say th
1 hope from thy example thy br.)thers ai

sisters may bo willing to lake up the cross.

From thy mother,
Han-nah Phice.

To Philip Price, Jr.

"Philadeliihia, 2 mo. 5th, 1783.

Esteemed Friend,—Since I last saw thee
thy father's house, thou hast been the obje
of near care and sj'mpathy, being confiri'n

in the pei'suasion that He whose mercy
over all His works, hath in infinite lovii

kindness cast the mantle of redeemin
over thee. And oh, saith my spirit, th
neither heights nor depths, things present n
those that yet await thee, may ever be ab
to separate from this enjoyment of the loi

of Christ and the sweet incomes of His Hi

giving presence. It is only by bowing to tl

blessed Root and abiding in the Living Virj

that we are fitted to receive Divine instru
tiou, bearing with patience and resignatic
the truly necessary preparation, even tl

pruning Hand. Thus is the mind enlightene
and an enlargement experienced into tl

mj-steries of the Heavenly Kingdom, and v
not only discover clearly His'gracious w:
concerning us, but as we keep a single eye 1

Him, neither attempting to go forward, n(

in the moments of proving and dcsertioi
when the winter season is wisely permittei
seeking succor and nourishment short of tl

living eternal substance, we shall be favour
with the further discoveriosof light and trut!

and be enabled to withstand the unvvcari
enemy, however various his transformation
and mysterious his workings. That thuu an
I may fervently and diligently labor aft(

this necessary and right experience, is tb

ardent desire of
Thy real friend,

Hannah Cathrall.
To PuiLip Price, Jr."

"Kingsess. 5 mo. 1783.

Dear Friend,—I have been at home abou
a week; since which I attended Concor'
Quarterly Meeting, greatly to my satisfactio
and peace of mind. I feel a near eympath'
with thee, my dear friend, under thy presen
trying dispensation, which I have wishe
might be sanctified to thj' further refinemen I

and that we may endeavor for contentmen
under every allotment, which the Lord
Infinite VYisdom is pleased to place us in. Hii

Holy Hand is underneath His dependo
children, to preserve and load them in path
they have not seen, and will not suffer thet
to be tried beyond what they can bear
but will arise in His own good time for thei

oat blessing that thou art one amongst the I deliverance. I write from a small degree o
number who are made williBg to stand for the 'experience, being as it were, left alon'e

; bu
testimonyoftruthjandmydesirc-arcihal ihou He, who knows the sincerity of my heart In

mayestbemoreaud more established, and that been pleased again to favor"me at times wit
thoumaycstnot run too fast, nor Idilfr behind a glim]>so of His living presence; which
thy true guide: for what wo are is by marcy cause of humble thankfulness. In Him, thoi
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ire, let iis put our trust, who is able to deliver;

]d unto whose Divine Protection 1 reeom
I thee, with dosires for thy, as well as my

wn establishment in the ever blessed Truth.
lith that love which united us in the paths
fself denial,

I remain they assured friend,

Philip Price, Jr."

For "Tho Friend."

fffstern North Carolina.

The following notice of the mountain dis-

icts of North Carolina, is taken from " The
reat South."

"The great counties of Haywood, Jackson,
[ac'^n, Cherokee, Buncombe, Henderson,
[adison and Yancej', contain the principal

ortion of the mountain scenery of western
"orth Carolina. The mighty transverse

lains of the Nantahila, Cowee, Balsam, and
lack mountains, run across these counties

'om the Smoky range to the Blue Ridge,

ad the traveller wandering from county seat

county seat, must constantly climb lofty

eights, pass through rugged gaps, and de-

iend into deep valleys.

Western North Carolina is not only exceed-

jly fertile, but abounds in the richer min-
rals, and needs but the magic wand of the

ipilalist waved over it to become one of the

chest sections of the Union. Occupying
he-third of tho entire area of the State, and
ossessing more than a quarter of a million of

(habitants, its present prospects are by no
leans di-agreeable; but its prominent citizens

f all walks in life, are anxious for immigra-
imd development of the rich stores of

bid, iron, copper, mica and other minerals

ow buried in the bills.

Let no one fancy that this mountain region

undesirable as an agricultural country;
lere are few richer, or bettor adapted to

luropean immigration. The staple produc-

ons of Haywood county are corn, wheat,
ye, oats and hay ; all vegetables grow abun-
anlly, and the whole countr}' is admirably
tied for grazing. The level bottom lands on
igeon river and its numerous tributaries are

bder fine cultivation ; the uplands and the

opes produce rich wheat ; the ash, the sugar
laple, the hickory and the oak are abundant,
nd white pine is rafted down the Pigeon
ver in large quantities yearly.

But the exceptional fertility of most of the
iges throughout all the counties mentioned
the great pride of the section. The sides

ad tops of the mountains are, in manj^ cases,

jvered with a thick, vegetable mould, in

hich grow flourishing trees and rank grasses,

ive thousand feet above the sea level one
nds grasses and weeds that remind him of

iie lower rejion swamps. Cattle are kept in

iccellent condition all winter on the " ever-

reen" growing along the sides of the higher
lains. Winter and summer, before the rav-

jes of the war thinned out their stocks, the

(.rmers kept many cattle on the mountains
peding entirely on the grasses. In the spring

le herds instinctively seek the j'oung grasses

ging up on the slopes, but with the com-
ig of winter they return to the tops to find

be evergreen. The balsam tree can easily

e banished, for, after being felled for a few
lonths, it will burn easily, and in its stead

spring up thick coats of evergreen. On
pme of the mountain farms corn yields one
lUndred bushels to the acre, and wheat, oats,

j^e and barley, flourish proportionately. In

the " deadenings," whore the large timber
has been girdled and left to die, and the un-
dergrowth has been carefully cleared, timothy
and orchard-grass will grow as high as wheat.
The native grape, too, flourishes on all the

hill-sides, within certain thermal lines estab-
lished by observation of the elder moun-
taineers

; and varieties of grapes can be se-

lected, and so planted as to ripen at different

periods of the autumn. The negro population
is not numerous in Western North Carolina;
wherever the black man is found, however,
he is industrious, faithful and usually quite
prosperous."

Tithing and Thriving.—Whately having in

a sermon warmly recommended his hearers
to put in a purse b3^ itself a certain portion for

every pound of profits of their worldly trades
for works of pietj', he observed, if they do so,

that instead of secret grudging when objects

of charity were presented, they would look for

them and rejoice to find them. A neighbor-
ing clergyman hearing him, and being deeply
affected with what he so forcibly recommend-
ed, went to him after the sermon was ended,
and asked what proportion of his income he
ought in conscience to give. " As to that,"

said he, " I am not to prescribe to others ; but
I will tell you what has been my own practice.

You know, sir, some years ago, I was often

beholding to you for the loan of ten pounds
at a time.

The truth is, I could not bring the year
about, though my receipts were not dispica-

ble, and I was not at all conscious of any un-
necessary expenses. At length I enquired of

my family what relief was given to the poor;
and not being satisfied, I instantly resolved to

lay aside every tenth shilling of all my receipts

for charitable uses ; and the Lord has made
me so to thrive, since I adopted this method,
that now, if you have occasion, I can lend you
ten times as much as I have formerly been
forced to borrow."

—

Moral and Religious Anec-
dotes.

A Xew Route to China.—Professor Vordcns-
kiold, an eminent Swedish scientist, claims to

have made a very valuable discovery. He
sailed from Hammerfest in the beginning of
August, and after an eventful voyage suoceed-
ed in demonstrating the correctness of his

theory in regard to an open way to the Arctic
Sea. Ho reports having encountered no ob-
stacles, and considers the way now quite open
from Europe to China via the northern pas-

sage and the valley of tho Yenisei River, by
which steam communication is obtained across
Siberia and almost to the frontiers of China.
An immense unmeasured area of extremely
fertile and valuable soil was found in this

region, all of which is accessible for immediate
cultivation. The commercial value and the
important results to flow from this demonstra
tion of the feasibility ofa northeastei-n passage
to Siberia Snd China, can hardly be foreseen
or overestimated. Vordeuskiold, whose letter

is unfortunately brief, writes that he has also

obtained results of great interest to science.

Dredging and scientific observations were
constantly carried on during the en tire voyage.
Large accessions have been made to the previ-

ously obtained collections from this heretofore
unknown region. One of the unexpectedly
favorable phenomena of the passage, the Pro-
fessor reports, was that the water was uui.

formly found to be suprisinglj' warm.

—

Late
Paper.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH

True religion shows its effects no where
more beneficently than in the domestic circle.

"Whatever may be the profession that is made
of the truths of its doctrines, it is the practi-

cal exemplification of it in every day life, and
especially in the home and family, that most
forcibly illustrates its benign character, and
most impressively commends it to others.

These considerations should induce us con-
stantly to endeavor so to act in the smaller as
well as in the more important concerns of
life, as to fulfil the injunction of our Saviour,
" Let j'our light so shine before men, that they
may see 3'our good works and glorify j-our

Father which is in heaven." The perplexi-

ties and cares of daily life furnish many occa-
sions for the exercise of Christian virtues and
graces, and often bring alarmingly to the view
of the sincere, earnest seeker after the right
way of the Lord, the consideration of his own
frailty, and how liable he is, unless constantly
living in a state of watchfulness, and tho en-
deavor humbly to seek for Divine assistance, to

be overcome by sudden temptation or the more
insidious snares of his soul's enemy. When,
however, this state of mind is attained, and
the corresponding fruits of the spirit are

brought forth, such become indeed preachers
of righteousness in their lives and conversa-

tion, and their example and influence admin-
ister consolation, reproof or instruction to

others. These are the salt of the earth, ex-

erting a seasoning and sweetening effect upon
the community, and we believe tend povver-

fully to draw down upon it the blessings and
favors of the Preserver of men.
At this season of the j^ear when some of

our members may be exposed to new and per-

haps unfavorable influences in their tempor-
ary absence from home in quest of health ; it

may be proper to extend a caution to in-

creased watchfulness, so that even under ad-

verse circumstances they may strive to bo

enabled to exemplify their profession by a
walk and conversation consistent the;-ewith :

and to leave upon the minds of critical ob-

servers the conviction that they are in truth

tho self-denying followers of a crucified Sa-
viour.

In the recent removal from tho church
militant of deeply exercised members, we
have no doubt the minds of many have been
turned towards the youth with feelings of
affectionate solicitude, that through their un-

reserved obedience -to the requirements of
Divine Grace, their soul's salvation may also

be wrought out with fear and trembling, and
a succession of upright, devoted men and wo-
men, be raised up to maintain unflinchingly

those doctrines and testimonies which Friends
have been called upon to uphold before the
world. In the-reduced condition of many meet-
ings, the loss of qualified members is deeply
felt and has it not been owing to the unwil-

lingness of some of this class in former years

to yield their necks to the yoke of Christ,

that there is not at the present time a greater

number of dedicated members prepared to fill
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tho vacant places araoug us, and to receive
thosa gifts which we believe it is intended
sliould be occupied for the edification of the
church. Notwithstanding the discourag
nients which abound, we believe that there
are not a few among the rising generation
who are sincerely concerned in their measur(
for the promotion of tho cause of Truth, and
desirous that the doctrines and testimoniL'S of
the Society in their original purity may pre
vail in the earth. May the number of thest

be increased, and through their faithfulness

and that of others, may the animating pro
speet which our late valued friend William
Evans had, a few years before his death, as

expressed in the following extract from h
Journal, be more and more fulfilled to the
comfort of the church in this place, and the
welfare of the whole body, viz :

'• In contemplating the trials and overturn
ings to which our religious Society has been
sulijected for many years in this country, I

was made to believe a few days since, that
the gracious Shepherd was still near to us,

and that the time was not very far off, when
Ho would go through his fiock, and renew the
visitations of his love to the younger mem-
bers. That he would bestow gifts upon them,
to be occupied in his church

; and prepare and
send forth servants to proclaim and spread
the doctrines of the gospel, and his blessed
cause, irom sea to sea, and from the river to
the ends of the earth. Htjreby the beauty,
and strength, and influence of our Society in

this Yearly Meeting, and in this cit^^, will be
restored ; and a body of solid and deeply ex-
ercised men and women, it appeared to me,
would be again raised up as standard bearers
and watchmen upon the walls of Zion. May
the Lord hasten it in his time and way ; and
enable us to continue to bear patiently the
sufferings that remain for us to endure; for
our own sakes, and iorone another, whatever
they may be."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Despatches from Portland, Ore-

gon, contirm the report of an engagement of Colonel
Perry's command, consisting of two companies, with
the Nez Perces Indiana at White Bird Caiion, Idaho.
A serious outbreak was feared, as the Indians were re-

t;tli:iting abuses committed by the white settlers who
had intruded upon their section of country, which they
)iad desired to enjoy unmolested.
The President has sent a circular to all the promi-

nent Federal officials throughout the country, inform-
ing them that no officer of the Government should be
required or permitted to take part in political organiza-
tions or_ election campaigns, and that no assessments
for political purposes on officers or subordinates should
be allowed.

The Commissioners of the Freedmen's Bank have
enough money on hand for a dividend of ten per cent,
to its depositors. They will declare no dividend at
liresent, however, because the expense of paying it

would be greater to a large number of the depositors
than the amount received by them. It is believed by
the Commissioners that the hank will finally pay fifty

per cent, of its indebtedness.
President Hayes' visit to Rhode Island will be a

strictly temperate one, for it has been decided to liave
no liquor of any kind at the Governor's headquarters
in Providence during the lime of the array reunions,
and there will be none at any of the collations or din-
ners given to the President.
At a recent Cabinet meeting it was decided that

good faith and the laws now iti force demand the pay-
ment of the four percent, bonds, principal and interest,
in gold.

Harlan & Hollingsworth, at Wilmington, Del., are
now shipping a number of cars for Rio Janeiro, for the
Dum Pedro II. Railway, and narrow gauge cars for
another road in Brazil.

A fire which hroke out in the old town of Marble-

head, Mass., on the morning of the 25th, swept away
nearly the entire business portion of the town, including
all the large shoe manufactories but three, the Eastern
Railroad depot, and over forty dwellings. Seventy-two
buildings in all were consumed. The loss is estimated
at $534,000.
A terrific storm of rain and wind raged on the

morning of the 25th, throughout Iowa and portions of
Missouri and Michigan. It reached Chicago soon after

1 o'clock in the afternoon, and travelled eastward
through Indiana and Ohio, breaking upon Cincinnati
at quarter past four. Everywhere in its path trees and
telegraph poles were levelled, and bridges and build-

ings demolished. An express train was blown from
the track in Illinois, and several persons injured.

Interments in Philadelphia during the week ending
23d inst., were 281, being 24 Ie.ss than last week, and
45 less than for the corresponding week of last year,

Tlie Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotations
on the 26th inst. Cotton, 12} a 12| cts. Flou

~

to $9.00, the latter for Minnesota choice. Wheat,
Penna. red, $1.95 to $2.00 ; Penna. amber, $2.02 to

$2.05 ; white, $2.00 to $2.10. Corn, 57 to 66 (

grade. Oats, 44 a 54 cts. Beef cattle, sales of 3550
head at from Z\ to 1\ cts. per lb., according to

Sheep, 9100 head sold at from 4i to 5} cts. Limbs at

"i cts. Hogs, sales of 3900 head", at from 7 to 7* cts.

Foreign.—On the afternoon of the 20th inst., a fire

roke out in a boiler shop at St. Johns, N. B., while
a strong north-westerly wind was blowing, and in a
short space of time hundreds of houses and stores were
destroyed, together with all the public buildings, in-

cluding the new Post-office, valued at $200,000. The
total loss of property is estimated at over $20,000,000,
and at least fifteen thousand inhabitants are rendered
homeless and destitute, little of their household effijcts

being .saved
; nearly five hundred acres were burned

nd a number of persons perished in the flimes.
Subscriptions are being raised in many parts of the
United States for the relief of the sufTerera, and up to

the morning of the 26th, $200,000 had been contributed.
The first of a line of steamers to run between London

and Boston, via Newcastle, England, and Antwerp, will

sail from the first named place on the 5th of Seventh
month.

In China, the famine in the northern provinces con-
tinues; there are serious floods at Canton, and the pro-
spects of the silk crop have been greatly injured by
sudden cold weather.

In Cuba the insurgents are not averse to negotiating
for peace, provided autonomy with sufficient foreign
guarantees be conceded. Intelligent Cubans and some
Spaniards knowing the dangers surrounding entire
dependence, would prefer annexation to the United
ates. The state of the island is no better than
was last year at the same season ; the only visible

advantage gained during the whole winter campaign
was less burning of plantations. The treasury is ex-
hausted ; last year at this date gold stood at 215 ; it now

inds at 227.

Very few Cubans have taken advantage of the am-
nesty decree, as they have no confidence in it. The

of affairs in the island is languid, prostrate and
disheartening.

The British case before the Fisheries Commission
has been filed. It consists of a very voluminous his-

tory of the fishery difficulties since the American Revo-
lution; and demands $12,000,000 damages on the part of
the Dominion, and $2,800,000 for Newfoundland for

twelve years, six of which have elapsed.
The reports of the Inspectors of Mines in England,

for 1876, show that the f;ital accidents during the year,
mines coming within the scope of the Mines Regula-

tion act were 839, and the deaths occasioned thereby
reached 933. The number of persons employed in and
bout the mines was 514,532; and it is stated, that on

the average there was during the year one fatal acci-

among every 613 persons so employed, and one
death by accident among every 551 persons employed.
For each fatal accident 177,580 tons of mineral were
obtained.

The battle on the 16th inst., near Delibaba, resulted
disastrously for the Turks. The engagement lasted six
hours; the Turks lost 1000 killed and wounded, and
350 prisoners, and were forced finally to fall back to

Delibaba.

The passage of the Danube by the Russians began
arly on the 22d, when a few barge loads of Cossacks
were sent across the river from Galatz to Ghiacet, the
arges being towed by two small steamers. Although

full and reliable details of the crossing at this point
have not been received, it would appear that the Rus-
sians met with a stubborn resistance, a hand-to-hand
conflict taking place at their first lauding.

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A well qualified teacher of the Latin and Gre^

languages, will be wanted at the opening of the nel

session, 10th mo. 29tb. Apply to

Joseph Passmore, Goshenville, Chester Co., V\

John E. Carter, 624 South 24th St., Philada.
or Wm. Evans, 252 South Front St.,

"

CORRECTION.—In the poetical selection entith,
" Penitence," which appeared in No. 43, the word twi\

in the third line of the third stanza, should have beti

true.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Governol

at the opening of the next session.

Application may be made to

William Biddle, No. 220 S. Fourth St., Philad,
Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, N. J.
Joseph Passmore, Goshenville, Penna.
Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOL FOR BOYS. 1

A suitably qualified man or woman Friend is wantf'
as assistant teacher in this school, to enter upon dm!
the first of Ninth month next.

|

Prompt application may be made to either of tl

undersigned,

Thomas Lippincott, 920 Franklin St.
Richard Cadbury, 12S Chestnut St.
Epbraim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

Edward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

FRIEJTDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Tivenly-tMrd Ward,) Philadelphia
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort;
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Mniagers.

Died, on the 9[h inst., at the residence of h
William, in West Chester, Pa., Joseph Scattergoo
in the 69th year of his age, a member and elder of tl

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. Po
sessed of more than ordinary mental ability,
naturally a strong will, he manifested in his youth tl

ordinary heedlessness and proueness to self-gratific

tion, incident to that period of life. Soon after i

ing to manhood, under the visitation of Divine Grac
he felt the necessity of ceasing to yield to his carnal ii

clinations, and to allow the yoke of Christ to be lai

upon him. He was now brought under sore contiL
spirit, during which he passed through humiliatin
exercises, but submitting to the baptism of repentanc

knowing the renewing of the Holy Ghost, it b
cime his primary object to lake up his daily cross, an
follow his Master in the regeneration. In this scho
he early became fitted for usefulness in the church, an
as he a<lvanced in year.s, and in religious experieni
and stability, he was called upon to occupy seven
important stations in our religious Society, and w:
highly valued for his uprightness and firmness in tl

maintenance of the christian doctrines and testimonii
for which Friends have ever been called to stand wi
nesses before the world. During his last illness In

marked on one occasion, " I am a firm believer in tl

immortality of the soul. It is an awful thing to di'

A devoted minisler when brought to a dying bed,
' The invisible world, how awful.' /feel it to be so
At another time, in reply to a remark that it was b
lieved he had not now to seek for a better count. ,, .

said, " I trust not, but it is not by any works of righ
eousness which I have done, but through mercy only
and on another occasion, " I feel that I have been ;

profitable servant, if a servant at all." He occasion
ally observed in reference to his sufferings, which well
great, that they were of the body only, and at otht

s, " I feel nothing in my way." In this state i

humility and resignation, he surveyed the approach <

death with entire calmness, and his family and friend
have the consoling belief, that through mercy his pur
fied spirit has been gathered to the just of all gen
rations.

^, at his residence, Moorestown, New Jersey, l

the 23d of 8lh mo. 1876, Isaac Lippincott, in the 8S
of his age, an esteemed member of ChesU

Monthly Meeting.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER^

'

No. 422 Wahiut Street.
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A Testimony Issued by a Conference of Friends,

leld at Sugar Grove, He7idrlck!< county, In-

diana, eth month 5th, 1877.

At a conference of members of Western
'early Meeting of Friends, held at Sugar
rrove, in Hendriclis count}', State of Indiana,

n the above dale, to take into consideration

be state of our Society and the embarrassed
nd tried condition of a considerable number
f our members on account of the departure
f many Friends from what has heretofore

een the teaching and practice of it.

On thus assembling for this important pur-

ose we were brought humbly to crave the

asistance ofHim who alone can rightly direct

* in the discharge of this s.-rviee; and fer-

ent have been our petitions that we may be

ivored to find a -cess-to the hearts of those

jr whom we are brought into deep and feei-

ng exercise.

The promotion of the cause of our Holy
ledeeiner should be at all times the para-

lount consideration with all His professed

allowers; and the advancement of His king-

iom npon the earth should be our prayerful

idividual and collective concern.

We can not doubt that it was in the ordcr-

ag of the Holy Head of the Church that our
arefathers, in religious profession, were sepa-

ated from the world, and from the various

ects of professing Christendom, and led to

ntertain those views of the purity and spirit-

ality of the Gos|)el dispensation by which
hey were distinguished.

We are renewedly called upon bj- the Head
if the Church to abide in humility and watch-
ulness unto prayer, that the enemy of the

hurch and of man be not suffered to come in

,nd destroy our-goodly heritage.

In taking a review of the situation of our
lociety, the questions are forced upon us,

fhat is the character of the fruit produced
ly the changes that have lately been intro-

.ueed into it? Do the evidences accompany-
Dg it indicate a more strict conformity to the

elf denying principle and requirement of the

rospel, so as to improve our branch of the

'isible church, and so lead, or invite, other

lortions of it out of the formalities and will-

Torship that have so long obstructed the

pread and power of spiritual religion? Does
t bring its converts more than formerly under
he yoke and cross of Christ, and does it tend

thrust back the spirit of the world fi'om

the place it has usurped in the Christian

church?
It is sorrowfully evident that the peace,

harmony, unity and fellowship which are in-

dispensable to our prosperity and usefulness

as a branch of the militant church have been
lessened and seriously interrupted by intro-

ducing many innovations on the former teach-

ing of the ministiy, the practice in church
government, and in tlie exercise of the discip

line.

Thus when we meet for the solemn purpose
of worshiping Him, in spirit and in truth, who
knows the secrets of every heart, instead of

coming before Him in that humble prostra-

tion of soul and abasedness of self there to

wait before the Lord to feel the arising of the

Holy Spirit, qualifying for such service as the

Master calls for, whether in silent adoration,

thanksgiving and praise, or in vocal exercise

before the congregation ; many times in the

present day, before the people are near all

collected and seated, some one appears in

vocal exercise, either in prayer, in exhorta-

tion, in reading a portion of Scripture and
commenting upon it, or in singing ; and many
of these exercises we believe have little or

none of that divine unction and baptising

power that attends a living Go.spel ministry.

Our early Friends believed in and taught

the necessity of waiting for a renewed qualifi-

cation for every act of service in the militant

church. And especially in the exercise of the

ministry were they careful to wait for the

moving of the Holy Spirit to reveal the sub-

ject of the message to be delivered to the peo-

ple; and they claimed that no one was quali

tied to officiate as a minister of the Gospel,

however great his literary attainments and
theological ti-aining may have been, unless he

"is called of God, as was Aaron." Yet we
highly esteem a liberal education, and, if

sanctified to the Master's use, it is a blessing

to the church. But we testify against the

assertion that " we must have an educated

ministry and the subject of the discourse well

matured to gain the attention of the people."

On this subject William Penn says: "Stirely

we ought to speak none of our own words or

take thought what we shall say in our testi-

mony and ministry in the name of the Lord
to the souls of the people, for then, of all times

and of all other occasions, should it be ful-

filled in us, ' for it is not you that speak, but

the spirit of my Father that speaketh in

you.'
"

We believe that the practice of reading in

meetings for divine worship, even in the Ho'y
Scriptures, is lowering the standard of spiritual

Christianity, as ever held by Friends; and if

the requisitions of our Discipline on the sub-

ject of music, singing, &c., was heeded it would
prevent the study and practice thereofamongst
our members, which advice is strictly in ac-

cordance with the teaching of early Friends,

who, with all sound Friends to the present

day, believe that congregational singing,

music, (fee., in meetings for worship has no
foundation in Scripture nor any ground in

true Christianity.

Also, the introduction of the altar ormourn-
ers' bench, so-called, into our religious meet-
ings, and the minister calling on the congre-

gation to demonstrate their love for Jesus,

their desire for salvation, &c., b}' rising to

their feet or by coming to the anxious seat to

be praj-ed for, some praying, some exhorting
and others singing, all at the same time.

In the early rise of our religious Society the
ministers and active members thereof fully

acknowledged the headship of Christ in His
church, and without His direction and assist-

ance they dared not to move in any act of

service for the promotion of His kingdom in

the earth. "Now it is a common practice for

ministers to frequently call upon individuals

or a class of persons for a certain specified

service, as prayer, or singing, or for their re-

ligious experience; and even if the individual

called upon may have had no intimation that

such service was required, or perhaps their

thoughts had not even been in the line of the

service called for, this is not accepted as a
reason for non-compliance, but a prompt obe-

dience is demanded, and perhaps the severest

censure administered. We can not reconcile

these things with a profession of spiritual

worship under the promptings of Him who
"calleth His own sheep by name and leadeth

them out."

When priest Stephens asked George Fox
why Clirist cried out upon the cross, "My
God, My God, why hast thou forsaken me?"
and why He said, "If it be possible let this

cup pass from me, yet not my will but thine

be dine?" George told him "at that time

the sins of all mankind were upon Him, and
their iniquities and transgressions with which
He was wounded, which He was to bear and
to be an offc^ring for, as He was man, but died

not, as He was God." Now we hear it as-

serted by ministers that the Deity, or God-

head, was crucified and died, and other teach-

ing of a similar character, at variance with

the teaching of our forefathers in the Truth,

and which, we believe, can not be reconciled

with sound Scripture doctrine.

We find from the records left us that George
Fox and his associates taught the people the

necessity of giving heed to the manifestation

of Light or the grace of God in the heart, and
the teacher there as the only sure guide to

salvation. But in the present day some of

our ministers teach us tliat there is no grace

or light in man to teach or guide him until

he is converted. This grace is not ours by
nature—it is the gift of God.
The practice now adopted of receiving large

accessions to our membership of persons who
do not conform to the requisitions of our Dis-

cipline, nor manifest to the world that they
are that humble, self denying, cross-bearing

[people that we believe all true followers of

I Christ should be; thereby settling them down
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at oaso to their hurt, and disqualifying the

Society fi-Din tilling that mission in the earth

which our Heavenly Father designed we
should, by holding up a standard of Chris-

tianity in its purity, holy, undefiled, without

spot or blemish. And any one Monthly Meet
intr receiving persons into membership who
live in the limits of another, contrary to oui

former practice, tends to weaken the confi

dence and destroy the harmony and unity

that ia essential to be maintained if wo are

enabled to carr^' on the work of the Lord
successfally.

We are settled in the conviction that the

establishment of the Discipline for the govern-

ment of our members, and the organization

of our men's and women's meetinijs for the

transaction of the affairs of the church sepa-

rately, was in the ordering of Divine wisdom
owned by the great Head of the Church, and
has been a blessing to us as a people

;
and that

any declension or departure therefrom will

weaken and damage us as a religious society,

and injure the cause of truth.

With all these facts before us we are deeplj^

impressed with the conviction that any con-

tinued departure from the usage of our re-

ligious Society, in the particulars to which
we have here briefly adverted, as well as the

requirement and advice of our Discipline in

regard to plainness of dress and address, oaths,

and that of wearing mourning habits, and ex-

travagant expensesof funerals, together with
others not alluded to, can not fail to be pro-

ductive of serious consequences; and on ac-

count of the sorrovvful effects resulting there-

from, we feel bound to bear a faithful testi-

mony against all such deviations from our
primitive doctrines and practices as being out
of the truth.

We believe that George Fox and his coad-

jutors simpl}' revived Christianity in its primi-

tive purity, frocd from the encumbrance of

rites and ceremonies with which it had been so

much enveloped during the apostacy through
the dark ages ; and as they lived up to the

principles of Christianit.y as eletirly set forth

in the Holy Scriptures, they felt it to be their

bounden duty to depart from every appear-
ance of evil ; and all the testimonies and pe-

culiarities which they maintained before a
frowning world at so great a sacrifice, were
the natural fruit or outgrowth of living up to

the precepts of our Saviour; and that we,
their successors, cannot drop one of these tes-

timonies without giving evidence of a declen-

sion from the true principles of Christianity.

But, ah ! the love of the world, its riches,

honors, maxims, customs and pleasures, a love

of ease, and an unwillingness to bear the cross,

and so humble ourselves and follow the lowly
Jesus through deep baptisms and sufferings,

are preventing many from coming to the Re-
deemer and entering into the Holy of Holies,

where we can have union and sweet commu-
nion with the Father, Son and Holy Spirit

—

a privilege designed for the whole human
family, through the goodness and unmerited
rnercy of our Heavenly Father in giving his

Only Begotten Son a sacrifice for the sins of
the whole world. He who was betrayed by
a kiss in the garden, was buffeted, was spit

upon, and was reviled, who submitted to the
ignominious death of the cross that He might
redeem fallen man " by the shedding of His
blood without the gates of Jerusalem, a pro-

pitiatoiy sacrifice for the sins of the whole
world ; thereby opening a way whereby lost

man tuay return with acceptance to the

Father," whom wj own as our Lord, and
crucified, risen, and now glorified Redeemer,
who is .seated at the right hand of the Father
interceding for us.

Let us all beware of resting on a bare ac-

knowledgment of even the most sound and
consistent principles, ever remembering that

a profession of the truth will add to our con-

demnation if we are not endeavoring to live

in conformity wath it. It is only as we sub-

mit to the heart changing and sanctifying

power of the Holy Spirit that we can show
forth in our life and conversation the blessed

effects of the doctrines we profess, even the

fruit of the Spirit, which is "love, joy, peace,

long suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,

meekness, temperance." Without these the
most correct belief will be but as "sounding
brass or a tinkling cymbal."
Our blessed Lord has declared, " Not every

one that saith unto me Lord, Lord, shall enter

into the kingdom of heaven, but ho that dooth
the will of my Father which is in heaven."
Thus daily seeking to the Lord for strength

and wisdom, we may be enabled to overcome
the wicked one, and, doing the will of God
from the heart, we may experience preserva-

tion from evil, and be prepared to stand with
acceptance before the Son of Man.
On behalf of the Conference,

Albeut Maxwell, Clerk.

Miiipral Treasures of Missouri.

The following notices of the iron, coal and
lead which abound in Missouri, is abridged
from the account given in the " Great South."
The celebrated iron mountain is situated

81 miles southwest of St. Louis, on the Ar-
kansas branch of the Iron Mountain Railroad.

The " mountain," which rises rather abruptly
from a beautiful valley, landlocked, and filled

with fertile fields, was originally rather more
than 200 feet high, and its base covers an area
of 500 acres. The mountain is composed al-

most exclusively of rich specular oxide of iron,

and the ore was at first pronounced too rich

to work. When Edward King visited it in

1874, more than 1000 men were at work in

the deep cuts and along the sides of the moun-
tain mass, and this force mined ore enough
daily to load 125 cars, carrying 10 tons each,

beside supplying two large furnaces estab
lished at the base of the hill. King supposed
that a century of hammering at the sides of

the hill would not bring it down to a level

with the valley. The surface ore is so inter-

mingled with the earth adjacent, that he
found a number of stout Swedes working it

very much as gold is worked for, and obtain-

ing tons which in more careless days, had
been thrown away.
The whole region round about is rich in

mines and minerals. A few miles below Iron
Mountain rises Pilot Knob, a stately peak,
towering above the Ozark range, which sur-

rounds it in every direction, and from this re-

gion great quantities of ore are extracted.

It is not improbable that Iron county, in

which lie Shepherd, Arcadia and Bogy moun-
tains, and the Knob, contains, as the inhabi-

tants assert, more iron than any other equal

area known to exist elsewhere.

But this is not all. For many miles along
the Missouri River iron crops out from the

bold bluffs, and it is estimated that it can be

easily mined and plaaed in barges, lu;

than a dollar per ton.

The stores of coal match those of iron.

WHS long ago estimated that Missouri had
area of 26,000 square miles of coal beds
tween the mouth of the Dos Moines river s

the Indian Territory ; and along all the n
roads in northern Missouri, and beside

Missouri Pacific Railroad, extensive coal ve
have been discovered.

The abundance of lead has been long kno^
One hundred and fifty years ago Renault a

La Motte hunted in the Ozark hills for go
but found only lead, and to this time
Motte's mine is still called by his name. T
annual production of lead is steadily inere

ing. As early as 1819 the yearly yield oft
lead mines in the State was about 3,000,C

pounds; in 1870 the annual production
nearly 14,000,000 pounds; and in 1872 it h
risen to more than 20,000,000 pounc"

The iron industry of Missouri is of coui

only in its infancy, but iron works and re

ing mills, some of large capacity, are sprir

ing into existence. One of these new est;

lishments, the Vulcan iron works at Care
dolet, employs 1200 mm in the blast furna(

and rolling mills, spread over 17 acres
ground, with SG00,000 worth of machinei
and it is able to turn out 45,000 tons of

road iron in a year.

Bread on the Wiiters.—A benevolent youi

lady was requested to assist two poor wom
who were said to be in great distress. S
went, and found two maiden females,

vanced in life, dwelling in a small cellar. O
was afflicted with a slow consumption ; ai

the other was obliged to spend her whole ti

in waiting upon her; so that neither of the

could earn anything and their distrt

very great. The young visitor found the

in want of all things but confidence in Gc
and hope in His mercy; and as a follower

Him who went about doing good, she t0(

effectual means to provide for the wants
these afflicted sisters.

In one of her visits to this abode of raiser

she learned that the poor women had on
themselves had the pleasure of relieving tl

poor. Once they were rich—once they hi

visited the destitute, fed the hungry, and su

ported the sick ; but, in the war between th

country and Great Britain, they lost the

father—were deprived of their property
the general disorder of the times; and
young ladies were obliged, with their mothe
to keep a boarding house for their maintei

ance. Some of their boarders were soldien

and one of them a young man from Conne
ticut, never having received his pay was u!

able to discharge the bill for his board. Whc
thus poor he was taken ill ; and for five (

six weeks these ladies waited upon him wit

all the kindness which a mother or sistercou!

have done. " They cast their bread upon tl

waters." But who was this soldier? and wl
vvas the young lady who went on this erran

of mercy to the cellar? The soldier haviu
fought his country's battles laid aside h

armor, and slept in the tomb. A son of h;

was married to the young lady. Yes, it wa
the good pleasure of God, that the wife of th

son of the sick soldier should comfort thos

who comforted him. The aged females wer
long assisted by the soldier's son. After man^
days the bread which they cast upon th

waters was returned to them. Thej' liad pit

tl
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I the poor, and the Lord was pleased, ac-

rding to his gracious promise, to repay

em with iuterest. — il/oi/-«^ and Religious

ucdotes.

John Audlaiiil.

For "The Friend.'

It seems from the following account con-

rning John Audland, that in his childhood

) was ripe and quick of understanding ; and

e Lord inclined his heart towards himself

that he delighted in reading the Holy Scrip-

res, and in being obedient to that grace

hich they so magnify and direct people unto,

id which when received and heeded leads

to all truth.

Being convinced through the ministry of

eorge Fox, and therebj' brought into that

)dly sorrow for sin which worketh repent

ice to salvation not to be repented of, lie

as permitted to have the spiritual eye so

lointed as to see his fallen and lost condi-

on as it really was in the Divine sight, and,

ke the Patriarch, in silence and astonish-

ent to abhor himself, and to repent in dust

id ashes. Yea, so great was the transform-

ig work of the Lord in and upon him, that

e was stripped of all his earthly wisdom, and
3Carae self-abased and as "a fool" in the

ght of men, until the command of the Lord
ime, as in the case of Joshua, "Take away
le filty garments from him," and clothe him
with change of raiment."

This is the invariable way of the great
hastener and Purifier in the humiliating
iscipline of solf-denial and the cross, and ot

ringing many sons and daughters unto glory,

[e humbles before He builds up; He moni-
es and purges and proves before He gives

ae oil of joy or the garment of praise; He
rings into a state of desolation and death ere

[e grants the resurrection which is unto life

'hus fulfilling what is written :
" New wine

lust be put into new bottles;" and " Except
corn of wheat fall into the ground and die

t abideth alone; but if it die, it bringeth forth

mch fruit." Of similar import is the testi-

lony of George Fox concerning himself

—

rhich is well worthy the serious considera-

ioD of all :
" When all my hopes in all men

rere gone, so that I had nothing outwardly to

elp me, nor could tell what to do, then, oh,

hen, I heard a voice which said, 'There is

ne, even Christ Jesus, that can speak to th}'

ondition :' and when I heard it, my heart did

Bap for joy."

John Audland's earnest Christian desire for

he restoration and salvation of immortal
ouls led him to forget himself and the frail

lasket or earthen vessel through which the

leavenly anointing oil flowed, or in which the

reasure of the grace of God was, and being

)ressed out of measure, above strength, in

»rder that he might bring others to Christ,

lis frail tabernacle sank under the conflict of

ncreasing exei-cise of spirit ; but not until he

iould rejoice "that in simplicity and godly

lincerity, not with fleshly wisdom, but by the

;race of God, he had bad his conversatio

;he world" unto His praise and glory who
Jied for him, who called him by His grace,

md who, in infinite mercy, preserved him
rreen and fresh in His fear unto the end of

;he race.

He died at about thirty four years of age.

The subjoined testimonial is extracted from
an account of his life :

" John Audland was born in the county of

Westmoreland, England, about the year 1630.

When he was a child, he was ripe and quick
of understanding. About the eighteenth year
of his age, the Lord inclined his heart towards
himself, and he delighted in reading the scrip-

tures; and having a large knowledge and
memory, could discourse of things relating

to religion, and became an eminent preacher,

not only amongst the most strict sort of pro-

fessors, but sometimes also at chapels, and
public parish places of worship, where great

multitudes of people would flock after him.
This John Audland was one of those before

mentioned, who was convinced the first time
that ho heard George Fox at Firbank chapel,

nd received him into his house. Seeing the

emptiness of his own high-flown notions and
profession in religion, he sat down in silence

and astonishment, like Job, for many days
;

and great was the work of the Lord upon
him, being stripped of his earthly wisdom,
and in that state he mourned and wept bit-

terly, for he saw where he had been, and that

it was the Lord alone that could help him.

In great compassion the Lord revealed his

saving health and arm of power, by which he

raised him up, and filled him with wisdom and
strength for the performance of that work in

which ho would concern him, in gathering

home the outcasts of Israel, and the dispersed

of Jacob; and sent him forth to preach re

deinption, in the name of the Lord Jesus

Christ, to the poor, and deliverance to the

captive, and the day of vengeance upon the

wicked. Leaving all his outward concerns,

ho went forth, and the dread, wisdom, and
majesty of the Lord was with him, and many
hundreds were turned to the Lord through
him, as an instrument in God's band. Bristol,

and several counties in the west of England,

were witnesses of the power and efficacy of

his ministry, who with John Camm, was ol

the first of those called Quakers who went
to that city, preaching Christ Jesus the light

of the world. He was often concerned in dis

putations, and the Lord furnished him with

matter, so that he stopped the mouths of gain-

sayers ; his testimony was large and free,

afl:ecting almost to all sorts of people, and he

had a word in season to all conditions; but

notwithstanding he was young and strong,

yet that service much spent him several years

before he died.

Ho had been several times in prison for hi

ostiniony's sake, as at Newcastle, and at

Bristol ; and often in great perils, sore beat

ings, and cruel mockings, both of the rabble

and also of the bitter spirited professors, but

through all, the Lord preserved him faithful.

He growing weak by a lingering distemper

of a cough and consumption, would often say

in his sickness, 'Ah ! those great meetings in

the orchard at Bristol, I may not forget. I

would so gladly have spread my net over all,

and have gathered all, that I forgot myself,

never considering the inability of my body.

But it is well, my reward is with me, and I

am content to give up and be with the Lord,

for that my soul values above all things.'

Near his death, friends visiting him, the

Lord did wonderfully open his mouth in ex-

hortation, toiheir great refreshment and joy.

as if he had been without sense of sickness.

He had a tender regard to his dear wife ;

'• But

in this,' said he, ' my will is in true subjection,

submitting to the will of the Lord, whether

life or death.' He desired his wife to give

him up freely to the disposing hand of the

Lord ; and the Lord strengthened her freely

to j'ecomniend him into his hands, which
made him easy.

He was often, in the time of his sickness,

exceedingly filled with the high praises of
God, being overcome in the sense of God's
love, joy, and everlasting peace. When he
grew weaker, he would be helped up upon
his knees, and upon his bed fervently suppli-

cated the Lord, in the behalf of his whole
heritage, that thej' might be preserved in the

truth, out of the evil of the world ; and that

his gospel might spread, and be published, to

the gathering of all that appertain to Israel.

So was he sweetly taken away in the joy of

the Lord, on the 22d of the First month, in

the year 1664.

He was convinced in 1652, and died 1664,

being aged about thirty -four years."

On Education.

There is a common but mistaken impres-

sion that, however much education, especially

in its higher branches, may prepare the way
for literary or scientific pursuits, for profes-

sional life, statesmanship or kindred occupa-

tions, it will not greatly aid in the faithful

and capable discharge of the more simple and
ordinaiy employments of life. There are

some who even go so far as to assort, that be-

yond a certain limit, intellectual instruction

actuall}' impedes effort and deteriorates the

quality of manual or mechanical labor. This
indeed, a grave charge, and could it be

proven, it would throw serious doubt upon
the wisdom of our advanced public school

system ; but wo apprehend that a thorough
nvestigation would show it to be groundless.

It is a well established fact that when any
)ne thing has been thoroughly learned, the

next thing will be acquired more easily. He
who has mastered one ti'ade will find less

difficulty in mastering another; he who has

acquired one language finds each succeeding

one less troublesome to learn. It may be said

that this is only true within certain lines of

labor, and that head-work and hand-work
must not overstep these lines if they would
attain the best success. This is not quite so.

The mind is dependent on the health and
vigor of the body for its power to work ;

and,

on the other hand, manual skill and deftness

are largely dependent on the degree of men-
tal force and the intelligence which guides it.

Besides this, there are certain kinds of learn-

ing which make all others more easj'. What-
ever enables us to think consecutively, or to

form conceptions quickly, will facilitate every

operation in life, whether mental or physical.

I'hus, mathematics, languages, and sciences,

though seemingly far enough away from the

dutie's of the farm, the workshop or the store,

do actually, through their discipline, make it

easier to become a good farmer, mechanic or

business man. They give the power to see

quickly all the points at issue, to concentrate

their energies upon each in its order, to cal-

culate the kind and amount of force requisite

to accomplish the object in view and thus to

economize both time and power.
There is, perhaps, nothing of greater value

to the laborer in any sphere, than just this

capacity, and nothing which is more needed

to improve the qualitj' of our labor. Who
that has undertaken the task of teaching any
handicraft has not been struck by the differ-

ence of aptitude in the learners? One boy-

will listen stolidly, hardly-seeming to compre-
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heud, and will haiulje the tools clumsily and
with misdirected force; another hears accii

ralely, sees at a glance what is required, and
goes straigiit to the point. Both may have
onual physical power, and equally good inten-

tions, yet one learns, with ease and celei-ity

in a week, what the other, with far more pain
fa! effort, scarcely acquires in a month. Some
thing of this difference may, of course, be
traced to what is called ''mother wit;" but
much of it comes from the habit of thinking,
reasoning and comparing, which mental stu

dies confer. This quickens all the faculties,

and empowers them to act more promptly
When the brain is healthfully vitalized by
mental discipline the eye is enabled to see
more accurately, the ear to hear more cor-

rectly, the hand to work more effectively.

Thanks to our multiform machines, there is

comparatively little work left for human
hands to do that does not require mental
energy to guide it; and thus, other things bo
ing equal, he will be the best and most valu
able workman in any branch of labor, whose
brain is most thoroughly active, and who has
been trained most carefully to use and to con-
trol his intellectual powders.

If education thus increases the value of an
individual to the community, it equally in

creases his personal happiness. There are few
keener gratifications than the consciousness
of learning quickly, progressing rapidly, or
working effectively. Lot us, then, once more
rejoice in the educational privileges which
are so freelj' offered to the rising generation,
and renew our faith in their imperishable in-

fiuonce.

—

Philada. Ledger.

Selected.

Some weighty counsel was given, recom-
mending that they who speak in these meet
ings should be careful only to speak from
necessity. The meeting broke up under a
cover of solemnity

; and my heart's desire is,

that we may study to dwell in'the stillness,

wherein self is abased, and the power of Truth
exalted.

I believe some of us are tempted to think,
that unless we appear to take some active
part in Truth's service, we may be looked
upon by others, and perhaps by ourselves, as
useless, lifeless members

; but far otherwise
is my judgment at this time. The humble,
patient traveller, who bears the burden of the
word, until the right time comes for deliver

key of the whole arrangement. Connected
with that part of the lever nearest the tablets

aie two flat pieces of metal, each a little over
an inch in length, one an eighth of an inch
inside the other, and both extending in the
f rm of an angle instead of running perpen-
dicular to one another. Directly above this,

with the lever, is connected the cord, which
runs through a tube the length of the car, and
is so connected on the rear as to be worked
from the platform if necessary. By pulling the
cord after a train starts from a station the
name of the next stopping place appears.

—

Late Paper.

ance, (when the message will bo accompanied
by a measure of power and authorit3-,) as-
suredly works essentially for the general good.
—M. Capper at Yearly Meeting, 1794.

A Station Indicator.—The Boston Herald
says an invention, which will meet a want long
felt by the general travelling public, has just
been patented by an cnterj)rising young Ger-
man of that city, in the form of an indicator
for steam cars, by which the various stations
to be stopped at can be placarded. Travellers
by railroads frequently are at a loss to under-
stand the names of places as called out by the
brakemen on the cars. By the invention in
question all this annoyance is obviated. The
indicator consists of tablets, about eighteen
by six inches, hearing the names of the dif-

ferent stations the train may run to in its trip,
each tablet arranged in the order of stopping!
They are mounted on a sliding hinge made of
thick wire, and fold up something like a book.

"THE FAMILY IN HEAVEN AND EARTH.'
Eph. iii. 15.

'Tis but one family,—the sound is balm,
A seraph whisper to the wounded heart.

It lulls the storm of sorrow to a calm,
And draws the venom from the avenger's dart.

'Tis but one family,—the accents come
Like light from heaven to break the night of woe,

The banner-cry to call the spirit home,
The shout of victory o'er a fallen foe.

Death cannot separate— is memory dead ?

Has thought too vanished, and has love grown chill
Has every relic and memento fled ?

And are the living only with us still ?

No ! in our hearts the lost we mourn remain,
Objects of love and ever-fresh delight

;

And fancy leads them in her fairy train,

In half seen transports past the mourner's sight.

Yes ! in ten thousand ways, or far or near,
The call'd by love, by meditation brought.

In heavenly visions yet they haunt us here,
The sad companions of our sweetest thought.

Death never separates ; the golden wires
That ever trembled to their names before,

Will vibrate still tho' every form expires.
And those we love, we look upon no more.

No more indeed in sorrow and in pain :

But even memory's need ere long will cease,
For we shall join the lost of love again

In endless bands and in eternal peace.

-rEdmeslon.

slowlj? to notice
Paper.

in tho same way.— l\e

Oregon, according to an official report just
made to the Legislature of that State, has a
total popnl;ition''of 116,000, of whom 16,000
are Chinese and Indians. At the date of ad
mission into the Union the State had only
40,000 inhabitants. It has since nearly trebled.
But the original Oregon included Washington
Territory, which has become quite a flourish-
ing colony, so that the progress of that portion
of our national domain has really not been as
slow as is generally believed. Oregon was
settled chiefly by Missouri, Kentucky and Ar-
kansas emigrants, and has preserved much of
the character of those elements in its social
forms, its agriculture and its conservative
tone in politics. But since 1860 a new spirit
ppears to have been developed in the State,

perhaps by railroad building and the cultiva-
tion of commerce. The State contributes a
large part of the breadstuffs export of ou
Pacific coast that is generally accredited to
California on account of the city of San Fran-
cisco being the shipping point. Indian wars
formerly interfered with ihe progress of settle-
ment, but of late there appears'to be no trou-
ble of that kind. Tho true capacity of the
State to sustain a large population cannot be
known from any of the published reports, as
in most cases the arable lands are found by
practical experiment by tho hardy pioneers.

irc held in place by a lever, which is the'and the valuable mineral deposit's conie iip'^^
''®'^"=''''"'' 8"l^'j^*t;ts.

A Victory of Peace.

Long ago Milton, in his ode "to the L d

General Cromwell," sung:

Peace hath her victories

No less renowned than War. '

It is such a victory that Great Britaiije

gaining -in her Kast Indian Empire. Fnn
time immemorial, tho failure of rains has I), n

followed by fixilure of the crops and by raiui ,,

Famine has been aggravated by the sran-
ness of means of communication. Eaihoi s

there were not; and the water-courses wo
low from the same absence of rains that cau: 1

the famine. To carry food to any great (
i-

tance by carts through a famine-stricken ;•

gion was impossible. All the food that is

team could carry would be consumed by ta

draft animals and tho driver. The r. siu
were deplorable beyond expression. In t;

Orissa District, in the famine of 1866,a millii

and a half perished. In Bengal, during IS',

four million people were fed by the gove -

ment for four months. And it is reported tit

at the present time 40 per cent, of the ana f

Bomba3', and 60 per cent, of Madras are d -

erts, parched with drouth.
The British Government, while admini-t-.

ing as far as possible present relief to the d

tres-sed, is also most wisely and humant
endeavoring to apply remedies that sli 1

greatly mitigate or prevent the same ca'at •

ties in future.

A few years ago there were no railroads
India. There are now 9,415 miles, co^^il
£105,790,929. The con,8truction of these roa !

has furnished em|)loyment to vast bodies
'

natives who would otherwise have staivi.

and also affords the means of conveying t

abounding crops of one region to the famis'
ng people of another.
Of equal importance are the works desinni'

for irrigation. The chief dependence oi ti

people of India is rice; this crop requins
great body of water for its successful cultiv
tion. Without an abundance of water it is

total failure. The government is repairii'

tanks, constructed long ago by former rulv

of India, and is also building new 'laiil<

Some of these are of great magnitude. Oi
of the ancient tanks or artificial lakes has ;

area of thirty-five square miles
; another (bui

in the seventeenth century) is thirty miles
circumference. Many of these ancient worl
had fallen into neglect, but have been repaire
by the government. Steam engines are use

to raise the water when needful, and pipi

and trenches servo to distribute it over vi

areas, thus rescuing millions from tho dang«
of famine, and at tho same time adding
mensely to the revenues of the government!

India has been conquered by the sword (

Great Britain once and again. But this poac
ful and beneficent conquest, making the go'
erument known by the blessings it confers,
at once tho most economical, the most hi
mane, and the most enduring form of victory
To change a parched, famine-stricken distric

into a district smiling with plenty, and teen:

ing with millions of happy and grateful citi

zens, is a victory unspeakably more gram
than to vrrest by force a principality, and t

le by fear and by the sword over million
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Philip Price,

ing was the business of PliiFavraing was the business ot rniiip Price,

fter his marriage, he remained throe years

ith his father in Kiogsessing, then four

cars on a farm in East Nantmeal, Chester

0. and in 1791, bought the plantation lying

etween West Chester and the Brandywine.

.t this time, like much of the surrounding

juntry, it was in a low condition, exhausted,

rashed into gullies, and partly overgrown

rith poverty grass, briar-', and alder biishe.-i.

^r'dlua, to Judge Peters, of Philadelphia, in

796, he said, " In the spring of the year of 1792,

fenced off a piece of about four acres (to fold

is cattle), bei ng part of a large field that was

luch reduced, washed into deep gullies in

lany parts, and which had been totally

egleeted for many years. The appearance

ras 80 disagreeable that I put no value on it

?hen I puichased the place, ti ough the field

ontained 50 acres." Mem. ofPhila. Agril. Soc.

<ol. 2d. "The highest efforts of agricultural

rnprovement in this neighborhood at the

ime of the purchase wore those of a few

tteadows under artificial irrigation. Philip

Price was in communication with Judge

Peters, Dr. Mease, and others, who had begun

take a lively interest in the advancement

>f agriculture, and his acquaintance and ob

iBrvation extended to the best practical

'armers and farms in the country. He com-

menced on his newly purchased place a course

)f improvement in manuring, the sowing of

red clover and other grasses, and in the rota-

tion of crops, that rapidly took effect, and re

(vardcd his skill and labi.r. Lime was oh

Lained from the 'Valley,' gypsum or plaster

from tide water, and freely administered ; the

stable manure was protected by shelter, and

applied without loss of strength before the

autumnal seeding of wheat. Judge Peters, in

publishing the communications of Philip Price

and others, on the advantages of plaster of

Piiris, says, 'I have heard of none who have

been more rem-.irkably successful in the plaster

system than Mr. West and Mr. Price. They

have brought old worn out lands to an astonish-

ing degree'of fertility and profit, by combining

the plaster with other manures.' " lb. 34.

"The best rotation of crops, that resulted

from experience, was to break up the sod late

in the fall or early in the spring, and to plant

the field with Indian corn, pumpkins, and

potatoes—the former intermixed, the latter

manured ; the second year to sow with barley

Croats, and after the removal of this crop, to

plough' the stubble, manure and sow with

i wheat in the fall, upon which was sown the

1 clover and timothy, to come into use for pas

'ture after the wheat harvest of the next sura

'mer, and to be mowed and pastured with the

'use of gypsum for several successive years,

I until the field came in rotation for a likerepeti

: tion of crops. This process ofcareful husbandry

transformed the exhausted hillsof the Brandy-

^wiue into their present fertile and beautiful

appearance, and made them a garden spot of

I the world. And the worthless old worn-out

! 'fifty acre field,' its proprietor lived to sec

• worth more than a hundred dollars an acre,

I in common with the residue of the plantation.

I To have been a pioneer in a process so be-

! ueficont and of apparently magical results,

would be felt as no small honor to those who

repose their happiness in popular favor and

applause. To Philip Price it was simply a

source of benevolent satisfaction, in contem-

plating the good he had aided in accomplish-

"ug, ot which his eye took a wide survey, from

the porch ot his mansion.

"The results of the experiments of P. Price

n the use of plaster, as communicated in 1796,

n answer to the queries of Judge Peters, were

that on a high loamy soil it operated better

than on low--lying clay ground ;
one to one

and a half bushels per acre are sufficient, re-

peated yearly while in clover; the effect is

"ood, with or without recent ploughing; is

without liability to leave the soil exhausted,

as from the effect of a stimulus, where the

product is returned in manure ;
that it is most

beneficially applied to Indian corn and red

(.[over,—but usefully to other grasses and

grain crops ;
and may be used advantageously

7vith our without other manuring and with

most striking effect, if not immediately pre-

ceded by other manure. The best tune to

strew it is at the first harrowing of Indian

corn, and on clover, with a small quantity

soon' after it comes up, to be repeated nssoon

as vegetation takes place in the spring, thus

giving a stimulus when most needed. The ef-

fect is most visible on a poor soil,—eight acres

sowed plentifully with it, without other manure

in five years became, says P. Price, ' worth

ten times what it was before 1 plastered it,

the face of the soil being entirely changed,

and is admired by all who have hitherto

known it;' but though now (18.52) in a high

state of cultivation, tue same article is annu il

ly used with decided advantage, on the same

fiirm."

The compiler of these notes, from some

years' experience, can add his testimony to

what was said years ago, as to the advantage

of applying plaster, even on what is con-

sidered good laud. It is thought the best

time to apply it is during a moist atmosphere,

before or after a rain, mixed in the proportion

of one bushel of plaster with half a bushel of

commonest coarse salt, and sown at that rate

re. The salt acts as a manure in this

quantity, in addition to being an absorbent

of dampness from the atmosphere, thus as-

"sting the plaster to dissolve and be taken

up by vegetation.

For "The Friend

Annual Report of the Committee in charge of

Friends' Free 'Beading Boom and Library

of Germaniown.

In presenting their Report for the past

year, the Committee in charge of the Lib

rary feel that there is cause for encourage

mentin the continued evidences of apprecia

tion that have attended it since its establish-

ment.
,

A particularly pleasing feature of our 1-tead

incr Room is the number of operatives that

avail themselves of its advantages, and in the

purchase of books we are desirous of consult-

ing the taste of this class of readers.

In this connection we might remark, that

in order to keep the Library as complete in

the various departments of literature as possi

ble there is on the Librarian's table a book

in which the title of any work that is desired

may be entered, with such comments as would

enable the Committee to judge of its charac-

ter and if after examination it is deemed

suitable, it will be purchased. The growing

interest manifesting itself throughout the

country in public libraries is a proof of men-

tal progress on the part of the people which

is very gratifying, and i.s, perhaps, a natural

out-growth of our system of public school

education. Therefore, in view of the influence

that public libraries have in training the minds

of our people, we feel that it is an important

subject for the consideration of those in charge

of such institutions, whether a decided stand

should not be taken against the so general in-

troduction of works of fiction, and when we
remember that a large percentage of the

readers of this class of literature is among the

young, and that its tendency is to destroy a

relish for sound and more improving reading,

we can hardly appreciate the injury which

may thus be unconsciously done.

The Committee are glad to be able to state

that although the cases are open and their eon-

tents fully^accessible, the percentage of loss

is exceedingly small.

In conclusion, we feel that our thanks are

due to those whose voluntary contributions

hiive en;ibled us to bring the Library to its

present flourishing condition. It is open, free

of charge, to all of both sexes who are pro-

perly recommended, and we ai-e convinced

must materially affect the literary advance-

ment of our town's people.

It o-ives us pleasure to record the continued

valuiU)le services of our Librarian and his-

assistant, who are ever ready to welcome

either the transient or the regular reader.

For details of the working of the Library

for the past year we refer to the following :

Librarian's Report. '

The Librarian presents the following Re-

port:

During the past summer, the attendance at

the Libi"ary and R..-ading Room was percepta-

bly interfered with by the Centennial Exhibi-

tion drawing to it some of those who have

commonly resorted to our Room at that time.

So many of onr^ citizens were occupied in

visiting the halls of that wonderful collection,

that we could not expect other than a falling

off of the attendance here. The statistics

offered below will, however, show that our

visitors have returned in quite gratifying

numbers to the use of our Room and Book.s.

We could but note how many applications

were made for information on questions in-

duced by objects observed at West Philadel-

phia, showing the advantage of having so

well'selected'a library in our midst, as tend-

incT to lead readers into habits of thought and

study.
Through the kindness of our Representa-

tive at Congress, and the public authorities

at Washington, several volumes of scientific

value have been placed on our shelves. These,

and the purchases made during the past year,

have added 287 volumes to our collection,

makin^-- the number of books belonging to the

Library 7,638. A few of these were pur-

chased to replace worn out books, mostly

children's. Young readers are necessarily

more destructive in their use of books than

older persons, yet we are glad to say that

their care of the volumes they take out is

cn-eater than we could have anticipated. In-

deed they form one of our most interesting

classes of applicants, and under the liberality

extended to them in the use of the Library,

their numbers are increasing. While it is an

interesting problem how these youthful read-

ers may be led from childish, to better and

more instructive works, we feel encouraged

in the belief that ours is a safe way to ac-

complish so desirable au object.

The number of new applicants recorded
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during the past year was 367. Of these, 182
were males and 185 females. There are over
1,000 names of readers on our register, most
of whom are taking out books at this time;
though some are not doing so, we yet look for

a renewal of the use of the Library on the
part of many of these. Our rule is to erase
the accounts of those who by long absence
lead us to suppose they will not return.
There are 7 books which appear to have

been lost during the j'ear, yet we hope to re-

cover most of them. Of the 27 volumes re-

ported last year as lost, we recovered all but
12. Our losses arise, mostly, from persons
who have books out, moving away and neg
lecting to bring them back before so doing.
A monthly examination is made of ou
cord, and parties delaying the proper return
of books on time are notified by a printed
postal card. We attribute the smallness of
our loss, in part, to our care in this respect.

One of the pleasing sights in our reading
department is the number of persons with
pencil and paper taking notes on subjects in

which they are interested. We frequently
have acknowledgments from them of the ad-
vantage they have derived from our Library
in that way, and are often called on for help
in these researches. Such studious visitors,

we think, are increasing in number as the
value of our collection for such purposes be-

comes more generally known.
The weekly average of visitors for the last

month was 465; the largest number in one
week, 555. During the time of the Centen-
nial Exhibition the average was about 275
per week. On Seventh-days we often have
as many as 125 or 130 visitors. The number
recorded for the year was 15,283.
When we consider that in most of our large

Municipal Libraries the reading of fiction

averages at least seventy-five per cent, of all

the volumes furnished, our success in conduct-
ing a smaller library with the entire exclu-
sion of such literature is a gratifying and en-
couraging circumstance.

In conclusion, let me congratulate you on
the successful working of our Library and
Reading Eoom during the past year.

Respectfully,

William Kite, Librarian.

Gerraiintown, 3J month 1st, ]S77.

For "The Priena "

The removal quite recently of several up-
right pillars of the church, appears to give
rise to the plaintive and impressive language
of the prophet, "The fathers, where are
they? and the prophets, do they live for-
ever?" There is much in the inquiry, "And
the prophets, do they live forever?" We have
so lon^ been accustomed to looking to and
depending upon such for aid, counsel and re-

proof, that when they are removed, the poor
human mind is apt to recoil upon itself and
settle into a state of despondency, exclaiming
in the bitterness of sorrow, Who shall show
us any good? These are very natural feel-

ings, but are they proper to indulge in ? Some
years since, the writer was walking in a re-
tired place on the outskirts of a neighboring
village, and was struck with the number of
fine, straiifht young trees that appeared rather
suddenly to have sprung up; on inquiry, it

appeared that a large, old spreading tree,
had been recently cut down and taken away.
The young .sj'mmetrical trees were there be-
fore, but from the overshadowing presence

of the greater one, had not been perceived,
nor could they grow and thrive properly until
that was removed. Is it not so in the spiritual
world? the fathers having served their day
and generation through many a winter's blast
and scorching summer sun, have been, through
Divine mercy, safely gathered, we humbly
trust, to their everlasting rest. It is believed
there are not a few now within the limits of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, who have been
quietly preparing for usefulness, and who as
they keep their "places, with the eye of the
mind turned attentively inward to the point-
ings of truth and yield obedience thereto,
will be enabled to fill up the broken ranks,
and as faithful standard bearers in their day,
hand down, unimpaired, to future generations,
the precious testimonies given to us as a peo-
ple, to l)ear before the world.
The following passages from the journal of

John Fothergill, being pertinent to this sub-
ject, it is thought might with profit be ro
vived at this time.

" Another thing is fresh in my remem
brance which 1 am not easy without men
tioning. There was in our meeting, an an
cient and truly valuable minister; and when
I was about sixteen or seventeen years of age.
I was often affected with discouraging rea-

sons in myself: how we should do, and what
would become of us when he died? under
this anxious thoughtfulness I was induced to
consider, how and by what means he was
made so valuable and serviceable. That it

was. through his faithfulness, his waiting to
feel after and adhering to that manifestation
of divine power and life from Almighty (rod,

whereof he declared, that his Holy Spirit, to
which he labored to turn and gather p
minds, appeared in all; and as hereby he'was
made truly serviceable, so that heavenly living
principle was well able to help, feed, fit and
proser\-e all who truly sought to know and
be subject to it, and make them truly ser-

viceable also. This consideration instructed
and encouraged me, to look to the Lord and
beyond outward instruments. I have reason to
believe, the like thoughts affected some others
of our youth in that meeting also to advan-
tage.

The said minister was taken away by death
in about one year after, and the heavenly and
merciful springing? of divine life, so owned
and relieved many of us, in our humble hun-
gerings after it, though much silent in our
meetings, that there soon appeared a lively
and truly religious growth among us; and in
little more than two years after the aforesaid
Friend's decease, there were five of us engaged
by the Truth to open our mouths in the min-
'stiy of the gospel to the satisfaction and
comfort of the meeting. So that instead of a
decay and a declension, about which I had
been distressed with fear, our meeting in-

creased in number and true godliness."

The Bermudas.

The following notice of the appearance and
history of the occupation of these islands is

taken from a recent work entitled "The
Cruise of the Challenger."

As we approacheii the Bermud.as, which
are mere speckson the chart of the wide Atlan-
tic, one is immodiatelj' struck with their some
whatdullandaombre aspect; the land novs'here
rising to a greater height than 200 feet (where
the lighthouse is situated), and by far the

greater part not being more than from 2

50 feet above the sea-level. We hove-to f(

the night, and for a portion of the next
were engaged sounding and dredging ro
the reefs in a depth of 400 fathoms on a c
clay bottom

; the results were, as is usually tb
case in the proximity of coral reefs, extremel
poor, the coral sand debris being apparent!
unfavorable to the development of anim;

"On its conclusion, we closed on the land
and as we stopped off St. George's for th
pilot to navigate the vessel through the

"

tricate and dangerous narrows between th
reefs, it was indeed a pretty sight. Seemingl
nothing could have been more romantic tha
the little harbour stretchod out before us; th
variety and beauty of the islets 8cattere(
about; the clearness of the water ; the nure
ber of boats and small vessels cruising betwoe
the islands, sailing from one cedar-grove t

another, made up as charming a picture
could well be imagined.

"Proceeding on, as we near the shore, th
white houses of Hamilton are seen peepim
out from amongst the dark green foliage; thei
Clarence Hill, the official re.sidence of th.

naval Commander-in-Chief, is in sight, over
looking a pretty little bay and landing-place
with the dark cedars and other trees comint
close down to the water's edge ; Mount Ling
ton, a charming spot, the residence of the

Governor, has been passed, and in a she
time we anchor in Gras.sy Bay. Nature
looking beautiful, and the temperature
genial and pleasant. These islands, situatei.

as they are between the parallels of 32° anc
33° north latitude, are about equally distant
from the West Indies and the coast of Nov
America, consequently the climate is a moai
between the two, partaking neither of th(
extreme heat of the one nor the excessive cole

of the other."

"These islands are said to have been visitec
nearly 400 years ago by a Spaniard namec
Juan Bermudez, and on their discovery beint
reported to Spain, they were described as th(
most remote of all the islands yet found in th(
world. From this date many years seemed
to have elapsed without anything being
corded about them, except an occasional
wreck, or stories of the old buccaneers, whc
were said to hold court here after some ol

their successful raids on the Spanish Main, and
tradition even now informs us of untold wealth
being buried about amongst the islands. Per-
haps the earliest authentic account is that
given by one of the crew of the Sea Adventure,
a vessel that was wrecked off the coast in 1609!
It appears this vessel had been fitted out
England to convey the newly appointed Gov-
ernor, Sir Thomas Gates, together with Ad-!
miral Sir George Somers and other officials,

to the recently formed colony of Virginia;
meeting with a dreadful storm and suffering;
great privations, their vessel was run on shore,
and became a complete wreck. The i-lands
were found to be uninhabited, although there
were evident traces of earlier visitors, for hogs
were found to bevorynuniorou8,having proba-
bly been set adrift by them. Fish and turtle
we're al.so abundant; and, finding the climate
so pleasant and the land so productive, a j'oar
passed before any attempt was made to get
away; by which time they had managed to^

build a small vessel, and in May 1610, they
set sail for their original destination.

On reaching Virginia, they found the
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olony so badly off for the necessaries of life

iat Sir George Somcrs and a party of voluu-

3ers started for Bernauda to obtain supplies;

od during this trip Sir George died, near the

;te of the present town of St. George, where
jere is a monument erected to his raetnory.

•'Prom reports reaching England about this

me (1612), a chartered company was formed,

^Ionization commenced, and soon after the

rst party of settlers arrived, under the charge

f Richard More as Governor. From this

ate Bermuda became a British colony, with
spresontative government and a legislative

3semblj'.

"As time passed on, its importance as a

aval and jiiilitary station became apparent,

id large sums of money were expended on
irtifications and improvements. Of late

ears the islands have become well known as

le site of extensive convict estahlishni'-nts
;

lit these, like all the other outlying penal

ittlements, have been broken up, and the

)nvicts sent back to our own shores again.

"At the present time the imports and ex-

orts are but small ; and although possessing

ich a fine climate, iis agricultural produce is

mited (perhaps from a dearth of labor), for

nly about one-tenth of its area is cultivated,

ad this is only in isolated patches, where
rrowroot and early crops of vegetables are

reduced for the American markets."

The Happy Man.—The Happy man was
:)rn in the city of Regeneration, in the parish

[Repentance unto Life; he was educated at

le school of Obedience, and lives on the plain

F Perseverance. He works at the trade of

iligence, notwithstanding he has a large es-

ite in the country of Christian Contentment;
nd many times does jobs of self-denial. He
ears the plain garments of humility; and
as a better suit to put on when he goes to

)urt, called the robe of Christ's righteous-

ess. He often walks in the valley of Self-

basement, and sometimes climbs the moun-
lin of Spiritual Mindedness. He breakfasts

?ery morning upon spiritual prayer, and
ips every evening upon the same. He has
leat to eat which the world knows not of,

tid his drink is the sincere milk of the word,
has happ3^ he lives, and happy he dies.-

Ixtract.

Japanese Ilusbaudry.

Deep cultivation of the soil has become a

ind of pi'overb with our modern writers on
^riculture; and the principle of the sj'stem

, at least, fully admitted on all hands, the

nly objection occasionally raised against it

eing that it requiresa large supply of manure,
ut the most enthusiastic admirer of the sys-

im can hardlj' conceive how universally and
1 what perfection it is carried on in Japan.
The Japanese husbandman has come to

eat his field as a plastic material, to be

irned to account in any way or form he
leases, just as a tailor may cut out of a piece

'cloth cloaks, coats, trowsers and vests, and
jca-ionally makes the one out of the other.

0-day we find a plot of ground covered with
wheat crop; in eight days the wheat is

saped, and one-half of the field is transformed
ito a swamp, thoroughly saturated with
ater, in which the farmer, sinking up to his

nees, is busy planting rice, whilst the oth
alf is a broad and dry plot, raised two or two
id a half feet above the rice swamp, and
!ady to receive cotton or sweet potatoes, or

buckwlieat. It <iften happens also that a

square plot in the centre is turned into a dry
bed, sui-rounded by a broad rice swamp; and
as the water must cover the surface of the lat-

ter only slightly, the levelling must have been
effected with great care, and with the use of
iustruments.

The whole of this work has been done by
the farmer and his small family in a very short
time. That it could be accomplished in so

short a time is a proof of the great depth of the

loose arable soil, even after a harvest ; and that
the farmer could venture to do so without
troubling himself about the next crop, is a sign

of the abounding wealth of the soil in mineral
constituents. It is only when great depth of
the loose arable soil is combined with a plenti-

ful store of mineral constituents that deep
tillage of the ground can be truly resorted to.

The description here given is not a mere fiction

or creation of the imagination, but a faithful

statement of facts, such as I have had occa-

sion to witness by the hundred. Considering
that rice requires, at least, from 1 to IJ feet

of cultivated soil, and adding to this half the

height of the raised bed, viz : 1 to U feet, this

gives a cultivated depth of arable soil of from
2 to 3 feet.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 7, 1877.

Tne Sixth month's number of "The British
Friend" contains a long account of the late

London Yearly Meeting. The discussions on
different subjects are represented by the re-

ported remarks made by the respective mem-
bers who took part in them, and we doubt
not present fairly the tone of feeling; and sen-

timent that pi'evailed in the meeting.

The epistolary intercourse between Loudon
Yearly Meeting and other bodies of Friends,
is large, embracing as it does beside that in

Ireland, those on the continent of Europe and
in South Wales, and all those in America, ex-

cept Ohio and Philadelphia. From these com-
munications were received, and replies there-

to directed to be sent either by the Yearly
Meeting or the Meeting for Sufferings.

Some embarrassment appears to have been
felt for want of sufficient information from all

the Quarterly Meetings, of the state of their

subordinate meetings and members; there
being but two queries requiring replies, and

The introduction and constant progress ofithey throwing but little light on the

the system of deep tillage have been power
fully assisted in Japan by the practice pur-

sued from time immemorial of growing all

crops in drills. With the advantage of this

method we have also long been familiar.

Among the favorable features presented bj'the

cultivation of root crops, our books of agricul-

ture always place in a prominent rank the faet

that it enables the farmer to deepen the arable

soil of his land. All our gardeners, at least,

have long ago adopted it.

The Japanese husbandman never breaks up a

plot of land unless he possesses a small stock of
manure, which he may invest in the ground

;

and even then he only cultivates this new plot

to the extent his supply of manure will permit.

This rational proceeding shows the deepest
insight into the nature of the system of agri-

culture to be pursued with a reasonable pros-

pect of securing a constant succession of

remunerative crops. No other illustration

can so clearly show the difference between our
way of viewing the matter and the Japanese.
We cut down the trees on a forest plot, sell

the timber, grub up, plough and till the ground,
and then proceed to dispose of the productive
power of the new soil, in three cereal crops,

obtained without the least supply of manure;
or we may possibly assist in accelerating the

exhaustion of the ground by a small dose of;

points of interest.

No propositions for further changes in the
discipline or practices of Friends werebrought
foi'ward, and several Friends expressed their

earnest desire that the meetings for worship
hold under the control of members, should be

conducted as they ever had been before the
introduction of scripture reading and singing,

while others thought advantage had been de-

rived from the latter.

Meetings of ministry and oversight had
been constituted throughout the Yearly Meet-
ing, and regularly held, superceding the former
meetings of ministers and elders.

A proposition brought up from Durham
Quarterly Meeting to a previous Yearly Meet-
ing was taken into consideration. Its object

was to call the attention of the meeting to

the great advantage that would result from
the distinguishing principles of Friends being

taught in their schools, and by parents to

their offspring; enumerating the following

heads as the most important:
" First, The doctrine of the immediate guid-

ance of the Holy Spirit.

" Second, That in Meetings for Worship we
sit down in silence, without any pre-arranged
service, and without any outward head, but

in dependence on the great Head of the

Church, believing that in so doing we are

uano. All that this course of proceeding is better able to worship God in spirit and in

calculated to accomplish is, that we have
to distribute the manure, hitherto produced
on our estate, over a somewhat more extended
surface than formerlj'^. When the Japanese
husbandman breaks up a plot of ground, hej

truth.
" Third, The freedom of Gospel Ministry,

and that God calls and qualifies women as well
as men for the service.

^'Fourth, That there is no priestly caste

finds a virgin soil, the productive power of amongst us. all believers being privileged to

which he has not the least intention of impair-j belong to the Royal Priesthood under Christ,

ing. He, therefore, from the very outset, takes our ever living High Priest and Intercessor.
" Fifth, The non-essentiality of the Sacra-

ments, so-called.

"Sixth, The un-Christian character of war,
and the unlawfulness of oaths under the Chris-

to establish a proper balance between
crop and manure, expenditure, and income,
maintaining thus intact the productive power
of the ground, which is all that can reasonablj'

be attempted by any rational husbandman.—-tian dispensation.

Pen and Plow. I " Suventh, The importance of Christian sim-
*—

^

plicity and non-conformity to the world."
"God is a spirit; and they that worship! Thei*e was a large expression of differing

Him must worship Him in spirit and- in sentiments on this subject, some opposing it

truth."—John iv. 24. on the ground that if the meetinar sanctioned
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it, it would be looked on as a weed, and others

desiring that it might be recommended to the

observance of the subordinate meetings. The
minute made states that a large expression of

sentiment had taken place on the subject,

which it was concluded to recommend to the

(Quarterly and other meetings.

The number of members reported was
14,441, being 188 more than last year.

The editor of the "British Friend," speak-

ing of the meeting, says, " It was remarkably
harmonious, interesting and instructive —

•

harmonious insomuch as those who took part

in the various discussions expressed them-
selves calmly as usual, without controverting

the opinions of others, interesting and instruc-

tive from the important character of the sub-

jects brought under consideration."

We apprehend few are left willing to plead

for the doctrines and testimonies of the gos-

pel, as originally held and promulgated by
Friends, in contradistinction from other re-

ligious professors, and that the concern of
those few is but little heeded.

In our last number we laid before our
readers an Address put forth by a Conference
of Friends held at Bear Creek, within the

limits of Iowa Yearly Meeting. In this num-
ber will be found another document of tlie

same character emanating from a Conference
of If'riends held at Sugar Grove, within the
limits of Western Yearly Meeting.

Without coming to any conclusion relative

to the course pursued by thi'Se bodies—unac-
quainted as we are with all the circumsiances
connected with their movements, we in iiy re-

joice at finding. there is a remnant preserved
in the different Yearly Meetings in the west,
which is not ashamed to avow its adherence
to the doctrines and testimonies of the gospel,

as ever held by Friends, and to testify pub-
licly against the fearful heresy that has ear-

ried away so many within the pale of tlie

Society from its original faith. Earnestly do
we desire that, carefully discarding all party
spirit. Friends in the different Yearly Meet-
ina;s may act in the meekness of wisdom, look
ing with unwavering faith to dim who when
He putteth forth his own sheep, goeth before
them, and as they follow him will preserve
them from doing any thing that will mar his

work or the extension of his kingdom.

SUMMARY OF EVKNTS.
United States.—A fin;d settlement has been made

by the Secretary of the Treasury, of the $1,-500,000 loan
to the Centennial Exhibition, allowing the claim of the
Board of Finance for $20,000 which they paid to cus-
toms officials before Congress had made an appropria-
tion for that purpose.

A few other accounts were also allowed, and after

payment of the balance—about $30,000—the President
and Treasurer received a receipt from the Secretary of
the Treasury for $1,.500,000. This money is paid into
the independent Treasury account of the Treasury De-

By connecting the New Mexico and Arizona tele-

graph systems near S inta Fe, New Mexico, recently,
the only continuous southern line across the continent
was formed. The next step proposed is to connect the
military line of Texas with that of Arizona and New
Mexico, by running 2.50 miles of wire down the Rio
GrMnde from Messilhi to Fort Stockton.
The Russian Minister informs our State Dapartment,

in a note dated the 26th ult., that his Government has
issued an order giving vessels sailing under neutral
flag's the right, during the present war with Turkey, to

engage in the coasting trade between the Russian ports
in the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov.

Tlie statement of exports and imports for the eleven
months ending 5lh mo. .Slst, shows that the total value

of merchandise exported for the period named was

nearly five hundred and sixty million dollars, an in-

crease of one hundred and sixty-five millions as com-
pared with the corresponding pi^riod of the preceding

fiscal year. Tlie imijorts for the pist eleven miiitlis

were nearly four liumlred and three million dollars, a

falling off compared with the corresponding mouths of

last year of nearly twenty-four millions.

The exports of gold and silver for the eleven months
were forty-nine millions, and the imports thirty-nine

millions.

The total of merchandise and specie exported during
the eleven months exceeded the merchandise and specie

imported 166,372,093 dollars, an increase of thirty-three

millions over the same months of last year-

It is estimated that California and Oi:egon will have
about 425,000 tons of wheat to export this year.

The San Francisco AUa publishes a copy of a petition

of the Legislature of Samoa to Queen Victoria asking a

British protectorate over the Islands. The petition is

dated 4th mo. 31. The ^to is informed that a petition

was at the same time sent to the United States asking

its influence in fivor of a British protectorate, or that

it would unite in a joint protectorate.

The town of Parkesburg and the village of Ercildonn,

in Chester county, P,i., were devastated on First-day

afternoon, the 1st inst., by a violent storm. At Parkes-
burg eleven houses were demolished, and one man was
killed and another severely injured. At Ercildoun
twenty dwellings and a new seminary building were
destroyed, a woman w.is killed and five persons were
injured, two perhap-i fatally.

Another hurricane swept through Central Indiana
and Ohio on the night of the 30th ult., doing great

damage to the crops and other property, and causing

some loss of life.

Heavy rains fell at Biddeford, Me., on the 1st inst.,

—a fall oi eight inches in three hours, making the streets

impassable.

A severe hail storm, lasting forty minutes, broke
all the glass in skylights and green-houses, and ruined
vegetation, in Chatham, Oat., on the 1st inst. Some of

the stones were three inches in circumference. On the
same day a violent storm of rain and hail struck Water-
bury, Connecticut. All the skylights and nearly all

the panes of glass in the city were smashed, the hail-

stones being " as large as butternuts." The garden
crops were almost entirely ruined. The streets and
roads were badly " washed" by the heavy rain. Light-
ning struck the agitator and cooper shops of the Liberty
Oil Works, in Lawrenceville, near Pilt-sburg, and set

them on fire. The cooperage and machinery, with 2000
empty barrels and about 3000 barrels of crude oil were
destroyed. Loss #30,000.
The railroad companies over the United States are

very generally reducing the wages of their employees,
from 10 to 12 per cent. In a few instances this is re-

sisted, but is mostly quietly acquiesced in. The New
York Tribune having announced to its compositors and
proof-readers its intention to cut down their wages, was
met by an immediate strike on their part; within two
days new men were procured to fill all the positions.

The monthly mean of the barometer and thermome-
ter, during last month in Philadelphia, was respec-
tively 30 inches and 72°. Rain-fall for the month 5.22
inches. The lightning storm of 21st was quite severe,
doing much dam ige in and about the city. One meteor
was observed at 10.50 P. M., on the 14th ult., which start-

ing from a point 75 degrees above the eastern horizon,
moved towards the northeast, leaving a train for 10 de-
grees behind it of blue color. Reports from the sur-

rounding districts show that the weather during the
month has been very favorable for the growth and
ripening of the cereal crops, and large yields are ex-
pected. Reports from the peach growing sections re-

main favorable.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotation
on the 30th ult. Cotton, 12J a 12J cts. Wheat, Penna
red, $2.10 a $2.15 ; Penna. amber, $2.20 a $2.25 ; nev
Delaware white sold at $2.00. Flour, $6.75 a $9.00,
the latter for Minnesota choice. High grades at $10 to

1F11. Rye at from 76 to 85 cts. Corn dull and lower,

57 a 62 cts. Oats, 44 a 50 cts. ' Cheese, 1h a 9J- cts.

Spring chickens, 1-5 a 17 cts.

Foreign.—A public meeting was helil in St. John,
N. B., on the 27th ult., the mayor presiding, at which
resolutions were adopted urging the widening and im-
provement of the streets, placing restrictions upon the
erection of wooden or brick faced buildings, the raising

of a loan to rebuild the city, admission of building ma-
terial free of duty for six months. The insurance re-

prejentatives in .St. John have signed an agreement not
to accept any insurance on wooden, brick faced
shingle-roofed buildings hereafter erected.

Reports of the condition of the crops in C mada, pii

lished in the Toronto Olobe, indicate a yield of h:

consiilerably below the averaj;e. .An excellent crop

fall wheat is e.vpecteJ, should no unfavorable chanj

take place before the harvest. Spring wheat is a litt

less favorably spoken of. B irley and oats will yie

less than usual. Peas, rye and potatoes are doing wel

but the two latter need rain.

Advices from Acapiilco to the 16th ult., announce i

recapture by the Diaz guu-boals, after a botnbirdmei
of nearly ten days. Alvarez, the Lerdist commmde
surrendered 250 men.
D iring the past two months, according to a despatc

to the New Orleans Bjard of Health, there have bee

185 deaths from yellow fever in the military hospita

one hundred miles from Havana. It is the only plai

in the tropics— it least n irth of the equator— where tL

fever has appeared this season.

The number of wolves in Rissia is estimated at 2O0

090, and their annual consumption of fle^h is 25 ow
per head. List year they devoured 161 hum in being

and it is estimated th it, in one way or another, the

cost the country $10,000,000. Hunting has decline

since the emancip itio.i of the serfs, and the wolves ha'

increased.

The Russian. left is in force near Hersova, and a

their troops between Kal irash and Ismail, some 30,00

have by this time passed from the northern to tl

southern bank of the Danube, and driven the Turks
what they call their second line of defence at Kustend
and theRjman walls.

The Russian centre his crossed the Dinube at Sin
nitzi, and it is supposed that the Turkish line will sot

be threilened by at least 150,000 men.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A well qualified teacher of the Latin and Grei

languages, will be wanted at the opening of the ne
session, 10th mo. 29[h. Apply to

Joseph Pa.ssmore, Goshenville, Chester Co., P
John E. Carter, 624 South 24th St., Philada.

or Wm. Evans, 252 South Front St.,
"

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A suitably qualified Friend is w.inted as Goveruo

at the opening of the ne.xt session.

Application may be made to

William Biddle, No. 220 S. Fourth St., Philad
Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, N. J.

Joseph Pas^more, G ishenville, Penna.
Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOL FOR BOYS.
A suitably qualified man or woman Friend is w.intt

as assistant teacher in this school, to enter upon dui

the first of Ninth month next.

Prompt application may be made to either of tl

undersigned,
Thomas Lippincott, 920 Franklin St.

Richard Cadbury, lli Chestnut St.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

Eiward Maris, 127 South Fifth St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadeiphit
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Man.agers.

Died, at his residence in East Bradford, Chester C
Pa., on the 16tb ult., Ebenezer Worth, Sen., in t

74th year of his age, a valuable elder of Bradfo
Monthly Meeting. This dear Friend having in ear

years submitted in great sincerity to the restrainii

power of Truth, was through a long life eminently co
spicuous for meekne.ss and humility—so much so, th

no doubt the thought of any laudatory notice of his d

parture would have been very trying to his sensiti

mind
;
yet we believe it due to the great cause he h;

so much at heart, to say, his example of watchfulnei

purity of life and conversation, and consistency

char.acter with the profession he made before the worl
is worthy of imitation ; that as he followed the de
Redeemer, others may be incited to follow him. " .Vi

the work of righteousness shall be peace, and tl

efl^ect of righteousness quietness and assurance forevei
" Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earl

Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.

WILLIAM 11. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For "The Friend.'

Mary Harris,

III the memoir handed down to lis of Mary
[arris, there are some stirring records of es-

eciul application and instruction to our dear
oung Friends to whom this may come. It

ppears that she was a young and beautiful

laiden, and had a love early raised in her to

be blessed Truth
;
yet notwithstanding this

lie 80 settled down under a mere profession

bereof, as still to live in the customs and
ishions of a world, which the apostle John
as declared, " lieth in wickedness." Another
33timiiny on this point from the dear Saviour
imsolf is no less cogent :

" No man can serve

wo masters ;
* * ye cannot sjrve God and

lammon," or the world.

Oh ! that our beloved young Friends could

Be the emptiness, the unsatisfying nature,

he vanil}' and vexation, the remorse and an-

uish of spirit ever attendant, sooner or later,

pon indulgence in "the lust of the flesh, the

ast of the eve, and the pride of life which are

ot of the Father but of the world!" How
lany, we are persuaded, have been kept back
rom following the wooings and leadings of

he Lord's holy, preserving Spirit, and from
hat "Peace" with Him "which passeth all

nderstanding," from also the " hundred fold"

iromised in this life, by these tempting baits

,nd fa ling pleasures of our cruel enemy who
eeks to captivate us by such alluring, sin-

ilea^ing idols; and in any and every way he

an, to lead to bewilder and dazzle to blind.

How interesting is the relation given of

I. H., that though she for a time withstood

he visitations of a Saviour's love, and hard-

ned her heart against His reproofs, yet being
irought low bj' the chastening hand, and
lisease settling upon her, she became as a

irand plucked from the burning, even to the

xperience of the little child's state, which is

o acceptable and precious to Him who has
aid, " Sutfer little children to come unto me
,nd forhid them not, for of such is the king-

lom of God." And, "E.^cept ye be converted

,nd become as little children, ye shall in no
vise enter into the kingdom of heaven."
She was a living monument of mercy. The

Lord rent the veil which is ever upon the

leart until it shall turn to Him, and drew her
nto nearer conformity with His blessed will

;

vhereby also we "are changed into the same
mage from glory to glory, even as by the

Spirit of the Lord." She declared from the

bed of sickness and of death, after her eyes

were opened and light arose out of obscurity,

that " the Lord hath made these bones bare

for my rebellion ; because I would not submit
to His precious truth." And soon after thus

charged those around her, "Oh! do not you
stand out, it will cos"t you dear, if ever you
find mercy." Ah ! what significance in that

word " if!" May none presume upon a mercy
unauthorized, or trust to any more "con-
venient season," that leaves out alike the fear-

ful uncertainty of this mortal life, with, like-

wise, the strivings of the Redeemer's Spirit,

over which we have no control ; and that fails

to recognize the solemnly preceptive lan-

guage; "Behold now is the accepted time;
behold now is the day of salvation."

The memoir, as selected from, is as fol-

lowelh :

Mary Harris, of London, a maid, young
and beautiful, went often with her relations

to the meetings of the people called Quakers,

and had a love raised in her to the blessed

truth, and to them who held it in a pure con-

science; yet still lived in the customs and
fashions of this evil world. But the same
love of God that had begotten tenderness in

her heart, and love to truth, followed her, and
would not suffer her to sit down in the world

without trouble. The Lord visited her with

great weakness, so that she grew ill, and fell

nto a consumption for about three years; and
being often visited bj' Josiah Coale, and put

n mind to consider, whether the hand of the

Lord was not upon her for her unfaithfulness

and disobedience, she did consider the matter,

and the Lord scut it home upon her heart,

and she cried to him for mercy; and applied

her heart to the Lord, and his faithful mes-
gers, saying, ' I have hardened my heart

at many precious meetings, when the Lord
hath smitten me; and I have seen plainly,

that the Lord would have gathered me ; but I

said in my heart, if I receive this, if I give up
to this, I must be a Quaker, and I cannot be

a Quaker. Then would I take my heart from
attending upon the ministration of truth, and
then my heart became more hard. W"hat

shall I do,' said she, ' that now I may receive

the faithful sayings of the servants of the

Lord? Oh! that mj' heart were open; but

t is shut and hard: when shall I find mercy
n this state ?'

She remained so for some time, and grew
weaker and weaker in body ; and on the first

day she took her bed she was much under the

righteous judgments of the Lord, and felt his

word in her heart as fire. But the Lord in judg-

ment remembered mercy, and having brought
her very low, he showed her the child's state,

hich she with great delight desired
; and in-

deed she became as a little child, fit for the

kingdom of heaven. Then did the Lord rend
the veil, and showed her his glory, and the

preciousness of his pure truth, and the light

shined out of darkness, and in it she saw light,

[and received the knowledge of God ; and her
heart was filled with joy and pr.iises to the
Lord, saying, 'I am well; I feel no pain. I

am full
;
my cup runs over. I am filled as it

were with marrow and fatness. I have seen
his glory, and tasted his precious truth. How
pure is God's everlasting truth ? Nothing so

pure; and they who indeed receive it, are

made pure by it. Praised be the Lord who
hath made me partaker of it, and placed me
among his people. Ob ! blessed God, who hath
given me cause to sing aloud of thy praise.'

Many precious words she spoke to several

persons who came to visit her, to their several

conditions, showing to some, who lived in

pleasure, her hands, saying, 'See here, the
Lord hath made these bones bare for ray re-

bellion ; because I would not sibmit to his

precious truth. He halh brought me to the
dust, and I must lay down this body as a

sacrifice. Oh! do not you stand out, it will

cost you dear, if ever you find mercy.' Then
she would sing praises to the Lord, and ex-

horted all speedily to embrace truth, and
warned others professing truth, from follow-

ing the fashions of the world, ciying to the

Lord to wash her thoroughly. Some would
s;»y to her, ' It may be thou mayest recover.'
' No, no,' she replied, 'I must lay down this

boify for my rebellion. In my vain life, if

any had said I should recover, it would for a

little time seem to refresh rne ; and if they
had said surely I could not live long, it would
cast mo down ;

but now I long for death. I

must lay down this body; for,' said she, 'when
I received God's everlasting truth, I received

the sentence of death :' and this she was posi-

tive in all along.

More sensible expressions she uttered, which
I omit for brevity. About half an hour bo-

fore her departure, she was taken with a

great trembling, and seemed to be somewhat
troubled ; when one near her said, " What is

the matter? art thou in any doubt concern-

ing the truth of which thou art made par-

taker?' She replied, 'No, no; that is God's

pure everbisting truth, which the people of

God, called Quakers, are made partakers of,

and for which they suffer; that is everlasting,

that is the true spirit, and their Gjd is my
God ; and although I see it not now as I have
seen it, yet I bring in my testimony, that is

the truth that shall abide forever ; that is pure,

and nothing that is defiled shall be sheltered

under it. 'That is the truth which enlight-

eneth every man coming into the world : the

little seed in me is become great, great, great

!

Blessed be God who hath placed me among
his people, and I possess what they possess

;

and when the faithful die as I die, my portion

will be their portion ; and my cup is full, it

runs over and over.' Then she breathed a

little thicker for about the space of a quarter

of an hour; and so without groan or sigh, or

the least motion, she shut her eyes and slept.

Glory to God for ever.

She died in the year 1668."
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Physical Features of leelaiul.

Dr. Kneeland thus describes some of the

characteristics of this remarkable island
" According to Paijkull, a Swedish geologist

who has travelled extensively in Iceland with
in the last ten years, the form of the country,

as it now exists, its rent and uneven snrface,

are duo to the action of glaciers. The basaltic

rocks show numerous marks of glacial action;

where a deep valley or fiord is seen, there was
once a continuous layer of rock, afterward
carried away by the ice; lava, which once
must have moved in liorizontal strata of uni-

form thickness, now appears in hills and un-

dulations, often overlaid by a thick soil ; the

erosion of the glacier has done this, and very
extensively.

The rocky fissures, or fiords, which extend
from the rocky coast far into the interior, are

characteristic of Icelandic, as well as of Nor-
wegian scenery. Originating perhaps in the

fissures of the primary upheaval, extending
far beneath the water, they have since been
greatly modified by the action of glaciers, the

sea, the rains and the frosts; they are very
narrow in proportion to their length, and re

semble rivers with high perpendicular rooky
walls. Bare of vegetation, lifeless and still,

except from the roar of the wind, the torrent

and the sea, they are inexpressibly grand and
gloomy. Yet these rocky wastes, so desolate
when viewed from the ocean, are the favorite

dwelling-places of the Icelander; here he finds

an inexhaustible supply of fish, a plenty of
driftwood for domestic uses; an occasional
stranded whale, and a comparatively quiet
harbor; the lateral valleys, also the effect of
erosion by ice, are apt to be fertile, commu-
nicating with grassy meadows well suited for

his cattle. In the neighborhood of these
fiords, therefore, we find the thickest settled

portions of the country. It was from one of
these fiords, the Breida on the western coast,

about one hundred miles north of the capital,

that Erik the Eed sailed in 984, for the dis-

covery of Greenland.
This structure of the coast, extending as it

does ftir into the interior, facilitates commu-
nication by water, but renders travelling by
land difficult and often dangerous; the steep-
ness of the ascent and descent; the sudden
transition from the heat of the valley to the
snow, rain, and wind of the heights; the pas-
sage of the narrow bridle-paths" along the al-

most perpendicular sides of precipices whose
bases are washed by the sea hundreds of feet

below, unite to make travelling outside of the
capital, without a guide, rather a perilous un-
dertaking."
Between the two snowy chains which tra-

verse the counti'y from south-west to north-
east, lies the "desert of Iceland." It is a
lonely and desolate region, torn by earth-
quakes, overwhelmed by lava streams, as far

as known consisting mainly of tracts of vol-

canic sand, destitute of water, and without
vegetation.

" This desert, an elevated plateau, extend-
ing across the island, and about one hundred
miles from south to north, is rarely visited by
travellers, and by the natives only in the sum-
mer, when the women form their tent villages

on its borders, while they gather the Iceland
moss. There must, however, be fertile dis-

tricts in it, and the reports well authenticated
of herds of reindeer issuing from it, and of
wild-looking men having horses shod with

horn, prove that it is not entirely unsuited
for human habitation.

Reindeer were introduced from Norway
about 1770; there are considerable herds of
the animal, especially in the mountain deserts

of the northeast ; they feed upon the moss, and
are pursued with difficulty as there is no food

for horses in their haunts ; they are hunted
for their flesh, skin and horns; they are not
domesticated, as the country is too rough for

their use in sledges. Yet with all its dreari-

ness and cold, and barrenness and poverty,
and isolation, the people are extremely fond
of their country, and say that ' Iceland is the
fairest land that the sun shines upon.' Of
them it may be said with Goldsmith :

' The shiidd'rinw tenant of the frigid zone
Boldly proclaims that happiest spot his own

;

Extols the treasures of his stormy seas,

And his long nights of revelry and ease.'

Running up from these fiords are numerous
rivers, generally short, furious, and cold, the
result of the melting of the glaciers; none
more than one hundred miles long, they are
not navigable for any great continuous ex
tent, and oppose formidable barriers to the
traveller in whatever direction he may go;
twenty to thirty of these, with their tribu
taries, he will find in the course of the day,
shallow, cold, and clear; bridges there are
none, and very few boats, so that difficulty

and danger, both to horse and rider, attend
their crossing, whether by fording or swim-
ming; we encountered none reaching above
the horse's belly. From the broken nature
of the country, they form several fine water-
falls, one of the prettiest of which is made by
the river Oxera falling over the preCipiees in

the crater-like depressions at Thingvalla,
where the principal ceremonies of tlie mil-

lennial celebration took place. This fall is

ut eighty feet high, and visible for many
miles, its snowy whiteness being remarkably
contrasted against the black lava rocks over
which it flows. * * * Another beautiful
fall is the Skogafoss, two hundred feet high,
on the south coast, about eighty miles from
the capital.

The lakes of Iceland, from the broken na-
ture of the country, are few; all are situated
n the midst of the most desolate scenery, and
their sides and bottoms are rough with the
lava blocks from the surrounding volcanoes.
The largest is Thingvalla lake, along which
we journeyed for many hours, and near which
was formerly held the meetings of the Alth-
ng during the independent age of the island.

This lake is clear, cold, very deep, abounding
in fish, and visited by innumerable water-
fowl

;
it is about twelve miles long and five

wide, receives the river Oxera, and it is said,

communicates with the sea. It is situated in

a magnificent basin in the lava rocks, and the
contrast between the black ruggedness of the
'im and the clear green waters of its expanse,
with the great many-hued hills in the distance
casting their shadows, and the fleecy clouds
mirrored in its surface, make a scene of singu-
lar weird-like beauty."

Dr. Kneeland observes that the northern
coast of Iceland, which he and his party could
not reach on account of the ice in the north-
west, though a little colder, is really the most
desirable part of the island for human resi-

dence. The soil is deeper, the vegetation
more luxuriant and reaching farther up the
mountains, which are freer from snow than

the south and west of the island. The

fiords are also, it is stated, more accessit

and better stocked with fish. Husavik is (

scribed as a considerable trading town, a,

where Gardar landed, and passed a winter
864, ten years before the permanent sett

ment on the west coast, whose thousand
anniversary was celebrated in 1874.

Selected for " The Friend.

A Twofold Danger.

About a year before George Fox's deceas
he speaks of having a concern upon his spii

with respect to a twofold danger that attend(
some who professed the truth.

" One," he says, " was of young people
running into the fashions of the world; ar

the other was of old people's going into t
earth" under the pressure of which exercis
he wrote an epistle, which he addressed
"To all that profess the truth of God.

" My desires," he says, " are, that you wal
humbly in it: for when the Lord called ir

forth, he let me see that young people gre
up together in vanity, and the fashions of tl

world, and old people went downwards ini

the earth, raking it together. And no\
Friends, I see too many young people thi

profess the truth, grow up into the fashions (

the tmrld, and too many parents indulge then

And amongst the eldei-, some are declinin

downwards, and rakingafter the earth. Then
fore take heed that you are not making you
graves while you are alive outwardly, an
' loading yourselves with thick cltiy.' (Hal
ii. 6.) For, if you have not power over th

earthly spirit, and that which leadeth into
vain mind, and the fashions of the world, an
into the earth; though you have often ha
the rain fall upon your fields, you will bu
bring forth thistles, briers, and thorns, whie]
are for the fire," &c.

Correcting Faults.

In the education of youth, it is not th

wisest plan continually to bring faults to lighi:

discussing and reprehending them. The]
will be far more ea«il3' checked by cherishin;:

the antagonistic virtues. If habits of truthi

fulness, integrit}^, purity and industry are cart]

fully cultivated by the parent, there will b

but little need of holding up for reprehensioi
sins like lying, theft and profanity. Th
lind soon learns to tolerate what it dwell
pon, and vice often presented, even for con

demnation, grows at length familiar, am
loses its most revolting features. Certainly
offences must be dealt with, and by no mean;

d or slurred over. When they occu]

their true character and effects must be dis

closed without either extenuation or exaggera
tion, and the ofl^ender led to see that he ha;

forfeited the respect and regard of the inno
cent and virtuous. But such experiences
though not to be shunned when they come
cannot be relied upon as the chief antidote t(

wrongdoing. The daily cultivation of post
five good is the very best means of averting
vil.

JSTot only in the family and school, but ir

all the other scenes of life, does this truth

hold good. To cultivate habits of industry
and independence will do far more towards
eforming the idle and improvident than t(

heap censure upon them, however much il

maj' be merited. To instil a sense of justice

and integrity, is a much greater safeguard
against dishonesty than the firmest locks and
bars. To inspire the heart with ambition foi
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orthy objects, and to infuse the desire for

ilf-improvoment, are better correctives of

abasing amusements and vicious company
lan all the homilies that could be pronounced
rainst them. The earnest promulgiition of

16 solid truth is worth more than the violent

inunciation of twenty errors. The employer
ho, instead of finding fault, scolding, and
vakeuing in those who serve him feelings

'resentment and ill-temper, encourages and
imulates them by kind notice and liberal

•aise when merited, is training them to habits

'fidelity and industry that no stern rebukes

id harsh severity could ever induce. There
aeheerfulness attending this positive method
'doing good that is specially attractive and
inning. Fear, rebuke and condemnation

•e depressing in their influence, while hope,

icouragement and sympathy excite thefacul-

88 to renewed exertion, and animate the

)art to noble endeavors. It is true that it

quires patience, watchfulness, self-control,

rethought, and, above all, faith in human
iture. It is far easier to censure the wrong
lan to cultivate the right. To do the latter

seds a hopeful, earnest, cheerful spirit, not

isily depressed or daunted, and able to infuse

3 own nature into the hearts of others. It

5ed8 a charity that mukes allowance for

lUlts and shortcomings, an untiring energy

lat will never yield to despair, a love that

lall melt all coldness. The results will more
lan reward the truly benevolent heart in the

sal good accomplished. The impetus thus

iven to moral energy will never spend itself

le fire of worthy ambition thus aroused and
lickened will never be extinguished

;
the

psitive virtue thus established will never b(

?erthrown.

—

Philada. Ledger.

tioD, or fully admit it to ourselves, that our

lot is peculiarl}' hard.

As time rolls on ; and advancing years, and
the wisdom gained by experience increase

our capacity for calm and thoughtful judg-

ment ; we are sometimes led to look back over

the path we have travelled, and to trace the

footsteps by which we have reached the point

where we now stand. The difficulties we
have encountered, when thus viewed, shrink

nto comparative littleness. As our thoughts
-urn to the boundless realms of eternity, all

else seems of little importance, except as it

has a bearing on our progress towards that

blissful state, where " the weary are at rest."

Then be not dismayed, thou who art sin-

;;erely desirous to walk in the footsteps of the

flock of Christ's companions, at any difficulty

or trial that may be met. If thou faithfully

journey on in the road towards Zion, the time

will come ; when, looking back, all these things

will seem to thee as light as vanity compared
with the eternal weight of glory which awaits

thee. W.

Climbing the Mountain.

In company with a friend, I had been climb

ig the steep roads, and winding among the

ivines of the mountains which border the

reat plains of the West, and gradually in

reaso in height till they culminate in the

lowy range of the Eocky Mountains, some

f whose peaks are over 14,000 feet above the

cean level. Our pedestrian excursion had

)rcibly impressed us with a sense of the exer-

^on necessary to reach any considerable ele-

ation. We had gone about eight miles, and

isen perhaps 2000 feet ; when we came to a

oint commanding a widely extended view of

he plains, bounded only by the horizon some

ixty miles distant. Between this apparently

nlimited expanse and ourselves, lay the hills

,p which we had so laboriously struggled.

n comparison with the grand total of the

mdscape spread before us, they seemed to

.windle into insignificance; and my com-

lanion made a passing remark to that eff'eet.

t was sufficient, however, to suggest a train

if reflection on the resemblance of our travel-

ing experience to that which awaits us in our

ourney through life.

That which is immediately present to us

lecessarily claims a large share of our thoughts

md efforts, and is liable to assume an undui

mportance in our eyes. We are keenly sensi

Harmonic Telegraphy.—The following ac

count of the principles on which this remark
able improvement in transmitting telegraphic

messages is based is taken from the Milwaukee

Sentinel.

To assist in comprehending what this prin-

ciple is, it may be well to state a few funda

mental truths of the science of sound. Sound
consists of certain waves which are passed

along in the air, and which are called "aerial

vibrations." The rate of vibration establishes

the character of the sound, or its " pitcl

Suppose a steel rod to be set in motion at the

rate, say, of 175 vibrations to the second-. It

will give forth a low, bass tone. Increase the

rate steadilj^, and the sound will go up the

scale from one note to another. Every object

has its key-note. It the reader will wet his

finger and then rub it along the edge of a

tumbler, the glass will give out a certain musi-

cal note. Let him then take a flute and play

the scale. When he sounds the other notes,

the glass will be dumb, but when he sounds

the particular note which the glass emitted,

supposing the sound to be loud enough, the

glass will respond with the same note. So

every object has a note to which it is faithful,

rejecting all others, and responding to it alone.

This fact is the basis of Gray's system of har-

monic telegraphy.

First as to the transmitter. A steel bar is

filed down to a certain pitch, that is, to a cer-

tain number of vibrations per second, like a

tuning fork. This is placed between two elec-

tric magnets, like those used in ordinary tele-

graph instruments. One of these is stronger

than the other. Of course the stronger mag-

net will attract the steel bar, and would retain

it in a stationary condition, but for a contriv-

ance to prevent that result. « This consists of

a spring on either side of the steel bar. When
the bar touches the coil, the spring touches a

wire, which shuts oft' the current, and the at-

traction of the coil for the bar instantly ceases.

The bar then flies to the other magnet, where

the process is repeated, and so it continues to

that which is produced by a current passing

through a circuit in the Morse system. But
if the battery is connected with the vibrator,

the current is cut up into pulsations of the

steel bar, and in that form reaches the receiv-

ing officer. For this purpose an ordinary

Morse key is used. When the key is closed,

the main line is connected with the vibrator,

and the vibrations are sent over the wire.

When the key is opened, the vibrator has no

effect upon the current that is passing over

the main line. The eff'eet at the receiving

office is this: When the key is closed, the re-

ceiving bar vibrates at the same rate as the

sending bar, and omits a corresponding tone.

When the key is open the pulsations are not

communicated, and the receiving bar is silent.

It will be easily seen how the manipulation

of the Morse key at the sending office can be

made to produce the effect of dots and dasheg

at the receiving office.

In one experiment there were eight of these

instruments, each having its own battery, but

all connected with one wire. Over this wire

the vibrations of all these eight transmitters

were sent at once in a promiscuous jumble.

The question will immediately suggest itself,

how was the confusion of sounds interpreted ?

How were the eight messages separated each

from the others at the other end of the wire?

The answer to this is found in the principle

of the science of sound which was stated at

the beginning of this article. Each of the

bars in the transmitting instruments is tuned

to a separate tone, or rate of vibration. So

on each of the receiving instruments there is

a bar tuned to correspond with one of the bars

at the other end. Each of these bars is placed

on a sounding box, which is also tuned to

correspond with it, the object being to in-

crease the sound, so as to make it intelligible

to the receiving operator. As the jargon of

sounds or pulsations passes over the wire, each

receiver picks out and repeats the tone to

which it is tuned, and is silent as to the others.

Thus the sound is sifted and distributed. It

8 as if eight persons were talking in a room.

To one person standing in the middle and

listening to all, the noise would be quite un-

ntelligible, but if each of the talkers addressed

himself to a single listener, the latter might

able to understand.

ive to the hardships, labors and trials we are vibrate between the two, the rate of vibration

lassing through; and though reason may tell being uniformly that to which it is "tuned.^^

18 they are only the common lot of mortals,! This instrument is •

,hared in by the great bulk of the human 1 local battery. Thor

amily
;
yet this does not prevent them from of, say, fifty cells, 'i

rreatly absorbing our attention. Indeed, we|stant current over t

they are only the common lot of mortals,! This instrument is operated on by a small

ihared in by the great bulk of the human local battery. There is also a main battery
'--'=

" I-' '^'''^ "" This battery sends a con

the line to the receivini.

litenfeeCewea'S we do not make the asscr-| office without producing any other efl'ect than

Selected.

The importance of daily learning the lesson

of dwelling in our own hearts with Christ,

the seed, that we may be taught of Him, who
declared Himself to be meek and lowly of

heart, was brought before me, and opened to

the meeting. It is only while we are thus

kept with Him, that we can sympathize with

others, and travail with the Seed for its

arising into dominion ; and being made sensi-

ble of our own frailties, and the meekness and

gentleness of Christ abounding in us, the rough

Esau nature will be more and more subdued,

and the peace of God which is substantial

happiness, will be enjoyed in ourselves, and

with those of like experience in whoso society

we mingle. We shall be in a state to receive

warning of any temptation that awaits us, and

immediately to put up our prayers for pre-

servation, looking to the blessed Saviour for

his aid; and He will deliver us. What har-

mony and sweet enjoyment prevail among
the people, who are brought into such a case!

—Journal of William Evans.
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Canine Sagacity.

The following well-known story is a strong

example of the great intelligence whicli may
be developed in a dog by careful training

A fashionably-dressed English gentleman
was one day crossing one of the bridges over
the Seine at Paris, when he felt something
knock against his legs, and, looking down, he

found that a small poodle-dog had rubbed
against him, and covered his boots with mud.
He was, of course, much annoyed, but when
he got to the other side of the bridge, he had
the boots cleaned at a stand for the purpose,

and thought no more about the matter.

Some days after this occurrence, however,
he had occasion again to cross that bridge,

and the same little incident occured. Think-
ing this somewhat odd, he resolved to watch
where the little dog went to; and, leaning

against the side of the bridge, he follovved

with his eye the movements of his dirty little

friend. He saw him rub against the feet of

one gentleman after another, till he had ex-

hausted all the mud off his once white skin,

then rush off down the bank of the river, and
there roll himself in the mud collected at the

side. Having thus got a new supply of dirt,

the little animal ran up to the bridge again,

and proceeded to transfer it to the boots of

the passers-by, as before.

Having watched his movements for some
time, the gentleman noticed that on one oc-

casion, instead of running down to the river,

he went off to the proprietor of the stand for

cleaning boots, at the other end of the bridge,

who received him very cordially. The truth
then for the first time dawned on him, that
the little animal belonged to the man who
cleaned the boots, and was trained by him to

perform these mischievous deeds for the p
pose of bringing in custom.
Being very fond of dogs, the Englishman

resolved to purchase this clever little fellow

and bring him back to England with him
When, however, he went to the dog's master,
that person at first denied any connection
with him, and only admitted the ownership
when he was perfectly satisfied that his in

terrogator had no connection with the police.

For some time also he refused to part with
the little poodle, saying that no money could
pay him for the loss of liis dog, who really

made his living for him. Tempted, however,
bj' a very high price, he at last consented to

sell the dog, and the gentleman, a few days
afterward, brought him over to England,
travelling via Boulogne to Folkstone. His
residence in England was some thirty or fortj'

miles from Folkstone, and to this place he
brought his little purchase. He had not been
many daj's in his new home, however, when
the little French poodle suddenly disappeared.
Search was made for him every where, but to
no effect. His new master offered a reward
for him, but with the same result , and he had
at last made up his mind that the little fellow
had been either poisoned or stolen, when one
morning, about six weeks after his mysterious
disappearance, the gentleman received a letter

from a friend in Paris telling him that his dog
was back again there, and at his old trade of
soiling boots in the interest of his former
master.
The little fellow, not liking the dullness of

a country life, had resolved to return to his

former home, and had made his way to Folk-
stone; there, as the gentleman afterward as
ccrtained, ho had got on board a steamer

going to Boulogne, and from Boulogne had
found his way back to Paris.— Chnmbers'
Journal.

Select.,,

HYMN.
Leave God to orHer all thy ways,

And hope in Him, whate'er helide

;

Thou 'It find hioi in the evil days
An all-sufficient strength and guide.

Who trusts in God's unchanging love,

Builds on the rock that naught can move.^

What can these anxious cares avails
These never-ceasing moans and sighs ?

What can it help us to bewail
liach painful moment as it flies?

Our cross and trials do but press

The heavier for our bitterness.

Only thy restless heart keep still,

And wait in cheerful hope, content
To take whate'er his gracious will,

Hia all-discerning love hath sent

;

Nor doubt our inmost wants are known
To Him who chose us for his own.

He knows when joyful hours are best

;

He sends them as he sees it meet

;

When thou hast borne its fiery test,

And now art freed from all deceit,

He comes to thee all unaware,
And makes thee own hia loving care.

Nor, in the heat of pain and strife.

Think God hath cast thee off unheard
;

Nor that the man whose prosperous life

Thou enviest is of him preferred
;

Time passes, and much chnnge doth bring.

And sets a bound to every thing.

All are alike before his face :

'Tis easy to our God most high
To make the rich man poor and base,

To give the poor man wealth and joy.

True wonders .still of him are wrought,
Who setteth up and brings to naught.

Sing, pray, and swerve not from his way.s,

But do thine own part faithfully
;

Trust his rich promises of grace,

So shall it be fulfilled in thee:

God never yet forsook at need
The soul that trusted him indeed.— Geo. Neumark.

Attar of Rose in Turkey.—I was always
under the impression that the attar of rose

was made in large quantities in Persia, as well

as in Turkey, for I remember purchasing it

in Bushire, many years ago, under the idea
that it was a product of that country ; but my
host informed me that I was mistaken, and
that the district south of Balkan was the only
part of the world where it has yet been pro-

duced. The whole house was redolent with
the scent of rose; but although the aroma is

very penetrative in consequence of the subtle

character of the essential oil, it is not at all

either spring or autumn, upon ground wli

has been well cleaned and plowed. \^

severe cold will kill the plants, and Ih'-

the whole district were destro^'ed in tlii- \.

in the year 1870. Hoar-lrost, foggy and nii

weather, are also injurious to the crop.'^, a

a hot temperature during the process of t

filiation interferes with the yield of oil ; h

vest commences in May, and lasts for abc

20 da5'S. The farmer counts the buds on 1

plants, and calculates the number which v

probably blossom daily, which he makes
divisor for the whole, and thus gets at t

number of days his harvest will last. T
flowers should be gathered before the moi
ing dew is off them, and then immediately
distilled. Herein lies the difficulty, becat

it is impossible to judge, even approximate
of the rapidity with which all the buds w
blossom ; consequently, unless a very lar

staff is kept, so as to pick all the blossoms
a heavy crop in the short space of time th

is available, and unless a large number
alembics are ready to distil them, a gre

portion of the crop, if there is a rapid biosso

ing, may be wasted. The yield of attar vari

greatly, but on an average it takes 4,0

pounds of rose-blossoms to make one pot

of oil. The best quality of attar varies

price from 17 to 18 piastres the miscal,

15s. 4d. to IGs. lOd. per ounce; while inferi

qualities realize from 14 to 15 piastres tl

miscal. Manufacturers frequently aduUera
the attar with a fluid which they produ
from certain kinds of grasses. An Englii

acre produces from 4,000 pounds to 6,0(

pounds of blossoms in fair years, and 3

pounds of blossoms produce about IJ drachn
of oil, which, on an average, may be said

be worth in the wholesale market about
shillings.

—

Baker's Turke.i/.

The Life of_a Million.—The Registrar-Gen.
ral has published a very interesting suppi
ment to the thirty-fifth annual report, in whic
he estimates the march of an English genen
tion through life. He starts with the assume!

fact that 1,000,000 children are born, and (i

these that 511,745 would be boys, and 488i

255 would be girls. 141,387 of the boys anj

121,795 of the girls will probably die befot!

they are five years old. The million is thui

educed to 736,818. The next five years thi

deaths are few, and they are fewest of all i

the third five years, that is between the agesci

ten and fifteen. This full growth of chikihoo!

seems to be the healthiest period in the whol
life of a generation, but somewhat more so fo'

boys than for girls. Then follow five 3^ear

overpowering, even when the nose is applied
I

of somewhat more liability to disease an.

to an unstoppered bottle of the fiuid. My host death. This liability is still further increase,

a cupboard which contained 30 large

glass bottles of the attar, and told me that 1

was looking at ,£12,000 worth of oil! The
flowers which produce it have the appearance
of our common dog-rose, and are of the varie-

ties known as Rosa Damascena, R. Semper-
virens, and R. Moschata. The last-named
affords the chief ingredient of the attar. The
natives themselves know very little about the
varieties, and are only concerned with the

profits they can make out of the oil. The
plant is cultivated by the farmers in every
"lage of the district, and requires a sandy

soil on sloping ground, exposed to the rays of
the sun. The greatest care is bestowed upon
ts cultivation and the harvesting of the crop.

Laying down a rose garden may bo done in

the next five years by consumption am
other ailments incident to the period whei
growth has ceased. But in this whole twent;
j-ears, through childhood and youth, th

million loses but 102,773 of its number, and ai

army ofyoung men and women in almost equa
proportions, and 634,045 in total strength
crosses the dividing line of the first quarter o
a century. About 62,052 die between twenty
five and thirty-five ; tiie number is increasec

to 66,078 between thirtj'-five and fort}--five

but between forty-five and fifty-five the num
her of deaths rises to 81,800; and from fifty

five to sixty-five 112,086 will have passec

away. The number who set out over the nexl

reach of ten years is 309,029. Of these oulj

161,124 reach their seventy-fifth year. This
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jmonnt rapidly diminishes, and at eighty-five

nly 38,565 remain. Another ten years and
jere are on the field only 2 153 people ot

enerable age, of whom nearly nine out of ten

11 pass away without reaching the eente-

rian'sfame. The number which will proba-

ly cross the threshold of a second centurj' is

but none of these reach 110 ; for the last

f the million will probably come to his grave
his 108th year.

—

London Paper.

For " The Friend "

Philip and Raciicl Price.

" Honor thy father and tliy mother."

In the years 1800 and 1801, John Hall, an

aglish minister, was a frequent inmate in

ae family of P. and R. Pi'ice, and his cheer-

il temper and pleasant humor made his com-
any as acceptable to the children, as were

is religious experience and instructive con-

ersatiou grateful to their parents. At con-

derable sacrifice in leaving a young and
umerous family, P. Price accompanied him
1 his visits to the meetings of Friends in the

wtern part of Pennsylvania, as far as Muney,
•atawissa, &e., into the State of Delaware,

nd part of New Jersey. These occasions of

bsenee are spoken of as seasons of trial, but

1 the end rewarded with the feeling of peace

3Sulting from the discharge of apprehended
uty. He writes, " I do not know that I ever

ift home with my mind under more embar-
assments, but have since been favored to get

ito a more quiet and resigned state of mind,

nd I believe I never experienced a time
herein I felt a greater necessity of putting

ly trust in that Power vvhich is able to carry

3 through every tiying dispensation we may
lect with." "Dear John has been much
ivored, being more enlarged than I have
nown him at any time before. The number
f Friends (in Delaware) is generally small at

aeh meeting, but many other people often

ttend, to vvhom the call seems much to be
xtended." From New York, 4th mo. 15,

802, John Hall wrote, " I expect by this time
hou hast heard of my coming to this place

nder a prospect of embarking for my native

md, and can now inform thee, that through
n humble attention to the pointings of the

real Shepherd of Israel, I have been favored

3 see the right time to leave this country, I

hink in as clear a point of view as I did to

ome here, which 1 esteem a great favor,

ig many others I have been made a par-

aker of Though ray trials have been many,
nd in depths often, yet I have no cause to

omplain, but in humility of heart set up my
Jbenezer, and say, Hitherto the Lord hath
elped me. It felt solemn to my mind in

irting with thee and thy beloved wife, to

hom I have felt my mind nearly united in the

lear bonds of gospel fellowship, and though
re are parted one from another, yet are often

(resent in spirit and in epistles written on
fleshly tablets of the heart, by the blessed

[ead of the Church. As He and His Father
i*e one, even so we are one in the Covenant
f Life, being made partakers of the same
piritual bread. My leaving the city (of Phila-

elphia) was a solemn time to me, and I re-

)iced in being favored with so many united

nd concurring testimonies froni my dear

•lends in that place, that I left them in the

ght time; and their prayers for my preserva-

on were as marrow to my bones. There is

precious remnant in your parts to whom I

)el my mind nearly united : May the Lord

preserve them as in the hollow of His holy
hand."

In the retrospect of his American travels

and service, John Hall wrote from ''Brough-
ton, 11th mo. 16, 1803—Beloved friend (Philip

Price)— Although about eighteen months
have pas>*ed over since I conversed with thee

through the medium of my pen, yet I can as

sure thee that ray love and affectionate regard
for thee, thy dear Rachel, and beloved chil-

dren, is not the least abated or worn out; for

I can tell thee that by my fireside, and when
in ray bed, ray mind frequently takes its flight

over the great Atlantic Ocean, to visit many
of my dear Friends; and thy habitation often

has a large share. I often call to mind the

many pleasant days and nights I spent with
you and your beloved children. It was truly

a place of rest to the sole of my foot, because

I found the Son of Peace to be there. May
you, my dear friends, be so far preserved as

still to be in the abodes of peace. This will

make amends for all. I believe you have
your trials and exercises, as well as others for

the Truths' sake, and happy are they who
continue with the Master in his aftliclions. I

believe the same promise that was formerly
made to his disciples will be your reward,

—

'ye are they who have continued with me in

ray tribulations, and I appoint unto j'ou a

kinifdom.'
"

For " The Friend."

Across Afi'iia."

"Across Africa," is the title of a book re-

cently issued from the press of Harper Bros.,

New York. Its author, Verney Lovett Cam-
eron, an offl'er of the British navy, is believed

to be the first European who has succeeded
in crossing the continent of Africa. This
was recently performed by a journey to the

west, from Bagamoyo, on the Zanzibar coast,

through the southern, central portion of the

continent, till he reached the great Lake of

Tanganyika. Thence his course was north

westerly to a large river near the centre of

this part of Africa, which he believed to be

the same as the Congo, emptying into the

Atlantic a thousand miles further west. Leav-
ing this river he proceeded in a general south-

westwardly direction reaching the Atlantic

coast at Benguela. The distance travelled

was about 2500 railes. through an almost un-

known region, inhabited by savages and wild

beasts. The forests, jungles, and almost im-

pMSsublo swamps raet with on the route, were
often ofa character to appal this stout-hearted

explorer. He was several times attacked by
a fever accompanied with a new and strange

delirium, but through these ditfieulties our au

thor successfully struggled for a period of

three years and five months. He was aceom-
p:inied at the beginning of the expedition by
Dr. Dillon, Lieut. Murphy and Robert Moffat,

the latter a nephew of Dr. Livingstone. Dr.

Dillon and Robert Moffat both died of the

fever, and Lieut. Murphy returned to the

east coast upon the receipt of information

that the remains of Dr. Livingstone had been

obtained, leaving V. L. Cameron to pursue
tTie journey alone.

The primary object of the expedition was
to search for and relieve Dr. Livingstone, but

it was also intended that it should take a part

in the suppression of the inhuman traffic in

slaves, the cruelties and atrocities of which
the author found many opportunities of wit-

nessing:, and which he became convinced could

bo effectually attacked at its source in the in-

terior of Africa only, believing that all at-

tempts at its suppression on the coast would
be futile.

It is proposed to lay before the readers of
" The Friend," some extracts from his narra-

tive, showing the peculiarities of this country
and its inhabitants, and the desolation and
destruction caused by the slave trade which
is largely carried on between the different

tribes of the natives.

After many vexatious delays in getting his

caravan together at Kikoka, a small village

a few railes from the coast, he started on his

journey on the 28th of 3d mo. 1873. He re-

marks :
" For two hours and a half we march-

ed across a lovely country of rolling grass-

land interspersed with belts of timber, and
eveiy here and there small knolls crowned
with clumps of trees and shrubs. Away on
our right lay the chain of small hills where
Rosako and its neighboring robber villages

were situated, along the route which Stanley
followed on his journey for the relief of Dr.
Livingstone.
"We camped on the top of a small knoll,

the huts of the men being so arranged as to

form a fence, while in the centre the tents

were pitched and a large hut erected for stores

and guard-room. Before sunset the donkeys
were picketed inside the boma, and the en-

trance closed as a defense both against wild
beasts and robbers.

"The men divided themselves into small
karabis or messes, numbering from three to

seven each, for the purposes of cooking and
building their huts.

"Each kambi selects one man for duty as

cook, while the remainder busy themselves
in building, and by this subdivision of labor

a camp is formed in a wonderfully short space
of time wherever grass and suitable wood are

plentiful.

"One man cuts the ridge-pole and under-
takes the general superintendence, while
others prepare forked uprights and small

sticks for rafters, provide bark to bind the

structure together, and grass for thatch and
bedding. Every bit ofgrass is carefully rooted
out from the inside to prevent the stubs in-

juring the mats. A thick laj'er of cut grass

is also spread on the ground to form a sort of

mattress and on this mats are laid. Some of

the more luxurious build small kitandas, or

bed places, to raise them above the damp
ground."

After proceeding about 50 railes inland he
remarks :

" I was much astonished at the total

absence of cattle, as we noticed no tsetse (the

African fly), and the country seemed admir-
ably adapted for grazing, being well watered,

and provided with trees to afford shade dur-

ing the heat of the day. Every plot under
cultivation had in it a miniature hut, under
which offerings were placed to propitiate the

evil spirits lest they should injure the grow-
ing crops. Several graves of chiefs, bestrewed
with broken earthenware, were pointed out

to me. They also had huts erected over them,
with a small tree, usually of the cactus species,

serving the piirpose of a centre-post."

"On this march we first raet with baobab
trees, which may be terraed the elephants or

hippopotami of the vegetable kingdom ; their

smallest twigs being two or three inches in

circumference, and their forms of the most
grotesque ugliness. This is, however toned

down by their beautiful white flowers and the
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lender green of their foliage." *• Frequent
out-crops of sandstone and quartz were notice-

able, and crystalline pebbles were plentiful,

and the soil which was in some places of a
reddish hue, was at other points a pure white
silver sand, both being covered with a con-

siderable layer of vegetable mold. Many
beautiful flowers gladdened our eyes on the
inarch, among which were tiger lilies, con-

volvuli, primulas of a deep yellow, and an-

other having somewhat the appearance of a
fo.xglove opened back."

After traversing a considerable extent of

rough countrjr, about 80 miles from the sea,

he describes the scenery as so delightful that
they, scarcely thought of fatigue. He says :

'•AH the hills were exceedingly'^ rocky, being
comjoosed mostly of granite, but in some in-

stances of nearly pure quartz, but they were
thickly clothed with trees wherever the ine-

qualities of the surface allowed sufficient soil

to accumulate. The greater number of the

trees being acacias in full bloom, their red,

white, and 3-ellow blossoms, and those of other
flowering trees stood out in masses of gor-

geous color.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

"A History of the United States of America,

(fee, by Josiah W. Leeds." Phila., 1877.

A notice of the merits of this work has
already appeared in the columns of "The
Friend;" but it has been thought that some
extracts showing more fully its general scope
and the manner in which important subjects

have been treated of, would be acceptable to

some of the readers of this journal. In the

preface the author thus alludes to the motives
which led to its preparation.

"The writer of the following pages recalls

tlie fact that when he was a grammar-school
student in the 'City of Brotherly Love,' it

was the practice of the pupils in the upper
most class, in lieu of other regular exercises,

to rehearse the wars of their country. For
this purpose each boy was furnished by the
principal with a memorandum book, and re-

quired to transcribe briefly the battles of the
Kevolution, and of the War of 1812. The re-

view of these notes occurred so frequently,

that, while we became very proficient concern-
ing the battles fought by our forefathers, we
remained extremely ignorant as to matters
relative to the Indians (save that they were
barbarous savages), the slaves, and other items
of intrinsic interest bearing upon ourcountry's
welfare.

"This per.'iistent indoctrination of warlike
ideas resulted in producing an intensely par-

tisan feeling, so that the very name of 'British,'

or 'Mexican,' became a hateful sound to our
patriotic apprehensions. Indeed, our princi-

pal concern appeared to be, to learn how much
greater was the battle-loss in killed and
wounded on the part of the British, than was
that of the Americans. It is not using too
forcible an expression to say, that there was
begotten in our youthful minds something of
the malignant sentiment of murderers.
"The moral loss occasioned by a state of

warfare, together with its exceeding ea'/)eresjye-

ness, we had no conception of. To supply, in

a measure, this lack of information, and to

promote the knowledge of those things in the
jiast and present history of our country which
tend to its peace, prosperity and true renown,
are the purposes of this work. The rule of

political action recommended, may be concise
ly expressed by that vigorous Anglo-Saxon
word STRAIGHTFORWAEDNESS."
We take the following in reference to the

development of slavery.

"Somewhat has been said, in the preceding
chapters, of the traffic in negro slaves, as
carried on by the Spanish and Portuguese.
It was in the summer of 1619, while Yeardley
was governor, that the curse of slavery was
fastened upon the ' Old Dominion,' and it was
in a Dutch man-of war that the first instal-

ment of twenty negroes was brought, and
landed at Jamestown, to be sold to the planters.

For many years it was almost entirely the
Dutch, who were concerned in bringing them
to the Virginia market. Nevertheless, their

introduciion was not by any means rapid, for

at the end of thirty years after the first im-
portation, the pi'oportion of negroes to whites
in the colony, was but one in fifty."

"Among tiie nations called Christian, ofa few
centuries ago, there was a strange discrimina-
tion entertained as to what was fair and what
was really wrong in the infliction of a state of
servitude. For instance, the strangers and
the heathens of old time were mentioned as
having been made slaves of by the Israelites,

a course sanctioned by the law of Moses ; and
thus it was agreed that when Christians came
in contact with such 'heathens and strangers'

as the negroes, the Moors, and the Indians,

the proper course to take with them was to

place them in a condition of bondage."
"The fact of the Africans being heathen,

had been esteemed a sufficient reason why
they should be held as slaves; but when,
during Berkeley's administration (1667), the
question was raised in the assembly of Vir-

'a, as to whether those negroes who had
become Christians could any longer be held
to servitude, a law was promptly enacted that
their freedom was not to be secured by any
change of religion. It was also declared that
f slaves be killed by extreme correction, the
act should not be rated as a great crime."

The first complete slave law for South
Carolina was enacted in 1712, there being at

that time about 6000 whites and 10,000 negroes
n the province. It set forth that as the planta-

tions and estates of the province could not be
operly managed and tilled without the labor

of negroes and other slaves, and as these lat-

ter were a wild and barbarous people, not
qualified to be governed by the same laws and
practices as the whites, therefore, in order for

the good regulation of the province and the
security of its inhabitants, it was enacted that
all negroes, Indians and mulattoes, who could

not prove that they were freemen, be made
and declared slaves.

It was also ordered by this code that any
person finding a slave abroad without a pass,

must chastise him, or else be liable to a penalty
for the omission. All crimes committed bj' a

slave, from thievery to murder, were punish-

ble by death, but a lesser punishment could

be substituted. If the owner of a runaway
lave neglected to whip, cut off the, ear, or

brand the culprit with a hot iron, then the

owner was to forfeit his claim to the slave.

The leader of a company which captured a

•unaway, received several pounds compensa-
tion ; and if any person whilst engaged in

uch service should be wounded or disabled,

the public had to pay the damages. If a slave

was to die while being punished, no penalty

was to be inflicted, unless bloody-mindedncss

could be proved; then the murderer incuri

a forfeit of fifty pounds."
Among the subjects which are frequen

passed over with but little remark by h

torians, are the numerous instances in whi
the occurrence of wars with the Indians \

resulted from the unprovoked aggressions
the whites ; the happy results which ha
followed the treatment of the Indians w
common honesty and fairness

; and the lasti

impressions for good which have flowed fr(

the exercise towards them of the Christi

virtues. We are glad to see that in this wo;
facts beariugon these points have been brou^
to light, and the lessons which they teach £

clearly presented for the consideration of t

reader.

In reference to the character and labors

David Zeisberger among the Delawares, t

author remarks.
"For his success at the battle of La

George, the Indian agent Johnson receiv

the honor of knighthood ; whilst among t

French, the name of the Marquis of Montca
jvas heralded with many plaudils. Nevertl
less, it is said of men, ' Ye shall know them
their fruits:' and, again, 'A good tree canr

bring forth evil fruit.' Whether the work
the French and the English leaders in slin

lating the worst passions of the Indians, w
work for a Christian to do, or for Christi

people to applaud, the reader can determi
for himself He beholds the evil fruit—

t

revenge and rapine, the devouring flames, a

the hideous deeds of slaughter—and mi

eadily decide whether such things as thf

have any part in the religion of tiie Christi;

and whether glory such as this is of a si

acceptable in the sight of God.
"Now while Johnson and Montcalm we

thus teaching the red men lessons of life a
death such as Christ and his Apostles nev

taught, a greater hero than English knig

or French marquis, was laboring zealous

patiently, lovingly, in the path of Eliot a

Brainard, striving to instruct the Indians

a far more excellent way. The name of tl

vorthy was David Zeisberger, a Moravian,
The massacre of the "Moravian" India

n Eastern Ohio in 1782, is thus comment
on.

"The Indians, to the number of nine

ing now at the mercy of the America
they were readily Inade prisoners, and
council was held to decide upon their fate,

was promptlj' determined that they should

be put to death ;
though some further debs

ensued as to whether it would be preferal

to set fire to the two large houses in whi
the captives were kept, and burn them alii

or whether to tomahawk and scalp them,

that the militia might carry back with th(

some trophies of the campaign. The latt

)lan had the preference. The Christians 1

ng informed of their doom, began to sing, a

to pra}', and to comfort one another. Th
the night went by, and when the morni
broke the militia selected two buildings whi
they called 'slaughter-houses,' in which th

carried out their awful purpose : the men a

boys were butchered in one—the women a

babes in the other. There were in all 29 mi

27 women and 34 children, who thus perish

it the massacre ofGnadenhiitten, the' Tents,

Grace!' Which were Christ's soldiers? whi
were the conquerors? and with whom W|

the glory."

The views of the writer in reference to w,
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•e thus expressed in treating some of the iin-

iccessfiil negotiations which preceded tlie

itbreak of the Revolution.
'•When, in 176-t, Franklin, the philosopher

id statesman, proceeded to England as the

icredited agent of Pennsylvania—and short-

afterward' as agent also for others of the

(lonies—he was destined to exert a marked
fluence upon the future of those portions of

ledoniinionsof Britain which he represented,

eing examined before the House of Com-
ons, whose members desired a definite state-

ent of the pending difficulties, the direct-

)88 and freedom of his testimony were largely

strumental in procuring the repeal of the
moxious Stamp Act.

"Bj^ addresses published in the papers of

andon, giving calm and lucid expositions of

.e effect of English legislation upon the

immercial industries of the colonies, he en-

lavored to work a change in the tone of feel-

g toward America. He instanced the fact

at if American merchants wished to obtain
immodities direct from a Mediterranean
)rt, these must be carried a long voyage out
'the way, in order that the cargo might be

at landed and re-shipped in London, and
at thu-i a few favored merchants there might
ap their commissions. And although iron

as found everywhere in America, and nails

id steel were greatly in demand, he showed
»w a very few manufacturers had obtained

I act of parliament, totally prohibiting the
ection of slitting mills or steel-furnaces in

e colonies. And in the same manner even
e hat-makers of England had prevailed to

itain an act in their favor; restraining the

biness in the colonies in order to oblige the

mericans to send the beaver-skins to Britain,

id buy back the made-up hats, increased in

|ice with double-charge of transportation.

"These, and many other cogent reasons why
.e laws of trade and of administration for

fi colonies, should be altered, wei-e presented
' Franklin to the notice of the public and
e rulers of England during the ten years

;at he remained in that country. And when
the autumn of 1774, news arrived of the

sembling of an American Congress for con-

rt of action, he was unwearied in his efforts,

private conversations, by published articles

d by letters to statesmen, to induce the

ivernment to change its measures, giving it

his belief that notwithstanding the attach-

pnt of the colonies to the mother country.

It a continuance in the same arbitrary course

ist alienate them entirely.

"Being urged by Dr. Fothergill and David
.relay, prominent members of the Society

Friends, in London, he prepared a careful

itement ol'aplan of reconciliation. William
it (Lord Chatham) had himself prepared
other and somewhat similar plan, and after

reral consultations with Franklin, it was
bmittod to parliament, but was by that body
stily rejected. Yet Franklin's private inter-

3W8 with the ministers of state and iuflu-

tial citizens did not cease; while Fother-

1, Barclay and others, frankly condemning
i injustice of their own countrymen, were
remitting in endeavors to secure a com-
omise and avoid the effusion of blood. Never-
sless, their efforts proved unavailing; and
anklin,departingfrom England in the spring

1775, arrived in America only to find that

ir bad been actually begun.

'It is well worth while, at this momentous
Dch in our country's history, for the student

calmly to ask himself: What more could

America have done, to prevent war, than she

did do? And, since England, without doubt,

was clearly guilty of oppression, as well as of

injudicious and unjust methods of govern-
ment, were not the colonies justified in resist-

ing their oppressors? Now, if we answer the

latter question in accordance with the inter-

national practice of the last fifteen centuries,

we may promptly say that the colonies were

justified in making war to secure their politi-

cal rights; but on the other hand, if we are

to answer it according to the Gospel rule, as

well as the Christian practice of the first three
centuries of our era, we must as certainly say
that our ancestors had no right to m<ike war
upon the plea that they were unjustly taxed
and treated. For, the methods of protest and
prayer, of appeal and patient endurance of

wrong, still remained open, and such sort

alone are the weapons which the Christian

may use to battle against tyranny. 'The
weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but

mighty through God to the pulling down of

strongholds.' "

In concluding a sketch of the late civil war
the writer observes.

"No more that a mere outline of the W^ar
of the Eebellion has been given. There were
numerous cavalry raids, hundreds of battles

and skirmishes, and many encounters upon
the rivers and ocean, of which no mention can

here be made. Neither has anything been

said of the work of the Sanitary Commission
;

of the employment of colored soldiers in the

army; of the conscription, and the disturb-

ances in Northern cities in opposition to it;

of the great riot in New York and the massa-

cre of negroes; of the terrible privations and
sufferings of the Union prisoners confined in

the warehouses and prison-pens of the South,

and, in a less degree, of the sufferings of Con-
federates at the North, together with a hun-

dred other of the dire consequences of the w;ir.

A few statistics will merely be adduced for

the purpose of comparison, that we may see

whether the whole country would not have
been a great gainer if it bad adopted the plan

of compensated emancipation, and extirpated

the evil of slavery at a money price far greater

even than the thousand million of dollars

which it was proposed should be paid.
" The whole number of men enrolled in the

Northern army was about 2,650,000. It is

estimated that 3UO,000 men of each army
perished in battle, or by disease in camps and
hospitals; and that the number crippled, or

permanently disabled by disease, amounted
altogether to 400,000. 'This would make a

total of 1,000,000 men as the actual loss to

the country.
" The money cost of the war, to both sides, is

estimated at $6,000,000,000. In order to meet
the yearly interest on the National Debt,

which was increased from 60 millions in 1860,

to 2600 millions in 1865, the people were taxed

to an extent to which the taxation by the

British crown, in the preceding century, bore

no comparison. Stamps were required on

deeds, leases, receipts, checks and many other
documents, beside on a great variety of manu-
factured goods. A moiety of the debt incurred

;

for, and the loss sustained by, the war, would
have paid for all the slaves ; would have pro-

vided all the illiterate whites and blacks of;

the South with the requisite facilities for ob-

taining an education ; would have built half-

a-dozen railways from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, and would have paid for the comple-
tion of as maoy water-wnj's connecting the
streams of the Mississippi valley with those
of the Atlantic slope and the Great Lakes.
In brief, had wise and peaceful counsels pre-

vailed, we might have been a really united
people, and thus the fearful record of loss ia

men and money, in social and political mo-
rality, would not be now what we know too
well thiit it is."

THE FHIEND.
SEVENTH MOXTH 14, 1877.

" No man liveth to himself" This declara-

tion of the Apostle is demonstrably true,

whether applied to the righteous or to the
wicked. We cannot so shut ourselves out
from intercourse with our fellow beings, but
that our influence either for good or for evil,

will more or less affect some with whom we
are brought into contact. The governing
principle of our lives and conduct, cannot be
altogether circumscribed within ourselves.

Its power will be manifested by the fruit it

brings forth in us, and the leaven of its influ-

ence will reach to others who may be brought
where they behold or are obliged to feel the
course of life produced. Consciously or un-

consciously, therefore, we may be affecting

the eternal interests of some of our fellow can-

didates for a happy eternity.

How strikingly do we sometimes see this

exemplified in the family circle. Some one
of a family that has been comparatively little

restrained bj' the yoke which Christ lays upon
the evil indulgence of the natural propensities

—the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye and
the pride of life—overcome by the pleadings

of Divine Grace, yields to the heavenly re-

quirements, takes up the daily cross and fol-

lows Christ in the regeneration. Soon the
influence of the life of righteousness is felt in

some measure throughout the whole band.

It may be that the others are not willing to

make the sacrifices which they see have been

called for to prove the sincerity of the coven-

ant made between the soul of the one that has
given up to love and serve the omnipotent
Saviour, and which, or others similar, they
feel they will have to make if they resign all

conformity to the world, and become the self-

denying disciple of a crucified Redeemer; but

the humble, consistent life in their midst, is

felt to be loud preaching, and however they
may persist in gratifying their natural aver-

sion to walking in the strait and narrow way
that alone leadeth unto eternal blessedness,

yet the power of the good example, testified

to at times by the witness for God in the se-

cret of their souls, has a restraining influence,

and often predisposes to listen, as in the cool

of the day, to the still small voice querying,

Where art thou? Thus, in many instances,

the faithfulness of one, has been a means,

under the providence of Him who is ever
watching over the workmanship of his hand
fcjr good, of stimulating others to bring glory

to their Father who is in heaven, by entering

and abiding in the highway of holiness.

On the other hand, where a family, whether
from the force of education, and the preserva-

tive effect of proper association, or, it may bo

from a sense in the individual members of the

restraints of religion, has been kept, in some
good measure, as '-a garden enclosed," and a
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well-gfouTuled hope was entertained by those

whose greatest jo}" it is to see the children

"walking in the i'ruth," that the seed of the

kingdom would there take root, grow up and

bear much fruit, if one of the parents, or one

of the children—though more especially the

former—begin to show laxity or inditforence

in maintaining the restraining, crucifying

principles and practices of the gospel, the

power of God unto salvation, how soon does

the example set give currency to compliance

•with the spirit of the world within the house-

hold, and, unless mercifully preserved by the

powerful visitations of the Holy Spirit, how,

almost invariably do other members of the

fiimily— especially the poor children, who
naturally look to their parents for direction

and example—slide into the ways and maxims
of the unregenerate, copy after the fashions,

the follies and the amusements of the gay
multitude that walk in the broad way, ap-

parently forgetting that it leads to darkness

and to death. It is true that each one is ac-

countable to the Judge of quick and d«ad,

and each one must work out his own soul's

sakation with fear and trembling, but never-

theless, "No man liveth to himself," and

the influence of our example imposes a fi

ful responsibility upon each one of us, and

brings home the importance of the obligation,

" Whether we eat or whether we drink or

whatsoever we do, do all to the glory of God."

. day's work.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Life-saving Service fulfils

the purpose expressed by its name, as is shown by the

report of its operations last year. Out of 1253 lives im-

perilled by shipwreck only 39 were lost, and a very

large proportion of property was also recovered. This

does not represent all the work of our Government in

the protection of travellers by sea from the dangers of

our coast. The Signal Service, with its cautions to

vessels not to leave port because of a coming storm, pro-

bably saves as miny lives. The work in both services

is well done, and it is gratifying to learn that the re-

cent improvement in the apparatus for throwing a shot

line over wrecks is likely to make the Life Saving Ser-

vice still more efficient.

The steamer Florence, Captain Tyson, of Polaris

fame, commander, will sail from New London on the

20th inst., as the advance of the proposed polar-colony

scheme of Arctic exploration inaugurated by Captain

Howgate. All the funds are in hand, and everything

necessary to its success has been provided with great

care by Captain Howgate.
A Washington despatch says the President will soon

direct the issuing of orders to withdraw all the United
States troops from the South except such as may be

necessary for garrison duty. The troops so withdrawn
will be either transferred to service in the West or be

sent to the Kio Grande.
The credentials of General Mata, from Mexico, have

been presented to the Cabinet for consideration. The
Government is not inimical to the recognition of Diaz,

and the question of the border troubles will not be

affected, as the President and Secretary of State will

enforce a respect for American soil.

The diplomatic difficulty between the United States

and Venezuela has been amicably settled. The Vene
zuelan Government has formally withdrawn its note of

1st mo. 28th, which caused the departure of Minister

Kussell from Caracas, and such questions as remain
will he discussed in a friendly manner.
One of the industries which has suffered most from

the California drought has been bee culture. This has

been c:irried on very successfully of late in the southerr

part of the State ; but so complete has been the destruc

tion of bee feeding plants that it is doubtful whethei
the business will pay again for a long time.

Macon, Ga., has an ice factory that manuf.ictures

10,000 pounds of ice daily, at a cost to consumers of

one cent per pound.
In accordance with a recent decision of the Supreme

Court of the United Slates, the Government officers in

charge of public work will make their contracts and
have the work performed upon the ten-hour basis. All

employ^i who desire to make eight hou

will be paid for the eight hours only.

The Slate Department is informed that the steamer

Northcote, constructed for the navigition of the Sas-

katchewan river, started from Cedar Lake, above the

Grand Rapids, at its mouth, on the 4th of 5th mo., as-

ded the stream to Fort Edmonton, and returned to

Cedar Lake within thirty days. The success of the

trip is considered as favorable to the development of

ide in that section, and likely to be of benefit to the

ilways of Northern Minnesota.

During the past week storms of unusual severity

have visited many sections of the United States, causing

great destruction of property and some loss of life.

The villages of Pensaukee and Coullardville, in

Oconto county. Wis., were devastated by a tornado on

First-day night. In Pensaukee, the Gardner Hotel, a

school-house and twenty-eight dwellings were demol-

hed ; six persons were killed and ten injured. In

Coullardville, seventeen houses and barns were dam-
ged. The total loss on property is estimated at

$300,000.
An anticipated change of channel in the Missouri

river, above Omaha, took place on First-day morning.

Through the " cut-off," which is six hundred feet wide,

a large volume of water was pouring, and the levee on

the Omaha side was in danger.

A new reservoir, at Athol, Massachusetts, situated on

a hill 250 feet above the main village, gave way last

First-day afternoon, under the pressure of a volume of

water which had just been emptied into it. The tor-

rent rushed down to the village, half a mile distant,

and into Beaver Brook, which it swelled. Several mill

dams were carried away, the roads were badly washed,

and considerable damage was done to property along

the stream. The reservoir was built by contract, and

accepted by the town authorities on the 7th.

The debt statement for the Sixth month shows a de-

crease in the public debt for the month, of nearly three

d one quarter million dollars, and for the fiscal year

of $39,281,122. This is over ten millions in excess of

the reduction made the preceding fiscal year, and fully

ix millions in excess of the amount required to pay

the sinking fund. The coin balance, after deducting

certificates, accrued debt and interest is $17,183,-

403, of this amount $2,868,102 is sub-iidiary silver coins,

which, being deducted, leave the actual gold balance,

against which there are no liabilities, $14,315,301. Com-
pared with the same period of last year the gold bal-

ance shows an increase of about twelve millions of dol-

lars. The currency balance is nearly sixteen millions,

of which about one half is held for the redemption of

fractional currency. The reduction in legal tenders for

the month was $648,248, and for the year more than

ten millions. The reduction in fractional currency for

the month was $803,793, and for the year over fourteen

nillions. The amount of fractional currency reported

by the Commission to have been lost—eight million

dollars—has not been deducted from the amount out-

standing, which is now reported to be less than twenty

and one-half millions. During the year there has been

made in the amount necessary to pay the annual in-

terest on the public debt as a result of the funding

operation, a reduction of $1,943,625.

The aggregate revenue receipts for the fiscal year

were $271,32-5,677, which were made up as follows.

From customs, $130,439,419 ; internal revenue, $118,-

438,278 ; miscellaneous, $22,447,980.

Compared with last year this shows a falling off' in

revenue of over $16,000,000. The receipts from cus-

toms fell over $17,500,000, and the internal revenue

receipts increased about $2,000,000. The ordinary ex-

penditures were $146,454,432, which is nearly $12,-

000,000 less than the expenditures for the preceding

fiscal year. These figures do not include interest on
the public debt.

The number of death.s in Philadelphia for the week
ending 7th mo. 7th, was 40.3, being 65 more than for

the previous week, and 215 less than for the correspond-

ing week of 1876. Of the 403, 238 were under five

years of age.

The Mm-kels, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 10th inst. Cotton, 12J a 12| cts. Flour, $6.75 a

$9.25, the latter being for Minnesota choice. Bran,

$18 a $19 per ton. Wheat dull and lower ; Penna red,

$2.00 ; amber, $2.10 ; white, $2.15 ; new Delaware and

Maryland, $1.75 a $1.85. Rye, 76 a 80 cts. Corn
firmer, 59 a 63 cts. Oats dull, 39 a 47 cts., the latter

for fancy. Cheese, 4 a 91 cts., the latter for N. York
factory choice. Beef cattle, sales of 3500 head at from

3.i a 7| cts. as to quality. Sheep, sales of 8900 head at

from 3i a 5} cts. Lambs, 7 a 8 cts. Hogs, 3700 head,

at from" 63 to 7J cts.

FoREioN.— It is mentioned as a notable fact that the

first translation of the Bible into the Russian vernat

lar, approved by the Czar as head of the Greek Chur

and by the Church itself, has been completed on

within the present year.

Greece has 101 journals and periodical publicatioi

or one for each 14,434 inhabitants. The number
political journals is 82, of which 36 appear at Atheni

In the British House of Commons, recently, .'

Stafford Northcote, Chancellor of the Exchequer,

reply to a question, said the object in sending t

Mediterranean fleet to Besika Biy was that it is ai

would be a convenient station. The position

tral, enabling the commander to communicate easi

wilh the Ambassador at Constantinople and the hot

Government. As to why the fleet was not sent 1

Suez Canal, the Chancellor said it was because it

not a convenient central position, and, besides, the

was no reason why more than one ship should

stationed at the Suez Canal. The fleet at Besika B

numbers seven iron-clads and one frigate.

The Standard prints the following: " Portugal ha

ing consented to act with England in suppressing _t

slave trade on the Mozambique coast, a British cruii

has been ordered thither. She will carry a Portugus

official, visit all the haunts of the slavers, and be e

powered to search suspicious vessels, even when can

ing Portuguese colors."

Accounts from the Bombay famine districts are dai

growing better. Rain is plentiful, and the sowing

crops is beginning. The position in Madras is si

very grave. Over a million persons are on the rel

works or gratuitously fed.

Delegates bearing "a protest from the late Governme

of the Transvaal Republic against British annexati(

had an interview lately with LordCaernarvan, who
formed them that it w.as impossible to reverse the (

cree of annexation, but he would hear any represen

tion from them relative to the administration of

Province, with pleasure.

The French crops are reported to be good, especia

in Central France; around Blois, the harvest pron
'

to be better than for the last sixty years.

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.

A well qualified teacher of the Latin and Grt

languages, will be wanted at the opening of the

sessioVi, lOlh mo. 29th. .-^pply to

Joseph Passmore, Goshenville, Chester Co., 1

John E. Carter, 624 South 24th St., Philada.

or Wm. Evans, 252 South Front St.,

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A suitably qualified Friend is wanted as Govern

at the opening of the next session.

Application may be made to

William Biddle, No. 220 S. Fourth St., Phila

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, N. J.

Joseph Passmore, Goshenville, Penna.

Geo. J. Scatlergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Phitadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. WoR'
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients maj

m-ide to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar<

.Managers.

Died, on the 20lh of 5th mo. 1877, Esther, \i\fi

Elisha Brackin, at their residence, Concord, Belm
county, Ohio, in the 76th year of her age, a membe
Concord Particular and Short Creek Monthly Meeli

This dear Friend w.as firmly attached to the doctri

and testimonies of our religious Society as held by

Friends. P''or .several years she .suffered much hot

affliction, yet whenever of ability to do so, and ol|

when her feeble frame seemed unequal to the exerti

she met with her friends for the solemn purposi'

Divine worship, desiring her family to lay aside

hindering things of time, and be fiithful in the

forraance of this important duty. Her last illness

a lingering, suffering one, which she endured with nr

patience, being very grateful for the kind attention of

friends
;
yet she often seemed desirous to be rele.''

if it was the Divine will, saying, " She thought she

an evidence she was prepared for the solemn chanj

A comforting hope and assurance is felt that in mi
she has been permitted to exchange the trials of t

for a never ending eternity of rest and 'peace.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walruit Street.
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" Across Africa."

(Continued from page 382.)

On the 26th of 4th month, 1873, the expe-

;ion started from Simho for the much dread-

Makata swamp, a large level plain lying

tween the Usagara Mountains and those

ar Simliaweni. This swamp offered no par-

ular difficulties in the dry season, but he-

me converted by the rains into a vast e.x-

nse of mud, with two or three troublesome

)r!i8ses on the western side.

"Two hours' marching through pleasant

)oded country, with red sandy soil, gave us

r first introduction to the Makata, which
en appeared in its worst form.

"The foot-prints of elephants, giraffes and
ffaioes had formeTl numerous holes in the

lyey mud, some being at least knee deep

d full of water, and many of our donkeys
sro trapped in them. But they managed to

ing their loads into camp in safety, although

e had nearly been strangled by its driver,

50 made a running noose round its neck

d attempted to drag it out of a hole by

iin force."
" Five hours in heavy rain were occupied

getting over five miles of this road, and

iring that time we had often to lend a hand
loading and unloading the poor donkeys,

sides preventing the men from straggling,

306 they all wished to halt in the middle of

e mud.
" This would have been a fatal mistake,

ere being no bushes with which to build

its, or to provide fuel for the camp-fires
;

id a night's exposure to the rain and cold,

ith no dry sleeping place, must have crip-

ed most of them. So I continued on the

arch until 3 p. m., when we arrived at the

;e of an old camp, a comparatively dry spot,

here we found fuel and materials for hut

lilding."

During the passage of this swamp they

ossed several streams, among which was
16 Makata River,* about 40 yards wide and 8

9 feet in depth. Here one of the party be

ime thoroughly wet, and neglecting to take

-oper care of himself, was soon afterwards

.tacked with fever, which delayed the pro-

ress of the expedition for several days.

In pursuing their journey to the westward
ley passed several large villages, one of

hich, Rehenneko, is situated near the 37°

leridian east of Greenwich. This "proved

to be a large and populous village, and I was
soon surrounded by a wondering crowd, the

])eople being all well-dressed, after the fashion

of the slaves at Zanzibar. They wore also a

very peculiar necklace, consisting of a disk of

coiled brass wire projecting horizontally from
the neck, and sometimes as much as two feet

In diameter."
During the 5th month, Eobert Moffat died

from the effects of the climate. "The expe-

dition," says V. L. Cameron, "then consisted

of Dillon, Murphy, and myself, Issa (our store-

vee])er), thirty-five ashari soldier.s, servants

and donkey drivers, (including Bombay who
was supposed to command them), one hun-

dred and ninetj^-two pagazi, or native laborers

and carriers, six servants, cooks, and gun-

bearers, and three boys. We had also twenty-

two donkej's and three dogs, and several of

the me/i had with them women and slaves, so

that, numerically we were an imposing force."

Atone point beyond the Makata swamp, " the

road wound through a rocky gorge, and up
the steep side of the mountain, rendered more
difiicult by numerous torrent beds channeled

in the solid granite, and which were worn
quite smooth and polished, and made slippery

by the draining-down of water. Before some
of our donkeys would cross the worst of these,

it was necessary to blindfold them." In some
places "the hills, covered to their summits
with acacias, looked, as Burton justly observes,

much like umbrellas in a crowd. In the val-

leys where water is plentiful, the mparamusi
reared its lofty head." This is one of the
" noblest specimens of arboreal beauty in the

world, having a towering shaft some fifteen

feet in diameter and a hundred and fortj' feet

high, with bark of a tender yellowish green,

crowned with a spreading head of dark foliage.

Unfortunately, these magnificent trees are

often sacrificed to serve no more important

purpose than the making of a single door, the

wood being soft and easily fashioned ;
and

since it rots rapidly unless well seasoned, the

work of destruction is constantly proceed-

ing."

At one of the villages on the route, Cameron
witnessed a curious custom, said to be uni-

versal in this part of Africa. A woman rushed

into camp and tied a knot in a turban of one

of his men, thus placing herself under his pro

tection, in order to be revenged upon her hus

band, who had beaten her for not cooking

some fish properly. The husband came and
claimed her ; but before she was restored

to him he was compelled to pay a ransom of

a bullock and three goats, and to promise, in

the presence of his chief, that he would never

again ill-treat her." " A slave can also obtain

a change of masters by breaking a bow
spear belonging to the man whom he selects

as his new owner, or by tying a knot in any
portion of his clothing; and the original

owner can not redeem him except by paying
his full value, and he is invariably obliged to

promise not to use him harshly."

At a distance of about 200 miles from the

coast, he entered the counliy of the Wagogo,
a people "who are easily distinguished from

the other tribes by the custom of piercing

their ears and enlarging the lobes to a mon-
strous extent, wearing in them pieces of wood,

ear-rings of brass wire, gourd snuff-boxes, and

a variety of miscellaneous-articles. The lobes

are often so enormous as to descend to the

shoulders, and in old age frequeiitly become
broken or torn." Small copper and brass

bracelets are much worn, "but it is in the

adornment of their heads that the Wagogo
principally exercise their inventive powers,

and nothing is too absurd or hideous to please

them."
In one of the villages of this people our au-

thor noticed many of the inhabitants suffer-

ng from small pox " which at times sweeps

ike a devouring fire throughout large por-

tions of Africa."

agomba, the head chief of this country,

who was chief when the explorer, Burton,

ssed through it in 1857, was still in power,

d was reported by his subjects to be of

fabulous age. His grandchildren were gray,

and Cameron had no doubt that his age was
considerably over a century. " Another in-

stance of the extraordinary longevity of.,tlie

Afrioan races was noticed by Dr. Livingstone

lit Makazembe's. He found there, in 1871 or

1872, a man named Pembereh, who had chil-

dren upward of thirty years of age when Dr.

Lacerda Almeida visited that place in 1796.

And this Pembereh was still living, according

to the Arabs, in 1874, and must then have

been at least a hundred and thirty years old.

" Witchcraft is one of the curses and banes

of the whole country, every illness being at-

tributed to sorcery or evil spirits ; and of

course the wizard is resorted to in the hope

of obtaining deliverance from the malign in-

fluence supposed to be exerted. By means of

playing alternately upon the hopes and fears

of their credulous dupes, the workers of magic

for a time realize a comfortable livelihood
;

but at last a day of retribution arrives. The
magician is suspected or denounced by a rival

of having caused the illness ot some great

person; and unless he can save himself by

fiight, or turn the tide of popular opinion

against his accuser, he is seized and lashed to

a stout post, around which a circle of fire is

kindled." Often while suffering these tor-

tures, the magicians seem possessed by a sort

of mania to uphold their reputation, and boast

of crimes they pretend to have caused. In

manjr cases they have faith, to a great ex-

tent, in their own powers, and certainly are

thoroughly believed in and feared, by their

dupes.
Beyond the country of the Wagogo the ex-

pedition entered the Mgunda Mkali (or hot

field) which was just becoming cleared when
Burton and Speke traversed it. " Now, how-

ever, things are much changed for the better,

the Wakimbea, driven by wars from their
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former homes, liaving attacked the jungle.

Water has been found in many places, largo

spaces have been cleared and brought into

cultivation, and, under the dominion of man,
some of the most fertile and peaceful spots in

Africa are now scattered in the midst of what
was formerly virgin forest, affording shelter

only to wild beasts."

A few days journey brought them to Jine

la Singa (the rock of soft grass). The road

towards it was across a clearing extending as

far as the eye could roach, and which boasted

of manj^ herds of cattle, populous stockaded
villages, and much cultivation. "The fields

were divided by ditches and banks, and in

one place we saw some rude attempts at irri-

gation. To cultivate these fields must require

a considerable amount of perseverance and
industry, the ground being neatly hoed into

large ridges." " The villages I visited were
remarkably clean, and the huts wonderfully
well built, considering the means and ma-
terials at disposal. Indeed, except in the

matter of ' book learning,' these people can
not be considered as occupying a low place

in the scale of civilization."

CTo 1

Francis llowgill.

Francis llowgill was born in England about
the year 1618. He was one of that band of
primitive worthies, who for the word of God
and for the testimony of Jesus Christ, endured
a great fight of afflictions

; not counting, with
the apostle Paul, his life dear unto himself, so

that he might finish his course with joy, and
tho ministry which he had received of the

Lord Jesus, to testify tho gospel of the grace
of God.
Ho was intimately associated with his dear

friend, Edward Burrough, in tho great work
which fell to their lot of turning people from
dai-kness to light, and from the power of

Satan unto God. These, like David and
Jonathan, strengthened oach other's hands in

the truth and in the Lord; and went forth

hand and heart together proclaiming, in the
spirit of their Master, "liberty to the captives,

and the opening of the prison to them that

are bound ; to proclaim the acceptable year
of tho Lord," &c.

But notwithstanding tho release thus preach-
ed by thom from spiritual captivity, Francis
Howgill was suffered to pass mouths and
years in prison ; and at last was even pre-

munired for his unwavering obedience to the
law of Christ, and not for evil doing. He was
endowed with much resignation and christian

patience; and bore his long imprisonments
for the cause of Truth so dear unio him, in

a manner which elicited the admiration and
procured him the love and esteem of the jailer

and his family, and that of many others.

While suffering incarceration, which was
much his lot, such was the confidence reposed
in, and the respect paid to him, that many
persons resorted to him for counsel in their

difficulties, and referred their diflerencos to

his arbitration.

The oppressor so held his body bound, that
his constitution gave way under it; and de-

clining health came on about the year 1668,
towards the close of which ho was taken ill.

His sickness increasing, dissolution at length
drew nigh ; but his faculties were preserved
clear, and he was often engaged in fervent
supplication. About two days before his de-

parture he said: "As for me, I am not at all

afraid of death." Indeed, ho had often been

heard to sa}' during his sickness, that he was
content to die—that he was ready ; and that

he praised God for the sweet enjoyments and
refreshments he had received on that, his

prison-house bod, whereon he lay; freely for

giving all who had any part in his restraint.

A few hours before he ceased to breathe,

some friends who lived at a distance coming
to visit him, he inquired of the welfare of

all of thom
;
praying fervently, with many

heavenly expressions, that the Lord, by his

miahty powei", might preserve thom out of all

such things as would pollute or defile them.
Something he was heard to say shortly after-

wards ; but his weakness being extreme, but
little could bo gathered, except a fevv words,
which seem prophetic of a time when perse-

cution would cease. A little while after, re-

gaining some strength, he said, "I have sought
the way of the Lord from a child, and lived

innocently among men; and if any inquire

concerning my latter end, let them know that
[ die in the faith whiuh I have lived in, and
suffered for."

After a few words of prayer to his Father
in heaven, he spoke no more

;
but entered into

his blissful and everlasting rest, in the fiftieth

yi-ar of his age, having been a prisoner for

the testimony of Jesus, nearly five yenrs.

Such was tho life and death of Francis
Howgill. And such tho religion ho professed
and lived. A religion that enabled him and
thousands more to stand their ground in a
day of no ordinary proving and close trial

It was a true and real and vital religion which
went to the ground and root of matters; and,
aiming at a thorough cleansing as well as a
thorough changing of the heart, it deterred
not those who adopted it from a full surrender
of themselves to the Saviour's one saving bap-
tism of tiro and the Holy Ghost, neither from
the spirit-searching operation of that living
" word of God which is quick and powerful,
and sharper than any two-edged sword," "and
is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of

the heart ;" but brought with it a willingness
to become martyrs for His name and cause
who had so enamoured their souls of His good-
ness and unfading grace and mercy.
The subjoined is a portion of an epistle of

this good man, which he terms " the unchang-
able testament, and will, and counsel of Fran-
cis Howgill, left to his daughter, Abigail
Howgill," and which with solemn fervor, he
enjoins her to observe, saying, it is the chief
thing he has to bestow upon her. It will con-

clude this little account, viz :
" Seek the king-

dom of God, and the righteousness thereof;
s not far from thee, it is within ; it consists

of life and power, and it stands iu righteous-

less, truth, equit}', justice, mercy, long suffer-

ng, patience, love, light, and holiness. Tiiis

s tho being and centre thereof; therefore seek
lot lo here! or lo there! without thee, in this

or that outward observation, for many seek
there and never find it ; but seek, and thou
halt find ; wait, and thou shalt receive.

If thou inquire in what must I seek, and
what must 1 wait in, and how must I seek?
I inform thee, thou must silence all thy own
thoughts, and thou must turn thy mind to

that which is pure, holy, and good within thy-

self," <&c.

Take heed unto that, [viz : the holy life, or
enlightened conscience luithin] and it will show
the evil motions and thoughts, and as thou

lovest it, it will subdue them, and presei

thee for the time to come, out of evil
;

though thou be born into the world a reus^

able creature, yet, thou must be born aga
and be made a new creature, or else thou ca:

not enter into God's kingdom." [Here
child might have queried. How is this i

and heavenly birth to be produced ? T
parent proceeds:]

" Thou must know the seed of the kingdi

in thyself; of which thou must be born a
formed again, into God's image. I have t(

thee that God hath sown it in thee; a grj

of it, a portion of it, a measure of light a

truth, of righteousness and holiness. K(
in thy mind to that, and love it, and thou w
feel the Heavenly Father working in th

and creating thee to life, through Jesus Chr
who hath enlightened thoe, and thou wilt fi

tho power of the Lord strengthening thee

thy little faith and obedience, and maki
thee to grovv in the immortal seed of his kii

dom, and to out-grow and over grow all ev

so that thou wilt daily die to that evil a

have no pleasure in it ; but in tho Lord,
in his goodness and virtue shod abroad in

heart, which thou wilt taste and feel with
and have joy and comfort therein."

Again reverting to the same subject, " G
is a Spirit," he says, "a pure spirit of

light, and power. He it is that searcheth t

heart, and shows thee when thou dost evi

jthinkest evil, or speakest evil; and sli

unto men and women their thoughts. Tb
which shows tho evil is good, and that whi
shows a lie is truth. Thi.s is within, take he

to it. This is called God's Spirit in the Sci

tures; believe in it, love it, and it will quid
thy heart to good, and it will subject tho o^

Here is thj- teacher near thee; love it.

thou act contrary to it, it will condemn th(

&c. This Spirit never errs; but leads out

all error into truth."

Francis Howgill labored in the gospel si

teen years: there is a volume of his wor
printed in about 740 pages in folio.

Courteous Manners.

It is one of the lessons of every-day life th

wo should all strive to learn how to exproi

by every pleasant, graceful and attraci

way, the real kindliness we feel, not only

those whose esteem we value, but to eve

one with whom we come in contact. The
is nothing in occupntiou or circumstance,'

prevent this. Neither wealth, nor birth, i

education has any monopoly of true pol:

ness. Every one, however poor or bus^',

young, can cultivate a gentle, pleasing

cordial manner, that shall fully express ii

tho intercourse of daily life the genial

pulses and warm emotions of the heart.

Good-will and benevolence will develoj

more fully by being thus continually manife

ed, than by any other means. Evcrj- feeling

increased by expression, diminished b}-

prossion. The blunt, rude tone, the disrespec

ful manner, the omission, of those
j

amenities of life that smooth away so mar
rough places, do actually, in time blunt ai

dull tho finer parts of our nature, check tl

generous emotion, drive back the sympathy
and crush tho affections that are thus dc

their natural outlets. On the other hand, tl

courtesies of life, while gladdening those

whom they are extended, return to enricdi I

heart of the giver. He who remembers tl

rights of others, and hastens gracefully to a
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rd them, who frcclj' concedes the venera-

)n due to age, and the respect and honor
e from one human being to another, who
kes every opportunity of shedding small

ys of sunshine over the lives of those around
m, will himself reap the harvest he sows

—

a larger heart, more expanded benevolence

d richer affections.

We would not here descant upon the world-

policy of courteous manners, nor urge it as

notive for their cultivation, yet it is plea-

at to discover that right doing has its own
flex action, not only on the character, but
10 on the immediate personal interests of

jn. This is certainly the ease in all busi-

es intcrcoui'se. Other things being equal,

B courteous and affable always have the

eferenec over the blunt and rude. Whether
is the selection of the store at which we
al, the employer whom we will serve, the

)rkman we will engage, or the road we will

ivel, this element will largely influence our
oice. In the instructions which a general

inager of a leading railway has issued to

3 subordinates, he says: "Treat people as

you appreciated and were willing to ac-

lowledgo their custom. Try to accommo-
te and please. In short, act as any good
siness man would toward his customers.

)n't treat people as if you were conferring

'avor on them by letting them ride. Rather,

3k to make the line popular, because its

.siness is dependent on the good will of the

ople. You need not be ashamed to let peo-

B understand that you acknowledge this."

leh orders fully recognize the policy of

easing manners and their necessity to cu-

re success. To be really worthy ami eudur-

g, politeness must be based on kindly feel-

g. An old proverb saj's, "If the staff be

ooked, the shadow cannot be straight." So,

our hearts are cold and hard, they will not

,8t the shadow of kindly deeds and gentle

anners. Yet they act and re-act upon each
her, and the effort to correct the shadow
ay induce us to reform the substance.

—

hilada. Le-lger.

For "The Friend."

ibservatioiis on the Ri.se of the Society of Friends,

and the eliaracter and labors of George Fox.

At the present time when in many places

Lthin the limits of our own Society, it seems
jcessary again to contend for those doctrines

id practices which Friends in the beginning
ere called upon to support, and which faith-

1 members have ever since felt bound to

aintain, it may be useful to review the circum-

ances attending that remarkable manifesta-

on of Divine life, in which the Society had its

•igin, and the steps by which its doctrines

ere gradually unfolded to the mind ofGeorge
ox, and accepted by the generation in which
5 lived. The following observations on these

ibjects, and sketch of the early life and niin-

try of George Fox, have been taken with
lis view from the recently published work
ititled, " Friends in the Seventeenth Cen-
iry."

During the eventful period which elapsed

jtween the enforcement of the Reformation

Y Henry VIII. , and the inauguration of the

ommonwealth under Cromwell, "men had
3Come accustomed to think upon and discuss

le points of religious belief, on which there

mg had been differences of opinion ; and as

ae state of the professing church, as well as

lat of the nation at large, had been thi'ough-

out such as to demand the attention of those
who had capacity to think and to act, very
manj' within different classes of society, took
deep interest in the subjects brought into dis

pute; which thus acquired a dignity and im-
portance previously withheld from them.

Nevertheless, there were certain great
and fundamental truths or principles of the
gospel, underlying the whole system of Chris-
tianity, which though they may have been
admitted in theory or written creeds, had long
been very much lo.^t sight of, denied or per-
verted, in the selfseeking teaching of the
overbearing clergj', and the heated and blind-

ing controversies of sects or parties, strug-
gling for liberty or power. Although the
doctrine of the influence of the Holy Spirit
was thus admitted, his indwelling with men,
or that ' The Grace of God which bringeth
salvation had appeared unto all men, teaching
them' how to become partakers of the salva-

tion purchased hy Christ, was unacknow-
ledged or denied.

" It was claimed by the ' Church,'—said to

be organized in accordance with the Divine
will, that to it belonged exclusively all the
authority and right which a commission from
Christ could conve}',—that it was collectively

inspired by the Holy Spirit, and its individual
members participated in the influence of that
Spirit through the external 'means of grace'
possessed and administered by the 'Church;'
as baptism, the eucharist, preaching, praying,
and instruction in the Scriptures.

'

"The Bible was received as the complete
and final revelation of the Divine will, in re-

lation to everything connected with the salva-

tion of the soul, and consequently was con-

sidered the primary rule of faith and practice
;

but the authoritative interpretation of th

text, was virtually claimed and made binding
by the 'Church;' or in other words, by the
' clergj- ;' who, as a ho&y, were not disposed
to give any exegesis that would curtail their
power, or otherwise injuriously affect their

interest. The Headship of Christ in the
church, and that equality among believers set

forth in his declaration, 'One is your master,
even Christ, and all ye are brethren,' were
generally disallowed or perverted, by denying
the bestowal of spiritual gifts on any but such
as had undergone a prescribed course of study,
and been ordained by men. These formed a
distinct class, with peculiar titles, power, and
privileges; exercising their ministerial func-

tions as a profession, and claiming the right

to demand pecuniary compensation for their

services. That Christ's kingdom is not of

this world, and therefore his disciples are for-

bidden to fight, though so clearly set forth in

his teaching, and so fully confirmed by the
whole spirit of the gospel, Avas altogether
ignored ; and consequently the constitution and write and cast accounts,

and working of the predominant church, were
|

Conscientiously just and exact

them to detect and reject the many errors in

loctrine, and the many rites and ceremonies
by which man in his own will and wisdom,
had overlaid and obscured the truth, and to

turn away from them
;
also fron\ those who

claimed to be ministers of Christ, while their

lives bore witness that they knew not what
t was to be subjected to his heart-changing
baptism, or to cease from serving the spirit of

the world. Thus there were those in different

portions of the professing Church, who were
longing after a more spiritual religion than
could be found while it maintained such a
mechanical routine of ceremony, between the
worshipper and the Father of Spirits; who
were seeking a more full exemplification of
the transforming power and puritj' of the gos-

pel, and were earnestly looking for a clearer

light to shine upon the path of the just.

"That light came not bj^ Any sudden out-

burst of religious illumination within anyone
of the various sections into which the visible

Church was divided ; but by the inshining of

the Day Spring from on high, in the hearts

of different members attached to them, who
were hungering and thirsting after righteous-

ness, and waiting to be taught the way of the

Lord more perfectly. The work had been

and was going on secretlj^ and with slow pro-

gress, hidden in the hearts of many, like seed

in the warm earth, awaiting the time and the

means by which it would be more powerfully
quickened, and enabled to push forth the blade,

form the ear and perfect the full corn in the

ear.

"George Fox was born in Drayton-in-the-

Clay, in Leicestershire, in the year 1624, about
one year before the death of King James I.

He was the son of Christopher and Mai-y Fox,

the maiden name of the latter being Lago,
said to be of the stock of the martyrs. They
were members of the Episcopal Church, and
were highly esteemed for their piety; the

father being called by his neighbors 'Right-

eous Christer,' on account of his honesty and
uprightness.

"George Fox was remarkable, when a child,

for his gravity and sedateness, and he states

that when but eleven years of age, he ' knew
pureness and righteousness;' and that ' The
Lord taught [him] to be faithful in all things,

and to act faithfully in two ways; viz., in-

wardly to God, and outwardly to man, and to

keep to yea and nay in all things.'

" Seeing the seriousness of his youthful
character, his relatives at first thought to

have him educated for becoming a priest; but

that being abandoned, ho was placed with a
shoemaker, who also dealt in cattle and wool

;

and in the latter George was employed. It

does not appear that he received any further

school education than enabled him to read
ith facility,

all his deal-

complicated with the character and action of

the political government, and none appeared
to comprehend its organization and the exe-

cution of its duties, without connection with
and dependence on the Legislature or the ad-

ministration of the State, and without holding
that as these were often brought into collision

with opponents, Christians were therefore
warranted in engaging in war.

" But He who watches over his Church by

ngs, it became a common saying among tho.se

who knew him, that ' If George says verily

—

a word he often used—there is no altering

him.'
" When about nineteen years of age [1642],

being at a fair, he was much grieved by two
of his acquaintances, who were professors of
religion, with whom he had gone to an inn,

for some refreshment—drinking healths, and
urging him to join them therein. He refused,

night as well as by day, as He had preserved ' and left them. That night he was sleepless,

witnesses to the truth throughout the ages of: being brought under great exercise of mind
;

almost universal darkness, so was He now at and having cried fervently unto the Lord, he
work in the hearts of individuals, preparing states, He said unto me, 'Thou seest how
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j-oting people j^o together into vanity, and
old people into the earlli ; thou must forsake
all, young and old, keep out of all, and be as

a stranger xuito all.' This appears to have
been the beginning of ' The various exercises,

trials and troubles,' through which the Lord
led him, in order, as he observes, ' To prepare
and fit him for the work, unto which He had
appointed him.'

(To be continued.)

Aztec -Ruins.—The ancient ruins which are

scattered all over this country are some of the

strangest unwritten pages of history. Our
fertile valleys have been densely inhabited

and highly cultivated by an enlightened race

of people centuries ago, while the ruins of the

houses, corrals, towns, fortifications, ditch

es, pottery-ware, drawings, noninterpretable
writings, &c., go to show there have been

many arts cultivated in those days which are

now entirely lost to the human race. Tliei

houses have been built of most every kind of

rock, from small boulders to the finest sand
stone. Some of the finest of these ruins, and
the most perfect, are located fifteen miles up
the Animas fliver, or about thirty-five miles

below Animas City, in a large valley fifteen

miles long by seven wide, on the west side oi'

the river. 'This valley has been covered with
buildings of every size, the two largest on
being 300 x 6,000 feet, and about 300 feet

apart. They are built of small sandstone laid

in adobe mud, the outside walls being i feet

and the inside walls from IJ to 3 feet. In the

lower story port holes a foot square have been
built for defence. There are rooms now left

and walls for about four stories high still

standing. About the second story, on the
west side, there has been a balcony along the

entire length of the building. No signs of a

door are visible in the outer walls, and the
ingress must have been from the top, in the
inside there being passages from room to room.
Most of them are small, from 8 x 10 to 12 x
14 feet, the doors being 2x4 feet. The arches
over the doors and port-holes are made of
small cedar poles two inches wide, placed
across, on which the masonry is placed. The
sleepers supporting the floors are of cedar,

about 8 inches through and from 20 to 50 feei

long and about 3 feet apart. A laj-er of small
round poles is then placed across the sleepers,

then a layer of thinly split cedar sticks, then
about three inches of dirt, then a layer of

cedar bark, then another layer of dirt, then a

carpet of some kind of coarse grass, which
forms the floors. The rooms that have been
protected from exposure are whitewashed,
and arc ornamented by drawings and writings.
In one of these rooms the impression of a hand
dipped in whitewash, on a joist, is as plain as
if it had been done only a few days ago. In
another room there are drawings of tarantu-
las, centipedes, horses and men. One room
in the eastern portion is quite a curiosity, it

being perfectly round and must have been
used for a hall. It is about twenty feet

across. In some of these rooms have been
found human bones, bones of sheep, corncobs,
goods, raw hides, and all colors and varieties
of pottery ware. These two large buildings
are exactly the same in every respect. Por-
tions of the building plainly show that it has
been destroyed by fire, the timbers being
burned off' and the roofs caving in, leaving the
lower rooms entirely protected. The rock
these buildings have been built of must have

been brought a long waj% as nothing to com
pare with it can be found within twenty miles

All the timber used is cedar, and has at lea-

been brought tvvenly-five miles. Old ditches

and roads are to be seen in every direction

In conversation with the Navajoes in regard
to these ruins, they say their forefathers came
there five old men's ages ago (500 years) and
these ruins were here, and the same then as

now, and that they have no record of it what
ever.

—

Late Pajter.

For "TUe Friend '

More than twenty years since, the follow

ing lines were published in " The Friend," but

not in the present form. From their beauty
simplicity and applicability to recent removals
it has been thought the republication of them
in their present corrected form would be ac-

ceptable to many readers.

TO THE MEMORY OP GEORGE DILLWYN.

Fully ripe, like the ear for the reaper,

He met the pale messenger's word

;

Oh ! sweet is the sleep of the sleeper,

That rests in the name of the Lord !

He .slumbers at length with his fathers,

Secure from the tempests of time
;

For the storm that on earth often gathers,

Is unknown in the heavenly clime.

They liave placed the cold earth on his ashes;

They have given him up to the tomb

;

But the light of his virtues still flashes,

The pathway of truth to illume.

He is dead—but his memory still liveth
;

He is gone

—

his example is here ;

And the histre and fragrance it giveth
Shall linger for many a year.

He stood in the might of his weakness,
With the snows of long years on his head

;

And sublime with a patriarch's meekness,

The Gospel of Jesus he spread.*

The path of the faithful he noted—
In the way of (he humble he trod

—

And his life was with ardor devoted,

To the cause of religion and God.

Like the snn of a raid-summer even.

When unclouded it sinks in the west;
His departure was brightened from Heaven,
With a cheering assurance of rest.

Calm and soft and serene, was the slumber.
Preluding his glorious rise,

And free from all cares that encumber
The moment he winged to the skies.

Oh ! there's joy in the grief of the weeper.
Whose loss may above be restored

;

And sweet is the sleep of the sleeper,

That rests in the name of the Lord.

In the evening, when gathered to read the
Scriptures, during our silent waiting on God,
a feeling of awful seriousness spread over us,

and tendered our spirits so that we all wept

;

and in brokenness, it was acknowledged, that
there surely is encouragement to believe, and,
under all trials, humbly to trust in the Lord.
M. Capper.

* .•Although our late beloved friend E. W., was not
called to the public ministration of the " Word," many

11 recall the sweet earnest tones of voice, in which
he was frequently led to labor in private. Wherever
sickness, suffering or sorrow prevailed, there his heart
seemed to go in true sympathy, and when necessity re-

quired, stopped not with words, but rested only in the
performance of deeds of actual benevolence ; and yet

th all, so humble a view did he take of his own at-

tainments, as to say to the writer, in entire sincerity,
' He sometimes refrained from social visiting, fearing
est his spirit might be a burden to his friends."

May we who are left, follow him as he followed his
Divine Master.

For "Tlie Friend

Random Notes of Travel in Europe.

(Continued from page 354.)

Leaving Ulverstone, a few seemingly she

miles by rail were passed over, and we sto

within the precincts of Furness Abbey. Tl

grand and stately ruin owes much of its beau

to the warm rich color, the light reddi

brown, of the sandstone of which it is biii

Comparisons are instituted between Fot
tains and Furness, and the question raist

which is the moi-e beautiful, the cool gray
the former, varied in shading as it is, or t

magnificent brown cloisters where the mon
of Furness ruled the countryside miles awa
The peaceful noon-day quiet was undisturb

as we explored nave and chancel, and Abbo
house and refectory, all were silent. T
vesper-bell no longer resounds over the vs

of Nightshade, for this was the name it bo

in olden time, calling the monks to cvenii

prayer. No more are solemn councils held

consider the last edict from Eome, and its ;

lation to the affairs of this once wealtl

abbey. Immense masses of ivy, with trs

like stems, climb its walls, and so quiet ai

secluded is the scene, that did we not knc
that human passions and human needs are t

same at all times and in ever clime, we mig
believe that peace only had here abounds
As it is, we thank the old fathers, upon who
dust we are treading, for the care with whii

they preserved the learning of their day, ai

pass from their memorials silently away.
This celebrated abbey was founded und

the patronage of Stephen, afterwards king
England, in 1127, and 410 years from its (

tablishment was surrendered to Henry VII
This took place one year after Henry hi

decided to suppress and confiscate the small

monasteries by a bill of Parliament. Tt
bill stuck long in the lower house, when tl

king commanded the commons to attend hit

and on walking out of his chamber he took
turn or two among them, and looking angri
on them said, "I hear that mj' bill will n

pass ; but I will have it pass, or I will ha'

some of j-our heads," and without oth
rhetoric returned to his chamber. The b

was passed and all given him as he desire

Three hundred and seventy-six monasteri
were confiscated, and all their estates, re

and personal, given to the king and his heir

The larger establishments soon followed, upt
some of which strong pressure was brougl
to bear, to induce submission. The ostensib

motive leading to the suppression of religioi

houses in England, was "the desire to i

crease, advance and exalt the true doctrii

of virtue in the church."
The abandoned Abbey of Furness soc

passed into the hands of the Preston fiimil

and a curious tale is told of the manner
which they became the owners. Sir Thom;
Curwen, knight, in Henry VIII. time, f

excellent archer, went up with his men <

shoot with the king at the dissolution of tl

monasteries, when the king said to hit
' Curwen, why doth thee beg none of thei

abbej'S : I would gratify thee some way
Quoth the other, "Thank j-ou," and afie

wards said he " would desire of him the Abbe
of Furness, nigh unto him, for twenty-or
years:" saj^s the king, "Take it forever,

Quoth the other, " It is long enough, for j'ou

set them up again in that time." But as
appeared at length that they were not likel

to be re-established, this Sir Thomas Curwe
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jent one Preston, his son-in law, to renew the
ease for him, who renewed it in his own name,
ipologizintc to Curwen, by remarking, "You
nay have it as long as you live, and I think

[ may as well have it with your daughter as

any other." Thus by the overbearing will of

jne " bold bad man, ' were these nurseries of

nee and superstition swept from the land.

From Furness to Silverdale and Carnforth,

)ur route lay over the yellow wrinkled sands
3f Morccombe Bay, in which many a traveller

bad been overwhelmed by the treacherous

tide, but now safely traversed on the firm em-
banked rail. Eemaining over First-day with
a valued Friend, I attended the meeting at

Tealanc'. Why the not very euphonious names
of Yealand Conyors, Yealand Kedmayne and
Yealand Storrs, should occur in the nonien-

elature of this district, we did not learn. Per-

haps the name of Yealand was that of an
ancient family or estate, and handed down
from immemorial days, and retained with a

pertinacity as pleasing to every lover of an-

tiquity as it is peculiarly English. The meet-
ing at Yealand was larger than at Carlisle,

kvhere we last attended, and we traversed tive

imiles of country before reaching it. The sur-

roundings impressed me as peculiarly primi-

tive and rural, and the interest was thereby
igreatly enhanced. Our road lay through
iquiet villages, one of which possessed an an-

cient Hall, now much dilapidated. Low stone

walls, covered by ivy and flowering shrubs,

bordered the secluded roadside, while the
wind and the flying clouds above indicated

that the sea was not distant.

In the afternoon wo walked with ourfiieods
across the open fields to Arnside Tower, a

remnant of the sea-side defences of early days:
" Not for my Lady's bower
Built I this lofly tower,

Still looking seawan',"

but to repel the invasions of the plundering
Dane or Scot, was it erected. Wo entered,

and found the ground-floor a rendezvouz for

cattle. A dilapidated stairway led to the

upper story, which the children of the party
ascended with their ciders. " I think sister,"

remarked little Edward, " I like this old stair-

case better than a proper one." " How can
thou say that, Edward," replied the elder

small sister, reprovingly. "Ah I but J rfo,"

repeated the little boy, stoutly, " I like it much
better than a proper one!" Emerging from
the dense shrubbery surrounding the pleasant

home of our friends, wo found ourselves upon
the old shores of Morecom be bay, and looking
down upon the sands below the cliffs at our
feet. These cliff's were perforated by caves,

in which it may be smugglers had once found
convenient places of deposit. Among the
shrubbery of the grounds above grew a British

Hypericum, whose large j^ellow petals and
long and abounding stamens, rendered it a
peculiarly beautiful and showy ornament.
Though many of the more common English
plants have become acclimated in the northern
United States, there are others, someof which
ai-e interesting to the florist, that will not en-

dure our cold winters, and have therefore

never found a lodgment among us. Among
the latter may be named the Daisy, so dear
to the English lover of mossy turf aqd star-

decked borders.

On Second-day morning we bade farewell

to the very kind friends at Silverdale, and
proceeded to Settle, an ancient town backed
by high rounded hills and a fine exposure of

limestone, extending for a distance in perpen-
dicular bluffs. AtUie foot of the Scars was
an intermitting spring which ebbs and flows

alternately, and in which we were much in-

terested. A heavy rain prevented more ex-

tended exploration of the antiquities of this

little city, except that of the venerable sham-
bles, a relic of the past. Even Giggleswick
School, established by Edward VI., was not
visited, much to our regret. Ample compen-
sation for these disappointments was found
within doors. Let no one imagine he fully

estimates the ties of kindred until he leaves

home and country to find them renewed on a
foreign shore. How delightful to scan the
features of a beloved face, and trace resem-
blances to other dear forms and features well

remembered, though far distant. Such was
one of the pleasures reserved for us at the

ancient town of Settle, and then bidding adieu
were borne direct to London in an American
railway car.

Though our railway ear has some advan-
tages over the English carriage, the latter

may at times prove a preferable mode of con-

veyance. In the latter, one may sometimes
enjoy the privilege of being alone, and a privi-

lege it is, when weary of travel, to find one-
self occasionally entirely free f'rom the re-

straint publicity always throws around us,

for to glance at the country on either side at

will, to sit, to stand, to lie down as one may
desire, are all practicable at such seasons.

London, 8th month.—A week of almost
continued rain, did not prevent the comple-
tion of arrangements for the Continent, and
we found ourselves one afternoon at the Lon-
don station with tickets for Harwich, the sea-

port from which the steamer crosses to Rotter-

dam. Among the numerous passengers wait-

ing was a German baroness, with her attend-

ants, who had much ado to get their numer-
ous trunks arranged in a small pyramid in

the centre of the room. A few hours after

nightfall, brought us to Harwich ; our only

fellow passengers in the railway carriage

being an English minister, on his way to

Norway, and a young Jewish girl. The latter

seemed glad of companionship, and amply re-

paid the courtesy shown her, by her know-
ledge of the language on our arrival at Rot-

terdam. The passage across was uneventful

to ourselves, but full of uncomfortable interest

to some others, who, notwithstanding the sea

was placid as a summer mill-pond, thought
themselves, or found themselves very ill in-

deed. With all her forethought our baroness

found that no stateroom had been reserved

for herself, whereat her party was in great

consternation; but finally she was accommo-
dated in some remote corner, and a degree of

quiet reigned after the storm.

Holland.—In the morning a long, low, level

line of green announced the coast of Holland.

We sped along through shallow yellow water,

indicating by its color that probably more land

might be added to the area of the small king-

dom, should a slight upheaval take place.

And this is the country " Heroes, kings, had
died for," thronging with memories of such
men as William of Orange, Maurice of Nas-
sau, and Philip Van Artevelde. In truth, it

seemed scarcely worthy of them.
We soon landed and made a tour through

the city. Rotterdam at first sight, impresses
one as a bright, pleasant looking city. The
houses are very high and narrow, with the

gable end facing the street, generally painted

in light delicate shades. Manj' of them lean

slightly forward over the street, or are tilted

towards one side ; indeed very few of them
are quite perpendicular. Built on piles, as
they all are, a little sinking of earth causes
this defect. At the station we found a motley
crowd of well dressed, orderly people, among
them chatting by a window, some stout, elder-

ly country women, with very high crowned
caps, a marvel of lace, and starch, and snowy
whiteness. From their temples extended hori-

zontally, curious gilt, spiral horns, which gave
the wearers a remarkable appearance. It is

necessary to be informed that they are worn
as ornaments, the effect produced not being
that intended, but this inconsistent result is

not confined to the peasant women of Fries-

land, as observation everywhere will show.
At Rotterdam the tide rises from ten to

twelve feet, so that the city need not suffer

from stagnant water in her many canals.

These are crossed by numerous draw-bridges
and where the channel is too wide a ferry is

established. Great square-fronted boats were
dragging their slow length along these canals,

a happy family frequently occupying one, and
apparently enjoying the aquatic establishment.
Ships enter the larger water-ways, so that this

renowned city presents a curious medley of

step-shaped gables, trees, shipping and water.

In the afternoon we left the city of Eras-
mus, whoso bronze statue adorns a wide bridge
called the Grote Market, near the centre of
the town, and entered the train for Amster-
dam. " Hier weagniet go Rookt worden" (no
smoking allowed), greeted the eye immediate-
ly on entering the carriages. How much self

denial obedience to this command must cost,

can be told only by a Hollander, who above
most other things, loves to contemplate the
present and the future through a mist of smoke
of his own raising. Amsterdam is in many
respects an amplification of Rotterdam ; the

same lofty step-shaped gables of various colors,

and the numerous leaning towers may be seen,

while the same amphibious proclivities are

manifested by her people. One cannot help

wondering how they keep the children out of

the water, but whether after the Chinese
manner, they are attached to a float, we can-

not say. It is probable that some such device

is emploj'ed, and that life with them is thus

emphatically a voyage from the beginning. As
usual we were assailed by many cab drivers,

and a high quarrel in very low Dutch was
carried on among them, in their efforts to

capture us, but having secured the proper
vehicle wo were allowed to proceed in peace,

with the echoes of their discordant language
ringing in oar ears. Some knowledge of low
Dutch is not without its advantages, as was
impressed upon an American traveller who
having wandered away from the station was
unable to find his way back until his fortunate

remembrance of the word Spoorweg (Rail-

way), which he had seen above the door of

the station, proved the clue, the rejjetition of

which, to those he met in the street, showed
him the road to the point he had unguardedly
left.

Amsterdam extends over seven miles of

country, and its fine wide streets, handsome
dwellings bordering the wide canals spanned
by stately bridges, its bustling population and
extensive commerce, impress the stranger

with the belief that this is "no mean city."

The people have a wonderfull}' contented

aspect, as if life went well with them, and not
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a beggar was to be seen among them. Tbe
market places abounded in fine fruit and vege
tables, and buyers and vendors were well and
comfortably clad. The King's palace is a
rather imposing building but needs space
around, it and has a somewhat dilapitated

aspect. Here Louis Bonaparte resided whilst
King of Holland. It stands upon 13,659 piles

driven 70 feet into the ground and has stood
for more than 200 years. The entire city is

founded upon piles, which gave occasion to

Erasmus to say that he had reached a city,

whose inhabitants like crows, lived on the
tops of trees. The upper stratum is entirely

bog and loose sand, and no structure can be
raised thereon, and houses have actually
sunken into the mud when the piles have
broken or decayed. The various small canals
that intersect the city divide it into nearly
100 islands, and were it not for the skilful

management of sluices and dykes, Amsterdam
might at any moment be entirely submerged.
All things considered it is one of the most
wonderful capitals in Europe.

For "Tbe Friend."

Piiilip and Racliel Price.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The following testimony to the usefulness
of Westtown Boarding School, from the pen
of one who has filled various public offices

of trust and confidence and has also had
large experience in important business trans-
actions, extending through a long period of
years, as an eminent member of the legal pro-
fession in Philadelphia, is encouraging to those
who have had and who continue to have a
care and exercise for the welfare of that in-

teresting institution. In conversing quite re-

cently with another individual beyond middle
age, who has also arrived at some eminence
in his profession and what is of far more im
portance retaining throughout a very success-
ful business career,—integrity of character

;

and who, although afterwards a student at
other seminaries of learning of greater note
in the world than "Westtown," said, that it

was there, that the foundation of his scholastic
acquirements was laid ; the reception of good
principles was not mentioned by him, but there
is little doubt that to the moral training there
received, and the attention afterwards to the
voice of Truth in the heart, were also to be
attributed his success and standing in life.

Some years since, an attempt was made to
have a bill passed by the Legislature of Penn-
sylvania to tax the school propertj^. Dr.
Wilmer Worthington, of West Chester, (a
Presbj^terian,) was at that time a member of
the Senate. On learning that such a bill had
been, or was likely to be reported in the lower
House, he went to the member representing
the district and said to him in substance, "he
had learned that such a bill was likely to be
or had been originated, and that it ought not
to pass

;
that whilst other institutions of a

similar character throughout the State had
been frequently at the seat of government
asking for pecuniary aid, Westtown Boarding
School had educated several thousand pupils,
many of whom were now useful men and
women, and had never asked the State for one
dollar; and desired him "to kill the bill in

the House," for said he, "if you do not, I will
kill it in the Senate— I am determined it shall
not become a law." It was defeated.

Both teachers and pupils may indeed feel

thankful for such a " garden enclosed." No

doubt there are up and down in tlie land many
lambs bleating for such a fold. Sometime
since, the writer was addressed by an in

vidual, who bad received his education in the
.Society, but had lost his right of membership
by marrying out, and who, then and now,
justly occupies a high judicial position in the
State, with the inquiry as to whether his chil-

dren could be received there, saying there
was such a flood of folly and extravagance in

the world, that he should greatly prefer
having them educated under such restraints
as were there maintained, &c. This institu
tion has always, and yet continues to be a
place of deserved interest to the members of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and it may be
justly added, ofconcern, to its rightly exercised
members. How very important, that it should
be maintained in its original purity and sim-
plicity, that all who are charged with con
ducting it, may feel the importance of setting
a consistent example in these particulars

;

there can be no doubt whatever, that if the
door is once opened to the introduction of
modern liberties in regard to dress, address,
&c., other innovations will soon follow, sad
evidences of which are sorrowfully apparent
in other places, the hedge that has long and
still surrounds it will be broken down, stran-

gers will come in, the comely order and
beauty that now prevails will be destroyed,
our strength gone, and our house left unto us
desolate. The testimony referred to is as
follows.

"Towards the close of the last century, the
Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends, held
in Philadelphia, had come to the resolution
of establishing a Boarding School at West-
town for the better and guarded education of
the youth of the Society. In the year 1795,
Philip Price was appointed one of the com-
mittee, which had charge of the construction,
opening, and supervision of the institution.

In this capacity he continued to devote much
of his time from his first appointment until

the year 1818, when Philip and Rachel Price
were appointed the Superintendents, in which
offices they remained until 1830, making a
connected service of thirty five years for the
welfare of the school. There were educated
successively all their ten children, commencing
with the day of its opening in 1799 ; and to it

those children owed nearly all they received of
iin education beyond the primary instruction
of the country schools. The course of studies
then did not extend to the languages, but it

was so much more and better than that then
prevalent in the country as to be an invalua-
ble blessing to them and to the large numbers
who have also been educated there, number-
ing generally about 200 of both sexes at a
time, through now over half a century.*
The value of the instruction derived at this

seminary has been of incalculable service to
the Society of Friends, putting them gene-
rally in advance of others in otherwise equal
circumstances, for intelligence, respectability
of character and power of usefulness. And
though the immediate benefit be exclusively
to members of the Society, the remote ad-
vantages have been widely diffusive through
many of the States of the Union, not only
from the number of educated citizens sent
forth to mix as active members of the com-
munity, but by multiplying good teachers to
spread largely the benefits of education. How

* Now, 1877, over throe (|narters of a century.

much the Society of Friends have thus Ii^im;

the benefactors of the country it would ix'

difficult to over estimate, and it is a stream o
beneficence that flows in perpetuity.

It was during the superintendeney of Philij
and Rachel Price, that some of the local im
provements of the property were commenced
that have been since greatly advanced in tht

laying out of walks and planting trees, now
become groves of ample size for shade and
scenery; in keeping with the beautiful and
varied landscapes that surround this quiel
reU-eat of learning. But it was the moral and
religious government of the household, com-
posed of teachers, caretakers, assistants, and
pupils, in which their usefulness was chiefly

conspicuous. It was in consonance with the
views of the Society and with their own
character, mild, considerate, and paternal.
All found there the best comfort and solace
in their separation from parents and home

—

affectionate and sympathizing protectors and
friends

;
and departing thence, they carried

with them into the world an affectionate re-

membrance to be retained through Kfe. It
thus occurred, from their long superintendence
of Westtown and afterwards of their own
school at West Chester, that few persons
have become the object of affectionate attach-
ment and personal regard to so many indi-

viduals."

Faith and I'iuirity.

The following interesting narrative is taken
from an article which was published in the
editorial columns of the New York Tribune ot
7 mo. 3d.

" Here is a little story which came to us the
other day, and which, if it is not news, either
political or marketable, has the merit, which
news rarely claims, of being absolutely true.

|

Near a neighboring city there is a little house,
an asylum for children founded hj one or two i

good women, and kept up from day to day by
voluntary contributions. It is a rule with

se women never to ask for help in their
work from anybody except that One who has
promised to care for the fatherless child.

Business men are apt to look upon this sys-
tem of faith and prayer and charity as an in-

secure sort of capital
;
yet it is a curious fact

that two of the largest orphan asylums in the
country are supported in this way, and have
"ncreased until thousands of helpless little

ones have been sheltered and fed and clothed
n them, during years in wiiich the shrewdest
business men have seen their fortunes wrecked.
A winter or two ago the director of this

ttle home issued a statement of her receipts
and expenditures, for the satisfaction of those
who had given help to it during the year. It

fell into the hands of a wealthy man living

me miles away from the home, who glanced .

over it and threw it aside. No help was
asked, and it did not occur to him to ofl:er

any. A month or two later, one bitter night,
the manager found herself absolutely without
a morsel of food to give the children for break-
fast. There was not even flour nor bread in

the house. Institutions of a similar kind have
their settled funds from which to draw, or
friends to whom to appeal. These women had
no money, and but the one Friend to whom to

1. The night was stormy, it was late, the
children would waken hungry ; their hearts
almost failed them. But they went to their

Friend. Before they rose from their knees a
carriage drove to the door, from which when
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hey wont out the coachman—without a word
—began to unpack meat, bread, provisions of

iverykind. Bundles of clothing followed. At
ast a lady held out an envelope in which was
, bank note for ii substantial sum, and the

arriage drove away through the snow with-

lat a word being spoken.

All this was mysterious enough. But the

xplanation was simple. The banker was at

i:s library fire, thinking how glad he was to

le indoors, when his daughter came in and

aid, how cold it was outside and how warm
,nd cozy she had been in her own chamber,

,nd how it had sot her to thinking of people

yho were cold and hungry, and that she

bought she could sleep better if she could

nake some one who needed help as warm and

lappyas herself The father was a practical

aan. He remembered the little home for

hildren, but told her to-morrow would be time

nough to look it up. The daughter insisted

hat to-night was the time. The water began

o come into her eyes. So the father gave up,

,nd put the note in the envelope as his cou-

ribution to the foolish adventure.

We do not tell this story as an appeal for

his asjium, for it does not ask for help. But
here are children who are orphans, and hun-

rry children, and children who need help in

oul and body, and mothers praying God f a-

lelp for them everywhere. They are close to

mr readers, wherever they may be, and now
8 the time to help them, not to-morrow.

very readily see which is the genuine fruit of

the Spirit and which is not ;
and we trust that

all who are trying to hold up genuine Qua
kerisni maj' stand unflinchingly in the day of

battle.
^

J. E. P.

How Counterfeit Notes are Bestroyed.—Thm
interesting series of operations has lately been

carried on at what is known as the '• macerat-

ing house," a large brick building south of the

Treasury Department. The counterfeit notes

and stamps were brought down in large chests,

which were opened by a committee of super-

intendence, the packages broken, the paper
examined in detail, and then thrown into the

hopper, which conveyed it to the macerating

cylinder. The notes were of all denomina-
tions and kinds, and amounted in fictitious

value to §850,000.

When all the paper had been consigned to

the macerating cylinder a heavy man-hole
door was screwed on and locked with three

complicated padlocks, having each a different

key, one kept by a member of the committee
from the Secretary of the Treasury's office, an-

other by a member from the Treasurer's office,

and this third by a member from the Kegis-

ter's oflBce. The cylinder cannot therefore be

opened unless by all three gentlemen together.

It may not prove uninteresting to follow the

reduction of the paper. The macerating cylin-

der is twelve feet long and five feet in diame-

ter, weighing 4,800 pounds; its inner peri-

phery is studded with knives, which cut the

paper into pieces, and it is rotated on its axis

by a steam engine of sixty horse power. Af-

ter the man-hole door is locked a powerful

alkali is added, through the cylinder, consist-

ing of six pounds of soda ash to every hun

For "The Frieud."

This is a day in which there is much ex-

literaent and commotion among Friends in

nany parts of the United States ; and there

8 to be seen the evidence of a spirit being at

vork, even among some of those who pro-

ess to be followers of Christ that has a ^ pounds of paper to be macerated ; hot
endency to draw away the mind of many of

u^^.^^^^. j^

,.^^i
j^ ,^ distribute the soda ash

,he dear j^oung Friends from Hmi who told
properly through the mass, the stop-cock is

then closed, the steam is turned on and the

cylinder rapidly rotated.

The macerating process usually takes from

thirty-six to forty-eight hours, when the pulp

is drawn out of the cylinder into a large bin

and shovelled thence into the buckets on an

endless apron which carries it upstairs and

empties it into a large circular iron vat filled

th water, in which a spindle armed with
~'

buckets

lis disciples that " Ye are not of the world,

sven as I am not of the world," and also said

'Ye cannot serve God and Mammon." And
earing lest some of those who make a high

)rofes8ion (but are not in possession of the

Cruth) may have a hurtful influence over some
I07iest hearts that are not firmly established,

n-e wish to encourage all who sometimes feel

ihis worldly spirit warring against the True, .,, „ , - „, -„. „ „„
Spirit to be very careful and be not deceived : ^'^^ f

"t^"^' '".^'^'^''^,^!l'

ioucrh the -reat deceiver "be transformed buckets is rapidly rotated
,

.

, ^ „
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who claim to be reviving ancient Quakerism, by Eirly Friends.—To a remark of an oppo
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—

Truth Cleared.

" We do indeed really, heartily, singly, as

in God's sight, own the Scripture^,—the'Scrip-

tures written by the prophets and holy men
of God, under the law, the Scriptures writ-

ten by the evangelists and apostles in the

time of the gospel : and we read them with
delight and Joy, and would draw no man from
a right reading of them, to the benefit of his

soul, but onl3' from giving their own judgment
on them, without the Spirit of God, lest in so

doing, they wrest them to their own destruc-

tion. This is that which the Lord hath drawn
us from, and which we know it would altO be

profitable to others to be drawn from too ; to

wit, from imagining and guessing the mean-
ing of the Scriptures, and interpreting them
without tbe opening of that Spirit, from which
they were given forth ; for they who do so,

feed that part with a gathered knowledge,

which should be famished, die and perish, that

another thing might come to live in them,

and they in it."

—

Feni}igto)i's Works.

American Beef in England.—The exporta-

tion of fresh beef to England is a compara-
tively new trade. It averages at present one

hundred and fifty carcasses a day, represent-

ing a money value of $11,000 and $12,0oO, is

rapidly growing, and surpasses the sanguine

expectations of those who first initiated the

movement. The markets of London, Man-
chester, Birmingham and Sheffield are now
regularly supplied with American meat at 8d.

(about 16c.) per lb., while English beef costs

from lOd. to one shilling. Practically the

supply is inexhausfable. At present only the

very choicest Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and
Missouri cattle are used for export, but we can

draw to almost any extent on the prairies of

the West and the plains of Texas. The possi-

bilities of the district between the Mississippi

and the Eocky Mountains as a grazing and
stock raising country can hardly be computed,

while the actual cost of raising cattle is almost

nominal, the only expense during nine months
of the year being the outlay of herding and
an annual branding.

Arranijements are now being perfected to

largely increase this branch of our export

trade. So far the pioneers in the movement
had much to contend with in the way of

high charges and imperfect accommodation—
naturally incidental to tbe establishment of

a new industry. A healthy competition is

likely to decrease the cost of transportation

and enlarge the volume of exports. New
outlets for American beef will be found at all

the great centres of European population,

within twelve hours of Continental seaports

by rail. Boats are in the future to be built

with a special view of accommodating this

growing trade, which promises to be a source

of great wealth to the country.

—

Late Paper.

Here and there, through the gloom of this

vast howling wilderness, a patch of green re-

vives the drooping eye, and cheers the desert

scene ; here and there, amidst the straw and
stubble in this great field, the earth, a few

single ears are to be discovered raising their

heads ; and is just sufficient to show what the

glory of the crop and of the harvest would

have been, had it escaped the destroyer's hand,

and not been trampled down by the wild

beasts.

—

John Barclay.
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The qualification to be useful in strength
ening the good in others, is not at our com-
mand, and we believe it is most likely to be
dispensed to those who are sensible of their
own weakness and inability, without Divine
help, to do that which is pleasing in His sight.

It is in this state of humility and conscious-
ness, that in us, as men, dwelleth no good
thing, that we are able to enter into sympa-
thy with our fellow creatures, and to feel with
and for them, in their various exercises and
trials, and thus become prepared, when the
Sun of righteousness arises upon our souls, to

extend to them a word of needed counsel, or
a portion of that comfort whereby we our-
selves are comforted of God. To those who
are called to minister in the congregations of
the people, periods of stripping in which all

dependence upon former attainments and self-

confidence are removed, are especially need-
ful. Our late friend Samuel Bettle, who had
large experience in the spiritual warfare, was
heard to say, that he had so frequently under-
gone an humiliating dispensation previously
to entering upon his ministerial services, that
he should very much fear he was mistaken in

proceeding upon any new engagement, with-
out passing through such a preparatory ex-
perience.

The apostle John, in writing upon this ex-
perimental knowledge, said : "That which we
have seen, that which we have heard, that
which our hands have handled of the good
word of life, that declare we unto you ;" and
it was under the sense that this knowledge
could be received only through suffering, that
Paul wrote, "Most glad Ij^, therefore, will I

rather glory in my infirmities, that the power
of Christ may rest upon me. Therefore I

take pleasure in infirmities, in reproaches, in

necessities, in persecutions, in distresses for
Christ's sake, for when I am weak, then am I

strong."

May those who are deeply exercised in re-

gard to the condition of the church, not grow
weary of suffering, but bo willing in their
measure to fill up that which may remain, for
the body's sake, boih as individuals and in

their collective capacity.
For those members of other Yearly Meet-

ings who are bowed down under a sense of
the opposition which is now made among
them, to those truths which the Society has
ever professed, every Friend must, we think,
deeply sympathize, and desire that they may
be willing to bear the trials through which
they are passing, until a way is clearly made
by the Head of the Church for their relief.

We believe there is no cause of discourage-
ment for these; but that through their faith-
iulness it may please Him who has promised
that He will not leave his followers, and who
can work by many or by few, again to exalt
the standard which has been given to this
people to display because of the Truth, and
make them as a rallying point to others.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Unitep States.—The warm season of 1877 appears

likely to become known in history as the stormy sum-
mer. During the Sixth month there fell in .some of
the central States, from six to nine inches of rain on a
level. Some of the storms that were most profuse in
rainfall, were the shortest, one inch and a quarter of

rain having fallen in little over an hour. These short
storms were almost uniformly accompanied with vio-

lent thunder and vivid flashes of lightning, as well as

by winds of tremendous force and velocity. Through-
out the whole belt of the central United States, there
has been the present summer, an unusual prevalence of
violent and destructive wind storms. These have some-
times taken the form of hurricanes, winds sweeping
with tremendous velocity and violence over large strips

of territory, and sometimes the shape of whirlwinds,
when the destruction, though narrowed in its path, has
been still more violent in its effects.

In the first annual report of the internal commerce
of the United States, it is stated that the value of the
railroads of the United States is about twenty-three
times the value of the shipping engaged in our foreign

commerce, and that the value of our internal commerce
is twenty-five times that of our foreign commerce; that

87 per cent, of the grain shipped from the west to the
se;i board during the last year, was transported on rail

lines, and that over 90 per cent, of the entire internal
commerce of the country is on railroads. Although
the total amount of the contributions of the Govern-
ment, up to the close of 1876, in aid of railroad con-
struction amounted to $144,000,000, this sura is only 3
per cent, of the entire cost of the railroad system of the
United States.

The manufacture of flour barrels from paper is a
growing industry. They are made of straw paper pulp
fhich is subjected to powerful hydraulic pre.ssure, until

educed to the desired thickness. They are constructed
nlirely by machinery, and the halves are cut so trne

that any pieces of the same size will readily fit together.
The advantages of these barrels over wooden ones, are
lightness, cheapness, durability, and the prevention of
flour sifting out while in transit.

A telescope 1-5 feet in length, with 11 inch object
»ss, has just been completed by a Boston firm, who
mufactiired it especially for the Portuguese Govern-

ment. The cost of the instrument is about $6000.
1732 pounds of dust gathered from the roof of the

mint in this city, contained $850 worth of gold and
silver.

The best scholar in the class which was recently
graduated at the University of Vermont, was a colored
student, who was a slave 12 years ago.
Seven men perished from the inhalation of the fumes

of burning anthracite coal in the Brookville Coal Com-
pany's mines near Wheatland, Pa., on the 12th inst.

The coal from the mines is hauled out by a locomotive,
and anthracite had been substituted for the soft coal
mostly used in the engine. Besides those suflTocated,

twenty-seven others narrowly escaped with their lives.

It is stated there are in the United States 150,000
rinking saloons, and 500,000 habitual drunkards, of
hnm 50,000 die yearly.
News has been received from Eucador of showers

of volcanic ashes and great floods, supposed to be the
It of an eruption at Cotopaxi. For days great

quantities of volcanic ashes fell along the coast, and on
the morning of the 26th ult., a frightful noise was heard
at Latacunga, which was immediately followed by a
tremendous flood in the rivers Cutache, Sin Felipe and
Yanayace. Much valuable property was destroyed,
and many human beings and cattle drowned.
The number of letters, postal cards and newspapers,

received and dispatched from the Philadelphia Post-
oflice during the six months of the present year, aggre-
gates 51,440,542, being an increase of over "U per cent,
of the same period last year.

Much gratification is felt by the authorities in Wash-
ington, at the sale of the four per cent, bonds. The
amount disposed of at the close of business on the 14th
inst. amounted to $42,695,900.
The number of interments in the city of Philadel-

phia for the week ending at noon on the 14th, was 441,
an increase of 38 over the previous week ; and a de-
crease of 413 from the same period last year.
The United States produced last year a cotton crop
orth about $250,000,000, and a corn crop worth about

$583,000,000. Of a total agricultural product of *4,-
000,000,000, the corn crop forms the largest item, being

|

largely more than double the value of the crop whicl
used to be called the King of American commerce.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotat'

on secret terms, and other high grades at $9.-50 a $11..5

6400 bushels of wheat sold at $1.64 a $1.68 for ne

amber, and $2 for old do. For the week there we
sold 180 loads of hay, at prices ranging from $1.10 f

mixed to $1.40 for prime Timothy. Straw, 60 to 1

cts. per 100 lbs.

Foreign.—The Buik of England has in its vaid
upwards of one hundred million of its cancelled note
Eighteen thousand boxes are required to contain then
Their original value was $3,000,000,000.
Signer Parnetti has been engiged for the last foil

years in analyzing the dust and debris of the streets

Florence and Paris. His investigations of the d^bi

of the horse paths, proves that the dust contains 35 pc

cent, of iron given by the shoes of the horses to th

stones. In the dust from the causeways this erainei

chemist finds from 30 to 40 per cent, of good glue. H
contemplates placing his discoveries at the disposal c

a limited company, with a view of est-iblishing bias

furnaces on the banks of the Thames, to recover th

iron thus lost, and a large glue works, which, it i

thought, will produce more glue from the wasted ma
terial than will supply all London for every purpose.
The report of the Berlin University for the preser

year shows an attendance of 2,237 students, a decreas
of 253 on the past year. The University Library
tains but 60,000. The royal library of 70,000 volume
is that chiefly used by the students.

The amount received from indirect taxes in Franc
the first six months of 1877, exceeded the estimate
$5,000,000.
The latest accounts from the famine districts

Madras are somewhat worse. The rainfall has beei

slight over portions of the afl^ected area. The nunibe
of natives on the public works and receiving graiuit
relief, have increased. There has been gre;it mortal
from 'disease, especially among children. The situat

in My.sore is also critical. In Bombay the prospect:

are more cheering.

EECEIPTS.
Received from Edward Maris, M. D., City, $2, vol

51 ; from Thomas S. Pike, N. J., »;2.10, vol. 51 ; fron

Enoch Carter, Kansas, per Charles Khoads, $2.10
vol.51.

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A well qualified teacher of the Latin and Greek
iguages, will be wanted at the opening of the next

session, 10th mo. 29th. Apply to

Joseph Passmore, Goshenville, Cheater Co., Pa
John E. Carter, 624 South 24th St., Philada.

or Wm. Evans, 252 South Front St.,
"

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Vecw- Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worth
INGTON, M. D.

Married, on the 17th of 5th mo. 1877, at Friends
Meeting, Medford, N. J., Joseph H. Haines to A
Wills, daughter of Henry W. Wills.

, on the 24th of 5th mo. 1877, at Friends
Meeting, Smith field, Ohio, Clayton Haines, of Med
ford, N. J., to Lydia B. McGrew, daughter of the latt

James W. McGrew, of the former place.

Died, on the 18th of 4th mo. 1877, Lydia Ann, wife
of Lewis Embree, in the 54th year of her age, a mem-
ber of Bradford Monthly and Particular Meeting. This
dear Friend was of a meek and gentle spirit, and was
favored, through Divine mercy, to say, I see ray way
clear to a better world. We doubt not she has entered
one of those mansions prepared for the righteous of all

generations.

, on the 17th of 5(h mo. 1877, at his late resl

dencein Amesbury, Mass., Ephraim M. Huntington,
in the 6l8t year of his age, a member of the Monthly
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, for the Westera
District.

, at his residence in Sewickley Township, West-
moreland Co., Pa., on the 7th of Sixth month, 1877, in

the 77th year of his age, IsAAC Price, a member of
on the 14th inst. American gold, 105}. U. S. sixes, iSa'e™ Monthly Meeting, Columbiana county, Ohio.

, 111} ; new five per cents lllj; 5-20's, 186-5, 107 ;
!

furing the illness which terminated his life, he
do. 1867, 1092 ; do. 1868, 112J. Cotton—sales of 385 Preserved in a sweet frame of mind, signifying

bales middling upland at 12J cts., and New Orleans at !
willingness to depart ; having a blessed assurance that

'2J cts. Seeds of all kinds were dull—Timothy sold through adorable mercy he would be permitted to enter

in a small way at $2. The flour market presented a '"'" "^^ Heavenly mansions of rest and peace.

very quiet aspect: Sale of 1000 bbls., including spring I ;; .
at her residence in Germantown, 6th mo. 22d

wheat family, at $7 ; Minnesota extra family at $8 a $9 ;
1^77, Eleanor Lee, in the 92d year of her age, a

Pcnna. do. do., at $9.25 a $9.50; 100 bbls. Ohio do. do. member of Frankford Monthly Meeting.
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Ibscnatioiis on the Rise of the Soeiety of Fi'ientl.s,

and the eharacter and labors of George Fo.x.

(Contiuuer from page 388.)

" Believing it required of him, he left home
1 the Seventh month of 1643, and tarrying a

lorter or longer time at different places, but

)t forming intimate acquaintance with any,

i arrived in London, where he had an uncle

aiding, who was a Baptist. Here, as else-

here, he was acloseobserver of the doctrines

)d practii^es of different professors, but they
m-esponded not with the standard he saw
3ld up in the Scriptures, and learning that

s relatives were uneasy at his prolonged
)8ence from home, he returned into Leices-

ir, where he remained for a time. Continu-

g under great sorrow and exercise of mind,

3t only on account of the sense given him of

is own condition, as a fallen child of Adam,
:)d his entire inability by any means at his

wn command to extricate himself therefrom,

id also of the superficiality of the religion of

lose with whom he was brought into contact

-many ofwhom, though they made much pro-

sssion, appeared to know little or nothing of

lat transforming Grace, which, as it is obeyed,

lakes man a new creature—he passed some
ears without coming to that full settlement

ad peace which his soul longed for.

At this time the Episcopal Church was yet

I power, and to remove his doubts and re-

sive instruction in the way of righteousness,

e often resorted to priests who had acquii-ed

igh character; but, he says, 'I found no

Dmfort in them.' He, however, became noted

mong many, of different religious denomina-

ons, as a young man of remarkable experi-

Qce and discerning of spirits. Although his

inflicts were manj', and his sorrow, at times,

reat, yet he was favored, through the Light

f Christ shining in his soul, with many reve-

itions respecting subjects connected with the

piriluality of the gospel of Christ, and th

lany corruptions that had crept into and

larred the professing church, but which were
ecepted by the people as being all right,

'hus he saw, that although the members of

lie different denominations claimed to be
"

evers, yet that none were true believers but

hose who were born of God, and had pas

fom death unto life ; also, that 'being bred

t Oxford or Cambridge was not enough to fit

nd qualify men to be ministers of Christ.'

'hat Christ, as the Head of his own church,

could alone call and qualifj' those whom He
dains to preach the gospel of life and salva-

tion ; He first, by the transforming operation

of his Grace, and the baptisms of the Holj'

Ghost and fire, r»»ki»g them practically ac-

quainted with the gospel, as the power of

G^od unto salvation, and thus fitting them to

receive the gift. That 'God who made the

world, did not dwell in temples made with
ds.' As these things were so at variance

with the opinions formed by his education,

and generally believed, they at first almost

staggered him, but he soon became convinced

they were incontrovertible truths which he

was bound to maintain.

"His firm belief in the deity and atonement
of Christ is fully set forth in his reply to a

question put to him by the priest of Drayton.

He says, this priest asked me, ' Why Christ

cried out upon the cross, " My God, ray Got,

why hast thou forsaken me ?" And why. He
,
" If it be possible, let this cup pass from

me; yet not my will, but thine be done?"

1 told hiin; at that time the sins of all man-
kind were upon him, and their iniquities and
transgressions, with which he was wounded

;

which He was to bear and to be an oftering

for, as He was man, but died not as he was
God ; so inlhat He died for all men, tasting

death for every man. He was an offering for

the sins of the whole world. This I spoke,

being at that time, in a measure, sensible of

Christ's sufferings.' [1645.]

'As George Fox was the first and the

principal instrument made use of by the Head
of the Church, in gathering and founding the

Society of Friends, it seems right to give a

more detailed account of his religious e.xer-

cises, and the gradual unfolding to his under-

standing, by the same Spirit that dictated the

Scriptures, of the doctrines and testimonies of

the gospel as believed in and held by Friends,

than can be expected of others, in this account

of the rise of the Society. The following

passages are therefore taken from his journal

:

" 1646. ' Though I had great openings, yet

great trouble and temptations came many
times upon me, so that when it was day I

wished for night, and when it was night I

wished for day ; and by reason of the open-

ings I had in mj' troubles, 1 could say as

David said, 'Day unto day uttereth speech,

and uight unto night showeth knowledge.'

When I had openings they answered one

another, and answered the Scriptures; for I

had great openings of the Scriptures : and
when I was in troubles, one trouble also an

swered to another.'

"1647. 'I fasted much, walked abroad in

solitary places many days, and often took my
Bible and sat in hollow trees and lonesome

places till night came on; and frequently in

the night walked mournfully about by myself:

for I was a man of sorrows in the time of the

first workings of the Lord in me.
" ' During all this time I was never joined

n pi-ofe~sion of religion with any, but gave
up mj-self to the Lord, having forsaken all

evil company, taken leave of father and
mother, and all other relations, and travelled

up and down as a stranger in the earth, which
way the Lord inclined my heart; tarrying

sometimes more, sometimes less in a jjlace :

for I durst not stay long in a place, being
afraid both of professor and profane, lest, be-

ng a tender j^oung man, I should be hurt by
conversing much with either. For which
reason I kept much as a stranger, seeking

heaveDlj' wisdom and getting knowledge from
the Lord ; and was brought oft' from outward
things, to rely on the Lord alone. Though
my exercises and troubles were verj^ great,

yet were they not so continual but that I

had some intermissions, and was sometimes
brought into such an heavenly joy, that I

thought 1 had been in Abraham's bosom. As
I cannot declare the misery I was in, it was
so great and heavy upon me, so neither can

I set forth the mercies of God unto me in all

my misery. O the everlasting love of God to

my soul, when I was in great distress! when
my troubles and torments were great, then

was his love exceeding great.'

'But ais I had forsaken the priests, so I

left the separate preachers also, and those

called the most experienced, for I saw there

was none among them all that could speak to

my condition. And when all my hopes in

them and in all men were gone, so that I had
nothing outwardly, to help me, nor could tell

what to do, then, O then, I heard a voice

which said, " Thei-e is one, even Christ Jesus,

that can speak to thy condition." When I

heard it, my heart did leap for joy. Then the

Lord let me see why there was none upon
the earth that could speak to my condition,

naoiely, that I might give him all the glory.'

" ' My desires after the Lord grew stronger,

and zeal in the pure knowledge of God, and
of Christ alone, without the help of any man,
book, or writing. For though I read the

Scriptures that spake of Christ and, of God,

yet I knew Him not but by revelation, as He
who hath the key did open, and as the Father

of life drew me to his Son by his Spirit. Then
the Lord gently led me along, and let me see

his love, which was endless and eternal, sur-

passing all the knowledge that men have in

the natural state, or can get by history or

books.'
" ' One day, when I had been walking soli-

tarily abroad, and was come home, I was
taken up in the love of God, so that I could

not but admire the greatness of His love ;
and

while I was in that condition, it was opened

unto me by the eternal light and power, and

I therein clearly saw. That all was done and

to be done in and by Christ; and how He
conquers and destroys this tempter the devil,

and all his works, and is atop of him ; and

that all these troubles were good for me, and
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tcmiitations for the trial of my faith, whioli

Christ hail given me. The Lord opcneil me,

that I saw through all these troubles ami
tem|)tations. My living faith was raised, that

I saw all was done by Christ the life, and ray

belief was in him.'

" ' As the Light appeared, all appeared that

is out of the Light ; darkness, death, templa-

tioiis, the unrighteous, the ungodly; all was
manifest and seen in the Light. After this, a

pure fire appeared in me : then I saw how He
sat as a retiner's fire, and as the fuller's soap.

Then the spiritual discerning came into me
;

by which I discerned my own thoughts,

groans, and sighs; and what it was that

veiled me, and what it was that opened me.

That which could not abide in the patience,

nor endure the fire, in the Light I found to be

the groans of the flesh, that could not give up
to the will of God ;

which had so veiled me,

that I could not be patient in all trials, trou-

bles, anguishes, and perplexities; could not
give up self to die by the cross, the power of

God, that the living and quickened might fol-

low Him, and that that which would cloud
andveilfromthepresenceofChrist, that which
the sword of the Spirit cuts down, and which
must die, might be kept alive. 1 discerned
the groans of the Spirit, "which opened me,
and made intercession to God : in which Spirit

is the true waiting upon God, for the redemp-
tion of the body, and of the whole creation.

By this true Spirit, in which the true sighing
is, I saw over the false sighings and groan-

" ' The Lord God opened to me bj^ his in-

visible power, how "Every man was en-

lightened by the divine light of Christ." I

saw it shine through all, and that they that

believed in it came out of condemnation to

the Light of life, and became the children of

it; but they that hated it, and did not believe

in it, were condemned by it, though they made
a profession of Christ. This I eaw in tiie pure
openings of the Light without the help of any
man ; neither did 1 then know where to find it

in the Scriptures; though afterwards, search-
ing ihe Scriptures, 1 found it. For 1 saw in

that Light and Spirit which were before the
Scriptures were given forth, and which led

the holy men of God to give them forth, that
all must come to that Spirit, if they would
know God or Christ, or the Scriptures aright,

which they that gave them forth were led and
taught by.'

" These exercises and openings appear to

have been experienced by George Fox, when
between the twentieth and twenty-fourth
years of his age. Having been thus prepared
by tho baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire,

and received a call from his divine Master to

enter upon tho work of tho ministry, his first

recorded appearance as a preacher of the
Gospel, was in 1647, at Duckenfleld and Man-
chester ; where, he says, ' Some were con-
vinced, who received the Lord's teaching, by
which they were confirmed and stood their
ground.'

"

(To be contiuued.)

If my small experience has taught me
anything in this best of schools, the Divine
Teacher instructs in stillness, and leads gently
along; the docile learner scarcely perceives
the progressive stops of attainment.

—

Mary
Capper.

For "Tho Friend.'

'' Afi'oss Africa."

(Continued from page 386.)

"Theappeai-ance of a new moon during this

halt caused us some trouble. To celebrate

the event according to Mohammedan custom
our askari commenced firing their rifles, and

would not desist when 1 desired them to do

so. One man to whom I had individually

spoken discharged his rifle in spite of my
orders, upon which I had him disarmed,

and promised punishment on the morrow.
Another then suggested that I had better

punish them all, as it was their custom and
they intended to follow it; and him I also

disarmed. This custom of firing on tho occa-

sion of the new moon was not only a waste
of ammunition but was also very dangerous,

as the men never looked in what direction

their rifles were pointed, but sent the bullets

whizzing about the camp, I therefore de-

termined to put a check upon the practice.

"The halt being long, I went, with my dog
Leo as a companion, to look around, and
noticed some well-constructed fences and pit

falls for game. One of these pit falls had been
cleverly placed in a slight gap in a fence,

which I thought was merely a weak spot.

Fortunately for me, Leo jumped on the cover-

ing just as I was about to step on it, and ex-

posed the trap by fulling through, thus saving
me from a tunible. The pit was so deep that
it was with difficulty I managed to pull the
unfortunate dog out. After our rest, we toiled

on through alternating tracts of jungle and
prairie ; the grass had been burned in many
places, leaving miles of country blackened and
charred, while the gritty ashes filled our
mouths, ears and throats. Sunset came upon
us, and yet we had found no water; and not
untilnearlj'8 P. M. did we find a pool of liquid

mud, with which we were obliged to be con-

tent. Shortly after moving onward the next
morning, some tolerably clear water lying in

a cavity in a bed of granite gladdened our
eyes. Directly we sighted it, the men threw
down their loads, and in a moment men, dogs,

and donkeys were all slakeing their thirstat
one and the same time."

It required about five months for the cara-

van to roach Unyanyembo, a large and friendly

Arab settlement about 400 miles from the

coast. Cameron considered this the end of
the first stage of his journey across Africa.

He was delayed here more than two months by
the frequent and numerous desertions of his

pagazi (porters) and by the severe and almost
constant attacks of fevers to which the three
white men of the party were subject. One
of tho peculiarities of this fever is to produce
partial or total blindness, which rendered it

necessary for Dr. Dillon to turn back from
this point, but he died before reaching the
coast. Whilst here they heard of the death
of Dr. Livingstone, and his body returning
before their departure, Lieut. Murphy con-
sidered that tho great object of tho expedition
had boon completed, resigned his commission
and returned home. This left V. L. Cameron
to proceed alone on his perilous journey with
no other companions than the natives ho hired

to assist him
; and it frequently happened that

through their ignorance or treachery he was
far worse ott' with their assistance than with-
out it. Speaking of Arab hospitality he
says:

In answer to our formal announcement of

arrival we received a letter the following

morning from Said ibu Salim, the governo!

inviting us to breakfast with him, and statin

that he had a house at our disposal during oi

stay at Unyanyembo. We at once proceede|

to his residence at Kwiharah, and were we!

corned most warmly, and found prepared fori

a capitalbreakfastofcurriedfowl, wheat cake
butter, milk, coffee, and tea. To this meal w
did such ample justice that I fancy we mus
have rather astonished our host. Our appolit

being appeased, the governor, accompanied b

many other Arabs, who had gathered togetht

to welcome us, conducted us to the house i

Kwiharah, and when we had been shown ove
the promises, left us to make ourselves core

fortably at home. The house—which had pr(

viously been lout to Livingstone and Stanle
—was a large and substantial building of mm
bricks, with a flat roof.

"In the afternoon Said ibu Salim called t(

acquaint us that on the morrow we shouh
pay visits (o the principal Arabs, and that th

most convenient arrangement would be for u

to commence the day by breakfasting wit
him. A harder day's work than we antici

pated was in store for us ; and had we know
what making calls upon all the Arabs ir

volved, we should not have so readily under
taken it, although the customs of a countr
must be observed.
" We began with a sumptuous breakfast witl

Said ibu Salim, after which he conducted u

with much slate and ceremony, to pay th
promised round of visits to the local magnate-
According to usage, we were expected to oa
and drink at every house we entered ; bu
though doing our utmost to show apprecia
tion of the kind intentions of our hosts, ou
capacities were but limited, and I am afraii

we were scarcely equal to partaking of th
proftbred hospitality to the extent they woul
have wished. The Arabs at Unj-anyomb
live in great comfort, having largo and wol
built houses, with gardens and fields, in whiol
they cultivate wheat, onions, cucumbers, am
fruits introduced from tho coast. They main
tain constant communication with Zanziba
n peaceful times, and thus obtain supplies o

jott'ee, teas, sugar, soap, candles, curry-powdei
and various luxuries.

Two days after our round of visiting ani

tertainment, I was attacked by fever, Dilloi

and Murphy quickly followed suit. Indeec
during our stay here we passed the greate
part of our time down with fever. The pagas
engaged for the journey to Unyanyembo hav
ing taken their departure after payment, thos
whom we had hired by tho month apparentl;

thought this a favorable opportunity for goiuj

on a strike, and demanding two months' pa
in advance. As long as possible I rosistec

but ultimately' agreed to advance one month'
wages. They would have deserted en mass
had I not yielded to some extent, and som
fitly or sixty deserted after obtaining thi

partial compliance to their demands. Al

though the more respectable Arabs showe
us great kindness ami rendered much assist

ance, I am compelled to add that many of th

smaller traders threw every possible obstacl

n our way, tempting our men to desert, ani

even carrying them off' against their wil

Several attempts were made at starting fror

Unyanyembo, but were unsuccessful, owinj

to the pagazi I engaged so constantly desert

ng. They were always paid in advance, o

being engaged, according to custom, and a

last it almost amounted to paying a man, feed
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pg bim a few days, and then seeing his face

lO more."
During their stay at Unj^anyembe they

fere all sicit witii the fever at one time, re-

pecting which Dr. Dillon afterwards wrote,
On or about (none of us know the date cor-

ectly) Aug. 13th, we were all taken sick. I

jlt determied not to be sick. ' I will eat din-

er ; I'll not go to bed.' 1 did manage some
inner! but shakes enough come on, and I

ad to turn in. For the next four or five

aj'S our diet was water or milk. The ser-

ants knew not what to do. We got up when
'8 liked, and walked out. We knew that we
sit giddy, and that our legs would scarcely
ipport us. I ussd to pay Cameron visits and
e came to me to make complaints. I told

[urphy I was sorry I could not get away
>oner to call on him ; but I had the king of
ganda stopping with me and I must be civil

I him as we would sl^rtly be in his country,
[urphy pretty well dozed off his fever, but I

Bver went to sleep from beginning to end.

^e all got well on the same day, about, I

ippose, the fifth (of the fever) and laughed
eartily at each other's confidences. The
.rabs sent every day to know how wo wore,

r called themselves, bringing sweet limes,

omegranates, or custard apples."

Some of the sj^mptoms of the fever are thus
escribed: "A slight headache is felt, the
atient feels that he must lie down though
e does not feel ill. The next morning he
alks or tries to walk across the room

;
he

nds that he must allow his body to go vvher-

per his foot chooses to place itself, and a very
acentric course the poor body has to take
jraetimes in consequence. Drink! drink!
rink ! cold water, railk, tea—any thing. Bail

) out of a bu^'ket, or dnnk it out of the mouth
Fa tea pot." " Oat of fbrtj'-fivo days 1 have
ad one fever of eight days, one of seven, one
f five, one of four, and now just getting; well

fa violent headache which lasted five daj's."

Two weeks later he writes: "Since I last

TOte I have been quite blind of both eyes,

pd very bad indeed with fever: so I have
Ben helpless. Theabove is sufficient to show
ow constantl3^ we were ill, and of this the
len took advantage to absent themselves,
cannot speak too highly of the behavior of

le upper classes, of the Arabs towards us.

/hen we were ill, they called or sent daily

) inquire for us, and limes, tamarands and
ther fruits were constantly sent us, besides

ich presents as a bullock, a goat, a dozen
)wls, or a basket of eggs. In our intervals

f convaleseenco we used to return their calls,

nd were always warmly received."

John Woolniiui.

We as individuals, and as members of a
sligious Society, appointed to take higher
round than other professors in that all-ira-

ortant attainment, even to be " built up, an
abitation of God, throiiqh the Spirit," are

ludly called to let our moderation be known
F all men in all things ; to be a plain, self-

enying, cross-bearing, God-serving people
;

greeably to that which was declared unto
le children of Israel from the mount Sinai

:

Now therefore, if ye will obey my voice in-

eed, and keep my covenant, then ye shall be

peculiar treasure unto me. * * And ye
lall be unto me a kingdom of priests, and a
oly nation." Or, as represented at a later

day by the apostle Peter: " Ye are a chosen
generation, a ro_val priesthood, an holj^ nation,

a peculiar people; that j-o should show forth

the praises of him who hath called you out of
darkness into his marvellous light." Well,
what will sooner make " peculiar" in an ever-
changing world like this, than swimming
against its current ; not being conformed to its

spirit, nor following its customs and fashions
;

acknowledging Christ in purity of life and
conversation before men as those who believe
and feel God present; and thus endeavoring
to walk in the light of the Lamb, as, accord-
ing to Holy Scripture, the nations of them
that are saved must do. William Penn, in

writing of the Friends in his day, declares:
" It was visible to them that knew us, that we
did not think ourselves at our own disposal,

to go where we list, or say or do what we list,

when we list. Our liberty stood in the

liberty of the spirit of truth ; and no pleasure,

no profit, no fear, no favor could draw us from
this retired, strict, and watchful frame."
These requisitions may seem hard to flesh

and blood, or to the unrenewed mind and
heart of men ; but wherein can abatements be
made? How many portions of Holy Scrip-

ture, alike applicable to all time, agree with
and confirm what the apostle Paul so solemnly
represents :

" If ye live after the flesh, ye shall

die; but if ye through the Spirit do mortify
the deeds of the bodj', ye shall live. For,"

he continues, "as many as are led by the
Spirit of God, they are the sons of God." Well,

s not this indwelling Spirit of the Saviour,
ly which we are to be " led," the same Spirit

)ftruth or Comforter, which the dear Son and
Sent of the Father declared to His disciples,

"Shall testify of me;" "shall bring all things
to your remembrance whatsoever 1 have said

unto you ;" " Shall be in you ;" " Shall teach
}-ou all things;" "will guide you into all

truth ;" and " shall abide with you forever."

Upon which it may queried, what more can
wea-;korcan bo done for us, than is embraced
in this now covenant of light and life of which
Christ Jesus is the ever adorable Mediator?
Is it not the glorious fulfilment and realiza-

tion of the promise :
" Thy teachers shall not

be removed into a corner any more, but thine

eyes shall see thy teachers; and thine ears

shall hear a word behind thee, saying, ' This
is the way, walk ye in it, when ye turn to the

right hand, and when ye turn to the left."

As also that :
" Thus saith the Lord, thy Re-

deemer, the Holy One of Israel ; I am the

Lord thy God which teacheth thee to profit,

which leadeih thee by the w^iy that thou shouldst

go," &c. What more, we repeat, can be asked,

after all that has been done for us, than sub-

missive wills, and contrite obedient hearts, on
our part-), that we may indeed become " sons

of God," not only by creation and purchase,

but by adoption—" being born again, not of

corruptible seed, but incorruptible, by the

word of God, which liveth and abideth for-

ever?"
These thoughts have arisen in consideration

of the world-renouncing, heaven-seeking ex-

ample of John Woolman, who was one of " a

chosen generation," afore alluded to ; one of
" a peculiar people," because of his lowly walk
in obedience to the cross of Christ; and at the

same time one " zealous of good works," being
remarkably careful to keep in true humility

;

to avoid luxury and superfluities; and in all

things to make the standard of Truth mani-
fested to him, the measure of his obedience.

He records, "I was born at Northampton,
in Burlington county. West Jersey, in the year
1720 ; and before I was seven years old t be-
gan to be acquainted with the operations of
Divine love. Through the care of my parents,
he continues, I was taught to read nearlj' as
soon as I was capable of it ; and as I went
from school one seventh-day, I remember
while my companions went to play by the
way, I went forward out of sight, and sitting

down, I read the twenty-second chapter of
the Revelations ;

' He showed me a pure river

of waterof life, clear as crystal, proceeding out
of the throne of God and of the Lamb,' &c.

;

and in reading it, my mind was drawn to seek
after that pure habitation, which, I then be-

lieved, God had prepared for his servants.

The place where I sat, and the sweetness
that attended my mind, remain fresh in my
emory.
This, and the like gracious visitations, had
ch an effect upon me, that when boys used
language, it troubled me ; and through the

continued mercies of God, I was preserved
from it."

After some acquaintance with the Holy
Scriptures, he writes: "From what I read
and heard, I believed there had been in past

ages, people who walked in uprightness be-

fore God, in a degree exceeding any that I

knew or heard of, now living; and the appre-

hension of there being less steadiness and
firmness amongst people in this age than in

past ages, often troubled me while I was a
child."

Having attained the age of sixteen years,

J. W. began to love wanton company; and
perceived a plant in him which produced
man}' wild grapes. Yet his merciful Father
forsook him not utterly, but at times, through
his grace, he was brought seriously to con-

sider his ways; and the sight of his backslid-

ings affected him with sorrow; but for want
of rightlj' attending to the reproofs of instruc-

tion, vanity, as he represents, was added to

vanity, and repentance to repentance. "Upon
the whole," he says, " my mind was more and
more alienated from the Truth, and I hasten-

ed toward destruction. While I meditate oa
the gulf toward which I travelled, and reflect

on my youthful disobedience, for these things

I weep, mine eye runneth down with water."

Advancing in age, the temptations of the

world and deviations from the narrow way
increased upon him. He writes at this period,
" I knew that I was going IVom the flock of

Christ, and had no resolution to return ; hence
serious reflections were uneasy to me, and
youthful vanities and diversions my greatest

pleasure. Running in this road I found many
like myself; and we associated in that which
is the reverse to true friendship."

"But in this swift race," he tella us, "it

pleased God to visit me with sickness, so that

I doubted of recovering; and then did dark-

ness, horror and amazement, with full force,

seize me, even when my pain and distress of

body wore very great. I thought it would
have been better for me never to have had a

being, than to see the day I now saw. 1 was
filled with confusion ; and in great affliction,

both of mind and body, I lay and bewailed
myself. I had not confidence to lift up my
cries to God, whom I had thus offended ; but

in a deep sense of ray great folly, I was hum-
bled Eefore him; and at length, that word
which is as a fire and a hammer, broke and
dissolved my rebellious heart, and then my
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cries were put up in contrition ; and in the
multitude of his mercies I found inward relief

and felt a close engagement, that if he was
pleased to restore my health, I might walls
humbly before hira."

Though as acknowledged by him, J. W.
subsequently experienced some relapses into
his former state of folly, yet from this period,
as appears from the journal of his life, he was
blessed with renewed visitations, and enabled
more effectually to pray to his Father in

heaven against those temptations which at
times closely beset, so as more steadily to
gain that victory over the world, the flesh,

and the devil, which the Saviour's grace is not
only vouchsafed to accomplish, but is sufficient

for the need of each one of us, being made
perfect in weakness. He says: "I sought
deserts and lonely places, and there with
tears did confess ray sins to God, and humbly
craved help of him. I may say with rever-
ence, he was near me in my troubles, and in

those times of humiliation opened my ear to
discipline. I was now led to look seriously
at the means by which I was drawn from the
pure truth, and learned this, that if I would
live in the life which the faithful servants of
God lived in, I must not go into company as
heretofore in my own will ; but all the crav-
ings of sense must be governed by a Divine prin-
ciple."

"As I lived under the cross, and simply
followed the openings of Truth, my mind,
from day to day, was more enlightened

; my
former acquaintance were left to judge of me
as they would, for I found it safest for me to
live in private, and to keep these things sealed
up in my own breast. While I silently ponder
on that change wrought in me, I find no lan-
guage equal to describe it, nor any means to
convey to another a clear idea of it. 1 looked
upon the works of God in this visible creation,
and an awfulness covered me ; my heart was
tender and often contrite, and universal love
to my fellow-creatures increased in me : this
will be understood by such who have trodden
in the same path."
Thus digging deep and carefully laying the

foundation of the spiritual building upon
Christ Jesus the unchangeable eternal Rock,
J. W. was, through " the washing of regenera-
tion and renewing of the Holy Ghost," given
to experience the rearing of " an habitation
of God through the Spirit," to the praise and

loved thee, and I was made quiet in thy will,

and I waited for deliverance from thee. Thou
hadst pity upon me when no man could ht-lp

me. 1 saw that meekness umler suffering
was showed to us in the most affecting exam-
ple oF thy Son, and thou taught me to follow
him, and I said, thy will, O Father, be done."
John Woolman died at York, England, the

7th of the Tenth month, 1772.

(To be conclurleil.)

The Philadelphia Mint.

From the Philadelphia Inquirer we extract
the following interesting account of the work
ing of the Mint.
The double eagles are turned out from this

cutting machine at the rate of 245 each minute.
In the machines used for cutting strips for
dimes and smaller change, 5.50 are cut every
minute. The planchets, or the round pieces
lade ready for stamping, are sent to the

superintendent of the stamping room, and the
strips from which they are cut are bundled
up and melted over again.
The most important addition that has lately

been made to the working force of the mint
is a huge press, called the Ajax, which is one
of the two largest coining machines in exist-
ence. It was builr, in this city for the special
purpose of coining double eagles and trade dol-
lars. It is a press of nevy design and of great
beauty. It gives a pressure upon each " plan-
chet" of one hundred tons, and turns out the
completed coin fast enough, though not so
rapidly as the smaller machines used for
smaller coin. They give less pressure. The
small machines put ten tons weight upon
dimes, five cent pieces and cents, and the
quarters and half dollars pass under forty tons
pressu re.

In reply to the question "How can you be
certain of the proper weight to each piece,"

That is a matter hard to accomplish," the
chief cleik said, "and we are allowed a small
argin for variation by act of Congress. In

the manufliclure of most coins we are allowed
less than one thousandth part for variation.
But we keep within the limit. When the plan-
chets come in here they are weighed in bulk,
and the keeper of the room where they are cut,
must, of course, make up the amount of metal
with which he is charged by the weight of
these and of his punctured strips. The plan-
chets are passed to the weighers who sit be

glory of Him with whom there is mercy and|foi'e the scales and test each piece. Those
plenteous redemption : so that his heart could,

"^'
..

about five years before his peaceful death'
give utterance to the following :

— " The Lord,
who was the guide of my youth, hath in ten-
der mercies helped me hitherto ; he hath
healed me of wounds, he hath helped me out
of grievous entanglements; he remains to be
the strength of my life

; to whom I desire to
devote myself in time, and in eternity."
On the bed of death he uttered the follow-

ing remarkable prayer: "O Lord God, the
amazing horrors of darkness were gathered
around me and covered me all over, and I
saw no way to go forth. I felt the depth and
extent of the misery of my fellow-creatures
separated from the Divine harmony, and it

was heavier than I could bear, and I was
crushed down under it. I lifted up my hand,
I stretched out my arm. but there w.ns nnnnmy

whose weight is correct are passed to the
coining press, those that are too light are
sent back to be melted over, and those too
heavy are filed down.
"We never lose anything; the dust that

falls into the buckskin aprons of the weighers
is thrown upon the floor and is gathered up
at the annual sweeping. We havejust finished
cleaning up, and not a dollar is missing. Our
sweepings have brought us $22,000. We
swept the roof of the mint and the roof of this
church just west of us for deposits that lodged
upon it from the smoke stack. The well in
the cellar, into which the water flows from
the roof, was cleaned out, and the deposits
gained, with those in the crucibles, ground up
for assay, were added to the sweepings. Steal-
"ng has never been knownin the mint. Thesu-
perintendent of every room is dependent upon

settled nothing is ever missing except the fe

grains of wastage."
The year's product of all kinds of coin

stated to have been as follows, viz:

Gold 494,020 pieces, valued at $9,803,564.00
Silver 36,145,200 pieces, valued at $11,444

935.00.

Base (cents and five cent pieces) 4,]96,5(

pieces, valued at $62,165.00.

Total 40,835,720, valued at $21,310,664.00.
"Is all this work done for the government'
"No. Government owns all the metal th;

is coined into pieces of less than half a dollai

others are coined mostly for private partie

There is no charge for coining gold. Pc

trade dollars the government makes a char^
of $1.25 for each hundred pieces. We hav
had a great deal of business in making trad

dollars. Trade dollars are not a legal tende-

They are an article of merchandise, and th

demand upon us is go»erned by the state c

the foreign trade. Just now it is heavy. Trad
dollars were designed originally to give ou

coin a place in the markets of China, Indi

and Japan. For two hundred years thes

countries have been the pool into which th

silver product of the world has been poui-ed

The statements are that they are not yet sup

plied half as well as Western nations. The;
use silver in the arts more generally than w
do, and what silver goes to the East neve
returns. When it gets to Calcutta the India
Mint coins it into rupees. We never mel
rupees here. Mexican dollars have been th

favorite in those countries, and our merchant
demanded a coin of equal intrinsic value. Ou
trade dollar contains 420 grains, an excess c

7J grains over the standard American dollar

The trade dollar now has a footing in Asia
The working capacity of the Philadelphi;

Mint was never so large as now. The grea
demand for subsidiary coin by the governmen
kept the machines at work fourteen hours i

daj' during a great part of last year. It iii

stated that the establishment is now fuUj

equal to any demand that may be made upor
it. Another heavy year's work is expected:

to help me. I looked round about an^ was his men, who give no bail, and over whom no
amazed. In the dupths of misery, O Lord ! Ispecial watch is made. They are all honest.
I remembered that thou art omnipotent, that|Two hundred and fifty persons are employed

;X'here. But when the evening's accouuts'aroI had called thee Father, and I felt that

Reflcotioiis.
j

Seventh mo. 8th, 1877.
i

We gather to the country "meeting" placel

The house is not an ancient structure witbi

high backed benches, broad gallery form andl

many divisioned partition, suggestive of the;

worthies of early provincial times, but is;

nevertheless, substantial and commodious,?
with Friendly plainness and neatness through-:

out, a legacy of zeal and excellence of ourj

own fathers just passed, almost as a complete!
body, from our midst. The grounds are ample.j

with the long comfortable shedding, and the

requisite enclosed grave-yard ; the turf thai

greens this recejjtacle of the dead, fresh and'

soft by the plentiful showers from the great
Creator. Birdsof the air send forth their glad
and varied notes of music, sufiicieut indeed to

charm the listening ear, from the beautiful

shade-trees planted bj^ the hands of the fore-

thoughted generation alluded to : while the
baltny breezes blow and murmur through the
leaves with a song of their own, delightful to

the senses. All nature and this handiwork
of God is perfect in its kind. Man alone is

lacking: and is this because of his free-agency 7

because ho will not choose or accept wisdom?
We enter the place of worship, and where

are the worshippers ? Long benches stand
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vaiting occupancy; few, if any, oven half-

led with attendants ; some, especially- those

the " fore-part," designed for the moi-e aged
insistent members or the officers of the meet
g, entirely vacant. Yet a little band are

sre, even of those who make no appearance
" Friends," and who are not in member

ip. What brings this class, and many of

e apparently nominal members, is a ques
on that often arises, (tenderly acceptable

lOugh their company be,) seeing there is

ildom any other manifestation of concern fo

elfare of the immortal part. Whether or

3t it be the call in the secret of the heart
aliness partly yielded to, and much stifled

ith such a language as this (to Him who is a

alous God and loves only the sacrifice of an
hdivided heart,) " will not this presenting of

16 body be sufficient till the end draws near,

rhen 1 will give my whole attention to these
jings." I sa}', whether or not it be tliis,

ot ours to judge, but is a state to deprecate
nd to beware of, and to lend a helping hand

), by an example of daily faithfulness, or as

Iherwise abilitated by Divine grace and au
aority.

May the stripped number of true worship
ersand burden-bearers, whose hearts on these

Bcasions as well as at other times do bow ti

jeir heavenly Father under the sense of thei

ssponsibility, not be discouraged because of

leir individual feebleness; but with a lively

inse of their accountability, and of time so

ansitory, diligently apply themselves to the

paeious instructions supplied according to

>e need of every one, that thus, spiritually

aurished, they "grow up into him in all

lings, which is the head, even Christ." Let
one waste time and their Master's "goods''

irough a disconsolate looking at the one or

le two talents which they ma}' deem them
lives entrusted with, but humbly fulfilling

hat diligent spirits will find to do, they will

now an increase of treasure, and in the end
fperience the blessed answer of acceptance.

An Explanation of some Mining Accidents.—
he Virginia City (Nevada) Enterprise says :

1 view of the recent disastrous discharges of

cploders in the Sutro Tunnel, some interest-

g experiments have been instituted by Mr.
itro with a view of ascertaining the cause,

id more especially to determine whether the

ectrieity of the body might not have, in this

gh altitude, something to do with it.

Electric exploders made by difterent per-

ns were placed in a strong wooden box,

hich again was placed in another box in Mr.
itro's parlor. This room is covered with a

savy Brussels carpet, walking over which
,u8es the human body to be speedily charged
ith electricity. Mr. Hancock, the chief

aster, assisted in the experiments, and held

e wires, while Mr. Sutro walked round the

om two or three times with slippers, sliding

s feet gently over the carpet. After doing
is he approached the end of one of the wires

ith his fore finger, and instantly a loud re-

irt was heard, the exploder having been ex-

oded.

The first experiment was with one of the

m Francisco Giant Powder Company's ex-

oders. Then one of the Electric Construc-
)n Company's was tried, without eifecting

1 discharge. Next, one of Geo. M. Mow-
ay's, of North Adams, Mass., was used,

hich did not go off on the first trial, but did

I the second with a very loud report. After

this another of the giant exploders was tried,

which went off by the time Mr. Sutro's fore-

finger had reached within two or three inches
from the end of the wire.

Instructions were issued to the miners for

handling them hereatter, and a sheet iron

plate was placed in the floor of the exploder
house, to which is connected a wire reachin^
into the water flowing from the tunnel. The
men in handling exploders now stand on this

iron plate, and have instructions to wet their

boots before entering, and to put on India

rubber gloves before touching the exploder—Late Paper.

Original.

MY CHILDHOOD'S HOME.
The sunbeams rest wilh a tender light

On the place of my childhood's home.
And smile thro' the waving boughs as bright,

As in other days they shone.

The brooklet's music is sounding still.

From the bank where the violets grew,
It wakes in my heart the olden thrill,

The spring of my lifetime knew.

But the hand of the stranger trains the vine
That climbs by the lattice now,

And decked for other eyes than mine
Is the fragrant lilac bough.

The oriole builds his swinging nest,

In the spot he has chosen long,

Bnt I watch no more the flaming breast

Swell forth with its tide of song.

The pictures throng on memory's walls,

O, home of my early years,

—

Loved voices speak, then the silence falls,

And mine eyes are dimmed with tears.

O, orchard blooms that have drifted down
On forms that are passed away,

O, path by familiar footsteps worn,

Ye sadden the heart to-day.

Here on the porch the moonlight fell,

Thro' the peace of the summer night

;

The evening star o'er yon sunset hill,

I've watched till it sunk from sight;

Here is the room where the dear home band
By the winter fireside met.

Oh ! it needeth not th' enchanter's wand
For my vision to greet it yet.

And here—tread low— for the hand of Time
Is pressed on the heartstrings now.

The quivering chords with an anguished chime
Give forth but a sound of woe,

That gathers strength as the years roll on,

And the seasons go and come.
For here, the soul of our sainted one,

Went up to her Father's home.

Aye, sacred still unto every thought,

Each spot that her presence blest

;

Ah ! mother dear, there are changes wrought
In our old loved valley nest.

Can thy spirit look from its glorious height
On thy struggling children here,

Who may only walk^by faith, not sight,

And who miss thy'gnide and cheer?

We have passed beyond that roof tree's shade
;

Life's noonday of toil is ours.

But as thou taught us still we strive

To-cherish its wayside flowers
;

And tliough at times our hearts may yearn
For some beautiful moment o'er.

And unto the dear old homestead turn.

With longing intense and sore.

Yet we feel that a wiser Hand than ours,

Hath guided and planned our way.
Poured blessings down in th' richest showers.
And taken but to repay

;

And we mourn no more the vanished past,

But treasure it sweet and pure,

To be held as a gracious memory, fast,

While reason and time endure.

As a wi-e child maketh a happy father,

wise, father maketh a happy child.

The Wonders of the Southern Seas.

In a lecture to workingmen, at Glasgow,
Sir Wyville Thomson described some of the
strange things he saw during the voyage of
the Challenger. He said the'l6 or 17 families
who reside on the island of Tristan d'Arcunha,
which is about half way between the Cape of
Good Hope and Cape Horn, have suffered so
much from violent gales, that they now build
their cottages of blocks of stone—a sort of
soft volcanic tufa—of four or five feet square,
in order to enable them to withstand these
storms. The wind was sometimes so violent
that these blocks, when being brought down
from the quarry, were lifted bodily by the
wind. As there was no mortar on the island,

all the stones were dovetailed into each other,

and it was curious to see the people building
these cottages. Very frequentlj' wrecks oc-

curred on the island, and a number of large
spars were picked up on the shore as the re-

mains of lost vessels. They got two or three
of these spars, and, laying them up against the
wall at a low angle, had them carefully greas-
ed, and, by a method which was known to
have been used in Assyria and ancient Egypt,
they gradually moved on rollers and slid up
these blocks to the top of the wall, when they
were fixed in their places. Tristan d'Acunha
is one of a little group of three islands, one
of which is called Nightingale Island. It was
covered wilh tussack grass seven, eight, or
nine feet in height; and from the top of these
tussacks, grass sprang about an inch and a
half in height. The tussack grass became
matted so as to form a very dense jungle,
through which it was difficult to crush. Long
avenues ran between the tussacks, covered
with slippery wet clay, and on the ground
were multitudes of penguins. These birds

had millions of nests under the long grass.

It was impossible to pass a single yard along
these avenues without crushing the young
birds or the nests, while the old penguins
all around made the most frightful din, and
jagged the legs of the traveller, their long
sharp beaks drawing blood at every stroke.

These penguins wore a most extraordinary
sight. They were perfectly tame, in the first

place, because they did not know any reason
for fear from proximity to man ; and, secondly,
because they had really no means of es'^ape.

They stood from li to 2J feet in height. Their
nests were little flat clay erections, about two
inches in height. The bird laid one, some-
times two eggs, and to hatch them it sat on
the nest upright. It was a singular sight to

see the birds sitting on their eggs in the space
between the tussacks. Some six or eight
acres were covered with them. At certain

times, perhaps, a thousand of these penguins
would come out from the various lanes and
walk down to the sea. Whenever they get to

the water they threw themselves down and
squattled into it. The moment they were in

the water they acted justas if they were fishes.

The gray groove in their backs was occasion-
ally seen above the surface, but it was scarcely
possible to imagine they were birds—they
looked just like gray mullets. Having fished

for a while, they returned to their nests by a
regular path, which was beaten as flat as a
sheep walk. The whole was carried out by
a regular system, the birds going to the sea
by one path and returning by another. Some-
times they would stand and have a talk for a
while, apparently a regular chattering going
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on
; then all of a sudden they would stand at

attt'ntion, and each proceed to its particular
nest.

In Soptemhor, 1874, the expedition visited
Arm, and the lecturer went on shore at
curious town called Dobbo, where the woods
in the neighborhood are filled with flock
of the great bird of paradise—an exqui
sitely beautiful creature, the hunting of which
is the principal occupation of the inhabitants
of Arru. This bird has a most magnificent
plume of feathers, of a delicate 3-ellow color,
coming out from under the wings, and fall-

ing over the back like a jet of water. The
breast was a brilliant emerald green, and the
body a beautiful yellow. These birds were
much admired by the semi-savage tribes, and
fetched large prices. They were about the
size of a small pigeon, and had a voice not
very unlike the jackdaw—in fact, thej^ were
allied to the crows. They were restless, pe-
culiar birds, and flew about the branches of
great trees. They were constantly chatter-
ing, but being much hunted they were very
wary, and it was difficult to get them shot.
The natives had a peculiar way of killin<'-

them. They went up into the 'boughs of a
tree which the birds were known to frequent,
and, collecting a number of the branches, they
concealed themselves so that they could scarce
ly be seen ; then, when a flock came, they pick
ed off' the birds with arrows with blunt heads.
These arrows were of course quite noiseless.
The bird was simply paralysed and fell, and
in that way the natives sometimes got a large
number of the flock.

Of the people of New Guinea, the lecturer
said the men were all perfectly black, and had
their hair dressed in the height of the fashion of
New Guinea. It stood far "out from the head^
and was finely and delicately frizzled, and
dressed in a peculiar way into an irregular
mop, into which they had stuck six or eight
feathers about one and a half or two feet long.
These were made up of several feathers—per-
haps a black one and then a white one, and
so on. Besides that, a great number of them
wore a wreath of hibiscus bloom, of the
brightest scarlet, on the hair. Many of them
had a couple of boar's teeth through their
noses. They had also a band worked in some
way over their bodies, and into it, just at the
shoulder, was stuck a branch of plant, which
had a narrow leaf of a pale green color, mot-
tled with white. These leaves were from one
and a half to two feet long, and were so placed
behind the shoulder as to give the appearance
of a wing. They had also generally a large
breastplate hung round their neck, and it was
ornamented with a scarlet color. Otherwise
they had no clothes whatever, anything in the
way of covering being simply for the purpose
of ornament.
At Marion Island, in the neighborhood of

Kerguelan Island, the naturalist found the
albatrosses sitting on their nests. They want-
ed to get a number of the eggs of these
birds, and when they landed and wont among
them the birds remained quietly on their
nests. When the members of the expedi-
tion went nearer to them they began to clat-
ter with their beaks, and now and them gave
a squall. They never offered to rise, and the
only way to got the eggs was to get a stick,
put it under the neck of the albatross, and
shove off the bird, which fell sprawling on
the ground beside the nest. The eg.r'was
then abstracted, and the bird gradual!}^gath-

ered itself up and sat down upon the nest
again, as if the eggs were still there. It
looked, indeed, a very stupid bird. It was,
however, totally diff'erent when it got into the
air. It had considerable difficulty in rising.
It moved along a little way, and made several
attempts before it succeeded. If it could get
to a rising hummock where it could throw
itself off it was all right, as it got the air un-
der the wings, and then it began to rise. The
moment it soared into the air it was a pe
fectly different creature. The wings could
not be seen to move as they soared about in

the most graceful and beautiful curves. On
coming down near its nest it made an attempt
once or twice, and ultimately, as if losing all

controlof itself, tumbled down head foremost,
and it was some time before it could gather
itself together again and get its wings all

right. In the Island of Marion there were
also the penguins, and mixing with these
penguins was another little bird, something
like the fan-tailed ])igeon. These went alwaj-s
in pairs, and fed upon the eggs of the penguin.
When they were bent on feeding, one would
go on each side of the penguin sitting on its

egg, and while one engaged the large bird's
attention and caused it to rise off the nest to
give it a peek as if for its impertinence, the
other one tilted out the egg, and it was off
and away before the penguin, which seemed
rather a slow bird, realized the loss it had
sustained.

suggests

For "The Friend."

On the Iiiconsisteucy of fliristians with Christianity.

Under the above caption, Hannah More,
writing on the subject of sudden conversions,
forcibly raises a warning voice against much
i-eliance being placed on any symptoms of
change in an individual unle.ss a radical
change of the heart and life underlie the
whole, as a " transformed" interior mutation
of the whole man. The consistent, godly life

and conversation, wrought through submis-
sion to the thoroughly cleansing baptism of
Christ, and obedience to the power of His
Holy Spirit revealed in the soul, is what is

needed; because the inward cleansing, or
purity of heart and thought in the sight of
the Omniscient, is that alone which can pro-
duce purity of life and conduct in His sight
or in the sight of our fellow men. None
can convert themselves, neither purify them-
selves. The whole work from its beginning
to the end consists in our faithfully co opei--

ating with the leaven of the kingdom within
us—the saving grace of the Lord Jesus; fully
appreciating the testimony of our holy Head
through His prophet: "Not by might, nor
by power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of
hosts."

That this conversion, for the most part, is

a gradual work, is clearly set forth in the
words of the Saviour: " First the blade, then
the ear; after that the full corn in the ear."
And that it was considered a progressive
transformation by the apostle Paul, is proved
by his spo J king of the renewing of the inward
man " day by day." And again to the Philip-
pians he writes: "Work out your salvation
with fear and trembling," &c. Does not " work
out" signify continuous labor? And does not
other language of Paul, viz., -'Patient wailing
for Christ," and " Patient continuance in well-
doing," represent that the work of salvation
is not, as H. More sets lorth, "so slight, so

rapid," so smooth and easily obtained sah
tion ?

While no one should be discouraged, knc
ing that the Saviour died for all, and that I
loves and enlightens all, bestowing a porti(
of his Holy Spirit upon all, in order th.
" whosoever will" may come unto Him at

drink of living water so as never to thirs
yet, at the same time, it is of the utmost ir

portance that we yield ourselves to His di
cipline; that we co-operate with His gracf
that we walk worthy of the vocation whe
with we are called; that we bow to Christ
yoke and allow Him so to work in us, as thi

thefruit of righteousness, which is peace, ma
be wrought; and we, through power from c

high, become washed, sanctified, and justifie

in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by tl

Spirit of our God unto new creatures in Hin
The subjoined essay of H. M.
to these ends, viz :

"Better men than many who now recko
themselves good, entertained doubts of the
own state, and could not rest till they cam
to something like decision on this monientot
question. Is then that sober inquiry, whic
was in them the truest mark of prudence, no'
to be treated as a needless scrupulosity, if nc
as an evidence of an unsound mind? Are th
doctrines of the gospel on which they bi

stowed so much thought and labor unworthi
of yours ? Is that which was to them so ser
ous a concern as to demand a combination
their best faculties and their most fervent et

deavots, become so easy as to be corapri-

hended at a glance, and adopted in a moment
Are the diflSculties, which cost them so muo
reflection, prayer, and self denial, miraculousl
removed, and made smooth for you? Ar
things so altered, that while they worked ou
their salvation with fear and trembling, yo
are secure of an easy, indolent, almost ur
'icited salvation ? Are corrupt human natur
and the requisitions of the gospel now so sud
denly accommodated to each other? Are i

and safety grown so congruous? Is it be

come so natural to fallen creatures to be
conciled to God and goodness, without tha
long and serious process which was one;
thought so indispensable to its accomplish
ment ? Is that superinduced principle whicl
the most acute nation in the world accounted
' foolishness,' and the most perverse people
'stumbling-block,' become to you so easy
apprehension, so accessible to your reach, si

facilitated to your corruptions, so certain
attainment, as to supercede the labor of ex
amination, as to be acquired without th
trouble of pursuit ? If to you the end is mad.,
sure, with the utter ignorance of the way
and a general neglect of the means; if yoi
find that path clear which they found int
cate; if you obtain, without seeking, that
surance, by the bare promise of which thej
were supported

; if all this be really youi
happy case, it must have been achieved bj
some power which has not been before
vealed, by some miracle which neither th(
Old nor the New Testament has either record
ed or predicted.

You would do well, then, to
whether there has been any change effe'ctec

in the requisitions of Christianity, any deduc
tious made in its demands, any facilities in
troduced into its scheme, any revelations by
which the old impediments have been re-

moved, and a shorter cut to heaven cleared
out? Consult some real Christians of youi
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quaintance; enquire if ^Afi/, despising and
rsaking the good old way, i'ouud repentance,
irdori, holiness, victory over the world, and
oeptance with God, so slight, so rapid, yet
certaiQ a thing? Ask if they became

hristians by chance or by inheritance, if

,ey were renewed in the spirit of their minds,

T the mere form of baptism ? Inquire if

leir entrance into a religious life cost them
) sacrifice, if their attainments were acci-

ntal, if they maintained the ground once
lined without etfort, if they improved it

thoiit prayer, if they were established in it

ithout Divine assistance?

The truth is, the persons in question either

) not think the detect of faith a fundamental
ror, or thej' suppose they believe where
ey do not. When this last is the case, they
St satisfied in their mistake ; for people do
t seek to extricate themselves from a doubt
which they do not feel entangled. It is,

)wever, practical unbelief, which quenches
e vital flame of virtue."

For "The Friend."

Pliilip and Rachel Price.

In the 7lh month, 1801, Eachel Price joined
irah Newlin in a visit to the meetings and
oilies of Friends in the Southern Quarter,

Delaware and the Eastern Shore of Mary-
nd. Discouragement attended her outset.

letter to her husband, she says, "My
ind was very much tried and borne down
ith the prospect of being so long separated

Om thee and our dear children, and remained
until I came to Duck Creek Meeting, where
felt almost ready to shrink and turn about
jmewards, when this language was lovingly

esented to ray mind—'Thy Maker shall be

y husband'—which proved a real consola-

bn to my poor lost mind. Oh, may it be

y greatest concern to endeavor to keep low,

id experience my own will brought into

ibjection, and thereby experience His divine

esence tu be near, for verily without Him
B can do nothing as we ought to do, and
ayest thou find Him to be thy support and
ay in my absence, and may His holy arm
5 round about and preserve our tender off-

)ring from harm." And of later date, "The
(ought of being detained so long from home
semed almost more than my nature could bear,

yet I believe that there is no cause of dis-

iay, as the service seems to be owned by the

ister." "Mydearchildren,j'Ou may be ready
conclude that ni}' love for you is not very

reat, or I could not leave you so long : but

t me tell you that I never felt the tender

of nature more forcibly, than since my
nee from you. How often has mj' mind

een raised in secret supplication to the Father
nd Fountain of all our blessings, that He
lay be pleased to preserve you as in the

bllow of his Divine hand
;
yea, oftener than

le returning morning." And again— " Al-

lough I feel very much tried at times on ac-

Dunt of my being so long separated from my
ndeared connexions, whom I feel increasingly

ear to mc in my absence, yet am I favoured

) expei-ience my mind so strengthened and
ipported through the various dispensations

have had to pass through, as to induce me
3 believe that 1 am in ray place in thus giving

Although we feel ourselves poor weak
bings, to be thus engaged and often have to

o down unto suiFering, as I believe, with the

sad, which lies low and oppressed in many
linds, yet we find a little remnant in every

place, which our hearts can unite with and
encourage. Although weakness is often our
portion, yet blessed be that Holy Arm of
Power which we have found to be near for

our help in the needful time of trial."

She received in response from her husband
this encouragement:— "Although thy com-
pan}- thou knows would be very desirable at

home, I hope thou wilt be favoured to be easy
about us until thy mind is at full liberty to re-

turn with peace. I have been so far much pre-

served in the patience, beyond what I expected,
and I hope I shall be favoured so to continue
until the right time for thee to return." * *

"Let us be content to drink the cup that is

allotted us, if we are persuaded it is the will of
the Great Master, however tr^-ing, as the alone
way to peace of mind. I hope thou art faith-

fully given up to do thy part of the work, not
looking too much at thy own littleness, re-

membering that from those that had not great
offerings to make, a turtle dove or young
pigeons were accepted." Similar encourage-
ment is repeated in later letters. "Having
set thy hand to the work it will not do to look

back, otherwise thou wilt lose the reward
which I believe those are favored to experience
who are faithfully given up to do in true sin-

cerity of fieart. The work in which you are en-

gaged, I have no doubt, is great and arduous,
and thou art often looking to thy own weak-
ness and inability, but I trust that He that
has required this at your hands will preserve
and carry you through every trial and dis-

couraging prospect. * * Then, I trust, thy
peace will flow as a river, and His living pre-

sence be felt to dispel the gloomy clouds which
have often gathered and been ready to break
over thy head, and overwhelm as in the deep."

Fuither letters acknowledged the kindness of

Friends visited, and that the service of the

travellers "was all to pretty good satisfac-

tion," "strength being mercifully given to re-

lieve their minds."
Sarah Newlin returned home apparently

well, but with the seeds of disease in her sys

tern, as on the day after her arrival she was
attacked with bilious fever. P. and R. Price
hastened to her, found her in a sweet and sub-

missive state of mind: she declared her work
was done, and after severe bodily suffering,

within a week of her return, departed this

life.

The Cedar Mines of New Jersey.—Among
the productions of Cape May County are the

"cedar mines"—swamps in which are buried

large trees of the white cedar, eupressus thyol-

des of the botanists. These mines contain

trees buried to a depth of varying from three

to ten feet, the one across the other, and
there is abundant evidence that they are the

growth of different successive forests. In

these very swamps forests of the same trees

are now growing. The miners thrust an iron

rod into the soft mud, over which often the

water lies. In striking a buried tree the work-
man will by several soundings, tell how it lies,

which is its root end, and how thick it is. He
then manages to get a chip of the tree, and
by its sraell determines at once whether it is

worth the labor of mining, that is, whether
the tree be a loindfall or a breakdown. If a

breakdown, it is so because it was decayed
when standing; if a windfall, the tree fell while

sound, and has been preserved by the anti-

septic nature of the peat marsh in which it

is buried. The soft earth is then removed

This makes a pit in the swamp. Into this the
water soon flows, and fills it up. The saw is

now introduced, and at regular intervals a cut
made through the tree, when the log floats

to the surface. The log of a sound tree will

turn over when it floats up, the lower side

thus becoming uppermost. Trees are some-
time obtai ned which will yield 10,000 shingles,

worth $20 per thousand. A layer of such
trees is found covered by another layer, and
these again by another, and even a third, while
living trees may still be growing over all.

—

Late Paper.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 28, 1877.

The serious disturbances of the public peace
which have occurred latterly in several places
in our country, in connection with the men
employed on railroad trains, have naturally
iven rise to thouglitfulness on the part of

the reflecting portion of the community, not
only respecting the grave consequences which
have followed and may yet ensue in regard
to the temporal prosperity of the nation, but
also as indicating the low standard of morality,

d indeed the entire absence of religious re-

straint which exists in a large element of our
population. The provocation to riotous at-

tacks on the property of the railroad com-
panies by the striking employees would seem
to have been of the most insignificant charac-

ter; and the fiiets developed since indicate

that the burning of property and plunder of

provisions and goods from the railroad trains

was largely done by people who had no con-

nection witii the service of the companies.
These outbreaks of lawless wickedness but

too plainly prove, that hidden under the sur-

face of civil society the fires of ungoverned
passion are constantly smouldering, ready to

burst forth into lurid flame whenever the bars

and bolts of the strong arm of the law are

momentarily withdrawn ; and that the scrip-

ture declaration is still true, that "the heart

is deceitful above all things, and desperately

wicked: who can know it?" Our Lord, who
is styled " the Prince of the kings of the earth,"

has commanded His followers to pray that

His kingdom may come. His will be done in

earth as it is in heaven ; and one of his in-

spired apostles indicates his sense of the duty
of Christian men and women under such cir-

cumstances in these words: "I exhort, there-

fore, that first of all, supplications, prayers,

intercessions, and giving of thanks be made
for all men ; for kings, and for all that are in

authority; that we may lead a quiet and
peaceable life, in all godliness and honesty.

For this is good and acceptable in the sight

of God our Saviour, who will have all men to

be saved, and to come unto the knowledge of

the truth." * * * .< ^ ^^[\i therefore that

men pray everywhere, lifting up holy hands,

without wrath and doubting." 1 Tim. ii.

Alas, how far is the blessed kingdom of Christ

from being yet come, and His righteous gov-

ernment from being set up in the hearts of

many professing Christian people! What,

then, is the obvious duty of those who truly

have the witness in themselves, that to them
"the Son of God has come and hath given

them an understanding that they may know
Him that is true?" Is it not to retire into
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llie secret place of the Most Hit^h, whore they
may abide under the shadow of the Almighty,
and there seeli for the spirit of grace and sup
plication, fii-st, that the altar of their own
souls nia}' be sprinkled with the sanctifying
blood which prepares for a pure offering, and
to have the love of Christ shed abroad in their

hearts, in whose name they may intercede for

"all men," that they may submit themselves
to the transforming power of Divine grace.

and permit the " Prince of Peace" to establish

His heavenly kingdom within them?
There is indeed a loud call for us all to hum-

ble ourselves under the mighty hand of God,
and invoke His mercy, lest we as a nation be cut
off in our sins. The late war of the rebellion,

and its consequences ; the depression of almost
every industrial pursuit, the derangement of
the circulating medium, the enforced idleness,

bankruptcy and pauperism of so large a por-

tion of our population in the midst of abun-
dant crops, a laud teeming with mineral
wealth, and all the natural resources neces
sary for the support andcomfort of man, speak
plainly of the warning judgments of God, on
account of the corruption in high places, the
drunkenness, pollution and crime that abound
throughout the land, and the pride, covetous
ness and forgetfulnoss of their Creator which
are so prevalent even among those who do not
come under the condemnation of the civil la

" Ten righteous would have saved a city once,"
and the true followers of Christ have been
declared by Him to be the salt of the earth
Let no presumption or self righteousness how
ever lead any who have known the humbling
power of the cross, and have tasted of the he,

venly gift, and have been made partakers of
the Holy Ghost, to think more highly of them
selves than they ought to think, and thus lost

their preserving savor, and be cast out and
trodden under foot of men. The exhortation
of Edward Burrough to his brethren in a time
of tumult and agitation in the year 1660, may
perhaps be fitly revived now. "Oh Friends?
our kingdom and victory are not of this world,
nor earthly, but from above and spiritual;

wherein we have peace and comfort, endless
and everlasting, which the world knows not
of. I say unto you all that know these things,
live in the peace, the victorj^ and kingdom
which is invisible, and mind the things as your
greatest treasure that pertain to that king-
dom, even the weighty matters of it which
are infinite and eternal, and that every one
of you may feel and enjoy a portion in that
kingdom. It is precious for a people to bo
subjects of the heavenly kingdom, and for a
man to have an assurance of life and peace in
God ; to be an heir of that kingdom that
fadcth not away, and to have his name writ-
ton in the record of life. Blessed is every one
whose hope and confidence, and peace and as-

surance are in the living God, and whose soul
resteth under the government of the Al-
mighty, and who knows Him to be Judge,
King, and Lawgiver in all things."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—A strike of the firemen and brakes-

men of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, which began
on the 18th inst., has spread to the trunk lines of the
Slates of Maryland, West Virginia, Ohio and Pennsyl-
vania; with serious indications that it will extend to
other roads also. The governors of these States have
called out the military for the suppression of the vio-
lence, threats of killing, and other unlawful means, by
which the strikers, joined by large numbers of rioters,
have endeavored to accomplish their designs. The
most serious conflict which has thus far marked this

disgraceful outbreak, took place at Pittsburg on the 22d
inst., in which it is reported 29 persons were killed,

and many more wounded. The rioters fired the Penn-
sylvania depot, storehou<e^, roundhouses, locomotives
and cars. The Union depot, Pittsburg, Cincinnati and
St. Louis Railroad freight depot. Pan Handle Railroad
engine house, freight depot of Adams' Express Co., a
large grain elevaior, with 125 first class locomotives be-
longing to the Penna. Railroad, were burned. The
loss of property is eslimated at nearly $4,000,000.

Forest fires, caused by long drought, and fanned by
high winds, have raged for several days near Fort Fair-
field, Maine. Large areas of timber land have been
burned over, and many bridges destroyed.
A tornado struck Elizabeth, N. J., on the night of the

19th, doing great damage in a track not more than 300
feet wide.

A convention in the interests of Southern mail facili-

ties, is appointed to meet at Fortress Monroe ; 200 dele-
gates from all parts of the South, and the President
and members of the cabinet are expected to be present.

During three days the demand upon the Post Office
department for postal cards reached the unprecedented
number, for that time, of 7,000,000.

California sent abroad 301 cargoes of wheat and flour
during the year ending 6ih mo. 30th, valued at $18,-
427,500. The State has 3,800,000 fruit trees and 35,-

000,000 grape vines, and harvests from 300,000,000 to

500,000,000 pounds of fruit yearly. This produces a
large surplus, and foreign trade follows as a matter of
course.

Specimens of silver ore taken from the Cerro de Pasco
mines in Pern, show that the submerge 1 portion of the
mountain is very rich, and a rough estim itij shows that
a body of ore will be exposed by the tunnel which
Henry Meigg-i is to build, worth from #300,000,000 to

$500,000,000. These mines have laid under water for

fifty years, and are scarcely known to the present gen-
eration, though they had been worked for 250 years,
when the miners had to stop on account of water.
The number of interments in this city for the week

ending at noon on the 21st, was 438. Of this number
150 were adults, 283 children—188 of whom were
under one year of age.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotation;
on the 21st inst. American gold, lOof. United States
6's, 1881, U2|; 5-20 coupons, 1865, 107; do. 1867, 109;
do. 1868, 112; new 5's,-lll| ; new 4.} per cents, reg

Cotton.—Middlings sold in lots at 12J a 12| cts. pet
lb. for upland and New Orleans. Petroleum—crude
at lOJ cts. in bbls., and standard white at 14.} cts., for
export, and 18 a 19 cts. per gallon for home consump-
tion.

Flour.—Sales of 1900 bbls. ; Minnesota extra f imily,
good and choice, at $8 a 18.50 ; fancy, $3.87} a $9.00

;

Pennsylvania do. do., S9 a $9.25 ; fancy, S9'.50; very
fancy, $10. Rye flour steady at $4.00.

Grain.—Wheat arriving freely and meets a fair de-
mand. Sales of 8700 bushels; Jersey, Delaware, Mary-
land and Virginia, good and prime red and amber at

$1.55 a $1.60 ; some Penna. at $1.52 a $1.53. Rye dull
at 70 cts. for western, and 76 a 78 cts. for Pennsylvania.
Corn is unsettled and higher—sales at 65 cts. Oats are
firmer—sales of 9000 bushels at 43 a 45 cts.

Average price of hay during the week has been :

prime timothy $1.25 to $1,35 per 100 lbs.; mixed and
new, 60 cis. to «1.00. Straw, 60 to 70 cts. per 100 lbs.

FOEEIGN.—London.—The yearly review of trade,
issued by the British Customs Commissioners, shows
that the United States has resumed the position of the
chief source of cotton siipplv, much to the detriment of
India which sent 956,000 cwt less in 1876 than in 1875.
The whale boat New Bedford, which made the daring

voyage across the Atlantic, arrived at Mount's Bay,
Cornwall, on the night of the 21st inst.

Some idea of the value of the ohlest printed books
may be formed from the fact that the contributions to

the Caxton Exhibition sent from Earl Spencer's Al-
thorpe Library alone have been insured for £55,000.
The new German University established at Stras-

bourg has about seven hundred students, those of the-
ology being the fewest, numbering 40, there are 170 in

medicine, and a still larger number in philosophy.
A telegram received from the consul at Galalz states

that four vessels, containing about 260 cubic yards of
stone, have been sunk by the Russians in the Sulina
branch of the Danube, a mile and a half below the up-
per entrance. About 5000 cubic yards of additional
stones have been thrown on the top of these vessels,

and the depth of water in the channel reduced to four
feet.

The number of persons still receiving gratuitous relief

India is over 1,250,000.

The Savoyards now realize they had more freed

under the Sardininn monarchy, than they can exf
to have under the French Republic. The new preft

are employing the most arbitrary means to counter
the influence of the local Republicans.

It is said the Spanish authorities are preparing
send 25,000 men to Cuba to fill the gaps caused
disease and death. The Ministers propose to raise I

necessary funds to forward these re-enforcements
another appeal to the association of the planters a
financiers who furnished the advance for those
year ago.

The Treasury Department is informed by the depa
ment of State that the Government of Spain has adopt
the Moorsome system in the admeasurement of
merchant vessels of that country, and is willing to ado
the vessels of the United States, which are admeasur
upon that system, into Spanish ports and the ports
Cuba, accepting the tonnige expressed in the certifio;

of registry of American vessels, as the tonnage of s

vessels, provided a similar courtesy is extended
Spanish vessels in ports of the United States.

Alpine tourists will this year have an opportuni
of ob-ierving a new and unprecedented phenomena,
the neighborhood of the small town of Bourg St. IV

rice is a mountain called by the people of the coui
the " Bee Rouge." It is connected with the outlyi
spurs of the Little St. Bernard, and is 7,500 feet abo
the sea level. This mountain is at the present m
tumbling to pieces. For three weeks past the bloc

of solid stone of which it is, as it were, built up, ha
been crumbling away, and the whole side of the moti

tain appears to be in course of pouring itself dowi
the plaiii. The scene is described by a member (

French Alpine Club as magnificent in the extrea
The boulders which detach themselves are often of ii

men-<e size, and they leap down a steep slope at an
tremely rapid pace, crushing literally to matchw

trees and saplings which they encounter. T.

e mide by the descending masses resembles dc
and distant peals of thunder.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT GERMANTOWN.
A well qualified woman teacher is wanted for

Primary Department of this school. Preference v

be given to one who has had the benefit of a thoroui
course of normal training. Apply to

Juie E. Mason, School Lane and Wayne St.

Mar-:iret W. Jenkins. Coulter St., near Wayt
Elizabeth W. Cope, Haines St., Germantowr

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A well qualified teaober of the Latin and Gr

langu:iges, will be wanted at the opening of the ne
session, 10th mo. 29th. Apply to

Joseph Passmore, Gosbenville, Chester Co., P
John E. Cdrter, 624 South 24th St., Philada.

or Wm. Evans, 252 South Front St.,
"

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenti/-tMrd Ward,) Philadeiphi
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Manasers.

Died, at his residence in Clinton, Dutchess Co., N.l'
on the 30th of 3d mo. 1877, William D. Griffe
aged 53 years, a member of Stanford Monthly Me
Though feeling that he had much to make life desi

able, and the thoughts of being separated from h
family were for a time very painful

;
yet he w

abled, through the power of Divine Grace, to resign d'

of earth with much cheerfulness, and to rejoice in
assurance of pardon and acceptance. He often c

pressed feelings of deep thankfulness for the many ou,

ward comforts by which he was surrounded, but mo
of all for the comforting presence of the Holy Spir
vith which he was greatly favored, saying ;

" All ca

have it if they will ask for it. What should I do witi

out it at such a time as this. Blessed be the name
the Lord, if we ask Him for help and strength. He wi
be with us. I have asked a great deal, and received
great deal." Thus depending wholly on the mercy i

God, through Christ Jesus the holy JKedeemer, he m
sustained in peaceful calmness through a long season i

eakness, and passed gently away^^ leaving a consolin
fidence that he has entered into' everlasting rest.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER, ^^

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For "The- Friend."

Joliu Woolmaii.

Supplemental to the liitle sketch of John
^oolman as given in "The Friend" of last

veek, the following are some reflections, or

18 they may be called, aphorisms, selected

rem tiie works of this wise and good man,
iz. :

—

"He, whose tender mercies are overall his

70rks, hath placed a principle in the human
nind, which incites to exercise goodness to-

wards every living creature; and this being
ingly attended to, people become tender-heart-

id and sympathising; but being frequently

,nd totally rejected, the mind becomes shut

ip in a contrary disposition."

"True religion consists in an inward life,

pherein the heart doth love and reverence
lOd the Creator, and learns to exercise true

ustice and goodness, not only towards all

nen, but also toward the brute creatures."
" Some glances of real beauty may be seen

n their faces who dwell in true meekness,
rhere is a harmony in the sound of that voice

,0 which Divine Grace gives utterance, and
}ome appearance of right order in their tem-
>er and conduct, whose passions are regulat-

;d
;
yet all these do -aot fully show forth that

Inward life to such who have not felt it; but

ihis while stone and new name are known
pightly to such oiily who have theraV

'' The outward modes of worship are vari-

)us ; but wherever any are true ministers of

(esus Christ, it is from the operation of his

Spirit ujjon their hearts, first purifiying them,
iind tlnis giving them a just sense of the con-

dition of others."
' "Being clearly convinced in my judgment,
),hat to place my whole trust in God was best

["or me, 1 felt renewed engagements, that in

nil things I might act on an inward principle

of virtue, and pursue worldly business no fur-

ther than Truth opened my way therein."

;

" My mind, through the power of Truth, was
in a good degree weaned from the desire of

putward greatness, and I was learning to be

content with real conveniences, that were not

bostly ; so that a way of life free from much
entanglement, appeared best for me, though
phe income might be small. I had several

pffers of business that appeared profitable, but

[did not see my way clear to accept of them;
believing the business proposed would be at-

tended with more outward care and cumber
[than it was required of me to engage in. I

aw that a humble man, with the blessing ofi

the Lord, might live on a little; and thati

where the heart was set on greatness, success ;

in business did not satisfy the craving ; but
that commonly with an increase of wealth, the

|

desire of wealth increased. There was a care

n my mind so to pass my time, that nothing

might hinder me from the most steady attention

to the voice of the true Shepherd."
•' Through the revelation of Jesus Christ, I

had seen the happiness of humility, and there

was an earnest desire in me to enter deeply

nto it." "Deep humility is a strong bulwark;
and as we enter it, we find safetj' and true ex
altation : the foolishness of God is wiser than

an, and the weakness of God is stronger
than man. Being unclothed of our own
wisdom, and knowing the abasement of the

creature, therein we find that power to arise,

which gives health and vigor to us."
' We* were taught, by renewed experience,

to labor for an inward stillness; at no time

to seek for words, but to live in the spirit of

truth, and utter that to the people which
Truth opened in us."

Acting contrary to present outward inter-

ests, from a motive of Divine love, and in re-

gard to truth and righteousness, and thereby

incurring the resentments of people, opens the

way to a treasure better than silver and to a

friendship exceeding the friendship of men."
Through the humbling dispensations of

Divine Providence, men are sometimes fitted

for his service. The messages of the prophet
Jeremiah, were so disagreeable to the people,

and so reverse to the spirit they lived in, that

he became the object of their reproach ;
and

'n the weakness of nature, thought of desist-

ng from his prophetic ofiice ; but, saith he.

His word was in my heart as a burning fire

hut up in ray bones, and I was weary with

forbearing, and could not stay.' I saw at this

time, that if 1 was honest in declaring that

which Truth opened in mo, I could not please

all men ; and labored to be content in the

ay of my duty, however disagreeable to my
own inclination."

"Through the mercies of the Almightj", I

had, in a good degree, learned to be content

with a plain way of living. It had been my
general practice to buy and sell things really

useful ; things that served chiefly to please the

vain minds in people, I was not easy to trade in

seldom did it; and whenever I did, I found

it to weaken me as a Christian."

"As every degree of luxury hath some con

nexion with evil ; for those who profess to be

disciples of Christ, and are looked upon as

leaders of the people, to have that mind in

them, which was also in Christ, and so stand

separate from every wrong way, is a means to

help the loeaker." " I have felt an increasin

care to attend to that Holy Spirit which sets

right bounds to our desires, and leads those

* J. W. was out on a religious visit in company with

Peter Andrews.

who faithfully follow it, to apply all the gifts

of Divine Providence to the purposes for which

they were intended."
' Though trading in things useful is an

honest emploj-
;
yet, through the great num-

ber of superfluities that are bouglit and sold,

and through the corruptions of the times, they
who apply to merchandize for a living, have
great need to be well experienced in that pre-

pt which the prophet, Jeremiah, laid down
for his scribe ; 'Seekest thou great things for

thyself? Seek them not."

We may see ourselves crippled and halt-

ing, and from a strong bias to things pleasant

and easy, find an impossibility to advance;
but things impossible with man, are possible

with God ; and our wills being made subject to

his, all temptations are surmountable."

I find that to be a fool as to worldly wia-

, and commit my cause to God, not fearing

to off'end men, who take offence at the sim-

plicity of Truth, is the only way to remain

unmoved at the sentiments of others. The
fear of man brings a snare ; bj' halting incur

duly and giving back in the time of trial, our

hands grow weaker, our spirits get mingled

with the people, our ears grow dull as to hear-

ing the language of the true Shepherd, so that

when we look at the way of the righteous, it

seems as though it was notfor us tofollow them."

Where people let loose their minds after

the love of outward things, and are more en-

gaged in pursuing the profits and seeking the

friendships of this world, than to be inwardly

acquiuntod with the waj' of true peace, such

w ill: in a vain shadow, while the true comfort

of life is wanting; their examples are often

hurtful to others; and their treasures, thus

collected, do many times prove dangerous

snares to their children." " When we look

toward the end of life, and think on the divi-

sion of our substance among our successors;

if we know that it was collected in the fear

of the Lord, in honesty, in equity, and in up-

rightness of heart before him, we may consider

it as his gift to us ; and with a single eye to

his blessing, bestow it on those we leave be-

hind us. Such is the happiness of the plain

way of true virtue. ' The work of righteous-

ness shall be peace ; and the eff'ect of righte-

ousness, quietness and assurance forever.'"

"In the bloom of youth no ornament is so

lovely as that of virtue, nor any enjoymetits

equal to those which wo partake of, in fully

resigning ourselves to the Divine will."

" If the Lord be our God, in truth and re-

alit)', there is safetj^ for us ; for he is a strong-

hold in the day of trouble, and knoweth them
that trust in him."

" It nearly concerns us to try our founda-

tions impartially. Such are the different re-

wards of the just and unjust in a future state,

that to attend diligently' to the dictates of the

Spirit of Christ, to devote ourselves to his

service and engage fervently in his cause

during our short stay in this world, is a choice

well becoming a free intelligent creature."
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" Coiitonding with ono equal in streiifjth

an uneas}' exercise; but it the Lord bectjni

our enemy, if we persist to contend with lii

who is omnipotent, our overthrow
unavoidable."

"While many, professing Truth, are declin-

ing from that ardent love and heavenly-mind-
edness, which were amongst the primitive

followers of Jesus Christ, it is a time for us

to attend diligently to the intent of every chas-

tisement, and consider the most deep and inward

design of them."

"To see the failings of our friends, and think

hard of them, without opening that which we
ought to open, and still carry a face of friend-

ship, this tends to undermine the foundation

of true unity."
" Where people are truly humble, use them-

selves to business, and are content with a plain

way of life, it has ever been attended with more
true peace and calmness of mind, than they

have had who, aspiring to greatness and out-

ward show, have grasped hard for an income
to support themselves in it."

" I have seen, and the sight has affected me,

that a conformity to some customs distin-

guishable from pure wisdom, has entangled
many ; and that the desire of gain to support

these customs, greatly opposed the work of

Truth."
"Things though small in themselves, being

clearly enjoined by Divine authority, become
great things to us."

" Remember, O, my soul ! the quietude of

those in whom Christ governs, and in all thy

proceedings feel after it."

Cotton Culture in Texas.—Edward King, in

his work called "The Great South," gives much
valuable information respecting the present
condition and the resources of the Southern
States. The growth of cotton in Texas has
increased rapidly since the war; the exports
of uplands cotton from Galveston, which in

1866, were onlv 16,417 bales, worth $2,146,224,

had risen in 1873, to 333,502 bales, valued at

$32,423,806. He states the gratifying fact.

For "Tb<i Frienil."

Oliscrvniliiiis tin the Kisf uf the Soficty uf Fricmis.

ami tlic clmracfcr and labors of (icorge Fux.

(Continue(' from page 394.)

" The state of England at that time (1647)
was most sad and perplexing. The civil war
had been attended with great destruction of

human life and devastation of property in all

parts of the Kingdom. Three factious had
been long struggling for preeminence. The
king though a prisoner had not yet been
brought to trial. It was uncertain whether
Presbyterians or Independents would finally

succeed in retaining the civil and ecclesiasti-

cal authority. The former gave evidence by
the sanguinary laws passed by their party in

Parliament, that the possessions and life of no
man would be safe who would not conform
his belief to certain articles prescribed by
them ; which were not to be openly dis-

credited upon pain of death. The latter pro-

fessed to favor liberty of conscience, but their

whole course made it evident that they were
determined to obtain and secure power by
every means within their reach. The bloody
conflict for supremacy, so long waged with
the cruelty of jealousy and the blood-thirsti-

ness of sectarian hate, employing the sword
to decide between rival theories of religion

and church government, apjjeared to be ended;
but there was still much confusion in reference

to ecclesiastical ditTerences, and embittered dis

cord between the parties striving for mastery

;

leading many to fear that the sword would
never be sheathed if to it was to be left the
adjustment of spiritual interests. Men of
thoughtful minds had come to see that though
the war had been undertaken ostensibly to

redress both civil and religious grievances,

there was little prospect of attaining either

end ; and witnessing the deplorable losses and
calamities attending it, and that their hopes
of settlement and domestic comfort were dis-

appointed, many of them had become earnest

in seeking for more durable riches, and to tiiid

some solid foundation to rest on, amid the

fluctuations of doctrines and ecclesiastical

that the freed negroes throughout Texas are domination that surrounded them. Others

in the main industrious and prosperous, and than George Fox, wearied and disgusted with

are extensively engaged in the culture of cot

ton. The freedman who is fortunate enough
to have secured a tract of land, grows all the
cotton he can, and if he would take more pains
in donning and preparing it, would soon en-

rich himself in the profitable business. It is

estimated that there are twenty millions of

acres of cotton-bearing lands in Texas, but a
small part of which has yet been brought into

cultivation. The lands at the head of Galves-
ton Bay, and on the adjoining San Jacinto
Bay, as well as all the lands in immediate
proximity to the Gulf, are said to be well

adapted to the culture of sea-island cotton

—

equal in quality to the best grown upon the
islands along the coast of South Carolina and
Georgia. The writer thinks that the alluvial

the self-seeking and hypocritical profession of
many who made themselves conspicuous as

spiritual guides, withdrew from the ordinary
places of worship, and in retirement, self-ex-

amination and study of the Scriptures, sought
to ascertain and to perform their religious

duties.
" No party was so assured of retaining

power as to deem it expedient to attempt to

enforce laws for the repression of religious in-

quiry ; so that the places for worship through-
out the country wei-e often occupied by
teachers of different denominations, and dis-

cussions on theological subjects between per-

sons of differing opinions were not uncommon.
" William Pcnn referring to this period and

to the work assigned to George Fox, says.

lands along the Gulf demand the presence of|' It was about that time that the eternal, wise

Chinamen, and that great wealth lies hidden [and good God, was pleased, in his infinite

in their flats. love, to honor and visit this benighted and be-

The population of Texas, which at the time wildored nation with his glorious Day Spring
of annexation in 1845, was about 150,000, now from on high; yea, with a most sure and
amounts to considerably over one million. 'certain sound of the word of Light and Life,

The State has very little public debt, while 'through the testimony of a chosen vessel, to

the taxable property isvalued at $300,000,000. an effectual and blessed purpose, can many
— thousands say

;
glory be to the name of the

Great warriors, like great earthquakes, are Lord forever!'
principally remembered for the mischief they

|
" George Fox, as he went through various

have done. places in 1647, continued to preach to the

people, and to dispute with some who 0])pose(

the doctrine he promulgated. By this meant
he brought many to see how far they hai

fallen short of the truth as it is in Jesus, an(

by directing them to the Light of Christ ii

the heart, or the gift of Divine Grace, whiel
Christ had purchased for every man, and in

structing them in the alone means whercbi
they could know their salvation wrought out

many were convinced, and brought to unit
with him ; and several meetings of Friend
were set up. This success of his ministry
and the fame of bis piety and zeal brough
many to see him, and a man of the name o

Brown, when on his deathbed, prophcsid
that he would be an eminent instrument i

the Lord's hand to convert the people. Bu
George was fearful of being drawn aside fror

the strait and narrow way by these things

and though he declined not to declare th

truth to the people, yet he was careful not t(

be influenced by the applause of men. Never
theless Satan suggested to him that he ha(

sinned against the Holy Ghost; but as h
could not see wherein that sin had been com
mitted, he escaped the temptation.
"Seeing that the same work of the Lore

was being carried on in others, his own sot

rows and troubles were assuaged, and he says
' Tears of joy dropped from me, so that
could have wept night and day with tears o

joy to the Lord, in humility and brokennes'
of heart.'

" Being in the early part of 1648, at a grea
meeting of professors, at Mansfield, he wa
moved to pray, and so great was the powe
attending, that the house seemed to be shaken
and the people observed, ' That it was as ii

the days of the Apostles, vvhen the house wat
shaken where they were met.'

" 1648. Speaking of the commission he hai

received, he says :
' I was sent to turn peopl

from darkness to the light, that they migh
receive Christ Jesus ; for to as many as shouh
receive Him is his light, I saw Ho would giv'

power to become the sons of God ; which
had obtained by receiving Christ. I was ti!

direct people to the Spirit, that gave forth th

Scriptures, by which they might be led infc

all truth, and so up to Christ and God, aj

those had been who gave them forth. 1 wa
to turn them to the Grace of God, and to th'

truth in the heart, which came by Jesus ; tha
bj' this grace they might be taught, whicll

would bring them salvation, that their heart-

might be established by it, their words mighf

be seasoned, and all might come to know thei:^

salvation nigh. I saw Christ died for all menj

was a propitiation for all, and enlightened alj

men and women with his divine and saving'

light ; and that none could be true believers'

but those who believed therein. I saw thaj

the Grace of God, which brings salvation, hat'

appeared to all men, and that the manifesta

tion of the Spirit of God was given to cverj

man, to profit withal.'

"'When the Lord God and his Son Jesu'

Christ, sent me forth into the world to preaci

his everlasting gospel and kingdom, I wasglai

that I was commanded to turn people to tha

inward Light, Spirit and Grace, by which al

might know their salvation and their waj' ti

God ; even that Divine Spirit which woulc

lead them into all truth, and which I infalli

biy know would never deceive any. But witl

and by this divine power and Spirit of God
and the light of Jesus, I was to bring peopl-
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off from all their owu ways, to Christ the new
and living way; from their churches, which
men had made and gathered, to the church in

God, the general assembly written in heaven,
which Christ is the head of; and off from the
world's teachers made by men, to learn of
Christ, who is the way, the truth, and the
life, of whom the Father said, "This is my
beloved Son, hear ye him ;" and off from all

the world's worships, to know the Spirit of
Truth in the inward parts, and to be led

thereby, that in it they might worship the
Father of spirits, who seeks such to worship
bim ;

which Spirit they that worshipped not
in, knew not what they worshipped.
"The public ministry of George Fox was

low fairly begun, and from this time until his

leath, when out of prison, and not prevented
)y sickness, his travels, and other services for

;he Truth were continued almost uninter-

uptedly. In a 'Narrative of the Spreading
)f Truth,' &c., written by him, in 1676, he
says:
" ' The Truth sprang up first to us, so as to

)e a people to the Lord, in Leicestershire in

1644, in Warwickskire in 1645, in Notting-
lamshire in 1646, in Derbyshire in 1647, and
n the adjacent counties in 1648, 1649, and
1650 ; in Yorkshire in 1651, in Lancashire and
MTestmoreland in 1652, in Cumberland, Dur-
ham, and Northumberland, in 1653, in London
and most of the other parts of England, Scot-

and and L-eland in 1654.
"

' In 1655, many went beyond sea, where
Truth also sprang up, and in 1656 it broke
forth in America and many other places.'

" Having, by obedience to the raanifesta-

ions of Divine Grace learned to distinguish
Detween the voice of the true Shepherd and
ihatof the stranger, he was made quick of dis-

ierning, in the Lord's holj-fear, those things in

lommon observance in the professing church,
md in the different ranks of society, which
pad been contrived by man to promote his

pelf-interest or minister to the pride of the
human heart. He thus found it enjoined upon
[him ti) keep strictly to the use of the Scrip-

tural languai^e of thou and thee to a single

[person
; to refrain from the customary modes

^f salutation, as uncovering the head or bow-
jng the body; also giving flattering titles to

^ny. As he was convinced that the common
fise of the pronoun you to a single individual,

pras not only ungrammatical, but had origi-

nated from a corrupt source, and like the
pustomaiy complimentary salutations and
fitles was untruthful and fostered the honor
that men seek one from another, he felt re-

uired to bear testimony against them all.

'e saw that as all were required to speak the
ruth on all occasions, and as Christ and his

Apostle James had positively forbidden swear-

fng of anj' kind, so it was unlawful for a Chris-

tian to take an oath. And as Christ was the
Prince of Peace, and had commanded his fol-

lowers to love their enemies, to do good to

all, to forgive all who trespassed against them,
and to resist not evil, so his disciples could
not fight, nor take part in war, let it be waged
under what plea it might. He believed it

right to banish from use the ordinary heathen
names of the days of the week, and the simi-

lar names given to the months of the year,

and in lieu thereof to name both numerically.
" Seeing the vanity and fjUy connected with

iress, and how people were brought into

bondage by fashion, and thereby betrayed
into things destructive of a religious life, he

practiced great simplicity therein himself, and
bore a decided testimony against ornamenta-
tion or changing with the fashions."

(To be continuod.)

Selected.

My Lilllc Gentlemeu.

There are five of them, and I presume all

strangers to each other. One of them I met
in the streetcar one day—the ten-year-old boy
who respectfully offered his seat to a lady
whom no other occupant of the car appeared
to see. The boy looked tired and had with
him a heavy parcel which could not be trusted
out of his hands. The seat was comfortable
and he had thoroughly enjoyed it.

But this boy was too full of gentlemanly
instincts, and too truly one of Nature's little

noblemen, to retain his seat while a lady was
standing. And, by the by, had you seen how
poorly she was dressed, and noticed the shab-
by purse from which she took her faro, you
would have thought her only a poor woman, a
seamstress, may be. Perhaps she was; I only
called her a lady because she did as ladies
usually do—accepted the seat with a smile and
a "Thank you, my boy!" which must have
made my little gentleman well content to have
yielded his place, and happy notwithstanding
the fact that his small feet had only the ghosts
of shoes upon them and his jacket was a coat
of many colors, where loving mother-hands
had patched it.

Another of my little gentlemen I saw in the
street soon after. He was dressed in the style
of the season, and looked the little aristocrat
that he was. Several of his stylish little com-
panions were with hira, and they were having
grand sledding time as I approached. A

beggar woman just then turned into the area
of one of the handsome houses. I don't know
whether she received help or no. But as she
turned to come out a second after, her foot
flipped, and, basket and all, she fell flat

imongst the merry and wild boys. They
laughed, as what boys would not! but my
little gentleman— the best dressed of the
group—checked his laugh and kindly assisted

the forlorn woman to her feet. Then he lifted

the basket and with his daintily gloved hand
gathered the cold pieces together until the
basket was filled ; and with a polite bow he
handed it to the woman who stood grateful

and speechless before him. When I passed a

minute after I could not resist saying, "Tour
mother has a noble son, my boy !

" and he an-

swered confusedly, "O, that's nothing!" But
it was something, little readers, was it not, in

the eyes of those waiting angels who carry
our good deeds to the Great 'Throne above?

Mj^ third little gentleman I found also in a
street-car. I had an armful of packages and
sank wearily into the seat two ladies rather
unwillingly madofor me between them. Stand-
in front of me was a little fellow about twelve
years of age. Poor and very scantily clothed
he was, but I noticed his face and hands were
clean, and his eyes had an honest straight-

forward,look that one likes to see.

Older passengers shoved him here and there,

but he patiently clung to his strap and allowed
others to sway him about as they liked. I had
some difficulty in getting my fare out because
of the bundles, but presently a low and rather
timid voice said, " Please, ma'am Fll hold yor
bundles if yer likes," and my little gentleman
took them from me as I thanked him. The
passengers about him looked pleased at such

an unlooked-for act of politeness on the part
of the ragged boy, and he looked confused.
But I shall never forget the little thankful act
of this little gentleman of mine, and have no
fear for the future of a boy whose heart is so
noble.

The fourth of my class of noblemen was
only a newsboy, quite unconscious of the title

I soon gave him.
A blind man, with his cane and the brushes

he was trying to sell, came feebly along the
street, hesitating now and then as the "blind
must, uncertain as to what might be before
him. Down the street came a crowd of news-
boys just from the offices of the different
papers,and screaming at the top of their lungs.
One among them—a bright-eyed little fellow
—only nine j'ears old, I judged, noticed the
blind man. "Hold on, felters!" he cried,
" don't run agin that old cove now. Wat's the
use of hurting him when he's blind and can't
look out for hisself !

" I paused to watch the
result. The other boys checked their speed
a little and then hurried on, crying, "Oh,
bother !

" So my little gentleman stood be-
side the blind man until the crowd had passed
and then silently withdrew. The old man,
little dreaming of the youthful protector who
had shielded him, moved slowly on, and I
opened my heart to take in another, whose
small head was already laurel-crowned in my
opinion.

The fifth little gentleman was one of the bet-

ter class of boj's, that is, so far as station goes.
Ho was passing along the street whistling
and jingling a pocket-full of marbles. He
seemed in haste—probably hurrying to join

a comrade at their favorite game—but a little

girl, thinly clad and crying bitterly, was
crouching beside a cellar grating and peering
down into the darkness below. I had just left

the editor's office and stood a few minutes to

wait for a car. The girl's sobbing attracted
my attention and I turned to watch proceed-
ings

"Hallo! what's up?" asked the boy, paus-
ing.

" I dropped my pennies down there, and

—

and—mother'll beat me sure when I go home,
oh, dear!"
"Never you mind, sis," said the boy. "I

haven't much time, but I'll see if I can find

them for you. Wait here ?
"

Then he entered the store and asked per-

mission to go down in the cellar. Leave
granted, he searched for the pennies until they
were found, and returned to the weeping girl.

Her tearful smile was pleasant to see, and
though she hadn't time to say " thank you,"
so speedily did the little boy run off, yet it

was in her heart, no doubt, and / had one
more to add to my adopted family of " Little

Gentlemen."
Little gentlemen make big ones, we know,

and fine clothes are by no means necessary to

prove that fact. Only an accident of birth

makes the difference between a nobleman and
a noble man, and the first, perhaps, may hold
his nobleness only in his title, while the latter

receives from the hands of his Maker the title

which makes him one of the great court above.
— Wide Awake.

California Quicksilver.— The cinnabar de-
posits of California, which were discovered

by accident, and at first supposed to be of
little value, have been rapidly growing in im-
portance and value. The supplies of all other
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roij;ioiia liiive lieen collected laboi'iouslj', and
otiou with serious injury to the health of the

workmen, while the California mines are

worked with unequalled facility. Since the

first discovery, the product of the mines has

been about 860,000 flasks of 76} pounds each,

and the price has fallen from $100 a flask to

$40. Seventy-five thousand flasks have lately

been obtained in one year; of which 50,000

were exported, chiefly to Asia. The long

wrought cinnabar mines at Almaden, Spain,

have been almost abandoned before a compe-
tition which leaves so small a margin of profit

for those who work the mines.

Selected for "The Friend."

Extracts from letters of a beloved young Friend,

who deceased the 15th of 11th mo. 1853, in

the 36th year of her age.

Philadelphia, 12th mo. 11th, 1842.

My Dear ,
* * * One week ago

you were with us, but the sad circumstances

under which you came and the shortness of

the time, made it feel scarcely like a visit.

On Second-day morning I told our girls col-

lectively of the death of dear little E. G. Bid-

die, but was so agitated as for a time to be

scarcely able to do it (how desirable it is to

have the feelings under better control)—the

children were affected, but the disposition is

80 strong to throw off serious feelings, that

many of them, I fear, will soon forget it.

Yesterday, near the close of school, Thomas
Kite came in; we soon fell into silence, which
was broken by Thomas in supplication

; when
referring to the removal of one who was re

cently a companion, he expressed his belief of

her having been prepared through raercj', to

enter into a state of rest, and petitioned fo

those who remained that we also might be

ready. Is it not a favor dear , that not

withstanding our manifold transgressions, we
are thus remembered. * * * * This
morning, Thomas appeared in supplication

at the breakfast table, and in testimony at

meeting this afternoon. In the latter oppor
tunity his concern was for some, vvho in time
past had rejoiced in the light of the counte
nance of the Saviour, but were now encom
passed by thick darkness, but believed as

they endeavored to wait steadily on their

Divine master He would in his own time

change the dispensation. **=)=*
j^,

the evening meeting Sarah Hillman arose

with this passage, " Eye hath not seen, nor
ear heard," &c., and went on to turn our at-

tention to the light which maketh manifest.

Thomas Kite followed her with a lively ex-

hortation to parents, encouraging them to

faithfulness in the discharge of their responsi-

ble duties.

Second-day morning while the children

were collecting, Sarah Hillman walked into

my room, greatly to my satisfaction. After
the girls had repeated their Scripture and we
had been sitting some time in silence, S. said

what a favor it was in all our trials and diffi-

culties to have a Father to whom we could
]K)ur forth our sorrows ; believed many pray-
ers ascended to the throne of Grace on behalf of
those present, and that many of them had de
sired preservation. Near the close of her com
munication she had a few words to the teach

ers, on this wise: "Though you often feel a;

though you were spending your strength for

was a little encouragement. * * * * j

used to think myself willing to do almost any
thing that appeared right, but I find as re

gards some things of latter tinn-s, it is hard
work to arrive at any thing like resignation.

The cross mostly comes just where the in-

clination would not place it, and therein is

the cross. In speaking of children and the
tenderness of visitation often at that period

of life S. H. said," Richard Jordan used to say,

that was bounty money—in after life we
would have to labor for our bread. Is it not
true ?"

Since writing the above I have heard the

aff'ecting intelligence of thy uncle's attack;

if in the ordering of best wisdom, I shall be
truly glad to hear of his recovery ; he would
be greatly missed in his meeting and neigh-

borhood, but especially in your family; I have
thought much about you, and according to

my measure have entered into sympathy.
Should it please Him who doeth all things

well, to deprive his friends of his labors at

this time, though the blow would be keenly
felt. He who dealt it knows what is best for

all, and that is surely a support under every
trial. * * * * Attacks of paralysis have
been quite frequent of late, J. J. had one last

Third-day; she was for a time blind and
speechless ; the last account rather more fa-

vorable. She, poor woman, has drunk deeply
of the cup of bitters ; for what can be a greater
affliction than rebellious children. I would
rather struggle with poverty to grey hairs

than have everything riches could procure, if

that must be joined with such afiliction. In

reflecting on the sorrow of heart children

often inflict on worthy ])arents, I often thought
how wrong it was to indulge inordinate grief

for persons of any age who are prepared for

the glorious change—particularlj^ guileless

infants, and even when those of riper years
are called, our Heavenly Father can raise up
othcu-s to fill their places and pour comfort
into the hearts of sorrowing relatives. I have
loved to dwell upon Hannah's offering up
little Samuel to serve the Lord, and thought,
perhaps, if parents would in their hearts de-

dicate their infants and endeavor to hold them
under thedirection of the same all-wise Being,
a blessing would attend them and their ten-

der charge. Though I know parents cannot
give grace, it has long been a subject of won-
der and regret to see so frequently the chil-

dren of pillars in the church acting in a man-
ner that wounds their parents—things we
cannot understand must be left.

Nine o'clock.—Just returned from evening
meeting, which was a silent one—large and
quiet. The upper gallery on the women's
side well filled—ten in it and eight in the
second. The men's side smaller. We go to

meetings four times in the week, and how are
we improving the time * * * * jjQ^y

many there ai-e who would be thankful for

the very crumbs which fall from our tables.

It is a very serious consideration tliat these
opportunities must be accounted for. If,

where "much is given much will be required,"

some of us should look well to it while the
day lasts, for the night cometh when no man
can work. When I look at the poor children
who are nurtured in the lap of luxury and
surrounded by flattery, I cannot but consider
some of us, dear — , have been very merci-

nought, yet if you look unto the Lord fori fully dealt with—far myself, at least, I know
strength morning by morning. He will bless my feeble nature would not be able to bear
the work in your hands," etc. This, dear , 'it * * * * and that though my path has

not been without many thorns, as soon as thi

wounds cease stnarting a little, how prone .

am to cling again to these perishable things

I suppose thou hast read the account o

John Davis, which is concluded in this weeki
"Friend." This remark struck me: " Thi

Lord by the sword of His eternal word, cu

off many things my soul had been as it weri'

glued to ;" and again, " I loved His judgments
and was willing He should open my heart-
and take out all which had given life to thos-

things that had offended Him."
This is (as he says) " heart work" truly!

but if there were more willing to submit to il

there would doubtless be a greater number o'

clean handed, clear sighted laborers in th'

vineyard, who would not fear to attack thi

high places and sit in judgment without fea

or favor. \

I have invited our friend T. K. to add somej

thing to my letter. * * * * How is mii

friend E. W. moving along? satisfactorily t(|

her friends, I doubt not, if she is not to her]

self.
I

In sincere affection I am thy friend,
j

Susanna Lightfoot.
|

Dear friend,—Susanna was induced to oflfe

me the privilege of writing a few lines on he

sheet ; I avail myself of it, if it serve no othe

purpose than to show thee the interest I con
tinue to feel in thy welfare, and to encourag'

thee cheerfully to submit to the operation o
the Lord's holy power, which is able out o

weakness to make strong, and to sanctift

every trial and afiliction so as to make then

conduce to the good of his children and thei

advancement in the way everlasting. *

* * Thy uncle's case has presented i

striking instance of the uncertainty which at

tends human life and its concerns. Indeed
we have had many warnings of latter tim€

some of them remarkably impressive, but fev

hours elapsing between vigorous health an(

an entrance upon the unseen world.

How slow we are to learn ! how needfu

that we should thus often be reminded of th'

great truths of religion, the immortality o

the soul, a future state of retribution, the im
portance of working out our soul's salvation

doing through Divine assistance, all our Hea
venlj' Father has for us to do, as good steward
of the manifold grace of God. May these ad
monitions not be lost upon thee or me, bu^

may wo be unitedly encouraged to attend t(

the one thing needful ; that so when the all

important hour which decides our everlasting

state may arrive, through abundant mercj
we each may be entitled to the sentence o
"well done, enter thou into the joj' of thi

Lord."
Thy affectionate friend,

Thomas Kite.

For "The Friend"

The late Conference of Friends of Bea'

Creek Quarterly Meeting, Iowa, at whici
they were favored to present the condition o
our Society in many places at this time, ii

such forcible and unmistakable language
should cause us to feel humbly thankful t(

our Heavenly Father that He has preservec

a remnant who are not ashamed to testifj

openly in His name against the grievous in

novations now so prevalent, and which o

latter years have made such sad inroads with
in our borders. Truly the alarm has beei

sounded none too soon, and it is incumben
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re should take heed to these warnings and
eturii to first principles.

I consider the declaratory document oman-
ting from the eaid Conference, very lucid and
emperate in tone, setting forth boldly and
onc-isety the causes and effects of the per-

icioiis teachings and practices which have
btained, of late, to the laying waste of our

neo fair heritage. May the action of these

oncerned Friends have the effict to open the

yes of many well intentioned but misguided
nembers in the various Yearly Meetings, who
lave tacitly acquiesced in, or sanctioned this

hanged condition within our Society, that

hey may see the dangers which heset us by
owering our ancient standard, and dimming
he lustre and purity of primitive Quakerism.

In thus calling together this and other Con-

erences of a similar character and purpose,

'or serious weighty deliberation, I reverently

)elieve these Friends were actuated by the

pirit of love and Divine wisdom, manifesting

.herein allegiance to their Lord and Master,

ivho has been graciously pleased to give them

I true sight and sense of our present lament-

ible condition, and enabling them to point out

I remedy.
In this connection it was truly sorrowful

,0 notice, by the proceedings of the late Lon-

don Yearly Meeting, many unsound views

d practices advocated even by those occu-

)ying important, responsible positions, giving

iurrency to sentiments so entirely at variance

ivith the long established and well settledusages

jf all our rightly gathered religious assem-

Wies ; by thu~s seeking to substitute theform for
the substance, these over zealous ones are en-

3eavoring to sap the very essence and life of

rue spiritual worship, which in its highest

is the blessed privilege of every Chris-

ian believer, that whether in silent reverential

mting, or iu the rightly authorized ministra-

iou of the word, there may be nothing to mar
he sweet union and communion between man
nd his Maker, through the divine power and

•vivifying influence of the Holy Spirit. I

meed not particularize these views, they being

60 apparent to the casual reader. It was
ipainful to nptice (according to the printed

accounts of London Yearly Meeting) the ab-

Bince of a more decided voice in controversion

of these unsound and dangerous utterances

—

^nd still more so the paucity of numbers ad-

hering "to the law and to the testimony,"

twhich many styling themselves Friends are

seeking so persistently and effectively to sub

[vert. May we not exclaim, " How are the

mighty fallen !"

Although there may be few left to testify

openly in favor of the simplicity and spirit-

uality of the principles and testimonies of

early Friends, j-et as these seek for Divine

help and guidance in childlike obedience and

humility, their secret aspirations will reach

the ever-listening ear of the "Lord of Sa-

baoth," and in due time He will arise for their

help and preservation. Many of us no doubt

feel weak, despised, and outwardly isolated;

but let none give up to discouragement, re-

membering " that the race is not to the swift,

nor the battle to the strong," and the com-

forting promise, " Fear not little flock ; for it

is your Father's good pleasure to give you
the kinpcdom."
As a feeble voice from this far-off land, I

desire to send words of encouragement and
greeting to all these faithful watchmen on

the walls of Zion—build up the waste places

d repair the breaches, and an everlasting

heavenly crown will be j-our glorious re-

ward ! J. B.

San Jose, California, 7th month loth, 1877.

r- For "The Friend."

The reading of the lines " Finish thy Work,"

brought to recollection the interesting ac-

count published in a former volume of "The
Friend,' of the last interview between Ruth
Ely and Christopher Healy, which was as fol-

lows :

" After the Second month Quarterly Meet-

ing (Bucks), 1851, C. H. visited his ancient

friend Ruth Ely. At the time of parting he

took her hand, and said, ' Farewell : Perhaps

we may iiieet again in mutability, and perhaps

we may not.' 'It seems lively with me,' said

Ruth, ' to say to thee what two valuable

Friends said at parting: one said, "We may
see each other again," to which the other re-

plied : "No; when thou comest this way again

I shall be in Heaven." Ruth added, ' I be-

lieve I am WLiiting— I had thought I must

go out again ; but I believe I am waiting.

Christopher said, after a pause, 'I must tell

thee what I once heard a good old Presby-

terian saj^ to one who thought he was wait-

ing :
' There is no waiting state until the work

is done.' Then said Ruth with great solem-

nity, 'I must see what remains for me to do

yet. This has been a very pleasant visit to

me. The unity that has always been between

us, is not to be broken, neither heights nor

depths noranything in this world can separate

us.' After this interview R. E. paid several

visits that were upon her mind, to her own
comfort, as well as to that of the visited.

She also got out once to meeting. When the

work being done, and the waiting state at

tained, she was suddenly called home to the

joy of her Lord, on the 18th of .3d month
'1851, in the 83d year of her age. The next

time Christopher went that way was to at-

tend her funeral, at which time he intimated

he should soon follow her ; in about three

weeks after he was taken sick, and on the

16th of 5th month departed this life. An easy

passage was mercifully granted him, his close

being calm and peaceful ; and his last words,
' Peace, peace!'"

Selected.

FINISH THY WORK

!

Finish thy work, the time is short,

Thesnn i.s in the West;
The night is coming down, till then

Think not of rest.

Ye.s, fini.sh all thy work, then re^t

;

Till then, re^t never;

The re,^t prep.ired for thee by God
Is rest for ever.

Finish thy work, then wipe thy brow,

Ungirdthee from thy toil

;

Take bre.-ith, and from each weary limb

Shake off the soil.

Finish thy work, then go in peace,

Life's battle fought and won
;

Hear from the throne the Master's voice,
" Well done, well done."

Finish thy work, then take thy harp,

Give prai.se to God above
;

Sing a new song of thankful joy

And endless love.

Give thanks to Him, who held thee up
'

In all thy path below,

"Who made thee faithful to the death.

And crowns thee now.

For "The Friend."

Riiiitlom Notes of Travel in Europe.

(Continued from page 390.)

Brussels.—8th mo. 20th.—Arrived here yes-

terday, having stopped on the way for a few
utes at the Hague, and Delft—the parent

of pottery. We hatl quite an interesting party
n our compartment,—a government officer

and his wife, from the Cape of G-ood Hope,
absent from his post on account of his health,

but expecting to return to the Cape in a few-

months. He informed us that he had been
away from his own country, Holland, for thir-

ty years. He and his wife were so affable and
intelligent, and showed such a lively interest

in the country through which we rode and
from which they had been so long parted,

that the time passed rapidly away. The wife

was the daughter of a colonist, born in Africa,

and her complexion, unlike that of her hus-

band's, which had retained it freshness, stamp-
ed her at once as a native of a warmer clime

than this. They had one beautiful child with
them. Ah I said one of our travellers, what a
pity that so pretty a child, so sweet and in-

nocent, is obliged to learn to talk in Dutch!
" Ja wohl," (just so) mentally replied some
others, not distant.

The country gradually lost its low, level

appearance as wo entered Belgium, and be-

came, at least, undulating, before we entered

the beautiful city of Brussels, its capital. The
houses are generally of brick and stone, cov-

ered with a white cement, which gives them
a very pure appearance, the dazzling white-

ness being rather obtrusive beneath a noon-

day sun. Later in the afternoon, we walked
through the old part of the town, treading its

narrow streets, and ere long found ourselves

in the Grand Place, opposite the famous Hotel

de Ville, one of the grandest municipal palaces

in the kingdom. The tower, of Gothic work-
manship, was built in 144-1. The abdication

of Charles V. did not take place in this Town
Hall, as is often stated, but in the old Ducal
Palace, which was burnt down in 1733. It

was in this square, before the Broodhuis, or

Maison du Roi, which is now in course of

repair, and therefore inaccessible, that the

Counts Egmont and Horn were beheaded, by
order of the Duke of Alva, in 1568. Their

statues have been erected on the spot where
they were executed. This great square, where
an active traffic in flowers was being carried

on, is very picturesque and imposing. Each
side is formed of fine old houses, the Halls of

various Guilds, or corporations. Quaint car-

ving, singular devices and inscriptions, told

a tale of former greatness. The buildings are

of stately height, without exception. It was
in Brussels that the Protestant Confederates

met, and drew up the celebrated " Request,"

or petition to Margaret of Parma, and their

efforts finally led to the deliverance of the

Netherlands from the yoke of Spain.

The famous Brussels lace, the special man-
ufacture of the place, adorned many of the

shop windows. " American ladies are request-

ed to look at this!" was placarded on most of

the gossamer robes exhibited at full length,

in the windows. We were told, that these ex-

pensive dresses are rarely purchased, excepit

by Royalty and our own country-women !—

a

circumstance which we did not consider at

all flattering to our national pride.

The field of Waterloo lies about 12 miles

from Brussels. Sixty years had passed away
since the cannon of Napoleon had thundered
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from the heights around La Bello Alhance
and Hougoumont, or had swept across the
narrow valley which lies between the formei
and the opposite eminence, where Wellington
had stationed the centre of his army. And
yet our guide, Pierson, gave us such a vivid
picture of that eventful day, learned from h
father, who had been a sutler in the French
army, that one could readilj' understand how
the battle had been fought and won. The
great Belgian mound stands in the centre of
the field, surmounted by her lion, who looks
frowningly towards France. Beneath this

small mountain are buried many of the dead
who fell on that day. Near this is the mu-
seum containing a great number of relics,

which no doubt are genuine. Around this
was gathered a small group of men, among
them the elder Pierson, who seemed very old

and feeble. "Ah !" said the son, in his broken
English, " my father used to say that he saw
two Napoleons on that great day of the battle.

In the morning he was lively and in good
spirits; but in the evening, he wished that
he might die ! Ah, sir 1 he lost all hope when
he saw Blucher come up that road round the
hill, yonder. At first, he thought they were
his own troops coming to his assistance, un-
der Grouchy. And sir, I did take the Duke
of Wellington around the last time he was
ever here. He did say that they had spoiled
his battle-field for him, by levelling down this

little hill. ^ He said he never wished to see the
place again !" The hill he indicated was that
to the left of the Lion mount, where the Duke
had established his head-quarters, and which
had been partially levelled, to form that, so
preposterously surmounted by the Belgian
emblem.
"And I had the pleasure," he added, "of

taking Victor Hugo over the field, madam,
which he wished to describe in one of his

books that he was writing." He mentioned
many other celebreties, whom " he had the
honor of escorting."

The Prussians call it the battle of La Belle
Alliance. The ground itself is undulating,
and now divided into fields of grain and grass,
among which the red poppies were conspicu-
ous-; their sanguinary color, harmonizing with
everj' recollection of this fateful place. The
day was dark and dreary, a drizzling mist
giving a chill to the morning air. One soli-

tary American, "from Boston," was wander-
ing about, alone with his pocket guide, deter-
mining the localities for himself Pierson
took us to his cottage, not far from the mu-
seum, and gathered a bouquet of flowers for
my acceptance. And I remembered that for
years after the terrible carnage oi that day,
the corn and grass, "waved thickest, and were
of a darker color," hero than in almost any
other place in Belgium.

" The mind shrinks back
From the thick scattered carnage,—the dread heaps
Tliat late were living energy and youth,
Hope emiilons and lofty daring; strength,
Which raised again from that corrupting sod
Thro' Ardennes' desert unto utmost Rhine
Might have spread culture; thousands whose breath
Might yet have caroU'd to the breath of morn.
Or joyed the banquet, or with gifted hand
Waked the ecstatic lyre, adorning still

With rich diversity of active power,
Cottage or palace."

For a thousand years Europe has called
herself a Christian land, and yet for a thou-
sand years the purple tide of war has rolled
unchecked over the nations. Some feeble
voices have been raised in protest, here and

there; some minds found clear enough to dis-

cern, that this Juggernaut destroyer and de-
baserof the people, contained the very essence
of all that is most opposed to the" spirit of
Christianit}^; that war is a barbarous and
cruel pastime, which while kings play at,

the burthen and the misery which follow
the disastrous game must ever fall most hea-
vily upon their oppressed people.

At the Weertz gallery of paintings, in

Brussels, a curious collection, the product of
a young artist of that name, now deceased,
we noticed a full-length portrait of Napoleon,
with his military cap drawn down in front
over a dark frowning face, standing in the
midst of flames, while women, kneeling around
him were oftering him blood to drink; and
others were exhibiting broken limbs to his
stolid gaze. It was a fearful picture. As we
walked through the streets on our return, we
saw a woman and a dog harnessed to a small
wagon, and walking along as though they
were quite accustomed to the companionship!
Sitting at an open window were a number of
old women, plaiting straw, and my compan-
ion, a young American girl, stopped to speak
to them. She had spent the preceding wio-
ter at Heidelberg, with her family, to perfect
herself in German, and was thus enabled to
hold quite a lively conversation with the
women. They told her they received about
four cents (our money) a day for their labor.
These, wo thought, are among the consequen-
ces war and its excessive taxes bring upon an
oppressed peasantr3^
The Belgian farmer has no superior. In his

economy of space he tolerates very few hedges
or boundaries of any kind. It seems literally

though almost every inch of land is culti-

vated to its highest point. The fields are
small, frequently in long narrow divisions, a
ight green contrasting, perhaps, with a light

yellow, or brown with a warmer tint, giving
to the whole country the appearance of a rich

mosaic pavement. Very few single houses
are seen, the farmers collecting in villages,

and going from thence to their daily labors.

Many of their habitations are spacious with
everj' appearance of comfort, but far the larger
number are small and rather dilapidated. I

think Europeans care far less for the exterior
of their dwellings than we do.

The Belgians differ from the Dutch in sev-

eral essential points, and are incapable of any
permanent union with them. While the
Hollanders are Protestant and enlightened,
ardentadvocates of libert}',andhave exhibited
many striking traits of heroic patriotism, the
Belgians are French in inclination and Roman
Catholic in religion. Though free from the
dull, plodding patience of their neighbors,
the Belgians are equally devoid of the high-
minded courage and ceaseless perseverance
which have distinguished the Dutch. Though
lovers of liberty, tlie Belgians have ever been
dependent on a succession of foreign masters

;

and, says Hallam, "Liberty never wore a
more unamiable countenance than among her
burghers," who had purchased their freedom
by contributions to the Crusaders, and " who
abused the strength she gave them by cruel-

ty and insolence." The statues erected by a
people are often emblematic of their charac-
ter ; those of the learned Erasmus, the Prince
of Oraiige and Laurence Coster, one of the in-

ventors of the art of printing, adorn the cities

of Rotterdam, the Hague and Haarlem respec-

tively ; while an equestrian statue of Godfrey

of Bouillon, a leader of the Crusaders, occupiJ
the most conspicuous position in the Plac
Royale in Brussels, and which would
found no place among the worthy and er
lightened Dutch.

For " The Friend.''

In looking over the 6th month number o
" The Friend" (London), containing some ac

count of Dublin, Philadelphia and Londoi
Yearly Meetings, I observe the following
marks by the editor. "It would have been
easy task to have expatiated on the evidence
of weakness disclosed in the proceedings of al

the Yearly Meetings we have spoken of I
has been a more grateful, and we think a mon
useful task, to dwell upon the manifestation.'
of life, and to point to the indications of usefu
service accomplished -by the recent gathering
in Philadelphia, Dublin and London." Thi
amiable spirit dictating the sentiment of par
mount usefulness to dwell on the good anc
omitting to point out " the evidences of weak
ness" may be commended; but I think th(

sentiment itself a mistaken one, especially in

times like these in our religious Society, wheii
it continues to be a mooted point, among its

members, whether it shall adhere to its ori_
nal faith and testimonies, or consent to aban-
don many parts of them, as is persistentlj

urged upon it.

Certainly it is far more grateful to dwell
upon "manifestations of life" and; "useful
service," than to point out and expose error;
but where those errors involve fundamental
points of gospel truth on which Friends have
been called to differ from other christian pro-
fessors, their condemnation is, at least, of

tantamount importance.
As indicating conclusions to which the

doctrines introduced among the members of
latter years, must naturally lead them, I otter
" r publication the following extract from the
account given of the proceedings of Dubli
Yearly Meeting. They may not be taken as
the controlling sentiment in that meeting, but
there is no evidence in the account of any
rebuke or condemnation having been extended
by the Clerk, except his denial that the meet-

had given liberty to partatfe of the ordi-

nances. The criterion remains unchanged,
By their fruits ye shall know them."
" r. P., Jun : The world accounts us a practi-

cal people, but are wo? I sometimes ask

ymyself. Why am I a Quaker? It ii

small body. It has had a great influence
proportion to its numbers. If we got

six Friends together, and asked them what
Friends' principles were, they would not
agree, because they have not been instructed
by pastors. Other bodies increase rapidly;
why do we diminish, if we hold the truth, and
we are told the truth must prevail? Discipline'
hould be secondary, but it was important,
and we should be loyal to it. Our young peo-
ple are losing our distinctive views, because,
they were not taught. Evangelising is not;
the only service for ministers. We want au-
thoritative teaehingof our views,—in tact pas-
tors. Our ministers have not the opportunity
of giving pastoral care. We> make them sup-
port themselves; thisinvolves some nine hours'
secular work every day. Wo have elevated

|

notions into principles. With the present
competition in business there is almost an im-
possibility of carrying out the service of the

j

Church. When a man is known to be called

of God to bo a pastor, he should be set i'veQ
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•om business cares and duties, for the dut
f pastor. The question of pastoral care must
e taiien up. The time has come to do
'he laborer is worthy of his hire, and the

Ihurch should support him. I believe in the

•eedom of the Gospel ; hut when a man is

roved to be a minister of the word, he should

e supported. The best of the Society have
lined other Churches, because they can get

aere the pastoral care and spiritual food they
eed. The Epistles are all to Churches, build

ig them up in the faith. I do not believe

lat States will cease fighting in this dispen

ition, but that we, as Christians, cannot fight

[any of our members have been baptised with
'ater; many take the bread and wine be-

luse they have not been instructed. All are

ot called to preach, but all are called to live

hrist. The man in his family, in his busi-

38S, in the world, can preach the Gospel by
cing it. We can do this without imitating

le old Puritan type. I don't at all agree
ith those who say that numbers are nothing,

think we are in a low state
;
many other

hurehes are in a higher spiritual state.

J. P. : It is agreed b}' common consent

lat we do not help ministers enough. Our
inisters should use the simplest words in

nguage so as to be understood by the young-
it child. Our ministers avoid preparation

;

)w can they communicate the truth in the

west and most forcible words? We rarely

ed Christ's lambs. Our ministers should

iapt five minutes of each sermon >to little

lildren ; thej^ should avoid the sing-song

yie and try to draw the people. We should

so endeavor to supply all our congregations

ith ministers. There is no authority for si-

Dt meetings in Scripture.

J. VV. quoted Phil. ii. 15. Are we shining

I lights, and holding forth the Word of

ife? That cannot be done by silent meet-

gs, but by waiting on the Lord and going
ader the guidance of his Holj- Spirit. We
lould have means for taking hold of minis-

TS and supporting theoi ; we should have
'ayer-meetings and a missionary school in

rery meeting; we ought not to allow our
ping members to leave us.

J. R. wished to see the old paths, and walk
lereiu. In reference to worship he quoted
Cor. xiv. 2i26. This was not "one-man
inistry." The spirits of the prophets are

ibject to the prophets. Has every member
II liberty to sing a psalm ? When Friends

e brought to the bed of death they often

ijoy to hear the singing of hj'mns. In

rbidding to sing we are departing from the

postles' teaching and the early Friends'

)ctrine. If our meetings for worship were
ght they should be open for praise and
i-ayer. Every one that hath a psalm let

m sing. How often we li>teo to long tedi;

18 discourses, and the singing of a psalm

ould bring life. We are quenching the Spi-

t We shall never come to a right state

atil we have full liberty.

M. P.: The great error has been in con-

unding the Church with the congregation.

I George Fox's day the Society was mainly
imposed of converted men ; such is not the

ise now, owing to birthright membership,
burch officers are sometimes appointed of

lose who are unconverted. The life should

) Christ-like and real; the tongue, also,

lOuld confess Christ. It is by the foolish-

:ss of preaching souls may be saved. We
ould judge no man, but those who are born

again ought to know it. Appointments in the

Society sliould be confined to those who con-

fess the Lord Jesus. " Be ye not unequally
yoked with unbelievers." (2 Cor. vi. 14).

God's work should only be done by God's
people. The last people I would ad%'ise a

young man who had been converted to join

would be our Society, so long as that princi-

ple is unrecognized. I draw great comfort
from our new Queries. I avail myself of the
liberty of taking the bread and wine; the
liberty of singing should be allowed.

M. G. would not find fault with Ministers
and Elders ; we should place such means at

their disposal as would free them from busi-

ness care. Take Dublin Meeting ; a largo

number of its members are in another con-

gregation during our own meeting time.

The system of not contributing to the sup-

port of ministers was wrong. Within two
years two ministers had commenced their

ministry in Dublin, and are now in the pro-

vinces because businessled them. He thought
where they commenced their ministry God
intended them to remain. I press on Friends
that we ought to provide means for them to

give up their time. Early Friends had no
testimony against maintenance.
The Clerk eori-ected M. P. ; we did not give

liberty to partake of the ordinances, so called.

J. K. would have holy Scripture read at

the commencement of meetings; take a Gos-
pel and read it consecutively through, and
let members know beforehand, and study it

through the week. Prayer was needed, we
should be rightly so engaged. God will not
withhold the spirit of prayer. Elders should
feed the flock ; if one of them would speak on

the Scripture so read, it would be of use to

the body at large.

'A. A. : The Society will have to look at M.
G.'s view. It is the duty of the Church to

look around and see if there are any of that

class who are not giving enough time to the

work to liberate them, so as to enable them
to devote themselves to the service.

A. W. : What has been said deserves con-

sideration, especially T. P., Jr.'s remarks.
Friends are so engaged in business, that they
have not time for pastoral work. Persons
are obliged to give so much time and atten-

tion to providing for their fiimilies that they
cannot give themselves wholly to the work
of the Gospel, as Timothy was enjoined to.

I believe there is in this country an opening
to go out into the highways and bywaj^s,

and bring souls to Christ. In other bodies

ministers continually visit their flocks ; a re-

lative of mine has lately gone to the North of

Ireland, and, although he was a member of

the Church of Ireland, three ministers endea-

vored to get him to join their congregations.

There is a lukewarmnoss among us. I feel

much discouragement, although the Society

is more healthy than four years ago. There
is less regularity in the attendance of Meet-

5. Our Afternoon Meetings can scarcely

be kept up, and Week-day Meetings are badly
attended. What is the cause, and the re-

medy ?

P. G.: We'll have to unlearn what we
have learnt. If we have a true ministry
there will be men to help them. There is

too much of conferring with flesh and blood;

would that we were more consistent Chris-

tians ! It is a mistake to suppose that a min-
ister must wait fifteen or thirty minutes be-

fore he can preach. We are told that if a

minister is asked to go anywhere and preach,
that he cannot do so unless he is specially
moved thereto.

W. W. : Our testimony on baptism and the
supper is not neglected; very little is said
that children could not understand. He that
ministereth let him wait on his ministry

;

at small meetings we could not get supplied
by appointed or paid ministers. Concerned
Friends not recorded might visit such and bo
blessed.

J. O. G. : How many of our members at-

tend other places of worship ? Do we really
believe we are right ? if so we should be
willing to spend and be spent. There was
worldly-mindedness,—want of food,—of en-
tire consecration among us. Our Lord is as
good as His word :

" Where two or three,"

&c. There is a quenching the Spirit. If a
Friend stands up and reads three or four
verses there would be a condemning of that
individual. If one felt moved of the Lord to

sing a verse he would be condemned. E. J.

had said that the trees in Lebanon became
covered with a parasite. Let the fire of the
Lord come in and burn up all our parasites.

J. C. : We difter in mind as much as in our
features. If we had anything of paid minis-
try would it not lead the young Friends to

think there was no room for them ? Poor
congregations have to put up with poor talent
or young men ; they soon desire to be called

"Eeverend," get priest-like, adopt a white
necktie, and go on to Ritualism, and some-
times to Rome. If we have any testimony
to hear it is to the freedom of Gospel ministry.

Our children are more useful than we used to

be.

The main and proper business of every
traveller, who would succeed in his journey,
jis to keep close to his Guide, whether the road
be joyous or more aflJicting. Sometimes, by
endeavoring ro take a shorter, and, at other
times an easier path, people have insensibly

wandered away, and gone on without g"ing
forwards, and their mistake has been fatal.

Sometimes a smooth path has, by its seeming
straight direction, and contiguity to the right

one, diverted us from arduous labor, and we
have been induced to choose present ease, at

the expense of true peace ; and the danger of
final miscarriage hath been hid for a time, but
at last appeared with awful weight ; happy

j
where timely enough to retrieve the mistakes

j resulting from former indolence or inatten-

tion.

—

Samud Fothergill.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 4, 1877.

True as is the declaration that no man liveth

to himself and no man dieth to himself, it is

no less true that every man liveth and every
man must die by himself. Whatever the con-

dition of life in which we may be placed,

whether surrounded with friends near and
dear ; sharing in the joys of a happy domestic
life, and participating in the active or passive

duties and reciprocated helps of social and re-

ligious society ; or passing a life of toil, in

comparative obscurity, amid the struggles of

penury, the paucity of home comforts, and
but few of the advantages of enlightened or

genial christian support and sympathj', each
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one of us stands alone in our responsibility
;

oacli one must work out his own salvation, if

it is ever effected, and each one must meet
alone the solemn summons to death and judg
ment.
However the obligations of religion may

connect us with the interests of our fellow

men, and the sensible experience of Divine

love expand the heart in tender solicitude for

their present and eternal welfare, yet in the

individual relations to the Author of our ex-

istence and Judge of our eternal destiny, the

Boul is disconnected from all others and stands

aloue in its allegiance or i-evolt, in its tempta-

tions and conflicts, in its condemnation for

disobedience and its reward for well-doing.

How should the consciousness of this truth

stimulate each one to frequent self-examina-

tion, with sincere desires to see ourselves in

the light of Truth. To discern whether our

associations, the example of those whose good
opinion we desire to cultivate, or the force of

prevalent sentiment or practice, one or all,

may be inducing us to pursue a course which
the unflattering witness in the secret of the

heart at times makes us uneasy with or con-

demns, but which we may be extenuating to

our.selves on the plea that we are counten-

anced in it bj' others, and that, under the cir-

cumstances, we may be excused for conform-
ing to the general way of speaking or acting,

for fear of giving offence or causing ourselves

to be evil spoken of. Where this feeling or

reasoning is allowed to have place in the

mind, Satan is not wanting with his sophis-

try to persuade that a little more conformity
to the views of others is unavoidable, that it

will lessen the oflfensiveness of our religion in

the circle in which we move, and perhaps
may prevent that which we know to be good
being opposed or spoken of disrespectfully.

But man, created originally by the om-
nipotent One in his own image, and not only
endowed with reason but gifted with a mea-
sure of Divine Grace, is fitted to receive, to

understand and to obey the law of the Spirit

of Life written in his heart; and he cannot
divest himself of his individual obligation to

submit to its requisitions. His free agency is

secured by the power of choice ; but that
power of choice is only between good and evil,

between obedience to the divine will made
known, or refusal to allow it to rule over him.
The consequences of the choice he makes
when called to decide, are as fixed as the laws
of the universe. Let others do as they may,
he must stand on one side or the other of the
clearly determined alternatives, and take,

though he cannot fathom the depths of the
consequences he voluntarily draws upon him-
self.

How wise, how animating as well as peace-
securing is it then to allow ourselves to be
made, through the power of Divine Grace,
disciples of Him, who, though despised and
rejected of men, sticketh closer than a brother,

and has assured his obedient children, Lo I I

am with you always, even unto the end of
the world. Let others say or do as they may
if we keep close to and depend on him, there
are no temptations that can assail, no d

~"

culties that may obstruct, no calamities that
may shroud our path with gloom, but He will

lead us through them all safely, and when we
must bid farewell to all, the nearest and dearest
to lay off the shackles of mortality, He will

go with us through the valley of the shadow
of death, and, having washed us in his own

blood, will finally present us faultless before

the throne of his glory.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The strike on the railroads, so far

as it interferes with the running of trains, appears to be

about at an end, and a hope is entertained that business

generally will soon assume its usual condition. In

some of the coal districts of this Slate, the miners and
ron workers continue lo refuse work, and the flooding

of mines occasions very heavy loss of property.

The favorable anticipations of the agriculturists of

the South and West, respecting the shipment of this

year's crops to market, have been clouded by the un-

certainty following the attacks made on railroad pro-

perty, and the embargo laid on railroad traffic. The
heat and cotton crops have been extremely favorable,

and they represent the staple products of southern and
western buyers of eastern manufactures. The Agricul-

Department reports the wheat crop of this year

will be more than 325,000,000 bushels ; of which pro-

bably 100,000,000 will be available, and in demand for

export. A month ago there was a fair prospect that

bountiful harvests and a good foreign market, would
mprove business of all kinds, and help to restore pros-

perity to the country.

Captain de Hersey's operations on the wrecked
steamer Rusland, at Long Branch, resulted in saving

19,000 packages ; 500 were lost—of these it is stated not

more than 75 were valuable.

Two of the largest silk mills in Paterson, N. J., have
received an order from Paris for the manuf.icture of a

certain class of silk goods. This is probably the first

order received from Europe for American silks, and
from the nation which, having made a specialty

of the manufacture, stands in ibe first rank as a pro-

ducer. The .judges at the Centennial Exhibition pro-

unced American machinery for the manufacture of

silk goods superior to any in use in Europe, and ex-

pressed the opinion that its products would soon com-
pete with similar manufactures in Europe.
There are only 450 square miles of anthracite coal

in the United States. The Reading Company owns
one-third of the whole. Of bituminous coal there are

America 200,000 .square miles, and 8,000 square
lies in Great Britain.

The wool clip of the United States, for 1876, was
about 200,000,000 lbs. ; of England, Ireland and Scot-

land, about 162,000,000, mostly combing ; of the conti-

nent of Europe, about 463,000,000; of Australasia,

about .350,000,000 ; of Beunos Ayres and River La
Plata, about 207,000,000. These are the principal wool-

growing countries of the world, and produce 1,382,000,-

000 of the 1,419,000,000 produced on the entire globe
The selling value of the total clip would probably aggre-

gate $450,000,000.

A telephone, the first established in New York for

business purposes, has been put in operation with the

promise of working satisfactorily. The instrument used

is the bell telephone. An ordinary telegraph wire

passes through Brooklyn to Jackson street, then under
the river to the New York side, a distance of about five

miles.

The number of interments in Philadelphia for the

week ending at noon on the 28th, was 408 : 154 of these

were adults, 254 children, 161 being under one year of

age.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 2Slh inst. American gold, 105i. United Slates

6's, 1881, 112g-; 5-20 coupons, 1865, 'l07J; do. 1867,

109i ; do. 1868, UIJ; new 5's, 111|.

Cotton.—The demand is limited. 380 bales of mid-
dlings sold in lots at 12i a 12f cts. per lb. for uplands
and New Orleans.

Flour.—The market is dull. Minnesota extra f iraily,

low grades, at $8.00; choice, $8.50 ;- fancy, at $8.75.

Pennsylvania do. do., old wheat, choice $9.50 ; do. do.,

new wheal, at $8.25 a $8.50. Southern do. do., old

wheat, fancy and patent at $9.25 a $9.50. Small sales

of rye flour at $4. Corn meal $3.25 for Brandywine.
Grain.—Wheat is dull and lower. Southern amber,

good and prime, in the cars, at $1.65; Penna. amber,
fair, at $1.60

;
and ICentucky white, choice, at $1.70.

Sales of 20,000 bushels corn at 73 a 75 cts. for Penn-
sylvania and southern yellow, and OS a 71 cts. for

western mixed. Oats, 45 a 48 cts. per bushel for western

white; Ohio choice 47 cts. ; Penna do., at 50 cts.

Hay and straw. Prime Timothy sells at $1.25 a

$1.35 per 100 lbs. ; and mixed and new at 70 cts. a $1.

Straw 60 a 70 cts.

A heavy storm of rain, accompanied with heavy
thunder and lightning, passed over parts of Delaware

Co., Pa., on the afternoon of the 29th. About midnig

a near Swarthmore gave way, and the large volun

of water thus liberated, caused considerable destructh

property. Still greater damage is reported in ti

llage of'Avondale, Chester Co., Pa., from simil

causes. The streets of Washington, D. C, were floode

and cars on some lines stopped for a short time.

Foreign.—The cut nail trade of Great Britain

said to aggregate 50,000 tons annually ; one-third

which is exported to other countries. Australia beii

the best customer, using 4,000 tons annually. There a

2,000 varieties of nails and rivets made, sc

them so small that 1,000 only weigh an ounce and
half. The weekly wages paid to women and bo;

2 lo 3 dollars, 4 to 5 for mere laborers, and 6 to 10 fi

men who attend the machines.
The employment of women in the telegraph depa

ment has been a complete success in England. O
1100 are employed in London ; and ihere has been bi

one dismissal in four years. Their hours of worl

from 8 A. M. to 8 P. M., e.ach being on duty eight

secutive hours out of the twelve.

Last year, in England, 1,249 persons were killed c

the railroads, while 1,528 were killed by carriages at

wagons.
The Times in its financial article say.s, the discoui

market is extremely inactive, and money finds emplo;

ment with difficulty or not at all. A long continuam
of this stagnation must prove the reverse of wholesoa
in many ways.

Late advices from China and Japan, state that i

China copious rains have fallen in the famine stricke

districts of the north, and the crops are flourishing, e:

cept in some localities where the locusts are commi
ting ravages. It is announced that the difficulty betwee

Spain and China in reference to the Soverna matte
has been settled, the Chinese government paying
demnity to the relatives of the ve.ssel's crew. In Japs
the war continues, and drafts of men are sent from tb

tranquil to the disturbed provinces, but the public ai

kept in th« dark as to the successes on either side.

M. H. De Fontaine, of the Society for encouragic
National Industry in France, says the total

value of the products of glass manufacture in Eurof
and America, has almost doubled within the past twent

years, and amounts now to 600,000,000 fr.'incs.

The Marquis of Salisbury, Secretary of State for Indr
speaking of the condition of that country, says, thei

appears strong reason to fear that a second period

famine is settling down over the vast district whic
constitutes Southern India, and that that famine canm
do other than produce terrible mortality.

Subterranean telegraphing, on an extended scale,

to be tested in Germany—a line between Berlin ani

Mayence has been completed. The line includes seve

circuits, is 80 German miles long, and unites Mayeucf
Frankfort, Leipsig, Cassel, Halle and Berlin.

The University of Heidelberg has lost by death, on

of its most distinguished professors, ZoepfT, who fc

the past 40 years had filled the chair of German polit

cal law.

The Khedive's Nubian railroad is being rapidl

pushed forward, and the first section, from Wadi-Calfal
on the Nile, twelve miles from the second cataract, t

Sigraya, has been opened. Six thousand fellahs are {

work upon the second .section, the terminus of which i

Dengola. The river is to be bridged at Koye.
Finland has more blind persons than any other cou

try, in consequence it is said of the huts having
chimneys. Norway sufTers from the same cause, but

less degree. .V comparison showed in Norway the bli:

were 13.6 in 70,000, in Finland 21.4.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT GERMANTOWN.
\

A well qualified woman teacher is wanted for th

Primary Department of this school. Preference wil

be given to one who has had the benefit of a thorough

course of normal training. Apply to

Jane E. Mason, School Lane and Wayne St.

Margaret W. Jenkins, Coulter St., near Wayne
Elizabeth W. Cope, Haines St., Germantown.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A well qualified teacher of the Latin and Greel

languages, will be wanted at the opening of the nex
ses.sion, 10th mo. 29th. Apply to

Joseph Passraore, Goshenville, Chester Co., Pa
John E. Carter, 624 South 24th St., Philada.

or Wm. Evans, 252 South Front St.,

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Dbiifrvatioiis on the Rise of the Soeiety of Friends,

and the character and labors of George Fox.

(Continner" from page 403.)

" Fully believing in the fundamental trutlis

f the Gospel held in common by what were
jlled the evangelic.il churches, he saw that

le truths recorded in the Holy Scriptures

rere often mutilated or rendered nugatory

y the construction put upon them by tiie un-

3arned in the school of Christ. He therefore

onstantly taught that the Scriptures could

ot be rightly understood or interpreted, ex-

sjjt by the Spirit which dictated them, and,

lat it was thus and thus only, that the man
f God may de perfect, thoroughly furnished
nto .ail good works. The neces-iary deduc-
on from this was, that the Spirit itself was
jperior to the Scriptures which had been
'ritten under its in -pi ration, and by which
lone their sacred contents could be rightly

iterpreted and applied ; and as Christ had
nlightened every man that eometh into the
^orld with a measure of this Spirit, or Divine
rrace, so it was the primary rule of faith and
ractice

; which, however, the Scriptures
?ould never contradict.
" Christ being the glorified Head who alone

ould prepare for, ordain, and commission
iin'Sters in His church, so the ministers made
y studying divinity and ordained by men
lone, were not true ministers of the Gospel

;

hat as men and women were one in Clirist

esus, He conferred the gift for the ministry

pen both alike, whether Teamed or unlearned,

nd both could e.-cercise it in the assemblies

f the people, or wherever He called them
hereto; and that when so exercised, it must
le under the immediate inspiration of Him
i^ho alone knows the states of those addressed,

nd what is the spiritual food convenient for

hem. Tliat the Gospel must be preached
without money and without price, in accor
lance with the commandment of Christ to his

lisciples, 'Freely ye have received, freely give.'

['he several testimonies hereenuraerated,have
leen maintained by the members of the So-

ietj' of Friends, who were led by the same
Spirit as George Fox and his fellow laborers,

ver since their day, and are felt to be as bind-

ng on them now, as they were on them.
" There were few of the testimonies which

J'riends were called to bear that caused them
nore cruel persecution and suffering than that

elative to the use of the Scripture langu

oiihou and thee, and the refusal to bow or take

off the hat, or to give the ordinary flattering

salutations. Alluding to this, George Fox
says: 'Oh! the blows, punchings, beatings,

and impi'isonments we underwent, for not put-

ting off our bats to men. For that soon tried

all men's patience and sobriety what it was.

. . . The bad language and evil usage we
received on this account is hard to be ex-

pressed, besides the danger we were sometimes
in of losing our lives for this matter ; and that

by the great professors of Christianity, who
thereby discovered that they were not true

believers.' [16-18.]

" The doctrine promulgated respecting the

true character of Gospel ministry, and the

testimony borne against receiving pecuniary
compensation for preaching, as it struck at

the trade of the priests, and of all who made
merchandise of what they call the Gospel,

naturally roused their opposition and ani-

mosity ; and consequentlj' there was no class

from whom Friends encountered more deter-

mined hostility, or at whose hands they un-

derwent more bitter and prolonged persecu-

tion than the clerg}-.

As the whole tenor of the principles in-

culcated by G. Fox and the early t^-iends was
calculated to draw people oft' from the observ-

auce of forms and ceremonies, or a dependence
on the leaching of men, and to centre their

attention on the work of regeneration through
the aid of the Holy Spirit in the heart, and
also to lead to the attainment of a state of

perfection or holiness, through its sanctifying

power and influence ; these also drew forth

much contradiction and resistance from those

who wished not to be disturbed in the belief,

that Christ having paid the penalty for sin,

and ptH=fthased salvation for them, there was
no repentance, no suffering for sin, no cross-

bearing and self-denial necessary on their

part ; and from those who contended that man
could not escape from sinning in this life.

" Besides preaching repentance and amend-
ment of life, G. Fox found a duty laid upon

him to go to the courts, or to write to the

judges, inciting them to avoid oppression, and

to administer justice in all their doings; and

also in warning those who kept ale houses

and other places of entertainment, not to al-

low of drinking to excess, nor any immoral
conduct; and to declare against all deceit or

untruthfulness in buying or selling, likewise

against stage plays, gaming, &c.

"Being at JS^ottingham on' a First-day of

the week, he went into the ' great steeple

house' of the town, and hearing the priest

give an incoherent explanation of the text

which he took, he testified against it, and ex

plained what he believed to be the true mean
ing. Whereupon the ofiicers put him into a

filthy, ofl'ensive prison, where he was kept for

some time. Afterwards he was removed to

the sheriff's house, who, with his wife, was
'much changed by the power of the Lord

;

and allowed him to hold meetings at their

house. There seems to have been a wonder-
ful evidence of divine power attending these

gatherings, and many were convinced. The
magistrates htiving neglected to bring their

prisoner before the court when it was sitting,

he was detained there 'a pretty long time,'

and then set at liberty ; this was his first im-

prisonment, and it occurred in 1649. At
Mansfield Woodhouse, for speaking to the
priest and people in their place of worship,
hey knocked him down, and he ' was cruelly

beaten and bruised with their fists, Bibles and
sticks.' They tlien haled him away and sot

him in the stocks, where he was kept for some
hours. But, he saj's, ' The Lord's power soon
healed me, and that day some were convinced
of the Lord's truth, and turned to his teach-

ng.'

"Travelling from place to place his minis-

try was so powerful that multitudes were
convinced, and regular meetings of Friends
were established in many places.

1650. Being at Derby, and learning there

was to be a great 'lecture' delivered there

that day, at which many officers, priests, and
preachers were to be in attendance, he felt it

his duty to go to it ; where, ixfier the ' service'

was through, he spoke to the congregation

what he believed to be required of him. Al-

though the people were quiet, he was taken

before the magistrates. In the course of the

examination, "G. Fox was asked whether he

as sanctified? he answered, Yes: then they

asked if he had no sin ? to which he answered,

Christ my Saviour has taken away my sin,

and in Him is no sin.' Being asked how he

knew thiit Christ did abide in us? G. F. said,

By his Spirit that He bath given us.' It was
then temptingly queried, ' If any of us were
Christ'? G. F. answered, 'Nay, we are noth-

ng, Christ is all.'

'•These magistrates, nevertheless, committed
George Fox and a man of the name of John
Fretwell to the ' House of Correction' for six

months, as blasphemers. J. Fretwell proved

unfaithful to the truth and so got released
;

but G. Fox, refusing the offer of his relatives

to the magistrates, to be bound that he would
not come any more there, was kept to the end

of the six months in his first place of confine-

ment, and nearly six months longer in the

common jail. The change in the place of im-

prisonment took place in consequence of the

Commissioners of Parliament, who were re-

cruiting for the army, sending for George,

when they knew that the time for which he

was committed wasnearlyexpired, and offered

to make him a captain in the army, urging

him to accept it, and said the soldiers were

desirous to have him for their commander.
But George says, ' I told them I know from

whence all wars arose, even from the lusts,

according to James' doctrine ;
and that I lived

in the virtue of that life and power that took

away the occasion of all wars. Yet they court-

ed me to accept of their offer, and thought I

did but compliment them. But I told them
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I was ci>mo into the. covenant of peace, which

wuH before wars and strifes were. They said,

they ottered it in love and kindness to nie, be-

cause of my virtue; and such like ttatterinj^

words they used. But I told them, If that

was their love and kindness, I trampled it

under my feet. Then their rage got up and

they said, "Take him away, jailer, and put

him into the prison amongst the rogues and

felons." So 1 was put into a lousy, stinking

place, without any bed. amongst thirty felons,

where I was kept almost half a year
;
yet at

times they would let mo walk to the garden,

believing I would not go away.'

"Notwithstanding the vileness of the in-

mates of the prison, he was preserved from
contamination, and was often engaged in re-

proving their wickedness and striving to re-

form them. There being a young woman
there who was condemned to be hanged for

stealing, George wrote to the judges, showing
how wrong it was to take human life for such

crimes; that it was contrary even to the

Mosaic law, and altogether irreconcilible with

the religion of Christ; and moving them to

have mercy on her. She was taken to the

gallows and there reprieved; and being re-

turned to the prison, she afterwards became
convinced of the truth and joined Friends.

"Seeing the pernicious ettfCls resulting from
keeping the prisoners so that they could min-

gle together promiscuously, and the older and

more hardened convicts thus hiive opportuni-

ties to teach the youn>^er offenders lessons of

vice, and spread and increase wickedness, he

thought it his dulj' to write out his observa-

tions and the conclusions to which they had
led him, and communicate them to the judges;

that they might adopt some measures to arrest

an evil so detrimental to the safety of society.

This is the first essay at prison reform of

which we have account.

(To be continued.)

The Population of the Globe.—The most
trustworthy estimate of the number of people

on the earth for the year 1876, as furnished

by the German statisticians, is 1,423,917,000.

This is an increase of over twenty-seven
millions on the estimate of 1875, but the

augmentation is not due entirely to the excess

of births over deaths, but largelj^ to the ob-

taining of more accurate information regard-

ing the population of regions hitherto little

known, and to more perfect census returns

from other countries.

Asia is still the home of a majority of the

human race, after having sup])lied shoots from
which have sprung great Western peoples.

About four-sevenths of the earth's population
is Asiatic, or 82.5,548,.o00 ; Kurope comes next
with over a tifth, or 301), 178 300 ; Al'rica with
about a seventh, or 19;),l.):il,600; America
with less than a sixteenth, or 8.5,510,8')0; and
finally, Australia and P.ijyncsia, with the very
small fiactii)n (jf 4J4S,r,lH) people. Europe is

the most densely jiopulatetl, having 82 persons

to the square mile ; Asia comes next, with 48
to the square mile; Africa next, with 17-1

;

and America and Australia have 5} and IV

respectively.

There are 215 cities on the earth with a
population of over 100,000 ; 29 of half a million

or more, and nine cities containing a million

or more inhabitants. Of those last, four are

in China. Including Brooklyn with New
York, the greatest cities of the world stand in

this order: London, .3,489,428 ; Paris, 1,851,-

792; New York, 1,535,622; Vienna, 1,091,-

999; Berlin, 1,044,000; Canton and three

other Chinese cities, one million each.

Though there are not at hand statistics

upon which to base an accurate statement of

the fact, yet it is the opinion of all observers

of the condition of civilized peoples that the

average longevity of the human race has in-

creased within a hundred years. Such reports

of the denth rate as we have go to support

that conclusion, and the devastations of epi-

demic diseases are not so great now as former-

ly. In England the death rate has declined

considerably during a quarter of a century.

There and elsewhere in Europe, as also in this

country, the subject of public hygiene has re-

ceived great attention of late years, and its

difficulties are being steadily overcome. The
probability is that men now, on the average,

live longer than their ancestors and in better

average health.

—

N. Y. Sun.

For "The Friend."

Philip and Raelid Vnu,

It was about the year 1792, that Kachel
Price first appeared in the ministry. After

a period of probation her service was ap-

proved ; and some notes left by her manifest

the feelings that accompanied the event. " My
friends of the Monthly Meeting of Concord
thought it right to acknowledge and recom-
mend me to the Quarterly Meeting of Minis-

ters and Elders, as an approved minister. A
minute to that effect was furnished the Select

Meeting in the 4th mo. 1802. I attended that

meeting in the 5th month, when the language
of encouragement was handed forth by our

valuable friend Eli Yarnall, in his usually im-

pressive and affectionate manner. 1 consider-

ed it a privilege to be permitted to sit with
those to whom I felt so nearly united, and to

become associated with and placed more par-

ticularly under their care: but I found my
exercise and concern not diminished therebj',

nor my ability increased,—neither were my
besetments lessened, by becoming incorporated

with such valuable companions. After attend-

ing several meetings of the kind, and feeling

rather disappointed, as I supposed if all were
as good as I thought we ought to be before

we were admitted to the Select Meeting, we
might expect these to be Heavenly Commu-
nions without earthly interruptions,— and
querying in my own mind why these meet-

ings were sometimes so lifeless, even more
so than the largo mixed assemblies, Samuel
Smith, of Philadelphia, arose and spoke very
interestingly. He said,—'We are informed

in the Book of Job, that when the sous of Gotl

came to present themselves before the Lord,

Satan came also among thera ; and he believed

there was not a stafion or situation that a

man can attain unto in this life, beyond the

asMuulls of the enemy of our souls' salvation
;

hence the necessity of the sacred injunction

to all to watch and pray lest ye enter into

temptation: that it is no sin to be tempted,

but it is by obedience to temptation that we
commit sin.' He apprehended there might
bo present individuals who had not been long

admitted to that mooting, and might have

expected there would be but little to inter-

rupt the worship in spirit and in truth. He
thought it was in the ordering of Best Wis-

dom, if it was often permitted to bo otherwise,

that we might feel our own weakness and de-

pendence; that ofourselves we can do nothing

to advance the cause of righteousness on the

earth
; that no flesh might glory in its owi

perfection, but that we might lie low in th

abasement of self, so that He, whose right i

is to rule and reign in our hearts, may direc

according to his pleasure. If wo who com
pose this part of the Society, were permittee
generally to partake of the effusions of Divini

love and regard, we might be induced to thin!

that wo had attained a higher state of perfoe

tion than our fellow members, and thereby

become exalted in our own imaginations,

cribing that to the creature which only anc

alone belongoth to the Creator. This com
munication was very instructive and interest

ing to my inexperienced mind at the time, anc

strengthening when recurred to since. Th(
substance yet remains fresh upon ray memory
(at the age of seventy), and I am willing tc

put it upon record and leave it, hoping that il

may afl:ord some comfort to some tried anc

discouraged minds when I am gone."
For some weeks in 1802, Philip Price travel

led with Richard Mott, of New York, visiting

the meetings of Friends in the south-easterr

counties of Pennsylvania. The services o)

this ministering Friend are described as ha\

ing been very close upon the unfaithful, i

instances producing deep contrition, but ur

productive of full relief to the mind of the

faithful laborer, who apprehended he had

passed by some meetings that he should have
taken in his course. During this and othei

absences of her husband, Rachel Price direct

ed the business of the household and fu

with judgment, and was concerned to attend

the nioetings with the children, t;iking with *

her "seven or eight of them,"' a distance ol

two miles to Birmingham.
During the spring of 1804, Sarah Talbot

and Rachel Price made a religious visit among
Friends in Middle and East New Jersey.

Leaving Philadelphia under discouragement,

the latter wrote, " With health not very good,

yet my mind enjoys such a comfortable degree

of quietude in the belief that I am in the way
of my duty, that I have scarce language to

describe the different feelings of my mind
now." * * " We are permitted sometimes
to partake as it were of a brook by the way-
side, whereby we are encouraged to move
forward in the ability received, to the relief

of our own minds." In the spring of 1S05,

they continued their travels together among
Friends of South or West New Jersej' : At
Salem, met with John Simpson, Thomas Scat-

tergood, "and many other precious Fr'iends,

I felt myself a poor thing amongst thera, as

thou mayest suppose, yet am favored at times

from a degree of experience to acknowledge
that in His pre.sence there is life, and at His

right hand there are rivers of pleasure for-

evermore." " We have been at meeting every

daj' but one since we left home. Surely, some
may say, we might be very good bj'^ this time,

if going to meeting would make us so; but if

we arc" but made sensible from time to time

that wo are in the way of Divine appoint-

ment, and suffered to partake of even the frag-

ments of the true bread, after witnessing it to

be broken amongst us, so that we may know
that we do indeed live, I believe we shall be"

satisfied." At Egg-Harbor, R. Price probably

first saw the ocean, with the lively sensibility

and reverential emotion with which the groat

works of the Creator over impressed her sen-

sitive mind. "I am seated at the window,

delighted with beholding the waves of the sea

continually rolling, wave after wave, and
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reaking on the shore. Oh, how awfully

lajestie,—how great the power, that halh

t bounds even to the sea, and said ' thus far

halt thou go and no farther: There shall thy

roud waves be staj'cd.' He hath placed the

and for the bound of the sea, by a perpetual

ecree, that it cannot pass it ; and though the

praves thereof toss themselves, yet can they

ot prevail ; though they roar, yet can they

ot pass over it."

The journey was pursued to satisfaction,

ut under circumstances of trial and discour-

gement to the partner left at home. She
irites, " I have found my mind very much
asigned to my present allotment, whether in

eights or in depths, so that 1 am but made
ensible that I am in my place, and through

)ivine favor I may say (I trust vvithout boa^t-

ag) that I have from time to time felt the

award of sweet peace, which is all I crave for

nyself, hoping that thoii wilt be made a par-

.aker of a large share in thus giving me up."

3.6, under the besetting trials, exclaims,

—

Oh! patience and resignation to Di vine alio t-

nenta, how much do 1 still want of their in-

lucnce to bring all into subjection, and be

ible to say, ' not my will, but Thine be done

11 things!' and to bear crosses and adver-

sity with the same calmness and fortitude as

f all prospered, and was to our outward d*

sires. Perhaps it is best for rae to feel the

nd of adversity and disappointment, lest I

should grow forgetful and lose the sense of a

arrateful mind for the favors that are enjoyed.''

4.nd again,—" I believe I have felt thee to be

IS near and precious to mj' life as at any time

bf it; indeed, our separation, I think, has felt

more trying. I have been almost afraid to

put my pen to paper to communicate with

;hee, lest I might imprudently drop some-
thing that might do more harm than hearing

from us would give comfort, as it has not been

hij' allotment to be much refreshed with the

stream of consolation since thy absence : but

enough, lest I now commit the error I have

been afraid of."

The Land of Midian.—Gold, silver, and tin

have bsen found in large quantities in the land

lof MiiJian. An expedition, sent out by the

Khedive of Egypt, and iu which Captain Bur
ton occupied a prominent position, made this

discovery, and it also found that each ruined

town had its mining works, dams for washing
the sand and crushing the rock, showing that

a busy mining population had existed in this

interesting region, which is said to be full of

mineral wealth.—" T. B." writes to a con
temporary from Weston-super-Mare:—" With
reference to the recent discoveries of Captain

Burton, that the land of Midian abounds in

gold, silver, tin and antimony, and that the

country seems to bo full of mineral wealth, it

is interesting to note the fact, as recorded in

the Old Testament, of the Midianites having
not merely personal ornaments of gold, but

tablets of gold and chains for the camels'

nocks, showing the great abundance of this

metal. Among the spoils brought from the

land of Midian (Numbers xxxi) were ' gold,

silver, brass, iron, tin, and lead
;

' and in

another expedition the quantity of gold taken
was so great that Gideon made an ephod
thereof, and set it up in his city (Judges viii).

The discoveries of Captain Burton, if they
should be verified, will be a remarkable con-

firmation of the truth of the Holy Record."

—

Record.

For '-Tbi> Friend"

The Poor.

" He.irken my beloved brethren, hath not Gorl choien

the poor of this world, rich in faith, and heira of the

kingdom whicli he hath promised to them that love

u."—Jaine? ii. 5.

We have often been impressed with the

forcible and beautiful applicatioa of the above
text to many of those loving disciples whose
poverty as well as humility, hide them from

the notice of their fellow believers. They
doubtless look at times with yearning hearts

toward these: wishing, longing, for a kind

Ignition of their brotherhood, while the

latter, in their social superiority pass them
by, not exactly in a phara<aical spirit, but

with a thoughtlessness which some would do

well to chock iu their intercourse with other

One is your Master, even Christ, and
all ye are brethren, is too broad a truth for

any to ignore lightly. Many a mind well

stored with the truths of the gospel, learned

in the school of Christ—heart-knowledge, not

mere head-knowledge— is found under the

rough and soiled clothing of a daj' laborer.

Many a precious soul, b'loved of the Master,

waits in the neglected poverty of this life, to

be clothed upon in the life that is to come with

the robes of righteousness which await the

ransomed and redeemed who have loved their

Lord hero. Many a heartfelt thanksgiving is

poured out over a humble meal ; a meal which
would be rejected by some of us who think

ourselves humble Christians.

These lessons of trust—-even that of waiting

day by day for outward food, teach th

humble life where to look for help, and tend

to lead many to appi}- to Him who can satisfy

all their wants, spiritual as well as temporal,

and very preciously do some learn the lessons.

Truly these are those to whom the language

of our dear Lord seems peculiarly applicable,

Blessed be ye poor, for yours is the king-

dom of heaven," and would it not be well for

some of us were we more free to hail them as

broihren beloved?
These thoughts were principally drawn out

bj' the perusal of the following letter ad-

dressed to an aged colored man, by his wife.

He is one who has learned to love his Lord,

and who can also see the beauties with which

the earth is clothed as the work of his loving

and trusted Master, greatlj' thankful that he

has been joined to so loving and pious a help-

mate. The simplicity of the letter does not

detract from its merit. It is as follows :

—

" My dear husband,—It gives mo mu
pleasure to hear from J'ou, and I am getting

along, thank the Lord, very well. * * Things
are going on well. I am going to get the

room plastered, do you think well of it? Take
ood care of yourself, for you know my hap-

piness depends on your welfare. Remember
3'our wife in your prayers, as I do you in

Tour affectionate wife."

Many children among us sustain a grievous

loss by not being early and properly made
acquainted with the principles wo profess.

For want of this instruction they become too

easy a prey to the customs of the world ; and
those habitudes, which should be as a kind of

hedge about them, and protect from many
temptations, are thrown down, and all the

allurements of vice and folly suffered to seduce
their affections, to their ruin.

—

Br. J. Fother-

gill.

From the " Philadelphia Inquirer" of 7lh mo. last.

Tropipa! Fruit.

Not many years ago tropical fruits, such as

oranges, lemons, pineapples, bananas, and co-

coannts, were classed among the luxuries of

f.!, and j-et, strange as it may now seem, the

demand for the comparatively small qnanti-

lies imported was not sufficient to give such
luxuries an excessive value in the markets.

The groat mass of the people, content with

the yearly cycle of domestic crops, were un-

willing, except on rare occasions, to incur the

slight additional expense of feasting on the

luscious products of other countries, and it

was only by the persistent efforts of a few en-

terprising importers that the consumption of

tropical fruits became general. Now,howevei",
the man so poor as to be unable to purchase

a pineapple or a few bananas for his family

table is poor indeed, while oranges and lemons
have become some of the necessaries of life in

the summer season. Every city has somo
large importing house with numerous fast

sailing vessels constantly endeavoring to sup-

ply the ever increasing demand, and yet it is

only in exceptional cases that the markets
become overstocked, a very slight reduction

in price being usually sufficient to regulate

the demand to the supply. For the trade in

this city there are 22 vessels engaged.

Oranges and lemons are brought direct from

the Island of Sicily between the first of March
and the latter part of July ; after that time

they are shipped from Sicily to Liverpool,

and then transferred to steamers. Florida

oranifes make their appearance in the market

n September, and continue until the 1st of

March, the Sicily trade in the meantime re-

opening about Christmas. Bananas of the

yellow variety are brought by fVist-sailing

schooners from Port Antonio, at the east end

of the Island of Jamaica, and the red bananas

come from Baracoa, Cuba. Pineapples are

nearly all shipped from the Bahama Islands,

the rod variety being transferred to vessels at

Abaco.Eleuthera, and the sugar loaf from San

Salvador. A few pineapples are sent from

Cuba, but fullj^ nine-tenths come from the

Bahama Islands. The trade in bananas and
pineapples is now at its height, the vessels

arriving dailj' loaded to the deck with the

fruits. The demand for cocoanuts, however,

is quite steady all the year round, as they are

largely used in the manufacture of confec-

tions. Cocoanuts are grown in the islands

which producte bananas and pineapples, and

n shipping make excellent ballast. One firm

n this city have this season imported about

135,000 bunches of bananas, 1,50 1,000 pine-

apples, and 2,000,000 cocoanuts. One Phila-

delphia confectioner alone uses over 300,000

cocoanuts annually, and his is by no means
the largest house in the city.

About the middle of this month the peach

season opens, and this year's crop will be one

of unusual abundance. The first shipments

come from Georgia by rail, and then the

points of export move gradually north through

South Carolina and Virginia to Maryland and
Delaware, when the season reaches its height.

Small quantities of the fruit are now arriving

from Macon, Georgia, coming through on

fast express trains, but those expected from
Charleston will be sent by steamer. Between
the latter part of July and the middle of Au-
gust the California fi-uit trade, introduced

last season, will open. These shipments in-

clude peaches, apricots, early plums, summer
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pear.'^, grapes, &.c.., over two hundred tons ot

California grapes ijeing already engaged. The
winter varieties of California pears begin to

arrive in SL-ptcmber. The great drawback
on this trade is the immense freight, which
often amounts to over 11,300 a ear.

One of the most interesting features of the

tropical fruit trade is the almost superhuman
elfort necessary to bring them from the ship

]Hng ports to the markets with sufficient speed

to prevent the fruit from becoming damaged
Twenty-four hours' delay is frequently enougl:

to ruin an entire cargo, and the secret of sue

cess, therefore, lies in the employment of the

fastest sailing vessels that can be made, and
the service of experienced and fearless sea

men. When the vessel once spreads her sails

to the wind nothing but the most imminent
and certain dang, r is permitted to interfere

with her onward course, many captains keep
ing on full sail in the midst of a hurricane

which few mariners would care to face. These
fruit schooners may sometimes be seen on the

ocean flying along their course, while other

sailing vessels are making ready for a coming
gale, and it frequently happens that in a

storm the captain will refuse to reef a single

yard of sail as long as there is one chance
ton of the vessel keeping afloat and making
good time. Some idea of the fleetness of these

schooners may be gained from the fact that

the Baracoa, Captain McClintock, while held

tor some trivial custom offence under the guns
of a Spanish man-of-war, suddenly spread her

white wings and was far out in the high seas

before the steamer could get within cannon
shot of her stern. As soon as the peach sea

son fairly opens the market for tropical fruit

will decline, and continue at a low ebb until

the latter part of the year, when the new car-

goes will begin to arrive.

Extravagant Funerals.—The praclice of

impoverishing the estates of decedents by
means of imposing and extravagant funei-als,

is severely criticized in a recent opinion do
livered hy Judge Rheme, of the Orphans'
Court of Luzerne county. In a case in which
the personal estate of the deceased was proven
to be but $581,82, an administrator sought to

have the court allow the sum of $139,75 for

the expenses of burial, which was one fourth
of the whole personal estate. This allowance
Judge Rheme refused to grant, and, in his

decision, after saying that "pompous pro-
cessions of great length, glistening silver-

plated casket and carved marble monuments,
are unnecessary for Christian burial," he sums
up his view of the law of the subject in the
following words :

" Such parades as are called
' fine funerals' may gratify the vanity of the
living, but no respect for the dead demands
them, and when a decedent's estate is limited
and his debts are not paid, or where he leaves
a family of helpless children, the expenses of
such burials will not be allowed out of his

estate. Those who contract for and enjoy
such luxuries must pay for them themselves."—Late Paper.

1810. The last sitting of the meeting of
ministers and elders was held, and we were
favored to separate under that solemn cover-
ing of silence, which subdues imaginations,
and brings the thoughts into captivity; a
marvellous power prevailing over the mind,
which no words can fully set forth ; it is more

precious and more refreshing to the immortal
spirit than words can be.

—

M. Capper.

"HE LEADETH ME."
" He leailetli me !" " He leadeth rae !"

What joy the words impart,
Inspiriiig me to greater zeal

;

Take courage, fainting heart.

What though the way be dark and drear

!

This ihought my tears dispel

—

He'll lead me safe, through storm and strife.

Where saints and angels dwell.

Grant me to know from day to day
That I am owned of thee

;

Be thou my Guard, be thou my Way,
O'er life's tempestuous sea.

O may I trust ray all to thee
Whatever may betide !

Thy promises are ever sure,

My Saviour, and my guide.

And when my life-work here is done,
Ila joys and sorrows o'er.

Take me to reign with thee above.
Where sin molests no more.— Christian Advocate.

Selected.

PATIENCE.
A gentle angel walketh throughout a world of woe,
With me.ssages of mercy to mourning hearts below

;

His peaceful smile invites them to love and to confide,
Oh ! follow in his footsteps, keep closely by his side !

To soft and tearful sadness he changes dumb despair,
And soothes to deep submission the atorm of grief -and

care
;

Where midnight shades are brooding, he pours the
light of noon.

And every gritvous wound he heals, most surely if not

He will not always answer thy questions and thy fe;

His watchword is, " Be patient, the journey's end
near 1"

And ever through the toilsome way, he tells of joys to
come,

And points the pilgrim to his rest, the wanderer to his
home.

Selectrd for ' The Friend."

Hilt nouor.

William Penn.ujjon the occasion of a seri-

ous conversation with the Graef of Donau,at
the house of the noble Princess Elizubeth of
the Rhine, thus alludes to this very formal,
vain, and world-conforming custom.

"This," says W. Penn," " choketh ; and the
rather, because it telleth tales ; it telleth what
people are; it marketh men for separatists

; it

is blowing a trumpet visibly across the world :

and that the fear of man (greatly prevalent
with too many serious people in that land,)
cannot abide, but startoth at, and runneth
away from.

Howbeit, the Lord enabled me to open

they parted ; the Graef taking his leave i

them, with great civility.

Would that all the members of a Roligioi

Society, called away from the prido-ploasinj

and carnal deceitful honors of a world tlu

lieth in wickedness, might look this conforti

it}' to a degenerate custom full in the face

and thence, finding it an unineaning cereinc

ny, and " no plant of God's planting," be, o
all occasions, watchful over themselves eve
with a holy jealousy, lest the compromisin
of this righteous testimony, and a paying c

tithe into the world's coff'er, prove the loss c

spiritual strength, by a denial of the Trut
and a turning a^ide, through pusillaniinou

fear, from a faithful inaintenance of the tes '•'

timony and cross of Jesus we are so m
festly called to support before the people,

To the Lord alone this honor belongs;
in paying it to our fellow-worms, we rob llira

urito whom every knee must bow and
whose feet evfl|py crown be laid, of that whicl *

is so pre-eminentlj'- his tithe and due.

As it is generally by despising or disregard
f

ing the day of sinall things that any grada
ally fall away from virtue and a self-denying

straightforward walk before the Fatho
spirits; so on the other hand, it is by littU

and little, and through bringing to the Sa
viour the living sacrifice of obedient hearts
that we can gain in spiritual stature and ir

the saving knowledge which is life eternal

Let none of us then compromise the TrutI
in what niay be called little things; neithei

balk the profession we as a Society make tc

the world by a weak and inconsistent con
formity to a custom, which has its root ic

vanity and pride; whose branches are un-

sightly, and fruit bitter.

Laying Submarine Cable.—Before laying a

submarine cable between the proposed places
it is extremely important to take soundings
and otherwise survey the ocein, so as to de-

termine the exact route the cable should take
A cable is too costly to be flung away any-
where on the sea bottom, and the sea bottom
is sometimes of a very unfavorable character.

It may be said that too little attention has

hitherto been paid to this point in cable lay-

ing. Expensive cables have been manufac-
tured at home, with their relative length of

shore end, intermediate and main, detei mined
by formula and usage, and then hid awaj- in

seas whose character had been largely taken
for granted, the consequence being th

weighty and very costly shore end has been
deposited in mud soft as butter, where it would
be out of harm's way, while the unprotected

the thing to him
; as that it [the hat honor] main has been laid along the jagged surface

was no plant of God's planting, but a weed of
degeneracy and apostacy ; a carnal and earthly
honor, the effect, feeder, and plcaser of pride,
and of a vain mind, and that no advantage re-

dounded to mafikind by it: and how could
they, that ought to do all to the glory of God,
use that vain and unprofitable custom, wiiich
cannot be done to the glory of God ? 1 en-
treated him seriously to consider with him-
self, the rise and end of it; whence it came,
what it pleased, and what that was, which
was angry that it had it not?"
He reminded this great man, of the sincere

and serviceable respect which truth substi-
tuted in the place of this unmeaning ceremo-
ny

;
and after exhorting him to simplicity

of coral reefs. The depth and nature of the

bottom, the strength and direction of currents,
the temperature at the bottom, should all be

ascertained beforehand by a special ship ap-

pointed to survey the proposed track of the
cable. The best route for the cable is then
laid down on the charts, as a guide to the
navigator and engineers engaged in the laj^-

ing. Great improvements have recently been
made in the method of taking deep sea sound-
ings. The ordinary' plan is to carry the load-

line (a strong line or small rope of fine tarred
Manilla yarn) frona the stern along the ship's

side to the bows, and there drop the lead into

the sea. As it sinks the rope runs out off the
drum on which it is coiled, and when the lead

md poverty of spirit, and to belike that JesusI strikes bottom the running ceases. The in-

whom he professed to take for his Saviour, troduction of fine steel wire for the rope, by
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William Thompson, is a groat improve-
lent upon this clurasy method. The wire
" iks quickly through the water, and is pulled

again with a verj- great saving of time and
ibor ; but the mo^t ingenious of all contri-

ancts for finding the depth of the sea is

Siemen's bathometer, a very recent invention,

^he bathometer simply stands in the captain's

abin like a barometer, and indicates the depth
f the sea over which the ship is passing, just

.8 a barometer indicates the height of the

.tmosphere above. The action of this in-

genious contrivance depends on the attraction

f the earth on a column of mercury. This at-

raction is proportional to the earth's density,

.nd the relative distance of its crust from the

nercury column. Earth being denser than
fater, exercises a greater downward attrac-

ion on the mercury. I'', then, there are say
, hundred fathoms of water just under the

mercury instead ofa hundred fathoms of earth

f)r rock, there will be less downward attrac-

tion on it. Taking advantage of this law, the

nercury column is adjusted so as to indicate

t,he power of the attraction and give the depth
jf water it corresponds to.

—

Chambers' Jour-

nal.

From Joliu Ctiurcliinjin's .Toiirnal.

Divine Guidance.

"My mind had been fur some time drawn
owards Ireland, and being desirous to lose no
irae, we went to Whitehaven, several vessels

J there for Dublin ; but on viewing them
luid no freedom to take a passage, at which 1

18 much straitened. Turning my mind in-

[ward, Ireland was hid from my view, and
going to the house of a friend, wo sat a while

still."and I had freedom to let Friends know,
that 1 had no prospect but that the vessels

might go their voyage with safety, and did

mot decline a passage on that account; but

feeling afull stop in my mind, had do freedom
ito proceed anywhere at present, save to return

(with our friends, John and Hannah Harris, to

HighHeld.
We therefore returned with them, and at-

tended Fardsay Hall Monthly Meeting, where
1 had freedom to propose that Friends would
enter on the service of visiting families. They
informed me, that some years before they
bad nominated Friends for that service, but

meeting with some discouragement, they had
not performed it; and being about to turn

over the book to see who were then appoint-

ed, considering it was a long time since, they
concluded it was better to proceed to a new
choice, but seemed at a stand about naming
Friends. I had a freedom to let them know,
that although 1 was a stranger, I could point

out some who would answer the service if

they would submit to it. Alter a solid pause,

a Friend said, as our Friend has the matter
before him, I am free that he should choose

for us ; to which I replied, that being a

stranger to their members, one might be

chosen who was under some impediment,
and therefore it would be safer f<ir the Meet-
ing to choose, but perceiving they were at a

loss, I pointed out a few Friends in great fear,

with a single eye to the sense which I did

believe Truth gave me, and the clerk took
their names; a Friend said, he believed it

was the Truth which had made the choice.

[ then mentioned, that if they could soon
enter upon the service, I found a freedom to

accompany them therein, if Friends found
[inity therewith, which several expressed.

some women Friends being aUo named In-

their Meeting to join in it. Before the ser-

vice was much p''oceeded in, a heavj' concern
came upon me from a secret sense I had, that

one of them was under the censure of some,
by which 1 feared her service would be laid

waste, unless it could be removed. Although
I had no intimation of anj'thing of the kind
from anj- person, I became heavily exercised,

and at length requested a Friend to invite

the man and his wife to dine with him, who
I apprehended were uneasy with the woman,
and I desired her and her husband to come to

the same house in the afternoon, who accord-

ingly came, and thus the parties met unex-
pectedly to each other.

I was humbled under the weight attending
ray mind, and no others being present except
the Friend and his wife at whose house we
were, I ventured to let them know the exer-

cise I had been under some daj'S, from an
apprehension of a difference, or prejudice

subsisting between them, which, if not re-

moved, would devour like fire, by which I

believed they were already much affected.

As I had not received information, more or
less, I might be mistaken, and did not desire

they should say anything on the subject be-

fore me, but honestly confer on it between
themselves first, and if it was so, remove the

cause, and if nothing was amiss, let me know,
that I might be warned to be more cautious

in future. I then left them and walked by
myself about an hour, when the man of the

house called me in, and they told me I was
not mistaken, for there had been a hardness
existing for some time, which they hoped was
now done away.
But when in tlie course of our visit, we

came to the house of the Friends who had
been uneasy, I felt it as fresh as before, and
told them I did believe that they were not
easy that the Friend should go on in the ser-

vice ; to which one of them answered, if she
judges herself to be clear and others arc easy,

I have no objection.

I asked what others were meant? The man
replied, her husband and relations ; and as

the matter rested upon me, it appeared that
endeavors ought to be used for reconi-iliation,

before we could with satisfaction ])roceed on
the visit. Believing the Lord had secretly

engaged me, I hoped he would accompany
and bless the labor fbr the restoration of

peace, which in a few daj'S he was pleased to

accomplish, and then we proceeded more
cheerfull}^, and 1 think I may say the Lord
was with us, to the praise of his great and
eternal name, who is worthy forever."

For "Tlie Friend."

" Acros,s Africa."

(Continued from page 395.)

" A sad and eventful day now arrived. It

was on the 20th of October, as I lay on my
bed prostrate, listless and enfeebled from re-

peated attacks of fever; my mind dazed and
confused with whirling thoughts and fancies

of home and those dear ones far away, that
my servant Mohammed Malin, came running
into my tent with a letter in his hand. I

snatched it from him, asking at the same
time, where it came from. His only replj^

was, "Some man bring him." Tearing it

open, I found Jacob Wainwright's letter, dat-

ed " Ukhonongo, October, 1873." * * *

" Your father died by disease beyond the
country of Bisa, but we have carried the

corpse with us. Ton of our soldiers are lost,

some have died." * * *

" Being half blind, it was with some difficulty

that I deciphered the writing, and then, fail-

ing to attach any definite meaning to it, I

went to Dillon. His brain was in much the
same state of confusion from fever as mine,
and we read it again together, each having
the same vague idea.—Could it be our own
father who was dead? It was not until tho
bearer of the letter—Chuma, Livingstone's
faithful follower—was brought to us, that we
fully comprehended what we had been reading.
The writer had naturally supposed that the
doctor's son was the leader of the Relief Ex-
pedition. We immediately sent supplies for

the pressing needs of the caravan, and dis-

patched a messenger to the coast, announcing
Dr. Livingstone's death.

' On the arrival of the body a few days later,

Said ibn Salim, Shaykh ibn Nassib, Abdallah
ibn Nasib, and the principal Arabs without
exception, showed their respect to Living-
stone's memory, by attending to the reception
of the corpse, which we arranged with such
honors as we were able. Susi, on whom the
command had devolved on the death of Liv-
ingstone, brought a couple of boxes belong-
ing to him, and his guns and instruments.
He also stated, that a box containing books
had been left at LTjijj, and that shortly before
his death, the doctor had particularly desired
that they should be fetched and conveyed to

the coast. Dr. Livingstone's death, so far as
I could ascertain from the description given
by his men, occurred rather to the westward
of the place marked in the map published in
" Livingstone's Last Journals." He had been
suffering from acute dysentery for some time,
but his active mind did not permit him to
remain still and rest. Had he done so for a
week or two after the first attack, it was the
opinion of Dr. Dillon, upon reading the last

few pages of his journal, that he would most
probably have recovered.

"On the 9th of November, Livingstone's
caravan, accompanied by Dillon and Murjihy,
started for the coast. The evening before

we parted was a solemn time both for Dillon

and myself We talked of our homes, and of

meeting in England; but whether we really

cherished that hope of meeting again, 1 scarce-

ly know. At this time I was nearly blind

from ophthalmia, and almost unable to walk
from pain in my back ; while fever, which was
still hanging about, had reduced me to a skel-

eton, my weight being only seven stone four

on leaving Kwiharah. Still I was determin-
ed to go on, trusting in the mercy of God to

enable me to accomplish the labor I had un-

dertaken.
" As we were starting from Itumvi, a mes-

senger from Murphy brought the dreadful

news of poor Dillon's death on the 18th of
November, caused by the terrible eftects of

African fever. The shock so stunned me in

my enfeebled condition, that for a few daj's I

appear to have existed almost in a dream, re-

membering scarcely anything of the march
to Konongo, and leaving my journal a blank.

"Mar.ching through a wooded country with
beautiful open glades, the trees bursting into

leaf, and the young grass clothing with a ten-

der green the patches which had been burned
in the dry season, and every thing looking
fresh and spring like, I felt better than at

anytime since leaving Kwiharah ; and, to my
astonishment, I found mj'self able to follow
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tho eliady path without sutfcring or fatigue.

Wo rested at some pools of clear fresh water
;

aod a baggage-donkej' appreciating the com-
fort of a bath, went ioto one, and lying down
commenced to roll. Pleasant as this might
have been for the beast, it tended much to

tho detriment of a load composed of miscella-

neous odds and ends, botanical paper, &c.

"Resuming our march, we reached, in a few
hours, a large village in the centre of much
cultivation. The men carrying nij'^ tent and
cooking gear having lagged behind, I took

refuge from the sun's rays in the village pub-

lic house, where I became the centre of a won-
dering crowd. There were two of these pub-

lic houses—or perhaps they may be more pro-

perly termed "clubs '—in nearly every village

in Unyamwizi, one for each sex. That ap
propriated to the women is not open to stran-

gers ; but at the one frequented by the men,

all travellers of distinction are welcomed by

the chiefs and elders. As soon as a boy attains

the age of seven or eiglit years, he throws off

the authority of his mother, and passes most
of his time at the club, U8uall_y eating and
often sleeping there. They are generally

larger and better built than the other huts,

and a standing bed place occupies a consider-

able portion of the interior.

" I again made a start, and after a long march
reached Mapalatta. When iirst the caravan
arrived, the people closed the doors of the

village, for they had lately been harried by
some slave-hunters, and had learned to view
all strangers with suspicion. But after a time

they professed themselves satisfied with our
peaceful intentions and allowed us to enter.

The chief of tho village was a disgustingly

dirty old man, suffering from delirium tremens
—the only instance of this disorder which I

saw in Africa, though drunkenness was by
no means uncommon. The purchase of five

days' food was however satisfactorily arranged
with his wives, and we proceeded on the 10th

of Decembei'. The country was perfectly

charming, the trees delicately green and fresh,

the open, grassy glades enameled with various

wild flowers. Indeed, it would have required

no great stretch of imagination to fancy one's

self in the wooded part of a well ki'pt English
park, except that gazelles bounding away in

the distance, and the skulls of a lion and an

elephant kept prominently in mind the fact

that one was in an African jungle."

come hers to work or develop the countrj-,

but to die, that they may sleep with their

fathei-s in holy ground. They are generally
d and poor, living on the charity of their

people in Europe and America. It will require

, different class of emigrants altogether to

ecover this cursed land. It is true there are
new houses going up outside the city walls,

but mostly small tenements built by com-
mittees for the benefit of their poor members.
If any work has been done on those dwellings
by night, it is to avoid the hot sun during the
day, and not because there is such a demand
for houses.

The latest programme for Palestine is not
Jewish, but papal occupancy. The Jesuits of

Europe are dissatisfied with the condition of
things in Italy, and there is a movement on
foot to make Jerusalem the head of the Latin
Church. Commissioners have been appointed
to negotiate for the territory ;

engineers have
surveyed a railroad from here to Jaffa. Money
is being collected for the erection of a magnifi-

cent palace for his Holiness on Mount Zion,

to which the wealth of the Vatican is to be
transferred. Here the successor to Pius IX.

to bo installed, and the " City of the Great
King" is to be the future head of the Pontifi-

cal See. Russia, however, may have some-
thing to say in the future disposition of Pales-

"ne. F. S. De Hass.
Jerusalem, June 16, 1877.

•

—

Christian Advocate.

Jewish Settlement of Palestine.—Wo have just

met with an article in your paper of April

on the re-peopleing of Palestine by the Jews,
which contains some statements that need
correcting; this one in particular, " that th

population of Palestine is double what it was
ton years ago." If this refers to the Jews, it

niay bo true, but of the entire population it

is not true. This country, owing especially

to the heavy drain upon the able bodied men
to keep up the army, is rapidly being depopu-
lated and impoverished. Deserted villages are

everywhere to be seen. There is less wealth
among the people, fewer camels, horses, and
stock of all kinds, than ten years ago. Fruit
and forest trees are also disappearing. Carmel
was almost stripped of her timber for the Suez
Canal ; and as any fi uit tree is taxed, whether
it bears or not, few are now planted. Everj'

thing here appears to be finished ; there is no
progress, no improvement of any kind.

There are about 30,000 Jews in all Palestine.

They are mostly from Russia, and do not

For " The Friend."

Joiiii Biirclay to his Sister.

" Margate, 8th of Seventh rao., 18.30.

''e rejoice that .you are helped on your
way, to advocate the good cause, even the

way of the cross of our Lord and Saviour, in

which so few walk, though so many can talk

of it, and dress it up, or something else instead

of it, to try to persuade themselves they are

n the right way—Lo, here is Christ! lo, ho

is there !—and all else but themselves are not

of the way. I have not a doubt that you have
been often refreshed together with a remnant,

a precious remnant, in the little scattered

meetings in the districts you have been among.
Indeed, I have been sometimes ready to take

up the belief, and had to express it in

mooting, that if individuals of the small coun-

try meetings, the two's and the three's, were
faithful in their day, and in their line and
measure, their Lord and Master, the Head of

his church, was bound to appear for them,
and to do for them exceedingly abundantly,

and to honor them, and to make theni very
fruitful, and even use them in building up
each other, and the church also in other dis-

tricts, even in those popular and once flourish-

ng meetings where the enemy is sweeping
away his victims, and laying waste the herit

age with a wide wasting desolation. I re

minded those on whom devolved the weights
and burdens of Society, of the first plantiuf

ot Truth in these parts by two or more j-outh

ful messengers, who walked from place to

place, and enquired who were worthy, and
directed them to the sure Teacher, and how
to gather inwardly to Him.
Ah I it is my full persuasion, the Master

at work, (though the enemy be busy also,)

and will yet, out of the mouth and bj- tho

means of those that may think themselves but

babes and sucklings, ordain strength, and per

feet His own praise ; and such, in the right

sense, we all ought to bo, in oi'der that His

strength may be made perfect in our abase-ljil

ment. y
Farewell, my beloved sister, in the best oll»

all bonds. May the same Hand that has duneL
great things for us, help us to hold out to the

nd, in the faith and patience, through what-
ever awaits either of us.

Thy very affectionate brother,

J. B."

" Bradpole, 9th of Fourth mo., 1819.

Dear Edward,—I am sensibly and decidedly
of the mind, that it is a day when the lan-

guage, ' Trust ye not in atiy brother,' (that is,

'rapHcitly and without due reservation,) is

loudly preached in the ear of some minds.
And now it is that the very princes in Israel

frown, and are well nigh frightened, at the
bold and apparently forward stoppings of

those that have not been long in the ranks,

nor trained up to the battle, nor inured to the
sound of arms, nor the shout of the enemy,
but have been bred up to the sheepfold aa

David was, whom his brethren despised. Oh !

could here tell thee how disheartened I have
been when among the chief men, those ac-

counted the veterans, to see them hang their

heads as one ashamed or amazed at the deso-

lation ; and the fears, and the doublings, and
disputings, and hesitations that have been
suffered to creep over them, and hem them

all sides, like the net which the hunter
lays for the lion of the forest. At such times

to hear these reason aside, and explain away,
what Truth dictates to be done, reckoning
upon the effects likely to ensue, and what
they that are of the world, as well as in the

Id, would think. Oh I this has grieved
something that is good, and loves good in mo,
and I have said, ' Oh ! these time-servers, these

men-pleasers ; how I pity them!' Neverthe
less, this is clear to me, and I dare not doubt
t, viz., that such shall not be permitted to

linder the Lord's work longer than He please.;

for surely when the morning of the day dawns,
f not already dawned, wherein Ho will take
His own glorious work yet more evidently
nd eminently into His own mighty hand, to

set up and establish his Jerusalem, a praise

d an excellency in the earth, beautiful for

situation, whose gates are salvation, and
whose walls are praise, then shall there be

judges as of old, and counsellors as at the be-

ginning, kings and priests unto God, that

shall be firm and faithful, bold and terrible

against the workers of iniquity ; that shall not

spare the very best of the sheep, or oxen, op

fallings of the Amalekites, that laid wait for,

Israel when ho came out of Egypt ; and who
shall not foolishly pity that which the Lord
hath no pity for, nor fondle nor dandle the

babe of the false birth, unto which is reset

the fiery wrath of the Holy One.
[After alluding to his own course, he goes

on thus], I desire, dear E.,—be assured 1

sire, to keep in the back ground as long as

ever I can ; that is, to keep self in the back
ground, and would even have been willing to

excuse myself from thus speaking of myself

in this letter; but I dare not, by a kind of

voluntary humility, make little of the Power
by which alone I am or can be any thing to

liis glory who looketh on the heart. Tiierej!

is a holy authoritj-, an awful dignity, which
the true servant is clothed with (at seat

especially), as with the royal robes be acts in

the King's name, though in the least service.

Now the true humility is not inconsistent
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th this honor; for none are thus bonorci)

th the true honor, but as ihey become will-

; to be humbled under the mighty Hand,
wed under the baptiziug Power.
In writing the above, the glorious display

' this Power through many favored instru

icnts of old, has rapidly revived and recur-

id ; one instance after another, as recorded

the Holy Scriptures, and much matter of

istruction been derived to myself from many
iflections thereupon ; and I have said in my
eart, and may say as much to thee, 'Ob ! for

Gideon, now that the enemies of the Lord
re as grass-hoppers for multitude !' How
vingly has this example revived and been

resented before me! How did he boldly

ist down the altar of Baal ? How did he

aim the language, ' Whosoever is fearful

nd alraid, let him return ;' and there returned

2,000! Joshua also, and Samson, David,

Itzekiah, Elijah, and his servant that poured

ater on his hands; with Jeremiah, Daniel,

nd others too numerous to make allusion to.

low eminently glorious, even in the infancy,

the dawning of the Go.spel day, even when
lie shadows were scarcely yet dissipated, did

he Light appear on the mountains, in the

mes of the apostles and primitive Christians

Lnd-is the Arm shortened, that in this day it

annot redeem with as evident a display, with

8 glorious a manifestation? Shall the light

f the sun never ' be as the light of seven

ays?'

[After writing on another subject, he says:]

)Lar E., I am now writing on the beach, my
DOtstool a rock, my desk a rock, my seat a

ock. It is a lovely evening; the sun nearly

ultry, but the sea breeze very soft and cool,

^be cliff hangs over me very precipitous and

afty, the sea beautifully blue and calm, scarce-

y a human creature near. I often think of

bee, though myself in the midst of much en

oyment, or at least means of enjoyment to a

nind awakened and alive to the beauties of

atural scenery at this sweet season, to the

omfort of retirement, and to the blessing of

he society of those that are devoted to the

ear and service of the good Master.

J. B,

The Value of Health.

There is perhaps nothing more indispensa-

ile to human happiness and yet more fre-

[uently disregarded in human strivings than

he attainment of vigorous physical health.

Very few appreciate how essential an element

t is in all prosperity, and still fewer under-

itand the laws on which it is based or are

rilling to obey those laws when revealed to

hem. It is yet very far from occupying the

lignifled position in public esteem as an object

)f life which it merits and will eventuall}'

)btain. It is not avowedly slighted, but it is

lecretly depreciated. We admit i's value in

heory, but deny it in pi-actice. We all, in

Eome degree, desire it, but we decline to make
acrifices for it. The young will not give up

(xciting pleasures, the business man will not

aoderate his labors, the student will not re-

ieve his over-taxed brain, the epicure will not

esign his dainties for the sake of health.

Dhat is, while all, in different ways, are eagerly

leeking happiness, they refuse to pass through
gate which leads to it. While all are

ingaged in erecting edifices of various kinds,

hey are so interested in the architecture that

,hey have neglected to^ lay the solid fouuda-

)n. Is it anj' wonder that they crumble
d fall?

There is no one of life's objects, from the

lowest to the highest, that can be fully at-

tained, where the healthful vigor of the phy-
1 frame is wanting. Even appetite can

only yield her pleasures through temperance.
The epicure who indulges in every luxury
soon destroys his powers of enjoyment, and
finds too late that even the poor gratitieation

he covets has eluded his grasp It is only
when the palate is quickened by natural

hunger that food can yield any real enjoy-

ment. Excess will poison the most luscious

fruits, and take awaj' the flavor of the choicest

delicacies. The same is true of every other
pleasure, whether of private, domestic or

social life. No matter how abundant may be

the outward appliances, if health be absent,

the capacity for enjoyment is gone, while on

the other hand, though the external resources

may be small, physical vigor will enable

so to use them as to receive and convey solid

and enduring happiness.

Equally essential is health to the perfection

of labor in all its forms. Both the amount and
the quality of our work depend greatly on
our physical well-being. We mourn over the

sickness which deprives us of all power of

action, but we rare!}- appreciate how close is

the connection between superior work and
superior health, and between inferior work
and a depressed physical system. Horace
Mann says that high health is at least equal

to fifty per cent, more brain. If there is any
truth in such a statement, how cai'eful should
those be who desire a clear mind, powers of

consecutive thought, or ability to form and
execute plans, to strengthen their physical

powers and ward off the approach of disease.

Labor in all its forms is but human power
put into useful action, and only by means of

healthful vitality can this power be generated—Philada. Ledger.

"We Don't Want the Guide."

These were the words of a party at the foot

of the White Mountains, who were determined
to find their own way to the top.

" But," said the keeper of the hotel, "I w
let you have one at half price."

" No, we don't want one even at half price.

We can find our own way well enough alone

We will follow the path, and we shall sooc

find our way to the 'Tip-top House."
" You may get lost," said the landlord

"Eather than have you go alone, I will send

a guide who knows every mile of the road,

for nothing."
"No, we don't want him even for nothi

We want to do something that will astonish

our friends."

"But it is very dangerous."
'' We are strong ; we will risk it."

" But suppose you should find yourselves in

a snow storm, what would your young ladies

do then."

"Ha, ha," said one of them
;
"that would

be nice fun. A snow-storm in summer!
hope we will see one."

"Yes, yes," they all shouted; and so, with

hearts full of hope, they started off to gain

the top of Mount Washington. On they went
as gay as larks, till, as they got near the toj

of the mountain, they saw a white cloud right

above them, tip, up, they went, right into

it, and they found what I have often seen

Switzerland,
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ourselves, waiting for the adoption, to wit,

the redemption of our body." These feelinga

;ii-e traceable to those infirmities of the flesh

which have resulted from the primal fall, and
that bondage of corrupT.iou in which the

creature has become entangled by yielding to

temptation; but it is truly consoling to re

member that "the creature itself also shall

be delivered from the bondage of corruption
into the glorious liberty of the children of

God." That whilst we are to watch and praj'

daily lest wo enter into those temptations
with which an unwearied adversary assnils

us, we are to take no anxious thought for

the morrow, but implicity to rely upon the
Captain of our salvation, who has assured us

that, as the life is more than meat, and the

body than raiment, so the same Hand which
supplies the least need of to-day, will assiu-edly

not neglect the greater one of to-morrow.
The work of sanctification is a progressive

one. Paul in writing to the Thessalonian
converts addresses them as being "all the
children of light and the children of the day;"
and therefore they must have known the new
birth, seeing that "God is light;" (1 John
i. 4,) but he further prays for them, that "the
very God of peace sanctity you wholly ;" "and
I pray God your ivliule spirit, and soul, and
body, be preserved lilameless unto the coming
of our Lord Jesus Christ. Faithful is he that

calleth you, who also will do it." (1 Thess.
V. 5, 23, "24.) Whilst therefore no false idea

of security without taking up the daily cross

and walking in the narrow way is compati-
ble with Christian safety, and wo are to labor

to enter into Chri-^t's rest, there is a paternal

assurance of final victory vouchsafed to those

who follow Him who is the" way," even though
they be led through the wilderness, and walk
in seeming darkness. To these the consoling

exhortation is extended by a compassionate
Father," thou art no more a servant but a son;"

and it will strengthen their drooping spirits,

which j^et groan in this earthly tabernacle,

and earnestly desire to be clothed upon with
their house which is from heaven, to remem-
ber that " He that spared not his own Son, but
delivered Him up for us all, [shall] with Him
also freely give us all things:" that He will

not break the bruised reed, nor quencb the
smoking flax until He brings forth judgment
unto victory. We believe that a spirit which
glows with gratitude to Him who has offered

himself to redeem us is not only acceptable,

but obligatory upon His children
; and that it

is pleasing in His sight for such to maintain
a cheerful and hopeful demeanor, "rejoicing
in hope, patient in tribulation and continuing
instant in prayer."
The privilege of sonship under the gospel

is one that cannot be too highly appreciated.
" Behold what manner oflove the Father hath
bestowed on us that wo should be called the
sons of God!" exclaims the beloved disciple,

as if in ecstatic joy at the glorious promise.
Do we realize that if children, then we are
"heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ?"
that "He is not ashamed to call them breth-
ren ?" Surely these blessed truths should raise

our hearts in grateful adoration, as they are
opened to us by the Holy Spirit, and incite

not only to diligence in His service, but also to
rejoice with joy unspeakable and full of glory.
" These things have I spoken unto you, that
""ly .i'^'7 might remain in you, and that your
joy might he full.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United Stam-ks,—There lia.s been a general resump-

tion of railroad travel throughout (he country; in

several sections fre.'^h ontbreaks of the riotous element
in our community have occurred ; these have been
quelled by the military, with .some loss of life.

A Wa.shington telegram says the labor question has
been di.scussed at several Cabinet meetings, to the ex-

clusion of all other subjects, and it also asserts that a

good portion of the President's first rae.ss ige to Congress
will be devoted to that question.

Governor Hartranft's ride from Ogden city to Utah,
in point of speed and distance, and considering no
special arrangements were made for it, may be .set down
as the fastest on record. Immediately upon receipt of

the news from Pennsylvania, he turned his face home-
ward, and travelled night and day across the continent
until Pittsburg was reached. The Chicago and North-
western Riilroad Company furnished a special engine
and car, and it is said one stretch of 348 miles was
naade in eight hours and 21 minutes.
Within ten years no less than 12,000,000 acres of

forest have been cut down or burned over in the United
Slates. Much of the timber is used for fuel, 2o cities

being on record as consuming from 5,000 to 10,000
acres each. Fences use up much timber, and railway
sleepers require the product of 150,000 acres per annum.
The amount of pine and lumber timber yet standing in

the forests of the timber States is estimated at 225,000,-

000 feet. The sum of $144,000,000 is invested in the
timber industry, employing 200,000 men.
Europe, which pays more attention to the preserva-

tion of her forests than America, is also careful not to

waste wood used in her industries. Many railroad

companies in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, im-
pregnate their wooden "ties" or "sleepers" with chlo-

ride of zinc, tar oil or combinations of the two, to pre-

serve them from decay. A few companies use corro-

sive sublimate and sulphate of copper for the same
purpose; 12 percent is thus added to the cost of the

tie, while its life is extended from 70 to 300 per cent.

The .Jackson and Sharp Company of Wilmington,
Del., are now building a palace car for the King of

.Sweden. This car will be similar to the narrow gauge
palace car built for the Emperor of Brazil. The .same

company shipped, within the past few days, five cars to

South America, and are building four more for that

country.

More than 5,000,000 cans of corn are now packed in

Maine, annually, and sold in every part of tlie world,
yielding a business to that State of about SI, 250,000,
and giving profitable employment to from 8,000 to

10,000 people during the packing .season.

Burt's saw mill and salt works, near East Saginaw,
Michigan, with 6,000,000 feet of lumber, and 8,000
barrels of salt, were destroyed by incendiary tire—250
men are thrown out of employment.
During the Seventh month there arrived at New

York 6713 immigrants, of whom 2788 were females;
1522 were from Germany, 1255 from England and
Wales, 946 from Ireland, 832 from Sweden and Nor-
wav, 412 from Austria, 370 from Russia, 324 from Den-
mark, 242 from Italy, 237 from Scotland, 190 from
France, 159 from Switzerland, and the remainder from
various countries.

The mean temperature for last month, according to

e local weather report, was 78 deg. ; which is one
degree less than same month last year. The highest,

the 27th, 95 degrees; lowest, on the 5th, 61 degrees;
greatest daily range, on 27th, 24 degrees. Total rain-

fall 5.53 inches; number of rainy days 13: on eleven of

there were storms accompanied by lightning.

This unusual amount of atmospheric electricity is con-
sidered to have had a marked efFect upon the health of

city, as the mortality has been from 10 to 30 per
cent, less than in former years.

The number of interments in this city for the week
ending at noon on the 4th, was 407 : 141 adults and 26G
children—172 being under one year of age—335 were
natives of the United States, and 55 of foreign birth.

Tlie Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 7th insl. American gold, 105f. U. S. 6's, 1881,

112| ; new 4i per cents, reg., 109 ; do. 4 per cents, 105.i;

5-20 coupons, 1865, 107i; do. 1867, 109f ; do. 1868,
112.

Cotton selling in lots at 12 a 125 cts. per lb. for up-
lands and New Orleans. Flour, active but lower. Sales

i.25 a 110.00 for
,

from $7.75 for good, to

Wheat, $l.r" " '

$1.57 for Penn.syl

choice,

.«1.30 for p;

Straw, 60 a 70 cts.

Foreign.—The Bank of England having presented

1.60 for Jersey and southerrjjwr ambe
Penn.sylvania rgjl; l|I^inaf%djBiKr weste
$1.60. oat^^ SJi isl mMn.'iQ

prime Timulli^5Bta*flxeaLfOiy^. a $1.(

grades.

ber
;

estern

20 to

00.

to the British Museum its collection of coins, tl

duplieates were disposed of at auction, in Londo
several days ago. The coin which brought the highe:

figure was one of Charles I., the Oxford crown, whic
was sold for £80. The total of 184 lots, the actai

monev value of which was not above $300, amountel
to £707.
By telegraph it is stated a sanguinary conflict oil

curred on the 31st ult., near Plevna, between the Rw
sian and Turkish armies, which resulted in a defeat (

the former. The Turks fought on the defensive, an<'

their loss is reported to have been much smaller.

A ukase has been issued ordering the raobilizatioi'

of the entire corps of the Russian Imperial Guard, an

several other divisions. A levy of 188,600 of the Land|

wehr has also been ordered.

Renter's Constantinople dispatch of the 7th inst. says

it is officially announced that it has been decided ti,

form a cimp of 70,000 men near the capital.

An imperial decree has been issued, reducing thi'

.salaries of all- government officials fifty per cent, unti'

the close of the war.

A convention between England and Egypt, for thij

suppression of the slave trade, has been signe 1.

Special dispatches to the Timeti report the village O;

Garnsee, near Marienwerder, Prus-iia, has been de'

stroyed by fire, and 800 persons rendered homeless,

A dispatch to the Times on the 5th, states the towri

of Sundsvall, Sweden, has been almost totally burned.

The latest official rep irts state that Nepaul, as well

as Burmali and Assam, have hid a suffijient rainfall-

which averts the fear of famine in those districts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Anna Frame, lo., per James Franae.i:

$2.10, vol. 51 ; from Joseph Waring, Canada, $2.10, tc'

No. 23, vol. 52, and for William G. Austin, $2.10, tc'

No. 27, vol. 52, and Jesse Stover, George Pollard, and!

Thomas Cornell, $2.10 each, vol. 51; from Chalklejj

Stokes, N. J., for Amy Borton and Ezra Brown, $2.10

each, vol. 51, and for Naomi B. Haines and John G.
Haines, $2 each, vol. 51 ; from Thomas F. Scattergood,,

Pa., $2.10, vol. 51, and for Mary B. Woodward, $2,10,i

vol. 51; from Robert Knowles, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 51,

and for Benjamin Boss, Benjamin. Knowles, Chester!

A. Weaver, George C. Carpenter, David Peckham,
Lorenzo Rockwell and Hubert Rockwell, N. Y., andj

David F. Knowles, Vt., $2.10 each, vol. 51 ; from Isaac;

Heacock, Pa., $2.10, vol. 51, and for James Masters,

$2.10, vol. 51 ; from Jacob Parvin, Pa., $2.10, to No. 8,

vol. 52; from Isaac W. Stokes, N. J., $2.10, vol. 51;
from Ann Smallwood, Pa., $2.10, vol. 51 ; from Dr.l

George Thomas, Pa., $2.10, to No. 24, vol. 52, and fori

J. Preston Thoma,s, $2.10, to No. 2.3, vol. 52, and Jonah'
Ogelsby, $2.10, vol. 51 ; from Thomas M. H.irvey, Pa.,

$2.10, vol. 51, and for Hannah Kite, Martha H. Linton,
|

Rebecca S. Conard, Sen., Geo. T. Satterthwaite, and
Isabella Christy, $2.10 e.ich, vol.51; from John Bishop,

N. J., $2.10, vol. 51, and for Lucy A. Pancoast, City,

$2, vol. 51; from Robert Parker, City, $2.10, vol. 51;
froiTi Benjamin Gilbert and Joshua Cope, Pa., $2.10

each, vol. 51 ; from Deborah Satterthwaite, N. J., $2.10,

vol. 51 ; from Sarah North and Deborah Hunt, Pa., per

William Webster, $2.10 each, vol. 51 ; from D.ivid

Heston, Fkfd., $2.10, vol. 51, and for William Nuby,
Colorado, $2.10, vol. 61 ; from Eliza Stock, O., $2.10,

vol. 51 ; from Joseph Scattergood, Agent, Pa., ,'$2.10, i

vol.51, and for Elizabeth S. Thomas, Jacob Parker,

Charles S. Carter, Sarah Yarnall, Sarah C. Passraore,

Alfred Embree, and Jane B. Davis, $2.10 each, vol 51.

Remillanees received after Fourth-day morning loiU nati

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

MALVERN BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL
vill re-open Ninth mo. 10th, 1877.

For circular, address

Jane M. Eldridge, Malvern, Pa

CORRECTION.—In the Summary of Events pub-

isbec\ last week, 3d column, 5!,h line from top, Avon-
dale, Chester Co., should have been " Avondale, Dela-

; Co., Penna."

Died, on the 3d of 7th month, 1877, at his residence I

in Haverford, Del. Co., Pa., Haydock Garriques, i

in the 73d year of his age, a member of the Monthly
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the Western
District.
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